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TERMS OF REFERENCE. 

To report and make recommendations in regard to-

(1) The adequacy of existing arrangements in India for facilitating 
the access of Indian students to the United Kingdom, including 
the constitution and working of the Advisory Committees and 
their future relations to the Provincial Governments; 

(2) The extent and directions in which the Secretary of State's control 
should be e~ercised as distinct from the actual work of admini
stration which will be entrusted to .the High Commissioner; 

(:3) Details of the work to be undertaken in the United Kingdom and 
the relations that should be established with Universities and 
other institutions or bodies or with manufacturers or commercial 
firms in order to provide for the ad'mission of Indian students 
and the provision of any special or technical training that may 
be required; and 

. 
(4) Any other question affecting the education or well-being of 

Indian sj,udents in this or any other country upon which the 
Committee may desire to make recommendations. 
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REPORT 

OF 

THE CO~I~IlTTEE ON INDIAN STUDENTS. 

CHAPTER I. 

TIlE CONSTITUTION AND WORK OF THE COMMITTEE. 

1. THE Committee was appointed by the Secretary of State for Date of appointment of 
India in a Minute dated the 11th May, 1921, as follows:- the Committee. 

"I appoint a Committee, consisting of-
"The Right Honourable the EARL OF LYTTON, .parliamentary Its cons~ltution. 

Under-Secretary of State for India (Chairman); 
"SIR DEVA PRASAD SARVADHIKARY, C.LE., Member of the 

Legislative Assembly and lately Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Calcutta; 

"DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO, Member of the 
Legislative Council, Madra.s; 

"MR. C. E. W. JONES, Indian Educational Service, Director 
of Public Instruction, North-West Frontier Province; 

"SIR MURRAY HAMMICK, K.C.S.I., C.LE., and SAHIBZADA 
AFTAB AHMAD KHAN, Members of the Council of India; 

"MR. ERNEST BARKER, M.A., Principal of King's College, 
London; 

"MR. A. P. M. FLEMING, C.RE., M.Sc., M.LE.E., of the 
Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Company (Limited); 

"MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE, G~neral Secretary of the Y.M.C.A., 
Indian Students' Union and Hostel; 

"MISS L. M. BROOKS, Warden and Secretary of the London 
(Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine for 'Vomen; 

"SECRETARIES: MR. E. G. HOWARTH, of the Universities 
Branch of the Board of Education, and MR. R. E. FIELD, 
of the Indian Students' Department of the Office of the 
High Commissioner for India; 

... to report and make recommendations in regard to-
"(1) the adequacy of existing arrangements in India for Terms of reference. 

facilitating the access of Indian students to the 
United Kingdom, including the constitution and 
working of the Advisory Committees and their 
future relations to the Provincial Governments; 

"(2) the extent and directions in which the Secretary of 
State's control should be exercised as distinct from 
the actual work of administration which will be 
entrusted to the High Commissioner; 

.. (3) details of the work to be undertaken in the United 
Kingdom and the relations that should be established 
with Universities and other institutions or bodies 
or with manufacturers or commercial firms in order 
to provide for the admisl?ion of Indian students and 
the provision of any special or technical training 
that may be required; and 

II (4)" any other question affecting the education or well-being 
of Indian students in this country upon which the 
Committee may desire to make recommendations. 

E. S. MONTAGU." 

At the request of the Committee, the Secretary of State Extension of terms of 
csubsequently (in July) extended the terms of reference by the reference. 
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addition of the words "or any other" between "this" and 
" country" in paragraph 4. .., . 

Mr. Ernest Barker eventually fo~md hl~ dutIe~ as PrmcIpal of 
King's College too exacting to perm~t of hIS se~vmg as ~ member
of the Committee and after attendmg some of the meetmgs held 
at Cambridge and Oxf~rd, he tendered ~is resignation,. which was. 
accepted with regret. His services durmg the sho!t tIme that he 
was with us were very helpful, and later on he .kmdly ~ppeared 
before us as a witness and gave us tpe benefit of hIS experIence and. 
ideas. 

Mr. M. N. Chatterjee served with the Committee until the 
22nd June, when he resigned in order to proceed to America on 
private business, and was replaced by Dr. S. K. Datta, M.B., 
Ch.B., of the National Council of the Indian Y.M.C.A. 
Mr. Chatterjee's knowledge and experience of Indian students, 
both in the United Kingdom and in America, were of much 
assistance to us while he was with the Committee. 

2. Owing to the short time available for making arrangements. 
to complete a tour of the University centres in the United 
Kingdom before the commencement of the Long Vacation, it was 
necessary tq hold a preliminary meeting of those members of thE)-" 
Committee who were already in England prior to the arrival from 
India of Sir D. P. Sarvadhikary and Diwan Bahadur M. 
Ramachandra Rao. This meeting took place at the India OffiCE)-" 
on the 11th May-, and the following memorandum of the lines along 
which the Committee's enquiries would be directed was drawn up
for publication and distribution to persons who would be invited 
to give evidence before us:-

THE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN STUDENTS. 

Memorandum distributed The Committee's enquiries will be directed along the 
to witnesses. following main lines ;-

(1) The reasons which at present induce Indian students to
leave India for education or technical training. 

(2) The nature and extent of Government responsibility
(a) for the provision in India of more adequate

faci~ities so as to remove or reduce the necessity for-
study abroad; and . 

(b) for making the necessary arrangements in the 
United Kingdom to provide adequate facilities for
such educational training as cannot at present be pro
vided in India. 

(3) How far the experiment of sending Indian students to 
the United Kingdom has been justified by the 
experience of those who have been sent and the results. 
that have been achieved. 

Ip- the, course .of their inve.stigations in .the United Kingdom 
th~ CommIttee WIll pay partIcular attentIOn to the following' 
pomts :-

(1) The adequacy, or otherwise, of the facilities available to= 
Indians for admission as underO'raduates or students 
at the Universities and other ed~cational institutions. 
of. the United Kingdom, and the suitability, or other
WIse, of the system under which such admission is now 
granted. . 

(2) The de?irability a1?-d practicability of having a more 
defir:lt~ and umform, sta~~ard of qualificafion for 
admISSIOn to those UOlversltIes and institutions, 

(3) The point at which it is. most beneficial for Indian 
students to break off their education in India in various" 
branches of study and proceed to the United Kingdom_ 
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(4) The sufficiency or insufficiency of the facilities available 
in the United Kingdom for the higher and post-
graduate training 9f Indian students. • 

(5) The desirability, or otherwise, of establishing hostels for 
Indian students at University centres to which they go 
in appreciable numbers. . 

(6) The adequacy and suitability, or otherwise, of the organi
sation at present existing for the assistance of Indian 
students studying in the United Kingdom, including 
the desirability of creating Local Adviserships at 
centres other than at Manchester, Glasgow and 'Edin
burgh, where they already exist. 

(7) The method and means of providing greater facilities fOl' 
the practical training of Indian students in technical 
subjects, such as engineering, pottery, leather manu
facture, oils and fats (including margarine manufac
ture), soap-making, textile manufacture (including 
dyeing of textile fabrics), paper-making, &c. 

(8) The desirability of inducing firms who tender for Indian 
Government contracts to admit to their works for 
practical training a limited number of Indian 
students. 

(9) The means of providing adequate and suitable lodging 
accommodation in London and elsewhere, including 
holiday quarters. 

(10) The desirability of making Indian students better 
acquainted with literary, educational, charitable, 
SOCial, economic, commercial and industrial movements 
and associations in this country and the means of 
bringing this about. 

(11) The provision of facilities for suitable social and 
intellectual intercourse with the people of the United 
Kingdom, especially at the important centres of 
learning. 

3. Sir' D. P. Sarvadhikary and Diwan Bahadur M. Arrival of Members 
l~amachandra Rao arrived in England on the 18th May and a from India. 

meeting of the full Committee was held at the India Office on the 
20th May to decide the itinerary and the main points upon which 
witnesses should be examined. 

4. The Committee left London on the 23rd May and carried Itinerary of tour to 
(lut the following tour :_ , University centres. 

Cambridge, 23rd to 26th May. 
Oxford, 30th May to 3rd June. 
Bristol, 6th and 7th June. 
Birmingham, 8th to 11th June. 
Sheffield, 13th and 14th June. 
Manchester, 15th to 20th June. 
I.iverpool, 21st and 22nd June. 
Leeds, 23rd to 25th June. 
Edinburgh, 27th to 30th June. 
Glasgow, 1st and 2nd July. 

We regret that in fixing these dates we. were unable rm~ossi~ihty of giv.mg 
to consult the authorities of the U niversibes concerned Uruvers"~ authontlee 

ch · d ld h . h d A .. longer notIce of as mu In a vance as we cou ave WIS e. rrlvIng intended "isits. 
as we did at a period of the year when the authorities 
were busily engaged on work connected with the conduct 
of examimitions and the winding-up of the academic session, 
we fear that our visits caused some Inconvenience to the University 
offie~rs who were good enough to appear before us as witnesses. 
We therefore desire to repeat here the apologies offered at the time 
to those on whom our visits threw a burden of work which they 
would naturally have preferred to shoulder at a more convenient 
date. 
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5. On the 11th July we rea~sembled in London and held meetings 
for the ur ose of taking eVIdence a~ ~, Grosvenor 9-arde:r;ts, m 

k
p df lent by the lIigh CommISSIoner for IndIa, untIl the 

rooms -m y d t'l th 26th S ptember ~Oth August, when we adjourne un lee . 

6 F the 26th September until the 11th October further 
meeti~g/o:re held at 42, Grosvenor Gardens; and 0!l the 
12th October we proceeded to Newcastle where we took eVlde.nce 
from the authorities of the Armstrong College an~ th~ MedI~al 
College .and from representatives of some of the leadmg mdustrIal 
firms in the neighbourhood 

7. We desire to express our warm appreciati?n.of the hospitality 
and assistanc~ given to us ~t. every ~entre we vISIted. At each of 
the UniversitIes the authorltI~s were good enou~h to place a room 
at our disposal for the purposes of our me~tmgs, an.d affor~ed 
other facilities. Many of them arranged SOCIal gathermgs whICh 
gave us the advantage of informal discussion of ~he problem 
before us with representative members of the Umversity and 
College staffs, and with many of the Indian students. 

8. At each centre visited we made a special point of obtaining 
the views of the Indian students themselves. In order that those 
students who appeared before us should be as re1>resenta.tive as 
possible, we asked that they should be elected by ~heIr OWll 
organisations, and thus be the chosen spokesmen of theIr fellows. 
Except in one instance our request was everywhere acceded to, 
and we were placed in possession of the views of such representa
tive associations of Indian students as the Cambridge Majlis, the 
Oxford Majlis, the All-England Indian Conference, and the 

. Indian Associations at Edinburgh, Glasgow and Manchester. 
The London Indian Association declined our invitation to send Evidence, 

representatives to give evidence, but other organisations represeht- p.3n 

ing considerable bodies of Indian students working in London, 
such as the Indian Students' Union and Hostel, sent witnesses to. 
lay their views before us; and we are satisfied that the opinion::; 
we have obtained are those, not of a selected minority, but of a 
large majority of the Indian students now present in the United 
Kingdom. 

9. At the outset we found that considerable misapprehension 
existed among a section of the Indian students as to the object of 
our enquiry, and there are indications in the evidence placed 
before us by their representatives of a fear that the object of th~ Evidence 
SeCretary of State, in appointing the Committee, was to devise a pp. 15, lis. 
means for securing greater control over them or of reducing the 10l, 340, 3540. 

numbers admitted to British Universities; while in some quarters 
the Committee was criticised on the ground that it was" official" 
and unrepresentative of the students in whose interests it 
purported to have been set up. We.have made every endeavour 
to dispel these misapprehep.sions, and we believe that our efforts 
in that direction have been to' a large extent successful. The 
majority of the students whom we have met have, we hope, been 
convinced that our enquiry was initiated solely in their own and 
their count!y's interests, an~ that our i:r:vestigations have through-
out been dIrected to the obJect of helpmg them to overcome their 
difficulties. . 

We had the advantage of meeting, in a less formal manner 
considerable numbers of Indian students at some centres wher~ 
we were invited by them to social gatherings at which we obtained 
va;luable info~mation as to ~heir views upon matters connected 
wlt.h our enqUIry; and we ?eSlr~ to express our appreciation of the 
aSSIstance. re~dered to us m thIS way. In other places individual 
member~ mVlte~ students to meet them and visited them at their 
own resIdences In return. 
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10. Our visits to those University Centres w:hich-are also centres Industrial witnesses. 

of industry were of too short duration to 'enable us to interview 
as many representatives of commercial firms as we could have 
wished; but we were able to take evidence at Manchester from 
representatives of the Textile Industry, the Engineering Industry, 
including electric power supply, and the Chemical Industries, and 
on our return to London we were able to secure the attendance of 
witnesses representing the Institutions of Civil, Electrical and 

. Mechanical Engineers, the British Electrical and Allied 
Manufacturers' Association, the Federation of British Industries, 
and other Trade and Industrial Associations, Acting on the 
advice of those best qualified to help us in this matter of securing 
practical training for Indian students, we have sought the views 
of Trade Associations and Federations and Engineering Institu
tions rather than of individual firms. 

11. 'We received evidence either orally or in writing from 260 T?tal number of 
, fIll' f h '11 b f d' A d' I h' witnesses and their witnesses, a u 1st 0 w om WI e oun In ppen IX to t IS classification. 

Report. As will be seen, they include:-
(1j Representatives of Indian Students. 
(2) Representatives of Universities, Colleges and other 

educational institutions (including representative 
British students). 

(3) Representatives of Industry, and Trades Associations and 
Federations. 

(4) Representatives of the Indian" Students' Department and 
of certain departments of the India Office. 

(5) Representatives of unofficial organisations concerned with 
the welfare of Indian students. 

(6) Private individuals interested in Indian students. 

12. From the outset of our enqui7c we had understood that our Refusal of Legislative 
. .. . h U' d K' Id bId' Assembly to vote funds InVestIgatIOns m t e mte' mg om wou e comp ete In needed to complete the 
India. Tliat this would be necessary was evident both from our enqUIry by a visit 
terms of reference and also from the nature of the problem we to Indio<. 

were investigating. All arrangements had been made for us to 
leave England on the 27th October, 1921, to make a tour of the 
principal educational.and industrial centres in India in order to 
discuss with the proper authorities there those aspects of the problem 
which could not be examined in the United Kingdom. At the last 
moment, however, we received intimation from the Secretary of 
State that the Indian Legislative Assembly had refused to vote 
the funds needed to meet the expenses involved, and our visit to 
India had to be abandoned. Apart from the considerable personal 
inconvenience which this change of plan caused to us all, we deeply 
regret that we have been prevented from completing the enquiry 
which we were appointed to undertake. For the reasons which are set 
forth later in this Report, we share the view expressed to us by 
those who have had most experience of the position of Indian 
students in the United Kingdom that their difficulties and the 
conditions of which they complain can only be removed by changes 
in India, and had we discovered at an earlier date that the field of 
our enquiry would be restricted to the United Kingdom we should 
have asked permission to suspend our proceedings until we had 
been authorised to make our examination of the problem complete. 

'Vhen the necessity for the curtailment of our investigations 
was first made known to us, it was too late to take such a step, but 
some of us were disposed to think that, as our recommendations 
could not be complete, it would be better for us not to attempt the 
preparation of any report. As, however, will be seen from the n"',uest of the Secre~ry 
correspondence printed as Appendix II hereto the Secretary of of State for prepa!a.tlOn 
S .' . of a Report coqtammg 

tate appealed to us to make such tentative recommendatIOns as such tentative recommen· 
were possible; and we agreed to endeavour to do so. This Report dations as were possible. 

is the result of our effo:r;ts to comply with that request; but we are 
conscious that it falls far short of the report we had hoped to be 
able to present when we embarked upon our work. 

[8656] B 
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The fact tHat p~ior to the abandonment.of the Indian part of 
our investigations two of our number, Sahlbzada Aftab Ahmad 
Khan and Diwan Bahadur ~t. Ramach~dra Rao, had alr~ady 
left for India in advance of the remamder of the CommIttee 
considerably increased the embarrassment caused to us by t~e 
decision of the Legislative Assembly. Two other member~, S~r 
D. P. Sarvadhikary and Mr. Jones, were un~ble to r~mam In 
England after November 1921, and the completIOn. of thIS ~eport 
has consequently been carried out under exceptIOnally dIfhcult 
conditions. 

The fir&t drafts had to be considered by those mem?ers W?O 
were in ;England and sent by Mail to ea~h of the 'members m IndIa. 
Their comments were returned by Mall and had to be compared 
and discussed without them. But for the fact that the ChaIrman 
was appointed Governor of Bengal in Januar:y 1922 the process 
of exchanging opinions through the post mIght have g.one 011 
indefinitely. This circumstance, however, ena;bled meetl~lgs to 
take place at Darjeeling during May 1922, at whICh the Chalf~aIl, 
Sir D. P. Sarvadhikary, Sahibzada Aftab Ahmad l{han, Dnvan 
Bahadur MI. Ramachandra Rae, Dr. Datta, Mr. Jones and Mr. 
Field were present. The draft which the members in England had 
been prepared to sign was considered and a number of amendments 
were inserted in it. These amendments were accepted by the 
members in EnO'land and a unanimous Report was thus eventually 
obtained. 0 

CHA,PTER II. 

A REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM. 

13 At the outset of our enquiry an initial difficulty presentea 
itself. In ord~r to estima'te the extent and character of the problem 
which confronted us, we were anxious to obtain accurate figures 
of the total number of Indian students in the United Kingdom, 
the qualifications they had obtained in India, and the subjects they 
were studying. Neither the India Office nor the Office of the High 
Commissioner for India was able to supply us with the figures we 
required; and we found from particulars given to us in evidence 
that the information contained in the list of "Students from the 
King's Dominions Overseas and from Foreign Countries in the 
Universities of the UnitedKingdom," published by the Universities' 
Bureau of the British Empire, did not take into account those 
students who were studying elsewhere than at Universities. We 
were therefore obliged to apply direct for the desired particulars 
to all the educational institutions in the United Kingdom at which 
Indian student& were believed to be in attendance; and from the 
answers received to our enquiries the tables of statistics printed 
as Appendix III to this Report have been compiled. 

In addition to those Indian students whose names appear in 
the retUTns supplied to us, there are.a certain number at schools, 
in works and with private tutors. Concerning these it is impos
sible to obtain accurate information, and the figures regarding 
them given in our tables are admittedly conjectural. 

As will be seen, we estimate the total number of Indian 
students in the United Kingdom in October 1921 at 1,450. This 
total falls considerably short of the estimate of 2,000 which ,,,as 
given to us in evidence, probably because that estimate included Evidence. 

twice over those who are studying at a University as well as ~~5.1:a:02. 
reading for the Bar at one of the Inns of Court; whereas, in the 
compilation of our figures, particular care has been taken to ensure 
that any student whose name appears in the returns of more than 
one educational institution is counted as one individual only. 

Of the 1,301 Indian students who are known to be at the 
various centres mentioned in the tables, 501 came to this country 
in 1921, 498 in 1920,205 in 1919, and 219 in 1918. Assuming the 
average length of time spent in the United Kingdom to be two anrl 



~, half years-some are here for less than two years, while a few 
remain for five years or more-and allowing for the fact that some 
go in the first instance to schools, works or private tutors, we may 
estimate the average number of Indian students who have come to 
the United Kingdom in each of the last three years at 550. It has 
been suggested to us that the number of new arrivals in 1918 and 
1919 was above the average, owing to the fact that many students 
bad delayed their departure from India until the conclusion of 
hostilities; but, even if that assumption is more correct than it 
appears to be in the light of the particulars supplied to us, we do 
not anticipate that the yearly number of Indian students seeking 
admission to British Universities and Colleges is likely to fall 
below 500 in the near future. Indeed, the number is likely to be Numbers likely to be 
larger in the future than in the past. This opinion is based pal tly larger in the future. 

upon an examination of the reasons which have up to now induced 
Indian students to proceed to the United Kingdom and partly 
upon a consideration of the increased educational needs of India 
arising out of the constitutional changes already marle or in 
contemplation. 

14. We made particular enquiries from the Indian students as to Reasons advanclld by the 

th h · h . d f tl t f th· . students for CDmpletmg e reasons w IC In uce ~o many 0 , lem 0 ace e mCOnVenl- theIr educatIOn in the 
ence and expense of the Journey to England for the purpose of Umted Kingdom. 

completing their education. An examination of their evidence, 
both written and oral, shows a remarkable similarity of view with 
regard to the general reasons which weigh with them, while the 
special reasons given by some individuals are either supplementary 
to these or arise out of the particular needs of their own case. 

Evidence, 15. The reason which is generally stated first, and certainly bulks 
~f;!!: ~:, ~~, largest in the evidence, is that for one cause or another they feel 
79, 102, 'lOS: that by obtaining their education in the United Kingdom they 
U5 118 134 h b h f . ·t bl 1 . I d·· 150;174: 241' ave a etter c ance 0 securmg SUI a e emp oyment m n la, 
~, 266,273: especially in the Indian Public Services. This view is expressed 
2 5,843. in many different forms; but it is undoubtedly held, in one or other 

of these forms, so strongly, so widely and so consistently that it 
may be acrepted as fundamental. The students state that under 
existing regulations the Indian Public Services are still largely 
recruited in the United Kingdom; that even in regard to the 
recruitment made in India men with British qualifications are 
preferred to men with Indian qualifications; that such men are 
alone eligible for the higher type of posts; and that in some cases 
they even receive a higher rate of salary. 

'Vhat is asserted in regard to the Public Services is also, to a 
lesser degree, alleged to be true of private employment, where, if 
a choice has to be made, the man with Western qualifications is 
said to be given a preference. . 

In the same connection it was stated that the Selection Boards 
in the United Kingdom for some of the Indian Services recognise 
only British qualifications, and that the age limits for entrance 
into all of them are such as to give an advantage to the student 
who proceeds to the United Kingdom as an undergraduate over 
one- who defers leaving India until after he has graduated there. 

Better prospects of 
securing suitable 
employment 111 India, 
espeCially 111 the 
Pubhc SerVIces. 

Evidence, 16. The second main reason given by the students is that the Inferiority and 
pp. 11, 16,31, d t· 1 f ·l·t· ·1 bl . t1.. U ·t d TT· d b tt inadequacy of educational 44, 53 61 76 e uca lOna aCl lIes aV:ll a e In liC nl € n.mg om are e er facilities in India. 
79. 8S: 102. ' and more extensive than those available in India, and that in some 
~~:, m' ~!g. special subjects facilities in India are altogether absent. This 
174.: 241: 244: cause is sa'ld to explain the presence in British Universities of 
266,275. Indians studying many different subjects and also to account for 

certain defects in their preliminary training to which our 
attention was called by seyeral Professors. 

'Ve were informed that the facilities in India for research 
work and· for higher studies are very limited, and that many 
students wh/) wish to carry their education further than the stage 

[8656] B 2 
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of a first degree are therefore ?ompelled to go abroad. Libraries 
in India were said to be few m number and, for the most part, 
inadequate for higher work; and we were ~old that, a1t?ough 
some of the laboratories there are lavishly furmshed .and eqUIpped, 
the atmosphere necessary' for enquiry a~d research IS lackmg. In 
this connection we were mformed that slI~ce the war the strea~.of 
post-graduate students has flowed increasmgly towards the BritIsh 
Isles. . t d h 

Even in regard to under~radua~e stt~d.y, It ~as sate t at 
facilities in many of the IndIan UmversltI.es l~ave ~u~h t~ be 
desired and that until the standard of teachmg m IndIa IS raIsed 
above its present'level, it is necessary .for Indian~ to go abroad if 
they wish to gain a thorough and efficIent educatIOn. 

We were told that, as Departments of applied scie!lce and 
technoloO'y (other than engineering) have not been es~abhshed as 
yet in th~ Universities in India, large numbers of IndIan students 
have to go abroad, to the United Kingdom, to Germany, America 
and elsewhere, for training in technology and applied sc~ence. 
Even in engineering, adequate provision was s.tate~ ~ot to ex~s~ as 
yet in India. We m~t. at a.lmost a~l th~ U~n~ersIt1es we vIsI.ted 
Indian students receIvmg mstructIOn m CIVIl and mechamcal 
engineerIng. This large influx of engineering students was said 
to be due to the fact that there are orily four Engineering Colleges 
in India with limited accommodation; that the courses at these 
colleges have been too much influenced in the past by the immediate 
requirements of the Public 'Yorks Department; and that recruit
ment for the Engineering Service is partly made in the United 
Kingdom. 

The Industrial Commission examined the whole question 
in 1918, and, as regards those four Colleges, expressed 
the opinion that "it is only in recent years that the 
Government Engineering Colle'ges have recognised that 
they ought to be something more than mere appanages of the 
Public Works Department; but, so far, the attempts made to 
train students for courses other than those offered by service under 
Government, District Boards or Municipalities have t~ken the 
form of alternative or additional courses of instruction, and until 
quite recently no radical reforms have been contemplated, much 
less introduced." 

In regard to Agriculture and Forestry, complaint was made 
that in most of the Indian Universities no provision is made for 
teaching these subjects, and that the courses of training and the 
accommodation available are under the control of the Government 
Departments concerned and are limited to departmental needs. 
In the same connection criticism was raised of the Government 
policy of sending their forestry probationers to England instead 
of making fuller use of their Institute at Dehra Dun. 

17. The reasons given for the presence in the United Kingdom of 
the large number of Indian medical students, who are concentrated 
mostly in London, Edinburgh and 'Glasgow, are set forth in the 
written statement submitted to us by Dr. A. R. Mehta, which is 
printed on pages 342-343 of the Volume of Evidence. 

In this connection the evidence of Dr. Freeland Barbour, 
M.A., LL.D., of the University of Edinburgh, is interestinO': 
rc Had there been placed in India," he said, "thirty years ago 
even one Medical School free to develop on the same lines as 
Edinburgh University with a staff of men, each an expert teacher 
in his own subject and .devoted, to it and appointed to his post 
solely on the ground of hIS knowledge and efficiency as a teacher in 
that subject, with laboratories equipped for research and asso
?iate~ w~th a hospital 5e:t apart for clinical teaching, a!ll I wrong 
m thmkmg th.at had th~s been done some of the. questIOns which 
are now engagmg attentIOn would have found theIr solution 1 The 
best intellects to-day would have been devoted to medical science 

Evidence. 
p.128. 
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and practice. The Indian lad would not have been taken from his 
natural environment at an age when such transference cannot be 
effected without risk, nor been obliged to spend the formative years 
of life without the influence of home." 

18. The students' criticisms of the defective educational facilities Students' criticisms 

in India were supported by many Professors who appeared before ~it~~~~i~s~y educational 

US, and in this connection we would call attention to the evidence 
of Professor A. Smithells (Professor of Chemistry in the 
University of Leeds), who stated that" defective preparation in 
Chemistry was obvious in the case of graduates as well as under-
graduates," and Professor J. Stephenson (now a Lecturer at 
Edinburgh University, and lately a Colonel in the Indian Medical 
Service. Principal of the Government College, Lahore, and acting 
Vice-Chancellor of the Punjab University), who expressed the 
opinion that" Indian students would have to come to this country 
until the standard of education in India was raised and further 
facilities were provided for research work." 

19. Such is the nature of the evidence submitted to us. In Corroboration of 
recording these criticisms we must not be taken as accepting a students' all~gations also 

. f d" h' h hi' . d to be found m Reports descrIption 0 con ItIons w Ie we ave not ourse ves mvestlgate , of the Public Services 

but their cumulative effect, taken in conjunction with the published f~d:.'l:i;l't!:Uission 
reports of such bodies as the Public Services Commission, the an~ the. Calcutta. . 
Industrial Commission and the Calcutta University Commission, Umverslty CommiSSIOn, 

is such as to convince us that the conditions of recruitment to the 
public services "and the state of education in India have been the 
cause of the presence in the United Kingdom of large numbers 
of Indian students. We have every sympathy with those who 
have to leave their own country for these reasons, and we should 
like to see an improvement in the conditions of which they 
complain, These conditions have in fact already been the subject 
of other enquiries. 'N e have endeavoured to ascertain to what 
extent recommendations regarding recruitment, which are 
contained in the reports of the Ro,Val Commission on the Public 
Services and the Industrial Commission, have been carried into' 
effect. The information we have obtained regarding the regula-
tions at present governing recruitment to the Indian Public 
Services in the United Kingdom will be found in the corres-
pondence printed on pages 280-286 of the Volume of Evidence 
appended hereto. As regards recruitment in India and the 
improvement of education generally, we were toM that full 
information could only be obtained by the examination of witnesses 
in India. 

So long as the present systenl"of recruitment is in force, under Xumbers of students 
which the Secretary of State for India in Council is the ultimate visiting the United 

Kingdom as candidates 
authority, and so long as any recruits, "hether British or Indian, for, or probationers in, 

f th I d · S· bt' d' th U't d K' d the Indian Public or e n Ia.n ervI(,~s, are 0 ame. m . e ~I e ~ng om, Services hkely to increase 
students seekmg admISSIOn to those serVIces wIll contmue to iu future. 

proceed there. Even in the case of services which are now partly 
recruited in India, the training of t~e selected candidates in'the 
United Kingdom for a definite period is an essential part of the 
system of recruitment under the present regulations. The number 
of students, therefore, visiting the United Kingdom, either as 
candidates for, or probationers in, the Indian Public Services, is 
not likely to decrease, but may. on the contrary, substantially 
increase in the future. 

'Ve hope that ultimately admission to all Indian Public The obligation of Govern
Services will be open to Indians in India, and that the standard ment to assist Indian 

f d t · h 'II be . d h ""1 students to secure o e uca IOn t ere WI so Improve t at It WI I not be admission to British 
compulsory for Indians to complete their education abroad In the Universities 80 ~o.ng as 

• , , " , methods or conditIons 
meantIme, so long as the method or condItIons of recrUItment of recruitment to the 
involve anv obligation on students seeking admission to the ~ndian Public Se~ce8 
,J • '. , mvolve any necesSity for 

SerVICeS to be educated m the Umted Kmgdom, there IS a corrcs- study outside India, 
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ponding obligat.ic:n on ~he <!<?verpment to help . them to sec~Ire 
admission to BrItIsh UmversitIes In order to ob~aIn the educatIOn 
they require. This obligation does not apply wIth the same force 
to students from any other Dominion in the :Sri~ish EI?pire. 
When the necessity has disappeared, ~nd educatIOn In IndIa has 
been improved, the Government should set an example 1;>y 
discontinuing the preference now shown to the. man e.duc3;ted l.n 
the United Kingdom. But eyen when all tha~ IS pos~lble III thIS 
direction has been accolllphshed, some IndIans WIll proba1;>ly 
always be attracted by the advantages which they expect to derIve 
from a course of study at a ~ri~ish U nivers~ty, and will hope: t?at 
such _a course of study wIll Improve theIr chance of gamII~.g 
admission to the Government service; and thus one of the mam 
reasons for the presence of Indian students in the United Kingdom 
will never be completely removed. 

20. Another reason gi ven for the presence in tbe United Kingdom 
6f a large number of Indian students is the necessity experienced 
by many of those ;who enter the legal profession to get. called to th~ 
English Bar. Tnere were 337 students at the varIOUS Inns of 
Court in October 1921-nearly a quarter of the total number of 
Indian students in the United Kingdom. Of this large number 
a few are vakils who have passed an examination in law in India, 
and who, being .therefore able to obtain certain exemptions from 
the Inns of Court, do not stay for more than two years. A 
considerable number, however, have not graduated in India, and 
gain admission to the Inns of Court after passing" one or other of 
the examinations mentioned in the Consolidated Regulations. The 
representatives of the students at various centres stated that, 
though legal education in India is on a satisfactory footing, the 
main reason why so many of them proceed to the United Kingdom 
to be called to the Bar is the present invidious distinction 
prevailing in some of the Courts in India between Vakils and 
Advocates. 

Sir William Meyer and some other witnesses expressed the 
opinion that many Indian students were attracted by the fact 
that the courses of legal study prescribed by the Council of Legal 
Education in the United Kingdom were easier than those in India; 
this, however, was denied by Sir Ernest Trevelyan. Lord Haldane 
believed that by coming to England the Indian student of law got 
a worse education for his future calling in life than he would get 
if he pursued it in India, and he advocated the establishment of 
an Indian Bar as the only satisfactory remedy for the evil to which 
he drew attention. 

'Ve are not qualified to express any opinion on the merits of 
Lord Haldane's suggestions, but we desire to point out that unles:l 
some change such as he proposed is carried out in India, the annual 
stre~m of law students to the United Kingdom is certain to 
contmue. 

. 21. A brief reference must be made to those students who seek a 
~ig.her ool!lmercial education and who are likely to be attracted 
In Increasmg numbers to the London School of Economics and to 
the Provincial Universities. Among these are men who proceed 
to t~e United Kingdom to qualify themselves as members of the 
InstItute of Chartered Accountants or of the Incorporated Society 
of Accountants and AudItors. In this connection we would draw 

, attention ~ th~ evidence of Mr. S. C. Ray and two other graduates 
of the UmversIty.of Calcutta which appears on pages 176-177 of 
the Volume o! EVI~ence appended hereto. These witnesses pointed 
?ut t.hat as there IS at present no provision in India for training 
m hIgher ac~ountancy, they had been obliged at great cost and 
perso~a~ saCrIfice to proceed to England and enter upon a course 
of trammg there. 

Evidence, 
pp. 15, 31,44. 
91, 102, 106. 
120, 150, 175, 
215, 220, 245. 
264,312. 

Evidence, 
pp. 192,264. 
324,326. 

Evidence, 
pp.158-9. 
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22. Finally, the development of the education of women in India Indian women students. 

is ~eginni~g to cause In~ian wom~n &tudents to proceed to the 
Umted Kmgdom for theIr education, and their presence there 
adds to the complexity of the problem for which we have to seek 
a ·solution. 

2~. In addition to these considerations which have operated in the A~d~tional.delD.l!D:d8 on 

Past It must be remembered that the educational needs of India ll~ltlSh Uruversltle8 that; 
'.. . . . wlll result from the 

are certam to expand m the future, and thIS wIll Involve an even industr:ial developmeut 
larger demand on the British Universities for the training of of IndIa. 

Indian students. A number of student witnesses have stated that 
Indian industries are in a much more backward stage than those 
in the United Kingdom and that there are in India raw materials 
and labour from which new industries could be developed if "taft 
with the requisite experience were available. They urge that it is 
necessary for Indians to undergo training in the United Kingdom 
or in some other industrial country, such as America or Japan, in 
order to secure the knowledge and experience needed to enable 
them to play their part in the industrial development of their own 
country. 

24. The new political status of India is also referred to as a Effect of the new 
reason for a more complete training of Indians in every department poiltical statos of India. 

of national activity. Facilities are demanded for the study of 
such subjects as Shipbuilding. Aeronautics, Town-planning, 
Municipal Administration, Social Service, co-operation in !\gri-
culture and Industry, as well as the general principles of aaval 
and military organisation and strategy. These demands are made 
by students who take a wider view of their aims than the mere 
improvement of their prospt:cts in life. They regard their educa-
tion abroad as not merely a personal concern, but also a matter of 
great national importance; they hope to use the knowledge and 
experience they gain for the benefit of India; they feel that their 
work in the United Kingdom affects their future careers as servants 
of their- mvn country; they consider that on the training of the 
younger generation' depends the political and economic destiny 
of India aoo the success of the parliamentary institutions recently 
established there. We sympathise entirely with their aspirations 
and we do not think there can be any question that in this wider 
outlook on the part of the students and in the de&ire for the 

-development of India through the education of her sons and 
daughters lies much of the hope for the future. 

In our opinion, therefore, it is highly desirable in the interests pesirability in tJ.te 
both of India and of the Empire that those Indian students who mterests .of IndIa an~ of 

. ., ., the EmpIre of renderIng 
wIsh~and 111 present CIrcumstances are often oblIged-to obta111 all the assistance needed. 

higher education abroad should be given all the assistance they 
lequire to make their venture a succes& in whatever country they 
may select, and that those who proceed-to tne British Isles should 
always be welcomed. 

25. With the exception of thOlSe few who have relatives or close The majority of Indian 
friends resident in EnO'oland to whom they can turn in any diffi- students in the Uni$ed Kingdom require 
culty, practically all Indian students who proceed to the United special help. 

Kingdom require, at some time or another during their stay there, 
information or help beyond that which is given them in the ordinary 
course by the authorities of the School or University at which they 
~tudy or i& available in handbooks. The nature and extent of their 
need varies with the characteristics and circumstances of the 
individual students. Those who know definitely the courses of 
study they intend to pursue, who have ascertained that the qualifi-
cations they possess are such as to secure them the exemptions 
they require, who have obtained before leaving India a definite 
promise of admission to the Un~versity or College they wish to 
join, and whose means are sufficient to enable tliem to complete 
their course of study, need but little help during their sojourn in 
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England. They may be glad of assistance in sec~ring. temJ?ora~y 
accommodation until they can proceed to the U ~lversity of theIr 
choice, or are able to make arrangements for sUItable pe~manent 
quarters' but beyond that they have no need of any speCIal help. 
They ar~ generally men of mature age, who have already taken' a 
degree at an Indian University, and they are thus able not only to 
derive full benefit from a course of study abroad, but also to cope 
for themselves with those ordinary difficulties of life which must 
inevitably present themselves to a:ll s.tudents,. of whatsoever 
nationality, who pursue their edu~atlOn m a foreIgn land. 

Unfortunately students of t~IS. class appear. to be compara
tively few in number, and the majorIty of the IndIan students who 
visit the United Kingdom stand in need of a much larger measure 
of assistance. 

26. We have been unable to ohtaindefinitefiguresonthesubject, Evidence, 

but there seems to be little doubt that a considerable number of ~gi 23~:' M~' 
students arrive in tl1.e United Kingdom each year without having :U6: ' , 
made beforehand any effort to secure a promise of admission to 
the educational institution which they desire to join; and some of 
them are thus compelled to wait for many months, or even for a 
whole year, before they can enter a University and begin ~he study 
of the subject they wish to take up. The effects of this delay are 
obviously bad. Failing to appreciate the fact that the pressure on 
all educational institutions since the en'd of the war has been quite 
abnormal, they are sometimes inclined to attribute their difficulties 
to racial prejudice, or to a supposed desire on the part of the 
Government or certain officials to hinder them in their educational 
aspirations; and the enforced period of idleness, besides involving 
waste of time and money, sometimes has an adverse effect upon 
their characters and their academic careers. . 

27. The evidence which we have received from the authorities of 
British Universities and Colleges leaves us with no uncertainty 
whatever that, while they are ready to admit students from abroad, 
they will only do so if certain conditions are observed. The 
pressure on their space is, they state, still very heavy, all.d although Evidence, 
it may diminish to some extent as the large' number of ex-service pp. 2, 3, 21, 

d d 
. 24, 29, 38,41, 

stu ents isappears, there is every lIkelihood that the demand 01 55,82,84,95, 

young Englishmen for higher education will be much greater in 141,301, 348. 

the future than in the days before the War. In this respect the 
older and residential Universities are more embarrassed than the 
others. If the special facilities afforded by the newer Universities, 
and the high quality of their teaching, were as well known in India 
as they deserve to be, there is little doubt that a larger number of 
Indian students would apply for admission to them; and, although 
even in their case some limits are set to the number of students 
they can admit by the size of their staff, their lecture rooms and 
then laboratories, they would probably be able to accept the bulk 
of the p:op'erly qualifi~d applicants. At the present time, however, 
the maJorIty of IndIan students who proceed to the United 
Kingd~m to study arts and sci.ence apply in the first instance for 
admISSIOn t? Oxford 0.1' CambrIdge, on account of the prestige and 
the re~utatIOn attachj.ng to the older foundations. They do not 
app~eC1ate th~ !uct that Oxford and Cambridge Colleges can 
adm~t but a hm~ted nu~ber of students; that a -considerable pro-
portIOn of ~nghsh applIcants are rejected on account of lack of 
accommodatIOn; that the total number of students in residence 
c!l~ only b~ increased by an increase of the number of persons 
hvmg. outSIde the Colleges; and that at CambridO'e the size of the 
~own 'i.tself sets a ~arrow limit. to t~e poss~bility ~f expansion even 
m that way. If It .were re~hse~ 111 IndIa that some Colleges at 
Oxford and CambrIdge whICh.111 normal times have a total 01 
80 to 100 stl!dents n~w have as many as 250, and still have to refuse 
many Enghsh applIcants evety year, the difficulties with which 
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the Colleges are faced in dealing with applications from con
siderab.le numbers of Indian students would perhaps be better 
apprecIated. 

:;i~~n~ 89 Moreover, there is undoubtedly a difference in the attitude of Difference in the attitude 40: ' , 'British Universities towards students from the United Kingdom of British Universiti811 
d th f th f h E . ',,:T h h d' b h towards students from the an ose rom 0 er parts 0 t e mpue. n e ave a It roug t United Kingdom and 

home to us that· the British Universities and Colleges consider it those from ?ther parts 
their. primary duty, as it was the object of their foundation, to of the Empire. 
prOVIde education for the young men and women of ·the British 
Isles. To these they assign a preference, as having the first claim 
upo~ them, and they are unwI1ling, even though at present they 
are In many cases compelled, to turn away any of them who come 
with such qualifications and recommendations as custom and 
experience have prescribed. While they are fully aware that as 
educational institutions in the centre Qf a great Empire they have 
responsibilities towards those of its members who wish to come 
to the U ni~ed K~ngdom in order to obtain education which the) 
cannot get In theIr own country, the demands made by the various 
parts of the Empire---.Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South 
Afric:t, as well as India-are large when taken together, and they 
undoubtedly feel that on such students as they are able to accept 
from each part they are conferring something of a specIal 
privilege. Accordingly, they expect that the places they are able 
and ready to allot should be filled by those who are specially fitted 
to benefit from the training they can give. They lay the greatest 
stress on this point, and they have impressed upon us that the 
growth in the number of Indian applicants in recent years had 
made the need for a careful selection increasingly imperative. 

Evidence, The conditions prevailing at Oxford and Cambridge are Difficulties peculiar te 
pp. 1,2,6,29. wholly different from those prevailing, as a rule, at other Oxford and Cambridge. 

Universities both in England and, more especially, in Scotland. 
The jealously-guarded autonomy of the Colleges, so far as admis. 
sions are concerned, creates difficulties whjch are not found 
elsewhere. 'While they desire that the Indian students who come 
to them should be the best that India has to send, and while they 
would welcome some agency in India which would save them from 
receiving the applications of persons who are obviously unfitted! 
to benefit from the education they have to oiler, they have not as 
yet shown a willingness to admit students on the recommendations 
of an outside body. 

Evidence, In many of the newer Universities, though the limitations of Considerations which 
pp. 47,65, space ar~ not so great, other considerations restrict the number of restrict the number of 
824. • d h b d' dAb . I . overseas students foreign stu ents t at can e a mitte . su stantla portIOn admitted to the ,newer 

of their funds is contributed by local ratepayers, who naturally Universities. 
resent increased expenditure rendered necessary by the admission 
of a large number of students from outside their locality. 

Evidence, All the Universities to which Indian students are in the habit Difl!culties regarding. 
pp. 29, 42, 49, fl' d' th' 0 f d d C b' d . h Indian apphcants which 
61>, 60, 86, 96, 0 a pp Yl?g-an In IS respect x or an am rI ge are In t e are. common to all 
106, 141, 847. same pOSitIOn as the rest-would be glad to be spared much of the UmversitIes. 

direct correspondence with Indian students which they are now 
compelled to undertake. They complain that they are called upon 
to deal with many questions to which the answers should be 
obtainable in India. Thev are particularly embarrassed by those 
students who, witho,ut any warmng and often just before a term 
begins, appear in person and expect to be adInitted. In many 
cases they have accepted these applicants, althougp their lists had 
already been closed for some time, out of sympathy with the 
student, whom they are reluctant to turn away after he has come 
several thousand miles, however inadvisedly; but they naturally 
desire to avoid being placed in so difficult a pOSItion. Thestudents,on 
the other hand, are for the most part far from realising to what an 
extent the attitude of the British Universities towards applicants 
from abroad is dictated by their responsibilities towards students 
from the United Kingdom. Their zeal to secure a place often 
leads them to write a circular letter to several Universities at the 

c 
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same time, asking for a'pr~mi~e of admission, a~d to. f.orget the 
fact that this course of actIon Imposes on the U mversitleS,. a con
siderable burden of corresponde~ce,. and. may result In ~hd 
unnecessary exclusion of other applIcants OWIng to the reservation 
of places at one U iliversity for students who subsequently elect to 
go to another. 

28. The exemptions, whether from reside~ce o~ from ex~in~- ::~~:C:2,44. 
tion, which are claimed by the holders of qualIficat~ons obtaIn~d. In ~9, 51, 53, 55, 

India, are a continual source of difficulty, both to the BrItish ~~: 5:o1.\~:: 
Universities and to the students. Apart from the f~ct that t~e 136,219,299, 

Universities are often at a loss to determine t~e preCIse v~lue ~n :~k :~!: 327, 

their educational currency of a .degree· or dl.ploma obta~ned. In 
India, or what standard the passmg of a par~ICula~ exa~IllnatIOn 
represents, there is a mar~ed difference of attItude ~n th~s. matter 
between the Universities and the students. The UmversitIes l~ok 
upon their ordinary degrees as of the nature of ~ hall-mark whIch 
indicates that a person has been through a partIcular course, and 
they are reluctant to stamp a person with their mark merely 
because he may be able to pass a particular examination. The 
students on the other hand, are said to be too often more anxious 
for the degree than for the education which it should represent, 
and to use all their powers of ingenuity and persistence to ~cure 
such concessions as will enable them to procure a degree In the 
shortest possible time. 

At those Universities in which Indian qualifications receive 
little recognition the students complain that they frequently have 
'to waste valuable time in passing preliminary examinations or in 
repeating courses' of study which they have already followed in 
India. In other Universities, where in response to their pleadings 
the educational authorities gra;nt special exemptions, the students 
often find themselves handicapped throughout their course by the 
necessity of making good their initial deficiencies while pursuing 
more advanced work. 

The confusion a.risin~ We were impressed by the difficulties and confusion arising 
!rom lac~ C!f umf~l'IDlty from the present lack of uniformity in recognising Indian 
In recogrusmg IndIan •• •. '.. •• , 
qualifications; and the Umversity eXamInatIOns and qualIficatIOns at the UmversitIes of 
necessity for the question th U 't d K' d FIB 't' h U' 't d of "equivalence" to be e ,nI e .1I~,g om. or examp e! one ~I I,S nIVersi. Y; ~ er 
investigated. certam condItions, exempts from Its prelIm mary exammatIOn a 

student who has taken a first-class in the Intermediate Arts 
E,xaminati?n of certain Indian Universities, but does n?t recog
mse for thIS purpose the final B.A, degree of the same Umversities 
unless the student has passed with first or second-class honours; 
while other British Universities do not recognise the first-class 
Interme~iate o~ an Ind,ian Univer~i~y, but accept th~ final B,A. 
degree eIther WIth or WIthout condItions, Others agaIn recognise 
the Indian Intermediate irrespective of class obtained, and one or
two accept the Indian Matriculation Examinations, This variety 
o! procedure i~ a sour~e of infinite troubl~ and difficulty, and the 
time has cert~mly arrIved when t?e questIOn of the equivalence of 
the courses. In t~e two, countrIes ~ho~ld be studied by some 
comp~tent body WIth a VIew to establIshIng greater uniformity of 
practice, 

Difficulties of a general 29, Although the securing of admission and the gaining of 
nature experienced by d t . SC' f th' I d' l'fi Indian students. a equa e r~cogm"Ion 0, elr. n Ian qua 1 cations are perhaps the 

two most Important dIfficulties of the Indian students there are 
many others of a general nature which they encounter t~ a greater 
or lesser extent. 

The difficulty attendant , 30. In the first p.lace, t.here is the difficulty attenda, nt upon arrival Evidence, 
upon arrival in a tId h h h h strange land, In a s range a~ , In W ~c t ey ave no friends and no point of ~ 196, 3U, 

contact. In thIS cOnne?tlOn we have been assured by persons who . 
have gon~ to meet particular studen~s, of whose arrival they have 
been notified, that they have sometImes found at the station a 
crowd of Indian students, bewildered by their strange surround~ 



Evidence, 
p.228. 
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ings, and, as they had made no previous arrangements, at a loss to 
know what to do or where to go. The problem of knowing where 
to ~nd temporary accommodation on their first arrival is very 
serIOUS for young students landing in a strange country from 
homes several thousands of miles away, where customs and habits 
are very different; and the difficulties which many of them 
experience in this respect impose unnecessary obstacles between 
them ana the purpose of their visit, and may lead to a feeling that 
they are far from welcome. 

31. Then there is the difficulty of the choice and purchase of a Difficulties regarding the 
suitable outfit. As regards this we have been told that some purchase of outfit. 

students, especially the younger men, are apt to spend more than 
they need, and thus hamper their financial resources at the very 
outset, owing to ignorance of what is- required for the Engli:::;h 
climate and where to obtain what is needed at reasonable prices. 

Evidence, 32. Another difficulty is that of securing lodgings or admission to Difficulties regarding 

~r: 32~9~52~~: an ~ngl!sh fB;mily:. In the case of those who go to. a resid.ential lodgings, &c. 

315,327,845. Umversity thIS dIfficulty is only felt before they go mto reSIdence 

Evidence, 
pp. ~,3, 5, 8, 
83,86,104, 
159,830. 

and during the vacations, but it is a cause of much anxiety to a 
large proportion of the others throughout their stay. We have 
received evidence that there is some reluctance on the part of land
ladies to admit Indian students; that in some cases such students 
are asked to pay exorbitant prices; and that their special require
ments in the way of food further restrict their field of choice. We 
gather that it is rare for Indians to live as paying guests in good 
English families where they can see something of the best side of 
English domestic life, and that in too many cases they find accom
modation in surroundings from which they are likely to receive a 
far from favourable impression. These considerations have special 
importance in a place like London where the largest number of 
Indian students is to be found and the size and cosmopolitan life 
of which add both to their temptations and to their difficulties. 

The extent to which University authorities feel any official 
responsibility for the welfare of theIr students outside the lecture 
rooms varies very widely. The residential system of Oxford and 

. Cambridge carries with it a discipline which is very complete while 
the students are in residence; while at the other extreme the 
Scottish Universities are apparently unconcerned to know how 
their students live or what they do outside the University 
buildings. At some Universiti~s, where there is no system of 
licensed lodgings, a spasmodic attempt is made to secure lists of 
suitable lodgings for the use of students, but such lists require 
considerable personal effort to compile and to keep up to date, and 
there appears to be a tendency on the part of Indian students to 
avoid making use of the help which is offered to them in this way. 

33. As Indian students are so far removed from their own country Di!Bculties regarding 
and have, as a rule, no relations in the United Kingdom with whom sUltable v""atlon 

h I f h 
.. . f arrangements. 

they can stay, t e prob em 0 t elr vacatIOns is an anXIOUS one or 
them. A certain number stay in thei!' rooms at Oxford and 
Cambridge with the special permission of the college 
authorities, but the majority spend their vacations in 
other parts of the country or in travelling on the 
Continent. The Secretary of the Inter-Collegiate Com-
mittee at Cambridge and some of the College Professors stated 
that they occasionally made suggestions to the Indian students 
regarding their vacatIOn plans, but that their advice was not often 
accepted. In this connection we received some interesting evidence 
regarding the work of the Student Christian Movement in 
organising summer schools to which Indian students have been 
freely invited. The object of the Movement is to develop friendly 
relatIons between British students and those from other countries, 
and to make arrangements for the profitable employment of the 
long vacations. It is in vacation time, too, that the LOndon hostels 
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at 21, Cromwell Road and the Shakespeare Hut are of value to 
students from other parts of the country. 

34. It is obviously desirfabl~ thaut i~ stu~etnttshare ~ gidt t:e bbeit ::tn;,eti,20, 
value from their stay at a orelgn mverSI y . ey s ou . ea. e 22,28,24.,26, 

to shire in the social life of the place and to mIX freely wIth theIr :~, :~, :~ ~, 
fellow students. With persons of different ra~ this, of cour~, 54.: 68: 76: 84.: 

will always be more difficult, but we were anxIOUS to ascertaIn ~~99~'2~8,~g2, 
whether students from India had any special difficulties .in th.is 187: 152: 17~: 
respect at British Universities. We think it must be admItted In :g~,::~, ~~~, 
the first place t~at. the l?rit~sh and the .I~~ian stu~ent e~ch. has It ' , . 
racial characterIstIC WhICh Imposes an InItial harrIer to Intimacy. 
The British has a reserve which causes him to be. slow in making 
friends even with his own countrymen, 'and he IS apt t? regar.d 
with suspicion the first .attemp~s of any stranger to. CUltIv~te h~s 
acquaintance. The IndIan, whIlst naturally of a SOCIable dISpOSI-
tion and highly appreciative of any expression of .sympathy, 
possesses where the British are concerned, as a result, no doubt, of 
the political relationship between their respective countries,. a 
sensitiveness which makes him over-ready' to suspect patronage In 
any advances towards friendliness. A dIfference in tastes between 
the two races is also in some cases a bar to intimacy. Indian 
stu.dents who have been to an English public school probably get 
on best with British undergraduates, but this advantage is gained 
at the expense of national Qharacteristics which it should be the 
object and pride of every Indian to retain. On the other hand, 
distinction in athletics and games, which can be acquired by 
Indians without any curtailment of their own racial traaitions, is 
undoubtedly a bond of sympathy with British u~dergraduates in 
whose lives sport plays so prominent a part. Individual Indian 
students at one or two Universities have alleged that a prejudice 
against Indians is general among their fellow students, but this 
was denied by others. Such an allegation is not borne out by the 
bulK of the evidence we have taken, and in this respect it is satis-
factory to note that criticisms of the kind which appear in the 
report of the Committee under the Chairmanship of Sir W. Lee 
Warner, which investigated the position of Indian students in the 
United Kingdom in 1907, are almost wholly absent from the 
evidence which we are able to publish. That racial prejudice 
exists in the minds of some undergraduates and some professors 
iE. undeniable, _but nowhere does it appear to be general. It was 
perhaps more apparent at Oxford and Cambridge than at the 
English Provincial Universities, where it was practically non-
existent. The presence of Rhodes scholars from countries like 
America and South Africa, which have their own racial difficulties, 
may partly account for this at Oxford, but among the Public School 
men at both the older Universities there exists a certain pride of 
class which is not apparen~ at the Provincial Universities, and 
this tends to keep them aloof from men of a different race as wen 
as from those of a different class. At Edinburgh and Glasgow 
also the relations between the British and Indian students 
appeared to us to be less intimate than at the English Provincial 
Universities, but there the barrier seemed to be political rather 
than racial. So long as British policy is felt by young Indians to 
be hostile to the political freedom of their own country, sentiments 
of patriotism will naturally cause them to hold opmions which 
cannot be acceptable to their British fellow students, and it is 
inev~tabl~ that the m?re freely they express these opinions the less 
cordIal WIll be the attItude towards them of British students, whose 
patriotism is as strong as their own. This political barrier exists 
of course at all the Universities, but the conditions of University 
life in Scotland are more apt to accentuate it than those at Oxford 
and Cambridge, and as the number of Indian students at Edin-
bur~h al!4 Gl~sgow is so much larger than at any of the Provincial 
Ulllversihes, It IS naturally more marked there. This is a barrier 
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whic~ we hope that time may remove. On the whole we are inclined The sati.facto 
to thmk that the most satisfactory relationship we found was at relatiolll!h!p ~eved a~ 
Le d h . dd" V' Ch . . Leeds UniversIty. e s, w. ere, m a. ItIon to a Ice- ancellor WIth strong Indian 
sympathies, there .IS an Indian Member of the University Staff in 
the I?erson of Mr. P. K. Dutt, who is able to render valuable help 
to hIS own countrymen and also to the University authorities in 
all matters connected with Indian students. 

. We were glad .to find ~hat at many centres definite efforts are 
bemg made to cultIvate frIendly relatIOns between British under
graduates and students from other countries. Societies like the 
~tudent Christian Movement, the Lotus Club at Oxford, the East 
an~ West Society at Bristol and the International Society at 
Edmburgh appear to us to be doing good work in this direction. 

!;.id;~c=: 20, • 35. We have endeav<;mred to ascertai~ what efforts, if any, are The need o! orga~ed 
40,59,63,85, bemg made, at the varIOUS centres WhICh we visited, to bring etffodrt tot ~ntongtoIndhlan'th 
115 127 I d' d' . h h 'd l' hi' s u en 8 ill UC Wl ,. n Ian stu ents mto contact WIt t e best Sl e of Eng IS Ife both the best side of Engli.h 

socially and intellectually and to make them acquainted with the life. 

literary, scientific, educational, industrial and charitable activities 
of the country. 'We found that although something is being done 
in this direction by individuals at some centres, no regular or 
organised effort is oeing made for this purpose, and this is a need 
which certainly requires to be met. 

36. Apart from these general difficulties which confront the Diffi!-lulties peculiar to 
great majority of Indian students who visit the United Kingdom, speCIal classes of Indian 
there are particular difficulties which present themselves only to students. 

special classes of students, and vary with the characteristics of 
the indiv.idual or the particular subject which he proposes to study. 

:Evidence, 37. For example, those students who come here for the study of Th~ problem of practical 

~~. ~~' ~'::' any subject involving a period of practical training meet with a tramml:' 
~3: 65: 66: 67: number of peculiar difficulties. 
::. 7too8\~~, We have been informed that considerable difficulties _ have 
120, 134, 142: recently been experienced in finding firms and employers _ willing 
~:, ;~~. :~~, to admit Indian students for the practical training which they 
.823: 342: ' desire. In times of trade depression-and this is especially the 

case when the depression is as severe as that which began in the 
United Kingdom towards the end of 1920, and still continues
employers are reluctant to take students of any nationality into 
their works, partly because they have little work for them to do, 
and partly becaus~, at a time when they are being compelled to 
discharge many of their regular employees, they do not regard 
the admission of others as reasonable. Trade depression is not, 
however, the only cause of the difficulty experienced in this matter. 
In Engineering, tp.e metallurgical industries and the manufacture 
of machinery, there should be little difficulty in normal times in 
securing the practical training required, but in other industries, 
such as textiles, chemical and allied trades, leather and glass
making, the difficulties are much greater, and employers contend 
that the necessity of guarding theIr trade secrets, and the fear of 
trade competition would prevent them from admitting Indian 
stud~nts to their works even if they had plenty of work to do. 
Students, therefore, who wish to study these subjects, are likely 
to meet with disappointment unless they make careful enquiries 
into their chances of obtaining practical training before they leave 
India. 

The problem in regard to practical training, even where it is . Mere admission to worb 
available, is, however, much wider than that of merely securing or factories not a solutioa 

d . . k f . If h . d ~ of the problem. a mISSIon to wor s or actones. t e money reqUIre we 
practical training is to be spent to the best advantage, both of the 
Indian students themselves and of India as a whole, it is of the 
11tmost importance, first, that tlle students should be of sllch a 
type as will enable them to profit by an industrial training, and 
secondly. that they should get the precise kind of training which 
will be of the most use to them on their return to India. From the 
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evidence which has been placed before us,. it appea~s that m~y 
of the Indians who now visit. England 'WIth the ob)ect of. b~I~g 
trained for an industrial career have not had the kmd of InItIal 
up-bringing which predisposes them to the p~actical si~e of th~ir 
work, and that they consequently suffer, m. comparIs~m w.Ith 
English students, from a lack of the mechanIcal tur~ of J?md 
which in the case of the latter has been fostered by theIr enVIron
ment ~nd tradition. This lack of natural aptitude or preparation 
for mechanical training necessarily has i~s effect both on the 
employers who admit ,the students to th~Ir works and on t.he 
students themselves in the course of theIr career. IndustrIal 
training is something which is gradually acquired rather than 
specifically taught; and, provided he knows what he want.s, and 
secures admission to the right. k~nd of works, 3;n apt pupIl ~nly 
needs the opportunity of remammg for a certam length of hme 
in order to obtain the experience which will be of most value to 
him. On the other hand, a student with insufficient knowledge of 
the precise kind of training he needs may seek admission to works 
so highly specialised that he is unable to obtain there the general 
training which is required for the conditions to which he will 
return. Moreover, while many employers are ready enough to 
offer facilities to students whose knowledge is such as to m~ke 
them useful in the works, they not unnaturally fight shy of 
admitting those who are merely in the way and encroach on the 
time of other employees owing to their greater need of instruction. 

The necessity for an Accordinfily, if an Indian student is to get the kind of training 
acquamtance with Indian h' h . 1 be f h' . k' h . h d 1 
industrial conditions. W Ie WI 0 most use to 1m m ta mg a s are In t e eve op-

ment of Indian industry, it is essential tliat he should know from 
his own experience, or from that of others, exactly- what are the 
conditions of the particular industry in India which he desires to 
enter, and the type of post which he is likely to secure on his 
return. Unfortunately, it appears that this knowledge is often 
lacking; and Indians desiring practical training are apt to spend 
unnecessary time in the endeavour to gain experience in all 
branches of an industry with only one branch of which they will 
eventually find the~mselves concerned. Again, there is a danger 
that a student who does p.ot possess the necessary knowledge may 
spe!ld a long tim~ in becoming famil.iar with ~ndustrial proct:sse3. 
w Iuch are so far m advance of, or dIffer so WIdely from those iI:' 
use in I:~ldia, that ~any year~ m?st elapse before he' has any· 
op:portu.nItyof aI?plymg to IndIan mdustry the experience he has. 
gamed m the UnIted Kmgdom. It would be well to bear in mind 
that 3;s a ~ule factories in India are not. equipped or run with. 
anyt~mg lIke the complete and up-to-date methods which exist in 
~nghsh fac~ories. The.training, therefore, that a student receives 
m an EnglI.sh factory IS often of very little use to him when he
returns to h~s 9wn cou~try. It is easy to understand, for instance. 
that the trammg receIved by' a student in a thoroughly equipped 
and up-to-date motor works m England can be of little use to him 
when he ~eturns ~o India, where the manufacture of motors is still 
probably In a ru.dlment~ry stage; and the same remark would apply 
to many other mdustrIes. 

Diffioulties resulting In some cases IndI'a t d t 
f~om failure to ascertain • n s u en s appear to proceed to the United 
before ~eaving ~~~ia. that Kmgdom for the purposes of studying particular proce f 
the.deSIred facllttles are manufacture and then to filnd ft tl' . sses 0 
IlVallable. h' , a er elr arfIval and after-

. m01!-t. ~ of search a1!-d enquiry, that they are unable t~ obtain the
~acIhtl~s they reqUl~~ because the particular process in question 
IS n~t dn .use 1;>y BrItish manufacturers or because the premium 
r~qUIre IS qUIte beyond their means; and as a result th h 
eIther. to return home or to renew their search in oth ey t ~ve 
J n both cases they incur expenditure which ~r coun rles. 
an~ they eventually. carry with them back ~~~~a.theIr~Fources, 
neIther t~e Government nor the British f Ia a Ie~ that 
promote In any way the development of Imnad~u a~tdurers. deSIre to> 

, Ian In llstrIes.· 
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~8. ~articular difficulties also confront those students who leave Th!, ,!,nd~sirable effect.!l of 

India with no settled plans as to the course of study they wish to Ki~;d~~l'!1li,~~m~~ed 
pursue or the work to which they will return. Such caSes are by plans of study . 

no means rare; and we have heard of students who arrived in ' 
England with the intenti?n of studying engineering, but on arrival 
dec~d~d to s.tudy econo~lCs inst.ead; of others who have expressed 
their Intention of studymg, agriculture, but have ultimately taken 
up leather manufacture; and of others who have come for 
medicine, but have studied law. Students whose plans are so 
unsettled inevitably waste time in seeking advice from those whose 
lack of knowl~dge of Indian conditions renders them unable to 
help, and not Infrequently they embark upon a course for which 
they have no aptitude and which their previous education does not 
q~alify them to pursue to advantage, with the result that they 
eIther struggle on unsuccessfully with a training which is dis
tasteful to them or abandon it, after having wasted both time and 
money, in favour of some other course. 

39. Finally, we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that there is a Difficult!es experienced 

small class of Indian students whose characteristics are such that, :~d Uili:l;';~:r:!u~~!: of 
while they experience exceptional difficulties themselves, their very their pres~nce upon the 

presence in England prejudices adversely the well-being of the ~o~u~i~an student 

whole Indian student community. Although their numbers are ' 
small, the damage which they do to the reputation of their fellow
countrymen is quite disproportionate to those numbers. They are 
generally men whose qualifications are insufficient to enable them 
t.o pursue to advantage any course of study abroad, and some of 
them appear to have been sent to the United Kingdom, after 
having attempted without success to pass examinations in India, 
in the hope that the change of environment or the supposed easier 
curricula will give them a chance of succeeding where they have 
previously failed. If, as is frequ~ntly the cas~, their means are 
madequate to meet the expenses mvolved, their case is hopeless 
from the start. In the interests of everyone concerned it would 
have been better if they had never left India. }'rom the moment 
that they land in England they are an embarrassment to them-
selves and to others; they attempt course after course without 
achieving success in any; their lack of knowiedge of English con-
ditions leads them into foolish extravagances which speedily 
exhaust their slender means and cause them to run into debt, from 
which they seek to extricate themselves by borrowing from their 
fellow-stud.ents; and, finally, after having spent perhaps several 
very unhappy years in the United Kingdom, they have to be 
assIsted to return to India even less fitted to earn their livelihood 
than they were before. In this connection the Chairman of the 
Distressed Indian Students' Aid Committee has informed us that 
the demands of this class of student haye depleted the resources of 
his Committee to such an extent that they have been unable to help 
as many as they would wish of the better and mo!,e deserving 
students who have found themselves in financial difficulties 
through no fault of their own. The position is regarded with con
siderable apprehension by the members of that Committee, who 
anticipat.e a large increase of genuine and acute financial dist.ress 
among Indian students in the near future. It seems probable that 
many Indian parents d<? n<;>t ~ealise ~hat, since t~e rupee has .fall~n 
to its pre-war value, It IS Impossible for their sons to hve In 
EnO'land on the same number of rupees per month as was sufficient 
wh~n the value of the rupee was 28. or more, while some students, 
whose resources were sufficient so long as the rate of exchange 
remained high, have found themselves in serious pecuniary diffi-
culties since it bas dropped to its present figure. 

Evidence, 40. The question of adequate financial means is a serious one for The cost of living. 

l>p. 2, 8,5,6, all students and deserves careful consideration. 'Ve made 
Il, 20, 28, 85, •• f h' h d b f t 11 th t .39, 411, 45, 54, enqUIries 0 t e witnesses W 0 appeare e ol'e us a a e cen res 
59, 62, 73, 84, 
114,127, 148, 
.318,321. 
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we visited as to the -cost of living, and, though opinions differed 
considerably, the fact that the allowances of Goyernment scholars 
at Oxford and Cambridge have recently bee~ raIsed from £250 to 
£345 per annum is an indication that prevlOus standards are .no 
longer sufficient .. Though many students are able to manage wIth 
less, £350 to £400 per annum was considered necessa~y ~t Oxford 
and Cambridge and £300 per annum elsewhere. . It IS I?1portant 
that parents and guardians in India sh01!ld recogmse the Increased 
cost of living in the United Kingdom SInce the war, an~ also the 
importance of making punctual remittances at regular Intervals, 
which should not be less frequent than every three months . 

. 41. Another important consideration which is too often over- Evidence, 

looked is the question of ~ealt~. Sound physical he~lth is as 1~7, ~:9, ~~~: 
necessary as academic qualIficatIOns or adequate fi?-anClal means. 309. 

o and disregard of this vital con,sideration has ~o:r;netImes led to. the 
failure, and even the death, of some very prOmISIng young IndIans 
in the past. 

42. Such, then, are the main aspects of the problem which have 
presented themselves to us. 

We can understand that to persons in India, removed by 
thousands of miles from the realities of the situation, our task 
may appear to be the corriparatively simple one of securing such a 
number of places for Indians in the British seats of learmng and 
in the works of British manufacturers as will absorb all who wish 
to pursue their education or undergo training in the ,·U nited 
Kingdom. Our examination of the actual conditions and the 
experience of many of our witnesses have, however, convinced us 
that this view is at variance with the facts of the case. The 
problem is complex and many-sided, and its solution is far from 
easy. 

That a solution should be diligently sought both in India and 
in England is, however, a matter of .the utmost importance in the 
interest of the Indian and British peoples. Each year that passes 
without the present evils being remedied adds to their gravity and 
aggravates their evil effects alike on the Indian student com
munity and on British educational authorities. For the moment 
the problem mainly concerns men students only; but now that 
India.n women are also beginning to look to Great Britain for 
higher education it is imperative that some means of safeguarding 
their interests, meeting their requirements and enabling them to 
avoid the obstacles with which the path of the IDen has been so 
thickly strewn should be devised and put into operation before 
their numbers undergo the increase which those best able to judge 
confidently predict for the near future. . 

CHAPTER III. 

THE PRESENT ORGANISATIONS. 

43. We now proceed to review the organisations which at present, 
exist in the United Kingdom for the purpose of meeting the diffi
culties to which we have drawn attention in the preceding chapter. 

44. In the first place there is the Indian Students' Department~ 
As we have found that considerable misapprehension exists as to 
the origin, constitution and functions of this Department, we feel 
it desirable to give here a brief outline of its history and develop
ment. 

45. Up ,to the beginning ~f 19.09 there existed i.n the United King
dom no Government orgamsatIon for the aSSIstance of Indian 
studen~s who ca!lle ~o England for the purpose of study. Certain 
unoffiCIal orgamsatIOns,' such as the Northbrook Society and the
National Indian Association, had been in existence for many years. 
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prior t? that date, and, so long as the number of Indian students in 
the U mted Kingdom remained small, these bodies were able to supply 
much of t~e advice and assistance which the students sought. For 
nearly thl:ty years Miss Manning, acting as Honorary Secretary 
of the N~tIonal Indian A~ciation, and with ample private means 
at her dIsposal, devoted the whole of her time to the care of such 
~ndian students as desired her aid; but, by the time of her death 
In 1905, the number of Indian students in the United Kingdom 
had so increased that their demands for help could no longer be 
adequately met by a few private individuals. 

The educational institutions, especially the Colleges at 
Oxford and Cambridge to which Indian students were applying 
for 8idmission in increasing numbers, had begun to look for some 
organisation to which they could apply for information, such as 
they were accustomed to get from the students coming to them 
from t~e English Public Schools, with regard to their antecedents 
and the value of their qualifications. It had also become apparent 
to many persons, both English and Indian, who were interested in 
the welfare of Indian students and in the future of India, that the 
lack of any organised means of helping them over the difficulties, 
which they were undoubtedly experiencing, had induced among 
the Indian students in the United Kingdom feelings of discontent 
and dissatisfaction. 

46. The attentiqn of Lord Morley, then Secretary of State for Recommendations C?f the 
India, was drawn to the nroblem, and on the 14th April, 1907, he Lee Warner COlDDllttea 

appointed a Committee ,t to enquire and report upon the position of 1907. 

in this country of young J ndians who come to England, otherwise 
than as Government scholars, to study for University degrees, or 
for the Bar, 01' other professions, and to make recommendations." 

This Committee, which consisted of Sir William Lee Warner 
(Chairman), Sir Curzon Wyllie, Mr. (now Sir) Theodore Morison and 
Mr. (now Sir) J. E. Shuckburgh (Secretary), reported in November 
1907. They recommended, inter alia, the settinO' up in London of an 
Advisory Committee, consisting of Indian and English gentlemen 
of standing, whose main functions should be to act in loco parentis 
to Indian students in the United Kingdom, to bring forward from 
time to time proposals for improving their position, and, in order 
to remove the sense of friendlessness by which so many young 
Indians were beset, to provide them with social opportunities to 
which access had hitherto been denied them. They also advocated 
the establishment in London of a Central Bureau of Information 
which should act in co-operation with this Committee and 
discharge the following main functions :- . 

(a) to provide information upon educational matters to 
Indian parents and students; 

(b) to draw up and keep on record ·a list of suitable lodgings 
and boardinO'-houses in J ... ondon, and of suitable 
families thro~ghout the country who might be willing 
to receive Indians as paying guests during the 
vacations or at other times; 

(c) ,to furnish Indian students with such references or 
certificates as might from time to time be required of 
'them by institutions to which they desired admission; 

(d) to consider cases in which the regulations of British 
Universities or other academic bodies imposed 
unintentional hardship upon Indian students, or in 
which the system in force at Colleges or Universities in 
India did not harmonise with the requirements of 
educational institutions in the United K.ingdom; 

(e) to publish periodically a handbook of information on 
matters relating to academic and technical education, 
which should also contain general particulars as to the 
conditions of life in various centres of the United 
Kingdom, the expenses of living, and any other details 
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which might be useful to 11n Indian parent who contem-
plates sending his son .1.0 England i.. . 

(j) to assist Indian students m Great BfltalI~ WIth adVIce .on 
all matters-social, financial or educatlOn~l.....-Dn WhICh 
such ~dvice was sought; a4;o, on the expressed request 
.of parents in India, to unde~take, or to .entr~st to
responsible persons, the dutIes of .guardiapship .of 
Indian students, either in general or m certam ~pe?lal 
matters; and, if desired, to send home perIOdIcal 
reports as to the progress a~d conduct of students. 

They also recommended that the Bureau of Inf<?rmati<?n 
should be brop.ght into touch with parents and student.s Ul In~Ia 
by mean,s of local committees to be established at the chIef provm
,cial and educational centres of that country. On th~m was to !all 
the primary duty of giving to th~ scheme the wIdest. pOSSIble 
publicity in India, and of securmg, as far ~s possIbl~, the 
~o;nfidence and goodwill of the Indian parents, WIth whom, m the 
view pf the Lee Warner Committee, the only real r~medy for the 
prevailing unsatisfactory state of affairs was to be found. 

As they did not themselves visit India, they were .unable to 
test their ideas by evidence taken on the sp~t, and accord~ngly they' 
did not s!3t out detailed proposals regardmg the constltution of 
these Committees. It is clear from their report that they regarded 
thei!, right constitution and efficient working as of vital importance 
to the success of their scheme; but they had to leave it to the Local 
Governments, in consultation with t~e In~ian University 
authorities, to ascertain how they could best be brought into 
existence. 

47: The Secretary of State, after consultation with the Govern
ment of India, decided to act upon these recommendations of the 
Committee; and, in 1909, an Advisory Committee, under the 
Chairmanship of Lord Ampthill, was set up', a Bureau of Informa
tion, under the charge of Dr. (now Sir) T. VV. Arnold, with the 
title " Educational Adviser to lndian Students," was established, 
and provincial Advisory Committees for the assistance of students 
intending to proceed abroad were formed at Bombay, Calcutta, 

-Madras, Lahore, Nagpur, Dacca, and Allahabad. 
The Bureau of Information, which started work on the 

27th April, 1909, was ,originally located at the India Office, but it 
was removed at the beginning of 1910 to a house leased for the 
purpose at 21, Cromwell Road, where a certain number of rooms 
was made available for the accommodation of students newly arrived 
from India. At the same time the National Indian Association 
and the Northbrook Society, at the invitation of the Secretary of 
State, removed from their existing premises, and, in accordance 
with another recommendation of the Le& Warner Committee, were 
allotted rooms at 21, Cromwell Road, for which they paid rents of 
£50 and £320 a year, respectively, to the India Office. The rent 
of the Association was at a later date increased to £70 a year, 
while that of the Society was reduced by £50 to £270 a year. 

The whole house was placed under the control of a Managing 
Committee consisting of two representatives of the Secretary of 
State, the Educational Adviser (ex officio), one representative of 
the Northbrook Society, and one representative of the National 
Indian Association. This Committee, which was directly 
responsible to the Secretary of State, and was not in any way 
under the control of the Officer in charge of the Bureau of Informa
tion, ~a~ no ju~isdictio? over the affairs of the .Society or of the 
ASSOCIatIOn, WhICh contmued, as before, to be entIrely independent 
of Governme~t control. Aft~r the house had been running for a 
few months, It was found deSIrable to place the residential side of 
it under the charge of a resident vVarden, and one of the assistants 
to the Educational Adviser was appointed by the Managing 
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. Committee, with the approval of the Secretary of State, to under
take that duty. 

B 
48. By the Iblelgdinning of 1d912} thhedvolume of work

h 
with whichththe

t 
r~d~!~~t~d~!:: D~;:~ 

Ul'eau was ca e upon to ea a grown to sue an extent a ment at the India Office. 
some development of the organisation was felt to be imperative, 
and, on the recommendation of a Special Committee of the 
Council of India, an Indian Students' Department was established 
at the India Office on the 1st July, 1912, under the charge of 
Mr. (now Sir) C. E. Mallet, with the designation of "Secretary 
for Indian Students," Dr. Arnold remaining head of the Bureau 
at 21, Cromwell Road, with the title of "Educational Adviser to 
Indian Students in London." 

At the end of 1912, the number of Provincial Advisory Estah\ish~ent of four 
Committees in India was increased from seven to eleven by the m?re A~vlsory. Com· •• .' mlttees m IndIa. 
additIOn of Comm1ttees at Gauhati, Patna, DelhI and Ajmer. 

49 .. From 1909 to 1912, Dr. Arnold was assisted in his dealings The appointment, in 1913, 

with the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge by two gentlemen I~li~:~t!t:~~:r:tto 
resident at those centres who acted as "Correspondents," and Oxford, Cambridge, 
received from Indian revenues small honoraria in respect of their Ma~chester, Glasgow, and Edmburgh. 
services, but, owing to the considerable increase that had taken 
place in the number of Indian students studying at those 
Universities, it was decided at the beginning of 1913 to replace 
these "Correspondents" by officers able and willing to give a 
greater part of their time to the work; and after consultation 
with the University authorities the posts of "Local Adv,iser to 
Indian Students" were created at Oxford and Cambridge. 
About the same time Local Advisers to Indian Students were also 
appointed at the Universities of Manchester, Glasgow and 
Edinburgh. 

50. The Advisory Committee in London under the Chairmanship Position of the ~ondon 
f h 'll d' d f I h d AdvIsory CommIttee; o Lord Ampt 1 , was not, we un erstan , as success u as a deciSIOn to discontinue it 

been hoped for in its efforts to provide the social opportunities for at the end of 1915. 

young Indians, which the Lee Warner Committee had regarded 
'as one of its main functions, and the fact that its other functions 
were purely advisory rendered its position in relation to the 
Bureau of Information somewhat anomalous from the start. It 
was reconstituted and reappointed for three years in 1913; but, 
at the end of 1915, the Secretary of State decided to allow it to 
lapse, and it has not as yet been revived, although, as will be seen 
from Chapter VI of this Report, proposals for its resuscitation 
have lately been made. 

51. The Indian students in residence at Oxford and Cambridge I<'unc,tlOns of the Local 

b · t d f th fi t th f t th t th "L I Ad' "Advisers at Oxford and o Jec e rom e rs to e ac a e oca VISerS Cambridge taken over by 
there were appointed and paid by the India Office. They urged ~he University authorities 

that the interposition of Government officials between themselves m 1916. 

and the University authorities was wrong in principle, and that 
if it was necessary to have Local Advisers, they should be 
appointed by, ana responsible to, the UniverSIties. _ They 
ultimately made formal representations on the subject to the 
University authorities, and, in 1916. the Vice-Chancellors of 
Oxford and Cambridge intimated their willingness to take over, 
as a function of the University, the duties hitherto performed 
by the official Local Adv.isers. In consequ~nce, the posts of Local 
Advisers at those Universities were abolished and replaced by a 
Delegacy for Oriental Students at Oxford, with effect as from the 
1st October, 1916. and an Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee at Cambridge, with effect as from the 1st July, 1916, 
the Secretary of State agreeing to contribute towards the co~t of 
their maintenance. Mr. S. M. Burrows and Mr. E. A. Bemans, 
who had acted since January 19U>.as the official advisers at Oxford 
and Cambridge becam~ SecretarIes. to the Delegacy and to t~e 
Inter-Collegiate CommIttee, respectIVely, but they ceased to be III 
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any way under the control of the Secretary of State or of the 
Innian Students' Department. _ 

52 At the end of 1916 when Mr. Mallet resigned, the post of 
Secret~ry for Indian Stud~nts was abolishe~, the Depa!tme~t wa; 
placed under the charge of Dr .. Arnold, WIth the deSIgnatIOn 0 
"Educational Adviser for IndIan Students to the Secretary. of 
State for India," and the charge of the Bureau 9f Infor~atlOn 
was transferred to Mr. N. C. Sen, who had been serv~ng as aSSIstant 
under Dr. Arnold for more than three years, t~e tlt~e of t~e posJ; 
being changed to "Local (instead of 'EducatIOnal ) AdVIser to 
Indian Students in London." 

53. With effect as from the 1st October, 1920, the Indian Students' 
Department was transferred from the control of the S~cretary. of 
State for India in Council to that of the newly-appomted HIgh 
Commissioner for India, Dr. Arnold retired, and the p<?sts ?f 
Educational Adviser for Indian Students and Local AdVIser In 
London were abolished. The two branches of the Department 
have now been amalgamated into one under the charge of ~wo 
Joint Secretaries to the High Commissioner for Indian Students' 
Work-Mr. N. C. Sen and Dr. T. Quayle-and are ~ocated at the 
office of the_High Commissioner, 42, Grosvenor Garaens, S.W. 1. 
The rooms at 21, C:r;omwell Road, vacated by the staff of the Bureau 
of Information, have been made ayailable for the accommodation 
of additional students; one of the Assistants to the Joint Secre
taries is also Warden of 21, Cromwell Road, and the whole house 
remains under the control of a Managing Committee, which, how
ever, is now responsible to the High Commissioner instead of to 
the Secretary of State, and consists of four representatives of the 
High CommIssioner, one representative of the Northbrook Society, 
one representative of the National Indian Association and (at the 
discretion of the Committee) a representative of the students 
elected by themselves from among those residing in, or taking 
their meals at, the house. 

M. ?-,he functions of the Indian Students' Department are fully 
set out ~n the ~emorandum. on the position of Indian students in 
the Umted Kmgdom, pubhs_hed by the Government of India in 
repl.Y to a petit~on addressed by the Indian Students' Friends 
SOCIety ~o the VIceroy on the 19th July, 1916, and may be briefly 
summarIsed as follows:-

(1) Corre~ponding .with the elevel? Advisory Committees in 
IndIa; .collectmg ~nd supplYIng them with information 
regardmg educatIOnal courses and facilities available 
in t~e Unite.d Kingdom; answering enquiries for in for
~atIOn receIved fr.om them; and gen~ral1y supporting 
m every way possIble recommendations received from 
them on belialf of Indian students proceeding to the 
United Kingdom. 

(2) Corr~sponding with the Secretary to the Delegacy for 
OrIental St~dents ~t Oxford, the Secretary to the 
In.ter-Colleglate IndIan Students' Committee at Cam
brIdge, I;lnd the L?cal Advisers at ¥,anchester, Glasgow 
and .E~mburgh, In regard to IndIan students seeking 
adn;l1SSI~n. to, or already in resiaence at, those 
U DIverSItIes. . 

(3) Supervising the work of Government of India Scholars 
and other Scholars placed under the charge of the 
Department by the authorities concerned 

(4) Undertaking the guardianship of such oth~r students"as 
may be placed under the charge of the Department by 
the.lr parents or guardians in. India. 

(5) Mak1!lg arrange~e~ts for meeting students on their 
arrIval, and assIstmg them to obtain return passages 
on the completion .of their studies. 
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(6) F.urnishing su~h references and, certificates as may be 
demanded from Indian students by educational' 
institutions. 

(7) Advising students as to educational facilities a.vailable 
the choice of a profession, and the most suitable insti~ 
tut~o:r;t at which the desired course of study or practical 
trammg ;may be profitably pursued. 

(8) Endeavourmg to secure facihties for practical training 
o~ b~half of Indian students of technology. 

(9) AssIstmg students to obtain suitable lodgings and 
holiday quarters. 

(10) Compiling, in conjunction with the National Indian 
Association, a Handbook of Information giving details 
of the various University and professional studies 
commonly followed by Indian students in the United 
Kingdom. 

(ll) Endeavouring, in co-operation with the Distressed 
Indian Students' Aid Committee, to be of assistance to 
students who find themselves in financial difficulties. 

(12) Caring for students who fall into ill-health, making 
arrangements for the funerals and the winding-up of 
the affairs of any who die in the United Kingdom, and 
endeavouring to extricate those who seek its assistance 
from any difficulties into which they may have fallen. 

(13) Endeavouring to promote suitable sodal intercourse 
between Indian students and English people. 

55. Besides the Students' Department, which is an entirely Uno~~ and semi-offieiaI 
official organisation, there are various bodies of an unofficial or orgamsatlons. 

semi-official character, such as the Northbrook Society, the National 
Indian Association, the Distressed Indian Students' Aid Com-
mittee, the Burma Society, the Indian Women's Education Asso-
ciation; the Indian Gymkhana Club, and the Y.M.C.A. Hostels for 
Indian Students in London and Edinburgh, which exist for the 
purpose of promoting in various ways the welfaxe of Indian 
students in the United Kingdom . 

. The Northbrook Society. which was founded in 1879, has been The Northbrook Society. 
housed at 21, Cromwell Road since 1910. It was originally started 
for the purpose of supplying information and aSsistance to parents 
and guardians in India who wished to educate their sons in 
England, and of providing, if desired, a system of guardianship 
for individual Indian students. Its efforts in these directions did 
not, however, bear fruit, and since the establishment of the official 
Bureau of Information its functions have practically been 
confined to those of a Club for Indian students and others 
interested in India, and a centre for the promotion of social 
intercourse between them. The subscription to it is lOs. 6d. a year 
for Indian students and £1 Is. a year for others. It has four 
rooms at 21, Cromwell Road-a large reading room, a library, a 
billiard room, and an office for the Secretary-for which, as has 
already been stated, it now pays a rent of £270 a year. It receives 
no financial assistance from Indian revenues and is governed by a 
Committee of fourteen of its members, of whom twelve (six Euro-
pean and six Indians) are elected by ballot and two ar~ appointed 
by the Secretary of State for India. 

57. The N ationalIndianAssociation, which. was founaed in 1870, The l:l'a~ional Indian 
has also been housed at 21, Cromwell Road since 1910. The objects AssoClation. 

with which it was started were: (1) to extend the knowledge of 
India in England; (2) to encourage the education of girls in India 
and to assist social reform movements there; (3) to endeavour to 
bring Indian visitors into touch with British institutions, a know-
ledge of which might be useful to them in their own country; and 
(4) to help Indian students during their stay in the United 
Kingdom. At that time the number of Indian students coming 
to England was small, and for some years the activities of the 
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:Assdciation wElte mainly directed towl;trds the first two of its 
objects; as, hdweve~, ~he flow of .Indian students to Engla~~ 
increased the ASSoCIatIOn devoted Itself more and more to theIr 
interests 'and it is with its achievements in that respect alone that 
we are primarily concerned. Since it has been h01?-s~~ at 21,. 
Cromwell Road, the Associatioll has had greater facIlItIes than 
before for providing opportunities for friendly interco:urs.e betwe.en 
Indian students and English people. It arranges periodIcal socIal 
gatherings; and parties to which all Indian students are welcomed 
are frequently held by the Honorary Secretary, w~o ~evotes much 
of her time to helping students who seek her adVIce In regard t() 
their studies and other matters. 

The Association is maintained by the interest on a legacy 
bequeathed to it by its founder and the subscriptions paid ~y its. 
members, of whom there are on the average about 150 ordInary 
members at £118. per annum and from 150 to 250 student members 
at 58. per annum. It has never received any .finan~ial support 
from Indian revenues, and has always been entlTely Independent 
of Government control. 

58. The-Distressed Indian Students' Aid Committee is a semi
official body. Some of its. members ~re connected vyith t11.e Indian 
Students' Department and the IndIa Office, and It receIves each 
year from Indian revenues a subsidy of three-qua:ters ~f the differ
ence between the amounts lent ana. recovered by It durIng the pre
ceding twelve months, subject to a maximum of £200. As its name 
indicates, its primary object is to assist with loans of money Indian 
students who from one cause or another find themselves in tem
porary financial difficulties. in the United Kingdom. It does not 
grant scholarships, but it sometimes assists to return to their own 
country Indian students who, owing to the failure of their remit
tances, become stranded in England. The sanction of the High 
Commissioner for India is necessary before any of the advances
made by the Committee can be written off as irrecoverable, but, 
although it frequently seeks the help of the Indian Students' 
Department in securIng repayme:tlt of long-standing debts, it is. 
entirely independent of Government control in deciding to which 
applicants it will :make loans and what the amount of such loans. 
shall be. 

59. The Burma Society, which is concerned only with students 
who have a Burmese domicile, receives from In'aian revenues a 
grant of £375 per annum, on condition that its income from private 
subscriptions exceeds £150 a year. It is entirely unofficial, and in 
no way under the control of the Secretary of State or the High 
CommIssioner. Its primary objects are to unite all Burmans in 
the United Kingdom into one body, to provide a common meeting
place for them, and to supply information and advice to those wlio 
come, or intend to come, to England for purposes of study. Its 
headquarters are at St. Peter's Square, Hammersmith, London. 
where it has club premises and residential accommodation; there 
is a branch of it at Rangoon, which acts as an Advisory Committee 
to students intending to go to England and to their parents, and 
as an agency for the collection of funds. It is governed by a 
Committee of nine-a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary 
and six members-all of whom are elected at the annual general 
meeting each year, n,nd a majority of whom are Burmans. The 
Secretary administers the funds of those students whose parents 
exp~essly desire them, to be under his guardianship, and the 
SOCIety performs for Burmese students in the United Kingdom 
functions similar to those which the Students' Department under
takes on behalf of Indians. 

60. The Indian 'Vomen's Education Association is entirely 
u.noffi~ial, a~d exists ~or: the p~rpose of :promoting female educa
tion In IndIa by aSSIsting SUItable IndIan women and girls to. 



underg~ a cO';lrse of training i~ the United Kingdom. Its only 
.connectIOn wIth Government IS that it receives from Indian 
Ievenues a grant-in-aid of £100 per annum which it expends OD 
<one of its scholarship holders. ' 

61. The India:p G)1llkhana Club was established at the end, of The Indian Gymkhana 
191.6 to p~·ovjde. especially for Indian students studying in insti- Club. 

tutl.o~s wIthout athletic Clubs of their own, much-needed oppor-
tumtIes for healthy exercise and social intercourse with Public 
Sch.ool and oth~r English a~hletic clubs of good standing. It is 
.entIrely u.noffiCIal and receIves no grant from Indian revenues. 
~ord ;Hawke ~s the President of the Club, and it numbers among 
Its VICe-PreSIdents several distinguished Indian Princes. The 
management is vested in a Committee of not more than sixteen 
members, of whom ten are elected annually at a general meeting. 
The present Commit~e. is u!lder the Chairmanship of Lord 
-CarmIChael, and a maJority of Its members are Indians. 

62. The Y .M.C .A. Indian S tudents' Union and Hostel London The Y.lI-I.C.A;. Indian 
h· h - d' F b 920 d' I' h' Students' Uruon and W lC~L was starte In e ruar)" 1 ,an IS at present ocated at t e Hostel London. 

" Shakespeare Hut," Keppel Street, W.C. 1, is under the control ' 
-()f the Indian National Council of the Y.M.C.A., Calcutta, and is 
.govNned by a Management Committee, appointed by, and 
I'esponsible to, the National Council. The principal objects of this 
Institution are: (i) to provide for Indian students in London 
.suitable living accommodation and physical, social, recreational, 
-religious and educational facilities, such as are usually found in 
Y.M.C.A. Hostels in India; (ii) to afford opportunities for Indian 
:students to meet and entertain to their mutual profit British men 
.and women; (iii) to create a centre from which Englishmen can 
_get a true interpretation of India, and Indians can get the best 
-of England. Membership is open to all men and women of all 
nationalities, subject to the discretion of the Management 
Committee, and the annual subscription is £1 58. In addition to 
-its Club premises, which include a restaurant, a reading room and 
library, a lecture hall, a billiard room and a small gymnasium, it 
has accommodation for 105 residents. The actual administration 
is in the hands of four Secretaries (graduates of British or Indian 
Universities with experience of work among students), each of 
-whom is responsible for the proper conduct of his particular branch 
-of the work. The Institution has no connection with Government, 
receives no grant from the Secretary of State or the High Commis
sioner, and IS entirely unofficial in every way. 

The Y.M.C.A. Hostel for Indian students in Edinburgh also Th~ Y.M.C.A. Hostel in 
-came into existence early in 1920, and, like the London Hostel, it Edmburgh. 

receives no grant from the Secretary of State or the High Com-
missioner, and is entirely unofficial. It is governed by a Committee 
.consisting of three representatives of the Hcottish Y.M.C.A., three 
representatives of the three Churches of Scotland and three repre-
sentatives of the Student. Christian Movement, and its objects are 
similar to those of the London Hostel. The work of administration 
is in the hands of a resident 'Varden, who is an Indian. and is 
advised by a House Committee of five members elected by the 
.student residents, the maximum number of whom is thirty-eight. 

63. Mention should also be made here of the Indian Majlis at Indian students' 
'Oxford and Cambridge, and the Indian Associations in Edinburp:h, organisations. 

.Qlasgow and M~n~ester. Repres~ntatives of all t~ese bodies, 
which are orgalllsatIOns of the IndIan students workmg at those 
.centres, have appeared before us, and we u~de~stand that they 
exist primarily for the pu~poses of ~oclal mtercourse and 
-discusl:ion. They are all entIrely unoffiCIal, and none of them 
.:receives any grant from Government. 
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,CHAPTER IV. 

THE MERITS AND DEFECTS OF THE EXISTING ORGANISATIONS. 

64. Having reviewed the problem and described the.org~nisations 
which exist to cope with it,. we .now turn to ~n examInatIon of the 
extent to,which those orgamsatIOns are suffiCIent to meet the needs 
both of the Universities and of the students. 

65. It is clear from the evidence which has been placed before us Evidence, 

that .the Indian Students' Department has never enjoyed the ~K' 3~ ~~ aI, 
confidence of the students, who regard its activities with great 67: 61; 63: ~~: 
suspicion. Many of the student witn~s~es have told u~ that they i~:~i:,\~:: 
believed that the Department was orIgInally created In order to 120, 147, 166, 

exercise surveiU~ce ov,er their political opini?n~, and th~t, ~~:~: ~~: 
although it ostenSIbly eXIsts for the purpose of aSSIstIng them, ItS 236,238, 251, 

real object and primary function is to act as a Government agency::' ::' :!~, 
for political espionage. This belief seems to have existed from ' , . 
the start, and in spite of the fact that it has been categorically 
denied from time to time, both at public meetings and in published 
documents, there is no doubt that it is still deep-seated and wide-
spread; indeed, from the information which we have obtained as 
a result of informal discussions with the students at various 
centres, it would app'ear to be no exaggeration to state that the 
belief is almost universal among them. We have made every effort 
to ascertain whether there is in fact any foundation for this 
suspicion; we have invited the students to supply us with any 
information in their possession which shows that the Department 
is in any way concerned with their political opinions; we have 
closely examined the past and present officers of the Department 
who have appeared before us, and have questioned the authorities 
of every University we have visited; but although we have made 
enquiries in every possible quarter, no evidence has been forth-
coming that the ma:chinery of the Department has ever been used 
either to obtlrin or to give information regarding the political 
views or activities of Indian students. The University authorities 
have assured us that they have never asked for or received from 
the Department any information regarding the political opinions 
of a single student; the Local Advisers have declared that they 
have never b.een called upon to exercise any political supervision 
over the students or to supp1y any particulars with regard to any 
of ~heir political activities; the officer in charge of the Public 
Department at the India Office has told us that his Department 
has deliberately refrained from applying to the Students' Depart--
ment for information regarding Indian students; the Depart-
mental witnesses have categorically denied that they have any 
interest in the political views of the students; and the students 
themselves have. failed. ~o produce any ev~dence whatsoever in 
support of theIr suspICIOn. The suggestIOn that the Indian 
Students' D~partment exists for purposes of political espionage, 
therefore, appears to us to be entirely without foundation. 

Th~ ~:xtent t? whi~h 66. It is not, however, sufficient merely to dismiss this belief as 
pohtlcal motlves dld f d d It . t . d d d . 
underlie the establishment un oun e. s eXlS ence IS so eep-roote an so dIsastrous to the 
(If the Department. success of the Department that we feel bound to seek for some 

expl~nation of it. Events in recen~ years in ~ndia have been pro
ductIve of so much unrest and SUspICIon that It is not a matter for 
wonder that a Government Department should not have been 
altogether trusted by students from that country even if it had 
started under the most favourable conditions. 'But the Indian 
Students' Department was established under conditions which 
from this point of view, were anything but favourable to it~ 
success. 

That there was some political motive in the establishment of 
the Advisory Committee, the Students' Department and the Hostel 
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at 21" Cromwell Road, is obvious, The friends of Indian students 
bofth In Londo~ and at the University centres, felt that the absenc~ 
o a!ly orgamsed effort to befriend them on their arrival in a 
foreIgn country, 0; ,to assist them in their academic career, not 
only made the pOSItIOn very difficult for them in many ways but 
also threw these Y0u.ng men into the hands of those of their 
-countrymen whose aSSIstance was actuated by political motives and 
.ren?ered. them .more ready to accept the anti-British doctrines 
whIch wer.e be,mg preached among them, The need for some 
counteractmg ~nfiuence was expressed in evidence before the Lee 
'Yarner CommIttee aI?-d also found expression in the recommenda
!Ions of, that ,CoI?mIttee, Th~ hope that a more sympathetic 
mterest ill theIr hves, more active assistance in their difficulties 
an,d the establishment of closer social intercourse with English 
frIends would counteract the harmful influence of the revolutionary 
movement was, no doubt, one of the motives for the establishment 
of an organisation for the benefit of Indian students, 
, ,Such an object was in the circumstances very natural and 
JU,stIfiable; there was, however, a danger that the Department 
~lght be us~d ~y, Government as an agency for obtaining inform a
tl<;>ll about In~IVIduals whom they suspected, or that its officials 
mIght ~se theIr powers in such a way as to penalise in their 
academIC career students of whose political opinions they dis
approved. We are satisfied from the evidence of Sir Thomas 
Arnold and Sir Charles Mallet that both these dangers were 
scrupulously avoided by them, and in normal times we think that 
the Department woul~ ultimately have succeeded in winning the 
confidence of the students and fulfilling all the objects for which 
it was established, Unfortunately, there were circumstances 
which from the first militated against its success. Three months 
after its establishment, Sir Curzon Wyllie was murdered by an 
Indian student at the Imperial Institute, Great activity on the 
part of the Police followed, and owing to the association of some 
of their number with a revolutionary and anarchical movement 
the whole body -of Indian students came to be mistrusted and 
closely watched by the authorities of Scotland Yard. During the 
war Police supervision was even more close and more apparent, 
This mistrust led to a corresponding mistrust among the students, 
and they not unnaturally failed to make any distinction between 
one Department of Government and another. They felt that 
they were objects of suspicion; they found that all their move-
ments antecedents and opinions were on record; the Students' 
Depa~tment was a Government organisation; its officials professed 
an anxiety to establish intimate relations with them. It was very 
natural for the students to suppose that, all information obtained 
by one Government Department would be passed on to another, 
and that professions of interest in their welfare were but th.e cover 
under which they might be induced to make t~e d?SSIe:s at 
Scotland Yard as complete as possi~le. All the offiCIal dIsclaIme~s 
of political motives only served. stIll furthe~ to st:engthen theIr 
suspicions. Such has been the mIsunderstandmg whIch has dogged 
the fortunes of the Indian Students' Department from the first 
and such the atmosphere in which Sir Thomas Arnold and his 
colleagues have had to carryon their work. 

The circumstances 
which mIlitated against. 
the success of the 
Department. 

67 In Our opinion the chief cause of this deplorable attitude of Suppression of the Report 
, , . h d h' . of the Lee Warner the students towards those who only WIS e to serve t elr mt~rests Committee.the chief 

was the suppression of the, Report of the Lee Warner CommIttee, ca~ of the .st~~ents' 
, h' R h' h Id hIt th attitude of suspIcIon. There are passages ill t IS eport W IC 'You . ave en ,em-

selves to misrepresentation and others wh.lCh mIght hav~ gIven 
-offence to Indians if they had been publIshed whe~ t~ey were 
written, and the fear of .t~ese res~lts may at, the, tIme have 
appeared to justify the deCISIOn to WIthhold P?bhcatIon; but we 
cannot help thinking that the effect of suppressmg the Report has 

E 
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been far more ser'ious than any which could have been produced by 
its publica.tion. The decision then taken has created the impres
sion that the Government did not wish the world to know the 
rea.sons for the establishment of the Students' Department, and 
opinions adverse to the Members of the Committee, to the Govern
ment and to the officials of the Department have become so firmly 
rooted as to be ineradicable, in our opinion, by any other means 
than a full disclosure of what has hitherto been kept secret. So 
convinced are we that the confidence of the students in any 
organisation established for their benefit can never be won so long 
as any element of uncertainty is allowed to remain regarding the 
origin of the Indian Students' Department that we consider that, 
even after the lapse of thirteen years, the veil of mystery which 
has hitherto enshrouded the work of the Lee Warner Committee 

Permission obtained to should finally be lifted. We have therefore sought and obtained 
publish the Report of th" •. t . t th' Re t' f 11 d' h t Lee Warner Committee as permISSIOn 0 prm eIr por In u as an appen IX ere O. 
an appendix hereto. This document is of historical value necessary to a complete under-

Complaint of the students 
that the Department has 
hampered rather than 
facilitated their admission 
to British Universities. 

Specific cases brought to 
the notice of the 
Committee. 

standing of the problem we have been investigating, and we hope 
that any impression which might have been created by those 
passages in it which speak of the unpopularity of Indian students 
at Oxford and Cambridge in 1907 will now be corrected by the 
evidence we are able to publish on the same subject in 1921. 

68. Surveillance of their political opinions is not the only com
plaint which the students make against the official organisation. 
They also complain that it has hampered, rather than facilitated, 
their admission to British UniversitIes. This criticism is no doubt 
born of the suspicion referred to above, and so far as it applies to 
the intentions of the officials concerned, we are convinced, after 
thorough investigation, that it is equally unfounded. Several 
specific cases were brought to our notice which seemed to justify 
the assertion that Indian students were more successful in gaining 
admission to a British University by their own efforts than 
through the agency of the Department. They were all found to 
come within one oJ two categories:-

(1) A student who had been discouraged either by an Advisory 
Committee in India or bv the Department in London 
from applying to a particular University on the ground 
that his qualifications were insufficient, had subse
quently by application in person succeeded in inducing 
the University authorities to admit him. 

(2) A student, though in all respects qualified, had been told 
that he could not be admitted toa particular University 
-or in some cases to any University-<m the ground 
that the Universities were full and that no vacancies 
existed, had ignored the advice and by personal appli
cation obtained admission "without any difficulty." 

'Ve investigated these cases and came to the conclusion that 
ill the advice which they gave the officials were not actuated by 
any antagonism to the student. Whether the officials were in every 
case justified in their opinion of the academic qualiB.cations of 
particular students we are unable to ~ay, but when they thought 
an applicant was below the standard re9.uired by the University 
which he wished to enter, or that he dId not possess sufficient 
mean~. it was obviously their duty to discourage him from 
applymg. The second class of cases arose from the exceptional 
congestion at the Universities immediately after the war. General 
information was issued to the effect that no further applications 
could be entertained, and admissions were subsequently made 
without communication with the Department which had dis
tributed the warning, and was naturally criticised when it proved 
to be unfounded. 

Statements of the officers The assurances we received from the officers of the Depart
fi~~~d P;;t~t~!iJe~~~·of ment that whenever they have informed a student that no vacancies 
UniverSity and College 
authorities. 

Evidence, 
pp. 3, 15, 3], 
53, 103, 112, 
118, 14.1, 14.7, 
150, 153, 
181-2,193, 
196, 198-9, 
200, 234., 262, 
278-4,275, 
320, 340, 34.1~ 
347,361-2. 



Evidence, 
pp, 179, 190, 
196, 204, 207, 
212, 241, 248, 
253, 258, 319, 
841. 
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existed such information has always been based upon definite 
statements to that effect by the University or College authorities, 
were corroborated by the University witnesses who appeared 
before us and admitted that the information supplied by them to 
the Department had sometimes proved eventually to be Incorrect. 
These witnesses explained that they had during the/ast two or 
three years accepted Indian students who had applie to them in 
person, although they might already have refused, on the ground 
that they had no room for them, the same or other students when 
they applied through the Department. Incidents of this nature, 
resulting from insufficient co-operation between the Department 
and the Universities, have inevitably fostered the belief of the 
students that the Government through the Department aims at 
restricting their ac'cess to British Universities; but, although we No justIfication 
have investigated each individual case to which our attention has discov~red for the 
b d h f 'l d d' , 'fi' h allegatIon that the een rawn, we ave al e to Iscover any lustI catIon for t e Department has 
allegation that the Department has ever placed any obstacle in the hampered ,admissions, 

way of the admission of any properly qualified Indian student to 
the University or other educational institution of his choice. On 
the contrary, we are satisfied from the evidence which has been 
placed before us that had it not been for the efforts of the Depart-
ment the number of Indians admitted to the Universities of the 
United Kingdom in general, and to Oxford and Cambridge and 
the London School of Economics in particular, would have been 
less than it now actually is. 

69, The complaint of the students that the Department has failed More j,ustification for the 

d h d . . . h f '1" f complamt that the to ren er t em a equate aSSIstance In securIng t e aCl ltIes or Department has failed to 
practical works trainin~ which are so essential to those of them ~ender a~equa~ as!,istance 

h d ' d . 1 ' h' . "fi' In securmg facIlItIes for 
W 0 stu Y In ustrla SU Jects as, In our VIew, more JUSti catIon. practIcal training, 
The Department appears to have relied in this matter almost 
entirely on the part-time services of a single individual, whose 
first-hand knowledge of Indian industrial c'Qnditions is neither 
complete nor up to date, as it is many years since he was last in 
India. This officer has spent most of his time in London, and has 
conducted his work largely by correspondence, He does not appear 
to have been encouraged to visit the Universities for the purpose 
of finding out what were the needs of industrial students, or of 
relieving their difficulties on the spot as they arose, Although 
labour troubles arid trade depression have recently aggravated the 
difficulty of securing facilities for practical training, we feel that 
much more ,might have been done to assist the students in this 
matter if greater energy and enthusiasm had been thrown into the 
efforts of the Department and if advantage had been taken of the Advantage ~ot taken of, ., . .' I' the help whIch IndustrIal help which mdustnal federatIOns and aSSOCIatIons cou d gIve. }'ederatlOns and Associa· 
Representatives of the British Electrical and Allied Manufac- tions could have given, 

turers' Association, of the Federation of British Industries, of the 
Engineering and National Employers' Federation and of the 
Institutions of Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, who 
have given evidence before us, have stated that they have never 
been approached by the Department in the matter, and have 
assured us that they would readily have afforded assistance had it 
been sought. 

In negotiating with these bodies and with individual 
manufacturIng firms the Dep'artment could have gained by its 
connection with Government, which enabled its officers to speak 
with more authority. We think it very regrettable that more has 
not been done in this one direction in which the Department was 
helped by its official character. ~o~ only has ,it ~een content to 
wait for the students to come to It, Instead of trymg to forestall 
their needs, but in dealing with those students who did approach 
it, it seems to have shown more anxiety to prove that their 
difficulties were insurmountable than determination to surmount 
them. 

E2 
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70. So much for the 'work done by the DepartmeIl:t fo~ ~he; :;.id:,nc;'9, 42, 

students. We now turn to consider its work for the U mversI.tIes. 45,47,57, 60, 

Here it has met with a greater meB;su::e of approv.al. . Some l?f t~e ~~: 71331:\::: 
authorities expressed high appreCIatIOn of the serVIces whICh It 23t; 260, 302, 

has rendered to them; but from others we were surprised to learn ~~~: 320 327, 

that the functions of the Department were unknown, and e.ven ~he 
fact or its existence hut vaguely realised. M~ny. of the Umversity 
witnesses who·have appeared before us have InsIstently de~anded 
the establishment of an organisation to do the very work whICh the 
Department was set up to perform.; a?d when a.ske~ why they had 
not availed themselves of the eXIstIng orgamsatIOn, they have 
either informed us that they have found it of little help to t~em, 
or that they were unaware that the assistance they sought mIght 
have been obtained through ~ts agency. I~ would the~efore appear 
that the Department has faIled to make Itself sufficIently known, 
and as we have stated in another connection, we regard it as 
unfortunate that the officers in charge of it have not visited more 
frequently the various centres at which Indian students are in 
residence. Such visits would necessarily have cost money, and we 
realise that possibly the students miglit have regarded them as 
an attempt by Government to inter fere in their private affairs; 
we are, however, 'of opinion that the advantages which would have 
been gained from ~uch visit!'! were suffic~ent .to justify both ~he 
expense and the rIsk of mIsunderstandIng Involved. We feel 
that if a representative of the Department had regularly and 
frequently visited University centres, he would have been able 
to establish a much closer co-operation and understanding between 
the Department and the University authorities, which, in time, 
would have improved its relations with the students also. The 
representatives of the Department to whom we have indicated our 
views on this matter have replied that, apart from considerations 
of expense and fear of misrepresentation, the volume of work with 
which they have been called upon to deal.has been such as to render 
impossible, without an inGrease of staff, the v,isits which we 
consider so desirable. If that is the case, we are of opinion that 
the necessary additional staff should have been applied for, but 
such a step does not seem at any time to have been contemplated. 
We are agreed that it is now too late for this mistake to be 
rectified, as the feeling of hostility towards the Department which 
has grown Up' among the students would probably prevent such 
visits from being beneficial. 

As we have already indicated earlier in this report there is 
one important aspect in which the desires of the students and 
those of the University authorities are in direct conflict. The 
students seek unrestricted access to British educational institu
tions, and claim that the chief function of any organisation 
established for their assistance should be to secure their admission 
in larger numbers; but the Universities represent that they are 
unable to admit more than a certain number of Indians, and 
emphasise the necessity for some form of selection in India, which 
will result in the limited number of vacancies they have to offer 
being filled by the best qualified applicants. While, therefore on 
the one hand, the students compbin that the Department has 'not 
suc?eede~. in ,securing for them th~ ~~mis.sion they desire, the 
UmversitIes, oI]. the other hand, CrItICIse It because it fails to 
prevent them from being besieged with applications from 
candidates whose qualifications are not up to the standard which 
they impose. . 

As w,ill be se~n froll! the evidence appended hereto the demand Evidence, 
for selectIOn has been reIterated by a large number of the witnesses pp. 6, 9, 22, 

from educational .institution~, and ~t· is clear that the -practice of ~~::::: :~: 
the Department III forwardmg, wIthout discrimination all the 105,129, 153. 

1· . . . . h f' '297 299 304 app lCatIOns It ~eceIves neit er rees It from criticism by the 307: 31S: 323; 

students nor satIsfies the demands of the Universities for assist-



Evidence, 
pp. 3, 6, 8, 12, 
17,22,23,24, 
28, 29, 31, 33, 
-35,37. 
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ance in choosing the best candidates for the education they art>' 
prepared to offer. 

Whether the Advisory Committees in India, as distinct from 
the Department in London, actually exercise the selective powers 
with which some British University authorities appear to credit 
them, we are unable to say, as we naye not been able to examine 
their methods of working. If they do regard any form of selection 
as part. of th~ir functions, they do not appear to have satisfied 
anyone 10 their performance of that duty. -

71. The attitude both of the students and of the Un,iversity Varying opinions as to 
authorities towards the Local Advisers varies considerably at £:ca'i3fd'vi:e::.e 
different centres. The Secretaries to the Delegacy for Orie~tal 
Students at Oxford and the Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee at Cambridge are described as "Local Advisers," 
although they are officers pf the University, and in no way under 
the control of the Department. The University authorities them
selv~s were mainly Tesponsible for setting them up, and they still 
regard their existence as necessary. The Colleges, t90, for the 
most part, appear to look upon them with approval, and make 
considerable use of their services, but the co-operation between 
them and some of the Colleges is not as complete as could be 
desired. Some of the students appear to resent the element of 
tutelage and special supervision implied by the mere existence of 
such posts; but it is doubtful whether the majority of them would 
welcome their abolition, and. generally speaking, they seem to have 
no ~omplaints to make regarding the treatment they have received 

The Oxford Delegacy for 
Oriental Students and the 
Cambridge Inter· 
Collegiate Indian 
Students' Committee. 

at the hands of past or present holders of these posts. 
Evidenoe, bl At Mb anchhesutez: tjle .Local Ah d~ti~er is rdegahrded das of 90nsf ider

d
- il~~~~~~/dviser at 

pp. 63, 70, ~3, a e use y t e mverslty aut orl les, an t e stu ents 10 orme 
'14,76. us that the post itself met with their hearty approval and that none 

or them wished to see it abolished. They represented, however, 
that the fact that the present adviser holds an important position 
on the staff of the College of Technology prevents him from giving 
up so much of his time to them as they could wish at the begmning 
of the academic session, when his assistance is most needed. 

Evidence, 
IIp. 141, 147, 
148, 150, 152, 
153. 

At Glasgow, although the University authorities attach some The Local Adviser at 

importance to hi!> services, it is evident that the Local Adviser does Glasgow. 

not possess the confidence of the students, who evinced considerable 
hostility towards him, and demanded with some emphasis that the. 
post should be abolished, as they wished to be left quite alone. 

Evidenoe At Edinburgh the post of Local Adviser is Ulipopul~r with ~~in~~h. Adviser a~ 
pp. 112,'118, the students and a matter of indifference to the University. The m: g~: m: Pd~efsent inbcumbhent, ~ho, it seems, has fbeh~n receivet~ wit~ hsotmhe 
136. IS avour y t e stu,+ents on account 0 IS connec Ion Wit e 

Officers' Training Corps, to which they are refused admission, has 
not succeeded in getting into personal contact witJ:t more than a 
small fraction of the body of students, and the University authori
ties, while disclaiming any responsibility ,for ~is selectio~, have 
made it clear that they do not attach much Import~nce to hiS office. 

. 72 As we have already pointed out the Lee Warner Committee CriticislD;8 brought a~t 
EVIdence,' • ' ., d' the AdVISOry ComlDltteea 
pp. 2, 4, 12, reO'arded the success of the AdVIsory CommIttees m In Ia as in India. 

!:: !!: :~: :~: es~ential to the. proper working of their whole. sch~me. "The work 
70,87,88,102, of these CommIttees appears, however, to receive httle or no com-
~~:: ~~: ~~~: mendation, either from the Univ:ersit,ies, the stu.d~nts or the officers 
188,190, ,192, of the Department. T~e UI;l.lVerslty a~tho!ltIes are, generally 
i~~: ~~:: ~~~: speaking,. una ware of the~r eXIstence (whIch IS not :unnatu!al, as 
-320,330. the practIce of the CommIttee!> has b.een ~o communlca~ wI~h. the 

Department in London, and not to w~lte dIrect to the Umve~s~t~es), 
but those who have had any experIence of them have crItICIsed 
adversely both their constit'!ltion a.nd th~ir methods. .The students 
have been practically unammou.s III theIr condel!1natlOn! many of 
them did not consult the CommIttees before leavmg IndIa because 
they assert they were satisfied that they were unhkely to get the 
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informatiUl! and help they needed by do~ng so; and some o~ those 
who did make use of them allege that llttle personal trouble was 
taken with their cases, that the information supplied was of~en 
inl1dequate or out of date, and t~at on the whole they met wIth 
discouragement rather than assIstance. The Officers of the 
Departme~t have represented that, so far as they can judge, the 
Committees need overhauling and strengthening by the introduc
tion of members more conversant 'with present conditions in the 
United Kingdom. A complaint common to all critics of .these 
Committees is that they consist largely of men whose ordInary 
duties are such ,as to prevent them from being more than figure
heads, and whose knowledge of educational conditions in England 
is either very limited or behind the ~imes. 

Tn recording these crit,icisms we must not be understood to 
endorse them. How far they are justified we are unable to judge. 
as we have not examined the working of these Committees on the 
spot. It is probable that, -as in the case of the bmdon Depart
ment, the students themselves are responsible for some of their 
shortcomings, and we know that some individuals have devoted a 
great deal of time to the work of these Committees, and have taken 
a very keen and sympathetic interest in them. But as an organisa
tion we are satisfied from the evidence we have heard that the 
Committees are ineffective. 

73. As'regards the house at 21, Cromwell Road, the fact that the Evid:n~i 18 
demand for admission to it is usually greater than its limited ~E: 120, '181: 
accommodation can satisfy is a proof that it supplies a real need ~~~, ~~~. ~~~, 
and is appreciated by many students who have been comfortably 218; 22~8. • 

housed there. It shares, however, in common with the bodies of ~:, ~:~~, 
which we have spoken, the unpopularity of an official organisation. 265; 273,274., 
The house in Cromwell Road may be 'regarded as the headquarters ::~, 345, 346, 

of official efforts to befriend Indian students. At the time of its . 
acquisition by the Gove~nment it was welcomed bv retired Civil 
Servants as affording them an opportunity of expressing, for the 
benefit of young Indians, some of the interest and affection for 
India which they had acquired during their official career there. 
It was hoped by the patrons of the hostel not onlv to provide a 
hospitable 10dging for Indian students in I~ondon: but to afford 
there opportunities for them to meet English people with Indian 
sympathies, and thus to establish a friendly social intercourse 
from which both Indian and English would profit. Miss Beck, 
who is Secretary of the National Indian Association and also of 
the House Managing Committee, is the embodiment of this spirit 
of friendly benevolence; and if she had only been acting for an 
organisation of private individuals, she wou}d, we thi.nk, have 
succeeded in securing the confidence of the students much more 
fully than has been possible while she has been regarded as an 
official. She has an intimate' knowledge of India and Indians, she 
has a genuine love for the work to which she has devoted the 
greater part of her life and it would be difficult to find any 
individual who is ,more entitled to the respect, the gratitude and 
the affection of the young Indians whom she has sought to befriend 
for so many years. That she has received all these in abundance 
from many students we feel sure, and if they have been denied to 
her by some, that we consider is due to the prejudice against aU 
officials of which we have spoken. To those who think that an 
official must'neQessarily be a-spy, her very interest in the w.elfart' 
of the students and her anxiety to learn all about their lives and 
taste.s ?1ay have been regarded at times as evidence to justify their 
suspICIOns. 

If the house in Cromwell Road has largely failed as we 
re~retfu~ly ~elieve that it h~s, ~n fulfiJling the iaudable' objects 
~Ith W~ICh It was .started, thIS In our VIew has been due partly to 
Its offiCIal connectIOn and partly t()... the element of philanthropy 
which has -characterised its management, and which some of the 
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students hav~ found wounding to their self-re,spect. It is always 
plt:as~m~ to l~ve on terms of equality with friends, but the relation
ShIp IS Im:paued when one becomes the 'recipient of their charity. 
AS' ~ meetmg place for friendly intercourse between English and 
IndIan students the house has not been successful. Young English
men have seldom, if ever, been found there. The English men 
and women who occasionally visit it are, we are informed, for the 
11.10st J?art elderly people, with whom young Indian students have 
httle In common, and at whose hands they hav(} experienced much 
kindness but little intimacy. . -

The house has been an expensive one to run, and the di.vided Faults in the .ystem of 
con~rol of its administration has militated against its efficiency. management. 

'\YhIlst we have ~een unable ~o discover any particle of justifica-
tIOn for the serIOUS allegatIOns brought against it by certain 
members of the Legislative Assembly in the course of the debate 
upon the Indian Students' Department in March 1921, we think 
tliat the present system of management of the house is undesirablv 
complicated and has led to confusion. As we have already 
explained, the whole house is nominally under the control of a 
Committee which is responsible to the High Commissioner. The 
presence in the house, liowever, of two Societies, the membership 
of which is beyond the control of the Committee, is a -constant 
source of trouble. The 'Varden of the house has little or no juris-
diction over the rooms of either of these Societies, while the 
Secretary of the Committee, who also resides on the premises, has 
complete jurisdiction over the rooms of the NatIOnal Indian 
Association, of which she is Honorary Secretary, but none oustide 
those rooms. It is obvious that such a situation afiQnls constant 
opportunities of friction between those who share-·in- this way 
responsibility for the conduct of those who use the premises. 

It appears to us that a house of this kind can only be properly 
administered. if it is under the -control of one person, and that the 
present division of responsibility is unsatisfactory. If the Society 
and Association had been amalgamated into one body, and if the 
management had heen placed In the hands of that body, it is 
possible that greater success would have besJl achieved; but we 
understand that all efforts to bring about such an amalgamation 
have failed. As will be seen from their Report, the Lee Warner 
Committee anticipated that the housing of these two unofficial 
crganisations in one building would result in the proper co-ordina
tion of theil" efforts and in a greater measure of co-operation 
between them. That expectation has not been fulfilled, and it 
~eems clear that at present 21, Cromwell Road is a house to some 
extent divided against itself. 

Though we have felt it necessary to record these defects in the 
establishment at 21, Cromwell Roaa-defects some of which are 
due to faulty organisation and some inherent in the official 
character of the hostel-it is only fair to those who h~ve laboured 
so zealously there for many years to say that many IndIan students 
who have visited or lived in the house have much to be grateful 
for, and have returned to their own country with very pleasant 
memories of the time they spent there. 

74. Our conclusiolls as to the effectiveness of the existing Summary of conclusioDll 
. b . d f 11 - as to effectiveness of the official organisation may now e summarIse as 0 ruWS :- official organisation. 

{I) The Indian Students' Department, while innocent of the 
charges of exercising political supervision over the 
students and of hampering the admission to British 
educational institutions, has failed either to secure the 
confidence of the bulk· of the students or to meet 
adequately the requirements of the Universities. It 
has succeeded in obtaining admission for a larger 
number of Indian students than would have been 
accepted without its intery~n~ion on their ~ehalf, but 
its efforts to secure facIlItIes for practIcal works 
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training have been too restricted, and it ha~ failed to 
make its 'existence and functions sufficiently well known 
to British educational authorities. 

(2) The Local Adviser:; have, on the whole, proved to .be of 
value to the Universities which, with the possible 
exception of Edinburgh, would probably oppose their 
abolition, although the co-operatIOn between them and 
the University authorities is not in all cases as com
plete as could" be desired. On the part of the students 
there is some tendency to resent the element of special 
supervision which to their minds is implied by the mere 
existence of such posts, but, except in the cases of 
Glasgow and Edinburgh, it is dou~tful whether they 
would wish to see them done away wIth. 

(3) The Advisory Committees in India appear, from the 
evidence received, to be of doubtful efficiency, but it is 
not possible to ascertaih how far the criticisms levelled 
agaInst them are justified without an examination of 
their methods on the spot. 

(4) The house at 21, Cromwell Road, although regarded with 
suspicion by many of the students, is frequented by 
considerable numbers of them, and fills a useful pur
pose as a I?lace of temporary residence for new arrivals 
and vacatIOn visitors to London. As a means of pro
viding facilities for social intercourse between Indian 
students and English people it has not been successful, 
and the system under whic.h it is now managed is 
unsatisfactory. 

75. In considering the inerits and the defects of the unofficial 
organisations to which we have .referred in the previous chapter, 
it has to be borne in mind that, with the possible exception of the 
Burma Society, they have no dealings -with British educational 
Institutions. They are not, therefore, expected to meet the demands 
of the Universities and colleges, and their effectiveness must be 
judged only in relation to the extent to which they serve the needs 
of the students. 

76. We have already indicated our opinion that both the North- Evidence, 

brOOK Society and the National Indian Association have largely ~K3~;72~6 
failed to fulfil the purpose for which they primarily exist. that is 237-9: 246-7. 

to say, the provision of f3tcilities for social intercourse between m. 
Indian students and English men and women. The fact that the.r 
are housed at 21, Cromwell Road has led, on the one hand, to their 
being suspected as part of the Government machinery, and, on the 
other hand, to more rivalry than co-operation between them. 

The Burma Society. 77. The Burma Society appears to us to have succeeded in Evidence, 

achieving the objects for which it was established. Apart from ~~~i2-7 
the advantage of its being more obviously free from connection . 
with the India Office, the work of the Society has been facilitated 
by the fact that the Burmese are a more homogeneous race, and 
that the number of them in the United Kingdom is comparatively 
small. It is, therefore, hardly just to compare too closely the 
success of the Bur~a Society with that of the Northbrook Society, 
or the National Indian Association .. ~ It seE'ms, however, that the 
Burma Society has gained the confidence of their students to a 
d~gl'ee which has not been achieved by any organisation concerned 
WIth students from other parts of India. The majority of the 
Bur.mese s.tudents in. the United ~ingdom appear to regard the 
SOCIety WIth somethmg appr?achmg affestion, and they use its 
Club-house to an extent whICh makes tne enlargement of lLS 
premises a matter of immediate necessity. 

The Distres~ed Indi~n 78. The Distressed Indian Students' Aid Committee is concerned Evidence 
Students' Aid Committee. I 'th d' fi. .] . • - on y WI ren erIng nancla aSSIstance to students who from one pp.225, 

, 228-9. 
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,~ause or another, fi~d themselves in temporary difficulties. We are 
l~formed that durIng the year 1921 it made loans amounting to 
£821 .28. 8q,. to forty-two applicants, and that in the prevlOus 
year It aSSIsted forty-one students with advances amounting to 
~779 198. 1d. As we have indicated in Chapter II of this Report, 
It would be able to help a larger number of cases of genuinely 
acute and unexpected fuiancial distress if it could be relieved of 
~he de~ands now made upon its resources by chronIcally 
ImpeCUnIous students; but there can, in our view be no doubt that 
it is doing very valuable work. ' 

79. The Indian Women's Education Association is as we have The Indian Women's 
s~ated in the previou~ Ch!lpter, .chiefly concerned with' the promo- Education Association, 
tlOn of fe~ale educatlOn III IndIa by the award of scholarships to 
en.able IndIan women to undergo a course of training in the United 
Kmgdom, and, as its resources are small, its activities are 
necessarily limited in extent. It appears to have the support of 
the majority of Indian ladies of standing resident in England, and 
in so far as it provides facilities for social. intercourse between 
them and Indian women students it is serving a useful purpose. 

80. The aims of the Indian Gymkhana Club, which are entirely The IndIan Gymkhana 
athletic, are admirable, and, in our opinion, the Club has already Club. 
done excellent work. The success which attended the matches 
arranged during the war with teams representing the various 
Colonial Forces then in the United Kingdom was a notable 
achievement, and the Club seems to have laid a real foundation 
for the prov[sion of opportunities for Indians to take part in 
games .. both among themselves and in competition with Briti!?h 
teams. During the past year its activities have been greatly 
hampered by the lack of a playing field, but a suitable site has 
recently been acquired, and, when it has been developed, there is 
every reason to hope that the Club will be successful in bringing 
about, on a larger scale, the social intercourse between Indians 
and Englishmen which is so readily fostered by friendly rivalry 
in games. 

81. The objects of the Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Union and The Y.l\fC.A. Indian 
H I I I ".J • I . h h h' h h t' Students' Union and oste are arge y Iuentica WIt t ose w IC at t e Ime Hostel London. 
of its establishment it was hoped that the house at 21, , 
Cromwell Road would serve. Helped, no doubt, by the 
fact that it has no connection with Government, it 
appears to have succeeded in winning the favourabl~ regard 
of a larger proportion of the students than the house at 
21, Cromwell Road has done. 

Although it is 'criticised in some quarters on account of its 
relio-ious basis and may be avoided by a certain number of the 
students on that ground, the residential acco~modation it has to 
offer is in great demand, and the club premises are used as a 
rendezvous by a large number of the Indian students in London 
It has a membership of 783, including 701 Indians and Ceylonese 
(in additio~ to 40 Indian women, who are honorary members) and 
77 British. 

The main causes of its popularity with the students are, we 
think :-

(I) That it represents a~ Indi~n effort on beh!Llf of young 
Indians in the U mted Kmgdom; the ultImate control 
is in India, and its Executive Officers are all Indians, 
most of whom have just left College. 

(2) That it is free from India Office control or from anything 
that might eve~ appear to. i~vol~e such control. 

(3) That the diSCUSSIOn of pohtlcs IS. freely allowed,. and 
. political lectures and study . Cl rcles are defillltely 

organised as a ml3an~ of educatIOn. 
F 
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As at 21, Cromwell Road, one of the chief o~jects ~O! .which 
the Y.M.C.A. Hostel was establ!shed was to provIde fa.clhtIes for 
social intercourse between IndIan st~dents and EnglIsh people, 
and, with that object in view, it was mtended that a. part of the 
residential accommodation should be reserved for Enghsh students. 
We understand, however, that it has not been easy to find young 
Englishmen willing to live at the Hostel, and th~t the average 
number of them in residence there has been conSIderably below 
what was hoped for. . . 

As this organisation has o~ly been III eXls~ence for two yea;rs, 
it is perhaps rather too early to Judge whether Its effo~ts to prOVIde 
facilities for social intercourse between the two wIll ultImately 
be successful, but it is admitted that its objects in that direction 
have not yet been accomplished. . 

One difficulty in the way of securing the d~slr~d number of 
English residents is that the present accommodatIon IS of a rather 
unsuitable type, as there are very few single bedrooms and the 
majority of the residents, have to sleep in cU?,ic.les. As the Hostel 
has to remove from' the 'Shakespeare Hut III the near future, 
efforts are being made to find quarters of a I!l<?re suitable nature, 
and if these efforts are successful the authOrIties are hopeful that 
it will be possible to obtain a larger number of English residents 
and thus to approach more nearly to the achievement of their aims 
in the matter of social intercourse. Unfortunately, its 
finances are in an extremely precarious condition. The heavy rent 
which it has been obliged to pay for its present accommodation has 
caused it -to run into debt, and substantial financial help from one 
source or another is imperative if its work is to be carried on. 

lt may perhaps be op~n to doubt whether this institution, 
which owes its eXIstence to the enterprise of a social religious 
body, whose purpose is service rather tJian propaganda, but which 
is not representative of the bulk of the educated classes in India, 
will be able permanently to retain t1)e confidence of the Indian 
student community, unless it becomes more broadly based and 
develops into the centre of an effort directed by Indian students 
on behalf of their own countrymen in the United Kingdom. 

In our view, however, there can. be no doubt of the value of 
the institution to Indian students in Lon~on during the past two 
years. Without it many of ,them .would have experienced the" 
utmost difficulty in obtaIlling the accommodation they required, 
and its weekly programme of lectures, conferences and discussions 
has afforded them valuable opportunities of hearing addresses 
froOm men and women di&tinguished in many branches of public 
life, and of discussing among themselves every toOpic in which 
they are interested. 

The Y.M.C.A. Hostel in Edinburgh also appears to be favour- Evidence, 

ably regarded by the majority of Indians studying at that centre. iii> ~~~, 114., 

Its establishment was at first opposed by a section of the students, 1211~, 129, 
partly on the ground that it might lead to segregation and partly 135,1&7-8. 

because of a fear that it would· be under Government control, but 
we understand that as soon as it became evident that the Hostel had 
no official connection the opposition to it almost entirely disap-
peared, and at the time when we were in Edinburgh the accom-
modation available was in full use. Like the Y.M.C.A. Hostel in 
London, it suffers in the estimation of some students on account of 
its religious basis, and would be more certain of retaining the con-
fidence or the Indian student community if its basis were 
broadened; ibut we think there can be no doubt that it has been of 
great service to Indians in Edinburgh during the past two years. 

82. As regards the Indian Majlis at Oxford and Cambridge and Evidence 
the Indian Associations in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Manch~ster pp. 20, 23, 3li!, 

we understand that the A~sociat~on 3;t E~inburgh. has been making ~~9, ~;o, ~~;: 
efforts to supply students III IndIa WIth mformatIon regarding the 134, 148, 15~ 
courses available at Edinburgh University, and that all these 
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bodies ~re ready' to ren.der what assistance they can, in the matter 
of findlI~g: Iodgmgs, ~c., 1? stude.nts newly arrived from India.. 
The ¥aJlis at CambrIdge In partIcular has, we are informed, on 
occasl~ns, ren~ered useful help to the Secretary of the Inter
CollegIate .IndIan Students' Committee in such matters. Gener
ally spea.kmg, ho.w~ver, the obj~cts of these orS'anisations appear 
to be ~o.Clal, and It IS clear that, In many directIOns they are not in 
a posItIon to meet the needs either of the students or of the 
University authorities. 

CHAPTER V. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

8~. ~aving examined the meri~s and defects of the existi~g Conclusions. 
orgamsatIOn, we have now 'to consider what further changes, If 
any, are required. 

84, India has now been set on the road to self- Developmen~ of education 
government and autonomy, and it must be obvious that her sons in Indla the O~1 

d d ht ht to b bl . h' d . . h' permanent solutlon of an aug ers oug e a e to receive t elr e ucation Wit m the problem. 
her own borders. 'Ve believe, therefore, that the only permanent 
solution of the problem is the development of educatIOn in India 
in all its branches as early as possible. This view has been 
pressed upon us by all the witnesses that have appeared before us. 
The position is perhaps best summarised thus by Sir Charles Sir C. Mallet'. view •• 
Manet: " ~t is, I believe, in the development of education in India 
that the only permanent solution of our problem lies. Hitherto 
the tradition has been that only men trained in England were 
<}.ualified for the prizes of their profession in India~ administra-
tIOn, medicine, law. We have readily encouraged Indian students 
to come here, fit and unfit, educated or uneducated, and have taught 
them that a smattering at least of English education was the best 
recommendation for professional success. Until we frankly 
abandon that tradition Indian students will inevitably flock her~. 
and probably, as time goes_ on, in numbers with which British 
institutions will refuse to cope. We are at present manufacturing 
the difficulties we deplore. May it not be well to consider whether 
this tradition should not be given up and a new tradition substi-
tuted, namely, that India must and can provide an .adequate 
education even for the ablest of her sons ~ Instead of trying to 
make good Indians into indifferent Englishmen, to superimpose 
a superficial English training in a few years at Oxford or a few 
years in L,ondon at the Bar, might it not be possible to develop an 
Indian type at least as highly educated and as competent even for 
administrative purposes as any hybrid 1 Such an undertaking 
would be slow and difficult and costly; but may it not be that the 
change has to come 1 It would mean raising the standards of 
Indian Universities, and of Indian education generally, to levels 
never ret attained. It would mean an Indi.an Bar and Judicature, 
trainoo, organised and developed on their own lines. It would 
mean a highly-trained Medical Service, and opportunities for 
medical and industrial training far in advance of anything yet 
attempted. It would not, of course, mean, for many years at any 
rate, less intercourse with England or less intellectual stimulus 
from English sources; quite the revers~. But it would be ~ natu~al 
instead of an unnatural system, and Its home would be m IndIa, 
not here. I do not underrate the difficulties involved in adopting 
such a policy fully and frankly. But I submit that it may prove 
to be the only final remedr for the difficulties we find in the Indian 
student problem to-<1ay: The same view was expressed by Sir 
W. Meyer as follows: "The great difficulty in regard to Indian Sir W. Heyer'.·new. 

students is the number of men who come over, very many of whom 
.would much better be trained in India itself. We cannot, of 

F2 
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.course, prevent such students leaving ~ndia for study, or so-cal~ed 
study, in England, but a good deal ~1l1ght b~ done by the I?;dlan 
Government to minimise tbe attractIOns whIch ~raw t~em. 

We have expressed the view th~t the educatIOnal sl~e.of t~e 
problem can only be solved by the Imp~o,:ement of_condItIOns III 
India; and we desire to repeat our convwtIOn that ~o Gover~ment 
in India, whatever its constitution, should pe satIsfied untIl the 
Universities of that country are staffed wIth the teachers B;nd 
equipped with the material necessary to ensure the best educatIon 
which any Indian can require.. Wh~n that ha~ been done ~o 
Indian will be under the necessIty whICh now eXIsts to seek hIs 
education abroad. 

Recommendations in this sense have already been made by.the 
Royal Commission on the Public Services~ the Calcutta University 
Commission, and the Industrial Commission. They have urged 
among other things the establishment of a forestry school at Dehra 
Dun, an agricultural training centre at Pusa, and a general 
improvement i.n the standard of education. If these recommen
dations had been aqted upon, the problem we have . been 
investigating would have been greatly simplified. Many of them, 
no doubt, involve considerable expenditure, and others are 
debatable matters of policy; but we desire to point out that these 
bodies which have investigated the conditions in India have 
indicated directions in which the object which we have .in view 
might be accomplished. 

:rhe effect which the . 8:3 .. ~he position in England would ~lso be greatly eased. if t~e E~i~~1~e9·. 
changes proposed by dIsabIlIties of the law students to whICh we drew aftentIOn m pp 
Lord Haldane would.have J-
on the Indian student Chapter IT were removed by changes in India. This is not a 
problem. question of improving the teaching or opportunities for study

there appears to be no lack of legal education in India-and if, 
as proposed by Lord Haldane, an Indian Bar were established, 
the existing privileges of advocates and vakils were equalised, a 
Council of Legal Education constituted, and :the practice Of 
reading in Chambers in India SUbstituted for that of reading in 
Chambers in England, the demands now made by Indian law 
students on the British Universities and the Inns of Court would 
be greatly reduced. Whether these changes would be .beneficia!" 
or otherwise to the legal profession or the administration of justice 
in India, we are not competent to judge, and ho'Y far they would 
be acceptable at the present time we have had no opportunity of 
ascertaining. We are only concerned with the effect which .such 
changes would have on the problem we have been investigating, 
and we desire from this point of view to press upon the Govern
ment of India the importance of an early decision in matters 
which have been under co~sideration now for many years. 

Th~ results whi<:h any 86. 'We realise that the process of improving educational facilities 
proposals regardlog a new· I d·' h· h ·1 bid h organisation must ensure. In n Ia IS one w IC must necessarl yes ow, an t at for many 

years to come the number of Indian students proceeding abroad 
fOT their educati9n will, for the reasons we have pointed out in 
Chapter II, continue to 'be large. We are satisfied from the 
evidence we have collected that it should be quite possible to secure 
admission both to the Universities of the United Kingdom and, 
subject to the reservations which we make below, to the works 
of manufacturing firms also for all Indian students who are 
competent to profit by the facilities afforded, provided that some 
m:::chinery e1~ists to. ensure their distribution .to the places best 
SUIted to theIr reqUIrements; but we are convmced that without 
:;uch machinery I~d~an stu~e~~s may fi.nd their d~ffi.~n1ties greatly, 
mcrea.sed and eXIstmg. facIlI~les "Conslderably dimmished. The 
problem, therefore, WIth WhICh we are confronted is that of 
devising the best possible organisation to ensure-- . . 

(1) that Indian students requiring education or training 
abroad and. competent to profit by it should obtain it 
with the least trouble and the most advantage to 
themselves; . 
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(2) that ,Indian students dming their stay in the United 
Kmg~om should obtain the best possible results from 
the time an~ ~oney spent there; 

-(3) that the authOritIes of Universities and other institutions 
~hould h~ supplied with the fullest and most reliable 
mformatIon about the qualifications of the Indians 
who apply for admission; . 

(4) t.hat the, e:rtra; trouble and difficulty caused to these 
authorItIes m dealing with applications from India 
should be reduced to a minimum ' 

(5) that Indian students should be so s~lected and distributed 
among the various educational institutions of the 
United Kingdom as to ensure to the greatest possible 
extent that they are received at the University or 
qollege where the special characteristics of each are 
hkelY,to be best appreciated and developed; 

(6) that IndIan students of technical and industrial subjects 
should obtain the practical works training which they 
require in addition to their academic courses; and, 
finally, 

(7) that Indian students on their arrival in England should 
find, if they require it, some house ready for them where 
they ~an be accommodated until they join their 
University, school or works, 

a7, We have shown that, in our opinion, the existing organisa- The iompossibili~y of 0 

t ' h d f t h' h' h h d b securmg what IS reqUIred lOll: as some e ec s w IC , In t e past, ave prevente the est by means of an organi-
results from being obtained' and it now remains for us to suO'gest sation confined to the 

h b te " ' be 'd d b United Kingdom; and the 
W at et r orgamsatIOn can provl e . difficulty of submitting 

It is at this the most important point in our report that recommendatidns without 
h 'do. d b 1 f h ...' having studIed conditions we are most. an lcappe y t Ie act t at our mqUIry IS not in India. 

complete. 
'tV e have been impressed at every stage in our enquiry by the 

impossibility· of seGuring what is required by means of an 
organisation in the United K.ingdom a] one. It is in India that 
information is needed regarding the requirements of British 
Vniversities; it is from India that information is required 
regarding the qualifications of applicants for admission to British 
Universities; and unless the proper machinery can be set up in 
India to fulfil these functions, no organisation in England alone 
can satisfy the needs or either the students or the Universities. 
Whilst, therefore, our enquiry has proceeded far enough to 
convince us that radical changes are required in the organisation 
in England, we find it difficult to submit any final recommendations 
with regard to the nature of those changes without havinO' 
studied the conditions in India, and decided, in the light of suct 
study. what organisation is possible in that country and what 
measure of co-operation between the Universities in both countrie~ 
can be achieved. When our enquiry was interrupt~d we should 
have preferred to. confine o~r report ,to the precedl~g chapters, 
which deal only WIth the eVIdence WhICh has been laId before us, 
and to leave to a Jater occasion, or to another Committee, the 
completion of the work which we were obliged to abandon. It is 
at the urgent request ?f the Secretary of. ,.Stat:e, and with the 
knowledge that they mIght have been modmed If we had taken 
further evidence in IndIa, that we have consented to make tbe 
following' tentative proposals. 

88 In the first place we are of opinion that the difficultv of Conotinllanre of the 
• ' 0 d '. h d' J , IndIan Students' Depart-securmg the confi ence of t e stu ents III any purely offiCIal menL not recommended_ 

organisation makes it useless for us to recommend the continuation 
of the Indian Students' Department, as at present constituted, or . 
-to suo-gest improvements in its staff and methods with a view to 
maki~g it more effective. At the same time we are agreed that <1. 
purely unofficial organisation would be so handicapped by 
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financial difficulties that it could not car~y out the ~unctions which 
have to be discharged. If, a.s we tpmk, the expenses of any 
orO'anisation must tie in the mam provilded by Government, we are 
driven to recommend an arrangement whICh. would' be par~ly 
official and partly non-official-one, in fact, whICh wo~ld requIre 
the co-operation alike of .the GovernmeD:t. of ID:dIa,. ~f th~ 
authorities of both the IndIan and the BrItIsh Un~versIt~es, of 
representatives of leading man~factu!ing ~rms, b~th 10 Ind~a and 
in the United Kingdom, of prIvate I~dlviduais mterested III the 
welfare of Indian students and of IndIan students themselves. . 

89. 'The fir~t requ~sit.e is a bur~a}l- in. In~ia ~rom which st~dents 
anxious to gam admIssIon to ~rItIsh m.stItutI?ns can obtam the 
fullest and most up-to-date mformation wIth regard to the 
facilities available. Owing to the size of India a single central 
bureau appears to us to present so m!1ny difficulties that, although 
it might be the ideal if it were practIca~le, we .are not prep.ared. to 
recommend it without full consultatIOn wIth the Umversity 
authorities in India. We accordingly suggest ~he establishment 
by each Indian University of a bureau speCIally staffed and 
equipp'ed for the purposes-

(1) of supplying students wishing to pursue their education 
abroad with all the in:(ormation, advice and assistance 
which they may require; . 

(2) of supplying' the foreign University authorities with the 
kind of information regarding the students which- will 
enable them to make their selection from the 
applications forwarded. 

This bureau should be administered by the University, and 
should be advised by a Board consisting mainly of persons with 
recent knowledge of the various British Universities. The 
expenses of the staff should be met by a special grant from Govern
ment to the University for the purpose. These University Bureaux 
would take the place- of the existing Advisory Committees. By 
this means we hope that in time every UniversIty in India will be 
brought into direct communication with every University in the 
United Kingdom, and the student could pass direct from his 
Indian University to the British University to which he secures 
admission without the intervention of any Government official. 

90. There will then' remain outside the organisation which we 
suggest only those Indian students who do not obtain their 
education at any of the Indian Universities, but either go, at an 
early age, to schools in the lJ nited Kingdom; or prepare for 
admission to a British University with private tutors in India or 
England .. Such students, who are but a small m'inority, cannot, 
we feel, be dealt with by any organisation devised to meet the 
requirements of the much larger number who spend some time at 
an Indian University before proceeding to the United Kingdom; 
and the recommendations ~ade above and' hereafter do not apply' 
to them. They should remain, as at present, free to make direct. 
application for admission to any British University, and their 
ap~licat.i~ns should be deal~ with on thei~ merits by the ~ritish 
Umversities concerned, WIthout reference to the Umversity' 
Bureaux in India. 

The necessity of 91. We are, however, convinced that, as regards' students. 
:f:d:~::i~; ~~~er:~; of attending- Indian Universities, the most satisfactory means 
the organisation. of facihtating their access to British Universities is to be-

sought in a far greater measure of co-operation than now exists 
between the authorities of the Universities of the two countries; 
and for that reason we hope that the British Universities will 
encourage Indian students to avail themselves of the help and 
advice of the Indian University Bureaux by giving a preference
in all cases to applications received through them, for it is obvious. 
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that unless this is done " 
achieve the desired resul~. orgamsatIOn, however constituted, could 

Eridence, 92. It is clear fro th'd . ifo ~~~, 119, us that ther . .m e eVl ence WhICh has been placed before The view of many 
.s~1.' th t th e IS a consIderable body of students who are of opinion stadente tha~ they do not. 

a ey are well able to make f th 1 11 need the 388lStance of any 
ments neCessary f th' d . or, emse. ves a . the arrange- special organisation not 

K · d . or elr e ucatlOn and resIdence III the United supported. 
Illg om, and who hold th t . t . 

with their libert f a 1. IS .an unnecessary interference 
. official to be ? bl?h ~n~ orgamsatIon, whether official or non

'assista'nce h es a IS e o.r the purpose of rendering them any 
treated a w ateve~. .TheIr a,mour-propre is offended by being 
who o't s they t~lllk,.I~ a mann~r di~erent fr9m other students 
b g h the U mversltIes. But III thIS connection they omit to 

IT s~:vd k~t other countries with large groups of students in the 
n~ ; Illgdom have definite arrangements for their general 

aSSIS a~ce. Fo~ th~ body.of Rhodes' scholars at Oxford there is b hPl~Ial °H~amsatJon wh~ch deals with the University on their f a
h 

at a s!ages of theIr career; the Siamese and the majority 
o . t. e <.;: :-gyptI~n stu~ents .are under the guidance of specia'l 
mISSIOn." .and III de~IIDg WIth s~udel!ts from China, Japan and 
other f?relgn countrIes, t~e U mverslty Institutions look to the 
Embas~Ies of t~ose countrIes to help them in any difficulties that 
may arI~e. It IS clear to us that .some organisation is also required 
for In~lan. stu~ents; but we deSIre to see the question of selection 
a~~ dI~trIbutIOn .r~gul~ted as far as possible between the 
U mverslty authorItIes III both countries. The procedure we 
contem(llate should W9rk somewhat as follows: Earlv in each 
academlc ye~r the Indian University Bureaux would f!Qrward to 
the SecretarIes to the Delegacy for Oriental Students at Oxford 
and the Inter-Collegiate Indian Students Committee at Cam
bridge a 1i~t of the stu~ents desiring admission in the following 
Oc~ober, wIth full partICulars of the qualifications of each and 
a lIst of the Colleges or alternate Universities for which they have 
expressed ~ preference. This procedure should, we think, enable 
~he .authOrItles at Oxford and Cambridge to make their selection 
III tIme for the students who have not been selected to gain admis-
sion elsewhere. It will be necessary, however, for each bureau to The nee~ f<!r an agency. 
employ an agency in London to receive from Oxfo~d and or agencies, In London. 

Cambridge an~ forward the applications of these students to other 
Universities in the order of preference which they have themselves 
expressed and to inform them where 'they are admitted. We are 
unable to say whether all the Indian 'LTniversities would be willing 
to be represented bv a sine-Ie agency as we have had no opportunity 
of consulting them. A slllgl~ agency would obviously be the best 
arrangement and the one WhICh would be most acceptable to the 
British universities, but we are obliged to leave it to the authori-
ties of the Indian Universities to decide whether they prefer to act 
independently or in con~ert. We think.it.should be possible for !ill 
qualified students, provIded they are WIllIng to accept some advICe 
in the matter to obtain admission somewhere. It would be desir-
able' that, if possible, in the first in.stance the Secretaries of each 
Indian University Bureau, or pOSSIbly delegates from groups of 
Indian Universities, should be sent to England to meet representa-
tives of the British Universities and discuss procedure, and subse-
quently in the absence of a central organisation in India, that 
arranO'~ments should be made for the periodical meeting of such 
repre~ntatives so as to ensure the fullest measure of co-operation 
between them. 

93. The next requirement is an office in England to which the The High COmnllssi~ner 
Indian student can apply for any assistance which cannot be to render

t 
SUb ch,assista

b 
nee 

. T" h' . Th ffi as canno e given y afforded to him by hIS own 1 lllverslty aut oritIes. at 0 ce, we University authorities. 
think should be found in the Department of the High Commis-
sione~ who is the representative of the Indian people in the 
United Kingdom. Students would ~pply to him not as students, 
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but as Indians, exactly as the nationals of any country would 
apply to their Ambassador or their Consul in a foreign country, 
or as the subjects of a self-governing Dominion would apply to 
their High Commissioner in London. The High Commissioner for' 
India should, we think, make it part of his function to endeavour 
to satisfy all the demands of Indian students in the United 
Kingdom which require official intervention; and; when once it 
was understood that he was not the channel of their admission t~ 
the University, that he would exercise no supervision or guardian
ship over them, and that he was not in fact concerned with them 
in any way as students, but only as Indians, they would, we hope, 
be less reluctant to seek the help of his office in obtaining practical 
works training with British manufacturing firms and in other 
matters outside their University life. ' 

94. It will be seen, therefore, that the two main features of 
organisation which we propose are (1) a system of efficient Univer
sity Committees in India to deal with admissions, and (2) the office 
of the High Commissiop.er for India in London, who will no doubt 
one day be an Indian, and, as India progresses along the road of 
responsible self-government, will, in course of time, come ~o be 
'regarded as the natural upholder of Indian interests in Great 
Britain. But these bodies require to be supplemented by private 
and unofficial agencies. 

Th~ proyision of 95. The provision of residential hostels, and the organisation of 
reside.nti,!l hostels and .the recreation hospitality and social intercourse should we consider 
orgamsatlOn of recreatlOn,' '. " ' • 
&c" to. be left to private be left entIrely to prIvate enterprIse, and should not be the concern 
enterprise. of Government. There are already, as we have pointed out in 

Chapter III, a nUplber of unofficial organisations which should be 
quite capable of covering the ground if the work were distributed 
between them. We think. that, as the initiative must be taken by 
one al1:t~ority, the Secretary of State or the High Commissioner 

A conference to be 
summoned to discuss 
the matter. 

for IndIa should summon to a conference representatives of the 
Indian students' societies and of all other organisatioIIS interested 
in the social and intellectual welfare of Indian men and women in 
Great Britain to discuss the best means of providing for their 
accommodation, recreation and general social amenities. This 
Conference might, we-think, also consider the formation and recog
nition of an Indian Students' Representative Council, which 
would be able to make representations on behalf of Indian students 
to the Secretary 6f State, the High Commissioner and the 
Educational authorities. 

We do not suggest that there should be any general amalga
m~tion or pooling of resources of these bodies. A committee on 
which they were all represented would not be a very harmonious 
body, and it would be incapable of managing either a hostel, a 
club or a recreation ground. What we have in mind is rather a 
division of labour and a distribution of activities, in order to 
avoid duplication and overlapping. We think it desirable that 
one body should undertake the organisation of hostels, another 
that of recreation grounds, a third that of the reception of 
students on arrival and the provision of hospitality, &c. The 
main result to be sought as tlie outcome of such a conference 
should, we think, be the organisation by Indians of their own 
recreation and social activities. It is to the presence of this 
feature that we attribute the success of the BiUlma Club and of the 
Students' Union and Hostel organised by the Y.M.C.A. at the· 

Discontinuance of the Shakespeare Hut. We recognise that Miss Beck and the Wardens 
hostel at 21, Cromwell of 21, Cromwell Road have devoted themselves most generously 
Road recommended. Ifi hI h . .c I 'd' d and unse s y to t c serVIce3 oj. n Ian stu ents, but the mere 

faot that that Hostel was provided by Government for Indians 
has prevented, and, in our opinion, always. will prevent it from 
being appreciated as much as it would be if.it were provided by
Indians for themselves. For this reason we recommend its dis--
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continuance as soon as other arrangements for the accommodation 
of students on their arrival in England have been satisfactorily 
made. 

96. Although we have suggested that the provision of hostels The proc.edure ~ be 

h Id b I ft t . te te . . h . adopted In grantmg 
S au e e a prIva en rpnse, we recognIse t at some asslst- financial assIstance from 
ance will probably be required. The experience of the Burma Indian. Reven.ues to 
Club and of the Y.M.C.A. Hostel has shown that they cannot pay unoflic131 bodIes. 

their way without some support from public funds. The former 
has received a subsidy from the Government which has proved to 
be insufficient, and the latter, though unaid~d by Government 
hitherto,. will (we are informed) find it impossible to continue 
without some financial help. Both these bodies are doing most 
admirable work, which is much appreciated by the students for 
whom they cater, and, in our opinion, they are deserving of support 
from public funds. The Burma Club does not appear to have 
suffered in any way in the estimation of Burmese students by 
reason of the fact that it has received a grant from Government; 
and, if the grant were increased, we think that the usefulness of 
the Club would be proportionately greater. We are not so sure 
that this would be the case with the Y.M.C.A. Students' Union 
and Hostel. The present attitude of the Indian students towards 
Gover~ment is such that, as we have pointed out in Chapter IV, 
they.are apt to look with suspicion upon any institution which is 
assIsted even indirectly by Government. We regret very much 
that this should be the case; but, however regrett.able it may be, 
this' feeling cannot be ignored. We have endeavoured to analyse 
the causes to which we think it is attributable and we are anxious 
to see them 'removed. As under the present constitution all funds 
voted fro~ Indian revenues are now subject to public opinion in 
India, the objections which have been raised in the past should 
not have the same force, and it is now open to any organisation to 
apply for assistance either to the High Commissioner or to the 
Central or Provincial Governments in India direct. We think, 
however, that a new policy might be inaugurated by extending to 
unofficial organisations in Great Britain for the benefit of Indian 
students the principle of grants-in-aid, which, we are informed, 
exists under definite rules in India. Money so granted 
would be the gift of the Indian people for the benefit of their own 
countrymen, and .could be accepted by the students without any 
feeling that it involved Government supervision or control. 

97. There remain to be considered the special needs of the indus- :the sp~Clal needs of . . J mdustrlal students 
trIal students. We are agreed that much greater attentIOn shou d, 
iIi the future, be given to this matter, and here we think that an 
official organisation, assisted by unofficial advisers drawn from 
large industrial combinations, is reguired. It is in this connection 
that the office of the High CommiSSIOner should be chiefly valuable. 
Here again the only effective solution is the development of facili
ties for technical studies in India and ensuring their proper 
co-ordination with the industries there. In the matter of Civil 
Engineering, as was pointed OlJ.t bv Brigadier-General Magnus 
Mowat, the Secretary of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 
India is already a better training ground than the United King
dom, and all that is required is an improvement in the engineering 
courses at the Indian Universities and the utilisation of existing 
facilities. I 

Preparation for modern industry involves, in everv case, both Faclhties i~ India to be 

te h · I d . I .. th be -.J h explored and properly 
C mea an practlea trammg, e amount to gIven to eae co-ordinated so that 

of these depending on the extent to which 'the technology of an overseas training may be 
. d' d Th I reserved for those most 
III ustry has been develope . ere are thus two c asses of capable of profiting 
students which have to be considered-those who contemplate from it; 

entering a highly technical industry and seek practical training 
as an integral part of tlieir course in the United Kingdom, either 
before or after their theoretical work at a University; and those 

G 
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who, being already familiar with the technical aspect of the chosen 
industry, desire to spend all their time in England in securing 
such practical experience as is not obtainable m India. If the 
best, or even good, results are to be obtained, the needs of both 
these classes reguire much greater attention than they have 
hitherto received; this is particularly necessary in the case-of 
students who intenq to initiate or develop new industrial enter
prises op. their return to india. In some industrial establishments 
the requisite practical training suited to the present stage of 
development of a particular industry, and, in some cases, thp, 
requisite technical instruction also is probably already obtainable 
in Inaia. We ar~' of opjpion that these facilities should be fully 
explored and properly co-o:r~inated, and overseas experience thus 
reserved for students who, having exhausted the facilities for 
technical and practical training in India, are in the best position 
to profit by further experience obtainable in various countries 
abroad. 

In this connection we would refer to the recommendations of 
the Committee on State Technical Scholarships under the Chair
manship of Sir Theodore Morison, which, though primarily 
confined to a particlliar class, are applicable to all mdustrial 
f'.tudents. It cannot be too much emphasised in India that to place 
a student in the faculty of applied science in a ~ritish University, 
und to secure him experience of workshop practice as a part of 
his training, is not a solution of his particular problem. In order 
that the training may be suited to his needs and may also bear fruit 
in India afterwards, it is necessary that the student should have a 
definite knowledge of the kind of work which p.e intends to take 
up on his return to India and of the nature of the industrial con
ditions which he will find there. This means that he should either 
have had considerable practical experience before he reaches 
England, or should be able to.obtain there from some persons with 
a large acquaint;mce of current industrial conditions in India the 
guidance which is essential if his efforts are not to be wasted. We 
believe that what we have stated before, in dealing with educa
tional institutions, is also true here, and that, m all but a limited 
number of industries, admission to works is obtainable on certain 
terms, but we are' convinced that the doors will not be kept open 
for pe.rsons whom industrial firms do not think it fully worth while 
to tram. 

98. As we have already pointed out in Chapter II, of the 
Indian students who come to the United Kingdom in search of 
industrial training, few are at present obtaining such training as 
will best fit them to play their part in the industrial development 
of their own country; to remedy this steps must, we think, first be 
taken in India. If a student is to be trained to fit into industrial 
conditions in India, it is important that there should be available 
for him in that country a body of competent persons who would be 
able to tell him whether he is the right type of person for the career 
he proposes, and whether he can get the necessary experience in 
India itself, or 8ho)11d go elsewhere for th~ exact type of training 
which he lleeds to $ecure. ,Accordingly, we are inclined to suggest 
the setting up in India of strop.g panels of industrialists in each 
Province, with local representatives who 'Yould be prepared to 
interview students. To what extent this is possible, or how far 
such panels already exist or could be formed, we are unable to 
determine without a consideration of local conQ.itions. The 
responsibility of finding the necessary trainipg in the Uniteq. 
Kingdom for the students recomme:r;tded by the Indian organisa. 
tion should, we think, be undertaken ):>y the High Commissioner 
in consultation with a panel of men representing all the important 
industries. This body, which would be of a character comm~ndjng 
respect from individual manufacturing concerns, would have local 
Te:prese:Q.tativ~s in industrial centres w~o might ~hem,selyes ,be 
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members of the panel. This organisation would receive from the 
corresponding Committee in India specific information with 
regard to the character of the training that individual Indian 
studJ:nts should receive; and it would be able to determine, f:'01O 
its knowledge of the facilities existing in the United Kingdom, 
whether such trainin~ were procurable, and, if so, exactly whet (' 
it could best be obtamed. Through its local representatives, 1t 
would approach .individual firms and apply personal influence iu' 
securing not only an entry into works, but also the specific kind of 
training required there. By this means it would secure that t.he 
best facilities should be reserved for persons who had come through 
an organisation in India which possessed a thorough knowledge 
of what they required. 

The HIgh Commissioner should be furnished for this purpose 
with a small permanent staff: two Secretaries, chosen mainly for 
qualities of personality and administrative ability, would probably 
suffice. It should be the particular duty of one of the secretaries 
to visit all the centres in Great Britain m which Indian industrial 
students are to be found, and to supply them with any help that 
they: may desire by way of providing facilities or removing diffi· 
cultIes that they may nave encountered. 

The High Commissioner should issue an annual report giving 
particulars of the work of this organisation, the number of students 
studying technjcal subjects in the United Kingdom, for how many 
of these it has succeeded and for how many it has failed to obtain 
practical training. It will then be possible to judge from year to 
year how far the expense of the organisation has been justified. 

We attach importance to a continual interchange of views 
between the Indian and the English panels or Committees; and to 
this end we hope that one of the members in India might visit 
England from time to time, and that such visits might be returned. 

99. It nas often been suggested that firms which are at present Question n~ to makin.g 
• •• . the admISSIon of Indian 

reluctant to accept IndIan students mto their works mIght bp. students a condition In 

induced to do so if this were made' a condition in all Government Government contracts. 

contracts, and such a course was, in fact, recommended by the 
Morison Committee. We enquired whether this advice had been 
acted u:pon, and ascertained from the High Commissioner that 
instructIons had recently been given to his departmental officers to 
give a preference in accepting contracts to such firms as admitted 
Indian students. How far such action had been of value it is not 
yet possible to say. In ou.r opinion, before further steps are taken 
in this direction, the fullest possible use should be made of th~ 
panel of expert advisers which we have recommended. We believe 
that bv means of such an organisation the training best suited to 
his requirements will be obtained for every student in thOSE> 
branches of industry wher~ the objections to which we have 
referred do not apply. In others where obstacles are encountered. 
caused by fear of competition or the desire to preserve trade 
secrets, every effort will be made to overcome the scruples of 
employers, and wher.e they are insurmountable an authoritative 
and unprejudiced opinion to that effect will be pbtained. To meet 
such 'cases, we think that the Government of India should at once 
consider what steps might be taken to provide in India tht" 
training which cannot be obtained abroad. 

1 00. We have pointed out in Chapter II that much inconvenience Recommend~tion. of the 

d .. d b h I k f 'f . . h Calcutta Uruverslty an uncertaInty IS now cause y t e ac 0 uni ormity m t e CommIssion as to the 
recognition by British Universities of Indian ExaminatIOns and establish~ent. of an 

f d 'UT h Ii hId' U' . h" Inter-Unoverslty Bosrd courses 0 stu y. vy e ope t at ten Ian DIverSIty aut ontxes in India. . 

will take steps at an early date to establish an Inter-University 
Board as recommended by the Calcutta University Commission 
for the purpose of co-ordinating the courses of study in India and 
securing uniformity in their ~ecognition abroad. Such a body 
when formed would also be of great service in securing common 

G2 
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action by the Indian Universities in the matter of representation 
in the United Kmgdom to which we have referred in paragraph 92 
above. 

101. We mURt conclude by repeating that these tentatIve recom
mendations are put forward as conclusions to which we were 
being led at the time when our enqUIry was interrupted \Ve have 
felt great hesitation in giving them the definite form in WhICh 
they appear and some of us feel that if we had completed our wOl'k 
these conclusions might have been somewhat different. It has been 
very dIfficult in the circumstances to arrive at any agrccment; and 
though we cannot claim to be satisfied with the form of our recom
mendations, or to have found a complete 50lution for the difficul
ties we have been investigating, we hope that our labours may at 
least have served to indicate the lines along which further develop
ment is required. 

CHAPTER VI. 

MISCELLANEOUS_ 

102. This chapter deals with a number of miscellaneous questions, 
some of which have been specially referred to m by the Secretary 
of State or the High Commissioner, while others concern matters 
upon which we desire to make recommendations under para
graph 4 of our terms of reference. 

103 The questions which have been specially referred to us 
are:-

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The proposal tJ increase the grants made to the Universi
tIes of Oxford and Cambridge towards the expenses of 
the Delegacy for Oriental Students and the Inter
Collegiate Indian Students' Committee. 

The admission of IndIans to Nautical Training Colleges 
in the United Kingdom, with a view to quahfymg for 
appointment as officers in the Royal Indian Marine 
Service. 

The proposed revival of the London -Advisory Committee. 

104. The proposal to increase the grants made in respect of the 
Oxford Delegacy and the Cambridge Inter-CollegIate Committee 
was referred to us, at the instance of the Government of India, in 
a letter dated the 9th June, 1921, from the Secretary to the High 
Commissioner for India, which with the more important of its 
enclosures is printed in Appendix V to this Report. It was not 
easy for us, at that stage of our enquiry, to form any definite 
opinion upon proposals affecting so closely the subJect which we 
were in the act of investigating; but as we were requested to place 
the High Commissioner in possession of Our view'S upon his 
proposals at a very early date, we gave the matter special con
sideration and decided to reply in the terms set out in our Secre
tary's letter of the 22nd June, 1921, which is also prmted in 
Appendix V hereto. 

We are now in a position to express definite views regarding 
the future of the Delegacy and the Inter-Collegiate Committee. 
We consider that the continl.lance of these organisations is in the 
interests of everyone concerned. The majority of the Indian 
students who have had dealings with them would, we believe, 
regret their disappearance; the University authorities attach con
siderable importance to their work; and our recommendation that 
the Indian Students' Department should be abolIshed and that 
corresppndence regarding individual students shOUld in future 
pass directly between the Indian and the British U niversitiBs, 
renders the ·existence of such organisations at Oxford and Cam 
bridge even more necessary in the future than in the past We 
therefore recommend that the grants now made from Indian 
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revenues towards the expenses of the Delegacy and the Inter
Collegiate Committee should be continued. We do not regard the 
annual subsidies at present paid (£550 in the case of Cambridge 
and £400 in the case of Oxford) as at all excessive in view of the 
work performed, and if in the future the number of Indian 
students in residence increases, and the University authorities 
find it necessary to ask for larger financial support, we recom
mend that their applications should receive favourable considera
tion. We trust, however, that the University authorities on their 
side will spare no effort to bring about that complete measure of 
co-operation between the Delegacy ana tfie Inter-Collegiate Com
mittee on the one hand and the heads and tutors of Colleges on the 
other, which is so essential in the interests both of the Indian 
student community and of the Universities themselves, but which 
has not as yet been achieved. 

105. The question of the admission of Indians to Nautical Train
ing Colleges in the United Kingdom was specially referred to us 
by the Secretary of State (vide the letter from the Military Depart
ment of the India. Office of the 25th July, 1921, and the accom
panying enclosure, which are printed in Appendix VI to this 
Report). As requested, we have made enquiries on the matter 
from the authorities concerned, and we have ascertained-

(1) that the Committee of Management of the Training Ship 
" Conway ., regard Indians as ineligible for admis
sion to that Ship on the ground that they hre not 
"British born," and even if the number of purely 
British applIcants were not, as it is at present, greater 
than can be admitted, they would be unwilling to take 
them because of " the difficulties of religion, caste and 
feeding; also the mixture of races and colour in the 
confined space on the ship" (see the letter of the 3rd 
October, 1921, from Captain Broadbent, which is also 
printed in Appendix VI); 

(2) that the authorities of the Thames Nautical Traming 
College (H.M.S. "Worcester") would be prepared to 
admit a limited number of Indians, provided that 
sufficient notice were given, that no special arrange
ments were needed in the wav of diet, &c., and that 
there was some one in England who would stand in loco 
parentis to Indian cadets and take charge of them 
during the vacations, and to whom reference might be 
made in case of illness or any other unexpected diffi
culty (see the evidence of Captain M. B. Sayer and 
Mr. F. H Stafford, pages 335-6); 

(3) that the Managers of the Nautical College, Pangbourne, 
are not prepared to entertain the suggestion that 
Indian cadets should be admitted to their College (see 
the letter of the 4th January, 1922, from Messrs. 
Devitt and Moore, which is also printed in Appendix 
VI). 

It is therefore clear that, provided certain conditions were 
fulfilled, it would be possible to obtain admission for a small 
number of Indian boys to a Nautical Training College with a view 
to their eventual appointment as officers of the Royal Indian 
Marine. It would, however, be necessary for them to commence 
their training in England at the early age of 15!, and for definite 
previous arrangements to be made for the completion of their 
course after leaving the Training Ship. We sympathise with the 
-desire of Indians to render themselves eligible for appointment to 
the Royal Indian Marine Service, and, in our view, the best way 
of providing the training required would be for Government to 
establish, in Indian waters, a Nautical Training Ship with the 
necessary staff of instructors, &c., although we reaLise tha~ this 
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plan would involve heavy expense. If, in addition to this, ~he 
Government decides to award a limited number of scholarshIps 
tenable in England, we would, in view of the. rigour~ ?f the 
English climate and the severe strain of a nautical traInIng on 
such young boys, emphasise the necessity of (1) selecting a~ the 
holders of such scholarships only boys of the strongest phySIque, 
with a taste for a seafaring life, a~d (2) ma~ing ~n. advance 
suitable arrangements for the completIOn of theIr traInIng after 
they had been through the course at the -Thames Nautical Training 
College. 

106. The question of the revival of an Advisory Committee in 
connection with the Indian Students' Department was referred to 
us by the High Commissioner on the instructions of the JGov~!n
ment of India (see the letter from the Secretary to the HIgh 
Commissioner, date.d the 20th August, 1921, and the accompany
ing enclosures which are printed as Appendix VII hereto). As 
we understand that the Government of India were aware before 
the end of 1920 that the Secretary o(State was proposing to insti
tute an enquiry into the whole problem of Indian students in the 
United Kingdom, we are surprised that they should, in March 
1921, have committed themselves to so important a step as the 
resuscitation of the London Advisory Committee at a time when 
the whole organisation known. as t~e Indian S.tudents' Dep~rt
ment was about to be examIned by a Co~mIttee of EnqUIry. 
The <ll1estion is one so closely bound up with the whole 
subject of our enquiry that it was not possible for us 
to make any interim recommendations in regard to it, 
but we understand that since the receipt of the Government 
o£.India's letter of the 7th July, 1921, no further steps have been 
t,aken in the matter, and that it is being left in abeyance until the 
presentation of this Report. We have carefully considered- the 
proposal in the light of the existing conditions and future require
ments, and have come to the. conclusion, that there is no necessity 
for such an Advisory Committee as has been proposed. 'Ne recog
nise the value of the opinions of representative Indian gentlemen, 
~ho reside in the United Kingdom .. on matters concerning Indian 
students, but those opinions are, in our view, more usefully 
obtained by informal consultation or at occasional conferences such 
as we have suggested above. As we do not recommend the continu
ance of the Indian Students' Department in London, we do not 
consider that there is any :{leed for an Advisory Committee of the 
Kind sugges~ed by the Government of India, and it would not find 
any place ih the organisation we have recommended. 

107. The matters lipon which we desire to make recommenda
~nder paragraph 4 of our terms of reference are:-

(1) The admission of Indians to the Officers' Training Corp,; 
at the British Universities. 

(2) The nature of the certificates now demanded from Indian 
'applicants for admission to the Inns of Court in 
London. 

(3) The position of Iridian students in other European 
countries, in the United States of America and in 
Japan. 

(4) Government scholars. 

108. The question of the admission of Inaians to the University Evidence, 

Officers' Training Corps was brought to our notice at the outset of fK';3 ~~ ~~" 
our enquiry, and we received representations on the matter from 33: 31; 45; 46~ 
the Indian students at almost every centre we visited. At present ~!, :~, :i'lg~, 
Indians are debarred from admission to these Corps; and they very 104, t"I2: 113: 

naturally resent strongly their exclusion from this side of the g~' ~~~30, 
corporate life of the British Universities at which they; study. 148; 151, iss. 
They ,rightly contend that this differentiation of treatment ~~~:;,6~4:93,. 
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between them and other members of the British Empire (who are 
not so excluded) is invidions; and, even if it be true, as is often 
alleged, that the number of them who would desire to join the 
Officers' Training Corps, if they were permitted to do so, would be 
inconsiderable, there can, in our opinion, be no doubt that the 
existence of the embargo against them constitutes a very definite 
grievance which cannot but have an undesirable effect on their 
feelings towards the British Government. 

We understand that their present disability in this matter is 
due to an order of the Army Council, and that the reason officially 
given for its continuance is that such Corps are intended for the 
training of young men eligible for appointment to Commissions 
in the British Army, and cannot, therefore, be thrown open to 
persons who are ineligible for such Commissions or unlikely ever 
to apply for them. As, however, students from Canada, 
Australia, New. Zealand and South Africa, who under normal 
conditions are obviously: unlikely to seek Commissions in the 
British Army, are freely admitted to the University Officers' 
Training Corps, we cannot regard that argument as convincing. 
From the evidence whicK we have obtained as a result of the special 
attention we have given to this matter, we believe that the real 
reason for the reluctance of the Military authorities to remove the 
embargo is a fear that the admission of Indians would adversely 
affect the recruitment of British students to the Corps, and might 
even result in the resignation of some of those who have already 
joined. We are informed that at the present time considerable 
difficulty is being experienced in inducing British students, most 
of whom saw service in the War and are not desirous of having 
any further experience of military life for a while, to join the 
Officers' Training Corps in sufficient numbers; and we entirely 
appreciate the anxiety of the Military authorities to take no 
action which might reduce the already thin ranks of the Corps. 
We believe, however, that the apprehensions which are felt with 
regard to the resqlt of admitting Indians to the University Corps 
.are mistaken. We have made careful enquiries on the matter, not 
only' from the Indian students, but also from the Officers' Training 
Corps authorities and from representatives of the British students. 
and we believe that at some centres the officers in charge of the 
Corps would be glad to try the experiment of admitting a small 
number of specially selected Indians, and that their a.dmission 
would not be distasteful to British students. We are informed 
that there is no bar to the admission of Indians to the Cadet Corp'" 
at the Public Schools, and that even where these Units have taken 
part in field days and shared camps with University Corps, no 
objectIon has ever been raised with regard to the Indian cadets. 
On the other hand, therp. can be no doubt of the unfortunate effect 
of the continuance of the regulation in question upon the Indian 
students themselves. They point out th~t during the War the 
Military authorities were glaa to avail themselves of the help of 
Indian troops. who served with distinction side by side with forces 
f~om other parts of the Empire, and they complain with some 
bItt~rness t~at, when t~e ~ime of danger is past, the support which 
IndIa gave 10 the EmpIre s hour of need is forgotten, and her sons 
are labelled ineligible for a branch of University life which 
wel~omes members of other parts of the British Dominions. One 
Indian student who came before us stated that during the 'War 
he held a British Commission, and lived on terms of the greatest 
friendliness with his brother officers, but, now that he has returned 
to his studies he is debarred from admission to his University 
Officers' Training C()rps. 

We are informed that, even before our appointment, the 
attention of the Secretary of State had been drawn to the 
qifficulties resulting from the existence of this prohibitive 
regulation, and that, on his instruction, stron~ representations for 
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Its withdrawal were made to the War Office. We understand, 
however, that those r0presentations have not as yet .met ~ith 
success and we therefore desire to add to them the weIght of an 
opinio~ at which we have arrived after c~reful e::camin~tion of 
the matter at the chief University centres of the Umted Kmgdoru 

In our view, the retention of the regulation .in questIOn IS 

quite unjustifiable. We regard the argume~t offiCIally advance~ 
for its continuance as untenable, and we beheve that the fears of 
the Military authorities with regard to the effect of the admission 
of Indians on the recruitment of other students would, in practice, 
prove to be groundless, if the selection were made with due regard 
to the interests of the Corps. On the other hand, the results of 
our ~nquiries leave us in no doubt as to the evil effects of their 
exclusion on the minds of the Indian students, and we consider 
that the benefit to be gained by the removal of so definite a ground 
of complaint is suffiCIently important to justify some measure of 
risk in other directions. 

We therefore strongly recommend that the regulation should 
be withdrawn without delay, and that the officers in charge of th'e 
various University Officers' Trainip.g Corps should have the same 
discretion in regard to the enrolment of Indians as they have in 
regard to persons from any other part of the Empire. 

109. The certificates now demanded of Indian applicants for Evid~~ce'I56 
admission to the Inns of Court are another cause of complaint on iKo, 162, 163~ 
the part of Indian students. ~:-~8!6~88 

The Consolidated Regulations of the Inns of Court stipulate 200: 210: ~ 
that an Indian applicant for admission who has not received his 286-7,289. 

general education in the United Kingdom shall produce-
(1) a certificate from a responsible person who has known him 

personally for one year or upwards and has had oppor-
tunities of judging his character; . 

(2) either a certificate from the Collector or Deputy Commis
sioner of the district in which his family resides, or, if 
his family resides in a Native Sta~, from the Political 
Officer attached to the Native State or an officer of 
higher rank representing the Indian Government in 
that State, or a certificate from the Joint Secretary to 
the High Commissioner for India for Indian Students' 
Work. . 

The Indian students point out that in the case of other appli
cants not permanently resident in the United Kingdom,a certificate 
from " a Judge, Magistrate, or other person holding a similar 
official position in tlie place or district in which the applicant 
resides" is accepted, and they resent the different treatment 
accorded to them. They contend that, as the Collector or Deputy 
Commissioner can in the majority of cases have no personal know
ledge of an applicant, \a certificate from such an officer must 
p.ecessarily be based on reports from the police authorities, that 
such reports primarily relate to the political activities and 
opinions of the applicant and his family and that politics are thus 
brought into a purely educational matter. As regards the alter
native certificate of the Joint Secretary to the High Commissioner, 
some of our witnesses asserted that the Advisory Committees, on 
whose recommendation this certificate is grantea, had demanded 
a guarantee of their loyalty to the British Government before 
making the desired recommendation. We have not been able to 
pursue that point with the Advisory Committees concerned, and 
the officers of the Indian Students' Depar~ent have assured" 
us that, so far as they are aware, it is not the practice 
of the Adviso~y Committees to enquire into anything 
except an appbcant's fitness on general and educational 
grounds; but there is no doubt that the students regard the regula
tion with disfavour, and look upon it as an attempt to compel them 

~ 
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to make use of the services of the Advisory Committees and the 
Indian Students' Department. 

We presume that the requirement of a certificate from a 
Collector or Deputy Commissioner was the outcome of the recom
mendation made in paragraph 43 of the Report of the Lee Warner 
Committee, but while we appreciate the difficulty with which the 
Inns of Court would be faced, through lack of knowledge of 
Indian conditions, if thev underoook to accept the certificate of any 
responsible person in lridia, we consider it desirable that Indian 
students should be at liberty to obtain certificates for this purpose 
from gentlemen of standing other than Government, officials. We 
therefore recommend that the Inns of Court lie approached with 
a view to the amendment of their regulations so as to permit 
Indian applicants to present certificates frem persons of recog
nised ·position in India, such as Members of the Legislative 
Assembly and the Provincial Legislative Councils, Judges of High 
Courts and Principals of Colleges. 

110. As reg'ards Indian students in other European countries, in Indian students in other 
the United States of America, and in Japan, we have but little European countries, in ~he 
. f . d lb" . 11 f' h' Umted States of America, In ormatIOn, an oqr on y 0 Ject In speCla y re errIng to t em In and in Japan. 

this chapter is to draw attention ·to the fact that the problems con-
cerning Indians who leave ,their own country for purposes of 
study are not confined to those who come to the United Kingdom. 
In the course of our enquiry statements were made to us regarding 
the number of Indian studenfs believed to be in other countries 
which caused us some surprise. We were told, for example, that 
the number in the United States of America had increased very 
greatly of recent years, and was now profiably not much smaller 
than the number in the United Kingdom. We therefore felt it 
desirable that we should endeavour to obtain some statistics 
regarding Indian students pursuing their stu.dies elsewhere than 
in the United Kingdom, and with that end in view we asked that 
information on the subject should be sought, through the Foreign 
Office, from the British Embassies at Paris, Berlin, Washington, 
Jmd Tokyo. As will be seen from the correspondence printed as 
Appendix VIII hereto, our enquiries in this direction were not 
limIted to students attending educational institutions, but also 
embraced those undergoing practical training in factories and 
works. 

From our own experience of the United Kingdom we are now 
aware that a return of students attending factories or works is 
very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain with any accuracy, and it 
has not caused us any surprise that returns on these heads from 
other countries have not been forthcoming. The figures which we 
have received show tha't in October 1921 the Indian students in the 
Universities and Colleges of the United States of America num
bered between 200 and 300; that in the Universities of Germany 
and France there were 8 and 6 respectively; and that only 8 were 
definitely known to be in Japan. Fuller details with regard to 
students in these countries will be found in Appendix VIII. Two 
of our members, who.had occasion to visit America recently on 
private business, availed themselves of the opportunity to make 
special enquiries into the number of Indian students in that coun
try and into the facilities which they enjoyed for obtaining prac
tical training in factories or works, and the results of their investi
gations are embodied in the notes, which are also printed in 
Appendix VIII. As will be seen, the figures submitted by them 
generally support those obtained through the Foreign Office, and it 
therefore appears that the number of Indians studying in the 
United States is very much less than it is believed by some persons 
to Ibe. 

While we consider that those Indian students who proceed 
abroad for education are likely to derive more benefit from a course 
()f study in an English-speaking country" on account of the-

[1:)656] R 
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language difficulty wttich they ~ould __ inevitably encopnter else
,,,here, we are of opinion that It should be a functIOn !Jf ~he 
University Bureaux in India (ati~ of the Cent~al ~rg~msat~on 
tliere, . if one is eventually e~tabhshed1 to provld~ .lb~ormatIon 
regarding the educational fa'cllities avaIla~le for r?:~Ian students 
iii ;ill parts of tne world to which they m~y. desIre to proceed. 
Efforts hfi,ve, We uil.derstaii~, aiready been n:ade by ~ome or t~e 
Provincial Advisory Commrttees to collect mformati?n of thIS 
nature reg-liMing America .ana Japan, ahd "ve would recommend 
that those efforts snouid he contihued ahd developed by the new 
Univetsity:Bureaux. We w6uld,'l,loweVer, sound a note of warning 
against tiie too ready acceptance by Indian stuqe?!s of statem~nts 
concerning the£oinparative ease with which faCIlItIes for practIcal 
training cali be secured iIi Ainerica ahd elSewhere. The informa
tion we have receivea. leads us to doubt whether manufacturers in 
foreign countries are at all more ready than those in the United 
Kiiigabm to throw their works open to potential trade competitors, 
and we consider that Indian students would be extremely ill
advised to proceed to America or Japan to study industries in 
which "trade secrets" are involved, unless they have definitely 
ascertained beforehand. that the facilities they seek will be afforded 
to them. 

111. In the course of our yisits to University centres we calhe in Evidence, 9 

touch with a number of holders of Government of India Scholar- bE' 6~1 :& ~8' 
ships. The majority ~f them w~re well spoken of by their 106,143, '184: 
Profess?rs, and !t would appear t~at, generally speakiI!-g, they 196,322. 

have been well selected and are men likely both ,to do credIt to the 
institution at which they study and also to use to the benefit or 
India the knQwledge they gain in the United Kingdom. In a few 
cases the Technical Scholars whom we met did not seem to us to be 
quite the type of men mpst suited to unclergo a training in Great 
Britain at the cost of public funds, and their subjects of study did 
not always appear to be well chosen. All that we have said earlier 
in this report regarding the selection of private industrial students 
applies with even greater force to those who are sent abroad for 
training at Government exp,ense, ,and we would invite the attention 
of ,the authorities concerned to the importance ,of awarding State 
Scholarships only to the men who are likely to derive' most 
advantage from them. We understand that the whole question of 
Government Scholarships is .at present in the melting pot in con
sequence of its transfer from the Central to the ProvinCIal Govern-
ments. The local authorities will no doubt arrange their 
scholarship schemes in accordance with the industrial needs of 
the~r own Province, but if, owing to the state of financial 
stringency, the total number of scholarships awarded should be 
l~s .in the future than in the past, we would recommend that 
scholars should 01;11y. be sent out of Jndia for a training in those 
subjects for which there is a real demand but no adequate pro,;, 
vision in that country. 

p2. Having 'made our recommendations on the specific points 
which we have investigated, it only remains for us to conclude by 
r~cording the general impression which has been left on our minds 
by our enquiry. We have had the advantage of visiting all the 
University centres in the United Kingdom at which Indian 
students are to be found in any number, and, from the evidence 
wOe have obtaib.ed~ we ~re, of opinion that as a whole these students 
are doing w~ll. The University authorities have testified to their 
gen~r~l go?d beh8;viour, and ~o. tJ1e seriousness with which they 
pursue their studIes, The CrItiCIsms they have made have been 
directed rather to a lack of organisation which creates difficultie,;; 
for themselves than to any fault in the students. We have referred 
to the effect which their political activities sometimes h1.tve upon 
the relations of the students with those among whom they are' 
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living, and we are convinced that the only remedy for any evil 
which may result from this cause is to be found in the improvement 
in the political relations between Great Britain and India. 

113. We recognise that the needs of Indian students in the past T~i~u~ to t~e liberal 

h b . l'b 1 .. b - f h Ed . 1 splnt m whIch the needs ave een met In a I era SPlflt y most 0 t e ucatlOna of IndIan students have 
authorities in the United Kingdom, and we were given to under- been lI!et br Brit~h. 

d h f h . Id be d h h ed educatIOnal authontles. stan t at even urt er 'proVIsIon wou rna e w en t e ne 
arose. 'Ve have recogmsed in paragraph 19 that the obligation 
of Government towards students from India is ~eater than that 
towards students from any other part of the' Empire, and we 
recommend that the Secretary of State should make it his business 
to watch the growth of Indian needs in this matter and make 
whatever representations may from time to time be required to 
the University and College authorities to secure the admission of 
such Indian students as may, under the conditions we have 
indicated, require education in the United Kingdom. 'We are 
satisfied from the enquiries we have made that such an appeal will 
receive a generous and sympathetic response. 

114. Finally, we desire to expres-s our appreciation ofthe services 
of our two Secretaries. Mr. Howarth's knowledge and experience 
of University conditions in the United Kingdom were of the 
utmost value to us, and we are grateful to the President of the 
Board of Education for having spared us so able a man. 
Mr. Field's jntimate knowledge of the working of the Students' 
Department and his sympathy with Indian students gained as 
'Warden of 21, Cromwell Road for five years were also most helpful 
to us. His experience was specially valuable in the preparation 
of Chapter III of our Report. The exceptional circumstances in 
which the Report as a whole had to be prepared imposed a heavv 
burden of work upon him. He accompanied the Chairman to India 
and rendered us assistance without which our task could not have 
been accomplished. 

(Signed) LYTTON. 
DEV A PRASAD SARVADHlKARY. 
M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 
C. E. W. JONES. 
M. HAMMICK. 
S. AFTAB. 
A. P. M. FLEMING. 
S. K. DATTA. 
L. M. BROOKS. 

E. G. HOWARTJI}Secreta 'es 
R. E. FIELD Tl • 

14th September 1922. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Classified List of Witnesses. 

Persons from whom Oral Evidence was taken. 

1.-Repres?ntatives of Indian Students. 

Mr. N. C. Ahuja 
Mr. G. K. Ambadi 
Mr. G. Badhwar 
Dr. K. N. Bahl -
Mr. J. R. Bhatia 
Mr. S. O. Bose -
Mr. M. C. Chagla 
Mr. P. C. Chowdhury
Mr. S. Chu(·kerbutty -
Mr. A. C. Devanayagam 
Mr. J. N. C. Gangnly
Mr. N. N. Ghosh 
Mr. R. D. Gulati 

.. Mr .. M. Habib 
Dr. A. Hamid 
Dr. S. W. Hardikar -
Mr. P. V. Isaac -
Mr. G. A. Kamtakar -
Mr. P. D. Kapur 
Mr. P. N. Kaul -
Mr. G. D. Kelkar 
Mr. M. G. Kotibhasker 
Mr. K. Kuriyan . 
Mr. S. Y. Lock -
lUr. K. G. M. Luke 
Mr. A. R. Malik-

.Mr. H. S. Malik -
Mr. K. T. Matthew 
Mr. S. Mohiyuddin 
Mr. N. K. Nag -
Mr. Nanji -
:Mr. :\f. H. Narayan 
~lr. D. 1\1:. .Nursoo 
Mr. P. K. Parija 
lIr. C. O. Po 
Mr. J. Prasad 
Mr. M. 1. Rahim 
Mr. S. C. Ray 
Mr. V. N. Sahai -
Mr. O. n. Samuel 
Mr . .Po. N. Saprn 
Mr. J. M. Sen 
Mr. K. Seshachallam -
Mr. n. L. Sharma 
Mr. M. K. Singh 
Mr. A. K. Tampi 
Mr. Tara-Chand-
Mr. B. S. G. Toki 
Lieut. M. Tin Tnt 
Mr. n. O. Vaidya 
'Mr .. R. N. Vaidya 

Mr. M. H. Vakil-

- Student of Agricu1ture at Armstrong College, Newcastle. 
Representative of Indian students in Birmingham. 

- Hepresentative of the Crocodiles Club, Oambridge. 
Representative of the Oxford Indian Majlis. 

- Indian student of Medicine at Liverpool University. 
- Representative of the Cambridge Indian Majlis. 

Representative of the Oxford Indian'Majlis. 
- Representative of Indian students in Bjrmingha.~n. 

/Representative of the Glasgow Indian Association. 
- Representative of Indian students in Leeds. 
- Representative of Indian students in Birmingham. 

Student of Metallurgy at Sheffield University. 
- Representat.ive of the Manchester Indian Association. 
- Representative of the OxfoJ d Indian l\-Jajlis. . 
- Post-graduate student oUredicine at Liverpool University. 
- Hepresentative of the Edinburgh Indian Association. 
- Representative of students at 21, Cromwell Road. 
- Heprescntative of the Edinburgh Indian Association. 
- Representatiye of the Glasgow Indian Association. 
- Representative of the Edinburgh Indian Association. 
- Student of Glass Technology at Sheffield University. 
- Hepreseptative of the Manchester Indian Association. 
- Representative of Indian Law Students in London. 
- Representative of Burmese students. 
- Representative of Indian students in Birmingham. 
- Student of Forestry, and representative of the Edinburgh 

Islamic Society on the Students' Representative 
Council, Edinburgh University. , 

- Student of Balliol College, Oxford. 
- Student of Forestry at Edinburgh. 
- Hepresentative of Indian students in Leeds. 
- Student of Civil Engineering. 
- Representative of Indian stlld~nts in Birmingham. 
- Representative of Indian students in. Birmingham. 
- Representativo of the Ediuburgh Indian Association. 
- Representative of the Indian Unity League, Oambridge. 

Representative of Burmese students. 
- Representative 'of the Crocodiles Club, Cambridge. 

Secretary of the All-England Indian Oonference. 
- Student of Accountancy. 
- Representative of Indian students at 21, Crorr,well Rd. 
- Student of Agriculture at Edinburgh. 
- Representative of the Oxfol'c11nc1ian Majlis. 
- Representative of Indian students in Leeds. 
- Hepresentative of Indian students in Leeds. 
- Representative of Indian students in Bristol. 
- Representative of the Manchester Indian Association. 
- Representative of the Edinburgh Tndian Association. 
- Representative of the Oxford Indian Majlis. 

Student of Engineeriug at Sheffield University. 
- Representative of Burmese students. 
- Student of Law in London. 

Representative of Indian students of Economics In 
London. . . 

- Representative of the Manchester Association. 
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:!.-Representatives of Univer8ities. Oolleges and other Educational Institutions 
(including repre8entative British Stuq,ent8). 

Dr. J. G. Adami 
PI·of. J. W. Anderson-

:Sir W. Ashley -

Prof. H. G. Atkins 
Mr. J. B. Baker -

Prof. E. C. C. Baly 
Dr. F. Barbour -
Mr. E. Barker 
Mr. E. A. Benians 

Mr. A. Bennett -
,sir W. H. Beveridge -

.Mr. R .. M. Brown 

.lIr. J. Burnaby -

Mr. S. M. Burrows 
Prof. F. W. Burstall -

-Sir G. Butler 

Prof. E. Cannan 

Prof. F. S. Carey 
Prof. E. P. Cathcart -
.Bir R. H. CharieR 
Miss B. A. Clough 
Prof. J. B. Cohen 

"'I'he Hon. G. Colville -

lfr. J. H. Costain 
.Sir L. Coward -

lIajor J. M. Crofts 

Prof. G. W. Daniels -
Dr. E. Deller 
Dr. C. H. Desch -
Prof. H. D. Dixon 
Prof. J. F. Dobson 
Mr. D. W. Douthwaite 
Dr. D. Drummond 

. Sir W. Durnford 
~Ir. P. K. Dutt -

Sir J. A. Ewing-
Dr. L. n. Farnell 
Prof. E. Fawcett 
Dr. W. S. Fenton 
Mr. E . .I!'lddes 
lIr. R. D. 'Fishenden -

Sir G. Foster 
Prof. F. Francis
Rev. H. Gibbon -

- Vice-Chancellor. Liverpool University. 
Dean of the Faculty of Engineering. Liverpool Univer

sity. 
Dean of the Faculty of Commerce, Birmingham Univer

sity. 
Assistant Principal of King's College, London. 
Censor of Non-Collegiate Students, Universitv of 

Oxford. • 
Dean of the Faculty of Science, Liverpool University. 
Lecturer in Gynrecology, Edinburgh University. 
Principal of King's.Uollege, London. 
Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge, and lately 

Secretary to the Inter-Col1egiate Indian Students' 
Com;nittee. 

Secretary, Scottish Universities Entrance Board. 
Principal of the London School of Economics and 

Political Science. 
Lecturer in Engineering, Glasgow Unh'ersity, and 

Local Adviser to Indian Students. 
Junior Dean of Trinity College, Cam bridge, and' Secre

tary to the Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' Com
mittee. 

Secretary to the Delegacy for Oriental Students, Oxford. 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Birmingham 

Uniyersity. 
Assistant Registrary for Research Studies, University of 

'Cambridge. 
-' Professor of Political Economy at the London School of 

Economics and Political Science. 
Of the Northern Universities Joint Matriculation Board. 
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Glasgow University. 
Dean of the London School of Tropical Medicine . 
Principal of Newnham College, Cambridge. 
Professor of Organic Chemistry, Leeds University. 
Secretary to the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 

England and Wales. 
Registrar, Birmingham University. 
Vice-Chairman of the Council of Legal Edt1catio~, 

London. 
Secretary, Northern Universities Joint Matriculation 

Board. . 
Dean of the Faculty of Commerce, Manchester University. 
Academic Hegistrar of London University. 
Professor of Metallurgy, Sheffield University. 
Professor of Chemistry, Manchester University. 
Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Bristol University. 
Under-Treasurer of Gray's Inn~ London. 
Vice-Chancellor of Durham University and President of 

Durham College of Medicine. 
Provost of King's College, Cambridge . 
Assistant Lecturer in Organic Chemistry, Leeds Uni-

versity. ' 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Edinburgh University. 
ViceMChancellor of the Unive'r::;ityof Oxford. , 

,nean of the Faculty of Medicine, Bristol University. 
Dean of Charing Cross Hospitallfedical School. 
Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor of Manchester University. 
Head of the Department of Printing and Photography 

at the College of Technology, Manchester, and lately 
Local Adviser to Indian Students. 

Pro,ost of University College, London. 
Pro-Vice-Chancel1o:t of Bristol University. 
Tutor of Balliol College, Oxford. ' 



]fr. '"V. M. GibpQPS '" 
Prof. G. A. Gibson 
Dr. P. Giles 
Prof. D, A. Gilchrist -

Prof. J. Goodman 
Dr.'T. Gray 

Sir W. H. Hadow 
Mr. F. G. Hallett 

Prof. W. F. Haslam -
Commander C. Hawkes 

Prof. G. G. Hend~rson 
Prof. R. Howden 
Mr. J. Huebner -

Captain R. D. Hunter 
Prof. J. K. Jamieson -

Mr. R. E. Kelly -
Sir A. Keogh 

Mr. N. King 
Prof. J. B. Leathes 
Mr. H. B. Lees-Smith-

Prof. G. H. Leonard -
Prof. H. Littlejohn 

Prof. H. Louis -
Mr'. P. C. Lyon -
Sir D. Macaliste;r 
Dr. R. W. Macan 
Pro£. D. McCandlish -

Prof. J. S. Macdonald

Prof. A. A. Macdonell 

Dr. G. Mackay -
Mr. R. L. Mac~ay 

Dr. J. E. Mackenzie .. 

Prof. J. Mackintosh. -
Mr. B. L. Manning 

Sir J. Martin 

Prof. A. Meek 

Mr. F. 'S. Milliga,n 

Sir H. A. :Miers -
Mr .• r. Moir 

Mr. G. P. Moriarty 

Sir 'r. Morison -
Mr. G. H. Morley 
Mr. A. Morrison· 

- Registrar, Sheffield University. 
Professor of l\fathe~atics, Glasgow University. 

,.. Vice-Chancellor of ~he University of Cambridge. . 
- Professor of Agriculture at Armstrong College" New::-

castle. 
- Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, Leeds University. 
- Professor of Chemistry at the Royal 'l'echuical College,. 

,Glasgow. .,. 
VICe-Chancellor of Sheffield -Ulll\<erslty. 

- Secretary to the Conjoint Board of Physician'! and. 
Surgoons, London. 

- Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Birmingham University. 
-' Professor of Engineering at Armstrong College New-

castle. 
- Dean of the Faculty of Scien·ce, Glasgow University. 
- Dean.of the Faculty of Medicine, Durham University. 
- Director of the Department of Bleaching and Dyeing,. 

Calico Printing, Finishing and Paper Manufacture, at 
the College of Technology, Manchester. 

- Adjutant, Glasgow University Officers' Training Corps. 
ProfeRsor of Anatomy and Dean of the Medical School, 

Leeds University. 
- Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Liverpool University. 

Rector of the Imperial College of Science and ~recllDology, 
Lon,don. 

,.. Registrar, General Medical Council, London. 
- Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Sheffield University. 
- Lecturer in Economics and Public Administration at the-

London School of Economics and Political Science. 
- Proiessor of Hjstory, Bristol University. 
- Lately Dean of the Faculty of ·Medicine, Edinburgh 

University. 
- Professor of Mining at Armstrong College, Newcastle. 
- Bursar of Or~el College, Oxford. 
- Vice-Chancellor of Glasgow University. 
- IJresiclent of Pniversity College, Oxford. 
- Professor of Applied Chemistry (Leather Industries· 

Department), Leeds University. 
- Lately Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Liverpool 

University. 
- Profel:lsor of 'Sanskrit and Tutor of Balliol College,. 

Oxford. 
President of the Royal Conege of Surgeons, Edinburgh_ 
Hon. Sec,retary of the Students' Repre~entativ~ .Council,.. 

Glaszow University. 
- Lecturer in Chemistry, Edinburgh U~ivel'sity, and 

Local Adviser to Indian Students. 
,- Dean of the FacqIty of Law, Edinburgh Up.iversity. 
- Bur::;,ar of Jesus College, Cambridge, and lately' 

Secr.etary to the Inter-Collegiate Indian StudentS"-
Committ~e. '. 

- Adviser to the Council of the Society Qf Incorporated 
Accountants and Auditors. 

- Dean of the :£I'aculty of Science at Armstrong College~ 
Newcastle. 

• President of the Gujld oJ Undergraduat~s, Bi,l'Plipg:Qam 
University. . 

- Vice-Chancellor of'MancheRter University. 
.. .Acting Principal and Senior Tutor of the Gollege of 

Technology, Ma)lchester, and Local Advi~e;r to Jndiall 
.stud~nts. 

- Director of Studi~s to t1).e Board of Indian Civil Service
Studies, University of Qambridge. 

~ Princinal of ArlAstron,g Cpllege, Newcastle. 
- ,Secretary, 13ir-tni~gham '(j~iversity. 

'Regio'trar, Glasgow University. -



Mr. W. S. Morrison -

Mr. K. N. 'Moss -
Prof. T. P. Nuim 

Dr. W. Blake Odgers 
_Dr. J. Gordoh Parker 
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• Senior President of the University Union and of the 
Stu~entE;' Rep'resen~ative Council, Edinburgh Uni. 
versIty. . 

- Assistant Professor of Mining, Birmingham Univer$ity. 
Vice-Principal of the London Day Training College and 

Professor of Education at London University. 
Director of Legal Studies at the Inns of Court •. London. 

- Principal, Leathersellers' Company's Technical College, 
London. 

Frof. -W. O. It. Paterson - Principal, West of Scotland Agricultural College, 
Glasgow. . 

·Captain J. R. Peddie 

Miss E. Penrose 
Prof. A. G. Perkin 

- Lately Adj utant of Glallgow University Officers' Training 
Corps. 

- Principal of Somerville College, Oxford. . 
Professor of Colour Chemistry and Dyeing, Leeds 

. Sir H. W. Philip 

. :Mr. A. W. 

University. . . 
- - President of the noyal College of Physicians, Edinburgh . 

tJick~rd- Tutor of Dal1iol College, Oxford . 
Cambridge. 

Major C. Preston 

Prof. F. L. Pyman 

. Mt. 11:. Rackham 
Mr. A. S. Hamsey -
2\11'. W. F. Reddaway -
..Mr. E. H. B. Reynolds 

Dr. W. Ripper -
Mr. It. A. Ro berts 
Mr. O. Grant nobertson 
Sir E. D. Hoss -
Mr. R. P. P. Rowe 

. Sir M. E. Sadler-
'Captain M. B. Sayer -

- Ad.jutant of Edinburgh University Officers' Training 
Corps. 

Professor of 'l.'echnological Chemistry at the College of 
, Technology, Manchester. 

- Tutor or Christ's College. Cambridge . 
- President of Magdalene College, Cambridge. 

Censor of Fitzwilliam Hall, Cambridge. 
- President of the Students' Representative Council at 

Armstrong College, Newcastle. 
- Professor of Engineering, Sheffield University. 

Secretary. Cambridge University Appointments Board. 
- Principal of Birmingham University. 

Director of the School of Oriental Studies, London. 
- Under·'rreasurer ot Lincoln's Inn, London. 
- Vice-Chancellor 01 Leeds University . 
- Superintendent of the Nautical Training Ship 

lVorcester. . 
Mr. O. C. Scott - - Treaslll"er of the Middle Temple, London. 
Prof. E. De Selincourt - Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Birmingham University. 
,Sir A. Shipley - - Master of Christ's College, Oambridge. 
Mr. A. L. Smith - Master of Balliol College, Oxford. 
Prof. J. Lori'ain Smith Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Edinburgh University. 
Prof. A Smithellu - Professor of Chemistry, Leeds University. 
Dr. W. A. Spooner Warden of New College, Oxford. 
Mr. I!'. H. Stafford - Secretary of the Thames Nautical Training College. 
Miss M. C. Staveley - - Tutor of Women Students, Bristol University. 
Prof. E. P. Stebbing - l>rofessor of Forestry, Edinburgh University. 
Prof. J. W. W. Stephens . Head of the School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool. 
Prof. J. Stephenson.· - Lecturer in Zoology, Edinburgh University. 
Dr. H. F. Stockdale - - Principal of the Royal Technical College, Glasgow. 
'Canon B. H. Stl'eeter ... Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. 
Prof. H. Stroud - - Lately Dean of the Faculty of Science at Armstrong 

..sir E. J. Trevelyan 
Miss M. Tuke 
Prof. W~ E. S. Tllrner 

Prof. A. :M:,. Tyndall -
_Mr. J. ti'.. Wale" 
Rev. E. M. \Valker 
Prof. U. Wallace 
.Sir T. H. Warren 
. Prof. J. Wertheimer -
Mr. A. E. Wheeler 
Prof. R. n. Wild 
. Mr. W. G. vVfangnam 
. Prof. W. Wright;· - -

College, N e,vcastle. _ 
Member of the Delegacy for Oriental Students, Oxford. 

- Principal of Bedford Uollege for Women, London. 
Head of the Department of Glass Technology, Sheffield 

University. . _ 
Dyan of the Faculty of Science, Bristol University. 

• Secretary to the Council of Legal Education, London. 
- Tutor of Queen's College, Oxford._ 

Professor of Agriculture, Edinburgh University. 
President of Magdalen College, Oxford. • 
Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, Bristol Univel'sity • 

- Registrar, Leeds University.. . 
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Manchester University. 

- Sub-Treasurer of the Inner Temple, London . 
Dean of the Lond6n Hospital Medical College . 
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3. Representatives of Industry, and Tmdes' Associations and Fe'deratiolls. 
General A. C. Baylay • Hcprese.nting the Engineering Rnd National Employers~ 

Mr. S. F. Connolly 

Sir G. Hadcock -
Mr. K. Lee-

Mr. 1'. C. Moore-

Brig.-Gen. ~agnus Mowat 
Mr. W. Prescott 
Dr. A. Ree 

Mr. J. A. Robertson -
Mr. E. Fraser Smith -

Mr. VV. F. Spear 
Mr. O. A. Weekes 

Mr. F. J. West -

Prof. E. Wilson-

Federation. . 
- D<,puty President of the Federation of Curriers and 

Light Leather Tanners and Dressers. 
- Of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd.· 
- Of Messrs. Tootal, Broadhurst, Lee &' Co., Ltd., Textile· 

Manufacturers. 
- Past President of the NOl;th Staffordshire Chamber of 

Commerce. 
- Secretary of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. 
- Representative of the Federation of British Industries. 
- Chairman of the Chemistry Committee of the College-

of Technology, Manchester, and Representative of the 
Association of Chemical Manufacturers. 

- Electrical Engineer to the Borough of Salford. ' 
- Secretary of the North-East Coast Institution of 

Engineers and Shipbuilders. 
- Assistant Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers. 
- Assistant Secretary to the British Electrical and Allied 

Manufacturers' Association. 
- Past President of the Manchester Engineering 

EmpJoyers' Association, and President of the 
Manchester Association of Engineers. 

- Representing the Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

4. Representatives of the Indian Students' Depa1·tment and of certain Depa1·tments 

Sir T. W. Arnold 

Mr. J. W. Bhore 
Mr. J. M. Campion 

Mr. J. E. Ferard . 
Mr. V. I. Gaster 

Mr. R. M. J. Knaster -

Sir C. E. Mallet 

Sir W. S. Meyer 
Mr. N. C. Sen 
Mr. W. Stantiall 
Mr. W. H. Swain 
Mr. E. J. Turner 

of the India Office. 
- Educational Adviser to Indian Students in London from 

April 1909 to December 1916, and Educational 
Adviser for Indian Students to the Secretary of State
for India from January 1917 to October 1920. 

- General Secretary to the High Commissioner for India. 
- Engineering Adviser to the Indian Students' Depart-

ment. 
- Secretary,_.r udicial and Public Department, India Office. 
• Assistant to the Joint Secretary, Indian Students" 

l)epartment. 
- Assistant 'to the Joint Secretary, Indian Students" 

Department, and Warden of 21, Cromwell Hoad. 
Secretary for Indian Students at the India Office from· 

1912 to 1916. 
- High Commissioner for India. 
- ;Joint Secretary, Indian Students' Department. 
- Secretary, Public Works Department, India Office. 
- Assistant Secretary, Military Department, India Office. 
- Secretary, Commerce and Revenue Department, India 

Office. ' 

5. Representatives of Unofficial Organisations concerned with the TV elfare of 
' Indian Students. 

Miss E. J. Beck ~ - Hon. Secretary of the NationalIndian Association; Hon. 

Mr. F. A. Cockin 
Mr. Ed wyn Beva~ 

Mr. J. G. Harley 

Dr. 8. A.. Kapadia 
Mrs. K. P. Kotval 
Mr. Austin Low -
Mrs. Bhola Nauth 
Mr. '1'. B. W. Ramsay·
Mr. S. Rice 

Treasurer of the Distressed Indian Students Aid 
Committee; and Hon. Secretary of the House Managing: 
Committee of 21, Cromwell Road. 

- Foreign Secretary, Student Christian Movement. 
- President of the Committee of Management of the· 

Y.M.O.A. Indian Students' Union and Hostel, London. 
- Secretary of the Committee of the- Y.M.C.A. Hostel for-

Indian Students, Edinburgh. 
- Secretary of the Northbrook Society. 
- Representing the Indian Women's EducationARsociation .. 
- Chairman ()£ the Northbrook Society. 
- Representing the Indian Women's Education Association_ 
- Hon. Secretary, Indian Gymkhana Club. 
- Hon. Secretary of the East India Association. 
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lfr .. D. Runganadhan - - General Serretary, Y.M.C.A. Indian Sttidents' Union 
and Hostel, London .. 

Mr. S. S. Singha 

Mr ~ W. H. Tarleton ~ 
Mrs. P. Villiers-Stuart 

- Warden of the Y.M.C.A. Hostel for Indian Studeuts, 
. Edinburgh. 

Mr. E. A. Williams 

- Acting Secretary of the Burma Society. 
Representing the Indian Women's Education Associa

tion. 
- Secretary, Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Union and Hostel, 

London. 

G. Private Persons inte.re~ted in Indian Stude!lts, and ot~er Witnesse8 not falling 
Wtthm any of the foregomg eategones. . 

·Dr. N. Annandale - Head of the Indian Zoological Survey . 
. "Mr. Lionel Curtis 

Mr. G. Elliot . - - Director of the Egyptian Educational Mission in 

The Viscount Haldane of Cloan. 
England. 

Dr. A. Hill - Secretary of the Universities of the Empire Bureau. 
Sir J. H. Stone - Officer-in-Oharge of Indian Civil Service Kominated 

Probationers in England. 

'Persons from whom Written Statements were received but who were not 

Sir H. Adamson
Prot A. F. Barker 

examined orally. 
- President of the Burma Society. 
- Professor of Textile Industries, Leeds University. 

Mr. M. P. Hhargav~ -
Dr. J. D. Cormack 
Prof. W. Dalby -

- Governmeut of India Technical Scholar (Paper-making). 
Professor of Engineering. Glasgow University. 

- Dean of the City and Guilds (Engineering) College, 
London. • 

Mr. H. F. Dunkley - Former Secretary of the Burma Branch of the Burma 
Society. 

- Professor of Engineering, Manchester UnivBrsity. 
- Principal of Dalton Hall, Manchester. 

Prof. A. H. Gibson 
Mr. J. W. Graham 
Dr. A. M. H. Gray - Vice-Dean of University College Hospital Medical 

School, London. 
Mr. M. A. BIa and 12 other Burmese students. 
Dr. J. E. Lane-Claypon - Dean of the Household and Social Science Department 

of King's College for Women, London. 
- 'Post-graduate Student of Medicine in London. 
- Warden of Hulme Hall, Manchester. 

Dr. A. R. Mehta
Rev. T. Nicklin -
Dr. K. Platt - Lately Principal of the Lady Hardinge (Medical) College, 

Delhi. , 
Prof. G. Poole' 
Dr. H. R. Procter 

Professor of Mining, Leeds University. .,ii 
- Honorary Director of the Procter Interuational Hesearch 

Laboratory, Leeds University. 
Mr. N. Senapati - - Indian Civil Service Nominated Probationer. 
Mr. F. H. Skrine - Heth'cd officer of the Indian Civil Service. 
Mr. R. P. Sood and 14 other Indian students of St. Andrew's University. 
Mr. P. J. Thomas - Student of Balliol College, Oxford. 
Prof. Miles Walker • Professor of Electrical Engineering at the College of 

, Technology, Manchester. 
Mr. L. Zutshi - Stl\dent of the Royal School of Mines, London. 

SUMMAny. 

Representatives of Indian students -
Representatives of Universities, Colleges, &c. 
Representatives of Industry - -

5~ 
- 1m, 

14 
12 Representatives of Indian Students' Department, &c. 

Representati ves of unofficial organisations concerned with Indian 
students 15 

6 Miscellaneous • 

·Written statements from persons not examined orally • 

Total -

4871 

~3S 
22 

260 

I 



APPENDIX II. 

Correspondence between the Secretary of State for India, and 
the C'n:airman of the Committee regarding the refusal of the 
Legislative Assembly to vote the Funds _nee~ed to defray- the 
cost of the visit of the Committee to India. 

India Office, 
My dear Lytton, . I •• 4th Oc~ober 1~2L 

I have heard wIth great regret that the Legislative Assembly In IndIa' has, 
l·efllse.:l to pass the supplementary vote of two lakhs submitted by the Government to 
defray the cost of the visit of your Oommittee to India, all.d I have anxiously 
considered what my action in the circumstances should be. 

When I invited you to accept the chairmanship of this Committee, and you were 
good enough to accept my invitation, it never occu~red to lr!-e, any ~?re than it would 
have occurred to you, that I should have had any dtfficultYIn provIdIng the necessary 
funds to defray the expenses which might be incurred by the Committee in carrying 
out the work which I had asked them to undertake in such manner, time and pbc:e 
as they consideted necessary. My experience during the time I have been Uuder 
Secretary and Secretary of State at the India Office has convinced me that we ought 
to be able to find some better machinery, at once moro adequate and more appreciated, 
to help young Indians to fin,d in this country the educational facilities which are of 
such importance to them. I had every reason to believe that this view was shared, 
not only by Indian students, but by all Indians who had interested themselves in this 
matter, and by the Legislative Assembly and its predecessor, the Legislative Council. 
I had further become convinced that it was necessary to secure greater co-ordination 
of machinery in this couutry and in India, and that this could only be done by 
an investigation in both countries by a Committee which had familiarised itRel£ with 
the opportunities which were offered, or could be made available, in this country. 

The terms of reference to your COIl1mittee, which I had agreed on with Lord 
Chelmsford's Government, required the Committee, among other things, to report ou 
the constitution and working of the Advisory Oommittees in India. This, and the 
considerations I have set out above, clearly ne()essitated a visit to India, "and indeed we 
discussed in Council before the appointment of the Committee whether the wOi"k 
should be inaugurated in India and finished at home, or begun at home and completed 
in India. It was decided that the Committee should start its work in this country, 
because, a,g I have said, it did not seem possiblo to arrange as to how educational 
opportnnities in this country could be made available in India until these opportunities 
had been funy explored and deveJopea. But, of conrse,.I always understood that a 
visit to India would be necessary before the Committee could report. 

The action of the LE>gislative Assembly has created a situation which was not 
anticipated because it was one which would not arise in this country. The 
investigation of administrative problems by means of Royal Commisl:lions and 
Committees is a function of the executive, and I do not think that ParliaIhent, 
although it has often suggested such enquiries and although it does hot a.lways accept 
the results, has ever failed to vote the funds necessary to defray their expenses til' 
attempted to interfere with the discretion of those investigating problems as to how 
they should carryon their work. But until the relations between 'the executive and 
the legislature in India' have conie to approximate more nearly to what they are in 
this country, and m~e particularly in the opening session or the new legislature, diffi
culties of this kind are almost inevitable. r cannot but think that if the leaislature 
had had the experience of the dimensions of the problem which you and I, wllO have 
been in such close consultation, possess, their decision would have been different. 
But however strongly r disagree r would be the last to complain of the use by the 
legislature of powers which, on my advice, were entrusted to them by Parliament. 
This is clearly not an occasion upon which the restoration of the vote should or could 
have been insisted upon. 

The work, therefore, which you and your colleagues had intended to do in India 
will have to be abandoned for this year. 

I desire to express to you an apology for the personal inconvenience to which you 
and your colleagues may be put by this decision, and my most profound regret that 
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the valua~le work on whicp you ~yere en~aged cannot be ;::omplet.ed ~ow. -It you 
should deCIde to .abandon the ~nq UJry at' thIs &tage Ilnd leave me wlthont the bene,6.~ 
of your views, ou the evidence which you. have alrea.dy taken, r could not compl~iI).. 
Bu~ I hope very much that 'you will not think it ~ceas3ry tQ tlfo~ fJuch a Bt,ep. 
During the 1a$t fiVQ montM you have mllde a most valu.able eXJI.mi1)l}tion of thE) 
questions affectillg the interestfl and well-being of Indian~ in this coup try, and it 
would be d~plorable if we could not Qbt!!.ip- the advi\ntllges of the resvlts of this part 
of your ~abo~rs. I am hop~fJll that,· if you can see your way to JUake sl,lch u report, 
the LegIslative Assembly Will not only see more clearly th~ rea$on~ why the visit of 
your Committee to India was, in our opinion, necessary, but wjU be led to hope that 
the work Clln be complete.d ill order that Il}dians can obt}l.ip-p.ll tl,w advlI-;o.tSlge possibte 
of the educational a.nd technical facilltiefl in this c9ulltry. I, therefore~ si~cerely hope 
that you will find it possible, even thou.gh your :r~conunendatiQns Cannot be complete~ 
to present n report to me which will indicate the provi~ional concJijsions to which you 
have come. the nattue and the urgency of ~he pmblelll which you have been studyipg, 
the adequacy Dr otherwise of the existing o.rganis~tio,D. de~iglled to dtlal with it, and 
the suggestions \Yhich you had intended to e~plore £urthel·. . 

I would conclude by asking you to accept and con Vf!Y to your cQUeagues an. 
expression of my thanks for t4e t,ime a.nd trouble which you have already expended 
in the servic.e of the Comroitt.ee, and my regret that this dislocation. of yuur plans 
should have occurred. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lytton. 

Yours sincflrely. 
(Sd.) ,E,I)WI!i' S. MOSTAGU. 

COMMITTEE ON INDIAN STtJDENTR. 

42, Grosvenor Gardens, S. W'. 1. 
Dear Montagu, ' 6th October 1921. 

I have read to t]le members of ll)Y Committee who are still in London your 
letter of 4th October, and th,ey wish me to expresit to you their thanks for the con
sideration which YOll hav~ at all times shown for their efforts to improve the position 
of young In<;1ians who corpe to this country to study. It is not within our competen£f} 
to question the propriety of the dec;sion of the Legislative Assembly, but while 
agreeing with you t4at the decision must be accepted, we cannot bu.t deplore the 
co:tlsequences that must result from it; and we feel bound to point out to yon t4at 
the procedure adopted in our case has been extremely inconvenient. The Commit~e 
was appointed early in the year on the understanding, as you e~plain in your letter, 
that Ollr enquiry was to begin in this country an.d conclud~ in India. Our proceedings 
have been conducttJd on t1;l.at llIiderstanding throughout, and it was not till the very 
last moment that WI( were informed that the programme must be abandoned.. If there 
had been any reason to anticipate a decision of this kind it would have been more 
considerate if the opinions of the Assembly had be~ obtained at an earlier date or 
even hefor£) t4e Committee was appointed. We do nqt desire, hqwever, to labour this 
point and are more concerned to tp.ll you what the consequences will now be. 

The decision of the A.ssembly h~s, of course, made it impossible for us to complete 
our enquiry. Th~ evidence we have taken in this ,country has enabled us to judge of 
the nature and e~tent of the problem with which we are faced and has led u~ to form 
certain tentative conclusions as! to the iteps which might lead to a satisfactory 
solution of it. ;But it is essential for the crystallisation of the plans we have ip. 
mind thilt their practicability should be thoroughly investigated WIth the University. 
and other authorities in India. We cannot therefore accept the responsibility of 
making definite recommendations on the strength of a knowledge nec~ssarily 
incomplete qecause it has been gained only in the United KiJ,lgdom. 

It is evident that neither the Government of India nor the members of tqe 
Assembly ar~ aware of the nature' or urgency of the pr9blem which we have been 
investigating. \Ve were not fully aware of it ourselves until we heard the eviden<;e 
which has been b.id pefore us. The prevailing opinion in the Assembly, if we may 
judge from the telegrams cabled by Reuter, seems to be that the solution of a problem 
which arises in the United Kingdom must be sought pere, and that our efforts should 
be confined to secnring .. the freer access of Indians to British Universities." This 
-opinion ignores the fact, which_ ;b.~s been made abundantly clel!J' to us, thf1t th!s 
.. :(reer acc~s l' is dependent '\lpon conditions which are not at p.resent satisfied. and 
wp.i~h capn<?,t be satisfied without radical changes in India as well as in this country. 

12 
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We began our enquiry with the obj.ect of. asc.ert~inin~ what ob~tacles pow exist to 
the admission of more Indians to educatlOnallnstitutIOns m. t~e U~llted Km~~om, and 
how they cou\d be removed. We soon foun~ that ~he UDlv~rs~ty authOrItIes, ~nd 
still more the Indian students are far from satIsfied WIth ~e eXlstmg state. of affaIrs~ 
and they both have asked us to recommend changes whICh would requm3 a closer 
co-operation than at present exists not only between t.he British and Indian Univer· 
sities but also between the authorities of the Indian Universities themselves. It is 
in order to test whether these changes would work suc~ess£uny that it is necessary 
to examine them in India. 

At each University we have visited the complaint has been much the Rame. 
Students we are told, arrive from India with little or no knowledge of the l'egulations 
and req~irements of British Univer3iti~s, ofte~ ill-eq,uipped for the course of/stu~y 
which they propose to follow and sometimes WIth qUIte madequate means for theIr 
support. As ~egards this la:.tter com plaint we are assur~ by .the ~hairmal! of the 
Distressed IndIan Students' AId CommIttee, who regards the SItuatIOn WIth consIderable 
apprehension, that the number of cases of genui~ely acute distress among Indian 
students at the present time is very serious and that in the coming 'winter the need 
for help'will be severely accentuated. . 

"What we require," say the University authorities, "is some organisation which 
II will supply authoritative information to students in India concerning our regulations, 
.1 select for the limited number of places which we can offer toJhem the students best 
" fitted to profit by our teaching, and supply us with reliable information regarding 
"the Indians who apply to us-their character and ability and the value of the 
" academic qualifications which they claim to possess. At present we know little or 
" nothing about them and have no means of obtaining with regard to them the kin,i 
" of information which we require in the case of all British students. Unless more 
" satisfactory machinery can: be devised for this purpose we shall be obliged, instead 
Ie of opening our doors wider as you wish us to do, to restrict still further the number 
" of Indians whom we can admit." 

The students have a different story to tell. 'fhey resent in the first place the 
existence of any limitation to their admission to a British Universit.y. They complain 
that in mnny important respects the education available in India is defective, and 
that even where it is adequate the holders of British degrees and qualifications 
are preferred to those whose qualifications have been acquired only in India. This is 
especially the complaint of those who come to obtain admission to the English Bar. 
'Being compelled as a condition of success in their careers to leave India and COlDe 
to this country for their studies they expect to find admission to a British University 
an easy matter, and are disappointed and hurt \vhenever their applications are 
refused or .their academic qualifications undervalued. 

Those who succeed.in obtaining admission to the, University of their choice have 
ot.her cOlDplaints which they have brought to our notice. Some have fot'md it difficult 
to make friends and feel them~elves excluded on racial grounds from some depart
ments of University life; others experience difficulty in securing suitable lodging 
accommodation; and those who are following engineering or technological courses find 
great difficulty in obtaining the practical works training which is necessary to 
them. 

What the students require therefore-and the need will be intensified in future 
years when women students come here in larger numbers-is an organisation which 
will obtain for them admission to British educational institutions before they leave 
India, which will secure adequate recognition of the academic qualifications they have 
obtained in India, which can help them in any difficulties they may encounter on their 
arrival and during their stay in this country, and which will more especially 
ass~s~ t.hem to gain admission to manufacturing firms for suitable practica1 
tramlllg. 

When we turned to examine the existing organisation to ascertain how" far it is 
capable of fulfilling the requirements of these two classes of witnesses, we learnt that 
hitherto it has failed to do what is required, and we have been driven to the conclusion 
that the present attitude of so many Indian students towards t..he Government would 
prevent any official organisation from being effective. 'Ve were informed that the 
Advisory Committees in India are of little, if any, value. Their existence is unknown 
to many of the University authorities in this country; many students do not consult 
them at all, and those who do obtain only negative advice from them. We are of 
course unable to 13ay how far this complaint is justified as this was one of the subjects 
which, in accordance with our terms of reference, we should have investigated in 
India. The work of the Indian Students' Department and of the Local Advisers at 
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~.some of the Universities received more approval from the University authorities but;. 
with. ~any of the students it finds little favour. They regard the Department with ~uch 
-SUSpICIon as a Government Agency for the supervision of their political activities, and 
they resent the element of guardianship and tutelage which results from the existence of 
Local Advisers at the Universities: -They assert that the Department has hindered 

·rather than facilitated their admission to the Universities, and that it has failed 
to assist them in getting practical works training. 'N e have, however, been assured 
by the authorities at every University that they have never-asked for, or received from, 
-the Department any information rt'garding the political opinions of Indian students, 
.and we are satisfied that the suspicion that the Department exercises any fOlm of 
political espionage is without foundation. We are also convinced that if it had not 
been for the efforts of the Department the number of Indian students, at Oxford and 
-Cambridge at any rate, would be less than it is at present. It is obvious, however, 
1hat the attitude of many of the students towards the Department prevents it from 
being a satisfactory agency for assisting them in their many difficulties. However 
::much its personnel and activities were improved this inherent defect, for which it is 
.not responsible, would remain. 

For these reasons and because we consider it imperative, if possible, to obtain 
the confidence and co-operation .of the students, we have been led to consider the 
advisability of an unofficial rather than an official organisation. Before 
:forming any final conclusions we should, had we visited India, have considered 
how far existing deficiencies might be remedied by improving the official organisation 
1here, but the evidence we have received up to the present- has caused us to 
believe that the needs of the lJniversity authorities and the students can only be met 
by a new organisation which _ would .be mainly non-official in character, and by 
-establishing much closer relationship than at present exists between the Indian and 
thp. British Universities. There are reasons to.hope that if the requirements of the 
Universities here could thus be mE't they would be more. anxious to overcome the 
obvious difficulties of admitting a larger number of Indian stndents, but the 
<)l'ganisation required would, of course, have to start in India and in some respects 
the Indian part of it would be the more important. 

With l'egard to engineering and other technological students we think that it is 
insufficiently appreciated that industries in this country are, for the most part, so 
-highly developed that students. admitted to them roay not always gain the kind of 
·experience that would be of most use on their return to India. Advice as to the 
type of training required. as well as help in obtaining it, is needed. This would 
suggest the establishment of a special organisation consisting of men intimately 
.acquainted with industrial conditions both in India and in this country. Bow far a 
part of the industrial training required could ·be suitably obtained in India and how 
far employment would be availaple on their return for those who undergo practical 
training in this country are alr;;o questions needing investigation in India. 

'1'0 obtain representative opinions o£ Indian parents, from whom of course no 
-evidence has yet been heard, to Jearn the views of returned students who have had 
experience of the existing organisation in the past, to discuss with authorities in 
India the various suggestions that have been made to us and to obtain information 
·which would have enabled us to make comnrehensive recommendations were the main 
-objects with which we proposed to visit that country. 'The action of the Assembly 
has made this impossible and we shall have to leave our work unfinished. We are, 
'however, firmly convinced that the problem is o£ such urgency and importance as to 
-require immediate attention, and we hope that some means may be found of completing 
the work which we have had to abandon. 

In response to your appeal we shall now prepare for publication the evidence 
we have taken and shall endeavour to'submit to you -a report setting out in detail the 
·collclusions, briefly indicated in this letter, towards which ,ve have been led. As, 
however, our members have now become scattered-two of them have already sailed 
for India and two more will be obliged to return there at the end of October-the 
preparation of this report will have to proceed by correspondence unless other means 
'-can be found. It will thereIore be many months before it can be completed. It will, 
we hope. still be possible to prevent the time and money spent on the enquiry from 
being wholly wasted, but the solntion.o£ the problem which we had hopeu to be able 
to recommend must in any case be postponed £01' some time. 

Yours sincerely, 
The Hight Bon. E. S. Montngu. M.P. (Sd.) LYTTON. 
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APPENDIX Ill. 

Tab~es of St~tistic. }:egarding Indian Students in the United Kingdom on 
31st October 1921. 

'rABLE I. 
lNwwing the Distribution ()f Indian Students at tke various Ed'l.lcational 

Institution 8. 

Name oflnstituti(}D. 

Number of Indian 
Students state~ to 

be attending Classes. 
(See Note" A.") 

A berdeen University 
Aberys~wyth Univer!3ity CoUege- -
Bangor University College of North 'Vales 
Battersea Polytechnic 
Bedford Oollege for Women 
Belfast, Queen's Univ~rsity 
Bethlem Royal Hospital -
Birkbeck College - -
Birmingham University -
Bristol U1,liversity 
Cambridg~ University 
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School -
Crystal Palace School of E:qgineering 
Dundee Univ~rsity Coll.ege -' 
Durham University 
EaRt London College 
Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of 

Agriculture 
Edinburgl,J., Heriot-Watt College 
Edinburgh, Royal (mck) Veterinary College 
Edinbnrgh Universi,ty - - -
Edin burgh, School of Medicine of the Royal 

Colleges - - - - -
Faraday House Electrical Engineering College -
Glasgow, Royal Technical "College . - -
Glasgow University . 
Glasgow, West of Scotland Agricultural College 
Gray's Inn. (See Note 'I B ") - - -
Guy's Hospital -
Imperial College of Science and Technology ~ 
Inner Temple. (See Note" B ") - ~ 
Institute of Actuaries - - ~ 
Institute of Chartered Accountants 
King's College, London -
King's College for Women 
King's College Hospital Medical School
King's Inns, Dublin - ~ -
Law Society 
Leathersellers' Company's Technical College 
Leeds University - - -
Lincoln's Inn. (See Note" B ") -
Liverpool School of Tropical ~1edicine 
Liverpool University 
London Day Training College -
London Hospital Medical School -
London (Free Hospital) School of Medicine for 

Women 
London School of Economics and Pqlitical Science 

Carried forward -

11 
10 
3 
1 
4 ,.., , 
1 
3 

16 
22 

145 
o 
[) 

21 
1 
1 

4 
is 
4 

no 
8 

39 
13 
58 

1 
48 
5 

26 
35 
1 
g 

29 
1 
6 
1 
6 
1 

25 
75 
4 

10 
2 

17 

11. 
!J7 

908 

Number after 
deducting Students. 

also at other 
Institutions. 

(See Note" 0.")' 

11 
10 
3 
1 
4 
6 

1 
16 
22-

H5 
1) 
[) 

21 
1 
1 

3 
4 

110 

8 
39 
13 
46 
1 

30 
[j. 

24 
IS 
1 
7 

2S 
1 
4 

6-
1 

25-
34 
4 
5-
2-

17 

Jl 
95-

798. 
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Name of Institution. 

Brought forward -
London School of Tropical Medicine 
Manchester University 
Manchester College of Technology 
Maria Grey 'rraining College -
Middlesex Hospital Medical School 
Middle Temple. (See Note" B ") -

Number of Indian 
Stndents stated to 

be attending Classes. 
(Se, Note" A..") 

- 908 
14 
13 
32 
3 
9 

179 
1 Midland Agricultural and Dairy College 

National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Armstrong College ., 

i) 

Northampton Polytechnic Institute - 5 
3 Nottingham University College 

Oxford University 
Regent Street Polytechn,ic, London 
1-l.othamsted Experimental Station 

- 144 
5 

Royal College of Art - - -
Royal Dental Hospital of London School 
Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital 
Royal Veterinary College - -
St. Andrew's United College 
St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical College 
St. George's Hospital Medical School 
St. Mary's Coll~ge - -
St. Mary's Hospital Medical School 
St. Thomas's Hospital Medical School 
School of Oriental Studies 
Sheffield University 
Sir John Cass Technical Institute 
Society of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors 
South-Western Polytechnic Institute - -
Stoke-on-Trent Central School of Science 
'rrinity College, Dublin -
University College, London 
University College HospitalllIedical School 
Westfield College 

~ 
4 
6 

13 
10 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
6 

26 
12 

1 
8 
2 
2 
1 

72 ,., , 
1 

1,508 

Number after 
deducting Students 

also at other 
Institutions. 

(See Note "C.") 

798 
14 
13 
32 
3 
9 

119 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 

144 
5 
2 
4 
6 

13 
14 
2 
4 

4 
2 
6 

11 
12 

1 
8 
2 
2 
1 

53 
7 
1 

Estimated number at schools, in works, or with private tutors-
1,3011 

150 

Total - 1,451 

say, 1,450 

Note" A."-l:ltudents from Ceylon, the Malay States, the West Indies and Portuguese India, whose 
names were included in the returns received from some Institutions, have not been included in these 
figures. 

Note" B."-Students whose names were entered at an Inn of Court prior to 1912 have not been 
included. 

Note" C."-The considerable differeuce between the figures given in this column and those returned 
by the Inns of Court is accounted for by the fact that Rtudents studying at an Inn of Court and also at 
another educational institution have been included in the total for the latter and deducted from the figure 
given by the Inn of Court. 

1 Including 45 women students. 
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TABLE II. 

Showing the Provinces (or Native States) in India trom which the st,!Ldents came~ 
the Indian oualifications they possessed, the yem' in Wh1Ch they 'were admltted, and the 
subjects they are studying. 

Province (01' Native State). 

Assam 
Baluchistan 
Baroda 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa -
Bombay 
Burma ~ 
Central Provinces -
Cochin 
Coorg 
Hyderabad (Deccan) 
Indore 
Kapurthala 
Kashmir -
Kathiawar 
Madras 
Malerkotla -
Mysore 
N o1'th-West Frontier Province 
Patiala 
runjab 
Rajputana -
Sipd 
Travancore 
United Provinces -
Unknown .. 

Indian Qualifications. 

Degree 
Intermediute 
Matriculation 
None 
Unknown -

Year of arrival in 
United Kingdom. 

Prior to 1918 
1918 
1£)19 
1920 
1021 

Total -

Total -

Total -

Number. 

8 
2 
6 

- 263 
m 

- 209 
32 
29 
10 
2 

45 
2 
1 
4 
4 

- 128 
1 

32 
22 
2 

- 271 
13 
27 
24 
85 
4S 

- 1,301 

- 580 
- 200 
- 157 
- 20t) 

156 

- 1,301 

68 
29 

- 205 
- 498 
- 501 

- 1,301 

Subject of Study. 

Accountaucy 
Actuarial J~xamination 
Agriculture 
Art 
Arts 
Chemistry (Applied) 
Commerce 
Comparative Philology 
Dairying -
Dental Surgery 
Dyeing 
Economics 

,. (Research) 
Education -
Engineering (Unspecified) 

" (Civil) 
" ,(Electrican 
" (Mechanical) 
" (Mining) 

English 
" (Research) 

Forestry - -
Geography 
History 

.. (Research) 
J.C.S. Probationers 

I .T ournalism 
Law -
Leather Manufacture 
:M a thema ti cs 

(Research) -" 
I Medicine -

" (Ophthalmic) 
" (Psychological) • 
" (Tropical) -

Metallurgy 
}foral Science 

" " ( Research) -' 
Natural Science - -

" " (Research) 
Naval Architecture . 
Oceanography 
Oriental Languages 

" " Papermaking 
Phonetics -
l'ottery 
Social Work 
Textile Industry -
Theology -
'['own Planning 
Veterinary' Surgery 

(Research) 

Total -

Number_ 

15 
1 

66. 
5· 

43. 
5 

50-
1 
1 
(). 
2-

63 
1 

21. 
- 13(} 

If) 
64 
14 

8· 
14 
1 

36-
1 

39-
2' 

23 
11 

- 287 
6· 

18-
1 

- 106 
]3 . 
2 

18 
1 
8 
6 

66 
12 
1 
1 
8· 
9 
2 
3-
2 
1 

10-
1 
1 

14 

- 1,301 
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APPENDIX IV. 

. 
Report of the Committee appointed by the Secretary of State 

for India in 1907 to inquire into the position of Indian 
Students in the United Kingdom. 

INTRODUCTION. 

CONSTITUTION AND 'YORK OF mE UOMMITTEE. 

1. On the 14th April 1907 the Secretary of State appointed a Committee" to 
" inquire and report upon the position in this country of young Indians who come to 
"England, otherwise than as Government scholars, to study for University degrees, 
"or for the Dar or other professions; and to make recommendations." The 
Committee was constituted as follows:-

Sir William Lee-\Yarnel', K.C.S.L (Chairman). 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir CurzoD Wyllie, K.C.LK, C.V.O. 
Mr. Theodore Morison. 

Mr. J. E. Shuckburgh (Secretary). 

2. The Oommittee held its first 'meeting at the India Office on the 2nd May 1907, 
when the preliminaries were discussed, and the terms of the circular to be issued to 
witnesseR were arranged. Further llieetings for the purpose of taking evidell;ce were 
held at the India OfEce on the 6tu, 10th, and l~th l\Iay. the 1st, 5th, 8th, 25th and 
26th July, and the 6th August 1907. A conference with representative members of 
the Northbrook Society, the National Indian Association ar.d the East India Associa
tion was held at the India Office on the 10th October 1907. 

The following witnesses were examined :-Mr. Sheikh Abdul Kadir; Sir Charles 
Elliott, KC.S.I.; Mr. J. W. Neill; Mr. Cham Chunder Ghose; Sir John Edge. K.C.; 
Sir Charles Lyall, K.C.S.J., C.l.E.; Mr. Mian Sami-ud-din; ~fr. A. N. ·Wollaston. 
C.IE.; Mr. D. ~. Bonal'jee; Pandit Bhagwandin DuM; Major Syed Hassan, 1M.S. ; 
the Rev. S. D. Bhnbha; Mr. Austin Low; Sir Henry Cotton, K.C.S.L, M.P.; 
Mr. H. H. Shephard; Mr. Cuml'uddin A. Latif; Sir William Wedderburn" Bart.; 
Mr. W. Coldstream; Miss E. J. Beck. Hon. Sec. to the National Indian Association; 
Mr. Gopal Chandra Bhaduri; tiro Walte!' Lawrence, Bart., G.C.I.E.; Mr. Gerald 
Ritchie; Sir Mancherjee Bhownaggree, K.C.I.E.; Mr. J. D. Rees, C.I.E., M.P.; Col. 
C. 'Eo Yate, C.S.L, C.M.G.; Sir Herbert Risley, KC.I.E., O.S.I. ; and ctlrtain other 
gentlemen, who, for private reasons, preferred that their names should be withheld. 

Writ.ten dtatements were kindly prepared for the Committee by :Mr. J. C. MukerJi ; 
Mr. Algernon Brown, Superintendent of Siamese Government students in EngJand; 
Sir George Dirdwood, K.C.I.E.; Mr .. J. Gibbons, of Dulwich College; Mr. Dorab 
N. D. Khandalawala; Mr. Narendra Nath Ghatak; and Kumar Shri Harbhamji 
Rawaji. The thanks of the Committee are further due to Mr. T. Matsmlaira of the 
Japanese Embassy, and to Mr. }'. W. Verney, M.P., late Councillor of the Sjamese 
Legation, tor kindly furnishing information relative to the position of Japanese and 
Siamese students in the United Kingdom. 

It should be added that Mr. Amir Ali and Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji were among 
those invited by the Committee to give evidence. Neither gentleman was able to 
comply with the invitation; Mr. Amir Ali was, however, a member of a Committee 
appointed by the East India Association, under the chairmanship of Sir Charles Elliott, 
whose memorandum" on the subject of the control and the direction of the studies 
and social conduct of Indian students sent to England for legal and other training" 
received our careful consideration. 

3. On the 18th May 1907 the Committee proceeded to Cambridge, where it held 
sittings in St. John's College during the 16th, 17th, and 18th ~fay. Evidence was 
taken from (,he Vice-Chancellor (Mr. E. S. Roberts, Master of Gonville and Caius 
ColleO'e) ; the :1\Iaste1' of Emmanuel College (Mr. W. Chawner); Sir Raymond West. 
K.C.lE. i Sir Edward Candy, C.S.I.; the Censor of Non-Collegiate Students (Mr. '1'. 
F. C. Huddleston); the Rev. St. John Parry (Tutor of Trinity College); Dr. J. R. 

"Tanner (Tutor of St. John's College) i Mr. W. H. Macaulay (Tutor of King's ~ollege); 
K 
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the Rev. J. W. Cartmell (Tutor of Christ's College); Mr. H. J acks~n.(Tuto~ of Dow?-ing 
College); Mr. Oscar Browning; Mr. G. P. Moriarty (Director of CIVIl SerVICe Stu,UIes) ; 
Mr . .P. J. Lewis, an undergraduate .0£ St. John's College; and fronl a fo~mer 
missionary in India, at present studying as a Non-Collegiate Stu~ent, at ?ambrIdge. 
Theofollowino' Indian students were also examined :-Messrs. Panna Lall (Government 
scholar), Jag~nnath Luxmon Sath~, Nabroji Jehan~.ir :y~d.ia, and Na~jangud Subharao 
~\lbbara,o (St. John:f:i .College); Mr. J. C. Chattel'JI (I rnnty College,; "Mr. P. N: Du,tt 
(Christ's College) ; Mr. Deva Brata ~ .. ?kerjea (Emmanuel College) ;. and Mr. N8:ZI~udlll 
Hasan (Downing C~llege). In add~tIOn ~o the above~n~~ed, aSSIstance was kmdly 
Q'iven to the CommIttee by Mr. ,A. E. ShIple)T, of ChrIst s College, and by Mr. Syecl 
Ali Bilgrami, teacher of Marathi at Cambridge. U~iversity..· . . 

We desire to place on record .. Oll}' apprecIatIOn of the kmdness and hOspItalIty 
extended to us while ~,t Cambridge, and, in particular,. our gJ'atitude to t?e .authorities 
of Trinity and St John's Colleges for providing rooms for our accommoUa~lOn. 

4. On tbe 22nd May 190~ the Committee proceeded to Oxfprd, where sittings 
were held duriT!~ t4e 23rq.,and ~4t4 May. A roorT! at the Oxford Indian Inst.itute was, 
hy kind permi:;;sion of the Curators, rflserved for (JUl'. use during th~ visit. Proce.edings 
were opened 'on tbe 23rd ~fay by the Vice-Chancellor of th,e Universify (Mr. T. H. 
Warren, Presidellt of Magdalen College), wbo, attended hy the 9urators of the 
Indian Institute, formally welcomed the Committee to Oxford. Evidence WIlA 

suhsequently taken from the following :-The Vice-Chancellor; the Warden of New 
Oollege (the Hev. W. A. ~pooner); Sir Thomas Haleigh, K.C.S.I.; Sir William 
Marl,by, K.C.I.E.; t.he Censor of Non-Qollegiate ~tudents (the Rev. It W. M. Pope, 
D.D.); Profe~sor Walter Raleigh; Professor A. A. Macdonell (Boden Professor of 
~anskrit); Dr. E~ J. Tre:-;yelyan (University Reader in Indian Law); Mr. J. L. Strachan 
Davidson, (Tutor, since appointed Master, of Balliol Coll,ege); Mr. 4. L. Smith (Tutor -
of l?nlliol College); Mr. Sidney Ball (Tutor o~ St. John's College); Mr. J). E. ::\rntheson 
(Tutor of New Collep-e); Mr. F. E. Pargiter (a Curator of the Indian Institute); 
Dr. \\' .. Eoey (university Lecturer in Hindustani) ; the Hev. H. H. Gibbon; Mr. S. F. S. 
Johnston (an Undergraduate of Trinit.y College and President of the Oxfo17cl Univt3rsity 
~ndia 8neiety); and Mr. lVi. de Z. Wickremasinghe (Librarian of the Indian Institute). 
A pap8r was al::;o furuif:lhed by the l!rovost of Queen's College (Dr .• 1. R. Magrath). 
In addition, the following Indian students were examined; -- Mr. H. C. Bonncrjee 
(Balliol College); and Mr. Satya V. Mukerjea (Exeter College). Some difficulty was 
experienced in plccuring Indian '\Vitnesses at Oxford. more tban one Indian !Student 
declining tbe invita,tion sp,nt tq bim. This l'eluctance -to appear before us seems 
att-ribntable to the feelings of antagonism towards Government action ,yhich are 
discussed in the. fi.nal, chapter of our report. 

We are especially indebted to t.he Vice-Chancellor for his personal eourtE'RY and 
:for his kinu.assistance in making kno,,¥n throughout tb~ University the object::> ~f bur 
visit. Our tqanks are also dne in a special seuse to the Curators of tbe Iridian 
h~~ , 
. Subsequent to th~ visit to Oxford, an interesting paper on the position of the 
l{4Qdes Scholars ~t the Unlversitywas fllrnish~d to th~ Committee by Mr. F. J. \rylie, 
Oxford Secretary to the Hhodes Trustees. I 

5. In the following July the Committe'} visited, Edinburgh, and during thE' 18th 
and 19th held sittings in thy Court Room in the old University Buildings, which had 
been kindly placed at their disposal by the authorities of the University. DurioO' our 
stay in Edinb1;lrgh we were greatly beh,oldeu to the courtesy and hospitality of Sir 
William Turnel', KC.D:, Pl'iqcipal of the University; and we also wish to record our 
grateful recognition of the assistance rendered to us by Profe:lsor Cunningham, Sir 
Ludovic Grant, and Dr. Joseph nell, ill procuring suitabTe witnesses, and generally 
contributiJ.?g to the success of our visit. - • 

Evidence wa,s ta~en at Edinburgh from the following :-Professor D. J. CnIlIliDO'
ham, nean of the Faculty of Medicine; l'ro£essor Sir Thoma') H. Fraser. 3I.D~; 
Oolonel W. P. WarbUl'ton, M.D., C.S.I., Superintendent of the Royal Infirmary
Professor Julius- Eggeling; Pr(,)fessor James Mack~nto~h; Colon~l F. Bailey, lU~. ~ 
Dr .. Joseph Bell; Mr. J. D. Forb,es Watson, PreSIdent of the Uni\'ersitv Union· 
111:. C. F. Knight; and )1essrs. J. Rohertson, andp. L. Eadie, as representing- the o-fijc~ 
of the Hegistml' o~ the Branch Council for Seotiand of the General ~ledjcal Council 
and of the Scottish Oonjoint Board. The following Indian stude)lts were also 
examined :-Messrs K. R. I~. Iyengar, Secretary to th~ Edinburgh Indian Association' . 
¥uhamma? Abdul Wl;l,jid ~ C. M. Ganapfl:t.hy; H. A. Khin; Rustom. If. 4Ppoq ~ '. 
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.M. )Iu5himiful Huk; K. U. Tampi; and T. S. Reddy. Written statements were also 
received from Mr. D. H. Hii and another Indian student at Edinburgh. who were 
unable, owing to temporary absence, to gi';e eddence ill person before the Committee. 

G. The following analysis of the 100 witnesses who gave evidence either orally or 
in writing before the Committee may be of interest :-
-. - ------;-----.-------------------~ 

I 

London 

Cambridge -

Oxford 

Edinburgh -

1'otal 

I 

1 Europeans. 

I 

22 

14 

17 

Hindu., 

7 

6 

IndIans. I 

I !:;::'--I- par~:~-I- c:stia-n=-r ~urme·-:'-I 

4 2 1 

2 1 

Total 
Illdums, 

14 

9 

2 

]1 1) 2 1 1 i 1 10 ----1---------- 64' 20 8 4 2 \ -1--1-35 

One Cinghalese gentlelf.an was also examined at Oxford. 
Of the 2~ European witnesses examined i~ London, 10 were past or present 

membc>rs of the Indian Civil Service, 5 either were or had beeu officially connected 
with India, and'; were non-officials. 

The 14 European wit.nesses examined at Cambridge included 9 gentlemen holding 
positions of authority in the varioui'! Colleges, and 2 former lTlembers of the Indian 
Civil Service, now officially connected with the University. Two were undergraduates. 
Among the 17 European witnesses examined at Oxford were ~ C011ee-e officials and 
one undergraduate. 

At Edinburgh, the 11 European witnesses comprised 5 members of the 
Profes:>orial Staff, and 1 student of the University, 2 gentlemen holdillg high medical 
appointmel1t~, 1 private medical teacher, and 2 representatives of the Scottish Branch 
of the General Medical Council. 

CHAPTER 1. 

INDIAN STUDE~TS IN TIlE UNITED KINGDOM: THE VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
UNDElt WHICH THEY LIVE. 

1. It is difficult to form an exact eStimate of the total number of Indian students 
resident in 'the United Kingdom. At Cambridge, according to figures furni~hed by 
Sir Edward Candy in OctobAr H107, the numbtlr of Indian students is 85; at Oxford, 
the latest figures, as supplied by Mr. Pargiter, give 32 as the number of Indian 
students in residence at the University. At Edinburgh, the figures furnished by 
Professor Cunningham show that there were during the last session J 14 students 
from India at the University, among whom were 78 men of Indian parentage and 
several Eurasians, the remainder beina' of European descent. In addition to these 
there are at Edinburgh a number of fndian medical students who are not members 
of the University, but are studying for the diplomas granted conjointly by the Royal 
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh, and the Faculty of Physicians and 
Surgeons, ·Glasgow. Forty such students had, up to July last, entered for examinations 
at Edinburgh during the current year, and it was estimated by representatives of the 
Scottish Conjoint Board that there were as many as 80 Indians then studying in 
Edinburgh for the diploma of the Colleges. It must be remembered, however, that 
mally of the candidates for the diploma spend a very brief period at Edinburgh, 
sometimes coming only for a few weeks to take their examination. In estimating 
the total number of Indians resident in Edinburgh during the present year, it will be 
safe to accept as approximately correct the figure (150) given in the preliminary 
circular regarding the Indian Fair which it is proposed to hold in the city in December 
1907, under the auspices of the University and the Royal Colleges. The courtesy of 
the authorities of Birmingham University, and of the Victoria University, Manchester, 
enabled the Committee to ascertain the number (ll and 16 respectively) of Indian 
students working at those institutions, of whom the majority are in receipt of 
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technical scholarships from the Government of India. There a;e also, doubt.less, a. 
certain number of Indian students scattered about at other educatIOnal ce~tr~s III: ~he 
country concerninO' whom we have not thought it necessary to make. specml mCJ.UlrIes. 
There '~ere, for ex:mple, eight Indians studying 'at the Royal AgrlCultural ColJege, 
Cirencester, during last summer term. The total number of such students may 
perhaps be estimated at 25-30. . .., 

'l'he number of Indian students m London has been varlOusly estImated. The 
Committee of the East India Association, in a memorandum prepared in April 1907, 
put the figure at 250-300; Mr. Mian Sa~li ud-din 1'1;1t it at 3~0-.400; Sir H~n:y C9tt011 
estimated t.he total number at 400. While recogmsmg the difficulty of arrIvmg at an 
accurate computation, we are inclined to believe that the total number noes not fall 
far short of the figure mentioned by Sir H. Cotton. 

The total number of Indian students in the United Kingdom thus works out at 
about 700, made up as follows :--

London, say, 380; Edinburgh, 150; Cambridge. 85; Oxford, 32 j Manchester, 
16'; Birmingham, 11; other centres, flay, 26. Total, 700. 

Seven hundred students form a very small item in the Indian population of 
300,000,000; nevertheless. the influence which these students will exert upon the 
rising generation of educated men ill India must be regarded as a factor of serious 
importance. 

2. The conditions of life var.y widely at the different centres. At Oxford and 
Cambridge, for example; Indian students are, during term time, subjected to the same 
local Cliscipline and supervision as other undergraduates. At Edinburgh, where the 
University system more closely resembles the continental model than that of the 
older English Universities, t.hE'Y enjoy, in common with other students, a much larger 
measure of independence and freedom from control. In Loudon they are, for the 
most part, free from any kind of restraint or supervision. In thE-se circumstances, 
before making any genera} observations regarding the conditions of life in the United 
Kingdom as a whole, we proceed to deal specifically with the foul' principal centres to 
which Indian students resort. We take London first, as it is there that the pI'ohIem we 
ha:ve to consider assumes its largest proportions. - . 

(1) London. 

3. The great bulk of the young Indians in London are law students, who are 
reading for the Hal' at one or other of the Inns of Court. It has been ascertained 
that the total number of Indians at present on the books of the 'Various Inns is 
approximately 320. This fignre nO doubt includes a certain number of students 
who are reading at the UniversitiE-s of Oxford and Cambridge. und bave not yet 
taken. up their residence J1ermauently in London; but it indicates sufficiently that the 
great majority of Indian fltudeuts in London are studying for one profession, namely, 
that of t.he law. 

No machinery exists for exercising' supervision over Indian studentH in London, 
and, indeed, it is difficult to see how any machinery could be devised for dealing with 
so large a number of young men scattered about among a population of several millions. 

The part taken hy t.he Inns of Court in regulating the conduct of students was 
thus summarised by an official of one of the Inns largely frequented by Indians. 

" It is important to remember," he said, "that beyond requiring the student to 
" be of good behaviour during such time as he attends the 1nn- and he is under no 
cc compulsion to attend at all-bis Benchers exercise no preventive control over him. 
cc They investigate complaints made to t.hem, and if a member is found. guilty of 
cc seriolls misconduct the Benchers may expel or snspE-nd him. But no attempt is 
" made to keep him from evil courses, nor could this be done unless the whole system 
cc of the Inns of Court were remodelled--a VE-ry remote possibility." . 

",Ve are not concerned to dispute the wisdom o[ the attitude taken up by the 
Inns of· Conrt, or to deny that the generality of law students make a proper and 
pr~fit!lble use of the liberty .accorded t<? them. But we feel strongly that for the young 
ASIatiC, a stranger from a dIstant land, and for the most part unattuned to his new 
surroundings, the entire absence 0'£ guidance and control in n large European city 
may be fraught with serious consequence". We cannot doubt that, in the words of 
one of our Indian witnesses, " the riRk in London is greater than the'risk in Calcutta 
to a young man from the provinces"; and that the young Indian, removed as he is 
from an 110111e inflnences, and often devoid of any adequate preparation, is exposed in 
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a far greater degree than any young Englishman to the dangers of London life. " I 
l'ealise," said a prominent witness, ., that students of any sort coming to London are 
"bound to be sllbject in some degree to the temptations which London offers; 
'" but these men [the Indian students] .meet temptations without any safeguard, and 
" under conditions which must often make them irresistible." 

4. Another unsatisfactory feature of London life is the isolation which it often 
involves. The conditions of life' in a la,rge capital must inevitably tend to isolate 
strangers, whether from near or far. Many young Englishmen who come up from 
the provinces, without friends or introductions, to work in London, suffer considerably 
from the loneliness of their position; and it is only natural that Indian students should 
experience this sense of loneliness in a still more acute form. ~fany of them, on 
a.rrival. possess no friends in Loudon outside their own community, and even those of 
them who come armed with proper introductions often fail to form acquaintance with 
English peoplEl of the better sort. Experience has shown that it is extremely difficult, 
either for individuals or societies, however friendly their intentions, to keep in touch 
with Indian students once they are settled in London. The evidence of Sir Henry 
Cotton is worth quoting on this point. U A large number of Indian students," he 
told us, " came to London with letter8 of introduction to himself. AS:l rule they 
., came to call upon him, and he showed them some civility. Then they disappeared, 
41 and he scIQom saw anything more of them. In a mere handful of cases was he 
.. able to follow their career in this country." Very similar was the experience of 
Sir William Wedderburn, who told us that a certain number of young Indians brought 
letters of introduction to himself. He found it, however, "difficult to do much for 
them, and, with a few exceptions, he lost sight of them." 

It must, in fact, be recognised that the conditions in which the majority of young 
Indians must of necessity Ii ve in London are such as to arouse considerable apprehension 
in a careful father. In a European town the Indian student is confronted with many 
temptations of which he lias had no previous experience; he is supplied with 
considerable E:ums of money, and there can be next to no check upon the manner in 
which be spends it; at the same time he is separated from those domestic and 
religious influences which in all countries operate as powerful restraints upon young 
men. These are COllditions of life to which we believe no English father would 
expose his son without considerable misgiving. 

5. We have received evidence which convinces us that an appl'e~iable proportion 
of the Indian students in London do succumb ,to the temptations to which they are 
exposed. The proportion which such students bear to the whole number visiting 
England cannot be exactly determined. An official of one of the Inns of Court made, 
in 1902, a careful examination of the records of the 74 Indian students who were then 
l{eeping tel'ms at his Inn, and as the result of his examination he found that there 
were 10 of whom he could say without any doubt that their sojourn in London ancI 
the companions they had made had degraded them so far that they were not likely 
ever to become respectable men. He went on to say: " I should like to make it clear 
.. that I have not placed on this list any student of whom I know nothing worse than 
" that he wastes his time or that he has been guilty of one 01' two discreditable 
., escapades. These 10 students are men whose daily life has sunk to a low level, 
., men who are dissolute of habit, some of whom are drnllken and all of whom are 
.. dangerous, almost fatal, companions for other Indian students arriving in London 
4' ignorant, eager, and having money to spend." He then gave specific examples of 
rapid deterioration, among which the following may be quoted:-

"I have all m~· hands now a young student-young, that is as 'Vestern people 
4( measure youth-who admits that he spent 180l. in the three weeks after he arrived 
4' in London. When I saw him he had no clear vision of the ways the money went, 
," but one fact is worth recording. He has told me that during those three week~ he 
U only once went out before nightfall and then he was taken to a race meeting . . . 
• , In the last 10 years I have known at least eight men who came to England 
d professing to abstain from meat and alcohol and who became drunkards, some of 
.. them hopeless cases. One of them died in the London. County Asylum. He killed 
" himself with drink and fa~t living." This statement was made fh'e years ago, and 
some of anI' w'itnesses were of opinion that there had been a considerable improvement 
in recent years. Thus a very competent Indian witness said :-" Ten years ago cases 
.of Indian students going to the bad were frequent; such cases are now much rarer." 
'tV e raised this point in the COllrse of evidence with the same gentleman whose 
.conclusions in 1002 have already been quoted, as the large nnmber of Indian students 
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who came under his observation, and the particular attention ,,:hich he devoted to 
them, allpeared to make his evidence of exc:Bptional value. In r~ply to our questions 
he said that he did not think that the percentage ?f complete fallures had decreased 
since 1902, and that he saw no hr~provemet;lt durmg the pas.t 10 years." He ~dded 
that of the total number of IndIans admlt~ed annual1y. to Ins !nn. S?llle uO pel. cent. 
"dropped out altogether." Opinions may dIffer, accordmg .to 1l1dIvlduai eXl?~~lenCet 
as to the proportion or In~ian students who ('an be. descnbed ~s comple~e iallures, 
but there is abundant testImony to the fact that theIr number IS not ummportant, 
and that their conduct causes acute humiliation to their fellow-countrymen. An 
Indian witness described them to us as "ab~olute wrecks, the sho~t story of w·hose life 
" in England consists in running with unabated energy one umform cO~lrse of the 
"coarsf)st and most vicious pleasures, procured by means that would dHlgrace the 
.e cruellest savage, by bullying and frightenin~ an i~no~ant and indulge~t par.ent out 
" of his last penny on earth and then rewardmg biR kmdness by breaklllg hIS heart 
ee and ultimately sending him to his untimely grave<' 

G. We wish, howeYer, to state our deliberate opinion tbat although the number 
of wrecks is not unimportant they constitute the exception; and that the majority of 
Indian student.s get through their time in London without disastrous results. We 
are satisfied that the proportion of those who come to grief is not. greater than it 
would be among young Englishmen 0(' the same clas!?', supposing it to be possihle 
that 10he latter should be placed by their parents in similar circumstances. :i\lany 
witnesses who have good means of forming a competent judgment have assured 11S 

that the young Indians in England do not compare unfavourably with students of 
other nationalities. What is generally recognised is that the surroundings ill "hich 
the majority of them must nece~sarily live are ullsatisfactory. and iu so far as these 
conditions are capable of improvement, we think that an oLligation, rests upon those 
responsible for the government of India to spare no pains to render the stay of young 
Indians in London as free from danger as possible. 

(2) Oambridge. 

7. At Oxford and Cambridge the difficulties experienced by· Indian students are 
oE another order. During term-time Indian students, if they suffer ill comparison 
with English undergraduates through the entire absence of parental control, are nt 
least under adequate supervision. But in the vacations they have no llOme to go to, 
and are often at a loss where to spend their time; with the result, it may be feared, 
that ,many of them suffer from loneliness, and are unable to turn their holidays to the 
best advantage. 

But while the University system provideR for the adequate supenision of Indian 
student!:!, our inquiries lead us to believe that the conditions of their life at Cambridge 
are in certain directions capable of improvement. III the first place, the existing 
means of obtaining information regarding Indian students are clearly insufficient, 
and the evidence taken by us plainly indicated that the University and College 
authorities are anxious f6r the constitution of some authority to whom enquiries 
could be addressed and appeal made when necessity arises. Undel· present conditions 
no effective machinery exists for obtaining information regarding Indian applicants 
for admission to the various Oolleges, and the absence of all direct relations with the 
parents.or gnarrlians of the y01~ng men tends in certain caseR to place the authorities 
in a position of great dilliculty. 

Similarly, it would be advantageous to the students themselves if information 
tespecting the requirements of Cambridge and its Colleges were more readily 
obtainable in India. In present circumstances, students who wish to become members 
of a particular College at Cambridge are usually unaware that their names should be 
entered from six months to a year before they actually go into residence. The· 
majority of Indian students arrive in England in the summer in the expectation 
that they will be enrolled at t.he beginning of the October term, only to find that 
the College is filled up and will admit no fresh names that year. 

S. In another respect we are compelled to l·ecognise that the position of Indians. 
at Cambridge is not satisfactory. They appear, in recent years, to have receded in 
popular favour, and to occupy socially a much less advantageous position than they 
enjoyed 20 or 30 years ago. Witness after witness testified to the prejudice which at 
present exists against thtlI'n, and Indian stlldents who gave evidence before us 
complained of a want of cordiality in their reception at the UnIversity, a want ot 
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cordiality which, it was clear, is keenly ielt and in many cases bitterly resented . 
.. The chief complaint Plade by Indian students at present," said an Indian witness, 
" is about the reception they receive here at the hands of Englishmen" ; and another 
gave us instances of the manner in which this feeling against Indians manife~~ed 
itself, from which a sensitive youth, we can well believe, would suffer acute pain. 

The unpopularity of Indians at Cambridge is of comparatively recent origin, and 
it may be that it is only a pmlsing phase of University opinion which will disappear 
-of itself. On the other hanll, it is Ilsserteu that this unpopularity has steadily 
increased with the growth of the number of Indians in Cambridge, and that under
graduate society at the University is not able or willing to assimilate more than ~ 
limited number, o( them. That th~re is a limit t,o the number of Indians which any 
-one unit of University life can assimilate may be illustrated from the experience of 
those Colleges to which Indians have resorted in large numbers. 

9. Our enquiries showed that there is a general consensus of opinion at 
Cambridge as to the desirability of a more even distribution of Indian students over 
the various Colleges, At present, the tend<'Dcy is for Indians to congregate at 
particlllar l:olleges in large numbers. For instance, according to the latest figures, 
Downing College contains 19, Christ'f? College 14, and St. John's College 11 Indian 
members, giving a total of 44, or more than half the total number of Indians in the 
University within the walls of three out of the 17 Uolleges. The evil results of 
admitting Indians in disproportionate numbers have now been reali!:led at Cambridge, 
anel certain Colleges, which in the past opened their gates freely to Indian applicants, 
have recently found it necessa.ry to restrict the influx. The feeling among -English 
undergraduates, to which Mr., Lewis bears testimony, that their College loses caste 
in the eyes of the undergraduate werld by too free an admission of Indian members, 
dearly does not conduce to the popularity of the latter. 

Apart, however, fro111 such considerations, it is clearly undesirable for the Indians 
themselves that they should be collected in anyone College in sufficient nllmbertl to 
render them independent of the society of their English fellow-undergraduates, and 
thus, as it were, to set up a barri~r between them and the wider influences of English 
University life. 

10. Indians are freely admitted to the Cambridge Umversity Union, which, like 
the similar societies at Oxford aud Edinburgh, combines the functions of a club with 
those of a debating society. Indian members have in some instances taken a 
prominent pal't in the Uuion dehates, and have even (as in the case of Mr. Reddy) 
held high office in the society. There also exists at Cambridge a society (the" East 
and \V est Society") whose object is to promote friendly intercourse and discussion 
hetween Indian and Ruropenn students. This society is of recent formation, and it 
woulel he premature to express any opinion as to the success :it is likely to achieye. 
A third societ.y, tbe Indian "~Iajlis," has an exclusively Indian membership. It 
shonld be explained that none of these societies, with the exception of the University 
Union, possess a club-room or local habitation; their meetings are held in members' 
{lwn rooms. 

(3) Oxford. 

11. At Oxford the system of supervision during term-time is similar to that in 
force at Cambridge. Similar difficulties too are felt with regard to the vacations, but 
.at Oxford, where the Long Vacation term, which is a recognised fE-atureof Cambridge 
University life, has no existence, these difficulties are even more prominent. The 
desirability of making some suitable provision for Indians during their enforced 
absence from Oxford in the summer m(\nths was pressed upon our attention by more 
than one of the senior m:embers of the University. 

The figures quoted at the beginning of this chapter show that Indian students 
are very much less numerous at Oxford than at Cambridge. Thii3 appears in the 
past to have been partly due to the operation of the rule requiring them to take 
Latin as a subject for nesponsions. Under recent regulations this disability has been 
rE-moved, and it remains to be seen whether the result of ~his concession will not be . 
greatly to increase the number of Indian applimmts for admission to the University. 
The general opinior,t at Oxford seems to be that any considerable increase ill the 
number of Indian students at the University would be undesirable. At present their 
number is less than ha1£ that of the Indian students at Cambridge, and their social 
:position would appear to be correspondingly more satisfactory. 
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12. The evidence before us shows that a desire exists at Oxlo.rd, as at Cambridge,. 
for improved means o~. obtaining information in re~ard to In~h.an applicants: We 
were informed by the VIce-Chancellor at the outset of our enqumes that at his own 
College (.Magdalen) "the difficulty of finding out anything about Indians was one of 
the reasons why the College was reluctant to take them." Mr. Matheson, of New 
College, also spoke of th~ "great. disadvantage." at whi.ch the College~ w.ere place.d 
owin 0' to the absence of mformatlou about IndIan apphcants for admIssIOn. ThIS 
question has already. been t~ken in han~ and a scheme pr?mulgated under the 
auspices of the IndIan InstItute, by whlCh Mr. F. E. PargJter (formerly of the· 
Indian Civil Service and a Judge of the Calcutta High Court) will endeavour to. 
bring parents and students in India into closer touch with the {Tniversity and 
Oolleges of Oxford and to exert a friendly influence with and on behalf of Indians 
resident at the University. 

Mr. Pargiter told us th~t "he would, if so desired, be the intermediary for
arranging that suitable Indians would be taken in at the various- Colleges"; and it 
may be hoped that his good offices will have the effect of facilitating the admission of 
Indian students into the particular Colleges they desire to enter. Under present 
conditions it would seem that, as at Cambridge, they often fail to gain their object 
through ignorance of the special requirements of the College concerned. Thus at 
Balli 01, as Mr. Strachan-Davidson assured us, "applicants ought to give at least 
one and a-half years' notice," whereas Indians as a rule make their application so late 
"that it is generally not necessary.to a.pply any other test," or, in other words, the
majority of Indian applications cannot be 'even entertained. 

13. Turning to the social question, there can be little doubt that Indians are, on 
the whole, happier and enjoy a greater measurt> of popularity at ,Oxford than at 
Cambridge. Mr. Wickremasinghe, the Librarian of the Oxford Indian Institute, who
is in close touch with the Indian students at the University, gave it as his opinion 
that" absolutely no unhappiness existed among Indian:; at Oxford"; while an Indian 
student who had migrated from Oxford to Cambridge, in consequence of difficulties 
in regard to exemption from Latin, iuformed us that he missed at Cambridge the
cordiality with which he had been received at the sister University. That Indians. 
meet with a more cordial reception at Oxford than at Cambridge appears to the 
Committee undeniable, and may be ascribed (1) to the careful restriction of the 
number admitted to the former University, and (2) to their more even distribution 
over the various Colleges. It may perhaps be added that more than one Oxford 
witness suggested as a third reason that the Indians who obtained admission at 
Oxford belonged on the whole to a better class. 

As regards the first point, an Indian witness stated his opinion that" if the 
number of Indians at Oxford were to increase largely, their popularity would 
diminish," and the experience of Cambridge goes far to bear out his view. The 
argument from the more even distribution of Indians over the various Colleges seems. 
to us still more convincing. The latest figures furnished to us show that no College 
at Oxford at present contains more than four Indians, and the general opinion among 
the Oxford authorities appears to be that a maximum of abOut five ought not to be 
exceeded. Indeed, one witness put the maximum as low as two to three and 
considered that" to admit as many as five or six would be fatal,·and would at once 
give the College a bad name among other undergraduates." To mark the contrast it 
is sufficient to recall that there are at Cambridge three Colleges containing respectively 
19, 14 and 11 Indian members. 

14. Reference may be made to the existence of a society at Oxford (" The Oxford 
University India Society") having for its avowed objectf?-

(1) The dissemination of a knowledge of the social and political conditions 
prevailing in India. . 

(2) '1'he cultivation of more sympathetic relations between Indian and BritislL 
members of the University. 

(3) The discussion of the advisability of introducing representative g~vernment. 
This club, like the "East and West Society" at Cambridge, has no l'egular

habitation; but Indian students at Oxford, besides being admitted freely to the 
Univel'sity Union, enjoy the use of the Indian Institute, which contains a reading 
room and library, and forms, to quote the words of one of the Curators," a centre 
" and meeting place for Indians and those who are going to, or are interested in 
c, India." - • 
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(4) Edinburgh. 

15. The conditions prevailing at Edinburgh are wholly diffc~ent from those at 
OxfOJ:d and Cambridge. The Edinburgh system, af! has been said above allows 
students a much larger degrt:'e of independence, and the atmosphere of the Scottish 
University, which is markedly cosmopolitan, appears to be very congenial to Indian 
students. At the same time the abseuce of the collegiate system largely obviates 
<lifficulties such as have been experienced at Cambridge. 

We were assured that the need for improved means of communication was not 
felt in ~dinburgh. In.the.word~ of Pr~fessor Cunning~am, Edinburgh" had already 
.. estabhshe~ a co~mectlOn m IndIa ~y Its o~n enterprIse, and th~ Universit,Y would 
" regard wIth dIsfavour any proJect whICh would tend to mterfere with this 
"connection." Professor Cunningham went on to inform us that the Edinburgh 
authorities were" quite satisfied with the Indian students, and were ready to take 
them in larger numbers." III a word. the general burden of our Edinburgh evidence, 
both Indian and Enropean, WllS to express satisfaction with existing conditions, and 
to deny the need of assiE-tance from any external organisation. ' 

16. Nevertheless, in the course of our inquiries at Edinburgh, se\yeral points 
came to light in respect of whieh there appears to us to be room for improvement. 

(1) In the first instance, despite the assurances we received as to the general 
good feeling diRplayed towards Indian students, it would be too much to say that 
racial prej udice is non-existent at Edinburgh. Sir Thomas Fraser expressed the 
opinion that the effects of such prejudice against Asiatics are" reduced to a minimum" 
at Edinburgh, .• because (in the absence of the collegiate system) compulsory contact 
is reduced to a minimum." But this view was not altogether borne out by the 

,evidence of 0111' Indian witnesses, one of whom went so far as to assert that" colour 
prejudice was stronger in Scotland than' anywhere else." The principal social 
grie,'ances brought to our notice by Edinburgh Indians had reference, firstly, to their 
exclusion, appareutly at. the instance of the British inmates, from certain boarding
houses known as the" University Balls," and, secondly, to their treatment in connection 
\vith the University Volunteers. 

(2) Furthel' evidence that the position of Indians at Edinburgh is capable of 
improvement is afforded by, the scheme recently promulgated, with the fnll support 
and approval of the University authorities! to provide a "habitation" for the Edinburgh 
Indian Association. The details of this scheme are within the knowledge of the 
Secretary of State. The" Edinburgh Indian Associution," which has been in existence 
since 1883, was founded for the purpose of (1) affording pereonal assistance to Indians 
in the United Kingdom; (2) promoting social intercourse among Indians in this 
country; and (3) holding debates. It has an exclusively Indian membership, the 
rules having quite recently been made more stringent in this respect, and· contains 
about SO'members. Hitherto the A!'lsociation has had no local habitation, but thf're 
is a consensns of opinion in the University tilat this is a defect which should be 
remedied. The proposal to raise a sum of 5,OOOl, wherewith to build an institute for 
Indian students residing in Edinhurgh has received extensive and influential support. 
and we are or opinion that if the internal administration of the Edinburgh T udian 
Association Habitation is conducted with that foresight for which the names of the 
Trustees are sufficient guarantee, the ~cheme is one deserving of support. \V e feel it 
our duty to call attention to the need for caution, because experience elsewhere shows 
that the formation of a club exclusively for Tndians is apt. to emphasise the tendency 
of Indian st.udents to aggregate together, and that the formation of such a clique or 
separate society operates as a hindrance to the cultivation of intimate rP.lations with 
other students of the University. We have no doubt that this danger will be kept in 
viflw by the Trnstees when framing the rules by which the Habitation will be 
governed, for we observe from the •• Preliminary Circular" regarding the forthcoming 
Indian Fair that the point has npt been overlooked. The promoters of ~he scheme 
have declared that" there is every reason for believing that it. will not lessen but 
" rather will increase the intermingling of the Indian with the other students, by the 
.. former becoming members of the University Union in greater numbers than they 
.. now do." 

(3) In the third place, we found evidence that a desire exists on the part of the 
Edinburgh Faculty of Medicine (to which about 80 per cent. of the Indian students at 
the University belong), and on the part of the authorities of the Medical Colleges, to 
get into closer totlch with the Indian Universities, with a view to inducing the latter 
~ L 
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to b~ing their examinations more into consonance wit~ the requirements of ~he 
Edinburgh Medical Schools. In present circumstanc~s,. It seems clear that ~ndIa~ 
students suffer some avoidable hardships from ,the eXIstmg lack. of ha~mon;Y m t~IS 
respect: Professor Uunningham's evidence shows cle.arly the- varIOUS pomts I.ll WhICh 
the present conditions bear hardly upon In~ian medI~al students. The subJect was 
also mentioned by many other of our ~dm??-~gh Wltn~sses, nota?l~ by Mr. Appoo, 
who explained to us in some detail the dIsabIlItIes to 'WhICh the eXlstmg system has 
given rise. 

CHAPTER II. 

GENERAL FEATURES uF RESIDENCE IN THE UNITE)) KING~OM. 

17. In the last chapter we teviewed the very various conditions in which Indian_ 
students live at different educational centres in this country. In this chapter we 
outline our proposals for dealing with the difficulties and dangers with which these 
young men are confronted; and in order to make clear the policy which underlies our 
proposals, we summarise under fOllr general heads the principal evils which attend 
the residence of Indian students in England. 

Before, however, we deal with remedial measures we wish once and for all to 
dispose of olle possible line of action. It has been suggested to us by some persons, 
who are vividly impressed with the temptations which beset Indians in England, and 
with the disappointment which Indian parents have experienced through the failure of 
their sons in this country, that steps should be taken to diminish the influx of younK 
Indians into England. We are satisfied, after mature deliberation, that the British 
Government cannot interfere with the discretion of Indian parents or place restraints 
upon the visit of Indian students to this country. It is obvious that for many years 
to come the educated classes of India will find it necessary and beneficial to visit 
Europe or America; and as long as this tendency exists, it is clearly best for the 
young men themselves that they sholllU come to Eng]and, where, besides under
standing the language, they will find a considerable number of persons predisposed to 
take a sympathetic interest in their welfare. The disabilities from which they now 
suffer in England would all be present to a greater extent in foreign countries, and 
there would be less prospect of remedy. 

18. We therefore reject all remedial measures which are based upon the 
assumption that it is desirable for the State to discourage young Indians from visiting 
England, and proceed to consider the specific evils which attend their residence in 
this country under the following four heads :- ' 

(I) Separation from the moral influences of home and religion. 
(2) Want of inform~tion about means o~ education in this country. 
(3) Want of information about lodgings, social customs, and manner of life in 

Europe. 
(4) Inability to become acquainted with the best sid~ of English life. 

(1) Separation from the Moral Influences of Home and neLigion.·-We have placed 
this evil, which is one that is a.ssociated inevitably with l'esidence in a foreign country, 
in a prominent position because we believe that its effects have a special significance 
for the problem under our consideration. Indian students in this country are not 
subject to the same restraits of public opinion as would be present if they were at 
home, and they are cut off from regular participation in religious observances. 
Moreover, in a very large number of cases, parents in India have very litt.le idea of the 
conditions 'in which their sons live in this country, and are unable to exercise any 
supervision over them. Complete separation from home influences, such as a. visit to· 
England almost necessarily involves, can scarcely fail to be harmful, and there is 
abundant evidence to show that many Indian parents suffer great anxiety about their' 
sons in this country, and deplore the present lack of supervision. The absence of the
restraining influences of home and religion is, in fact, clearly recognised as an evi~ 
by thoughtful Indians ; and we may point in illustration to the evidence of an Indian 
witness who referred to the "spiritual downfall," consequent upon abandoning the 
Hindu conception of morality, as the greatest evil suffered by his countrymen in 
England. 
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(2) Want of I nfol'mation about means of Education in this Country.-We are assured 
that owing to the absence of any compendium of information easily accessible to Indian 
student~, a great deal of time and energy is lost upon first arrival in England. We 
.have already given examples of the manner in which Indian students, desiring to enter 
themselves at Oxford or Cambridge, are handicapped by their imperfect knowledge of 
College requirements. Information regarding technical studies is even more difficult 
to get, and those students, other than Government scholars, who come to Europe with. 
-the intention of becoming acquainted with the technical processes of Western industry. 
have, as a rule, no means of ascertaining which are the proper polytechnics or 
industrial schools in which to acquire the particular training they need. Mr. 
S. C. Mukerji put this point very strollgly. "Of late," he told us, " any number of 
"young men are coming over to England with the object of acquiring technical 
"knowledge in' some branch of industry or other, without knowing at all what 
.1 opportunities they have here of acquiring that knowledge." "Their great idea," 'he 
continued, " seems to be somehow to enter some factory to learn thE: practical part of 
"their work, their life's one ambition. They have not. the least idea of the great 
" difficulty there is to obtain admission into a factory here. Apprenticeshi,P with a 
" premium is very often refused; unpaid apprenticeship is out of the question, and r 
" have seen letters from proprietors of factories in answer to Indian applicants. even 
" hesitating whether they can offer them' a labourer's or a helper's place.' Thus 
" many young men, not knowing the exact state of things, find themselves stranded 
" here, paying an unnecessarily heavy ,Penalty for their ignorance, which can certainly 
." be removed by the dissemination of right information among those who are most 
.. dil'ectly concerned." 

The case of Mr. Gopal Chandra Bhaduri a.ffords a concrete illustration of what 
Mr. Mukerji describt's. His experience is, we believe, typical. 1\1:1'. Bhaduri had 

. come to England to study electrical and mechanical engineering. Before leaving 
India he had not known where to get information about his electrical engineering 
course; he had originally intended to go to New York, but had been induced by an 
English friend to stay in London to wait for a chance here. WhE>n we saw him, he 
had been in London for over seven weeks waiting for an opportunjty. He had brought. 
from India a letter of introlluction from a missionary to an English gentleman 
connected with the Pres8, and the latter, we understood, was &till endea,'ouring to 
procure for him some information ahout thE' course of study he desired to take up. 
Mr. Bhaduri cited the case of a friend who had come to England for the same purpose 
as himself, and had obtained the requisite information by practically unassisted 
personal exertions. The case of Mr. Bhaduri illustrates the advantages that may be 
expected to follow from the organisation of some agency for supplying information of 
this kind, for when his wants became known to the Committee they were able to put 
him into communication with Dr. H. F. Heath, Director of Special Inqniries at the 
Board of Education, who kindly jntrodueed him to the most competent authority upon 
the·subject. of electrical engineering, and thus within a couple of days placed him in 
the way of acqniring the information for which he had been groping for seven 
weeks. 

Even in the study of law, which is the branch of learning most commonly 
followed, and with regard. to wh~ch information is most widely diffused among t.hem, 
Indians in England are exposed to certain inconveniences and encounter some 
impediments. StudeJ;lts, for instance, often have difficulty in finding barristers to 
introduce them when they fleek admission to the Inns of Court. Furthermore, we 
doubt whether information is generally accessible to them r~garding the different 
places in the United Kingdom in which law may be profitably studied; thus it is a 

I matter of surprise that so few Indians study law at Edinburgh University, although 
that University is so widely and favourably known to them as a school of medicine. 

(3) Want of Information about Lodgings, Social Customs, and Manner of ~ife in 
Europe.-Another disadvantage from which Indian students naturally suffer is the 
ignorance of how and where to live in England. We heard much, in the course of 
our enquiries, of the difficulties experienced by young Indians on. their first arrival in 
London. The majority, we were assured, are friendless when they land in this 
country, and their ignorance of European life makes it extremely difficult for them to 
find suitable places of residence. The situation cannot be better illustrated than by 
quoting the words of an Indian witness, who thus dtlscribed what is, we fear, a. common 
.experience of the young Indian in this country :-

II He puts up for the first night in some hotel in the Strand, and the next morning 
41 he finds that the charges are beyond his slender purse; he then goes to some 

L2 
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" boarding-house where he finds that he can meet the expenses: I .~nay incidentally 
.. mention here that these boardinO'-houses are mostly full of forelg~€rS, who can 
" hardly speak the language of this ~ country. Thus the yo~ng Indian. studen.t lives 
.. among these people without any facility whatRoever to IiTIprOVe hIS ~nghsh, ~r 
"without any opportunity whatever of coming across people representatIve of thIs 
.' great nation, from whom he ean learn many thi~gs to his own advantag~ and a~so 
" to the benefit of his countrymen. After a month s stay or so he makes frIends wIth 
.. EnO'lishmen o'f low typfl, and thus, instead of improving his character under the 
" enn~bling influence of well:educated Englishmen .representativ~, o~ the i~te~ect of 
., this country, he falls a prey mto the hands of undesIrable people. rhere lR, mdeed, 
l·eaSOll to fear that young Indians often get into undesirable lodgings, and at times 
fall victims -to the cupidity of lodging-house keepers or other unscrupulous persons 
with whom they are brought into contact. McrE'over, their ignorance of English 
social conventions often exposes them to misunderstanding, besides making it very 
difficult for them to discriminate between their English a.cquaintances. Thus it 
'Sometimes happens that the manners of Indian students, or an unwise choice of 
companions, create an, unfavourable impression, which tends to exclude them from 
English society of the better class. Thi\'1 aspect of the question is dealt with in the 
succeeding paragraph. 

14) Inability to become acquainted with the best side of English Life.-The 
majority of Indians arrive in England without introductions, and consequently 
-encounter considerable initial difficulty in making acquaintance with any English 
people other than chance associates of the kind described in the preceding paragraph. 

We do not consider that a yOllllg man who moves in good society in India can be 
beld to have derived the maximum of advantage from a visit to England if his friends 
in this country are confined to the relations and clientele of. the landlady of his 
lodgings, or to such casual acquaintances as may be willing to offer ,him their 
intimr.cy in. a great town. 

Society in London, and indeed elsewhere in the uI1ited Kingdom, standa on its 
guard against strangers; and it is inherently improbable that a young man from a 
distant country will without .introduction make acquaintance with the better side of 
English sociallif.e. But we cannot diE'guise from ourRelves that the Indian student 
in England suffers from greatc:-r disabilities t.han It stranger from a European country. 
\Ve regret to say that we have enconntered evidence of a di~inclination in the United 
Kingdom to enter into friE:'ndly intercourse with Indians. We cannot but attribute 
this attitude to colour prejudice, and we agree with those witnesses who consider 
that it has increased in recent years. We do not wish to exaggerate the facts, and we 
recognise that the fault is not all on one side. The prejudice iR in many cases one of 
dass rather than of colour. If Indian students adopt the manners, the speech, and the 
bearing of, undesirable acquaintances, or of a particular class of society, they must 
expect to be treated with reserve by other classes, whORe members do not wish to be 
drawn into contact with persons of the class in question. The influence of this cl2.sS 
feeling is particularly noticeable at the Universities. Again, the reprehensible 
conduct of a few Indian students has in some places put flociety unduly on the 
defensive against others who are not in the least likely to offend in the same way. 

Perhaps we ought to add that many Indians appear to be somewhat unduly 
.sensitive. with the result that they see offence in cases where none is intended and 
suspect motives of patronage in actions which are dictated solely by friend1ine~s or 
hospitality. Thus thE:' rel:lentment sometimes shown against well-meant endeayours in 
t.heir bflh~l£ must. tend inevitabl! to discol1ra~e friendly advances of any kind. 
Among mInor contrlbutory caURes, ]t may be mentIOned that at Oxford and Cam bridge 
the' social position of Indian students suffers somewhat from the fact that, for the 
most part, they hold aloof from the athletic life of the University; so too the constant 
advocacy of pronounced opinions on political and socid matters must often have the 
-effect of checking close intimacy between Indians and their £ellow students or others 
who hold different views and desim to avoid controversy. ' 

Nevertheless, when all these considt'rations have been fairly taken into account: 
we are led by our inquiries to the conclusion that Indian students ill this country are 
confronted with something more than normal British reserve, and 1hat they have to, 
-encounter a prejudice directed against Indians as such. We are of opinion tlJat this 
prejl1dice is largely due to the inability of the ayerage Englishman to distinguiSh 
between -one Indian and another, and that it might to a great extent be removed by 
the provision of fa?ilities f9r m~iDg suc.h distinctioD~, ~nd by th~ exercise of greater 
care in the selectIOn of deservlllg IndIans for adnllSSlOn to SOCIal and {'ducational 
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. institutions, a principle which hns so largely conduced to the general popularity of 
Siamese students. 

19. From the foregoing review it will be apparent that the evils to which 
Indian students are e~posed in this country are such as must, in a greater or less 
degree, attach to the position of all strangers in a foreign land. It will therefore be 
relevant to examine by what means and to what extent the special difficulties of the 
situation have bp,en Illet by other administrations that have been confronted with the 
same problem. 

(1) Si'lme~e 8tudentG in EntJland. 

The case, of Siamese students seemR to us to afford the closest parallel. The 
-excellent conduct: and popularity of Siamese students were mentioned by more than 
one of our Cambridge witnesses, and reports from various quarters show that at all 
·educational centres the Siamese enjoy a uniformly good name. It would appear, 
however, that this was not always the case, anil that the present satisfactory 
-conditions are the result of deliberate policy based upon the experience of the past. 
Ry the courtesy of Mr. F. W. Verney, M.P., al1d ~{r. Algernon Brown, we were furnished 
with full particulars of the system by which the Siamese Government has achieved 
'such admirable results. Mr. Verney's evidence is of special interest as sLowing how 
the present arrangements were, so to say, forced upon the Siamese authorities by the 
unsatisfactory conditions that formerly prevailed, when less care was taken to select 
-suitable candidates or to supervise their lives in this country. 

When Mr. Verner first took up the question, so he told lIS, he found matters in 
-anytbing but a satisfactory state. There were then " some 20 Siamese students in 
II England, many of whom were of good family, but. owing to the fact that expert 
" English advice had not been taken in selecting places of residence and education 
." for them, they had been placed in an inferior school all together, and were not 
"making satisfactory progress." Accordmgly, Mr. Verney, "with the assistance of 
"some Englishmen well versed in educational illlttters, and by the desire of the 
.. , Siamese Gov'erament, initiated a new system, which, after some years' continuous 
." advocacy, was at length adopted." 

The principal features of this system, as explained to us by Mr. Algernon Brown, 
who has for many years held the post of Superintendent of the Siamese students in 
England, are briefly as follO\'\"s : --(1) Oareflll selection in Siam from the points of 
view of health as well as of Rtatus, character and attainments, the ohject being to 
-choose boy~ who will do credit to their own country as well as profit by their 
'education in England; (2) close supervision and financial control by the Superin
tendent., under the authority of the Legation. including the power, only exercis!'\d in 
extreme cases, and subject to the approval of the Siamese Government, of sending a 
'f3tudent back to Siam; (:-3) the careful avoidance of grouping the yOlmg men together 
in this country: if more than one are sent to the same school, they are placed in 
separate houses, and so forth; (4) the selection of suitable families in the country 
where the students can spend their vacations, &c., care being taken to avoid placing 
them in lodgings. The value of the personal element is fully realised. and the 
:greatest 'care and trouble has been taken in building up a connection of suitable 
lamilies. 

11 is, moreover, part of the system deliberately adopted by -the Siamese 
'Government to commence an English education at an early age, several of the 
-students being sent to school in England at the age of 14-16. Formerly they came 
at a still earlier age, but since the establishment of good schools at Bangkok, staffed 
-to a great extent by Englishmen, this has been found less necessary. 

There were in June 190i in the United Kingdom 39 Siamese Government, 
students, under the special superintendence of Mr. Brown; 5 private students, under
<)De of the English f:ecretaries of the Siamese J.egation; and in addition a few near
relations of t.he King of Siam, who are under the more individual care of the Siamese· 
l\Jinister. The system of management is much the same in regard to both the two· 
former classes of students. 
. That the policy adopted in regard to Siamese students has been a brilliant 

success is proved by the good name and general popularity which the young men 
enjoy. Nor can ,!e doubt that the remarkable results that have ~~en achiev~d ar~~ 
-as Mr. Verney claIms, due to the system adopted and not to any naturally angelic 
" temperament in the Siamese themselves," inasmuch as, to quote Mr. Verney's words, 

.. , when they were left to shape their own course in London they did not come to any 
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4( good, but were picking up with a. fatal facili~y what is wo~st in o~r English town 
., life more because they had no chance of seemg the best sIde of It than from any
" 'ext~aordinarily big dose .of original sin, aD:d .be?anse they ,,:er~, several thousand 
" miles removed from the mfluence-and the dlsclplme of home hfe. 

We recognise that the treatment of Siam~se st~dents, most of whom are. sent to
this country at the expense of Government, IS easier. than that of the Indians, t~e 
great majority of whom are sent at the expense of theIr parents, and who are here m 
very large numbers; but t.hough success may not be so complete, we see, ~o reason 
to doubt that the principles of policy, which have done so much for the happmess and 
good reputation of Siamese students, might be applied with beneficial results to the
case of Indians also. 

(2) Japanese Students. 

Japanese students in England must be placed in a different category. Apart 
from men sent by the Tokio Government to take some special course in this country, 
no special control is exercised over young Japanese in England, and no such super
vision has ever been required. Such parents are as prepared to incur the expense
of an EngliRh education for their sons take steps to make proper alTangements for' 
their care. 

/ 

(3) Indian Student,'I holding Scholarships from, Native States. 

A certain number of the Indian students in the United Kingdom are in receipt 
of scholarships from the Durbars of Nativp. States. The Government of the Nizam, 
which formerly took a prominent part in awarding such scholarships, has now 
abandoned its policy in this respect; but the practice is still followed by other-
States. , 

One of the Indians examined at Edinburgh, who holds a' Travancore State 
scholarship, was good enough to furnish t.he Committee with information as to the 
conditions imposed by the Travancoro Durbar. The dominant feature of t.hese
conditionR is naturally the power of the' Durbar to withhold remittances, should it 
t.hink fit to do so, ann the arrangements made appeared to us to be of an excellent.. 
character. As in the case of the Siamese students, the keynote of the situation lies. 
in effective financial control. 

(4) Rhodes Scholars at Oxjord. 

More than one of our Oxford witnesses drew the attention of the Committee to
-the arrangements made by the Rhodes Trustees in regard to the Rhodes scholars at. 
OxforQ. These arrangements appear to have been attended with the happiest results, 
and personal relations of an excellent character have, from all accounts, been 
-established between the scholars an'd Mr. Wylie, the local Secretary to the Trustees. 
Regarding the position of the local Secretary, Mr. Wylie's own words may 'be 
quoted :-" So far as discipline is concerned he (the local Secretary) bas no status, 
" except in so far as he can bring influence to bear on the scholars from the fact that 
" he represents the Trustees, who only undertake to pay the scholarships so long as 
" tl}e Colleges are satisfied with the conduct and industry of the E:cholars." 

It is not, of course, suggested that the circumstances in which the Rhodes 
,scholars come to England, or the position they occupy in this country, afford a close
:parallel to the conditioUliil to which Indian iitudents are subjected. But the analogy 
·of the Rhodes scholars is instructive in one important particular, namely, the success
that hus attended the appointment of a local representative of the Rhodes Trustees, 
-who has made it his business to establish close personal relations with the young
men. ' In this IE-Spect the policy adopted by the Trustees has bep.n similar to that of" 
the Siamese Legation towards Siamese students in this country, and has been equally 
fruitful in good results. 

It will be clear from this brief survey that the methods by other administrations 
do not afford a solution which can be applied in its entirety to the problem before us; 
but the examples quoted contain fruitful suggestions as to the manner in which the 
-question can best be handled, and we have kept these suggestions in view when 
Jraming onr proposals. 

20. The difficulties which Indian students encounter in England are of such a 
:character that no single remedy can be proposed which will remove them all. It. 
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'would be idle to search for a panacea [or evils iVllich arise in large measure from the 
.ignorance of European life which charaeterises most Indian parents at the present, 
time. The only real remedy is that which wiJI be found in greater precaution upon. 
the part of the father or guardian in India. When the Indian parent becomes fully 
alive to the necessity of informing himself in detail of the educational facilities opcn 
to an Indian youth in England, of placing his son under the gual'dianship of responsible 
persons in this country. of keeping bimself informed of the young man's progress by 
.regular reports, and of providing him with introductions to persons of the class in 
which he desires him to make friends; then, and not till t.hen, will residence in 
England be; comparatively free from peril to the Indian student. It is obvious, 
llOwever, that this change can only be brought about by the gradual spread of exact 
information regarding England in India. itself. and this must be the work of many 
.sears. In the meanwhile, we think it is the duty of the Government to put within 
the reach of Indian parents, should they desire to avail themselves of it, every facility 
for obtaining the information they need, and for placing their sons in good hands and 
in healthy surrollndings. And though we cannot pretend to make suggestions which 
will remove all dangers or difficulties from the path of the Indian student in England, 
we are of opinion that some ameJioration in the conditions of his residence is both 
possible and desirable. 

21. We approach the question of remedial measures from the point of view that 
it is above all things der:<irable to supply the Indian student in this country with some 
Aubstitute for the parental cara and influence which he must necessarily leave behind 
him on quitting his home. With this object we consider it essential to enlist the 
·co-opel'u"tion of those members of the Indian community in this country who are the 
natural representati ves of the parents in India. Our first proposal, theref01'e, is for 
the formation of a standing advisory Committee, consisting of Indian residents of 
standing and !,osition, whose duty it will be to befriend and advise young Indians 
who come to England for educational purposes, and from time to time to make 
proposals for organised action in their interest. In order that this Committee'may be 
supplied with the means of furnishing students with accurate and authoritative advice 
·on educational and other matters, we recommend the creation of an official Bureau of 
-Information, which will make it its business to establish a close connection with the 
Universities and other educational or technical institutions in the United Kingdom. 
'The Bureau of Information will, in its turn, be in correspondence with local 
Committees to be appointed at the principal centres in India, on which the views and 
interests of the Indian parents will obtain direct representation. In this manner 
it should be possible to establish a chain of communication between the Indian parent 
.at one end and the British L'niversities and technical schools at the other, and to 
provide an organisation by which the Indian student will, at every step, enjoy the 
benefit of friendly assistance and well-informed advice. At the same time much will 
have been done to relieve the Indian parent of the anxiety which, under present 
-conditions, he must often feel when his son passes out of his control into remote and 
unknown surroundings. Ati a further means of realising this end, we submit 
proposals for assisting the work already carried on by unofficial associations on behalf 
-of Indian students. 

CHAPTER III. 

lfAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

I.-Committee of Indian Resident,. 

22. We proceed to discuss in further detail the recommendations outlined at the
-end of the last chapter. We have placed in the forefront of our proposals the 
-desirability of working through the leaders of Indian society in England, because we 
believe that in their co-operation lies the best hope of finding a successful issue to the 
whole question. The point was one to which Sir M. Bhownaggree rightly attache,,' 
great importance. There are at present resident in this country a number of Indial,l 
..gentlemen of standing and position, who command the confidence of their fellow
countrymen, and who wOlll~. we have no doubt, be willing to devote some portion or 
their time to furthering the interests of the younger generation of Indians. We are 
-convinced that the latter would derive great benefit!:! from a system by which. 
:.prominent members of the Indian community in England could exercise a controlling 
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influence upon the thought and conduct of their youngcountr~m~n; w~ile i~ would 
be of the highest advantage t.o the Secretary of State and hIS advltlers 1£ ~o~e· 
permanent 'organisatio~ existed, which could be. consulted, by means of J?er:lOdw 
meetings and personal mtercours~, upo~ such questlon~ as we have be~n comml~slOned. 
to consider. Above all, we hold It desIrable to constItute some ?ody, predommantly 
Indian in character, which shall be recognised ~o be, and sha~l m fact bp, rep~esen
tative of the Indian parents who are unable dIreCtly to supenntend the educatlOn ot 
their sons in this country. ' 

We therefore recommend the formation of a standing advisory Committee, to, 
consist of not more than]] members, upon whic~ some of the seni?r.Indian.gentlemen 
in J~ngland should be invited to serve., We conslder that the PolItlCal ~.IJ.C. to the 
Secretary of State and the officer in charge of the Burea~ ?f Inforll;mtlOn should be
ex officio members of the Committee" anq, that the remammg mem~ers should be' 
nominated by the Secretary of State. Europeans, as well as IndlaI?-s, would be 
eligible for appointment, subject to the condition t~at the Indian element should 
be in a majority on the Committee as finally C(;Dstltuted. Care should of course 
be taken that the various communities obtain proper representation. The period of 
service on the Committee would probably varJT in each,case with the duration of the· 
individual member's stay.in England, and we prefer not to suggest any fixed term 
of office; vacancies, as they occur among the nominated members, should be filled by 
the Secretary of State, the Committee itself haV'ing the right of recommending' 
suitable names. ' 

23. The functions; of the proposed Committee should, in our opinion, De as· 
follows :-

(1) To stand~ as far as P9ssible, in loco pq,rentis to Indian !:ltudents jn England. 
by bringing their influence to be8r on the lives and thoughts of the young men, andl 

extending to them such advice and guidance ,as the junior members of a community 
may look to receive from its representative men. 

Weare aware that this is a function which many Indian gentlemen in England 
actually discharge at present in a private capacity, but the object aimed at in our.' 
present proposals is to concentrate their energies and experience £01' th~ commOll 
good, and to bring ,them into touch with information which cannot be obtained by 
private individuals without considerable labour; . 

(2) To act as a permanent agency for bringing to the notice of the Secretary of 
State proposals for improving the position of Indian students in this country. From 
time to time new problems must inevitably arise calling for solution, and we think it 
desirable that a Committee should be in permanent session to deal with them. In 
the course of our inquiry several proposals were laid before us, concerning which we· 
are unable at the present time to make any definite recommendations, but which in 
our opinion deserve careful consideration and might well be referred to the proposed' 
Committee of Indian Residents. We would refer in the first place to a suggestion. 
which emanated from SirW al~er Lawrence, and which commanded the general 
approval of, subsequent witnesses. The Buggestion" stated briefly, was that the 
Political A.D.C. should organise periodical receptions at the India Office on behalf of 
the Secretary of State, whieh Indian students should be invited to attend. These 
receptions would afford an opportunity of introducing young gentlemen from India to· 
persons in England who desired to make ,their acquaintance and were able to extend 
hospitality to them, and we would echo the hope expressed by Sir Walter Lawrence 
that the Secretary of State might occasionally find time to attend in perHon. Th~· 
scheme in its gen.eral o?-tlin~ has much to commend it; but the details will l'equire 
very careful comnderatlOD, and we recommend that the question should be referred 
to the Committee of Indian Rflsidents for discussion and report. 
, A few words may be addfld regarding certain other suggestions made to us in. 
the course of evi~ence, npon which the Indian Committee might suitably be asked 
-for an expression of their views. In this category we would include the proposal or 
Mr. Bonarjee for the institution 01 a course of lectures, to be delivered at various" 
.centres in the United Kingdom, " to encourage Indian students to take an interest in 
'" subjects to which they are more or less indifferent at present, particular at.tention 
«being paid to the principles of self-culture and the formation of character." The 
same obseryation may be made regarding Major Syed Hassan's I:\uggestion for the 
form~tion of uno~cial "receJltion commi~tees," 'who would undertp-ke the duty or 
meetmg young Indlans on arnval a.nd helpmg them to overcom~ the mitial difficuhies" 
of their stay. Again, the question of repatriating destitute students in extreme cases . . ~ 
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which was raised by Sir IL Cotton, might also form the subject of representations by 
the committee as occasion arises. Lastly, such questions as the provision of special 
arrangements (in the matter of food; wine, &c.) at the Inns of Court, to which some 
attention has already been paid, would afford the committee further opportunities of 
making useful recommendations on behalf of their fellow-countrymen in this country. 

(3) Thirdly, it would be the duty of the Indian Committee, in co-operation with 
the Bureau of Information. to advis~ young Indians as to the choice of suitahle course~ 
of study, and to provide them with the necessary information as to the means of entry 
into differ~nt professions, and the requirements of various academic and technical 
institutions. We have already endeavoured to show how greatly Indian students 
stand in need of well-informed and disinterested counsel in regard tc these matters, 
and we cannot doubt that the young men would deri ve the greatest benefit from the 
organised assistance of a Committee of their countrymon. 

(4) A wide spbere of activity would be open to members of the Committee on the 
social side. It wouLd be one of their main duties to remove the sense of utter friend
lessness by which so many youug Indians in this country are beset, and their more 
intimate experienc~ of the conditions of English life would enable them to provide the 
Indian student with social opportuni.ties to which access has hitherto been denied him. 
Moreover, the Committee would be in close touch with the unofficial organisations 
which make it their business to show hospitality to strangers. We refer not only to 
such bodies as tIle Northbrook Society and the National Indian Association, which 
make the care of Indians in this country their special province, but also to institutions 
such as the Victoria League, whose activity covers a wider field. Personal hospitality, 
which the Victoria League, from its position and constitution, has special opportunities 
of extending, is of the utmost importance in the case of Indian students; and the co
operation of the League, which we believe would be readily given, would be of very 
material assistance. For the rest, the paramount importance of introducing their 
young countrymen into good society should be kept steadily in view by the Committee 
of Indian Residents, and every assistance should be afforded them in compassing so 
desira ble an end. 

H.-Bureau of Information. 

24. We pass to the second of our recommendations, namely, the establishment in 
London of a Central Burean of lnformation for the benefit of Indian students visiting 
the United Kingdom for educational purposes. We are aware that this proposal is 
not a nAW one; indeed, it was before tbe Secretary of State in Council as recently as 
1903, when' certain other snggestions for improving the position of Indian students in 
London were under consideration. The proposal received no little support on that 
occasion, but it was ultimately abandoned, not without some reluctance on the part of 
Lord George Hamilton, on the assumption that the functions of the proposed Bureau 
were already adequately discharged by non-official agencies, to whom the work might 
safely be left. 

While recognising to the full the services rendered towards many young Indians 
by independent associations, such as the Northbrook Society and the National Indian 
Association, we are of opinion that something more than voluntary and private effort 
has become necessary to discharge a function which is of the highest importance both 
to England and to India, and that the India Office should assume direct responsibility 
.in the matter. With this object we advocate the establishment of a Bureau of 
Information, having a central office in Londou and local agents, jf the need for them 
is shown, e.g., at Oxford, Cambridge, or other centres in the United Kingdom, where 
the number of resident Indian students is sufficient to justify such an appointment. 

25. The functions of the proposed Bureau should, in our opinion, be as 
follows :-
, (1) To provide information upon educational matters of every. kind, including 

particulars as to the mean!:! of entry, requirements, and educational advantages of the 
various academic and technical institutions in the United Kingdom. Thus on appli
cation to the Bureau, an Indian parent or Rtudent would be fully informed as to the 
steps necessary to obtain entrance to a particular University or College, the certificates 
needed, and the previous intellectual training required. He ~ould obtain detailed 
information as to the facilities offered by the various schools in particular subjects, 
the courses followed, and the standard of examinations for a diploma or degree; he 
would also be supplied with trustworthy information regarding the cost of living at 
~ M 
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different centres such as Oxford, Cambridge, or Edinburgh. In the .se.co?-1 place, .4~ 
would obtain accurate and authoritative ad,:"ic~ as t? the means o~ obtaml.ng mstr~ctl(~n 
ih technical and industrial m~tters, to whlCh IJ?-dtans are turDln~ theIr atte~tlon In 

increasing numbers. .Students ~esirou~ of !akmg. l~P a' course In ~uc~ subjects as 
chemical dyeing, tannmg, electrIcal engmeermg, m~nm~ (the?r~ or pr~ctlC~), or gla~s. 
blowing, often encounter great preliminary difficulties III attal?lng t~elr obJect. With 
the establishment of the proposed Bureau, they would be prOVIded wlth.3: r~ady m.eans 
of obtaining all the information" they desired. The .Bureau ,!ould ma:ke ~t Its busmess 
to record and tabulate particulars as regards t~chmcal studws of thiS kmJ, a~d as t9 
the places llnd institutions at which such studIes may be mos~ profi~ably carrIed ~n; 
thereby saving Indian students from much of the delay !lnd dlsappom~ment to whICh 
they are at, present liable. J nformation 01 this )cind is ofte~ 0.£ so techmca:l a charac~er 
that it can only be obtained from an office havmg a very mtImate acquamtanc~ WIth 
all phases' of educational activity in the United Kingdom. S~1Ch an office IS the 
Department of Special Inquiries of the English Board of ~ducatIOn. By a gener~u~ 
interpretation of the principle of inter-department~l comIty the Boar~?f EducatIOn 
already renders very important services to the India Offic~, and we beheve that the 
Board would be willing to extend this principle still further, and to permit the officer 
iIi charge of our Bureau to avail himself of the knowledge and experience of the 
Director of Special Inquiries. 

Even in the case of the Bar, which,. as an Indian witness informed lIS, is cc the 
easiest of entry of all the professions," we.believe the Bureau could be of some sE'rvice 
to 1ndian Rtudents by enabling them promptly to comply with the preliminary require. 
ments for admission to the Inns of Court. 

(2) To draw np and keep on record a list of suitable lodgings and boarding.:. 
houses in London, and of English families throughout the country, who may be willing 
to receive Indians as paying guests during vacations or at 'Other t.imes. The difficulties 
which Indian students freqnently experience in obtaining suitable places of residence 
have been referred to in a preceding paragraph. We consider that it should be an 
important function of the Bureau to endeavour to remedy this state of nffairs, and ill 
particular to form a connection with families of good social position, so that in the 
course of time large numbers, of Indian students may_have access to homes where they 
will breathe a healthier atmosphere an.d obtain truer insight into English family life 
than can evet' be the case in a chance boarding-house or lodging. We are aware that 
there are great difficulties in the way of building 11p a connection of this kind, but, 
WIth the example of the SIamese Legation before us, we see no reason to despair of 
ultimate silccess. M. Algernon Brown laid particular stress on this point, and his 
long familiarit.y with the problem in connection with Siamese students.'renders his 
words of special value. "Great care," he saill, co is taken to find suitable families in 
" the country. . '.' The. choice of a desirable home is not always easy, for not 
:: only must the ~amI1y be .sultable, but ~e p~ace must not be too dull. To build up a 

useful connectIon of this personal kmd IS the work of many years, and it is the 
41 personal element that counts for so much. A long list of families is almost as value-
4< less as a number of good tools or instrumeuts unless you know how to use them." -

(3) A third function would be to furnish Indian student§! with buch references or 
certificates as may from time to time be required of them by institutions to which tHey 
desire .admittancA. It is clear that the question of grantin t1 references must be 
regarded from two distinct points of view, namely, (a) that of th~ students themselves 
and· (b) that of the individual or body by whom the reference is required. Th~ 
respo~sibIlit~ of the ~ureau must of course. be held to covel' both aspects of the 
questIOn. We are satIsfied that a demand eXists at some at least of the educational 
institutions to which Indian students are freely admitted for detailed and tl1lstworthv 
information regarding the positioJ?, means, and character of Indian applicants. To 
this demand it should be the businebs of the Bureau and its local agents as far as 
possible to respond. 

(4)' Another fnnction which the Bureau of Information would be called upon to 
discharge has reference to cases in which the regulationH of British Universities or 
other academic bodies impose unintentional hardship upon Indian students, or in 
which the system in force at' Colleges or Universities in India does not harmonise 
with the requirementi of educational institutioDs in this comitry. A specific example 
of this want of harmony was brought to our notice at Edinburgh, where, as a result 
of the lack of co-ordination between the regulations enforced by Edinburgh University 
and the General Medical Council and those of the Tndian Universities, an Indian 
student who has passed the First Arts or Intermediate examination in India may be 
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required to pass a further examination in a modern language, although by the 
rules of the University this modern language may be the student's own vernacul{lr. 
The consequence, to quote Professor Cunningham's words, is that" six months or 
" more of the time which the Indian student spends in this country, to which he has 
" come for professional study alone, may have to be devoted to a study which he 
"could pursue to greater advantage at home." The inconvenience thus caused to 
Indian medical students will be readily understood, 

It would be the duty of the Bureau of Information to bring cases of this kind to 
the notice of the Committee of Indian Residents, with a view to the formulation of 
ameliorati \"e proposals. 

(5) Fifthly, the Bureau might issue, and periodically bring up to date, a hand
book containing, in addition to information on matters relating to academic and 
technical edncation, general particulars as regards the conditions of life in various 
c,entres in the United Kingdom, the expenses of living. and any other details that 
lllay be useful to an Indian parent who contemplates sending his son to this countrv. 
The handbook would be freely distributed throughout India, and would be specialiy 
designed for the guidanca and help of {ndian parents and guardians. 

(6) Lastly, it would be the duty of the Bureau in a general way to assist Indian 
students in this conntry with advice on all matters, Rocial, financial, or educational, in 
which such advice is sought. The Bureau would be prepared, 011 the express request 
of parents in India, to undertake or to entrust to respom,ible persons the duties of 
guardianship towards Indian students in. general or special lllatters, and, if desired, 
to send home periodical reports as to progress and conduct; such guardianship might, 
if so desired by the parents, include a general financial supervision. and eveIl the 
actual handling of funds, should parents prefer to remit to the officer in charge of .the 
Bureau rather than direct to the students themselves. We are emphatically of 
opinion, however, that J'esponsibilities of this kind should only be assumed at the 
spontaneous request of Indian parents, and that it should be made quite clear that 
the Bureau has no desire to force its guardianship upon young men whose parents 
have not expresseu a wish for it. 

26, We agree with the view, expressed by more than one of our leading 
witnesses, that the Central Bureau should, in the first instance at any rate, be situated 
at the India Office, and that its superintendent should be an official appointed by the 
Secretary of State. This opinion has been deliberately formed, after full consideration 
of the objections which may be urged, on the score of the sllpposed reluctance of 
young Indians to come freely to a Government office, and of the distrust and 
suspicion likely to be entertained towards an agency of so purely official a character. 
Such objections, though deserving of serious attention, do not appear to us insur
mountable, and we anticipate that, as the objects and character of the Bureau becolDe 
generally known, any initial prejudice that may be aroused will rapidly dwindle, if not 
disappear. In any case, there are obvious administrative advantages in a Burean 
situat.ed at the India Office, where both authority to move the Government of India 
and knowledge of Indian sylStems of administration are available; and we fear that 
without the stimulus of direct official brganisation and support the scheme would fail 
to maintain its efficiency.. As we have already indicated, we consider that the time 
has gone by when work of thi!'l character could be relegated to unofficial agencies. 
At the same time it would be the duty of the Bureau to act in close co-operation with 
existing associations, and any assistance rendered by the latter would be cordially 
welcomed anel appreciated. 

27. Tho suggestion that the Head of the Bureau should lJ8 an Indian gentleman 
has much to commend it, and has received our ca.reful conlSideration. On the one 
hand, it is arguable that an Indian superintendent would be more popular than a 
European official among the students themselves, would enter more freely into. their 
lives and thoughts, and would more readily win their confidence and trust. It may 
be urged. on the other hand, that any deficiency in this respect on the part of a 
European superintendent, supposing such deficiency to exist, would be amply supplied 
by the Committee of Indian Hesidents, with whom the Head of the Bureau would be 
in close and constant communication, and through whom his relations with the 
students would largely be conducted. Moreover, from the very nature of the case, 
an Indian superintendent would inevitably be under some disadvantage aR compared 
with a European official. The'duties involved would demand an intimate acquaint
ance with English social conditions and with the educational institutions of this 
country, which an Indian gentleman, howeve:c able and accomplished, could scarcely 

. M2 
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be expected to possess' while it seems probable that the authorities of Universities 
and other educational ~r technical institutions in the United Kingdom, with whom 
the Bureau would necessarily be in intimate rel~tions, would co-operate n:t0re readily 
with a fellow-countryma.n than a stranger. Ii IS hardly necessary to POlllt out that 
this would re-act to the advantage of Indian students in whose interests the influence 

. of the Bureau would be brought to bear. ' 
Having regard to these considerations, we are clearly of opinion that the balance 

of advantao-e lies with the I appointment of a European. We therefore recommend 
that the Ce~tral Bureau should be placed under the charge of a whole-time European 
officer, preferably drawn from the ranks of the Indian Educational Service. It is 
essential that he should be a :man of tact and energy, who is:prepared to devote 
himself whole-heartedly to the wOl'k, and that he should possess a sympathetic' 
knowledge of the feelings arid aspirations of Indian students, together with the 
power to attract 'their contidence and friendship. The greatest possible care should. 
in our opinion, be exercised in making a selection, as it will be upon the personal 
'qualities of the officer appointed, more than upon anything else, that the success or 
failure of the scheme will depend. ' 

28. As regards the agents to be appointed at local centres in the United 
Kingdom, we consider that they should receive emoluments for their sorvices in 
proportion to the num1;>er of Indian students for whom they act, and, as success in any 
particular case can only be tested by rE-sults, we would suggest that arrangements 
should he made by which the tenure of these appointments is terminable at six 
months' notice by either party. It is clearly expedient that, in making selections for 
these posts, care should be taken to appoint gentle;nen who are in close touch with 
local conditions and are acceptable to the local authorities. 

While on this subject, it is necessary to refer to the misgivings entertained bv the 
Edinburgh authorities as to the establishment in London of a Bureau of Inform~tion 
or 6f any permanent office of the kind. The grounds for this opposition were clearly 
stated to the Committee by Professor Cunningham, whose remarks may be quoted. 
He said that" it was felt that Edinburgh was able to adjust such matters for herself, 
"and an office of the kind suggested would be regarded as merely a means of 
" subsidising the London sch901s. A complete organisation existed at Edinburgh in 
". the Deans' offices, which were iIi constant correspondence with various bodies in 
" India and with prospective students. A Hureau was not required at Edinburgh 
"and, if started elsewhere, would act prejudicially to Edinburgh's interests, as i~ 
"the courE'e of time it would probably become a mere recruiting agency for the 
" London schools." . 

We fully recognise the important part t.hat has been played by EdinburO'h 
for many years past in the edt~cation of Indian students, and we should be m;st 
reluctant t? make any recon:ll~lendations tending.to int!=lrfere with the efficient discharge 
by the Edmburgh auth01'ltIes of what they l'lghtly regard as a duty of the hiO'he8t 
in;lportance. Bul, we 'cannot believ(~ that the results apprehended by Prof~ssor 
Ounningham are in any dang~r of realisation, or t.hat the influence of the proposed' 
Bur~au. \\oul~ at .any tiUle be ~ikely to ?e exerted in. a way detrimental to Ed~nbnrgh 
or III the dIrectIOn of checklllg the lllflux of IndIan students to that UnIversity. 
Incle~d, in Olle il'r!~ortant re-spect, we thi~k tbu: p~ecisel;r. opposit~ results, may 
reas.onably be antlCJpated, and that the WIder dIffusIOn of mformatIOn which the' 
Bureau will effect may tend to bring more prominently into notice the advantages of 
the Edinburgh -Law School (at present very sparsely attended by Indians) and so 
divert to Edinburgh some proportion of the Indian law students who now'flock in 
large. numbers to the Inns of Court in London. Be this as it may, we consider that 
the :need for some agency of the kind prop;)sed has been clearly established at other 
centres, and, it would be unjust to refuse compliance with so urgent a demand in 
deference to scruples which we believe to be ill-founded. 

29. 'In cone] usion, we recommend that the Bureau of Information should be 
brought into touch with parents and students in India by means of local Committees, 
to be appointed at the chief provincial and educational centres in that country. To this 
proposal, which was made to' us by Mr. Charu Chunder Ohose in the course of his 
interesting and valuable evidence, we attach the utmost importance. Indeed, the 
proper equipment of the local Committees in India, ami the appointment of suitable' 
and influential men to serve on them, appear to us essential to the success of 
the llcheme. 
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It is suggested that, in the first instance, the local Committees should be
confined to the fivo University centres in India, or, at the most, to the provincial 
-capitals. As regards the initial procedure, we consider that the local Governments 
might invite the Vice-Chancellors of the various Universities (01." the provincial 
Directors of Public Instruction in the case of provincial capitals at which there is no 
Univ~rity) to co-operate in bringing the Committees into exil:ltence. The principal 
-objects would be to give the scheme the widest possible publicity, and as far as 
possible to secure the confidence and goodwill of Indian parents. We are conviuced 
that, if success is to be achieved, it is of vital importance that the local agencies 
jihould be in close and confidential touch with the parents and guardians of students, 
with whom the only real remedy of the present unsatisfactory state of affairs is to 
be found. It is therefore desirable that the Committees should include representative 
Indian gentlemen of high standing and local reputation, enjoyiug the confidence of. 
the educated classes of the Province no less than ot the Government. Such men 
would be in a position to make the objects and advantages of the scheme generally 
known, and to dissipate any suspicion or misunderstanding that might arise in the 
minds of Indian parents or fltudents. 

Th~ next step should, in our opinion, lie with the Committees themselves, who 
might ask the local Government for the services as secretary or a gentleman already 
in Uovernment employment. The secretary would conduct all correspondence with 
the Bureau in London, and would, in a word, form the link by which the local 
Committees, acting for the parents and guardians in India, would be brought into 
touch with the central agency. . 

/ 

30. Before leaving the subject of the Bureau, there is one point on which we 
think it desirable to lay special emphasis. The essence of the whole scheme lies 
in its purely voluntary character. We are led to believe that a desire exists, both in 
India and his country, for some organisation of thA kind we have proposed, and we 
hoM it to he incumbent upon the Government to meet so legitimate a demand. But 
tq introd uce any element of compulsion into the scheme would be both undesirable 
.and impracticable. By means of the local Committees in India, and by the good 
offices of the Committee of Indian Residents at home, the existence of the Bureau 
of Information will be made widely known, and its objectR and advantages placed in 
their trl1e light.; but it must always remain for the students themselves, and more 
especially for their parents, to decide whether or not to avail themselves of the 
opportunities offered. 

III.-Co-operation with Unofficial Associations. 

31. The third point with which we propose to deal in this chapter is the 
question of co-operation betw~en the official Bureau and the Indian Committee on 
the one hand, and Buch unofficjal associations as already exist for befriending Indian 
students in the United Kingdom on the other. The three principal associations of 
this kind are the Northbrook Society, the National Indian Association, and the East 
India Association. Of t.hese qnly the first named is in possession of premises in 
London which partake of the nature of a club and provide a rendezvous for Inqian 
students in the metl'opolis. The National Indian Association, apart from a room 
which is used as an office, has no permanent abode, and the same remark is 
true in respect of the East India Association. The functions of the East India 
Association are mainly (!onfined to organising lectures and debates, but the other two 
societies carryon work of a more directly social character, establishing friendly 
relations whh Indian students by means of individual intercourse as well as .of 
periodical social gatherings. 'rhat excellent results have been achieved by the 
National Indian Association, owing in the main to the personal qualities of its 
present and former secretaries, will be readily admitted, but the evidence before us 
points t.o the conclusion that the want of a fixed habitation has militated to some 
extent against the success of the society. We fully appreciate 'the admirable 
<:haracter of the work carried on by these associations, and we consider that the 
importance of acting in close harmony with them needs no further demonstration. 
A t the same time, it is permissible to consider w hether~ unuer existing conditions, the 
maximum of success is attained by their endeavours, or whether it would be possible 
to concert measures whereby, without impairing the special character of the work 
performed by each individual body. the snm total of their combined efficiency might be 
increased. 
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32. At the outset of our inyestigations no sqheme w8;~ l~id befo.r~ "!lS, bea.ring the 
imprimatl),r of the East I~dia Assodatioll, f~~ st~ep~tp.enlDg the 'po~ltlon and mfluence 
of the three societies by ¢o-Qrdinating theIr actlvl.tles and brmgmg th~m. together 
under a single roof. It ,yas proposed '~to reconstitute the Northb.ro~k ~oClet}:, o!lly. 
" changing'its name to that of th~ Northbroo~ Club, on a larger ba;,sls, by establi~hIUg 
" an institution with a handsome arid convement set of rooms s_ultabl~ for or~m.ary 
" club purposes, for debates such as those institu~ed by t~e East III:dl~ AssoClatlO? 

," and for entertainments such as those of the Nat.lOnal Indian ASSoCIatIon. Of thIs 
"club all youn'g Indians should, on t~eir. arrival in England, be ,made honorary 
" members for the first six months, after whlCh the lee for membershIp shonld be 58,. 
" or 10,. a year. The ~ll1b should be a means of m,ntual. acquainta?ceship, ~ot like 
j, an. English dub. in which no on~ speaks to another ':lth~u~ an. IUtrodu~tlOn, but 
"should be managed by a secr~tary who would m~ke It ~IS b?sIUess to ll,:,t:oduce 
,., members to each other, and mduce a general aIr of friendlmess; to VISIt new 
" arrivals and invite them to join the club; to secure the frequent. attendance i~ the 
" afternoon of English people int.erested in the Indian students, and desirous of 
" showing them friendly attE'ntions, and to introduce them to people who would be 
"willing to invite them to their houses and give them an insight into English home 
" Hfe." 

Great stress was laid on the importance of choosing a competent secretary to
fulfil these duties, " since on him, more than on anything else, would depend the 
snccess of the club." 

33. As regards the financial aspect of the scheme, it was estimated that an annual 
income of about 3,OOOZ. would be required for the maintenance of the proposed club. 
Towards this SUIll I,500l. could, it was thought, be raised from ·unofficial sources. 
including the income derived from the endowments of the Northbrook Society; and 
it was suggested that in place of the annual grant of 150l. which that society now 
receives temporarily from Indian revenues, an annual subsidy of 1,500Z. should 
be paid by Government to the club as ,reconstituted, so as to make up the balance ot 
the total sum required. It was pointed out that the increased subvention from Indian 
revenues" would entitle tho India Office to a large control over the management of 
the Northbrook Club." The opinion was further expreE=sed that I'the work of 
"supervision should begin in India, by obtaining, through the local Governments. 
,I the names and particulars of all young men who are preparing to come to England 
" for the purpose of studying for the CivifSen'ice, the Bar, or any other employment 
" in India. Efforts should be made to induce, their parents to place them under the 
" supervision of the India Office. where some official should be appointed to exercise 
" this function. If necessary, information should be obtained through the shipping 
" companies as to the names of Indian students who take their passage, and the dates 
" of their arrival, which would facilitate their being met at the railway station, and 
" invited to make use of the advantages offered to them." 

A further point raised was the desirability of having a few bedrooms attached to
the club in whic~ new arrivals could be accommodated till they decided where to
lodge, thus providing an alternative to less desirable places of residence whither young 
Indians are sometim_es attracted on first setting foot in London . 

. 34. It will be observed that the objects contemplated in the East India. 
As'sociation'~ scheme are t.o som~ extent covered by our recommendations as tp the 
Committee of Indian Residents and the official Bureau of Information. Nevertheless. 
we ah~ decidedly of opinion that the co-ordination of the existing unofficial associations 
would be a step in the right direction, and that, to quote the words of Sir M. 
Bhownaggree, a certain II waste of resource" has resulted from each of the three 
bodies carrying out their operations independently. This view has received a. 
considerable measure of support from various witnesses whose judgmeqt is entitled 
to every respect. But there h~s been some variety of opinion as to the degree or 
co-operation which it is desirable to introduce. Som~ witnesses were opposed to
amalgamation of any kind, ou the ground that each of the Associations occupied a 
speCial sphere of its own, anu that" amalgamation would tend to destroy activities, 
which, separately carried on, were, or should. be, of public utility." Others, again, 
while opposed to amalgamation, were in favour of providing a common club room for 
the three sucieties j while a third shade of opinion advocated amalgamation outright, 
and the fusion 6f the three se~arate associations into one single body. - . 

35. Wit.h a view tQ a~rivIDg at a satisfactory solution of this difficult question~ 
we decided to invite the three associations to depute representat.ives for thEl purpos~ 
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of discussing the matter with us at the India Office. In issuing this invitation the 
following considerations were laid before the three bodies concerned :-
, "It is suggested that, while the separate existenc~ aqd maintenance of 
independent societies, such as the Northbrook Society, the National Indian ,i\'SSo
elation, and the East India ,Association, are desirable, their distin-ctive functions and 
act~vities might be assisted. b.y.a co-ordination of their e~orts for the c;:ommon purpose. 
It IS thought that the prOVlSlon of a common centre mlght promote that object. If, 
for instance, asse'mbl, rooms were provided in which papera of interest might be 
discussed, social partles held, and club members accommodated, with a separate office 
for the secretary of each of the allied associations, the general convenience would be 
secured at a minimum cost. A common building would facilitate the interchange 
of addresses and other information; dates could be fixed for meetings without danger 
of overlapping, and it might be possible to add a few rooms for the occupation of 
students on their first arrival. A common reading-room, with newspapers. might be 
provided, and persons wishing to entertain their Indian friends might probably obtain 
the use of the meeting-room." 

The proposed conference took place on the 10th October 1907, and was attended 
by representative members of the three associations. It will suffice here to say that 
the scheme outlined above was considerably amplified and developed in the course 
of conversat~cn, and that the propof>als as finally put before the meeting received the 
general assent of the representatives present, subject to certain qualifications made 
oJ1 behalf of iudi vidual societies. 'fhe principle of ('o~ordination commanded the 
.agreement of all parties concerned. 

36. At a date subsequent to this meeting we received a full expression of the 
views of the Committee of the Northbrook Society, in which they declared themselves 
.. strongly in favour" of the scheme out.lined by us, and stated their opinion" that 
" any'means that can be carried out for bringing the work of these societies into 
., harmony will be very beneficial, both to the societies in question and to the young 
" Indian gentlemen in whom they are chiefly interested." The words with which the 
Committee closed their letter are an indication of the practical spirit in whieh they 
are prepared to forward the end we have in view :-" For the speedy and efficient 
" accomplishment of the proposed scheme, they (the Committee) venture to suggest 
H that the India Office might now invite all the three bodies to form,a committee of 
~I their representatives, to frame and submit to it a working plan for their being 
., located in one centre and establishing such a method of co-ordination as might, 
" enable them, while preserving in essential respects their separate individuality and 
., control over their own funds and administration, to co~operate with each other in 
.. the promotion of those objects which are common to them all." Almost simul
taneously a letter was 'received from the SeCl'etary to the National Indian Association, 
in which we were infQrmed that the Committee of that body" realise that the scheme 
., sllgt:rested would be of great value to the National Indian Association, and are 
II anxious on ,their side to gi ve it all the su FPort possil;Jle." cC With this end in view," 
the lfltter procet:ded, "they have instructed me to write and say that, should it be 
.. considered possible to found such an Institute as that proposed, they would be 
" willing to ~~onsider their ability to make such moderate contribution to the funds of 
., the proposed In:stitution as might be within their limited resources." 

37. After duly considering the views submitted to us, and having regard to the 
advantageR likely to accrue from co-ordination. we are united in submitting the 
following scheme as the outcome of our deliberations :--

A house should be rented in some central part of London, preferably in the 
vicinity of Piccadilly, which should contain from 15 to 20 rooms in all, in addition 
to the usual domestic offices, including one large room (such, for example, as the 
double drawing-room commonly fonnd in big London houses), in which not less than 
100 persons could on occasion be seated. Supposing the house to contain 15 rooms, 
it js suggested that eight of these should be used as bedrooms, three being occupied 
by servants, and the remaining five reserved for the reception of Indian students 
during the early period of their stay in Loncion, as cl)ntemplated in the East India 
Association scheme. The seven remaining rooms might be allotted to the three 
associations in such proportion as is considered necessary in each case to enable the 
society to discharge its obligations. Thus both the National Indian Association and 
the East India Association would obtain a room to be used for office purposes. The 
Northbrook Society would obtain, a set of rooms (including kitchen, &c.) in which 
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-accommodation could be provided for its members on the lines of a regular club. 
The use of the drawing-room would \:)e common to all three associations, and would 
be equally available for the lectures and debates of the East India Association, the 
social functions of the Northbrook Society, and the afternoon and evening entertain
melits of the National Indian Association. Inquiries which we have made of 
well-known house agents lead us to believe that premises of the kind required could 
be obtained in the neighbourhood of Piccadilly at an annual rent of about 800l.-
1,000l. 

It seems hardly necessary at this stage to discuss in detail the management of 
the building. Speaking broadly, we consider that the premises allotted to each 
association should be provided rent freE', but that the up-keep, in respect of its own 
rooms, should fall in every case upon the Association itself. The allocatioIl of rooms 
'should rest with the officer in charge of the Bureau of Information, or with some other 
representative of the Secretary of State, and should be contingent ou the assent of the 
society concerned, which would naturally be unwilling to undertake heavier responsi
bilities than its financial resources permitted it to discharge efficiently. All questions 
of conflicting claims, in regard to the use of the building, should be decided by the 
officer responsible for the allocation of rooms. ' 

The question Ot providing a room in the same building for the Superintendent of 
the Bureau of Information may be deferred for future consideration. We have' 
recommended that, for the present at an events, t.he Bureau should be situat~d, at the 
India Office, but" we contemplate that, when the whole scheme is in thorough working 
order, there may be great conveniences and advantages in the transfer of the official 
agency to the same building in which the unofficial a~sociations are housed. 

The provision of bedrooms for tl?-e reception of students on their first arrival is 
,a point to whll;h we attach some importance. While in full agreement with the 
conclusion arrived at in 1903, that the establishment of a permanent residential 
hostel for Indian students in London is impracticable, we share the anxiety of the 
'East India Association that some provision should be made for the accommodation" of 
young Indians during the first few days or weeks of their residellce, when, owing to 
their friendless position, and their ignorance of European surroundings, they are 
peculiarly liable to fall into the hands of undesirable associates. 'fhe point was 
',pressed upon our attention by Mr. Coldstream, and it is worth remarking that Colonel 
Warburton, Superintendent of the ,Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, .advocated, on 
somewhat similar grounds, the establishment at Edinburgh, on the lines of the 
existing "University Halls," or a special boarding-house for the reception of Indian. 
students. 

38. Such is ,the scheme which'appears to us best calculated to meet the objects 
which we have in view. We believe that co-ordination on the lines suggested would 
lead to a great increase of the efficiency of the three associations, both by preventing 
the overlapping which is to some extent inevitable under present conditions, and by 
enabling them t.o carryon their operations at once more effectively and more 
economically. At the same time, we consider that our proposals require to be 
submitted to the test of public approval before any final decision is arrived at. A 
considerable annual expenditure will be necessary if the scheme is to be brought 
into effect, and it is therefore most important that it should meet a want that is 
generally felt and recognised, and that it should not add one more to the list of 
costly failures that have been recorded in tlie past. But if; as we confidently expect, 
the scheme which we have outlined meets with general approval in' England and 
India, then we recommend that the Secretary of State should invite the three 
associations to form a committee of their representatives to frame and submit to him 
a plan for their being located in one centre. The Secretary of State would then 
explain to this committee the amount of assistance which he was prepared to grant 
them from public I'evenues and the degree of control which he thought necessary to 
retain in his own hands to ensure continuity of efficiency and equality of treatment to
tho three societ,ies. If these negotiations are carried to a successful issue, we believe 
that. the advantages which will be gained by co-ordin~tion will fully justify the 
~xpenditure of public money which we have re?ommended. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

MINOR PnOI'OSALS. 

:~9. In the foregoing chapter we have formulated our main proposals for dealing 
with the problem before us in its g~neral aspects. In the present chapter we propose 
to deal with certain specific points to which our attention has been drawn, and with 
the rer.ommendations we desire to make thereon. 

(1) Irl.dian Students at the Bar. 

40. 'The first case calling for notice is that of Indian students reading for the 
Bar. The wide popularity of the legal profession among young Indians admits of no 
dispute. As an Indian witness put it :-" The one ambition of aU Indian students is 
.e to come to England and be called to the Bar, perhaps owing to the example of a 
" few distinguished Indian lawyers." Reference has already been made to the large 
proportion whir.h Indian law students bear to the whole body of young Indians in 
this country, and to the peculiar difficulties and dangers to which they are exposed. 
The circumstances of the case appear to us to justify a careful scrutiny with a view 
to ascertaining hew it has come about that a profession, the training'for which 
involves so many obvio'.ls disadvantages, should attract so considerable a proportion 
of the Indian community in England. 

Among the Indian students who flock annually to the Inns of Court in London. 
there are unquestionably many men of high character and ability; but there seems 
to be a consensus of opinion that there are also an appreciable number who, to quote 
the words of Sir Herbert Risley, are "ill-equipped intellectually" for study in 
England, and ,e consequently derhre very little advantage from their visit." An 
important Indian witness informed us that in many cases students, whose parents 
had intended them for ot.her professions. "drifted to the Bar because it was the 
easiest thing to do"; and he proceeded to say that he had known personally of 
several instances in which Indians had come to grief through thuR choosing a 
profession for which they were not meant. Sir Henry Cotton deplored the influx into 
England of Indians of little intellectual capacity, who " reflected no credit 011 India 
or on themselves." Another Indian witness spoke in the same strain. A third 
"felt very strongly that many IndiaIis were sent to England without sufficient 
.. forethought and preparation," while a fourth also expressed himself in dedded 
terms on this ,subject. What is above all things desirable, as the last-mentioned 
witness pointed ont, is that Indians of the right qualifications, both as regards 
character and attainments, should come to this country; and the evidence before us 
points to the fact that, under present conditions, there is an indiscriminate influx 
to the Bar of Indian students, many of whom do not possess the qnalifications 
l'equired, Such men are of course ill-adapted to secure the full benefits of an 
English education, and are peculiarly liable to fall victims to the temptations in 
which London life abounds. 

41. It has been represented to us that the presence among Indian Bar students 
in London of so many men of second-rate ability is due in the main to certain 
artificial causes, which have combined to give a call to the Bar an adventitious 
attraction in the eyes of young Indians. These causes may be classified under two 
h{'aas, viz.:- . ' 

(a) The special privileges enjoyed by barristers in India. 
(b) The system of examination for tho Rar in England. 

We proceed to examine these points in detail, with a view to ascertaining how 
far remedial treatment is either pl)ssible or desirable. 

(a) 7'he Privileges enjoyed by BalTisters in India.-It would appear that the 
first attraction to Indian students of membership of the English Bar is that it 
qualifies a student for admission to the Roll of Advocates in any of the High Courts 
of India. The advantages enjoyed by an advocate over the" vakils," who form the 
great majority of practitioners in Indian courts, may be summarised as follows:-

(1) The, ~dvocate has the right, which is denied to vakils, of practisipg on the 
original side 6£ the 9alcutta and Bombay High Conrts. 

4871 N 
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(2) Advocates enjoy precedence and pre-all:dience of vakils in all. courts. :rhe 
result of this privilege is, as Sir J?,hp Edge pOlt:J.,t~d out to lIS, that :' If a ~arrlster 
" advocate of one month's standmg and a vakIl of, say, 20 years standmg, are 
.. engaged on the same side in a suit or motion, the barri~ter ad vocate has the right 
" to t.he leading brief." 

It rn'ay incidyntally be observed that' thig p:ivilege appeu1's in' pra?tic'e to be of 
tatller doubtful' advantage to its possessor'; as It: frequeptly leads, so SIr J<;>hn Edge 
assured,us to the eic1usion of barris't'e'rs' from employment in cases in \vhicli "the 
" lit.igant ~ishes to have the advantage of the sei'viceso£ a l~a;ding vakil of experience 
" and proved ability to conduct his case as leader." 

(3) Vakils are under a further disadva1!tage, ~s ~o~p.ared with adv?cates, in th~t 
" DO'vakil can appea~ in any case in court for a chent untIl.,he has obtamed from hIS 
" cFetit a'power 9hittorney (vakalatnama), and has filed it III the' court," whereas an. 
advbcatcdm appear for his client without a power of attorney. 

P~tdrltheticany, it may< be explttined that a call'to the Bar in E;ngland, Scotland, 
or Ireland, is not the oilly avenue to' admissioil to the' Roll of Aclvocates in all the 
Indian' High Coutts. rhe same gbal can, in some High Court8, also be reached by 
obtaining' 'an IndiaI;l law dC:'gree~ But the latter process dccupies a longer period 
and' in volves a severer jntellectual1 test. A vakil of' the Allalmbad High Oourt, now 
studying fbr die English. Bar, informed m that "it would take p,im 10 years to 
be'come an advocate by passing University examinations in India," whereas" he could 
n achieve the same object in: a much shotter period by being called to the Bar in 
" England." 

(4) It would, lnoreover., appear that, apart from the actual vri vileges enjoyed by 
barrister advocates in the Indian courts, the "glamour," to borrow a phrase froll'l 
Mi. Cninruddin Latif, supposed to attach to the person of a barrister is in itself an 
attraction;, and it is possible that, as Sir Herbert Risley believes, this feeling is no't 
without its practical effects upon' Indian cli,ents. Be tha.t as it may, a widespread 
Delief seems to exist in India that certain ill-rlefined advantages, so~ial' or intellectual, 
are inseparable from the status of' a member o( the English ;Bar. Nor is this feeling 
based wholly Oll imaginary grounq.s. An Indian, witness, himself a memher or the 
Imier 'fen~ple, gave solid reasons for his opinion toat ," a full-fle,dged barri::;t'er, 
'~provided that he had worked, properly fbr his examinations, was much better 
" equipped tHan an Indian vakil, ha:ving had the admlltage of ex:cellEmt lectures and 
"]'>r'act'ical' work." "In England," lie added, ., great legal principles were taught; 
in India only the lette'r' of' the law." Anbtlier Indian witness spoke of the "addi
tional advant'age" conferred by a call'to the Bar ., of commanding a" better po~ition 
., in the eyes ,of EuroDeans, and ,of acqui;ring a personal knowledge of the life and 
" character of Englislitnerl." He also held that, by becoming a barrister, he wouIn 
enjoy "greater impor'tance in the eyes of Government," and, in support' of this 
contention, gave his opinion that, cefel'is pal'iblLs, an " advocate would be preferred to 
a'vakil for' a' High Court judgeship." Mr: Shephard. however, attached little value 
to s~pposed advantages of this kind, and snmmed up the situation briefly by stating 
that "an id6a ex:isted everywhere in India (though it was a pure delusion) that by 
" be~oming a barrister a man obtained a better position, and gained certain indefinite 
.. advantages." I 

Whatever be the l'E~al character of t.hese "indefinite advantages," it seems 
indisputable that the gen~ral belief in their ex:istence, taken in conjunction with the 
specific privileges enjoyed by barristers in the Indian courts, operates as a stronO" 
jridu~ement to Indian students to be called to thB Bar. t'> 

(b) The SYRtem. of Examinatioi;, fOl' the English Bar.-Bu't apart from the real or 
supposed advantages attaching to the status of a barrister, we believe that the 
comparative easiness of the Bar examination afford~ in itself a very strong motive for 
selecting this meth::>d of entering the legal profession. '\A large number of the 
II\dians who come to London," said Mr. Neill, "came merely to pass the Bar 
" examination, very freq llently because they had failed to pass, or would never be 
" able to pass, the more difficult' examination for vakils in India." Silo 'John Edcr~ 
put the matter, still more strongly by quoting t.he case, which pad' come within' hl~'i 
personal knowledge, of a man 'yho hlld "failed hopelessly to pass'the Indian vakil's 
., examination, and had then come to England, where he had 110 difficulty in passinO' 
" the Bar eia'u~inatibn." . In sh~rt; we' see no reason to di~se~t ~rom Mr, Shephard~ 
view that the •. c6mparatIve easmess of the Bar examinatIOIl ' IS one of the main 
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incentiyes to Indians to get called to the English Bar; and it is clear that the 
prevailing conditions tend to pring to England men whose intellectual equipment 'is 
of an inferior order. 

But whlle t.he present ,system offers special inducements to the Indian student to 
come to Epgland, it is not equally clear that a call to the Bar furnishes the readiest 
channel to lucrative practice in India. It has be'en alleged by SOme witnesses that 
the legal profession is already unduly congf;lsted ill India, and that, in many cases, 
nothing but disappointment awaits the Indian barrister on his return to India after 
his call. Opinion, however, is not unanimous on this point. On the one hand, we 
may turn to the evidence of an Indian witness, who assured us that" barristers often 
" had to be supported for a long time by their parents, and, in fact, possessed no 
.. advantage beyond the glamour, such al'l it was, attaching to membership of the Bar 
.. and familiarity with English ways and customs." Or, again, the opinion of another 
Indian witness may be cited, that" 25 per cent. of Indian Bar students would nat 
earn enough to cover the'expense of ,becoming barristers." On the other hand, t.he 
testimony of Sir Herbert Risley points to a different conclusiou. While seeing much 
to deplore in the condition of Indian' barristers on their return from England, 
Sir Herbert" cOllsidered that the Law was still a good profession for Indians. Some 
"Indian barristers made as much as Rfl. 5,000 to Es. 6,000 a month, and almost all 
" of them, unless they were wholly devoid of ability, could make enough to live upon. 
" On an average Indians made a better livelihood in the Law than in the Public 
" Service." 

42. Apart £rpm this aspect of the quefltion, concerning which we are not disposed 
to offer any decided opinion, there are in the present condition of affairs certaiu 
features, such as the position of the vakil and the disastrous effects of London life 
upon nn appreciable number of lndian Bar students, which cannot be regarded as 
satisfactory. Sir John Edge, in the course of his evidence before uS, submitted 
proposals for dealing with the whole question in a comprehensive manner. He 
recommended :-

(a) That the Indian High Courts should alter their rules so us to equalise the 
privileges enjoyed by vakils and barrister advocates. 

(b) That the Inns of Court should, in addition to the ordinary examinations for a 
call to the Bar, hold a special and strict examination in the laws of India 
£01" those students who desire to practise in India; and that the Indian 
High Courts should refuse to admit to their Rolls of Advocates any 
barrister who could not produce a certificate that he had passed the 
sllecial examination. 

We proceed to exa~ine these suggesti.ons in the light of the evidence before us. 
(a) Equalisation of Privileges.-Sir John Edge admitted that such an alteration 

in practice as he recommended would be" vehemently opposed by barrister advocates, 
European and Native." He went on, however, to point out that the courts of India 
U were not established with the object of providing incomes for members of the Bar 
of England," and to lay down his opinion that" a duly qualified vakil should have 
.. equal rights with barrister advocates in Indian courts, which, after all, are the 
" courts of bis country." Mr. tlhephard considered that the right of precedence was 
not of great importance, and thought it probable that in practice the privilege was 
not much insisted upon. He questioned whether the High Court Judges would 
approve of any proposal to dispense with the power of attorney which vakils are at 
present required to produce. Sir Herbert Risley saw great difficulties in the way of 
tho proposed equalisation of privileges. What it amounted to, he pointed out, was 
.. to make it easier for vakils to obtain admission as advocates to the High Oourts." 
He considered that" any such proposal would meet with enormous opposition from 
"the Bar Library. The original side of the Calcutta High Court was regarded as 
C~ the last refuge at the English barrister, and any attempt to throw this preserve 
U open to the native vakil would be fiercely contested. Strong opposition would also 
" be likelv to be aroused from the point of view of the dignity of the courts." Th,at 
the change would be welcomed in some quarters is shown by the opinion expressed 
by an Indian witness that" it would be a great step forward if there could be some 
equalisntion of privileges enjoyed by barristers and pleaders in India." The proposal 
also commended itself to another Indian witness. 

(b) Imposition of a Special Examination.-'\Vith regard to th~ seco~d proposal, 
it seems probable that the authorities of the Inns of Court would have no insuperable 

, N2 
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objection to imposing Ii special ~xamination ~f ~he kind suggested, p!ovided that no 
alteration in the standard reqmred for admlsslqn to the Bar \~a~ Involved. The 
proviso is an important one, as we are prepared to accept the ~p~mon expressed by 
one of our witnesses that the Benchers would probably be unwIllIng to enhance the 
standard of their examination and &0 check the influx of Indian students to the Bar. 
We agree, moreover, with Mr. Shephard's vie\v, that" it would be impossible to make, 
rules applying to Natives of India and not to other candidatE's to the Bar." At the 
same time we believe that, in the words of Sir T. Raleigh, "t.he Inns of Court would 
" be willing to c.onsider any proposals for regulating the admission of Indians that 
" might be submitted to them." All that Sir John Edge's scheme contemplates, and 
all that, in our opinion, the authorities of the Inns of Court could reasonably be asked 
to do, is to institute a special, optional examination in Indian law, and to award 
certificates to candidates who shall have passed that examination to their satisfaction. 
It would be for the Indian courts to decide whether or not to require such certificates 
of all applicants for admission to their Roll of Advocates. The real initiative, as in 
the case of the proposed equalisation of privileges, lies with the Indian courts, and it 
is to t.hem that the first advances must be made' if it is decided to take steps with a 
view to carrying Sir John Edge's scheme into effect. 

We are fully in accordance with Sir John Edge's view that if the High Courts 
consented to adupt a regulation of this kind, it would b~ p.eces~ary to apply it to 
Europeans who desire to practise in India as well as to Indial1s. Sir John Edge is of 
opinion that the regulation" could not reasonably be objected to by anyone who 
desired to fit himself for the practice of the profession in lndia," but there is I'eason 
to anticipate that the proposal would encounter opposition of the most strenuous 
kind. Sir H. Risley's evidence on this point is significant. He felt, he told us, 
" grave doubts as to the suggestion that the Indian High Oourts, in admitting t.o the 
"Roll of Advocates, should be asked to require candidates to have pas~ed an 
"examination in Hindu and Muhammadan Law, over and above ·the usual test 
"imposed by the Inns of Oourt. He thought the High Courts would have to be 
" ilPproached with extraordinary delicacy, especialJy ut Calcutta. where there would 
" plObably be a dispositi(1D to regard the proposal as an interference on the part of 
"Government with the Charter of the High C6nrt. Witness would have great 
" hesitation in proposing any such ,scheme." 

It will be seen that, while in general sympathy with the objects which Sir John 
Edge lias in view, we are oy no mE'ans blind to the difficulties, which lie in the path 
of the reforms he advocates. We would content ourselves with Tecom~nending that 
his two proposals. viz., (1) the equalit:ation of .the privileges of advocates and vakils. 
and <2) the imposition of an additional test; over and above the ordinary, Bar 
examination, on appHcants for admission. to the Rolls of Advocates of the Indian 
High Courts, should be referred to the Government of India for consideration and 
report. . ' ) 

43. A witness with Indian judicial experience submitted further proposals for 
dealing with this difficult problpm. He suggested:-

(a) That the Henchel's sho~ld require, as a condition of admission to the Inn of 
an Indian studE'nt, a certificate of good character given by u magistrate 
of the district in which the applicant's home is situated, and countersigned 
by the district judge. 

(b) That they should require a certificate from the Official Guardian, 'Were such 
an official appointed, before calliDg Indian students to the Bar. 

With the former of these two suggestions we are in full concurrence, provided 
that adequate notice of the change prvpol$ed call be guaranteed. A system already 
obtains by which Indian tltudent8 proposing to visit this country can provide them
selves with "certificates of identity," and we believe that no hardship would be 
entailed, as soon as the rule becam~ generally :kno\vn, jf the Inns of Court were to 
insist upon all Indian applicants producing a certificate ill the form suggestfld by_ 
the witness. We recommend that the Benchers of the different Inns should he 
consulted as to the introduction of this rule: and, if they concur in its desirability, 
that steps should be taken to give it due publicity befol'e it is introduced. 

With regard to tbe latter suggestion, the appointment of an official guardian does 
not come within the scope of our recommendations; but in the course of time, when 
the Bureau of Information is ill full working order, the question may well be 
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considered ,,:hether certificates of the k~d suggested might not suitably be granted 
by the Supermtendent of the Bureau and hIS local representatives. In the meanwhile 
we do not recc,>mmend any qommunication to the Inns of Court on this point. ' 

(2) PecunianJ Grants. 

44:. We pass to the'consideration of another class of recommendations that have 
been submitted to us in the course of our inquiries, viz., proposals for financial 
assistance ~n ~ne form or another. We desire to state clearly at the outset that, as a 
generd prlDClple, we are opposed to the grant of pecuniary as;;istance in individual 
cases, whether in the shape of loans or exhibitions. It appears to us that the Indian 
parent is, a~ matterd stand, too ready to send his son to England without due fore
thought and preparation, and that to stimulate this tendency by doles of money under 
whatever name, would be undesirable. .. , 

'rhe comparative poverty of the majority of Indian students was mentioned by 
many witnesses, and although the evidence on this point, is not quite unanimous, we 
have little reason to doubt that a lal"ge number of young Indians are sent to England 
at great pecuniar>' sacrifice to ;heir parents and spend their time ill this country in 
conditions of considerable financia.l difficulty. It was to meet cases of this kind that 
one of our Indian witnesses recommended ,the grant to Indian students of a large 
number of small exhibitions ranging from 2OZ.-50l. in value. The saUle witness 
also advGcatcd an increase in the number and value of Indian Government scholar
ships on the ground that" Government scholars, who were the most Ruccessful of all 
.. Indian students, were numerically too few to form a type by themselves, or to 
.. provide a high standard for other students to follow." We have no recommendation 
to make in favour of these suggestions. Nor are we disposed to lend support to 
another suggestion, emanatin~ from an Edinburgh student, that an emergency fund 
should bo set apart to enable Indian stndents to pay their class and examination fees 
in case of the non-arrival of their remittances. We consider any such system of loans 
or advances to be particularly undesirahle, as tending to weaken self-reliance, and so 
to deprive Indian students of one of the most valuable lessons of a visit to this 
country. 

45. Different considerations, however, govern a case such a:: that of the scheme 
now in contemplation at Edinburgh to provide a" Habitation," at a I!Ost of about 
5,000l., for the Edinburgh Indian Association. The project has received distinguished 
patronage, and active steps are being taken to obtain the necessary fnnds. Sir 
Thoma~ Frns~r, in hiR evidlmce before us, suggested, "with some hesitation," that 
•• the Committee might consider whether ,any actiou on their part could with propriety 
H be taken to induce the India Office or the Government of India to give some 
•• financial aSRistancp. towards the promotion of this Habitation scheme." One of our 
Indian witnesses at Edinburgh advocated a "handsome donation" from Indian 
revenues towards the scheme, and several others intimated that a contribution of the 
kind would be highly appreciated. We hav& already stated our views as to the 
lnerits of the Edinburgh" Habitation" scheme, and as to the precautions which will, 
in our opinion, be necessary if certain dangers are to be avoided. Should arrange
ments be made which will obviate the likelihood of sllch results as are apprehended, 
we consider that the question of a pecuniary grant to the !;cheme is one to which the 
Secretary of State in Council might well give favourable consideration. 

(3) Indians at Oambridge. 

40, Finally, we wish to deal with a question that was brought prominently to our 
notice .during our visit to Cambridge, namely, the manner in which Indian students 
are at, present distributed over the "arious Colleges of that University. On the 
undesirable results of the present uneven distribution, as affecting both the popularity 
of Indian students and their enjoyment of the full benefits of English University life, 
we have already dwelt in an ,earlier portion oI-this report. 

According to the latest figures, there are at present seme 85 Indian students at 
Cambridge. Of these 44, or more that 50 per cent., belong to three out of the 
11 Colleges, viz. :-St .. John's, Christ's, and Downing. The aggregate number of 
stud~nts in statu tJupilZari at these three Colleges is about 600, so that the Indian 
element represents rather more that 7 per cent. of the total body, while at one of the 
three Colleges (Downing) the proportion of Indians is 13l- per cent. of the total 
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number of ~ndergraduf1tes (~4Q). Of ,the ,remaining 41 J~dian~ ,at ~a~bridge, no 
fewer than 14 are non-collegiate students, the palance of 21 beI~g ,dl~tI:~but~d oyer 
the othOl: 14 ,Col~ege~, ,0L,vhic:p. ~h~'ee appear ~!J contai,n no IndJan, members at fll~. 
Seven out -of the 27 are members of Trinity College, where they repre~ent so~ethmg 
over 1 per cent. of the total number of uQ.dergradu~tes (about ~i:SO) m the College, 
while of the remaining Colleges, -seven of the largest, whose combmed lilldergraduate 
population ~ounts tp !,ome 1,500, con,ta:in !Jnly nine Indi~n stlldents (01' O· 6 per cent. 
ofthe whol~ undergrfl,duate pody) behv~en them. 

Tq.ese figures indicate with sufficie~t cl~arn~ss how uneven is the present. 
distribution of Indian students throughout the University. Of the reason~ ,that h~ve 
led to th,e exces~ive accu~ulation of Indians at particular' College~, and then·.pr.uctlcal 
exclusion from 'Others, we propose to say nothing; but it is, perhaps, permIssIble to 
observe that the importance of the q nestion in aU its ,aspects ·ha~ not everywhere met 
with due appreciation in the past. We found. at Cambridg~ t?at. opinion 'yas 
practically unanimous as to the ill-effects of the present uneven dIstrIbutIOn of !ndmn 
students, and it was generally admitted that a remedy was needed. But It was 
represented to us that little improvement could be eff~cted without combined action on 

,the part or thll different Colleges, and that such cg-operation would be rendered 
difficult by the keenness of inter-collegiate competition and by the reluctance of 
certain Colleges to modify the policy which they have ~dopted towards Indian 
applicants. "One Coll~ge," said a prominent witness, "would 110t take action ~hat 
others refused' to take." Another witness " assured us that the Colleges cOllld not 
be induced to giye up their rights of selection"; )vhilc a third told us plainly that his 
own College ., would probably pesitate to take any action committing them to a 
" serious increase in the number of Indian admissions, or to tie their hands in the 
"matter." It was also hinted tha~, in any scheme of redistribution, Oxford would be 
expected to take her shar~. 

47. We are not'inclined to regard these difficulties as insuperable, but we agree 
with the opinion 01 a prominent member of the University that co-operation between 
the Colleges" must be stimulated from without," 'and that if the College authorities 
are to be induced to act in concert, it is essential that the India Office should take the 
initiative l>y mising the question on grounds of public interest. We therefore 
recommend that a communication should be addr.essed to the Vice-Chancellor of the 
University, inviting him to summon to a conference representatives of all the 
Cambridge Colleges. and to urge upon th,em th~ necessity, both in the interests of the 
Univ~rsity a:p.d from the wider,standpoint of impel'ial obligations, of framing some 
concerted pqlicy for dealing with the admission of lndian students. 

It would be impossible at this stage to lay down any hard an~ fast principle as 
to the proportion of Indian members which it would be reasonable to expect the 
various Colleges to accept. The 85 Indians no'o/ at Cambridge represent something 
under 3 per cent. of the whole und~rgraduate body, and it w:ou1d therefore appear at 
first sight, that an equitable distribution would be secured by eacp. College consenting 
to admit Indians up to a limit of 3 per cent. of its total numbers. Whether such a 

-·uivision would afford a practicable basis for redistribution can only be determined 
after discussion between the Colleges concerned, but we are stroqgly of opinion that 
som~ I:J.rrangement is desirable whereby every Dollege shall be prepared to accept a 
minimum percellt~ge of Indian members. The question is one which, in our opinion, 
calls urgently -fora solution; and we feel sure that the University and College 
authorities at Cambridge will respond in a broad-minded and patriotic spirit to an 
appeal addressed to them on ~~ authority qf the Secretary of State. 

48. At O~£ord, whe1;'e the total number of Indian stuclEmts is only ~2, the quefltion 
i,s much less ,acu,te,t4all at. Cambridge. But it see~s probable that, sooner or later, 
~imilar dimcultiJ~s will arise at Oxford, where, we are assured, there is a similar lack 
of uniformity in the attitude taken up by the varioqs Colleges, though, from the fact 
that Indians are much less numerous, its effects are far less apparent. It is to be 
hoped that the subject will :p.ot escape the attention of the University authorities. 



CHAPTER V. 
INDIAN' STUDENTS AND POLITICS • 

. 49. In the course of this enquiry our attlmtiori has frequently been drawn to the 
antIpathy felt by a large number of Indian students to British rule in India, and til 
the' extent to ~hich that abtipathy ~s aggravated by residence ih England. Af) a 
result of our lIivestigations, we feel justified in asserting (1) that a considerable 
proportion, probably a majority, of the Indian students who come to this country are, 
Imbued befo1;"e leaving India with the political opinions of the advanced section of the 
Indian Opposition, and are animated by a feeling of discontent with British ru]e; 
and (~) that these political. opinions and this 9iscontent are usually strengthened by 
their residence in England. Remarkable statements to this effect were made not only 
by our best informed European witnesses,. but also by several Indian gentlemen whQ 
appeared before ns in London. One of the latter gave it as his opinion that about 
50 per cent. (.of the whole body of Indian students in England were imbued with this 
feeling of hostility. "Of the remaining 50 pel' cent.," he added. " some were men of 
" moderate nnd reasonable political views, others were indifferent to politics and 
" interesteLl mainly in social and religious matters. Thus the hostile section clearly 
"predominated." Another Indian placed the proportion as high as 75 pel' cent. of 
the total community. 'A third referred ill strong terms to the existence of a class of 
Indian students whom he described as "the' blood and thunder' type of Indian 
II patriots, whose undisciplined passions, so characteristic of youth, readily throw them 
" into the arms' of wide-awake mentors. who feather their own nests, and generally 
" make a good husiness of it, by instilling into the minds" of their youthful disciples 
•• the sovereign lesson that the alpha and omega. of the requirements of a present-day 
"Indian patriot consist in culth;ating things that cannot but lead to outrage and 
"anarchy." At Cambridge we had the assurance of an Indian witness of considerable 
experience that "a very large number of Indian students manage to develop-or 
" perhaps morc correctly, have in them very greatly strengthened-an intense feeling 
" of hatred, namely" against the English"; while evidence was also furnibhed to us 
a8' to the anti-British tone prevalent among Indians at Edinburgh, particular mention 
being made of the Indian Debating Societies, where numerous students were said to 
bo fonnd " who advocate in season and out of season that the expulsion of the British 
is the only hope of India." 

50. Into the ('I\U8eS which bri~g to this country students already predisposed to 
adopt un attitude of hostility to British rule we do not propose to enter. We confine 
om'selves to a consideration of the influences here which intensify the feeling of 
discontent already engendered before the student arri\'es in England. The most 
potent of these influences is, we believe, to be fonnd in the mental atmosphere of 
England itself: Party politics are jn the air of England; they form one of the 
commonest subjects of conversation and they are debated with much wannth both in 
public and private. It is not easy for the Indian student to realise that the overt 
discord of political controversy is compatible wit4 entire harmony in respect of the 
lat'ger issues of national life, nor can it always be apparent to him that a desire to 
overthrow the Ministry of the day does not indicate any dissatisfaction with the 
Constitution. or any disposition to subvert the authority of law and order. Moreover, 
politiC'al controversy iu England, largely concerned as it is with domestic questions. 
naturally proceeds upon the tacit assumption that democratic im,titutions are superior 
to other forms of government, and the Indian student is not liKely to be reminded 
that political im.titutions, which are only the formal expression of the forces which 
actllaily govern society, necessarily vary with different stages of social development. 
Young men cannot he expected to resist the current of ideas by which they are 
surrounded. and it is not surprising that Indian students should regard the methods 
and generalisations of English politics as immediately applicable to India; indeed, . 
they probably are encouraged to do so by the support they :frequently re;::eive from 
English associates who have no first-l1and acquaintance with India. But the applica
tion to India of the canons of democracy begets the opinion that India could and 
should be democratically governed, and thus f'timulates dissatisfaction with the 
existing Government. It has also Leen suggested to us that, a further cause of 
discontent arises from the inability of the IndIan student to make allowances for the 
\vOl'king of our Parliamentary machine. He dwells upon phrases and sentences u~ed 
by politicians and by the party press, and helieves that they embody an official polley 
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and accepted lines of action. He feels a grievance aI?-d sometimes a sens~ ?f injustice 
when the hopes that he has built upon such expresslOns of personal OplUlOlJ are not 
fulfilled'. . 

'I'o these general causes mURt be added ~~othpr., There, are' lU Engl~nd repr~
sentatives of the Extremists of Indian pohtlCs, and they spare no pams to WIll 

adherents to their cause among the Indian students as soon as the latter arriv~ in 
this country. Probably the most active of these ha') been, for some time past, 
Mr. Shyamaji Krishua Varma, who conducts a paper in London called the" Indian 
SoCiologist," in which he urges his countrymen to .. boycott" the British Government 
as the surest means of driving the English out of India. He has also founded a 
lodging-house in Cromwell Avenue, Highgate, called the "India House," at which 
students who are willing to put up with a certain amount of discomfort are accom
modated at a very moderate charge. Representatives of the India House visit the 
railwav stationR at which Indian stu9,ents arrive, and offer them the advantages of 
these ~heap lodgings. On reaching the India House they are plied with the arguments 
of Mr. Krishna Varma's adherents, and are no doubt frequently converted to his 
views. We have noticed that his paper, "the Indian Sociologist," is distributed gratis 
to new arrivals at the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. Thus, while there is 
an active organisation to create hostility to the British Government, there is no agency 
in existence in London which takes so much pains to get hold of Indian students or 
to counteract the effect of this political propaganda. It is not therefore surprising 
that as many as 50 per cent. become imbued with extreme opinions. As an 
illustration of the length to which these opinions are ~arried, we call attention to the 
follol'dng card of invitation to a meeting at Tilak House (78, Goldsmith Avenue, 
Acton), which is anoth'er c((ntre of Indian malcontents in London. The notice ran as 
follows :-

" Under the auspices of the' Free India League' it is decided to commemorate 
the golden jubilee of the Patriotic Rising of 1857. This m,eeting is to be held on 
Saturday the 11th May, the day of the Declaration of Independence. Your presence 
is earnestly solicited with your friends (Indian). 'I'ime, 4 p.m." 

51. We cannot pretend that we do not view with grave concern the growth 
among Indian students in England of a sentiment of vehement hostility to the 
Government; we cannot be blind to the serious consequences which it must produce 
in India. The number of Indian students who 'leave England for India every ypar 
is small in actual figures and, by comparison with the millions of India, infinitesimal, 
but the men educated in England constitute an influential section of the educated 
classes of Indian society, and their permanent alienation from the British Government 
would be a -dieaster. 

Grave, however, as we recognise the situation to be, we have no specific remedy 
to propose. The root of the evil lies in social conditions which it is beyond the 
power of Government to modify. A radical cure might perhaps be found ill 
preventing Indian students from visiting this country at all, but that is a. policy 
which we do not recommend. For the reasons stated earlier in this report. we believe 
that no impediment should be placed in the way of Indian students visiting this 
countr;v; as long, however, as they are exposed to contact with English life it is 
impossible to protect them from the contagion of prevalent ideas. It il'l equally 
impossible to convince the bulk of the English people that the political generalisations 
of the honr are not scientific truths of universal application. The antidote to these
facile speculations is only to be found in experience of life itl'le1£, and we have no 
doubt that many Indians upon their return home realise that the views they formed 
in England are not applicable in their entirety to India. But experience can only 
come with years; it is an element of political wisdom in which youth must always 
be deficient, and which it is therefore useless to expect in young men from India pr 
any other country. 

52. In one comparatively small respect we believe that the situation is sllsceptible 
of remedy. It can, we think. hardly be urged that the toleration of the Indian 
Government should be carried so far as to provide the education and maintenance of 
those who advocate its overthrow; on the contrary, it appears to us that thol)e Indian 
students who are supported in this country by the scholarships of the Indian 
Government ought to set an example of sobriety and moderation in political debate. 
This, we fear, is not the case at present. We have found that Indian Government 
$cholars reading at Oxford or Cambridge (appointed in accordance with the 
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Resolution of IS8Q) enjoy a high reputation for ability and industry, of which~ 
indeed, the many academic distinctions they have won afford conclusive 
evidence. But we have also found that in several cases these Government 
scholars have, in the past, made themselves notorious for their extreme views 
and .have become centre'3 of hostility to the Government which was paying their 
.expenses at the University. It SAems to have been generally known at Oxford that 
.a certain Government scholar sedulously proclaimed his hostility to British rule and 
there is reason to think that the probability of his so behaving might have 'been 
foreseen. We think that care should be taken to prevent a recurrence of such' 
incidents, and we recommend that the Government of India should make it known 
that, though guided as a rule by the advice of the Universities in awarding Govern
ment scholarships, they do not Emrrender the power of selection and rejection; and 
that in future they will exercise this power of rejection in case of candidates whose 
,declared political opinions are inconsistent with the continued existence of British 
rule in India. We would respectfully submit for the consideration of the Government' 
-of India the following suggestion :-1'be name of every candidate submitted for a 
Government scholarship should in future be accompanied by a statement from the 
Principal of the College at which he was educated that he does not hold opinions 
avowedly hostile to British rule. In any case in which it iR found that this certificate 
has been given carelessly and without due inquiry, the College guilty of such 
carelessness should be debarreu from sending up candidates for the Government 
·scholarship when it is next offered in the University. 

We also recommend that inquiry be made of the Government of India whether 
the limit of age up to which a student is eligible for these scholarships might not 
with advantage he raised from 22' to 25. There appear to be strong educational 
.argnments for raising tho age, and we are of opinion that if the Government scholars 
were men of more formed character and opinions they would exercise a wholesome 
inflllence over other Indian students in respect of politics also. 

53. There is another proposal for dealing with this .questioh which demands 
,consideration. It has been suggested that nn attempt should be made to bring 
Indian students iu this country under another Ret of political influences and educate 
them to a more sober consideration of the actual facts of Indian administration. 
Much might be urged in support of this suggestion, but we are not very hopeful of 
.satisfactory results as long as efforts are confined to this country. A large number, 
probably a majority, of Indian students come to England already imbued with a 
distrnHt of the British Government, and in this mood it is. to say the least, improbable 
that they wbnl<.l be open to conviction. II any attempt is made to enlighten' the 
rising generation of Indians regarding the political situation of their country, we are 
..of opinion that it must be made in India .as well as in England. We thin.k that there 
is good ground for inquiring of the Government of India whether the political 
teaching which finds its way into the curricula of the Universities is wisely chosen, 
.and whether a place could not be found in collegiatE1 education for the study of Indian 

I :administrative and economic problems. We observe that the value of political science 
.and political economy as subjects of study is being increasingly recognised in this 
-country, and we wish to point to the growth and popularity of the London School of 
Economics and Political Science as an illustration of this tendency in educatiQnal 
thought. The scientific study of the political and economic questions peculiar to 
India would be an excellent intellectual exercise and would afford large opportunities 
for those original investigations to which the London School of Economics attributes 
much ilI'portance~ At the same time we believe that an appreciation of the peculiar 
"har~cter of the political and economic problems of India would react favourably 
upon the political opinions of educated Indians. If the Government of India is of 
<lpinion t.hat economic and political science should find a place in Indian education, 
then we think that it would prove beneficial to arrange for lectures or debates on such 
.topics in London with a special view to Indian students. If our proposals regarding 
.accommodation fOD the National Indian, the East India, and the Northbrook Societies 
.are accepted, we think it very probable that one or the other of them could arrang& 
lor a course of special debates for Indian students in addition to those general lectures 
which will, we hope, continue to be given under the auspices of the East India. 
Association. The question is one to which we think the attention -of the Committee 
o()i Indian residents should be invited. 

54. We l'ecognise that the recQmmendations we have made can at best have only 
.a ,-ery small effect upon the political opinions of Indian students; while we r~gre1; 

4871 0 
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the alienation of these young men who c~ul~ most ~sefully help their country .by 
(}o-Operating with the Government, we recogmse that 1t proceeds from causes whICh 
can hardly ever be reached by. the a~encies availaJ:>le to Governroe~t. There is, 
JlOwever, one aspect of this questIOn whICh may force It u~on the at~entlOn. of the only 
persons capable of dealing with it radically. The exc~ssive ~ttentlOn paId by some 
Indian students to politics is a serious hindrance to theIr studIeS, and we have heard 
that some parents in India vieI'V it with dissatisfaction as being a frustration of the 
-<>bjects they had in view in sendi?g their sons to Engl~~d. I~ Indi.an parent~ in 

dhe futute are 'Of opinion that theIr boys waste upon polItICal dlscussIOns the tIme 
which was intended for their studies, we have no doubt that they will bring the 
matter to the notice of the Committee of Indian residents in London and ask them to 
devise'means for lessening this evil. If such should be the case we believe that the 
recommendations of the Indian Committee will carry more weight and be more likely 
to produce a good result than any suggestions which we could offer. 

Thp, special recommendations which we have made in the earlier part of this 
Heport are mainly directed towards the encouragement of friendly relations between 
Englishmen and Indians during their stay in this country. Should our proposals. 
succeed in achieving this :result the effect upon the political situation cannot be other 
than good. If Indians upon their return feel themselves still linked to SOlDe English
men and English families hy a tie of friendship and pleasant memories, we may hope 
that. some of the bitterness of their antipathy will be softened, and the antagonism 
which now too often amounts to racial animosity may be reduced to a mere difference· 
of opinion upon political questions. 

CHAPTER IV. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 

55. The following is a summary of the recommendations made in the previous. 
chapters of this Report :-

(a) Majo?' Recommendations. 

(1) That a standing advisory Committee should be formed in London on which. 
prominent Indian residents in England should be asked to se~ve (paras_ 
22 -23). . 

We have mentioned in our Report several of the points upon which 
such a Committee could be advantageously consulted. 

(2) That an official Bureau of Information 8hould be created (paras. 24-30). 
(3) That the Nr,rthbrook Society, the National Indian Association, and the East 

J~dia Associ~tion, bhould b~ ~nvited to combine in formulating a scheme
of co-operatIOn, and submIttmg proposals as to the accommodation. 
necessary for their joint requirements, rrovided that. co-ordination on. 
the basis suggested in para. 37 shall have met with public approval 
(para. 38). 

(b) JI.1i11Or Recommendations . 

. (1) That the Government of India should be consulted on the subject of Sir JohIIJ 
Edge's proposals £or-

(i) the equalisation of privileges between advocates and vakils in the 
Indian high courts; 

(ii) the imposition of a special additional examination on all candidates 
for the Bar who propose to practise in India (para. 4~). 

(2) That the Benchers of the Inns of Court should be consulted as to the 
propriety· of requiring certificates signed by local magistrates in India. 
before .admitting Indian students to the Inns (para. '13). 

{3) That, subject to certai~ conditions, the question of a contribution towards the· 
Edinburgh "Habitation" scheme should be favourably considered by 
the Secretary of State in Council (para . .45). . 

(4) That a communication should be audressed to the Vice-Chancellor of 
Cambrjdge University respecting the distribution of Indian students over
the various C~mbridge Colleges (para. 47). 
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(5) That meaf'lures should be taken to prevent the appointment to Government 
scholarships of candidates whose opinions are avowedly hostile to British 
rule (para. 52). 

(6) That the Government of India should be ashd to consider the question of 
raising the age limit of candidates for Government scholarships 
(para. 52). 

(1) That the Government of India should be invited to make inquiries regarding 
the political teaching that finds a place in the curricula of the Indian 
Universities, and to consiller the desirability' of affording greater facilities 
for the study of Indian administrative and economic questions 
(para. 53). 

56. In concluding our Report we deRire to place on record our appreciation of 
the services of our Secretary, Mr. J. E. Shuckburgh. The work which has fallen 
upon him in connection with the record and analysis of the evidence was, in the 
absence of a shorthand writer, unusually heavy, and we gratefully recognise that in 
the preparation of the Report our task has been much lightened by the ability and 
loyal co-operation of our Secretary. 

(Sd.) WILLIAM LEE-WARNER. 

J. E. SHUCKBURGll, Secretary, 
30th November 1907. 

CURZON WYLLIE. 
THEODORE MORISON. 

02 
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APPENDIX V. 
Correspondence with the High C0I?-I?-issio~er for In~ia regarding

the proposed increase of the SubSIdIes paId from IndIan Revenues 
towards the expenses of the Oxford Delegacy for Oriental 
Students and the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee. 

Secretary to lligh Comm'lssioner fm' India to Secretm'y, Oommittee 
on Indian Students, 

I.S,307/1, 42, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W. I, 
Sir" 9th June 1921. 

T. am directed by the High Commissioner for India to for\Vard a copy of a, 
teleo-ram No, 785 Edn" dated 1st June 1921, from the Government of India. 
on tne s'ubject of grants to Oxford ~nd Ca~bl'idge in ~id of t~e Delcgacr for 
Oriental Students and the Inter-Colleglate Indian Students CommIttee. Ooples of 
previous correspondence having a material bearing on this subject, ending with the 
High Commissioner's letter to the Government of India of the 28th April 1921 and 
ref~rred to in -their telegram, are also enclosed for the information of .the Committee, 
and any further information that may be required will be sent if asked for. 

~ 

2. I am to say that the High Commissioner would feel greatly obliged if the-
Committee would find an early opportunhy for considering the proposals contained 
in his lettf'r, No. L.S. 67/2, dated 28th April 1921, to the Government of India, and 
would favour him with their views. It will be recognised- that the matter is one of 
some urgency, as Cambridge is pressing for an early decision and the question of 
appointing a successor to Mr. Burrows, thp. Secretary to thp- Delegacy for Oriental 
Students at Oxford, which is dependent on the settlement of the grant. is being 
delayed. Should these organisations for assi;sting students at Oxford and Cambridge 
cease to function owing to a delay in coming to a decision as to the grants, muC'h 
inconvenience to students would result. ]'01' this reason the High Commissioner 
would be glad if, without inconvenience 'to the Committee, he could be placed 
informally in possession of their views at a very early date. 

3. 1 am, in conclusion, to say. with reference to the capitation system of fixing 
grants, that, as will be observed from hiB memorandum of discussion with the
Inter-Collegiate Oommittee at Cambridge on 17th January 1921, the High Commis
sioner pressed this proposal, but for the reasons stated ia the memorandum the
Committee declined to con::,ider it, and ,it was therefore abandoned. An analogous. 
proposal had accordingly to be made in the case of Oxford to bring it into line with 
Cambridge. 

I am, &c. 
(Sd.) J. W. BHORE, Secretary. 

Telegram from Yiceroy, Education Department, to High Commiss'ion€1' for India, 
dated 1st June 1921. 

No. 785 Edn. Mr. 131JOre's letter, No. IS, 67/'2, dated ~8th April last
Grant to' Delegacy for Oriental Students, Oxford, and Inter-Collegiate Students~ 
Oommittee, Cambrid«e. Government of Indian. suggest that befole they consider 
your proposal the matter be 'placed before IndIan Students' Committee and their 
vi.ews intimate? GovernI?~nt of India are inclined to favour capitation system,. 
WIth' fixed maXlmum and ]1ummnm. 

8eCl'etary to the lligh Commissioner for India to Secretary to the Government of 
India, Edtu:atio1t Department, doted 28th April 1£)21. 

Sir, 
I am directed to inform yon that the High Commissioner, after careful 

consideration, and after personal consultation with the Vice-Ohancellors of the
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, has come to the conclusion that the time 
has now arrived when it is ne,cessary to make some increase in the grants frum 
Indian revenues to those Universities on account of the expe:qses of the Delegacy 
for Oriental Students and the Inter-Collegiate Indian Student8' Oommittee. 

2. The nature of the aAsistance that these two bodies render to Indian students. 
is already known to the Goyernment of India. The Secretary of State's Despatch 
No. 2 Public (Students), dated 14th July 1916, notiIying the creation of the 
Deleg~cy at Oxford and the Committee at Oambridge, contains a stlltement of the: 
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functions of these bodies and the extent of the suovention at first made to them 
from Indian revenues . 

. 3. ~ am to refer to .the. case of Cambridge first, for the reason that from this 
Umversity came the applIcatIOn for an enhancement of the grant to enable it to meet 
the expenses of the Indian Students' Committee. 

• 4. Altho~gh the S.ecre~ary of State had in 19] 6 sanctioned an annual payment of 
2oOl.·, CambrIdge Ulllversity asked for, and received, only 300t. a year until 
.J?ly 1?19, when, as was notified in Dr. (now Sir Thomas) Arnold's letter to Mr.Bharp 
of the 3rd September 1919, the grant was, on the representation of the Vice-Chancellor 

-of the Uniyersity, increased to 400l. a year. As you are aware from the papers 
e1l:close,d WIt~ I?Y let~er ~f the 11th November, the Vicd-Chancellor applied to the 
High ComanssIOner III November last for the grant to be increased to 700L. a year 
bu t the High Commissioner replied that he was unable to recommend such a proposai 
to t~e G overnment o~ J ndia. ~in.ce then, further discus~ion has taken place on th~ 
subJect, and th,e HIgh. CommI~sIOne~ attend~d a meetmg of the lnter-Collegiate 
IndIan Student~ CommIttee at CambrIdge presIded over by the Vice-Chancellor. As 
the result of this he agreed to recommend to the Government of India the proposal 
which is agreeable to the University authoriti~s, that, with effect from the 1st Octob~ 
last, the grant from Indian revenues towards the expenses of the Inter-Collegiate 
Indian Students' Committee should be incrEased to a maximum of 550l. a year, made 
up as folLows:-

250l. for the stipend of the Secretary; 
150l. for that of his Assistant, and actual and legitimate office charges up to a 

maximum of 1501. a year. 

A copy of the memorandnm recorded by the High Commissioner of what took place 
at this meeting is enclosed, aud will show the grounds on which the amount of this 
subsidy was arrived at. The settlement there suggested has been accepted by the 
Vice-Chancellor on behalf of the University. The High Commissioner is satisfied 
that the amount now recommended is justified, having regard to existing circum
stances, and represents a reasonable return f(lr the special services rendered to the 
Indian students by the Inter-Collegiate Committee. 

5. I am next to refer to the case of Oxford. 
Y.m wil,l observe from the Secretary of State's Despatch referred to above, that the 

grant originally sanctioned to the University of Oxford towards the expenses of the 
Delegacy for Oriental Students was based on a capitation fee of 41. per annum for 
each Indian student in residence at the University, subject to a maximum of 350l. 
The amount actually paid, however, in respect of thE! first year of the existence of 
the Delegacy was :-!80l., the numberbf students in residence being calcl1lated at 70. 
Subsequently, however, the number of Indian students materially decreased in 
consequence of the war, and, in response to representations received from the 
Delegacy, the Secretary of State for India in Council agreed to fix the grant at 
2301. a year, irrespective of the number of students in residence, for the period of 
the war. At the end of 1919, the Delegacy represen"ted that they were unable to 
meet their expenses on a grallt of 230l. a year, and applied for the capitation fee to be 
increased to 5l. per head with a gllarantee of a minimum payment of 300l. a year; 
and the Secretary of State, though declining to increase the amount of the capitation 
fee, sanctioned the application 50 far as the minimum annual payment was concerned. 
As a result, the contribution has been calculated at 4l. a head, subject to a minimum 
of 300l. and a maximum of 350l. The number of Indian students at Oxford has 
increased very materially of late, being, it is understood, 115 at present, and tlie 
grant towards the expenses of the Delegacy has therefore been paid at the maximum 
rate of 330l. a year since 1st October 19iO. 

6. The causes which have resulted in increasing the Committee's expenses at 
Cambridge have to a great extent operated at Oxford in the same manner. Taking 
this into account, and alRo having regald to the generous treatment recently accorded 
by the University authorities to applications from Indian students, resulting in the 
admission of a larger number than has e\"er been il!. residence before, the High 
Commissioner considers that, with effect from 1st October 1921, the grant from Indian 
revenues towards the expenses of the Delegacy should be fixed at 400l. a year. This 
recoo-nition would be greatly appreciated at Oxford, and the amount suggested is a 
reas~nabla return for the work of the Delegacy under present circumstances. In 
-makinrr this recommendation now, I am to say that the High Commissioner considers 
It deshable to anticipate an application from the University for further assistance, 
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which has only been delayed by the fact that the present Secretary senes largely in 
a.n honorary capacity, and i!?, indep~ndent" of the. eI?o~un;tents of the offic~. The 
present incumbent, however, IS to resIg~ by: the begmnInb of th~ next ac~~emlC year. 
and the question of an adequate contnbutIOn would then certamly be IaIsed by the 

Delegacv. . C I d' d . 'd ' 1.:i: am to explain that although the numbers ool . n Ian stu ents In reSl e;:tce at 
Oxford and CambridD'e respectively are now practICally, the same-accordmg to 
information supplied t~ this Office there appear t? l?e 119 at ~ambr~dge and 1J5 at, 
Oxford at t.he present time-the ~Iigh OommiSSIOner ~onslders It necessary to 
recommend 3. somewhat larger grant In the case of Cambridge, because, whereas the 
Delegacy for Oriental Students at Oxford is provid,ed with fre~ office accommodation 
at the Indian Institute, which receives a grant from the Secretary of Stare for India,. 
the Inter-Collegiate Committee at" Cambridge has to rent rooms for the accommo
dation of the Secretary and his staff. Moreover, while the income of the Cambridge 
.committee, which deals with Indian students only, is derived solely from the grant 
::made to the University for the purpose from Indian revenues, the Delegacy at Oxford 
deals with a certain number of Oriental students other than Indians, and in the High 
Commissioner's opinion it is only :fair that some part of the latter's expenses should 
be defrayed by the non-lndian Oriental students to whom assistance is rendered.-

8. I am desired, therefore, to ask for sanction to the proposals contained in this 
letter, it being, of course, undersGood that in the event of any material increase or 
decrease in the number of Indian students at either University the grant now 
recommended will be subject to consideration. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) J. W. DHonE, 

Memorandum of Discussion at Meeting of the High Commissioner fur India with 
the Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' Oommittee on 17th January 1921. 

The most impnrtant question discussed was that of future payment from Indian 
revenues towards the work of the Committee. This is at the rate of 400l. a year. 
The Committee has represented that this was inadequate; that office expenses, 
including rent for premises (20l. or 25l. a year), postage, stationery, some printing, &c., 
run up to at least 90l. a year, and are likely to amount to lOOl. This leaves 150l. for 
the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Joseph, a University M.A., who also does clerk's work; 
and there is only about 15OZ. a year felr the Secretary, which was held to be inadequate. 
The Committee has asked for 550l., subject to further consideration, after 1922. The 
lIigh Commissioner said that there might be difficulty in making the Government of 
India, who were very hard IIp at present, sanction so much. It was considerably 
more than' Oxford, which, he said, was getting ouly 350l. a year. He suggested a 
capitation grant of 4l. per student in residence, 'which at present numbers woulU be 
about 4~OZ. a yeal'; so that a minimum of 500Z. might perhaps bo fixed. The 
Committee disliked the capitation system on the ground that it makes the ultimate 
remuneration of the 8ecretary dependent on the number of students in residence, and 
that there was other work to be taken into account, for example, dealing with 
numerous students 'who sought admission but could not get in. It was urged that 
the Secretary should be assured of at least 250l., and that he should get further office 
ass~stanG~. At pre~ent he is not able to employ any stenographer ?r typist. His 
aSSIstant IS not gettlllg any more than an outSIde clerk could be obtamed for;and it 
is desirable to have a man 01 Mr. Joseph's standing who can carryon for a short time 
if the Secretary has to be away. It was further explained that the Secretary is very 
much tied to Cambridge, even in vacations, by the work connected with ·students. 
rndians, for example, come up for residence for two months during the Long and 
at other times there are constant candidates asking for admission, ' 

The High Commissioner said that he thought the colleges ought to contribute a 
little on the ground that the Secretary saved them some labour in connection with 
candidates seeking for admission and from the In;tperial point of view, but the answer 
was that the college could not see their way to such payment. They thought they 
were doing enough by the arrangements that had been made for admission of Indiana 
in considerably higher proportion than would be the case otherwise. The High 
Commissioner suggested that at any rate rent-free premises might be found for the 
Secretary; th.e rep!y was that the colleges had I!0 sp~ce, no!, ~t present, the University 
either. PossIbl:y m the future, when new UnL~erslty. bUlhhngs were put up, some 
arranD'ement mIght be come to. It was mentLOned"lD the course of the discussion 
,that the Secret~ry has .much work: to do a~ting as guardian for stude~ts in pp.cuniary 
.matters, in paymg theIr college bIlls, maklDg arrangements for vacatIOns, &c. 
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Finally, the High CommisRionet: offered, suhject to the sanction of the Govern
ment of India :-

/~~~ Payment of 250l. for the Secretary and I50l. to his assistant. 
\11) Payment of actua! and legitimq,te office charges up to a maximum of I50l. 

a ~ea~ •. It wIll be .necessary under this arrangement for the High 
CommI~sIone~' to receive periodical accounts (say oncE' a quarter) of the 
expendIture Incurred, and to be consulted in respect of new expenditure 
suggested. 

The 90mm.ittee accepted this arrangement, 'which-if the Government of India 
agree ~o ,It-WIll, c<?me Into force as from the current calendar year. The High 
CommI~slOner saI~ ~t must be understood that the pecuniary terms proposed would 
be subject to reVISIon one way or another if thel'e were considerable decrease or 
increase in the number of students in residence. There must be a rough test of this 
sort. 

. It was ~ls9 agreed that hereafter, when a new Secretary has to be appointed, the 
HIgh COmt;tllSSlOner shouhl be privately consulted with reference to the qualifications 
of the nommee. 

The High Commissioner put in a memorandum showing the lines of relationship 
between the Secretary and the Indian Students' Department, and indicating the 
necessity for prompt replies to references from his office, and further information than 
had hitherto been furnished in the Secretary's yearly reports. These matters were 
duly noted. 

The discussion was then turned on the arrangements for the admission of Indian 
students to the colleges. The High Commissioner· said he recognised that the 
ultimate decision as to admission of. individuals must rest with the colleges, but that 
it was most desirable that the latter should work in conjunction with the ~ecretary of 
the Students' Committee, and through him with the Students' Department jn London. 
Otherwise, men whom the Department considered to be really good candidates, might 
be set aside for less satisfactory men. It was finally decided that the colleges might 
reasonably be asked :-

(i) To give preference to probationers from India for the Indian Civil Service 
and Forest Department, and to Indian State scholars, including those from 
native States. l 

(ii) As regards others: that the Secretary should be consulted hefore a college 
admitted a man. As above stated, the ultimate decision must rest with 
the college, but the Secretary ought to have an opportunity of putting rus 
point of view. 

Secretary, Committee on Indian Students, to the Secretary to the High 
Commissioner f01' India. 

India Office, 
Sir, 22nd June 1921. 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. I.S. 307/1 of the 
9th instant which has been placed before this Committee. 

In repiy I am to say that. the que?tion of t.he e~isting orga~isations at Ox~ord and 
Camhridge for the assistance of IndIan s~udents IS ~me to whl?h' the CommIttee, are 
devoting special attention, antI upon whICh they WIll be makmg recommendatIOns· 
when they report to the Secretary of State for India. They would therefore desire 
that any changes proposed by the Universities in these organisations, or in the method 
of defraying their expenses,. should o:qly be approved ~s a temporary arrangement 
until such time as the CommIttee are able to present the11' report. I am to say that, 
on this understandin C1' the Committee approve of the High Commissioner's proposals 
as set forth in yourO'letter to the Secretary to the Government of India, Education 
Department, No.lS .. 67/2.of 2~t~ April 1921, excepting that, in order to make as 
little change as pOSSIble m eXIstmg arrangements, they would pre!er tha~ the grant 
from Indian revenues towards the expenses of the Delegacy for OrIental ~tudents at 
Oxford should continue to be calculated on a capitation fee basis, which they under
~tand is not objected to by the authoritiE's of that University. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) R. E. FIELD, 

Secretary to the Committee. 

I If the number of these could be notified well in advance the names could follow afterwards, as it 
may be assumed that none but rea.lly good men would come under category (i). 
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APPENDIX VI. 

Correspondence regarding the Admission of Indians to Nautical 
Training Colleges in the United Kingdom. 

India Office to Indian Students' Oommittee .• 

~I. 7.337/21. India Office, 
Sir, 25th July 1921. 

I am directed to forward for your information copy of a recommendation:.. 
regarding the provision of facilities for Indians to become officers of the Hoyal Indian 
Marine, approved by the Secretary of State in Council in April of this year, and to 
request that it may receive the consideration of the Committee on Indian Students, 
.and that the result of such enquiries as they may think proper to make regarding the 
:admission of Indians to the various nautical training colleges in question may in due 
course be communicated to this Office. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) R. E. MONTGOMERY, 

for Secretary, Military Department. 

Extract from a Recommendat'i01l of the Military Committee approved by the. Secretary 
oj State -in Council on 26th April HI21. 

1. Facilities for Indians to become officers of the Royal Indian nIarine. 
Appointments are at present made from candidates who have obtained a Second 

::Mate's certificate from the Board of Tracte, after the prescribed period of service 
in the Mercantile Marine. There is nothing in the regulations to prevent the 
appointment of an Indian. The Board of Trade accept training on the Oonway, the 
Worcester, or the Naval College, Panghourne, in lieu of one year of the four years' sea 
service ordinarily required for a Second Mate's certificate, and candidates ;w'ith such 
training are given a preference. 

The Committee recommend that enquiry ~hould be made, through the Indian 
Students' Oommittee which is to sit this year, as to whether the institutions mentioned 
are willing to receive Indians, and if that is so, the Oovernment of India should be 
asked to grant scholarships to Indians for such training, and to suggest the number 
o:f scholarships they would offer per annum. 

The Captain-Superintendent oj the Training Ship Conway to the Secreta't'y, 
Indian Students' Oommittee. 

H.M.S. Conway School Ship, 
Rock Ferry, Cheshire, 

Sir, 3rd October 192L. 
With further reference to your lett~r of the 15th ultimo, enquiring whether 

Indians are at present eligible for admission to the Oonway with a view to their being 
trained to become officers in the Royal Indian Marine, I am directed by the Committee 
of Management to state that the first essential qualification of an applicant is that he 
must be "British born," and my Committee does not \ consider that Indians would 
fulfil thi~ condition. Apart from this there would ~e the difficulties of religion, caste, 
and feedmg, also .th:e mIxture of rac~s and colour In the con fined space on. the ship. 
At present, also, It IS not always possIble to accommodate all the purely B-ntish boys 
who wish to come to the ship for training :for the sea service. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) H. W. BROADBENT, 

Captain, H.N.H. 
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The Incorporated Thames Nautical Training College (H.M.S. Worcester) to the 
. Secretary, Indian Students' Committee. 

S
. 72, Mark Lane, E.C., 
1r, ~ 4th October 1921. 

lour letter of th~ 15th ultimo was laid before my Committee at their meeting 
held to-~ay:, and I am directed to inform you that no disabilities exist with regard to 
the adml:;;slon of Indians into tbis Training College. I 

I enclose prospectus giving full details. 
I am, &c., 

(Sd.) FREDERICK H. STAFFORD, 
Secretary. 

P.S.-Captain Sayer or the Secretary will be pleased to keep any appointment 
you may wish to make to discuss this matter. 

Devitt and Moore's Ocean 1'raining Ships, Ltd., to Secretary, 
Indian Students' Vommittee. 

12, Fenchurch Buildings, E.C. 3, 
Sir, 4th January 19:?2. 

In reply to your letter of the 15th 8eptember 1!l21, addressed to our Captain
Superintendent at the Nautical College, l'angbourne, inviting us to attend your 
Committee to discuss the question of training Indians to become officers in the Royal 
Indian Marine Service, and to our subsequent cOllversations oyer the telephone, when 
you requested us to give our views to yoq in the form of a letter, we have carefully 
considered the question. We, however, find ourselves unable to entertain the 
suggestion owing to the somewhat peculiar conformation of our accommodation at 
the College, which would involve an unduly close association of such Indian students 
with cadets of pure British descent, who are training for the Merchant Service and 
Royal Naval Reserve, and especially as during the period of training at the College 
the cadets are passing through a very impressionable time in their lives. 

We feel that such an arrangement would be undesirable, and must therefore 
decline to entertain it. 

We are, &c., 
(Sd.) DEVITT AlSD MOORE, 

Managers. 

4871 
p 
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APP~NDIX VII. 

Letter ,=;t~d ~nclQsures received from the Secretary to the High 
9QllP:P.J~~i,qJt~r for India regarding a proposal to esta blish ~~ 
Advisory Committee in connection with the Indian Students' 
Department in London. 

-----------------
Office of the High Commissioner for India, 

lS. t~7 /2. 42, Grosvenor Gardens, S. W. 1, 
S· 20th August 1921. n, 

J am directed to enclose her.ewith, for the information pf the Comrp.ittee on 
1 Lett.er from the Secretary ~ the Govemment Indian St~de~ts~ ,a copy of the 'corre

of India to the Secretary to the High Commis- sp?ndence whlCh has taken place bet\Ve~n 
sioner for India, 6th April 1921. this Office and the Government of IndIa 

Letter from th~ Secretary to the Hi?h Com- l,'elative to the propos~l to institute an 
missioner for IJiI~l/L to th,e ~El.o;L·e.tary to the Advisory Committee in connection with 
Government of IndIa, 2nd June 1921. h' I '. S d 'D h' h 

Letter from the Secretary to the Governmeut t e ndIan tu ents epartment, W IC 
of India tp the ~cretal'Y to the High COp;1missionel' was made in the Council of State and 
for India, 7th July 1921. accepted by the Government of Inpia, 
~d to Sf!.y that t11,e Hjgp. C(j)mn;lis~ioner w )l~d be ~lad to he f!J.yo~,lred wi,th the views 
q~ the COD+mjttee on the p;ropo,saJ .. 

2 .. In accord,3Jlce wit4 t4e i;Q.!~tru,ctjons of ,tl;t:e Gov:erlJ;I1lept of lJ?,djl1- th,o S,ecrf3tal"Y 
of State has also beep. ;:tddr~s,sed. 

Il:/.~ &c., 
The S~cretary, 

Committee on Indian ~tu4~Il,ts . 
(Sd.) .1. W. D~o~.ii=, 

~ecretary. 

.A.~NEX 1 :-Secretary to the G,Q:Qernm,ent of lndiq, to th,e Secretary (a the High 
Commissioner for India, dated 6th April1Q21. 

No. 526. 
Sir, 

I am directed to commend to the notice of the iligh Oommission,er for Ip,d,ia 
the resolution moved by the Hon. Mr. G. S. Khaparde at a meeting of the Council 
of State, held ot]. tp..e 9th March lU21. regarding the appointment of an Adyisory 
Committee to advise the High Commissioner in connection with the students' branch 
of his office. The proceedings will be found on pp. 469-474 of the offibial report of 
the Council of Stat.e Debates, Vol. I., No.9, copies of which have been communicated 
to the India Office by the Legislative Department of the ltovernment of lndia. 

2. It ",ill be seen that the Government of India accept the deeirability of au 
.Advisory Committee for the High Commissioner as regards the Indian Students' 
Department, and also accept tbp, principle of an Iudian majority in the membership of 
this Advisory Uommittee. A telegram has recently been received from the Secretary 
of State regarding the creation of a Oommittee to advise on the admission of Indian 
students to British institutions and other matters. This Committee, it is understond, 
will continue its labours for some two or three months. It is suggested that the 
High Commissioner might perhap!;l desire to consult that Committee regarding the 
constitution of a permanent Advisory Committee. 

I have, &c., 
(Sd.) H. SIIARP, 

Secretary to the Government of India. . . 
ANNEX 2 :-Secretary to the High OommiSllioner for India to SecretanJ to the 

Govemment of India, dated 2nd June 1921. 
Sir, 

I am directed to l'flply to your letter No, 526, a3.ted the 6th April 1D21, in 
which you say that the Government of India accept the desirability of an Advisory 
Committee with a majority of Indian members, tor the High Commissioner, as 
regards the Indian Students' Department. I am to say that the High Oommissioner 
fully concurs in the principle of an Advisory Committee and, in fact, has beeu 
contemplating the appointment, or more correctly, the resuscitation of that body_ 
As the Government of India are no doubt aware, sllch a -Committee was first 
appointed in 1909 bY,the Secre:-al'Y of State and continue~ in existence till about 
the end of 1915, when It was deCIded to make no newappomtments on the expiry of 
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the terms of the existing members. It then ceased to exist, though it was never 
formallvabolished. 

rrhe High Commissioner does not consider it necessary to refer the question to 
the Committee on Indian Students, \vhich is now sitting in this country. This 
Cdmrpittee will, it is understood, not be in a position to present its report in much 
le~R than a year from now, and this would entail an undesirable delay in giving 
effect to a principle which the Government of India have already definitely accepted. 
Lord Lytton's Committee will, of course, be informed of the decision to appoint 
such a body, and any recommendations that it may deem fit to maKe on this.subject 
will receive the High Corotllissioner's most careful consideration. 

While the rules for the regulation of the Committee's work are, of course, a 
matter for thE> High Commissioner, I am to say that he proposeR, in order to avoid 
what proved so serious a cause of friction with the old Advisory Committee, to define 
at the outset its functions in the following terms, which adhere dosely to the lines 
of the definition which was acceptabJe to the Advisory Committee in J 913. " The 
" Committee's function shall be (1) to keep themselves informed as to the views of 
" parents and guardians in India; (2) to advise the High Commissioner whenever he 
" may wish to commIt them; (3) to bring to his notice matters respecting the needs 
" of the students on occasions when in the Committee's judgment official action 
" might usefully be taken." 

Subject to any observations that the Government of India may have to make. 
the High Commissioner proposes to proceed with the appointment of the Advisory 
Committee directly the views of the Government of India on this letter are obtained. 

Paragraph 3 of your letter will be replied to separately. 
I am, &c., 

(Sd.) J. W. BHORE, 

Secretary. 

ANxr;x 3 :--Secretary to the Government of India to the SecI'eta1'y to the High 
Oomm~ssioner fOI' India, dated 7th July H)21. 

S~r, 
1 am-directed to reply to your letter No. I. S. 42i/i!. (Indian Students' Depart

ment), dated the 2nd June last, regarding a proposal to institute an Advisory 
Committee in reference to the Indian Students' Department. The Government of 
India are not aware of the full cil'umstances which led to the extinction of the former 
Advisory Committee. But they are inclined to the view that the continuance of that 
Committee, even at the risk of some friction, might have been desirable, and they are 
glad that the High Commissioner concurs in the suggestion to resuscitate such 
a body. 

The Government. of India, as stated in this Department's letter No. 526, dated 
the 6th April last, anticipated that the High Commissioner would desire to lay the 
proposal before the Oommittee on Indian Students. They were then under the 
impression that the sittings of this Committee would not be prolonged. You now 
state that the Committee's report is not expected for a year, that the delay entailed ill 
waiting for that report is undesirable, and that the High Commissioner does not 
consider it necessalY to refer the question to the Committed. But you state that the 
Committee will be informed of the decision to appoint such a body and that any 
recommendations it may make will receive the High Commissioner's most careful 
consideration. The Government of India, while agr':leing to the course proposed, 
consider it desirable that early intimation of the proposal to constitute this Com
mittee should be given both to the Secretary of State and Lord Lytton's Committee. 
In their judgment it appears advisable that the Secretary of State's concurrence 
should be obtained to any propoflal, such as that which is now made, which might 
have far-reaching results upon the management of the Indian Students' Department. 

The Goyernment of India agree to the definition of the functions of the 
Committee given in para. 4 of your letter under reply. It is possible that those 
functions may undergo modification in the light of experience. They agree to the 
other proposals made, but would suggest, as regards the length of tenure of office, 
that not all the members should retire after two years and that some continuity 
should be secureJ either by re-appointment of certain members or hy the prolongation 
of the period of tenure in two or three cases. They also suggest that the number of 
co-opted members might be limited by some rule. 

r have, &c., 
(Sd.) H. SHARP, 

Secretary to the Government of India. 
------------------- P2 
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APPENDIX VIII. 

Correspondence with the India Office regarding the number of Indian 
Students in France Germany, America and Japan, together , , . 
with a Memorandum by Dr. S. K. Datta regarding' ~ndlan 

~ Students in America. 

Secretary to the Committee on Indian Students to Under-Seeretary of State fOl' India. 
India Office, 

Sir 21st J'une 1921. 
, 1 am directed to inform you that, for the purposes of their ~nquiry, my 

Committee are desirous of obtaining·particulars as to the numbers of IndIan students 
now studying in the United States of. ,Am~r~ca, Japan, Germa~y an~ ~ran?e, the 
subjects they are studying, and the UnIVersItIes or other edu.catIOnal. Illstlt.~tl~:mS to 
which they are attached. In the case of. studen!s of tf><:h~lCal subjects, It IS a~so 
desired to know how many have ,succeeded III secunng, admISSIOn to works or factorIes 
for practical training, and how many (if any) have been unable to obtain such 
facilities. I 

It has been suggested that the best way of obtaining the information in question 
would be through the medium of the British Embassies in the countries mentioned, 
and I am therefore instructed to request that, if the Secretary of State for India sees 
no objection, the Foreign Office may be moved to invite the assistance of His Majesty's 
Ambassadors in obtaining the particulars required. 

I am to add that a member of this C()mmittee will shortly l)e proceeding to 
America on private business, and that he has been asked to obtain such information 
as may be possible by means of personal enquiry. As, however, the Committee 
cannot expect to obtain complete statistics from this source. which in any case will 
not be available in Japan, Germany and France. they desire to obtain the assistance 
of the Foreign Office in the matter. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) R. E. FJELD, 

Secretary to the Committee. 

India Offiee to the Ohairman, Oommittee on Indian Students. 

India Office, 
My Lord, 5th July 1921. 

With reference to representations made by Your Loruship, I am directed to 
inform you that the Secretary of State for India ill Council has sanctioned the 
~men~ment of the terms of reference, of the Comm~ttee on Indian Students by the 
IllsertIon of the words "or any other ' between "tIns" and" country" in the last 
paragraph thereof, with a view to enabling the Committee to collect by correspondence 
information as to Indian students in America, Japan, Germany and France and to 
make stich recommendations as they may consider desirable regarding the education 
and well· being of those students. 

I am als~ to refer to .:\1r. Fiel?'s .letter of tl~e 2~st June~ in which it is suggested 
that the ForeIgn Office mIght be InvIted to aSSIst In secunna information reo-ardina' 
Indian students in the aLove-n~med countries, and in reply t~ forward herewith copy 
of a letter addressed to the ForeIgn Office on the subject. 

I am, &c., 
(Sa.) .T. E. FERARD. 

india Office to Foreign OiJice. 
J. & P. 4024/21. . India Office, 

Sir, . 5th JuilT 1921. 
. I am dIl'e~ted by ~he Secretary of State for India jn Council t~ forward 

herewIth, for. th~ InfOrm~tlOn of the. Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, copy of 
t~o co~mumqlles r~gardmg t.he app'0mtment of a Committee to examine the question 
of IndIan students In the Umted l\.lngdom and the Committee's programme in this 

1 From Secrebry to Committee, 21st" count!y. I am a Iso to enclose copy of the 
June 1921. I~ar~lDally 110ted correspondence! with tho 

To Chairman to Committee, 5th July Ch~Irm~n m~d Secretary to the Committee, from 
1921. wh~ch It WIll 1:>e observed that the terms of 
reference have been amplified with a VIew to enablIng the Commi~tee,to collect by 
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eorrespondence information as to Indian students in America, Japan, GerJIlany and 
France, and to make EHlch recommendations as mav appear desirable regardinO' the 
,education and well-being of those students. • 0 

The Committee su~gest ~he information required regarding Indian students in 
the above-named countnes mIght best he' obtained through the British Embassies 
eo~ce~ned, and I am to say that if the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs sees no 
?bJ~ctlOn, M~. ~ontagu would be obliged if His Majesty's Ambassadors cOllld be 
InvIted to assIst 10 the matter. 

I ha.ve, &c., 
(Sd.) .T. E. FERARD. 

India Office to the SecretartJ, Committee on Indian Students. 

India Office, 
'Sir, 19th July 1921. 

I am directed by the Secretary of State for India in Council to transmit to you 
eopy of the papersl noted below, on the subject of particulars regarding Indian 
-students in the United States, Japan, Germany and France. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) F. W. DUKE. 

1 From Foreign Office, with enclosure, dated 14th July 1921. 

ANNEX:-

The Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs presents his compliments to 
the Under-Secretary of State for India, and, by direction of the Secretary of State, 
.transmits herewith copies of the under-mentioned paper.2 

Foreign Office, 
14th July 1921. 
2 '1'0 His Majesty's Representatives (Wa&hington)No. 925, (Tokio) No. 416, (Bel·lin) No. 713, 

(Paris) No. 1933, dated 13th July 1921, Til [ndialJ students abroad. 

Enclosure in above. 

Circular Letter from Foreign Office to H.M. Representatives at lV ashington, 
Tokio, Berlin, and Paris. 

Foreign Office, 
My Lor.d/Sir, 13th July 1921. 

The Secretary or State for India has. appointed a Committ.ee to examine'the 
question of IIIdian students in the United Kingd~m. He is anxious in this connection 
to obtain particulars as to the number of Indian students now studying in the United 
'States/Japan/Germany/France, the subjects they are studying, and the Universities or 
.other educational institutions to which they are attached. In the case of students of 
technical subjects it is also d~sired to kno~v how .~any have succeeded ~n securing 
.admission to works or factOrIes for practIcal trammg, and how many, If any, have 
been unable to obtain such facilities. 

2, I request that Your ~ordship/you will. endeavour to obtain the. desi~ed 
information, or so much of It as may be possIble, a8 regards the countl'y m whIch 
'you reside. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) G. H. VILLIERS. 

India Office to the Secretary, Committee on Indian Students. 

India Office. 
-c' 15th August 1921. oIr, 

With reference to the correspondence ending with Sir William Duke's letter 
of the 19th July, J. and P.4380, I am directed 

.3 From Foreign Office, 10th August 1921, by the Secretary of State for India to forward 
wlth enclosure. h . h f h . f . f hId' erewIt, or t e 10 ormatIOn 0 ten Ian 
Students' Committee, copy of the marginally noted correspondence3 l'egarding Indian 
.iltudents in France. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) J. E. FElURD. 
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.A~H~EX :.:-
The Under-Secretarv of State for Foreign Affairs presents his ,compliments to the 

Under-Secretary of Sta;t~. ~Qr India, ,and,. by direction of the Secretary of State~ 
transmits herewith copy of the under-mentIOned p~pet.l 

Foreign Office, 
10th August 1921. 

1 From H.M. Representative, Paris, dated 6th August 1921, I'e Indian students abroad. 

Enclosure in above. 

H.M. Representative at Paris to Foreign .office. 
Paris, 

My lord, . . . . . 6th August 19.21. 
. I learn from the MInIster of PublIc InstructIOn, of whom I made enquIry on 

the receipt of Your Lordship's DesJ!atch Nb. 1933. of 13th.July (W. 7291/72~1/5q)~ 
that during the year 1919-20 there were only three IndIan students studYIng III 

France, viz., two at Paris and one at Grenoble. 
r am promised further information, which I shall not fail to transmit to Your 

Lordship, on the completion of the statistics fot the year 1920-1921. 

I have, &c., 
(Sd.) HARDIXGE OF PEYSnUnST. 

India Office to the Sec1'etary, Oommittee on Indian Students. 
India Office, 

Sir, 21st November 1921. 
With reference to the correspondence ending with Mr. Ferard's letter of 

15th August last, No. J. and P. 4921, I am directed to forward herewith, for the 
information of the Committee on Indian Students, copy of a Despatch from His 
Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on 
the subject of Indian students in the United States. 

lam, &c. 
(Sd.) J. E. FERA.RD. 

ANNEX :-H.M. Ambas~ado1!, Washington, to Poreign Office. 

No. 1149. Btitish Embassy, Washington, D.C., 
My Lord, 2nd November 19i1. 

With reference to Your lorc1ship's Despatch No. 925 (W. 7291/7291/50) of 
13th JUly, in which I was requested to obtain information regarding the number 
of Indian students now studying in the United States, I have the honour to inform. 
Your Lordship that the following information has been obtained on this subject 
from the United States Government. 

The Bureau of Education has recently been collecting statistics from colleges and 
universities throughout the United States showing the number and nationality of 
foreign students enrolled at these institutions in 1920-21. The statistics are now 
practically complete for all institutions of higher learning that are likely to enrol 
foreign students, with the exception of two or three of the larger' universities, 
namely, Yale, Cornell, and the University of Chicago. Fifty of these institutions 
report the enrolment of 202 students from India. 

The sta.tistics do not show the subjects which these st~den~~ are pursuing. 
From a reVieW of the catalogues of a few of the larger nmversltles, however it 
appears that more students from India are enrolled in engineering courses than' in 
any other branch of study. For instance, at the University of illinois, the institution 
enrolling the largest number of students from India in 1920-21, of the 31 enrolled 
16 were in courses in engineering. Other subjects which appear to attract stuc1ent~ 
from that country in considerable numbers are the arts and sciences, agriculture 

. medicine, dentistry and pharmacy. ' • 
The BUl:eau of Education has no information concerning the number of f'ltudents 

from India that have taken technical courses who have succeeded inJ obtaining 
admission to works and factories in order to procure practical training. 
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Below is a list of the institutions that report the enrolment in 192Q-~1 ,Gf 
students from India, together with the number enrolled at each illStitutioJ1 :-

Leland Stanford Junior University, Stanford llniversity, California 
Pomona College, Claremont, California -
Un~versity of California, Berkeley, Ualifornia -
Pacific Upion College, St. Helena, C~lifornia -
ColoraQo State 1'.e~c,gers' Cotlege, Greeley, Golorado 
Nort4-Western U:t;liver,sity, Eyanston, IJliI).ois -
University of illinois, Urbana, Illinois -
Purdue University, Lafayett~, Indiana -
Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana - - -
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Ar~, AJlle.s, Iowa 
Bethel College, Newton. Kansas 
Berea College, Berea, Kentucky 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rough, Louisiana 
'l'ulane Univel'sity, New Orleans, Louisiana 
University of Maine, Orono, Maine 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
l\iasilachusetts Institute 01 Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Amherst College, Amherst, -Massachusetts 
Lowell Textile School, Lowell, MassachusE:tts -
Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Michigan -
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Wa5hington University, St. Louis, Missouri -
Columbia University, New York City (1919-20) 
New York Unh-ersity, New York City -
Union College, Schenectady, New York 
Colgate Universit.y, Hamilton, New York 
New York State College of Forestry, Sy;racuse, New York 
Alfred University, Alfred, ~ew York -
Syracuse University, Syracns,e, New York 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York City 
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 
Ohio State University, Columbus. Ohio -
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio -
Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio 
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio -
Ohio Wesleyan Univer:;ity, Delaware, Ohio 
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 
Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oregon -
University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania -
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts burgh, Pennsylvania -
Agricultural and Mechanical Uollege of Texas College Station, Texas -
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 
Elizabeth College, Salem, Virginia 
Hollins College, Hollins, Virginia 
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin -
Ripon College, Ripon, Wisconsin 

Nu~~J' 
Em'oiled. 

6 
1 

26 
4 
1 
2 

31 
2 
1 ., 
oJ 

1-
1 
1 
1 
1 

11 
6 
2 
1 
1 

15 
2 
1 

10 
11 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
7 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
4 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 

Total - 202 
I have, &c., 

(Sd.) A. C. GEDDES. 

Inrlia O.ffice to the SeCl"etary, Committee on Indian Students_ 
J. & P. 7404/~1. India Office, 

Sir, 5th December 1921. 
With reference to the correspondence ending with my letter J. and P. 7121, 

-dated the 21st November last, I am directed to forward herewith, for the inIormation 
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()£ the Committee on Indian Students, copy Clf an enclosure to a I?espatch. from His. 
Majesty's. Am~assador at ~aris to the Secretary of State for ForeIgn AffaIrs on the 
subject of Indian students In France. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) J. E. FERARD. 

ANNEX:-
Paris, 

My Lord, . 23rd November 1921. 
In compliance with the request conveyed to me In your letter of 6th August 

last, I have the honour to send you particulars regarding the Indian students at 
French universities during the academic year 1920-21 and the courses of study 
followed by them. 

The students in question, numbering six~:' in all, were :-
MR. J. M. UNVALA, born at Bombay on the 18th April1R88, Doctor of Philosophy 

of the University of Heidelberg, admitted to the Faculty of Arts of the University of 
Paris to study for a Doctorate. 

MR. V. G. PARANJPE, born at Kahimatpur on the 18th June 1888, Professor of 
Sanskrit at the Fergusson College, admitted to the Faculty of Arts of the University 
of Paris, 20th January 1921, to study for a Doctorate. , 

MR. P. V. NARASU, born at Madras on the 16th September 1900, admitted to the 
Faculty of Law of the University of Paris 18t.h Ayril 1921, but is not pursuing a 
degree course. On the same date Mr. Narasu was also admitted to the Faculty 
of Arts. 

MR. LOUIS DENIS VIGNES, born on 24th August 1894 at Pamplemousse, Mauritius,. 
reading in the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Lyon fur the State Medical 
Diploma. 

MR. PARANJPE, of Kahimatpur, and MR. KALIDAS NAG, of Calcutta, admitted to the 
Faculty of Arts of the University of Strasbourg. These two students have mainly 
attended the course in Sanskrit, endeavouring, at the same .time, to improve their 
knowledge of French without following any particular course. 

I have, &c., 
(Sd.) (IllegibJe) 

Director of Higher Education, 
on behalf of the Minister of Education and Fine Arti'l. 

To the British Ambassador. 

India Office to Secretary, Committee on Indian Students. 
J. & P. 57. India Office, 

Sir, 6th January 1922. 
With ref~rence to correspondence ending with my letter, J. and P. 7404, dated 

5th December last, I am directed to forward herewith, for the information of the
Committee on Indian Students, copy of a Despatch from His Majesty's Ambassador 
at Berlin to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on the subject of Indian 
students in Germany. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) J. E. FEllAnD. 

ANNEX :-H.lJf. Ambassador, Berlin, to Foreign Office. 
_ Berlin, 

My Lord Marquess, ~8th December 1921. 
In Your Lordship's Despatch No. 713 (W. 7291/7291/50).of 13th July yoU' 

instructed me to endeavour to obtain some particulars in regard to Indian students in 
this country. I have now been informed by the German Government that in the
summer term or this year there were eight Indian students at German universities. 
Their distribution and subjects of study were as follows :-

Prussian Universities.-Philosophy, 2; Mat.hematics and Natural Science, 1; 
Political Science, 1; Medicine, 2. 

Erlallgen University, Bavaria.-Philosophy, 1. 
Hamburg Unive1·sity.-Mathelllatics and Natural Science, 1. , 

I have, &c., 
(Sd.) D'ABERNoN . 

.. NOTE.-As Mr. Paranjpe's name appears twice and it is doubtful whether lIr. Vignes call be a. 
British Indian, it seems probable that the number of British Indian students at French Universities ill-
1920-21 was actually only four.-R. E. FIELD. 
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India Office to Secretal'Y, Committee on Indian Students. 

J. & p, 540. India Office, 
Sir, 2nd February 1922. 

With reference to the c.:>rrespondence ending with my letter, No. J. and P. 
7404/21, dated the 5th December last, I am directed to forward herewith, for the 
information of the Committee on Indian Students, copy of a Despatch 'from His 
Majesty's Ambassador at Tokio, addressed to the Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs, Oil the subject of Indian Students in Japan. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) J. E. FERARD. 

ANNEX :-H.M. Ambassador, Tokio, to For~ign Office. 

British Embassy, Tokio, 
¥y Lord, 23rd December 192]. 

In reply to Your Lordship's Despatch No. 406, of 13th July 1921, I have the 
hQuour to transmit the following particulars concerning Indian students in Japan. 

Their total number appears to be eight and they follow the studies mentioned 
below:- -' 

Tokyo.-Two are studying Agricultural Chemistry and Sericulture at the 
Agricul~ural College; another is studying at the Nishigahara Sericultural IQstitute, 
and a fourth i~ working in a factory of pottery and ceramics. 

Osaka.- Two are studying the glass bead industry and a third is studying the 
manufacturo of rubber. 

Ha7wdate.-There is one student in the Fishery Department of the Ilokkhado 
~mperial Ul1iversity, studying marine products. 

In addition t.here are I>aid to be selme Burmese in the Tokyo district, concp.rning 
whom, however, no particulars are available, as they do not appear on the rolls of any 
educational establishment. 

In general it may be stated that few enquiries for facilities in connection with 
such studies have been addressed to consular officers in this country. There is little 
difficulty in obtaining admission to Japanese technical schools or colleges once the 
authorities are satisfied that the-enquirer has a sufficient knowledge of the Japanese 
spoken language to follow the ordinary lectures. In general, the students are agreed 
that the treatment abcorded to them is courteous and satisfactory. Difficulties are 
experienced with the l:mguage, but these are greatly reduced by the permission to 
use the Latin ~hari:lcter in examinations. An Indian degree is recognised and 
shortenl:l the course they have to undergo if attending an educational establishment. ' 

I have, &c., 
(Sd.) H. GURNEY. 

Note by Dr. S. K. Datta. dated 25th April 1922. 
Last September and October I travelled through the United States of America on 

private business. The visit was, unhappily, much too short for me to give adequate 
attention to the problem of Indian sttldents 3t American Universities. I did, however, 
have the opportunity of meeting some Americans who very kindly placed at my 
disposal the knowledge they had acquired in their work for foreign students as 
:/."epresentatives of two international movements. 

I. The Oommittee on Friendly Relations among Foreign Students, with its head: 
quartet's at 34., Madison Avenue, New York City, was founded some years ago by th~ 

• American Y.M.C.A. to help foreign students. The objects in view are thus expressed 
in a'pamphlet issued by the Committee:- . . 

"'1'he Committee desires to give accurate information and sound advice 
regarding educational opportunities in the United States of America. Students 
who give the Committee advance notice of plans to come to America, including 
name of steamship, port of arrival and probable date, will be met at the pier if 
they so desire. Representatives of the Committee will give assistance ill 
finding hotel accommodation, purchase of railway ticket~, handling baggage, 
forwarding mail, &c. Letters of introduction will be given, and all corre
spondence will receive prompt and courteous attention. The Committee does 
not loan money or make any guarantee regarding employment for seH-lupporting 
4~1 Q 
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students·. an earnest effort;ill be ruade, however, to discover opportunities for 
students ~ho are willing to do any kind of work. to ~arI~ part o~ their e~pens~s. 
The objective of the Committee is the pro~otlOn of mt~rnatlOnal fnendship 
and goodwill by cordially welcoming and faIthfully servlDg all students from 
abroad, irrespective of race, colour or religion. T •• • 

"At headquarters. 347, Madison Avenue, New York CIt~, VIsItors are 
heartily welcomed; catalogues of schoo!s an~ colleges a~e a~allable t.here for 
examination, and experienced secretanes will gladly gIve lDformatIOn ~nd 
advice .. When the stuuent decides 'upon his plans notice will be sent to t~e 
institution-which he expects to attend, in order that someone may meet hIm 
upon ar.rIval; t.he transportation department will advise regarding the best 
route and in the purchase of tickets and checking of baggage. 

"The Committee keeps in close touch with the educators abroad and also· 
with diplomatic and consular officials, Y.M.C.A. secretaries, missionaries and 
returned students. In the United States the Oommittee works chiefly through 
the Student Men's and Young Women's Ohristian Associations, but a close 
co-operative relationship is maintained with all kindred agencies such as the 
Cosmopolitan Clubs, the Institute of International Education, the Pan-American 
Union, yarious church boards and organisations, Chambers of Commerce: 
rotary clubs and similar bodies. The maximum amount of student initiative 
has always IJeen encouraged; as a result several thriving organisations of 
foreign students exist. 

"Special attention is given to teaching the English language. A number 
of Rchools and colleges now offer courses in the subject designed for foreign 
students. The listing of those manufacturers and business men who would 
welcome foreign students as visitors and also as employees is another important 
feature of the Oommittee's work. Many students from abroad are thus put in 
touch with all industry or business which they desire to study." 

Mr. Charles D. Hurrey, the Secretary of this organisation, supplied me with some 
very interesting and useful information which I shall in<:otporate in this note. 

II. The Institute of International Education (Carnegie Foundation).-This 
organisation has much wider aims, and docs not confine itself to acting as a bureau 
of education for foreign students. Its scope jilCludes (11) the fostering of the inter
national spirit in American Universities; (b) giving pUblicity to facilities for 
education in the United States, or in other countries. One of the means by which it 
does this is to issue periodically publications such as Observations on Higher Education 
in Europe, Opportunities f01" Higher Educational Facilities in the 8nited States for 
South African Students. (c) The Institute, in addition, makes recommendations to 
American Universities on the acceptance of foreign degrees. Cd) It. arranges for the 
interchange of profes80rs between American or foreign Universities. To Dr. Stephen 
P. Duggan, Professor at Columbia University and Directur of the Institute, 1 am 
indebted for information on the problem of Indian students. 

I was greatly impressed by the' fact that foreign students, including, of course, 
Indian students, arc helped so adequately by voluntary agencies, such as tho~e men
tionea. above, and by others suc.h as student organisations themselves, e.g., the Chinese 
Students: Alliance and the Hindustan Association. The movement known as the 
Corda F-ratres-As30ciation of Oosmopolitan Clubs needs special mention. It is a 
federation of clul)s -organised in many of the leading Universities for the purpose ot 
promoting international goodwill -by bringing into !p,Uowship selected representatives 
~f each nationality within a given,. Vniv~rsity. ~n se.veral Universities, including 
Cornell, Syracuse, Pnrdve and the Umverslty of Clucago, these clubs maintain houses 
with boar ling and lodging facilities for foreign student members and for a limited 
number of Americans. Not merely _are the facilities provided by these organisations 
adequate, but they haye the goodwill of the foreign student with the rel:lUlt that the In·dian 
~tudent enters freely and easily into the spirit and life of the American Universities. 

The number of Indian stndents in American Universities is not large as compared 
with the TTnitcd Kingdom. The American Oouncilon Educ;.ation has a list of 316 
educational institutions which confer degrees of such standard that they" may be 
accepted for advanced study by American or foreign Universities." And our records 
of Indian students 'rill be limited to these only. The Com.mittee on Friendlu Relations 
have a Jist of 200 Ind~an students, the Institute of Internationa~ Education gave me 
.the number as 210. ';lhese figures, I see, c()rrespond very nearly with those supplied 
by the American Government to the Dritish Embassy at Washington. I think all of 
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them refer to the University session 1920-21. Although the Government figures do 
not include the numbers in certain important Universities such as Cornell and Yale. 
~e .ma~, however, b~ fairly ee!tain that the Indian students in the~e recognised 
InstItutlons of coUeglat~ educatIon ~o not number more than 230. It IS possible, if 
not probable, that there IS a substantIal body of young men from India whose status 
as students is undefined; they usually are able to make a living by manual work and 
attend classes in unrecognised institutions or take courses in evening classes. ' 

Admission to a very large number of institutions is comparatively easy, provided 
an Indian student has had a good high school education; and it is ubvious that with 
such a large-number of institutions to select from, and the size of some (Columbia 
University, in New York, boasts of a student registration of nearly 30,000) it is not 
difficult to finu entrance. 

With regard to the post-graduate study it is interesting to note t11at the American 
Oouncil of Education and the In8titute of International Education have jointly recom
mended the acceptance of certain standards. The resolution reads as follows:-

"That holders of the Bachelor's degree from Universities in England. Wales 
and Ireland, and holders of the Master'R degree from Univel-sities in Scotland 
(the M.A. is the first degree at Scottish Universities) be admitted to graduate 
registration in American Universities,- the. status of each individual with 
reference to candidacy for a higher degree to be determined by the merits of 
his case . 

.• That holders- of the Bachelor's degree from Universities in Australia, New 
Zealand and South Africa, and from Government Universities in India, be 
admitted to graduate registration in American Universities, the status of each 
individual with reference to candidacy for a higher degree to be determined by 
the merits ,of his case. 

I. That administrative officers should note that many holde.rs of the Bachelor's 
degree from institutions mentioned in paras. 2 and 3 may need to spend at 
least two years in preparation for the Master's degree at an American Uni
versity. But men who have graduated with high hOllOurs from one of the 
institutions noted in paras. 2 and 3 will ordinarily proceed to the Master's 
degree at an A.merican institution in the minimum period." 

Various branches of engineering and agriculture, if would appear, are the chief 
subjects in which Indian students undergo instruction; and American institutions are 
tldmirably adapted to meet the needs of students of diverse standards of education. 
The very large number of technical and agricult~ral institutions makes it possible for 
foreign !Students to find a:lmission.1 

Our Committee in England placed in the forefront of its enquiries the investi
gation of facilities for technical training, particularly in workshops. I have very 
little information rl3garding conditions in the United States and will content myself 
with recording certain impressions I formed :-

(1) American Engineering Colleges ordinarily place less emphasis on actual 
practical experience in factories and works than is done in the United Kingdom. 
Experience is largely limitp.d to laboratories and machine shops attached to the 
educational institutions themselves. 

(2) It is probable that students not infrequently break into their course and seek 
employment in workshops either for tbe sake of experience or, what is more 
important. to finance their college education. Such employment is comparatively 
easy in the United States. where workr.hops are much more un trammelled by trade 
union regulations and the American employer has more successfully stood for the 
" open-shop" system than in the United Kingdom. 

(3) The employment of the foreigner presents nQ very great .difficulties, though 
in the case of t.he Indian in many States he bas to contend agamst the "colour" 
prejudice of the America~ working man and e~plo~er. Whe~he! ~his i~ operativ~ or 
not in a particular case WIll depend on the preCIse tIDt of the mdIvldual s compleXIOn. 
Whether the employment he obtains will be useful for his training is another matter 
altogether; the high specialisation of American ~ndust:y and. the "h~man-ski1l
saving" devices make the workshop fr~m the equcatlOn pomt of. vIew C!f little ·,,-alue. 
unless tIle student is prepared to stay III the workshop for an mdefimt.e nnmber <!£ 
years ano simply work his way up into the grades where ~and and ~ralu have t~eIr 
opportunity. In a letter to me the Secretary of the CommIttee on Fnendly RelatIons 

1 The United States Bureau of Education records 50 Agricultural Colleges of high standing and 
127 Engineering Colleges. 

Q2 
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ihlorms me that" it had become very di,fficult ~o obt~in opportunities fO,r e.ngineel:ing 
~t students to work in mills a.nd factorIes, 'lhere IS undoubtedly prejudice agamst 
II employing them on the part ?£ {act~ry owners, amI mana~ers, bu~ whenever it is 
H possible for influential AmerICan fr1ends to mtercede, eIther WIth the, ~a~tory 
"manager direct or through some' local Chamber of Comruerce, tho possIbIh,tyof 
II obtaining such ali opportunity is very much greate('., .' 

(4) American mannfacturers, how,ever, :ecogDl~e the ~mportaJ:lCe ~f f~reIgll 
in~rketsi and apparently have a defimte pohcy of mtroduclllg theIr wares to the 
li!:ttionals of the countries with which they trade, I have before me au advertisement 
t)f the International General ElectrIc Cdmpany ot, America which appears in a 
magazine devoted to the interests of Chinese students in the United States, One of 
the paragraphs reads as follows :-

" In the factoties 'of this Company in the United States are to be found 
in~DY Chinese students whd ate leal1ning the latest developments in electricity. 
They will return t6 Ohina to assist in her future advancement. These students 
and the 'hundreds who have preceded them tan attest the reliability and integrity 
of the International General E.lectric Company." 
(5) The American employer, too1 has his secrets, ,vhioh he has no desi~ to reveal. 

t was told of two specific concerns of inte:rnational repute who were unwilling to give 
any facilities to Indian students. DIIe of them \Va::; a soap company, who5e head was 

.a man of ,gr~at philanthropic eminence, but who refused to allow all Indian student 
of cliemistry illto his works oli the ground that certa1n secret proc~sses of 
manufacture might thus be .revealed. The st\1dent was very higbly tecohlmended 
both by his teachers and the Committee on Friendly Relations among Foreign 
'Students. The other was a brilliant Indian student of economics who had specialised 
in banking. Even thQugh personally J'ecommended by his University (one of the 
most famous in the cDuntry) he could not obtain entty illto a banking concern of any 
:repute. 

Another matter which ls giving g1"ave cancel'll to University authorities and the 
'Committee on Friendly Halation!; is the large number of Indian students ,vho expect 
to work their way through College ahd hre provided with insufficienJi funds. 
Employment for such students is ijlcl'easingly difficult as they mtet into competition 
witli the native-born student who is also desirous of {Ui opportnnity to wprk his way 
thrbugh College. 

(Sd.) S. K. DATTA •• 

Note by Mr. A. P. M. Fleming dated 8th August 1922. 

" During the visit to the United States of· America from which I have ju~t 
returned, I mnde enquiries regarding Indian students there at a number of Universities 
~nd 'reclinical Institutions, including the Universities of Wisconsin. Minnesota and 
Pittsburgh, the Carnegie Technical Institute, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

, nologr and others; from several of the largest m3;nufacturing concerns) including the 
Westmghouse Company find the General Electrw Company; also from the British 
Embassy, the Bureau of Education, the Committee on :Friendht Relations among 
li'oreign Slunents, and from the Institute of International EducatioiI. 

From the COLl1mittee on Friendly Relations I heard that there are upwards of 
300 lndian stllde1lts iu the United States at the present time, most of them studying 
some branch of Engineering, ~griculture 0; Medici:~·le. They are scattered through
out the coun~ry, on the Atl~ntIc sea-board, m the Mlddle West, and along the Pacific 
coast, but WIth very few m the south because of colour discrimination and the 
general lack of first-class technical and professional schools, All grades of Institutions 
appear to be attended from those of the front mnk, includina Massachusetts Institnte 
of Technology, the Universities of Michigan, California, &c., down to small and 
obscure institutions. 

. ~V~ile ,in gene.ral outside .of the sout1~ th~re does,not appear to be any policy of 
dIscnmmatlOn ngamst the IndIans (exceptmg m occaSIOnal instances where there has 
been some unfort~1llate experience with an Indian in the past), the Colleges do not 
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welcome them very freely; neither, on the other hand, do any of the works that I 
investigated, and which had had experience with Indian students, express very 
favourable views regarding their adaptability to the work upon which they were 
. employed. ' -

Indian students have experienced very great difficulty in obtaining access to such 
manufacturing plants as soap, perfume, tanning and other chemical works. The 

.attitude of the manufacturer is that' he does not wish to encourage competition in 
foreign lands by revealing methods and processes, and generally it is only when such 
·a firm desires to train an Indian to be their representative in India that this attitude 
is relaxed. In one or two ~ngineering works I found that the workmen did not 
readily distinguish the Indian from the negro, especially where colour feeling ran 
nigh. . 

The Labour Unions do not appear to take kindly to the employment of any 
foreigner, particularly the Asiatic. 

I am of the opinion that compllratively few Indian students in America are found 
working in industrial plants, and these are to be found in the textile districts in New 
England and in such works as those of the General Electric Company, the Westing
house Oompany, and occasionally in steel works. 

The Committee on Friendly Relations informed me that they are now appointing 
.a committee of business men to undertake the study of and to report on this question 
·of the employment of foreigners in America. 

By the British Embassy I was advised that the number of native Indians 
registered in American Colleges and Universities for the year 1920-21 was 241: and 
no later Government statistics are available. 

(Signed) A. P. M. FLEMING. 
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TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1921 (CAMBRIDGE). 

Present: 
Tm;: EARL Oil' LYTTON (Chairman) 
SIa D. P. SAnvADH~KARY. 
DIWAN BAHADuK r.:t:. RAlIUCHANDRA RAO. 
lIfr. C. E. W. JONES •• 

Sm M. HAMMICK. 

DIl. P. GILES, Litt.D., Vice-Chancellor of 
In reply to an invitation to explain in general terms 

"the attitude of the University towards the admission of 
Indian students, he stated that his own knowledne and 
experience dated back to 1883, and all that tim: there 
had been a number of Indians at the University. As 
time went on the numbers increased, but, as there was 
no organisation to bring tIle colleges into contact with 
the Indian students, difficulties arose owing to the fact 
that the authorities had no records of their anteeedents, 
and that in many cases they were financially unsound. 
The result was that during the first years of the present 
century many of the colleges had grown dissatisfied with 
the situation, and had also lost IDon€,), through it, and 
came to the conclusion that they would cease to accept 
Indian students. This became known to the India 
Office, and in 1909 Lord Morley visited Cambridge to 
discuss the matter with the University authorities. 
There was a meeting of masters and tutors at the Univer
sity Offices, and as a result all the colleges except one 
undertook to admit tlt least one or two Indian students 
a year. As a general rule, the colleges were willing to 
increase thiS number in the case of Government scholars. 
At the present time there were Indian students in every 
college at Cambridge-including FitzWilliam Hall-and 
there were 119 altogetherilOw in residence. 

Speaking ot the Inter.Collegiate Indian Students' 
Co=ittee, he referred to the good work it had done in 
bringing to the University a better type of man-intel. 
lectually, morally and financially. 

His own college, E=anuel, preferred to take 
graduate students from India; he thought that better 
i'e suits were obtained by men who had already graduated 
in their own country. The qualification necessary for 
adznission to Cambridge was the previous examination, 
or some examination which would exempt from it. 

Asked whether it might not be possible for the Univer
sity to recognise some standard examination to be held 
in India for University students, such as the certificate 
examination held at English public schools-the Indian 
intermediate examination, for example, might be 
arranged to include similar subjects-Dr. Giles agreed 
that that might be done. It would, however, be nece~· 
sary for specimen papers and answers to be submitted 
for inspection by the University, as in the case of the 
Scottish Certificate. This was not necessary ID the case 
of the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board Certificate, as 
the papers were set and marked by resident members oi 
the Univel'Sitics themselves. 

He was not sufficiently conversant with the present 
educational conditions in India to make suggestions 
as to how the standard in India Inight be improved, 
but he found on the whole that a man coming to 
Cambridge was expected to specialise in so~e par. 
ticular subject, and that it was therefore necessary for 
him to have a more thorough general education before 
coIning than was now usually the case. He had not met 
many Indian students whose knowledge of English was 
insufficient. 

As regards the general result of sending Indian 
students to British Universities, he said that, especially 
since Lord Morley's visit, the situation at Cambridge 
llad improved, and he was convinced that the men who 
had been well educated in their own country really 
derived great benefit._ 
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the University, was called and examined. 
As regards the social relations of Indian student. with 

ether undergraduates, he thought they still kept too 
much to themselves, though the Southern Indian was 
more willing to Inix With the English undergraduates 
than the Northern. He advocated that they should be 
distributed among the various colleges, thus givlDg them 
greater ol'\>ortunities of social intercourse. In athletics 
they were slightly hampered, partICularly !is regards 
rowlDg, by not being so physically strong as the 
English. Generally speaking, there was no dlfficult~· 
about their adznission to college societies and clubs, 
provided they possessed the qualifications required of 
members. 

There was no restriction except that of limited accom· 
modation in regard to the admissiOil of Colonial 
students. 

AskE'd whether instead of the recommendations of 
Indian students coming from the Advisory Committees 
in India it would be more satisfactory If they came 
from the Principals of the Indian colleges where they 
had been educated, and \\hether such men would not be 
likely to have a personal knowlzdge of the students, 
Dr. Giles answered that thi~ would'be valuable (1) if the 
Principals themselves had been educated at Oxford or 
Cambridge, and so knew the standard required; (2) if 
they had been closely in touch with the stndents in 
question. . 

Questioned, with further reference to the need for 
an organisation to deal with the admiSSIOn of 
Indian students, as to what steps might be taken to 
ensure that only students whose names apPE'ared on a 
complete list compiled by the Secretary of the Inter
Collegiate Co=ittee should be admitted, Dr. Giles 
replied that matters were tending in that directIOn and 
that the question was now dealt with on a more sys. 
tematic basis. Each college, however, wa~ quite 
independent in its decisions and was very jealous of its 
autonomy. This constitutl'd the main difficulty; com· 
pulsion in the matter was impossible, but mnch might. 
be achieved by persuamon. 

When it was pointed out that the numbers of Indian 
students at Cambridge had decreased since 1910, the 
witness reminded the Committee that since the end of 
the war the University had been faced with an 
extremely difficult problem in the matter of accommoda. 
tion. If there was an increasing number of Indian 
aappIicants it was also true that there was a iarger 
increase of Englishmen desirous of enterinn the 
University. This increase, although mainly due to the 
war, would continue, owing both to the growth of 
population and the greater demand for higher education. 
He advised that Indian students should remain in their 
own Universities, perhaps coming to England for their 
post.graduate studies. 

He stated that, both as regards financial position 
and general conduct, Indian students were now quite 
satisfactory. ~ 

In reply to a suggestion that a new collenc mi"ht 
be established to provide accommodation fo; Indian 
students, Dr. Giles thought this most inadvisable. If 
the Indian student was to get any good out of his stay 
in this country he would only do it by free intercourse 
with English undergraduates. Referrinn _ to the non· 
collegiate body, he said that this embra~l'd all under. 
graduates WDO did not belong to a college. In order 

t. A 
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to increase the number of non.collegiat~ students, pro· 
vision would have to be made for a larger staff, apart
from the fact that the lodging accommodation in the 
town was already strained to its utmost limit. 

and then only if their work has reached a big!' 
standara. 

.. 2. That they should not come at all till certain 
arratl"ements have been made for their admission to 
a col~ge. I have been much distressed during ilie 
past yelU' for onc or two students who,. though not. 
brilliant appeared to me to he deservlDg, but for 
whom ~s they had come without any arrangements 
beforehand I have been entirely unable (and so has 
the Secl'c£;ry for Indian stud,mts) to find If place in 
any college. 

He knew of no existing arrangements for bringi~g 
Indian students (or any others) into personal touch With 
the intellectual leaders of the University beyond what 
individual tutors might do. In his opinion Indian 
students would be weU advised to take their degree in 
India before coming to the United Kingdom; this would 
tend to ensure that they were bet,ter able to look after 
tbemselves ,in vacations-one of the greatest difficulties 
at present unsolved. 

Dr. Giles subsequently wrote:-
.. The important points in connection with Indian 

students as I see them are three-
.. 1. That Indian students should not come at all 

till they have taken a degree in .their own country, 

.. 3. Improved arrangenlents for residence away 
from Cambridae during the vacations. The average 
Indian ~tude;t really sees nothing of English life 
beyond the ordinary lodging house. If it were pos. 
sible to arranrle with 'nice English families which 
would be glad ;f the assistance towards their expensell
of a paying guest, it would be v~stIy better than the 
kind of life in seaside rcsol'ts whICh the student now 
spends. " 

MR. J. BURNABY, M.A. (of Trinity College), Secretary to the Inter.Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee since January 1921, was catled and examil ed. 

Describing the system of organisation. of ~he intermediate examination. lIe was not prepared to 
Committee, he sll,id that there was an IDcreaslng say whether it was better to have only post.graduate 
tendency for applications from Indian students to come stuuents: there was a difference of opinion in the 
through hini, and for the colleges to undertake not ~o matter. 
admit students until he had been consulted. The mam- His ~timate of the minimum yearly allowance 
difficulty was that up to the present absolute uniformity necessary for an Indian student at a Cambridge college 
in practice had not been obtained, and could not be was £350, including vacations. Some students m:lnaged 
reached until all applications, whether made directly on less, but lIUth great difficulty. 
to him or not, were ultimately refened to him. If it Speaking of the question of guardianship, he said 
was desired that applicants should only be taken from that certain colleges asked Indian students to plac'3 
a list kept by him, he thought that persuasion from themselvcs under the. care of the Secretary of the 
outside the University-for instance, from the India Inter.Collegiate Committee as regards financial matters. 
Office-as well as his own influence with the college In the present year about thirty· two out of the 119 
tutors might b; useful. Indian students were under his guardianship: also 

The nll.mber of applications for this year was so far there were thirteen Government scholars whose allow
about 200. Of these about 130 had been referred to him ances were paid to him and handed on to them. He con
by the Indian Students' Department. He did not think sidered that the Indian Students' Department was help
that applications for particular colleges needed special ful in that it was possible t6 get a quicker reply to 
treatment, except in a case where a son wished to go questions from them than if he had to write to India 
to his father's college; most of such applications were direct. It also saved his office considerable corre
for the larger college!!, simply because they were better spondence. 
known. College specialisation in certain subjects had Asked what were the subjects most generally taken 
given way to general University work. Questioned by Indian students, witness replled that law, economics 
as to the selection of applicants from the secretary's and mathematics were the most popular. Almost all 
list, he said that it was difficult to fonn a clear opinion Indian students read for honours. 
on the individual student's merits owing to the reports The witness said that his Committee, which consisted 
sent by the Advisory Committees in India being so of six or seven members, was made up of nominees 
similar. It followed that candidates who were from the Tutors' Committee. It met at irregular 
personally interviewed had a certain advantage over intervals and when specially summoned by the 
those who applied in writing. The personality of the Secretary. He knew of no organisation for bringing 
student was the determining factor whether the Indian studen~s into touch with the best minds in the 
intorview was or was not of advantage to the student. University. His Committee had no special concern 
He saw about one in ten of the applicants personally. with the promotion of social intercourse between the 
It would be an advllntage if the applications sent in were Indian and the British students, but the Secretary did 
accompanied by fuller statements, and possibly the what he could by personal influence. On the whole, 
~esults of interviews by Principals of Colleges in India. the Indian student got more attention than the English 

As regards post.graduate students, a difficulty arose student from his college tutor. 
that students waiting to hear the' result of their degree He considered that when an Indian came to this 
Ilxamination in India were inevitably delayed in country and had to wait for nearly 8 year before 
making their applications to the English Universities. admission it was a serious drawback, owing to his ;'eing 
College books are almost all closed b,t the beginning of left without help or guidance in a totally strange 
lune, and as the Indiall University results are not country. ' 
published until July, the candidate forfeited his The extent to which the Secretary at the Committee 
opportunity of going up to Camhl'idge in the October could help Indian students depended largely on the 
(If that year. He thought that a later date might be degree to which he was able to •• in their confidence. 
fixed for receiving Indian applications, but this would So far as his limited experience went, he had not been 
not be without great inconvenience to the colle"e8, asked to make arrangements for students in the 
owing to the long vacation. He thought that it w;uld vacation: students secmed to rely on the advice of' 
ease the situation for prospective- graduates if they were their own friends as to tho places at which they should. 
to make their application on the strengtll of their Fpend their vacations. 

MR. E. A. BENIANS, l\LA. (of St. John's College), Secretary' to the Inter.Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee from January 1913 to June 1919, was called and examined. 

He stated that the Committee was elected by a hody Speakiug of the Committee's relations with th" 
of college representatives under the chairmanship of the Indian Students' Department, the witness stated that 
Vice.Chancellor, and consisted of eight members, in regard to applications for admission the Advisory 
elected for four years, two retiring each year, with the Committees in India had been of great help, and that 
Vice.Chancellor as Chairman. The Secretary was such- applications came to him through the Department,. 
appointed by the Committee and referred all important thdugh he saw no reason wby they should not come 
business to them. Meetings had at first been held two direct from India. In the event of the Department 
or three tiDies a term, but latterly less frequently, being abolished be foresaw certain difficulties, as it had 
though they met twice a year for purposes of audit. been useful in receiving Indian students on their 1irst 
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arl'ivlII in England, in making arran"ements for them 
ill LOlldoI!, and in dealing with cases" of selious illness 
or death j it a!so arrang~d reduced rate passllges for 
students returning to India, and obtllined passports for 
them. 

Indian students had been iI! the habit of consulting 
bim on both financial lind personal matters, and he 
thought that he had been of real assistance to them ill 
$he matter of holiday arrangements: he considered this 
one of his most important duties. HI! had also been IIbie 
10 help in cases of illl1ess. 

As r~gsrds the minimum yearly allowance necessary 
for Jlldlan students, he said that Fitzwilliam Hall was 
Ilhellper than the other colleges, and that before the 
fise in prices he put tho minimum totalll=ual expense 
of a student there at .1;180. Colleaes varied but he 
considered £300 a year had beell an

o 
adequate 'amount, 

though some students had managed on as ltttle as £260, 
or even .1;240. This was a pre-war estimllte, and now i~ 
would he necessary to ad!} 40 or 50 per cent. 

. H~ was d0l!btful whether ~he colleges would give II 
blndlDg promise not to admit Indian students whose 
IIpplications were not made through the Secretary of 
~he Inter-Collegiate Committee: but, in fact the 
practical difficulty would not be great as tutors did in 
practico generally adopt this course. 

Some years back thc colleges had guaranteed to takll 
one or tll'O or three Indian students a year ellch but 
~his number had often been exceeded, the total taken 
last year ~aving reached forty-one. He thought the 
colleges might well be asked to consider an increase in 
the number of Indian students taken, and outside 
persuasion, su~!:. as an appeal from the Secretary of 
State, would doubtless be most effective. 

Bxcept for a temporary organisation for AIDericaI! 
students during the war, no such body as the Indian 
Students' Committee existed for colonial or other foreign 
students; information as to such students was obtained 
from their parents, schools and Universities. 

He saw no real necessity for the existence of the 
Indian Students' Department as far as Cambridge was 
concel'ned, but at the same time he considered it valu
able to have a central organisation in London for all 
Indian students: applicants not accepted at CambridgE' 
could thus be referred to other Universities without 
delay. 

As regards a suggestion that, ill view of the present 
lack of accommodation, another college might be 
formed, on the lines of Fitzwilliam Hall, for both 
English and Indian students, the witnesq said he 
saw no necessity for this as, if the present Censor's 
staff could be increased, the limits of the non-collegiate 
body might be correspondingly enlarged, provided that 
lodgings could be obtained. This, however, was Ii 

matter for the authorities of Fitzwilliam Hall. . 
He considered the Inter-Collegiate Committee to be 

a valuable institution. The Secretary could to some 
extent help in bringing Indian students in touch with 
the life of the U ni vel·sity. 

He was very satisfied with the type of Indian 
students in residence at Cambridge, both from the point 

of view of intellect and character. But he though' 
that men should come after graduation and not after 
matriculation only; perhaps a first class in the inter
mediate examination would be sufficient. 

Asked what were the special subjects for which IndiaD 
students came to Cambridge, he said that the majority 
took mathematics, law, science, history, and economics. 
A large proportion had in view the Indian Civil Service 
Examination. 

Speaking of his se~ection of particular colleges for 
Indian students, he said that he was guided first by the 
preference that the students had themselves expressed, 
and secondly by such considerations as the means at 
their disposal. In recommendina students who came 
to him. to be interviewed, he ;as guided by their 
personality. He thought that a preliminary interview 
by some recognised authority in India might be 
beneficial, provided that this authority was such as to 
carry weight with the colleges here. 
~e th?ught that the present congestion might be 

reheved If only those students who intended to take up 
higher branches of study came to England: students 
who were not above the average should remain in India. 
Men who were going to teach should come to England 
for their training. He thought that many who came 
need not have come, though it was necessary for 
persons who wel'e going to teach in Indian colleges or 
were likely to occupy important posts. He preferred 
graduates, though many men who had taken a first. 
class intermediate were quite up to the necessary 
standard. 

He. considered t~at, to avoid the difficulty now 
experienced by Indian student8 who, by waiting to 
hear the result of their degree examination, were 
pre"p.nted from coming up to Cambridge in the October 
of .hat year, they shoulJ. malte application on the 
str mgth of their intermediate examination. -

Cn his view, the Secretary of the Inter-Colleaiate 
~ommittee mi~ht well be a whoJe-time officer, pro-rlded 
tllat a whole-time salary could be paid, and a suitable 
illan found for the position. He needed to have a status 
in the University. 

He admitted that the Indian Students' Department 
was unpopular among Indian students, giving as the 
reason that these men resented interference from an 
outside source as an indignity which was not put upon 
other students. In this respect feeling had been better 
of recent years. He thought that the Department 
always did its best to obtain admissions for Indian 
students, ond that no specific objections could be 
levelled against it. Except when it was a question of 
means, he could not recall any instance where the 
Department had stood in the way of a student's 
admission. There was no ground for thinking that the 
Department did not push the claims of Indian 
students: it had helped wherever it could help. 

He urged the usefulness of the heads of colleges in 
India heing Oxford or Cambridge men whose advice 
to their students and the information that they could 
give them would be reliable and valuable. 

SIR AnTHUR SHIPl,f:Y, G.B.E., Se.D., Master of Christ's College, who was accompanied by 
Mn. H. RACKHAM. M.A., one of the tutors, was called and examined. 

Sir Arthur said that his college was the first to admit Speaking for his own college, he said that the recom-
Indian students at Cambridge; in the seventies they mendations of the Secretary of the Inter-Collegiate 
admitted one or twa Indians; in the eightles there were Committee were adhered to in regard to the selection of 
but a few; later there had been as many as twelve in a Indian students from the list of applicants. 
total number of 180 students. Now there were eight, He preferred to admit post-graduate students, which, 
but it must be remembered that greatly increased in his view, was the best way of helping India, and 
demands had now come upon the college from other this opinion was shared by othel' colleges. He coulJ 
sources. offer no solution of the difficulty caused by the student 

He stated that they had received many Indian having to wait for his examination results in India, and 
students who had distinguished themselves in con- thus making his application for admission in the follow-
nection with sport as well as intellectually. ing October too late. 

The main difficulty was always the question of the He suggested that in the case of research students 
vacations; the students wc::e alone in a strange the college kooks might be kept open until August 
country without any parentr~ or other control. In the without too great inconvenience to the college 
case of the Chinese, Japanese and Slamese students authorities. 
it was different, as they were very carefully selected Mr. Rae!!' am, in reply to a question as to the 
before coming to England, and were then under the financial PQsition, said that there was a certain amount 
direct control of their respective Embassies. The of difficulty hel'e owing to the general rise in prices, 
conduct of Indian students while actually at which affected Indian students more especially during 
Cambridge was as good as that of the ordinary under- the vacatlOns. The students' families in India did not 
graduate. realise the extent of this increase, and allowances had 

A2 
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not been raised in proportion. lIe estimated that the 
minimum yearly allowance necessary for Indian 
students was £400; many spent more, as they had to 
include six months' vacation: they were also hampered 
at present by the low rate of exchange of the rupee. 
- Sir Arthur said that latterly there had been a distinct 

movement among some of the English undergraduates 
towards closer relations with the IndIan students. 
There were mutual political interests, and they took 
part in the same debating socIeties. 

As regards the suggested increase in numbers, he 
thought that tl:ie restriction was chiefly a matter of 
liPlited accommodation, and, moreover, that a percent
age of eight in 200 was sufficient, as any larger body 
would be ~nclined to form a clique. He was certain that 
the existing limita~ion was not due to any objection on 
the part of the University towards Indian students. 
The limitation was entirely for the advantage of the 
Indian students themselves. 

As regards control of the Indian students by the 
India Office, it must be remembered that the Indian 
considered himself a free member of the Empire, and 
was therefore inclined to resent any supervision exercised 
by the Office of the High Comrmssioner. 

He did not consider that the cases of colonial and 
Indian students were parallel. The former mostly 
came up from English publ~c schools, and spent their 
vacations either with relatives in this country, or in 
some cases, e.g., Canadians, they returned to their own 
country. 

He considered that, in order to deal with the 
question of Indian students during the vacations, it 
would be necessary for the Secretary of the Inter
Collegiate Committee to become a whole-time officer. 
and to be supplied with an assistant. He saw no 
reason why a whole-time officer should not have as 
much influcnce with the college tutors as a man who
was on the staff of a college. 

The question of special subjects was then dealt with,_ 
and the witness said that the range was wide and the 
choice depended ,on the future career of the student. If 
he intended to become a professor in his own country or 
to take a leading part in the governing classes in India, 
the study of the" Humanities" would best prepare him 
for such a career, together with some knowledge of 
economics and political science. 

He considered that it was of the greatest importance 
to improvc Indian University teaching by getting the 
best possible men and paying them high salaries to 
undertake this work. His experience of the Univer
sities in America. (many of whose graduates came here) 
led him to the conviction that Indians ought to stay 
in India until they had taken their B.A. degree. The 
object of higher education should be to make a person 
a good Indian. 

His general experience was that in the eighties they 
had had a high class of Indian, both intellectually and 
socially. In the early nineties and until about ten 
years ago they were very inferior, but had now greatly 
improved. 
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::.uIl. 13. L. MANNING, liLA. (of Jesus College), Secretary to tqe Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee from March 1919 to 31st January, 1921, was called and examined. 

He thought that since the formation of the Joint and who were therefore likely to be prejudiced. He 
Tutorial Board last year the position of the Secretary of felt sure that any delay that students expel'ienced was 
the Committee had certainly improved. There was now due to no fault of the Department in London. He 
more co-ordination between the tutors and the Com- thought thlilt the advice given to students by the 
mittee. Advisory Committees. was often out of date, and he 

About half or a third of the applications that urged the advisability of appointing to these Committees 
he received came direc~ to him from students or men who had reeently returned to India from Cam
their friends in India; the rest ClUlle to him through bridge, and were therefore well informed as to existing 
the Indian Students' Department in London; scarcely conditi9ns. It would be a great advantage if these 
any came to him direct from the Advisory Committees Committees could be regularly and promptly suppli(:d 
in India. He considered the Indian Students' Depart- with new editions of the .. Students' Handbook to 
ment a useful channel of communication between the Cambridge." 
Inter-Collegiate CommIttee ahd the students and On being asked his opinion as to the advi~ability of 
Advisory Committees in India. He received very much appointing a whole-time Secretary of the Inter
fuller information about students whose applications Collegiate Committee, he said that he thought good 
came through the Advisory Committees and the Depart- personal relations with the Indian students were much 
'ment than he did about those who applied to him more easy to establish if they felt that the Secretary 
direct. When answering applications received was a typical don. He thought it important that the 
directly from India he always advised the students to Secretary should at any rate be a fellow of his college. 
apply through the Advisory Committees and the Indian It was asking rather too much of a college to sacrifice 
Students' Department as well. Much unnecessary the time of one its fellows entirely to Indian students, 
work would be saved if all applications came in the first and he thought that the whole salary of such an officer 
place through the Department. He also considered the would nave to be paid by the University, not by an, 
Department u~eful for the purpose of appljing to other college. He emphasised the view, which, he said was 
Universities on behalf of applicants who could not be shared by the Indian students themselves that a' full
accepted at Cambridge. time officer who was not intimately conn~cted with a 

He had no criticism to oneT of the Indian Students' college would not be of so much use to them as would 
Department in Loudon, but he thought that the a college fello~v. ~is own college had been very 
Advisory Committees in India might be improved. helpfulm aIJowmg him to devote the greater part of his 
His experience was that they were very slow in time to his duties as Secretary to the Committee. 
transmitting applications and information, and that Coming to the question of the cost of livin" for 
they gave very little reliable advice to students who Indian students at Cambridge, he said that an ordinarY 
contemplated coming to this country.- He considered Indian undergraduate, taking a fair share in the life ;f 

\ that when criticisms of the Department were heard it the .university. without being extravagant, could not. 
should be borne in mind that they generally came from pOSSIbly pay his way on an allowance of £300 a year_ 
men who had been disappointed in gaining admission He suggested £400 a year as an adequate allowance. 
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In the ca~e of Fitzwilliam Hall, the figures were some
what difficult to ascertain. There were fewer fixed 
charges than at a college, and a student could make his 
cwn arrangements about lodgings. He thou"ht that a 
student at Fitzwilliam Hall might manage ~n .£250 a 
year. These figures referred to the period when he was 
Secretary to the Committee. Indian students might 
manage 011 a little less now, but he felt quite certain 
that the cost of living in Cambridge was generally 
<underestImated in India, and that something should be 
.(tone to make the financial needs of Indian students 
better 'known and appreciated by their parents. 
Another great difficulty from which Indian students 
suffered was that their allowances were often not paid 
punctually, and thus the student was likely to be 
~aused serious inconvenience and worry. 

Speaking of the allowance of .£345 a year now paid 
to Government of India scholars, he said that m many 
~ases this was hardly sufficient and had to be supple. 
mented by their parents. 

In reply to an enquiry as to the advisability of 
sending Indian students to this country, and the value 
of the results obtained therefrom, the Witness stat eel 
that in his opinion Indian students had undoubtedly 
.generally benefited from their course of study in 
Cambridge. He did not con!nder that it was the more 
intellectual type of student who always derived most 
ben~fit from coming to Cambridge. The student who 
<lame to read for an ordinary degree might often be 
more likely to mix with the other students than would 
the man taking a rebearch course. He would be sorry 
if the former type of student were prevented from 
coming altogether. 

On being questioned as to the attitude of the English 
students towards the Indians, he said that there really 
existed no general attitude, and that it was wrong to 
speak of it. If English students did not mix freely 
with Indians it was because they did not come into 
contact with them without making a. very defimte 
effort. The life of the undergraduate was a very full 
one, and the average English student could not find the 
time to seek out even old friends who were not in his 
own immediate eircle, let alone to go out of his way 
to make friends with strangers. He was sure that in 
'general no ho~tile feeling towards Indians existed 
among the English students. 
, As i'egards the most suitable subjects for Indian 
iStudents to study at Cambridge, he said that he thougM 
that the best results had been obtained by IndIan 
students in the mathematical tripos, though the range 
of subjects that they might study was very Wide. 
Natural sciences offered great opportunities, and 
Indian students- did well in law and moderately well in 
history. 

He ... thought that the proportion of Indian students 
admitted to the University of Cambridge might well be 
increased. When he was in office he had been 
confronted with the difficulty that frequently the best 
type of Indian was kept out by the admission of the 
wrong type, but he thought that now, with the greater 
co-ordination that existed between the tutors and the 
Secretary of the Committee, this difficulty was not so 
great, and would tend to disappear. In his time 
between forty and fifty Indian students had been 
admitted in each year, of whom ahout eight were 
~esearch students. During his period of office he had 
been faced with the difficulty of overcrowding in the 
University. and had had to close down his list as early 
.as December of the year preceding that in which 
admissions were to be made, owing to the number of 
applications made both to him and direct to the 
colleges. Unless he secured vacancies for reasonably 
presentable candidates as soon as thdr applications 
-reached him, there was always the danger that a college 

tutor might take greatly inferior candidates who applied 
to him direct. The Secretary to the Indian Students' 
Committee therefore could not afford to wait until he 
was sure that his candidate was the bcst one that would 
be forthcoming. 

Referring to the difficulty encountered by Indian 
students who came to this country with the object of 
doing research work, but who had not received sufficient; 
prehminary training in India to enable them to do so, he 
urged that something should be done to make people in 
India realise that the standard for research students af; 
Cambridge was very high. Then, again, there was the 
problem of the Indian student with a very inferIor 
degree in his own country who came to Cambridge with 
the idea tbat it would be easy for him to pass the 
Indian Civil Service examination, which was far from 
being the case, as the standard for that examination was 
high, and the competition very keen. Such students, 
whose prospects were hopeless from the first, generally 
spent two or three very unsatisfactory-even unhappy 
-years at Cambridge, achieving in the end only a poor 
class in the tripos and failing hopelessly in the Indian 
Civil Service examination. This class of student never 
ought to have left India . 

He considered that the Engineering School in 
Cambridge offered a very useful course of study to 
Indian students, and that the Schools of Agriculture 
and Forestry were also very good. The UniverSIty had 
no general lIterary or historical societies; these were 
college affairs, but for science students the PhilosophlCal 
Society offered an opportunity of good intellectual and 
social intercourse. 

He admitted the difficulty that arose with regard to
the vacations, but had no remedy to suggest. He 
agreed that there might be II. possibihty of the 
University or the Inter-Collegiate Committee orgalllsmg 
vacation tours for Indian students wherebv the 
dangers resulting from a student spending hiS h~!idays 
in London 01' at one of the larger watenng-places might 
be avoided. 

Questioned as to his statement that it was not 
always the research man who got the most benefit 
from a course of study at Cambridge, the Witness said 
that although the younger man assimilated his 
surroundings more easily than the older man, yet, in 
view of the need to get the best men for future work 
in India, it was advisable that the University should 
give preference to research men and graduates. 

He repeated his opinion that the Indian Students' 
Department was very useful as a central organisation 
with connection with all the Universities, and expressed 
the view that it certainly ought not to be abohshed. 

As regards a suggestion that a deposit might be 
placed by Government at the disposal of the Secretary 
of the Inter-Collegiate Committee in order to hde over 
the time during which a student was waiting for his 
allowance to come and thus avoid monetary difficulty, 
the witness thought that this would be rather a 
dangerous arrangement from the Government's point of 
view. He considered, however, that parents of Indian 
students would be well advised and, indeed, ought to 
place a deposit at their sons' disposal for unforeseen 
contingencies. 

He thought that tbe likelihood of objection being 
raised by the English undergraduates to the admission 
of Indians to the O.T.C. had been exaggerated. It was 
probable tbat some English students might at first 
resent tbe presence of Indian students in the O.T.C., 
but he did not consider that any serious difficulty was 
likely to arise if they were admitted, and instanced the 
case of Indian students who took part in the athI~tic 
life, of the University in support of his opinion. Such 
students mixed quite freely with the English athletic. 
men, and were quite popular with them. 

SIR W,\LTER DURNFORD, G.B.E., LL.D., Provost of King's College, was called and examined. 

On bein" asked to state his views on the type of cants. He considered that a recommendation from sorne
lndian undergraduate applying for admission, he said one, for example an old King's man, who was well 
that he ima"ined that many came who were not known to the college should carry more weight than & 

sufficiently w;J.l prepared. This did not apply to King's recommendation from an Advisory Committee, the 
-College, as it was exclusively an honours college, and Principal of an Indian College, or other similar authority 
a hi"h standard had to be reached before admission in India. His college had always worked on the 
<could be granted. He had found the Indian student~ principle of getting personal recommendations before 
at King's quite satisfactory. He placed a high value 0!1 admitting Indian students, and he considered that the 
l'ecommendations based on a personal knowledge of appli- results obtained were very satisfactory. For this reason 
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he was reluctant to be bound by any obligation to the 
Inter.Collegiate Indian Students' Committee, though 
he thought that it' was customary for the tutor to refer 
applications to it. King's College had guarante~d, 
since Lord Morley's visit, to take at least one Indian 
student each year. 1.'he number was more often two. 

He considered that I~dians might well study any 
_subject in the University curriculum, except perhaps 
.classins. . . 

He thou"ht that the intermediate examinatIOn In 

India might well be arranged so as to give exemp~ion 
from the previous and the college entrance examina
tions, though an honours co~lege wo~ld ~ot be pr,!pared 
to substitute it for the speCIal examinatIOn lIeld In the 
tripos subject. 

He was not aware of any increased rapprochement 
between the Enoolish nnd the Indian students. He had 
noticed that the Chinese, Japanese and Siamese 
students tended to mix muflh more freely with the 
English undergraduates than did the Indians. He did 
not think that there was much difference in the average 
age of these students and the Indians. 

He thoucrht that the ordinary tripos student waS' 
likely to gain more benefit from his time at the 
University than the research mall, as he was more 
likely to make more friends and mix more freely in the
social life of the University. His 'college did, however, 
pay due attention to " applications from research 
students, Civil Service probationers and Government, 
scholars. 

As reuards the question of increasing the number ot 
Indian ~tudents admitted to Cambridge colleges, he dill 
not feel prepared to increase the proportion at King's. 
It was a small college, with about 150 to 160 students. 
altoooether, and he did not think that more than two
plac~s in each year could be given to Indians. He 
thought that if an appeal reached the University frolll' 
an outside source, such as from the Secretary of State 
for India, it would receive careful consideration. Ile 
was interested in the view expressed by an Indian
member of the Committee that from an Imperial poin~ 
of view greater consideration should be given to the
question of increasing the number of Indian admissions. 

MR. A. S. RAMSEY, M.A., of MagdaleJ!e College, was called and examined. 
He said that his knowledge of Indian students He stated that all students at Magdalene Trero-

was somewhat limited, as his college was one of directly under his control; he stood in loco parenti8 t(). 
the smaller ones and only took in one 8 year. them all, whatever their nationality. As regards the
The few he had known, however, he had known four Indians who were superannuated, he considered 
intimately. The total number of students at Magdalene ~hat their difficulties were due partly to faulty previous. 
now was about 160, as compared with 100 before the education and partly to constitutional idleness. Before 
war. The Indian students admitted to Magtlalene being admitted to the University, they had to pass the 
were accepted through .the Secretary to the ~~ter- previous examination. and in many cases they came to· 
Colleooiate Committee entirely, and one of the conditIOns England to study for this, and lived without any 
of ad~ission was that they should be placed under his guardianship or control. This might be a factor in 
financial guardianship. He had always found them to their subsequent failure, but many were of such 
have sufficient knowladee of,.English. mediocre intellectual capacity that they wouJd not have-

As regards the question of social intercourse, he said succeeded anyhow. The type of Indian students now 
that his experience was that the Indian student3 at Magdalene was better than in the past, most of them 
generally kept very much to themselves. This was having graduated in India before coming to England. 
partly due to timidity, and also to the fact that the He had asked the Secretary to the Inter-Collegiate 
ordinary English undergraduate was not prepared to Committee to send only Government scholars tOo 
meet an Indian half-way. Latterly, this attitude had Magdalene in future. 
changed for the better, and there was far more inter- His opinion was that it would be better if more
course than there had been twenty years ago. The Indian students stayed in their own country, especially 
Indian students were also inclined to meet advances those of lower mental calibre. Those who came here 
with suspicion (possibly owing to India being a seemed to be divided into two types: those wh(). 
dependent country politically) - and to resent all returned to India too anglicised to be received by their 
institutions founded fol." their benefit, such as 21, own people, and those who b'ecame embittered oD. 
Cromwell Road, which they regarded as a means account of their failure and disaffected, and returned 
whereby the Government might spy upon them. Those 'home to spread this disaffection. The men he
who were- good at athletics, however, mixed more advocated should come were Civil Service probationers, 
freely with the other undergraduates, as was the case research ~tudents and Government scholars. He
with. one at his college, who was elected captain of agreed that education at an English University was of 
tennis and who was very well received. There was great value in broadening the minds and outl80it of 
now a joint social club for those who ",ished to take Indian students. It was suggested that in addition t(). 
advantage of it. these three classes theta were many promising students. 

He had had fourteen Indian students at Magdalene among the rich middle class in India, and he replied 
since 1909. Of these, two died before and one after that he did not advocate the exclusion of such men, but 
passing their degree examinations, five graduated (one merely emphasised that the most careful selection was 
getting a 2nd class in honours), four were superannuated necessary in order that the few vacancies should be 
for incompetence, and two were expelled for misconduct filled by men, who would be able to benefit by them, anit 
(one being a Sikh, and another coming from Bombay). that so far there had been many men from this class. 
In his opinion this was not at all a satisfactory record. who had not proved at all satisfactory. The selection 

In the case of the Siamese students conditions were should be made by men who had a personal knowledge 
totally different; they mixed freely with the other men. of the students themselves and of Cambridge. In the
He put this down to the fact that the Siamese case of l."ssearch students, he thought that they might be
temperament was much franker and more open than given greater facilities for admission. 
that of the Indians, and they therefore got to know the 
EnglIsh undergraduates much better. The Siamese 
students were entrusted to the cafe of their Legation in 
Paris or London, and the Ambassador took all responsi

.bility for them. 
When asked to give an 'estimate of what he considered 

to be the minimum yearly allowance necessary for an 
Indian student, the witness said that £300 had been 
quite sufficient before the war. 

In reply to an enquiry as to how thl\ vacation question 
had been dealt with in connection with the Indian 
students at Magdalene, the witness said that they were 
given addresses, &c., by him or by the Secretary of the 
Inter-Collegiate Committee, though in many cases they 
ignored such advice and went elsewhere. ,He had 
never heard of any cases where they llad got into 
serious trouble during the holidays. He thought, 
personally, that Indillu students sllould take the 
opportunity during their vacations of visiting different 
parts of the country. 

He approved of-a central organisation as being a 
great help to the Indian students, and considered that 
the Students' Department was vcry valuable. 

As l."egards -subjects of study, he said that at hi$ 
college Indi an students genel;ally read Iiistory, 
economics, or mathematics. ThE're was no tuition in 
civics. 

He stated that he had never come in contact with 
any disloyalty among the Indian students, but had' 
occasionally heard of men whose feelin"s were anti-
BritIsh. 0 

He thought that it was advantageous for Indian 
students to come to Cambrid"e to learn the scientific
basis of agriculture, es the S~hool of Agriculture was' 
very good and th.e standard ~onsidel'ed to be very high. 
He agreed t1la£ ~t was pOSSIble that the practical part 
of the work mIght not be of value to an Indian 
returning to his own country, where the a"riculturd 
conditions were so entirely different. 0 
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!lIn. II. A. ROIJEBTS, \L.A., Secrctal'Y of tbe l:nivcl'sity .\ppointmeuh Doal'd, was called Rnd examined. 

lIe stated that he did not come into contact with 
students until their last year of residence, and conse
~luelltly only salY the finished product and not the 
-development of the Indian student; His expel'ience of 
Indian students had been favourable on the IYhole. 
IIe wa~ inclined to think that they did not realise the 
odifficul~y of the Indian Civil Service Examination, 
many coming to Catubridge with the intention or 
sitting for Tit who were obviously ill'prep&red. Ho;, 
1hought that the Indian Agricultural Service attracte'~ 
a good type of student, especially those who came 
as Government scholal's for the pUl'l>ose. Students had 
-not appliecl to him for advice about other Indian careers 
'ihau the Civil Service, but hc foresalY that this might 
be likely to bappen in the future. The East India 
ltaillYay Company, for example, had recently communi-

catcd with him regarding the recruitment of candidates 
for appointment to their stall. Private colleges ;n 
India, when applying to him for teachers, had so far 
always asked for EiU'opeans. 

He did not think that the Indian student would find. 
difficulty in getting practical .. shop" expedence in 
engineering work in this country. The only difficulty 
in the way was the question of a premium. 

As regards the teaching profession, he had not met 
with any Indian stbdents who were desirous of getting 
temporary work in English schools for the sake of 
gaining experience before returning to India. He bad 
knOll'll of some IndiaDs who had bePD !lm:ious to take 
up the profession in England, but he thought it 
exceptionsl. 

Sm GEOFFIICY BVTLEI1, Ii.B.E .• M.A., As&i&tant Uegistrar fOl' Heh(~arcb Students, was called and examined. 

He stated that he wa~ also Secretary to the Board Spealdng of the present status of Indian students ai 
<Jf Research S~udies. and acted as executive officer Cambridge, the witness said that it was most promising, 
and as a channel of communication, receiving appli- and infinitely better than it had been twelvc years ago. 
-cations and forwarding them to the academic The Indian and English undergraduates seemed to 
authorities concerned, and in due course transmit. foregather more, and their whole attitude towards one 
iing tq,e replies to the s~udents. In a special another was changing for the better. He advanced the 
pamphlet which he had written for the inrOl'mation of theory that, in the same way that tho Cambridge 
American, Dominion and Indian students, he had O.T.C. had been made an efficient and up.to-date body 
-mentioned that in the case of the latter they should through the work of a man with understanding anc! 
.apply for admission to the Secretary of the Inter- imagination, the time had come for a man of the same 
<:ollegiate Committee, but as yet there did net seem to type to assist in the actual selection of the Indian 
De any uniformity of procedllre on this point, students admitted to the University. lIe held that if 

On it being explained that one official channel of the men "ho came from India ",ere the kind who woulc! 
'information was desh'able as regards the Indian mix with the other undergraduates, and were chosen as 
students, because of the difficulties which at present being really representative of the different types, they 
l'esulted from the colleges not adhering to the list of would change the whole position of the Indian students 
applIcants drawn up by the Secretary of the Inter- at the Uni'l"E'rsity for the better. He thought that 
<:o11egiate Committee, the witness was of the opinion the choice of these students might perhaps advisedly be 
-that the desired Ol'ganisation would be comple:e as made by an organisation consisting both of English 
_regards resesrch students in about another year. University men and of Indians who had studied there. 

Research students had special academic rank in the Before being admitted for l'esearcb work students 
University. There were about 100 of them at pres~nt, had to take a degl'ee either at Cambridge or elsewhere; 
.of whom about one-seventh were Indians. Most he knew of only one case where exemption fl'om this 
Indian l'escarch men took science, and there Wlls a rule had been granted. Of the Indian students now 
teudency towards botanical subjects; a few took moral doing research at Cambridge, six had definite postq in 
-science, and II few Oriental languages. Although they IndIa to which they were returning on the tennination 
-formed only a small proportion of the Indian students of their studies in this country. 
'lit Cambridge, they were perhaps the most satisfactory. In the event of Indians being appointed as lecturers, 
"rhe standlll'd for research students &t Cambridge was a , &c., in the University, he was in favour of the appoint-
very high one, and tbis the authorities were trYIng to ments being made by the University authorities 
preserve by l'ejecting applicants with only mediccre them'Jelves rather than by Government. He thought 
.qualifications. Research students were, as a cIas~, that the Indian students might resent men who had 
-older men, and therefOl'e, it miaht almost be said, di(l b - E cen chosen by Government. 
~ot seek any special intercourse with the ' nglish 
undergraduates. They preferred the society of 'the 
111'ofessors and tutors anu other l'eseareh students. He 
-thought, boweve1', that they were perhaps better looked 
.after than the Ol'dinllry students, and had mOl'e 
il'iendship shown towards them. 

He approved of the iuea of interchanging professors 
from dillerent Universities, on the ground that it would 
gill'e a wider knowledge of existing conditions in foreign 
colleges, lIe thought, however, that it would prove a 
difficult thing to arrange. 

~IISS B. A. CLOUGH, Principal of NcwnhaDl College, "liS called and examined. 

She said that she hlld no knowledge of Indian men 
-students, never llaving come into contact with them. 
As l'egards the Indian women students, there had been 
-five at Newnham in twenty-five years, and there was 
,one there at present who was l'eading natu!,al science. 
Four out of the five hlld been educated III England 
<before comina on to the University. 

Speaking of the question of applications from Indian 
women students she stated that there had been so few 
-that it had ne;er been II question of refusing them. 
-She would not l'efer applications to the Seeretary of the 
Inter-Collegiate Committee unless this was snggesteJ 
-to her. 

She said that the women studE'nts were quite 
anglicised, and on exactly the same footing as the 
English, They seemed to keep Indian ways of thought, 
Dut adopteel English ways of life. 

No students were admitted without having taken tho! 
Newnham entrance examination, Bnd no Indian or any 
<lther qualifications were accE'pted in place of t~is: 

The witness stated that women intending to be 
~eachers were at a disadvantage at Cambridge, in tha~ 
they were not admitted to the tJ'aining eourses, but 
that in the newer Universities there were special 
facilities for these courses, together with practical 
expt>rience. 

She tllought that if the demand grew greater the 
Council of Newnham might consider the question of 
reserving a number of vacancies for Indian women 
students, making special arrangements as to the 
entrance examination. But they had already to reruse 
admission to many English applicants, and therefore 
the position was difficult. Vacancies were filled up in 
March or A pri!. 

At present there were 22,) resident and 20 non
resident students at Newnham. 

She ha1 never hearel any of the English women 
students complain about the manners of the male 
Indian students at Cambridge. 
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THURSDAY, MAY 26,1921 (CAMBRIDGE). 

Present: 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (OhaiTman). 
SIB D. p, SARVADHIXABY. , 
DIWAN BAHADUB M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 

MB. C, E. W. JONES. 

SIB lIf, HWMICK. 
SAHIBUDA AFTAB AHMAD KUAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MR. R. E. FIELD, Secretary. 

MR. W. F. REDDAWAY, M.A., Censor of FitzWilliam Hall, was called Bnd examined, 

He said that the total number of students there, was 
about 330, including abo~t thirty-three, Indians. 
About sixty students lived. In the ~all or In hou.ses 
adjoinin" and formed the nucleus of lts corporate life, 
which h'; considered, was now quite equal to that of the 
colleg~s. The remainder lived in lodgings. There were 
usually no Indian students among the former, though 
he thought it would be advantageous t;, have an 
adtlitional house in this nucleus, where SlX or seven 
Indians might be accommodated. 
~ The witness stated that the tutorial work was divided 
between himself and the Assistant Censor, and that 
they were brou"ht into daily contact with the Indian 
students. The~e were more of theZIl at FitzWilliam 
Hall than at any of the college~, but in spit,e of ~his 
there did not seem to be any eVldence of \hetr havlng 
formed a " colony." They had opportunities of social 
intercourse with the English undergraduates at the 
voluntary corporate daily meals, on the recreation 
grounds, in the various societies which ~xisted, and in 
the readin" room the latter being a. speCIally developed 
feature ot"Fitz William Hall. lIls experience of Indian 
students had been a happy one. 

On beina asked what class of Indian he considered 
derived m~t benefit from an English University educa
tion the witness replied that that depended entirely on 
the 'individual. All of those now in residence were 
either reading for honours or doing research work. 

Questioned as to the number taken at FitzWilliam 
Hall, he answered that the average had been normally 
fixed at five a year, but that several research students 
were taken in addition to these five, there being no 
restriction on the number of the latter admitted. 
They had ten research students at present. He thought 
that at present there would be difficulty in increasing 
the admissions of Indian students, as there might then 
be a possibility of their not receiving sufficient 
attention. lIe hoped, however, that it might become 
possible in the future. Also the proper assimilation of 
the foreign element was essential, and how far this 
assimilation could be extended as regards the English 
undergraduates he could not say. IIe added that this 
foreign element was, not composed exclusively of 
Indians, but included Cingalese, Burmese, Africans, 
Japanese, and Chinese. There were some fifteen 
students of these nationalities now at FitzWilliam Hall. 

He estimated tiiat the minimum annual allowance 
now necessary for Indian students at FitzWilliam Hall 

£200 It was possible for them to Ii ve more
:ha!ply there than at' a college. lIe belieyed tha. 
difference to be about £60 a year. He thought It ~ould 
be a great help if the Commit~ee co~ld do anythIng to 
inform parents or guardians m IndIa of the present 
cost of a course of study at Cambridge. That ,,"ould 
prevent' men from coming with insufficient funds to, 
cover their expenses. 

As regards the question of vacations, .he had found. 
that Indian students did not come to hIm. very of~eD 
to obtain advice. A very few went to r;-latlOns d~rID!r 
the holidays, while a number staye,d ,111 Cambn~ge. 
He considered that this point came WIthIn the prOVlUCB
of the Secretary to the Inter-Collegiate Committee, and. 
mi"ht well be developed in the future. The. general 
co;duct of the students during the vacations seemed to 
have been quite satisfactory. 

Speakina of the subject of admissions to FitzWilliam. 
Hall he "enumerated the three ways in which the 
applications were received :-they came direct from 
India, with or without a. recommendation from some 
FitzWilliam Hall man; from the Secretary to the Inter
Collegiate Committee, or b! pe:sonal applica,tions fr0!l~ 
friends already in the Umverslty. The wltness saHl 
that he communicated with the Secretary to the Inter
Colle"iate Committee rather than with the Indian 
Stud;nts' Department direct. 

As regards the difficul:ies that arose. from. colleges 
admitting further apphcants after ~nformlng the 
Secretary of the Inter-Collegiate Committee that their
lists were full, the witness quite agreed that it was. 
necessary for the organisation to be improved in this. 
respect. 

On bein'" asked what opportunities thc Indian
students had of coming into contact witn the best minds. 
at the University, with a view to obtaining a broader
outlook he replied that, though everything was open 
to the~, there were no special arrangements to that 
end. 

In reply to questions, he mentioned agricuiturl'. 
engineering and medicine among the subjects in which 
Indian students could obtain a good training at 
Cambridge. Very few, if any, read classics, but law, 
mathematics, science and languages were popular
subjects. For -students who were proposing to study
agl'iculture a preliminary study of botany in India 
would be useful. 

lIe had no knowledge of the present position of 
Indian students as regards admission to the O.T,C. 

MR, G. P. MORIARTY, M.A., Director of Studies to the Board of Indian Civil Service Studies, ' 
Cambridge, was called and examined. -

He said that his duties involved seeing candidates for 
the Indian Civil Service at the begmning of each 
academiC year, and afterwards as often as they desired 
his advice. He advised them concerning their lectures 
and reading, and himself gave lectures in English, in 
essay wrlti!)g and in questions of the day, political, 
social and economic, The students did a cert!\in 
amount of written work for him by which he was able 
to keep account of their progress. 

He considered that of those who presented themselves 
for the Indian Civil Service only the minority were 
fitted to take the examination. lIe read the following 
:figures :-

In August 1914-
Total number of candidates 183 
Total number of appointments 47 
N umber of Indian students com-

peting 25 
Indian students who obtained 

apI>ointments 7 
Indian students who failed 18 

The last man on tIle list was an Indian student, who< 
obtained only 27 marks out of a possible 6,OpO. 

He did. not know whether these students were
misinformed in India as to the standard of the examina
tion, or whether they came in spite of advice given t() 
them to the contrary. He considered that the nominated 
probationers were as a rule not up to the requisite 
standard; they were inclined to treat their ye-ar in
England as a holiday, and little serious work was done
by them at Cambridge. The Government scholars, on
the other hand, were men of high attainment, and he 
had found their work most satisfactory. He saw no· 
objection to Government scholars studying for the 
Indian Civil Service. 

He said that the Indian Civil Service probationers. 
were as a rule only under bis direction for lectures in 
Indian history. There were two classes of probationers. 
who came to him for Indian history :-

1. Those who passed the open eompetiti ve examina
tion; Rnd 
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2. War-service candidates appointed by a Board of 
Selection after having passed a qualifying 
examination under the Reconstruction Scheme. 

The Indian nominated probationers did not study 
~ndian history, but they regularly attended his lectures 
on essay writing. 

Speaking of possible improvement in the standard of 
the Government nominees, he said that there seemed 
t.o be some idea that young men of energetic character 
should be given places who would fail to enter the 
Service if they tried to do so by open competition. He 
IIlso referred to the method of distributing nominations 
on a communal basis, in order to represent all provinces 
of India. He was not in favour of this, but it was 
difficult to suggest an alternative. 

Questioned as to the class of Indian students with 
whom he came into contact, he said that he had found 
them quite satisfactory on the whole, both socially and 
physically. A60ut one in fifty was turned out because 
he failed to pass the compulsory riding test. As regards 
knowledge of English, he said that many Indians came 
to Cambridge whose knowledge of the language was 
excellent; others were very poor linguists and did not 
seem to improve with time; the majority were fairly 
good. The chief difficulty of many of them seemed to 
be their inability to discriminate between the 
•• slangy" English spoken by the average English 
undergracluate and standard literary English. When 
writing English they showed a strong tendency towards 
tautology, because they were unable to accustom 
themselves to the rich synonymous vocabulary of the 
English language. He considered that the student 
who read for the history or some literary tripos would 
learn more English than the mathematical or science 
student. 

Speaking of the possibility of increasing the number 
of Indian admissions to Cambridge University, he 
reminded the Committee that the present number of 
students in residence (some 5,000) was abnormal, and 
that when the immediate effects of the war had 
subsided he thought that the old figure of 3,000 was 
likely to prevail; the proportion of Indian students 
should not therefore be reckoned on the prescnt figures. 

Indians were not barred from competing for the 
Home Civil Service, but he had never known one to 
do so. As regards Eastern cadetships, these were 
confined in lIong liong, the Malay States and the 
Straits Settlements to men of British European 
descent. In Ceylon, by a recent regulation, they were 
restricted to men of British European or of Sinhalese 
descent. He thought the restriction necessary in 
Ceylon, as the Sinhalese were anxious· to keep down the 
non-Sinhalese element. He did not see any reason 
why the other restrictions should not be removed, but 
he thought that appointments to these cadetships should 
be made with great care. 

He then submitted two memoranda (one prepared by 
himself and the other by an Indian nominated Indian 
Civil Service probationer), which are printed below. 

Memorandum by Mr. G. P. Moriarty_ 
Since October, 1894, I have been resident, in this 

University, under engagement with the special Board 
of Indian Civil Service Studies in the dual capacity of 
Lecturer in Indian Hi~tory and of Dirf'Ctor of Studies 
to candidates for the Indian Civil Service Open Com
petition. Throughout my career at Cambridge I have 
been regularly in contact with the Indian students. 

I beg leave to offer the following observations on some 
of the topics to which the attention of this Committee 
is direrted :-

1. The rea80n8 which at pre80nt induce Indian 8tudentB 
to leave India for educational or technical 
training. 

The Indian students with whom I am mainly con
cerned come here in order to compete for the Indian 
{)ivil Service. Thf're will always be a number of young 
Indians who resort to England for this purpose. A cer
tain number of appointments to the Civil Service are 
now beina made in India; but the persons so appointed 
are requh-ed to spend at least a year at an English 
University after their appointment. I gather that the 
Secretary of State for India is strongly in favour of this 
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system and that he-proposes to continue it. (See Report 
on Indian ConstitutIOnal Reforms, paragraph 316.) 

In addition to Indian candidates for the Indian Civil 
Service there are a considerable number of young 
Indians who come to English Univefsities, either on 
account of the general advantages attributed to an 
English University degree, or to attend the lectures 
of some recognised expert on a special branch of learn
ing, or to pursue post-graduate research. 

These three reasons, so far as I can see, will continue 
to operate permanently in bringing over students from 
India to England. An EnglIsh University degl€t, 
espf'cially in high honours, is, I assume, of value to 
Indian students intending to take up educational work 
in their own country. As to expert teachmg, there are 
at English Universities a number of recognised authori
ties to whom specialists will find it necessary to resort 
in order to complete their studies. As to post-graduate 
research, I can only speak with reference to my own 
subject of Indian History_ Research in questions con
nected with the British power iq India cannot be 
properly undertaken except through consultation of the 
records at the India Office and the BrItish Museum, 
and it is, of course, advisable that such consultation 
should be carried on under the guidance of a practised 
teacher. 

2. The effect on Indian 8tlldents of re8idence at Engli8h 
Univer8itie8 for educational purpose8. 

Provided that the right type of Indum student i;; 
selected, I am firmly convmced that residence at an 
Enghsh University will be found beneficial. Its general 
effect IS on analogy with that produced by foreIgn travel 
in the case of young men of any nationahty. It, 
increases the experience and it broadens the outlook. 
But, in view of the connection between England and 
India, a period of residence in England is absolutely 
essential for young Indians destined either for the 
Indian Civil Service or for professional work in IndIa. 
It is the sole means of gi vmg them 8 real insight into 
English political institutions, English culture, and 
English economics and sociology. Finally, residence 
in England and amidst English surroundmgs is obvi. 
ously needed to complete the acquisitIon of a corlect 
and ready use of the English language. 

I have made the quahfication: .. Provided that the 
right type of IndIan student is selected." I do not 
know whether the authoritIes in India have any le-gal 
power to allow or prohibit, as the case may be, the 
,·esort to an English UniversIty of any individual 
student. But, as Director of Indian Civil Service 
Studies, I have frequently come across Indian students 
who ought never to have been sent to Cambridge. 
TheIr failure to pass into the Indian Civil Service hair 
been inevitable. The samC criticism applies to Indian 
students who, not. bping candidates for the Indian Civil 
Service, have failed to obtain a good class in the tripos. 
Candidates of this type return to India embittered by 
their ill-success, and in some cases, I fear, confronted 
by embarrassed circumstances. If, therefore, young 
Indians of limited means wish to come to England in 
quest either of the Indian Civil Service or of high 
academic distinction, care should be taken to limit th& 
number to those with reasonable expectations of success. 

In the case of Inaian students to whom financial con
siderations are less important, all that is needed is to 
see that if they propose to come to an English Uni
versity it should be with some definite object of intel
lectual improvement, and not merely in a spirit of 
indolf'nce or adventure. 

I 

3_ Care and Bupervi8ion of Indian ,tudents in England. 
It is essential that Indian students coming to England 

should not be left to shift for themselves. But the 
importance of this matter has long since been appre
ciated by the India Office, and excellent work is now 
being done by the advisory bodies in London and the 
University towns, 

The Committee calls attention to .. the desirability or 
otherwise of establishing hostels for Indian students at 
University centres to which they go in appreciable 
numbers." , 

No doubt the vipw8 of Indian students themselves OD 

this project should be considered. Personally I am 
opposed to it. A hostel puts a premium on ~egrega-

B 
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'ion, the vel'y thing. whwh ought to be avoided. In this 
University in particular I am convinced that a hostel 
for Indian students would be a grave blunder. The 
Indian student should be free to live in lodgings, in a 
boardmg house, or in a private family. But the 
advisory bodies should satisfy themselves as to the 
suitability of the accommodation and the propriety of. 
the envIronment, In fact; Indian studeI).ts should be 
encouraged by the local Ad vi~or to discuss these matters 
periodically and to state their private opinion on them. 

4. The provision of facilitlCs lor 8uitable social and 
wtellectual intercourse with. the people of the 
United Kmgdom, especially at the' important 
centres of learning. 

This involves a delicate question on which it is diffi
cult to be at once brief and conclllsi~e. The f()llowing 
consIderatIOns should be borne in mind :-

(L) Murh depends on the individual. If Indian 
students sent/over here are of mar,ked intellectual 
ability, of skill in companionable pursuits, such 
as the various branches of atbletics, or of good, 
social standIng in their own country, they should 
havp no difficulty in forming an appropriate circle 
of English intimates. Indian students who 
possess none of these recommendations have no 
ught to complain of their isolation. The same 
coniiitlOn applies to English students who are 
SImIlarly deficient. 

(it.) Indians are apt to be ignorant of the fact that 
not even all Enghshmen love one another. The 
tendency at Cambridge and Oxford-I cannot 
8pcak of other UDlversitles-is for the men to 
form themselves into sets characterised by a 
pnde in mutual exclusiveness. It is as idle, 
therefore, for the average Indian as it is for the 
average EnglIshman, on coming to an Enghsh 
rniven.lty, to look for an omnipresent cordiahty. 
The student, whethC'r Indian or English, must 
find hIS 0" n level and 'take what opportunity 
offers. Putting this point aside, Indian students, 
cel'talDly at thi~ University, should find ample 
scope for makmg acquamtance with Englishmen 
m sports, in thE' community of college life, and 
notably in socletiE's for discussion or debate. 
L"nder the klt heading there are, at Cambridge, 
the Union Sorlety, college societies, and, I may 
mentIOn, occasional societies based on common 
mterest in some speCIal suhject on which Indian 
students can speak with authority. At Cambridge 
the selected candIdates lor the Indian Civil 
Service, English and Indian combined, have a 
society of theIr own, the meetings of which, as 
1 can testify from personal experience, are both 
profitable and pleasant, ' 

(iiL) '£he advisory bodies can, of course, do a great 
deal in finding pel'sons of position who will wel
come Indian studpnts as visitors to their homes. 
But it is essential that such pel'sons should have 
not only the inclination, but also the means of 
hospitality, and, above all, the leisure for it. 
Professors, lecturers and tutors at the Vniversi
ties have, as a rule, already as much work as they 
can manage to do, and it is idle to bring pressure 
on them to undertake addltional duties the per-

. formance of which is a physical impossibility. 
(IV.) From the other point of view, Indian stud€'2lts 

'~ry properly resent anything in the nature of 
patronage. If they whh to keep to themselves 
the sentiment should be respected. It is for 
obvious reasons, regrettable that Ind'ian students 
should a~sociD.te too murh ",ith one another. 
Such a cot\~se entails the loss of-the chief benefit 
which residE'ncc in England is supposed to give. 
The defect has bpen considerably modified at this 
University by the plan of, distributing Indian 
Rtudents among variou~ coIIe~ea, as was su"
g~sted by Lord l\Iorlpy's committee some yea~s 
ago. It should, and in my opinion will, be 
further modIfied by the means suggested in the 
above rellilarks-that is to say, by the selection 
of a good type of Indilill student for dispatch to 
EJ?~land and by thc normal action of the advisory 
Lodles. _ 

In conclusion, I may sum up by saying that in my 
opinion the resort of Indian students to English U ni
versities is, under present political' and educational 
conditions, inevitable; that this resort is advantageous 
to the students concerned, although the advantages are 
not perhaps always immediately appreciable; and that 
such defects as are attendant on this rcsort are capable 
of remedy. 

GE:RALD P. MORIARTY, ' 

. 

.M.A., Pemb,'ol.B College, Cambridge (ana 
liLA., Balliol College,' Oxford}, Lecturer 
i7~ Indian History and Director of Studies 
to the special Board of Indian Civil Studies 

in the University of Cambl'idye. 

Memorandum by Mr. N. Senapati, Indian Civil Service 
Nominated Probationer. 

This memorandum applies exclusively to the pro· 
bationers selected in India, who are required by the 
regulations of the Secretary of State for India to spen.:J. 
a two years' probation in the United Kingdom. 

The first batch of Civil Servants selected under this 
scheme have not yet finished their probation. But my, 
experience of the training they are going through leads 
me to the following conclusions ;-

1. There is nothing in. the course which could not 
have been easily provided for in India. Therefore T 
consider it a waste of time and money to send them' 
abroad unless their training is adapted to their peculiar 
needs. 

2. At the same time I must emphasiSE! the desirability 
of travel abroad for its own sake if not for anything else. 

3. Under the above circumstances, I propose as 
follows ;-

(a,) The probationer selected in India should he 
required to spend one year of probation in India, 
during which time he should work at the foIlowinO' 
subjects, and at the end of that year appear befor: 
a properly constituted Civil Service Board and 
by examination or otherwise .give satisfactory 
evidence of his work. The subjects should 
include ;-

(L) Indian Law, e.g., Indian Penal Code, Code 
of Criminal Procedure, Indian Evidence 
Act, Notes of Cases. Hmdu and Mallo. 
ll1edan Law, optional. 

(ii.) General EconomIcs, with special reference 
to Indian Economics. 

(iiL) Riding. 

(b,) He shoul~ be require~ to spend his second year 
of probatlon abroad, SIX months of which should 
b~,spe~t at one ?r othe;r of the recognised Univer
St-les lD the Umted Kingdom. Durin'" this time 
he should be required to study:- '" 

(L) The Constitution of the United Kinadom, 
with special reierence to the judiciary 
function of Government. For this 
purpose he should be provided with all 
facilities for studying the subject first 
hand t e.g., by attending Parliament, the 
Courts of Law, &c: Also he should have 
opportunities of studying the working of 
the Civil Service and its relation to the 
Legislature. 

(ii.) One of a number of subjects, which should 
include: 

Ci vii Service. 
Local Govetnment. 
Administration of Poor Law. 
Trade Union Organisation. 
Co-operative Societies. 
Organisation of the Party SystC'm of 

Government, &c. 
He should be provided with all facilities for 

, studying the subject first hand. 
(c.) The last six months of his probation should be 

spent in trave~ling, specially in France, Central 
Europe, AmerIca and Japan. During this time 
he shou,ld be required to pay spccial attention to· 
the subject he has chosen from group (ii) above. 

After his return to India he should be asked to 
subtnit an account of the last six months of his 
probation. 
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Mn. J. PnASAl> and Mn. G. BAl>HWAR, representatives of the Crocodile Club, an athletic association 
for Indians and other Asiatics in the University of Cambridge, 'Were called and examined. 

11 

They stated that the membership of their club was view the idea prevalent among the authorities that the 
limited to twenty.one, but that there were a large admission of Indians would hinder enlistment among 
number of associates for whom the club organised the English undergraduates was greatly exaggerated. 
gameil. Participation in some form of sport was the One of the witnesses had been at an English public 

, necessary qualification for membership, though in the school, where there had been no objection raised to hia 
existing ruleB (which, however, were under revision) joining the corps, and he had frequently participated 
no particular standard of excellence was required. in field days and night manreuvres held in conjunction 

The object of the society was to bring together with the Cambridge University O.T.C. As regards the 
Indians who were interested in sport, to organise sl'ggestion that the Indian's inability to ride was a 
games for them in conjunction with other members of drawback to his admission to the O.T.C., the witnesses 
the University, and to arrange matches against th3 6aid that this was not a serious handicap, as there was 
English undergraduates. no reason why a man should go particularly for 

They were convinced that the society had been of cavalry; the corps had both infantry and artlilery. 
great value in establishing good relations between branches as well. They thought that the only trouble 
Indian and English students, and they emphasised the was the existence of a nathral conservatism among 
spirit of comradeship that was bound to exist among all the English students, which might lead them to object 
sportsmen. . to such an innovation as the admission of Indians to 

Questioned as to the particular sports in which the corps, but they wE're sure tbat this would be 
Indians took a prominent part, they said that tennis overcome, as many other prejudices had been, in time. 
and hockey took first place, and cricket came next. The witnesses thought that it would be inadvi.abl" 
Rowing was not taken part in to any great extent. to restrict the admissIOn of Indian student" to lc,parch 
They also pointed out that the majority of English men and those going in for the hiaher branches of 
rowing men came up from public schools, where study. This would exclude the men ';-ho had come to 
they had already had considerable training and England for a public school education, a type that they 
experience, and that, in addition to this, Englishmen considered should be encouraged. They were of the 
had the advantago over Indians, where rowing was opinion that more b~nefit was obtamed from the 
concerned, in the matter of physique. Hunting was a corporate life of the L"Dlversity by the younger men; 
very expensive sport, and one in which only the richer they assimilated m?re of their surroundmgs than the 
of the English students took part: it was much too reSE'arch students did, and were thus able to take back 
costly for the great majority of Indians. to India a better lmpre~sion of conditions in this 

The question of the O.T.O. was then brought up, country than would the older men. They would hke to 
and thc witnesses assured the Committee that in th£'lr see both types at the University. 

"'In. P. K. PARIJA, of Chri.t's College, representing the Indian UDity League, Cambridge, 
Mn. M. 1. RAHIM, of Pembroke College, Secretary of the All.England Indian Confclence, and 
11111. S. C. BOSE, of FitzWilliam Hall, representing the Cambridge IndlQn MUJlIs. 

. were called and examined. 

The Chairman first thanked the witnesses for the very standard could be improved, it would be far more 
useful memoranda submitted by them to the Committee valuable to the student to rem am at an Indlau 
(L\ltter to Chairman from Cambridge Indian MajIis, University where he could study the condihons ~ ith 
Statement by Mr. Rahim, and Letter to Chairman which he would eventually have to deal. He thought 
from Unity League appended). Dealing with the that the Government were already reahsing this pomt, 
protest made by t1le Majlls against the exclusion of a sign of it being that lD the Engineering Service, the 
representatives of Indian students from the Committee, distmction between the Indian·trained Provincial 
the Chairman pointed out that it was only from practical Service and the EnglIsh. trained Imperial Sel \ ICe was 
treasons they had not been included, and not from any breaking down. 
opposition on the part of the Committee to their He then put forward a suggestion that all appoint. 
inclusion. He was anxious to give Indian students ments to the Indian services, as far as Indians w(>re 
every opportunity of expressing their views, and that concerned, should be made in India. only; that the 
was the reason for summoning of the present witnesses. chosen candidates should then be sent as probationers 

The first question to be dealt with was that of the either to this country or to some othcr country 
Indian Civil Service appointments. Mr. Bose said (America, for example), where the best faCllities for 
that the reason which induced many Indians to corne specialised study of their particular subject were to be 
to this country for their University education was that obtained. He would suggest England for railway and 
they felt that they had a better chance, by so doing, of dock engineering and America for agriculture. 
obtaining Civil Service appointments. Under the new As regards the openings for Indians in the Indian 
re"ulations the competitive examination for such posts Educational Service, the witnesses objected that these 
w:s to be held in England before the similar were not sufficient. They' suggested that probationers 
examination in India, which meant that if the requisite should be sent abroad. It was suggested to them that 
88 per cent. of Indians passed the examination in this there was a good field in the private colleges in India. 
country and obtained appointments, there would be no and that such posts were likely eventually to lead to 
chance for those who desired to take the examination Government appointments. 
in India. He urged :- The Chairman then referred to the question of the 

(a.) That the examinations in England and India exclusion of ~dians from the ~ambridge Univ~rs.ity 
should have the same standing, and be held O.T.C. The WItnesses were unammously ?f the oplDlon 
simultaneously' and that thcre was really no obstacle at Cambridge, and that 

(b.) That Government scholars should not be allowed the exclusion was due solely to t~e military auth~rities 
to compete for Civil Service appointments and the War Office. It was explamed by the Chamnan 

• that the military authorities were only acting on what 
He thougM that if these two suggestions were carried they emphatically believed to be the opinion current 

into effect, one great need {or Indians to come to this among the English students, and the witnesses said 
country would be obviated. Mr. Rahim was in agree- that in this case they felt con1ident that the authorities 
ment with him on this point, saying that if men were misinformed. The Chairman expressed the view 
realised that by good work in India they would stand a that the Indian students could do much by enlisting the 
good chance of obtaining appointments, they would not sympathy of English students, and by their agency 
come to England. could get the embargo removed. He was strongly of 

He considered that another reason which brought the opinion that any agitation on the part of the Indian 
men to England was that as yet the facilities for students themselves without the concurrence of the 
research work and other _higher branches of study in English students would be harmful rather than 
India were quite inadequate. He thought that beneficial. .,In answer to this, the witnesses said that 
improvement was very necessary in this matter, and I they had found that the English undergraduate was shy 
that, especially in such Departments as Forestry, to express his views, and was generall;y adverse to any 
Agriculture and. Tropical Medicine, if the Indian form of agitation. Their opposers, in that they wer" 
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not expressina an ol'iginal or new opinion, were not 
so reluctant t"o speak as were their supporters. These 
latter were rather inclined to think that any form of 
agitation would be likely to ~o more harm t~an good. 
The witnesses expressed gratItude to the Chsmnan for 
his offer to lend the Indian students his support in this 
matter, and said that they felt that it would be 
valuable. 

In reply to the suggestion that the Indian was held 
to be unsuitable for the O.T.C. because he could not 
ride, Mr. Rahim said that this was not a serious 
objection, because no Indian who could not ride would 
think of applying for the cavalry division of the corps. 

The question of E'ngineering was then discussed. In 
their memorandum the witnesses had referred to the 
difficulty experiencl!.l by Indians in gaining admissIOn 
to the Polytechnic Institutes, the Technical Colleges 
and to private firms in this country. They admitted 
thllt in the two former cases the difficulty was only that 
of the general congestion at prosent existing, and that 
there 'VIlS no special embargo plaoed upon Indians. 
The difficulty in the case of private firms was chiefly 
that of the premium required being too high for the 
average Indian to pay. ThE'Y suggested that higher 
premiums were chllrged in th~ case of Indians because 
they were strangers, I;lnd the firms in question felt that 
they had not the same sense of security in dealing with 
them as they had with Englishmen. Could not the 
Government make some arrangement for the admission 
of Indians. to firms which tendered for Government 
contracts? 

They suggested that facilities for practical training 
in banking should be obtained through the medium of 
those banking firms that enjoyed the patronage of the 
India Office. 

As regards the' regulations of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants, Mr. Bose said that he con
sidered it an injustice that whereas an English graduate 
was able to qualify in three years instead of five, it 
was impossible for even an M.A. of an Indian 
UniverSIty to obtain any reduotion in the term of 
articles. At the request of the Chairman, the Secretary 
to the Committee explained that there were two 
distinct organisations of accountants, the Society of 
Incorporated Accountants and Auditors, and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants. The former 
accepted Indian degrees, but the latter were unable to 
do so by thc terms of their charter, which allowed 
exemption to be granted only to men who were 
graduates of a University of the United Kin17dom. The 
regulation applied to Colonial and foreign ~tudents as 
well as to Indians. The Students' Department had 
made efforts to get the regulations modified in favollr 
of holders of Indian degrees, but the Institute had 
,replied that in order to do so it would be necessary for 
them to apply for a new charter, which they were 
unwilling to do. 

In dealing with the question of the Government 
scholarsh~ps, the witnesses all thought that they should' 
only be gn'en to men who proposed to do research work 
or to read one of the higher branches of stUdy. They 
thought that in the interests of India it was waste of 
the Goverl/.ment money to spend it on Civil Servants. 
What money was at the Government's disposal for this 
purpose should be spent in producing for India as many 
effiC'ient specialists as possible to carryon educational 
or industrial work in India. 'l'hey fclt that the service 
of learning was of greater importance than the service 
of the Stllte. Both Mr. Bose and Mr. Rahim Ul'''ed that 
the I.C.S. student llad to give his attention ~hile at 
the University, to too many different subjects and 
could no~ therefore stud:>: any subject really thoro~ghly. 

Referrlllg to the queshon of the adequacy of existin17 
arrangements for the admission of Indian students t~ 
Cambridge University, it was pointed out that what 
the witnesses objected to as .. restrictions" were in 
reality actual reservations. Many Englishmen were 
turned away, but a certain number of places were 
always reserved for Indians. Mr. Parija replied that 
the number of reservations came in practice to be the 
maximum limit of admissions. He ~hought that if the 
colleges undertook to admit only students whose names 
were submitted to them by the Secretary to the Inter
Collegillte Committee less Indians would secure 
admission in future t.han in the past; more admissions 
were gained under the existing arrangements whereby 

a student might seek admission by personal interviews 
with tUtOl'S independE'ntly of the Committee. 

The witnesses strongly Ul'ged that Government 
probationers should not be included in the number of 
Indian admissions fixed by each college. If colleges 
admitted probationers they should be in addition to th9-
number of private Indian students agreed upon. 

As regards the Provincial Advisory Committees in 
India, the witnesses had found them to be unreliable 
and unhelpful. They thought that the Indian 
Universities would be the best bodies to recommend 
and advise students, and suggested that the oontrol of 
the Advisory Committees should in future be transfel'red 
to them. 

It was pointed out to them that the Inter.Collegiate 
Committee in Cambridge existed only for the benefit. 
of Indian students, and that if its advice was followed 
not only would many Indians be saved the expense and 
disappointment of a fruitless journey to this country. 
but also the standard would be kept on a better level. 
They a'greed that this was very desirable. 

They were of the opinion that on the whole it was 
advisable to encourage Indians to come to this country 
only after graduating, though, on the other hand, they 
thought that Indians who had been to a public school 
in England and then to the University were likely to 
be of great service to their country. The only objection 
they saw to younger men coming from India was that, 
being removed from home influenoe at an impression
able age, they were more likely to be led astray. 

Another objection that the witnesses had to the 
existence of the Inter.Collegiate Indian Students 
Committee was that they resented being under the 
guardianship of the Secretary. When questioned as to 
the actual extent of this guardianship they said that it 
was chiefly a financial matter, but that some college 
tutors required their Indian students to place them
selves. entirely under the Secretary's care. They felt 
that lt was derogatory to the Indian student to be 
treat~, in this respect, in a different way from the 
Enghshman. As regards the need for a financial surety 
for Indian students, Mr. PariJa suggested that could be 
met by the college. re.quiring a substantial deposit, say 
,.£100, when admlttlllg an Indian. The ~tudents 
objected to having to ask the Secretary to the Inter
?ollegiate Committee for money whenever they needed 
It. As regards. the q1,1estion of holiday quarters, he 
thought that IndIan students were capable of arran17inl7 ' 
such matters for themselves, and that there was'" n: 
necessity for a University adviser to assist them in 
tbat respect. 

The witnesses strongly opposed any suggestion for tho 
foundation of an Indian hostel at Cambridge or else. 
whe:e, even.if Englishmen, as well as Indians, were 
admItted. to It. Tney thought that if any benefit wa9 
to be derIved by Indians from their stay in this country 
they. must avoid s~gregation as muoh as possible. They 
admltt~d the pos~Ible value of hostels for the rec6{>tion 
of IndIans when arriving in this country but were of 
the opinion that stay in them should not' be prolon17ed 
for more than two or three weeks. They approvna'" of 
the existence of 21, Cromwell Road for that pUrPos 
but suggested that it was badly mana17ed at presen~' 
and needed to be reorganised. There ~ght always U; 
be one. or more ~epresentatives of the students on th 
Managlllg CommIttee. e 

STATElIIRlI'T BY THE IND~AN VNI1'Y LEAGUE, CAMBRIDGE. 

To the Chairman, Committee on Indian Students. 
Your Lordship, 
. . We, t~e undersigned, beg to state on behalf of the 
Indian Ulllty League that we welcome the appointment 
of the Commi.ttee on Indian Students, as in our opinion 
the problem ,IS one that requires urgent solution. 'At 
the present l~nctul'e of Indian history the impol.tanoe 
of the ?ducatlon of the younger generation cannot be 
emph~s!sed too strongly. While the different schools 
of politICal thought in India differ as to the steps they 
all agree tha.t self-government for India is the ultimate 
go~l.. In vI.ew of this, th,e League believes that our 
politICal de~tIllY depends o~ how we train our students. 
W~ therefore eagerly seu:e this opportunity to put;. 

Ollr views on beh~lf of the League before the Committee. 
;rhe best !llan, III our opinion, is to set down our views 

pomt by POlut on the subjects the Committee are going 
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to investigate, and our representative will be prepared 
to answer any questions that may arise from these. 

Regarding the Committee's main lines of enquiry-
1. We believe that the following are the reasons whick 

induce Indian students to go abroad:-
(a.) To study for the Civil and other higher Govern

ment Services, e.g., I.l\I.S., Indian Agricul
tural Service, and the Bar. 

(b.) To have technical and professional training. 
(c.) To have a general education, such as a public 

school and University training. 
(d.) In recent ~ears, a certain number (happily 

inC4"easing) of students come for research 
work and advanced study to this country or 
go to other foreign countries. Although 
most of these get absorbed in the higher 
Government services, a substantial number 
does come, mostly supported by public 
bodies, like the Universities, to prosecute 
advanced studies for their own sake. 

In brief, most of these students come abroad to better 
their prospects in life . 

2.-(a.) From the above analysis it will be seen that 
the mam inducement for Indian students to come abroad 
is the Government services and the Bar. We there
fore believe that the Government can and must make 
provision in India of more adequate facilities to reduce 
the necessity for study abroad. We suggest the fol
lowing steps :-

(i.) Institution of simultaneous Civil Service 
examination in India. This will considerably 
reduce the number of Indian students by 
holding back the unsuccessful competitors. 
Only the selected candidates should be sent 
to spend their probationary period abroad. 

(ii.) Institution of the Indian Bal', thus removtDg 
the invidious distinction between barristers 
and Vakils. 

(iii.) The Universities in India must make pro
visions for-(a) higner studies and research 
in various branches of knowledge, and (b) 
technical studies. 

In this connection, we note with satisfaction that the 
method of recruitment to the various services other 
than Civil Service has been altered. But in our opimon 
the change is not far-reaching enough. To have smtable 
reoruits in sufficient number the Universities must, we 
repeat, provide for higher studies. The probatIOners 
should be sent abroad (not necessarily to the United 
Kingdom) to acquire further knowledge in their special 
subjects. For example, a probationer in the Agricul
tural Service might be sent "ith greater profit to the 
United States than to the Vnited Kingdom. Members 
of the Indian Educational Service may be granted study 
leave with full allowance to go abroad and study their 
special subjects, no matter the country they choose. 
In this matter the method adopted by the Japanese 
Government is commendable. 

In any case, the pernicious principle that British 
degrees per 88 are superior to Indian degrees must be 
abandoned, and indiscriminate appointment of men, 
such as the appointment of a mathematician to a Chair 
of Physics, must be given up. 

(b.) In our opinion, if the above suggestions are 
acted upon, the decline in the number of Indian 
students will be immediate. But the following classes 
of students will continue to cotne abroad, although in 
decreasing numbers as the institutions in India 
develop:-

(a.) Technical and professional students. 
(b.) Probationers for val'ious Services. 
(c.) Advanced students either for research or higher 

study. 
(d.) Students for military, naval or aeronautical 

training. 
(s.) A certain number of students coming for liberal 

education. 
'Ye think the High Commissioner for India or the 

Secretary of State must make arrangements for classes 
(a), (b) and (d). For, however much we should like 
liberty for students, \\ e understand it is very difficult 
for technical students to get into suitable firms for 
practical training. In our opinion, the High Commis
sioner can help these students by making arrangements 
with firms which tender fOJ; Indian Government con-

tracts. Needless to say that the Sfll!l'etary of State 
should provide for the training of probationers. With 
reference to (d), the absence of demand for such 
training should not be taken as the index of lack of 
desire or aptltude. The cause lies in the absence of a 
career. We are of opimon that if self-government is to 
be real, Indians must be trained in modern means of 
defence, and the Indian public opinion must be well
in,structed in these matters if it can effectively deal 
~nth the defence of India. This can only be achieved 
If we have our students trained in IDllitary science in 
the broadest sense. 

There ought to be no artificial restriction as to the 
number and admission of the advanced students. We 
will deal with thls and (e) when we give our views on 
the Advisory Committees. 

3: In dedding whether the experiment of sending 
Indian students abroad has been successful, we think 
the criterion should be the success these students have 
attained in their respective walks of life. In the case 
01 students sent by their parents. we have not enou"h 
data to pronounce judgment. Besides these private 
students, thel'e are two other classes of students, 
nam!lly:-

(i.) Government scholars. 
(ii.) Scholars sent by other public bodies, like the 

Deccan EducatIOn Society, Fraser Fund, &c. 
(i.) Goverll'Illent scholars fall into thlee cate-

gOl'les :-

(a.) Techmcal scholars. 
(b.) University State scholars. 
(c.) Scholars for study of languages. 

We are of opinion that the first two cla~ses of scholars 
have been failures, although from different causes. 
'I'echnical scholarships have been awarded with the 
definite object of helping in the industrial development 
of India. but the scheme cannot be said to have been 
successful. Weare not opposed to the institution of 
these scholarships; on the contrary, we would welcome 
an increase in their number; we would like to see 
these scholarships bear more fruit than they have done 
so far. We feel inclined to suggest that the Depart
ments of Industry in the different Provmces may help 
returning scholars with capital at low interest to start 
business, and these scholars should be given preference 
in Government works over foreign experts. 

Regarding the second class of scholars, the failure 
is due to a want of a definite end in view in awarding 
the scholarships. These scholarships are awarded as 
rewaords of the scholar's career in the Universities. 
Most of these either take a degree in one of the British 
Universities or try for the Indian Civil Service and 
qualify for the Bar. We conslder public money wasted 
if It is spent to multiply lawyers and civil servants. 
So we suggest that these scholarships should only be 
awarded for advanced studies abroad, and not for 

f passing an eXllmination or getting a degree. 
In the case of the third class of Government scholars. 

we are of opinion that they have justified their 
selection. 

Regarding the students sent by public bodies like the' 
Calcutta University or the Deccan Educational Society, 
they have always been sent with the definite aim of 
qualifying themselves for teaching. We think the 
experiment has been eminently successful, and we 
should like the Government to follow the lead in thia 
matter of training teachers in GoverIl'ffient colleges. 

Coming to the special points, some of the points 
have been answered in our general statement. How
ever, we will briefly touch the points, grouping cognate 
subjects together. 

(1) and (6). As matters stand at present, facilities. 
available to Indians for admission to educational insti. 
tutions are inaKequate. Our suggestions, if acted upon, 
will no doubt ease the situation. but in the meanwhile a 
modus vivendi mllst be found. Qn this head, we 
suggest that the .Universities be approached to make 
more liberal admission of Indian students. We do not 
like any artificial limit put on the numbe:- of Indiana 
simply because they are Indians. If, however, ther& 
is to be any limit, we assert that the probationers nlusl; 
not be included in this limjted number. Further. 
subject to laboratory accommodation in case of 
scientific students, there ought not to be any resnicti"u 
on advanced students. 
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.... d' the system we confine our remarks. to nagar mg , . 'd' ISlon C 1:)'d e We do not like the InVI 10US compu 
o;:u~e!t~ to submit to the gua~~ianship of the L?cal 
Advi)ler. But if the University insists on such guar.dlan. 
hi we are ready to submit, but we emphatICally 

s ro~est against the arrangement that t?is should be the 
~ole channel of admission. An IndIan student m~st 
have the liberty to approach the tutors armed lHth 
proper testimonials, and the tutor may ask the stu~ent 
to come under the guardIanship of the Local AdVIser, 
or he may demand higher caution money. But the 
l:ecent arrangement by the High Co.nu:nissioner, that 
only students coming through the adVIsory body sho.uld 
be admitted, is undesirable and has led to hardshIps, 
for some students have been stranded, although they 
are definitely admitted, but have been subsequen~y 
rejected. We view with disfavour an!. und~e exercise 
of Government influence on the polItICal .hought of 
Indian students. 

The Advisory Committees in India must be r~. 
orgarused. They should be Advisory bodies no~ only m. 
name but in fact. These bodies must 'be .appomted by 
the Universities With no connectIOn With the Pro
vincial Government besides that existing between t?e 
University and the Government. The SecretarIes 
should be appointed every three years, preference bemg 
given to men recently returned from abroad. . 

In sendmcr applications, students should apply, WIth 
the exceptio~ of Technical Students, direct to. th~ local 
Adviser and not through the Central Orgarus~tlO~ at 
London, for the latter has not only delayed applicatIOns, 
but actively hindered admission. . . 

The local Advisory bodies in the Ullited KIngdom 
may ask for a representative from among students for 
(,o-OperatIOn. . 

(2.) No hard-and-fast rule should be laId down for a 
uniform standard of qualification, but graduates should 
be, as a general rule, preferred to undergrad~ates. 

(3.) Tender youths must never be sent to thIS country 
unless they are accompanied by their parents, or proper 
guardians are found in tills country. Such youths 
should never be put under the guardianship of the 
Advisory Department of the India Office, as the 
arrangements made by this body in the past have been 
unsatisfactory. 

(5) and (9.) We are strongly opposed to establishing 
any hostels for Indian students, for it will accentuate 
the already existing segregatory tendenc~. However, 
we are in favour of a central place in London where new 
al'l'ivals can be accommodated for a fortnight at the 
longest. This place must not provide rermane~t 
lodgings. The Indian members of the IndIa CounCil 
should have supervisOl'y power over the management. 
It should be the duty of this institution to provide a 
list of addresses of temporary residenoe. 

No official arrangement for lodgings or holiday 
quarters is desirable, for in that case students have to 
depend on official recommendation, w~i9h has prov.ed 
pernicious. However much we should lIke a non-offiCIal 
Central Club, we do not desire an official centre. Even 
this non-official club must not provide permanent 
residence. 

(10.) In general, students must be left to dep~nd on 
their own initiative, for we believe such acquamtance 
cannot be acquired by official arrangement. 

S'fATEltEST BY MR. RAHIM, SECllETARY OF THE 
ALL-ENGLAND INDIAN CONFERENCE. * 

The Secretary of State for India's announcement that 
a Committee has been appointed to .. examine com
prehensively the whole question of Indian students ;n 
the United Kincrdom" has been received with great. 
satisfaction by the student coIllIl,tunity i~ general. The 
question is undoubtedly one whIch reqUIres the closest 
a1 tention of the Government. There is an increasing 
tendency amongst Indian students to avail themselves 
of all the advantli"'es offered by Western education in. 
EJropean Universities, specially those in Great Britain. 
COI'_sequently, we find that the numb:r of studen~~r 
leavinO' India every year for educatIOn abroa~ IS

consta~tly on the inc~e~se: It i~ there!o~e u? longer
only a question of faClh~atlUg their admIS?Ion. lUtO the 
Universities, but one WhlOh should be studIed In all the 
various aspects relating to their welfare. 

'With the dawn of national consciousness in India. 
there has come about a cljange in the mentality of the 
students coming to England. They no longer consider' 
education at British Universitie~ to be purely personal 
matter as they used to do in the past, but, as one 
affecting their future careers as servants of their
Motherland. Besides this, His Majesty's Government. 
lias de~ided to grant Swarai to India as SOO11 as the ripe 
moment arrives. But Swarai (Responsible Govern
ment) would be impossible if competent persons are not 
available for working the whole machinery of national 
life in all its branches on modern and efficient lines. 
It is therefore of paramount importance to set about at 
once to prepare Indians in the United Kingdom and' 
other European countries for this stupendous task. 
Bearing this in mind, we urge the Government to· 
assume the functiom of a national Government and to
provide all possible facilities for, and remove all' 
obstacles to, the attainment of education by Indian, 
students abroad. 

n is no doubt true that at present a great many 
Indians come to this country who could perhaps spenrI 
their time more profitably at home. if the educational 
institutions in India were improved, but while this 
improvement is being effected, Indian students wiII 
have to go abr0ad in large numbers to acquire a training 
which their country IS at present, and Will be for It long 
time to come, unable to give. 

I entirely agree with my friends the representatives 
of the Indian MajIis and the Indian Unity League in 
their suggestions for removing the artificial conditions 
which, by giving advantages, for instance in the legal 
profession, to England-returned men over equally weIl
trained men in India, encourage an unnecessary rush 
of Indian students to England. I would therefort! 
mainly confine myself to an analysis of the existing 
system to facilitate the going of Indian students abroad 
and to submitting a few suggestions for its 
improvement. 

Let us begin with the existing arrangementg in India 
to help Indian !ltudents desiring to go abroad. There 
is at prellent in every province an Advisory Committee 
with a Secretary appointed for this purpose. But, in
fact, few students are aware even of the existenc& of 
this organisation. It is necessary, therefore, that the 
local Secretary in India shOUld take steps at regular 
and frequent intervals to bring to the notice of the 
students the existence of such an organisation. To· 
suggest ~ne, he could usc the students' magazines with 
which most colleges in}ndia are now equipped to keep
the students informe where they could apply for' 
information. 

(11.) We at Cambridge do not need any such arrange
ment. Ii there is not so much social and intellectual 
intercourse as is desirable between Indians and English
men, it is not due to lack of facilities but other causes. 
Unless those causes are removed, we believe no amount 
of arrangements will improve matters. Regarding other 
centres, we have no opinion nor suggestion to offer. 

We have ventured to express our views on the 
subject, but do not claim to have exhausted it. We 
respectfully urge that the problem is of vital importance 
1;0 the future of India, and can hardly be over· 
~mphasised. It calls for immediate solution. We hope 
the Committee will go into into the matter very closely 
and arrive at & solution at once comprehensive and 
satisfactory. 

Again, the Committe-e has its office at the provincial 
centres only; Nagpur, for instance, is the centre for
the C.P. It is therefore very difficult for students who
do not reside in the provincial capital to obtain the
information which they want. It would therefore be
desirable if this Committee had a representative at every
college in the province, who should be kept supplied' 
with all the necessary information. -
. ~s regards the literature supplied by the Committee, 
It IS seldom up to date. In Bombay, for instance, in 

\ 

We beg, &0. 
(Signed) P. PARIJA (RepTesentative). 

K. M. KBADYE. 
N. SENAPATY. 
S. C. BOSE. 
D. R. GADGIL (Secretary) • 

1917 the latest edition of Student's Handbook for 
Cambridge which _ was available was of 1915. At 
Calcutta a student who wanted to take Encrlish tripos 
at Cambridge could get no information as

o 
the Iatesl;. 

handbook available was of 1913, which w~s much before
the tripos was started. In 191~ a student from Behar 

.. This Conference is an annual gathering of Indian students from all parts of Great B~itain and Ireland. 
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found that the local Secretary wa9 unable to supply any 
handbook at all. It is obviously essential that the local 
o()rganisation should be well supplied with all up-to-date 
information regarding educational facilities, not only in 
the United Kingdom, but also in other countries. 

At present the Advisory Committee;; in the various 
provinces al'e composed of some very eminent and 
highly-re;spectable gentlemen, .who unfortunately are 
hopelessly out of date as regards their information 
.about educational conditIOns in European countries. 
BesidC1l, they are frotu the student's point of view 
rather inaccessible. It is therefore desirable always to 
have some recently-returned men on the Committee, 
which could be done if its members "'ere to retire, say, 
-every five years. 

The Secretaries of the Committees at present are 
men rangmg from the Registrar of a big University to 
a Barrister-at-Law. It would be better if in their 
appointment two consideratIOns were kept in view: 
(a) they must be men closely in touch with educatIOnal 
affairs; and (b) men who are not already too busy. 
It is not much use if a student, on calling on a local 
Secretal'Y, is given a huge handbook to help himself to 
its contents. 

At present the Committees, as well as the local 
Secretaries, are appointed by the local Governments. 
It is much more likely that tJl€ organisation Will keep 
in closer touch with the students If these appointments 
were left in the hands of the provincial Universities 
wherever this is possible. 

Let us now talce the organisation in England. A 
student, if he applies through the local secretary, goes 
to the Adviser in London, who tries to secure admission 
for him in the University that he desires to Join. Most 
{)f these Universities have local Advlsel'S, who are 
supposed to help the Indian students in admission when 
they aJ'rive, and in other matters during their stay in 
England. In addition to this, 21, Cromwell Road also 
make provision for the staying of freshmen for a short 
period. 

As regards the criticism of this organisation in detail, 
I can only speak from my personal .experience of 
Cambridge, and as our rE'presE'ntatives have already 
dealt WIth the topic, I would confine myself to the 
general grievances which have from tlffie to time been 
brought forward in the Sessions of the Indian 
Conference by the representatives of various centres. 

The first complamt which is often made is that the 
\Students' Department moves very slowly. In one ca,e 
.a man handed his application to the local Secretary In 
.JanuIIry, and when he arrived in England in October 
his applIcation was still safely preserved at the India 
'Office, and no steps had been taken to secure him 
.admis~ion to Cambridge. In another case a man 
applied in June, and when he came to Cambridge in 
'September tbe local Adviser kindly offered to write to 
tht, India Uffice requesting them to forward his 
.application at their earliest convenience. 

The second and far more important complaint is that 
the Students' Department usually seems to have its 
bands tied by some regulation or other when a student 
requires its help. A student from Magdalene College, 
<lambridge, who had come through the Advisory 
Committee, wanted the Adviser in London to give him 
a certificate about h!s having passed the Little-go at 
<lombridge, as the Bar term was near its end and there 
was no time to wrlte to Cambridge. Althou"h be 
produced the University RepOl·ter, the Adviser "found 
~hat the regulations of his office I!revented his indulging 
III any such benevolent enterprlse;s. 

I OID prepared to substantiate my statements with 
.actual names if they are asked for.* 

The students feel that if there is a Students' 
Department at all, its primal'y function ought to be to 
help tbem in all reasonable difficulties. I can mUltiply 
instances where such help bas been refused. Cases 
frequently occur which make the students doubt 
whether the students' organisations are really meant 
for their help. 

;Besides, there are many requirements of the Indian 
J>tudents to meet which no attempt has yet been made 

by the Government. The students who come here, in 
order to make full use of their stay in this country, 
must not confine themselves to an academic course 
alone. They must also try and study either the literary, 
educational, military, charitable, social, economic, 
commercial or industrial organisations of the 
l"nited Kingdom, so that they may gain an 
in&ight into the problems associated with the 
tasle of improvmg similar instltulions used at home. 
Attempts should be made to get them interested 
in the study of any phase of English national life, and 
facilities should be provided for those who are already 
interested in sucb tliings. There are many who' could 
be induced to take su~h an interest if attempts were 
made, and many who a~e already interested will be able 
to do much better work if special facilities were 
provided. 

Ptis purpose could be served by the provision of a' 
well-furnished library peculiarly suited to the particular' 
needs of Indian students desirous of mRkin" such a 
study and by making arrangements to brmg" them in 
contact by means of lectures and conversations with 
well-known men specially interested in these subJeds. 
If a man is interested in any such subject, he should 
have someone to whom he could go for advice and help; 
who might, for instance, take him round museums 
connected with that subject, and explain thinns. These 
facilities could be provided by means of" a central 
organisatIOn in London. 

In conclusion, I may point out that this work of 
facilitating Indian students to make full use of their 
stay abroad can only be undertaken by the Government 
of their country if it l~ to be carried on on a 
satisfactonly lal'ge scale. 

STATE)[r.XT BY THG C.Df8RIDGE INDIAN )-IAJLIs. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lytton, 
Chairman, the Committee on Indian Students. 

My Lord, 
'Ve, the undersigned, on behalf of the Cambridge 

Indian l\fajlis, welcome the appointment of a Committee 
by the Secretary of State for India to examine the whole 
question of Indian students in the United Kingdom. 
We have been authorised by the Indian MaJlis to draw 
up this memorandum in order to indlcate the Vlews of 
the Indian MaJlis with regard to the questions to be 
raised by the Co=ittee during the course of its 
enquiry. Our representative will, at the appointed, 
time, wait on your Lordship and Will be pleased t" 
answer any questions arising out of this memora~dunl. 
'Ve protest, however, against the exclusion of represen. 
tatives of Indian students from your Committee . 

For the sake of convenience we shall, in stating our. 
views, follow one after another the points laid down on 
the printed,leaflet which has been supplied to us. 

(1.) The reasons wPich at present induce Indian 
students .to leave India for education or training abroad 
al'e four m number :-

(i.) Desire to enter one of the higher services in 
India, viz.: the Indian Civil Service, the 
Indian Educational Service, the Indian 
Agricultural Service, and the Indian Medical 
Service. As members of these services are 
usually recruited in England, Indians who 
aspire to any of these services find it 
neces!>liry to come to England. 

(ii.) Desire to Join the English Bar. In some- of 
the High Courts in India (e.g., Calcutta) 
none but harristers-at-law can practise on 
the original side, only the appellate side 
being open to .. Vakils .. (i.e., members of 
the provincial Bar). 

(iii.) Desire to Larry on advanced study and 
scientific Bnd medical research. The number 
of these students is now rapidly OD. the 
increase. Before the war, Germany used to 
attract some of these students, hut at presen~ 
the whole stream seems to be diverted to 
England • ... 

• Mr. Rahim, at the request of thl} Committee, subsequently supplied the !:omes of the three students ('Oncemed. 
The complaints l'egarding thea c""",,,s were referred to the Indian Students' Department, which submitted in reply the memo
:l'a.ndum" printed on pages 351 and 352. 
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(. ) Desire for technical and commercial trainiJ:~g. 
lV. Before the war America was. the favourIte 

haunt of these students, as It was easy ~ 
secure apprenticeship in American firms, an 
it was possible for Indian students to be 
self.supporting, even when they were under 
training. 

(2 '-(/1,) We are ~onfident that if membe~s of the 
.J • t' I M d··1 CIvil and higher services (Educa lana, . e lC.,., . 

A ricultural) are recruited in Indla, there. will be an 
a g reciable reduction in the number of Indlan students 
PP. to the United Kingdom. We suggest that such 
:~::~ent should take place in India, and that, 
following the example of the Japanese GovernI?-ent, t~e 
Government of Inafa should send the probat~oner? .In 
the different services to study at different Uruversltles 
in Europe and America for "a period of two years. .In 
this conilection we have been instructed by the IndIan 
Majlls to urge respectfully that a British degr~e as s~ch 
should no longer be preferred to a correspondlllg Ind~an 
degree. In the case of appointments to the IndIan 
Educational Service in particular, th:e Gover~ent 
should look, not to the University to whIch a candldat~ 
belongs but to his intrinsic merit. " 

To se~ure a further reduction in the number of Indla? 
students coming to the United, Kingdo~, .it. lS 
absolutely necessary to break down ~he lllVldlO~S 
distinction prevailing in some of the HIgh Courts III 

India (e.g. Calcutta) between the Indian Bar and the 
Enalish B~r. Ii" Vakils" in the different High 
COl~rts are allowed to practise on the original side, they 
will no longer find it necessary to co~e to Eng~and to 
qualify for the Enalish Bar. In thlS connectlon we 
commend the example of the Madras High Cou~t, where 
no such distinction prevails. As a result of thIS, fewer 
students come from Madras to qualify in England than 
from other provinces. 

The' provision for advanced study and higher 
research in India will also bring about a desirable 
reduction in the number of Indian students going 
abroad. In subjects like agriculture and forestry, 
where so much depends on the natural conditions 
prevailing in a particular country, the Government of 
India should make adequate provision for higher 
research so that it will no longer be necessary for 
students of those subjects to leave India for the purpose 
of advanced study or research. We may also point out 
in this connection that at present any eIndian desiring 
to carryon research in tropical medicine has to come 
to London. We appreciate the beginning made in 
Calcutta in the School of Tropical Medicine, but we 
urge that the Government of India should do all in its 
power to extend the hospital and improve the laboratory 
of that school. We would also like to see the establish. 
ment of silnilar schools in other provincial centres. 

Lastly, if technological lllstitutes be started in rndia 
for the purpose of training Indians in technical subjects 
like pottery, leather manufacture, soap.making, dyeing, 
paper.making, &c., it will no longer be neoessary for 
them to go abroad. In this connection we have three 
,suggestions to make :-

(i.) Firstly, the existing engineering colleges 
should, as far as possible, be extended so as 
to provide training for subjects like ship. 
building, aeronautics, marine surveying, 
aerial surveying, railway engineering, bridge 
building, town.planning, &c. In this con· 
nection we regret that suBifient importance 
is not given in many of the engineering 
colleges in India to mechanical and electrical 
enginet:'ring. 

(ii.) Absolutely new technological institutes should 
be started for providing adeqnate trainina in 
subjects like soap.making, leather m;nu. 
facture, paper-making, &0. 

(iii.) The Government of India should have an 
understanding with those manufacturing 
firms in India 'with whom they usually 
contract, that a certain number of students 
from the engineering and technological 
colleges should be accepted by them as 
apprentices. / 

(2.)-(b.) We may divide this problem into three 
parts ;-

(i.) Training for probationers in the higher 
services. 

(ii.) 1.'raining for the Army, .Navy "~d Air Force. 
(iii.) Technical and commerClal trammg. 

(L) Now that the probationary period for the Indian 
Civil Service is going to be extend\ld to two years, we 
suugest that it should be made compulsory for
pr~bationers to acquire practical knowledge in one 01' 

mOI"e of such subJects as the co·operative moveme?t, 
town.planning municipal administration, the workmg
of the borouah and county councils. In addition to 
this, probationers should be given £acilit!e.s for
attending Law Courts in England and for acqumng an 
insi"ht into the workina of the Home Civil Service. 

(it) This is a point ~n which the Indian Majlis feels. 
very strongly. Our demand is that a greater number 
of Indians should be admitted every year into the Royal 
Military College at S~ndhurst,. and.t~at ~ndian stud~nts 
resident at the vanous Uruversltles III the UnIted' 
Kingdom should be anowed to join the local O.T:C. 
In this connection, we may state that the IndIaIl! 
Majlis has been trying to secure admission into the 
Cambridge University O.T.C. without success. 

As regards the Navy, we respectfully urge that the
Secretary of State for India should arrange that a 
certain number of Indians should be admitted every
y",ar into the Naval Colleges in the United Kingdom. 
Since India has to pay a sum of £300,000 every year" 
for the upkeep of the. Royal Indian Marine and 
£100,000 for the upkeep of the East Indies Squadron. 
we can claim that at least some of the officers in both 
the Royal Indian Marine and the East Indies Squadroll' 
should be Ind)ans. 

As regards the Air Force, since there is every
likelihood that in the near future a regular Air Servico 
will be opened in India, and since there is already a 
small Air Force attached to the Indian Army, some
Indians should be trained every year as officers in both 
the Air Service and the Air Force. 

(iii.) .As regards the provision for technical and com
mereial training in England, we are of opinion that 
Indian students sometimes find great difficulty 111' 
securing admission into tht Polytechnic Institutes or 
into similar colleges. But the greatest difficulty hl" 
found in securing admission as apprentices in railway 
companies, workshops and manufacturing firms. We 
believe that it is the duty of Government to help us 
in this matter. 

'W;e may also point out that even when British firmS' 
agree to take Indians as apprentices the premium 
demanded is often altogether prohibitive. In the case 
of Indian students desiring to qualify as chartered' 
accountants, the diffIculties are twofold. Not only is 
a heavy premium usually charged, but even M.As. of 
Indian Universities have to serve fer five years in order 
to qualify as chartered aocountants, whereas graduates: 
of Universities in the United Kingdom can qualify in. 
three years. 

We may further point out the difficulties in the way
of acquiring banking experience in the United Kingdom 
which Illdlan students usually encounter. The usual 
difficulty is to get a bank where an Indian will he 
accepted as apprentice even at a heavy premium. 
Since the rndia Office has transactions WIth SOmB' 
banking ,firms in England (e.g., the Bank of England) 
we feel that this is a matter in which the India Office 
can do much. 

(3.) The experiment of sending Indian students to the
United Kingdom has not been so successful as it could 
have been if the experiment had been conducted more 
prudently. The blame in this matter rests, to our 
mind, partly on the Government of India and partly on 
the parents of the students. On the one hand Stiite 
?cholarships have usually been given to peopI~ wh~ 
llltended to study for the Civil Service or for the
ordinary tripos examinations. Such scholars have
usually joined the Civil Service or, in case of/failure 
have join~d the Bar, while only a few have taken up 
an educatlOt;Ial career. To our mind, State scholarships 
should be glven onl:r to, those who intend to go in fo~ 
advanced study, sOlentIfic research or technical and 
commercial training. We would like to insist on the 
necessity of granting more scholarships for technical 
and commercial training. 
. !t;I the case of, those who were sent by individual 
lllitlati've and pnvate money, we have not sufficienli
data on which we can pronounce a definite judgment. 
But from the number of men who have succeeded illl 
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getting into the higher &ervices or in prospering at the 
Bar or in starting productive industries, we may well 
conclude that the experiment has not been very 
succeRsiul, and that in many cascs thc money spent on 
education aheoad has not brought an adequate return. 

We may say that on the whole scholars selected and 
spnt by the Universities and by philanthropic societies, 
like the Dcccan Educational Society and the Science 
Association in Calcutta, have made the most of an 
education abroad. 

We do not on the whole depr~ate the idea of Indian 
students going abroad in large numbers because we feel 
that, even in the absence of pecuniary advantages 
gained, the benefits of a liberal education are immense. 
But we do feel that in the case of Government scholars 
there should be more of them and a more rational 
choice. The responsibility which in this connection 
belongs to private individuals can only be rOllsed slowly 
with the growth of public opinion. But the Govern. 
ment of India can do a great deal in this matter. On 
the one hand, it should refuse State scholarshIps to 
those who intend to go up for Civil Service or for 
ordinary examinations, and resel"Ve them only for 
research students. On the other hand, it should 
increase the number of technical scholarships. 
Teohnical scholars should be sent with the assurance 
that. when technological institutes are opened their 
claims to appointment will be considered first. In 
railways, workshops and industries owned by the 
Governmellt these technical scholars should be the first 
to be provided for. Moreover, the Government of 
India should have an understanding with the banks 
"Hh which they transact business and with the railway 
companies, that technical scholars, when they return 
fully twained, should be provided for therein. In the 
case of scholars who undertake to start bUSiness, the 
Department of Industry may help them by offering 
loans at a low rate of interest. The Government may 
further help by making it a point to patronise industries 
started in this manner. 

If the Government of India works on these lines we 
are confident that the experiment of sending students 
abroad for education and training will be eminently 
successful. 

The facilities aVlitIable to Indians for admission into 
British Universities as undergraduates or research 
students /11'e quite inadequate, and that for two 
reasons :-

I. The incr~asing number of Indian students 
coming to the United Kingdom. 

2. The restrictions imposed at certain British 
Universities, lI.g., Cambridge and Oxford, 
upon the admission of Indian students. 

We have already made certain suggestions whereby 
the number of students leaving India could be 
Bubstantially reduced, and we need not repeat those 
sllggestions over again. We are of opinion that where 
acoommodation is scanty, preference should by all 
means be given to those who intend to conduct higher 
study and research. Probationers in the Civil Service, 
who at present fill up many of the seats at Cambridgc 
and Oxford available to Indians, should not in our 
opinion be preferred to regular students-whether 
research students or undergraduates. 

Diffioult as it is to secure admission into the 
classical Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, it is in 
some cases more difficult to get admission into certain 
medical and engineering colleges and technological 
institutes. In all these cases we are confident that the 
intervention of the India Office can secure admission 
for a greater number of Indlan students than are 
accepted at present. 

In the case of Cambridge, we protest most strongly 
against any restriction being imposed on the number 
of Indian students admitted every year. In so far as 
there is a genuinE' lack of accommodation, we are ready 
to 'share' the general disadvantage along with colonial, 
foreign and other British students. But we do not see 
why the tutor of a particular college, after admitting 
two or three Indians every year, should shut his doors 
on all Indian students, whatever their qualifications 
may be. \Ve have no dt'sire to see Cambridge 
indiscriminately flooded with Indian students. We a'r~ 
rather of opinion that, if our suggestions be acted on, the 
numbt'r of those desirous of coming t9 Cambridge will 
be s~bstan~ially reduced and only students of the right 
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type will be coming here. Nevertheless, we object on 
principle to the imposition of a restriction on the 
number of Indian students admitted into Cambridge. 
If, however, such restrictions are found to be inevitable, 
preference should be given to serious·minded students 
and the prescribed number should not include 
probationers. 

Turning now to the machinery for admitting Indian 
students into British Universities, we may divide this 
question into three parts :-

(i.) Advisory Committees with Secretaries in the 
different provincial centres in India. 

(i.) Central organisation in London. 
(iiL) Local Advisers in dIfferent centres in the 

United Kingdom. 

The provincial Advisory Committees in India, 
together with their Secretaries, should, in our opinion, 
be appointed by, and be responsible to, the dIfferent 
Universities in India. The Government should make 
over to the Universities the funds necessary for 
running those Departments. 

Similarly, the local Advi~rs in England should be 
appointed by, and be responsible to, the different 
Univ~rsities, the India Office providing the money fOJ" 
runnmg them. We approve of the arrangements which 
at present exist at Cambridge. 

A student in India should ordinarily apply through 
the provincial Advisory Committee. The provincial 
A<Jvisory Committee should then communicate with the 
central organisation in London. But in cases where a 
student wishes to apply to a particular University, the 
provincial Advisory Committee should have liberty to 
apply direct to the local Adviser attached to that 
parti.cular University. This provision will help 
conSiderably to expedite business by avoiding the 
mediumsbip of the ceI\tral organisation in London. 

We have been instructed by the Indian ~Iajlis to ur"e 
that under no circumstances should it be compulso;y 
for 11 student to apply through a provincial Advisory 
Committee in India. A student should always have the 
liberty to apply with necessary testimonials to a local 
Adviser in England, or even direct to the tutor of a 
p~rticular college. Students applying independently 
wIll no doubt have a slender chance, but they should 
not be debarred on that account, and the tutor of a 
college should always be allowed the liberty to admit 
any Indian student if he feels so inclined. We 
therefore oppose, with all the emphasis at our command, 
the idea that the High Commissioner for India or any 
other official representative of the India Office should 
enter into an understanding with the tutors of 
Cambridge colleges that only those Indian studrnts 
will be admitted who are recommended by the Hi"h 
Commissioner or a local Adviser. This is a point ~n 
which the Majlis feels very strongly. 

'Ve are ready to concede that if a prescribed numbel" 
of Indian students be admitted every year, only those 
students will be admitted who are recommended by the 
local Adviser. But we are confident that if liberty be 
allowed to individuol Indian students to apply directly, 
more Indian students will get admission than Ii 

mechanical and rigid system will otherwise allow. 
As a .general rule, students sliould leave India 

after graduation. This will make it possible fOI" 

them to make the most of their stay in the Vnited 
Kingdom. It is in most cases a waste of time and 
energy to start with the elementary pOl·tion of any 
subject in a British University, as elementary 
knowledge in most subjects can very easily and 
er:ouomically be acquired in India. The general rule 
WIll Dot, however, apply to those who, owin .. tG 
inclination and favourable circumstancps, are desirous 
of ~avi.ng a liberal educ!"tion in'England from the very 
begmrung. An exceptIon should also be made in the 
case of those who intend to join the technical 01" 

commercial branches of study, as graduation in India 
is not necessary in these circumstances. 

If our suggestion regarding the recruitment of the 
higher services in India be accepted, we shall have 
fewer students coming up for the undergraduate course. 
The probationers in the different services will in that 
case come only for the purpose of advanced study and 
specialisation. 

To our mind, it is neither desirable nor practicable 
to bave a definite and uniform standard of qualification.. 
fOJ: admission to British Universities. Some allowance 

C 
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slwuld be m;1de for, an, iI/.d,ividual's intrin,sic merit apart 
fr~~ ~ degF!l~' 1't!lvfrtheless, all a general ru,1e, 
gradl:lates should be preferred tc;l undergraduates. 

'We strop.gly d,isc\>ural;l.e the idea of sending young 
boy~ out of India at an early, agfl if they are not accom
panied by tlulir parents or guardia!ls, or if suitable 
guardians cannot be found for them in England, W II 
believe the in11/1ence of. public school train~ng to be 
llnaatill£actory if not );>ernicious, unless chastened by 
~he wholesome influence of hOJIle life. 

The Indian Ma}lis is strongly opposed to the 
idea of a permanent residence for Indian students, 
whether in LondoD, or elsewhere. Some time ago a 
proposal was launched for establishing a separate hostel 
for Indian students at Oambridge j but owing to the 
strong opposition offered by the rndi~ MajIis and the 
sy'wpathet~<) attitude of the local Adviser, the proposal 
wa~ fQ~tunately dJ;opped. We dQ not desire to see any 
such attempt repeated. We melcome, however, the 
idea of providing temporary accommodation in Londoll 
for fresh arrivals from India. The India Office may 
have an establishment where newcomers from India. 
will be able to stay for a f~tnight, or for three weeks 
at the utmost, befor.e they find out apllrtments for 
themselves. 

1I:or the ben~fit of newcomers the managers of tha. 
establishment should have a list of lodgings and hotels 
where accommodation will be available. It is necessary 
tq hllve such a list ready in certain seasons. (e.g" before 
the, c0l1!Il).enceliDent of a University. term. or session), 
when the numblll' of arrivals is likllly to exceed the 
n'\ll1\be,r for whom accomlll,odation, can, be provided. In 
centre~ outside London the local Advisers should,. for 
t.q\l',benefit of newcomers, have a list of adpresses where 
a9cormnodation,is available. We do not think it neoes. 
sar'y eithllr fo~ the central establishment, in Lond~n or 
for th~. local AdVisers to seoure suitable lodging accom
~odabon f~r those who have been in England. for some 
il!l1? NeIther are We anxious that holiday quarters for 
IndIan students should be ,arraI)ged either by the India 
O:ffi:ce 0: by the local AdVIsers. We venture to think 
that prIvate recommendation alone and not offidal 
me~i~tion, C8n. secure access to the proper type of 
holiday quarters, 

We also suggest thl,lt. il;1 the central establishment in 
Lon.don the Indian melUhers of the O~)Uncil of India, as, 
well as representatives of Indian studen.ts ill.- London. 
s~ould be on the Oo~~ittee. Similar!.>: in, the other 
centres the local. AdVIser should· as far as possible con. 
s~lt a rep,resen~ative of the Indian students· resident in 
t1l'at'cllntl'e. ' 

Official aid for the promotion of the techni.cal and 
comn:ercial train~ng of Indians may be twofold :~ 

(1.) In. college/!. where I~d~ns -usually find. difficulty 
lD s.eCUJ:1IiIg adu:usSlon, tile .m,ediation of the 

'. !ndia Office. m,ay be of .gl'eat,avail. 
(ll.) Fums who tender for Indian Government 

contra!lt$ mlly be induced, to accept M 
appren~ices I~d~an stud!ln,~~ who have had 
theoretlCal. trlllDlng in that· department. We 
are emp.!ultillallY of: opinion,. that. this pro. 
cedure alone can. train, Ind~ans[ as efficient 
manu.faQtUl:~rs !ll;ld industrialists~ 

I~}his. cpnnection, we should like to: mention some 
ailditlPll;lll subjllcts, in which Indians should be helped 
t() a.cqUlre a ~!,"actical tr~~ni.ng,:-(l) Shipbuilding, (2) 
rn~r.l~ll surveYIng, (3). r81lway. e!lgineering, (4), bridge. 
b\lil:dl~g. (5) aeronautlCs, (6) ael'lal surveyinO', (7) 'town 
p')aDnlDg. .. 
. We see t?e desiJ;ability of promoting, soeial and 
mteI,lectulj.!. lDtercourse, between, Indian, students and' 
thfl Pllople ?f ~h~ United. Kingdom, blilt we do 
not see how offimal help can facilitate matters in 
this resp?ct. Social. intercourse. depencis on natural 
~acto~s, ViZ., mutusl.respeet and good.wilI. Intelleetual 
In~er.col~~se. depenlls ,on the power· of either party to give
Ilnd, tal!;e. Consequently it is hopeless· to expect that 
official mediation can in any way promote social and 
in~ellectual in.tercourse. \Ve. aM, on the contrary 
afraid t~at it may do, irreparabl4' harm, Nllvertheless' 
official :lielP can, be of avail in, certain directions.. In: 
formatIon regarding, the exi~tence of certain societies 
like. the Aristotelian ,Society and the Royal Geographical 
SOCIetYI where new members are welcome, can be of 
gr.e!\t benefit if .distributed among India!) students. It 
would. also b~ useful to, pl,lblish ,inionnation- reoarding 
certain confe".ences deali:o.g, wit.q scientitie,pr·edu~atioI\8l-

problems which are held in the United Kingdom irom 
time to time. In addition to· this, official help can be 
extremely useful to those who intend to make a practical 
s~\ldy of such problems as municipal administration, the 
working of horough and county councils, tpe adminis
tration of poor relief, town planning, infant welfare, 
organised charity (both official and pl'lvate), journalism, 
co-operation in agriculture and .industry, &c. In this 
c<?nneotion we may point out that there are some 
problems like infant welfare which Indian llj,dies should 
be encouraged to study. We may ,Il1so point out that 
all possible aid should bee given to those who intend to 
study the co-operative movement in its aotual workipg, 
and facilities should be provided for them if they intend 
to go to Ireland, where the co-operative movement has 
proved eminently successful. 

As India!)s will in future be more and more respoD-. 
sible £01' the administrlj,tion of their own country, we 
aJ;e sure that p~actical problems,. such as those enume. 
ra~ed above, will demand their attention in the years 
!o come. I~ this connection we cannot help thinking 
that something should be. done to instruct Indian 
stlldents intending to take up a journalistio or public 
career in the general principles of military and naval 
organisa~ion. Sin~e military matters will, among_ 
other tlungs, be dIscussed in the Indian Le<>islative 
Assembly, it is necessary that future member; of the 
Legislative Assembly should be acquainted with the 
pri~cip~es of military organisation and military strategy. 
This WIll not only help to make tIle future LeO'islative 
Assembly competent to discuss such problems but will 
al~o. ~irect ~e proper channels the stream ~f publio 
crlbclsm wh~ch at present is of a random character. 

I~. concluslOJ;l, "fe have been authorised, by the Indiaa 
MaJhs to em~hllslse the following fi!Ve points on which 
we have defillltely stilted our views above :_ 

(1.) The responsibility of. t4e Government for the 
provision of adequate facilities in India. 

(2.) The ~esponsibilit.Y of the Government for 
makmg arrangements for the educational 
tr!lining. of Indian, students in the United 
Kmgdom. 

(3.) Fre~dom. for any Indian student to apply 
dlr~ctly t? the tutor of any oollege in the 
UnIted l{mgdom for admission. 

(4.) The l!ndesil'abiJity of establishing hostels for 
I~(han students anywhere in the United 
Kingdom. , 

(5.) The ~esirability of inducing firIp.S to admit to 
theIr works for practical'traininlY a limited 
number of. Indian, students every year. 

\Ve have, &c. 
(Signed) S. O. BosE, (FitzWilliam HIlIl) 

K 
(R(!pr6B6ntativ6). 

" GAUBA (Downing). 
M. D. BRAT (Trinity Hall). 
S. GOl'IlIiDAlIAJULU (Magdalene). 

-S •. ' KIWnsluD (Trinity). 
M. I. RAHm. (Pembroke). 

Members 01 tk8 Committell 
-appOinted by tke Cam. 
brIdge 1't'llian 1\Iajli8. 

STA.TEMENT SUBSIl:QCENTLY. FURNI8HED BY 
Jl.fR. E: A. BENLANS. of St. John's Collt'ge 
Ca!llbrl~ge,. ail to the approximate n~mber 
of IndIan. stud~ntli' admitted to Cambridg 
1879-1920. e, 
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TUESDAY, MAY 81,1921 (OXFORD). 

Present: 
Sm'M. liUUIICK (in tile Chair). 
SIB D. P. SAIlVADmXARY. 
DIW AN BAHADUB M. RUIACBAliDBA RAo. 
Mil. C. E. W. JONes. 

"SAlUnZADA -:A.FTAB AIIlU» -K'Iuli. 
MB. 'M. 'N. CBATT£nJEE. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

'Mil. E. G. HOWARTH,}S . 
MB. R. E. FIELD, ecretarle •• 

lIfll. S. M. BUIlROWS, C.I.E., M.A., Secretary to the Delegacy for Oriental Students, 
was called and examined. 

He explained that the Delegacy was appointed by the 
Vniversity to look after Oriental students, and that it 
met once a term, unless specially su=oned. At 
present there were 118 Indian and 26 other Oriental 
students. 

Prior to 1910 the colleges, having no particular means 
at their disposal for investigating the antecedents of 
the Indian students who applied to them for admission, 
were taking Indians unsystematically, and there liad 
been difficulties in the way of monetary payments, a 
state of things that naturally caused Borne feeling 
against tIle admission of Indian students. The various 
heads of colleges said that they were not prepared to 
accept any more Indian applioants unless some surety 
of their financial position could be guaranteed. After 
a public meeting and several informal meetings, it 
was decided in 1912 to appoint someone who would 
undertake to hold himself responsible to the University 
for Indian students. He (the witness) was appointed. 

His position was oot at that time altogether satis
factory, as' he was in reality an India Office official 
appointed to do work for the University, and had no 
official status in the University. 

In 1916 the position wos improved as the result of 
representations made by the Indian students tllem. 
selves, who pointed out two principal disadvantages of 
the system :-

(1.) That Indian students objected to being placed 
under guardianship, when other Oriental 
students were not; and 

(2.) That they objected to an India Office official 
interfering with University matters. 

Accordingly, the "Vice-Chancellor appointed a 
Delegacy called the Delegacy for Oriental Students, to 
take the matter in hand. It was an important body, 
numbering amongst its members the Vice-Chancellor. 
the two }'roctors, Sir E. J. Trevelyan, and Mr. P. C. 
Lyon. This body differed from the Cambridge Inter. 
Collegiate Committee for Indian students in that ;t 
embraced all. Oriental students, whereas the Cambridge 
Oommittee dealt dnly with Indians. 

The witness said' that at Oxford the Indian students 
had been more evenly distributed over the various 
colleges than at Cambridge. There was not now any 
special college that had a name for taking Indian 
students. 

Speaking of the question of the selection of Indian 
students, the witness said that he had no offioial 
oonnection with the India Offioe, but that he worked 
with them. Nearly "all Indian applicants went straight 
-to one of the 'Advisory Committees in India. and 
enquiries were made there as to the applicant's 
antecedents, his financial position and his intellectual 
attainments. These applications 'Were then sent to the 
'India Office, who forwarded them to him. He kept his 
lists open from the end of September to the end of 
March. In making his list, he did not discriminate 
between one candidate and another. He put down the 
'names of all the candiaates on his list, together with 
't.heir qualifications, and this was sent to the college 
tutors for them to make their own choice. Nearly all 
the oolleges had now agreed to take a certain Bumbe! 
of Indian students, and on the whole they confined 
themselves to applicants whose names appeared on the 
list. The witness was not altogether satisfied with the 
working of this system, and was prepared to accept 
suggestions for a better one. He thought that more 
~iscrimination might be exercised in India in order to 
reduce the number of applicants. When questioned 
about those Indians who made personal applications to 
him instead of applying through the Advisory Com. 
mittees in India, the witness said that he put their 

names on his list, and they were dealt "'ith in the 
ordinary way. 

He thought that in the case of applications beirig 
made after the lists were closed, a research man might 
have a fairly good chance of getting admitted to the 
non· collegiate body, 'but that the student for the 
ordinary degree would not' have much chance of getti!lg 
in. The lnnit to the numbers who could join 'tbq 
non.collegiate body was only a question of tutorial 
staff. 

He thought that very few students were admitted to 
the University by making personal application to thc 
heads of colleges without the knowledge of the 
Delegacy; and that there had not been more than four 
such cases in the last eighteen months. 

In theory all Indian students had to come up to 
honours standard. A Burmesc student at Balliol bad 
recently been sent down for failing to attain 'this 
standard. 

In the present slress of numbers only the best Indian 
students were accepted, that is, those who were already 
qualified by some examination in India or England to 
be exempted from responsions. As B rule, the colleges 
now tended to require an Indian degree as a preliminary 
qualifioation. 

Of the seventy applicants from last October to the 
31st March, nine had been odmitted to colleges and 
twelve to the .!lon-collegiate body. Thus over fifty 
applicants had had to be sent away, among whom were 
some distinguished students. These numbers were 
exclusive of ten I.C.S. probationers. 

The supervision (a word substituted for guardian. 
ship) of the Secretary to the Delegacy amounted at ODe 

time to financial guardianship. Either a deposit was 
made by the Indian students, or, in the case of some 
colleges, they were required to put their money affairs 
entirely in his charge. At the present time, now that 
better means are available for ascertaining more 
accurately the nature of the applicant's antecedents, 
this financial directorship was not so strict. He was 
now only guardian if the student's parents wished it, 
or in some cases a student might be placed under his 
supervision if it were found that he was not paying his 
bills. 

He was given a terminal report as to the students' 
work and conduct, and if the parents wished it he 
transmitted it to them, or from time to time wrote them 
a personal letter. His object W8S, however, to 
interfere as little as possib1e in order that the Indian 
students should feel that perfect liberty was allowed 
them whiM at the University. He applied this policy 
to the question of vacations. If a student wished for 
advice on this point he would be glad'to give it, bu~ 
his experience was that the students preferred to 
arrange such matters for themselves, and he felt that 
they were competent to do so. He thought that any 
suggestions with regard to the organisation of vacation 
trips should come frOm the students themselves. If 
such a suggestion were made he would be glad to help. 

As regards the Indian Students' Department at the 
India Office, the witness said that he considered it-'a 
most useful institution, and he would not welcome its 
aBolition. Without it there It·ould be no central 
organisation to receive the Indian students when thev 
arrived in this country, or to advise them as to 6ther 
oourses of study if they were refused admission to 
Oxford or Cambridge. 

On being asked if there were any signs of disc6ntent 
among the Indian students on any particular questions, 
the witness said that he thought that there were not. 
Before the war, he thought that many British under
graduates had understood the Imperial aspect "Of' ths 
question and had heen willing to fraternise with th-

e:! 
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Indians that during the war, when the best element of 
the University was absent, the Indians Y".ere ~hrow!1 
more upon themselve9, but that now conditIOns In this 
respect were quite good. . h 

He waS not prepared to Bpea~ on .the question of t e 
admission of Indians to the Umverslty O.T.C. , 

On being asked what subjects he considered were the 
most suited for study by Indian studen~s at Oxford, the 
Witness mentioned history, law and philosophy .. 

IIe considered that, from an intellectual pOlnt of 
view, Indian students had done well at Ox!ord, though 
perhaps there had not been the sa~e mstances of 
brilliance as had been shown at Cambridge. , 

From a social point of view, if the Ind1811 stude?t 
were a .. good fellow," he had every chance of s~clal 
intel'course with his fellow students, and several Indians 
had been extremely popular in the Universit~. ~e 
thought that games were a great asset from this pomt 
of view, and he did not consider, that an ordmary 
participation in sport was too expensive for the average 
Indian stud'ent. There was a general college fund, 
subscription to which admitted the student to the 
cricket club, tennis club, &c, , 

As regards admission~.' he thought tha~ more Indian 
students could be admitted to the Umve~slty. A~ 
colleges ought to be prepared to take their share ot 
Indian students, and he suggesteci four ~very, year as an 
avera"e but this would have to be modified m the case 
of s~ali colleges, He did not k~ow how many, the 
non-collegiate body could take, as It depended entirely 
on tutorial capacity. 

CominO' to the question of Government scholars and 
Civil Serbvice pl'Obationers, the wi,tne'IJs said that a few 
vacancies were kept open until August. All the 
Government scholars went to Merton College. The 
Government language scholars came under rather R 

different category, as they were all older men of a more 
studious type, who did not come to Oxford for the 
social hfe, Accordingly, these men were attached to 
the non-collegiate body. It was less expensive, and, the 
students had more time at their disposal for serJOus 
work than they might have in a college. 

Definite numbers of places were reserved for the 
Civil Service probationers. ~bout ,twelve, had b~en 
admitted this year, and the India Office had given notICe 
of further candidates for next October. These would 
be selected from the Secretary's list, ~d preference 
would be o'iven to them bE'fore any other applicants, 
When it w:s suugested to him that the number of places 
at present available for Indians s~ould be given to 
ordinary students, and I.C.S. probationers and Govern
ment scholars trE'ated as extra to these, he said that it 
would be difficult to persuade the colleges to. increase 
the present total of places available for Indians. 

As regards the facilities that the Indian students 
,possessed for intercourse .with the best, m,inds ,in the 
University, the witness saId thilt all SOCIeties, lIterary, 
debatin", scientific, philosophical, &c., were open to 
Indian "students, He did not think that the Indian 
students themselves would appreciate any interference 
in this matter. 

Asked what he considered to be the necessary annual 
allowance for an Indian student at Oxford, witness 
replied that £350 for a man in ~ollege, an? £300 for, a 
non-collegiate student, would now be suffiCient. 

The question of the general reputation of the Indian 
students at Oxford was then brought up, and the 
witness said that he had heard 110 special complaints. 
The chief difficulty was that race prejudice was to some 
extent inculcated or encouraged in the minds of the 
English undergraduates by the American and Colonial 
Rhodes scholars in colleges where these came in large 
numbers. Though these students had no actual power 
to use against admission of Indians, their feeling and 
their influence was strong. The witness saw no definite 
way of combating this, except by using every possible 
opportunity of infiuenl}ing public opinion in the favour 
of the Orientals. He thought th'lt the best hope lay 
in the fact that the younger Dons were regarding the 
matter in a more liberal light, and much was to be 
expected from them. The matter of the Rhodes 
soholars must not, however, be exaggerated by the 
Committee. It would be treated in a broad Imperial 
spirit, owing to the changed c,onditions in India and a 
better atmosphere would certainly come. 

Asked whether he woU:'; advise men to come as post-
raduates or as students for the ordiLlary degrees, he 

f.ephed that he thought that both types of student sh~lUld 
come to the University; the benefit that each derIved 
from it was different, and each had a useful effect from 
the Imperial point of view. . , 

IIe considered that such societies as the MaJlIs \Hr& 
doing good w~rk in Oxford; he personally did not attend 
thE'ir meetings, f 

In making applications very few stu,dents asked or 
a special college. This only happened In the case of & 

son or relation of a former stu~ent, and the culleges 
. always, considerE'd' this a strong be. 
. The conditions for Indian "omen were the same as 

for men. h d' 11 d The witness said that now that t e ra IUS a owe 
for r~sidence had been extended, it would be possible to 
take an increased number of Indian students in the 
non,collegiate body so far as lodgings were- concerne~. 
At present the Indian students did not congregate In 
any special districts in the town, 

On being asked if he thought that ,it ~vould be. a g~od 
plan for selection to be made by Prmclpals of Colleoes 
in India" instead of by the Advisory Committees and by 
the Oxford Colleges, the witness said that he tl~ought 
that the present system was the better. He did no,t; 
think that the colleges would be willing to delegate the 
matter of choice to the Indian Universities. 

He thought th~t the ~ndi~ Of!ice eh,ould ,do m?I'e 
publicity work III India III Illformlllg llltendlllg 
candidates that there was great difficulty in obtaining 
admission. Many disappointments might thus be 
avoided. . 

He did not exercise any selection of the Indian 
candidates. He submitted the list to the heads of 
colleges, and they made their own choice. 

He thought that it would save the Delegacy a great 
deal of trouble if more selection could be made by the 
Advisory Committees in, India, He did not ,think that 
final selt!-ction could be made by these bodies, as the 
collecres were Jealous of their independence. 

H: 8"reE'd that there was a current opinion that the 
non-collegiate body might be. extended. 

It was asked whether, in view of the fact that there 
were 113 Indians as aO'ainst twenty-six other Orientals 
at present under the ;ing of the Delegacy, it would be 
an advantage to have an entirely separate Delegacy for 
Indian students. The witness did not think that there 
was much advantage to be gained from this. At pre~ent 
all the funds provided for the Delegacy were aubscrlbed 
from India. 

He did not think that it was necessary for the 
Secretary to the Delegacy to be actively connected with 
a college. He considered that the really imI?Drtant 
point was that he should be a man connected \Vlth the 
University, so that he would know the heads of I\olleges 
and be able to approach ,them personally and 
intimately on the subject of Indian students. He 
himself was connected with Exeter College, and thus 
had University standing. • 

It was pointed out that there appeared to be a 
distaste' among the Indian students for any sort of 
guardianship, and it had been suggested that, with a 
view to getting rid of as many grievances. as possible, 
it might be advisable to do away with the Delegacy. 
The witness considered that, although the Dele-gacy 
might constitute a grievance among Indian students, 
yet if it did not exist the number of Indian admissions 
to the various colleges, and even to the non-collegiate 
body, would be iessened. 

He did not think that it was the fault of the Delegacy 
if the colleges. after stating that they we-re full and 
instructing him to tell all applicants this, made 
exceptions over the head of the Delegacy and squeezed 
Indian applicants into college because of personal 
attraction or exceptional qualifications. Such ea~e8 
were liable to occur, but attempts were being made to 
minimise them. He admitted the claim of the first· class 
man who came and applied personally, hut it had to be 
remembered that many men, equally well qualified. 
had possibly already applied through the regular" 
channels and been refused admission. Thus, for the
personal Ilpplicant to get admitted was rather unfair to 
these other applicants. 

He thought that it might certainly be a good idea for 
a larger sum to be placed with the college as caution 
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money, and thus do away with the guardianship by the 
Delegacy, but he pointed out that the Delegacy, in this 
matter, only did what the colleges themselve1l desired. 
He made it clear ~hat the financial guardianship was 
.not directed against the Indians as such, but was merely 
instituted as a safeguard because the parents of these 
>students were inaccessible. • 

The question of the social life of the University was 
then brougbt up. It was asked if any organised form 
of ente1"taining the Indian students could be done if the 
necessary funds were provided. The witness thought 
thnt it was possible, and that in the case of non
~ollegiate students it woUld serve a useful purpose. 
'£he college men got a certain amount of opportunity 
through their own Dons; Mr. Streeter, for example, 
had been very good. 

The witness said that the heads of the women'g 
colleges ill Oxford had asked hIm to deal with the 
applIcations from Indian women as he now dealt with 
Indian men students' applications. He had agreed 
to do so, and the Advisory Committees in India were 
prepared to he-Ip him. He said that the number of 
women applications was not on the increase, and he 
thought it unfortunate that this should be the case. 
Those IndIan women who had come to Oxford had got 
on very well with the English women, and he thought 
thnt they had del'ived very great benefit from their time 
in England. He hoped to see more in the future. 

He did not know -wbat the present Principal of the 
Oxford Home Students intended to do about applica
tions from" Indian students. Her predecessor bad 
agreed to work through him, and he illlagi~ed that she 
would ao the same. 

He did not agree with the vil'w that had been 
expressed that thll Indian students (men) tended to 
break down in health towards the end of their second 
year. He thought that they were particularly healthy, 
and suffered peculiarly little from the climate. He 
would have expected to find a ·certain amount of lung 
trouble amongst them, but except for a few isolated 
<lases this had not been so. He thought that there 
might be such a thing as an .. examination state of 
health," but he would hardly call this physical. 

In regard to admissions and selection, he said that 
he applied to the Advisory Committees for informa
tion as to general antecedents, character, social and 
'financial posltion, and that when this was supplied he 
put the name of the applicant on his list to be 
submitted to the heads of colleges. If the application 
were made in person he required to see the certificates 
()f the examinations that had been passed in India, and 
he applied to the people who were given as references 
in India for further particulars. When this was done 
the name was placed on the list and dealt with in the 
()rdinary way. 

He usually worked through the Indian Students' 
Department, but he never, under any circum~tances 
whatever, enquired into the political opinions of the 
applicants or made any investigations as to their 
loyalty. Any idea that the Indians themselves had 
that anything in the shape of a certificate of loyalty 
was required was an entire misapprehension; he 
never applied to a magistrate in India for any certificate 
about an applicant. \ 

He said that, although the possession of an Indian 
degree was desirable as a sine qua non of admission to 
the University, there were isolated cases where this 
stipulation should be waived. He considered an 
important case to be that of Rajahs' sons who would 
probably greatly benefit by tbe University training, 
hut who might not necessarily have attained a degree 
in their own country before coming to Oxford. 

It was pointed out that the Committee had already 
heard of two exceptions which migilt be made if it was 
proposed to insist on a degrl'e qualification :-

(a.) The Indian who had been at an English public 
school. 

(b.) The man who came for a diploma, such 88 the 
Forestry Diploma_ 

and the witness was asked if he could suggest any others_ 
He replied that he was in favour of exception being 
made in the cases of sons or nephews of former 
students who had done well at the college. He pointed' 
out that when Indian students stated it as a grievance 
that some men got in by in1luence they did not always 
understand the "family" feeling that existed in the' 
colleges. -

The witne~s was then asked whether this preference 
had had a good effect, and be 'answered that he thought 
tbat it had. 

lie was asked if he thought that an Advisory Com
mittee III Oxford composed of Indians would be able 
to do the same work for Indians that the Deleoacl' 
as now constituted could do. The witness thouoht th~G 
it certainly could not. HIS own chief claim to

b 

useful
ness lay in his intimate knowledge of the heads of 
colleges and that he was able, through personal means, 
to do much to help on the position of Indians in the 
University. He thought that his position as a 
University delegate to the Indians was more important 
than that of an Indian delegate to the University. 

The IndIan Institute "as then discussed, and the 
WItness expressed the opinion that full use ha-i 
been made of the InstItute. The lecture rooms 
were used daily, and the lIbrary was the best 
Oriental library in the country. The Professor 
of Sanscri t was the official head, and it was under a 
Delegacy. He did not want the Institution to be 
enlarged, as he thought that that might tend towards 
segregation of the Indian students. The only suggested 
improvement that might be made was the foundation 
of a Chair of Persian. Sanscrit was taught, but at 
present there was no attention paid to the claims of 
Persian or PalL He would welcome any addition to 
the library, and, as one of the Curators, said tbat any 
suggestions as to an increase in the number of new;" 
papers taken would be consIdered. The Delegacy had 
no eonnection with the Secretary of State. 

\Vhen applicants were rl'fused admission at Oxford, 
he did not put them into touch with any other 
U ni versity. 

~e did not think that the lists could be kept open 
untll the 30th June. He had proposed it at a meeting 
of the Delegacy, but the other members, who were 
all college autlwrities, had vetoed the idea as 
impracticable. 

He h,anded in the following statistics :-

Distribution of Indian Students among College8. 

Trinity... 1 Jesus a 
. Magdalen 1 New College 7 

Wadham 3 Balliol... 8 
Oriel 4 Lincoln •.• 5 
Hertford 2 Christ Church 4 
Queen's ... 3 Brasenose 2 
St. Edmund Hall 2 Exeter 4 
Keble 1 Worcester 2 
Pembroke 6 Non-collegiate 51 
St. John's 2 
Merton •.. 2 113. 

None at University, Corpus, All Souls. 

Number of Indians at OxfoTd from 1910-1921. 

1910 45 1916 70 
1911 56 1917 50 
1912 62 1918 49 
1913 66 1919 30 
1914 70 1920 53 
1915 61 1921 112 

DR. L. R. FARNELL, M.A., D.Litt., Vice-Chancellor of the University, was called and examined. 

Questioned as to the admission of Indian students 
to the University, he said that he felt that the first 
places should go to the seventeen or twenty Indian 
Civil Service probationers ",hom the Governme-nt 
nominated each year, or to, other students who wertl 
about to be appointed to Government positions in India. 
'This left 1\ margin for some further admissions. 

The limitation in the number of Indian. admissiolllJ 
was due, not to any University prejudice against 
Indians, but simply to lack of space. There was a 
tendency to make Oxford the University metropolis of 
the Anglo-Saxon world. It was difficult to get the 
exact figures, as some of the colleges were slightly 
enlarging theiI &ooommodation. but taking this, and the 
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possible sharing of big rooms, into account, he did not 
think that more than 2,500 students could possibly be 
housed in the colleges. Many of the colleges could not 
house more than ,100 students. He' pointed out that 
the U:Q.iversity felt that, in assigning places, the first 
claim was that of the Ilppl,icants from the Brit~sh Isles 
themselves that after that they would consider the 
claims of' inhabitants of ,the Empire, outside this 
oountry ,and that fore~gners, including Americans, 
should have the last claim. He said that at his college 
four plaC'"es were reserved for Oriental s~udents, ~he 
preference being given to Indians. He did not think 
that they could at present do more. Every cOllege was 
its own master, and he could not say that each college 
would allocate four plaees to Indians. 

The non.collegiate body, on the other hand, was 
capable in ;theory of almost unlimited expansion (only 
limited that is ,to say, by the limited lodging-house 
space i~ the city of Oxford), and by this means Oxford 
could respond to the Imperial demand. All that would 
be necessary would be to provide adequate arrange
ments in the way af additional tutorial staff. If 
housin" -room could be found .in the oity he saw no 
obiecti~n to increasing this body. to 2,000 students. 
He pointed out that the non.colleglate body at Oxford 
approximated to the existing conditions in the 
Universities of Paris, London, Wales, Scotland and 
Gem\any. 

He admitted that- at the present time some difficulty 
existed in Oxford becausE' of r~lCe prejudice. Forty 
years -IlEO England was ,freer from race prejudice-than 
any other country, but it was now -somewhat noticeable, 
and partly -due to or accentuated by the influence of 
the Rhodes ,scholars who came from countries such 
as America and South Afrioa, where feeling was 
strong on the oolour question. He _ had also 
heard it said that persbns acquired this feeling 
in the war. J;l\ thought, ,that even though acti~ely 
hostile feeling might 'not exist among the Enghsh
men, there was bound to be a certain _lack of 
sympathy between two races such as the ;British aild 
the Indian each possessing its own highly-developed 
civilisation: culture and philosophy, but differing so 
widely in'these very things. Although there had been 
some Indian students in' his college who had mixe'd 
thorou"hly in the social life of the English under
graduates and had attained to a high 'degree of 
popularity, yet he felt them to be rather the exception 
than the rule, and ,there had been many who had Inot 
been bappy in college life. His experience had been 
that the best type of Indian student was not ,the 'boy 
who had been to an English public school. These boys 
were quite English as far as getting on with their fellow 
students was concerned, but he thought that the Indian 
boy picked up the bad element of English public school' 
education rather than the good. -

He h$d no doubt that if a college had the reputation 
of ·takiug a great many Indian students :the 'English 

-students would avoid going there. ' 
He thought that -the cultivated Easterner would do

weH to ,go to a ,noncresident University, such as the 
University of London, rather than to Oxford or 

:{}ambridge. ,There he would meet with Englishmen 
and 'hAve the benefit of eminently good instruction 
without having to live in such very close cobtact with 
Engli.shmen as at a college in Oxford or Cambridge. 

He was not in favour of se-gregation IlS a principle, 
instancing the medireval .. nation " system at Paris, 

tbou",h he tbou"ht that possibly'Indian students might. 
on the whole, be happier at Oxford 'if a sE'parate"hostel 
were founded for them. -He thought that the present 
sYbtem might be allowed to go on, in that a large 
amount of benefit" as updoubtedly to be derived from it_ 

He would advise that older men should come up to
Oxford from India, ratter than the younger type of man 
who came to get a degree. He also thought there should 
be very careful scrutiny exercised in India by the
University authorities there before sending a man OVOlr 
to this country for the purpose of study. He 'thought 
that the present system of selection from the Secretary 
of the Delegacy's list was quite a good one, and said that
his college worked upon it. It did not, however, serve to 
prevent the importunate personal applicant from coming 
to England on chance without consulting with any 
Advisory Committee in India. He thought that to 
pI'event this an attempt should be made to make better
known in India the fact that the University was crowded, 
and that application, except through the Delegacy for 
Oriental Students, was useless. 

He thought that a demand by the University that all 
Indian applicants should be men who 11ad taken IL 

degree at-an Indian 'Gniversity would be I'ather severc_ 
Tbe University would be prepared to consider it if tbe 
Government proposed it to them. Of the four men at 
present in residence at his own college, one was an 
Indian doetol readi)lg for the degree of Doctor or 
of Philosophy, and the others were reading for the 
ordinary degree, one of them being the son of an 01:1 
Exeter man. 

He thought that the Indian Universities should be
improved in every possible way so as to preclude the:
necessity for Indian students comin~ to this country. 
In his opinion, the Indian who was highly educated. 
in his own country was likely ~o prove 'a better citizen 
than the Indian trained in England. He rdid not think 
that the two civilisations mixed well together. 

Questioned as to the steps that might be taken to
reduce race prejudice, ~vitness said that he thought the
various University and oollege societies wel'e useful in 
bringing the Indian and the English students together i
he feared, however, that the 'trouble was below the 
surface, and that the only adequate means 'of removing
it would ,be by gradual iIr1luencing of public opinion. 

Questioned as to the particular branches of study 
most suitable for 'Indians to IItudy at' Oxford, he said' 
that he considered the best to be ,law. Roman law was
particularly well taught at Oxford, and he thought that 
it would prove valuable to the Indian Jawyer. Many 
Indian stUdents took modern history, 'and some took
Oriental languages. 

Speaking of the Delegacy for Oriental Students,. 
Ite said that it was a body appointed by the University 
but given a free hand to deal with these students. 

The non-collegiate body was in almost every
particular the same as a college, except that iir. 
was non-residential; and that it had not'the independent 
jurisdiction that the colleges possessed. It 'yas' bound' 
to, comply with I the regulations laid down by the
University. ,It 'had, however, its Own athletic clubs. 
societies and library. He thought that the Comtnittee-' 
might recommend that the .non.collegiate body be. 
extended in order to admit more Indian studE"Ilts, thOllab 
the decision would rest with the vote in Congregatio~,_ 

/ and ~ he could not guarantee what tbis would he. 
Personally, he would, propose such an exte-nsi6n. 

Sm J. H_ STONE. C.LE., M.A. (officer in charge of Indian nominees to the Indian Civil Servic(' now 
probationers in England), was called and examined. 

He stated that he had thirty-four nominated proba
tioners under his charge at present, nineteen being in 
Oxford, thirteen in Cambridge, 'and two in London; all 
-()f them had graduated in India or thc United 
l{jngdom, except two, who held Chief's College diplomas. 
ConfirminO' the view which seemed prevalent at Cam
bridge, h: said that the standard of intellect and of 
education varied greatly among the probationers. He 
had found,- however, that their knowledge of English 
was usually sufficient to enable them to follow the 
lectures. He thought that the e;perience of a University 
education in England was of very great value to these 
probationers. 

As regards social intercourse between the Indian and 
British 'students, the witness stated that twelve of -the 

nineteen Indian Civil 'Servioe probationers at Oxford
bel?nged to colleges; he considered this advantageous, 
as It gave them more opportunities for mixing with-the
other men. The Indian students who were good 'at 
athleti~s saw far more o~ the B~tish undergraduates 
t~an ,dId. those who ~tudled practically in solitude or 
With their fellow Indians. Only two or three of the
probatiollers belonged to the Union Club and a few to
the Mlljlis. Asked whether he consider~d there to be
any racial preludice against the Inaian students he
replied that he had no first-hand knowledge of this: 

As rega~ds the vacations, he said that last Bummer
the probationers came to Oxford for silt weeks when he
himself lectured twice a week to them 'and' they had! 
also other special instruction. ' 
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. 
His estimate of the yearly mlDlmum allowance for 

.an Indian student was from .£350 to .£400. This 
included the cost of living durlDg the vacations. lIe 
undertook no actual financial guardianship over the 
rrobationers, but merely a general supervision. 

the probationers, nevertheless, obtained good repor!!: 
from' their tutors, and that this idea was incorrect. 

He was not able to differentiate between the 
merit of students coming from the various Indian 
Universities, though it happened that Allahabad and 
-Calcutta were particularly well represented among the 
probationers. The probationers had taken degrees in Ii 

variety of subjects, including history, law, mathematic., 
science, and philosophy. The English history which 
the probationers were to read was that of the last sixty 
J'ears only, and this period was not one which they had 
.studied in India. 

The witness said that, since he had had no hand in 
framing it, he could not state the object with which 
the probationers' course of study was prescribed; h" 
thought that it was. generally with a view to fitting 
them in the best way possible for subsequent official 
posts in India. It was only temporary, and _ would no 
-doubt be changed. 

As, regards the question of admissions, the witness 
said that a8 many as possible went to colleges at Oxford 
or Cambridge. The India, Office authorities suggested 
that those who had not obtained admission to colleges 
should go as non.collegiate students to Oxford, unless 

, they preferred Cambridge. None did so, and as a fact 
it was not certain that Cambridge wonld have found i~ 
possible to Idmit any. It was not, he thought, that ~he 
courses of sMdy at Ox!ord would meet the probationers' 
needs better, but that they were likely there to come. 
int~ contact with a larger number of other probationers 
tak1ng the same work. He considered that it would 
be ,?~sira.ble for probatio~ers to be given special 
faCliltles lD rega1'd to speCial courses including civic 
administration, and perhaps the study ~f secondary an.1 

) elementary education, though he had some doubt as to 
this being practicable. 

Dealing with the question of the O.T.C., he said that 
no probationer had told him that he was anxIous to 
.be allowed to join; he would support an application 
were he asked to do so. 

He was, on the whole, satisfied with the work of the 
present probationers. As regards the suggestion that 
they came to the University with the idea of doing 8'1 

little work as possible, he stated that, while not doing 
.as much M those men who were reading for honours, 

Speaking of the Advisory Committees in India, he said 
that the Secretary was the most important person. He 
must be an efficient man, and could only be obtained. 
generally speaking, by offering sufficient remuneration. 
H~ cons1dered that men recently r~turned from England 
w1th a first-hand knowledge of English educational 
standards and conditions should be appointed to these 
Advisory Committees. Personally, he thought that the 
recommendation of a student by the Principal of his 
college in India should carry great weight in connection 
with applications to the British Universities. He had 
had. no dealings, as regards the probationers, with the 
Ind1an Students' Deparl:'1llent in London. 

:.I.Iu. P. C, L'I'OS, C.S.I., M.A., Treasurer of Oriel College, was called and examined. 
He stated that there were four Indian studentil 

.at Oriel, and that vacancies were filled from the 
Delegacy list. He ha'd heard of cases where personal 
application on the part of students had gained them 
.admission when the list had been officially closed, but, 
speaking for his own college, he thought that the authori. 
ties kept to that list. Each college was, of COlUse, quite 
independent, but he considered that the system woul'l 
he more universally adopted in the near futllre. 

The witness expressed a preference for the ordinary 
titlldents, who had either passed Responsions or who 
wel'e able to do so, compared with the research students, 
oOn the ground that the former WElre younger men, 
taking, the same courses of study as the aritish, under. 
graduates, and therefore mixing IDOre freely with them. 
It was perhaps true that the research students, having 
,obtained their degree in India before coming to the 
English Universities, derived more benefit from the 
,educational facilities offered at Oxford. All the 
Indian students now at Oriel were reading for honours. 

In connection with the qllestion of social intercourse, 
be was inclined to regl'et that the l\lajlis Society had 
.absorbed so much 'of the energies of Indians. It was, 
however, on a broader base than it used to be. He 
regarded the Oxford AsiatiC Society, which admitted 
llotJa"Europelins an4' Asiatifs, as. being ,more beneficial 
10 the Indian students. He thought that the political 
natUl'e of India's relations to EnglaD<l had little bearing 
on the attitllde of the Indian artd British undergraduates 
towards one another, thougp this was hardly the case 
three years ago, when there was a distinct feeling of 
hostility towards the Indian students-fostered, per. 
haps, by allti.British views expressed. at meetings of 
the }fajlis. The gain that all Indian, student got from 
social intercourse depellded entirely on the individual. 

As regard so. the. aDIlual minimum allowanee for 
lnqian students, he calculated that .£300 was 
an average sum. He allowed .£150. P4!J: annum for 
college bills, an additional .£40 for clothes, books, &c., 
and the residub for expenses duriug the vacations. He 
had found that 'only one or two stlldents came to him 
ior advice ailout how and where to spend their holidays. 
He had not encountel'ed any serious cases ot debt. 

There were twelve Rhodes scholars at Oriel. and they, 
like the Indian students, were at first dissociated from 
the other unde~graduates. This, W/,IS doubtless due to 
the fact that the latter~ coming straight to the University 
from the public schools, had their own particular 
coteries of friends with interests into which others could 
not at once enter. He had never heard, however, of 
any suggestion that the Rhodes scholars were anxious 
no~ to associate with the Indians. 

He said that there were still colleges that did not 
admit any Indian students, though he personally dId 
not 'see why all should not do so; he advocated this, and 
considered that once they admitted Indians colleges 
would go on doing so. He held strongly that it was 
better for the men themselves to be collegiate rather 
than non-collegiate students. Owing to the increasing 
number of applications they had had to place a limit at 
Oriel, which was four with a maximum of five in the 
case of Indian students, and ten with a maximum of 
twelve for Rhodes scholars. 

Speaking of the Advisory Committees jn India, he 
emphasised the fact that their efficiency depended 
on 'the Secretary. He thought that the men best 
fitted for such a post would be young men who had 
recently returned from a British University course, and 
that, on the whole, it would be better for them to be 
appointed by the Ministers in charge of the Education 
Departments Ilnder Government. 

Speaking of Responsions, the witness considered that 
it, would. he a, good thing if there were an examina. 
tiol). in India. OthBil than the degree, which would give 
exC!mption from it; such 'as II school.leaving examination. 
He would not admit the intermediate examination as-it 
now w~. The standard was. not, high- elllmgh, and if 
students were admitted on it they would Dot get full 
benefit from the Oxford course. It depended entirely 
on improvement of standard. He considered that 
Indian Civil Service probationers should come either to 
Oxford or CambJ:idge for at least tW() Yea.l'S, as it was 
really more important that they should have a 
University education than the ordinary students. He 
did not think that two or three years in England would 
denationalise them. 

Tb.e range of subjects taken at Oxford was a wide one, 
inch,lqing arts, science, history and law. The' modern 
languages. course was being rapidly' improved at the 
present time. 

The witness was not aware thd there was any objec
tion to, Indian students joining the O.T.C.; h& con
sidered. that there -was no t"SasOD fOil this, aJld that any 
existing barriers should be removed. 

Questioned as to the general conduct of the Indian 
s~udents, he said that he had no complaints to mak~ 
either from a 1I)0ral or an intellectual point of view. 

He pointed out that the objections raised to th& 
admission of a larger number of Indian Etlldenta 
were based on the fact that the vacancies for Enolisl1 
boys coming up from the publio schools were being 
greatly reduced, owing to the number of applications 
from all over the world. The Indian students wb'o 
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'Were admitted at Oriel were taken on the same basis 
as the British undergraduates, and had the same advan
tages; the college liked to have one I.C.S. probationer. 

He considered that in the case of the I.C.S. pro
lJationers some acquaintance with municipal and 

educational administration would be of very great value. 
He would certainly not confine these probationers to> 
the non-collegiate body; but he thought that research 
students would not be less well off in that body than in. 
college. 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE t 1921 (OXFORD). 

'rUE EARL OF LUTON (Chairman). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BABADun M. RA!IACHANDRA RAO. 

MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 

I 
8m M. HAmlIcK. 
8AnInZAD\ AFTAB AnlIAD liRAS-. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MISS L. If. BBooKs. 

MR. E. G. HOWAIlTU, } St' 
Mn. R. E. FIELD, ecre aTl88. 

DR. W. A. SPOONER, D.D., \Varden of -New College, was called and exami~ed. 
He said that at present there were six Indian students As regards a possible increase in the number of' 

at New College. This was a rather larger number than Indian students who might be admitted into the
usual, owing to the fact that, in addition to the normal colleges, he said that he did not think that the college
number, 'two Indian Civil Service probationers had system was successful as far as Indians were concerned; 
been admitted. because of their own traditions, and also because. 

He read a list of the Indian students that had been at of certain physical differences (which might be called 
New College smce 1911, and gave some account of them race prejudice), the English undergraduates did not milL 
individually. . freely with the Indians, and the latter tended to-

They amounted in all to eighteen in ten years. Two become a small clique apart frC'ID the rebt of the
of these had been men of outstanding l;Ilerit, and tl:ie college. 
two probationers at present in residence were up to a He thought that the non-collegiate body might. 
good standard and were desirable members of the posbibly be enlarged, and that if more Indians joined it 
college. they could get teaching to meet their requirements. 

He was not in :Cavour of the present system of educat- Although the experience that New College had had of' 
ing Indians in this country. There were two ,alterna- Indian students had, bpen a fairly satisfactory one, he 
tives: either the,lndian student made friendsjn Oxford, did not think that they felt disposed to take more than. 
mixing on terms of almost complete equality with his two each year, with a maximum of six at allY one time. 
fellow_ English undergraduates, or else he made few 'Vhen again reminded of the Imperial aspect of the
friends among Englishmen and lived a life of isolation question, he said that any report the Committee might 
while at the University, mixing only with his fellow make would receive very careful consideration from the. 
Indians. In the first case, when the man returned to 'governing' body of his college, but he did not feel pre
India, he would find that the same sense of race equality pared to say whether this consideration would be favour
did not exist there and he would be likely to resent thi'!l able or not. If all colleges admitted two Indians a year ,_ 
and become disloyal. In the second case, if the man the number at present coming to the University would 
made no friends his yeara in England could not be happy be provided for, and this seemed a better plan than to 
ones, and he would be likely to return to India actually concentrate them in one or two <'-Ol1ege8. 
disliking England and feeling no love for Oxford_ He agreed that possibly the Indian who had beell< 
He thought that one case was as bad as the other, and. to Oxford would stand a better chance of equality
that· it could not be said that, generally speaking, the with Englishmen in India than one who had been 
Indian student gained great advantage from coming to entirely educated in his own country, particularly if he, 
an English University. He did not know how far it had belonged to a college. 
might be said that a non-collegiate Indian student got On being asked why Indian students preferred to be. 
on better than an Indian member of a college, but at a college to being non-collegiate studentM, he said 
certalllly they always tried to get into a college if that a certain prestige was gained by having been at a, 
possible. college, and having shared in its ancient traditions. 

New College almost always worked through the This, he thought, had in some cases real value. A 
,Delegacy, and only took students from the Secretary's certain number became really attached to and proud of 
list. He saw, however, two disadvantages to this the college to which they belonged. 
system :- Speaking of admissions, he pointed out that it 

1. The college authorities did not see the applicants must be remembered that, besides Englishmen, Indians. 
,personally; and were not the only race seeking admission to Oxford. 

2. The applicants were examined by a body other l'here were large numbers of colonials, Americans, and 
than the University of Oxford and the college authorities even other Orientals, who had also to be considered_ 
had little opportunity of judging whether they were Englishmen naturally felt that they had the first claim, 
likely to make good members of the college. and resented being kept out because their places were 

He thought that all Indian students who came up to being filled by aliens. He admitted that the Indians 
Oxford should have taken at least a degree in India, had a stronger e1aim than the Americans, but said that 
and, if possible, obtained honours in· the final his college preferred to take Americans. They felt that 
examination. ·there was closel' affinity with them, and that they 

He did not think that the feeling of inequality got on better with them than with the Indians. . 
between the races in India would be likely to die The witness admitted the existence of the colour
-out very quickly, even though the British Govern- difficulty, but said that in some cases personality over-
ment had granted responsible self-government to India. came this prejudice. -
lIe thought that what was needed for the good of India Upon being asked to suggest improvements in t1l& 
-was for English statesmen to know more of India, rather type of students that were being sent ovet, he said 
than for Indian students to know more of England. that thl:!. candidates on the Secretary's list were-

It was pointed out that because of the lack of the guaranteed to be of good moral character and tbis wall
highest educational facilities in India it was necessary satisfactory, but he would like the choi~e of those to. 
,for some Indians to obtain their education elsewhere. be sent to r~st with Committees in India, composed 
''The witness agreed that in this case it was better, from partly of Indians and p,artly of Englishmen who coulet 
. an Imperial point of view, that they should come, to Judge what sort ?f ca?~ldat~s were likely to profit by a 
England rather than go to America, Germany or some time at an E,nghsh Ulliversity. The Committees could 

'other alien country. He thought that from the Imperial play the same part as the Selection Committees in 
point of view India might with justice demand the help America for Rhodes scholars. 
of the University, though he did not consider that this He was asked 'if he saw any signs of hatred or 
claim extended in an equal degree to the colleges. England among the Indian students at present at. the. 
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University, and he replied that he did. The language 
use~ at pub~ic d!nners sometimes given by various 
bodIes of IndIans In Oxford could only be described as 
thoroughly disloyal. Hostility was quite openly 
expressed. He said that although he would naturally 
prefer to take loyal subjects he did not know their 
political opiniona before admitting them. He thought 
that the worst disloyalty was probably to be found 
.among -the non.collegiate students. It was pointed out 
that this wss a reason for admitting more to the 
-colleges, but he said that this could not be done as 
:there was not room for them in the colleges. 

With regard to Indian students who desired to get 
·experience of Administration and LocaL Government , 
the witness said that the University did provide 
facilities for work of this kind, and that one of his 
IItudents was engaged on work of the kind, but had to 
supplement the work he could do in Oxford by work in 
the library of the India Office. 

He said that most Indian students read History 
because it seemed to be the subject that they assimi
lated most easily, and it was a useful subject as prepara
tion for the IndIan Civil Service. 

As regards training for the teaching profession, there 
was a very good training school at Oxford, provided 
with a very well-qualified staff. There was not a model 
school in which the students might get practical 
experience, but this was obtained in the Oxford Central 
School (Boys' Department), which was an excellent 
tl'aining ground. 

Only two or three of his students had got into the 
Indian Educational Service. It was a difficult service 
to obtain admission to, and all the men admitted had 
possessed exceptIOnal abilIty. 

There were now about twenty colonial students 
in his college. The war had altered the ordinary 

figures, as many colonials had stayed in England 
with educational grants from their Governments. 
This number included Rhodes Scholars, the number of 
whom was at present larger than usual, as many had 
been held back by the war. There was no theoretIcal 

-limit to the number of colonial admissions, but it was 
considered that the Englishman had the first claim. 

He considered the Egyptian, from the point of view of 
admissions, to be analogous to the Indian. All the 
Egyptian students whom he had received had come with 
personal reco=endations. He had never had any 
Chinese students, but had had Japanese. 

He agreed that the present political circumstances 
in India constituted a certain claim for Indian admis
sions, and thought that if all the colleges would agree 
to take as many as New College and Balliol did the 
dIfficulty would, in some measure, be relieved. 

He hoped that the pre&ent rush of Indian students 
was temporary, and that as soon as education could be 
improved in India it would, to a very large extent, 
cease. 

In reply to an enquiry as to the extent of the dis
loyalty in the University, he said that he believed 
Nationalist feeling to be very strong. He did not oppose 
the cession of self-government to India. 

As he was understood to feel doubtful of the wisdom 
of sending Indians to this country to be educated so long 
as complete equality and free intercourse were not 
attained in India, the witness was asked if the college 
system would not be useful in helping to attain this race 
of equality. He replied that it might, but that the sense 
of equality that prevailed in England was not to be 
found in India, and therefore it was only calculated to 
produce discontent and disloyalty among Indians when 
they returned to their own country. 

SIa E. J. TREVELYAN, D.C.L., formerly a Judge in India and now a mem~er of the Delegacy for 
Oriental Students, was called and examined. 

He said that he had had very little intimate associa- his experience, such men were not looked down upon bv 
tion with Indian students except in the case of those Englishmen in India. There was a right for perfect 
who had passed the Indian Civil Service examination or equality: this was already the case in the Indisn Civil 
had been nominated for that Service. Service, and the present body of probationers were a 

He thought that it was of great value to the Indian very good set of men, who would be lIkely to keep up 
student to come to Oxford. As regards their behaviour, the standard in this respect. 
this was a subject about which toe Proctors would Asked whether the Law examinations at Oxford and 
know most, but as judge in the Vice.Chance110r·s Court, Cambridge might not exempt students from the 
which dealt with civil suits, he said that there had been examinations of Inns of Court, he replied that he did 
very few cases against Indian students. not think that they served the same purpose; the 

He thought it very necessary that the Indian University instruction was scientific and theoretical, 
students should have college life rather than whereas more practical experience was gained at the 
come up as non-collegiate students. The only Inns of Court. Some attempt had been made to ge$ 
practical solution of the selection question was for exemption from the London examinations, but the 
~h college to state, well in advance, how many Indian Benchers were a very conservative body and did not 
students it would be willing to take in a certain year and welcome the suggestion. A year's reading in Chambers 
then for a very careful selection, amounting to this was of the utmost value to the intending barrister. In 
number and not more, to be made in India. CIVIl the High Courts of India a lawyer who belonged to the 
Service probationers should have the priOT claim. English Bar would have greater prestige among suitors 

There might be formed in India a Council of Selec- than one who did not belong to that body. 
tion, with a certain number of representatives from each He thought that the social intercourse brought about 
Province, and some members representing the Govern- by the dinners, &c., was of great value to the Indian 
ment Services; this should meet once a year and make students, though in this matter he had heard that the 

" the necessary selections. He was not in favour of any EnglIsh and Indian students were inclined to keep 
system of examination by open competition; this apart. -
tended to the selection of clever young students who There were about twen-ty Indian Civil Service pro
could pass examinations, but for whom the University bationers reading Indian Law at Oxford at present, of 
could have no other guarantee. "hom two or three had had some experience of criminal 

As the colleges at present selected nom the list made procedure before coming here. 
by the Secretary to the Delegacy, selection was to a As regards the Indian students' opportlHlities for 
large extent left in the Secretary's hands. There ~'83 coming into touch with college life, and thus deriving 
no objection to this. benefit from OxfOt'd and all that it stands for, this 

It was pointed out that the view had been expressed depended largely on the subject that they were reading, 
that an Oxford education only tended to produce dis- but in most cases they st!ldied together with English
content among Indians when they returned to their men. 
own country. The witness held an entirely opposite The witness admitted the difficulty of segregation in 
view; there had been occasional attempts among the college lectures and at the Inns of Court dinners; he 
Indians to stir up disloyal feeling in the University, could suggest no remedy for it, but thought that in spite 
and this had some effeot upon the genera] reputation of of it there was much benefit to be derived by the Indian 
Indian students. He did not think that an-equality from the college life of Oxford and association with 
-existed here that could not be the case in India, though students at the Inns of Court. 
many men on returning to India might find that their He did not think that only advsnced student~ should 
position had changed owing to the nature of their work, come to this country. As many as possible of the best 
01· from soma similar cause. He thought India would type (morally and socially as well as intellectually) 
most certainly benefit by a large number of Indians should be encouraged tp come, and efforts should 
heing educated at the English Universities, and, in be made to receive them. Apart from the .. polish " 
~ D 
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acquired by residence at the University, he th01~t 
that undoubtedly better instruction was to be obtamed 
bere than in India. . . 

As might be expected, a good deal ?t politICs was 
talked by the Indian students at the Ulllverslty, but he 
did not know whether Nationalist feeling was ver!' 
strongly developed. .. . 

In his opimon, it would be madvl~abl~ to abolish ~he 
necessity of the English Bar exammatlOn for pract!ce 
at the Indian Bar. It was advantageous to th~ ~ndlan 
Bar to have men of wide education. If admlsslOn. to 
the Bar could be obtained in Indll~ without the necesslty 
d an EnglIsh education there would be still greater 
<!l'owding 10 the professi~n than existe~ at present. 

It was suggested that it might be advlsable to do avr~y 
with barristers and allow advocates to practlse 111 

their stead and the witness pointed out that the 
advantage of the barrister was that he bad tbe l'ight of 
pre-audlence in the two original Courts, Bombay and 
Caloutta. He thought that the high standard .in. these 
t\\'O Courts should not be diluted by the admlsslon of 
less highly.tramed men. 

He thought that the standard of teaohing at 
the Indian Universities might be improved if it 
were carried out by more men of English educa· 
tion. The direction of the Indian Universities 
(vas satisfactory, but owing to a low teaching standard 
the Indlan degrees were not equal to those of Oxford or 
Cambtidge. 

If no more admissions could be made than was at 
present the case, the most important students for 
Oxford to take were the Indian Civil Service proba. 
tioners. At present there were forty Indian Civil 
Service probationers at the University, of whom twenty 
were Indians. He did not think that any restraint 
existed between the English and the Indian probationers. 
Additional Indian admissions could only be obtained 
through the heads of oolleges. 

It ought to be impressed on intending students in 
India that thel'e was an urgent necessity for applica. 
tlOns to be made as early as possible. As a second·best 
solution to the overcrowding difficulty he would 
advocate the enla.rgement of the non.collegiate body. 

He thought that in regard to social intercourse the 
Indians were rather timid of going out. He did not 

Dn. R. W. MACAN, M.A., D.Litt., Master of 
He said that at present there were no Indians at his 

college; there had been about half a dozen spread over 
a good many years, but he did not welcome them at his 
college and did not think that they proved an easy 
element for University College to assimilate. He had 
a good deal of experience, both of English and of 
foreign Universities, and was not taking II narrow or 
biased view of the subject. As regards Oxford, he was 
bound to accept the accomplished fact that Indians 
were already admitted. He thought that Indians had no 
grounds for complaint, because special arrangements as 
to admission were made for them; the graduate of 
Bombay was accepted without knowledge of any 
classical language, a concession made to no English
man. He considered that the Indian students should 
join the non.collegiate body. This had not at present 
the social status of the colleges, but it had a bigger 
future ahead of it than was generally supposed. The 
present oongestion in the colleges was not likely to 
cease for a long time. 

His own oollege was small, and the family spirit 
existed in it to a very marked degree. It was a close 
corporation, very homogeneous in nature, and the 
Indian element could not easily be assimilated. He 
had a large number of colonial students, and was 
already aware that this number could not be increased. 
At present there were twenty-two Rhodes scholars in 
the college. He did not want the original element of 
bis college to be swamped. 

The existence of the colonial element certainly made 
things more difficult for the Indian student. 

A college could not be treated as an hotel, to whioh 
admission might be demanded. He wished to have a 
thorough knowledge of his students, and even in the 
case of English applicants he exercised the utmost care 
and discrimination. 

It should be "better understood in India that the 
Oxford colleges were small and close societies. 

think that there were any signs of hatred of England 
among the Indian students. He could not say what the 
influence of the Rhodes scholars amounted to. 

It was pointed out that if Indians were refused admis
sion to Oxford and Cambridge they would be compelled: 
by necessity to go elsewhere. The witness said that an 
appeal might be made to the othel.' colleges to take as 
many Indian students as Ralliol took: the appeal 
should be made separately to the heads of colleges. 

Although it might be true that a certain number of 
Indian law students came to this country because they 
had ;failed in the legal examinations in their own 
country, and this type of man might be calculated not 
to take the best English traditions back to India with 
him, yet it was unfair to measure cases by the wore,t 
examples: there were many Indian law students who 
derived very great benefit from the time in England. 

He was not willing to admit that the Indian Law 
examinations were more difficult than the Bar examina. 
tion as at present constituted in England. In any case 
the year's reading in Chambers was of inestimable 
value. 

Asked whether it might not be advisable to allow 
Vakils to practise at the Indian Bar the witness said 
he was not in favour of this. Many Vakils came 
to this country to get caIled to the Bar, and in so 
doing they were pursuing a very valuable course of 
study. He was not in favour of any change in the 
recent arrangements in the Indian Bar. 

He thought that the Civil Service probationers, be. 
cause they had been selected to do public work later on, 
had necessarily the first claim to admission to Oxford 
and Cambridge. 

In the Law examination, Part I, Real Property Law, 
Roman Dutch Law, or Hindu and Mohammedan Law 
were alternatives. He only taught the last named. He 
did not agree that the Indian LL.B. was a stiffer 
examination than that in England. 

From the social point of view he thought that the 
"1l1y Universities to which it was valuable for the 
11l·lian student to go were Oxford and Cambridge. 

11" thought that Greats provided tbe best education, 
rh<'"lo!h wry few Indians were capable of doing it: but 
1l1~!Ot\ "a~ the most suitable study for Indian students. 

University College, was called and examined. 
He advocated the foundation of a separate hostel, 

under the direction of the Delegacy for Oriental 
Students. This might develop into a Hall, such as now 
existed for Jesuit and Benedictine students. In time 
such a Hall might estabhsh a reputation of its own and 
become a colle-ge, or a new foundation like Keble. 
If this experiment were tried the Indian students weuld 
have a better chanoe of proving their worth. They 
would run their own athletic clubs and play against 
the other oolleges. In this way, by becoming a definite 
element in the University, they would gain the respe<lt 
of the English undergraduates, and be felt convinced 
that their position would be very greatly improved. He 
did not agree with the arguments that were urged 
against segregation. He would not forbid the colleges 
accepting Indians if they wished to do so, but he would 
like to see the hostel experiment tried. At present he 
thought that the Indians' best chance of social inter. 
course lay in the Union Debating Society. 

He did not agree that his college was bound by any 
Imperial claim to admit Indian students if they were 
going, as he believed they were, to be detrimental to 
the hfe of the college. Perhaps distribution had prove'} 
successful at Cambridge, but he did not think that it 
would be the case in Oxiol,d. 

In nearly all his ideas and habits, galned from long 
tradltion and therefore not easily eradicated, the 
Oriental was diametrically opposed to the Englishman, 
and he was not willing to introduce the Oriental element 
into his college. 

He thought that there would be no difficulty from t.lle 
University point of view in the way of founding B new 
bostel for Oriental students. The staff should be men 
who had a good knowledge of India, possibly a large 
pi'oportion should be Indians themselves. 

He would not exclude either Indians or Englishmen 
from the staff of the proposed new hostel: the mone" 
for the foundation should be found ·in India., Life for 
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the students there ought to be less expensive than at 
an ordinary college; it would be more like a college 
than the non.collegiate body, in that the students 
would all live together. 

He emphasised his view that the Indians did not 
realise enough what was already being done in ad!nitting 
Indians to the University, and suggested that it was not 
fair to urge the reception of more Indian students if they 
were not welcome. He was not prepared to go into the 
complaints that he had heard as regards the moral 
charBcter of the Indians, but he did not think that things 
had, been altogether satisfactory in this respect. He 
thought that a much more careful discriInination !night 
be exercised in India before students were sent to this 
country. 

As regards subjects, the science schools and agricul. 
ture and forestry were useful for the Indian, and those 
who were going into the public se~vices might well study 
law. 

He had not considered the point as to whether the 
probationary period for Indian Civil Service students 
was best spent in Oxford or elsewhere. 

Asked whether, as there were large numbers of 
Americans in the University, he would suggest the 
foundation of an American hostel, witness said that 

certainly there was going to be increasing difficulty aboul 
the admission of Americans, and that some such 
arrangement !night possibly have, at some future date, 
to be made. He did not, however, place Americana and 
Indians on the same social footing. 

His experience in Oxford was that there was no 
college authority who would not rather be witholU 
Indian students, or who considered them a valuable 
additIOn to his college. 

In his college the various classes of society were 
represented. There were a certain number of scholars 
who had made their way up from the elementary schools; 
the ordinary commoners, however, all came from the 
public school classes. 

Asked if he would be in favour of establishing a 
hObtel for every face, the Chinese, Siamese, &c., he 
replied that he would not be in favour of this, because 
he would advocate that they should not be admitted d 
all. All Orientals should be educated in their own 
country, and if any came here only the very best should 
be sent to England for the additIOnal advantage of the 
Oxford or Cambridge education and polish. 

He laid stress on the fact that his evidence was given 
from the college point of view; he considered that his 
first duty was to keep up the reputation of his college. 

THE MASTER OF BALLIOL, MR. A. L. SMITK, l\LA., who was accompanied by PnoFEssoR A. A. 
MACDONELL, M.A., MR. A. W. PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE, M.A., and the REV. H. H. GIBBON, M.A., 

was called and examined. 

He handed in the follO\ling memorandum :- .. (4.) The facilities here are plentiful. 

•• Memorandum lOT tho Committee on Indian Student8. 
.. 'With regard to the terms of reference-

.. (1.) The adequacy of existing arrangements in 
India for facilitating the access of Indian students 
to the United Ringdom, including the constitution 
and working of the Advisory Committees and their 
future I'elations to the Provincial Governments. 

.. We fE'el that this. is not within our scope. 
.. (2.) The extent and directions in which the 

Secretary of State's control should be exercised as 
distinct from the actual work of administration 
which will be entrusted to the High Com'!1issioner. 

.. The same. 
•• (3.) Details of the work to be undertaken in 

the United Kingdom and the relations that should 
be E'stablished with Universities and other institu· 
tions or bodies, or with manufacturel's or com· 
mercial firms, in order to provide for the admission 
of Indian students and the provision of any special 
or technical training that may be requjed. 

.. Rather concerns Universities of the type of 
Birmingham, Sheffield, &c. 

.. (4.) Any other question affecting the education 
01' well.being of Indian students in this country 
UpOD which the Committee may desire to make 
rl'commendations. 

.. Comes under the general headings of the second 
papel', giving the main lines along which the Com. 
mittee's enquiries will "be dir~cted and the points to 
which they will pay particular attention in the United 
!Gngdom . 

.. As rE'gards the second paper, we cannot say what 
are the rE'asons whioh at pI'esent induce Indian students 
to leave India for eduoation or tE'chnical training, but 
we are clear that the number coming at present is too 
large to be digested, and it would therefore seem that 
more faoilities should be provided in India. 

.. How far sending Indian students here has been a 
success will be answered by the figures which we submit 
.hprewith. 

.. As regard9 the particular points:- _ 
.. (1.) As we have already said, the numbers 

seem too large, and many of those \\ ho come are 
not really qualified. 

.. (2.) It might be well to insist, except in 
exceptional casE'S, on a B.A. degree if it is desired 
to send the older students, or if they are to be 
younger, then to demand a b-aining pither in 

- English public schools or in some of the best 
Indian schools . 

.. (3.) We can hardly tell here, but we submit 
that much of the previous work done in India is 
not thorough enough to be a real preparation, 

, especially in history and economics. 

.. (5.) The best is for the men to get into colleges . 
Those who cannot would be best in hostels, we 
think, than scattered in lodgings . 

.. (6.) We have an excellent adviser in Oxford, 
Mr. S. Burrows, but the office seems to need 
expansion and larger funds, and thE' adviser should 
also be able to ensure sound financial arrangePlents 
on behalf of the studE'nts. 

.. (7) and (8). Delong rather to the more 
technical institu~ns . 

.. (9.) Suitable lodgings are a difficulty in the 
present congested conditions, but these conditIOns 
are improving every term in Oxford. Holiday 
quarters are a serious difficulty, but might perhaps 
be met at some places like Bangor, "hich are 
running summer schools • 

.. (10.) The best means to this end would seem to 
be organi~ed educational tours Buch as are being 
carried out in this and other countries. 

.. (11.) The best conditions for intercourse must 
be those that come through the colleges, and this 
makes it important that the number of Indian 
students at one University should not be too great 
or increased too rapidly. Here at Balliol,_ for the 
students' own sake, we cannot take more than a 
small numbE'r. Two at a time would mean that 
there would be eight in a year, "ho would tend to 
form a group of themselves. 

• • We would venture to urge upon the Committee a 
much more restrictive policy in India, and there should 
be at each end, as it WE're, some small Committee or 
one pcrson with power to allow or disallow a student 
setting forth or a student arriving in this country. 

.. The men who would seem to do best are:
.. (a) Serious students of an advanced type; 
.. (b.) Men who design to be .teachers or 

professors in India; 
.. (c.) Men who think of going in for the Indian 

Ci vil Service; and 
.. (d.) The type of mE'n whom the Americans 

would call good • !nixers. ' 
.. We have at Balliol for forty.five years past regarded 

it as an obligation to take a certain proportion of Indian 
students; our total number must be something nean 
sixty. The majority of these students have been 
satisfactory; the number of those unsatisfactory would. 
be about ten. 

- .. (Signed) A. L. SMITH." 

The Master said that "is experience of Indian 
students dated back to the early seventies. At present 
there were eight Indians at Ballio! out of a total number 
of about 240 undergraduates. He considered that 
eight Indians in one college was quite sufficient, and 
even that number was large enough to form a clique. 
He could certainly say that as a college they had done 
what they could to provide for Indian students and were 

D2" 
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lItill prepared to take their share. If the twenty 
colle"es took an average of eight, that would be 160, 
and "with similar numbers at Cambridge and propo;
tionate numbers at fifteen other Universi~ies, thIS 
would mean that a very large number of IndIans were 
being educated in this country. This should go ~ar to 
meet the need for the supply of competent,. ~lghl!
educated men required to meet the new condItIons In 

India consequent on the large amount of self-govern
mllnt recently granted. 

As regards takinO" more Indians than at present in 
Oxford, this was a "matter for individual coll~ges, and 
the suggestion that each college should do lts share 
would come with more weight if put forward by the 
Committee. 

It was outside even discusbion that it was better to 
be a member of a college. Rut many Indians were 
members of the non-collegiate body, and he had_ found 
before the war that they tended to form a colony in one 
quarter which seemed to be a kind of irregular hos~el 
system-a hostel for this type of student would be 
better than the state of affairs then existing. . 

Of forty Indian students who had been at Balhol, ten 
or eleven had been at English public schools, and all of 
these had done well both at Ralliol and afterwards. Of 
the others, not more than seven had done badly, and the 
rest had done well or moderately. They had no reason 
to- regret having had Indian st~dents, and they had had 
on the whole a very favourable experience of them. 
They had usually not taken persons without some 
particulars from people whom they could trust. 

As regards admissions, it was quite clear that 
ordinarily Indians came here without proper knowledge 
of the standard required. It was essential that a very 
drastic selection should be made in Inma, both in the 
interests of the students themselves and of the colleges 
here. A large number appeared to come without any 
selection. It should be realised that to come to Oxford 
was a privilege, and the Advisory Committees in India, 
instead of giving only advice and information, should 
make a preliminary scrutiny .. Far less discontent 
would arise if proper selection were made in India than 
by the rejection here of large numbers who came over 
indiscriminately. fjelection should be based on 
character, intellect, and past studies, and thos.e who 
were satisfactory in these respects would derive most 
benefit from Oxford. 

The Selection Committees in India should be 
composed of University men and persons representing 
the Government and the general public. A regular 
University representative was necessary (corresponding 
to the Secretary of the Delegacy here) who was familiar 
wiih the stanilArds and conditions at Oxford. 

In order to make the position clear to Indians, it 
would not be difficult to get a document prepared by 
each colleo-e showing the limitations due to size. 
numbers a;;d staff, and the same might be don~ by the 
non-collegiate body. This would. show to Ind~ans the 
impossibility of more than a certaIn number bemg able 
to come, and should appeal to any Indian student even 
as a matter of arithmetic. . 

It was true that some people had been taken in after 
the college lists were closed, but they would be prepared 
to bind themselves not to take in people afte-r a certain 
date. They always worked in the closest connection 
witv the Delegacy. It was !l d~fficulty as regard! 
admission that the Indian exammation results appeared 
after the college lists here were closed, but there would 
he no difficulty about persons applying provisionally 
abeut the time of the college entrance examination. 

l'he types of persons who had done best were-
(a.) Men of superior intelligence; men with really 

good minds. 
(b.) Men of a manly type of clJaracter developed. 

through games. 
Selection should be made mainly on these lines. 

. They had not found that unfriendiiness existed 
between English and Indian students except in special 
cases. The main difficulty was caused by the large 
numbers who had to be rejected. 

Of those admitted the general conduct was quite 
satisfactory; they were orderly and law abiding. 

The order of preference might be put as follows :-
(a.) Government probationers. 
(b.) Government scholars. 
(c.) Research students. 
But they would always be opt:'n to take other good 

men. 
As regards the cost of Ii ving, they considered that 

£210 per annum would enable a man to live the 
ordinary life of an undergraduate; but to this had to be 
added the vacation period. £300 would be a minimum 
figure for a complete year. 

As regards vacations, much more might be done in 
organising parties on the lines of summer schools, 
especially in districts where hostel acco!l1lI1odation was 
available, and camps such as those arranged by English 
bodies might be tried. Ij:ducational tours had been 
successful in one or two countries, and in this 
connection an instance was given of a successful 
experiment in Spain. It should be considered that it 
was a privilege to become a member of such a tour, 
and where this was the case the best results had been 
obtained. 

THE REV. E. M. WALKER, M.A., Senior Tutor of Queen's College, was called and examined. 

He stated that _ there were three Indian students 
at the college at present; from 1910 to 1912 
there were only three altogether, though before that 
period there had been a larger number. In 1912, 
It had been arranged that Queen's should admit two in 
all, the applicants coming by means of the Advisory 
Committees in India, and it was hoped that a better 
class of student would thus be obtained than had pre
viously been the case. There had been little difference, 
however. Now all applications were referred to Mr. 
Burrows, and matters had improved. He was, however, 
disappointed with the general class of Indian students, 
but thought that this might be remedied by mora care
ful selection in India. This selection should not be 
made by the Government, as this would be greatly 
resented by the Indian students, but should come 
through the Universities. He would put the desirable 
qualifications in the following order: (a) intellectual, 
(b) character, (c) social. There was no reason to suppose 
that a person with these qualities would not have as 
good a chance as a boy from an English public school. 
Proper selection was a very important point. 

Questioned whether he thought the numbers' of 
Indian students admitted might be increased, he said 
he was sure that if they were of the right type the 
colleges would be willing to admit more than the 
minimum they had agreed to take. 

As regards the question of colour prejudice, some of 
the AIDerjcan Rhodes scholars might entertain such a 
feeling, but otherwise he did not tpink it existed. 

Concerning. hostile p'olitical views, he had also 
encountered nothing. 

He was very much opposed to the idea of having 8 

separate hostel for Indians. Oxford was a residential 
University, and in the colleges were centred all the 
undergraduates' interests and aliections. A separate 
hostel would encourage the Indian students to hold 
themselves aloof, and their chances of social intercourse 
would be minimised. Also, Indians were very apt to 
resent anything that marked them out as different from 
the other undergraduates. 

He saw no reason why the non-collegiate part of the 
University should not be extended, though it was not· 
so ad vantageous for the students as the collegiate life. 

He had no connection with or experience of the 
O.T.C., but from the social point of view he did not see 
why the Indian students should be excluded from it. 

, As an estimate of the annual minimum income 
necessary for Indian stUdents, he said that, for the 
academic half· year it was possible to exist on £180. 
College charges had not increased very much. 

_ A.s rega;ds. admission, Oxfor~ accepted people on .. 
senIOr or JUnIor status. An Indlan with a degree with
out honours might be excused one year and responsions; 
with an honours degree he might be excused one year .. 
responsions lind moderations and could begin reading 
for a final school. 
, When it was suggested that there might be an 

examination in India on the lines of the school.leaving 
certificate, which might exempt a person from respon-
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-sions, he con&idered that the difficulty would be about 
the standard. Oxford colleges would not be familiar 
with the standard, and that was the main question to 
be satisfied about if a person was to be admitted '1\ ith 
.any reasonable chance of profiting by the course here. 

:Ua~y read Law and Modem History, and for these 
subJects a knowledge of Latin "as indispensable. The 

- acceptance of an equivalent examination, such as was 
suggested, would have to be discussed wita each 
Indian University separately. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1921 (OXFORD). 

Present: 
THE EAllL OF LYTTOli (Chairman). 
SIB D. P. SARVADUlKARY. 
DIW All BAUADUR M. RUI,I,ClLI,SDRA RAO. 
MR. C. B. W. JONES. 

I 

I 
SIa M. :au.y.uCK. 
SAHIBz,mA AFTAR AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

]'IB. E. G. HOWARTH, ) S t' 
Ma. R. E. FIELD, f eare aTI68. 

SIR ['. H. WARIlEN, K.C.V.O., M.A., President of Magdalen College, was called and examined. 
He 'stated that there was now one Indian 

student at Magdalen, the first to be admitted there. 
When he himself had heen an undergraduate at Balliel 
in 1872·6 there had only been quite a small number of 
Indians at the University. He did not know much 
about them, but from what he saw of them durinG' the 
'years he was Vice.Chancellor, from 1906 to 1910, h~ did 
not feel inclined to encourage them. They had not 
been very successful, none having obtained a 1st class 
-in honours, and very few a 2n,l: he did not think they 
had beell of any special credit to the University. 
When he was Vice.Chancellor he heard a good deal of 
-their deficiencies, and came across some troublesome 
-('ases. 

As regards applying for admission, they did not 
-conform with the regulations of the college, and 
used to arrive, without any previous application, 
at the beginning of the term, when it was quite 
-out of the question to grant admission. A system 
had been started before the war, after due consultation 
with Mr. Burrows and the India Office, by which all 
applications had to be sent in by J anuory of the year 
in which the student desired to come to Oxford, and 
then each student would be juiIged on his merits. But 
'the war prevented this system from being carried out. 
During the war Magdalen was unable to receive them 
,owing to' the fact that there were so few European 
-students, and that a preponderance of Indians was not 
-rlesirable. At the present time conditions were entirely 
changed, and the college was receiving so many appJi. 

·cations from English and Colonial students that it wa~ 
very difficult to admit more Indian students. 

When asked what considerations might induce the 
.college to admit more Indian students, weJ:e this to 
become a necessity, the witness replied that he thought 
-that as far as Magdalen was concerned examination and 
investigation by the college authorities themselves was 
-the only satisfactory method. He believed the 
Delegacy would be a great help, but did not consider 
its investigations sufficient. The point that Indian 
students did not obtain their degree until June or 
,July could be dealt with by making provisional 
'application to the college, giving all details about 
themselves. In the case of failure after such applica
-tion, there were always substitutes to be found. 

lt would be of great value to have a more rigid and 
careful selection in India itself. Those students who 
~ame from the Indian Universities should send the 
fullest information along with their applications, and if 
possible a personal recommendation .from someone 
known to the authorities of the college or University to 
-which they were applying. 

Speaking of the enormous number of applica
-tions now being received by the Universities, he 
.enumerated the different classes of men wishing 
to come to Oxford. There were those who had 
been admitted previously to the war, and also those wha 
had been promised admission; the ordinsry stream of 
public school boys; twice as many Rhodes scholars as 
formerly; a large number of American students: and a 
-general addition of foreigners, including French, 
'Spanish, Italian, 'Chinese, and Japanese. 

As regards the question of accommodation, the 
witness stated it was usually better for the students if 
:they could belong to a coll~ge, but, on the other hand, 

if they came and were not successful in mixing with tha 
other undergraduates the position was worse than for 
those who were non-collegiate students, who were not 
brought so much into contact with their fellows. Too 
great a number in one college tended to form a clique, 
and the" point of saturation" of each college had to be 
taken into consideration. If more Indians hsd to he 
admitted to the University as a whole he thought that 
a separate hostel for Indians would have its advantages; 
the students would probably work with a more 
competitive view. The Indian hostel would take a 
rride in doing well against its rivals the colleges. 

A point he wished to emphasise was that Indian 
students had been inclined to confine themselves to too 
few subJects. A great number came to the University 
to read law, as an addition to their subsequent 
professional legal studies at the Inns of Court. There 
were very few medical students, which he regretted, as 
the Medical School at Oxford was very good indeed, 
though the whole course could not be taken in Oxford. 
History was also a favourite subject at Oxford, and 
some took Oriental languages. Other subj~cts taken by 
Indians might be chemistry snd natural science, which 
were studied in India. He had never had an,. 
application from a medical student. 

Asked whether it would be considered sufficient for 
the Indian Universities to make the selection of 
suitable students and to forward the names to Oxford, 
the witness thought it preferable for the colleges to mak~ 
their own selection, not through the Delegacy, but by 
means of dIrect communication to the Cominittees in 
India. 

In the case of applications from oolonials, he said that 
he corresponded direct with the colonial colleges, and 
often had recommendations from their tutors and 
schoolLnasters who were Universit~ men. He thoughl> 
that t'TUs might be quite a good plan to adopt for the 
Indian students. 

Questioned as to the special features of the Indian' 
Institute, he said that it had been started from funds 
given by wealthy Indian princes. There was a very 
good library and a museum, and lecture rooms were 
attached. The Professor of Sanscrit was the Secretary 
to thc Curators of the museum and a Curator himself. 

Asked as to the manner in which the Indian student 
at present at Magdalen had made his application, the 
witness ssid that it had been done directly. There ha(l 
been no correspondence with Mr. Burrows. He believe.:l 
That the system of admitting Indian students through. 
the Delegacy list only was now generally employed ~ 
~ragdalen was an exception to this. 

He was then questioned as to the possible advantag~ 
of admitting resesrch students rather than ordinary 
undergraduates, and stated that more careful selection. 
would be ensured if they were dealing only with 
graduates: these older men seemed to get more int&. 
intellectual sympathy with the abler minds at the
University. 

Speaking of tbe medical students st :Magdalen, the 
witness mentioned the fact that many advanced 
students had come to Oxford from the Dominions an<l 
had done very well. 

As regards the cost of an Oxford course, he estimated. 
that the annual allowance necessary for an Indian 
student was from £350 to £400. That was allowing 
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about £250 for the academic half.year, and another 
£100 or £150' for the vacations. He would not advise 
any student, unless he had relations in England, to 
come with less than £400 as a minimum. 

He h'ad already stated that so far as he knew n.:> 
Indian students for many years had obtained a 1st class 
in honours, and he put this down to want of ability 
rather than faulty preparation. There had, however, 
been some improvement lately in regard to the previous 
education of Indian students admitted, though he had 
found that many men entered as research students wh.) 
were not capable of carrying out good work in the 
branch of study which they chose. This cduld b~ 
avoided by careful selection, followep by a thorough 
examination by thc 'University authorities. 

Touching on the question of the estrangement that 
might exist between the English and the Indian under. 
graduates, he said that he thought there was a certain 
amount; Indian students had to face it mainly at the 
commencement of their University career, and if they 

formed thpmse!ves into cliques, it was natural that. 
they should become estranged. Otherwise he did not. 
think there was very much, and of late it had, h& 
believed, become considerably lessened. 

There was no objection to admitting Indiana all
Indians, and as far as his experience went they had in. 
no way interfered with the life of the college. 

As l'egards admission they were on exactly the same 
basis as the colonials. He thought that, were the type 
of Indian better, there would be more willingness on 
the part of the colleges to make more vacancies for 
them. 

The witness concluded his evidence with the 
suggestion that the Committee might take inb 
consideration the question of health among Indial'
students, and the possible disadvantag<,s of climat.l 
t,hat they might have to contend against. ~'hey of tea. 
looked rather uncomfortable in the English winter, but 
he was bound to admit they seemed to stand it pretty 
well. 

I1IISS E .. PENROSE, O.B.E., M.A., Principal of Somerville C~llege, was caliI'd and examined. 
She said that at present there were no Indian women 

students at hel' college, though at different times there 
had been seven. The subjects they had studied were as 
follows :-

1. Law (Gl'aduate of Bombay). 
2 and 3. Modern languages (two Princesses). 
4. Graduate of Madras, had husband at Wadham, 

and had to retul'll to India before comple
tion of course. 

5. Education (Graduate, took training course and 
became Director of Women's Education in 
Baroda). 

6. General course (not good examinee). 
7. Science (had taken a degree in India, but found 

that it did not exempt her from more than 
responsions, so left). 

Only one of these students had l'eceived her previous 
education in England. 

Somerville had always a great many applications 
from Indian students. The reason tbat more admis
sions had not been made was that the applications 
always came too late. Admission to the college was 
now by competitive examination, and if sufficient notice 
were given the authorities would be willing to send the 
papers out to India. Admissions for October were 
sett\ed in the previous lIIarch. 

The witness suggested that the Indian women might 
adopt the same plan as the American women in seeking 
admission to Oxford. The American Association of 
Collegiate Alumnae had now amalgamated with the 
International Federation of UnivE'rsity WomE'n, and 
applications were made through this channel. A small 
list was selected from the numerous applications in 
America and forwarded to the college through the 
Federation. Somerville undertook to take one sUldent 
,each year and made selection from this list. They 
were greatly helped in making this selection by the 
advice in l'egard to it that was sent from America. 

'The Federation pointed out which of the students, in 
their opinion, was likely to benefit most by study in 
England. 

She believed that there was a branch of the 'Federa
ti,on in India, and she thought that the Indian Univer. 
sities, or other bodies, might make use of it in making 
hpplications. -

As regards the cost of living at Somerville, the 
witness said that the college made an inclusive yearly 
"Charge of £120. Of this £36 was the allowance for 
-educational fees, and if the student's course cost more 
she would be required to supplement this amount. This 
fee (£120) did not, of course, include vacations. She 
had never had any difficulty in this l'espect with her 
IJ,ldian students, as they had all had friends in England 
t9 look after them. 

Owing to the enOl'IllOUS number of Englibh. appli. 
cants who had to be tl1l'ned away from Somerville 
because of lack of space, she thought that it would' 
be giving Indian women an unfair advantage tt). 
reserve a certain number of places for them. Last year 
162 applications had been made for a possible 32 places. 
so that admission was now highly competitive. Some 
applications had been made in good time from India. 
with the J:Ilsult that one Indian student was going to be 
admitted in October 1921, and possibly two in .1.922. 

As regards Indian students at the other women's
colleges in Oxford, she said that at the present time
Lady Margaret's Hall had 1, St. Hugh's had none. 
St. Hilda's had 5, and the Society of Oxford Home
Students had 5. 

She thought that for Indian women the question of 
health was a difficulty in the way of their livin'" in 
lodgings. In college it was always arranged for them, 
to have very sunny rooms and they were carefully looked' 
aiter. 

She did not think that the English women students. 
at Somerville mixed with the Indian undergraduate 
friends of the Indian women students. English students 
had never complained of any lack of respect shown to
tllem by Indian men students at lectures, laboratories. 
&c. 

No Indian womell had studied medicine at Oxford. 
There had been no difficulty ill the way of lack 01 

means among the Indian women students. AIr. Burrows, 
often acted as financial guardian if the parents in India 
so desired. 

SomervUle did not train women as teachers. They
usually passed on from the college to the training school 
in the University. The course was the same as that 
ta~en by the men. 

They had room for 105 students in college, but this 
might be reduced to 103 in 1921. Arrangements might 
be made for some of the older students, if they had been 
three years in residence or if they were over 24 years of
age, to reside either in a family or in lodgings. With 
th'ese additions the present numbers at Somerville' were-
128 to 130. 

In answer to a further question, she said that the 
American Association of Collegiate Alumnae only sent 
a very small list of applicants for Somerville, so that a 
certain amount of selection was undoubtedly done in 
America. The final selection was made in EnO'land. 
The Association' would discourage the colle"c 0 from 
taking people whom it thought to be unsuitable.

o 

She <lid not recommend any particular subject a~ 
Somerville, though when there was no resident tutor for
a subject, 6.g., mathematics, that was felt to be a draw
back to the study of it. 

Du. I\. N. BARL, MR. TARA CRAND, Mn. P. N. SAPRU, lIIR. III. C. ClIAGLA and MR. III. Ihnm 
representing the Oxford Indian Majlls, were called and examined. ' 

They had sent in the following statement regarding their representative organisation, the Oxford Majlis beg-
the points to which the Committee were devoting their to submit the fenowing memorandum :- ' 
a~tention, as set out in the printed paper issued to .. In expre;sing our opinions we have availed ourselve&-
witnesses :- of the opportunity offered to us of considering generally 

.. The Indian students resident in Oxford, through the condition of Indian students in England, but a8 far-
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a8 possible we have specially kept in view their position 
in Oxford. 
•• 18t Series-

.. (1.) In our estimation, the reasons which induce 
Indian students to come to this country for education 
and technical training are as follows:-

(a.) That greater value is attached in India to 
education received at British Universities 
as compared with education imparted by 
Indian Universities. In nearly all branches 
of service,. public or private, men with 
British qualifications 8re preferred to and 
receive higher salary than men with Indian 
qualifications. For instance, the Indian 
Educational Service is almost entirely 
recruited from England.educated people. 

(b.) A large Dumber of students come to England 
for being called to the Bar, as the status of 
a barrister is higher than that of an Indian 
Vakil, and the latter Buffers from certain dis· 
qualifications. 

~c.) So far 8S higher research work in Arts and 
Science subjects is concerned, facilIties in 
India are very limited. Libraries are few 
and poorly equipped for higher work. 
Laboratories are lavishly furnished and fitted 
up, but pwper use is not made of them, the 
right atmosphere for enquiry and research 
being absent. 

-(d.) lIfany students are attracted to England by the 
social and intellectual advantages offered by 
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. 

o{e.) There are no technical institutes in which the 
higher standards 8re reached, and_in many 
branches of commerce and industry no 
training is available. 

,(I.) In view of the increasing demand for the 
establishment of new industries in India, 
students have to leave the country in order 
to get the necessary training. 

.(g.) Certain branches of study are not at all pro. 
vided for in the curricula of most Indian 
Universities, e.g., anthropology, geology, 
mineralogy, &c.; and the standard in many 
subjects does not reach the highest, e.g., 
many branches of social sciences, psychology, 
&c. 

.. (2.) \Ve are of opinion that many of the deficiencies 
-enumerated above can be made good by Government 
:action. 

(a.) The value uf Indian degrees should receive 
adequate recognition, and, as far as possible, 
no pl'eference should be given to British 
degrees as such. 

(b.) All differences in the status, rights and 
privileges between barristers and Vakil3 
should be immediately removed. 

(c.) Larger grants should be made by the Govern. 
ment for providing research facilities in the 
various Universities, and the Universitiell 
should be so organised as to undertake 
research in addition to teaching. Better use 
should be made of public institutions like 
the Imperial Research Institute at Pusa, 
Imperial Research Institute at Dehradun, 
and the Tata Research Institute at Banga
lore for training larger number of students; 
and new technical institutes capable of giving 
training to the bighest standards should be 
established. 

-<d.) Adequate provision should be made for the 
teaching of subjects not now recognised in 
the curricula. 

.(e.) We ale of opinion that provision can at ~nce 
be made for the training of Forestry and 
Agricultural probationers in India to the 
standard reached at Oxford. It is wasteful 
on the part of Goyernment to maintain 
the Imperial Agricultural and Forestry 
Institutes in India and at the same time to 
send their probationers to Oxford to be 
trained at public expense. 

• (J.) The examination and recruitment for the 
Indian Medical Service should be held 
simultaneously in India, as is being done in 
the case of the Indian Civil Service. 

(g.) Where countries other than England offer 
better facilities for study, Indian students 
shOUld be encouraged to go to such countries, 
e.g., to America, for social sciences. 

. .. (3.) This question raises very wide isues; for 
~nstance, the comparative value and the mutual 
mll.uences of Western and Eastern culture, into which 
we do not wish to enter. The value attached to 
W?s~ern education is largely a matter of individual 
oplDlon. On the whole, however, the experiment of 
~endIng . I~dlan students to Oxford has been justIfied, 
III the lImIted. sense that training in Western methods 
ha~ been acqUlred, but we feel that full use bas not been 
made, for lack of sufficient opportunities in India of 
the training received here. ' 

.. 2nd Series-
.. (1.) The facilities available to Indians for admis

sion as students at the University of Oxford have not 
been sufficient. The number of Indian students 
?esiring admIssion into Oxford has, of late years, largely 
Increased, and many students have been put to great 
difficulties. Several have been actually refused admIS
sion, after eoming to Oxford, and it is dIfficult to say 
how many were refused who applied directly from 
India. This is partly due to the fact that the number of 
vacancies reserved for Indian students has not been 
adequate, and partly that the system under which 
admissions are made has not wOlked,satisfactorily. 
. .. At both ends the system has wOl'ked very badly 
m the past. The Advisory Committees, bemg inde
pendent of the University organisation, have been 
lethargic in their actiVities, and their existence is little 
known to the students. The information at their com
mand is scanty and not up-t<>.date. For reasons 
difficult to understand or appreciate they have not been 
very enthusiastic in givmg all possible support to 
btudents desiring to come to Oxford. 

.. At the other end it has been unfortunate that the 
Students: Department has been so intImately con
nected Wlth the IndIa Office. Rightly or wrongly, it is 
commonly supposed that politIcal considerations have 
very often played a part in the detel"lIlination of tbe 
admission of students at any of the British Universities; 
and very often the Department has shown undue 
sensitiveness to the complaints of overcrowdedness from 
British Univel'sities, rather than press the claims of the 
Indian students. 

•• The connection of the India Office WIth the Indian 
Student~' Department has created unfortunate sus· 
pi<·i~ns. ~ndian st?dents have a general feeling, which 
It IS obvlOusly difficult to substantiate, that their 
activities are watched, and their speeches in the Majlis 
and other societies reported. Naturally, this engenders 
considerable bitterness and distrust, and makes them 
suspicious of any interference from the authorities. 

.. It is. tr.ue that all students are expected to apply 
for admISSIon through the Delegacy for Oriental 
Students. A~number of such applicants get admission 
through this channel, but some apply directlv to the 
heads of the colleges and are taken. The result is that 
the Delegacy is discredited, and an impression is 
created in India that It is possible to get admission over 
the head of the Delegacy, and that the latter works 
against the interests of the students. The Advisory 
Committee in India and the Delegacy, we are afraid, 
are not withont their share of the responsibility iD 
creating this impression; for the general feeling among 
the Indian students is that these bodies discourage them 
from coming to Oxford, and we regret to say that the
feeling is not entirely without foundation. 

.. In order to remove the difficulties of admission. 
and to inspire greater confidence among-the students, 
we propose the following measures:-

(a.) We are of opinion that, every year, at least 
four Indian students should be admitted to 
each college, with the exception of the Non
Collegiate Delegacy where there should be 
no restriction whatever. With regard to 
students pursuing post-graduate studies, no 
limit as to numhers should be fixed • 

(II.) As far as the system is concerned, we recom
mend that the local Adviser at Oxford should 
be appointed by the Government of India for 
a period of five years, and should, preferably, 
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be an Indiall. Further, he should be assisted 
by an advisory board of three members to be 
eiected by the India~ stud.ents a~ Oxford. 
The Advisory Comnuttees lU India should 
be done away with and their work should be 
made over to the Universities. In this con· 
neotion, we beg to point out that the informa· 
tion supplied by the existing Committees is 
neither adequate nor up·to.date. . 

" (2.) The eia~inations of .t~e I~dian Univer~ities 
should reoeive uUllorm reoogUltlOll lU all the UDlver· 
sities of the United Kingdom. We are of opinion that 
graduates of Indian Universities should be given the 
status of senior students, and that those students wh" 
have passed the Intermediate Examination should be 
exempted from the Entrance Examillations at Oxford 
and Cambrid"e. The requirement of certifioates of 
respectability 0 and loyalty is humiliating to Indian 
st'udents, and the practice should be discontinued at 
once. 

.. (S.) It depends on individual cases. 
H (5.) We are strongly of opinion that it is not 

desirable to establish a hostel for Indian students at 
Oxford for this would tend to segregate the Indian 
students and would deprive them of the actvantages of 
corporate life in the colleges. But in order to oreate 
a permanent centre of social and intellectual activity, 
premises for meetings, reading room and library should 
be provided. But the orgaDlsation should be entirely 
unofficial, and s~uld be run by the students through 
their organised body, the Oxford Uajlis. 

.. (6.) See (1) above. 

.. (7) and (8.) Firms which tender for Indian Govern· 
ment contracts should be obliged to admit to their 
works for practical training a number of Indian students. 
It is desirable that students proceeding to England for 
technical training should have completed the theoretical 
portion of their course in India. 

.. (10.) We recognise the desirability of making 
Indian students better acquainted with literary, educa· 
tional, charitable, social, economic, commercial and 
industrial movements and associations in this country, 
but it is perhaps of greater importance that Indians 
should be afforded opportunities of studying administra· 
tive methods III England, and a certain number of them 
should be specially trained in Diplomatic Service, 
Consulate, Municipalities, Army, Navy and Air Force. 

.. (11.) So far as Oxford is concerned, the provision 
of facilities ii, adequate, and it is not possible to 
suggest any improvements. _ 

.. The Government of India should give a larger 
number of scholarships to Indian students to study in 
tlle West. 

"AIl distinctions obtaining between students from 
India and students from the Colonies regarding admis. 
sions, opportunities £or training, &c., in the O.T.e. 
should be removed at once. " 

.!,!uestioned regarding the reasons given in their 
memorandum for the flow of Indian students to 
the United Kingdom, the witnesses stated that 
their reference to the Indian Educational Service 

·did not mean that a man with an English qualifica
',tion started at a higher salary than one with an 
Indian degree, but that the higher posts were nearly 
always recruited from persons with English degrees. 
At the present time there could be no doubt that the 
standard of the English Universities was higher than 
that of the Indian Universities. They considered that 
'8 man educated in England was generally better than 
'One who had taken the whole of his academic course in 
India, and they agreed with the view that an improve
ment in the standard of Indian education is very 
.(!esirable. 

As regards coming to England to study for the Bar, 
they pointed out that at present a barrister had a higher 
status and enjoyed certain privileges denied to a Vakil 
who was required to hold' a Law degree of an Indian 
University-the examination for which was, in their 
opinion, more dIfficult to pass than the English 
examination. The latter could be taken in divisions, 
whereas the former had to be taken altogether. They 
urged the establishment of an independent Indian Dar, 
and considered that Vakils should be given the same 
status and privileges as b~rrist~rs. .., 

In their opinion, the hbra1'les of edu~atlOnal Instl' 
tntions in India stood in need of great Improvement, 

and the staffs should be recruited from mon who haJ 
themselves done highel' research work. 

Even if the Indian Universities were improved, the
social and intellectual advantages offered by Oxford and 
Cambridge would continue to attract Inilian students ~ 
this ('ountry. . 

As regards the training of probationers for the Indian 
_ FOI'est Service, they considered it a waste of money to. 

send them to Oxford or Edinburgh for two 01' three
years, as was the genel'al rule at present. Dr. Bahl's 
own experience, as a Demonstrator at Oxford, was that 
the Forestry School at Oxford, founded in 1908, was in 

'110 nay superior as a theoretical training to that of 
:Qehradun (founded in 1881). It was pointed out that 
whereas the Indian forests had only been under 
scientific conservation for about thit·ty years, there 
were forests in Central Eumpe which had been 80 

conserved for 150 years. In reply, the witnesses said: 
that it would be possible to send probationers to Europe
for their practical work. Six months would be sufficient. 
time to see the forests of France, Switzerland, or 
Sweden. They regarded the present system as merely 
a relic of the old policy of recruiting all the more
important Indian posts in Europe. To take two and a 
half years of the course in India and six months in 
Europe would save . the Government a great deal of 
money, i.e., £21,000 a year. 

At the request of the Committee Dr. Bahl undertook 
to submit a special note on the training of probationers. 
for the Forest and Agricultural Services. 

The witnesses represented that in the Indian
Technical Institutes there were no opportunities for
commercial training in Buch branches as paper • 
making, chemical industriell" higher banking, account. 
ancy, &0., nor were these Institutes affiliated to
the UniverSities. In the case of the school at Pusa .. 
there were twelve or fourteen Indian agl'icultural 
officers doing advanced research work, but they took 
DO part in the teaching. Very little by way of teaching 
alld training researchers being done at all there. Con. 
ditions were similar at Dehradun. Dr. Bahl thought. 
that this would be set right if these schools were made ar. 
part of the Universities. 

l\fr. Chsgla, on behalf of Mr. Sspru and himself, tlH'n 
read the following minority statement :_ 

.. In supplementing the memorandum presenteil to
you by liS, we beg to state the following:-

.. In discussing the experiment of sending Indian 
students to the United Kingdom we believe that the. 
ideal that the Indian Government and the people ot 
India should place before themselves is a severe 
reduction in their numbers as soon as the necessary 
facilities for their education are forthcoming in India. 
We strongly believe that the risks attending the 
experiment are in no na.y counterbalanced by the
advantages that may possibly accrue from it. 

.. A young and in many cases an immature Indian 
student finds himself in social surroundings to which . 
he is unaccustomed in his own country, and whose
ruling principle is diametl'icslly opposed to the 
tradItions which he has inherited. He is too young
to possess that critical faculty which can compare 
rival institutions and gauge them at their true valua. 
tion. Three or four years of stay in this country 
bring about a silent and insidious change in his way 
of thinking and in his estimation of things; ana 
when he returns home he finds that he cannot adjust
himself to the social fabric of his native country. It 
would be.. irrelevant for our purpose to enter into a 
discussion of the comparative value of Eastern and 
Western institutions, but the point we wish to. 
emphasise is that, so long as the present Bocial insti
tutions in India endure, Indians ought to be brought
up and educated ~n the spirit of those institutions . 

.. Further, it would be a mistake to suppose that
the life that an average Indian student leads in this-. 
country is a vel'y happy one. He is up against Boma
very unpleasant facts, which often have a very detri. 
mental influence upon his character. He finds that 
the treatment meted out to him is not what his social 
position at .home and his intellectual equipment would 
}lav.e led hIm to e.xpect. We .do not wish to inveigh 
agBmst the notorIOusly unsatIsfactory relations that 
obtain between English and Indian students of this-. 
Universit~-and ~e presume of _any other University· 
of the UnIted Kmgdom. These, we are afraid, can-
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not be remedied so long as the political relations 
between England and India continue to be what they 
hsve been in the past. But we would respectfully 
urge the Committee seriously to consider the impres
sion that such treatment would leave on a young and 
sensitive mind; we know of many cases where men 
have returned home embittered and soured for lile. 

.. Further; the young student is removed, for the 
not inconsiderable period of three or four years, from 
lamily surroundings and family associations. We 
are emphatically of opinion that at this critical period 

·of his life it is highly dangerous to leave him without 
any moorings in a foreign country. The importance 
of this is, perhaps, not so much realised in term time, 
when intellectual and social activities demand all his 
time; but it'is during vacations, when his English 
fellow-undergraduates have returned to their 
respective homes, that his loneliness and the strange
ness, of his position are brought home to him in all 
their vividness. One aspect of his character, and a 
very important one, the emotional, is dwarfed, with. 
in many cases, calamitous results. 

•• We do not wish to minimise the importance of 
foreign travel or the observation of manners and 
customs different to one's own. But we would 
strongly urge upon the Committee the advisability 
of discouragmg the sending of Indian students to this 
country below a certain age. It would be dogmatic 
to fix upon a definite age, but we believe that in no 
case would it be desirable for students to come here 
before graduation." 
Questioned as to the relations between Indian and 

English undergraduates, Mr. Chagla replied that, 
although some of his compatriots got on well at the 
University, the majority realised that they were out
siders and interlopers, and that the undergraduates 
regarded them as such. He said that the feeling against 
them was stronger than against any foreIgner; they 
were made definitely to feel that they were outside the 
lIfe of the college. The Indian students felt generally 
that Americans, Russians and Japanese were all better 
received, and that they themselves were not being 
treated as they ought to be, especially because of theIr 
political status in theIr own country. He mentioned 
instances of such treatment, in connection with sports, 
&c. He knew that English undergraduatps were not 
cordial by temperament, but in the case of the Indian 
students there was something more than lack of 
cordiality. The result of all this was that they returned 
to India with very bitter feelings against the University 
and England in general. 

Mr. Tara Chand, on the other hand, said that the 
majority of Indian studl)nts, for whom he was speaking, 
did not hold these views at all. He knew that there 
were such cases, but very many students, especially 
among the non-collegiate body, were quite happy in 
Oxford and had very good English friends. 

Mr. ChaO'la did not think that any useful comparison 
could be d~awn between th'l totally different conditions 
pl·evallIng in a college and the non-collegiate institu
tIOns. He considered that Indians should go back to 
India for the long vacation. 

Mr. Habib said that unless the present Committee 
were able to induce the colleges to admit more Indian 
students their main grievance would not be removed. 
In several cases the Delegacy had refused to forward a 
student's application, so that there was a feeli.ng that 
the Delegacy was only a hindrance, and therefore to be 
avoided. As to their applications coming too late to 
obtain admission, that was caused by the results of 
their degree in India not being announced until June 
or July. 

Mr. Sapru then told the Committee of his own 
experiences in regard to the Delegacy. Two years 
previously he had applied in India, and had been told 
that there were no vacancies at Cambridge. On trying to 
~nter Oxford the Students I Department informed him 
that the list ~as alreadv full here also; in spite of this, 
he caIDe to Oxford a~d gained admission at Lincoln 
College without any troubll). He had known many cases 
of students adopting this plan of procedure. 

Mr. Tara Chand said that as regards the question of 
selection it was difficult to say who would be the best 
people to carry this out in India. He did not think that 
one body would be competent to choose suitable 
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students for the wide range of subjects taken by Indians. 
They could, of course, tell the men the best places to 
go to study their particular subject. What was required 
in India was definite information that so many Indian 
students would be admitted in such a year at Oxford. 
While the men felt that by applying personally at 
Oxford admission could be obtained, they would go on 
doing so. He suggested that the Universities in India 
should act as Advlsory Committees, but it would first 
be necessary to bring them into close contact with the 
English Universities-there was no such contact at 
present. Both in his own case and in that of Mr_ Chagla, 
certificates of respectability, financial stability, and 
loyalty had to be obtained from the Deputy Collector 
of the District or a Justice of the Peace to be sent with 
their application to the Advisory Committees. 

Dr. Bah! mentioned a similar case where a student 
had applied for admission to the Inns of Court. He 
had been asked to produce such certificates and went 
to the Students' Department to try and obtain them. 
The Department disputed the right of the Inns of Court 
to demand such certificates, but was not able to give 
them to the student. A certificate signed by his tutor 
was not considered sufficient by the Inns of Court. 

The witnesses stated definitely that they would prefer 
not to be admitted to the University at all, rather than 
have a separate hostel for Indian students only. The 
general opinion of Indian students seemed to be that 
Government might provide some sort of pl'emises--a 
University Institute~where they could meet, and the 
students realiSing the difficulties connected with run
ning such a place would be prepared to receive a grans 
from anyone towards its upkeep. They would not 
object to having a few Dons on the Committee, as at 
the Union. 

Their objection to the present Indian Institute was 
that a wider selection of newspapers was required in the 
Library. There were at present only those of Anglo
Indian views; it should be possible for people to read 
the views of both sides. 

Mr. Chand said that there was a general desire 
among the Indian students to be allowed to join the 
Oxford O.T.C. In the same way he thought that 
facilities should be granted to them for training in the 
Navy and the Air Force as commissioned officers. 

Dr. Bahl stated that they had documentary evidence 
that speeches made here at the University _by Indian 
students were often reported and sent to the authorities. 
Moreover, they were often badly reported, and seditious 
statements lDcorrectly attributed to them. This was 
injurious in thelr subsequent careers, as the authorities 
held these reports as records against them. . 

It was pointed out that the obtaining of reports of this 
nature was a function of the police authorities, not of 
the India Office. Dossiers containing information Qf 
this kind were no doubt kept about anyone, whatever 
their nationalitY,might be, who was suspected of holding 
subversive views. 

NOTE BY DR. BARL REGARDING THE TRAINING OF INDLUr 
FORRST AND INDIAN AGRICULTURAL SERVICB 
PRORATIONERS. 

In their memorandum submitted to the Committee on 
Indian Students, the Oxford Majlis stated :-

.. We are of opinion that provision can at once be 
made for the training of forestry and agricultural 
probationers in India to the standard reached at Oxford. 
It is wasteful on the part of the Government to maintain 
the Imperial forestry (Dehra Dun) and agricultural 
(Pus a) institutes in India and at the same time to send 
their probationers to Oxford to be trained at public 
expense." 

After hearing my evidence, the Committee asked me 
to write a note on this question, which I submit as 
follows:-

Till last year the Imperial branch of the Forest. 
Department was recruited entirely in England, but noW' 
part of the recruitment takes place in India, and all the 
probationers, whllther recruited in England or India, 
are required to undergo their training for two to three 
years at the forestry schools of one of the three 
Universities in the United Kingdom; i.e .• Oxford, 
Cambridge and Edinburgh. The question has recently 
been raised by the Government of India as to the 

E 
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advisllbility of either training the pr.obationers ~or the 
Indian Forest Service entirely in Indlilo or confinm~ the 
traillin'" to one centre in England. The professlOnal 
forestrY opinion in Englan!J. represented by. the hc~d8 
of the three forestry schools (who are all retlred Indlan 
Forest Service officers) . is strongly op,?osed t~ t.he first 
IIlternative; but I maintain that effiCl~nt trammg can 
at once be given to the forest probaboners. at Dehra 
Dun, and in many branches of the subject, e.g:, 
systematic botany of Indian trees, geology of Indla 
and Indian forest law (these form part of the syllabus), 
better practical instruction can be given in India than 
in England. . 

The forest institute at Dehra Dnn has at least 8tZ 

Indian ]'orest Service officers and four instructors on 
lts staff, including a Principal of the college,. a 
sylviculturist and superintendent of forest workm~ 
plans, a forest zoologist, II forest chemist: a fo:est 
botanist, and a forest economist. The Pubhc Servlces 
Commlssion in their report (paragraph 82, page 28) 
maintain that .. up-to-da.te institutions already exist at 
Pusa and Debra Dun which can be utilised for the 
purposes of the Agricultural and Forest ~ep~rtn;ents .. " 
How much money is spent on tb.ese mstltutlOns lS 
shown by the fact that .. during the last financial year 
{1919-20) the Government of India sanctioned an 
expenditure of '£20,000 (twenty thousand pounds) for th~ 
research institute at Dehra Dun and deputed one officer 
to England to purchase plant for the instit?te and 
another to America to study research methods III forest 
economics. " (Moral and Material Progress of India 
Report, 1920.) There seems to be no iustificati~n 
whatever for this enormous expenditure of money m 
keepmg the Dehra Dun institute up-to-date when all 
the Forest Service probationers ate trained in England. 

It may not be out of place to point out that· Professor 
8chlich (the founder of the Oxford School of Forestry) 
and his successor at Oxford, PI'ofessor Tl'OUP, are 
retired Indian Forest Service officials, and so is 
Mr. Stebbing, the head of the forestry school at 
Edinbur<7h. India has paid for their life-long experience 
and the "schools in Great Britain are benefiting by it. 
Let me add that while the forestry school at DE-hra Dun 
was founded in 1881, the Oxford school was started in 
1908. 

The cost of lraining a forest probationer at Oxford 
comes to about £350 a year. The Secretary of State 
for India is now advertising for thirty recruits in 
England, and I understand that an equal number will 
be recruited in India, so that if the present wasteful 

arranerement continues, the cost of training sixty 
probationers for two years will be £42,000. How far 
the India Office directly subsidises the forestry schools 
in EnO'land is not kno" n to the public. With all this 
expendlture, the Governm~n~ of India ?ave complained 
of the inadequacy of training of thelr fOI'est officers 
(vide" Nature," December 2, 1920). There can be no 
stronerer condemnation of the present system of training 
than this complaint of the Government of India. 

Recently a scheme has beE'n proposed by the Empil'e 
Forestry Association (consisting almost entirely 'of 
retired Indian Forest Service officers) to establish an 
Empire Forestry Research Institute at Oxford, and the 
Secretary of State for India has been, or will be, asked 
to subsidise this new institute, which will really be the 
present school very much glorified. I submit that such 
an institute already exists in India, and, if need be, 
more money can be spent on it instead of subsidising 
the school at Oxford and bringing the forest officers ill 
India all the way to England. It is claimed by 
the Government of India that .. 100,000 square miles 
of forest area in India have been brought under regular 
management, systematic conservation and scientlfic 
working" (Moral lind Material Progress Report, 
]919-20), so that the proper place for an Empire 
Research Institute is in India rather than in England, 
where there are no forests at all. 

Sir Murray Hammick pointed out to me in my 
evidence that the real reason for training forest 
.probationers in England was that in France and 
Germany, forests had been scientifically managed for 
HIe last 150 years or so. I cannot speak with expert" 
knowledge of forests, hut I very much doubt if the 
proper scientific knowledge of forest management in all 
its branches dates to more than fifty to seventy-five 
years,. If, however, the 100,000 square miles of 
scientifically-managed forest area cannot provide 
students with the full practical object-lessons, they 
may be sent for a period of about six months to visit the 
forest areas in France and Germany, but there can be 
no justification whatever for sending probationers to 
England for a period of two to three years. 

What r have said about the training in for!'stry 
applies equally to training in agriculture, for which the 
institute at Pus a should be properly utilised. 

(Signed) KAnM NAnAY~N BAH!., 

Prcsident, Oxford Alailis. 
Oxford, June 20, 1921. 

Mn. J. B. BAKER, M.A., Censor of Non-Collegiate Students, was called and examined. 

ae said that in the non-collegiate body there were a The limitation to the number of admissions was 
larger number of Indian students than in any college, regulated by:-
the present number being fifty.three. They had no (a.) Qualifications (i.e., examinations passed in 
residential buildings, but had a library, common room, India). 
lecture rooms, &c'. (b.) Accon;modlltion. This difficulty existed both for 

The total number of non-colleglate students was 274. Indlan and Eu~opean students owing to the 
Of the foreigners in the body there were 2 Africans, general congestion in the University and the 
8 Egyptians, 3' Chinese, 1 Japanese, 2 French, town. It was, however, more difficult to 
2 Americans, 2 South Americans, 10 . Serbians, get rooms for Indians than for other students 
2 Russians, 8 Poles, 2 Danes, 2 Norweg18ns, and owing to some prejudice on the part of 
1 Swede. The abnormal number of .Serb~ans was a lodging-house keepers to taking Indians. 
product of the war; they had !>een commg s~nce 191~. (c.) Tutorial staff. 

So far as he knew, the Indlan students dld not l~ve There was no definite limit to the number of Indians 
in any particulllr part of the town. The extent to whlch that the non-collegiate body could take but at present. 
they mixed w~th the other ~ndergraduates depended owing to the limitations mentioned, a~ inc;ease in th; 
up-1n personality. Two Indlans had rowed In the number of Indians meant the shutting out of some 
To"pid, five were in the cricket XI, and eight played other students. -
otl"lr games. He had' heard .complaints from Indians As regards his experience of Indian students he said 
of the treat~ent. they rec.elved f:om o~~er ~nder. that it had been varied. Some had been v~ry good 
grad.uates~ chlefly l.n. that theu athletlc qualltles dld not students, ,:,,"hile some of those who were up at present 
reC61ve falr recogmtlOn.. .. were not hkely to obtain their degree. On the whole, 

In the matter of apphcatlons, he pomted out that there wag a larger proportion of Indians than of 
there were four ways of application :- Englishmen who were intellectually weak. 

1. Through the India Office. 'l'he present type of Indian in the non-colleciate body 
2. Through the Secretary to the Delegacy for was an improvement on the type that existed before the 

Oriental Students. war, but he attributed this to the fact that owing to the 
3. T~rough friends in ~ndi.a. great demand on the college~, the better type of Indian 
4. Duect persona~ applicatlon. . who would normally have gamed admission to a college 

Th!' number of applicatlons was very large. Smce was now not able to do so, and became a non.collegiate 
OCltober 1920 there had been fifty-four applications in student. The same applied to some extent to the' 
addition to the fifty-three who had gained admission, Englis!l students. 
and not more than half of these came through .Speaking of the selection of Indian candidates, he 
Mr. "B urrows. said that the delegates of non-collegiate students 
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were always ready to accept research studenh. There 
were at preHent five men reading for the D.Ph., five 
for the B.Litt., one for the B.C.L. 

As regards those who come to read for an ordinary 
degree, he said that Indiall graduates who had obtained 
a first or a second would be accepted, hut he did not 
think that the Pass degree in India was a good enough 
qualification for a man to read for an honours degree at 
Oxford. 

An entrance examination had now been made 
eompulsory for men intending to read for a diploms. 

In making selections, certain investigations wero 
made as to the character and general antecedents of the 
applicants, but their political opinions were never 
eonsidered. The Indian student had a firmly.rooted 
idea that espionage was practised in this respect, and 
it was very hard to get rid of the idea. He gave as an 
instance of the feeling the fact that Indian students 
whCJ were reading history constantly refused to take as 
their special subject anything relating to India, being 
convinced that their papers would be overlooked by the 
India Office and their views noted. Such papers, of 
course, never went anywhere near the India Office, but 
the idea had a very strong hold. 

Speaking of his relations with the non-cQllegiata 
students apart from their studies, he said that 
they came to him for advice of all sorts. Vacations 
were sometimes a difficulty with the Indian students, 
though as a rule they could be arranged very 
satisfactorily. 

l'he chief 4ifficuJty in this respect was the danger of 
illness. He had noticed that the Indians seemed to 
suffer from the English climate. This became apparent, 
as a rule, towards the end of their second year in this 
country, and was characterised by a general failing in 
energy and a falling off in their work. It was suggested 
that this might be because they were getting more into 
the social life by that time, but the witness did not think 
that that was the reason. On account of this question 
of health he was in favour of Indian students coming to 
Oxford at a rather later age, as they would not then 
have to spend more than two years at the University. 

As regards the expense of living as a non-collegiate 
student, he thought that £200 a year, includmg 
vacations, was the minimum. £85 a year was necessary 
for fees and living in term time, not including clothes, 
books or travel. £300 a year would be a comfortable 
allowanoe. He did not think that Indian students 
were, as a whole, embarrassed for lack of money; there 
had been cases, but these had been the result of 
extravagance, and need not have occurred. He gave as 
a typical case of difficulty that of an Indian whose 
parents had guaranteed him £300 a year and then 
reduced it to £240. The student had found very great 
difficulty in managing, but he had not been a 
particularly economic III type of man. -

The typical Indian student in the non-collegiate body 
waa not now so economical as the former type had been, 
but this he attributed to the different type of person 
ger.erally, both English and Indian, that was now 
coming up as a non.collegiate student as a result of the 
war. 

He thought that the prejudice on the part of lodging
house keepers against taking Indian lodgers was the 
rcs\llt of pure ignorance, and not because of any 
unfortunate experience they had had 'with Indians; 
in the vacatIons, when they had not got the chance of 
getting other undergraduates, he noticed that the 
prejudice diminished. 

The chief deficiency that he noticed in the Indian 
students from an intellectual point of view was the 
general lack of proportion in ideas. They failed to 
grasp the difference between detail and important fact. 
This applied espeoially to the men who had only taken 
a Pass degree in India, a preparation which he 
considered insufficient. 

Some Indians had come up to Oxford as non-collegiate 
students in order to take Pass degrees in the past, but 
he was trying to minimise the number who did so. At 
present the Indian non.collegiate students were all 
reading for honours except ten, who were reading for 
a Pass school as a preparation for honours, and eight 
Indian Civil Service probationers who were, of course, 
doing the special oourse prescribed for them. 

He had a definite suggestion to make as a possible 
solution to the accommodation difficulty. In,his view 
the India Office might provide funds with which the 

Delegacy could engage a definite number of rooms for 
Indian students. If there were not sufficient students 
to ~. the rooms they would have to be kept on at a 
retammg fee, but as they could in all probability be 
sub-let, this fee would amount to very little. He 
thought that the financial risk was very slight, and 
would at most amount to £50 a year. The non
collegiate Delegacy at present had no funds at its 
disposal, and so could not take any steps ih this 
direction. 

l'here was one objection to restricting admissions to 
applicants from the Oriental Delegscy's list. There 
was a marked reluctance on the part of many Indians. 
some of them of the best type, to apply through the 
regular channel, because they resented being placed 
under guardianship. He pointed out that in the case 
e.g., of the Chinese, there was no such obligation. O~ 
the other hand, he preferred to take men through 
Mr. Burrows, because he was thus enabled to know 
more about them. 'V ere it not for the reluctance 
mentioned, he would be glad to confine himself to the' 
official channels: but when an application came to him 
directly, he nearly always referred it to Mr. Burrows 
before granting admiSSion. 

It was suggested that the breakdown in health noticed 
among the Indians might be due to their not getting 
proper relaxation in the vacations. They could not go 
hom? as the Englishmen could, and their holidays were 
pOSSibly not spent under the best conditions. The 
witness admitted the possibility of this, though he said 
that many of the Indian students spent qUlte restful 
vacations, instancing as a case a little group of Indians 
who had been in the habit of taking a house together 
in ~onway. The Indian students were very good to 
each other, snd always ready to help each other in the 
way of vacstions. There had been no attempt on the 
part of the University or the non-collegiate body ro 
make organised holiday arrangements for the Indian 
students, though hc thought that the suggestion was 
worth considering. 

Ii men were ill in Oxford, the non-collegiate body did 
not actually look after them, but the Censor recom
mended doctors, and, where necessary, nursina homes. 

He did not think that ill-health among the Indian: 
students wa~ due to bad housing conditions. 

He saw no objection to Indian students remaining in 
Oxford during the vacation if they wished to do 80, anel 
in some cases he thought it would be a good thing for 
them to do. It was necessary for them, as for the 
other undergraduates, to get permission from the 
University, but he thought that this was granted 
without difficulty. 

'He considered that it was easier for a man in lodgings 
to work than for a man in college, and from this point 
of view the non-collegiate student had an advantage. 
The chief advantage in belonging to a college as far as 
Indians were concerned was the prestige gained by 
being a member of an old and famous institution. 
Academically, the non-collegiate body was as good as 
th'l collpges. 

He would objeet strongly to the founding of a new 
hall for Indian students. 

On being asked what suggestions he had to make as 
to the better preparation of Indians before they csme 
to this country, he said that he found that they suffered 
from a great drawback in not knowing any other 
modern European language than English. He \\ould 
rE'commend the study of French as a most useful 
language. Under revised schools arrangements this 
wai going to be a necessity. 

He agreed that it would J:elieve the congestion of the 
liniversity if the Civil Service probationers were to 
study elsewhere than at Oxford. 

There had been cases in which Indian students had 
bcen accepted as non-collegiate students after they had 
bepn told by the Delegacy for Oriental Students that 
there were no vacancies at the University. This wa. 
due to the fact that he had not always been consulteil 
before that statement was made. 

On being asked how many more Indians the non. 
collegiate body would be prepared to admit! supposin~ 
that the housing and tutorial questions could be dealt 
with, the witness said that he did not oontemplate a 
constant proportion; he would not object to, say, half 
8S many Indians as British and Colonial students. 
He did not think, however, that this number would 
want to come. In official quarters the attitude towardll 
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the non-collegiate student was ~o~ good, ~nd India~s 
felt that, with a view to obtalOlOg appolOtm~nts 10 

India on their return, it was almost a necesslty for 
them to have been members of a college, no matter what 
their intellectual attainments might be. 

In the matter of selection the witness said that he 
saw the repol'ts Sl'nt to Mr. Burrows from the Advisory 
Boards in India. 1£ this information was not 
sufficiently full, Mr. Burrows made further enquiries 
and found out all necessary particulars. 

FRIDAY, JUNE 3, 1921 (OXFORD). 

Present: 
THE EARL OF LYTTON (Ohairman). 
SIR D, P. SARVADHlKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

I 

I 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 
SAlUIlZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

.MISS L. M. BROOKS. 
MR. E. G. HOWARTH, Secretary. 

C.~NON B. H. STREETER, M.A., of Queen's College, was called and examined. 

He said that he had spent some months in India and 
'Ceylon in 1913, largely studying educational problems, 
and since then had kept in touch with Indian students in 
Oxford. He and his wife had been in the habit of 
organising reading parties, consisting of about six men 
and six women students, and it had been their practice 
always to include an Indian. He had recently published 
a book on Sadhu Sundu Singh in conjunction with an 
Indian. He had been to, and spoken at, meetings of 
the lIfajlis in Oxford. 

He thought that the best type of Indian derived a 
large amount of benefit from his years at the 
University, and in his turn had much to give, The 
Ipss desirable type, on the other hand, had nothing to 
give, and did not derive much benefit from Oxford. 

The question of finance was important. In the case 
of men who came through the Delegacy, this was 
satisfactorily arranged, but in the case of other 
students ther~ had been great difficulty; for instance, 
in the last year at Queen's, out of six Indians, four had 
caused financial trouble. He thought that the Indians 
who came to thlS country, or possibly their parents, 
were apt to forget the vacations when making their 
estimate of the total cost, and also that the increase 
since the war in the cost of an Oxford career was greatly 
underestimated in India. 

He considered that the minimum allowance for a 
student belonging to a college at Oxford, includlOg the 
vacations, was £350, and that to be ordinarily 
comfort./lble £400 was necessary. Since the war there 
was not the same difference in the cost of living 
between non-collegiate students and the members of a 
college. It used to be considered much more 
expensive to live in a college than to have lodgings in 
the town, but with the present increase in prices the 
cost of lodgings had gone up disproportionately. 

~'he question of vacations for the Indian students 
presented great difficulties. Whereas the English boy 
had his home to go 'to and the American spent his time 
touring the Contment, or even going home, the Indian 
was often at a loss to know where to go. In his view, 
the best solution was to get English families to take 
these students during their vacations, but it was difficult 
to find the right kind of family who would be willing to 
do so. He thought that Indians suffered from being in a 
strange country where there were very few women of 
their own nationality. If there were a whole-time 
official in charge of the matter, arrangements could be 
made with families to take Indian students during the 
Vacations, but the great difficulty was that the Indians 
were apt td be suspicious, and were inclined to look on 
any whole-time official as a Government spy. 

He thought that one difficulty in the way of social 
intercourse between the Indians and the English under
graduates was that the Indian was more sensitive than 
the average Englishman, and when he was treated hy a 
third year man as any English freshman would be 
treated, he was apt to resent it and to think that he was 
being ignored because of his nationality. 

The Student Christian Movement had done much 
good work in the way of the promotion of social inter
course. He knew that this society looked at the matter 
from a very broad point of view, realising that the 
Indians who came to Oxford were going hack to India to 
fill important positions, and ought, therefore, to take 
back with them the best possible impressions of the 
English and of English life. . 

He said that a great many Indians frequented the 
S.C.M. House in Russell Square, London. 

There were other societies in Oxford that were als()o 
having a good effect-such as the Lotus Club, which 
had a membership of about half English and half Indian 
members. The question of social intercourse could not 
be solved in- any official way. Indians did not like to 
be invitl'd in large numbers together to an English 
house or to a man's rooms; they preferred an English
man to know a few Indians intimately rather than to 
make efforts about a large number in a semi-official 
way. 

In choosing the Indian members of his reading 
parties, he had exercised great care to get men of the 
very best type; only one of them had been a member of 
his own college. The first two that he had had were 
Christians, but since then he had had non-Christians. 
In discussion, it was found that the Indian had, as.a 
rule, a large store of interestin&, information aboul 
questions upon which the Englishman could not be so 
well-informed: also he had an interesting and fresh 
way of putting things: he nE'ady always had philosophic 
interests, and in this way contributed interesting 
matter towards religious discussion. 

There had been no Indian women in his reading 
parties. At times he had asked them, but it had not 
been possible to arrange. 

He thought that financial difficulties were sometimes 
caused by extravagance. He had noticed Indian 
students who gave the impression of dressing expen
sively, and he thought that some Indians gave rather 
lavish entertainments to each other. A man who could 
not pay his way prejudiced the whole position of Indian 
students in Oxford. Colleges were dissatisfied if 
accounts were not met regularly, and became dis. 
inclined to take Indians, especially as riow that Oxford 
was so crowded every Indian. accepted meant an 
Englishman refused. 

He thought that Indian students who came from one 
of the Mi8sionary Colleges in India had more of the 
public school spirit than those who had been educated at 
Universities and Government schools, and therefore got 
more benefit from Oxford. He thou"ht that the 
foundation of some sort of hostel system in India 
would not be alien to the Indian genius, with its 
tradition of the closest personal relationship between 
the pupil and his .. garu." The greater portion of the 
Oxford problem had got to be solved in India, and this 
would be a step towards it. 

Therl' ought to be much more careful selection in 
India, but the selection should not be made entirely on 
academic qualifications. As regards admission, he 
thought that the plan adopted in the ease of admission 
of Rhodes scholars should be adopted in the case of 
Indians. These men were always encoura"ed to state 
a preference for a particular college, and the Secretary 
to the Rhodes foundation sent round a series of short 
lists, with testimonials, to each college, placing the 
names of those who had stated a preference at the head 
of the list that he sent to any particular college. The 
Secretary also stood to the Rhodes scholars in Oxford 
in loco paTenti8, and was regularly consulted by the 
s~lldent. himself, or by the college, if ever he got in't() 
difficulties or needed official advice. He recognised 
that the Delegacy for Oriental Students worked on a 
similar system, but he thought that some steps should 
be taken to give the Indian students more confidence in 
it. At present the Indian student had got the idea of 
liberty somewhat on the bralO, and this made him 
u~~uly suspicious of anything that savoured of super
VlSiOn. 
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He was in favour of the establishment of an Advisory 
Committee to the :Delegacy, composed of and elected 
by the residE'nt Indian students. He thought that this 
~ould be worked on the same lines as the Students' 
Repreaentative Committees which had been started 
since the war in certain colleges, aud that it would 
bring more confidence into the Indians' relations with 
the Delegacy. 

BaIliol, he thought, had been on the whole the most 
Bucce<ldul college in dealing with its Indian students, 
and this might have been because a large number of men 
stated a preference for that college, and it had therefore 
been able to choose carefully and s~lect the best 
material. 

Surprise was expressed concerning the cases of 
iinancial difficulty that had occurred at Queen's, and 
"the witness pointed out that such a large proportion as 
four out of six was, of course, quite exceptional, but, 
ihat at the same time such cases were not uncommon 
in Oxford. They occurred more frequently with 
landladies than with the college authorities. 

The witness said that the extravagant entertainment 
he had spoken of was among the Indians themselves 
and not necessitated by their entertaining Englishmen. 
He did not think that it was necessary for the Indian 
to live extravagantly in order to obtain popularity 
.among the English undergraduates. 

At Queen's a college loan fund had been recently 
founded to assist students who found themselves unable
to complete their college career. Grants had been made· 
to several Englishmen on the understanding that they 
would be paid back during the course of the following 
five years. An Indian had that very term been given a 
loan from this fund: but in the case of an Indian there 
was less possibility of investigating family circumstances. 
to ascertain the genuineness of the need and also less 
security of repayment. 

Asked, with regard to vacation arrangements, whether 
be thought that it would be possible to arrange some 
Bort of. vaca~ion trips .for Indian students, comhining 
recreatIon WIth a certa1D amount of useful instruction, 
the witness said that he thought that it was a valuable 
suggestion, but that from his experience Indians were 
rather difficult to organise, and that this would be a 
difficulty in the way: also, it would be rather expensive. 
Possibly some sort of vacation hostel might be founded 
at a seaside or country place. 

The Student Christian Movement made special efforts 
to induce Indian students to come to summer, camps. 
At these Indians and Englishmen lived in tents together 
and mixed perfectly freely. He had never heard of any 
objection on the part of the English members to living 
at close quarters with the Indians, and close personal 
friendship between British and Indian students had 
often resulted. 

MR. H. S. MALIK, of Balliol College, a probationer for the Indian Civil Service, was called and examined. 
He said that what was generally agreed among the 

.Indian students to be their chief grievance was that 
<comparatively so few of them could get into college. 
He did not think that the non.collegiate students 
-derived so much benefit from Oxford as did the college 
men, and it was only the latter who had any real 
.chance of social intercourse with Englishmen. 

He thought that the two types of Indian men who 
got most good out of the University were:-

(a.) Those who were up with the purpose of doing 
serious work, i.8., research, or any serious 
hranch of study. 

(b.) Those who had been to an English public 
scbool. 

He thought that the record, both at Oxford and 
subsequently in India, of tbe men who had received a 
iPublic school education had been a good one. 

As regards the selection to be exercised in India, he 
would not ad vocate a Government body for the 
purpose. He thought that it was necessary to have 
men on the Selecting Council who had experience of 
English Universities; but it should not necessarily be 
-composed of Indian University authorities. 

He thought that the Delegacy for Oriental students 
'worked very well, and that, apart from the inbere1!t 
distaste for guardianship, the Indians at Oxford 
respected it. His own relations with Mr. Burrows had 
'been very happy. . 

The witness said that he had come to England In 

1908 had spent a year in a preparatory school in 
London, and had then been at a public school for 
'three years, coming to Oxford in 1912. He had served 
in the army during the war, and since then he had 
spent nine months in India. He thought. that a 
man, if he had come over here to school and Intended 
goina to the University, should go home at least onc<) 
duri~g the time. He thought that it was essential for 
the Indian hoy who came hertl to school to. be placed 
in the care of a family in England, otherWIse he was 
-opposed to their coming at this early age. 

Speaking of the difference in temperament between 
the Indian and the Enalish students, he thought that 
the Indian was on the ~hole, more serious, both in his 
games possibly' in his work, and in his general outlook 
.on lif~ than the avera"e English boy. It was because 
.of this difference that" the Indian, without the publi'l 
school preparation, found himse.1f in a totally strange 
atmosphere when he came to thIS country. 

He would welcome the introduction of the pub!io 
school system to India, though there w~uld ~ecessarlly 
nave to be a few moderations to make It SUIted to the 
Indian genius. . ' • 

He thounht that in the promotIOn of. SOClal lUter-
oCourse the "various social' clubs that existed wer~ .very 
uselul as lona as they did not tend to become political; 
he felt this 'to be a danger t"ommon to a great many 
-college and University club!. He did not know of any 

club which included in Its membership Englishwomen 
and Indian men, though as regards the women s 
('olleges, he said that he had received invitations to tell 
which showed that Indians were not ignoreol. 

His life outside work was purely athletic. He had 
been captain of the :ealliol Cricket XI, and he played 
golf for the University, which brought him into contact 
with many Englishmen, with whom he was on very 
good terms. 

He did not think that there was any truth in 
the statement that many Indians did not get 
enough scope in athletics at the University. He felt 
convinced that if an Indian showed skill in a game 
he would have a perfectly good chance of getting into 0. 

team, either college or University. Indians were 
potentially very good athletes, but many of them werc 
too lazy to take the trouble to become good at Dames: 
their reluctance to take part in games was less cpue to 
physical inability than to a constitutional laziness. He 
had made Bome effort to organise clubs and games for 
the Indians, hut he had not met with much response. 

He was a member of the Mallis, and considered it to 
be a valuable body provided that its present tendency 
to become a political society did not increase. He did 
not think that complaints should he levelled against it 
cn account of political utterances which emanated from 
it,. as similar complaints might with justice be alleged 
against any society with definite views, such as the 
Socialist and Labour Societies. He would be in favour 
of admitting Englishmen to the Majlis. He did not 
want to break up the Indian social traditions, but he 
thought that any form of Indian clique at Oxford was~ 
inadvisable. 

As regards the cost of living at the University in 8' 

"'ay that, without any extravagance, would enable a. 
man to take part in college life, he said that in his view 
£400 a year was the minimum, but to be really 
comfortable he would put the amount at £550. 

He had been in the French army from 1916.17, and 
~ubsequently in the Flying Corps in the English army, 
and had experienced no difficulty in getting on well 
with the other officers. They lived together in the
closest and most friendly terms. He had been in hig. 
school O.T.C., and the English boys had shown no, 
objection to his presence there. He did not think that 
t.he reason that the University O.T.C. WBS closed to
Indians was a social reason; he thought that it was 
partly ~ least political. He considered the restriction 
unfair, and that Indians greatly resented it. He did 
not think that there was any feeling amongst ex· Service 
men that Indians should not be admitted to the corps. 

lle thought that the only WBy for the Indian to gel> 
into intimate social intercourse with Englishmen WM 
by being at one of the cc!leg"s. He felt that the 
Indians in the non-collegiate body were inclined to· 
congregate together and to nurse thdr grievances 'until 
these grievances, real or supposed, beeame exaggerated. 
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PROFESSOR A. M. TYNDALL, D.Sc., Dean of the Faculty of Science, was called and examined. 
He stated that he had had twelve years' experience At the present time the-re we~e no Indian students. 

f University work and had been Dean of the livina in the existing hostel; durmg the war one or two 
;aculty of Science' for one year. During the EgyPtians and S~amese ~ad done ~o'. The authorities. 
twelve years he could only recall two Indian ha·j already acqUIred a Slte for bUlI~mg a new hostel, 
students in the faculty, one of whom was still there. and it was hopcd tha~ accommodatlOll for about 400-

'They had taken the first year of the science course and students would .be av~lable before long •. He agreed 
had then gone on to the Faculty of Medicine for a four that corporate hfe on hnes as near as pOSSlble to those· 
and. a-half years' course. The first year's course was at Oxford and Cambridge was the ideal to be aimed at. 
identical in both faculties. He thought that neither Questioned about the standing of the Bristol dE'gree,. 
of these men had obtained their degree in India before the witness replied that though the University was a. 
coming to Bristol. The subjects taken in the Science young one its degree was considered to be good. The 
Yaeulty were chemistry, biology and physics. Anatomy external examiners came from Oxford, Cambridge, 
and physiology were taken in the subsequent course in London, or the other provincial Universities, and there
the Medical Faculty. The medical training at. Bristol fore the standard was kept up to that of those Universi
WRa considered to be a very good one. ties. He did not remember any Indian student going in 

He said that the Indians seemed to mix with the for the B.Sc. degree. There' had been very few 
other students quite satisfactorily. As far as he knew, Ame-ricans, but some had come for post.graduate 
there was no question of any racial prejudice against research work in chemistry. There had also been a few 
them. He personally had had more experience of Canadian students. 
Egyptians at the University, and had foul7d that they As regards the qualifications required of applieants 
got on well with the others. The two Indian students for admission he said that matriculation at most of the 
in his' faculty had been st~dious and we~l-behave~. Colonial Uni~ersities (including India) was recognised 
They seemed to have a certam amount of dlfficulty m and accepted at Bristol. 
the practical work, and were not up to the standard of . h . . h 
the En"lish students. On the theoretical side their In repl:,\, to ~n enqwry as wether, if thelr c .arac~er 

k " t' f t and qualificatlOns were guaranteed, the Umverslty wor was sa lS ac ory. d . In . d 
Speaking of the question of vacations, he described would not be prepare~ to a ~t more dla!,- stu en~s 

the case of Egyptian students as being parallel to that than at pr~sent, the Wltness sald tha~, speakmg .for hlB 
of the Indians. Tliey seemed to do a certain amount of own faculty, he thous:ht that ~ve or SlX a year :augh~ be
travelling, though there were no holiday courses accepted, but that m the mterests of the Indlans 
arranged by the University, with the exception of one th~mselves to~. many ~~ould not .be taken,. as. they 
for students reading for their B.Sc. degree, who could mlght for~ a colony and so miss. the socla~ mt~r-. 
go on a holiday reading course in mathematics. There c.ourse whlch was such a valuable sld~ of Unlv~rslty 
was no rule against Indian students remaining in hIe. The total number of students 117 the SCl~nce 
Bristol during the vacations. F~culty was 240 at p~esent. . The proporhon of Indlan~ 

He estimated the eJo'"penses of an Indian student at ought perhll:ps be ralse~ a httle beyond what hc had 
Bristol at about £200 a year, incluaing vacations; this suggested without undesn'able results. 
figure was based on the amount of the grant given by Referring to facilities for intercourse with the other 
the Government to ex-Service students, which was £150 men, he said that Indian students belonged to the Guil.r 
a year plus all fees and an allowance of £5 for books and of Undergraduates j this followed automatically on their 
apparatus. having matriculated; they were also members of the 

The witness stated that the majority of the students various University societies, such as the Literary and 
now lived in lodgings, but that there was a small hOlltel Dramatic Club, the athletic clubs, the Men's Union, &0. 
connected with the University in which eighty students A society called the East and West Club had been· 
w('re housed. It -was hoped that this system might be started in connection with the Egyptian students, and' 
extended and that all students whose homes w'lre not in men of all nationalities, including Indians, belonged' 
Bristol would eventually be able to reside in hostels. to it. 

PROFESSOR E. FAWCETT, M.D., Dean of the Faculty of l\IedlCine, was called and examin('d. 
He stated- that there were two Indian students in the duration of which was nine months) was considered by

Faculty of Medicine (the tot~1 number heing about 180) the General Medical Council to be a very good one. A 
iaking their first year's course, and ther!l had been previpus course taken undl'r the direction of a public-

"others with an Indian qualification who came for the health officer in India was recognised by the Univer
dlploma in public health, the only postgraduate sity, provided that it llad followed the lines stipulated 
medical course provided at Bristol. Students could by the General Medical Council. 
take their whole medical training at Bristol; they SpeakinO' of the admission of Indian students the 

.generally commenced with one year in the Faculty of witness said that the authorities had fir~t to con~ider' 
Hoience and then went over to the medical side where the applications coming from Bristol itself, as the 
they qualified. ~e p:rsonally recommended. students University received a large grant from the town; the
to come to the Umverslty for the whole of thelr course. next claim was that of students from the British Isles 
Practical experience could be obtained in two 'and then people from other countries were considered: 
quali~Yl~g hospitals in Bristol, thoug~ at present t?is Owing to the great de-mand, vacancies were at present 
was hmlted. Lack of funds had necessltated the closmg mostly filled by applicants from the British Isles. 
-down of many of the beds. Applications from Indian students had had to b& 

As regards the annual income necessary for an Indian refus~d ?wing to lack of space. The authorities gener
~tudent, he thought that it should not be less than ally mSlsted on a form being sent in, giving ~he 
£200 a year so long as prices remained at their present applicant's qualifications and previous experipnce. 
level. They had been guided in compiling this form by a 

Practical experiE'nce in public health administration schedule issued by the Gem'ral Medical Council. They 
was availablE) to students. They were taken round by a,lso accepted ma~riculates from t~e Unive~sity of 
the medical and sanitary officers; they took a short Calcut~a, that bemg th.e Dnly Indlan matriculation 
~ourse at the local fever hospital and another course of recogmsed by the Councll. 
practical patholQ"y and chemistry as applied to public Students generally came direct from India, and. 
health. 'rhis D.P.H. course at Bristol (the minimum usually brought a recommendation from their head •. 
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master. At the moment the demand for a University 
-education was greater than the supply, but he thought. 
it would soon become equal. 

As regards the suitability of the Fellowship course at 
Bristol, he thought the clinical side needed improve
ment and that at present this was better taken in 
London. 

lIe thought that students coming to the University 
for the D.P.H. course should concentrate more. At 
present they were mostly either in practice or taking a 
house-surgeon's or physician's job, with the result that 
they did- not give their whole time or attention to the 

course. Tropical medicine had not as yet been 
developed as a subject at Bristol. 

He did not see, with the present crowded conditions, 
how more vacancies for Indian students could be 
guaranteed. The Englishmen had the first claim. He 
thought that the authorities might be willing to admit 
more Indians provided that their moral character was 
absolutely guaranteed beforehand, as well as their 
intellectual capabilities. The former was most neces
sary, as it affected the question of men and women 
students working together, as they alwaye did in the 
Faculty of Medicine. 

PnOFESSOR J. F. DOBSON, M.A., Dean of the Faculty of Arts, was called and examined. 
He stated that he had had eleven years' experience special -one intended for graduates, and dealing with 

at the University, and that there had been only social work, managed by a Co=ittee respoIl/lible to 
three Indian students' in the faculty during that the University. At the end of two years a diploma was 
period. There was one at present, reading for his Arts granted by the University. 
degree, who was very poorly prepared for a University As regards theological instruction, there were four 
~ourse. He had been accepted on a testimonial from colleges associated with the University in this branch. 
lih" Head Master of his school at Amritsar, and had There was no specialist at the University, however, for 
been granted some concessions in respect of war service. comparative religion, though it was taken 88 a subject. 
His knowledge of English was insufficient at present to He thought that, were sufficient funds available, it 
allow him to get full ad vantage from the lectures. He might be developed further eventually; there was no 
thought, however, that this was an exceptional case, chance of this in the near future. 
an.1 that most Indians came with a good knowledge of 
the language. 

As regards the fees in the faculty, he said that they 
were now 85 guineas, as compared to 18 before the war. 
The Board of Education grants in Bristol were £150 
per annum in addition to all fees, and he thought that 
th" minimum annual income for a student was £200, 
to include fees. Even this was rather inadequate for 
Indians, and lie suggested from £220 to £250 as being 
thf;l amount upon which such students could live in 
-comfort. 

Students lived in lodgings, of which the Univer
sity kept a list, but exercised no censorship over 
them. He thought that it would be desirable to 
introduce a proctorial system. He approved of the 
-system of local Adviserships now in force at Manchester 
an:l elsewhere, and thought it might with advantage 
. be extended to Bristol. The local Adviser should be 
directly responsible for the Indian students living in 
lodgings. In Bristol it was possible to live in quite a 
_good family for £2 per week. He would deprecate the 
establishment of a purely Indian hostel. Halls of 
residence should have representatives of every class and 
nationality, on the lines of the colleges at Oxford and 

·Cambridge. 
Speaking of the subjects in which the University was 

particularly strong, the witness mentioned history and 
philosophy. Languages, both ancient and modern, 
were moderately provided for. 

There had been one American and one Chinese 
student at Bristol. He did not remember any 
. colonials. 

Provided that their character and intellectual 
ca~abilities were suitably gllaranteed beforehand, he 
thought that the number of In1ians admitted might be 
10 per oent. of the total number, which was 250 at 
present. 

~'he witness said that no course in oivics was provided 
in the or.dinary degree curricu~Uln, but that there was a 

As regards social intercourse between Indian students 
anJ. the other men at the University, he thought that 
they had their fair share in the general life of the place. 
They took part in athletics, and belonged to the various 
societies on exactly the same footing as the English 
students. 

There was a diploma course in education, which was 
meant for post-graduates. Some men were taken at the 
University for a two years' course; the first half was 
spent on academic subjects, and the latter on the theory 
of teaching. The students taken for a four years' 
course read for their degree during the first three years, 
anJ during the fourth for a diploma in education. Ii 
was now possible to take a M.A. degree in education. 

A Bristol research degree might be granted for work 
which had been done in Oxford, London or elsewhere . 
At Bristol the lack of library facilities was a hindrance 
to research work. ?)Iore books were urgently required 
in the history and economics libraries, though much 
good work was done with the limited resources at then 
disposal. Facilities in Manchester were much better. 

In reply to an enquiry as to whether the students ali 
Bristol were drawn' from different classes to those at 
Oxford and Cambridge, the witness stated that there 
wa~ a certain amount of difference. 'I There was a class 
of men who went to Oxford or Cambridge simply 
because it was the usual thing for men of their position 
to do. At Bristol, although there were a few public 
school boys, the greater number came from the grammar 
and secondary schools . 

l\'ote.-Professor Dobson subsequently wrote that 
since he gave evidence before the Committee a special 
grant of £200 to the History Department had made 
considerable improvement in the library possible. Be 
added that there was in the Central Municipal Library 
and elsewhere considerable material for research in local 
history. 

PROFESSOR F. FRANCIS, D.Sc., Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the Uni~ersity, was called and examined. 
He said that he had been connected with the Univer- Faculty. He did not think that Indians made applica

sity since its foundation. He belonged to the Faculty tion through any of the A.dvisory Committees in India. 
of Science, lind in his department, Chemistry, there He considered that the minimum yearly allowance' 
-had not as yet been any Indian students. There were for a student lit Bristol University, including living in 
.at present Bome Indian students in the University, but the vacations, would be at least £200, plus the tuition" 
,'ery few ever did Science. fees, which amounted to about £30 a year, and an allow-

He thought that the suggestion of instituting some ance for books, but again suggested that the Dean of 
sort of local Adviser to the Indian students at Bristol Engineering should be consulted. 
would be a valuable one if put into practice. He did He advised that Indian students coming to an English 
not think that it would be difficult to find a junior University should take some course involving practical 
member of the staff who would be willing to under- laboratory work. He thought that it had generally been 
take the office, provided the necessary funds were pro- found that Indians were deficient in practical handiwork 
vided by the Government. and needed training in this respect. 

Speaking of admissions, the witness said that most As regards the special subjects for which a student. 
-of the Indian students in Bristol were members of the would specially choose to come to Bristol, he said tha' 
En"ineering Faculty and that information concerning the History school was of veryexcellentstandingandthali 
the:e men could be obtained from the Dean of the the Philosophy school was equally good, but suggested 
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that a more satisfactory opinion could be obtained from 
the Dean of Arts.' As regards Science, the University 
had an established reputation_ for its department of 
<Chemistry, including Physical Chemistry. . . 

He did not think that there need as yet be any hmlt 
to the number of Indian students that .the University 
was prepared to admit, as IBoon as the present rush had 
subsided. The first claim was that of the city of 
Bristol and adjoining counties, who were supporting the 
University. 

In I'eply to an enquiry as to the possibility of carrying 
out work in Industrial Chemistry at the University, the 
witncss said that the postgraduate courses were not 
done there. The honours degree COUl'se too~ four years, 
the last twelve months of which were mainly devoted to. 
research. Such subjects as the colloids, with soap as a 
type, tannins, the chemical dyes, and the .oxidisation 
of paraffin wax were at present being. studIed: ~ven 
if an additional postgraduate course on Industl'lal hnes 
were inaugurated, he doubted whether students would 
be found for it; aIter four or two years at a Univel'sity 
it was usually more profitable for the Science man to 
move on somewhere else. As a matter of fact, a great' 
deal of postgraduate work was being carried out in stIch 
departments as Chemistry, but in all departments there 
was, of course, a large amo\lnt of research being done 
:Iud a large number of students were engaged in such 
work. 

Speaking of Agriculture, the witness drew the atten
tIOn of the CO'rllmittee to the ,school for the investigation 
of diseases in fruit at Long Ashton. All the students at 
this station were graduates, and no one was accepted 
who was not considered to be capable of original 
research work. Accommodation was very limited. 

In two years the new physical laboratories at the 
University would be completed, and would be among: 
the finest in the world. 

The University of Bristol did not believe in the cast· 
iron examination system. In Science the student's work 
throughout the course ,,:as :ecorded and carried great 
wei",ht in the final examlllatlOns. 

He thought that the Indians, seeing that they were 
in a strange country, would not resent the presence of an 
Adviser to them in Bristol. Students in general were
opposed to any form of supervision, but tbe circum. 
stances of the Indian students altered the case. 

The University was in close touch with many of the 
great industrial firms in tbe country. All the men who 
had done the honours course at Bristol had been placed 
with firms and were doing scientific induptrial work. 
He did not think that firms were opposed to taking 
Indians. When told that thcre had been great difficulty 
in this respect, he assigned it to two causes :- • 

(a.) That Indians had applied to be taken into firms, 
, as pupils, a request that would probably be 

refused in the case of Englishmen. 
(b.) That application had been made through a, 

Government office, and that firms as a whole 
disliked dealing with the Government. He
thought that if applications were made person. 
ally to the heads of firms by people who knew 
them the difficulty would not be so great. 

He did not think that firms were afraid that Indians. 
would steal their trade secrets. 

If Indian applicants were found to be properly 
equipped, they would be admitted to the M.Sc. and' 
Ph.D. and D.Sc. courses at Bristol. 

PROFESSOR G. H. LEONARD, M.A., Professor of Modern History, was called and examined. 
He said that,ther6 were no Indian students at'present 

reading history at Bristol, but that, having visited many 
of the Universities, colleges and schools in !ndia, he was 
deeply interested in the students and had made it his 
business to see as much of them as possible during the 
twenty years he had been connected with the 
University. He thought that they were now mixing 
much more in the social life of the University than had 
been the case in the past. Some of them had been 'Nery 
lonely at th,e University, but many of the English 
students were now making a much greater effOl·t to 
admit them to their friendship. 

The East and West SociE'ty had done, and was doing, 
very valuable work in this respect. This society had 
been founded just before the war, but it had not come 
to anything then. This was the second year of its 
re,suscitation, and it was in a very flourishing condition. 

. '1']m membership was about half European and half 

. Oriental. All the acting officers were undergraduates. 
Several Indian students had done well in athletics, 

,and the opportunities now being offered ill thIS respect 
w~re excellent. 

lIe had never heard of any Indian students being in 
-financial difficulties. 

He thought that £200 a year was about the sum upon 
which a student 'Could manage. 

He would welcome a local Adviser to Indian studentf:l 
lit Bristol, but he thought that he should be a man on 
the staff of the University rather than an India Office 
>official. , 

As regards the difficutly of getting lodgings, this had 
applied of recent years to all the students. The 
University did not at present do llnough il! this I'espect, 

-und he conidered that some system of licensed lodgings 
such as that at Oxford and Cambridge should be started. 
This was suggested many years ago by a Special 
-Committee, of which he was a member. The report, 
llowevel', was still "lying on the table." A local 
Adviser would be able, amongst other things, to help 

-th,> Indian s,tudents in regard to lodgings and should 
'3lso amongst many other things be of use to them in 
llelping them to see the best side of English life. 
Indian students often had failed to get much of the 
real .. education " that was possible during their stay 
in England. 

He could 1l0t say whether /lny Indian students had 
.applied for admission through the Advisory CommiHees 
in India, but he knew that a great many had made 
1)6r80na1 applications. Applications were made in the 
iil'st place to the Registrar, then the question of 

matriculation had to be considered, and the applicatiOn> 
where any kind of difficulty might arise, as it did 
sometimes in their case, was finally referred to the· 
Committee of Deans, who reported to f;lenate. 

The objects of the East and West Society were to
promote friendly intercourse between Oriental and 
English students. With 'the object of providing a. 
hellrty welcome, there was going to be a reception at 
til" very beginning of the next academic year, to which 
all foreign and Oriental students would be invited; and' 
the opportunity would be taken of introducing them to
thEl various UnivE'rsity clubs and societies. He wa" 
anxious for the Indian students to obtain the full benefit 
of college life and all that it stood for. He was hoping 
to make arrangements to take them round the city or 
Bristol and to teach thcm to appreciate its interest and, 
beauty and understand something of the city life. 

History was one of the largest departmE'nts in the
University, and he thought that it would be a valuabl., 
study for the Indian students, especially as the school 
deelt particularly with political science and the 
economic and social side of the subject. The English
industrial r~volution should, he thought, be studied by 
Indians. There was a dang~r that, unless the problems' 
were carefully studied, many of the mistakes made in 
thi~ country over a century ago might be repeated in, 
India, where industry was now advancing so rapidly. 
H~ considered that the schools of literature and' 
education both provided valuable trainin" for the-
Indian students. 0 

L~tin or Greek was compulsory for the arts degree, 
hut 1U the ca~e of Orientals thi9 stipulation would be
waived. The University would not lose a good man
simpl:v hecause he did not know a classical language. 
For the history school some knowledge of Latin was 
ne('essary, but this was not likely to make any very 
serious difficulty. The University was not unreason. 
able in these matters. In the past there had been B' 

system of evening classes for the degree curriculum. 
These had been asked for especially by teachers, but 
they were not successful and had been given up. The
witness did not now consider that they formed 8 

valuable addition to the University's activities. He' 
haa come to think that any degree thus obtained would 
be a barren one, carrying with it none of the social and 
intellectual aavantages that come from University life 
which was missed by evening students, and the student~, 
were as a rule not in a fit state at the end of a hard 
day's work in a school or elsewhere to do really good' 
work. The evening classe~ for working men were not. 
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degree courses and did not involve the same kind of 
strain. 

He did not agree with the view that .. East is east 
and west is west, and never the twain shall meet." 
The Bast and West Society had been very successful 
at Bristol. There was a real comradeship between 
Englishmen and Indians. He did not think that it was 
necessary to be a good .. sportsman" to enter into 
many benefits of University life. There was the 
" spiritual" side of the life of the University, to which 
India should make its special contribution. Sport was, 
however, an important feature and should not be 
neglected. In his opinion, the Indian students 
certainly did acquire a feeling of affection for tb,e 
University of Bristol and an interest in the city itself. 

The proposed residential halls, when they were 
established, would be open to all students in order of 
application. Indians would most certainly be admitted 
if they so desired. He did not think that it would be 
in the real interest of the Ina.ian students to go to a 
special Indian hall. 

Most of the students at the University came from 
Bristol and the surrounding counties, but there were 
also students from Iurther afield, in England and 
Europe. There were some men from the north of 
England, Scotland and Ireland at the University at the 
present time, also French, Roumanian, Belgian and 
other students. Local authorities gave conSIderation 
and help to Bristol and students from neighbouring 

counties, though outsiders, were cordially welcomed aa 
by this means the University was kept from becoU:ing 
too parochial. A University worthy of the name ought 
to draw students from all parts of the world. 

Professor Leonsrd subsequently wrote ;-

• .. ~f Ind~an. students are willing, they should 
certainly mIX ill as free a way as possible with the 
other students. Since applications from India might; 
come late, for various reasons, it might be advisable 
to ask that a certain number of places in the hostels 
should be reserved for Oriental students, so that as 
far as possible, no Oriental student should be kept 
out by an application which he could not avoid being 
late. When the hostel system is perfected the need 
of a special ' Adviser' (or whatever the office might 
be) might be rendered unnecessary. The greatesl; 
care should be taken to appoint wardens of these 
hostels. The reason why I have suggested an 
• Adviser' is not that the Indian student should be 
, supervi~ed ' and • directed ' ~ a different w.~y from 
the ordmary student-a thing he miaht very 
naturally resent-but that, coming into ~ strange 
country, he might find someone who understood him 
and thought sympathetically of his special needs and 
was qu~lified, in some way, to give him special' help 
and. gUl~an~e, at all events in the early stages, and 
ad VIse hlID In case of any special difficulties he might 
meet as a stranger ignorant of the ways of a new 
country. " 

MISS M. C. STAVELEY, M.A., Tutor to Women Students,' Lecturer in History and Warden of the 
University Hall of Residence for Women Students, was callEld and' examined. 

She said that there had not as yet been any Indian 
students in the Hall. She had been approached on the 
subject by the Indian women, and had said that, 
provided that the same personal references couId be 
obtained in their case as she was in the habit of 
requiring from English applicants, there would be no 
dilliculty in the way of their admission. 

There were at present about 365 women students at 
tho University. A great many of them were natives of 
Bristol and were living at home; there were eighty at 
the Hall of Residence, and there were five small training 
hostels, each accommodating from twenty to thirty 
students. A large number of the women students had 
city scholarships. Women belonged to all the faculties 
of the University. The majority of them were reading 
arts, but there were a large number of science students, 
of medical students, and even one doing engineering. 
In all departments they shared complete equality with 
men. She considered that the standard of the 
University was very high, and she always found it easy 
to get pos~ for her students. Bristol was modelled 
more nearly on Oxford than any of the other provincial 
Universities. 

At present more applications for admission to the 
. Hall of Residence were being received than could 

possibly be granted. ~'here was no restriction of the 
proportion of women students admitted to the 
University. They came qua students and not qua 
women. 

~'he vaoancies in the hall for the ensuing year had 
already been filled, but there was no definite time for 
closing tho books, as some applicants to whom admission 
had been granted were liable to fall out before the 
session began. 

All students had to matriculate before being 
admitted to the University, but she thought that in the 
case of Indian students some allowance might be made 
in this respect if they had passed some qualifying 
examination in India. 

The cost of living at the Residential Hall depended 
on the room occupied. A small room cost from 50 to 
55 guineas a year and a larger one from 60 to 
65 guineas. The University fees, which were extra to 
this, amounted to about £30 a year. She thouaht that 
an Indian woman student would need an allm;ance of 
not less than £200 a year to meet her e:!>l'enses during 
vacations as well as in term time. 

A scheme for the provision of some sort of licensed 
lodging system such as that which prevailed at Oxford 
and Cambridge was at present under discussion, and 
shil hoped to compile a list of registered families with 
whom women students could live for their first year 
before admission to a hall. ' 

She thought that the diploma in education of Bristol 
University ranked quite as high as that of the University 
of London; its holders had no difficulty whatever in 
obtaining suitable posts. 

In reply to an enquiry as to the value of the county 
scholarships, the witness said that she had not the exact 
figures to hand; the major Somerset scholarship was 
about £90 a year, the Gloucester about £100, and the 
Wiltshire about £120. There were a large number of 
city scholars, lrut not many scholarships were granted 
by tho counties. The financial standing of the students 
at Bristol varied very much. 

There was a training course of two years, but the 
tir.iversity was trying to eliminate this class of student 
in order to provide more room for those who desired to 
take the full course. 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, 1921 (BRISTOL). 

Sm M. HA!lMlcK (in the Chair). 
Sm D. P. SARVADBIKARY. 
DIwAN BAHADUR M. RAMACBANDBA RAo. 

Present; 

\ 
'MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
SABIBZADA AFTAB AIDlAD KHAli. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MR. R. E. FIELD, Secretary. 

PROFESSOR J. WERTHEIMER: B.A., D:Sc., Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, was called and examined. 

He stated that the University was established in 
1909, but the Merchant Venturers' Technical College 
had been in existence before then, and he had been 

4871 • 

Principal of it since 1890. Indian students had come 
·to Bristol to work for London degrees before the 
University itself had actually been founded, there being 

F 
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none awarded by Bristol then. There were now about 
-eighteen Indian students in the faculty, which was on 
the whole an average number. It showed perhaps a 
lIlight increase, but that was due to the increase in 
numbers generally. 

He did not think that the proportion of Indian 
students at the University should be too large, and in 
consequence a certain number of applications were 
refused. 

Speaking of applications for admission, he mentioned 
several students who had finally decided not to come to 
Bdsto! because no diploma was given there, and they 
anticipated difficulty if they returned to India without 
any \hploma to support their claim to have taken a 
degree at Bristol. The point was Ming brought up fOI' 
cOllsideration, and he hoped that in future a printed 
diploma would be given. * 

fie always considered two points concerning 
applicants :-

(1.) Whether they were qualified for matriculation; 
and 

(2.) Whether there was satisfactory evidence as to 
their character. 

He received no applications from the Advisory 
Committees in India; they came through the Indian 
Students' Department in London or more usually 
directly from the students themselves. ,His faculty 
wag prepared to take ten Indian students a year at 
present. If the number of applicants greatly exceeded 
that figure the standard of admission would have to be 
raised; he might be able to take more if really suitable 
and well-qualified students were forthcoming. The 
total number of s~udents in the engineering faculty was 
240. 

The matriculation examination of an Indian 
University was accepted as qualifying for admission, 
provided that the ,student had a sufficient know
ledge of English. Men who had obtained an Indian 
degree in mathematics were as a rule exempted from 
the intermediate examination and one year of the 
Bristol course; the same concession was granted to 
holders of the HigIler Sub-Engineer's Certificate (with 
great credit) of the Roorkee EngineerinO' College. He 
sometimes accepted as non-matriculated" students men 
whose general education was somewhat weak, but who 
were strong in mathematics. 

He had found Mr. Campion, the Engineering Adviser 
in London, of the greatest help, and often consulted 
with him concerning the students, the standinO' of 
various Indian colleges, and many other po~nts. 
Mr. Campion gave advice to the Universities as well as 
to the students. 

On it being pointed out that the statement, in the 
written memorandum (printed below) submitted by him 
to the Committee, that the Government of India did not 
give engineering scholarships was incorrect, the witness 
explained that he had obtsin~d this information from 
several of his senior students, all of whom were, 
however, taking civil engineering, and he understood 
for this branch it was correct to say that there WeTe no 
Govetnment scholarships. 

The Indian students at Bristol generally lived in 
families. The majority of them were opposed to the 
idea of a special hostel for Indians, as they thought that 
the result would be that they would lose the opp"rtunity 
of becoming acquainted with EngJish people and 
customs-one of the principal advantages of coming 
to this country for a University education. He agreed 
with that view. 

No Indian students had joined the engineering 
faculty for post.graduate work; in fact, there were at 
preqent only two Englishmen doing this. In his 
opinion, the meTe fact of having obtained an 
engineering degree did not qualify a man for research 
work; he needed practical experience also. English 
students generally entered works after graduating, and 
were then able later to carry out research work, 
generally for the benefit of those who employed them. 

In the case of the latter, the student first worked for 
one year at the University and then went to a works 
for twelve months; he then retIJrned to the University 
for two years, at the end which he took his degree and 
then went back to the same works for the fifth and last 
year. No Indian students had taken the sandwich 
course; very few had applied for it, and it had been 
found impossible to place those who had on account of 
labour and other difficulties. The workmen had 
objected to the admission of Indians on the ground that. 
they would displace an ordinary workman. This 
objection applied to all .. foreigners "-Canadians and 
Australians found less difficulty because it was less 
evident that they were not English. But there were 
also difficulties on the employers' side, for they looked 
to obtain the benefit of good recruits who would remain 
some time with them. For that reason it was difficult 
to get them to accept Roumanian and other European 
(as well as Indian) students under the sandwich 
scheme. In normal times (the members being affected 
at present by the coal crisis) about one student in every 
six took the sandwich course. 

The witness gave the follo\';ing statistics as to the 
numb~r of Indian students in the various branches of 
engineering (the first year of the course beinO' thc same 
for all) :_ 0 

Civil engin-eering 

2nd year 
students. 

2 

3rd year 
students. 

3 
MechanlCal engineering 

(Goveltnnent scholar) ... 1 none 
Electrical engineering ... 2 nonEi 
Automobile engineering ... none none 

In hi~ opinion,. all the courSes were equally good. 
Hydraulics were lllcluded in civil engineerinO' and 
t?-ken by the mechanical engineers also. It wa:'some. 
tll~e~ p~sslble for Indian students to obtain works 
trammg III the long vacations. 
~e thoug~t that the Indians generally spcnt part of 

their vacatIOns travelling about the country. They 
were. for the most part older men than the ordinarv 
Englis~ . undergraduate, and did not require much 
supervI~on: they seemed quite capable of looking after 
the~selv;es. They mixed with the other men, and the 
feelmg between them was quite satisfactory. If th 
l~ad a. de~ect, it was, in his opinion, that they were e! 
l~ttle Inclined to be too bookish and to give insufficient 
t~m.e a~d attention to athletics, and the various 
UnIversity clubs and societiell. 

As an indication ?f. the good relations which existed 
betwee~ the IndIan and English students, he 
emphasIsed. the. fact that one of the former had in a 
former sessIOn been elected Chairman of the Students' 
Common Room CO=lttee. 

As regards t~e question of finance, he said that 
students could. live on £150 per annum as a minimum. 
He woul~ advIse an allowance of from £200 to £220 a 
year to !Dclude fees which amounted to 40 . . H h guIneas a 
sessIOn. e t ought that the stipend of £200 1 ' 
25 ~e.r cent. war bonus given to Government scholar~ ~: 
~ddltlOn to fees and travelling expenses was rather too 
liberal. 
H~ said that the standard at the University was 

conSidered to b.e hili'~' the external examiners coming 
fro~ other Umversltles; and that comparatively few 
Indl~n students took honours. Two Indians had 
obtamed 2nd class honours so far. 
~e thought that in the case of men comin from 

India ,to take enginee~ing it was to their advanfa e to 
have ~ad some preVIOUS practical experience-it g was 
essential that they should be able to use their hand 
well as their brains. He spoke weI! of the men wh ~ adS 
come from Roorkee. 0 a 
~e was not in favour of a special local Ad's t 

Indian s~udents in Bristol. IIe had found the v~:~ia: 
Stud~~ts Department very valuable; it answere<l 
enqUirIes and gave. information that would otherwise 
have had to be obtamed by writing to India 

I.n. ~E'ply to an enquiry as to whether the~e were an 
fa.Clhtles a.t Bristol for the study of navigation, th! 

(1.) The ordinary degree CQurse of three years' wltne~s said that the-re was a. department, and th-
d\l;:'ation; and C d f th ~ ourse prepare or e exanllnations for certificates 

For a matriculated student there were at Bristol two 
courses :-

(2.) A sandwich course, extending over five years. conducted by the Board of Trade. This course was for 

• N.R Towards the end of JllllB 1921 the Unil'ersity decided to give a formal diploma Oil application. 
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men who wished to become mates or masters in tbe 
mercantile marine. It was of no fixed duration; a 
part of it might be taken when a man's ship put into 
Bristol for two or three weekFl or months, and continued 
perLapa a year or more later. 

On being asked what opportunities students who took 
~l! automobile engineering course at Bristol would 
have of exercising their knowledge on their return to 
India, where there were no motor construction works, 
ihE-> witness replied that for this very reason he thought 
"hat such men would be able to command a good salary 
and position, there being so little competition. 

Questioned further as to the number of places in the 
University that might be reserved for Indian students, 
he said that it might be possible to keep as many as 
thirty or forty in his college out of a total of about 240 
(that would mean admitting thirteen or fourteen Indian 
studentB each year). 

Tht're was no special training in dock, railway or 
irrigation engineering at Bristol. In his opinion each 
University could not specialise in all branches of 
engint'ering; this would neither lead to efficiency nor 
economy. 

MEMORANDUlIl BY PROFESSOR WERTIIEI1dER. 

Committee on Indian Students. 
I enclose herewith some particulars in regard to 

Indian students who have attended this faculty, and I 
also append my views on the points mentioned in your 
Committee's memorandum, dealing with your first 
three points under tho heading. A, and with th3 
remaining eleven points under headmg B. 

A. 
1. I think Indian students visit t"niversities in the 

United Kingdom because the University courses in 
engineering in this country are of a much more 
advanced character than those provided in India. 

2.-(b.) I am informed that the grants given ~y the 
Government of India to enable students to study lD the 
United KingdolD are not open to engineering students; 
if this is the case, the system seems to need 
modification. 

3. Indian students here seem to gain not onJ.y more 
knowledge, but a widor general outlook. 

B. 
1. In so far as this University is concerned, Indian 

students are admitted as undergraduates, if they have 
" sut'licient knowledge of English to enable them to 
follow the courses with advantage, and have either 
J.assed the matricul~tion ~:xami~ation of a~ Indian 
University, or can gIve other satIsfactory eVIdence as 
1.0 their general preliminary education. 

They may also be excused. one. year ~f stu~y, if t~ey 
have had sufficient preparatIOn In IndIa; thiS apphes, 
e.g., to graduates of I~dian ,universities :who have 
taken a science degree (mcludlllg ma~hematlcs), or t·) 
~tudents of a good engineE'ring college, such 8S tk 
Thomason College of Civil Enginepring, Roorkee, who 
have completed the course of study for the grade of 
sub-engineer in the P.W.D., have pa~sed the ,:xamina. 
tion with great credit, and have the higher certificate. 
. 2. It is not pOSSIble to have a uniform st.anda:d of 
qualification for admission to all faculties .lD a. 
University but so far as I am aware, the practlCe In 
the same' faculty 1n different Universities does not 
greatly differ. . 

3. I am inclined to thinlc that an IndIan student, 'll;'ho 
is to visit a British University, benefits more by takmg 
the full course rather than by remaining in India until 
he has completed some part of the work needed. J 
should, however, be sorry if any obstacle were to be put 
in the way of Indian students who had taken part of 
the course at home and desire to complete it in the 
United Kingdom. 

4. In. en<>ineerin'", comparatively few students 
-undertake p;st.grad;ate work in the University itsel~; 
most of them enter on practical work and WlD their 
higher degrees by research work un~ertaken after 
leaving the University. So far no IndIan student of 
this University has taken a higher degree, but I hope 
~at this will happen later.* . .. . . 

5. I am uncertain as to the deSirability of t'stabhslllng 
speoial hostels for Indian students; they themselves 

tell me that they benefit by living in rooms and so 
getting some experience of English social life; wheril 
the rooms aro carefully chosen, this is all to the good. 
If they lived together in a hostel, this would tend to 
be simpl"y a piece of India on English soil, and there 
would not be the same chance of the outlook of the 
student being broadened. 

6. It seems to me that the best local advisers 01 the 
students are the officials and professors of the 
University in which they are studying, with perhap.; 
the Indian Students' Department of the Office of the 
High Commissioner for India acting as guardian. 

7 and 8. Most of our Indian students return to India 
after graduation and find employment there; it would, 
however, be a good thing If it were possible to place 
more of them in works in Great Britain; this has been 
found difficult mainly because of the objections of the 
Trades Unions. Perhaps this difficulty might be 
removed if the Indian Government made it a condItIOn 
uf the award of contracts that the firm in question 
should admit to their works a certain number of Indian 
students. 

9. I do not think our students have found any 
difficulty in getting suitable lodgings in Bristol; they 
~pend their holidays in various places, and I think that 
it is good that they should see different parts of the 
country. Most of them are older than the average 
English student and are well able to look after 
tll.emselves. 

10 and 11. Many of our Indian students have taken a 
eonsiderable part in the life of the UnIversity. playing 
cricket, hockey and tennis, and in some instances 
competing in the athletic sports. We have also an 
East Bnd West Society, which aims at gathering 
together the Oriental and British students. But most 
of our Indian students are too bookish. They stick to') 
closely to their studies and fail to join the numeroug 
University societies which attract their fellow students. 
This is not due, however, to any unwillingness on the 
part of the English students to associate with them, 
which is abundantly shown by the fact mentioned in 
the particulars sent herewith that for one year the 
chairman of the Students' Common Room Committee 
-who is elected by the students themselves-was an 
Indian student; he was also one of the best athletes 
in the University. 

(Signed) J. WERTllEDrEB. 

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL. 

Faculty 0/ Engineering. 
(Provided and maintained in the Merchant Venturers' 

• Technical College.) 
There are at present eighteen Indian students in 

attendance in the faculty, of whom nine are in their 
first year, six in their second year. and three in their • 
third year; three of them are graduates of Indian 
Universities. 

The homes of these stUdents are stated as follows:-
Assam 1 
Bengal 2 
Bombay 2 
Java 1 
Mysore 1 
Nepal 1 
Oudh 1 
Punjab 8 
United Provinces 1 

!,otal 18 
Of fourteen former Indian students who have sat for 

the final examination, eight obtained the degree ot 
B.Sc. in engineering (two with 2nd class honours). 
three obtained the University certificate in engineering, 
and three failed. 

This year five Indian students are sitting for the 
intermediate examination for the B.Sc. degree and. 
tour for the final examination. 

The esteem in which Indian students have been held 
by tht'ir fellows is shown by the fact that in the sessio)) 
1914.15 one of them was elected by his fellow under
graduates Chairman of the Students: Common Room 
Committee. 

June 1, 1921. 

• Sinoe thia memorandum 'Was 'Written one Indian student hal taken luch a degree. 

F2 
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Mn. B. L. SHARMA a first year student in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, 
, was called and examined. 

He banded in the following statement:-

•• STATEMENT BY INDIAN STUDENTS AT BRISj'oL. 
1. The reasons which induce Indian students to come 

to this country for education and technical training are 
as follows :-

Greater value is attached in India to education 
received, at British Universities as compared with 
education imparted by Indian Universities. A man 
qualified in Great Britain and Ireland receives higher 
salary. Men for Indian P.W.D. and State RailwayS 
(Imperial Service) are recruited from British Univer
sities. So also I.E.S., I.M.S., &c. 

A large number of students come to this country for 
better Technical, Commercial and Agricultural training, 
besides those coming to call for the Bar and to learn 
Economics, History, Literature, Accountancy, Lan
guages (classical), Forestry, &c. In general, the status 
of one qualified in the United Kingdom is higber than 
one qlialified in an Indian University. 

Students come here not only for a pecuniary point of 
view, but also to get free and liberal education, better 
training, especially in tbe technical branches. 

Facilities for higher research work are very limited in 
India. Libraries are few and poorly equipped for higher 
work. Some of the laboratories are lavishly furnisheol 
and fitted, but proper use is not made of them. 
Students are not given scope to learn wh!J.t they wish 
to learn. Naturally,. the right sort of atmospbere for 
enquiry and research would vanish. 

Most of the students leave India for the acquisition 
of higher knowledge (Technical, Commercial, Social, 
Literary, &c). Naturally, they would seek to go to a 
place where they are imparted best. The soaial and 
intellectual advantages offered by the Universities and 
the intellectual way the lectures are delivered attract 
students more and more. There are no techniaal insti
tutes in India in which the higher standards BrEl 
reached, and in many branches of co=erce and 
industry no training is availaoble. So also in Metallurgy, 
Marine Engineering, Commercial, including Chemical, 
Engineering. There are no firms which could take 
students for practical training. For instance, tbere are 
no concrete engineering firms. In general, those firms 
which manufacture goods to any considerable extent 
cannot, or at least do not, take students for training. 

In view of increasing demand for the establishment 
of new industries in India, students have to leave the 
country to get necessary training. A few of the 
branches of study are provided for in' the curricula of 
most of the Indian Universities but not all. In view of 
the fact that industries would play an important part 

. in India, Indian Universities should enlarge the cur
ricula of students and include all technical branches of 
study and should give scope for higher research work. 

2. We are of opiniott that many deficiencies 
enumerated above can be remedied by the Govern
ment:-

(i.) The value of Indian degrees should receive 
adequate recognition. 

(ii.) Larger grants should be made by the Govern
ment for providing research facilities in various 
Universities, and Universities should be 
organised to undertake research in addition to 
teaching. Institutes capable of giving training 
to the highest standards sbould be established 
besides those that are existing. 

. A large number of students should be trained in these 
institutes. 

, Provision should be made for the teaching of subjects 
not included in the curricula. 

Students should be encouraged to go to countries 
offering better facilities for Indian students. 

More colleges should be established in each 
University. 

The value attached to Western education is largely a 
matter of indiviq,ual opinion. On the whole Indian 
students gain more by coming to the United Kingdom. 
We feel that the full advantage of the training and know
ledge received by' them has not been made for lack of 
sufficient opportu'fties in India. 

No restriction should be levied on the number of 
students admitted in any English University . 

Advisory Committees for reasons difficult to under
stand or appreciate have not been very enthusiastic in 
giving all possible support to students desiring to come 
and Join English Universities. 

*(1.) No restrictions should be made as to the number 
of students to be admitted if the students can get admis
sion in any University. 

*(2.) The examinations of Indian Universities should 
receive uniform recognition in all Universities in the 
United Kingdom. We are of opinion that the graduates 
of Indian Universities, in recognition of their having 
gone through the course in their r~spective subjects, 
should be permitted to follow final year's course 
without going through the course again, and those 
students who have passed the Intermediate Examina
tion should be exempted from the Entrance Examina
tion and allowed' to take Intermediate Examinations 
direct if they can. 

-1'(3.) This depends on individual cases. 
*5. We are strongly of opinion that it is not desir

able to establish a ,hostel for Indian students in any 
centre. It means segregation. 

*(7) and (8.) Firms which tender for Indian Govern
ment contracts should be obliged to admit to their 
works a number of Indian students for practical 
training. 

In reply to questions witness said that Indians con
sidered it a grievance that in the Electrical Engineering 
course, on account or their not having a sufficient know
ledge of mechanical drawing, they were not exempted 
from any part of the three years' course if they had the 
Indian B.Sc. degree. 

He had ~me to ~ristol la~t October. B:nd had spent a 
few months m lodgmgs, but was now livmg in a private 
fan~ily. He ~reatly preferred the present arrangement, 
as It gave him the opportunity to mix with English 
people. 

On hls return to India he hoped to secure employ
ment at a new works that was about to be established 
at Delhi. 

He il!'tend:d to spend the coming summer vacation 
partly 1~ Br1stO!, where he would have opportunities 
for plaYll!'g te';lDls, &c., and partly at a seaside resort. 
~he fe:m1ly With 'Yhom he lived were always ready to 
give him any adv~c~ he needed in this respect. 

He had never VISited any of tbe English students in 
the~r h?mes, though he mE't and knew them in the 
UDlverslty. Indians were admitted to the University 
~lubs. and could obtain a certain amount of social life 
In thiS way. 

He did not wish to see a Local Adviser to Indian 
Btu~ents instituted in Bristol. He thought that the 
senlOr students. could be ~elied upon to give the neces
~ary help to the new arrlVals. When he first arrh'ed 
In England he had stayed for a short time at the 
Shakespeare Hut. 

. He had l~ft India having secured a promise of admis: 
Slon to an English University through a friend of his 
already staying at Bristol. He had at first been 
refused admission to Bristol, but an Indian student who 
had been expected failed to come and the vacancy had 
been offered to him. 

. He did not think that any Indians had ~ade applica
tlOn for admission to the Nautical College at Bristol 

I bec.ause. th~ N~v~l Service was not open to tbem; 
whleh, In hiS oplDlon, should be the case. 

He was a ~ember .of the ~uild of Undergraduates. 
the membership of which carrIed with it entrance to all 
t~e University societies. The East and West Associa
~lon had both Indian and English members, and Bocial 
Intercourse between the two races had been greatly 
furthered by the society. . 

H~ was paying £2 28. a week for his board and 
lodging. For this sum he lived very comfortably. 

When a~ke.d to state his objection to tbe existence of, 
a Loe:al AdViser to. Indian Students at the University 
of BrIstol, he rephed that in the first place his own 

• (These figures refer to the point. mentioned in the second part of the memorandum i.sued to Wl't ) \ nesses. 
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~xperience of Advisers in India had been such that he 
.did not welcome the idea of any expansion of the 
system. and was. on the othel' hand. of opinion that it 
should be totally abolished, and that secondly the 
students resented interference with their life whil,;t 
they were at the University. lIe thought that the 
money which would be spent on an Adviser in Bristol 
migbt be put to better purposes, and be repeated bis 

• opinion that all the necessary help could be given to 
the Indian students when they arrived by the senior 
students in the University. The Indian students, at 

present, always helped each other in every way the.)" 
could • 

All the Indian student, at Bristol had known of th ... 
Committee's viSIt, and he had been appointed by then' 
as their spokesman. lIe had no further point to 
discuss. . 

--,-
l\·ole.-The witne.s aubsequently wrote "The Bristol 

student. are also of opinion that they should be given admis
sion to the O.T.C. and that Ihe naval and militaJoy trainin~ 
sbould be open to any of them who would like to enter into 
that branch of educatIon." 

THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 1921 (BIRMINGHAM). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DrWAN BAHADUB M. RAMAClllNDBA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
I 

I 
Sm M. ILunflcK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB 'AlIMAll KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MR. E. O. HOWARTH,}S t' 
Ma. R. E. FIELD, cere aries. 

Mn. G. H. MORLEY, M.Com., Secretary to the University. was called and examined. 
He said that applications from all students (including At present there was no Adviser to Indian student. 

Jndian students) were made direct to the Registrar. in, Birmingham : he thought the suggestion an excellenb 
When persons had been admitted after all the necessary one. and was sure that the University would welcome 
information regarding the academic and general ante- it. lIe thought that the Egyptian Educational Mission 
-cedents of thll applicants had been obtained. the names might be the model for a similar Indian institution: 
were handed on to the Secretary. It was his business to the Educational Adviser to Egyptian students acted as 
-obtain the fees which were payable yearly in advance. financial surety for the students to the University, and 
and to put students in the way of securing lodgings. visited the University at least twice a year to see th .. 

There was at present no hostel for men students, authorities about future admissions. &c., and to see the 
thQug~ steps were now being taken to provide one, and Egyptian students individually • 
.it was hoped that it would be opened during the next 
year. There was a hostel for WOIDen students whioo 
had capacity to house about eighty students. He kept 
.a list of recommended lodgings, in all about 300 
addresses. some in Birmingham and some in tbe 
suburbs, and students when admitted to the University 
could make use of this list. There was, however, a 
-considerable difficulty in obtaining rooms for the Indian 
students owing to a certain prejudice on the part of 
landladies against Orientals. The Guild of Under
graduates were trying to help Indian students in thIS 
matter by arranging for a senior English student to 
accompany an Indian in his search for rooms with a 
view k. giving the landladies more confidence in taking 
them. To a certain point this arrangement had been 
'Successful. 

He looked forward to an extension of the hostel 
system, as he considered the corp,orate life t~u~ 
provided would be of great value to Indlans and EnglIsh 
lIolike. 

He stated that he had had some difficulty in getting 
pa;rment of fees from Indian students. The fees for 
-th'l first year were usually paid quite satisfactorily, but 
{bese students tended to become remiss in their second 
an,l third years. He attributed this partly to the fact 
that their allowances did not always arrive punctually 
from India. but more to the fact that they spent their 
IDClney too freely. Many of the English students had 
very limited means and yet paid their fe-es regularly, 
whereas he saw Indians about in tlie University wearing 
t'xpensive clothes whose accounts were in arrear. He 
-thought that, even though these students might not be 
unduly exiravaCfsnt, there were certain economies that 
-they might pr:ctise in order to pay their fees more 
-promptly and regularly. 

He had not heard any complaints from landladies 
that Indians did not pay their bills or that their condud 
was otherwise'than satisfactory. 

He had no definite information regarding the subse
-quent careers of Indian students who had graduated 
from Birmingham. . . • 

Questioned as to the placmg of Indlan students lD 

works for practical training. he said that firms seemed 
reluctant to take Indians on to their stali or to allow 
thEm to come as pupils. The feeling seemed to be that 

-the worltpeople would object .. to bei~g I~nder the 
dirpction of anyone of non-Brltlsh natlOnality. For 
further information on this point he thought that the 
-Committee might approach the Secretary of tbe 
-:Birmingham Chamber of Commerce, as all the most 
:powerful firms were represented on that body. 

The University had no connection with the Indian 
Students' Department in London. Applications came 
personally from the students themselves, and there was 
n" financial guarantee for them. 

He thought the appointment of one local Adviser for 
th(l seven northern Universities would be a step in the 
right direction, and that as there might not he 
sufficient work in each University for a separate 
Adviser this was a more practicable suggestion in the 
first instance than the former one of establishing a 
separate one for Birmingham. 

So long as the University of Birmingham had no 
law school he thought that the number of Indian 
students was not likely to increase very greatly. 

The witness said that the connection hetween the 
seven northem Universities was that they had a 
common matriculation examination, and they held 
joint councils to discuss many important matters 
aliecting the administration of the Universities. 

The wltness gave the following statement of 
University fees in the various faculties per session:-

Arts 
Science without chemistry 
Science with chemistry '.' 
Commerce 

For full medical curriculum :
Medicine. apart from clinical 

fees 
Clinical fees 

£ 
25-26 

25 
82 

25-82 

105 
55 

As regards the reluctance on the part of English 
firms to taking Indians. he did not consider that this 
wa'i due to any trade union difficulties. The Indian 
student was not under any great disadvantage in 
reRpeet of practical training because the University had 
workshops where practical training was carried out ill 
conjunction with the teaching: their aim was that 
graduates should be fully qualified to take posts as 80011 

as thE'y had completed their course. 
lIe thought that the subjects for which Indian 

students were best advised to come to Birmingham to 
study were mining. civil. eleetrical and petroleum 
engineering. 

The .. sandwich" s)stem was not practised at. 
Birmingham: it was considered more profitable k>
carry the practical and theoretical work along parallel 
lines for the four years' course that was necessary. 
after matriculation. to complete the degree_ The 
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University had vacation courses in practical shop work, 
lastihg for about six weeks in the summer. 

As regards the vacations, he t)lOught that the Indian 
students went to the variolls seaside places. He was 
nol;, aware of difficulties in this respect., 

The witness thought that the ho~tel system would be 
most advantageous to Indian students provided that 
they ""ere not segregated. The admission of Indians 
to the new hostel would be in the hands of the Hostel 
Committee. He did not think that there would be' any 
difficulty in their way. 

As regards the cost of living in lodgings, the witness 
thought that £2 lOs. a week was the minimum charge; 
the hostel was going to charge £3 a week. This applied 
to the thirty-three weeks of term, leaving a margin of 
vacation unprovided for. 

He thought that the minimum annual allowance for 
students at the University, taking vacations into
account, was from £200 to £250 a year, but with the 
present inflated prices the latter figure was the more
correct. 

l'he authorities of the University were quite satisfied 
with the Indian students who had been admitted, and 
the witness foresaw no difficulty in the way of further 
admissions being made. 

Indian students had formerly belonged to the O.T.C., 
but since the war this had been forbidden by the War
Office. He did not think that there was any prejudice 
on the part of English students to their admission to the 
C01'PS, and he did not think, therefore, that it would 
hinder recruitment. The restriction was an Arm, 
Regulation, and had nothing to do with the University_ 

MR. C. GRANT ROBERTSON, C.V.O., M.A., Principal of the University, was called and examined. 
He handed in the following statement:- advantageous to them. No examination passed at, 

Indian Universities was accepted by the Birmingham 
}<'aculty of Medicine, and thus the Indian student, even 
though he were a graduate in India, would have to
complete a four years' cpurse at Birmingham. He 
thought that Birmingham made fewer exemptions as 
regards medical preliminary examinations than diel: 
other Universities. Their accommodation was limitl'd, 
<md in the interest of the students themselves they diel 
llot wish to expand at present. It was unlikely that for 
thl' next three or four years they would do anything to 
relax their regulations, but if after hearing the Dean of 
the Medical Faculty the Committee wished it, h1 wa~ 
prepared to ask the University to reconsider their
position. 

.. Statement by the Principal, Birmingham Univer8ity. 
. The points in particular which I should like to have 
th .. opportunity of discussing with the Committee are 
thp. following :-

(1.) The desirability of restricting the Indian 
students who come to the provincial 
Universitie,!! to post-graduate stu.dents, 
though not necessarily to post-graduate 
work, except in carefully selected cases. 

(2.) The question of previous selection by a' com-
o petent- authority acquainted with all the 

sources of information; such authority to 
deal direct with the academic authorities 
with a view to placing the students in the 
appropriate faculties and exercising some 
indirect control in co-operation with the 
University-e.g., on the lines of the 
Egyptian Educational Mission. 

(3.) The whole question of hostels and residences 
in the provincial Universities. 

(4.) 'fhe social life, &c., of the Indian student who 
has been admitted-i.e., relations with the 
other students. 

(5.) Post-graduate work in British Universities for 
the Indian students as distinct from courses 
for the first degree. 

In our judgment here we hold very strongly that it 
is quite impossible for Indian students to come to the 
University who are inadequately trained in the English 
language. The University cannot do fifth or sixth 
{OI'ID work in English for a small body of students in 
whatever faculty. 

I suggest the above poipts, though of course I shall 
be open to be examined on any others which the Com
mittee may desire." 

'1'.he witness said that the whole question of fees had 
bMn causing great anxiety to the University. A rise 
of 25 per cent. was now being charged on all new 
entries as from OctobE'r 1920; 8 further addItion might 
have! t<> be made. A conference on the subject was to 

1be held by the northern Universities at Manchester 
.<l.J.ring the course of the month. 

In the matter of fees, they were driven by opposing 
forces. The Government had suggested that the fees 

lbe rai~ed, and the mty and county who assisted the 
University wanted them kept as low as possible. The 
city Ilisde it 8 condition of their grant that a certain 
amount of it was spent either in giving free places to 
_Birmingham scholars or in awarding scholarships. 

As regards Indian students, it was his opinion that 
those who came to this University should be graduates 
-of one of the Indian Universities, because this supplied 
:a preliminary means of selection, and to some measure 
~nsured that those students who came were the type 
that would be most like!,y to benefit by the instruction 
~nd by the University life. 

The absence of a Law Faculty in Birmingham was an 
important factor in limiting the numhers of Indians who 
had come to the University during the past few years. 
Hi~ experience was that out of those who made pre
liminary application for admission three out of four 
wished to study law. 
, There was no restriction as to the number of Indians 
who might be admittE'd to the Faculty of Medicine, but 
~he' conditions laid down in the regulations were dis-

There had been very few Indian students in the Faculty
o:f Arts, and he attributed this to their lack of suffi
cient preliminary training. In addition to a thorough
knowledge of English, it was necessary in this faculty 
to have some knowledge of one other modern language, 
and very few Indians possessed this. There had not. 
heen students in the Faculty of Arts whose knowledge 
of English had been insufficient, but this was because 
the University refused to admit students unless they 
were proficient in this respect. 

Although he preferred that Indian students coming to 
Birmingham should be post-graduate, he did not wish 
to confine them to post-graduate work_ The majority 
of Indian graduates were qualified to read for the-
ordinary honours degrees of the University, and it was 
only the exceptional ones who were able to do research 
work. He thought that the students who came ready
for. tho ordinary honours degree were the type that 
der~ved . most benefit from training at an English 
UDlverslty. If non-graduates were to be admitted they 
must be extremely carefully selected, and must be men 
who had done at least two YE'ars' study in an Indian 
University and had passed s'ome examination such as 
th~ Indian Intermediate. ' 

Speaking of the best method of selection, the WItness 
said that he had in mind the system at present applied 
to Egyptian students. The Foreign Office had instituted 
an Egyptian Educational Mission. Mr. Elliot,. 
who was at its head, acted as financial security 
for Egyptian students and made the necessaur 
arrangements for their admission. He came to th&
University about twice a year and saw the students 
personally, giving them any necessary help and advice. 
If any complaints were necessary they were made to. 
him, and he dealt with the students; in extreme cases 
he spont them back to Egypt. The system worked 
admirably from the University point of view. 

He thought that in the case of Indian students, two
kinds of preliminary sifting were necessary :-

(a.) Intellectual, to ensure the best type of students 
getting admission. 

(b.) Moral and so?ial, to ensure that the University
was not gOIng to run any financial risk and 
that the applicants were not going to be illl 
any way harmful to its reputation. 

On the whole, the Indian students who had come io 
Bit'mingham had heen very satisfactory. 

He was familiar with the Oxford Delegacy system 
and wQUld welcome it at Birmingham. He thought' 
however, that one local Adviser to Indian students fo;'" 
the seven northern Universities would be sufficient 
owing to the small numbers of Indian students in each:_ 
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Birmingham University did not have any special 

date for closing their books for admission of entries of 
new students. The system of admIs&ion was elastic 
.and varied with the dIfferent faculties. Owing to the 
limite,l accommodation for practical work, it was neces· 
lIBry at present for the FacultIes of Science and Medi. 
.cine to close their books in June or July, but the other 
fat'ulties, who were not restricted in this way, could 
keep tLeir books open until much later than this. 

As far as he knew, the University had no connection 
with the Indian Students' Department in London, or 
with any of the Advisory Committees in India. He 
w{)uld prefer to deal with an individual official who 
would be likely to be permanent than with an otnce 
whose personnel might be liable to constant change. 
From this point of VIew he would welcome the institu. 
tion of a local Adviser to Indian students. 

~'here was a hostel for men students in course of con· 
struction, and it was hoped ·that it would be open in 
January next. By its means a move in the direction 
·of corporate fife in the University would be made. 
There was to be a "Varden in charge, assist!'d by a Com. 
.mittee of Management, and there would probably also 
be a committee of students appomted by the Guild of 
Undergraduates. He looked forward to great expansion 
of tho corporate idea on these hnes, though it was not 
proposed that the University should become residential. 
There were a gl'eat number of students living in their 
(lwn homes, "lind there was no suggestion of excludiag 
thiS class, for whom the University was originally 
founded. 

At Birmingham a Guild of Undel'graduates, which 
ttlected its own officers, took charge of the social life of 
the students in the lJniverslty; all clubs and sOCIeties 
were affiliated to the Guild, and Indian students, hy 
joining it, would have all possible opportunities offered 
to them. 

He undel'stood that there had been some difficulty 
experienced by Oriental students generally (including 
Indians) in the matter of finding lodgings. The Guild 
was now trying to help them in this respect by sending 
Enghsh students round with the newly arrived Orientals 
to help them to find lodgings. Apparently the only 

·difficulty was the prejudice against colour. He did not 
think that the Japanese students got on any better than 
did the Indians in the matter of securing lodgings. 

As regards the subjects which he would recommenrl 
Indian students to take, he said that the Faculty of 

-Commerce offered them great opportunities of valuahle 
. study. The Japanese had been the first to realise the 
value of this course, and he thought that Indians had 
I)ot been adequately informed about it. Those Indians 
who were not going to do specific scientific work or were 
not going into the Civil Service would do well to enter 

·on this branch of study. 
The medical course at Birmingham took five years, 

and the degree had a very high standing. 
The school of engineermg in all its bl'8nches, particu. 

larly the mechanical school, had an extremely high 
standing, and might be said to be as good as any in 

. tht' Empire. The course took four years. There waq 
nearly always in this faculty an Indian student with 
a grant from the State of Mysorl', and these students 
had always obtained good posts in India immediately on 

. their return. 
The Arts Faculty was of more recent developmpnt, 

an,1 could not yet claim to have a reputation comparable 
to Oxford and Camhridge. At present the student in 
any of the provineial Universities had not the samp 

·chance as the Oxford or Cambridge man in the Ch·n 
Service examinations, on account of the character of 
the examination and the greater resources of Oxford 
8n(1 Cambl'i~ge in the main subjects recognised. 

The witness said that hI' did not think that the 
Egyptian students regarded their Adviser as a friend, 
though they were not hostile to him. It was therefore 
possible that an Indian Adviser for the seven northern 
Universities would not· be popular with the Indian 

'students themselves, though such an officer would be a 
great convenience for the University. He agreed that 
the students would resent interference from outside, 
~nd thought that the most satisfactory arrangement 
would be for the Adviser to be a man intimately con· 

'nected with the Indians whom they might really look 
IIlpon as a friend. The wrong man in the position of 
. Adviser would be worse than no one at all. He did not 

want a Ilupervisor for the Indian students any more than 
he did for the English students; he thought that it wu 
important for them to learn while they were at the 
University to stand on their own feet and realise their 
independence. 

The great nped felt by the l7niversity in regard to 
Indian students was that of better preluninary selection. 
At present the students generally applied personally,' 
and the Registrar had no time to make sufficient 
enquiries about them before the term opened. What 
was needed was some competent authority to do the 
first sifting out, and then the University could accept. 
as many as it had room for, with confidence that they 
had sahsfactory qualificationq. . 

The University worked in conjunction with the High 
Commiqsioner's Office, but delay was hound to arise, and 
the Indian students thought that if their applications 
were not accepted at once they Were under suspicion. 

As regards engineering, it would not he necessary {or 
an Indian student to have had practical workshop 
experience if they were going to study one of the 
h;anches of engineering.. Thp Enghsh students usually 
did not have such expel'lence before they started their 
degree course. Shop experience, both in the University 
workshop~ and ill manufacturing firms during vacations, 
was conSidered a necessary Pllrt of the training, and 
was arranged for by the University. 

With regard to the number of Indians that the Univer. 
sity ~ould' accept in the future, it waa difficult to speak 
defirutely. There had been a good deal of misunder
standing recently at Birmingham, because current 
opinion held that Englishmen were being kept out of the 
University by the admission of large numbers of 
Orientals. As a matter of fact, out of about 1,800 
students only about 80 were foreigners, but the view 
expressed was held very strongly in many parts. Race 
feeling was a difficulty that had to be met. 

He quite agreed that it would be an advantage to 
admit more Indians. He thought that more ought 
to ~e done for them, us they had claims on British 
Universities. It was es;ential that the Universities 
should get good Indians who came with the best 
l·ecommendatJons. 

Questioned further about the Egyptian students he 
said that their fees were paid through the Educati~nal 
Mission; though Mr. EllIot did not constitute himselE 
a debt collecting officer, he was to a ccrtain extent' the 
financial security for these students. 

He did not think that there had been any great diffi • 
culty about the Indian students' fees. 

He agreed that although the question of admissioB 
might be dealt with by one Adviser for all the northern 
Universities together, there might have to be a separate· 
officer for each University chosen from the juniOl' 
members of the stall' to deal with local matters. 

On the wIiole, he thought that the suggestion for the 
establIshment of one Adviser for the seven Universities. 
to deal with admissions and selection, and one local 
Adviser in each University, assisted by a committee of 
Indian students, was a good one. Realisin", that the 
conduct of each Indian student affected the ~eputation 
of the body aa a whole, he agreed that some sort of' 
indirpct supervision was necessary for them, in spite of 
their dislike of interference. It was not in the interest 
of the Indian students thpmRelves either that the wrong 
ones should be let in or that any of those admitted 
should sufl'er from misconduct of some othpr Indian 
student. 

He thought that from the Impcrial point of view if;. 
wair a good thing to admit as many Indians as possihle 
to thp English Univel'sities, but he could not indica~ 
exactly what larger facilities could be given to them 
than was at present the casp. The best argument in 
favour of the number of admissions being increased' 
would be the result obtainpd by the University's accept... 
ing, for a .few years, the best possible type of Indian 
students, In order that they might establish a goorl 
reputation in Birmingham. 

As regards the latest date for admission, the preseD~ 
abnormal conditions made it impossible to say what. 
dates ~ould be fixed. As a rule, it waa important to 
know by the end of June for medicine and science 
while for arts it was possible to keep a freer hand. • 

l'he post.graduate work for which Indians could ('omit 
to Birmingham wouid comprise the degrees of M.D .• 
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Th course but owiDIY to the demands of the Government. 
M.S., M.Sc., M.A., and Master of C?mmerce. ere Board 'of Educati~n and the City Council, there was not. 
were higher degrees- in all the facultles, and research room at present to admit any Indians to it, and he did 
'work could also be undertaken in each faculty. . l'k I 

. In answer to a further question the witness said that not ,think that the present congestIOn was 1 e y to. 
the Department of Education provided a very good diminish. 

Sm WILLIAM ASHLEY, Ph.D., M.Com., M.A., Dean of the Faculty o~ Commerce and Vice-Principal 
of the University, was called and exammed. 

He submitted a written statement, which is printed 
on page 338 below. 

He said that the idea of having a Faculty of Com
merce at Birmingham had originated in the 
mind of Mr. Joseph Ch8'lXlberlain. The ~tn?~S had 
taught history and economics a~ the Uruversltl~s of 
Oxford Toronto and Harvard, and had been apPOInted 
to org~se the Faculty of Commerce in BirminghlIDl 
twenty years ago. In considering the metho~ he should 
adopt, he realised that the degree of B.A. ~ld not carry 
any weight with business firms, and on thiS account he 
had welcomed the establishment of the Bachelor of 
Commerce degree. The main problem ~as to bring the 
University idea into the minds of the mIddle classes of 
England and to get them to send their sons from the 
age of 17 to 20 to the University in.stead of putting them 
into works and offices. The curriCulum of the faculty 
had grown out of his own previous experience. To 
some extent it was modelled on the Economics Depart
ments of the chief American Universities, like Harvard, 
Columbia and Wisconsin on the one side, and on the 
Handelshochschule of Cologne on the other, and at 
the back of his mind all the time were the Oxford spirit 

. and tradition. The Universities of Manchester and 
LiTerpool had followed the example of Birmingham a 
few years later. 

The first English faculty had been exposed to opposi
tion from two quarters. University professors were 
apt to consider the introduction of Commerce into 
academic ""'teaching as degrading, and on the other hand 
business men looked with mistrust on commercial train
ing on academic lines. Both these prejudices had been 
to a large extent overcome, and the Faculty of Com
merce in Birmingham was in a flourishing condition. 

An Advisory Board of business men actually in con
ttol of large businesses had been appointed to keep the 
faculty in touch with the practical needs of commercial 
life. 

There had been a distinct movement in the direction 
of University commercialc instruction in the years 
immediately preceding the war. The National Uni
versity of Ireland had established a Commercial 
.Faculty (most effectively, perhaps, established in Cork), 
and a Chair of Commerce had been set up in Edinburgh. 

.Sipce the war London University had added the B.Com. 

.to its degrees. 
The first foreign nation to realise the value of a 

University commercial training was Japan, and there 
were nearly always a few Japanese and Chinese students 
attached to the faculty. 

If more Indian students came they would be weI. 
corned as citizens of the Empire. In the interests of 
the students themselves he did not advocate the 
admission of more Indian students than could be readily 
assimilated by the English portion of the University. 
For the Indian student the greatest benefit to be derived 
from an English University was the opportunity of 
mixing with Englishmen and seeing something of 
English ways of living. This could not be obtained if 
the University were flooded with students from India. 

Some subjects in the BIrmingham curriculum, such 
as accounting, were.universal in their application, and 
subjec~s like economics provided a valuable mental 
training apart from their commercial value. The 

'greater part of the course, however, related to a par. 
ticular rather than to a general environment, and was 
designed to make people think about business oppor
tunities in a particular field. 

'l'he course necessarily dealt primarily 'With English 
oommE'rcial conditions. The economic life of other coun
tries was given considerable attention, but naturally the 
attention given to anyone country, such as India, 

·could not be minute or detailed. 
He advised undergraduate Indian students_specially 

those of only ordinary ability-to go to some such 
ecllege as the Sydenham College in Bombay, and not to 
<ooms to this country at all. He thought that the Indian 

Universities also might develop their economics courses. 
on more commercial lines. 

Students of marked ability, however, would derive 
benefit from the broad scope of the course, and he would 
welcome them ,at Birmingham. 

He considered that the danger some Universities had 
experienced in setting up Faculties of Commerce was 
that the students after graduation did not in fact go. 
into commerce, but entered the teaching profession 01' 

the Civil Service, or went into journalism or to the Bar. 
This was not the object of the Birmingham faculty, 
which was meant to provide practical business men. 
He considered that· to train persons to teach com
mercial subjects only was a side issue. 

Therp had been about half a dozen Indian students 
in the Faculty of Commerce, of whom only two-both 
men of marked ability~had succeeded in obtaining the 
degree. One of ~hese two was now teaching a~ 
Sydenham cCollege, Bombay. None of the Indian 
students who had been in the faculty had graduated in. 
India before they came here; they had matriculated in 
the ordinary manner at Birmingham. . 

Asked whether he would recommend post.graduate 
students to take. the Harvard commercial course or 
to come to Birmingham, he said that the Harvard 
course had a very high standing, and he thought it was 
certainly better for Indian graduates of marked ability 
who wanted to specialise in particular directions, such 
as finance or transport, to go there, inasmuch as the 
faculties provided in the way of highly specialised 
teaching were greater than those which Birmingham 
could at present contemplate giving. 

In the Birmingham course there was a certain amount. 
of practical work carried on in conjunction with the 
theoretical academic training. In aCClounting there
were systematic practical exercises and annual tests 
carried out by men of high standing in the accounting 
profession. In addition to this, every student was 
required during the session to present a paper based 011' 

an original investigation of some branch of commerce, 
or of a particular business problem. This he WIIS 

required to read aloud to a body of lecturers and 
students for their free criticism, and an abstract of the 
paper was afterwards made. 

He said that, although the English students might. 
gain some practical experience in the business offices 
Df their relatives during the vacations, yet the Indian 
students were not at a great disadvantage in this 
respect. The value of the course was that it aimed at 
training judgment rather than at imparting a knowledge
of officE' practice. He thought that such methods as 
those of the Antwerp Cours Practique were ill-advised; 
they took up time in imparting technical instruction 
whic~ could be expeditiously obtained subsequently iIII 
practICe. 

The .Indian stu~entR had p!enty of opportunity, if 
they ~lshed, of see~ng the outSIde 'Working of big manu. 
facturmg firms durmg the term, when visits were made 
by the students to various neighbouring factories. 

He did not thinlt that the absence of factories in the 
neighbourhood of Calcutta was necessarily a bar in the 
way of establishing a Faculty of Commerce in tha~ 
University. 

The ~itness said tha~ in ~is experience the men doing 
accounh.ng a~ the U~lverslty learnt the principles of 
the subject In less tIme than did articled pupils ill:' 
accountants' offices. This view had been borne out by 
the fact that many business men preferred to send their 
sons to the u'niversity, and banking firms were also very 
seriously considering the value of the Commercial' 
course. ' 

He thought that in the case of an Indian student the 
k~owlE'dge of a modern Indian language might be Buh
stltuted for a modern European language in the Faculty
of Commerce. 

He thought that Indians 'should come to this country 
mainly for their later training. A gr~at part of the-
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... alue of their coming was for them to get some know
ledge of the EngliHh mentality. From this point of 
view it might be more useful for the Indian student to 
come to England rather tban go to America: bu, 
he repeated his opinion that as the commercial 
course in Birmingham was. of necessity specially 
adapted to English requirements, the average Indian 
student would be better advised to go to the Sydenham 
College, Bombay. 

If the Indian did come to England to do the com
mercial course, he should not do so until he had gained 
a fairly wide and thorough knowledge of the economic, 
commercial and social conditions of his own country. 
A~ked further as to his experience of America, he did 

not think that the Harvard authorities could undertake 
to place .unlimited numbers of Indian students in 
Ameri('an firms or secretariats for the purpose of gaining 
practical experience. All he could say was that it was 

easier to obtain this facihty for experience in America 
than it was in England. 

Questioned as to the opportunity for studying pro
blems of overseas trade in the Faculty of Commerce, he 
gave as an example the cotton trade of Manchester_ 
'fhis was studied from diiIerE'nt points of view, the 
sources of the raw l1laterial were considered, the 
organi~ation of the markets was examined, and the 
ordinary technique of commercial documents in rela
tion to overseas trade (bills of lading, &c.), was scru
tinised. But as the courses were mainly planned for 
English students, the attention paid to India was only 
inCIdental. 

The faculty had no formal COBnection with the Board 
of Trade Overseas Department, though the professors 
were in pretty close touch with all branches of the 
130ard of 'frade, both personally and through continuous 
acquaintance with its reports. 

MR. J. H. COSTAIN, the Registrar of the University, was called and examined. 
He stated that there were elev('n Indian students at 

the UniverSity at the presl"Ilt time. For 1920-21 they 
had had 32 applications, 6f which about 20 came direct 
from the students themselves, and the rest through the 
Indian Students' Depar~ment. In the case of the latter 
he usually received a letter from one of the secretaries, 
giving him the applicant's name, his qualifications, the 
course which he was desirous of taking at the Uni
versity, and any testimonials which might have been 
scnt. As regards those who applied direct, he referred 
to the department in cases in wbich he Lad any doubts. 
He had never had 8 communication from the depart
ment advising the rejection of a student on account of 
his pohtical views. It never occurred to the University 
to ask for a certificate of loyalty. 

The witness explained that this was only his second 
sessiou at Birmingham, but that he had occupied a 
similar position at the University of Liverpool, and so 
could treat the cases as being parallel. 

With rE'gard to the Indian students who had already 
passed through the University, no record of their sub
sequent careers in India had been kept. He 'himself 
hoped shortly to undertake a register of graduates, 
which would contain all such information. 

Among the Indians tbe most popular courses at Bir
mingham were engineering and mining. Out of the 
32 Indian students who applied last year, 19' applied for 
engineering, and another 5 for mining. This was a new 
development, as up to a few years ago Indian students 
had preferred less tl'clinical subjects, such as law, medi
cine, &c. This influx of studE'nts on the technical side 
had commenoed last year. Applications for admission 
next year were already being received. 

There was no restriction on the number of Indian 
studl'nts admitted. He himself interviewed them all, 
and he had found that they were all anxious to obtain 
maximum concessions from the University authorities. 
In some ,cases they did not consider the concessions 
adequate, and did not proceed with their applications. 
This explained the difference between the numbers 
applying and the number who actually entered the 
University. Many applied without any definite idea of 
the course they wished to take. 

He put forward the suggestion that a list should be 
made of the British Universities in regara to the 
subjects in which each one was particularly strong; 
for example, Birmingham might be said to specialise in 
engineering (including mining) and commerce. The 
same subjects were also good for post-graduates. There 
were two men doing research work in chemistry. 

The witness emphasised the point that no Indian appli
cants had been refused admission, except where their 
academic quali~cations were insufficient (i.e., when. they 
had not matriculated), and then they were automatically 
disqualified by the regulations of thc U.niversity. W.ith 
tIle grent number of applications commg from Indian 
and Egyptian students, the authOl'ities had t<;J be very 
careful not to exclude English students, espeCially local 
applicants, as the Uni,:ers~ty reccive~ a eonsiderable 
Drant from the City of Blrmmgham, which was naturally 
;nxious that places in the University should not b.e 
given to foreigners to such an ~xt?nt as to exclude q~ah
fled local applicants for admiSSion. The conceSSIOns 
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allowed to Indian students were that a student who 
had passed his intermediate in India was excused th~ 
matrICulation, while thoqe who had obtained their 
degree were exempted from one year's study, the 
matriculation and the intermediate examinations. Thus 
8 man could get his science degree at Birmingham in 
two years instead of three. 

The en.gineering course took four years, and mining 
and metallurgy three years, but recently the University 
had established honours schools in which the course wail 
of four years' duration subsequent to matriculation. 

The standard of work at the English Universities 
was much higher than that of the Indian Univer
sities. Birmingham, like most of the British 
UniverSities, was essentially a teaching and not an 
examining body, and they did not care to accept men 
who '!.vanted to come for a master's degree-or, indeed, 
any dE'gree-unlcss tlley were prepared to spend at least 
two years in Birmingham, as a year was not enough to 
recognise a person as being a graduate of the Uni
versity. Each faculty, however, could consider cases 
in "hich specially qualified applicants wished the 
course to be shortened. 

He thought that the time had arrived for the Indian 
Universities to approach the English University for suit
able recognition, to ask for facilities for their students, 
and gE'nerally to supply more information on the whole 
subject under review than the English authorities were 
able to obtain under present conditions. Some of the 
Indian University courses seemed to be too discursive 
and of purely theoretical value, and in dealing with the 
Indian student hI' had found that his outstanding 
characteri.tic was the possession of a memorising mind 
rather than mental qualities capable of independent 
research, and that such students preferred to takl' an 
examination rather than to submit a thesis on original 
work. 1\1ore praciical ",ork was requh-ed at the British 
Universities than in the Indian. 

Questioned as to the cost of living, the witness said 
that Indian stIJdents required an allowance of, at least, 
£230 to £250 a year. Living in rooms in Birmingham 
a student had to pay £3 per week at the present time, 
and he did not think that they should come with less 
than the sum mentioned. 

It was mentioned that there was some feeling 
among Indian students that they came to the English 
Universities only to repeat the same work that they 
had been doing in India, and the witness replied that 
each faculty could make concessions by admitting 
students probationally, allowing them to enter on the 
second or' third year of a course; they could be 
examined durlDg the year, and on the result of this 
examination they could be continued in the same status 
if it was considered of advantagp to the student and to 
the University to do so. Birmingham University did 
not recogni se the Indian first year course as being of the 
same standard as theirs, so they were not inclined to 
exempt students who had worked for this period in an 
Indian University. 'He thought that if the authorities 
knew more about Indian Universities, they would be in 
a better position to consider the question of the equi
valence of degrees and courses of study. 

G 
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. B M SMA M I C.E. M.I.l\1.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 
PROFESSOR F. \V. URSTALL, . c., .• , ll' d' d' . d 

was ca e an examIne. 

He said that the degree course consisted of three y~ar .. ' 
pure and applied science and the fourth year e~tirel~ 
engineering work of a scientific charac~er. He did no 
believe in technical work unless bUilt on a str?ng 
scientific basis. As many of the students. as poss~ble 
were sent during the long vacation to obtalll practICal 
training with neighbouring firms. 

It was becoming more difficult each year to secure 
sufficient practical training, with the result that the 
amount done within the University itself h~d to ~e 
increased. Indian studeni;s were only admitted y 
firms which had some Indian connectio~. There 
seemlld to be a prejudice against. fo~eIgners III general, 
and, in addition, there were ObjectIOns by the trades 
U1lions. He could offer no suggestions as ~o h~w these 
difficulties might be overcome. In engllleerlllg, t~e 
tendency had been for works to organise themselves In 
such a way that they had no room for students, ~nd 
~hey were now coming to the posit~on that .constructIOll 
.and instruction could not be carrIed on 1Il thEl' same 
works. 

As l'egards the relative importance of the various 
courses for Indians, the witness stated that they seemed 
to derive most benefit from the civil engineering course: 
electrical engineering was second in importance, and 
mechanical engineering some way behind. 

He spoke of the psychology of the different races. and 
their attitude towards engineering as affected by natIOnal 
character. The English (and all Europeans) had a 
natural aptitude for anything concrete and practical; 
th" Egyptians did not like abstractions, lacked prac
ticality, but had a love of science for its own sake; the 
Indians, on the other hand, loved abstractions, and 
considered the symbol of greater importance than the 
fact. He thought that the Indian secondary school 
education should include more nature study and less 
book work in order that their powers of deduction and 
observation should be cultivated from an early stagp. 

He considered that students should have some pre
liminary training in India and come to the English 
U)liversities later. If good teachers could be sent to 
India and the gpneral facilities improved, it would_be 
more satisfactory, as men always learnt better in their 
own country and in their own environment. He would 
like engineering students to have had a couple of years' 
practical training before they came to England. 

There were several Indian students taking the mining 
rourse, and doing well in it. He thought that for this 
they should have had SODle previous training, perhaps 
coming on as post-graduates or after two years' practical 
training in India. There was no specialisation in auto
mobile engineering at Birmingham. Indian students 
were admitted to the petroleum school, which had been 
founded and financed by the large petroleum companies. 

Questioned as to the number of Indian students' the 
faculty would he prepared to admit, the witnoos replied 
that five or six ,Per annum might be taken, making a 

total of 20 or 24 at anyone time; but he would not 
care to take a very large numoer. 

The question was raised of students coming from the 
Indian Universities and repeating at Birmingham the 
same course, or part of it, as they had been doing. The 
witness sympathised with the views of Indians on this 
point, but did not think that exemption could be granted 
to thooe cases, as the standard in the Indian Universities 
was so variable; it was not a question of prejudice, but 
of want of information: the authorities here did not 
know what the Indian examinations really signified. 
If thev were certain of a uniform standard, he thought 
that iuller concessions might be given. He would 
prefer;as a guarantee, the report of some English Uni
versity man who was conversant with the educational 
conditions and standards of both countries. This would 
be more satisfactory than the interchange of examiners 
or the transmission of questions papers and answers. 

In reply to a suggestion that the Indian University 
calendars might give the English authorities the 
information they required, the witness said he did not 
think that this would be a sufficient guarantee of the 
general standard in India. In Englal!d there existed a 
feeling of distrust ahout Indian degrees, largely due to 
the fact that men had come who were badly selected. 
It would be a very good thing if there were a body who 
could carry out this work of selection, and thus prevent 
needless migration. In his own case, he had had reason 
to distrust the value of their Indian degrees in the case 
of about half the students who came to hiJltl, but this 
might not only be a question of the degrees, but rather 
of the quality of the students. 

The witness said that the Tegulations concerning the 
BlrminghalD M.Sc. were about to be changed; honours 
candidates could take the degree after one year's course 
at the Universlty, and pass candidates after two years. 
He would be prepared to apply the same rule to Indian 
candidates so far as the two years' course was ('on
cerned, provided there was an academic body in India 
in which the University could have confidence to certify 
_as to the student's degree standard. 

He said that hydraulics, dock irrigation and railway 
courses were not strong subjects at Birmingham, owmg 
to the University's geographical position, Metallurgy, 
petroleum and coal mining were the most hi<7hly special-
ised subjects at Birmingham. '" 

He thought that students returning to India would 
have a good chance of - exercising their mechanical 
knowledge in the railway repair shops and on cotton 
machinery, water-power, &c. 

He emphasised his own view that technology should 
be based on a thorough structure of science and 'said 
that on the whole he considered that really g~od Indian 
students should come for definite post-graduate courses 
such as the Ph.D. This was preferable to having ~ 
large number who came for the ordinary degree courses. 

FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1921 (BIRMINGHAM). 

Present: 
THE E.1RL OF LYTTO!o! (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY_ 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. ' 

SIR M. ItAMMICK. 
SAlIlBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, SeCTetary. 

PROFESSOR W. F. HASLAM, M.B., Ch.B., F.R.C.S., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, 
was called and examined. 

He handed in a memorandum, which is printed 
below. 

He said that the medical course took five years, and 
students were not admitted until they had passed their 
matriculation. Those who had passed their first M_B. 
before entering were ahle to devote their first year to 
the subjpllts of anatomy and physiology unlIampered 
by preliminary science. * An ordinary student passed 
his first M.B. at the end of his first year; this examina-

tion consisted of chemistry, physics, and elementary 
biology. At the end o.f the second year the second 

- M_D. was taken, consisting of anatomy and ,Physiology. 
During the second year the student attended hospital 
one morning a week. For the remaining three years 
tho course consisted of clinical instruction at the hos
pitals daily in the morning and work at the University 
in the afternoons. During this period various smaller 
courses (maternity hospital, infectious diseases hospital, 

• The General Medical Council has recently passed a new regulation which will J"equire students to have paesed elemental'1 
physics and chemistry be'ore registering. This will become operative in Janual'11923_ , 
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mental hospital and vaccination) were included; at the 
end of the five yeara (June) students were eligible for 
the final examination. 

There were two Indian studpnts in the faculty at 
the present time; during the last twelve years there 
had been ouly three altogether. Graduates might bp 
admitted for" four year£( course, but in that time they 
had to take the five examinations contained in the 
curriculum. This time concession applied also to 
studl'nts who had passed their first medICal examina· 
tion at an Indian University. 

Indians were admitted to the faculty either on the 
recommendation of the Local Adviser in London or on 
application from the students themselves. In the case 
of Egyptians all applications were referred to the 
Egyptian Educational Mission, and about six vacancies 
at thp. University were kept for them annually. 

Speaking of Indian degrees, he said that he thought 
the English University authorities had not sufficient 
information about the general educational standard in 
India; if more were known about it they would be 
prepared to consider the question of giving fuller exemp
tions. Duriug the two years he had been Dean of the 
Faculty he had never received any of ~hc Indian Uni. 
versity calendars or any otHer definite information from 
them. 

In order to obtain the Birmingham degrees students 
had to spend a minimum of three years there; two 
years might be tak,en at Oxford, Cambridge, Liverpool, 
or somn other British Univers~ty. They did not exempt 
such students from their second examination, but 
counted their time of study at their own University. All 
such regulations, exemptions, &c., were the wOl,k of the 
Senate, assisted by recommendations and suggestions 
from the va!'ious faculties. It was some time ago that 
the regulatIOns WNC drawn up, and perhaps thl'Y did 
not take fully into consideration the recent conditions 
in India. 

Asked whether the English Conjoint Board recogni~ed 
Rome of the Indian examinations, the witness replicd 
iJlat thev did to some extent, but the Universities 
in England took a very different standpoint. They 
were essentially teaching hodies, and wanted to mould 
their own men, not merely to examine and confer their 
degrees on those who had been instl'ucted elsewhere. 
I"ondon University had been primarily an examining 
body, but had recently attached more importance to 
their own teaching. 

lie stated that there were two ways in which the 
English authorities might be satisfied as to the equiva
lence of the Indian educational standard and degrees
i.e., by information as to the names and qualifications 
of the teaching staff, the scope of the various courses, 
and the questions set; and by personal inspection. 

In rl'gard to the examination for the Diploma in 
Public Health, no exemptions w('re granted to Indians 
who had had practical expl'ricnce of public health work 
in their own towns, as the conditions there were so 
entirely different; but if the University had fuller 
information on the matter than they had at pre~ent, it 
would no doubt be very carefully considered. In tha' 
connection, however, the University was subject to thE' 
resolutions and rules passed by the General Medical 
Council. At present they could take about 25 studenta 

for public health classes; Indians, duly qualified, being 
eliglble on equal terms with othel's. 

Questioned as to the number of Indian student& 
which the University would be prepared to admit, the 
witness said he considered that it was the duty of 
England to offer every facility to Indians and other 
memhers of the Empire, and his own policy was to do 
all he could in this direction; but he pointed out that 
accommodation was strictly liinifed, especially in the 
dissecting rooms and in the various laboratories, and 
they could not take more than the facilities at the 
University provided for. The leading medical schools 
in Great Britain outside London were at Birmingham, 
Newcastle, Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, 
Bristol and Cardiff. 

There were about 325 medical and 117 dental student~ 
in the :r.ledieal Faculty at Birmingham, and they had 
exceptionally good facilities for clinical work at the 
general and special hospitals in the city. A medical 
schwj containing 300 students distributed over the five 
years should have hospital accommodation for 60() 
patients. It was during the time students were" dress. 
ing" and .. clelking .. that they required the largest 
number of beds per head. An aVE.-rage, therefore, of 
two beds per head on the total number of students in 
the school would be sufficient. The medical schools 
at Oxford and Cambridge were aD a different footing, 
for, Dot being situated in densely populated manufac
turing districts, the amount of clinical material was 
necessarily less than in sueh districts, and students 
after taking the preliminary and intermlldiate subjects 
in those Universities passed on to othpr centres for 
their clinical work. 

Memorandum by Professor W. F. Haslam. 
At the present time two students from India are in 

attendance in the Faculty of Medicine at Birmingham: 
K. G. Muthalaby Luke (Travancore, South India), 
entered October 1920, for M.B., Ch.B. degrees, 
first year courses; and Patrick J. Donoghue (ASSistant 
Surgeon, Medical College, Calcutta), entered April 1921, 
for Dental Diploma, R.C.S.Eng. 

In 1908 an Indian lady student entered, and she 
qualified M.R.C.S., LoR.C.P., Eng., in March 1919. 

From 1908 to 1919 no Indian students entered the 
faculty for medical or dental qualifying courses, the 
total therefore being three students in twelve years. 

It may be pointed out, however, that recently there 
has been a noticeable increase in the number of applica
tions from Indian students for admission, more often 
than not to advanced standing-i.e., as third.year 
students. 

The regulations of ~he University (Faculty of Medi
cine) do not at present recognise, in lieu of M.B. 
Birmingham examinations, any examinations passed at 
Indian UniverRities, consequently the course for such 
students entails a four years' resi(lence in the Uni
versity and the passing of five examinations after 
matriculation. The majority of the applicants conse
quently do not corne to Birmingham. Indian students 
are rec~ived into the faculty on the recommendation of 
the Local Adviser to Indian students, London, or on the 
student's personal application, subject to satisfactory 
testimonials oC character. 

PUOFESSOR E. DE SELINCOUUT, M.A., D.Litt., Dean of the Faculty of Arts, was called and examineJ. 
He stated that th~ course for an arts degree at Bir- English Universities were primarily intended fot the 

mingham consisted of a minimum of three ycars; some English, and the teaching in the Arts Faculty was 
students remained for anothe, year, which th~y devoted naturally based on the supposition that the under
to l'esearch work in order to take their M.A. It was graduates were already masters of their own langua/te. 
possible to obtain this in one year after graduating, but With an insufficient understanding of all the finer 
most students took two years over it. shades of meaning the chief value of an arts course, 

At present there was only one Indian student in the espt'ciallyof a course in language and literature, would 
Arts Faculty. One or two had come t~ read philosophy, be lost. He thought that Indians should take their 
but generally speaking students who Wished t? take arts degrees at thl'ir own Universities, and then corne to 
naturally preferred to go to Oxford or Cambridge; they England for a further two years' study. 
usually came to the provincial UniversitieR when they Several students had corne on flam Cambridge to do 
had been unable to gain admission at either of the post-graduate work: including women who wished to 
fOl'mer. He could only say that at Birmingham the obtain a degree from this University; even these usually 
arts training was as good as anything outside .Ox~ord took two years to take an M.A. degree. 
and Cambridge. During the last t~elve years BU'Il;nng- There had been v~ry few Europeans (other than 
ham had made great intelleetual.stndes; the E'duca~lOnal British or Colonials) at Birmingham, and there were 
level was much higher than prevlOusly, and the assistant nonc of these at present. Two or three Egyptians were 
staff v~ry much improved. reading for history, and doing fairly well, though thpy 

It was essential that Indian student~ ~hollld ccme were hampered by an insuffi<l~nt knowledge of the 
with a thorough knowledge of the English language. language. 

G2 
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The authorities at Birmingham accepted th? .matri~u
lation examination of the Northern UniverSIties J~lnt 
Board and of the Oxford and Cain bridge Board as. eqUl ~a
lent to an entrance examination, but t~at qualificatIon 
did not excuse students from any penod of work. .It 
Birmingham degree was never granted for less than three 

ears' study there. He did not. think .that t~ey ,~o~d 
~ooept any examination passed In IndIan Uruv~rsitles, 
as they had found the standard there to be oonslderably 
lower than ~he English equivalent. In the Arts Faoulty 
he only wanted to be oertain that a person was up to a 
sufficiently high standard to be~efit by the oourse: Pro
VIded that condition were satisfied he was anxIOus to 
admit as many people as possible with their own 
qualifications. 

Questioned regarding,the Departnnent of Education at 
Birmingham, he said that the D~partme~t would only 
aocept men who had already obta.med theIr degree; he 
thought that the trll.ining there would be of great use to 
Indian students, though none had taken it"so far. 
Graduates oould obtain their diploma at the .end of one_ 
year; the ordinary oourse for a degree and dIploma was 
therefore not less than -four years. 

As regards the probable number of Indian admissions, 
he said that th"Jre was really no need at present for any 
limitatIOn in the Arts Faculty, as the question oi aocom
modation did not affect the arts side as it did where 
laboratory spaoe was required.. ~oreov~r, ~h~ did not 
reopive a great number of applioatlons; In his vIew they 
were not likely to receive very many. They could deal 
with as many Indians as were likely to come. 

At the end of the first of the three years arts course 
the student had to take an intermediate examination; 
this was modIfied to some extent in eaoh honours 
school. For English students ,the Higher Schools Cer. 

tificate of the ~orthern Joint Board and of the OXfor.d 
and Cambridge Board ex.empted students from th~lr 
Intermediate in such subjects as the~ ha.u passed 1U. 

He thou<7ht that if some such eXamInatIOn could be 
estabIish~d in India, with sufficient guarantee of the 
standard and the Universit,ies of Oxford and Cambridge 
accepted\t then the northern Universities would accept 
it also. So 'far no one had consfdered any other examina
tion as a possible exemption, but if a joint representati va 
board from Oxford and Cambridg~ supervised s';Ich an 
examination that would be suffiCIent. An eqUlvalent 
examination for all foreigners would come under the" 
same machinery and be acoepted on similar terms. He 
did not tiiink that the Universities would at present 
aocept the opinions of Indian University represen~a
tives on the ground that they were not ?onversant \nth 
the educational standards and methods In that country. 
The calendars of Indian Universities would be helpful 
in givinrr more information as to University condi
tions &c~, in India, but they would not be sufficient to 
l:'atisiy the authorities here, who would still have no 
proof as to the equivalence of standard. The simplest 
solution of this difficulty would be to PRtabli~h Aome 
examination in India similar to tbe higher schools cer
tifi('ate in England, the answers being sent to the 
authorIties here for marking and general criticism. 

The tendency of educational thought in England was 
to accept any examination that was a good one, and if 
it was possible to extend this to Indian examinations it 
would be desirable. 

He personally advis(>d that only graduates should 
come to this country for purely arts subjects; they 
would dE'rive great benefit from a post-gracluate course 
here, or even from taking an ordinary honours degree; 
he felt that English Unive'rsities could do a great deal 
for such students. 

l\fR. K. N. Moss, M.Sc., Assistant Professor of MIning, lVas called and examined. 
He stated that at the present time there were . him to do so, but so far the Indians had not 

only two IndIan students taking the mining course. applied; moreov(>r, he did not think they would derive 
They had come to the UnIversity without any qualifica- much l·eal benefit from it, bE'cause their English was 
tiQns beyond matricull!tIOn, and neither of them seemed insufficiE'nt. The mining schools at Birmingham, 
to be particularly brilliant; this might be due to an Durham, Leeds, Cardiff and Sheffield were eonsid~red 
insuffiClent knowledge of EnglIsh and to the fact that the best in the country. 
both were only in their first year. Questioned as to the number of Indian students he 

Socially he thought that they were rather ignored by was prepared to admit to the Department of Mining, he 
the English undergraduates-not on account of any replied that a maximum of four a year might be taken 
racial prejudice, but because of incompatibility of tem- (making a total of 16 at e.ny one·time) .. He advocated 
perament. From the technical point of view he really t,hat the best men only should come from India to be 
considered that they could do as well in their own trained here, and that for others some really good 
eountry, provided that English professors could be teachers from the English Universities should go out 
induced to go and teach out th\l"re. There was only there to teach the subject. 
one mining college in India, and there ought to be He did not think the currieulum of the Bengal 
more. As regards the practical work, it was a very Mining College very satisfactory, especially in regard 
good thing for them to come here as coal mining was to the lower-grade work. He personally recom
almost '!- new development in India, and better ex- mended the organisation of proper instruction courses 
perienee could be obtained in this country. He con- at each big colliery in India. These courses eould be 
sidered that they should come with a good knowledge of divided up into junior, senior and advan~ed sections, 
English and a certain. amount (perha}lS one year) of and students having passed through them would be 
previous practical training. ready to go on to a mining college or University; this 

The only qUalification required for admission to the applied to those men who were qualifying for posts as 
Mining Department of the Faculty of Science was works supervisors. For the higher positions, such as 
matriculation. Coal, metal and petroleum mining that of mine manager for example, students should 
courses were included in the mining curriculum, and oome to an English University, having taken some 
students could take anyone of the three. He thought course in India first, preferably alter they had taken 
that all these would be very useful to Indian students. their B.Sc. (not necessarily in mining), and, before 

He was generally able to obtain practical experience returning to their own country, obtain some practical 
in mines for those students who came and asked coal-minmg experiE'nce in,addition. 

Five representatives of the Indian students in Birmingham-
Un. G. K. AMBADI and l\!R. M. n. NARAYAN (engineering), MR. P. C. CBAWDHURY (mining) lIR. J. N. C. 
GANGULY (arts), Mn: K. G. M. LUKE (medioine) and MR. NANJI (science), were called and examined. 

In answer to questions as to the reason of there was no special benefit to be gained from study in 
each of these students for coming to this country, this country, that the standard of the Indian Universi
Mr. Luke said that he considered the medical training ties in arts was as high, if not higher. than that 
in this country to be superior to that which could be of the English Universities, and that Indians who 
ol.tained in India. Mr. Chawdhury said that the had studied here were in no way better fitted to 
miuina enO'inecring training in this country was better obtain responsible and highly paid posts in India 
than in I;dia, but in addition to this he had come than were those who had stayed at home. He him
to this .Jountry with a view to obtaining the larger out- self. had only r~main?d here becau~e he thought, it. 
look engendered by mixing with the people of th? West adVIsable to fi~sh hIS cours~. seemg thllt he. hd 
and seeing their ways of life. Mr. Gangul;y sa~d that ~mbarked up6n It. .~r. ~mbad~ had com? for enguIe.er
he had come to England with the All FrIends Con- ~ng, a course of trammg III whIch, he saId, the Indian 
ference and had drifted into the University of Birming- UniversIties could not compete with those in England_ 
ham after the conferen;e was over. He considered th'lt Mr. Narayan luid studIed at the Indian Insti~ute of 
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ilci~nce .at Bangalor~; he said the deficiency in the 
-engI?ee~mg cO\lrs~s m. Indi~ ~as the lack of proper 
apphcatlO~ of englneermg prInCiples to practical cases. 
Mr. Nan)l.had a scholarship from Bombay; he had 
come to thIS country hecause he could not obtain the 
tuition he required in bio·chemical studIes which dId 
not exist in India. ' 

It was pointed .out that in the matter of India!l 
students coming to this country therc were evidently 
"threc aspects of the question :-

(1.) That.of the students who came to this country 
oWlllg to the educational deficiencies of the 
Indian Universities. 

(2.) That of the students who came in order ttl 
enlarge their minds and gain experience of 
the West. • 

(3.) That of the students who came because of thc 
view (rightly or wrongly) current in IndIa 
that the man who had been to England was 
worthy of higher pay than the man who had 
never been out of IndIa. 

Mr. Ganguly said that as regards training for tID 
:publie services in India, the Indian courses In arts were 
quite as good as tile English. He thought that training 
in India for the educational service would be quite 
satisfactory. Teaching standards in India compare(l 
iavourably with those in England, and in time 
'the Indian libraries and kindred facilities could b~ 
brought to the same level as at pre~ent prevailed here. 
He thought that there was a feelmg in India that 
unless a man became known in England he was not 
worthy of consideration. He instanced the case of 
Sir Rabindranath Tagore, whose fame in India haJ 

.dated from the growth of his reputation in England. 
Mr. Luke said that he had taken the intE'rmediate 

pxamination in Calcutta. He had come to this country 
,because his father thought that he would benefit bv 
study in -a more civilised part of the world. He had 
.no intention of ('ntering the public services in India. 

Mr. Ganguly was asked whether he did not think 
-that better faCilities' could be gained in this country in 
such' subjects as modern history and English literaturE' 
'than prevailed in India, and that therefore a man 
'trained in England should have a better standing in th3 
'Public services on account of his superior knowledge. 
He replied that the history and. literature courses 
at Caloutta and other Indian Universities ('ompared 
very favourably with those at Birmingham. 

Mr. Narayan was asked what he considered to be the 
minimum yearly allowance requir~d by an IndIan 
student in this country, and replied that £300 
(excluding fees) ought to be enough. In the vacations 

"Indian students had to live as cheaply as possible, and 
'they generally went to one of the less expensive seaside 
places. Sometimes they organised vacation parties 
among themselves. He did not welcome the idea of 
parties ol'ganiied by any official body. 

He was strongly opposed to the institutbn of an 
Adviser to Indian students in Birmingham, because the 
benefit del'ived would not be anything in proportion to 
the expenditure incurred. 

Mr. Lul.e said that he was living with a family in 
Birmingham. He thought that the dlfficulty~xperience1 
by Indian students in getting rooms in Birmingham wa"! 
due to colour prejudlCe on the part of English land
ladies. 

Mr. Ganguly said that be was studying philosophy at 
the Univf'rsity, taking psychology, ethics, political 
philosophy, metaphysics and logic in his course. Ha 
'had previously taken the B.A. degree at Calcutta Uni. 
versity and had been admitted without reservation b 
the Master of Arts course at Birmingham. He thought 
the Calcutta M.A. syllabus to be equal to that at Bir
mingham. In his opinion, from the purely scholastic 
point of view. there was nothing to be gained by an 
Indian student from study in this country, but h'l 
admitted that lrom the larger point of view of character 
formation and the broadening of outlook that was 
essential in the administrator there might be some 
advantaue in an English University education. 

The ;itnesses all a<Treed that there was no difficulty 
in the way of their obtaining opportunities for sharin~ 
in the social life at Birmingham, and said that the 
English undel'graduates treated them with friendliness. 
.Mr. Ganguly, while admitting that he had very few 

friends, attributed this to a natural reserve on his OWIl 

part .rather than to any reluctance on the par/; of the 
English stUdents to fraternise with an Indian. 

As regards the way in which these students ha.t 
entered the Universtty, ~fr. Ambadi said that hiB 
~rother had given his name to the Students' Department 
III London and he had been given to understand 
that arrangements were being made for him to b9 
adI?i~ted to the University of Manchester. Upon 
arl'lVIllg he found that nothing had been done, and hI' 
had come to Birmingham on his own initiative. 

Mr. Luke had been told by his local Adviser in India 
that there was no chance of his gettin<T into an Enalish 
University. He had come to England in spite of this, 
made application for admission to several of the Enalish 
Universities and ,had received a favourable reply from 
Birmingham. . 

Mr. Narayan had "come as a Government nominee, 
and had therefore had no connection With the Advisol'\' 
Committees. • 

Mr. Chawdhury had been discouraged from coming 
by the Advisory Committee in India, and had lost 
a year by this ad vice. He thought that the pressure 
in the English Universities was not so great as it was 
represented to be III India. 

In answer to further questions, both the enaineering 
representatives said that they expected to g~t better 
posts in India than the men who had obtained their 
education in .India. This was not because of any 
.. supersbbon" about the superior value of Enalidl 
oducation, but simply because in actual fact the ~an 
trained in England was the better man. 
. Mr. NanJi said that he thought that Indian 
students did not get enough exemptions in the 
matter of preliminary examinations for the higher 
degree. HEI had the Bombay B.Sc. degree, and 
his o\\n profeRsor, knowing his .capabilities, was willing 
for him to go straight on to the M.Sc. work. The Dean 
of the Faculty and the Senate as a whole would not. 
however, grant him exemption from the preliminary 
B.Sc. work, because his paper qualifications were not 
in their opinion such as to justify such a step. 

Mr. Ambadi said that he had only taken the Inter
mediate in India; although he knew all the physics, 
chemistry and mathematics necessary to enable him 
to go straight on with the degree course in Bir. 
mingham, he had been made to waste his first year 
doing the preliminary examinations in these subJects. 
The only valuable work that he had done during the 
whole year was some mechanical drawing. His pro· 
fessors had assured him that he would be able to go 
straight on to second year work, but the Dean of tha 
Faculty, owmg to the regulations of the University, W83 
not able to grant his request. 

Mr. Narayan stated at some length an individual 
grievance against the Adviset" in London, and urged 
that in future the Students' Department should take 
steps to secure up-to.date particulars about the courses 
of study at the various ·centres of learning in India. 

STATE.II/jNT BY MR. M. B. NAIlAYAN, ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING STUDENT AT BmMINGBAl[. 

Rea80ns fOT Indian 8tudent8 going abroad. 

It is the same as that which induces a student of any 
country to go to a University in another-that is, for 
absorbmg what is best at the place visited with a view 
to utilise the same for the benefit of his own country. 
The little good understanding that exists between the 
different nations is due mostly to the intercourse and 
exchange of thought that the Universities give. The 
Universities, as their name implies, arc and ought to 
be international institutions. 

'J'he Nature and Extent of Government ReBponsibility. 
(a.) More facilities must undoubtedly be provided for 

education in India tban exists at present; but that can 
never reduce the necessity for study in foreign Uni
versities. On the other hand the number of students 
going out of India must increase, because it is only by 
coming into contact with men of other countries, in 
their centres of learning, that an Indian student can 
understand the good points about others and broaden his 
outlook. In fact. it is only by meeting a few Indians a~ 
these seats of learning that the English boy realises thll$. 
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people in ID.dia are not untouchables, but fit to associate 

with. . It" that 
(b.) The only facilities for educatl~na ralm~g 'U 

cannot be had in India that the Conunlttee can glve Wl 
be by inducing the Government of India to offer more 
scholarships, eo as to enable deserving Indian~ (o~ w~om 
there are many) to go abroad and study the mstltutlOns 
that afe working for the benefit of the people. 

Whether the experiment 0/ sending Indian students 
abroad has been a suooess. 

The expense incurred in sending students abroa~ h~s 
been more than Justified by the progress of Indla In 

every direction during the last half a century.. The 
progress lIas been not a little due to the serViCes of 
these men. 

Faoilities available JOT the admission a/Indian students. 
The facilities even now arc not bad, but they would 

be all the better if more reco"nition and credit is given 
for the work a student has alr~ady done in India. Such 
credit is rather difficult to get now, because the Equca
tional Adviser in England and his representatives in 
India afe not up-to-date in their infol'mation as to the 
status of the degrees of the Indian Universities. ~he 
consequence is that a student has often to waste tlme 
in doing work he has already done before. 

The point a,t whioh students 8hould breal, their 8tudic8 
in ["dia. 

No hard-and-fast mle can be laid down, because it 
varies with the individual. There are plenty of Indians 
in India outside the Advisory Committee who have 
up-to-date" information and can advise any individual 
s~udent. 

Facilities for post-graduate training. 
Facilities for research work are plenty, but the 

student who is fit for it cannot utilise it because 
English Uriiversitips attach to Indian graduates the 
educational hall mark of London matriculates as per 
instructions of the Educational Adviser. Even in cases 
where the professors found a student deserved better 
considera~ion, they were powerless to alter the rules of 
·the faculty which are applicable to a London matriculate. 

'rliB dcsirabWty of Hostels for 8tudents. 
~'here is no necessity for any hostels for Indian 

students, because they will then lose the chance of 
mixing with people outside the University. It is only 
by freely associating with Englishmen that an Indian 
can realise the effect of the liberal institutions which 
are rpsponsible for personal liberty being a reality in 
this country. A student who ha~ come all the way from 

India without someboay accompanying him might be 
depended upon to make the best of his opportunities 
here. 

lE.dating organisations. 
Thpse are not doing a great amount of good, because

'(a.) They are not posted' up with up-to-date 
information for helping students. 

(b.) They are. looke~ at with distrust by many Il 

parent' m Indla. 

The best method of organisation wiII be for the Indian 
students themselves who are staying in England for the 
time beina to form clubs at various centres and give 
informatio~ and help to their brethren coming from. 
India. An official organisation cannot do this as satis
factorily, but will only mean addition expense to India. 
without proportionate benefit. 

Facilities lor practical training. 
No amount of official influence will induce a manu

facturer to take somebody in and teach him to the 
detriment of his own interests. In this affair the Indian: 
student must move cautiously by himself and take 
opportunities as they occur. These students when they 
are bac,k in India must utilise the knowledge as best 
they (can and allow their successors to improve on their 
knowledge. 

Arrangements with firms ha,ving Indian co~tract8. 
Every firm that tenders for Indian supplies must be 

compelled, on pain of losing the contract, to train a 
limited number of Indians every year. If the matter
is put before the firms properly I am sure they will 
realise it is to their benefit to give such training. 

Facilities JOT under8tanding the liberal inl!titutionB of 
England. 

The Indian student can best be left alolle to study and 
observ~ for himself the various movements in this. 
country and to associate with whomsoever he pleases. 
It is only in this way that he can overcome the natural 
prejudices which he is subject to or which others 
attribute to him. In the various seats of learninlr 
Indian students are taking a good amount of interest in 
all movements they are connected with, and any effort 
to direct the same hy an official advisory body outside 
the staff of the University will only hamper it and: 
prevent real progress being achieved. 

M. B. NARAYAN, 
Electrical Engineer, 

Birmingham University 
Birmingllam, June 10, 1921. 

lib. F. S. lIfILLIGAN, President of the Guild of Undergraduates at Birmingham University, 
was called and examined. 

He said that the Guild of Undergraduates organised The Guild of Undergraduates had had the difficulty 
the student self-government that prevailed in the felt by Oriental students in obtaining lodgings brought 
University. The president and the committee were before them, and they accordingly organised a system 
elected each year by a ballot <>f all the students, and by which English students were allocated to go round 
they appointed their own officers. with them when they 'Were seeking for rooms. This. 

There were very few Indian students at the Uni- system had been successful so far, but had only operated 
versity at pfesent, and they were not therefore in a small number of cases and would be tested more
prominent as a body. The Indian students had every adequa.tely next October. 
faoility for joining In the social life of the University. He thought that the difficulty in getting rooms f01" 
There was a society in the University. the East and Oriental students was largely due to colour prejudic.~ 
West Society, that was specially intended to bring thd on the part of landladies. 
Oriental student~ in~o touch with English students. In his vie\v the prejudlCe against Indian students had 
This society had not been in a very flourishing condi- no justifiable basis. 
tion and had lapsed altogether for a time, but it had As regards the mixing of the Indians with the English. 
been revived at the beginning of the present year ani students, he thought that there was a difficulty that the 
it had held several vel'y successful meetings this term. Indians did n0t understand the casualness of the 
The membership was about equally d~vided .between English undergraduates' methods of treating each other, 
Eastern and Western students. The OrIentals mclude:l and thought that they were being slighted because of 
Japanese, Chinese and Egyptian students as well, a3 thei~ na:tionality, whereas they were only being treated 
Indians. No Colonial students belonged to the sOClety as Enghsh students treated each other. 
at the moment. They miaht of course become members. He saw no objection to Indian students joining tha-

He thou"ht that the Indian students did not enter O,T.C., and he did not think that it would in any way 
into the Iif; of the University so much as the Egyptians hinder recruitment among the English students. 
,did. As regards the question of living, he said that £201) 

The 'Western members of the East and West Society including fees was necessary for the academic year, 
were prominent mell in the University, some of them from October to the following June; for Oriental 
wefe important members of the self-governing !'O?y. students there were the va~ations to be considere?,. and 
lind some of them were leading members of the Chnsban he could not make an estImate as to what addltional.: 
lYDion. cost this would involve. 
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MO!'i"DAY, J1JNE 13, 1921 (SliEFFlELD). 

THE EARL 01/ LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR,D. P. SARVADHlKARY. 

Present: 

Drw AN BAHADUR M. RAMACHA!Wa,\ RAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

I 
I 

SIR M. HAMlIlCK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN, 
?tIn. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

:arll. R. E. FIELD, Secretary. 

DB. W. RIPPER, D.En·g" M.I.C.E., Professor of Engineering, was called and examined. 
~e stat~d th;at there were twelve Indian students the number of Indians admitted beyond the figurelt 

takmg ~ngm~e~mg ~t th~ University at present; three before mentioned. 
~ere domg ClVII engme~nng and the ~ther ni~e a com- There was an important point to be considered in thi-l 
blned cou~se of mecharucal and electllcal engmeering. connecti~n: The Cniversity depended very largely on 

The ordmary course for the degree at Sheffield took the MUnICIpality of Sheffield for its funds. £30,000 a 
three. ye~rs, b~t grad~ates of any University in tha year was subscribed out of the rates of the City 01 
EmpIre, mcludmg India, were exempted from the first Sheffield, and smaller amounts from the West Riding, 
'year's work anel examinations. All the Indian student$ Rotherham and Doncaster. Thc Sheffield subsidy 
now in the Engineering Facufty were "'raduates "'lth represented Jl rate of 31d, in the £ for every house
the exception of onc. !> holder, aud any increase in the subsidy would be Ii 

He had very little record of the subsequent careers serious matter to ~he~. To one Sheffield fir':l~ for 
()f Indian stude;1ts who had stuJied at Sheffield. One example, a penny rIse m the rates meant an addltlOnal 
who had graduated last year had obtained a velY good :C300 a year. It was .not therefore to be, wondered at 
post in India. This was the only student who had so 1£ the :people, of Sheffield should complam that rates 
far managed to obtain the Sheffield degree in engmN.r- were bemg leVIed from them to educate the whole world, 
ing. A present student, Mr. Ghosh, had done E'xcellent There wer~ several Jap,anese students at Sheffield, and 
work, and he expected to obtain a good post for him th~t there had at one bme .been as many as 2? from 
in India quite shortly. He was doing his final examln!l- ~hma. ~Ie agreed that IndIans an~ other memuers of 
tion this term, The incursion of Indian student~ to tne EmpIre would have the fir,st cl~un. . . 
the Univor.ity of Sheffield was a new development since He also agreed that as the UnIVersIty was also In receIpt 
the war of a grant from the Treasury, and that Sheffield manu-

He thought that on the whole the Indian 8tudent~ facturers found, in India a lucrative market for ~heir 
were rather on the weak side, and that although they g~ods, the .Indlan studen_t ~as !lot therefore entIrely 
were graduates thl'y were only just able to carryon with ~Vltho~t claur~ upon ,the UnIversIty of Sh~ffield. !he 
the second year work. He attributed this to the f ct unperlal and mdustrIal, asp~ct of the questlOn c,ertamly 
h t h h d 

. d ,a sugge;ted that the UnIVerSIty should do what It couM 
tat ey a not reCel vc such thorough early trammg f I d' t d ts b t h th ht th t Ith h' t 
as t,he English students, and that, coming into the or tnh lapn, s'lu en f 'th uE eli hoUu•g , ,at" at °dug tl . h h was e rlVI ege 0 e ng s mverSI les 0 e uca e 
course m, t e second ye~r, t eyt were not ~c~ustomed to students from India in those branches of advanced 
the Eughsh methods of teachmg and trammg. There t d d h f h' h th ' II 

I 1· t d t h h' t II I s u y an researe or w 10 ey were speCla v 
were some n< Ian s u en R, owever, w os'e m e ectua eq' pdt th d t' al th 't' , I d' had" b'!" . " Ulp e , ye e e uca lOn au 01'1 les m n la 

• eapa lltles wer~ of qUlte a l11gh order, although no right to expect them to give training that could and 
!lener~lly . ~peakl~g ,~hey seemed not to have the should be prOVIded in India itself. 

engmeermg .mmd to a,ny marked degree. ~e Speaking of the nature of the Sheffield engineering 
,thou~ht that lt wa~. not dIfficult to understand ~hlS courses" the witness said that thcre were two distinct 
deficI~ncy. The EnglIsh boy w~s bro.ught up from ch!ld- systems at work::'" 
hood 10 the atmosphere of engmeermg and mechaniCS, , 
1\ tradition quite alien to the Iudian mind, It was 1. A three years' course devoted entirely to college 
environment rather than any specialised University work for the, degree. ,. 
training that was laeking. 2, A four y,ear8 course of aItern~te periods of SlX 

• k d 'f h uld t th d fIt' f months m works and at the UniVerSIty, 
_'1S e I e eo sugges any me 0 0 se ec Ion 0 

1!tudents in India, he replied that he thought that this 
would be difficult, and that only those students who had 
110 really keen desire to come and who possessed the 
necessary preliminary training should be allowed to 
do so. 

lIe thought that in the matter of selection and admis
~iOll the present situation was most unsatisfactory, 
'The University was iu, continual receipt of letters of 
application froUi Indian students asking for all kinds of 
facilities and exemptions that the University could not 
possibly concede. 'l'hus the number of refusals that 
had to be made was probably creating a very bad 
impression in the minds of the Indian public, who 
might easily imagine that they were caused not by 
academic regulations, but by race prejudice. If there 
(!ould be some competent authority in India to apprise 
students of the regulations and conditions of admission 
to the Enulish Universities he thought that this bad 
impression!> would be removed. In addition to this, 
some compl'tent body was required in this country to 
keep the English Universities conversant with the 
1!tandards of Indian examinations and degrees, 

As reO'lirds the number of Indian students that the 
University werc prepared to admit to the Engineering 
Faculty the witness said that he did not think that thE'Y 
-could ta'ke more than 12 each year, making a total of 24 
(if they came as second-year students and spent only 
two years there), or 36 (if they took the full three years' 
-course). He thought that this number was the maximum 
advisable from all point~ of view. This year the Uni
versity was particularly crowded owing to the number' 
of ex, service men who had received GQvernment grants, 
but he did not think that in future years the numberd 
'Would decrease sufficiently to justify any increase in 

He thought that this latter arrangement was the 
better if it could be obtained, but that most manufac
turers were not desirous of taking men for so short a 
time as six ~onths per year, No Indian students hall 
followed the second course, but he thought that it was 
not a very serious drawback to them, as apart from the 
fact that not more than about 5 per cent. of the English 
students were fortunate enough to be able to make 
arrangements with firms, the University course itself 
provided a large amount of practical training, In some 
branches of engineering the University course was self
sufficing-e,g., electrical engineering and (on the civil 
side) structural work. OIl the whole, howcver, the 
civil engineering graduate was not competent to take 
a responsible post immediately upon leaving the 
University. 

The University did not undertake to get posts for itq 
students when they graduated, but they were often 
~bl~ to do ,so, Engineering firm's were applying to them 
m mcreasmg numbers for their students. Every year 
three or four men were placed immediately with civil 
engineering firms to do structural work. This required 
no works experience of machinery, &c" but needed 
sound and exact knowledge of principles. He thought 
that the Indian authorities ought to attempt to make 
some provision to provide posts in India for thE'ir 
students who had eome to England to train. 

Speaking of prelimiuary training in India, the 
witness said that a study of applied mathematics and' 
physical science would be of the greatest use to intend
ing engineers. The Ph,D. could be taken in two yean 
by any sufficiently competent graduate, thus India'} 
students would have the opportunity of doing post.
graduate research work at Sheffield. 
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Tie did not think that the -one year's concession lD 

the case of graduates studying for the ordinary degred 
had a. detrimental effect upon their work. In cases 
whore two years' concession was granted to graduates 
of other Universities only a Pass degree could be 
obtained but it was usually very undesirable to take 
advantaa'e of the two years' concession. At least two 
years' ;tudy was required by such graduates before 
proceedin" to the Honours degree. Any man who went 
away fro;;' the University as an Honours graduate would 
be expected to have had some technical experience as 
well as scientific knowledge. 

He thought it advisable that Indian students should 
have had some practical training before coming to the 
University. In Germany as well as in some English 
Universities no student was accepted in the Engineer
ing Faculty unless he had done a year in some works 
previously, and he thought that this regulation might 
well be made more general in the case of the English 
Universities, though it was not easy of fulfilment. The 
only point in favour of students coming ·witllOUt this 
experience was that they came straight from school, 
O! in the case of IndIans from the University, and there
fore still had the student's habit of mind, which the 
mall who had left school some time might in some 
measure have lost. 

There was no Appointments Bbard at Sheffield Uni
versity. Circulars were obtained from the Public 'Works 
Department, and students applied for all bran.ches of thtt
civil enlYineering service. He thought that It ought to
be possible for Indian students to get practical experi
ence on the State railways and on Government irrigatioll 
works in India. 

He thought that thE' provision of manual training in. 
certain selected Indian schools would enable the Indian 
student to acquire in some measure the mec\lanical turn 
of mind common among Engish boys. It was more, 
matter of environment and general mental outlook than 
mere manipulation of and acquaintance with tools, but 
an introduction to the use of tools would certainly be 
a great advantage ill this direction. 

As regards the social side of University life, the
witness said that the Indian students in Sheffield got 
on very well with the other students and seemed to be
very happy there. 

The lodging question presented grE'at difficulties. The
University had no hostel system (apart from a small 
theological hostel), and thus all the students who did 
not live at home had to live in lodgings. It was hoped 
that a hostel system might be inaugurated, but no steps 
had as yet been taken, chiefly for want of the necessary 
funds. 

Dxr. C. H. DESCH, D.Se.; Professor of Metallurgy, was called and· examined. ' 
He said that of twelve Indian students now at 

Sheffield only two were in his department. One of 
them, a Government scholar, had done excellent work. 
Negotiations were being made to obtain a steel inspector
ship in connection with the Indian State Railways for 
this man, and he thought they would be successful. 

His experience related rather to the University of 
Glasgow than to Sheffield, as he had only recently been 
appointed _ to the latter University. There were many 
more Indian students at Glasgow; he had had at one 
time 25 in a single class. 

In his opinion the present method of admission was 
haphazard and unsatisfactory. Many Indian students 
came with very insufficient preparation; some did not 
have a thorough knowledge of English, and others failed 
tIme after tIme in their final examinations. He 
thought that in order for an Indian student to derive 
the utmost benefit from an English. University course 
he should have done all his preliminary training in 
India. He did not think that students who had not 
done their intermediate examination in India should 
be allowed to come, and he would prefer, except in 
exceptional cases, to limit admission to graduates. 
There were no Indian students in Sheffield who had 
been to an English public school. 

Generally speaking, he was in favour of the sandwich 
,system, but he felt that it was not workable in Sheffield. 
It was very dIfficult to induce the Sheffield manufac· 
turers to admit students for such short periods as six 
months at a time. He lileed the metallurgical stl1d€'11t~ 
to get some practical shop experience dudng the 
summer vacation, and Indian students could as a rule 
obtain this equally with other students. The Govern· 
ment scholar he had referred to had obtained a tem
'porary post during the 1920 summer vacation as 
assistant melting shop manager at the Frodingharo Iron 
and Steel Works. He thought that there was not thp. 
same difficulty in obtaining shop experience in metal. 
lurgy for Indian students as there was in engineering. 
Even in the latter case all the Indian students in 
Glasgow had been able to make suitable arrangement~ 
with firms. 
. - He admitted that if the number of Indian students in 
Sheffield greatly increased there would be difficulty in 
'getting shop experience for them. At present there 
were never more than four or five, and this number 
could be placed quite easily. 

The course for the Pass degree was a three years' one; 
the Honours course took four years. All graduates, 
from whatever University, were exempted from matricu
lation and under certain conditions from the first year's 
work and examinations>- The question of equivalence 
of degrees and other certificates pl·esented great diffi
culty to the authorities. In Glasgow it was this point 
llbove others that had led to the institution of a local 
Adviser to Indian students. In Sheffield they would be 
glad of any possible help in this matter either fI'om II 

local Adviser or from some central office in London. 

In reply to an enquiry as to what Indian students
were required to have done in India before coming to
Sheffield, the witness said that he wished the Indian 
students under him to llave attained the D.Sc. stapdard 
in puri science-that is, in chemistry, physics and 
mathematics. He di<\,. not wish them to have any 
specialised practical ~eta1lurgical training befo, 
coming to this country. 

In ordinary times there was no difficulty in finding
posts for graduates in metallurgy, but the present trade 
slump made the position much more difficult. Most 
of the Sheffield works were now staffed by Sheffield 
University men, and there were a number workino- inc 
the United States. " 

The Government scholar at present in the Metallur-. 
gical Department was a graduate of the University of 
Calcutta, having takE'n a science degree with chemistry 
as the principal subject, and had had some experience 
on one of the Indian State Railways before comin" to-
England. " 

The University as a body did not undertake to make 
any arrangements for placing students in firms for the
purpose of gaining practical experience, but the 
professors themselves did this in an unofficial capacity. 
Civil engineering firms generally asked for some sort of 
fee or premium to be paid under these circumstances 
but this was not the esse with mechanical engineerin; 
firms. " 

. So far a~ he was aware, there had not been any 
dIfficulty WIth the trade unions re"ardin" the admission 
of Indians to wOI'ks. "" 

There wel'e 140 studpnts at present in the Metallur
gical Department at Sheffield. 

With regard to his former statement that it would not 
be easy to place more than four or five Indian student.; 
with Englis~ firms, he pointed out that the reception, 
of students Into works was in the case of Indian and 
Englishmen alike an act of grace.on the part of th)' 
manufacturer. He would not thE'refore suggest that 
the officials responsible for the placinO' of Indian 
contracts with British firms should rule out those firms. 
who refused to take Indian students. 

lIe thought that whereas the enlYineerinlY graduat" 
was only in a position to enter a works as a learner th;, 
graduat.e in metallurgy should be able to take up •. 
responSIble post at once. ' 

In regard to the ljuestion of equivalence of degrees 
he ~tatcd th~t the T i~formation to be obtained from th~ 
varIOus IndIan Umversity calendars was not very 
helpfuL "-'bat the University really needed to have 
was not a paper statement of syllabuses and curricula 
but ~ defh;l.lte knowledge of. teaching standards and th~ 
l'elatlve. dI~e~Ity of exammations. He thought thu 
the UDlVCI·sltles Bureau of the British Empire miO'ht 
he of some help in this respect, if it WE're to take th 
n~attcr in. han~~ In GIasg?w there had been grea:_ 
dIfficulty. In thIS respect until the appointment of the
local AdvISE'r, who had done much to lessen the trouble •. 
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He. agreed that any Government machinery 
e~tabhs~ed for the. purpose of dealing with these 
dIfficultIes would be likely to cause suspicion among the 
Indian students, who were often ready to think that, 
the Government was spying upon their political 
opinions. 

Realising the difficulty that arose when Advisory 
Committees were set up and then their rulings were not. 
definitely adhered to, he said that if satisfactory 
machinery could be provided in Sheffield he would be 
content to be bound by it, and he thought his colleague;; 
would also. . 

At the present time there were no Egyp~ians in his 
Department, but there were a few Chinese. The 
latter were admitted on the recommendation of their 
Embassy in London. They had a.ll entered as first year 
students, and he had no record of their previous attain. 
ments. 

There was no set date for closing the books of the 
University. Sometimes students presented themselve~ 
on the first day of a session, and if there was room fo~ 
them in the laboratories or workshops they were 
admitted. As a result of the present after·war 
congestion in the University it was advisable to make 
earlier application. 

He thought that if there could not be an Adviser for 
each of the northern Universities, the appointment of, 
'one Adviser for the seven would be a step in the right 
direction. 

There had not, so far as his Department wa.q 
conc:erned, been any "isit from the office of the High 
Commissioner in London. 

He stated thllt he was under the impression that some 
of the Indian Universities were examining rather thaD 
teaching bodies, but it was explained to him that this 
was not the case, and that the University of Calcut~I,I, 
although it had started as an examining body, had now 
fifty. six colleges attached to it, and a necessar, 
condition of graduation was that a student should have 
been a student at one of these colleges, should havc 
attended at least 75 per cent. of the lectures, and should 
have shown proficiency in the practical tests at tbe 
final examinations. 

He thought that a report by some responsibl" 
Government Committee as to the teaching standsrds in 
India would be of great value to the Englisb 
Universities. 

As regards the social life of the Indian students, the 
witness thought that in Sheffield there had not been 
any of the difficulties of race prejudice or aloofness thai 
had been experienced in Edinburgh and elsewhere. The 
number of Indian students at Sheffield was sufficiently 
small to admit of their complete assimilation. 

The lodging question was a difficult one. His own 
experience, which related more particularly to Glasgow, 
wss that Indian students, owing to lack of means, often 
had to take lodgings in poor quarters of the town, made 
somewhat undesirable friends and brought them to 
University functions. This was not tolerated by theIr 
fellow students and caused ill.feeling. 

He did not think that the Indian students in 
Sheflield took much part in games. They were not 
admitted to the O.T.C., but this was a War Office 
regulation and was not due to any objection on the 
part of the University. 

PROFESSOR J. B. LE'\TBES, M.A., M.B., Reh., F.H.C.S .• Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, 
was called and examined. 

, He stated that at the present time there was only diploma. There were no diplomas or doctorates for any 
one Indian student in the faculty. He had come as an other post.graduate or research work in the faculty open 
undergraduate and was taking the ordinary I\ledical to graduates of other Universities. 
course, which consisted of five years' study. Hi~ On being asked how many Indian students he would 
application hsd been made direct, and he had be prepared to admit to the faculty (the total number 
matriculated in England. There were also three or four there being now between 180 and 150), the witness 
Egyptians in the faculty. . replied that that was a matter that must be dealt with 

Appl,ications from Indian graduates for exemptlon by the University and not by any individual faculty. 
from the first year of the course would have to bl' The question of expense entered very largely into it, 
referred to the Senate for consideration, in accordance since the fees did not cover all the expenses to whiCh 
with the charter and ordinanc~s in which provision for the University was put, and the balance, a large sum, 
Buch exemption was included. The medical course at was to a great extent milt by local authorities acting in 
Sheffield was considered to be of a high standard. the interests of the locality, 80 that local students' 
He emphasised the point that the University authorities requirements had to be considered first. (The fees in 
wished to train students, as well as examine them; it the Medical Faculty were lsst year £86 per annum.) 
wss not satisfactory from their point of view to prepare He per~onally would admit any number that the Council 
undergraduates for outside examinations.- They thought fit; on his own authority three or four would 
should come to Sheffield, take the whole course, and be the maximum, provided that local students were no~ 
finally obtain their degree from the University. He thereby excluded. 
thought that men who came after o~ta.ining a~ Indian He thought that some of the Indian students now 
degree in chemistry and phySIology IIllght be studywg for their fellowship (F.R.C.S.) in London 
sufficiently qualified to start directly on the second year might come to this University, the necessary clinical 
course: the decision rested not with the Dean but the opportunities being so restricted in London at present 
Senate. at on account of overcrowding. He did not advocate any 

The course of study in the Medical Faculty very large number coming, however, as the staff at 
Sheffield was, in brief, as follow~ :-. Sheffield was limited, and the students might not get 

First year: chemistry, phySICS, and blology. sufficiently full attention. 
Second year: anatomy and physiology. 
,Third year and fourth winter: commencement 01 The authorities did not insist on a student having 

hospital work, pathology and ph.armacology; taken chemistry and physics previous to coming to thd 
continuation of anatomy and phYSIology. University. The General Medical Council, however, 

Fourth year (summer) and fifth year: clinical work. had announced that all students would have to satisfy 
There were examinations at the end of the first and an examining body in these two subjects before they 
second "ears, at the end of the fourth winter and at the would be allowed to register. Thus in the future there 

J would be a higher staniIard of admission. The course for 
end of the fiftlf year. d the de!!l"ee would still be a five years' one, so that this 

The hospital facilities in Sheffield were very goo • regulation would have the virtual effect of lengthening 
As regards Pubhc Health work, .ther~ was a post. 

graduate course for which the Ulllvers1ty granted a the period of study. 

P , W E S TURNER O.B.E., D.Sc., Head of the Department of Glass Technology, 
ROFESSOR . .' , was called and examined. 

. t time there were about He had found that the general standard of Indie 
He stated that, ~t ththe prDesen rtme:dt including two students was not so high as that of English students 

twenty students IU e epa, k' th 
Indians. One of the latter, a Godvernment sCf!~g' h~~ ta Q'I~~stio~:;n::,u~eSthe qualifications which h~ 

·th n Indian degree an was now h b" to th come Wl . a . " 1 a sduate of fair preferred a student to ave e.ore comlUg B 

final ?~a:lllnatlOn; the ot~er, f~rs1us fe!!l"ee but was Univcrsity, he said that it was the ultimste aim of t~'" 
capablhtleB, was n?t rd<?ng

t th nd of "his two years' Department to do work of post.graduate standard; thi" 
returning to a firm In In 1a Bee Japanese student could not be attained immediately, but in preparation 
course at Sheffie!d. There w: o~e , tor it he could say that they preferred students from 
also a graduate, In the Depar en. . H 
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india and the Dominions to come as graduate~, having 
faken their degree in. ~hem~stry, yh:ySICS and 
mathematics. The authorIties dId not InSISt on any 
previous practical training, though it was to thp. 
students' advantage if they possessed some knowledge 
of mechanical engineering. 

He had paid two visits to America, and could ~ay 
that there were no institutlOns there for the .te8C~ll~g 
of glass technology. At one or ~wo of the ?,ruversitied 
the study of glass was included lD the curriCulum, but 
only as a sectional subject; Sheffield was the only 
University in the world to devote a department to th~ 
subject. 

If a man: wanted to study glass technology he would 
advise him to come to Sheffield. For practic!¥ works 
experience, under the best and most'mod.ern conditi0D:s, 
he would at present gain most. by enterlDg a w?rks lD 

America. At the present tIme, however, It 'Yas 
difficult to gain admission to th~ big ~anu£act.u~mg 
works in the United States, as mdustrial conditlon~ 
there were in almost as bad a state as in this country. 

He estimated that students, who had taken their 
degree here and were desirous of spending an additio~al 
year in the study of American methods, would reqUIre 
£350 to £450 to cover all their expenses during that 
period, depending on the extenSIveness of their travel. 

In Sheffield, a degree or ~iploma could be ~btained. 
in two ways. Students taklllg the four years degree 
course spent alternate perio?s of six months at ~he 
University and in works, whIle those who were takmg 
the three years' course could only allow one.half of their 
long vacation each year for practical experience. 

Up to a short time ago he had found that manu
facturers had been quite willing to admit Indian as well 
as British undergraduates into their works; lately they 
had preferred students of English origin only. In reply 
to an enquiry as to the reasons for this discrimination. 
when Indian students were accepted into engineering 
and metallurgical works on the same footing as English 
imdergraduates, the witness explained that a consider
able number of glass manufacturers had a big eastern 
market for their goods, and no doubt they held th:? 
view that in training Indian students they were working 
against their own interests. Speaking for himself, he 
would prefer that Indian students should be trained in 
British works, as the frhmdships formed between the 
student and the firm where he was trained would 
ultimately be of considerable benefit to the firm. 
Indian students had always joined parties of student,; 
paying visits to works, and had never once been made 
unwelcome. 

'I.'rainin<1 in fundamental practical principles, even if 
a student "'did not succeed in finding entry into a works, 
was larO'ely met by the Department's equipment! The 
new pr;mises now being fitted :UP were an actua~ glass 
works in which ola58 pot-makmg and the meltlDg of 
glass by pl'oducer b gas and other fuels and the manipu
lation of glass in various ways would be regularly 
carried on. 

On being asked how many Indian students he was 
prepared to admit to the Department, the witnes3 
replied that there was really no restriction except tha~ 
of limited laboratory accommodation. If there were a 
great increase in the numb.er of applications the! wouH 
consider the idea of extendIng such accommodatlOn. He 
did not think that, under present conditions, they could 
accept more than ten Indians a year .. 

He considered that, generally speakmg, Germany was 
still in ad vance of other countries as regards the 
scientific principles of glass making; in the actual 
methods of mass production by machinery they werc 
falling behind. It was in this latter branch that 
America held the supremacy, having invented nearly 
all the machinery now used for the production of glass 
in large quantitiel;l. France was only just l;>eginning to 
import this machinery from the United States. Japan. 
always a copyist, had only recently started glass making 
to any great extent, and the new factories there were run 
mainly on American lines. Belgium had a reputation 
for good hand-made glass; importation of American 
machinery into that country had already begun. 

On being told that the Scientific Research Associatioll 
in Calcutta had sent students to Japan to study gla&A 
technology, and that the results had been unsatisfactory, 
the witness said that he would not advise students to 
go there to learn glass.making, but t.o come to this 
country. 'Witness was informed that in India factorieq 
had been started, and had failed because the workmen 
Ilould not stand the heat; the difference in climate was 
not generally considered when setting up the furnaces. 
The difference in raw materials had also to be taken 
into account. The witness saict that the latt~r 
point was amply dealt with in the course at Sheffield, 
and if his training here had meant anything to him, 
the student would be able to dea~ with the difference 
between raw materials here' and in India. Nevertheless, 
it was most important that before starting glass factories 
in India the prospective , manufacturer should ascertain 
that the necessary materials were easily obtainable, that 
there was fuel in the near neighbourhood, and reaSOll
ably efficient transport. It was impossible for the 
Univer\!ity authorities to judge for the students in these 
.m~tters~ although they did their best to render them 
~apable of doing so for themselves. 

TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1921 (SHEFFIELD). 

Present: 
SIR M. HAlIIMICK (in the Chair). 
SlB D. P. SARVADHJ:KARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

I 

I 
. SAHIBZADA .'\FTAB AHMAD KHAN. 

MR. A. P. Ai. FLEMING. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MR. R. E. FIE~D, SecTetary. 

Sm W. H. HADow, O.B.E., M.A., Vice-Chancellor of the University, WIJ.S called and examined. 
, He submitted a written statement, which is printed 
on page 339 below. 

He said that there were at present twelve Indian 
students in the University. Most of them were in the 
tpplied Science DepaJ:llment, which was to some extent 
.~utonomous, and therefore they did not come very much 
under his own immediate observation. . 

As a general principle, he was against taking any 
large number of Indian students in the University 
because of the danger of their forming themselves into 
a self-sufficing clique. He did not wish to see the 
formation of an Asiatic Society, or any such body, as 
tnis would mean that there were too many to be 
assimilated by the body of British undergraduates. He 
thought that a tottll of about thirty was as many as he 
would' consider advisable. 

There were a great many societies in the University, 
and they were all open to Indian students on the same 
terms 8S to the British. There were the usual 

athletic clubs, but they suffered from the great draw
back that the playing fields were about three miles away 
from the University. Thus, although there were alw!lYs 
a large number of men who were really keen, and 
played all the usual games, it was difficult to establish 
any general athletic tradition in the University, and 
the matches were as a rule played with few spectators. 
He did not think that many of the Indians played 
games. 

There were no societies in Sheffield corresponding to 
the MajIis in Oxford and Cambridge or the Crocodile 
Club in Cambridge. 

He thought that the University was quite free from 
racial prejudice. 

Coming to the question of lodgings, he said that ther~ 
was a University offiller whose duty it was to recommencl 
lodgings to students, keep himself informed a9 to all 
their adJresses, malta periodical visits to the students 
during the term to see that they were satisfactorily 
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housed, and to undertake other duties sllch as keeping 
an eye on them in case of illness. He did not think 
that many of the students lived with famihes, and in 
the case of the Indian students he did not as a rule 
advise this course. There was only one University 
hOHtel for men; more were urg€'IItly needed. He had 
not heard of any of the Indians havin} financial 
difficulties. 

Questioned as to the cost of living in Sheffield, he 
said that with the present fluctuating prices this was 
difficult to ascertain, but he thought that about 
£3 108. a week would be sufficient. The fees in the 
different Departments varied, the Applied Science 
Department being the most expensive. 

He was of the opinion that an Adviser to Indian 
students in Sheffield would be of great help to the 
University and to the students. He would prefer that 
tne Adviser should be a member of the staff of the 
Univer~ity. 

As regards the question of selection, he said that he 
thought that admission should, on the whole, be given 
by preference to graduates. He thought that the 
Indian undergraduate was as a rule too young to 
assimilate the life of the English people, and to derive 
full 'benefit from an English University career. In 
exceptional cases undergraduates of special ability or 
attainment might well profit by study at an English 
University, though it would De disadvantageous to the 
Indian Universities if they were depleted of the best of 
their undergraduates, and thus had no material to 
establish a sound academic basis. He thought that the 
ideal student. to accept was the man who came over to 
England witn a fixed idea of what he wanted to study, 
and preferably a man who came to study. under a 
particular professor. Such men could Enther be 
admitted for a general course without examination at 
the end or for the Ph.D. degree. 

No official record of the subsequent careers of Indian 
students had in the past been kept in the University, 
but attempts were at present being made to do some· 
thtng of the sort through the agency of the Old 
Students' Association. He thought that a record kept 
in this way was likely to be of more. value than an 
official list kept in the office of the Registrar. 

He thought that the Universiti:s Bureau of the 
British Empire might do much In the matter of 
IIScertaining the equivalent standards of degrees. . In 
France, Belgium and the yn.ited State~ ~he questIOn 
had been considered by VISiting CommissIOns, of one 
of which he had been a member. It would not be so 
l.asy to do this in the case of India owing to its 
mormous size, but he thought that the. same method 
could be applied t9 it as had been done In the ~ase ,?f 
America, where one authority was fixed upon (In thiS 
case 'Vashington), whose guarantee was regard~d as 
prima. facie evidence in a student's favour. He did not 
wish to' insist upon such a scheme, but. would be 
~atisfied with any arrangement that provided ~o~e 
really competent -and responsi~le I?eans of obtaining 
information upon which the UDiverslty could rely. . 

The question of the appointment of a local. AdVIser 
[or the seven northern Universities wa.s then dlsc.usse~. 
The witness said that the argument for It was that In thiS 
way a whole.time job would be provided, an~ therefore 
it was likely that a man might be found for It who had 
/I aood knowledge of ,Some Indian languages. The 
ar"'~mlent against it "as that such an officer would ~ot 
liaove time to "'at an intimate knowledge of all the IndIan 
students in "each of the Universities, and that he 
might be suspectcd of having a bias ~n favour of the 

, particular University. to which he hunself belo~g?d. 
'He thought that the essential importance of the POSitIon 
was that the officer should know the .students 
intimately so that they would look upon him ~ a 
friend, and not as an official. Another arg~men~ ~gamst 
having one man for the seven northern U~lversltles ~as 
that although the Vice. Chancellors kept m touch Wlt~ 
one ~nother yet the Universities wer~ autonom?;s a~ 
the inner ,;orkings of ellch differed In a consl era e 

del:ee~egards the remuneration of the Adviser! ~e 
tho~aht that if one were appoin.ted for a smgle 
Unh:'ersity it would not be a whole.tln;d p~st, a~d .th~t 
an honorarium of £100 a year sh~u e s~ Clen. 
More would, of course, b~ ~eces~~ry If one offiCial were 
appointed for the sevell UnIversities. 

The duties of thi~ official, supposing that he were 
appointed, would be to receive the Indian students 
during the first week of the term and to advise them a5 
to suitable courses of study, and the general laying out 
of their t;me. He should also advise them what were 
the best clubs to join, and possibly give them 
iutroductions to English students. He would act as Q 

confidential mentor to the students if they needed him. 
lIe did not agree that this could tie better done by the 
separate Departments of the Universities. He thought 
that it was better to have an officer who was 
definitely responsible for the Indian students in any 
difficulties they might have, and he did not think tha$ 
the existence of such an officer would in any way cut 
the student off from the interest and friendship of his 
individual professors. He thought tbat it was distinctly 
advisable that the Adviser should be a member of th~ 
teaching staff of the University. The fact that the 
Indian students at Edinburgh were not assimilated into 
the general University life was due to their larg"l 
numbers, and not to the existence of a local Adviser. 
If the U ni versity of Sheffield increased its numbers of 
Indians to about thirty, he thought that the Advise~ 
would be necessary, but at present, when there wer •• 
only twelve, he did not think that an o~eer w~s 
essential, though he would welcome the appolDtment If 
Government decided to make it. 

He was definitely opposed to the institution of any 
Asiatic club or hostel as such. He thought that thi~ 
would immediately tend to segregation, which it was his 
aim to avoid. From the point of view of the Indian 
students having some place in which they could 
entertain their English friends, he said that a general 
University club would be of the greatest value, but not 
a club specially set apart for Asiatics, or, indeed, on any 
other racial or national basis. 

He agre,ed that, in view of. ~he ~act ~hat many 
Indian students came to the UmverSlty Without any 
definite idea as to which branch of technology they 
wished to study, it would be Detter if they had some 
practical training in India before coming to England. 

He was not sufficiently conversant with the views of 
the local manufacturers to say whether there. was any 
difficulty in obtaining practical works experience for 
Indian students. If so desired, he would be glad to 
circularise Sheffield firms in regard to this matter, and 
to point out to them that the admissi?n of Indians to 
their works would tend to the productIon of a number 
of valuable" trade missionaries" in India, and that 
from the wider Imperial view of industry any advance. 
ment in Indian trade would have a reciprocal effect in 
this country. 

He agreed that it would be advisable to have hostels 
for the students who were in works, as from the nature 
of their work and the dress necessitated by it, it waR 
sometimes difficult for them to get suitable lodgings. 
The difficulty of acting upon such a suggestion was, 
however, one of accommodation and funds. 

Asked whether the local Adviser, if he. w~re 
appointed, could do anything .in the way of b.rlhgmg 
Indian students into touch WIth the better miDds of 
the University, by means of intr?ductions .and of 
entertaining at his own house, the witness replied that 
this might certainly be the case. 

As regards the closing of the {;' ni versity books, t~e 
witness said that there was no hard.and·fast rule 1D 

the matter. The books were kept open until all the 
accommodation was filled. Sometimes students 
presented themselves jj; the beginning of the term, and 
sometimes admissions were made as late as January. 
He advised students, however, not to come up after 
the beginning of the October term. 

If this Committee, when in India, would make a 
special point of ascertaining the comparative standar~8 
of degrees, the University would be grateful for their 
findings. 

He thou"ht that it was advisable for, the Indian 
students t.;' have bad some practical training beloH 
coming to English Universities for applied science. H~ 
did not so much require advanced technical knowledgp , 

as a general familiarity with scientific. processes,. a 
power, of manipulation a!ld an acquamtance With 
practical apparatus. This was not an absolute 
necessity, but it was a great advantage. 

H2 
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MR. W. 1\1:. GIBIIONS, O.B.E., M.A., the Registrar of the University, was called and examined. 
He said that he had ,been Registrar since the little sickness amongst .the Indian st~dents as a wh~le. 

foundation of the University. As regards .the ques.tlon of the eqUlv~lence of IndIan 
He had no official records of the subsequent careers degrees, he dId not thInk that any'speclal developments 

of past Indian students, because the students had not had resultejI from the recent ~ducational Comn;ission 
supphed them. to Belgium and France. ThIS w~ ano~her pOInt on 

He thought that the actual cost of lodgings in which an Advisory Board, whether In IndIa or England 
Sheffield was from 358. to 50s. a week. In addition to and whatever its constitution, could render valuablJ 
this an Indian student had to pay his University fees service to the University. It wo~d also be advan. 
and keep himself during the vacations. ,He thought tageous to the students ~hemselv~s, ~n that they would 
that £200 'a year was the minimum allowance necessary be prevented from makIng apphcatlons to the wrong 
at present. Universities or asking for concessions that could not 

No arrangem,ents were made for the Indian students possibly be granted. He mentioned in this connection 
dul'inO' the vacations. They simply kept their terms that Inclian students sometimes applied to hIm to be 
and then went away, he did not know where. They admitted to Sheffield University for the study of 
never asked his advice as to holiday quarters. textiles, which could best be followed' at Leeds. An 

There was a supervisor of lodgings attached to the Advisory Board of the right kind would inform students 
University who kept a list of approved lodgings an.] on such points as this, and thus save a great deal uf 
inspected them regularly during the term. This time, trouble, and disapppintment. At present all the 
arrangement secured, in the case of Indian students, Indian students had to come for a personal interview. 
that they were living in desirable surroundings. He If, therefore, they were not accepted, it me lint that 
did not think that landladies had any prejudice against they had wasted an incredible amount of time· 
coloured students as such. Their only objection was lIe preferred to have all the Indian entries in bf'fore 
that they often required special cooking. the end of August or early in September. This, 

He had not heard of any Indian students being in however, was not a hard·and.fast rule, and if there was 
financial difficulties either in the question of paying room {or a student he would not be kept out because he 
their landladies or the University fees. had applied late. 

He was strongly in favour of the institution of a local On the whole, the student who came from India to 
Adviser, and was of opinion that even with the small Shetlield did so with the knowledge that it was 
number of Indian students at present at Sheffield such principally a University for the study of metallurgy, 
an officer was greatly needed. and that steel formed the staple industry of the town. 

All students who had -the necessary quanfication~ There were, however, some applications asking for 
were admitted so long as there was room for them. He courses that the University did not provide. 
had letters from various official bodies in India, but hc No Appointments Board had been found necessary 1'1 
did not know what were the functions of the Indian the University, as hitherto there had not been any 
Students' Department in London. One of his chief difficulty in placing students when they had finished 
difficulties in regard to the admission of Indian students their course. In the future it might not be so easy, 
was that he did not have any satisfactory knowledge and the University was considerina the advisability of 
of the value of the certificates of character that tl1f'Y instituting an Appointments B~ard. The Ind~an 
.presented. Up to, the preSE-nt he had worked on his students who had passed out of the University had "on<3 
own judgment, and the results had been satisfactory, back to India, apparently with Borne object in view"but 
but he woul~ prefer to hav: the competent advice of he did not know what sor~ of posts they had obtai~ed. 
some recognIsed ~od! for thIS purpose. H: suggested ,He thought that the Uruversity had enough influence 
that some organISatIOn such as the EgyptIan Educn. With the local manufacturers to do away with prejudice 
~ional Mission might be set up. This was working with (should it exist) in regard to their takinO' Indian 
excellent result~. . . students into their works. The" sandwich" sYstem had 

In cases of lliness the s,upervlsor of .lodgIngs wouM recl"r;tly been instit!lted in the Faculty of Engineering, 
do .all he could to be of aSSIstance, and If the case were and It was felt that if arranO'ements could be made with 
serIOUS woul~ make necessary arrangements for hospital manufacturing firms, this ;as the bf'st possible cOllrs," 
accommodatIon, &c. He thought that there was Vl"l'Y for students to follow. 

Three Indian students, Ma. G. D. KELKAR, MR. B. S. G. TORf, and MR. N. N. GHOSH, 
w~re called and examined. 

Mr. Kelkar said that he was 39 years of age, and had gaia admission to the various clubs in the town it was 
come to Sheffield as a Government scholar with a B.A. necessary to be introduced by a member, ani! he had 
degree from Bombay University. He had been at not known anyone who could put his name forward. _ 
Sheffield two years. 

He had mad\! the most of the glass technology course He mentioned the Royal Victoria Institute at 
provided, but on the whole had found it unsatisfactory. Bom~ay, an~. a student trained there, as lacking in 
The equipment was inadequate: in such branches as practIcal tr81nmg. He complained generally that the 
refractories and fuels he had received elementary present institutions in India did not allow the students 
theoretical, but very little practical instruction. to handle the apparatus sufficiently to give them 
The same. remark in general applied to glass confidence to do real practical work. 
manufacture, the defect, in his opinion, being Speaking of the excellent facilities available for 
that more time was unnecessarily spent on chemical practical experience ~n America, he complained that the 
analysis in proportion to the time spent on Government had prevented him from going there last 
glass making, and actual experience in glass year with the party from the Society of Glass 
works or firms hail been lillobtainable. He had had Technology. He had asked them (the Government) to 
some previous practical training in India with a firm grant him sufficient funds, which they refused. . 
that had agreed to engage him on his return, provided He thought that Indian students should be sent to 
that he specialised in plate glass production: this had the United States to learn the methods and manage
been impossible, there being no special facilities for the ment and for princip.les they might be sent either to 
study of this branch of the subject, so he 'bad no England or to AmerIca, but best of all to Haida in 
prospects of an appointment with that firm. -They were Germany. ' 
not taught in Sheffield how to deal with the difference~ n~ be~eved t?at if two candidates with equal 
between raw materials here and in India. He had not, qualI1ica!lons applIed for the same appointment in India 
however, brought this to the notice of his professors, (well paId and of responsibility) it would be given to, 
as he understood that students taking special courses anyone but an Indian. 
could only work on the lines prescribed. Be saw no reason why Indian graduates ('oming to. 

He had obtained comfortable lodgings in Sheffield, English Universities should have to matriculate. It 
and his relations with the other students had been was a fonnality, but it involved the payment of 
satisfactory. He was a member of the Society of Glass unnecessary fees. If possible an under!!raduate or a 
Technology, Sheffield, and of the American Ceramic grad~ate from an Indian University should b .. 
Society. He had taken little part in atJ:tIetics, the conSidered to have passed the matriculation of any ':If 
University grounds being too far away; in order to the English Universities. 
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He thought that h?stels run by the University would 
'be welcomed, but If they were to be specially for 
Indians and under Government control they would b~ 
-disliked intensely by the Indian students. 

In his opinion, the Indian Students' Department 
ought to be abolished: He had found it unbusinesslike 
lind unsympathetic. He had written to the Depart
ment on the 20th May in connection with the 
extension of his scholarship, but he had not yet received 
any reply, although his scholarship would expire on the 
lOth July.* If the present organisation could be done 
away with, and a new one founded on entirely new lines, 
it might be o{ assistance to Indian students in this 
-country, who needed help and advice on many subjectq. 

He referred to an application he had made for certain 
-Government publications connected with his subJe<'t. 
which he considcred ought to be supplied to him free of 
.charge. This was accepted in principle and some 
publications were supplied'J but he was asked to produc~ 
a certificate from his protessor to say that the books 
asked for were necessary for his studies at Sheffield 
He also complained of having been required to pay 
income tax on his scholarship allowance, whereas, a8 a 
married man, he was entitled to exemption. The 
Students' Department, instead of dealing with the 
matter, had referred him to the Income Tax Com. 
mlsslOnet·s. The information allowing exemption was 
on the records of the Students' Department, and the 
bill.9 for his stipend were also prepared by the Students' 
Department; this unnecessary charging of income tax 
and granting a rebate after unnecessary correspondence 
.could have been avoided if the Department had been 
more businesslike. He thought that !n both matters 
the attitude of the Indian Students' Department had 
°been most unsympathetic. 

Mr. Toki stated that he was taking the engineering 
-course and was in his second year (having come with 
8 degr~e in science he had been admitted direct to the 
second year course). ~'he Advisory Committee in 
Lahore had not been of any assistance to him when 
ne made his application for admission to a~ English 
University and he had finally secured admittance to 
i3heffield by means of a personal application. 

He had comfortable lodgings -in the town, and the 
-relations between himself and the other students were 
very friendly. Dr. Ripper had always taken a personal 
'interest in his worle and he had found the course most 
satisfactory. He .:vas unable to take part in the 
athletic life of the University owing to reasons of 
nealth. . t 

As regards the O.T.C., he said t?at, bel~n?m~ 0 a 
military family as he did, he had Wished to Jom It, and 
for the last six months he had done all he could to 
-secure admission. His English friends and the officer 
commanding the O.T.C. 11ad all been anxious .that he 
-should join, but the regulations had prevented him from 
odoing so. h I 

Mr. Ghosh stated that he was a Government se 0 ar 
"taking the metallurgy course at Sh~ffiel~. He tad 
-oome with the B.Sc. of Calcutta Umversl~y, and ad 
neen here two years. During the vacatlOns he had 
.aone practical work with a Sheffield firm, and ~here had 
baen no difficulty in securing admission fo; him there. 
On his return to India he hoped to obtam a post as 

-metallurgical inspector. d h J. 
He got on very well with the other students, an a 

iaken part in athletics. E r 1 
He thought that students should come to th~ ng I~ 1 
. . . . d c' entific and mdustnal Umversltles possessing 8 goo s I 

-groundin". ,tm t 
He h~d found the Students Depar en very 

°helpful. I 1 Ad . ser for 
All three witnesses agreed that a oca Vl

t 
h I 

. . Sh ffi ld ould be a grea e p, Indian students mea w U· 't tift . 
b f the mverSl Y sa. -nrovided he were a mem er 0 • t t f 

r . f Il '" written sta emen a 
They handed m the .0 owm" d t . the printed 

their views upon the pomts referre 0 m 

paper regarding the Committee's investigations in th~ 
United Kingdom:-

.. The replies to the different questions. 
1. 'rhe main reasons may be summarised as :-
(a.) Securing the 8ame sort of qualification as the 

Europeans in the employ of Government with a view 
to getting good salaries amI responsible posts. 

(b.) E.en in private employment the foreign qualifi
cation fl81'ries more weight. 

(c.) On account of insufficiency of suitable institu
tions in India. 

(d.) They come here simply for the sake of higher 
education, and try to get an equal footing with the 
Europeans. 

(e.) Some come through the lack of correct and proper 
informatiOIl. 

2. (a.) The Government, in our opinion. should be 
responsible for providing adequate provision to tram 
experts in their own lines, on lines similar to the 
institutions conducted here. We have read in the 
Industrial Commission Report some of the witnesse'l 
say that the better class Indians do not like to do any 
sort of manual work. We differ from this. We think 
that the fault is due to the quality of the manual work 
and the quallty and status of the position the student!, 
will be called upon to fill up after undergoing tha 
training. The practical training does not give 
confidence to the student that he would be able to tal,,, 
re~ponsibility and carryon. 

(b.) The Government should try to provide adequato 
facihties in foreign countries for Indian students wh., 
come abroad on account of want of facilit~es in India 
by scholarships and by arrangmg for them in prominent 
factories, that is, in such a way that they should b~ 
experts in their lines, irrespective of the country where 
they have to go and expense involved. This refers with 
more emphasis to the Government scholars on whom 
the public money is being spent. 

3. The students, as pointed out above, come over 
here or abroad With the chief inducement of getting 
good jobs on their foreign qualifications in private or 
Government service. As regards the Government 
service, it has proved quite a failure. If two 
candidates with the same quahfications apply for the 
same responsible post, the Government selects anybody 
but an Indian. So we suggest that in the case of 
students sent abroad by the Government with public 
funds, they should have the first claim on a post under 
Government in their line. Where there is a possibility 
of an expert being required by Government in the near 
future, the Government, if it has or is sending any 
scholar for training in that line, should first try to get 
that scholar trained as an expert to fill that post, rather 
than employ a foreigner to fill up that post. 

In some case!! we have to admit that the education 
that is imparted here is better than can be had in 
present institutions in India. 

1. Generally, students coming abroad' are already 
graduates of some Indian Universities, .ando the~e ou?ht 
to be no necessity for them to obtain matriculation 
certificate for entry into the Universities here, as then 
standard of education is already far above that. This 
is only due to these Uni~ersities not beil!g well.inf0rm:ed 
by the Educational AdViser of the quality and quantity 
of the work done by the Indian Universities. 

2. This is not at all necessary. 
3. There bhould be no restriction at all. The matter 

should he left to the parents. 
4. This point cannot be answered in general. We 

can say from concrete examples that subjects like glass, 
pottery, &c., have not got sufficient facilities in 
England. 

5. Hostels under Government management Bre not 
required. If possible, where there are sufficient 
numbers of Indian students, Government should try tu 
provide rooms and grounds for social and recreative. 

th t he had sent a reminder on the 20th JunE', and had receind' 
• Mr Kelkar subsequently wrote on the 4t!,- J:~Yt tr,eS~t:r was still under consideration, but the nnal reply had not yet 

an 8okn~wled !!lent dated the 29th June saYIng a .. . 
h d h' g rth sideration the Indian students m Sheffield were of oplmon that.-

'1"e~c ~ ~~k subsequently wrote to say that onh fu ;; c:~ment official or a member of tbe Universit. staif, would be able • 
tb ~. t e t~he help that a locn.! Ad~e~, whet er a f hl: salary ~ they therefore de.ire~ to 8uggest that One ~ the se~io .. 
t e. ex 8tnh 0 Id not be sudioient to Justify the cost 0 I __ • Adviser the necessary clerical assllItauoe only bemg proVided. o gIve em wou , d t serve as a voluutary 0.,... , 
Indian students should be eleete 0 

,at the expenqe of Government. 
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benefits of the students, the students at the place 
managing the whole show. 

6. No; the experience of the present a.rra~gements 
8hows the undesil'ability of any such organlsatlOn. 

7 The preseut method and means are by no means 
Bati~factory. :rhere shoul~ be more elasticity to suit 
conditions of different subjects. As a general rule, 

tours in different countries should form part of the
scholars' traIning, and in the case of private students, 
if they desire, Government should give them ever:r 
infonnation and facili ty. 

S. Yes. 
10. Yes. 
11. Yes." 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1921 (MANCHESTER). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON ·(Chairman). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
Dr\YA.N 'BAHAl>lJll M. RUI.\CHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES.' 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 

Present: 

I 
I 
I 
I 

SAHIBZAD\ AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
MISS BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} St' 
MR. R. E. FIELD, eore {Irle8. 

MR: JAME!; Mom, M.A., I\LI.M.E., Acting Principal and Senior Tutor of the College of Technology 
and Local Adviser to Indian Students in Manchester, was called and examined. 

He first read statements (printed below) by Professor 
Miles Walker, Mr. Graham, Principal of Dalton Hall, 
and thc Rev. T. Nicklin, Warden of Hulme Hall. 

He said that there were now nineteen Indian students 
in the University of Manchester. With one exceptiol1 
the Indian students under his care had been quite 
satisfactory. This student had been most unsatisfac. 
tory, repeatedly failing in his examinations, and 
showing general weakness of character. He attributed 
the difficulty chiefly to the fact that the student had 
too much money: his father had arranged for him to 
have an allowance of £250 a year, and he had spent 
£300 in eight months. 

In regard to the question of the minimum allowance 
necessary for a student, he said that he thought £300 
was the present figure. This allowed £200 a year 
exclusive of fees, which would amount to about £70, 
and left a small surplus for emergencies. 

Of the Indian students at present at the college, ten 
were reading for the ordinary degrees and eight or nine 
were doing speoial courses. Several of the Indian 
B~udents were graduates of Indian Universities (five of 
them were in the F'aculty of Technology). Personally, 
he considered it desirable that the Indian students who 
came to this country should be graduates, and that 
they should be men who had had some suitable pre· 
paration in' the subjects that they intended to read. 
The man with an Arts degree, for example, should not 
expect to be exempted from part of the applied science 
courses on the strength of that degree. 

He thought that the fault of the Advisory Committee'! 
in the Indian provinces was that they contained the 
wrong type of Adviser. Most of the Indian students 
whom he had known had preferred to oommunicate with 
the Universities direct because they had no faith in the 
Advisers in India. He thought that if the Advisory Com. 
mittees could be improved in such a manner that they 
would be in a position to transmit reliable information. 
both from and to the students or some central organisa. 
tion se~ up for the S81lle purpose, Manohester would be 
glad to be directed by their advioe and keep to their 
decisions wherever possible. 

He said that the Indian Intermediate Examination 
exempted students from the matrioulation at 
Manohester. This was not invariably satisfactory; he 
gave two instances of men who had failed twice and 
three times l'espectively in their Intermediate B.So., 
although they had taken the Intermediate in India. He 
did not think that, as a whole, the Indian Intermediate 
brought men up to the standard necessary for taking 
the degree course in Manchester. 

Iu the ooming year the College of Technology was 
prepared to admit thirty-six Indian students out of the 
forty-one who had applied. Of these thirty.six, seven. 
teen were graduates of approved Universities in India, 
fifteen were students who had passed the Indian Inter. 
mediate and were therefore exempted from the matricu. 
lation, and four were students who had not been 
exempted from matriculation. • 

He did not think that the college, with its present 
aCl.'ommodation, would be able to receive more than 

forty.five Indian students (including those at present. 
in the oollege). 

He gave the following record of Indian students at 
the College of Technology who had secured qualifica. 
tions at Manohester University since 1914:-

1914 RSc. Teoh. Sitaraman, M. O. Textile Indust. 

Oertif. Teoh. Sarkar, O. S. 
1915 B,Sc. Tech. Dutta, B. N. 

Oertif. Tech. 

]917 B.Sc. Tech. 
Oertif. Tach. 

Sinha, A. O. 

Rahim, K. A. 
Rai,M. 
Mudaliar, B. G. A. 
N:il. 

1918 M.Sc. Tech. Advani, P. 11. 

3rd Dlv. 
Elect. Eng. 
Textile Indust. 

2nd Div. 
Silnit. Engin. 

2nd Div. 
Textile Indust 
Sanit. Eng. 
l\Iech. Eng. 

Khan,A. G. 

Elec. Eng. 
(2nd Div. B.So. Tech.) 

Elect. Eng. 
(Holi. B.~o. 'l'eoll.) 

B.Sc. Tech. } N'l 
Certif. Tech. I -

1919 M.Sc. '.cech. Fernandes, F. V. 
B.Sc. Tech. Nil. 
Oerlif. Tech. Gupta, M. O. 

1920 M.Sc. Teoh. Kotibhaskel', M. G. 
RSc. Tech. } N'I 
Certif. Tech. I . 

1921 Oertif. Tech. Iqbal, M. A. K. 
RSc. Tech. 

App. Chern. 

Sanit. Eng. 
App. Chern. 

Sanit. Eng. 

Some of these students had followed special course8 
extending over two or more years. The total numbel' 
of Indian special students for the period was eleven. 
of whom six had been in the Department of Applied 
Chemistry (three for paper manufaeture), two in the 
Textiles Department, two in the Department of Printing 
and Photo-Technology, and one in the Municipal and 
Sanitary Engineering Department. ' 

ThEl witness suggested that an improvement needed 
in the Indian Universities was an increased expendi
ture on practical instruction in institutions and on 
apparatus for oraftsmanship. This would eliminate the 
need for many of the students coming to England who 
aL present came because they could not get crafts train. 
ing in India. He also suggested that students sl;J.ould not 
be all0:-v~d to come to this country without a guarantee 
of pOSItIOns to go to when they returned to India' a~ 
present 70 per cent. of the students were not Gov~rn
menl; scholars and there!ore had not, necessarily, any 
prospects of posts to which they could return. 

He thought that some of the Government scholars 
were badly advised. He gave two instanoes of student!!. 
who were at present at Manchester. They were both 
of ?ood i~telle:~ual abili.ty. graduates of - approved 
Indian UmversltJes, and It would have been in their 
best interests to take a degree oourse. The Govern. 
ment, however, in spite of representations that had 
been made to them, botb by the students and by bim. 
self, were unable to allow the students to take the 
degree course instead of the special course in the 
chemistry of papermaking for which they had originally--
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eome to England. Thus they would l'eturn to India 
without any definite credentials behind them' he 
thought that Ii man \\ho had the B,Sc. degree' was 
!ar better qualified to be a leader of industry in India 
than a man who had only taken the special course. 

In regard to the question of selection, he thought 
that it was advisable that only graduates or men of 
exceptional capability should come; only men who had 
an Indian science degree should be exempted from any 
part of the science courses in Manchester. 

As regards the vacations, he said that usually 
students went into works for practical experience. Up 
till last year there had been no difficulty in arranging 
this for the Indian students, but at present they were 
under the same disabilities, because of the general 
overcrowding, as the English stodents, and possibly the 
difficulties would be rather more accentuated In theIr 
case; if the difficulty became acute, those firms that 
contraeted with the Government of India might be 
asked, in consideration of this, to take Indian students. 

He said that there was a strong branch of the East 
and West Society in Manchester which had germinated 
in the College of Technology, but had opened Its doors 
to all Indians and other Asiatics in the city. Through 
this means the Indian students were able t:) obtam 
intimate intercourse with Englishmen, and get intro. 
,ductions to other societies and clubs. 

Indian students had a very good chance of coming 
into contact with the better minds of the Universities. 
In connection with the various scientific societIes, 
frequent meeting~ were held at which men eminent in 
varlOUS branches of science and arts spoke. Such 
meetings were almost invariably preceded by some sort 
()f social gathering. Visits to works also assisted can· 
siderably and brought students into touch with leader,; 
in industry. 

Indian students as a whole did not appreciate the 
hostel system, and preferred the entire freedom of 
living in lodgings. He agreed with them in this and 
would only be in favour of placing the youngest of the 
students. 1n hostels for their first year. He thought 
that in lodgings they came more into touc.h. wi~h 
English life. There were at present seventeen hvmg m 
lodgings and two in halls. 

The best subjects for Indians to take at Manchester 
were chemical technology, textiles, paper.making and 
commerce. On the whole he would say that Indians 

,did not seem to possess the engineering' min~ ; if they 
did engineering, he thought that they ~hd best, at 
electrical engmeering, although two 'b~lght Indl~n 

'students had passed through the University course m 
. engineering during the previous two years. . 

As regards the question of the O.T.C., the w~tn~ss 
·said that one Indian had been considere~ for adml.sslOn 
to the corps. No objection had beeIl. raIsed to thIS on 
the part of the English students. Two or tbree more 

· recent applications were held up as the matter was 
being further considered by the War Offic? 

He thought that in v!ew of, the . difficulty that 
. at present existed in g~ttmg Indla;ns mto works. for 
practical experience, it might be possIbl~ for the UUlv,er. 

'sity to arrange for them to stay on durmg the vacatlOn 
· and do some extra practical work in the college labora· 
· tories: this would, to a large extent, take the place of 
works experience. Ho had not personally.had any 
great difficulty in gettmg the Indian students mto local 
\\orks. . 1 t .. 

H thought that some preliminary practica raml~g 
in I~dia would serve as a further sifting process, and, m 
any case, he thought that such training :would be .Vol:U. 
able to the student. He considered that m the majOrIty 
of cases the Government scholars were not. well 
selected: they were not, as a whole, up to a higher 

· standard than the private students. . 
He said that the research courses at the COllege were 

'0 en to all students whom their professors recom· 
!ended, several Indians having held research s3ho!ar. 

'ships in recent years: they were open to all gra ua es. 
In the matter of selection,'the witness. sugg~stel i?e 

institution of a Central Advisory Committee m n lai with a permanent secretary attached 8n~, a:.ong,s 
,()thers, members representing tte var~ou~d bU a~~ ~~ 
the Universities. These mem ers s OU e f 
advise the students as to the best courses of study or 

..-theom to pursue, and it would be necessary to have some 

members "ho had an intimate knou<ledge 'of the English 
Universities to advise them as .to the most suitable 
Universities and colleges to apply to for admission. He 
thought that although this body might not be perfect in 
constitution it would be better than the present method. 

He thought that students who were encouraged to 
come t() thIS country should have some guarantee d 
employment on their return to India. If this was not 
the case, India would be in danger of losing her best· 
trained men, as they might seek to obtain employment 
in this country and would probably not return to India. 

He thought that the course of municipal and sanitary 
engineering was a very valuable one for Indian students 
to take: one Indian student was doing this course at 
present; he was not a Government scholar. It was 
pOSSible for Indians doing this course to get prl~ctical 
experience under various borough councils. 

As regards the cost of degree and special courses, the 
witness said that the degree course cost 30 guineas and 
the special course 50 guineas, but these fees were to be 
nised next academic year to 60 guineas and 75 guineas 
respectively. It was possible for Government schola~ 
to have their courses extended for an extra year II 

recommended by the Adviser. 
The Witness enlarged upon his suggested scheme fo~ 

a proper selection iu India, and said that though he haCl 
not formulated the details the main outline might be a~ 
follows :-

(a.) A Centi'al Advisol'y Board for the \\hole of India. 
Members of this to be leading Indians and repre· 
sentatives of the beparate faculties of the Univer· 
sities. There would be a full.hme secretary, 
who would have a permanent office and staff; he 
bhould be a man with good knowledge of the 
conditions of English UmverSltles. 

(b.) Local Advisory Committees for each Province of 
India constituted on the same basis as the 
Centr~l Committee. The local Advisers would 
keep in touch with the Central Secretary. 

He thouaht it advisable that there should not be 
many members on the COUl'lllittee who were in any way 
connected With the Government. In addition to the 
Indian Advisory Committee there should be some. 
agency in this country which could keep tlie Universlti~s 
here in touch with India. This body would communi· 
cate with the Central Committee in India. The 
individual students would be advised through their 
local committee and not be put to the trouble of travel. 
ling to have an interView with the Central Committee. 

As things stood at present he thought that the l!nive,r • 
sity was satisfied with the existence of the AdViser In 
Manchester, and they placed the responsibiIit~ of 
Indian students upon his shoulders. If an AdVIsory 
Board of the nature that he had described were set up, 
he thought that the University would welcome it, 
though they would not shut their door~ to .personal 
applicants if they had the necessary quahficatlons and 
recommendations • 

He thought that much tro~ble was caused i;n India 
by students going back without, any cer~amty of 
employment and finding that Enghshmen With fewer 
quahfications were in positions that they were 
competent to fill; both social e:nd industrial distur· 
Lance \\ as the likely outcome of this. 

He thouaht that at present it was not difficult for 
Indian students to "et into works in Lancashire, though 
feelina was now apt to be strongly against India on 
acco~t of the new cotton taxes, and therefore it might 
become very difficult in the near future. 

He thought that the Students' Department of the 
India Office had been very helpful in all matters of 
routine. The answers that he had had to letters during 
the last few months had not been so helpful as formerly, 
and he supposed this was dtre to some internal change. 

He did not think that he was looked upon as a spy by 
the Indian students under his care, but he admitted 
that it was a matter of personality. He thought tha! If 
one Adviser was appointed to look after the Indian 
students in all the seven northern Universities he 
would not havE' time to get into personal touch with 
the men and thus his value would to a large extent be 
lost: th~ Adviser should be a University rather than Q. 

Government official • 
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STATEMENT BY PROFESSOR MILES WALKER. 

The following are my remarks upon the heBdings 
contaIned in the circular issued by the Committee on 
Indian Students:--

Main Line 3.-:' How far the experiment of sending 
Indian students to the United Kingdom has been 
justined by the experience of those who have been sent 
and the results that have been achieved." 

The IndiaD: students that have come under my notice 
have differed very widely in ability. In one case the 
s~udent' showed himself to be thoroughly practical in 
his, engineering work and compared favourably \nth the 
beRt men we. get here. He was bracketed top of the 
third-year electrical engineering course, and I should 
judge that he will do very useful work_ Other Indian 
students have shown great diligence, but they had that 
type of mind which concentrates on words rather than 
on things, and would not, in my opinion, make as good 
engineers as those Britishers who stood equal with them 
in the examinations. The type of mind found in Indian 
students varies as much as that of British students; but 
1 have not found in any British students such interest
ing instances of Omar Khayyam trying to be an engineer. 
This points to the necessity of a very careful selection of 
the students before they come to this country to study 
engineering. The mere fact that a student has done 
well in mathematics or physics is not in itself a test of 
his ability to succeed in engineering. I can, however, 
conceive of an examination in which the right kind of 
questions are set, and which would differentiate fairly 
well between good engineering students and others. 

Under Sub8idiary Point 1.--" The adequacy or other
wise of the facilities available to Indians for admission 
as undergraduates or students at the Universities and 
other educational institutions of the United Kingdom, 
and the suitability or otherwise of the system under 
which such admission is now granted." 

This raises the question whether there should 'not be 
some kind of test that could so far differentiate the 
students who are likely to do well from those who are 
not, as to save the money of the Indian Governmem. 
from being wasted upon unsuitable students. 

Un~er . ~ub.sidiary .Point 2.--" The desirability and 
practICablhty of havmg a more dennite and uniform 
standard of quahfication for admiSSIon to those Univer
sities and institutIOns." 

I am all in favour of having a more de1inite and 
uniform standard of qualincation for admission to all 
Universities. There seems" to be no reason why this 
should not be the same for Indian students as for others, 
except that perhaps some concession might be made in 
the matter of a foreign language. 

Under Sub8idiary Point 4.-" The suffici~ncy or in
Rufficiency of the facilities available in the United 
Kingdom for the higher and postgraduate training of 
Indian students." 

I am all in lavour of giving properly selected Indian 
students the very greatest facilities for higher and post
graduate training. If we do not admit students to this 
country, they will go to other countries, and they will 
be prejudiced in favour of foreign competitors in the 
Indian market. 

Under Sub8idiary Point 7.-" The method and meana 
of providing greater facilities for the practical training 
of Indian students of technical subjects, 'such as 
engineering, pottery, leather manufacture, oils and fats 
(iucludi~g margarine manufacture), soap-making, 
textile manufacture (including dyeing of textile fabrics), 
paper-making, &c." 

I am sure that it will be to the ultimate benefit of 
manufactures in this country if they give the greatest 
facilities for practical training to suitable Indian 

,students. 
Under Subsidiary Point 11_-" The provision of 

facilities for suitable social and intellectual intercourse 
with the people of the United Kingdom, especially at 
the important centres of learning." 

I think it very important that provision should be 
""lIlade for social and intellectual intercourse between 
.Iudian students and the people of this country. From 
my conversations with Indian students, I nnd that I 

get a much truer insight into Indian political opinior. 
than I can get from newspapers in this country. I am 
sure that if our rulers had seen more of the Indian and 
heard more of Ius grievances by word of mouth, WI' 

should not have made so many mistakes in the ruling of
India as we have in the past. 

STATEMENT BY ?tIR. J. 'V. GRAHAM, PRINCIPAL OF D,ILTON' 
HALL, MANCHESTER. 

Dalton Hall is endowed from ancient educational 
trusts of the Society of Friends. 

During the thirty-five years I have been at Dalton 
Hall as tutor and principal we have had a few IndiaIlc 
students almost every year, more of late years. than 
formerly. Without saying that they have uniformly 
been satisfactory-which one could not say of English 
students either-I have great satisfaction in looking 
back ~pon their careers here on the whole. They are
easily amenable to control when it is friendly and help
ful. They respond to cordial treafnnent, free from race
antagonism or contempt. Many of them have become 
great friends of mine, though it is not always easy to
see to the bottom of their minds. They are as. 
industrious as English students, but they often come
badly prepared, judged by an English standard. They 
are not in the least looked down upon nor treated as &. 

separa~e caste by the students, and they take their full 
share m the management of Hall affairs. 

Much of the difficulty with Eastern students is at the 
bottom politi~aI. We experienced, this notably in the 
case of Egyptian students, of whom we once took in as 
many. as nine. They regarded themselves as repre
?entatlves and l~aders of Egyptian Nationalism, and got 
mto bad relations with the English stude:.lts-who. 
" ragged .. them--and they left in a body. 

At the present time I feel sure that a hostel for 
Indian students alone would be full of political excite
ment. They would all be followers of Mahatma Gandhi 
at present, as I find my Indian students and correspon
dents are. On all grounds I feel that a mixture of East 
and West in halls of residence is the best for both. 

My committee here restrict the number of foreign, 
students to one-fourth of the whole, and we do not, in 
fact, approach that number. 

There is the greatest possible contrast between the 
bad relations which existed between the Egyptian, 
students and their English superintendents and the 
excellent relations whish exist between the Siamese' 
students a~d theirs. ,!he students sent by the Govern
ment of Slam are dehghtful people and their arrange
ment~ are very successful. They include a carefuf 
overSight over the health, welfare and vacations of the
men, and the students repay this fatherly care with rctll 
personal devotion. 

STATEMENT BY REV. T. NICKLIN, WARDEN OJ' 
HULME HALL, MANCHESTER. 

1. We h,ave always been ready to admitIndian studentso 
eq~ally Wlt~ others into this Hall, but have made a 
po~nt of lettmg them have a copy of our rules and regu
latJons beforehand, and have given them to understand 
that they would have to comply with them just as other 
students do .. In ~onsequence, we have hitherto found 
that on c~nslderatlon these Indian students have with-
drawn theIr application for admission. Apparently they 
do not fe~l that the restraints which we impose would' 
be congenial to them. ' 

,2. At 0!le time, after we had purchased our new pre
mises, whl~h made it poss~bl? for us to segregate one clasll. 
of stude!lt ~n a separate bwldmg, we seriously considered 
approprlatmg one of .our buildings for the use of Indian 
students,. and of puttmg them specially under the char e 
of a partIcular tutor. This plan was fully discussed fy 
~alf a ~ozen of us, but the ultimate conclusion was that 
m, the lDte~ests of .the Indian students themselves, and' 
stIll m.0re m the lDterests of political sanity amon st 
them, It was most undesirable that they should be c!n

.centr,ated together. It was felt that the result would 
certamly be t~~t such. a separate settlement would be a 
hot-bed of political agItation. 

3. Eve~ when these Indian students are not segregated 
t~e experience we have had with Belgian, Serbian and 
Siamese students shows that they will tend '-
to k l'ttl 1 ' very mUCl'" ma e a I e co ony of their own and I't . , requlreB~ 
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()~ntinual efforts to mix them, as they should be mixed, 
":Ith the bulk of the stu~ents. The management of the 
Siames~ students supphes the useful guidance in this 
matter. The ~bmost care' is taken by the Superin
tendent of the Siamese students to disperse them over 
a very large number of schools and colleges in the 
British Islands. Generally, the students are brought 
over _e~rly .enough !or them to have two or three years 
as boys with!" private tutor or in an English public 
school. In this way we get them at a more malleable 
age than that of the University student. They are put 
under English influences, get accustomed to English 
habits, and so are prepared to profit by their time at 
English Universities. Only one student is sent to one 
particular tutor or to one particular school. As a rule 
only one is sent to a particular college, and only two 0; 
three to a particular University. This ensures that the 
student can join in the ordinary English activities. 
The only objection which I have occasionally observed, 
is that somet~mes a student i~ weighed down by the 
sense of lonelmess, and there IS, in these few cases a 
risk of his breaking down altogether. ' 

4. I am perfectly clear that the most undesirable way 
of bringing Indian students over is to allow them to come 
in any number to a University-no check applied to 
their numbers at that University-and then to be 
allowed to live in lodgings as their own masters: meet
ing together continually and forming, to a very great 
extent, a separate and exclusive colony, distinct from 
thll. other students. Practical experience has shown 
that even with an Indian student who was a Christian 
the difficulties are almost insuperable in the way of 
introducing him into familiar intercourse with an 
English family where he will meet English ladies. 
However desirable such intercourse may be, from some 
points of view it seems to be clear that we must, for the 
present, be content to bring the Indian student into the 
male life of England. In other words, we can get them 
intimately associated with the sort of community life 
which is found ,in our boarding public schools and at 
Oxford and Cambridge. We are doing all that it is 
possible t-o do at present, without incurring losses in 
other directions. 

5. The last point which has impressed itself upon me 
is the desirability of not giving these students too liberal 
an allowance. They are exposed, in any case, to many 
temptations fram the mere fact thnt a foreigner, and 
especially a foreigner of another colour, ,ooms to attract 
some natures, especially, perhaps, amongst the women 
of theJower classes, who make things easy for them to 
lead lives of idleness and pleasure-sometimes of vice
and if they have much money to spend these temptations 
are very much strengthened. The experience of the 
Siamese Legation and of the Serbian Relief CO'IIlmittee 
might be of great service in this respect to the Indian 
Commission. 

BU!>Bequent ~ his appearance 88 a witness, Mr. Moll' 
Be!It ill the following memorandum from Professor A. H. 
Gl~son,. Professor of Engineering at Manchester 
UmverSlty:-
M emoTandum ngaTding the Engineering Trdining of 

Indian Student._ 
~. The large. majority of Indian students coming to 

~his count9 alID u}timately at obtaining employment 
In the Indian Public Works Department. For this 8 
degree of some British University, exempting as il 
does from the examinations for the Associate Member. 
ship of the Institution of Civil Engineers is apparently 
almO$t essential. ' 

~f the Itandard of some one Indian University were 
rrused sufIi.ciently to enable the degree to be accepted 
as exemptIOn from these examinations, I think the 
.demand for admission to British Universities would be 
greatly reduced. 

In view of the many special problems involved in 
Indian irrigation works, &c., I think it would be a 
distinct advantage, both to the native students and to 
the Indian Public Works Department, if some such 
higher course could be instituted. 

2. It is my experience that the engineering schools 
of Britis~ :Universities have in the past shown them. 
selves Willing to accept a reasonable proportion of 
Indian students both for graduate and postgraduate 
work. In our own department, for example, we have 
already made arrangements to accept up to 10 per cent. 
of o.ur total number of admissions for the forthcoming 
session. 

3. Our general experience in the past has been that an 
Indian Bt~dent who has not in India passed through the 
Intermediate stage and done well in that stage is 
cverweighted by his course here. Personally, I would 
prefer to have only students who have completed their 
B.Sc. course in an Indian University. If we could ge\ 
students who had already passed successfully through R 
good engineering school in India and give these students 
a two years' course leading to a degr/l..e and a one year's 
postgraduate course, we might turn out some very useful 
men. As it is, very few of the Indian students who 
have passed through our hands in the past are of first. 
rate quality. 

At the same time I might state that almost all thos& 
of whose after-career we have a record have been 
employed by the Indian Public Works Department, and 
have apparently done successful work. 

4. We have always found t)Jat the Indian student has 
difficulty in arranging with engineering firms for his 
practical training, and I think it would be a distinct 
advantage if arrangements could be made with firms 
who tender for Indian Government contracts to add 8 

limited number of such students to their works. Such 
training is very essential. 

(Signed) A. H. GIBSON, 
Profe880r of Engineering, ManchllBtllr. 

PROFESSOR F. L. PnlAN, D.Sc., Professor 01 Technological Chemistry at the College of Technoloo-y 
. was called and examined. " , 

He said that at the present time there were about ~ad h~ were thosc men who, after taking their degree 
.six Indians studying chemistry under him; this figure lD India, had taken the 1.Ianchester degree in two years 
represented the men of all years, including some fourth and then gone on to do some research work in their 
year research men. third year. 

As a whole, he thought that they were average lIe t.hought that .the Indian s~udents got on perfectly 
$tudents. None of them was outstandingly brilliant. well With the English students 1D the University. 
but none was very pC'or. He did not know exactly what As to the subjects for which Indian students should 
standard these men had reached in India before comin~ be reco~ended to co~e to Manchester, he suggested 
to tlus country. . ' the followmg branches of technolOgical chemistry:-

He thought that in the matter of selectIOn the right 1. General chemical technology. 
students to come to England were those who had taken 2. Chemistry of textiles. 
a degree in India and then proceeded to the 3. Metallurgy. 
tllchnological degree courses here. It could not be 4. Paper-making. 
assumed from the fact that a man was a graduate of an 5. Photography. • 
Indian University that he was sufficiently familiar with 6. Foodstuffs and brewing (in which sugar W811 

the fundamental facts of his subject: it was accordingly included). 
not always possible for an Indian student to come to Textile chemistry was studied in Manchester with 
Manchester for a special course without some furthcr special reference to cotton: wool-dyeing would be better 
instruction in pure science. He thought that thc studied at Bradford or Leeds. 
Indian standard in science was not high enough. He thought that the failing of the Indian Universities 

The Indian B.Sc. degree usually exempted students wes generally that they had a 10lV standard 01 teaching: 
from the Manchester Intermediate Examination, and he noticed that Indian graduates, taking the same 
this fact enabled graduates to take the degree in two - examinations as English undergraduates, did not do so 
i-eare instead of three. The best Indian students that well in them: something of this might be attributed to 
the Chemistry Department of the College of Technology the climate of India, as many Indian students had t(>!J_ 

4871 I 
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him that they found it ~uch easier to ';ork in. England 
than in India. This m1ght be an argument lD favour 
oUh!Jir coming,to England a Jittle younger. 

He thou<1ht that Indian students should get some 
practical gr7JUnding before coming to this country. 

Indians often askjld to be exempted from the. ~ore 
general courses in order to pursue more speClaliscJ 
lltudy, when they were not sufficiently competE'nt to do 
110. A student who had come to Manchester for paper
makina for example, had recently been induced, \vith 
O'reat ~~luctance on his part, to take classes in gencral 
~hemistry as well as in paper-making. Indian 
~raduates were apt to think they knew more chemistr.v 
than they did. • 

He thought that inspection of the answer papers of 
the Indian Universities' final examinations might be Ii 

guide towards establisbing some sort of equivalence of 
standards: but he was not prepared to suggest the best 
machinery for this purpose. At ,present one could only 
judge by the product. 

He said that in the chemical industries graduates 
were competent to take paid posts, but that they were 
of very little value to their employers for the first few 
year9 while they were picking up practical experience. 
lIe did not think that it would be possible to get such 
posts for Indian students if they were to be looked upon 
by them as stepping stones to appointments in India. 

The Enalish manufacturers would not pay salaries t:> 
lDen wh~ were simply there to practise on them. They 
only paid salaries to their English beginners in view of 
t heir potential usefulness to the firm later on. 

He thou 17ht that it was desirable from the Indian 
point. of view that men who had been trained at ~ 
University in this count~ should. get pr~ctical 
experience here before returmng to IndIa. ThIS wa'i 
essential if they were to go back as competent leaders. 
in industry, but a very long period of practical work 
would be required. He did not know whether it was 
practicable_to get them this training, and without long 
works training a person was on1y able to take quite Ii 

subordinate post. , 
Most of the Indian student; who had passed through 

his hands had come with definite ideas as to the branch 
of industry that they wished to study. TIle majority 
had studied the chemistry of textiles, but latterly 
several stu'dents had entered for courses in paper 
manufacture. 

The bE'st men to recruit for the chemical services in 
India were men who had been trained in this country, 
at least as far as the academic part of their course was 
concerned. It was all the better if they could be got 
into works here for a short tIme before going home, 
but as he had before pointed out, this was difficult to 
obtain for them. 

MR. E. FIDDEs, M.A., Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the University, was called and examined. 
He stated that during the last ten years there had As rE'gards the number of Indian students who could 

never been more than five or six Indian students in be received at Manchester, he stated that lately the 
anyone session at Manchester University outside th~ University had been overcrowded with applicants from 
Faculty of 1'echnology; at present there were about four the British Isles, but that in nonnal times he saw no 
or iive. Most of them took engineering and a few reason why Ii larger number of Indians should not be 
medicine. There were two engineering courses, one in admi~ed, although the number would always be limited. 
the Faculty of Science and one in the Faculty of In the Faculty of Science there was the difficulty of 
Technology. Manchester had certainly a' strong school limited laboratory accommodation, and he thought that 
in engineering. It was situated well in the centre of three or four a year should be the maximum there at 
;the engineering district, and, speaking generally, present. 
Indians seemed to, do best in this subject. The medical There was a School of Education at Manchester, the 
school was considered to be very good, but Indian course at which was practically a postgraduate one, 
<students did not seem to do well there. Out of four and was consitlered very good. A Mastership of 
only one had qualified. Education was granted for special research work. 

Students wishing to enter the Faculty of 'Engineering Students obtained practical experience in teaching at 
as degree studenis had either to be matriculates or to the Demonstration School ~md in the Grammar and 
·have obtained exemption from that examination. High Schools. For the first three years of the course 
Generally speaking, he considered it would be well for the students took almost nothing but academic subjects. 
Indian students to have graduated in their own country while the last year was devoted to the diploma. 
,before coming to England. So far as he could remember there had never been 

On it being pointed out that students who had any Indian women students at Manchester. There 
,graduated at one of the Indian Universities resented were none at present. 
having to come here and go through ·the same course He had found that Indian students usually came wit'll 
()f work over again, he said that the authorities would a definite idea of the particular branch of engineering 
~rant exemption in such cases from the first year of the they wished to take up; it was, of course, possible to 
course, except for honours studE"nts, who had in every change from one branch to another after the first year 
case to take the full three years' course at Manchester. if a student so wished as that :year's work was common 

Speaking of the facilities for practical training, he to all branches. 
said that the University provided as much practical Government scholars seemed to be more successful at 
work as possible in the laboratories, and also arranged the University than the ordinary students. 
visits to engineering. works, ~c., for their under- T~ere was 110 course at Manchester for the diploma in 
graduates; actual practlCal experIence, however, had to Pubhc Health. It was open only to those possessing 
'be obtained after the men had graduated. There was medical qualifications and extended over one year. 
-no sandwich system at Manchester, and they did not Two Indian students had obtained their D.P.H and 
1Il'range for any practical training during vacations. in normal times a considerable number of E~glish 

On leaving the University, graduates should, he doctors came to take the course. 
thought, have some further experience in a firm, unless He said that tlie general tutorial system had been 
i.hey were returning direct to India to take up an developing. Indian students would derive 08 much 
'appdintment. benefit from it as the English undergraduates. 

A£ Manchester no records were kept of students' T~1l Registrar of the University dealt with the 
subsequent careers; he knew, however, that four or five applications received from Indian students though any 
Indians ha~ gone into. the Public Works Department spe~ial or doubtful cases were referred' to him as 
and a few mto the Ra~lways. ChaIrman of the Applications Committee. He bad 

Of the eleven IndIan students who had taken always found their testimonials satisfactory and if any 
engineering in the Fa~ulty ot Science during the .last verification was needed there were' men in 
ten ye~rs five had obtamed h0D:0urs, t1.;ee had obtamed Manchester .who had an intimate knowledge of India . 
.. ~ ordma~y degree, two were stIll studymg, and one had throug? theIr business, and could generally give the 
fruled entuely. All of them had taken the full course. authorlt1es whatever information they required 

Graduates from an Indian University would gener- They had had no trouble at all with the' Indi 
'ally be grante~ exemption fr~ the Intermediate in the stude~ts at the University; their character a:d' 
Faculty of SCIence. behavlOur had been quite up to the standard of the 

The witness said that there were two or three Indians other undergraduates. 
studying in the Faculty of Commerce at present. The He estimllted the expenses of an Indian stud nt f 
course there was considered to be a very good one. The one session (viz., about thirty weeks) apart fro~ f or 
Universities of London, Liverpool and Birmingham had at something over £100. He thou~ht that it :~ 
good commercE' depaltments also. better for them to live in flostels or halls 01 residence 
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under the supervision of the authorities. If they lived 
in lodgings they lost much of the social intercourse 
which was such a valuable part of their life in this 
country. All the Indians were members of tho 
Students' Union and the Athletic Club, and most of 
them belonged to the East and West Society. 

For students living in lodgings he estimated 458. per 
week as the minimum cost. This amounted to about 
£20 less per session than in hall. Allowing for fees and 
vacation expenses, an Indian student would require an 
allowance of £250 a year. 

Speaking of the commercial course at Manchester, he 
Jltated that the degree could be obtained without actual 

work in an office, but that practical work must be 
taken later on. There were three types of students who' 
CMIle for this course :-

1. Young men taking the full course who intended 
going into business afterwards; 

2. Schoolmasters who took the course in the 
evenings in addition to their ordinary work; and 

3. Special course men studying accountancy. 
banking, &c. 

The authorities had no means of obtaining practical 
experience in banks, &c., for these students on the con
clusion of their course at the University. 

MR. KENNETH LEE, of Messrs. Tootal, Broadhurst, Lee and Co. (Limited), Textile Manufacturers, 
was called and examined. 

In reply to an enquiry as to the Jeeling among He agreed that, as the managers in textile mill~ 
employers as regards taking Indian students into their generally started at the bottom of the ladder and 
works' for the purposes of practical training and worked their way up, a process which took perhaps 
experience, he stated that, while speaking for himself, thirty-five years to acc~mpJish, it was only natural that 
he thought that the general attitude of the manufac. they should be somewhat hostile to the introduction of 
turNS and employers would not be sympathetic. He University men \lho went through a course of five years 
explained that the cotton industry was divided into a or less. These managers did not take the scientific 
number of different sections, and that, while the side of the training, but devoted their time to the study 
merchants who acted as a connecting link between the of the practical and human side, in preparation for 
manufacturcrs and the buyers might be willing to help their future dealings with the workmen. 
students to obtain practical training, the man.ufacturers Questioned as to the subjects a University training 
themselves would take an opposite view. In cotton might fit a man for, the witness mentioned chemistry 
mills people were paid for the actual work they did; and physics. Modern manufacturing called more and 
consequently there were very few supervisors or more for scientific enginooriug. A University man 
foremen, and the mills were not very suitable places would also be well employed as buyer for a firm, a 
for students to go to for training; they were not knowledge of economics being required for this. There 
organised for teaching purposes. The training of a man were, however, very few posts of this nature, many o~ 
cost money; it took up the time of the manager and the works paying a weekly wage and not such a high 
the foremen, and so was a had investment from the salary as an appointmcnt like this would command. 
owner's point of view, except where, as in the case of Some time ago there had been a distinct prejudice 
some big firms, they took in a number of men each against University men, but this had gradually worn 
year and trained them for their own purposes. It was off, and they were now generally regarded an asset. 
quite a different thing to receive students who only He thought that a man should come to Manchester 
wanted to tahe quite a short course, and from whom for a University education, that being about the best 
the firm would derive no ultimate benefit. This applied obtainable; it did not follow, however, that he would 
particularly to Indians who intended returning to their get the best industrial training there. It was certainly 
own countI'y as soon as they had learnt all they could of value to any student to go abroad, as it widened bill 
here. outlook and mind. 

His own company haa- established a continuation 
school which employees from 14 to 18 years of age had 
to attend two half-days each week. Those who did 
particularly well were probably sent on afterwards to 
some technical college. This, of course, was all at the 
company:'s expense, and they were therefore expected 
eventually to return and work for the benefit of the 
firm. It was not necessary for a man to understand 
the process of weaving before he could become a 
successful salesman, while some mi!l managers knew 
little of the scientific side of the bUSIness. 

The witness thought that the lh'llls which m.anufac. 
tured cotton-making machinery would be m?re hkely to 
welcome foreign students, as the l?tter m!,ght .become 
potential customers. On returnmg to their own 
country to start a manufacturing business ,themselv~s. 
it would be natural for them to buy machinery whICh 
they knew how to use. So far as his own company 
was concerned, thE'y bad never had any applioat~ons 
from Indian students, though they had receI~ed 
several from Russians, Roumanians, &c., all of which 
had ~een refused. 

On it being pOInted out that if Indian st~dents were 
not accepted here they would go to AmerIca or else
where, with the result that future trade .wo~d b~ ~ost 
to this country, the witness replied that, In .hls opIUlon, 
the American 11rms would be no more anxIOus to take 
them in than English 11rms were, though he agr~ed th?t, 
as this country had a bigger trade than. Am~rlca With 
India, it was more likely to be affec~e~ lU tbls re~pect. 

Seeing that India had now got BuBIClent protection to 
manufacture at a profit, it was. not, he thought! to be 
expected that firms in Lancashl~'e would be aUXlOUS to 
train possible competitors to theIr trade .. The ~act that 
large quantities of their goods were sold, In India would 
not influence many of them, as many did not know the 
final destination of their products once they had passed 
into the hands of the merchant. 

He suggested that cotton-loom manufact?r~rs wo?ld 
J>e more approachable on the subject of receIvmg IndIan 
~tudents for practical training. 

He thought that it was correct to say that, in their 
own interests, Lancasbire employers did not want to 
tram Indian students. A scientific training at the 
College of Technology would, however. be of use to 
them, even if practical experience in mills " as 
unobtainable. 

For the development of cotton manufacturing in 
India it would be necessary for more original and 
.research work to be carried on, either in connectio):l 
with a Central Research Institution or at each manu-
facturing centre. • 

It was true that during the war, when the Lancashire 
firms had been hampered in their production by the 
shortage of freightage, Japan had become a se~ious rival 
in the cotton trade. 

He frankly did not believe in Imperial preference; 
it was not business. 

Asked as to the general view of the Chambpr of 
Commerce in Manchester on the question of training 
students, he stated that those who took an actl ve part 
c('nsisted mostly of merchants, and it would therefore 
reflect their views rather than those of the actual 
manufacturers. 

He agreed that tbere was no fundamental difference 
of process in the manufacture of higher and lower 
count cotton goods. It might be possible for India to 
develop and specialise in the lower counts and England 
in the higher. That, in fact, was the tendency at 
present; EnglIsh manufacturers were being forced to 
produce finer goods to keep their trade. They naturally 
did not want the process to be accelerated, and he was 
at a loss to know what argument might be put forward 
to induce manufacturers in this country to al'cept and 
train at their own expense students who would be of 
no particular use to them and would eventually become 
rivals. 

From the national point of view he agreed that it 
would ultimately be of advantage for India to develop 
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her resources and agriculture seemed her spher~; as 
her prosperity grew so would her purchasing power, 
and she would become a better customer. On the other 
hand, the individual manufacturers in Lancashire 
would not see so far ahead as that; 'what would 
influence them would be th(' immediate elIect on their 
balance-sheets that would result from the devotion of 
-time and money to the training of Indian students. 
In Lancashire, men had worked up their businesseg 
after many years of hard toil, and it was therefore 
only natural that they should be unwilling to pass on 
the knowledge thus obtained to men who intended 
returning to India and setting up new mills or 
developing those that existed in direct opposition to 
English firms. 

He thought that the few Indian students who did 
come to England should have had a University 

t}'aininO' beforehand, as they would thcn be able to
derive °the most benefit from the practical course. 

In his opinion, the best system of cotton manufac
turing was to have all the different processes carried 
on in the same mill; his company worked on that 
system, but it was not general at present. 

In reply to an enquiry as to whethcr the idea of 
ultimate development in the widest sense would be the 
only possible argument to convince manufacturers that 
students should be given opportunities for practical 
work with them, the witness said that, although this 
might be accepted in the abstract, individuals would 
refuse when asked to take them. The only solution 
seemed to bc to place the wider view before them, and 
to hope that they would see that, although the 
resulting benefit might not become obvious in the 
present generation, it would greatly affect the next. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1921 (MANCHESTbR). 

THE EARL OF LYTTO~ (Chairman). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWA~ BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 

Present: 

I 
I 

SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHA~. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
MR:M. N. CHATTERJEE. 
MISS L. M. BBOOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, } Secretaries. 
MR. R. E. FIELD, 

PROFESSOR G. W. DANIELS, M.A., B.Com., Dean of the Faculty of Commerce in the University, 
was called and examined. 

He said that this faculty had existed since 1904 at Indian students had graduated at home before entering 
Manchester. The normal degree course took three years, the faculty at Manchester. They could pursue a more 
though. four years was sometimes taken. Graduates advanced course in such subjects as they had taken in 
(.QuId then proceed to the Master's degree. Recently, the more elementary stage for their degree examination. 
with a view to developing research in the faculty, the For the higher commercial certificate course it was 
conditions for the degree of M.Com. had been altered necessary for students to pass an entrance examination, 
so as to admit graduates from approved Universities which was of lower standard than the Matriculation. In 
who were satisfactorily qualified to carryon research this case exemption would be granted on an equivalent 
tor at least two years, and non:gl'aduates with adequate examination taken elsewhere. 
educational qualifications to carryon research for at He said that Birmingham was the first University to 
least three years. set up a Faculty of Commerce. Manchester had 

In addition, the degree of B.Com. could be taken with followed very soon after, and now London, Liverpool, 
distmction, which involved additional attendance and Glasgow and Edinburgh had established faculties, or 
more advanced examinations. There was also a higher had their establishment in contemplation. 
commercial certificate, which could be taken in two The special subjects were not necessarily connected 
years, and comprised about two-thirds of the degree with Textiles. This depended upon the future career of 
course. The compulsory subjects for the degree were the studentJ'i. The students who took Textiles were 
Political Economy, Organisation of Industry and Com· chiefly local men who were going into the cotton 
merce, Modern History from 1815, Political and industries; such students, as a rule, took the B.Sc.Tech. 
Economic Geography, Commercial Law, two Modern at the College of Teohnology, and came to the University 
Languages, Accounting; for Economics. One Indian student had taken the 

There were, in addition, some speeial subjects, such Cotton Industries course at the University in the present 
as Banking and Currency, Public Finance, technical session, and had passed the examination. Many Indian 
courses in Cotton Spinning, Cotton Weaving, Dyeing, students of the College of Technology took a UTliversity 
Designing, Printing, &c., Problems of Wages and class in Economics. 
Employment, Foreign Trade and Exchange, Industrial No arrangements were made for the students in the 
Psychology, Economic History, Statistics, and most of Faculty of Commerce to get practical experience in 
the compulsory subjects in a more advanced stage. business houses; if this were done, the witness thought 
Such subjects were taken by different students according it might take the place of one of the special subjects, 
to the careers that they intended to follow. provided that adequate and satisfactory arrangements 

He said that there were about 160 students taking were made in each case for the supervision of their work 
the Commercial courses in the University. and for certifying that it was satisfactory. 

He had.. just examined two Indian students in Political He thought that such training would be distinctly 
Economy, one for the higher commercial certificate, and advantageous, although not strictly necessary. 
one for the degree, and both students had sent in very The University course was designed to be broadly of 
satisfactory papers. sufficient preparation for students who were to take up 

He did not think that the Indian students had any positions of responsibility in business organisations and 
great difficulty with the Modern Languages in the commerce, though the course was not in any sense 
course. He thought,that generally they all had a good intended to be technical, but rather to enlarge the ideas 
knowledge of English when they arrived. Arrangements and to give some wide and general principles which 
had been made for English to be counted as one of the should be intellectually stimulating. 
two Modern Languages in the case of foreigners. The witness said that in the Faculty of Commerce 

For admission to the degree course it was necessary there was no intermediate examination. The students 
for a student to have passed the Northern Universities took the prescribed lecture courses and then took the 
Matriculation examination, or some equivalent examina- examination at the end of the course. The subject was. 
"ion by which they were exempted from it; many, then finished with. The examination in each subject 
perhaps most, Indian students came with the necessary was up to the degree standard. Most of the subjects, 
qualifications for this exemption. He would suggest however, could be taken to an advanced stage aa 
that the best results were likely to be obtained if special subjects. 
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It was suggested that an Indian language might be 
included as part of the Commercial course for students 
who contemplated trade with India. The witnes~ 
.agreed that if the necessary training could be provided 
Bnd the demand arose for the course it might be llro. 
Tided. 

He did not know whether textile exporters to India 
ft·om Manchester would welcome Indian students into 
-their offices. 

The witness thought that }.!anchester was as good as. 
any other University for the study of Public Finance. 

He did not think that there would be any restriction 
in the number of Indian students who could be. 
admitted to the faculty. Since 1904 four Indian 
students had graduated in the faculty, three had' 
taken the higher commercial certificate and two had 
taken special courses. At present one Indlan studen~
was reading for the degree and one for the certificate. 

MR. J. HUEBNER, M.Sc.Tech., Director of the Department of Bleaching and Dyeing, Calico Printing, 
Finishing and Paper Manufacture at the College of Technology, was called and examined. 

He said that at the present time there were three larger works' organisations. Even a five.years' courS'l' 
bdian students under him: one was a graduate, but he would only fit a man to take on under.managership in 
-did not know what were the qualifications of the other an already existing mill. He could not be expected tcf· 
·two. One had just been sitting for his RSc.Tech., become straight away a captain of industry. 
another was in his second year doing a special course, He did not think that Indian students coming to tb.s. 
and the third was also doing a special course. All of country for technical work need have shop cxperience 
them were studying paper manufacture. before they left India; such experience might prejudice 

In his view, the qualifications required for admission their outlook on processes and instruction; he preferred 
to the faculty in the case of Indians for the special to start upon raw material. 

·course should be "raduation. In the case of the degreil The period of practical training required for a person 
course graduatio~ exempted from matriGulation, and to be able tq carry on an organisation of his own was 

-might 'alSO exempt from one year's work, but each case difficult to fix. A man who wanted to Bet up a plant 
was considered on its merits. Normally, the degree for himself in India would need a very long training, 

'course took three years. unless he could find a market in India for hls goods 
The college laboratories possessed ~ complete paper- whilst he was experimenting. Having the raw material 

-making plant, so that works experlence was not a to hand he might be able to sell his paper at a low cost, 
-necessity, though it was, of course, valua~le. . He but he did not think that the experiment would be likely 
thought that it would not be easy to get Indians lnto to succeed if he had to face British competltion in the 
wDrk~ unless the firms were approached officially by the neighbourhood. 
India Office. This had l'ecently been done in the case It was necesRary to carry out resparch on the raw 

-of several mills in the countl"y with successful results. material available before a flourishing paper industry 
Recently, most of the Indian students at Manchest~r could possibly be established- in India. Hc had sug

had come for the courses in paper manufacture. Thls gested tbis to the Morison Commission, but nothing 
mi"ht be a result of the evidence that he had given to about it had appeared in their report. A considerable. 
th: Morison Committee or because Manchester was amount of work in this direction had been carried out 
unique in the facilities it offered for this branch of on bamboo and other fibrous raw materials in India, 
Btudy. and a small industry had beeD established in India. 

Asked 8S to the relative advantages to Indians of He said that the question of India being forced to go 
-taking the degree or the special courses, the witness to America for her machinery ana for the instructors in 
said the.t Jhis raised the question as to whether they its uses was a purely c<>mmercial one. The BrItish 
should come as older men having already graduated or were at present in some cases too busy to accept orders 
,as boys who were only ready to take their matriculation. for some years. 
He preferred to have the latter type of student, who It was pointed out that there were two kinds of 

-would spend three years doing the degree cours!l' training (a) the course suited to the future initiator, 
and then spend a year on research work and a year In and (b) the course suited to the craftsman who would 

-a mill. This cours'e would mean five years in England, not get higher than an under.managership in a works. 
and he thou"ht that the finished product would be a The witness said that the University course alone 
much more u~e£ul man to India than the one who came without any further experience would be sufficient to 
at a later a"e and spent as a rule less than three years turn out the man of the second kind, provided that he 
here. If thls idea were carried out he W:0uld suggest was given the necessary facilities for gaining experience 

-that there should be some hostel for lookmg after the in the works where he was employed. Thls was what 
.boys when they first came to this country. happened to most of the English students, though he 

As regards preliminary education, he strongly.urged supposed that the facilities in India were of a more 
the study of Chemistry, which was the foundatlon of limited nature. He thought that even though the 

.all chemical technology. . Indian students might not be able to get practical 
Asked as to other centres teaching similar subjects experience in English works, it would be worth their 

• to Manchester he said that Leeds and Bradford had while to come to Manchester for the technological 
·dyeing depart:neonts t but th~se institutions spe~ialised course, as there might be an increasing demand for 
in wool textiles rather than In cotton, There" as al~o under.managers in India in order to develop Indian 
some equipment for cotton dye~ng in Salford and III industries. He thought that such men, after some 
Glasgow. As rpgard paper.m.akmg, there were one?r years of experience in India, might be able to start 
-two centres in America, none in Japan, two 0; three III works on their own . 
..Qermany, but one of these dealt espeCIally. wlth paper- The special courses were intended for the man wh,o 
testing. In France there was one well-eqUIpped centre did not wish to stay for three years and take his
at Grenoble' there were no facilities in Norway or degree; the course was made up of the most essential 

--Canada He thou",ht that the training offered in elements of the degree course. A good knowledge of 
Manch~ster was at kast as good as that in any of the pure science was essential for students who took these 
-other schools; it was excellently equipped WIth a courses, and if a man were -weak in chemistry he would' 
-complete plant, . . be handicapped all along the line. He thought that the' 

As re"ards further Indian admISSIons, he thought two Indian students taking special courses a~. 
that the

O 

faculty could deal with twelve students each Manchester at present should be allowed anothel,' year' 
"year. . so that they could graduate. 

The :Il1tness said thd he thought .Indl~n students He thought that it would be of value to Indian 
had been quite healthy while at the Uruverslty; he only industry if more research could be done by Indian 
remembered one whose health had given ~rouble; ~e students in this country upon the Indian raw materials. 
thought that their capacity for work varied Just as dld It had been intended at one time to get an Indian 
-that of the English students. ~e had not. see~ very student to do some postO'raduate work in this direction .. 
'much of the Indian students outslde the ~mver~l~y,. but so far the college had not had a man to do it. 

If a man were expected to take an initiative posltlOn III Indians of the type of those at present in the college. 
Indian industry on his return to that country h? co~d might profitably take up this line of work. 
-not have too long a. training in England. The U~verSlty ThE' witness thought that the conditions of paper-
-course plus one year in a mill was not suffiCIent Dar makin!! in tbis country were not essentially differen~ 
'Was the threa.years' course instituted by some of the -
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from those in India, and that therefore the students 
were not wasting their time by studying in England. 

The Department of Chemical Technology included all 
branches of the chemical industries. He could not give 
any information on the subjects of Pharmacological 

Chemistry or Lime and Cement, as they did not come. 
into his Department. 

He did not think that business training could be
adde(l to the curriculum of students in Technolo"y' 
unless they had more time at their disposal. ., 

Mil. n. D. FISllENDEN, ALSe.Tech., lately Local Adviser to Indian students in Manchester, 
WIIS called and examined. 

He sliid that his term of office had extended from 
April 1918 to April 1919. During that time he had 
formed ties of friendship with many Indian students 
and had since kept in touch 'with them. 

He thought, from his experience, that the system of 
selection of Indian students in India was bad, and that 
many students had come to this country who had not 
the mental ability to profit by it. He gave three 
instances of different types of Indian students, one an 
excellent student of first-rate ability, another who had 
had a retentive and assimilative mind but had not any 
real originality or high intellectual capabilities, and a 
third who was of the type who nught have succeeded as 
ah advanced craftsman but whose mental equipment 
was not of an order to justify his coming to this country. 

In former years he had had experience of some very 
good lndian students in the Department of Printing and 
Photography; one of theRe was now at the head of his 
Ol\'n firm in Poona, Bnd another was, he believed, doing 
very good work in Calcutta. 

So far as the study of Technology was concerned, he 
was of the opinion that students who intended to 
graduate 01' do advanced l'esearch work in England 
should not come until they had reached the standard of 
the Honours B.A. of an Indian University. If they 
came £01' technical training as distinct from University 
work, he thought that they should have passed through 
~>1le of the Indian Technical Institutes, sllch as the one 
at Lucknow. 

His experience led him to think that Indian students 
US a whole, whilst possessing very retentive minds, 
which were of value to them from an examination 
voint of view, were somewhat lacking in the initiative 
-and origlllality that were so essential for technical work. 

He thought that Indian students should come to this 
('ountry only to finish their education and not when they 
were young; he did not agree with the suggestion that 
it would be better for them to come and take the whole 
University COUl'se here. If all the preliminary work 
were done in India, the unsatisfactory students would 
get sifted out dm'ing their course of study, and only 
those would proceed to this country who were capable 
of deriving real benefit from it. 

He did not feel able to make any definite suggestions 
as to the method of improving the Advisory Committees 
in India, but it seemed to him that in any organisation 
established for the guidance and assistance of Indian 
students the most important factor was personal 
sympathy and understanding. . 

From the point of view of the University, the 
Local Adviser was of value only for the purpose of 
obtaining, through the agency of the Students' Depart
ment, such information as the University desired to 
have concerning Indian applicants for admission, and 
to provide some guarantee for payment of their fees 
when admitted. From the students' point of view, his 
value was much greater. They were strangers in a 
foreign land, and therefore needed special friendship 
and help. 

His experience was that Indian students dis
. trusted the Students' Department and the office of 
Local A.dviser. During his term of office he had 
regarded himself neither as a University nor a Govern-

-ment official, but as an independent friend to the 
students. 'Vhen they had realised this, his relations 
with them had been of a most satisfactory nature. 

'The distrust of the office of Local Adviser was, he 
thought, very general among the Indian s:udents. 
During the first month or so after he was appomted he 
had leen treated with a marked 'coldness by them, but 
this had disappeared as soon as he had succeeded in 

'establishing personal relations with them. The position, 
.in short, was that they usually trusted the individual 
but disliked the office. . ' 

Although the Local Adviser was not compulsorily a 
guardian to any of th.e Indian studen~s, they might be 
made his wards if theu parents so deSired. Apart fr?m 
this he had no offioial position "ith regard to the Indian 

students, with the exception of the Government scholars .. 
and they were in no way obliged to have any dealings. 
with him if they did not wish to do so. The Adviser 
wuld be of great service to the Indian students in cases
of illness. They could get far more help from him than 
from the chance friendship of an individual professor,. 
though the existence of the Adviser was not a bar to such 
friendship being formed. He thought that the office of 
Local Adviser should continue, provided that the right 
man could be found for the post. 

He did not approve of Indian students living in the 
hostels at present connected with the University. If' 
they did so, they tended to form a small minority, and 
wel'e likely to segregate themselves. On the other hand. 
he thought that the present lodgings system was bad, 
as there was a great danger of the Indian students
getting into the wrong type of housA owing to their 
inability to judge of Enghsh conditions. Supervision 
in this matter was extremely difficult and apt to be 
resented. lIe recommended that, if the necessary funds. 
could be provided, houses should be taken in 
which an equal number of Indians and sJmpat,hetically
disposed Englishmen could live together. 

One of the great difficulties in regard to Indian 
students, particularly Government scholars, was not so· 
muoh that they were badly selected, but that they were 
sent to English Universities for education and training' 
witbout any definite prospects of employment in, India 
on their return. He considered it very desirable that 
the Government of India should take definite steps in 
this matter, with a view to arranging with Indian firms
before the students left India to keep vacancies on their 
staff open for men who wele training in this country. 

It was difficult to get the larger firms in England to-· 
take Indians into their works for the purpose of gaining 
experienoe, as many of them considered it to be a 
suicidal policy to put a weapon into the hands of their 
potential trade opponents and teach them how to use 
it. Smaller firms were more likely to be helpful in this 
matter, especially if II. premium ,were offered. 

He did not agree that the duties of Loeal Adviser
could be as well undertaken by the professors in the 
University or by some general tutor. He thought tlUlt 
the Indian as a stranger was not in a position analogous. 
to that of the English student, and needed to have the 
opportunity rather than the acoident of sympathy. 

The students at Manchester had no tutors such as 
those at Oxford and Cambridge. . 

As regards the suggestion that the Looal Adviser 
should be an Indian, the witness said that this would 
be difficult, as all Indian would not be able to represent 
the interests of Indian students in the University 80 welt 
as an Englishman; he thought, however, that if some· 
arrangement could be made whereby an Indian student 
who was interested in some such subject as Sociology 
caul<! remain in this country to practise, and spend part 
of hi'" time assisting the Local Adviser, it might be of 
great help to Indian students and might result in the 
disappearance of all feeling of mistrust of the office. 

The Local Adviser in Manchester was not appointed' 
by the India Office but by the University. He had' 
impressed this fact upon the students. He considered' 
that the present arrangement, although possibly not 
entirely acceptable to the students, would be very 
difficult to improve. 

lIe thought that Indian students on the whole were· 
more anxious to obtain certificates than knowledge. It 
"as possible to obtain a celiificate at the Qnd of the 
spec.al Technological coursE's. 

Such organisations as the Indian Association and the 
East and West Society dId a considerable amount in 
the way of bringing the Indian students into contact 
with tbe better minds of tbe University. 

lIe thought that the students' dislike of the Indian· 
Students' Department was a general objection to
bureaucratic government. They were inclined to regard, 
the Department as an agency for political espionage. 
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PROFESSOR R. D. WILD, M.D., ~I.Sc., }'.R.C.P., Dean of. the Faculty of Medicine, was called and examined. 
He statcd that at the present time there were no .... 

lndian students in the faculty, though several had 
oattended in the past. In orde-r to qualify for admission 
-they had either to have passed the matriculation (of 
the Joint Board of the northerJ;l Universities), or 
some recognised equivalent of it, and at Manchester 
Latin was, required as a compulsory subject. He 
pointed out that a knowledge of Latin was very useful 
in dealing with medical and anatomical terminology. 
'This, however, rather limited the number of Indian 
applicants, although the authorities had accepted a 
-degree without Latin from a recognised Indian Uni
versity as exemption from the matriculation. Special 
application for such exemption had to be made, as it 
was not granted automatically, and each case had to be 
passed by the Senate. Many applications were received 
irom third-~ear students who wanted to come and take 
their Manchester degree. So far as candidates for the 
'Conjoint Diploma were conllerned, exemptions granted 
at the University were decided by the Royal Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons. Graduates were usually 
·excused the first and second year of their course, and 
the first two examinations; they might, however, be 
exempted from three years and obtain their degree in 
two: this was the minimum timc permitted. As 
regards persons reading for a degree, each case W88 

considered by the Applications CommIttee, and 
students coming to Manchester after two or three years 
at another U ni versity had to give satisfactory reason~ 
'for their having left. He doubted whether three years 
at an Indian University would be recognised as 
.equivalent to an equal period at an English University, 
or would have been sufficient to bring a student to such 
a stage as would allow him to complete the curriculum 
in a further two years. He thought that Indian 
'students took longer over the course than English 
students on account of the language difficulty; they had 
practically to devote an extra year to overcoming this. 

The medical course, which consisted of fifty.seven 
months of actual study, was organised on the following 
ilines:-

First year: pure science. 
Second year: anatomy and physiology. 
Third year: pathology, pharmacology and surgery. 

Morning work in hospitals, and lectures and 
laboratory wOl'k at the' University in the 
afternoons. 

Fourth year: same suhjects, with medical and 
gynrecological courses, &c. 

Fifth yea.r: same subjects continued, with addition 
of lunacy, fever courses, &c. At the end of 
this year the final examination was taken. 

Short courses in applipd anatomy and applied 
'physiology are given in the third, fourth and fifth years. 

He said that there was no actual difficulty as regards 
Indians getting hospital facilities; they and all 
foreigners seemed to be accepted on much the 'same 
footing as the English students. At the present 
moment the faculty (third year) was overcrowded, as 
three years ago a record number of students had entere'} 
the medical school, and in consequence there was a 

• difficulty about practical training. The number of beds 

availa.ble did not give the present number of student. 
sufficient work or experience: (there were about 1,100 
beds in the various Manchester hospitals and 
infirma.ries) ; the rush would not, in his opinion. 
continue to the same extent: the numbers now in the 
first and second years were less than in the third year. 

Many foreigner students remained in England to take 
up appointments in different hospitals in order to gain 
further experience. i'here was no serious difficulty 
(except for a certain general shortage of all such 
appointments) about Indians getting house appoint
ments provided that there were not too many of them 
in the faculty at the same time. 

He considered that three or four Indian students 
might be admitted to the faculty each year, making a 
total of fifteen or twenty at anyone time. 

The general conduct of Indian students had been 
good, but their progress had not been so slltidactory. 
The witness then quoted the following statistICS 
concerning them :-

In 1911 one had died before completing his course. 
In 1911 a student had taken his Conjoint Board 

examination, but was not fully qualified yet. 
In 1913 another had taken the Conjoint examina

tion without having fully qualified since, 
though in 1917 he had taken the Licentiate of 
the College of Apothecaries. 

In 1917 ConJomt taken, but man not qualified yet. 
In 1917 a student had passed part of his finals, 

but had not taken medicine or surgery. 
In 1919 a student had not qualified, and had not 

communicated with University since that date. 
The witness thought that the scientific grounding of 

Ihe average Indian stuQent might be improved before 
coming to the University. He had found that they 
worked hard, but that they had trouble in grasping 
work which was new to them; in this they were not up 
to the average English student. The most satisfactpry 
were those who came after graduation; four of this type 
had -come to take their D.P .R. and two had obtained 
it quite easily. 

The number of students in the Medical Faculty wa~ 
at present about 700. 

Questioned as to the strongest subject in the faculty, 
he replied that they did not specialise in anything, but 
as the Manchester Eye Hospital was the largest in the 
kingdom, perhaps ophthalmics might be said to be their 
strongest subject. The pre-eIninence of anyone subject, 
however, really depended on the staff, and this, ol 
course, might change each year. 

He said that post-graduate courses had been 
established at the different hospitals. For example, onc 
at Salford Hospital was for F.R.C.S. students. It 
would be quite a good idea r<>r Indian students to come 
for one year's post-graduate work in gynlecology or 
ophthalmology, but such arrangements had to be made 
with the hospitals direct; the University did not under
take to do it for them. There were not any Indian 
women students at Manchester, And never had been. 

He thought that men could prepare for their F.lt.C.S. 
at this University quite as well as in London; in fact, 
the clinical facilities were better here . 

MR. F. J. WEST, Past President of the Manchester Engineering Employers' Association and 
President of the Manchester Association of Engineers, was called and examined. 

He stated that he had not come to put before the 
'Committee the official views of the Employers' Asso
-(liation. Some firms belonging to the Association hai 
. discussed the communique issued by the Committee. 
lIe handed in a statement drawn up at that meeting, 
which is printed below. 

From the national standpoint, facllities should be 
gi ven to Indian students to obtain practical experience 

,in the various works and mills; from the view of local 
. enterprise it would also be desirable. He could not say, 
however to what extent the employers were prepared 
to accept them as they had not as yet gone into the 

-details of the scheme. 
Indian students should come with the definite under. 

standing that they were going to t~ke .tlP enginpering 
as a profession on their return to. IndIa; In the pas~ they 
had come with rather vague Ideas of the partICular 
branch they wished to study, and this should be 

o"60rrectcd m futuI'e. 

All Indian students, whether they came under tho 
regis of the India Office or of Government, should havo)" 
proper provision made for thl'.m as regards accommo
dation and control. It was preferable for them to live 
in hostels; in lodgings the question of sex often 
complicated matters. 

He held that Manchester was an excellent engineedng 
centre, being surrounded by such towns as Oldham, 
Rochdale, Bolton, Stockport, &c. The branches of 
engineering be~t suited to Indian students were 
electrical, textile, and locomotive building, as the firms· 
dealing with these usually had an extensive connectio'1.. 
with India. 

Expressing his own opinion and not that of the 
Association, the witness said he thought' that equal' 
facilities in works would be granted to students taking 0.

University course here and wanting practical work in 
~he vacations only, and to those who want-ed Buch 
experience after their Unil/llrsity eaurse. PemonallYr 
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he would prefer to take students who had already had a 
three years' course here. 

It was suggested that firms regarded students coming 
to them only for the vacations as a nuisance. The 
-v.itness concurred with this opinion. 

The unions, he continued, were inclined to raise 
objections to training being given to anyone over the 
age of 18, whether Indian or English, though the.)' 
tolerated men who were only likely to be in the works 
10r a short period; this difficulty might therefore be 
-overcome by explaining to the men that the students 
did only intend to be there for a little time. An 
,apprentilleship could not be served in less than three 
years, and really should not be less than five. The 
unions' main objection was that the ranks of working 
men were being opened to men of a different class, 
who might enter at any age and for only a short period 
of apprenticeship. If men were taken for ordinary 
apprenticeship between the ages of 19 and 24 it would 
oause friction with the union, as the usual age for a hoy 
to commence his apprenticeship was 16. 

Practical training that was to be of real value could 
not be obtained in any other way than by works 
experience. 

He thought that the firms' objections, such as they 
were, might be removed by persuasion by the Govern
ment. This would have greater effect than any 
attempts on the part of the University authorities. 

Such students as had been admitted into the dlfferent 
firms in the past had usually been taken on the 
rooommendation of some big client. 

Referring to the students who only took the vacation 
{)ourse, he said that a certain number of firms were 
willing to take them, though the general idea was that, 
-~oming for so short a period, they did not treat the 
course seriously enough but. merely regarded it as a 
holiday. Also, engineering could not be picked up in 
two or three months. 

There was no sandwich scheme at Mancester. 
As regards hostels for Indian students, he told the 

Committee that, some years before, he personally had 
been of the opinion that 80 long as students were 
supervised in the works, it was no concern of his as to 
how they spent their leisure hours; but lately he had 
found it necessary to assume some responsibility for 
them, and his firm had founded a hostel for them. 
Eight of these special apprentices lived there, each 
{)ontributing 35s. per week for their board and lodging. 
Rent, rates and taxes were paid by 'the firm, and II 

housekeeper saw to the actual catering and general 
arrangements in this hostel. 

If special apprentices were taken, he now considered 
that it was the duty of their employers to assume some 
paternal responsibility towards them, in order to ensure 
that they would do credit to the town while living in 
it. He thought that firms would be more willing to 
take students when they knew they lived in a hostPl 
under direct supervision. Perhaps it was not essential 
that these hostels should be for Indian students only; 
it would be the same. thing, so far as the firms were 
concerned, if Indians and English students lived 
~ogether. 

Hostels sllOuld be instituted in Manchester itseU, 
'even if the students were working in the surrounding 
towns; train facilities were good, and it would be far 

:simpler to have their headquarters hel'e than in 
~scattered hostels in the smaller towns. 

The witness did not think that there were many 
'opportunities for practical experience in civil enginee~
.jng, there being no actual works for that branch. 
Also, it was almost closed to outsiders, and a big 
'premium had to be paid by those students who were 
.allowed to enter. 

He could not say what opportunities there were 
.in Manchester for dock engineering, irrigation, &c. 
For railway engineering also he knew that large 
premiums were asked; he thought, however, that 
training in a railway building depot, although giving 
'Only the mechanical side, would be a very valuable 
'course for Indian students to take. 

In Manc;hester and district more different branches 
'of engineering were dealt with than in any other town 

'.in England. He thought that many of the manu
facturers would be glad to accept Indian students as a 
large trade was carried on with India. He agreed that 
:there was a better chance of .their getting inte the 

this ... 

firms which manufactured machinery, rather than tbose-
'which made the actual goods themselves, booause the

interests of these twq classes were practially antagon
istic, and the latter considered that they were training 
potential competitors to their trade if they took India~ 
students. He did not think that there were many 
chances of permanent appointments being given to. 
Indians as difficulties would be certain to .arise when. 
they had to deal with and control a number of British 
workmen_ 

He thought that students should remain at least 
two or three years after graduation to gain experience. 
They should then be prepared to take up som", 
responsible position -or to strike out on some line vf 
their own. By that time they would know something 
about business methods. 

It was suggested to the witness that there were 
various stages of apprenticeship. There was the claas 
of boys under the age of 16; then the class of 'spectar 
apprentices coming with a good general educatioll> 
between the ages of 16 and 19, for at least four year'S' 
training; a third class consisting of University 
graduates or private apprentices, who required a. 
minimum of two years in the works; and, finally, th.,. 
men coming for research work. He said that only the
second and third classes referred to Indian students. 

As regards the practical training given in University 
workshops, the witness stated that this was never really' 
satisfactory ~ the course was elementary, and left the' 
students ~ith a half-and-half knowledge of their subject. 
Also, the actual pieces of work they were engaged OD

were never intended for sale, so that the detail work, 
the finishing, &c., was inclined to be neglected. 1& 
addition, the equipment, however much improved and 
enlarged, could never be equal to that of a commercial 
workshop. . 

He considered that on the whole Indian students 
needed a wider training than Englishmen, because the
Indian industries were not so highly specialised as tbos", 
in this country. He also thought that it would be a 
good scheme for them to go through a .. filter of 
engineering experience" in India before coming to an. 
EnglIsh University, thus ensuring tllat men of no
technical ability whatsoever would not come here. 

As far 8S be knew, the question of racial prejudice diel 
not enter into the relations of employers and English 
students with Indians. He had not encountered the 
idea that to give them practical training in this country 
was to insert thc thin end of the_ wedge for introducjn~ 
Eastern labour into England. 

He stated in conclusion- that the Employers' Associa
tion would do all in its power to further the aims and. 
objects of the Committee. 

lIIemorandum handed in by Alr. Weat. 

Evidence of Mr. F. J. West, Past President of the
Manchester Engineering Trade Employers' Association,_ 
Pre~ident of the Manchester Association of Engineers, 
Alderman of the City of Manchester, and Director and' 
General Manager of West's Gas Improvement Co., Ltd ... 
Manchester, Gas Works Contractors. 

:Mr. F. J. West is giving evidence not officially 
expressing the views of the Manchester engineerin~ 
employers, but expressing the views of a few firms 
interested in the question under discussion who met at 
the offices of the Association on Monday the 13th inst . .
and at which Mr. West was selected to give evidence 
before the Committee sitting in Manchester_ 

The employers in question agree from a national 
standpoint that facilities should be offered for the· 
practical training of Indian students in engineering, and 
also agree from the point of view of local engineering 
and local enterprise, and for the furtherance of 
Manchester goods and methods that facilities should be 
given for engineering students to receive 8 practical 
training in the Manchester and district engineering 
works. 

It is suggested that students selected by the Govern
ment or other authority should be sellt to this country 
with a definite understanding and knowledge that if 
tht'y are seeking a training in engineering they should 
have very definite ideas with regard to entering the 
engineering profession. It is felt thd in a number or· 
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~ase8 where Indian students have been trained in works 
in Manchester and district this training has been 
undertaken. without anI definite idea as to their 
iUltimate occupation. 

It is further agreed that it is advisable they should 
decide beforehand upon a specific branch of engineering, 
such as electrical, textile, locomotive, or general 
engineering. 

It is stro~gly urged that students should be provided 
with adequate and Buitable lodging accommodation 
under'tbe control of some authority, for preference in " 
hostel for the exclusive use of Indian students. This 

point is urged as it was emphasised at the mel>ting of 
the employers held in Manchester early this week that 
the sex problem has in the past resulted in difficulties, 
and it is agreed that the students should not select for 
themselves private homes for their board and lodgings. 
A central hostel in Manchester would probably be 
sufficient for a district comprising Manchester, Oldham, 
Bolton, Bury, St?ckport, &c. 

It is further suggested that the most likely openings 
in engineering in the immediate district are in 
connection with electrical, textile and locomotive 
engineers. 

FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 1921 (MANCHESTE~). 

Present: 
THE EARL 011 LYTTON (OhaiTman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIW AN BAHADUR M. RAMAOHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
8m M. HAMHIOK. 

SAHIBZADA AFTAS AHMAD KHAN. 
Mn. A. P. M. ~'LEMING, 
Mn. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. R. E. FIELD, Secretary. 

8m HENny A. r.IIEns, M.A., D.Sc., the Vice.Chancellor of the University, who was accompanied by 
MAJOR J. M. CnOFTS, Secretary of the Joint Matriculation Board, was called and examined. 

He said that there were very few Indian students in 
'dle University as apart from the College of Technology. 

He thought that the best students were those who had 
at least reached the standard of the First Degre>! 
Examination in India, if they were not actuallj 
graduatcs. 

Major Crofts explaiued that the Indian Intermediate 
Examination in Arts, Science or Medicine and the class 
examinations held at the end of the first year were 
accepted as exempting a student from the Manchester 
Matriculation Examination. Indian graduates were 
exempted from the Manchester Intermediate as well as 
the Matriculation. Indian M.A.s were treated as 
being on a par with gl'aduates of Manchester University. 

Sir Henry did not agree with Mr. Huebner's opinion 
that the Indian students should come to this country for 
all their training. He thought that they ought at least 
to have reached in India a standard which would exempt 
them from the Matriculation Examination in England. 

He felt that sotne organisation was needed to which 
the University could refer for further information about 
students who applied without giving any personal 
references from people known to tho authorities. The 
Indian Students' Department had been of help in 
former years, but Manchester had not had any recent 
dealings with thum. . 

Major Crofts pointed out that the Matriculation 
Board stood in need of some body of reference to whom 
they might refer upon questions of the equivalence. of 
examination standards in the less well·known Indian 
tlducafaonal establishments. Such a body would sens 
the double purpose of giving Indian students info~a. 
tion about the Universities of England, and supplYing 
English Universities with information about the 
institutions in India and the standards of their 
examinations. Indian students were always required by 
the University to produce some certificate of good 
character from a recognised authority in India. 

Sir Henry said that ap~licat~o~s were. neve~ referred 
to the Local Adviser for his OplDlOll. HIS duties began 
when the student had already been admitted, and a 
Local Adviser would still be necessary if a body were 
established in India which was in a position to give all 
the information that was needed either by the students 
or by the University. The Local Adviser was not held 
l'esponsible for the payment of the studen~' fee~, though 
in event of any default in payment the Ulllversity would 
refer to him for advice. Such students whose parents so 
desired were placed directly ~der his guardianship, 
and in this case he would pay their fees. 

During his own time (five years) there ~ad been no 
cases brought to his notice of any Indian stu~ents 
having financial difficulties. There had be~ occ.aslonal 
trouble with Egyptian students, a~d the U~~erslty had 
referred to the Egyptian EducatlOnal MIssion.. ~e 
thought that if Indian students did ~ot pay their bills 
the University would refer to the India Office. 
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He considered it necessary to have one particular 
officer to take the initiative in helping Indian student..; 
to get into the stream of the social life of the 
University. For this reason it was better to have aD 
Adviser than to rely on what help individual professor .. 
might give them. The East and West Society had 
been of great help in this matter, but no particular 
duties in regard to the students devolved upon it. If 
there were an Adviser the students would know at once 
to whom they should go for any help that they needed. 

He was of the opinion that the Indian students who 
had been at Manchester liad been quite as satisfactory 
in character as any other body of students. They 
seemed to get on well with the English students, though 
there was some tendency towards segregation. 

It was his personal opinion that the University 
should take from six to ten Indian students in each of 
the larger faculties every year. It was necessary t,) 
limit the admission by faculties, as Indians would 
otherwise be likely to come to Manchester to study on!.) 
those subjects for which the University was most 
renowned, with the result that the number studying in 
certain faculties might become too large to be properly 
assimilat.ed. This would be disadvantageous to tbe
Indians as well as to the University. 

The College of Technology did not come under th .. 
jurisdiction of the University in the matter of 
admissions, and he could not speak for it. 

He considered it desirable that Indian studentd 
should, if possible, reside in hostels attached to ~hc 
University. There were no hostels actually belonglIl;:( 
to the University, with the exception of the WomeD:' .. 
Hostel, but Dalton Hall and Hulme Hall were attached 
to it, and bad from 100 to 150 students each. He 
was strongly opposed to the existence of a purely Indian 
hostel. Funds were needed to endow University 
hostels, as otherwise it would be impossible to make 
living in them nearly as cheap as in lodgings. 

As regards the minimum allowance needed by an 
Indian student at Manchester, he agreed with the 
figures given by Mr. Moir and Mr. ~'iddes, viz., at least 
£250 and preferably £300 a year. 
. Major Crofts said that Bristol was not included among 
the Universities dealt with by the Joint MatriculatioD 
Board. He had to depend upon documentary evidencA 
in the case of Indian students. when making decisioIbl 
regarding exemption from matriculation. He did no~ 
see students personally. Indian applicants usually 
supplied a certificate of character, but this was not 
demanded by the Board. At one time the Board had 
consulted the Indian Students' Department regardine; 
applications from Indians, but the information supplied 
had not been very helpful, and they had ceased to hB1l~ 
any dealings with it. He now consulted Sir Michael 
Sadler whenever in doubt regarding Indian applicants. 
Applications nearly always came to him from the 

K 
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"j!tudents direct, not through the Local Adviser or the 
Indian Students' Department. 

Sir Henry said that the Indian Students' 
Department had never asked him in ad vance as to the 
.number of vacancjes there were in the University. 
The books were not closed at any fixed date, and were 
generally still open at the beginning of the term. It 
was a case of first come first served. The University 
always reserving to ,itself freedom of selection, and he 
would advise that Indian applications should be sent 
.in by thll end of May. 

As regards the question of the admission of Indians 
to the O.T.C., he did not think that there was any 
objection on the part of the English students. It had 
been traditional to advise Indians not to apply for 
admission to the corps as there was an Army Regulation 
forbidding it. 

Women were admitted to full membership of th" 
University on a footing of complete equality with men. 
There would be no objection to the admission of Indian 
women on the same terms. They would also be 
admitted to the Women's Hostel. 

Major Urofts said that a good. secondary education' 
was all that was necessary for the Matriculation 
Examination. The Joint Board would not let the 
question of any previous technical education weigh with 
them in regard to exemption, except in border line 
eases. . 

The question of the necessity for a local Adviser being 
again discussed, Sir Henry said he cOllld not 
agree that the Indian students would get the same help 
by going to their professors as they would by having n 
ci efinite officer, in the person of the Adviser, who would 
have some knowledge of their character and of the 
difficulties in which they were hkely to be placed. 

He was not in favour of vacancies being reserved for 
Indian students. Giving due ~egard to local claims, 
bis object was to get the best possible men into the 
University, and from this point of view he considerpd 
that any system of reservation was unfair. He 
sllggested that Indian examinees whose results did not 
appear until July should m~ke provisional application 
some time beforehand. He would consider the question 
of making the same concessions to Indian students that 
were made at Oxford if the need arose. 

Major Crofts explaiIled the difficulties experienced by 
tb.,e Matriculation Board ~p. regard to Indian applicants. 
The calendars of the Indian Universities were available 
for reference, but the information which they contained 
was not sufficient to give the Board a definite' idea of 
t;be standards of their examinatlOns. There were a 
large number of educational institutions in India of 
which the Board knew nothing, and it was not possible 
to find out the status of such bodles through the medium 
of a statemen~ of curricula. University certificates 
were accepted at their face value, but difficulty arose ;n 
connection with certificates awarded by other institu
tions such as the Roorkee College. The Board needed 
some Jreliable body to which they could refer any 
problems of this nature. The Indian Students' Depart
ment hail not of late been very helpful in the matter. 

The provision of the answer papers would be a help 
in tIle matter of investigation if the Board had tim<l 
to go through them, but as there were a very large 
:humber of applicants, nearly all with different 
qualifications, this would be a long and laborious task. 

If some really reliable hody could be established the 
Board would be glad to accept their decisions as final. 

l·he rntermediate examination of any Indian 
'University was sufficient qualification to exempt a 
'1tudent from the Matrieulation. 

In answer to a question as to whether the Indian 
Inte:rmediate student and the English Matriculatioll 
student had reached the same. standard, Sir Henry said 
that this examination had been accepted in the case of 
Indians when they had been recommended b~ persons 
known to the University. He was more anxious to 
ascertain the promise of a student than his actual per
formance, and this was his reason for desiring a personal 
recommendation. 

He thought that as a rule the Indian students wht) 
had come to Manchebter had a goM knowledge of 
English. 

l'he University were willing to regard English as a. 
foreign language in the case of Indians and foreigners. 

He thought that there could be no artificial test liS .... 

means of selecting the best type of student. 
As regards the number of Indian students that would 

be admltted to the University, he thought that there 
should never be more than a small minority in each 
class. 

There was no immediate prospect of increasing the 
hostel accommodation. 

There was no Local Adviser to colonial or foreign 
students in Manchester. 

He did not agree that any professor could be 
approached and would give as much help to Indian .. 
as the Local Adviser would do. The professsors were 
willing to extend their friendship to Indians as well as 
to other students but they could not be expected to 
take special trouble in looking after them. If th", 
Adviser was there he could do much, especially if th" 
number of Indian students were large, to prevent 
segregation. 

Hi,' thought that if the numbers of Indian students 
were, fairly small it might be possibJe to have one 
Adviser for all the northern Universities, but he dut 
not think that such an officer could do so much for 
individual Indian students as could a Local Adviser at 
each University. He had not heard that there was 
any feeling of distrust of the Local Adviser on the part 
of the Indian students. 

Asked to explain the difference in the standing of the 
Indian M.A. and B.A. at Manchester, he said thaI; 
the M.A. would not necessarily be exempted from 
any part of the honours course any more than the B.A., 
but the M.A. could do post·graduate work for two yeara 
and obtain the Ph.D. degree. This included training 
In research. Fol'- the Manchester Master's degree as 
well as for the Ph.D., a thesis had to be submitted upon 
some original research. This applied to all facultie~. 

There were very few Indian students in the Faculty 
of Arts. These students were not reading for th~ 
Indian Civil Service examination. 

Questioned as to his remark regarding the inefficiency 
of the Indian Students' Department, Major Crofts said 
that since Dr. Arnold had resigned from office th~ 
Department had not been of very much use to his 
Board. He had ceased to correspond with them, as he 
had not been g'etting satisfactory replies to his queries, 
and it was now bis practice to seek the assistance of 
Sir Michael Sadler instead. 

The Higher Certificate examination was a year's 
study higher than the Matriculation. The Schools 
Certificate was of rather lower standing than the 
Matriculation, but candidates who did sufficiently well 
in this examination were exempted from Matriculation 
on the strength of it. 

Sir Henry said that, so far as the University was 
concerned, the Local Adviser had nothing to do with 
the political opinions of the Indian students, and never
made any enquiries abont them. 

Pl\OFEsson H. B. DIXON, C.B.E., M.A., M.Sc., Professor of Chemistry at the University, 
was called .and examined. 

He said that, as stated in his written memorandum 
(which is printed below), not many Indian students had 
taken the honours course in chemistry at Manchester. 
11\ the past two students had actually taken honours and 
aix had attempted it, but had eventually only taken the 
Pass degree. The two men who had taken honours had 
come with personal recommendations to him, and had 
belln men who had taken thll Intermediate examination 
in India. 

As regards the qualifications that he would prefer 
his Indian students to have, he said that he thought 
that Indian graduates were the best. Judging from the 
few Indian students who had been under him. he 

t.hought that the student who had only passed thl' 
Matriculation in India was not really ripe enough fot' 
the Manchester courses, and that he was likely to break 
do~n somewhe~e in the ~ourse, and was then only 
deSIrous to obtalD some cerhficate of his college training 
rather than to attempt the examination itself. The 
graduate of an' Indian University could come for two 
years and get some training in research work. The 
Univ~rsity particularly laid itself out for research work, 
and It was the student who showed a desire and the 
caPB:city to advance. his science that they wished to 
receIve. He made It clear that he was not speaking 
from the p!>int of view of technology: that was not his 
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department. lIe thought that there was enough 
difference between pure science and technology to 
account for the difference in his own and Mr. Huebner's 
view of the necessary initial qualifications that were 
desirable in the case of Indian students. 

Apart from his two honours stuilents, he had found 
Indian students sOIl!ewhat unsatisfactory. They had 
not shown any great powers of application, they were 
apt to be irregular in their attendance at classes, and 
when the time for the examinations came round they 
wt're ready with excuses to gain exemption. TheIr 
desire seemed to be to possess certificates rather than 
knowledge. On it being suggested that their fear of 
examinations might be accounted for by the fact that 
their sense of failure was more acute, seeing that they 
had come a long way from their country and sacrifices 
had probably been made in order that they could come, 
tlte witness said that some allowance might possibly be 
made for this reason, though as he was speaking of 
Government scholars as well as private students, he di(l 
not think that personal sacrifice had been made in all 
cases. He admitted that he was speaking of Indian 
Etudents over a period of more than twenty years and 
only from a few examples, and he agreed that matters 
might have improved recently. He was not, however. 
alone in his opinion. He thought that the Selection 
Body should be careful to ascertain whether or not a 
~tudent was coming merely for a paper qualification or 
to do really serious work. If there was time he 
preferred to get personal recommendations regarding all 
his Indian students. If possible he preferred the per. 
sonal recommendations to come from someone whom he 
knew, but he would be Willing to accept the recom· 
mendation of the authorities of a recognised University 
or other iiistitution. 

He realised that if only graduates were to be sent over 
the difficulty of applying early was accentuated, as the 
Indian results were not published until July. He 
thought, however, that in such cases provisional 
application might well be made beforehand. 

No Indian graduates had done higher chemistry at 
Manchester. Two had done a course of chemistry and 
then specialised in some other subject, e.g., geology, 
and the physiological application of drugs. He had not 
had any research men in pure chemistry. 

The chemical problems of India differed from those 
of this country in such branches as agriculture, the 
chemistry of plants and the analysis of soils. A 
certa!n amount of bacteriological research was done at 
Manchester and this would be useful to Indians. 

An undergraduate student who was going to work in 
India should go through the honours course at thl' 
University, and then do a year's training in research. 
He did not think that it was necessary for him to take 
the doctorate. 

As regards the Indian student with a good knowledg~ 
of chemistry who came wishing to do some researcil 
with reference to Indian pl'oblems, the witness said 
that he would first consider it desirable for him to do 
a course of research training on some subject that the 
ptudent himself chose from among those that were being 
inv("stigated at tbe time. This was not a spec;al 
regulation with regard to Indians, as it would apply 
equally to men from their own or other British 
Universities. Before carrying on research under the 
auspices of any University, it was desirable to learn the 
particular methods in vogue there. He knew that other 
professors wonld take the same attitude towards any 
students who went to them for research. In these day~ 
of specialisation University laboratories became known 
for researches along particular lines, and students 

(esp:c.ially graduate students) were attracted by the 
f~lhtles and encouragement offered to pursue certain 
hnes of investigation-just as a generatiou ago our 
graduates used to be attractea to certain German 
laboratories. 

Although he would pref"r to admit only graduates, 
he would not rule out the men who had passed the 
Intermediate examination in India. He thought that 
these men would probablv be capable of followin'" the 
course in Manchester. • 0 

About two·thirds of the English honours graduate. 
at Manchester subsequently went into works. (Thi~ 
sta~ement referred t? the years preceding the war.) 
ThiS ~ad not been With the conscious aim of acquirin~ 
experience to take elsewhere. Chemical firms did not 
wish their chemists to take up similar work elsewhere. 
and often made agreements to this effect. He thought 
that Indian students should go bllck to take up 
responsible work in India. It was pointed out that 
IndIan industry was not yet far enough developed to 
take advantage of highly.trained men, and in view of 

,ihis it was asked whether English firms could not be 
prevailed upon to take Indian students to give them the 
experience which would enable them to start works i!l. 
India. The witness said that he thou"ht that very few 
English firms would be willing to do tllis. 

He recommended that Indian students should come 
as graduates as far as pure science was concerned, and 
rathe~ younger in the case of technology because the 
techDlcal courses were not so stiff from a theoretical 
point of view, and because it was easier to hold th" 
attention of the average Indian student in practical 
work than in theory. The higher courses in pure 
chemistry were not so interesting at the be"'innin" as 
were the technical courses. 0 0 

He thought, in connection with the question of 
selection, that the Advisory Committees should have 
science men on their staff, and should have a knowledg!! 
of the best Universities to which to send each studl'Dt 
according to his needs. 

Memorandum by Profes80r H. B. Dizon, Profu80r of 
Chemi8try, lfniver8ity of Manche8ter. 

I have not ltad many Indian students who have taken 
honours in Chemistry or attempted the course. Those 
that have been my students have differed very greatly 
in character and capacity: two or three have been hard
working, fine young men, the rest very unsatisfactory. 
I think Indian students should bring a personal recom
mendation of fitness to profit by our higher work, and 
I should prefer (if that were possible) oJ?ly to take 
graduates. The good Indian student is capable of con· 
ducting research, and it is in guiding and stimulating 
research work that I believe we can achieve the greatest 
good. 

Where the members, of the staff and some thirty 
graduates are conducting researches on different lines 
and are in touch with other researchers in cognate 
subjects, e.g., in Radio.activity and Electricity in the 
Physical Laboratories, there is an atmosphere of 
mental activity and criticism very stimulating for thO) 
growth of a school of research. I should like to see 
('apable Indian graduates taking our higher courses and 
starting research work under members of our staff. I 
want men who have had a proper grounding and are 
aiming, not at some paper" qualification," but at 
mastering methods of winning new knowledge. 

The chemical problems of India are no doubt differen~ 
from ours, but the methods of attacking such are the 
same. 

Four representative students chosen by the Manchester Indian Association-MR. M. G. 
KOTISHASKER M.Sc.Tech. (Paper-making and Chemical Research); MR. M. K. SINGH, B.Sc. 
(Paper-makU:g); MR. R. D. GUUTI (Civil Engineering); and MR. M. H. VAKIL (Commerce), 
were called and examined. 

Mr. Kotibhasker, who handed in a written statement 
which is printed below, expressed the opinion that 
facilities for training were very good here, t!t0ugh 
practical experience in pulp-makmg was not obtru?-able 
-for that it was necessary to go to the Contment 
(Norway, Finland, &c.), because in England .there were 

-cnly three or four factories engaged in that mdustry. 
He thought that the organisation of the .Adv~sory 

(Jommittees in India might be improved. As It eXlsted 
_t present, in many cases men in the distant provinces 

did not know to whom they should apply for informa. 
tion regarding the English Universities, and a8 a remedy 
he suggested that some member of the staff at each 
Indian University should keep in the closest touch \\'ith 
the authorities here. The Advisory Committees should 
be within reach of every student who wanted advioe. 
and therefore a Central Bureau would not meet the 
case except for communicating information to the local 
committees. He thought there should be more of these; 
at present they were confined to big towns. Pamphlets 

K2 
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tellina students how and where to apply might help, but 
'the ohief need would still be for more oommittees. 

Mr. Singh suggested that students, before proceeding 
~o England, should be required to show certificates from 
their local committee stating that they had applied and 
had obtained all possible information. This might; be 
done before their passports were granted to them, but 
for this the committees would have to be very efficient 
to prevent injustice. 

In reply tb an enquiry as to what body would be the 
most suitable for making a preliminary seleotion of 
students in India, Mr. Kotibhasker said he thought that 
a selecting body should be instituted oonsisting of 
representatives of the Government, the Universities 
and the more important industries. He stated 
emphatically that a oentral organisation for students 
in London was not only advantageous, but was quite 
essential. 

Mr. Singh saia,that such an organisation might have 
the best of intentions, but that as long as it was under 
Government control it would be regarded with susplOion 
by the Indian students. They would look on it as '\, 
means whereby the Government could spy on them. 
An organisation run on the lines of the Y.M.C.A. 
Shakespeare Hut would be regarded with greater favour. 

In reply to an enquiry as to where he preferred to live 
while at the University, Mr. Kotibhasker replied that 
he was in favour of a mixed hostel rather than lodgings. 

Mr. Singh said that in lodgings the Indian students 
gained a better ldea of English famlly life, and oould 
learn English manners and customs. In a hostel special 
food could not always be obtained if they needed it, 
nor was there any provision for them in oase of illness. 
Also there were greater facilities for study in quiet 
lodgings. He was rather opposed to there being any 
hostels at all. If students were obliged to go into 
lodgings they would get more ohance of speaking 
Enghsh. and inoidentally could give the people in whose 
house they were living a better idea of India and 
existing conditions there. 

Questioned as to the need for a Local Adviser for 
Indian students at each University, the four witnesses 
agreed that the value of suoh an appointment depended 
absolutely on the personality of the man chosen. They 
thought that the Indian students thems'elves should be 
consulted before creating suoh posts at other oentres. 

Mr. Gulati stated that Local Advisers who were 
members of the University staff were generally too 
occupied with their own work at the beginning of each 
session to be able to devote enough time to the Indian 
students. It was at this period that they needed most 
assistanoe, • being faoed with the proble'lIls of fees, 
accommodation, &0. 

Mr. Kotibhasker, while agreeing with this opinion, 
said that none of them wished to see the office of Local 
Adviser abolished. They had found it very valuable, 
and it had -their hearty support. 

Mr. Gulati pointed out that many of the Indian 
examinations were of a higher standard than the matri
culation here (the intermediate Scienoe of Bombay 
University, for example). Therefore, to avoid any 
overlappIng of worK, he suggested that the standard 
here and in India should be made the same, and that it 
should be possible for students to interchange oertain 
subjects in order to adapt the Indian examinations more 
to the ditIerent branches of study for which students 
come to English Universities. At present many 
unnecessary subjects were required. He personally 
thought that the Engineering courses in India were too 
lengthy. 

Mr. Kotibhasker thought that the India Office should 
devote more funds to enable those students to carryon 
cesearoh work )Hho were otherwise too impeounious to 
do so. Extensions of scholarships were granted already, 
but to supply really excellent men to India it was 
necessary to give speoial facilities to exceptional men. 
It would also be of great advantage i£ travelling fellow
snips were started. So far he had not tried to get any 
praotical training, and therefore oould not say whether 
this was possible or not. 

Mr. Vakil stated that he was studying Commerce with 
a view to setting up some business or company in India. 
He said that Indian students found great difficulty in 
obtaining practicnl facilities in this country in works 
making felt, velvet, fancy goods, &0., for which there 
was a great demand in India. 

Mr: Singh stated that he was a special student, and 
being a Government scholar had oome through the India 
Office. He was not reading for a degree, as he oon
sidered this unllecessary, but expressed the opinion 
that those who wanted to go in for a degree should be 
free to do so. Sympathetic attempts should be made to 
understand the oircumstances, the ohances, the needs 
and the aptitude of the student and the necessary advice 
given. ~'he Indian Students' Department was a good 
institution and was doing valuable work, but it was 
conducted on a bad \'Iorking basis. At the beginning of 
the session its staff were too busy to devote sufficient 
time to each student, and it would be advisable to 
increase its numbers at that time. Speaking of the 
vacations, he stated that he spent them outside Man
ohester. 

Mr. Gulati 'Said that many Indian students had 
desired to obtain practical experience in works during 
the holidays, but that so far the University had not been 
able to arrange this. 

He estimated that a student would have to pay £2 108. 
per week for his board and lodging in :Manchester, and 
allowing for fees, vacationll, &c., he thought that £200 
per annum should be regarded as the minimum, while 
£250 was an average sum. In the Faculty of Commerce 
the fees were now £18, while for Engineering the former 
fees of £40 had been raised to £60 for the whole year. 

Asked whether, in studying paper.making, sufficient 
stress was laid on the difference between English and 
Indian raw materials, Mr. Singh replied that, provided 
the groundwork was fully understood by the student, he 
should be able then to deal with the different existing 
conditions. 

The witnesses were not aware of any racial prejudice 
between the other undergraduates and themselves. 
They had nothing to complain about as regards social 
intercourse, though the opmion was voiced ,that perhaps 
greater chances might be given them. 

None of them had tried to enter the O.T.C., but 
Mr. Gulati knew of another Indian student who had 
been refused admission to it. They thought that if 
the War Office could be inu.uced to remove the ban 
against Indian students joining there would not be any 
objection on the part of the Englishmen. 

Mr. Gulati stated that he was 8 Scout. 

Memorandum by Mr. M. G. Kotibhasker. 

I shall first endeavour to offer my remarks on the 
main line of the investigations of the Committee in & 
general way. 

1. The reasons which at present induoe Indian 
students to leave India fOI: education or technical 
training :-

(a) Absence of the neoessary technical and teohno
logioal institutions and the backwardness of India in 
commerce and industry. 

(b) The necessity of the study of the developments of 
various arts and scienoes in modern times in the '\-Vest;. 

(~) For the study of the science of organisation, 
whlch has followed in the wake of scientifio and 
mechanical progress. 

Cd) For the study of the methods of scientific 
res~a:ch in all walks of moral, intellectual and physical 
adlvlty-a rellent development of modem oivilisation 
not yet properly implanted in India, with a view to 
apply them to their own oonditions and environments. 

(?) For general intercourse with the peoples of other 
natlOns. 

2. The nature and extent of Government respon
sibility. 

It is not in the nature of things that the State-& 
political association-should control the whole life of 
men. It can create for men the external social 
conditions necessary for the well-being of their lives. 
It oan enforoe these outer obliaations without the
fulfilment of whioh the inner obligations cannot be 
fulfilled. But with the extreme and growing complexity 
of modern life and the interdependence of larajJ 
comm,!niti.es up0J?- one another, there has been ~n 
evolutIon m our ldess about the duties of the State. 
~'~e ide~ of edu?ation its~lf to be given by tbe State is 
b,emg wldened m soope ln every modern nation. In 
England. the Act of 1906 brought ph)sical maintenance 
within the meaning of the word, and in 1907 not only 
did medical inspection become the duty of loid 
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'1Iuthoritics, but they were given" power to make such 
.arrangements as may be san,!tioned for attending to 
the health and physical condition of children." Play 
~entres, clinics, school nurses, vacation schools, open
air schools, and the whole organisation of Care 
Committees are plans upon which public money Il\ay 
_now be spent in the name of education, which is no 
longer limited in its idea to merely adequate 
instruction. The recent development of the idea of 
-continuation schools includes the policy of providing at 
the end of the school period a connectIOn between 
education and industry and of maintaining this 
~onnection after industrial life has begun. It can also 
be traced that such steps have been taken partly in 
the interests of industries and trade in order to provide 
a greater national efficiency in technical processes and 
jlartly in the more directly human ground of preventlDg 
the drift of cbildren leaving school into the unskilled 
occupations. In the field of charity also part of the 
work done by private individuals is now being taken 
-over by the State. From these and other considerations 
_it is clear that the limits to Government responsibihty 
are not well defined and admit of extension according 
to the special requirements of the people. 

On looking to what has been done by nations like 
-Japan and Germany, where industrial development is 
of a recent date, three things are evident:-

li) Ample opportunities were created by the State 
lor people of dJf'ferent capacities to make the best of 
-what they possessed. 

(ii) People with exceptional capacity in all walks of 
life have been appreciated and encouraged. These have 
-developed schools which have entirely revolutionised 
. certain phases of national life. 

(iii) The States have in both cases taken an active 
Jead in inaugurating in their country what was best in 
other parts of the world. This required a cennected 
study of various departments of national life and the 
-State alone was in a position to do so. 

Similar remarks can be made about the encourage
'IDcnt of the studies of literature, fine arts, mental and 
.moral sciences, &c. 

In India to-day the conditions are much more 
.unfavourable than when these States started on a new 
,lease of life. The administrative changes such as have 
.been put into force recently are inducing young men 
of ability and culture to undertake in an ever-increasing 
-degree the serious study of special lines with a view to 
-qualify themselves adequately for the. new duties of 
public life which they may be called upon to disc!harge. 
'To encourage such men and give them evcry facihty 
should be the paramount duty of the Government. 
'The question of educational facilities in India has been 
-examined hoth by the Sadler Commission and the 
Indian Industrial Commission. Several important 
suggestions have been made in their reports, and the 
i!ooner it is possible to give effect to them the better 
will be our vision for creating further facilities in India. 
When these suggestions are put into force some of the 
-problems of forCign educa~ion will also be automatically 
solved, as there will be a better preparedness on the 
;part of the students gomg abroad. 

RegardinCt Government help in starting agricultural, 
.industrial "and commercial educational institutions, 
there should be more Government help given to the 
first less to the second, and still less to the third. 
This' is the principle followed in most countries, bub 
in India the public opinion and the directive power 
necessary for the financing and con~ucting of such 
institutIOns have not been systematically developed 
among the people. This, to my mind, is the function 
.of the State, and if it had been done most of such 
institutions would have got a good deal of popular 
initiative in their inauguration and progress. 

3. The results of Governmen~ attempts to educate 
Indian students abroad have not been as satisfactory 
-as they should be, as the Gover~ent help given to 
such students was far too mechamcal. The studpnts 
themselves and their guardians having a limit.e~ view 
o()f the extremely difficult and complex position of 
industries in India their work was lDcomplete when 
a system of State s~holarships was instituted after the 
-educational conference at Simla in 1901. Full stock 
was not taken of the factors necessary for getting a 
good return of this public expenditure. Some of the 
mistakes have been recently rectified as a result of the 

findings of the Morison Committee. There are still a. 
few things that remain to be desired. The idea of 
technical, commercial and scientific education does not 
even now have an organic connection with other 
departments of education and national life. A remedy 
lies in:-

(a) Exercising extreme solicitude in spotting special 
people and encouraging them by giving all available. 
facilities, so that they might create centres of infiuence 
round them an~ direct a volume of energy into useful 
channels. ThiS presupposes the existence of an 
advisory body, which is full of public spirit and capable 
of taking long and connected views. The methods of 
securing such are to allow some amount of popular 
control, and also that the Government should use its 
discretIOn in selecting the right men to enable such 
an institution to do really solid work. There should 
be as complete a harmony as possible. 

(b) Giving in special cases additional facilities, such 
as a travelling fellowship to study on the Contine~t, 
Amenca, Japan, &c. 

(c) Having Advisory Committees representing the 
• various lines, and consisting of people capable of 
thinking in a sympathetic and connected way, in the 
United Kingdom and in India, to carefully watch the 
expenditure of money on stuaents of foreign countries 
and to give effective advice. ; 

(d) Enlistmg the sympathy of the merchants and 
manufacturers m India by consulting them to select 
and direct the studies of Indian students going abroad. 

(e) Freely offermg financial help in deserving cases 
of private institutions, such as the associatIOn in 
Calcutta for the advancement of scicntific and industrial 
education . 

Regarding the points of enquiry in the United 
Kingdom :-

(1) Most of the technical students that corne to the 
United I{jngdom come for the degree or the post. 
graduate work. The demand of people which such 
institutions can turn out is growing in this country, 
and such education being very costly, local interests 
are likely to be predominant. The attitude of the 
Northern UniverSities has been very liberal so far, but 
steps should be taken by the Government of India to 
ensure that intending students are not disappointed 
after coming over a distance of 6,000 miles. 

(2) It is highly desirable, if practicable, to have a 
more or less definite and uniform standard of 
qualification for admission to the Universities of the 
United Kingdom. This will save a lot of uncertainty 
and suspense to the Indian student community, and 
will also save them some unnecessary expense. This 
settlement should avoid some of the wasteful duplica. 
tion that is found in some cases at present. 

If by a mutual agreement of the Universities of both 
the countries, a definite and uniform standard was 
fixed upon, the rigidity of such understanding should 
admit of exceptions in special cases and concessions 
should be given wherever deserved, as is done on 
several occasions by the Northern Universities at the 
present time. 

(3) In the case of students intending to join a 
University for RSc. in physical or natural sciences or 
in engineering, the intermediate science of the Indian 
Universities should be considered as a sufficient 
preliminary for admission. 

(4) In most cases the facilities here are quite· 
adequate, but there are special cases when a atudeni>
finds it to his advantage to study elsewhere. Such.. 
cases arise from several causes, such as :-

(a) An outstanding personality with whom it may be>' 
the desire of the student to work. 

(b) The want of facilities for some branches of 
industry or science. Notable instance is pulp-making. 
There are only three mills in this country where pulp
is made. 

(c) Speciality of different nations, such as scientifi~ 
method in industrial management, the personal depart
ment of industrial concerns, agricultural education, 
federal banking reserve system, &c., in America; 
agricultural co-operation in Denmark; chemical 
research, farm distilleries, &c., in Germany; wood 
industries of Sweden; and so on. 

(5) I am not in favour of the establishment of hostels 
for Indian students in any centre except Londoll. 
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(7, 8) The method and means of providing greater 
"facilities for pl'actical training. ., 

The training with regard to 'all the techmcal suble~ts 
can be divided into three heads: (a) the commercial 
side (b) the process work, (c) research work. Every 
~tudent ought to decide which of. these he is going to 
emphssise. The process work, which means knowledge 
~f the actual working of the various processes in an 
industry, should be common to everybody, and out of 
(a) and (c) one or both should be gone through 
according to the aptitude and the needs of the student. 

There is generally a difference of opinion regarding 
the division of the student's stay in the foreign country 
between the technological institutes course and the 
works. The decision about this pomt should be 
determined by the following consideration: In the 
case of students who come to this country for the 
technological training after fairly decent University 
course and the practical experience in India, too much 
time should not be spen~ at the University, as he may 
more profitably devote his time in acquainting himself 
with the more practical side of his subject on the works 
scale. His thinking capacity is more dE'veloped, and 
he should be helped by sympathetic direction t" 
determine the relative importance of each of the items 
involved. Sometimes a student could make better 
use of his time in studying the organisation and 
economics of the industry 01: the mechanical or the 
research side of the industry as may be of interest 
to him. 

In the csse of younger students, though it will be a 
personal equation, it may be desirable that he should 
spend a little more time at the technological institution. 
The decision should be guided by the elementary fact 
that the process of assimilation of new ideas requires 
the lapse of adequate time. . 

Approaching firms who tender for the Indian 
Government contracts of taking Indian students in their 
works IS hiO'hly desirable and in some cases quite 
practicable. b The argument of the likel:y competition 
arisinO' from such students does not hold In the csse of 
big, i;dustries like iron and steel and several branches 
of enaineerina. The smaller industries fall into two 
differ~nt groups. The first is of those industries where 
there are no secret processes, and the second where 
there are. For the products of both these clssses the 
demand in India is growing rapidly, and there is room 
for more industries without having to fight against our 
own forces within the Empire. Besides business 
people who want to start industries can import 
trained labour from any part of the world by paying 
its 'price. Whatever industries have been started in 
India are all the results of business sense and business 
enterprise? There is another point which can be urged 
in favour of the admission of Indian students to works 
in this country: several British firms are starting 
works in India, and their needs will have to be 
satisfied, which cannot always be don~ by imported 
labour and supervision. Besides, the non-British 
manufac'turers al'e going ahead with increased pro
duction and trying to replace British goods in the 
Indian market, to which no effective check can be put 
by the British manufacturers except partly by enlisting 
the sympathy of the Indians. There are grounds to 
believe that Americans and others are trying to capture 
-part of the Indian market by giving facilities to Indian 
students in tl1eir works in an organised way. 

(9, 10, 11) I should like to propose that t?e organi
-sation in London should keep a complete hst of the 
institutions mentioned under item 10 in each centre of 
the United Kingdom with details about the specific 
-nature of each for the information of Indian students. 

(Signed) M. G. KOTlBHASKER, 
M.Sc.Tech. (Manchester), M.A., B.Sc. 

(Bomliay). Secretary of the Indian 
Associa.tion (Manchester), 1918-19. 
Bombay University Technical 
Scholar, 1917-20. A88i8t. Secy., 
India.n Conference, 1919.20. 

June 16, 1921. 
Subsequent to the appearance. of these witnesses, the 

following memoranda were recelved:-
Memorandum by Mr. R. D. Gtllati. 

RII my evidence before your Committee on the 
17th instant at Manchester, I would like to go into 

further details regarding certain pvints, which I coul~ 
not do in the short time at our disposal then. ' 

The facilities available to Indian students at the 
Universities and other educational institutions ot 
United Kingdom and of India :-

According to the rules of the five Northern Univer
sities in England, the candidates for degrees in all the 
faculties of science are required to have passed the
Matriculation examination held here, unless exemption 
has been granted by the Joint Matriculation Board. 
We Indians are given this exemption provided we have 
passed the first examination in Arts, Science "r 
Medicine of one of our Indian Universities. 

After we have been admitted here we undergo three 
years' academic course in all the faculties of science 
except Medical, in which one has to study for fi~e
years. In the former courses we pass the intermediate 
of these Universities in the first year, and at the end ot 
third year we get B.Sc. honours or ordinary B.Sc. 
degree, according to our qualifications. 

In Indian technical institutions, which are very few, 
hardly worth mentioning even, in many cases th& 
standard of education imparted to the students is well 
below that of the Universities here in England, notwith. 
standing the fact that douhle the amount of time and 
energy of a student studying over there is requisite. 

Take, for instance, the case of Engineering College
at Roorkee. A candidate must pass F.Sc. before he 
can apply, and then there is the competition among-
100 to 300 students to get admission, of whom perhaps, 
sixty to lIeventy might be lucky enough to get the' 
chance of entering the sacred precincts of that benign 
institution. Many of the above.selected candidates ar& 
often B.Sc students as well. From what I have heard 
the work to be done by these students in the next 
five years of their course is really formidable. I 
remembe1- my professor (8 civil engineering student, 
from the same institution) telling me, when I was II 

student of the Punjab University in 1921 (to use his
own words) that the excessive labour during their five 
years' course could be well estimated by the change in 
their physical appearance-from wheat colour to black 
after they had finished their survey work; from black 
to a bloodless pallor, due to their drawing the project 
schemes till late after midnight under the light of oil 
lamps; and then back to their normal state after they 
had finished with this blessed institution. Yet even 
after passing through such an ordeal, these qualified 
studenif; are so unfortunate as not to be recognised on
the same scale in their motherland, as their fellow. 
workers who are qualified from the Universities abroad. 
The same thing applies to the Medical Institution at 
Lahore, and to many others. 

The point that I want to bring Qefore the Committee, 
is that, comparing the technical educational standard 
of the two countries, it is very unjust for the Indian 
students tot) be treated in this way. 

I would like to urge that there should be a more· 
definite and uniform standard of qualifications for 
admission to the technical institutions here ss well as 
in India, and the Indian standard should in no case 
exceed that of the Matriculation examination here, the 
particulars' about which are as follows :-

Candidates presenting themselves for the Matricula. 
tion examination are required to satisfy the examiners 
in-

1. English language and literature. 
2. English history. 
3. Mathematics. 
4. Three of the following, one of which must be a 

language: (a) Greek, Latin, &c; (b) Either
Mechanics or Physics; (c) Chemistry; (d) 
Geography; (e) Either Natural History or 
Botany; (f) General experimental science. 

The full details of the above subjects you can see ia. 
the syllabus of the Joint Matriculation Board, the copy
of which is no doubt to your hand. 

Either the Matriculation examination of all the 
Indian Universities must include the above subjects for 
their science students, or special classes in each college
should be started in which the students could prepare 
these subjects in the year just after passing their usual 
Matriculation examination, and then this standard" 
Rhould be recognised for admission into the Universitieao 
here as well as the technical institutions in India. 
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Our technical institutions in India require radical 
.changes in their curriculum to bring them to the same 
level as the institutions in the United Kingdom. I think 
if the syllabus of the institutions here is introduced in 
·our institutions over there, with little mochfications 
according to the local conditions of the country, the 
.degrees and certificates conferred by those institutions 
would have the Bame value as those of the institutions 
here; and in that way the public would take more 
interest in their own institutions, which, unfortunately, 
is not the case as the things stand now. 

I should have suggested something for the provision 
··of technical institutions in each of our Provinces, like 
that of the College of Technology, Manchester, but as 
-our Indian Association here is going to send a joint 
report on the subject, so it WIll be dealt with fully in that 
report. 

One point more about the education problem in North. 
West Frontier Province; unfortunately I forgot to 
.discuss it with Mr. Jones personally while I had the 
.chance to do so. In that province, for the last few 
,years, the Matriculation examination has been abolished 
from the high schools. The frontier students who want 
to join the Universities or the technical institutions 
have first to get admission in the high schools of the 
Punjab districts, where they may study for a year or 
two before they can appear in the Matriculation 
examination whIch is not only inconvenient but 
expensive a~ well, as the students hav~ to leave t~eir 
homes earlier than they used to do In the preVIOUS 
years. Hence I would suggest that in each district .of 
North.West Frontier Province there should be a speCIal 
class in which the. students going in for Matriculation 
examination should be able to prepare themselves in 
the required subjects, and that this examination should 
.be held in each of these districts just as before. I dare 
say there would be many students in my province who 
'Would welcome this suggestIOn of mine. 

(Si<1ned) R. D. GULAT!, 
" Faculty of Engineering, 

Victoria Univ61'8ity, Manchester. 
June 28, 1921. 

• 
Memorandwm by the Manchester Indian A8soClation. 
1. The reason8 whICh at present mdltce India~ 

..'Itudents to leave India for educatIOn and the Govern. 
ment respon8Ibllity;-

(a) The better grade technica~ education is. ,?ot 
avaIlable in India at the present tIme. The prOVISIon 
.and need of technlCal education depends largely on the 
growth of industries in the country, but it is ~lso 
equally true that the i~dustrial de~elopment req~Ires 
as an important concomItant, the eXIstence of a plOper 
system of technical education which has to be 
rehauled and brought up to date with the progress of 
industry. The lower grade.s of te~hnical education 
have been in most countrIes prOVIded for by the 
industries commerce and the corporations of the 
district, b~t India is far too much behind other nati~ns 
ill the commercial competitIOn, and only a firm polIcy 
of technical education on the part of the State wIll 
enable her to come in' lIne with other nations. The 
recent industrial commissic:m report has recommen~ed 
,several of these types to be introduced, but ~~ thlnk 
that to the Government belongs ~he .res~onslbIlIty ?f 
.establishing a liigh-grade te?hnololl.lcal mstltute to tram 
managers and directors of lDdustrIes. It may not. be 
possible to do so immediately, but the growth of IndIan 
industries should at an early date enable the Govern. 
ment to maintain such an institute. 

(b) The standard of education in other lines has been 
very low and this for two reasons: firstly, the best 
teachers ~nd professors who are necessary. to make the 
education efficient and inspire the academIC a~mosphere 
with their learning, enthusiasm and p~rsonallty do not 
ha.ve sufficient inducement to go to IndIa; ~nd secondly, 
. even if such are available, we do not belIev~ tha~ an 
.extraneous agency can breathe dignity and vlg~ur l~nto 
an edu('ationru system which ought to address Itse to 
the special needs and the genius of the people for whom 

it is meant. . . I d' I d to 
(c) The system of examinations lD. n Ia :a S r 

.disastrollS results. It encourages cra.nuru.ng, ~nd IS fm~h e 
a test of the teachers and the schools t an 0 e 
1!tudents. The heavy percentages of failures encourage 

many sturlents with means to go abroad to try their 
luck there, and It is now an established fact that the 
failures in India come off very well in the British 
ljniversities. 

(d) The Government of India puts a heavy premium 
on English education, "hlCh gives rise to serious 
injustice. 

(e) Most of the higher services are either partly or 
wholly recrUIted in the United Kingdom. 

The remedy lies: (i) in increasing the Indian element.. 
in the teachlDg profession and in securing the best.. 
talent for the work; (ii) in gIVlDg them all facilities to
do post-graduate work, thus enabling them to raise
theIr standard and create centres of lDfluence (if once 
the standaI'd is raised the present distinction made 
between the EnglIsh and the Indian Universities will 
automatically dIsappear); (iii) in the Government 
I'amoving the disabilIties from which the Indian 
University qualifications suffer at the present time in 
Government service . 

(f) The whole system of education needs a thorough 
reform, as we thlDk that there are large numbers of 
Indian graduates and undergraduates who have to rot 
for want of a proper channel for their energies. The 
reform which should answer this need consists in 
opening up avenues in commercial, industrial and other 
lines whICh are not explored to any extellt as yet. 
Government being in a position to think in a large and 
connect way, we sugge~t that indigenous talent should 
be given utmost scope to develop theIr indiVIdualIty lD 
all walks of life. 

Provision should be made in India for the military 
and naval education of Indians, and the War Office 
should be approached for keeping an open door to 
Indians for educatIon in these lInes in England . 

2. Admi8810n to the United Kingdom Univer8itles.
The educational needs of the British students are out. 
growing the exIsting accommodatIOn in various centres in 
the UDlted Kingdom, and it may be necessary at an early 
date to follow a system of selection to accommodate I!li 
the deserving Indian students coming to England, but 
we do not think it advisable to put any restrictions on 
indiVIdual lIberty by means of advisory committees, as 
it is difficult to ensure the efficiency of such bodIes. 
The solution we have suggested before, namely, of 
raising the standard of education in India and removing 
the disability on Indian UniverSIty degrees will 
automatically reduce the necessity and desire for going 
abroad. 

3. Preliminary Standard for Admi8sion.-It is highly 
desirable that the IndIan University courses should be 
brought in line with the English Universities to avoid 
unnecessary overlapping. 

4. Facilltie8 for Post. Graduate lVork in the United 
Kingdom.-In most cases these are quite satisfactory, 
but there are special instances where a student finds it 
to his advantage to go abroad for the whole or part of 
his studies. Such cases arise from several causes, 
such as: (a) An outstanding personality with whom iii 
may be the desire of the student to work. (b) The want 
of facilities for some branches of industry or science. 
Notable instance is pulp.making. There are only 
three mills in this country where pulp is made. 
(c) Speciallty of different nations, such as BcientiDe 
method in industrial management, the personnel 
department of industrial concerns, agricultural educa
tion, federal reserve banking system, &c., in America;. 
agricultural co.operation in Denmark; chemical' 
research, farm distIlleries, &c., in Germany; wood' 
industries of Sweden; and so on. 

In all such eases, the Government and other scholars 
should be given a free latitude to spend a part of whole 
of their time out of the United Kingdom. In special 
cases a travelling fellowship should be given by the 
Government, so that the students should acquaint,. 
themselves with the methods and organisations in other 
parts of the world . 

S. H08tels, Lodging Accommodation and Holiday 
Quarter8.-We are not in favour of any exclusive 
hostels for Indian students in centres other thllJ;l> 
London., In London, however, there is a definite need 
for some accommodation, as it is a great convenience 
to students when they first arrive in this country. We 
think it should be left to a private hody to provide for 
this accommodation, and the Government should 
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:subsidise such an establishment in some degree. We 
;see no need of the Goverm'nent undertaking to provide 
holiday quarters. 

6. Pra.ctiocd Training.-The Government should 
approach contractors to the Government of India and 

-other big manufacturers and persuade ~em to take 
Indian students as apprentices. When he Chinese 

. .students are getting special facilities in A rica and in 
England there is no reason why the Indian should not 
:be extended the same favour. 

7. Propo8al. regarding the Organi8ation in India and 
England.-One of the chief desirabilities of any Govern
ment organisation for Indians is to allow them a 
.substantial voice. In the new reform scheme the 
subject of education is transferred to the people, and 
we are of opinion that the same idea should be extended 
to the organisation meant IQr students abroad. The 
reforms which have been recently put into force will 
in course of time seEl Q. further development of popular 

control, and to apply the principle in this instance
would be only in keeping with the spirit of the reforms~ 
We would therefore suggest that the High Com. 
missioner for Indian Students should be appointed by 
the Minister of Education in the Imperial Government. 
in consultation with the Provincial Ministers. The 
central establishment in London should be maintained 
under the control of this High Commissioner with a 
paid staff to help him to do the executive work. We 
albo suggest an advisory body, consisting of members 
of the University staff elected by the Indian student 
community in each centre. These members of the 
Advisory Committee should also act as Advisers to. 
Indian students at their respective centres, and should. 
be paid for their work. The question of the functions, 
of the members of the Aavisory Committee and the-. 
High Commissioner and his staff are matters of detail, 
but we feel that this principle will be satisfactory to all 
concerned and will work efficiently. 

MONDAY. JUNE 20, 1921 (MANCHESTER). 

TuE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIB D. P. SARVADHIXARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUB 1\1. RAYACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
Sm M. HAMMICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
MISS BROOKS. 

Ma. R. E. FIELD, Secretary. 

MR. J. A. ROBERTSON, Electrical Engineer to the Borough of Salford, "{as called and examined. , 
For electrical power station work he thought that the other men. He instanced the case of an Orientall 

it was desirable for a student to have had a good student in Glasgow, who from the beginning to the end 
secondary education, to which should be added a good of his time there was at loggerheads with the other 
general technical education (such as was given at the workers, whereas there had been a Chinese student, 
College of Technology), and that if possible the last who had been through an English public schodl, whor 
:year of this course. should be devoted particularly to the became very popular with the other men whilst training, 
study of power sta~ion work and electrical transmission. and was now holding a responsible position in a power' 
'This was the opinion of II reeent sub-committee of the station iJ!. the south of England. 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, North-Western He had not had any men under him who had come 
Centre, which had also emphasised the. necessity direct from the East to a Univerroity and then gone into· 
for having specia.lly trained men for power station work. works. He thought that this might be a half-way house, 
In future it would not be possible (unless under to establisl:.ling good relations with the workmen, but 
exceptional circumstances) to promote workmen to he would prefer the public school training. He thought 
positions of control in large power houses. ,The trade that a boy's most impressionable years were between, 
unIons themselves now recognised that the line of 14 and 18, and this was the time in which he could 
4eIl,larcation in the staff would have to be the possession best learn to do .. team" work. 
or non-possession of technical training. This was He appreciated the point of view that Indians would 
becoming all the more necessary as the. power station generally return to work in their own country and should 
problem grew to be more complicated, and the develop- n,ot become denationalised by their stay in this country" 
ment of turbo-generator work and high tension and he explained that he was speaking only from the, 
transmission called for well-trained men. point of view of the smooth working of the power station. 

He thought that during the last year of the student's At the same time, he thought that it would not be 
technical course he should get two or three months of disadvantageous to the Indian electrical engineer to. 
practical experience in a power station, so that he might have an intimate knowledge of Englishmen, seeing that, 
appreciate the nature of the problems with which he he would, even in India, have constant dealings with 
would have to deal. He thought this was very them. 
necessary as, in his experience, the most brilliant He thought that there was no difficulty in getting 
technical students 'had often failed when faced with students into power stations for experience. The 

-common practical difficulties. After the three years' trad(, unions were becoming broad-minded on this, 
~technicaI course at the University he would recommend point, and the recent Whitley Council schedule gave a.. 
,students to spend two years in a works of an electrical definite place in power stations to .. probationers" who
'plant manufacturer, where he should be given facilities were neither apprentices, staff, nor workmen. It was. 
tor testing and erecting machinery and obtaining some understood that if they were put on to any job of work 
<drawing office experience. The local manufacturers that the ordinary workman might do they were to be 
-were not, as a whole, sympathetic on this point, but he paid the ordinary rates for it. . 
thought that' now that such a firm as the Metropolitan- In order to get Indian students accepted in large 
Vickers Co., Ltd. had taken t.he lead and were numbers into English electrical power stations the 
readily giving every possible facility to students, the witness thought that the local authorities might be 

AOthers would be likely' to follow suit. At present they approached on grounds of patriotism. Seeing also that. 
would take students if they thought that they would it was advantageous to plant manufacturers h. 
'Stay on with them permanently but not if they were ac.ceft In~iaDS who would become to some extent trade 
-to be regarded merely as temporary workers. mISSIonarIes, he thought that they might be asked to. 

From the point of view of success in the power use their influence with the municipalities. 
~tation he strongly recommended that Oriental students He believed that there were about ten students at 
should come to England a.t a.n early age and go present training with the Metropolitan-Vickers Company 
through a public school. This gave them th? .feeling who would. eveJ?-t.ually take up power statio~ work. 
ef 6sprit de" corp8 and the necess~ry qualitIes for The U~llversltles of Ma~chester and LIverpool had 
understanding and being able, eventually, to control recently lDaug~rated a speCIal course for power station. 
workmen. He thought that if they came straight from work, an~ at LIverpool a~range~ents had ~een made to. 
the East to works in this country they would be at a get promment power statIon engmeers to gIve lectures. 
loss to understand the preva~linq condi!ions in ~h.e He t~oug~t that it was prefe!,able for students after' 
atations and would not fit readIly mto then place wltn the Umverslty course to take paId posts as soon as ther 
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went into power stations rather than to go as 
apprentices or pupils. Such posts would necessarily be 
of a subordinate character, and the salary would be 
from £150 to £200 a year. 

There was very little hydro.electric work in this 
country, and he thought that as Indian students would 
have to deal with this type of work very largely when 
they returned to their own country it was most 
desirable that they should visit all the important centres 
where it was carried on. Switzerland and Norway and 
Sweden were the best European centres. This wa~ 
particularly necessary if the student contemplated tllC 
construction of works in India; a man who had done 
general power station work in addition to technical 
training in England should be competent to carry on 
an existing works after a little experience, as generation 
aIld transmission work was largely common to steam, 
gas, oil and hydraulic plants. If a man had been to an 
English technical college, had then been for two years 
with ,a manufacturing firm, gaining experience in the 
handling of plant as well as in the drawing office, 
and had then been for a time in a power station, he 
should be equipped for a responsible post in India. 

He thought it very desirable that every man shoultl 
have as wide a training as possible, so that he could 
at any time be promoted to a post of general 
responsibility. It was hoped that in future it would be 
possible for students in plant.making firms to be able 
to see every side of the work and not be confined to 
any special branch. 

lIe thought that Oriental students could become 
suocessful engineers, and that they were no more likely 
to lose their heads in a crisis than Europeans. He 
instanced the case of a Japanese worker at Greenock, 
who had displayed remarkable sang·fToid in extin. 
guishing a fire which threatened to be a dangerous onp 
by pumping compressed air on to the flames. 

He believed that the sympathy of the Council of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers would be most 
helpful in the matter of increasing facilities for Indian 
students of electrical work in this country. 
• The witness thought that the recommendation of the 
Morison Committee of 1912 was good, so far as it went, 

in stating that students for electrical work should hav') 
reached the B.A. in India and then have an Enalish 
University education with work in the college shops. 
This was a good basis, but he thought that the 
additional experience that he had already described 
was necessary. 

The question of receiving students in power station. 
rested rather with the chief engineer than with the 
mUnicipality. Some local authorities had undertaken 
to admit students, but this was not common. 

There was no great influx of Japanese students to this 
country for electrical engineering. There had been 
some who had received their preliminary edueation in 
Japan. 

He adm~tted that the difficulty of bringing Indians 
over to this country at an early age was that it was 
difficult to tell at that time whether they would turn 
out to be engineers or not. 

As regards hydro.electric work, he felt that after the 
all-round English training already described, an Indian 
would be fitted to carryon the operation of hydro. 
electric engines, but that for their construction he could 
not have too wide a training. He would recommend the 
students to visit as many as possible of the existing 
stations in Europe, America and India. The works at 
Mysore were, he considered, perfectly modern and 
would provide a good field for observation. He 
particularly recommended study in Switzerland an,l 
Norway. He thought that America had not such goocl 
works. In this country there were good works at 
Kinlocbleven, in North Wales and in North.East 
Scotland. 

Although the construction of plant was properly the 
province of the civil engineer, he thought that a hlgbly
trained electrical engineer would think: it necessary to 
be able to undertake the construction as well as th~ 
operation of all kinds of electrical machines. 

He agreed that a boy who had had all the necessary 
training in England could not be expected to be able to 
undertake the construction and operation of large 
works in India right away, but he thought that after 
some little experience in India this should be possible. 

DR. ALFRED REE, Chairman of the Chemistry Committee of the College of Technology, 
was called and examined. 

He thought that it was beneficial for a student to hav" He thought that Indian students would be most 
had some general works elCperience before coming to unacceptable to the chemical manufacturer becauR~ 
the University, as it gave him a better idea of the value there would be no quid PTO quo in the hope that they 
of the college training. This was not, unfortunately. might eventually become permanent members of th~ 
easy to obtain and not many of the students were abld staff, as was the case with English students. The only 
to get it. interest in taking them would be from the trad~ 

The chemical industries were, as a whole, strongly propaganda point of view, and ,this only applied to a 
opposed to taking students into their works either very limited part of the work. The whole matter had 
before, during, or after the University courlllS. Thii beE;P discussed recently at a Council meeting of the 
applied to all students, and Jil,ot only to Indians. Association of Chemical ¥anufacturers. whose member. 

There were industries in which students might be ship included all the important chemical firms in the 
admitted to ~pecial departments. For example, th~ country, and the Council had been unanimous in the 
colour manufaoturers might readily admit them to the opinion that it was not desirable for them in their own 
departIxl'lnt of dyeing and let them see the application interests to admit Indian students. Individual firms were
of processes, but they would be most unlikely to allow in no way bound by the decisions of the Association. 
them admission to the departments in which the actual and it was possible tnat some of them might be willing 

'colour manufacture was carried on. There was a to admit Indians, though he thought that it was not 
definite purpose in this: if they were trained in the probable. At the meeting in question only about two
dyeing departments they would become familiarised thirds of the Council had been present, but he though" 
with the dyes and processes of that particular firm, an,l t,hat the manufacturers who had been there were a very 
when they passed out of the works they would be likely representative body. • 
to carry those ideas with them and become useful trade He suggested that individual firms, such as Lever 
missionaries. On the othE'r hand, in the manufacturing Bros. and ME'ssrs. Crosfield, should be approached by 
departments there were trade secrets that had to be the Committee. 
most jealously guarded. It had heen the practice of The situation in the subsidiary chemical industries, 
German manufacturers before the war to attract such as paper.making, calico.printing, &c., was some. 
students from other countries to their dye works, what different, as in these industries there were fewer 
always having the trade propaganda idea at the back trade secrets than there were in the industries 
of their minds. involving the principles of chE'mical change. There was 

As regards the interests of the chemical industry in not much secrecy in the soap works as regards the actual 
admitting students to their works, the witness pointed manufacture of soap, but these firms were now devoting' 
out that they were on an en~irelr different footing in a good deal of their atten~on ~ the ~anu!ac~:e of 
this matter from the engineering mdustry. such products as margarme, m which mdlvldual 

Personally, he did not think that any large amoun~ of processes were of great importance, and therefore 
harm would be done by admittina students to cheDUcal earefully protected. 

, works but the chemical m;nufacturers were a The manufacture of synthetic drugs was one of the 
eonse;vative body, and 'it would not he easy to changil closed c~emical trades, but there was less i~tricacy of 
their view of the matter. process In the manufacture of heavy cheDUcals, and 
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therefore it would be easier to get students into this 
type of works. . 

He did not think that there was any secrecy in the 
province of agricultural chemistry. The manufacturp. 
of artificial manures would come under the head of 
~eavy chemicals. 

So far as he was aWal'e there had not been any change 
in the attitude of the chemical manufacturers since the 
Morison Committee's enquiries in 1912. 

He thought that from the Indian. student's own poi~t 
of view it was a mistake for hun to come to thl~ 
country in the hope of gettin~ works experience. in 
chemical industry, as at present It could ~e~d to noth.ml! 
but disappointment. As fa; as the .subsldl~ry ch~m.lCal 
industries, such as bleachmg, dyemg, cahco-pr~ntm~, 
wore concerned, he would feel less compunctl?n m 
recommendincr them to come if they wished, as It wa~ 
probably easi~r for them to get experience in works of 
this type. He thought that it would b~ even more 
difficult for Indian students to get experience abroaa 
than in En"land as here there was the possibility of 
the patrioti~ ~f the manufacturers ove~riding. thel!' 
prejudice against taking them, whereas thiS conSidera
tion would not apply elsewhere. 

Some branches of the pure chElnllcal industry were 
soap, oils and fats, dyes and ~o~ours! and _alkaliS. 
lSugar refining was one of the subSidiary mdustrles, a~d 
petroleum refining was on the border line, a certam 
amount of chemical change occurring in the process. 

He thou"ht that an Indian student who had had only 
the Univer~ity training in England would sometimes be 
capable of taking up a fairly important i~dustrial po~t 
in India on his return, but he did not thmk that untt! 
he had some years' experience of actual factory work 
he would be capable of starting and running a works 
of his own. 

The recommendation of the Morillon Committee that 
manufacturers should be encouraged to take Indian 
students on grounds of patriotism had not had any 
material result so far as chemical industry was 
concerned. Personally, he thOught that it was not 
impractICable to introduce the element of patriotism 
into economic questions. 

Theoretically, the manufacturers would be more 
ready to take an Indian student than a foreigner. but 
he was very doubtful if either would he admitted. H3 
t,hought that a threat that Indians. would go to 
Germany if they could not be received in England would 

have not the slightest effect upon English manu

facturers. d . ted' te For pre_eminence in the colour an. In erm la. 
branch of chemical industry, includmg synthetiC 
pharmaceuticals, he would pla~e Germany firstd' at~tee~ 
Switzerland, Ameri('a B bad third, and Englan 
Amel·ica. . ' h d • ""nen asked what was the difference lD t e egree o. 
rivalry between one Britis.h firm and ~other. ~nd 
between a British and a foreIgn firm, the witness replIed 
that since the war there had been much closer co
operation among British fh:ms, and there. ,,·as. a. 
tendency for them to have buslDess understandmgs With 
each other in that they did not encroach on ea?h .other's 
province. The foundation of the A.ssoClation of 
Chemical Manufaoturers had been the dlrect result. of 
this movement. English manufacturers wer~ feellDg 
the need for the solidarity that such co-opel'ahon gave 
them. Theoretically, he agrero that it wo~ld be 
desirable to enlarge this close co-operation ~o lDelude 
~he Empire, and thus bring ~ndian in~erests mto cl~seT 
touch with British, but he did not thmk that the bmp. 
had yet arrived when chemical manufacturers would 
take this view. , 

He did not wish to express a definite opinion, but h3 
hazarded the view that an appeal from the Governmen~ 
to chemical manufacturers to take Indian students 
would have greater effect than on appeal made by the 
University. . 

He did not think that there was much hope of EngliSh 
firms setting up branches in India where they woul.i 
employ Indians. He knew of no English works in 
China staffed by Chinese scientifio experts, but he did 
know of trained English and Americans being SD 

employed in China. 
The Association of Chemical Manufaoturers included 

all branches of the industry, and had 8 membership of 
about 150 to 200. It represented the opinion of English 
chemical industry as a whole, and was of recognised 
importance. 

He did not think that the promise of a ten years' 
preference on the part of India towards firms who would 
be willing to take Indian students would have any 
effect upon the chemical manufacturers of this country. 

British war experience rendered it highly improbabl~ 
that India would be in a position to establish the finer 
chemioal industry for a great many years. 

Ninety-five per cent of the industries represented by 
the Association were purely chemical. 

TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1921 (LIVERPOOL). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADBIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 
MR. 'C. E. W. JONES. 
SIR M. HAMlIfiCK. 

Present: 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CB\TTERJEE. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

l\b. E. ~. HOWARTH, Secretary. 

PROFESSOR J. S. l\bCDONALD, l\I.A. and MR. R. E. KELLY, C.B., M.D., F.R.C.S., past and present 
Deans of the Faculty of Medicine, were called and examined. 

Professor Macdonald said that most of the Indian Medical course here (a nvp-years' course) and enter 
students at Liverpool University were studying straight into the fourth year. Two years at this Univer
Medicine. The Medical School, which was a pro- sity was the minimum time for obtaining a Liverpool 
gressive and prosperous part of the University, had degree. It was not necessary for a man to be a graduate 
actually existed befo~e the University proper, the latter to obtain such exemption; so long as he had taken his 
not beina established until 1887. He thought that It Matriculation, his 1st M.B. and Anatomy and 
was probably better known in India than many others Physiology that would be considered sufficient, and he 
on account of its School of Tropical Medicine. would be excused all but his Final Examination here 

Mr. Kelly stated t~at the latter was a.~ostgraduate (together with two years in residence). . 
course, and this particular braneh of Medlcl.ne was not There was no reason to complain tbat Indian students 
required for an ordinary degree. Refe~rlDg to the came with University qualifications which did not prov& 
Indians at present in the faculty, he. Bald that they to be up to standard; on the whole he found that they 
were all takina either their degree or dIploma and that were very much on an average with the ordinary 
only two had come as gradu!'"tes from. an In~ian students here. 
University. As regards exemptIOns, he saId that If a Professor Macdonald continued that, in his opinion. 
student came from one of the approved Indian Univer- very few of the Indian medical schools were staffed, in 
Ilities having passed his first three examinations, he regard to bis· own subject, by ruen '" ho were actual 
might then be exoused the first three years of the workers in that subject. It was essential that in order 
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really to know their subject the teachers should have 
done research work, and although Indian students came 
very well prepared in Pb;)siology, in tbeir later work it 
-could be diiltinguished to which class their instructors 
had belonged. 

Latin was not a compulsory subject; the obligation 
had been removed about two years previously. 

He said tbat in nearly every case students bad sent 
their applications direct to him; perhaps some had been 
recommended by Liverpool men now teaching in India, 
but he did not remember many cases where this had 
happened. They nearly always applied in advance so 
that the authorities had ample time to find out all par. 
ticulars about them. He had never taken students 
without full particulars when they applied persOnally 
at the last moment in the hope of gaining admission. 

Speaking of the language question, he had found that 
,,11 Indian students came very well equipped in that 
respect; they followed lectures very well, and had no 
trouble with the t'iva voce section in the Medical 
Examinations. 

In Liverpool there we~e good facilities for hospital 
work. Four hospitals were directly connected with the 
University, and students were able to gain practical 
experience in a number of others as well. 

Questioned 11.9 to the number of Indian students he 
would be prepared to admit to the faculty, Mr. Kelly 
stated that he would welcome any postgraduates at any 
time, but in the case of undergraduates from abroad 
they had to limit the number. At the present time the 
medical school was overcrowded. The - secondary 
schools in tbe immediate district had more claim on tbe 
vacancies than bad foreigners, and it was a question of 
deciding between tbem. There were nine Indians tbere 
now, and he thought that that cou~ be quoted as the 
maximum figure. Since 1914 there bad been a four
fold inCI-ease in the number of students in the faculty, 
and many of the lectures had to be given in triplicate 
owin<7 to the limited accommodation. In the hospitals 
wom:n objected most strongly to being placed under 
the charge of a fOl'eign bouse-physician or surgeon, 
though with postgraduates their IIttitu~e WIIS di~erent; 
if a mlln were fully qualified they dId not object so 
much to his nationality. 

Mr. Kelly stated that there were about 2,000 
stude'Dts in the Univel·dity and 500 in thc Faculty of 
Medicine; of the latter he did not think that more than 
10 per cent. were foreigners. As soon as the demand 
for admission became less the percentage of such 
admissions would go up. 

At present they had to see that the number ot 
students did not exceed their hospital facilities, so that 
all of them were able to obtain enough experience. 

As regards aocommodation, he said that ~ndian 
students lived in lodgings; there were none 1D the 
University hostels, which were at present overcr~wded_ 
The term "in residence .. meant they were registered 
liS internal students, not necessarily that they lived in 

the t:niversity. The University kept a list of suitable 
families and lodgings, but the students had to make 
their own arrangements, and no control W&9 exercised 
over them. Liverpool &9 a town offered little in the 
way of social intl'rcourse to English students, lind to 
the Indians even less. He felt that this was greatly to 
be deplored. Indian students were thrown entirely on 

. their own resouroes, and gained practically no 
experience of home life here. 

In cases of <illness, students were admitted to the 
private wards of the hospitals, and received very good 
treatment. 

Mr. Kelly said that as far as he was aware he had 
had no dealings with the Indian Students' Department, 
and that no apphcations had come through them. 
Sometimes when students forwarded certificates, &c., 
from India, and the University authorities wished to 
verify them, they were forwarded to the India Office. 

Questioned as to Dental Surgery at Liverpool, 
Mr. Kelly stated that so far it was not big enough to 
be called a faculty, but was termed a Board of Studies 
which met and reported to the Faculty of Medicine. 
There were no Indian students studying Dentistry. 

He said that an Indian M.B. was sufficient qualifica
tion for the postgraduate course in Tropical Medicine. 
If a candidate had passed all his examinations but the 
final, the authorities would admit him for a two-years' 
course here and give him the Liverpool degree at the 
end of that time. 

Asked wby a Calcutta or London degree was suffi
cient qualification for entering on a postgrQduate 
course while to obtain a Liverpool degree a two
years' course at the University was required, Mr. Kelly 
replied that this was required by a regulation of th";:, 
University, it being laid down that students should not 
be granted the Liverpool degree without a two-years' 
course he~e. As regards the D.P.H., students could no~ 
be admitted unless they possessed registerable qualifica
tions, these being decided by a Register issued by the 
General Medical Council, but they dealt more 
expansively with applicants for the School of Tropical 
Medicine in the case of Indian students. 

It was often very hard to obtain sufficient 
informatIOn regarding the standard of the Indian 
Universities and their degrees; they had to write round 
to all the possible sources; the calendars helped to II 
certain extent. 

About six Indian students had been refused admis
sion for the coming October on account of the Univer
sity being already overcrowded. 

Professor Macdonald said that instruction in ortho
predic~ was going to be started next year. Ophthalmol
ogy had been dropped as a subject for a diploma (post
graduate), the number of students taklD<Y it bein" 
insufficient to warrant its continuance." " 

There had nevt'r been any Indian women students at 
the University, though tht'y would be admitted on the 
same terms as ordinary undergraduates if they applied. 

DR. J. G. ADAMI, C.B.E., M.D., the Vice·Chancellor of the University, was called and examined. 

He handed in a written statement which is printed 
below. 

He stated "that ordinarily Indian students were not 
admitted at Liverpool unless they had forwar~ed to the 
authorities, with their application, full part~c?lars ?f 
their character and ability; this was a conditIOn laid 
by the Senate: the number of vacancies being strictly 
limited it was essential that students should be as well 
selected as 'possible. A few. of inferior intellectual 
capabilities (as proved by their su~sequent work) had 

. been taken, more or less out of Pity, when t?ey ~ad 
been unable to aain admission to some other University. 
He wished the~e were some institution to which t~e 
University authorities could apply for ~dequate det~lls 
reaarding the character and quailficatlOns of Indian 
applicants. It did not matter so much who recom
mended them, so long as they could be s.ure that the 
source of information was really reliable. He 
considered that the selecting body in India sh~uld be 
connected with the Universities rather than With the 
Government. The former would probably, carry m?re 
weight than an unknown officia~ ~ody: besl~e,!: Indian 
students regarded with suspIcion anytblD., under 
Government control, because they thought tbat such 

institutions were employed as a means of keeping them 
under official supervision and espionage. He could 
understand that it was on account of this that both th., 
India Office and the Students' Department were 
disliked. 

It was pointed out, summing up the general situation. 
that Indian students were anxious to obtain fuller 
information as to University conditions in this country, 
while the University authorities here required more 
particulars about the studentE', and one of the main 
questions was how to satisfy these requireml'nts . 

The witness said tbat they oiten bad considerable 
difficulty in the case of post-graduates from India, wbo 
wished to come for the course of trollical medicine. If 
insufficient or dubious information were sent wi,th their 
applications they had to devise means of amplifying or 
verifying it. In the first place they would apply to the 
Indian Students' Department and tbe Htgh Com
Inlssioner, but they were not entirely satisfied with tbe 
information they had obtained from them. They did 
not sel'm sufficiently to distinguish between the 
different values of the Indian educational qualifications_ 
If those means failed they had to write direct to IndiA, 
which caused great delay. 

L2 
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He said that last year a large number of Indian 
applicants had been refused, particularly in the Facult.f 
of Engineering: the authorities had been compelled to 
do this owing to the limited laboratory accommodatIOn. 
The University was overcrowded at the present time, 
the numbers having increased from about 1,100 to 
somethina over 2,600. Although 300 ex-Service men 
would le:ve this year, he thought that that would be 
balanced by the increasing demand for University 
education. This was caused by the general improve
ment of the educational standards in tbis country. 

Being a eivic University, it was fully realised that, 
for the advancement of British trade, foreign student. 
should be admitted to Liverpool. This applied 
especially to the Engineering Faculty, since students 
on returning to their own country to start some business 
or mill would naturally import the macbinery which 
they fully understood rather than that from another 
country with which they were not familiar. 

As regards practical training, however, while some 
firms dealing in general apparatus (for example, loco
motive building) would be quite willing to· take foreign 
apprentices, those engaged in the manufacture by 
special processes of specialities (such as particular 
brands of soap or margarine), which might possibly 
be produced in India, whereby the market for 
the British good~ might be damaged, would look on the 
matter from quite a different aspect. 

There was no Local Adviser at Liverpool, there 
really being too few Indian students at the University 
to necessitate such an appointment. He thought one 
would be welcomed should the numbers increase to 
twenty or more. 

Speaking of the accommodation question, the witness 
stated that students mostly lived in lodgings. For 
Indian students this led to disadvantages, the 
fellow-lodgers being too often of what was socially 
a poor class. Board and lodging in Liverpool had 
become expensive since the war, and he estimated that 
a student would have to pay 408. to 458. per week with 
all meals, so that .£3 per week would be an average 
allowance. For the whole year, including fees and 
vaoations, he thought that .£300 should be allowed. 
Indian students, so long as the numbers were limited, 
seemed to mix fairly freely with the better families of 
the town, and the relations between them and the 
other undergraduates were, on the whole, very good. 

There was no organisation for looking after the 
students in Liverpool, and he considered this a defect. 

He had heard that in the hospitals women patients 
were strongly opposed to being under the care of foreign 
students; this dislike seemed to diminish in the case 
of qualified doctors. 

( i'he O.T.C. at Liverpool was only just recommencing 
after the war, and at present there were forty students 
in the battalion. As far as he knew, no Indian 
student had applied to join, though in any case a War 
Office regulation forbade them being accepted. He 
thought that in the event of this order being rescinded 
English undergraduates would not object to Indians 
being members of the corps, though of course it all 
depended on the individual. 

Referring to the list of approved Indian Univer
sities, he said that it was becoming slightly easier to 
compile it, though they still had difficulty in obtaining 
t1ie most recent particulars. The original list had been 
compiled three or four years ago by means of enqui!'les 
set on foot by Sir Michael Sadler. The status of the 
staff at each University was carefully considered; in 
fact, it could be said that the personnel was of para
mount importance. In balancing the merits of 
different Indian examinations and courses of study, the 
authorities were faced .with the same difficulties as in 
the case of American and Canadian Universities-it was 
a question of distance, and men who had been away 
from those countl!ies for even a short time were no 
longer quite conversant with educational conditions and 
standards there. 

Generally speaking, he would prefer Indians to come 
as graduates. Undergraduates of a really good type 
would be welco~e, but he believed that graduates would 
obtain most benefit from residence in an English 
University. 

The authorities liked all applications to be sent in by 
June, in order that they could carryon all the neoessary 
correspondence before the beginning of the session. 

Tbe University books, however, were not closed by any 
definite date, and he thought that all possible 
assistance should be given to those students who did 
not hear the result of their examinations in India until 
July, and who consequently did not make their 
application until after that date. 

No record was kept of their subsequent careers in 
• India. 

The witness thought that the authorities would be 
prepared to take a larger number of Indian students if 
only there were sufficient hostel accommodation for 
them where they could live under proper supervision. 
They were not very anxious to bring so many to. 
Liverpool, where under present conditions they would 
be left to their own resources, and would probably 
return t,o India without any particular knowledge of 
English life and embittered against the country in 
general as they had not seen it to advantage. If a 
Local Adviser were appointed to look after these 
students in this respect, the University would be far 
more dlsposed to admit more. 

It was suggested that Indian students might be even 
more embittered if they could not come for tho 
educational facilities (owing to the few vacancies for 
them) than if they came and were denied the advantage 
of social life here, The witness admitted that this was 
a fine point and would have carefully to be considered. 
A combinatlon of social and intellectual facilities was, 
of course, most beneficial to all students. When, 
however, the former could not be obtained, a post. 
graduate student, who came more or less embarked on 
a definite scheme of work, could dispense with it far 
more easily than could an undergl·aduate. 

As regards suc~ subjects as civics (social science), he 
thou~ht that Indlan. students would be welcomed, always 
provlded that accommodation and supervision had first 
been organised on an improved basis. 

The witness stated that the total number of students 
in the University was about 2,600. 

,Questioned ,as to the strongest subjects in the 
Llverpool curnculum, he replied that the Schools of 
Engineering and Medicine -were the lar"est. 

As regards licensed lodgings, he dil not thin!' that 
the University was quite ready for the introduction of 
such a system. It would mean overworking the staff, 
because there was no one specially available for the 
task of inspecting lodgings, &c. He, personally, 
would prefer the development of the hostel system 
rather than providing lodgings in the town. 

There was singularly little racial prejudice though 
of course, different grades of undergradu;tes held 
different views. It could not, however, even be 
co~pare.d to the prejudico against coloured people which 
eXlsted m Amerzea, the latter being far stronger. 

Asked as t? ~he 'possibilit;y of Indian stuqents taking 
the ~ew specla!lsatlon work lD electrical engineering, he 
rephed that this would have to be tested by experienc4 
before an answer could be given. He a"reed that harm 
was being done to English commerce by the firms who 
refused to receive foreign apprentices; these student& 
went ~o Americ~ and ?lsewhere and ultimately employed 
Amerlcan machinery lD their own works and mills. lIe 
personally. rec.ommended the. establishment by the 
great englneermg firms of englneering scholarships in 
as many countries as possible, so as to' attract their 
best men here, and convert them on their return into 

. uno~cial agents for the promotion of the use of the 
machlllery of those firms. 

Statement by the Vice-Chancellor of the Univer8ity 01 
Liverpoot 

I think I state the general opinion of our University 
body when I say that we are unwilling to accept Indian 
stude~ts. as undergraduates of this University save in 
very limlted numbers. 

Where there is a hostel or hostels for these students 
the _.case might be different. There is no official 
~ppomted by th? Indian Government to safeguard the 
lDterests of Indlan students in this University I We 
have no registration o.r certification of boarding-"houses. 
~t .most, th.ose .boardmg-house keepers who desire are 
lDvlted to glV~ ~n their :z;tames to the University Office. 
and they are vlslted and lDspection made of the hygienio 
and other con~iti~ns. But it is not compUlsory for 
students to reslde lD these selec~,ed boarding-houses. All 
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a result, the University has absolutely no control over 
the students outside the University boundaries. 

'\\'nere ~he. number of s.tudents is few-as at present-
they are Inv1ted to certain private houses in Liverpool 
~d so have an opportunity to realise the English home~ 
life and customs. But the number of those anxious and 
willing to in~roduce Hindu and other non-European 
lItudents into their houses is strictly limited and had 
we a larger entry of Indian students the result would be 
that. it would mean that they would drift into ordinary 
lodgmg.houses and would see nothing of what we regard 
.as better.class English life j they would consort with 
people o~ the lodging.house class, or, worse, with 
se.rvant glrlS, and ~he impression they would carry back 
w1th them to Ind1a would be most detrimental to the 
good name 'Of this country. Living thus among poor 
surroundings, they would be exposed to frequent affronts 
()n ~ccount of their foreig~ess, and would go back 
emb1ttered. As a result, Instead of their estimate of 
Great Britain and the British beinoo raised it would be 
very definitely lowered. '" 

Politically, we regard this as a most harmful state of 
affairs, and are unwilling to encourage it. \Ve have 
therefore set a strict limit to the llumber of Indiau 
students recei'led into the various faculties (Arts, 
Science, Medicine, Law, Engineering) as under
graduates. In the Medical faculty this limit is 3 per 
"?ent. of .the total number of those entering the fa~ulty 
In any glven year. 

I' find, further, that while we receive some extra
-ordinarily brilliant students, we have, on the other hand 
received those whose standard Qf attainments is dis~ 
tinctly poor. As a result, the Deans of the various 
faculties have asked that, in future, some definite 
guarantee should be given that students admitted liS 
undergraduates are qualified by their knowledge of 
English and by their previous work to enter with 
advantage the courses leading to degrees. OwinO'to the 
distance, we cannot, on receiving applications, proceed 
to correspond with India and to gain testimonials and 
information thence. There should be some official at 
the India Office responsible for seeing that only those 
well qualified to take advantage of the English educa
tional sy~tem are allowed to apply for admission into 
British Universities. This official should be informed 
of the standard reached in the different Indian Univer. 
-sities, and he should be more than a formal repository 
()f official information regarding each student. He 
should be in possession of a dossier for every one of 
them. 

There are other students who are graduates of Indian 
Universities who are wishful to take a British degree in 
the same faculty-say of Arts. Here; I gather the 
impression that if such students are to benefit from such 
training they ought to be content to have the first year 
of study remitted in a three years' course, or, in a four 
,years' course, perhaps to have the first two years 

r~mitted. I. regard ~o years at any University as the 
8 ortest perlod dunng which a comparatively yOUllO' 
:udent must.be i';1 residence in order to get real benefit, 

om that Umvers1ty and its associations. ' 
There remai~s a thi~ category, the postgraduate 

~tudents. T~e1r case 1S very different. With the 
y?proye?lent 1n the -education given in Indian Univer
slties 1t 1S probable that men of superior ability will seek 
to take up postgraduate work in Britain in increasino
r:umbers. Such men, anxious to specialise in a par': 
t1cul~ br~ch ,?f knowledge, will be cordially welcomed 
to this Umvers1ty. , 

Thus, to sum up, I would say that unless an Indian 
student has had his schooling in England (in which case 
h~ should have the same opportunities thrown open to 
~ as ~ny. British student) the general feeling of this 
Un1vers1ty 1S as follows:-

(a.) Against receiving Indian students who have not 
had a University education (unless perhaps at the 
urgent request of the Secretary of State for India 
as a special oase). 

(b.) Against admitting those who are already under
graduates in Indian Universities. 

(c.) In favour of receiving graduate students of Indian 
Universities for course leading to the Bachelor 
degree in any faculty, in which case one year's 
residence might be remitted in a three years' 
course, and perhaps two years in a four years' 
course. (This last question has not yet been up 
for discussion.) 

(d.) In favour of receiving those who were certified 
as having taken a high honours degree at' an 
Indian University for postgraduate ~ork pro
vide.d always that s?ch men brought with'them. 
cert1ficates as to the1r standing and ability in the 
special line of work in which they sought to 
undertake postgraduate stUdy. 

The above remarks cover all the points to which the 
Co=ittee will pay particular attention save (7) and 
(8). Regarding these, it must be pointed out that this 
University-unlike Manchester-does not possess aJ;l 
associated College of Technology, but only a Faculty of 
En~ineering. An application was recently made by an 
Indian student for permission to enter our Chemical 
Laboratory in order to master the manufacture of 
margarine 'and certain fats and soaps. An enquiry was, 
made at the same time as to how he could obtain' 
entrance to any commercial laboratory associated with 
these industries. It is right that I should inform the 
Co=ittee that we were informed by these industries 
that they were distinctly unwilling to admit Indian 
~tudents, on the ground that it was contrary to the 
mterests of the firms to throw open to intending com. 
petitors the technique of these special manufactures. 

June 1921. 
(Signed) J. G. ADAJU. 

PROFESSOR E. C. C. BALY, C.B,E., M.Sc., Dean of the Faculty of Science, was called and examined. 

He stated that there was at present one Indian 
-student in the faculty. He was a Government scholar, 
.and had come about four years ago to learn soap manu· 
bcture. Unable to obtain any practical experience, he 
had finally gone into a soap spooialist's laboratory, 
where he was learning all the different properties of 
~oaps but none of the actual manufacturing processes. 

His opinion was ~hat a man who came fully qualified 
-derived most benefit from an English University 
-education. He would like to see the Universities 
oelosed to undergraduates (in so far as Indians were 
-concerned) so that all preliminary training would have 
perforce to be done in their own country; this woulJ 
'bring about the further development of the Indian 
Universities, and their graduates would come to 
England at a more responsible age than at present, thus 
necessitating less supervision on the part of th~ 
authorities here. His experience both at Liver~ool. and 
-at University College, London, had confirmed h1S Vle\\s' 
'on this point. . 

The English students were generally .able to obtsm 
practical experience in different works and firms j he 

-could not say to what extent Indians would be recei.ved 
in this way. He emphasised the point that the practical 
-:training in the present University laboratories was not 

sufficient to equip a student who wished to commence 
industrial processes himself. The new laboratories 
which were to be built at Liverpool would provide. II-
•• semi. technical " training which might ellable a man 
to hold his own, or even do pioneer work on his return 
to India. 

The industrial development of India depended 
enormously on tbe research work done there j the 
natural resources of the country were so great that 
there was ample scope for a school of research, and 
students who had .been trained in England would find 
numerous outlets for their energies, were they en<>"sged 
in manufacturing, teaching or research work. " 

The number of students in the faculty at the presen/; 
time was about 600. He thought that more Indian&
could be admitted, up to a reasonable limit. If the 
Government of India were to reco=end really good. 
graduates he was sure that they would be accepted at;.. 
the University. They were not so anxious to takE> 
undergraduates, because of the responsibility attached; 
perhaps with good hostcl accommodation and ample 
control they migbt change their minds about them. 

The general attitude of the English Ulldergraduates 
towards an Indian student was one of suspicion until 
the latter had" made good" j' he was then treated wita 
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v.hsoll,lte friendliness. Post.graduate students were 
accepted straight away on this footing, because the 
,~re fact of their being post.graduates proved that they 
were men of high intellect and chw:acter, whereas 
undergraduates had to live in an unsympathetic, 
atmosphere until suoh a time as they had made good 
ill the eyes of the Englishmen. Tpe majority of young 
~tudents had an instinctive dislike of the coloured races, 
trough it was only the poorer and less educated classes 
that showed it operuy. 

He thought that oceanography was a good course 
for Indian. students to take, and would be especially 

..nelpful for men intending to enter the Fisheries 
Department. 

For the Ph.D. a. very much higher standard was 
l,'squired, and only a man who had done ,very well 
indeed would be able to enter direct into the COUl'se of 
preparation for it. Ordinarily he would have to take 
first his M.Sc, and then follow on to the Ph.D. which 
WaS B four.year course. Tho University would not 
demand that an Indian B.Sc. should have been taken 
in the precise subjects laid down, for an English 

student before reading for the IIr.Sc. He suggested that.. 
men going into the Madras Fisheries DepartmenG
should qualify in India and then come here for a tw'), 
years' oceanography course. He had never had a. 
student come for his degree in oceanography, and 
thought that Liverpool was unique in having such 11 
course. This subject only came into the third year ot 
II man's course, so that he would only be qualified for 
some' subordinate position: for anything higher he 
should specialise in oceano~raphy for a higher degree. 

Questioned as to how lie distinguished really good 
research men, he replied that he had to rely to IL 
great extent on recommendations. They might be 
admitted on their degree, but it always proved more 
satisfactory if they were vouched for by someone realI,v 
reliable. 

Speaking of the students living in lodgings, he 
expressed the opinion that it was far better for them 
all to live in hostels under proper supervision. As it 
was the Dean of the faculty was able to do a littb 
towards advising and controlling them, but there \\a& 
no authoritative s.llpervision. 

PROFESSOR J. W. ANDERSON, l\LEng., IILLC.E., M.LM.E., Dean of the Faculty of Enginering, 
was called and examined. 

He said that there were at present no Indian students knowledge of chemistry up to the sam~ standard waa 
in the Faculty of Engineering. In former years only two desirable. He would not require any certificate of 
had actually graduated: both of these students came to loyalty, though, as in the case of English students, he 
Liverpool having studied science, and were exempted required a certificate of character. 
from the first year's work: he did nat remember what He applied to the India Office because it was 1\ 

qettificates they had presented. He thought that when convenient source of information, and not because h" 
t.hey had reached the more advanced stages of the laid any particular stress upon its opinion. A 
ellgineering work they had found that they were not certificate from an Indian University would satisfy him 
s~tfficielltbr well grounded iI1- ~he scientific fundamental~ perfectly well, provided that he knew that it was 
qf ~he subject, and this had been a great drawbac~- t:> genuine. Ho did not require a personal interview with 
t,hem. Indian students before agreeing to take them. A Dean' 

He considered that Indian students who wished to personally interviewed all students on registration. 
~tudy ,engineering in England should do their As regards the question of equivalence of examination 
p~fllimin~;y scientific work 'in India before coming: if standards in India and England, it was not possible 
po~sible, they should be at least up to the Intermediat" to determine this merely from the statements of 
IP:;c. ~tl¥1dal'd in mathematics, physics and chemistry curricula that were set out in the calendal's supplied 
OJ the Liverl?ool University, and it would be even better by the Indian Universities, as these gave no idea of 
if they were graduates in science, having included the standard. Paper information had no l'eal value: it had 
subjects named. He did not think that any to be tested. The best way to come to a satisfactory 
preliminary engineering experience in India waR conclusion on this matter was to get into intimate touch 
necessary, as the Liverpool course started from th~ ~vith several Indian Universities. The chief difficulty 
b'eginni'tlg. 801:J;le practiQal experience, comBined with In the past had been that often, when the University 
tli$ scientific knowledge, would be of great value. had accepted Indian certificates at their face value, they' 
~or the year 1920.21 there had been seventy had not tUl'ned out to be up to the standard that had 

ind;ividual applications_ from Indian students in hepn expected. 
addition to several applications from various bodies The engineering course of the Liverpool University 
ln~E\rested in Indian students who had wished to know consisted of :-
it there were likely to be an;t vacancies for them. First year: pure science. 
Most of the 'applications had heen made in writing from Se~ond year: fundamentals of enginel'ring. 
India, bot there had been a few students who ha-I Thud a~d four~h ye,ar: specialisation, e.g., for' 
obviously come to this countt'y on the chance of getting marme engmeermg, strength of material and 
in at one or other of the Universities. It had not been applied mechanics, engine construction and 
possible to accept any of these applications. design, heat engines, ship construction. 

The University had some difficulty in estimating the ~ourscs in pure and applied mathematics were taken, 
value of the certificates that the students presented. lD each year. . 
In, this connection he was not, at the moment, speaking ,It had not bepn difficult to place English students 
of the equivalence of standards, but of the difficulty that lD w~rks on leaving the UnivE'rsity, and they were 
arose because students only sent copies of the certificates sometImes asked for before they had finished their" 
that they possessed, and the University had no meanB course . 

• -of knowing whether they were genuine or not. If 1\ ~e special bran~hes of ?ngineering that would be 
-student sent copies of certificates that were not obviously r~q.UlreU f?r th~ IndI.an. Pu?hc Service would be general 
-satisfactory, the University would send them to the cIvIl. engmeermg, ll'ng~tlOn, hydraulic and hydro-
Indian Students' Department of the India Office for a electriC work, &c. He dId not at present advise Indian 
llecond opinion. students to come to this country for marine engineerina -

All applications were referred originally to the as it ~as not easy to get them into ,,"orks for prac~ic81 
Registrar of the University in order that he might take experIence., In this branch ~f engineering, although 
steps to inform himself as to the qup,lifications of the short vaca~lOn work was not dIfficult to find, there was 
aRPlicants : the final decision as to the admission of an no recognised form. of apprenticeship, and Indian 
applicant rested with the Deans of the faculties, who students would find It hard to get admitted to works 
would ,make application to Senate if exemptions were because they were not going to become permanent. 
required. There were some vacanies for next se~ion, members of the staff, much less to b:ain 'as workmen. 
and some Indian students had applied for admission, He thought, however, that the Government miaht be 
but their applications had not as yet been handed t" succes~ful ~n making arrangements with symp~thetic 
the Registrar, as the Dean had wished to hold the firms In thIS country to take Indian students. Unless 
matter in abeyance until after the visit of the present JJ, student could secure experience with such firms he 
Committee. would go back to his country with nothing further than 

The minimum qualification tllat he would insist upon the University.training, and would not be sufficiently 
an applicant for the engineering school possessing was well-equipped to take up responsible work in India. 
s matriculation examination certificate of Imowledge of lIe did not think that it was necessary for India to 
mathematics and physics, at least up -to the stand ad SE'?d her marin~ engineers to be trained practically ill 
(If the J oint Board's matriculation examination. A thIS country; If the Government had a dockyard iD' 
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:Bombay this would prove an excellent trainina groun,l 
for students, and they could return there "for this 

-training after completing the academic course in 
Liverpool. 

He thought that to enable a mall to take a reRponsible 
position it was necessary for him to have had at least two 

,years' pupilage, and if he were to be a marine en!!'inl'er 
he ought to go to sea. This could be done while h"e Wai 
occupying a junior position with some shipping firm. 

He pointed out, however, that as a rule the shippmg 
firms did not reC'ruit their stail from University mE-n, 
but more often from such me'Il as engine drivers wh.., 
had served five Yl'ars in works and had taken the Board 

,of Trade examination after experience at sea. 
In the profe;Rion of naval architecture it should bc 

easy to place men in offices: in fact, they were glad to 
get EngliSh students. The University had a course in 
this branch of engineering. He could not speak with 
respect to J ndian students. 

In the province of dock and harbour engineering there 
was an associate professor (a consulting engineer) who 
gave lectures at the University, and he would b~ the 
person to approach OD, the subject of obtaining facilities 
for Indian students. He did not know, howcvl'r, whaf , 

arrangements would be nl'cessary, and probably a 
premium would be required. It would he possible for 
Indian students at Liverpool to get a good knowledg~ 
of the problems that they would have to deal with in 
their own country, as the University had a very stron~ 
Department of Hydraulics and other bl'anches of 
engineering previously outlinl'd likely to concern India. 

He thought that as it was not m any way to the 
advantage of civil engineers to take pupils they would 
require premiums from them. He thought that in 
order to ohtain better facilities for Indian students this 
Committee might get into touch with the Institution of 

'Civil Engineers. He was very anxious that the 
Committee should take up, the matter, as until some 
definite arrangements were made Indian students wou],} 
,continue to labour under considerable disadvantage in 
this country with respeot to the very necessary practical 
training. 

He would be glad if English students as well as 
Indians came to the l,lniversity, having already reached 
the standard of the intermediate examination (mathe. 
matics, physics and chemistry). Thus the first year 
,course, which did not touch upon enginering at all, 
would be done before they came to the Engineering 
Department. The University was on the way to doing 
this, and in the current year sixty students had been 
admitted straight into the second year course as against 
fourteen who were doing the first year work. 

As regards the admission of Indian students, he 
said that all the Indian applicants had had to he refuseil 
Jaat year owing to the abnormal pressure that had 
resulted from the war: there had been four times the 
usual number of applicants and only ex-Service men 
'and scholars had been admitted. There was no fixed 
,establishment for the faculty: in normal times he 
would be willing to take about fifty new students every 
sear, making a total 0'1 200 in ·the faculty. 

No definite limit to the number of Indian student .. 
t~at they could take had been laid down, but the 
WItness preferred not to have a large non.English' 
element in the faculty. ' 

He did not agree that because Indian stud.mts could 
not get the same benefits in marine engineering in any 
other University that Liverpool should have turned out 
its ex.Service men in order to admit them. Next year's 
policy had not been determined, and the U~versity 
hoped to be able to follow out the recommendations of 
the present Committee. 

An .Indian graduate in engineering who wisi.ed to get 
the Liverpool M.Eng. would have to put in 1.,0 years' 
study at the University. There was a differ',nce here 
between his position and that of the Liverpool B.Eng., 
who could get his Master's degree automatically three 
years after he had passed out of the University if he 
had g:aduated with ~onours .. No students co~ld get 
any Llvel'pool degree m arts, SCience, law or en!!'ineering 
'vithout a minimum of two years' study actually at th~ 
University. 

The University had a course of bridge construction 
and if the arrangements were made there would b~ 
facilities for Indian students to get practical experience 
in firms. 

The policy of the Faculty of Engineering was to make 
the fundamentals as sound as pOSSible. SpeClalisation 
could then follow. He thought that for ship, railway, 
dock and marine engineering, the University W88' 
unique, and the mechanical and electrical Sides were 
also very strong. • 

He thought that the Univer&ity would be willing to 
admit IJ to 4 per cent. Indian. students a year regularly 
into the Engineering Faculty, this would mean, on the 
present number of students, that there would be from 
twelve to fourteen in the faculty at a time. 

So far no students had been able to specialise in 
lefrigeration work: this was because the Department 
had only Just been founded. It would be a fourth year's 
course. He hoped it would be possible to arrange that 
every mechanical and marine engineering student would 
get some knowledge of refrigeration. 

He thought that some prellminary engineering 
experience in India would be a good method of sifting 
out the best students to-come here, but he did not want 
students in India to do practical work there with a view 
to being exempted from part of the course at Liverpool 
Practical work combined with sCientific training would 
be of great value. 

There was at present no course of industrial adwinis
tration in the University, but the matter was at present 
under consideration. He thought that such a course 
would be particularly advantageous to Indian students. 

It was not easy to get railway companies to absorb 
ordinary graduates into their shops: more brilliant 
students could generally get taken, and he thought that, 
Indian students of high attainment might get
experience if the University could persuade the railway, 
companies to take them. The present Committel) 
should advise that the railway companies should be
approached on the matter. 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1921 (LIVERPOOL). 

SIR M. HUIMICK (in the Cliair). 
Sm D. P. SAIlVADHIKABY. 
DIWAN BAH,toUR M. RAlIUCBANDRA RAO. 

Present: 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
8.\HlBZtD_' APTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 

MR. E. G. HOWAR:rJI, Secretary. 

Two Indian students, MR. J. R. "BIHTIA and DB. A. HAMID, were called and examined. 

Mr. Bhatia said that he had corne to England in was no room ~or them at the English Univ~rsities • 
.J anuar 1920 havina been suspended from the and had told them that they would be reqwred to· 
U · y't f 'Lahore" He had taken the, first and supply certificates of charaoter and conduct from-

DlverSl yo. . d h' Pr' . I h tt·t d h k d M B aminations at Lahore and had galDe t eu lDClpa s, W ose a I u e, e l}ew, was 
seecon t· . f· ex thl·s part of the "Live-pol COllrse. His decidedly hostile. This, he had found, was no' 
, xemp IOn rom 'Y oeal h' P all h had ·tt t Li 001 friends had had unfortunate experiences of' the L t e, cas~. er~on y, e -.yu . en 0 ver:p 
Advisor Committees in India and he had consequently UDiverslty to. mform them of his mte~ded commg. 

d dy d ai' 'th them makin.. his own but had sailed before there was time for tlie 
avO! e any e lngs -WI , " h hi Wh h . d h ~ ... 

I t · t L' 1 The Secretary of the Local reply to have reac cd m. en e arrive e .oun .. 
.app Ica Ion 0 lverpoo. h h U' 't t' hi d d 
.Ad ' C ·tt h darned students that there t at t e DlverSI y were expec mg m an were rea y vlsory omml ee a W 
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to admit him to the Medical Faculty at once. They had 
not asked to see any of the certificates that he told 
'them he possessed, and they had allowed him to go 
sfraight on to the clinical part of the course, so that he 
would be able to graduate at Liverpool after only two 
years' work there. . . . . 

He was living as a paylDg guest ID an Enghsh family 
with whom he was perfectly satisfied in every way. He 
had two rooms of his own in the house, but generally 
took his ,meals with the family, and to a large extent 

'shared their life. He had not joined the University 
'Tennis Club, but played at a club in the town. 

Before returning to practise in India he hoped to get 
two six months' house appointments at a hospital as 
medical and surgical officer in turn. 

Dr. Hamid also came from the Punjab. He had 
.qualified at Lahore University, and had come to 
England on his own initiative in September 19~0, 
having taken his M.B. in June of that year, and put in 
three months in the Dispensary of the Lahore Univer
sity Hospital. 

He had seen the Secretary of the Local Advisory 
Committee in India, but had obtained no help from 
him. The advice that he had received had been 
discouraging and the information out of date. 

He had decided upon Liverpool University before 
leaving India, having had friends who had been there. 
He had come straight to Liverpool from India. Liver
pool aud Londou were the only Universities that pro
vided a course in Tropical Medicine, which, together 
with the D.P.H., was the course of study for which he 
had come. 

He came furnished with certificates of character a.s 
well as his examination certificates, but the University 
authorities did not ask to see them. 

The D.P.R. course took nine months. He had donA 
the first part and was just going to sit for the second 
part. After that he intended to take the D.T.M .• which 
would be a three months' course. For the last three 
months he had been assistant to a general practitioner 
in BirmlDgham. The course for the D.P.H. could be 
taken at Liverpool by putting in the first part of the 
course actually at the University and for the rest study
ing as an external student. He had done all his fever 
~ork in Birmingham and his practical sanitation in 
r,.iverpool. 

When at Liverpool he had lodged with an English 
family. He had been very comfortable, and his time 
there had been very happy. He would have no hesita
tion in recommending his friends to come to Liverpool, 
as he thought that it was better than most other places 
in the attitude both of the University and the town 
towards Indians. In this view he was supported by 
Mr. Bhatia. 

Mr. :J3hatia thought that very little racial preiudiclt 
existed -at the Liverpool University; he had not been 
troubled by it. He:was perfectly happy there. He 
thought that most Indian students lived as he did, in 
families. He said that in the better parts of the town 
aCClom'tlodation could be had in a family from three 
to three and a half guineas a week. Dr. Hamid put 
the average a little'lower, at £2 108. to three guineas a 

"week. 
As ;regards the necessary annual allowance for an 

Indian student, the witnesses said that they thought 
that an income of £300 to £350 a year was needed. Dr. 
Hamid said that a two years' course would cost him 
about £700. Neither of the witnesses had had any 
experience of the Indian Students' Department in 
London. 

Mr. Bhatia said that lie could get all the University 
life that he wanted. His only reason for joining a town 
instead of the University Tennis Club was that it was 
more conveniently situated for him. He had no desire 
'to join the O.T.C., and so had not made application. 

He did not think that the University could help in 
-the matter of finding good iamillies for Indian students 
to live with. They had a list of approved lodgings, but 

this only included the names of people who always took 
lodgers or the llames of actusl boarding houses. He 
thought that it was far better for the Indian student to
be received into an English home than to go in~ 
ordinary lodgings. He did not think that an increaae 
in the number of Indian students in Liverpool would 
necessarily increase the difficulty of finding families. 
with whom to live, provided that the students had 
enough money to pay a good price and they could get. 
agents to assist them in the search. 

He had come to LiveI'pool because Lahore did not
provide enough clinical experience, particularly in. 
obstetrics and gynrecology. He thought that thl' 
attitude of the European members of the Lahore staff 
was unsympathetic. He had chosen Liverpool as. 
against other Universities because it was the only
University that would grant him the exemptions that 
he required. Other Universities had insisted, amongst. 
other things, on a knowledge of Latin. 

Dr. Hamid came to this University because it was 
the best one in which he could obtain the course"that he
lleeded in Tropical l\fedicine. 

Mr_ Bhatia said that English peoplQ had been 
courteous to him. He did not go to see all the friends. 
of the family with whom he lived, but he did not
imagine that any other stranger would do so, and, in 
any case, he did not think that the fact 'that he was not 
invited out to parties was a reasonable ground of 
complaint. 

He had been to some parties organised at the
Y.M.C.A. buildings by the Students' Christian Union, 
though these did not happen very often. 

Mr. Bhatia did not think that women in EnO'lalld 
showed any objection to the presence of Indian students 
in hospital. Dr. Hamid said that, from the point or 
view of the practitioner, he had come across some 
prejudice aplOngst women of the working-classes but 
he did not think that it amounted to very much. ' 

Mr. Bhatia did not think that there was any tendency
to segregation amongst the Indian students. If they 
happened .to be in the same class together they would' 
become frIends and work together, but this was largely
.a matter of chance. Some of the English students 
tended to keep apart from the Indians but he had not 
experienced any unpleasantness in this connection. 
Indian students were members of the Guild of Under
graduates, but this did not bring them into touch in any 
particular way with English students. 
•. Mr. Bhatia said that he lived with a clergyman. He
dId not know what sort of families other Indian students
lived with, but he thought that in the majority of cases. 
it was largely a matter of how much they were prepared 
to pay. 

There were not enough Indian students to form an 
Indian Association at Liverpool, even if they wanted to
do so. There had been a branch of the Britain and 
India Society, but it was in temporary abeyance. . 

Dr. Hamid said that he attended the Public Health_ 
Department once a week for six months. The Medical 
Officer of Health assigned various inspectors to take 
sl udents round with them to show them their work. He
thought that this might be done fairly well in the Public 
Health Departments of Bombay and Madras, but things. 
were ~n a much .more advance? scale in this country. 
He did not thlDk that until compulsory primarv 
education obtained in India there was any hope ;r 
educating the Indian public up to better methods o! 
sanitation. 

When he returned to India he hoped to do public 
health work in the Punjab. He had no actual assurance
of work, but he thought that in view of the new develop
ments at present being carried out there he would have
n very good chance of work. 

Mr. Bbtrtia said that when he arrived in England hll" 
told the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and the Vice
Chancellor that he had been suspended from Lahore 
and their attitude had been most sympathetic. .. 

PROFESSOR F. S. CAREY, ~I.A., of the Northern Universities Joint Matriculation Board. 
_ was called and examined. 

He said that he was an original memher of the Board, 
'which had been founded about twenty years ago. 

The Matriculation Examination was held twice a 
;year, early in the month pf July and in September; 

" 

applications for the September examination had to be
in by August. 

Students who wished to be admitted to the Univer_ 
sity first made application to the Joint Board for 
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.admission to the Matriculation Examination. The 
Re~istrar of the University -did n?t deal with applicants 
until they had passed the matriculation stage. The 
Registrar would require a certificate of character but 
this :was not required by the Board. ' 

The School Certificate Examination had been insti. 
tuted about seven years ago, and it was now taken 
more frequently than the matriculation proper. In this 
examination the candidate's school record was taken 
into account. There were several thousand candidates 
eVfn'Y year for the School Certificate Examination as 
against 800 or 900 for the matriculation. ' 

The Board was willing to admit any candidates from 
India for matriculation, but it was more usual for 
Indian students to take some' examination in India 
which exempted them from it. 

·For exemption from the first year of the University 
course application had to be made to the University 
and not to the Board. 

There was no oral examination in the matriculation, 
though there was in the Schools Certificate. 

The Higher Certificate Examination had been 
instituted very largely at the instigation of head· 

,masters of secondary schools. It was possible for a 
boy to pass the matriculation at the age of 16 or 17, 
but it was felt that this was too young for them to 
come up to the University. The Higher Certificate 
Examination was about equal to the intermediate 
standard, and boys preparing for it stayed at Bchool 
until they were about 18. In the Faculties of 
Engineering, Science and Medicine the Higher Certifi. 
cate Examination exempted students from the Inter. 
mediate. In the Faculty of Arts, where the course was 
more homogeneous than others, no exemption was 
granted .. 

Students who had done the Higher Certificate 
Examination at school would still stay at ·the Univer. 

sity for three years, but they would have more time 
to spend over their higher work. Liverpool was one 
of. the first Universities that freely accepted the 
Higher Certificate Examination in place of the Inter
mediate. 

It wa~ ve;y difficult to gpt at the real eqUivalence 
of exarrunatlon standard in the different Universities. 
An Indian student who had passed the Indian Inter. 
mediate in the matriculation subjects would be 
exempted from the Joint Matriculation. 

If the Secretary to the Board were not satisfied as 
to the standard of the Indian qualifications offered by 
an applicant he might refer them to the India Office 
for a second opinion. 

The object of holding the Matriculation Examination 
twice a year was to give those students who decided 
rather late to come to the University a chance of 
getting in in October; it also gave candidates who had 
failed in July a second chance. 

The Schools Certificate Examination was not held 
b,) the Board of Education, though in recognised schools 
the Board paid the fees. Schoolmasters liked boys to 
do the Schools Certificate rather than the Matricula. 
tion, as they sent them in in forms all together. 

All cases of application for exemption from the 
Matriculation had to come before the Secretary of the 
Joint Board. He thought that the Indian Inter· 
mediate Examination was of about the same difficulty 
as the Joint Board's Matriculation. 

1'he Higher Certificate Examination was institute(l 
with the idea of keeping boys longer at school. In the 
case of the Engineering Faculty, a boy who had taken 
the Highel Certificate at school and had been exempted 
from the Intermediate Examination would be able to 
proceed i=ediately with his engineering work, and 
take his degree in three years instead of four. 

PnOFESSOR J. W. W. STEPHENS, B.A., M.D., D.P.H., Head of the School of Tropical Medicine, 
was called and examined. 

He said that the school had been founded for over The reservation as regards the a,,'ard of the diploma had 
twenty years, and during the last ten years there hael considerably raised the standard. 
been about fifty Indian sudents altogether. During the The diploma course took three months and began in 
past session there had been three such students. OnlS September and January. There was also an advanced 
men who had a registerable qualification in this course in the vacation which took one month. 
country were allowed to proceed to the diploma in There was a tropical ward attached to the hospital. 
tropical medicine. Indian students had been informe(l All the Indian students who came to the school wer~ 
that they might, if they wished, come to the course Indian graduates. They did the three months' cours', 
even though their qualification were not registerable, and attended the tropical ward for practice. 
but at the end, instead of sitting for the diploma, they The School of 'fropical Medicine in London was the 
would be granted a certificate saying that they had only other one in which a similar course and diploma 
done the work. Many Indian students had refrained were given. Lectures on tropical medicine might b .. 
from coming on account of this regulation. obtained at Edinburgh but this did not provide such 

The School of Tropical Medicine determined its own full instnlCtion. The Liverpool and London schools 
courses, but the diploma was a University matter. had been founded almost simultaneously. 
Practically all the students in the school were men On the whole, he had been satisfied with Indian 
qualified to take the diploma, and it was granted after students, though they had not shown outstanding 
a fairly searching examination, in which great stre$S ability. 
was laid upon the practical examination. The total acco=odation of the school was for about 

He had not any record of the subsequent careers.>f fifty students. Before the war there had been abou~ 
the Indian students who had been through the school. twenty students each term, now thete were about ten. 
On the whole, he had not found Indian students to The London school was larger, having about seventy 
be brilliant; he thought that there were one or two students. Any Indians might come to the school If 
who had subsequently made a name in research work. they were qualified. Admission would be granted in 
He did not think that any of them were in the Indian order of priority of application. 
Medical Service; probably a good many were still The fee for the three months' course in tropical 
getting further qualifications elsewhere. medicine was about to be raised to.£20. Thatfor the one 

A student would be admitted to the school on the month vacation course would probably be raised to .£5. 
stren!rlih of whatever certificates he said he possessed, The reservation ~hat diploma!! would not be granted 
but he would be required to produce docuI?entary to men whose qualificatiolJ' was not registerable in thi~ 
evidence that they were satisfactory before takmg the country had been made with the sole object of raising 
diploma. the standard of the examination. In the past ther .. 

There were about the same number of Indian had been far too many failures and the new regulation 
applicants direct from India and through the agency In had done much to reduce the number. 
this country. He was. not familiar with the Indian courses in 

The school had sent out some expeditions of tropical medicine. He thought that both Indian and 
investigation to tropical countries, but he .did not English students came to the school without proper 
think that any Indian students had taken part In t?em. training: they had not been taught to think for 

He thought that J'ust as in the case of non.Indians, themselves, nor had their critical faculties "been 
, f th I d' developed. the course had been wasted upon some 0 e n Ian 

students. He did not think that this was through a The tropical ward was supplied with cases from ships 
want of a better knowledge of English, but th:ough a coming into port: there were a good many cases of 
general lowness in the standard of mental eqUIpment. Indian diseases such as malaria and beri-beri. In the 

~ y 
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l!l~~er 4isease a good d~al of research ha~ been done at 
#I.e Liste;r Institute In Chelsea and In the Malay 
:r~insula. • 
H~ thought that the Indian student who had taken 

a diploma in this country was a better man for II post 
tlian the Indian who had had 1/.11 his training in his own 
oountry. 

He thouglj.t that the question whether it was better 
to get training in India or in England depended on the 
future development ,Of schools in India. In India the 

student would have a wider experience in actual cases, 
but here in England he. wDuld learn t? make a mOl:t> 
detached and scientific VIew ,Of the subjects. In IndIa 
the student would have better facilities fer deinJ 
practical work in parasitology. 

All the members oi the staft' of the sc~ool had b~en 
~n the tropics, though t~ey had not been In ~he IndIan 
MedICal Service. Durmg the war students had ha<l 
exceptional facilities for dealing with caBes of malaria. 
as there hll<i. been thousands of cases in the ward. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 2S, 1921 (LEEDS). 

Prel'ent: 

THE EARL ,OF LY'fTON (Ollairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADun M. RAMACHANDRA RAe. 
MR. C. E. W. J01/E8. 

SIR III. !LOfMICK. 
SAHIllZADA AF'l:AB .AmrAD KHAN. 
Mn. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 
DB. S. K. DATTA. 

MR. E. G. HoWAIlTH, }SecretarieB. 
MR. R. E. FIELD, 

SIR MICHAEL E. SADLER, R.C.S.I.,' C.B., LL.D., Litt.D., Vice-ChanceJlor ,Of the University, 
was called and examined. 

He handed in the fonewing statement :-
Precis of Evidence given by SIr Michael SadleT, 

E.C.S I., C.B., D.Llft., LL.D. (Vice-OhancelloT of 
the UniversIty of Leeds; Ilonorary. Student of 
Christ Church, OX/OJ'd; formerly preSIdent of the 
Calcutta University Oommission). 
1. It is urgently desirable in the interest of world

culture that Indian students of promise (men and 
women) should be given all possible encouragement to 
obtain liberal edllCation at IJ. Universi.ty an(l b~ accorded 
abundant facilities for medical, legal, and pedagegic 
and technological training. India is rich in intellec.t,?al 
ability which dees not yet enjoy adequattl opportunities 
oUraining and self-development. Alike by the methods 
of vernacular and ,Of Western education, the mental 
power of Indian youth should be hus~a.nded,. and be 
applied effectively to the tasks of CItIzenship, pro
fessional duty, learning, scientific research, and se1£
government. A system of education cembining the excel
lence of the Eastern traditien ,Of philosophical synthesis 
and of Western methods ,Of critical investigation, woul<l 
in all prebability be fruitful in new manifestations of 
theught and culture. The development of educatien 
from the primary scheol te the highest stage of 
University study seems to the ,:,itness to have ve~y 
strong, if not the strongest, claImS up~n the p~bhc 
resources of India, and upon the generoSIty of prIvate 
benefactors. 

2. Such a system ,Of education sheuld be consonant 
with the gradually-changing conditiens of Indian life. 
It should be aided liberally irom public funds, but be 
released as far as pessible from Governmental control. 
It sheuld be diversified and elastic so far as this is 
compatible with the maintenance in the several 
previnces ,Of a substantial equality of standards 
througheut the successive stages of educatien. 

S. Further, in the judgment of the present witness, 
auch a system of national education in India is likely 
to gail!l in v!gour and il!l the pewer ,Of self-cr~ticism. ~f 
it grows up in !jon atmosphere of freefiom, In whiCh 
Indians would feel direct alld capital .responsibility fer 
tl1e fortunes ,Of their State--a State which, the witness 
hopes, will reml.\in withi~ the framewor)l: ,Of the British 
CDmmonwe/lIth of Nations. 

4. Every J,iving. and. healt~-gr~wing .syst?~ ,Of 
education has behind It a somal Ideal-lmpJimt or 
explicit. I~ ~s the ideal ,which gives it power. !n 
order to have a spirit ,Of resPQnsible freedom in Its 
~ducation. I/o people must be r~spensible ~~d free. The 
witness believeij that the malaIse of SUspICIon prevalent 
!loIDQIlg many lndian students ~s dlle to the fact. that 
youn.,. India resents its subordmate status and WIshes 
the India.n peoples, united by thE! bond of co~en 
slestin'y to be captains ,Of their own fate. lIe IS ~et 
aangu~e that. the suspiciens now felt by many IndIan 
students will abate until India is responsible for her 

own policy, fer her defence and fer her fiscal arrange
ments. He is deeply sensible of the great work which 
Britain has done in India for India, and prefeundly 
appreciative of the spirit in which the vast majority 
of British administraters living in India have, while 
discharging their duties to their own Government, 
served India and the masses of her people. Hit callUet 
judge how soon the recent constitutienal reforms will 
require amt!ndment and extension. But his belief is 
that the irresistible trend ,Of things is tewards the 
political inderendence Q£ India. He hepes that this 
,mdependence will be feund compatible with closlt 
voluntary alliance with Britain. He conceives that the 
right policy for Britain as regards India is to aim 
avowedly at alliance, not at military or administrative 
contrel: at eo-operation, not at subjectien. The 
acceptance or rejection of this view cannet but infiuence, 
directly ,Or indirectly, the temper and outlook of 
Western education in India and the sentiments of 
Indian students studying in Britain, Frence and 
America. 

5. For more than three centuries the main currents 
,Of ideas in Western education have run in the direction 
of indrvidual respensibility and ,Of natienal indepen
dence. These ideas are consenant with the spirit ,Of 
freedom and autenemy, though they involve, as an 
inner corrective to exaggeration, the sentiments of social 
solidsrity and of internatienal obligation. Western 
educational ideas have fostered in Indian minds the 
desire fer freedem and autonomy. Where the facts of 
social experience in India clash with the aspiration 
towards autonomy and natienal aeU-dependence, 
educatien is at variance with life. In such circum
stances, the infiuence of an education, impregnated 
with the presuppositiens of freedom, becemes irritant 
and perplexing. '1'his infectien of freedem, strong 
in Western education in India, is far stronger 
in its effect upen the mind and outlook of the 
Indian who is studying in England, not least when be 
watches the eperatien of our arrangements fer 
cerperate life in Universities aud celleges. 

6. By slow, though accelerating, degrees Western 
educatien has made untenabl~ the principle of the 
military control ,Of India by Britain. It has also madu 
the practice of the civil control of India by British 
aaministrators increasingly unpalatable. But the 
introduction and diffusion of Western education ill 
In~i~ w.as inevitable. If it had been dElnied by .he 
BrItIsh It would have been sought by Indians elsewhere 
and through other agents. 

7. The witness believes, tberllfore, that the solution 
,Of the greatest psychological difficulties in the case of 
Indians stUdying in Britain will be found in the 
political recenstructien of the bends which now unite 
Britain and India. Palliatives may be found in some 
administrative ~earrangements, hut ~o true remedy. 
Western educatIon, though much ,Of Its literature and 
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history and even in some of its economics, postulates 
national independence as the basis of national life and 
as one of the fundamental conditions of self-respect. 
IMtain, even if it wished to do so, cannot suppress the 
system of Western education in India nor isolate 
individual Indians from the influence with which 
Western education is imbued. It is suggested that, 
with special reference to educational policy, the bold 
road towards the recognition of Indian independence is 
the safest one which the British nation can follow in its 
relation with India. Under present conditions it seem, 
more likely that this road will lead to voluntary and 
close alliance than to disruption. A frank acceptance 
of this aim would remove the antinomy which now 
prevails between the presuppositions of Westem 
education and the political conditions to which Indians 
are now required to adjust themselves. 

8. Tire witness does not pretend to judge how far 
India is herself resdy for independence or in what 
degree internal differences of racial temperament and of 
outlook may delay organic unity in Indian nationality. 
Nor does he wish to imply that political democracy in 
its present Western form will necessarily be found 
congenial to India or compatible with her intemal 
peace and with the development of her social welfare. 
But he would urge that, in education and therefore in 
what our educational ideas presuppose, we should be 
prepared to give India if she deliberately asks for it, 
what we consider best for ourselves: and that, as we in 
England are by no means convinced that we have yet 
found a form of political organisation or of Government 
which meets adequately the many-sided needs of our 
national life, so we may reasonably allow India to make 
her own experiments with freedom and leave it to India 
to work out the adaptation of the idea of freedom which 
may best meet her temperamental and social needs. 

9. The reasons which at present induce Indian 
students to leave India for education or technical 
training are :--

(a.) In a few cases, preparation for the Indian 
Civil Service examination (old arrange. 
ments). 

(b.) ProfE',ssional advantage of being called to the 
Bar in Britain. 

(e.) Superior advantages in the West (Britain. 
France, Germany, United States of 
America) in respect of University and 
technological training. 

(d.) Prestige in India of Western educational 
qualifications. 

(e.) Desire to see the 'Vest as it really is, and to 
breathe the atmosphere of Western society. 

(t.) An instinct that the West has something to 
teach which India now requires; which will 
ultimately enable India to win he~ freedo~: 
and which should be blended 1D IndIan 
minds with Indian thought in order to 
produce a new culture congenial to Indiau 
needs and the Indian temperament. 

10.-(a.) The Indian Universities, though they have 
rendered aood service to India 'and are a wonderful 
'achievem('~t are still inadequately equipped with 
opportunitie~ for advanced study, wi~h sc!entific 
laboratol'ies, with libraries and with tutonal gUIdance. 
'rhere is no Oxford in 'India. 

(b.) Similarly, tho. mode;n Englis~ ~niversities. 
though vigorous and ImprovIng, are stIll Inadequat~l,v 
equipped with opportunities for advanced ~tudy, WIth 
laboratories, with libraries, with IlaIls of reSIdence, an.} 
with tutorial guidance. . 

How far it would be just to say the 'Go"l1ernment IS 
responsible for the defects in India and Engl~d 
respectively depends 'on one's view of the part whICh 
Government should take in the organisation and 
'provision of University and technol?gical education. 
This issue has been bound up WIth many other 
considerations, e.g., the anxiety of the Government of 
India not to add to the burden of taxation beyond what 
"Was necessary. : . 

11. The sending of Indian students to B~ltaIn for 
,edUcation has resulted in many cases 1D gr~at 
int~llectual and moral benefit; in others, in compa;atlve 
failure: and, generally speaking, in the exa?~rbahon o~ 
feelinas of discontent with the present politIcal statu, 
<>f ,India and with the ordinary social status of t~t' 
Indian intelligenzia in European society in India. TIll'! 

effect has been inevitable, though unpleasant. In the 
end the results may be salutary. 

12. As a general rule, Indian students should defer 
their entrance to a British University until they have 
passed the Intermediate examination in Arts or Sciehce 
il!l an Indian University. This lItatus should excuse 
them from examination for matriculation in a British 
University. 

13. When the modem English Uhlversitiee are more 
effectively and generously equipped with facilities for 
advanced study, and when the India!!. Universities finel 
themselves in a position to provid:e better training for 
honours students in the last two years of their under
graduate course, it is hopei/. that the 'vast majority of 
Indians (like the vast maiority of their contemporaries 
in other countries) will complete their University course 
in their own land, but that a large self-selected 
minority will proceed where necessary with the help of 
liberal fellowships and travelling scholarships to foreign 
Universities 'for post.graduate study. Reciprocally, it 
is to be hoped that an mcream.ng number of British 
graduates will proceei/. to Indian Universities for 
graduate study. especially in subjects which can 'best be 
pursued in Indian surroundings. The great Univer
sities of India and of the West should all be, in the 
medireval sense of the term, Btudia geneTalla, i.e., places 
of study anll investigation to which scholars Bock TrOIn 
near and far. 

14. Other suggestions which the witness desires to 
submit far the consideration of the Committee are made 
in the Report of the Calcutta University Commission, 
especially (as regards Indian students 'in Britain) in-

Volume III, Chapter xxix, pp. 41-59, 
Volume V, Chapter I, pp. 61·66. 

.The University. Leeds, 
June 16, 1921. 

In answer to questions, he stated that there were 
about nineteen Indian students at Leeds at the present 
time (twenty.two at the beginning of the session). 
Ideally. they should all come as graduates-it would be 
the best thing for India, England, and the world when 
India and England were ready for it, but there were 
still defects in the Indian Univer!.ities, and our own 
University organisation also forbade this; the accom, 
modation was still pitiably small for advanced studies: 
we had many men whom it would be a privilege 'to 
study under, but there was a tragic want of buildings. 
The average age at which Indians llame ,to England 
was about 23, so that they 'formed rather a senio~ 
section: they came after 'having 'taken the 'mat1icu
lation or Intermediate. 'lind a few 'lifter graduation. 
There was no doubt that the Indian Intermediate 
was of a slightly higher standard than the northem 
Universities matriculation; "ahd, incidentally, 1t 
meant that the student had in addition a mastery of 
a foreign language. The defects in the Indian Univer
sity system were far greater than in ours, and in 
coming to England for two years' study after his Inter
mediate, an lndian student obtained instruction the 
equivalent of which it was impossible to find in his own 
country. In time it was to be hoped that India wouM 
become as self-sufficient in regard to education as any 
great country 'Should be. He had been greatl~' 
impressed, however, by the improvements already 
brought about, and these were increasing year by year. 

The Universities of Manchester, Liverpool. Leeds, 
Sheffield and Birmingham were united in the Joint 
Matriculation Board, and tbis ensured uniformity "r 
practice in so far as those Universities were concerned 
The Board was composed of an equal number ot 
representatives from each, together with representa
tives from the secondary school staffs of the district. 
This body had absolute authority -to decide what 
exemptions they "would grant, what certificates they 
would accept, &c. Each individual case was dealt with 
by the Application Committee, and given special 
consideration: experience had given the Secretary of 
this Committee an excellent knowledge of the real value 
of the different Indian degrees and qualifications. ThIo, 
knowledge, .however, would soon become out of date, 
and it was necessary that the connection between th .. 
English and Indian Univprsities should be of the 
closest. He thought that someone like the Secretary of 
the Joint Matriculation Board should go to India and 
obtain by meaILq of interviewing the Registrars and 
Principals of the various Universities and other, higher 
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educational institutions there, full knowledge of their 
standards. If thiil were done perhaps every five yean 
the authorIties in this country would be quite conversant 
with the intrinsic values of Indian degrees. In spite of 
the fairly adequate knowledge at preseJ?-t pos~essed by 
the Applications Committee, it was speclally dl~cult to 
distinguish between and to evaluate the medlcal and 
('nglneering qualifications; but in all cases i~ was done 
as carefully as possible. . 

At Leeds there were diploma as well as degree 
courses. The University itself controlled admissio~ to 
diploma courses. And it had also recently obtam~d 
permission from the Joint Board to have a speclal 
entrance examination of its own for candidates for 
degree courses over 23 years of age, though the results 
had to be passed by the Doard. 

Questioned regarding the establishrrtent of a central 
organisation in India, the witness said that he thought 
that the number of local advisory bodies should be 
largely increased. If care were taken in establishing 
these committees and the work were done with a good 
knowilldge of existing conditions in this country, then 
their opinions would carry great weight with the 
University authorities here. Also, England was not the 
only country that should come within the scope of these 
Advisory Committees; their opinions and knowledge 
were required equally in France, Germany and the 
United States. On the other hand, he had some fear 
of a body which aimed at speaking for a large number 
of Universities as the subject was really too vast for 
~ny one organisation to cope with, and no University 
would tolerate a body which tried to represent all 
Universities. 

He was also inclined to mistrust a central organisa
~ion on the grounds that its attitude might not be 
sufficiE'ntly sympathetic. For example, a student going 
to a forelgn University and applying to the central 
organisation for a certificate might conceivably be 
preceded by a secret dossier which gave the authorities 
at hlS new University some record of his past career, 
including various misdemeanours during his school or 
early college life. There was no need to prejudice his 
professors in this way, and in addition, the central 
body, probably not knowing the full facts and the 
extenuating circumstances of the case, might give a 
one-sided or incorrect version. On this account, he 
personally would be a little afraid of setting up such an 
organisation in India. 

Asked whether it was not desirable to set up an 
organisation that would save students travelling from 
India to obtain information they could not get there, 
and also to give the Universities here more information 
about the academic qualifications and general standards 
of the Indian Universities, the witness said he was of the 
opinion that the ideal organisation would be a bureau 
in London with two permanent Secretaries, one or 
whom travelled from University to University. A 
similar organisation should be co-operating in India, 
with one Secretary visiting the different ~ducationaJ 
centres to keep the bureau quite conversant with all 
recent changes. This scheme would, of course, involv,' 
a large expenditure. On a single joint Committee 
one representative could not speak with full knowledge 
for the whole of his own University. Universities in 
both countries were changing very rapidly, and it would 
not be possible for one man to represent more than one 
particular section of one particular University. It was 
far too complex a question for anyone person to speak 
authoritatively about all that was going on. 

Asked whether, in his opinion, a University or n 
departmental organisation would be better received, he 
replied that he had not_ sufficient knowledge on that 
point to give an opinion: he felt, however, that the 
present Universities Bureau was not at present fitted 
to act instead of a central organisation. He did not see 
in it at present more than the nucleus of anything that 
~ould effectively do the work. 

Speaking of the Indian Students' Department and the 
general attitude of distrust which the students showed 
towards it, he stated that when the relations between 
this country and India became what he hoped they 
would and should be, the Department's connection with 
the Government should be looked upon as an advantage. 
- The witness stated that during the period immediately 
following the war he had foreseen the great increase in 
the nliIIlber of applications for ad~ission to the English 

Universities, which were even then rapidly' becomin ... 
overcrowded. He l'ealised that Indian studE'llts ~vould 
be in a particularly difficult position, and so in order to 
prevent their coming to England on a fruitless mission 
he had asked that notices might be sent to Indian 
papers giving an outline of existing conditions in this 
country and warning students not to come without 
having first made exhaustive E'nquiries as to their 
chances of gaining admission. The notice, however 
had been delayed or insufficiently read in India, with 
the result that many Indian stu.den~s came to England. 
and, by dint o~ personal apphcatlon and persuasion. 
managed to gam entrance at one or other of our
Universities. He felt that tbis made the first statement 
appear hardly bona fide, and it was very desirable in 
the interest of the students to prevent such misundE'r. 
standing. It was, of course, very difficult in the case-

. of Oxford and Cambridge, where each college was quite 
independent and decided whom it would admit. At 
Leeds practically all the authority was in the hands of 
the University, and so it could be avoided more easily. 
If a rMlly well-informed agency could be organised, it 
would be welcomed. 

Questioned as to wllether a Universities Bureau 
established in India would take the place of a centra! 
organisation, the witness replied tbat it was hard to 
answel" that without a good deal of consideration; it 
also depended very much on the personnel available at 
the time of establishing it, and the spirit in which it 
was done. 

As regards the Leeds University O.T.C., he said that 
during the war it had been a very important body. Tw') 
Indians had been members, and had been killed in the 
war. At one time it had been felt that the period of 
service in the O.T.C. should be counted as part of the 
degree course, but as yet nothing had come of this idea. 
There were now two schools of opinion about it:
(1) that it should be amalgamated with the University 
course; and (2) that it should be just outside, but very 
closely allied to it. At the present time he understood 
the regulations of the Army Council prevented Indian 
students from joining the corps. He persoIlaIIy would 
deplore their permanent exclusion, and considered that 
they should be on the same footing as the British under
graduates. 

Speaking of the strongest subjects in the curriculum 
of Leeds University, he stated that (1) mathematics 
<:hemistry and physics, and (2) English language and 
hterature, classlcal and modern languages and history, 
were. tb.e fundamental ones,. while technology (based on, 
and llltlmately connected wlth, pure science) was a (but 
not the) distinctive mark of the University. 

There were at present 1,640 full-time students at 
Leeds University. This, of course was in excess of 
their normal numbers, and from the' end of the session 
IJ21-22 the authorities had budgeted for 300 less. I: our .hundred ex-Service ~en were leaving the Univer
Slty m July 1921. ThlS was the reason for their 
expecting a (perhaps temporary) decline in numbers. 
. He ~aid that, as regards improvement of education 
m Indla, the first step would be for the secondary 
schools to be brought up to'date and generally improved. 
The Government would have to state how large a sum 
they ~~re prepared to expend on this, and the 
authorl~les could. thE'n draft t~eir scheme accordingly. 

He dld not thmk that the ldea of a Joint Matricula
ti.on Board for India would prove very practicable a8 
dlstances were so enormous. He personally was in 
fayour of the American scheme, which was referred to in 
Vol. III, p. 311, of the report on Calcutta University. 
~s regards matriculation, the theory underlyinO' th9 

JOint Board E'xamination really originated in" the 
London University, and that in turn had come from the 
Germ~n Allgemeine ~ildung: this was, he believed, a 
defectlve theory. A hberal education was now so wide 
that its es~ent~al ingredients could not be brought within 
the . examlnatlOn test at the matriculation or inter
medlate or degree stage. 

For the easier dissemination of information he 
agreed. that it was necessary to have both .Advisory 
Commlttees and a central organisation acting Qj! a 
publicity department. The latter wonld have to be 
kept up to date by means of an expensive liaison system 
and by constant travelling on the part of the Secre
taries. It would be a very great h~lp to the University 
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:authori~ies in England for applications to come through 
8 well-Informed and organised central body which 
while not preventing freedom of entrance w'ould se~ 
ihat ~ll I·efer~nces. &~., were in order and qualifications 
suffiCIent. Even so, It would have to be careful not to 
-try an~ fetter the freedom of Universities in admitting 
exceptIOnal cases. No central body could attempt to 

MD. A. E. WHEELED, Registrar of the 
He read the following statement :-

1. THE NUMBER OF INDIAN STUDENTS AT LEEDS 
UNIVERSITY. 

·(a.) Pre8ent Se88ion. 
The number of Indian students following courses of 

study at I,eeds University at the present time is 
nineteen. The session opened with twenty-two in 
.ttendance, but three have since withdrawn--one on 
account of illness. one because of his desire to return 
to India, and aile who completed his course unsuccess
fully last year and returned to us this year for one term 

·(lnly. . 
Of the nineteen remaining students, sixteen are in 

their first year, two in their second y~lIr, IIlld one in his 
fourth year. 

Three of these students are women, one of the three 
being English-born but domiciled in Calcutta and 
married to an Indian doctor. This is the first year in 
which we have had any women students from India. 

.since the establishment of the University in 1904 we 
have had altogether sixty Indian students, the first one 
.entel'ing in 1905. 

{b.) Defore thc War. 
During the nine years preceding the war, the average 

.entry of new students from India (excluding domiciled 
Europeans) was foul' a year. As most students stay 
with us for several years, we had during that period an 
average attendance of ten Indian students. 

·(c.) During the War. 
On the outbreak of war the entry of Indian students 

ileased altogether until October 1916, when one student 
-came from India, stayed for two terms, Joined the army 
and was killed.* In the following October three Indian 
'students entered. In the next year (1918) none. In 
the next three. At the beginning of the presen~ 
"Session eighteen. This is the largest entry of any year, 
-the previous' record being ten (in 1907). 

2. AGE OF STUDENTS. 

l'he average age of entry of our present students 
was 25. Three of them entered below 20. Ten of them 

-25 or over. The age groups are as follows :-
Present Students. All Students. 

18 years 1 18 years 2 
19 years .... 2 19 years 6 
20 years 2 20 years 8 
21 years 0 21 years 4 
22 years 1 22 years 8 
.~~ 0 ~~~ 7 
24 years 3 24 years 4 
25-80 years 8 25-80 years 18 
Over 80 years 2 Over 80 years 8 

19 60 
The average age at entry of all tho students was 

:281 years._ 

3. COURSES TAKEN BY INDIAN STUDENTS. 

The courses taken by Indian students have been as 
follows: 21 Leather, 10 Medicine, 7 Dyeing, 5 Educa

,tion, 4 Textile, 8 Engineering, 3 Pure Science, 
2 Mining, 2 Agriculture, 2 Commerce, 1 Arts. 

The number who have pursued degree courses or are 
now readina for de"rees is twenty-eight. The number 

-of diploma ~tudents" is twenty-two. l'he remaining ten 
have taken non-dearee and non-diploma courses. 

Postgraduate co;rses of study have been or are being 
-taken by fourteen Indian students, some of them 

• As a matter of interest it may be mentioned that a~o~her 
..of OUl' Indian students-one of the best we have had-lomed 
the Leeds Pals Battalion soon after he finished his cou!'"l' 
here. The only man in the Battalion not of English 
-natioDlllity, he is said to 1a ve become very popular. He also 
-'was killed in action. 

speak for all Vnlversities in the seDse of saying whom 
they sho~ld take, and it would be mischievo.us if it were 
not well-lDformed. It ought not to say that one Univer
~Ity was better than another for 8 particular subject. 
Inlperfect inform~tion on the part of the advisory bod; 
would be not unlikely to lead to mistaken advice in thi" 
regard. 

Unive~ity, was called and examined. 

h~ving previou~ly studied at Leeds as undergraduates. 
Eight have taken at Leeds only postgraduate courses. 
The fourteen are classified as follows: 5 Leather 
5 Education, 1 Medicine, S Dyeing. ' 
. As to the length of the courses studied by the thirty

eIgh.t students who completed their courses before this 
seSSIon, one stayed six years, nine for two years, six 
for one year or less, two for five years, six for four 
years, fourteen for three years. 

.4. CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 

(a.) Undergraduates. 
~he .normal qualification for admission to the 

UnIVerSity to read for a degree is the Matriculation 
Examination conducted by the Joint Board of the 
Northern. Universities. This board not only conducts 
the exammatlOn, ~ut is the sole authority for granting 
e~emptIon from It. Although we have discretion 
Within c.ertain limits to excuse a student from some 
part of hiS course or examinations at the University, we 
have. no power whatsoever to excuse him from 
matrICulation if he is readina for a degree save on the 
ground of higher study or ~esearch. In'the case of 
Indian stUdents, the Joint Board accept, in lieu of their 
?wn examination, a success in the First Examination 
ID Arts, Science or Medicine, of an Indian University. 
~hey are also prepared to consider individual applica
tIOns, but they would not be likely to accept a 
qualification of a standard lower than that of the First 
Examination. 

It is clearly not desirable to lower the standard of 
admission to an Inman student. If any thin a his 
standard of attainment 011 entrance should be higher 
than that of an English student. 

Special entrance qualifications are required for 
certain courses, viz. :-

For Arts degree course, Latin. 
For Commerce degree or diploma, one modern 

language. 
For B.Se. with Physi{'s as principal subject, 

Mecbanics. 
For B.Sc. with Engineering as principal subject, 

Mechanics, Mathematics and Chemistry strongly 
recommended. 

For any course in Engineering Department one' 
year's works experience. ' 

For Agricultural course, one year on approved farm. 
(b.) Postgraduates. 

Students who have not graduated at Leeds are 
admitted to the University for advanced study or 
research, and may become candidates for certain 
higher degrees and diplomns on the following 
conditions :-

M.A., M.Sc., LL.M.-
Entrance qualification.-(a) Degree of another 

University and evidence of qualification for 
ad~anced study or research, or (b) evidence 
satisfactory to Senate of adequate educational 
attainm~ts for advanced study or research. 

Pcriod of study.-Two years for graduates. Thre& 
years for others. 

Other condltion8.-Registration as student. Course 
of advanced study or research under supervision 
of Head of Department. Attendance at 
University lectures for one year. 

Ezamination.-Dissertation and examination upon 
it. Such further test as Senate deems expedient. 

M. Ed.-
Entrancc qualification.-Degree of another Univer

sity, plus evidence of fitness • 
Other conditions practically same as above • 

Ph.D.-
Entrance qualification.-21 years of age. Degree of 

approved University on approved course of study 
of not less than three years. 
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Co»d{tions.-Two years full.time courses of 
advanced study or research. Second year may 
'be i'Xi other approved Universities if allowed by 
Senate, but under direction of University. 

Course 'must be approved by Senate, who must 
be satisfied of fitness to \lUdertake it. 

Registration and payment of tuition fees. 
Ezamination, &c.-Thesis containing original work 

worthy of publication. Oral examination (and, 
if required, written examinaliion) on matters 
relevant to thesis. 

D~loma in Education-
Degree or academic qualifications approved by 

Senate. 
Theoret'ical ima practical courses lasting one or 

two years. 
Diploma fOT Teachers of Geography

Similar to above. 
Diploma in Gas Engineering OT FueZ and 

Metallurgll-
Graduation. One year's attendance and examina· 

iion. 

6. 'CONOESSIONS IN VIRTUE OF STUDY AND EXAMINATIONS 
IN INDU. 

The University bas power under its Charter to accept 
tne examinations and periods of study passed by 
iituclimtS at other Universities and places of learning as 
~uivaleht 'to its own examinations and courses. The 
conditions on "lhich this power is exercised are defined 
by 6rdiillmce as iollows :-

The Uhlversity at which the examinations or periods 
o~ 'Stud; 'were 'passed must be one at which residence is 
~ 'conaltion of graduation. 

Certificate of conduct satisfactory to Senate. 
lIatricule.tion at Leeds. 
At least two years' approved study at this 

University. 
No exemption from Final Degroo Examination. -

Each case is considered on its merits, and no list of 
acCepted qualifications is published. 

The following exemptions bave been granted (or 
,Promised to applicants who afterwards did not present 
themselves as students) in respect of courses and 
-examinations in India:-

For Scie~ce Degreea-
Exemption from intermediate course and examina. 

tion in virtue of
M.A., Madras. 
)3.Sc., Bombay. 
B.Sc., Allahabad.. 
'M.A., Punjab. 
B.Sc., Calcutta. 
Two years at Poona Agdcultural College. 
Degrees in Science and Agriculture at 

Government College (Agricultural), 
Lyallpur. 

Exemption from intermediate course only in virtue 
"of-

Attendances at various courses but without 
degroo. 

For Law Degree8--
Exemption from LL.B. Intermediate in virtue of

Bombay 'B.A., LL.:B. 
. FQT M6dica~ Deg1'6es-, 

'Exemption from 1st M.B. course and examination 
in virtue of-
Punjab B.Sc. 
Puujab Intermediate Science and additional 

Chemistry. 
Bengal Medical College, five years. Passed 

examinations for Licence in Medicine. 
Calcutta B.A. Honours and Preliminary Science. 

Exemption from 1st M.B. course only .in virtue. 
of-
Bombay Grant Medical College, 1st M.B. course. 
Evidence of equivalent courses in same subjects. 

Exemption from 1st M.B. course and examination 
and course (or part course) for 2nd M.B. in 
virtue of-

Punjab 1st M.B. and courses for 2nd. 
'Madras 1st M.B. and courses for 2nd. 
Bombay B.A. and Grant Medical College, 

1st M.J3. and course for 2nd. 

Exemption from 1st and 2nd M.B. courses anll 
examinations in virtue of-

Madras M.n., C.M., and service as Assistant. 
Surg<'on. 

Calcutta 1st and 2nd Professional. 
Note.-Applications for exemption on ground of 

courses at colleges not affiliated to Universities hav'! 
been refused. 

For De'nta~ Deg'l'ees-
Exemption from scientific, medical and surgical 

courses and examinations (but minimum atten
dance of two years) in virtue of-

Bombay M.B., B.S. 
For Arts Degree (or Oommerce)-

Exemption from 1st year and one term in virtua
of-

lIonours degree, Punjab. 
Note.-Exemption from 1st Year B. Com. refused in. 

ease of student with Intermediate B.Sc., Calcutta. 

6. SUCCESS ACHIEVED BY INDUN STUDENTS IN TREIR 
ACADEMIC CAREERS. 

The academic records of our Indian students are, on 
the whole, good. 

Altogether seventeen degrees have been awarded ta
them. 

Of these, six were medical degrees, one being the 
degree of doctor. 

Eleven were science degrees, including two honours, 
degrees and five degrees of master. 

Only three candidates for a degree failed or withdrew. 
One of these was a candidate for the M.Sc., who· 
obtained the B.Sc. and also a diploma in leather manu. 
facture. 

Of diploma candidates, tlVelve succeeded and four did 
not. Some of the twelve are also included amonO'st th9-
degree students. 0 

'1. AFTER CAREERS. 

Unfortunately we do not possess complete informa
tion as to the after careers of all our Indian students. 
but examples can be given to illustrate that some at 
any rate have proved their worth in later life. 

The following information is not up to date, and' 
changes have probably taken place. 
, The year in which each student entered the
University is stated before his name. 'The coursea 
taken and degrees or diplomas gained are shown ipc 
italics. 
1907. R. N. Sen, M.Sc., Dyeing Diploma. Professor of 

Chemistry, Engineering College, at Sibpur. 
1905. S. F. Viccajee, Dyeing DIploma (Chemist Anglo. 

French Dyeing Company , Pondi~herry) .. 
Later Dyeing Master, Rodier Textile Mills 
Pondicherry. ,.. 

1907. M. A. R. Paniker, B.Sc., Ihathe., Diploma 
M.Sc., Chemist, Tann~ry, Gomshall, Surrey." 

1911. P. K. Dutt, M.Sc., Dyeing ReBearch, Assistant 
Lecturer and Demonstrator in Chemistry at 
Leeds University. 

1909 B. M. Das, M.Sc., Leather, Manager of the
National TannElry, Calcutta. 

1905. G. C. Spn, Dyeing Diploma and Research 
Personal Assistant to Director.General of 
Commercial Intelligence, India • 

1909. R. Kr~shna, Teztile Diploma, Barrister, Lahore. 
1909• S. Falzuddin, Leather Diploma, Leather Expert .. 

CawnpOl'e Tannerv. 
1907. M. Ismai~, B.Sc., "Leather Diploma, Manager,. 

Moorshl~abad Tannery Company, Beldanga. 
1909. S. M. Ammuddin,* Leather Diploma, Manager,. 

Utkal Tannery, Cuttack. 
190B. M. Shafi, Leather Student, Barrister, Muzafar

pore. 
1906. S. A. Ahmad, Leather Student, Assistant Settle

ment Officer, Coach Behar. 
1900. B. M. Chatterjee,t Teztile Diploma Secretary 

Bengal Luxmi Cotton Mills (Limit~d). ' 
190:5. A. C. Sen, Leather Diploma Professor of" 

Economics. Presidency College: Calcutta. 
1907. K. C. Sen, Leather Student, Proprietor Jessie

and Co., Exporters and Importers, Cal~utta. 

• Name also written S. AI. A.. Uddin. 
t Name also written Chattapadhaya. 
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:1908. ~I. Hussain, Leather Student, Manager, Gwalior 
Tannery. 

:1909. IL C. Mukherjee, B.Sc., Leather Re8earch, 
Professor of Chemistry, Tejnarain College, 
Bhagalpur. . 

.1907. S. N. Bose, Leather Diploma, Agricultural 
Chemist, Government Farm, Dacca. 

1909. I. S. Uberoi, CommeTce Student, Partner in 
Uberoi and Sons, Sporting Goods Manufac. 
turers, Delhi. 

8. ACCOMMOD!TION. 

The accommodation -for Indian students is not 
unlimited, although no definite limits have been fixed. 
'That is to say, except during the great pressure of the 
last two years,: we have not refused admission to any 
Indian student solely on account of lack of accommoda
-tion, and we have not specified IIny number beyond 
which we are not prepared to go, either for the 
University as a whole or for any particular Department. 
At the same time, it is only fair to say that the 
University is full in most of its Departments, and that, 
without new buildings, which we are not likely to get 
for some considerable time, we cannot increase our 
total number of students. Since the end of .the war, 
-there has been an enormous growth in the number of 
.our students, and it has been only by great effort and 
large expenditure of monE'Y that we have made pro
vision for our present number, which is two and a half 
times as great as before the war. After the end of next 
session there wil!. be some reduction, but this wIll 
-probably be only tcmporary, and both now and in thtl 
future it is very important that early applicatIon for 
admission should be made. This is specially desirable 
in the case of Indian students, in order that they may 
be quite sure that their entrance qualifications are in 

-order and that time may be given for the consideration 
-of any request they may make for special concessions. 

9. COURSES OF STUDY AVAILABLE. 

n may be convenient to give a brief sketch of the 
.dlfferent kinds of courses available at this University. 

-4rts-
On the literary side a student would generally read 

for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, either orcj.inary or 
honours. This involves a course extending over three 
years. It is important to remember that students 
~esiring to read for this degree must have reached tho 
matriculation standlild in Latin. 

After graduation, a st1)dent may spend another year 
-at ti).e University (or elsewhere if he prefers) in 
preparation for the degree of Master of Arts. 

Or, if he is already a graduate of an Indlan Univer
sity, he may be- adJll!itted by the Senate as a candidate 
for the M.A. withOTit taking the B.A. at all_ In that 

-case, he must spend not less than two years In advanced 
study or research, and during one year at least must be 

_in attendance at the University. 

Education-
Those whose special interest is the study of education 

may take this subject as part of their B.A. course, or 
_ may be admitted as postgraduate students, either:

(a.) To the course for the diploma in Education (one 
or two years) ; or 

(b.) As candidates for the degree of Master of Educa
tion, for which a two years' course is required. 

-{;eography-
A g)."aduate may also enter for a diploma course (one 

"(11' tWl) yelilrs) in Geography. 

..co-mm/lTce-
A student of Commerce may enter for the degree of 

Baohelor of Commerce, ordinary or honours-a three 
yelU"s' course-or lor the diploma in Commerce-two 

_years. 

Law-
In Law a student Illlay read for the ordinary or 

"honours degree of Bachelor of Laws, or (if already a 
graduate in Law) may be admitted as a candidate for 
the Mastership. 

t Even ilu~ing this period the rejected .students h;ave not 
been highly quu.lified and might have ru.,led to satiSfy the 
.entranC6 condltions, .even if there had been no shortage of 
~commodation. 

Science and 'fechnology-
Science students may r~ad fo~ 1,I}l 9~qina~l' or l'~ 

honours degree. for the ordinary degree *h~ cour\le 
lasts three years (or four if th\l prinCIpal subiect is. 
Colour Chemistry). For the honours degt'ee, t.he course
may be three or four years, according to the subject. 
and the attainments of the student. 

An applied science may be takeJ;l as ~ principal subject 
fol:' the ordinary degree, or as the subject of the honours 
school. The following applied sciences are included :

Mechanical Engineering. 
Civil Engineering. 
Electrical Engineering. 
MIning Engineering. 
Gas Engineering. 
Fuel and Metallurgy. 
Agriculture. 
Colour Chemistry and Dyeing. 
Chemistry of Leather Man~acture. 

The study of the textile industries is not includlld 
amongst the subjects of the degree courses, put may be 
combined with a degree course in arts, commerce or 
science. 

Diplomas are granted in the applied sciences all 
courses extending over two, three or four years, the 
usual period being three years. In cer~in cases a 
speClal postgraduate diploma course is provided • 

The degree of Master of Science is conferred without 
further examination upon honours graduates in science 
when of one year's standing. Other graduates must 
pass an examination for the Mastership. ... graduate of 
an Indian University may be admitted as a candidate 
for the M.Sc. without taking the B.Sc. on similar con
ditions to those applicable to the M.A. 
Mediclne-

Students of medicine read for the degrees of M.B., 
Ch.B., the course for which extends over five years. 
They cannot be admitted as candidates for the degree of 
Mastery of Surgery or Doctor of Medicine unless they 
have graduated at Leeds, though they may be admitted 
to the diploma courses in public health or psychological 
medICine if they possess a registrable qualification_ 

A student may also read for the degree or diploma in 
Dental Surgery. 
General-

Graduates of Indian Universities may be admitted as 
candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in t1!-e 
Faculty of Arts (including Law), Science or Medicine. 
An improved course of advanced study or research 
extending over two years is required_ 

Students may also be admitted for postgraduate work 
in any department without reading for a degree or 
diploma at all. 

10_ COST OF EDUCATION AND RESIDENCE. 

In the matter of fees, no differentiation is made a8 
between English and other students at the University 
of Leeds. Itt has been necessary for financial reasons 
to decide upon an increase of fees next session. The 
composition fees in the several faculties will be as 
follows :-

Arts .. _ 
Science 
Technology 
Medicine 

£33 a session. 
£41 a session. 
£45 a session. 
£215 for the full five years' 

course, i.e_, about £43 's 
year on the average. 

In each case there is also a registration fee of £2 pay
able once for all at the time the application for admis-
sion is granted. " 

It may interest the Committee to compare these fees 
with the actual cost to the University of educating '8 

student. For special and temporary reasonR this cost 
i~ low at the present time, namely, about £75 a year on 
the average; but, in normal circumstances, in the 
future it may be expected to be not ~ess than £100 a year 
-possibly rather ~ore. 

In addition to the tuition fees, a student has to alloW' 
for expenwture on books and apparatus .and for examina
tion fees. 

For these purposes he needs about ;£11 a year if an 
arts student, or about £14 if in another faculty. 

Board and lodging in Leeds at the present time may 
be expected to cost about £2 a week, or, say, £110 fOr 
the whole year, including vacations as well as terms. 
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The total annual cost; to the student, excluding 
--clothing, railway fares and pocket money, may therefore 
be estimated to be from about; £155 to about £170, 
'according to the faculty in which he is reading. 

11. ADVICE TO INDIAN STUDENTS. 

• (a.) BeforB Zeaving India-
It is, of course, highly desirable that students thinking 

-of comiI!g over from India for University work in this 
country should have full information as to the nature of 
.courses available for them, the conditions of admission, 
and the cost of tuition and of maintenance. In practice, 
we do not find that serious difficulties often arise. This 
is partly due to the fact that the students generally 
write in good time to make their enquiries i but; there 
is reason to think that;, in some cases, at; any rate, they 
are put to the trouble of addressing their enquiries to 
several Universities in order to get the information 
necessary to enable them to deilide to which University 
they will go. 

It is worth consideration whether the Universities 
Bureau of the British Empire should not be called upon 
for assistance in this direction. The Bureau might be 
found willing to undertake the preparation of a small 
booklet giving a general description of the University 
facilities available in the country. Such a production 
would doubtless be of great value to all students over
seas who contemplate a period of study in England. 

But this alone would hardly be sufficient. There 
should also be available to each student; a more 
detailed statement about each University, and this 
should be prepared by the University itself rather than 
by a central organisation. Complete details are, of 
course, contained in the University calendars and pro
spectuses, but these are generally so full and so t;echnical 
that they are not easy to .read. To overcome this 
difficulty, we have prepared what we call a generai pros
pectus, with the idea of giving to an enquirer a bird's
eye VIew of the University as a whole. Armstrong 
College, Newcastle, has recently produced an exceed
ingly useIul prospectus, which serves the same purpose. 
We have also drawn up a short pamphlet, which con
tains, in addition to a conspectus of the facilities avail
able at Leeds, an estimate of the cost of education and 
residence. 

The Committee's opinion as to the best method of 
making accessible to Indian students the information 
they need in regard to English Universities will be 
greatly valued by those who are responsible for com
piling t;he announcements. 
(b.) During Re8idence-

As regards the question of giving advice to Indian 
students while they are in residence, there is no doubt 
a good deal to be said for the appointment of special 
officers for the purpose. At the same time, anything 
which tends to separate a group of students from the 
Rlain body, by setting up a special organisation for their 
benefit, is to be deprecated. We want all students, of 
whatever nationality, to live together on equal terms 
as members of a common organisation. To treat the 
Indian students as a distinct group would be derogatory 
to their interest and contrary to our University ideals. 
Moreover, it would be a misfortune if anything were 

-done to dissuade Indian students from seeking advice 
.. direct from the professors and lecturers under whom 
-they study and, generally speaking, having done so, they 
would act upon it conscientiously and industriously. 

For advice of a more general nature, and as to careers 
-.open to them after they leave t;he University, the 
'Students will always find a good friend in the Secretary 
to the Appointments Board, whose services are avail· 
.able to all of them, whether their homes Bre in England 
or overseas. 

If an adviser to Indian students should be appointed 
.at Leeds, let him be a member of our regular staff and 
not an officer introduced for the purpose of acting in 
this capacity. The latter could not be expected to 
,acquil-e such an intimate knowledge of the conditions 
of the University and the needs of a student as one who 
is engaged on the daily work of the institution. 

We are undoubtedly exceptionally fortunate at Leeds 
in having Mr. Dutt. Occupying an important position 
on our staff and well liked and respected by his collea
gues, he is hoth able and willing to give his aid iu 
circumstances in which the advice of a fellow-country-

man is particularly welcome. He is one of the Chairmen 
of the Overseas Students' Committee, which exists for 
the purpose of helping such students to enter fully int<> 
the various activities of the University and of assisting 
them in residential questions. 

12. RESIDENCE • 

The demand for collegiate life at Leeds is of com· 
paratively recent growth, and, although we have an 
admirable site for developing it, we have at present 
quite inadequate accommodation. Our two hostels for 
men only provide for about sixty students-about half 
the number who want places. We hav~ a good deal 
more hostel accommodation for women, but the demand 
is also larger. Under these circumstances, the Indian 
student has a poor chance of gaining admission to a 
hostel. 

Fortunately, he has little diffioulty in finding lodgings, 
and we do all we can to secure that the lodgings
occupied by our students are of a suitable kind. Before
a lodging-house is admitted to our register it is inspected. 
and its character must he certified by responsible 
citizens. It is subject to visitation at any time on behalf 
of the University. The Secretary of the Appointments
Board ~cts as supervisor of students in lodgings. He
helps students to find places, and would soon notice any 
defect that might exist;. 

As to the provision of special hostels for Indian 
students, this is a very doubt;ful expedient. A student 
coming all this way, probably does so with the object 
not merely of following a certain ,course of study but 
also of gaining an insight into English customs and 
social conditions. If that; be so, then the very last place
he should live in is a hostel inhabitated by men of his. 
own country. Moreover, in this matter again, there is 
the danger of grouping the students by nationality and 
consequently separating them from the common life of 
the University or of accentuating that separation if it 
already exists. 

As this statement gave the Committel! all the 
information they desired to obtain from the witness no. 
questions were put to him. 

Mr. Wheeler handed in the following memorand&t 
from Professors H. R. Procter, A. F. Barker and 
Granville Poole. 

lIlemorandum by Emeritus ProfesBor H. R. Procter, 
D.Sc., F.I.a., formerly head of the Department of 
Leather Industties in Leeds University, now 
Honorary Director of the Procter Intemationaf 
Research Laboratory in the UniveTBity of Leeds. 
With regard to the Committee's main lines of' 

enquiry :-
(1) Th~re is no doub~ that the ~esire for an English 

qualificatIon, and espeCIally for an English degree hll8 
great weight. I understand also that; there are' also> 
certain exemptions with regard to loss of caste which 
do not apply in India. 

(2)-(a) I understand that some provision has already 
been made in India for teaching the technology of 
leather .manufacture, but it; is not probable that it COIl' 

be carrIed so far at; present 118 to avoid the necessity 
of students coming to England for the nwst advanced 
training in the science of the subject, such as would 
fit t~em for posts os chemists in large works, as technica! 
~dvlsers, or 118 teachers. For the latter it is most 
Important that the principles as well aa the mere
practice should. be known to the teacher, though it is 
not always pOSSIble, or perhaps even desirable, to insist 
that they should be fully grasped by the student. In 
any case, actual Indian experience seems to me essential 
both. ~ the teacher and the student, as the climatic
condltlOns and the materials available difier ao widely 
from those in this country. It ia worth consideration
whether ~y useful instruction might be given to the 
small natlVe t~er who cannot adopt EuropeBD" 
methods or machinery, but whqse traditional methods 
?re pro~ably capable of improvement. Of course, 8uch 
~struc'lOII; would have to be given by Indian teachers-
In the nlltIve language. _ 

(b1 The arrangements in the United Kinudom are 
I thmk, adequate at Leeds University zor c. • ' . • t· - I • gIvmg any ms,ruc IOn 1U eather manufacture and chemi t hi h 
can profitably be mven in this coun- and th
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ia one of University finance, as students' fees do not 
nearly cover the cost. 

(3) The Indian students who have been under my 
care have on the whole been quite satisfactory, and, 
I believe, have mostIy found useful employment in 
India or elsewhere. 

Referring to the particular points which the 
Committee desire to investigate, I may make the 
following remarks :-

(1) As regards training in le~ther manufacture, 
Indian students have at Leeds precisely the same 
opportunities as English ones, and I think I lQay 
venture to say, now that I am no longer responsible 
for its management, that the Leeds Leather Depart
ment has a reputation second to no other in the world. 

As to the adequacy of the means employed by the 
Indian Government in selecting the students to be sent, 
it is not for me to give any opinion, but those who 
have been under my care have mostly been men of 
considerable, or at least fair, abllity to profit by the 
instruction given. To this point I may have to recur 
under points (2) and (3). 

(2) The requirements of the matriculation examina
tion .of the northern Universities seem reasonable for 
India!): students, as classical languages are not 
compulsory for science degrees, and. English may, I 
think, be accepted from Indian students as a .. modern 
language." 1'here is, however, no reason why Indian 
students should not prepare for the- intermediate 
examination befO!."e coming to England, and no doubt 
the English Universities would be wllling to accept the 
matriculation in approved Indian Universities in lieu 
of their own. 

If practicable, it would seem desiuble that students 
before coming to England for higher technical 
instruction should have had some experience in the 
practical work in the manufacture they select in India_ 
This is insisted on for English students by the 
Engineering Department of Leeds University, and 
desired by other technical departments. Such 
experience would be best got in an Indian tannery, but 
failing that possibility, in a leather school. 

(3) This has been partly dealt with under (2), but 
on general principles it seems unnecessary for students 
to come to England to learn what can be as well taught 
i~ India. One point, however, may be mentioned, 
viz., that in teaching English great attention should 
be paid to clearness of enunciation. Many Indian and 
other Oriental students, though they may understand 
English perfectly and have a sufficient knowledge of 
vocabulary and grammar, are extremely difficult to be 
understood by an English teacher. 

(4) I can only speak of Leeds University from 
personal knowledge, but I think that generally the 
same opportunitles are available for Indian as for 
English advanced and post-graduate students, though 
with regard to the latter some definite understanding 
between the English and the Indian Universlties is 
probably desirable. Post-graduate Indian students are 
admiSSIble to the Procter International Research 
Laboratory of Leeds, so far as there is acoo=odation. 

(5) I can give no opinion on this point, but so far 
as I have observed there is no difficulty in the 
association of Indian and English students in the 
common rooms and refectory of the University, and 
this association is probably to the good of both, and 
I can imagine that a. hostel for Indian students of 
different creeds and castes might not be without its 
difficulties. 

(6) This is a matter on which I can give no opinion. 
(7) In engineering, leather manufacture, textiles and 

dyeing, Leeds University provides a certain amount of 
practical training, but this should be supplemented, if 
possible, by actual work in the shops of commercial 
firms. So far as I know, no University has spedahsed 
on the other technical subjects named, but there may 
be some technical schools. . 

(8) This, if practicable, would seem a. desirable 
arrangement. It would be a matter for consideration 
whether this practical training should come before or 
after a UniverSity course, or whether it could be 
arrang<ld to take place in the .. long vacation." 

(9)·On this I have no opinion. 
(10) The variolls students' societies in a University 

do something to fill this rcquireml'nt. Possibly such 
orgRnisations 8S "hmcheon clubs" might be induced 
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to invite a limited number of advanoed Indian students 
to join them when they have interesting addresses on 
social and political subjects_ 

(11) Members of University staffs often do something 
in this direction, but with their limited leisure and 
often limited p-1eans they cannot be expected to do much 
entertainment. Possibly a useful scheme might be the 
establishment of a University Committee, including 
suitable townspeople, to arrange for social intercourse, 
and pOSSibly for simple entertainment and conversation. 

MemoTandum by PTo/esso'/' A. F. BaTker, M.Sc., 
Professor 0/ Textile Industries, Leeds University. 

So far as the Textile Industries are concerned, Indian 
students leave India in order that they may pass through 
sound technological coursee of study and obtain an idea 
of the industrial atmosphere of Europe. 

Technological work is still so diffuse that a three years' 
course at an iIll!titution basing its courses on soWld 
technology and science is very desirable. 

The requirements of Indian students interested in 
the wool industry are provided £0 .. in, the UnivSl:lluy of 
Leeds. 

One Indian student, refused aclmisswn.at M&nch~. 
came to me at Bradford, did most satiefac.tory w{)rk, and 
eventually placed orders in Yorkshire for macbintll'Y 
amounting to llomewberll between £lO,OOO to £20,000. 
The same past student has consulted me recently with 
reference to the equipment of a large woollen and 
worsted mill in India, and has planed orders for t~·li.rs~ 
instillment of machines, totalling up to approximately a 
quarter of a million pounds_ In this particular case the 
student's interests are absolutely industrial, and I cCln. 
sider that India and Britain are here conneoted to great 
mutual advantage. 

Adequate famlities and very satisfactory oonditioDll 
for the work of Indian students prevail so far as the 
Department of Textlle Industries is concerned. 

Given normal intelligence, I should prefer to have 
Indian students who lat8l' will have the oppoctunity of 
putting up mills and carrying their training to prllctical 
issues, rather than students with mere acadeIli1ic 
qualifications. 

Until India has some institutions comparable with 
the Textile Industries Department of. Leeds University, 
at least two years, and preferably three, should be spent 
here, preferably i=ediately oD, passing from the sohopl. 
or better still the University. (Three years' post.
graduate work is, of course, ideal.) 

There is ample provision in the Textile Department 
for the higher and postgraduate training of Indian 
students. 

The method and means of training Indian students is 
outlined in the previous paragraphs so far as the Wool 
Industries are concerned. 

If firms would be good enough to admit students into 
their works for practical training during the long vaca
bon, this would be a great advantage, but there are 
obvious difficulties in the way. Three important firms 
in the district have recently thrown open their works to 
the visits of Indian students (John Crossley and Sons, 
Halifax; the Leigh Mills Company, Stanningley; 
Reuben Gaunt and Sons, Farsley). 

If the Indian students of the Textile Department join 
the various educational and social associations con
nected with the department, they will become well 
acquainted with the industrial movements and associa
tions of this country and will also naturally obtain 
facilities for suitable social and intellectual intercourse 
with the people of the United Kingdom. 

I wish specially to emphasiqe that in the case of the 
Textile Industries it is so important to build up the 
knowledge of the subject step by step that I should con
sider three years at Leeds University very much to bp 
preferred to two years at a school in India and two years 
in Leeds. 

lIIemorandum by ProfessoT Granville Poole, B.Se., 
F.G.S., M.I.lII.E., lIIinlng Department, University 
0/ Leeds. 

The chief reasOns why Indian students should study 
Mining Engineering in England are :-

(1.) The methods of working the coal seams in India 
at the present time are, g£'nerally speakmg, crude 

N 
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and inefficient. The best methods of working 
eannot be adopted in many cases owing to the 
attitude of native labour. It is desirable there· 
fore that Indian students and future colliery 
managers and agents should stu~y sound mining 
principles, and also be able to mspec~ our most 
up.to.date collieries. 

(2.) There is, at the mo~e?~, no institut~on in ~n~ia 
which offers such faClhtles for technical trammg 
in mining and its allied sciences as are possessed 
by our English Universities. Si~pur is unf~v~ur. 
ably situated in respect of excurslons to collierles. 

(3.) Very many of the responsible officials of the large 
mines in India are Englishmen, and they natur. 
ally prefer to engage officials who have had 
British experience. I am often asked to recom· 
mend me~ for posts in India. 

(4.) Of our English institutions, the Royal School of 
Mines and Camborne School of Mines are admir. 
ably equipped for tuition in metalliferous mining, 
The curricula at the Universities of Edinburgh, 
Sheffield, Leeds, Birmingham, &c., are practically 
identical. Instruction in metalliferous mining is 
given, but particular reference is made to coal 
lnining. Leeds is very favourably situated among 
some of the finest collieries in the world, and the 
owners allow Indian students to spend their 
vacations at thE! collieries in order that they may 
,get good practical experience. This is in addition 

''to the numerous visits paid to mines in various 
parts of the country during the session. 

(5.) At the present time there are two Indian students 
in the Mining Department, and four are applying 
for admission next session. 

PROFESSOR A. SMITHELLS, B.Sc., Professor of Chemistry, Pro· Vice-Chancellor, and C~airman of the Board 
of the, Faculties of Science and Technology, was called and exammed. 

He stated that all Indian students taking appliei concerned. During the period \\ hen he was President 
cheInistry came through his department, so that he of the Guild referred to above he had tried to get 
personally had had a good deal of experience with them, promises from various firms that they would take in 
though there had been only a few colning for pure foreign apprentices, but he had met with nothing but 
chemistry only. Some of them had had previous refusals. 
training, the quality of which was very varied. H,~ Questioned as to thc existing defects in Indian 
regarded it as exceptional if that training was found to education as he had observed them in India, he 
be as good as it should be or might have been. This explained that the students came with the idea that Ii 

was largely to be accounted for by the type of training, degree was their goal, rather than the acquisition of 
and also to some extent by the Indian mentality and knowledge. And in India the strain of examination9 
character. He was not persuaded, however, that this was much heavier; it was necessary to conform 
was more than a temporary defect, as he had found some absolutely to the syllabus, and this entire lack of any 
Indians as adaptable to science as any Westerner. He elasticity tended merely to train the memory rather 
did not think that any evidence existed on which this than the mind. They left having learnt many 
question could be decided. It was not proved that in undigested facts without getting down to the funda. 
science there was anything inherent ,!cting against the mental principles. 
teachability of Indians. Defective preparation in chemistry was obvious in 

About the year 1910 an Indian student from Madras the case of graduates as well as undergraduates. The 
University had founded the" Indian Guild of Science teachers in India were trying to instruct by the right 
and Technology." The witness had been President methods, but the rigidity of the system prevented them 
of this organisation, and had thus been brought from doing so. It was not a case of the first and second 
into close contact with the students. This student year teachers being inferior to those who taught the 
had come to Leeds very well trained, and had more advanced work; in fact, the same set of lecture-rs 
entered immediately into the general hfe of the carried out the whole course. 
University, and had been very well accepted. He had He said that he would prefer to have graduates comc 
been' appointed Secretal'y of the Students' Scienc3 to his department, provided he knew who had taught 
Society, and had formed the Guild as a bond between them previously. It depended, however, so very much 
Indians at the different student centres in this country. on individual cases that he really could not generalise. 
As soon as he left, however, the Guild waned, and had He had had no experience of research students. 
now practically died out. It had no very valuable or Questioned as to the defects in the Indian curricll. 
lasting effect, and the annual meeting was the only lum, he said that any system having external examinll
part that had any life. The geographical difficulties were tlOns was under a great disadvantage: such a system 
fatal to real co.operation. tended to fetter the teachers. In this country studen'~ 

At Leeds the Indian students did not mix with were assured that if they had worked on tlJe lines given 
the other undergraduates as much as he could them by their profeAsors they would be rewarded by all 
wish; they were very much inclined to keep to them. examination result which fairly -represented the 
selves, not on account of any dislike shown toward~ standard they had reached. A student here was judoed 
them by the English; they were judged by the sam" on his record as well as his marks. An examination 
standards as othel' student .. , but it was, he thought, might he said.to last three years, and not three days 
simply because of their own diffidence or aloofnesR. It made an lmmense amount of difference to tin 
They wore eligible for all the different clubs and quality of a student's work if he were not a)way~ 
Rocieties in the same way as the other mpn. Therl' was haunte~ by the strain of examinations. In India th"y 
so far as he knew no branch of the East and West were stIll bound by such shackles, but the organisation 
So~iety at Leeds. ~eemed to be improving. 

He held that more careful selection in India would As regards instru.!ltion in chemistry, it was no doubt 
be a great advantage. The Government should see that ?~tter for ~tudents to come .here with a good grounding 
the students coming under its auspices were chosen by m the subject, and the Umversity would then be ablt! 
some well.organised aud competent body. Those who) to give them the more advanced courses. 
came now were badly.equipped for the courses thE'V He said that there was no practical training 
were going to take at this University, and much of tho> obtainabl~ within the Uni.versity. There was large. 
earlier part of the work should be taught in their own sc~e eqUlP:nent for. carrymg out experiments in the 
country. As it was, they often came thinking they varlOUS subjects, and m this way students were prepared 
knew far more than they really did, and they wer> for the time when they would enter works. Thev 
therefore inclined to resent being pillced in a )owpr cer~ainl:r ~E'eded practical training to supplt>ment thelr 
standard than that for which they considered themselve~ Umverslty course and to malce thC'm absolutely 
fitted. ~ompetent. One or two liberal.minded firms had taken 

As regards practical training in applied chemistry, he In a few apprentices, but this did not happen in very 
stated that this was very nearly unobtainable outside many cases. He thought that it might possibly be 
the University labomtol'ies and workshops; and thi. brought about ~hrough a Governmeut Department but 
was the caqe more especially wllere for!'igners wpr~ gen",ral canvas.mg would not be successful. ' -
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PROFESSOR J. GOODMAN, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, was caUed and examined. 
He sa!d that at prese.nt there was only one Indian go into a . larger and more completely-equipped works 

~tudent In the Engineering Department, but two who after their three years' University course. The 
were doing mining came to a part of the engineering preliminary year was only intended to give students an 
courses; he did not remember what qualifica.tions the idea of machinery anll processes. 
one student had previous to coming to this country. The degree was granted at the end of the University 

The University of Leeds admitted no student to its course, and not after supplementary works training. 
Engineering Department who hOO not previously had There was no training in industrial administration 
one year's training of a practical nature in works. He or costing at the University, and he did not think that 
admitted that it was not easy for students to get this such a subjE"Ct could be taught on academic lines. 
training, but nevertheless he considered it to ~e The University was prepared to accept the statement 
E:bSentla\. He had published a pamphlet upon this of an Indian student regarding his practical training, 
subject, to which he referred the Committee. He would though it was possible that they might desire to see a 
admit an Indian student who had had this training ill certificate from the head of the firm with which th" 
India. student had been working. 

The University gave no workshop training. He It was extremely difficult for English as well as for 
thought that it was imposslUle to obtain practical Indian students to get practical works experience in 
experience in any other place than actual works. It civil engineering. 'fhere was no inducement such as
was not possible to fit the sandwich system in with tl'Bde propaganda to induce civil engineers to take 
the work at Leeds, though as a system he quite approved pupils, as WM the case in some of the manufacturing 
of it. industries. He thought that if a premium were paid 

In addition to the preliminary works experience. by the student arrangements might be made with civil 
students went into works during their vacations, if engineers to take pupils. 
possible, but it was not easy to arrange. After the}r Go~ernment dockyards did not provide a very good 
three years' University course, preceded hy a year m training ground for students, as they were alreOOy 
works, students would require another two or three years complete, and very little constructional work was 
in worl,s before he would consider them to be efficiently carried on in them. They did provide a certain amount 
1rained. of training, however, and a student would do well to g., 

In the case of Inaian students, he thought that firms into one if he could not get in anywhere else. Yards 
which had connection with India might be persuade.d like Rosyth, where a large amount of construction was 
to take them into their works, and in most cases \t still going on, would be 8 suitable training ground for 
would be advantageous for them to do so. students. 

The present Indian student had obtained his year's The difficulties that existed in getting students into 
preliminary training in this country with ].le.srs. mechanical engineering works was not always due to 
\Vorthington and Simpson at Newark. reluctance on the part of the firms themselves, but very 

There had been a very good Indian student in the largely caused by the regulations of the Ministry of 
Enaineerina Dellartment about ten years ago. .He ha . .1 Labour, who insisted that men should be paid, not 
bee; able ° to obtain works experience durmg hiS according to their worth, but according to their age. 
vacations, had taken a first class honours in his degree, Thus a graduate of a University going into works at the 
and had then gone into works in this country until the age of 22 or 23 would have to be paid something like 
outbreak of the war, when he joined the army and was £3 108. a week, though he would not be of more value 
killed. . to the works at first than the boy of seventeen, who had 

All branches of engineering might be studied at already been for two or three years in the works, ana 
'JJeeds. The mechanical side was perhaps the strong~st, who was only earning something like ten shillings a 
as all students no matter what they were going to week. Sometimes it was possible to circumvent this 
specialise in, h;d to pass throup~ this devartme~t.first: regulation ,by the student paying as premium a sum 
it served as a fotindation for CIVil, electl'lcal, mlnmg or correspondmg to the wages that he would have to be 

as enaineering. paid, this sum in turn being handed back to him each 
g The;'e were at present about 200 students in the week in the form of wages. The witness said that this 
Engineering Department, and about another 100 came difficulty wa~ not dealt with in his pamphlet becaus6 
into the department for odd courses; among the it was of only recent date. 
foreigners there were three Serbians at present, amI The trade unions did not make as great difficulties 
at various times there had been a ~onsidel'~ble. number in this respect as was sometimes supposed. 
of Eayptians. Last year all Egyptian apph~abons ~a~ It would be easier for Indians to get into works if 
been ° refused because none of t~e apphcan:ts. a they paid a premium or came here at an early age and 
oomplied with the regulation concernmg the preliminary after spending some time at an English public school 
practical training. . went into works about 16 or 17. Siamese students had 

He thought that it waq preferable for Indian stud~nts done this, and with few exceptions they had had most; 
to come to England after passing the Intermediate satisfactory careers. 
examination in India, ratber than to go so far as There had been a number of Egyptian students in thtt 
graduation in India. ., 1 t Engineering Faculty at Leeds in the past, and although 

Realising the fact that a man .wor~lng In shops n o:d a few of them had done extremely well, they were as a 
the habit of bookwork, tbe Uruverslty had ar~a ~ whole a most unsatisfactory body of students. 
their course in engineering so that a man wou to thY lie would be sorry if the regulation in regard to the 
spend a year in works ~nd then do three y~ars a e year's previous .training became an insuperable barrier 
University before returning to w~rks: . t' canal for Indian students. Those that had been through hi!> 

There was no special course m I~rlga lon or I hands had been quite satisfactory. 
t t • was dealt wlth under genera . - . 

work, bu wa ~r po" e: . . 'erin" course. The recommendation In the prospectus In regard to 
hydraulics: thiS came .Into th; ~;vIl feng~nd' n "students the desirability of students joining the O.T.C. was only 

He considered that It was'
f 
~h er or n ~;able of it. there because it WM thought that it provided good 

to take an honours degree Id h ey ~e~e c an honours training for all students; it conveyed no special 
The present student, wou. ave a en ned but he reference to engineering. 
degree as far as engmeermg w~s ~~u:;::re u'p to the The witness said that he would certainly not be 
thought that he WOUld. not bd a e as readina for the prepared to accept a course of study in a Polytechnic, 
standard in mathematics, an so W ., or any other technical college, instead of practical 
ordinary degree. . • ade what arranaements i~ training in works. He thought that it was essential 

As a rule the Umverslty m t' al experienceoin works, that .students should be directly in the atmosphere of 
could for students to get prnc IC ber of them this commercial manufacturing engineering. 
hut owing to the ,Present .la;g:h:~:t two ears, and The main point of the preliminary training scheme 
l1ad not been pOSSible dUkrl~t th'r own i~terests in was to weed out the. students who showed no real 
they were havmg to 100 a er el aptitude for engineering. 
this respect. b tt f to spend their There were not at present more qualified applicants 

He thought that it was e
1 

er 1:r I?ei works and to than could be accepted by the University. 
JI!f'liminary year in a smal mec amca _--'------------
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FRIDAY, JUNE 24, 1921 (LEEDS). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
Sm D. P. SAltVADHIHARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUIt M. RAMAcH.tNDRA RAO. 
Mit. C. E. W. JONES. 
Sm M. HAMMICK. 

Present: 
SAHIBZADA APTAB AHlHD KH.ts. 
IlIa. A. ~ M. }'LJ:.lIING. 
IIIn. IlL N. CHATTERJEE. 
Va. S. K. DATTA. 
IIfrss L. M. Baooxs. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH 1 Seoretarie8. 
IIfn. R. E. FIELD, 

PROFESSOR D. MCCANDLISH, M.Sc., Professor of Applied Chemistry (Leather Industries Department), 
was called and examined. 

He read the following written statement giving his (c.) Facilities fOT Postgraduate WOl'k. 
v,iews upon the various points set out in tbe prmted There is no difficulty in providing postgraduate< 
memorandum circulated to witnesses:- training (i.e., research work) in this Department for 

Statement of Professor D. McCandlish, M.Sc., Pro. adequately qualified men, exct'pt in the matter of 
fessor of Applied Chemistry (Leather Industries), Leeds accOIpmodation (already mentioned), which has affected 
Univl?rsity, before the Committee on Indian Students. all clas~es of students during recent years. In this 

{a.) Adequacy of facihtios a1!ailable to Indian students ~o~lDectIOn the Departn:l?nt is particularly fortunate in 
oemg so closely assoCIated with the Procter Inter. 

for admission as undor!Jl'aduate8, &c. national Research Laboratory. Students of all 
Members of the CommIttee who visited the Leather nationalities who 9re suitably trained for research work 

Industries Department of the University yesterday will are !Idmitted to that laboratory without payment of fee, 
be acquainted with the laboratory and workshop d I th . I 
accommodation providen for students, so tbat ~t seems an. on y e expens.e9 mvo. ved in the investigation upon 

whICh ~he stu~ent IS workmg arp payable by him. The 
unnecessary to make further reference to the equip. \vork IS carrIed out under the supervision of the 
ment of our premises at this time. A brief reference director anel his assistant. The investiO'ations aim at 
to the general course of study may be of service. It solvi.J~ some of the fundamental probl:ms of leather 
may be generally stated that its object is to familiarise U1anmacture, and the results obtained are published 
students both by means of lectures and practical for the benefit of any who may be interested. This 
handlIng of materials with the details of the tannin~ offers an excellent opportunity for students to en "age in 
processes, and the reasons why particular methods of postgraduate re~earch of a very high order. 0 

treatment produce particular results. When this know-
ledge has been gained, the student is in a position to (d.) l'ractical Training in Leather 'ManUfacture. 
judge the causes of defects and the changes it is Some acquaintance with actual leather manufactur~ 
necessary to mak!.' to prevent or remedy them, and also is desirable, either before the student commences hill 
to mcdify the leathers produced in such a way as to ?ours: or during the long vacation period whilst he is 
meet trade requirements. Methods of chemical and m attendance at the. University, as the training given 
microscopical analysis are taught and pl'actised for here cannot be conSidered an adequate substitute for 
detcrmining the purity and value of the various practical experience in leather manufacture. Except in 
materials emplo;)'ed in leather manufacture, and for cases where the ~tudent lIas facilities for obtaininoo' 
checking their use in the different stages of the process. pra?tical .experience, in a tannery through personal o~ 
In the latter part of the course students are encouraged to buslDess lDflue';lce, It has provl'd difficult in the pa~t 
attempt the practical production of leather in which they for. 8tudents In the Leather Department-whether 
al'e interested, and to study the smalIer details of the Indlau or Europpan-to obtain works experience. Tho, 
processes. Attention is paid to leather dyeing and the averagE' tanncr is not di~posed to admit students to his 
manufacture of coloured leathers. Almost all kinds of work~ nor to disclose his particular methods of manu. 
leather are produced on a snlalI scale, these being of fa,ctUle to,. men who may be competitors or associated 
such quality as to be commercially saleable. WIth busmess competitors at some future date. 

Th(~ accommodation for students in the Leather Further, there may be difficulties not readily controlled 
Industries Department is limited, but until quite by the proprietor of a tannery, Managers and foremen 
recently has been sufficient to permit the acceptance of ha~e been known to resent the presence of student 
all approved applicants desiring admission. We have aS~lstants or observers on the ground that they interfere 
had almost every year a fair proportion of Indian WIth the .pro;sress of work unless specially supervised. 
studeuts in this Department of the University. Thes? ohJectIons are .also rai~ed by manufacturers of 
Recently, however, the llumbers of stude-nts seekin" tanning extracts, an Industry clo~ely allied to that of 
admission have been greater than we could accom~ leather ma';lufa':lture, and of interest to most leather 
modatc, and some have not been accepted. An trade chemIsts. 
extension of the students' laboratory has now been com. \Ve are only acquaintpd with one firm of tanners that 
pletcd, and it is believed that this additional space a~sumes a different attitude towards the acceptance 
will meet the existing requirements of students desiring of ?tu~ents~ but there may be others similarly disposed. 
to' specialise in the chemistry of leather manufacture. Thl~ ,Irm 1$ prepared to admit a limited number of 
'l'here has never been any distinction drawn between IndIan. students, and to offer every facility for the study 
Indian and Europl'an students, admission having been of theIr methods of leather manufacture, provided a 
allowed or refused solely on the grounds of accom. reasonab.le premiu.m bo; pai~l. in return for the time 
modation, qualification, length of course proposed, &c., ~eces~a~lly occupIed m gIVing instruction. It ii 
and not on grounds of nationality. l~ter.;,stlDg to note that tlli~ firm will not accept 

European students. \Vhilst experience in on English 
(b.) Standard of Qualification8, &c. tannery ~ould be of undoubted value to an Indian 

It appears to be necessary for students entering on a student,. It must be remember£'d that the Indian tanner 
degree eourse to have reachl?d tbe intermediate stage bas 6f'~Clal }M'oblE'DlS and difficultie-3 arising from climatio 
~ an Indian University before commencing thE;'ir condItIons, and the use of materials that are different.. 
studies at Lecds. 'Ve have had Indian candidates for from th?se gl'nerally employed here. Even if a. 
the diploma in I~eathH Manufacture who have com. s~udcn~ IS un.abll' to gain practical experience durin 
menced courses in an insufficiently prepared state, and blS reSIdence III England it need not affect his ultimat; 
they have consequently failed to obtain the diploma. SUC~tlSS a~ a leather trade chemi~t upon his return to 
In such cases it may be assumed that the student does In~a. Tbe kno.wledge. ga!ned in the UniverSity courses. 
nqt plOfit'very much by his work here. Students who of .h~ l1nderIymg prmclpll's of leather manufacture 
have taken the M.Sc. degree {in Science) at Indian may 1:; succ:ssful~y applied in any tannery by a chemist 
Univel'sitie'l.have always been found capable of satis. of ordmary mtl'lligence. 
factorily carrying on research work. A studf'nt with . \Vhen a student wishes to become a tannery super 
the n.Se. alone has proved to he distinctly inferior in mtendent or manager, he will tequire a more intimat; 
this l'~spect. ,know/pdge of factory methods, and for such a student; 
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=some practical experience of works procedure and 
management in this country would be extremely useful. 
. {e.) 'Ihe de8irability of inducing Indian Government 

Contractors to admit 8tudents to their works. 
Where a student i~ not freely accepted by a manu

:facturer it is doubtful whether a form of compulsion 
would produce the desired results from the student's 

.standpoint, and practical tannery experience gained 
under such circumstances might be of very little value; 
in far:t, it is difficult to believe that a student could 
learn as much under such conditions as he would from 
a description of practical work in lectures. 

It might be useful hr the Committee to obtain the 
'Views of the United 'fanners' Federation of Great 
Britain and Ireland, and the Federation of Curriers, 
Light Leather Tanners and Dressers, Inc., upon this 

.question, a3 these Trade Associations represent the 
majority of leather producers in this country. 

In amplification of this statement witness said that 
the accommodation in his Department was limited, but 
·that until the recent condltions of overcrowding all appli
-cants with suitable qualifications had been admitted. 
At present there were forty students of whom four or five 
were IndianR. Admibsions for the next session would 
include a number 01 men who were already on the 
"aiting list, but he hoped that after the next session the 
situatlOn would revert more nearly to the normal. 

As .0 rule Indian students had applied in good time to 
gain admission, though thCTe had been occasional 
instance9 of their presenting themselves only a few 
. days beforo the opening of. the session, and in these 
·cases he did his best to talce them in. 

He drew attention to the fact, mentioned in his 
written statement, that there was one firm more 
',illing to take Ind18n than European students into their 
-tannery. This firm considered that in view of the 
present undevoloped condition of Indian trade thesa 
.students would be less likely to become their trade 
l'ivald than would Europeans. He did not think that 
the premium demanded would be more than a reason
.able return for the training that was given: probably 
about £100 to £150 a year if two or three were there 

.at th3 same time~ This firm would, he thought, be 
-prepal cd to take students either for a long vacation 
cours:> or for a longer period. He had only recently 
l'ecei ved information about this firm and no Indian 
1!tudents had bCE'n placed there as yet. 

He doubted the advisability of attempting to exert 
~ny form of compulsion upon firms in the matter of 
giving practical training to Indian or indeed European 
fl{udents. lIe thought that if they werEt made to take 
these students aaainst their will in order to secure a 
.(tovernment contract it was quite po~sible to avoid 
oivina them rl'lllly efficient training: it would be 
possible for a student to learn nothing that w.as worth 
kno\\ing in a factory if he had not the goodwlll of the 

:man!lfacturer behind him. 
He thought that an appeal to manufacturers from the 

:present Committee might be of v~lue,. and an appeal 
with Government sanction behind It might carry more 
weight than one made independently by the University. 
Possibly such an appeal ~hould be made. through the 
United Tanners~ FederatlOn and the Llght Leather 

:ranners' Federation. 
He thouaht that the attitude of American and foreign 

firms would be the same as that which prevailed in 
England. . ., . 

Leeds was the only British Uruverslty III WhiCh there 
",vas a special Depllrtment devoted to the study ~f 
leather industries. The Leathersellers' Company s 

'Tect.nical Colle"e in London and a section of the 
Northampton Te"chnieal School gave specialised instruc-

-tions in Lellther TeC'hnology. . 
He thouaht that this country held the first place m 

,some brlln~hes of the Leather Industry, but Germany 

and the United States were keen competitors in many' 
braneh~ • 

In future, if the present abnormal demand for 
admission to the Leather Industries Department at 
Leeds subsided, they might be able to accept all 
suitable Indian applicants, but if a great numher 
of Indians applied he would have to reconsider 
his opinion. He pointed out that the Department 
recei ved considerable financial assistance from the 
Engli~h Tanning Trade. He added, however, that here
tofor~ the claims of India had always received 
sympathetic con~ideration, and he saw no hkelihood 
of any change in this respect. 

Training in the scientific side of leather manufacture 
of a University standard had received attention in tho 
United States of America during recent years. A 
8cho;)1 had recently been started at the University of 
Cincinatti, hut this, of course, had not yet had time to 
prove its worth. Training in America might be valuable 
for Indian students in that at certain times of the year 
climatic conditions prevailed which more nearly 
l'('sembled those of India than anything normally 
experienced in England. 

The Leather Department at Leeds did not devote 
special attention to peculiarly Indian problems, such as 
the treatment of the skins of "fallen" animals, as 
distinct from tho~e of slaughtered animals, or the treat
ment of various tropical barks. 

He did not know If his Indian students wele tanners 
by hereditary instinct or not. He thought that the 
qualities which were of real value to them were general 
scientific ability and a genuine desire to work . 
. The Indian student~ who were reading for the 

diploma rather than for the degree were following 
this course either because they had not the necessary 
quali:ications required." of them by the Northern 
Universities' Joint Matriculation Board, or because they 
had shown themselves to be unsuitable for a decree 
course. 

He was not in a position to make any distinction 
between the standard of training provided by the 
different Universities in India. 

Students did not decide whether they would become 
leather chemists or whether they would go in for the 
actual manufacture of leather until they had passed out 
of the University; the academic training was ahuost the 
same in both cages. He thought that for a really first
class btudent who wished to become a works director it 
would be worth while to spend a year in Germany or 
America in addition to training in England. Any 
experience that they could get of factory prQlled ure 
woul i be useful to them. 

He thought that some preliminary training in India 
would be of use to an Indian student before coming to 
this country; if it was impossible for the Indian student 
to get practical training in this country, he might 
usefully supplement his University training by going 
into works in India on his return. If he had obtained 
a firm grasp of the fundamental training in such a 
works as that in lIadras it would be valuable. 

In the Leeds course a student spent his first year 
doing fundamental science, his second year was a 
more advanced continuation of this, and during this 
~ ear he began to specialise. The particular advantage 
of coming to this country rather than ohtaining all the 
training in works in India was that in India the scientific 
side of the subject was not studied so fully as it was in 
a University such as Leeds, where work in every branch 
of science was being carried on in one or other of the 
departments. 

He had heard of the Government School of Research 
in Calcutta, which he believed to be under the direction 
of a Leeds graduate. He did not think, however, that, 
such complete training was. offered by that institution 
as by the T.eeds University. 

J M S Indian post-graduate student of Education at Leeds University. 
MR. • • EN, an was called and examined. • 

He handed in two written statements which are 
·printed below. . h 'r 

As regards the reasons for which Il!'dlans.~eave t el 
.own country for training in the Uruted I\.mgdom .he 
-,said that gl'eater prestige was attached to the possesslOn 

of an English degl'ee in India than shou.ld rightly be the 
case. He admitted that an Indlan who came 
to Ennland obtained the advantage of a broader outlook 
on !if; than his fellow who had remained in India, but 
he thought that in some cases posts in the Indian 
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services which were given exclusively to holders of 
British qualifications should be given by promotion of 
Indian trained men already in the juniO! branches of the 
services. He did think, however, that the training in 
this country was of very real value, and that the Indian 
-educational institutions were not yet well enough 
equipped in the ,ray of libraries, though the laboratory 
accommodation "as good, to compete in any way witn 

-Great Britain in research wprl.. He added that except 
Bombay no Indian University as yet possessed II 

Faculty of Commerce, and there was a great need for 
more Institutes of Technical training in India. 

He thought that the Indian Universities would be 
well advised to inaugurate diploma courses in various 
subjerts. These would not be of so high a standard as 
the degree, but for practical purposes they would be 
high enough and would supply a great need among 
technical students in India. It should, he thought, be 
made more easy for students to get into the Research 
Institute at Dehra Dun for work in Forestry. 

However much the Indian Universlties were 
improved, Indian students "ould still to a large extent 
want to come to Great Britain for the benefits that 
they could obtain from the unique culture of the oldcr 
Universities here. He felt that those Indian students 
who had come to this country had found that it had 
been very well worth their while. 

He said that at Leeds all the lndian students had 
bcen very well treated. Admission '\\'as granted to them 
very freely, and they were only debarred from the 
Engilleering COUl'ses, because they had not been able 
to comply with the regulation which demanded a year's 
previous pract\cal training in works. 

He stl'Ongly objected to the existence of the Local 
Advisory Committees as at pres~nt constituted in India, 
He thought that if such bodies were to exist at all they 
should be U ni versity bodies and have no official connec· 
tion wha~ever. At present they acted only as a 
slow, inaccurate and inefficient post-office. He 
thought something in the nature of the Universitie~ 
Bure .. u of the British Empire might be started in India 
through which all necessary information could be trans. 
mitted to and from students. He did not think that 
they should llave anything to do with the forwardi~g of 
applkations; this should be done by the students them. 
selves. He would prefer that there should be no 
organisation at all l'ather than that the present one 
should be kept in existence. 

At present an Indian student who applied to the 
University had to present a 'Certificate of graduation or 
else 1\ certificate from the Principal at his college in 
India stating what his qualifications and capabilities 
were. 

He thought that an individual student could if 
refused admission to one University send on his 
own application to another one more quickly than 
could be done by an organisation. 

It was pointed out that if the defects of the present 
organisation could he remedied it might be to the 
benefit of the students that it should continue to 
exist. The witness was not prepared to agree. He 
thought, however, that there should be some central 
organisation in London to receive Indians when they 
first arrived in this country, t.o find lodgings fOI: 
them and to put them on the right road for gaining 
admission to the best University for their particular 
needs. On this central organisatlOn thE\re should be a 
number of representatives of Indian students from 
'different British Universlties. 
, As regal'ds the age at which Indian students oUlTht 
to come to this country he thought that preferably they 
should come after having taken the Intermediate 
examination in India. They would thus be able to take 
their first degree in two or three years, and be qualified 
by the age of about 22 or 23. He thought that a man 
thus qualified would be ready to obtain the full benefit 
of the COUl'se offered by the British University to which 
he came, but that this would not be the case if he 
11ad only reached the standard of the Indian matricula. 
tion. He dld not think it necessary for a student to 
graduate in India if he intended to take a first degree at 
a British University, as it was of special advantage to an 
Indian to be qU8lifi~d to earn his living at a fairly 
Early age. Those, howl'ver; who would want to come 
to this country for a postljraduate degrC'C might come 

at any time they liked after finishing their degre8' 
course in India. 

He thought that except at places such as London ih
was not desirable to have hostels for Indian students. 
At L'llldon they were needed as reception houses for 
Indians who were newly arrived, or were passing 
through the city on their way to spend their vacations. 
elsewhere. 

He thought that there w.:,re Indian students in the 
University who would join the O.T.C. if they were not 
excluded from it by an army rE'gulation. 

He was not in favour of organised vacation parties 
for Indian students. 

Questioned as to his 0\\ n experience of the Local 
Advisory Committees in India, he said that it was. 
confined to Calcutta, but he had talked with Indians 
from all parts on this subject and their experience 
tallied with his own, in that they had all found the
Committees unhelpful. He thought that the Registrars. 
in the Universities could give the students most of th8' 
help that they needed. 

Tbe witness thought that no Board of selection was. 
possible in India, but that the matter should rest with 
the Universities to send only those men whom they
thought to be capable of benefiting by the course. 

There was no specific rule in the English Universities. 
regarding the provision of certificates of character. 
They were generally supplied by a professor in 
India who knew the studen~, and he had never 
heard of any English University asking for such 
ccrtificates to be countersignecl by any official body. 

In Leeds there was no. social bar against Indian 
students. The lodging difficulty was one that was felt 
equally acutely by English students. There were about 
twenty Indian students in Leeds and they mixed freely 
with the English students. 

There had been so1"Qc casos of ill.health among Indian 
students-for example, an Indian woman medical student 
llad recently develop~d tuberculosis and had had to 
abandon her course-but on the whole the Indian. 
students kept quite strong and well. 

There was no medical examination in India before 
students sailed for this country. 

His objection to hostels for Indian students was that 
they tended too much towards segregation. In the
Y.M.C.A. hostel in London a proportion of 10 per cent. 
of English students were admitted at present, thought 
if they chose to come 25 per cent. would be admitted. 
He thought that 8S many Englishmen as possible should 
be taken in, and he would like to make the presence of 
25 per cent. of Englishmen a necessary condition to th8' 
exist~nce of the hostel. He thought that the London 
hostel should be for' both temporary and permanent 
residents; in this way the old comers could look after 
those who were newly arrived. 

The witness said that he had had experience of three
Universities in this country. He had first come from 
Calcutta to the London Day Training College, harl 
taken the Teacher's Diploma of London University, 
and had also been to Oxford for a special course. Later
on he decided to take the Oxford Dlploma in Education" 
and he was now in Leeds doing research work for the. 
]l.I.Ed. degree. 

Statement by Mr. J. M. Sen. 

I beg to submit the following memorandum to the
Committee on Indian students. 

In expressing my opinions I have availed myseU of 
the opportunities I have had of knowing the condition of" 
Indian students in London, Oxford and Leeds :-

Part 1 (Committee'S PI'inted Circular). 

Item No. I.-The following are the reasons which
induce Indian students to come to the United Kingdom 
for education or technical training ;_ 

(a.) That men educated in British Universities receive 
grell~er re~ognition in public or private
servICes than those educated in Indiall> 
Universities. 

(b.) That the status of a barrister is hiuber than that 
of the Indian Vaki!. 0 

(c.) That the facilities for higher research work i~ 
Arts and Science subjects in India are very
limited. 
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{d.) T~at practically no training is available in India 
m many branches of commerce and industry. 

{e.) That t~ere are not many technical institutes, 
espeCially of the higher type, in India to cope 
with the increasing demand for the establish
ment of new industries in India. 

·U.) That many "tudents are attracted to England by 
the sOCIal advantages offered by the Univer
sIties and institutions at all centres of learning, 
espeCially at Oxford and Cambridge. 

Item No. 2.-:r.Iany of the above defects (a to e) may 
1:>e removed by Government :-

(a.) By giving proper recognition to IndIan degrees. 
(b.) By equalising the status, rights and privileges of 

barristers and Vakils. 
(c.) By making larger grants for providing research 

facilities m various Universities. 
(d.) By reorganising the Vniversities in such a way 

as to enable them to admit a large number of 
rose arch students. 

{e.) By training a larger number of 8tuden~s in the 
Imperial Agricultural Institute at Pusa, the 
Tata Research Inbtitute at Bangalore, and the 
Imperial Forest Institute at Dehra Dun. 

<I.) By cstablishing new technical institutions of 
different grades and standards in various parts 
of India. 

(g.) 13y making adequate pl'Ovision for the teaching 
of subJflcts not now recognised in the curricula. 

(h.) By holding simultaneous cxamination for the 
Indian Medical Servi~e as is being done in the 
case of the Indian Civil Service. 

Item No. 3.-The question raised is difficult to 
:answer. The value attached to Western education is 
largely a matter of indlviduul opmion. On the whole, 
the Indian students on their return from England after 
receiving a trainmg in Weste:n methods have done 
immense good to the country. 

PaJ't 2. 
Itent No. l.-'I'he facilities available to Indians for 

.admission as students at the Universities in the 
Unitfld Kingdom have not been sufficient. Not much 
.dIfficulty exists in modern Universities, especially in 
Leeds, though they also refuse a large number af appli
-cations from IndlllD studenta seeking admission to the 
Engineering and 'rechnological Departments. Great 
-difficulties are experienced by Indian students seeking 
-admission to Oxford and Cambridge and to the Science 
. -and Engineering departments of University College and 
King's College in London. 

The disappointmpnt and heart-burning on account of 
ihe refusal of admission are largely due to the Adviso~y 
Committees in India and in the United Kingdom. 
:I.'hey hardly render any help to the Indian students, but 
1'ather cause delay in the forwarding of applications for 
admission. 'rhe work that the Advisers do is simply 
'Post-office work. The pl'ocedure a student is required to 
follow is like this: A student while in Bengal wants 
admission into Cambridge University. He sends his 
-application to the Secretary of the Advisory Committee 
in Calcutta. The Secretary in Calcutta forwards it to 
-the Local Adviser in London. The Local Adviser in 
llis turn forwards it to the Adviser in Cambridge. He 
-then circulates it to the colleges. Oftentimes the 
-delay is due to this cumbrous procedure. Many appli-
cations get lost, not in the transit (the Government 
postal system is not so bad), but in the heaps of files 
kept by the Advisers and Secretaries. 

Moreover, the Advisory Ccm.mittees in India do not 
keep themselves up.to.dat.e regarding the facilities for 
-education and training available in England, and often
times give wrong information and patronising advice. 
'I'hey very oHen show undue sensitiveness to the com
plaints of over-cl'owdedness from British Universities, 
-rather than press the claims of Indian students. 

It is therefore highly desirable that all Local AdvisE'r
'ships and Advisory Committees in India shouln be 
.abolished. The Advisory Committees and delegacies at 
ihe University centres should also be abolished. There 
should, however, be an Advisory Board, whose offico 
~hould be in London, with two secretaries appointed by 
-the Government of India and a number of representa
'fives of the students of the different Universities in the 

United Kingdom. The representatives will be honorary 
members of the Board and Advisers to the students in 
their respective Universities. This Board however 
\~ill have noth!n~ to do with the forwarding 'Of applica: 
tlons for admiSSIOn to any of the Universities. The 
applications should go to the Universities direct whe) 
will decide each case on individual merits. ' 

Item No. 2.-The Intermediate examination of 
Indian Universities should be recognised as the standard 
of qUlllification for admission to the Universities in the 
United IGngdom. 

Item No. S.-It is advisable for Indian students ro 
break off their education in India either at 12 or IS 
years of age and loin a secondary school in England, or 
to break off aHel' passmg the Intermediate examination 
in IndIa and get the trallling for the full degree course 
in England, or to loin the British Universities as post
graduate students after taking degrees in India. 

Item No. 4.-The Indian students do not find diffi
culties in getting admission into the laborato1'les and 
classes for higher and postgraduate traimna in the 
UniverSIties of the United Kingdom. 0 

Item No. 5.-It is not desirable to establish any 
hostel for Indian students at any place other than 
London. In London the Indian Students' Union and 
Hostel staried by the Indian Y.lII.C.A. supplies the 
want. 

Item No. 6.-Answered along with Item No. 1. 
Items :'I'os. 7 and B.-The firms who tender for Indian 

Government contracts should be induced to admit to 
their works a limited number of Indian students for 
practical training. 1'he Railway Board in India should 
also compel the railway compames in India to admit 
large; numbers. of I?dian students for practical training 
for higher serVlCes III ·the ~-IHh\'ays. It is also desirable 
that a certain number of Imhans should be trained for 
higher appointments in Army, Navy and Air Force. All 
dIstinctions regarding admiSSIOns and opportunities for 
training, &c., III the O.T.C. should be removed. 

Item No. 9.-It is not possible to provide for holiday 
quarters as the students would like to go to different 
places. I understand that the Y.l\I.C.A. holiday camp 
for Indian students in 1920 had not been a great success. 

Item8 NOB. 10 and H.-It is desirable to make Indian 
students acquainted with literary, educational, charit
able, social, economic, commercial and industrial 
movements and associations in the United Kingdom. 
A ~e_w: of the Indian students should be given special 
faCllttles to know the detaIls of municipal administra
tions, the work in the social settlements, &c . 

(Signed) JITENDRA. MOHAN SEN. 
Leed8, June 24, 1921. 

Statement by Indian Student8 at Leeds UniveT8ity. 

We, the elected representatives of the Indian students 
in Leeds,-beg to submit the following statement to the 
Committee on IndIan Students:-

1. The rea~ons which induce Indian students to leave 
India for education or technical training are the 
following :-

(a.) The absence of adequate facilities in India for
training in the higher branches of science and 
technology . 

(h.) The preference given to English degrees in India. 
for admission to Government and other 
services. 

(e.) The broadening of outlook which follows such 
training, and the direct and first-hand know
ledge of Western methods and ideals. 

2.-
(a.) Though it is imperative on the part of the 

Government that adequate and immediate 
provision be made in India for instruction in. 
Science and Technology, every facility should 
be offered to students going abroad for study. 

(b.) In cases where the training in India is insuffi. 
t'ient, Government should help the students in 
the matter of admission into educational'insti
tutions in England, and by providing more 
scholarships and creating facilities for practical 
training. . 

3. This is a matter on which no definite opinion could 
be given in the absence of statistics; O!l the whole. 
training in England has been productive of much good. 
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1. In the matter of admission, the Leeds University 
,has becln very liberal, and if the other Universities were 
,equally so, there would be no cause for dissatisfaction. 

2. It is highly desirable that a uniform standard be 
fixed for admission to the various courses of study at the 
,Universities, and the Indian degrees be given proper 
recognition. 

S. The Intermediate standard of the Indian Univer. 
sities should be the minimum qualification for Univer· 
sity courses in England, and. for higher studies, 
graduation. 

4. Present facilities for higher and postgraduate 
tlailling appear to be satisfactory. 

5, Separate hostels for Indian students would have 
the effect of segregation, and would hamper the closer 
touch with the people of the country. 

6. The present organisation seems to be more of a 
cumbrous and ineffective machinery than an agency of 
direct and immediate help and usefulness, which 
students stand most in need of. 

Local Advisory bodies, with an elected majority of 
senior students, and fixed terms of office, working on a 
voluntary.basis, would be more useful. 

7 and 8. The best method would be to provide oppor. 
tunities for practical training in the manufacturing 
works and industrial concerns in the country. Firms 
which tender for Indian Government cont;acts may be 
induced to take in a definite number of students as 
apprentrees, some free of payment aud some with pay· 

ment of premiums. The former might be made open t()o 
Government scholars and the latter to students wh()o 
come on their own. If such an arrangement is not 
'Possible here, tenders might be given to firms in other
countries who are prepared to accept the condition of 
taking in Indian apprentices. 

9. For lodging accommodation and holiday quarters, 
students had better be left to themselves. 

10 and 11. The only means for making Indian 
students acquainted with the social and other move·· 
ments in the country is through active participation in, 
the University socials, sports and other outside· 
activities. 

Indian students.have from time to time attEmpted to 
get admi3sion to the Otlicers' Training Corps of the
English Universities, but without success. We would 
urge that all distinctions regarding admisskn to the
Officers' Training Corps be abolished. 

The Univer8ity. Leeds, 
June 24, 1921. 

(Signed) K. SESHACHALAM. 
B. MUKHARJI. 
M. A. WAHAn. 
A. C. DEVANAYAGAM. 
J. M. SEN. 
M. SULTAN MOHIYUDDIN. 

MR. Ie SIlSHACHALAM, a Government Technical Scholar from Madras doing research work in the 
Leeds Leather Industries Department, was called and examined. 

He- said that he thought the Secretaries of the Lecal 
Advisory Committees in India should be Indians who 
had returned from this country, and were thoroughly 
up-to-date in their knowledge of the conditions and 
regulations of the Universities both here and in India: 
they should be non·official or at most semi·official 
persons. 

He thought that the Indian Students' Department 
in this country was of very little help to Indian 
students, and that its duties, such as :6ndmg lodgings, 
&c., could be more efficiently performed by Indian 
residents in this country. In the Universities 
themselves all the necessary help could be given to 
Indian freshmen by Indian senior students. He did 
not think that this would talce up too muoh of their 
time. 

He said that he lived in lodgings in Leeds, but it was 
not an easy thing to procure good lodgings. 

He was perfectly satisfied with the way in which he 
and other Indians had been received by the University 
of Leeds. 

As regards the O.T.C. he thought that there were 
cases of Indian students who would wish to be admitted 
if the army regulation could be removed. 

He thought that the minimu{O allowance. for all! 
Indian student should be about £250 a year exclusive 
of fees. 

He was opposed to the establishment of Indian hostels
as they tended towards segregation. 

There was ample scope for Indian students to· 
obtain all the social hfe that they wanted in 
the University: they were admitted to all societies 
such as the Union. He did not think that Indian 
students needed to have anyone on the staff who
was especially devoted to the interests of Indians, and 
who would consider it a part of his duties to look after· 
them and help them to get sodal intercourse with thEl 
other students. 

There appeared to be no hope of Indian students. 
being able to get any practical experience in tanneries 
in England. He himself wanted to get experience in
the manufacture of tannin extracts, but it seemed to be 
impossible in this country, and he proposed to try to get 
into a works in India. 

A few days before sailing he had been ad vised by the 
Educational Adviser in London against cominO' to Leeds 
UniversBy, but he had come on the chance "'Of gettinO' 
admission, and had been successful. '" 

Mu. S. l\IOHIYUDDIN, a post.graduate student in the Department of Education 
was called and examined. ' 

He said that he held the Mysore Government diploma, 
and had come straight on to Leeds to get the Degree
in Education (M.A.). He intended to take the Leeds 
diploma on the way to the degree, sitting for it this 
year and for the degree next year. 

He had come to Leeds because it had been recom
mended to him by the ;Inspector.General of Education 
in his province and by the Principal of his college. 

IIe had made his application direct in writing to 
the "University, st.ating hi~ qualifications. lIe had been 
granted admission at once, and on coming to England 
had passed one night in London in rooms recommended 
by the Y.M.C.A. 

He thought that it was desirable that the Y.M.C.A. 
110stel should continue in existence, as it supplied a 
much·felt want in providing lodging for Indian students 
when ~hey first arrived in this country. 

As this was his first session, he had not yet considered 
the question of vacations. He did not want to have his 

arrangements made for him by any University or other
organisation. He thought it was good for students to 
be left to their own resources upon such occasions. 11 
possible, Indian students should spend their vacations 
under circumstances that would bring them as mueh as 
possible into touch with English families. 
. H~ thought that some Indian students might hke to. 

hve 111 a hostel, but he personally preferred to live in 
lodgings, or, better still, in a family. A hostel in which 
English and Indian students were mixed would pro. 
bably be welcomed. 

The witness thought that there was not an Advisory 
Committee in hiysore, the nearest one that he knew or 
bemg in Madras. He could not sugO'est that one should 
be started in Mysore, as he tho'~O'ht that {ar more 
reliable information could be obtain:d from people wh() 
had returned there fl'om this country. Apart from this 
he t.hought that the Cniversity professors were the best
adVIsers that a student could have. 
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MR. A. C. DEVANAYAGAM, a student in the Department of Textile Industries 
was called and examined. . ' 

He said that he had taken the Madras B.Sc. degree ,Committees in India was a general- one amongst Indian 
before coming to this country. He was doing a diploma students. He thought that their duties might well be 
course in this country because there was no degree taken over by the Indian Universities, but that if any 
course in Textiles, which was the subject that he wished ?rganisation were to exist it would need to be a great 
to stUdy. unprovement upon the existing one. 

He thought that it waa practically impossible to over- He had come from Bangalore, and intend~d to 
come the difficulty of obtaining practical training in go into a mill in that district. He was the son of a 
works in this country. His professor had arranged for c 'n 
him to PIlY 80me visits to works, but this did not, of nu -owner. He had heard of Leeds through the 
Course, amount to very much in the wily of practical cal~nda~ which was supplied to the Library in the 

UDlverslty of Madras. He had come over on his own experience. h h 
He had not yet arranged how he would spend his account; e ad not used the Y.M.C.A. hostel as he 

vllcation, and as this was his first year he had no h~d a friend in London who recommended him lodgings. 
experience of fOl'lller vacations. When he arrived he had no promise that he would get 

d h h h h into Leeds University, but he hoped to do so in the 
As regar s expense, e t oug t t at £250 a year was October after his arrival; if admission had not been 

the minimum that a student could live upon, and he 
recommended that Indian students should have £300 a granted to him he would have gone into his friend's 

business. 
year if possible. 

He had written to an Advisory Committee in India for Apart from visiting friends at the Cromwell Road' 
advice as to his course in this country, but it had taken Institution, he had never had any connection with the 
over a month to get any reply. He had very little faith Indian Students' Department. 
in the organisation and had stopped any further nego- His main object in coming to this country had been 
tiations WIth the Adviser, making his own application to to gain experience in England. The University course 
Leeds. He thought that his opinion of the Advisory was to some extent a side issue with him. 

PROFESSOR J. K. JAMIESON, M.B., C.M., Professor of Anatomy and Dean of the Medical School, 
was called and examined. 

He stated that there were at present only two Indian 
students in the Medicall<'aculty, one of them beililg an 
Englishwoman who had married' an Indian. The othe\" 
had boen excused the first medical examination, having 
already passed the first and second in India; he did not 
possess an Indian degree. 

Latin was not now a compulsory subject for medical 
students at Leeds, this requirement having been 
abolished about eight yeal's ago. 

He considered .that the most satisfactory results 
were obtained by Indians who came here after having 
graduated in their own country. They then took post-' 
graduate courses, some with the intention of taking an 
English qualification at the end of the time. All the 
aotual groundwork should have been done in India. 
If Indian students wished to come over before taking 
a degree the best time for them to b~eak bff their 
education in India and to co=ence at an English 
University was at the conclusion of the second year. 
when they had taken their anatomy and physiology, ann 
before they started any clinical work. 

His experience was that Indian students who had 
not obtained a medical qualification in India generally 
evidenced a lack of understanding of the principles of 
pure science. They came with a great deal of 
information, but it was mostly superficial, and theu 
knowledge of principles was faulty. The same defect 
was apparent in the' case of English students com in.; 
straight to the University from school. 

Speaking pf preliminary selection in India, he state<! 
that he would like to be assured before admittin,l 
Indian students that they were both ambitious and oi 
good character. No Indian was accepted at Leeds until 
the authorities had obtained all the evidence they 
possibly could on these two points. Such information 
could usually be obtained from the school or coll('g'l 
from which the student came; the professors there 
knew exactly how he stood in regard to his work. It 
was not the practice to as~ for a certiflcat? from ~ny 
other body, as it was conSidered ~hat the lnformat~on 
obtained from this source was suffiCiently comprehl'nS1V~ 
and reliable. He agreed that there was some dange! 
that colleges and Universities might recommend their 
own students above their real merits in the few cases 
where they wanted to get rid of them. At the presl'nt 
time, however, the attitude of one University towards 
another, in this country, at any rate, was far franker 
and less stiff than it had been fifteen years ago, so that 
he thought a fair estimate of a st.udent's character and 
attainments would generally be gIven. . . 

As regards sending information to .Indla. he said that 
particulars of requirements. regul~tlOIll! &c .• at Le~dq 
were forwarded to any Indian UruversIty that. appl~ed 
for them. There was a printed prospectus dealmg With 
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each faculty in detail. He saw no reason why thi;; 
information should not be sent to every University in 
India. 

A Centrai Bureau in India, for the distribution of 
information, both to the students there and to the 
University authorities here, would be very valuable. 
Such a body would minimise all correspondence and 
save waste of time. 

Most of the applications from India were received 
between March and July. In many cases it was evident 
that the application was in the nature of a circular, 
and had belm sent'to other Universities as well. Such a 
procedure jeojardised a student's chances of admission, 
as the authorities naturally took less interest in a man 
who obviously had no particular desire to enter theil' 
University, so long as he managed to obtain admission 
somewhere. 

The witness said that Indians should come to Leed~ 
when -they were sufficiently qualified to practise. They 
would then derive most benefit from the medical cours" 
there, being relieved from the strain of passing or trying 
to pass examinations. As regards undergraduates 
comin!!' to England, it was such.an unsatisfactory state 
o~ affairs for them to discover (as a certain percentage 
did and always would) that they were entirely unsuited 
and incompetent for a medical career when they werA 
&0 many thousands of miles away from home. This 
could be avoided if they did not come until they had at 
least taken the Intermediate or second professional 
examination in India. 

There were 140 students in the laboratory depart
ments of the medical school at the present time, one of 
whom was a Serbian: in the whole school, includin •• 
first year and hospital, there were 280 students. The; 
had never had any Chinese, Japanese, Egyptian or 
Siamese students. 

Questioned as to the maximum number of Indians he 
would be prepared to admit, the witness replied that a 
definite answer was hard to give. An important factor 
in making such a decision was the extraordinary 
~nsularity of Leeds. There being no port or docks, there 
was no foreign element or population at Leeds, so that 
when an Indian student in his third year started on 
his clinical studies at one or other of the local hospitals, 
objections were apt to be raised by the patients. 
especially by the women. This handicap affected 
undergraduates more than qualified men, perhaps. 
because there was an Indian holding an ophthalmic 
appointment at the present time; hut some objection 
ha~ been raised against him also. The same objection 
was raised in the case of all foreigners, including Jews. 

There was no School of Tropical Medicine at Leeds, 
but post-graduate students came to take their D.P.H. 
from there. 

o 
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Bio.chemistry was taken in the Department of thought that one of the first steps to be taken to that-
Physiology; it was not taught as a separate subject. end was the staffing of Indian medical schools with 

Apart from the D.P.H. and one granted for a course meil who were really competent to teach their subject. 
in insanity, no diplomas were granted at Leeds. In He believed that this was not always the case at 
:the throat and ear departments certificates only were present. Once that had been' accomplished a highet 
-given. There was a diploma and degree in dentistry on standard would be .set, and Indian students would be 
;three and five year courses respectively. trained up to it. In this connection he referred to the 

To obtain the M.B. Leeds the final examinations had way in which the educational conditions in Japan had 
1/;0 be taken in the University, preceded by a minimum been improved by inducing highly.qualified foreign 
-of two years' residence. A qualified man could come professors to staff their Universities until Japanese 
.and 'get attached for special courses in medicine or students trained by them were able to replace them. 
~urgery, but at the end of the time he would not have He. thought that high salaties would have to be offered 
41nything to show for it in the way of a diploma. He Q as an inducement to get the best men to go to India. 
thought that if sufficient evidence were produced a man and mentioned the equivalent of the pay of a colonel 
might be let off his second M.B., though so far it had in the Indian Medical Service as the minimum which 
not been found desirable to grant such ~xemption to could be offered to the professor of a really important 
any Indian student-even if he had qualified in India. subject. The appointments should be for a limited and 

Questioned as to whether his remark about the lack fixed number of years. In !normal times really good 
of grasp of scientific principles applied to men who had men could, he thought, be found who would take such 
taken the B.Sc. in India, the witness replied in the posts. At present it would be more difficult, as thl.f 
negative; when they had got as far as that they had war had resulted in a dearth of professors in many 
definitely embarked upon their career and, had they subjects; but in another three or four years conditions 
been incompetent, would have dropped out long beforf' should have returned to the normal. In the same way 
l'eaching that stage. as there was a practising Medical Service in India, so 

The Indian Intermediate examination did not carry should there be a teaching Medical Service. The two 
exemption from anything but matriculation at Leeds, branches should be distinct from each other. 
and that had to be decided by the Joint Matriculation 
Board. . 

The particular qualification for which a man was 
preparing did not affect the course he took at Leeds; 
all students followed the same course, whether they were 
working for the Leeds M.B. or for the Conjoint 
qualification. Some time ago the men tllking the latter 
had been regarded as being of a lower standard than 
the others, but of late that had been changed, and they 
now all worked ~ogether and were regarded as being of 
the same standard. 

The. witness agreed that the idea to -be aimed at was 
to make India self-sufficient as regards education. He 

Out of ten Indian students who had qualified at 
Leeds, five had settled down and were practising in this 
country. Post·war conditions in England were helping 
them to build up a practice, as the medical profession 
Was decidedly short of qualified men at present, but in 
four or five years' time. when thing~ bad returned to 
their normal state, he thought they would find it hard 
to make a living here. They should have returned to 
India in the iirst place, having corne originally with that 
intention. There was a good deal of feeling against 
training them at Leeds, if in the end thElY settled thera 
and became professional rivals to Leeds men. 

MR. P. K. DUTT, M.Sc., Assistant Lecturer in Organic Chemistry, was called and examined. 

lIe handed in the following state~ent:- (iii.) That the members of the British Bar have 
I beg to submit the following statement fo~ the con- greater scope in India than VakiIs, &.... I believe 

sideration of the Committee on Indian Students. The the opposition to the scheme for the equalisation 
opinions herein expressed have been based on my comes mainly from the Indian members, who form 
personal experience in this country during the last ten the majority in the British Bar in India. 
years. During the last :five years, as a member of the (iv.) That many regard foreign education and travel 
staff of the Leeds University, I have had special oppor- as a meant! 01 acquiring a wider outlook in life. 
tunityof dealing with Indian students. I have 'acted as To these might be added another, viz., the prevailing 
a voluntary, non-official and self.appointed adviser to unrest in India. Some regard the present unrest as an 
many who have come to me and have supplied informa- effect of foreign travel rather than as a cause. India is 
tion to many enquirers from home. The work has not in a great state of transition. Reaction has set in 
been strenuous, and except for a short period at the against centuries of caste restrictions against foreign 
beginning of the session it has not taken much of my travel, an.! I think gradually increasing numbers of 
time. Considering the favourable expression of opinion Indian students will leave India every year. 
I have received from many, I think what has been done 2. The nature and extent of Government responsi. 
here could easily be done elsewhere through voluntary bility in.India :_ 
effort. I therefore venture to suggest a scheme of (i.) In the case of the vast majority of Indian students 
organisation of an Advisory Board that might be of who come at their own expense the Government 
some service to the Indian students. cannot be in a position to accept any responsi-

Regarding the lines of enquiries in the Committee's bility or exercise direct control, but a good deal 
circular, I make the following brief statements, which can be done by educating public opinion in India 
I shall amplify in the course of the evidence:- so that parents would be more cautious in sending 

Part I. 
1. The main reasons which induce Indian students to 

leave India are the following:-
(i.) That opportunities exist in other countries, but 

not in India, for education in certain lines, B.g .. 
some branches of science, technology and 
medicine. 

(ii.) That higher services in the State are open to 
qualified Indians from 'foreign Universities, &c. 
I am aware of cases in which Indian officers of 
long experience who have not travelled outside 
India have been superseded by younger men who 
have had no other exceptional merit but a degree 
from a foreign University. The grievances of 
the former are in many eases just, and could 
be met by considering all cases on their own 
merits and from all points of view. Such a cO~Irse 
would to a certain extent, reduce the number of 
India~ students coming abroad. 

out their sons who are not well prepared. 
(ii.) A greater caution seems to be necessary in the 

selection of Government scholars. 
(iii.) The GoverIl'IIlent may help in the' provision of 

facilities for education in certain lines that do 
not at present exist in India. The particular 
lines can only be selected on the recommendation 
of the Board of Industries and the Universities in 
the different provinces. 

(iv.) The Government may also help in the raising of 
the standard of education that is at present given 
in India. This may not reduce the number of 
students coming abroad, but the material, at any 
rate, will be better than it is now. 

(v.) The Universities should be helped anJ encour
aged in the establishment of postgraduate 
studies under the guidance of Indian professors at 
the various Universities. I am conscious of the 
good work that has been and is still being done 
by European professors in this direction. The 
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full effect of their good work is not felt. It 
suffers from the lack of continuity. Here and 
there one may succeed in building up a school of 
thought, but with his retirement the whole 
structure falls to pieces. 

In Great Britain I do not see how the Government 
can directly influence the educational institutions in 
this country. Perhaps a good deal can be done by 
indirect influence. The Advisory Board, when consti. 
tuted on the lines I have indicated, might be of some 
service in this direction. 

S. This is largely a matter of opinion. I know of 
many cases where the experiment has been a failure, 
but on the whole it seems worth while continuing it, 
though with greater cauti~n. 

Part II. 
1. As for admission in this University, the Indian 

students have had unrestricted facilities. Every case 
has been decided on its own merits, and sometimes very 
hberally in favour of the student. During"this session 
I have successfully-represented 'the cases of many 
Indian students in various departments. 

2. I think it is desirable to have a mOl'e definite and 
uniform standard of qualification. The help of the 
Universities Bureau might be asked for in this direction. 

S, There are three periods in a student's life when I 
should advise him to proceed abroad-

(i.) At an age below the adolescent period when he 
would join a school. 

(ii.) After passing the intermediate examination of 
an Indian University only in the case of an 
exceptionally brilliant student. 

(iii.) After graduation. 
Of these the third stage seems to be the most desir

able. 
4, The present facilities for postgraduate training 

in this country seem to be sufficien~, 
5, The establishing of hostels for Indian students does 

not seem desirable. Although such hostels would 
provide certain comforts that are not at present avail
able they would have the tendency of keeping the 
students too much together. Hostels foa temporary 
residence may be provided only in London, which will 
act as a clearing house for new-comers and as a common 
meeting place in town for all. It should be under the 
control of a non-official representative body. The for
mation of clubs exclusively for Indian students should 
not be encouraged, and where such clubs have· been 
started they should be influenced to throw their doors 
open to people of all nationalities. 

In order to meet the social needs of foreign students, 
some of the students in this University have formed 
themselves into a committee, recognised by th~ Univer
sity Union. The members are chose~ from ,those ~ho 
are interested and willing to make fnends Wlth foreign 
students. Their object is to help foreign students in 
taking advantage of all the social activities in the 
University, and in some instances .outsi~e ,as w~ll. 
The committee has done good work smce Its IDceptlon 
before the war. 

In order to meet the special needs of the Indian 
students in this dil"ection, a good deal can be ?one ~,v 
the co-operation of the Indians p,ermanently reSident ID 
this country and a few of the semor students. My own 
efforts have met with some success. I have approached 
a good many of the permanent residents in different 
parts of the country and most of these are willing to 
help. 

6. The present organisation for the assist~nce of 
Indian students seems inadequate and defective, It 
suffers from lack of cohesion and wa~t of sy~pat~y. 
Its machinery is cumbrous. It also !all~ to ach~eve Its 
object because of its peculiar co~~htutlOn, whICh, has 
aroused a certain amount of SUspICIOn, perhaps unjust, 
in the minds of many. I have not heard even one, 
including the Government scholars wqo are. ?Irectly 
controlled by the present Advisory. Boa;d, pr81~mg the 
present system. In most cases their grievance IS vague 
and in soone cases definite. In the case of the Govern
'ment scholars, the complaint seems to. be that, the 
pI'esent board is above criticism, there bemg no higher 
.. court" of appeal. 

I do not agree with the principle of having local 
advisers appointed from outside. An Indian- student 
needs advice on two broad lines: one regarding his 
academic work and the other concerning his private life_ 
As regards the former, the University professors are 
the best advisers, and they are always willing to help, 
and as for the latter the students naturally seek advice 
from amongst themselves. In my own case, I have 
followed the same principle both as a student and in my 
present capacity. 

7 _ The methods would vary according to circum
stances. In the past some Indian students have been 
successful in this direction either through private 
influence or by payment of a premium. The Advisory 
Board may help in keeping a hst of names of firms that 
are Willing to take apprentices on payment of a premium. 

S. Firms, both here and in India, who tender for 
Government contracts might be induced to take in 
Indians as apprentices, and the same method might be 
adopted in the case of the Indian railways. 

9. Lodging accommodation is adequate in Leeds, and 
the system of organised holidays does not seem to find 
much support from Indian students. 

10 and 11. It is certainly desirable to make the 
IndIan students acquainted with the different activities 
in this coimtry, but it should be left to voluntary 
OI'ganisations amongst the Inddm students thems,elves_ 
Proposed Scheme-

The Advisory Board in this country may consist of 
two principal officers appointed by the Government of 
IndIa and several honorary members elected from the 
different educational centres. One of the principal 
officers will be expected to travel periodically to the 
different places so as to be in constant touch with the 
Indian students. The present system of appointing 
official advisers at some of the institutIOns has not pro
duced the desired result. I think it is because they have 
so far been recruited from a class of people who have 
not lived the hie of the Indian students in this country. 
Students who have been in the country for some time 
do not as a rule need the services of an adviser, and 
freshmen can only be profitably advised by one who has 
had experience of their needs and can heartily sympa
thise WIth them. In the case of the former they usually 
go to one of the senior men and not to the official 
adviser_ The present defects could, in my opinion, be 
remedIed by the following scheme_ At each centre 
where there are ten or more students they will elect one 
from amongst the senior students who will give his 
services voluntarily as their adviser and representative 
in the central body. Each member shall retain office 
for one session, but ·may be eligible for re-election. 
These members and t~e two prinCipal ?fficer~ will m~t 
in London for a speCIfied number of times ID the year 
for the discussion of general policy, criticism of the 
work done, and co-ordination between the various 
centres, They will also help in collecting up-to-date 
information about the institutions in this country; the 
information collected in this way could then be issued 
in the form of an annual calendar and distributed to all 
the colleges in India. The travelling expenses of the 
elected members should be borne by the Government, 
and also a small grant should be made to each member 
to defray stationery and postal charges incidental to the 
exercise of his function. 

At each centre the members will make arrangements 
for meeting new-comers and help them in finding suit· 
able accommodation and in various other ways, when 
asked to do so. He will also furnish information to the 
central authority in London when requested. 

He may also help an individual student in sefuring 
admission to an institution ijy representing his case to 
the proper authorities. ' 

The permanent officials of the Board in London s?ould 
act only in the capacity of advisers and not ~s a? In.ter
mediary between the students and the IDstitutlOn_ 
Complaints have been made about the present practice 
which consists in receiving applications from students 
and forwardin a them on to various institution!!, accord· 
ina to the di~retion of the adviser_ In several cases 
applications have gone astray or serious delay in their 
transmission has caused unnecessary annoyance to 
many. In my opinion, a bette~ method would ~e to 
prOVide the enquiring student With all necessary mfor-

02 
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mation and request him'to send his application direct 
to'the institution he chooses. , 

The Advisory Committees in India also need some 
modification and improvement. Although these Com· 
mittees have been in existence some time, students do 
not seem to be able to secure adequate information 
:before leaving India. Improvement might be .effected 
by decentralisation; the principal of each college being 
asked to undertake this task for the benefit of his own 
&tudents. 

I have discussed this scheme with my fellow-country
men here, who have received it with approval as far as 
"the general principles are concerned. 

There might be certain difficulties at the initial stages 
()f such a scheme, but there are certain features to 
:reco=end it. It will unite all the Indian students in 
'this country. It will remove the suspicion, though 
'Unjust, which now, exists in the minds of many regard
ing the activities of the present Advisory Board. It 
will teach the Indian students in a practical way the 
walue of self.help and co-operation. 

In answer to questions, he stated that he acted at the 
"University as local Adviser to Indian students, though 
"there actually was no such appointment. Many wrote 
to him direct from India, having obtained his name 
from the University calendar and recognising. him to be 
8 fellow.countryman. ,They gave details oJ! their 
qualifications, &c., and he sent in reply all the informa
tion that he could. He gave them all instructions about 
obtaining hotel accommodation on their arrival in this 
country, and when they reached Leeds he helped them 
to seCUl'e lodgings. As regards their courses of study, 
he arranged for them to see the heads of the various 
departments, so that they could discuss that question 
with them. During the years spent at the University 
they constantly I referred to him for general advice and 
instruction. They needed different treatment from the 
English undergraduates because they were ignorant of 
e\'eryday things, such as the clothes required here, 
financial points, how to spend their leisure time, &c. 
They came to him when they required special coaching, 
",hich he arranged for them,/and he advised them how 
and where to spend the vacations. A local adviser of 
some kind was certainly needed, but the success and 
effect of such an appointment depended entirely on the 
personality of the man chosen. 

He thought that, while it was advantageous to have a 
member of the University staff as adviser, a senior 
Indian student might fill the position successfully, in 
an honorary capacity. On it being pointed out that the 
existence of such a student would be unknown to pro· 
spective students in India when they wanted to write 
for information about the University, the witness 
suggested that all questions 1rom students in India 
should be answered by a central body in London, and 
that, on arrival in this country, a senior student electtld 
by his fellows at each University could be applied to. 
In many cases the students themselves would prefer 
such an arrangement, as they often were diffident of 
approaohing a member of the staff when they were in 
need of help or advice. 'rhese senior students sho~ld 
go to London periodically to meet their co·workers from 
the other Universities. 

He held that all Advisory Committees in India should 
be abolished. On it being pointed out that not only did 
Indian students want information about the English 
Universities, but that the authorities at those Univer· 
sities wanted to be able to obtain fuller information 
about the students than they had at present, and that 
Advisory Committees could be very helpful in this 
respect, the witness suggested that co.operation with 
the Universities Bureau might meet the case. When 
reminded that the Bureau was in England and could 
not therefore furnish information which was obtainable 
only' in India, he suggested that the Universities in this 
country must be in constant communication with the 
Universities in India, and ought to be able t.o get the 
information needed from them, He agreed, however, 
that II. centre.l body in India composed of representatives 
from the Indian Universities and of men who had been at 
Englisq Universities, and so were conversant with the 

educational ,standards of the latter, would be very 
valuable. Students might get iiLformation about courses 
in Enaland from their own Universities or some 
membe~ of the staff of those Universities specially 
appointed for that purpose. For advising students. about 
existing conditions in Engla?d, however,. he co~sldered 
that the principals of the varlOUS colleges 1Il Indla would 
be the most suitable persons. On the staff of all Indian 
Universities there were men who had been educated in 
this country and so had a knowledge of the standards, 
courses, &c. / 

If there were to be a central organisation in India, it 
should be more a bureau of information than an advisory 
body. 

On it being pointed out that, if the suggestion to 
appoint a senior student at e6.ch University to act as 
adviser wel'e adopted the information obtainable in India 
would be even more defective than it was at present, the 
witness replied that, in his opinion, a man who had been 
at Leeds, for example, for a few years knew all there 
"as to be known about the various courses there, and so 
could give students in India all the information they 
wanted in this direction. 

Speaking of the Indian Students' Department, the 
witness stated that very few students made use of it, as 
it was rogarded with very great distrdst on account of its 
being a Government organisation. If faith in it were to 
be created, it would have to be modified a great deal. 
He personally suggested that, as a first step, the higher 
officials in the Department should be Indians. Very 
few of the students with whom he had_ come in contact 
had been to the Department, and those who had com
plained that they were unable to obtain any information 
of value from it. 

As regards financial guardianship, he slid that htl 
often exercised indirect influence, but had never actually 
been appointed as guardian to a student, and had 
refused to exercise such guardianship when requested. 
There had been little financial trouble with Indian 
students at Leeds. In one case a man had run through 
£400 in three months, but as he had a further £500 on 
deposit in a bank, and it had been possible to get an 
advance on the security of it, the case had not been 
really serious. The same student was sued for debt in 
'the county court a little while after. 

He did not consider it necessary to have Advisory 
Committees in India to act as intermediaries between 
a student and his family, or to deal with difficulties 
resulting from the death of students in this country. 
All such work could and would be done by individuals
no organisation was necessary. 

A fuw students came to England with sufficient funds 
to last them a year of two, but most came with enough 
for two or three months only. After that they received 
remittances from home fairly regularly. 

He would not advise undergraduates, unless they 
were exceptionally brilliant, to come to this country for 
a Univers~ty education. Coming at a later age they 
made greater progress and completed their course in a 
shorter time. It was quite correct to say that Indian 
undergraduates had to make good before they were 
accepted by the Englishmen as one of themselves. On 
the other hand, graduates were accepted immediately; 
the fact of their being graduates was quite sufficient 
guarantee. The principals of the Indian Universities 
should strongly advise undergraduates not to come to 
England; they -were not intellectually fitted for the 
more advabced work here, and they were too young to 
benefit by living in a foreign country. 

A.mong the special subjects for which, in his opinion, 
Indlan students should come to this country were civics 
and social science. 

He estimated that £250 was an average annual allow
ance for a student at Leeds. This was inclusive of 
everything (vacations, fees, &c.). As regards the health 
of Indian students at the University. he had found that 
in most cases the difference in climate was not felt too 
sever.ely. There hsd been exceptions, of course, and in 
one mstance a woman student had contracted tuber. 
culosis. It seemed a general thing for Indian students 
at the beginning of their stay in England to suffer from 
one or more attacks of malaria. 
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SATGRDAY, JUNE 25, 1921 (LEEDS). 

Present: 
THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHASDRA RAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

SIR M. HAlDfICK. 
SAHIBZADA APTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. M. N. CHATTERJEE. 
Dn. S. K. DATT.-t. 

Mn. E. G. HOWARTH, Secretary. 

PnOFESSOR A. G. PERKIN, F.R.S., Professor of Colour Chemistry and Dyeing, was called and examined. 

He handed in the following memorandum regarding 
"the points being particularly investigated in the United 
Kingdom:-

.. 1. There has been no difficulty in regard to the 
admission of Indian students in my department, though 
In case of scarcity of bench space British students would 
nave the preference. If, however, an Indian (or other) 
student cannot give evidence of scientific training up to 

-the University intermediate examination, or is found to 
be deficient in this standard, he is required to gain that 
knowledge in the general University departments. before 
-coming to me. 

2 and S. In my opinion, it is best for lndian students 
to come to my department after they have graduated 
M.A. or B.Sc. in India in Science. If they come at 
'intermediate (Indian) standard, they should then pass 
two or one and a.half years in 'the University Science 
schools before taking up Colour Chemistry and Dyeing. 
In no case should a student attempt to take my course 
'who has not a marked bias for scientific subjects. 

4. The facilities available for the higher and post. 
graduate ttBining of Indian students at this University 
'are excellent. 

5. The establishment of hostels for Indian students 
at University centres to which they go in appreciable 
numhers is, in my opinion, very desirable. When they 
are in lodgings we are out of touch with them after 
hours, and there are obvious disadvantages to them of 
an isolated life of this character. Of the organisation at 
'present existing for the assistance of Indian students 
studying in the United Kingdom I have no knowledge. 
An advisory centre to which they could first proceed on 
arrival in England would doubtless be of great advan· 
'~age ,to them. 

7 and 8. The question of attempting to provide 
practical training for Indian students studying in the 
United Kingdom is one bristling with difficulty. It 

·should be clearly understood that, as a ru1e, it is 
practically impossible to obtain these facilities for 
British.born students trained as dyers and dyeing 
chemists, and such a knowledge can only be gained, and 

-that slowly, by those who enter the service of a firm 
for a period of years under agreement. If, again, the 
factory happens to be of any dimensions, the young 
-chemist is frequently only permitted access to one 
portion. To allow anyone to enter such dyeing or 

. colour.making businesses merely for the sake of learning 
·the processes therein carried out would, I take it, be 
-regarded as out of the question, though it might be 
useful to approach firms tendering for Indian Govern· 
ment contracts to see if they could afford some help at 

-least in this direction. Dye.making and dyeing firms. 
however, are, as a rule, among the most exclusive, and 
it may be that certain other trades would not be so 
diffioult in this respect. It should be borne in mind 

·that it is not only the employer but also the workman 
who has to be considered in this matter. 

9. This is a general University matter, which hardly 
-comes under my purview. 

10. In my opinion, it is most desirable that Indian 
'Students should· become better acquainted with the 
oubject.s mentioned in this section. I would suggest 
that a certain number of highly.educated Indian 
students be sent to England solely for this purpose and 

'be retained in India subsequently for disseminating, at 
least in part, the knowledge thus acquired to their own 

. countrymen. . . . 
11. This is again a matter for dISCUSSIon WIth the 

general University authorities." 

In answer to questions, he said that there were at 
lPresent at Leeds two Indians students who had entered 

for the honours degree in Colour Chemistry and Dyeing, 
but they were as yet in the elementary stages of their 
course and would not join his classes until they were 
ready to specialise there. One of these possessed an 
Arts degree of an Indian University, but the second 
was not a graduate. It was as yet early to judge the 
quality of their work, but he thought they promised to 
be painstaking students. 

Since 1905 there had been about six or seven Indian 
studen~s in the department. One of them, who had 
come from the University of Calcutta, had taken the 
honours degree in Colour Chemistry and Dyeing. 

No other University was so well equipped for the 
study of Colour Chemistry as Leeds. Manchester had 
a department devoted to the subject, but it was not on 
such an elaborate scale. In Scotland there were 
smaller Dyeing schools in connection with the Univer. 
sities of Dundee and Glasgow; in America and France 
there were also one or two of these, whereas Germany 
possessed numerous technical colleges of this type. He 
thought that in these branches of Colour ChemJ.stry and 
Dyeing the English schools held the first place. 

English students obtained junior positions in works 
in order to gain practical experience, and became 
gradually fitter for posts of responsibility. He thought 
that in India there were weIl.equipped dye works where 
Indian students might be trained in the same way. 
The Science training given during the University course 
in Colour Chemistry and Dyeing was very advanced, and 
this was made as practical as possible, but additional 
factory training was essential before a student could 
hope to be capable of directing a works. 

He thought that it would be very difficult for Indian 
students to get into English colour factories or dye 
works. English students themselves were only able to 
do so, and this in rare cases, if they had some influence 
behind them, which would hardly be possessed by 
Indians. He did not know whether a Government 
appeal would have much effect in inducing English dye. 
making or dyeing firms to admit Indian students into 
their factories, 8S' the feeling of trade jealousy was 
strong, but he thought that it was worth while to try. 
He pointed out that the difficulty lay not only with the 
firms themselves, but also with their workmen, who 
were jealous of their knowledge and reluctant to instruct 
students. On this account there was no regular system 
of adInitting apprentices into dye works. 

As regard~ the entry of Indian students who had 
'already graduated in science to his department for the 
coming session, 1921.22, he said that there would not be 
room, as the more advanced laboratories were full, 
though about a dozen Indian students who had reached 
the Intermediate Science stage could be admitted at once. 
In the near future there would, no doubt, be room for 
even a larger number. In former years the department 
had trained from twenty t.c thirty students annually, 
whereas at present there were 151 in residence .. 
Twenty.five new students were being adInitted next 
session. 

Applications for entry to his department were made 
as a rule by Indian students themselves. A personal 
interview was, however, required before adInission 
could be granted unless a bond fide. certificate of good 
chemical knowledge was forthcoIning by post. A certi. 
ficate of character was also required by the University . 

He thought that although the colour.making industry 
was perhaps the most jealously guarded of the two, there 
was much secrecy also attached to the operations in dye 
works. Asked whether one of his best Indian students 
was capable of initiating industry after leaving th& 
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University he said that he would be able to do so 
could he h~ve a few years' trainin~ in a dye "!'orks. 

He thought that at present 1£ the IndIan people 
desired to have dye works for themselves, their best 
policy would be to get the factories built and started by 
an English dye machinery firm, who would no doubt 
be able to supply an English temporary director. It 
could then be handed over to an Indian successor 
when things were running smoothly and when there 
had been time to train Indians for the work. He 
thought that if the Government were to start a works 
a student of the type referred to above would be 
capable of carrying them on. He felt it a pity that 
this element had been appointed to teach instead of 
inaugurating practical manufacturing work. 

He said that the facilities that were offered to 
foreign students by the German dye manufacturers 
were in the nature of trade missionising. They were 
never admitted to the really important parts of the 
factory, and would most probably be employed in the 
department engaged in dyeing pattern cards. ~wo or 
three of the English students at Leeds were gomg to 
such a works in Switzerland this summer. Apparently 
Enghsh fil'ms did not show the same attitud~ towards 
Indian students as the German and SWISS firms 
towards foreigners. So far as he knew, no Indians had 
as yet been admitted in this way into English fir.ms. 

Indian students as a rule professed no desue te) 
study the properties of the various natural Indian 
dyes, and therefore their training had been chiefl~ 
confined to the artificial colouring matters. He him· 
self was an expert upon natural dyes, so that if 
IndIans brought him such materials of, good quality 
he would be glad to give them instruction as to their 
application to fabrics. As a rule, however, the methods 
that would be used in India and in England were the 
same, so that an Indian student got tlie necessary 
instruction in the ordinary course of study in his 
department. 

The use of natural dyes in India, which had been 
mainly a home mdustry, was rapIdly disappearing 
6wing to the employment of artificial colouring 
matters. A Leeds graduate who had been sent by 
Government to foster this home industry had indeed 
unfortunately persuaded the dyers to abandon the 
natural dyes and employ the artificial material. A 
marked decay of the home industry had taken place, 
and there had been a great detedoration in quality of 
the goods supplied from that source. 

As e. remedy, the witness suggested that Govern
ment scholars, preferably Science graduates, should be
sent to Leeds and earmarked for the special study of 
Indian natural dyes. When their training was com. 
plete, these could return to India with the object or 
reorganising the ·home dyeing industries. 

He thought that as a whole Indian students coming
to him were not adequately prepared in the funda
mentals of science. They showed a lack of apprecia
tion of its necessity. As regards their mentality, they 
exhibited a lack of originality, for although they could 
carryon work as ,a rule quite well under ,guidance, he
did not find them capable of mapping out new work 
for themselves. He thought that this was perhaps 
inherent in the Oriental character as regards Science, 
for he had remarked the S8'Ille characteristic in other
students from Eastern countries. 

No Commercial training was embodied in the
Colour Chemistry lind Dyeing courses, but if student&. 
wished they could get some training in this respect in 
the Commercial Faculty of the Leeds University. 

Postgraduate work in the Colour Chemistry and 
Dyeing department lit Leeds would be most useful for 
those desiring to enter the Indian Government 
Chemical Research Service. 

The study of the properties of artificial dyes was 
much more important .than the study of natural dyes .. 
as the latter were now orily employed to a limited 
extent. 

He knew of an Indian dye works at BO'lI1bay and 
another at l\Iadras both of which would, he thought .. 
be good training grounds for students. There was no 
Indian student at present engaged, so far as he was 
aware, at the Madras works. 

He thought that the advantages offered by the Leeds 
University in respect of the study of Colour Chemistry 
and Dyeing were well known in India. The Univer· 
.sity calendars and a special prospectus of the Colour 
Chemistry department were supplied to all the Indian 
Universities in cases where they asked for them. The 
reason that more Indian students went to the Dyeing 
department lit the Manchester Technical College than, 
came to Leeds was because Manchester was the centre of 
the cotton industry whereas at Leeds and in the district 
woollen goods were mainly manufactured. He thought 
that a centl'al bureau of information for Indian students. 
in this country would be of service. 

PnoFESSOIi J. B. COHEN, B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry, was called and examined. 

He said that at present there wete very few Indian 
students in his department: two men who were taking 
Colour Chemistry were doing the elementary part of 
their course with him, but they would not go on to do 
the hIgher branches of Pure Chemistry. 

As regards the general abilities of these two students, 
he said that they promised to be quite good students, 
though they wete neither of them brilliant. They both 
showed a keen desire to get on and to achieve the. 
diploma or degree certificate. He ~hought that Indian 
students as a whole were not suffiCIently well.grounded 
in Pure Chemistry; as a rule, they were not quite up to 
the entrance standard for the degree course usual at 
Leeds; this might be due to national characteristics, 
but, in his own opinion, it should be attributed to the 
Indian educational tradition, which seemed to be rather 
to memorise than to think; this tended to a want of 
originality and imagination; there seemed to be an 
inherited tradition to learn by rote. 

There had been a few exceptions to this rule. but not 
very many. Mr. Dutt, for example, had come as a post. 
graduate student from CalQutta, and had taken the 
M.Sc. dearee at Leeds University. He was at present 
on the te~ching steff of the University, and filling the 
post in a very capable manner; he did not think that 
the work that he did among Indian students in any way 
impeded him in the carrying out of his duties on the 
staff' he was of inestimable value to the Indian 
f>tud;nts and the witness thought that his position on 
the stuff 'was undoubtedly a great help in this respect. 

He thought that Indian'students should not come to 
this country until they were well prepared to beneftt by 

the degree course. He did not appl'ove of their cO'lI1ing 
as schoolboys, as this tended to Anglicise them too· 
much, and they might wish to settle in this country .. 
where they liked the life, instead of going back to
India. Although he would be ready to accept Indian 
students who had passed the intermediate examination 
in India, he would prefer graduates. 

He personally had nothing to do with the admission of 
students; that was done by the University, and he 
knew nothing of the students until they presented them. 
selves to him on the first day of the session. 

Great difficulty W&il experienced in determining the 
equivalence of examination standards between India 
and this country, and frequently a person who had 
matriculated in India was found to be considerably 
below the standard required for beginning the degree
course. 

It was suggested that the Indian student's lack of 
grasp of the fundamentals of Science might be due to 
th~ fact .that fro~ the very first he had been taught hiS: 
SCIence In a foreIgn language, and that therefore it was 
invested with an atmosphere of unreality. The witness 
agreed that this might be so. He added, however, that 
there was another aspect of this question. The Indian

. student, having learnt all his Science through the 
medium of English was in a far more advantaaeous 
position than, for example, the Chinese students "who 
~hen co~ing to this country, had the greatest difficulry 
III makmg. themselves understood or understanding 
what was saId to them: yet they usually did very well. 

He said that be was much interested in the social life
of Oriental and, generally, of foreign stUdents, and 
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-thought that still more ought to be done by thl l'fO
lessors of the University than was at present the case in 
introducing them to English home life. Personally, he 
had made it a practice to invite such students to hill 
home, and he felt that great advantages had accrued to 
\loth sides from this intercourse. 

There had at one time been a system in existence 
whereby all the foreign students were allocated to 
various professors, who .. fathered .. them. This had 
lIeen dropped of recent years, and he thought that it was 
a pity. He had sugge,;tcd its resusCitation, but all tha,i. 
had been achieved in the matter was that a list of aiT' 
,the foreign student,s had been prepared and was handed 
to each member of the University staff at the beginning 
.of the term, so that they could take any steps that they 
wished in inviting the students to their homes or in 
.any other way extending their friendship to them. 
Speaking from his own experience, he said that he had 
found Indian students very well-mannered, easy to 
entertain, and most grateful for any kindness shown to 
them. He thought that they were quite popular with the 
English students, and that there was no tendency 
towards segregation, although he had noticed some 
signs of aggregation. They took part in the University 
games and societies, and no distinction was made 
'between European Bnd Asiatic. He did not think that 
Indian studcnts were much interested in philanthropic 
movements in this country. 

There was a large working-men's club attached to the 
University. He remembered that some years ago a few 
"Indian students had been there and talked to the men, 
,and had been well received by them. 

He thought that there was a distinct tendency on the 
part of Indians, more especially in the medical profes
sion, to settle in this country. They were treated on a 
footing of equality here, whereas in India they were 
looked upon as inferior to the white man. There was 
'also a greater liberty of actIOn and thought in this 
.country than in India. 

Of about twenty Indian students who, had passed 
through hIS hands he had only had reason to complain 
of two. He felt this to be a satisfactory record. 

He thought that it was valuable from the students' 
point of view to have an IndIan on the staff, such as 
!Ilr. Dutt, but he did not think that it would be very 
easy to continue this practice, as he might wish to 
return to his own country: Mr. Dutt himself, he 
believed, was anxious to return. He did not think that 
the Indians who were settling down in this country 
could fulfil the post of Adviser to Indian students so 
well as it was filled by Mr. Dutt, because, apart from' 
his personal qualifications, it was a distinct advantage 
that he was on the staff, and therefore intimately asso
ciated with the University authorities and familiar WIth 
details of procedure_ 

In reply to a question as to his own investigations, 
the witness said that he was engaged at the moment on 
some private research, connected with the study of the 
physiological properties of organic substances, in collabo
ration WIth Dr. Browning, Professor of Pathology at 
Glasgow, who had made certain discovel'ies during the 
war on the nature of the antiseptic properties of certain 
organic substances when applied to suppurating wounds. 

At a general meetmg of the University Union 'last 
session a special commIttee was formed whose duty it 
was to look after overseas students and who arranged an 
enquiry bureau for them, 80 that they could at once 
avail themselves of the help that it offered. This 
(lommittee extended its interest to all foreign students. 
If Mr. Dutt should leave Leeds his voluntary duties 
towards his fellow-countrymen might in some way be 
carried out by this special committeee of the Union, 
whose duty It was to look after foreign students. 

He was willing to suggest to this committee of the 
Union that it should take some steps to introduce 
Indian students to the various philanthropic movements 
that were on foot in this country. He thought that 
pOSSIbly arrangements might be made in this respect 
without great difficulty. 

MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1921 (EDINBURGH). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHlKARY. 
DIW AN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 

MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
Sm M. llimuCK. 
SAHmZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, 
MR. R. E. FIELD, 

Secretaries. 

Sm J. ALFRED EWING, R.C.B., M.A., D.Sc., LL.D., Principal and Vice-Chancellor of the University 
was called and examined. ' 

He said that the Committee were welcome at ,the classrooms and laboratories. There was no residen
'Edinburgh and that he was very glad the subject tial system, and such hostels as existed were run as a 
.of Indian students in general had been taken up, private enterprise, and were practically self-governed 
as the University authorities were acutely aware by a students' Committee. There was no\hing 
of the importance and difficulty of the question. approaching the proctorial system of Oxford. or 
There were usually about 200 Indian students in Cambridge. The University authorities had no means 
the University who spent anything from three to of knowing in what way a student spent his leisure 
five years there. A stream of intelligent, eager, time, except in the rare cases when it was forcibly' 
enterprising and usually well-equipped young Indians brought before their notice by the police_ 
carne to' Edinburgh, and this should be the opportunity There were no licensed lodgings in Edinburah. A 
for allowing them to see something of English civilis8- sc~eme of licensed lodgings had been suggested, but, 
tion. But for the most part they saw only the surface owmg to the shortage of every kind of lodging, it was 
and perhaps some of the more objectionable features, out of the question to introduce at present any effective 
and in consequence they often returned to their own selection. 
country more disaffected than when they came. The number of matriculatl'd students in the Univer-

As a rule the Indian students made good use of their sity during the current session was over 4,800 j in 1920 
academic opportunities, and there were not many com- it was 4,643. 
plaints as to their conduct; their work was done well More perhaps than any other British University, 
and industriously in most cases; but their character was Edinburgh drew students from all parts of the Empire. 
not affected as it might be by residence in a Bl'itish The Medical School at Edinburgh had a very good 
city. To a great extent this arose from th~ir own reputation, and the largest number of Indian students 
attitude of suspicion; they did not want anything done used to come to take that degree_ Now, however, there 
for them which might be suspected of differentiating were more taking Science. He gave the following 
them from other undergraduates. It was a charac- figures in confirmation of this :-

'teristic of the Scottish University system that the In 1912, out of a total of 229 Indian students-
underaraduates had a greBt deal of freedom; the 101 had taken Medicine, 61 Arts, 62 Science, 

.'authorities did not attempt to c~ntrol their lives outside 4 Law, 1 Divinity. 
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In the present year, out or 176 Indian studen~-
62 were taking Medicine, 38 Arts, 74 SCIence, 

those exemptions depended on the type and quality or 
the degree. Certificates of good character were not. 

2 Law. required. . t l' . t 
Since the war they had found It nccessary 0 lml 

The following might be quoted as representative pre-
~ar figures :- . 

In 1912 there had been 229 IndIan students. 
In 191a 222 
In 1914 ,_ " " 180" .. 
After 1914 the numbers. decreased :-: . 
In 1915 there were 147; m 1916, 136; 10 1917, 13~, 

the number of Indian students in t~~ Facul~;y; .or 
Medicine on account of the limited chmc~ .fa()lhtles 
and laboratory accommodation. T~e. admISSIons h~d 
been cut down a year ago in l\!edIcLDe and also In
Science by a regulation of the Senate, but even now the 
numbers were abnormally high. 

• In Edinburgh there were also the Ro;ral Colleges ot 
Surgeons and Physicians, and a cert~lD. num~er of 
students prepared for medi~al qualifY:lDg. licences 
which could be obtained outSIde the Umversity. .As
regards postgraduate work, there .were some IndIan 
students preparing for the fellowshIp degre~ of these 

in 1918, 105; in 1919, 88; in 1920, 153; In 
1921, 176. d b 

Since the Armistice the numbers ha een 
increasing, and would probably again reach or exceed 
the pre-war figures. tt' h 

The freedom of undergraduate life -in t~e Sco ~s 
Universities was certainly a factor ih attr~cbng. IndIan 
students. The lesser number at present in Edmburgh 
(as contrasted with pre-war times) was partly due to 
the difficulty in obtaining passag~s" and . partly to the 
overcrowded state of the UniversIty which had made 
it necessary to limit the entry. . . . 

Most Indians wrote direct to the authOritles ~n!1 .dld 
not come through any official gate or orgamsatlOn. 
Indian students valued their independence abov:e . all 
things and fiercely resented any attemp,t at res~r~ctlon 
or control. This made it difficult for the authorztIes to 
make any special provision for them, as they at 0I?-ce 
Jumped to the concll!sion that they were haVIng 
different treatment from that given to British under
graduates. 

About eighteen months ago a !.M.~.A. hostel for 
Indian students had been set up 10 EdInburgh. The 
original numbers had been about twenty, but they now 
had reached thirty-eight. It was run by Mr .. Shor~ 
Singha, who was d?ing ex.cellent work .lD t~s 
connection. Some IndIans heSItated to come l.nto this 
hostel however on the supposed ground that It would 
restridt their freedom. Further evidence about the 
hostel 'Would be given by later witnesses. 

There was an Indian Association in Edinburgh-a 
club for students in which debates were held. It was 
sometimes spoken of as a hpt-bed of sedition; what 
grounds there might be for that he could not say. ·Its 
members were helpful, however, to Indian students 
arriving here who knew nothing of the conditions qf life 
in Edinburgh. Students so~etimes arrived w~tho.ut any 
preparation whatsoever, haVing made ~o .applicatlOn for 
admission, and members of the Asso()latlon had looked 
after them and helped them to find quarters. 

The Local Adviser at Edinburgh was appointed by the 
India Office. He dealt mainly-almost wholly-only 
with students who had come under the regis of the 
Government. Few, if any, {)£ the others seemed to 
apply to him for advice, though. the fact of his ha.ving 
been Adjutant to the O.T.C. durIng the war gave him a 
certain amount of standing and influence among the 
undergraduates in the University. 

The witness considered that Indian students at the 
University were faced with two main difficulties :-

1. The question.of health. Some coul? ~ot stand the 
severe northern climate and fell VIctIms to tuber
culosis and sometimes to nervous disorders 
bordering on insanity. 

2. They had an i~ense appetite for degrees. ¥any 
tried to take courses for two degrees SImul· 
taneously and a very small percentage of them 
were really fitted to do so. Mostly, they were 
bampered by general unpreparedness and an 
insufficient knowledge of English. It would, of 
course, be very difficult for thE! University to 
impose any regulations definitely forbidding this, 
as that would immediately be resented lIS a form 
of control binding Indian students only. 

As regards qualifications for admission, the witness 
said that some time ago an Indian matriculation 
examination was accepted, but now the authorities 
required the Intermediate: .examinatio~ of. an Indian 
University, and an addltlOnal examinatlOn had to 
be taken here to prove that the siudent had 
a good working knowledge of English. This was 
in no way an examination in literary. English. 
These two qualifications were accepted as eqUIvalent to 
the Edinburgh Preliminary Examination. Indian, 
degrees obtained certain exemptions, but the extent of 

colleges (F.R.C.S.E. or F.R.C.P:E.). . . 
As regards the difficulty resultlDg from the admISSIon 

of Indian student~ who applied in person after havi;l1g 
been informed by the stu~ents tha~ all vsc,anmes 
were filled, the witness smd that It was dIfficult 
for Universities to know whether all the students who
had been promised admission would turn up, and in 
this way they sometimes had vacancies at the last. 
minute. For instance, a year ago the Deans of the 
Faculties had announced publicly that no more 
Rtudents could be taken in the Faculties of Medicine or
Science owing to overcrowding, but at the beginning or 
the session a certain number of men fell out with the 
result that these vacancies were given to students who· 
applied very late. There was no fixed preliminary date 
for the closing of the University books. 

He thought that a Local Adviser was certainly needeit 
by Indian students coming to the University. They
needed advice as to the courses they should take, &c. 
But at Edinburgh Dr. Mackenzie was only recognised 
and consulted by Government students, though, of 
course, he was there to help all of them if only they
would approach him. There was a University Director 
of Studies in each faculty, to advise students about 
their work,-- but when a person took subjects in two 
faculties there was no one to co-ordinate and advise. 

Indian students came to Edinburgh at about the same' 
age as at Oxford or Cambridge; previously, they had 
come earlier. 18 or 19 was now a usual age for admis
sion. He thought that the only method of getting 
Indian students into touch with the better side or 
English civilisation was for. them to get introductions 
to good families in Edinburgh. At present, there was 
only a very limited number of people who received 
them; people were naturally chary of throwing open· 
their houses to men of whose antecedents and character 
they were entirely ignorant. The International Club, 
to which all foreigners were invited, and the Indian
hostel, where social evenings were held, did a certain 
amount of good work in this direction. 

It seemed to him to be a question for the Committee 
to decide whether Indian applicants should come 
through an official gate or not. The present arrange
ment of direct application on their part had proved 
satisfactory enough so far as the University was con
cerned, and he was sure that any method organised 
and carried out by an official body would be strongly 
resented by the Indians themselves. Of course, it. 
would be a good thing if the percentage of physically 
and intellectually inferior students could be rjlduced; he 
thought this might 'be achieved by means of more 
definite recommendations from the Indian Universities. 
Such recommendations would probably be recognised by 
the students themselves as inoffensive. 

Questioned AS to the Students' Representative-
Council, he stated that this had been set up by So

statute relating to the Scottish Universities. It acted 
as an intermediary between thl'l University authorities 
snd the students. 

It was stated that the present Committee would make 
investigations in India as to the best way in which the-, 
question of selection might be handled, and the witnesa 
said that the authorities would welcome such investiga
tions. 

As regards the exclusion of Indians from the O.T.C. 
at Edinburg~, he was not aware on what grounds the
Army Counml ha~ Il)ade such a regulation; he could' 
no~ ?ay whether, In the event of it being rescinded, the 
BrItIsh officers and membcrs of the Corps would object, 
to Indians joining. 
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Questioned as to the diploma in Actuarial Mathematics, 
he stated that it was a new feature at Edinburgh 
University, and had only been instituted quite recently. 
There was also a postgraduate course in Public Health, 
for which a diploma was granted. Tropical MediCine 
was included in the Medical Faculty. 

TW9 or three Indian women students were reading 
for their degree at Edinburgh, and about six were 
taking'the postgraduate course for the Fellowship of the 
Royal Colleges. There was no difficulty about their 
gaining admission to the University now, though in the 
past women had not been able to enter the Medical 
Faculty. 

In his oplIDon the best plan for an Indian student 
was to live with a good family. Unfortunately, very 
few Indians were able to get into such families, and 
the next best thing was a hostel. Those who had to 
live in lodgings could gain no idea of English life. At 
present Indian students were not able to gain admission 
to the hostels in Edinburgh because of the lack of 
room; they could only take a triiling fraction of the 
undergraduates, and there was a very great demand on 
their space. 
, As regards racial prejudices, there were, of course, 
some individual cases in which it had been shown, bUl 
on the whole there was nothing marked. 

DR. J. E. MACKENZIE, D.Sc., Ph.D., Local Adviser to Indian Students in Edinburgh, 
was called and examined. 

He handed in a written statement which is printed 
below. 

He stated that he had been appointed by the India 
Office with the sanction of the University authorities, 
who were previously asked if his appointment would be 
agreeable to them. He received from the Government 
a remuneration of £150 per annum for salary and 
expenses; this was a fixed sum and did not vary in 
relation to the numbers under his chargl'. A certain 
number of students were placed under his guardian. 
ship by their parents or guardians in India. As 
guardian he had charge of the students' nnances, and 
administered the money sent to him on their behalf; he 
visited them and gave advice about their studies, 
examinations, &e., and on any matter about which they 
were in difficulty. A number of students who were not 
wards also came to him for advice. The Students' 
Department in London sent him the names of men 
whom they knew were coming to Edinburgh, and he 
then did all he could to assist them generally. 

He became Local Adviser in October 1920, and since 
then about thirty or forty students had established a 
"personal relationship with him. At present he had nine 
students under his direct guardianship, at the request 
of their parents. He had sometimes received through 
the Students' Department enquiries from parents in 
India as to their sons' conduct, money affairs, &c., 
and he had sent in reply all the information he could 
obtain about them. These answers were sent to the 
Students'Department and forwarded to India by them. 
He had never been asked any questions by the India 
Office or anyone else as to the political views of a 
student, and he never volunteered such information. 

He was aware that Indian students as a whole dis· 
trusted the Students' Department in the belief that it 
was a Government agency for spying upon them. 
Several had told him quite frankly that he was sus
pected of being a Government agent, and this idea was 
prevalent among the Indian students. 

In spite of this he held strongly that it was essential 
to have a Local Adviser so long as no supervision was 
exercised by the University authorities outside the 
University walls. Indian students needed someone who 
took a personal interest in their life while in Edin. 
burgh; and parents needed someone to whom they could 
apply for reliable information about their sons. Control 
over the students had to be very light so that they 
themselves were almost unconscious of it, otherwise 
they would resent it. In the case of Indian students 
not under his guardianship who were not leading a good 
life, he had sometimes written to their parents in 
response to enquiries from them and suggested that 
they should be recalled to India. Unless the parents 
sought his advice it was very difficult for him to take 
any action in such cases, as the students would resent 
any interference on his part. In the case of British 
students a special Adviser was not so necessary, as 
they went home during the vacations and their parents 
were thus able to exercise control if they were not 
doing well. Nevertheless, he was of opinion that it 
would be a good thing if there were someone at the 
University to whom parents, not only of Indians, but 
of all undergraduates, could apply for information about 
them, and who would exercise supervision over them 
when asked to do so. 

Indian students were inclined to keep away from the 
Local Adviser because they felt that in applying to him 
they were placing themselves on a different footing 
.from the other undergraduates. They prefelTed to go 
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to their Professors for advice about their studies, and 
so did not give the Local Adviser a chance of giving 
them such help. 

His position in the University was that of Lecturer 
in Chemistry. 

He considered it probable that more Indian students 
would seek his assistance if he were a University rather 
than a Government official. 

During the war he had held the position of Adjutant 
to the Edinburgh University O.T.C. He knew of six or 
seven Indians who had been anxious to join the corps, 
but they had been prevented from doi~g so by an Army 
Council regulation. In or about l!J07 three or four 
Indians had been admitted to the University battery. 
One of these had proved very satisfactory, but two or 
three others had not turned out well, and in consequence 
they had all been requested to resign. He thought that 
if the regulations were changed to permit Indians to join 
there would be a certain amount of opposition to their 
doing so among the other members of the corps. There 
was a large number of colonials at the University at 
present, and they would object unless the Indian 
element was confined to one separate unit or platoon. 

On it being pointed out that the suggestion of a 
separate Indian platoon was most strongly resented by the 
Indian stUdents, as it placed them on a different footing 
to the other undergraduates, the witness said that 
before the war there had been a South African section 
of the battery and a colonial section in tbe infantry, 
and that, in the event of the existing army regulation 
being withdrawn, he thought the case of the Indians 
should be dealt with in the same way to begin with. 
If the Indian platoon or section did well and won the 
respect of the other sections of the corps all opposition 
to their free admission would disappear. 

Questioned as to whether the admission of Indians to 
the corps would affect recruiting, he stated that in 
October last, when the question was under discussion, 
a number of British and colonial undergraduates had 
expressed their determination to leave the corps if 
Indians were admitted. Tht' questions of the O.T.C. 
and of athletics were not analogous; it was true 
that the other undergraduates plaYf'd cricket with th;, 
Indians, but it must be remembered that the latter had 
their own separate team and that the Scottish students 
played against them, not as members of the same team. 
Under present conditions he thought that, even if only 
the most carefully selected Indians were admitted to 
the corps, there would still be trouble. Applicants for 
admission had to be interviewed by the O.C. or one of 
the other officers of the corps, and he did not think 
that any of them would like to take the responsibility 
of admitting Indians when it might mean the breaking 
up of their unit. 

It was pointed out that Indians were admitted to the 
sohool O.T.C., but the witness replied that the admis
sion of boys who were being brought up and educated 
in this country was quite a different matter from 
admitting older men who for the most part had little 
or no knowledge of British ways and customs. 

He had frequently been asked by the Students' 
Department, at the instigation of parents, to arrange 
accommodation for Indian students coming to Edin
burgh. In many cases the students had never 
approached him on arrival, and this was a difficulty 
in dealing with them. 

There was a feeling very prevalent among the 
University authorities that the greater part of an 
Indian's education should be carried on in his own 
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eountry. It was specially advo"cated that they should 
not come t{) Scotland at an early age. He had had 
several very good postgraduate students, a~d m~n of 
that kind were always welcomed at the Umverslty. 

He could not give any definite figures as to how 
many of the 176 Indians now at Edinburgh were 
merely wastinO" time and money, as he had had only 
six months' e;perience of them. He knew, however, 
of twelve to whom this description would .apply, and 
in all probability there were twenty or thIrty. They 
did not troubJe' to attend classes and were generally 
idle' it was not the professor's duty to enforce atten
dan~e, though a certain number tried to find out the 
reasons for a student's frequent abs!lnce. In one or 
two cases he had received enquiries from parents or 
guardians as to a student's progress. They no doubt 
obta~ned his name and address through the Local 
Advisory Committee or the handbook published by the 
Students' Department. 

As regards knowledge of English, he did not think 
the majority of Indians were deficient in this respect, 
but a certain number were, and were placed at a dis-
advantage in consequence. . ' 

He considered that the Y.M.C.A. hostel In Edm
burgh had been a success and that, as Indian students 
experienced difficulty in obtaining lodging accommoda
tion, there was a real need for such a hostel. The 
Indians now living there were very happy and pre
ferred it to lodgfngs. If the hostel were enlarged he 
did not think there would be any difficulty about 
filling it. There would always be a number, of course, 
who preferred the independence of lodgings, and in the 
uase of the older and more mature men it might even 
be advisable for them to live in rooms. In other cases 
he thought it better that they should live in hostels at 
Edinburgh; in a small place like St. Andrews, for 
example, where people were too well known for any bad 
conduct to pass unnoticed, it was less necessary. He 
thought on the whole that a hostel open to both Indian 
and ScottIsh students might be started. 

The Forestry and Agriculture Departments at Edin
burgh were strong and active, but, as conditions were 
entirely different in their own country, he was inclined 
to think that Indian students need not come to take 
these courses. Medicine was a good subject for them 
to study; Scots Law, being peculiar to Scotland, would 
be of no use to them, nor Arts in general. The coprse 
in Actuarial Mathematics had been started so recently 
that he could not express an opinion as to how far it 
would be suitable for Indian students. Edinburgh was 
a centre of insurance busin~ss, and, as that was fast 
becoming important in India, Indians might derive 
great benefit from the course. 

As regards the University Advisers in the Faculties 
of Arts and Science, their functions were of a purely 
academic nature. A Scotch student would go to his 
professor for any advice and to the Matriculation Office 
for such things as a list of lodgings, &c. In the case of 
an Indian student he would go to his professor only 
rarely, but would probably prefer him to the Local 
Adviser because he would consider the latter in the 
light of an official appointed by the Government. 

The question of obtaining practical technical training 
for students Dad hardly ever arisen in Edinburgh 
because, beyond paper-making, brewing and distilling, 
there were no important industries carried on in the 
immediate neighbourhood. One Indian student had 
recently asked him to try and get him an apprentice
$hip with a fum of chartered accountants, but the idea 
'\\ as a new one to Edinburgh firms and it was proving 
very hard to place him in an office. In accountancy, as 
in business, there were trade secrets which firms did 
not. want to give a.wa.y to students, British or Indian. 
Accountants wanted to() keep accountancy more or less 
II> close corporation. 

There was a South African Union in Edinhurgh con
nected with the University, hut there was no special 
'officer to act in the same capacity to South Africa as 
the I,oftal Adviser to the Indians. He did not think 
there Will! /lny Egyptian institution. 

Questioned as to the general finances of the Indians 
placed under his guardianship, he stated that he usually 
remitted t<) thND about £15 per month. This did not 
bave to cover such extra expenses as examination fees, 
&0. Lately the exchange had made the arrival of remit-

tances from India Tnt,hpr irregular, and ill consequenco 
sorno studl'nts had got into debt. In urgent cases he 
had hepn able to negotiate loans from the Students' 
J>npartment. The Government bad no security on such 
loans, but it WM understood tbat repayment would be 
mario immediatl'ly the belated remittances arrived. 
'I'his mpthod had only been adopted quite recently: 
formerly ho had had to apply to tbe Distressed Indian 
Students' Aid Committee in London. He knew of 
other students who were badly in debt, but Govern
ment assistance could only be obtained for those 
students who were wards. He estimated that £350 
to £400 per annum would be a moderate allowanoe 
for a student at Edinburgh with the present abnormally 
higb prices. 

He had heard that the health of some students was 
not VOl'y satisfactory. Emergency cases would be taken 
to the infirmary, and students who had contracted 
tuberculosis would probably be taken to a sanatorium. 

Memorandum by Dr. J. E. Macken8ie, Local Adviser 
faT Indian Student8, Edinburgh, on the points Tai8ed 
by the Committee on Indian Students. 

Main Linea. 
The cbief rea"ons whioh at present induce Indian 

students to leave India for education or technical 
training seem to be the higher status of the University 
degroes of this country as compared with those of 
Indian Universities, and the higher status of Bome of 
the technical colleges here as compared with those in 
India. The status and emoluments of a graduate of II 
British University or th~ holder of a diploma of a 
British technical college are in general higher than 
those of a graduate or holdpr of a diploma of a corre
sponding Indian institution. 

It is extremely difficult to say how far the experi
ment of sending Indian students to the United 
Kingdom has been justified by the experience of those 
who have been sent and the results that have been 
achieved. In Edinburgh there are and have been a con
siderable number of Indian students whose time and 
money have bet'n wasted. On the other hand, there 
are many who have done good work and have entered 
Govermnent or Municipal Services or Universities or 
other educational institutions. 
United Kingdom. 

1. '!'he facilities available to Indians for admission as 
undergraduates or students at Edinburgh University 
are the same as those available to all other people. 

2. It is considered desirable and practioable to have 
a definite uniform standard of qualification for admis
sion to Scottish Universities. All instruction being 
given in English, it is important that the student 
should be able to express himself in this lanO"uage both 
in spee~~ and in writing, and to understanl the ;peeoh 
and wrltlng ~ others, and even to think in English. 
The other subjects for Entrance Examinations and the 
standards .required should be such as to provide tho 
student :mth the neces~ary p~e1inlinary knowledge to 
enable ~ to pursue his studIes with advantage. 

3. I~ IS .co~Sldered that ~e following are the points 
at whicb It IS most beneficlal for Indian students to 
break off their pducation in India before proceedina to 
the United Kingdom:- 0 

Science ... } 
Pur~ Sci~nce '" After B.Sc. 
EngmeerIng '" } 
Agriculture '" After Inte~ediate Science. 
Forestry '" 
Law .,. . .. } -\ ftt. B A 
Arts '" r .• 
Medicine After Intermediate Science_ 
~he ,:x:aminations referred to are those of Indian 

Umverslties. 

4. See 1 above. 
These facilities include training for the following 

<legrees and diplomas:- ' 
Ph.D., D.Phil:, D.Lit.! D.Sc., M.D., diplomas in 

~e~grap.hy, In A~t.uanal Mathematics, in Forestry, 
~n TroP.lCal Medlcme and Hygiene, in Psychiatry 
In Pubhc Health. ' 

In addition there are postgraduate courses in 
Medicine in its various branches. 
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5. It is considered desirable that there should be 
hostels for Indian students at University centres. In 
Edinburgh practically all men students whose homes 
are not in Edinburgh live in lodgings. Within the 
University of Edinburgh there are no residential 
colleges or hostels for men students, though there are 
such for women students. There are, however, several 
halls of residence, hostels and settlements, .which are 
controlled by a company, by the Y.M.C.A. and by 
certain religious bodies respectively. In these institu
tions the University authorities exercise a benevolent 
interest, either by nominating representatives to their 
government bodice or otherwise, but in no sense do 
they control or govern them. The Indian Hostel, 
5, Grosvcnor Crescent, is under the auspices of the 
Y.M.C.A., but it is conducted on non-sectarian lince, 
and no religious questions are asked and all religions 
are tolerated. It provides accommodation for thirty
eight students and meets a much-felt want. Its success 
is due in no small measure to the capacity, tact and 
sympathy of the Warden, Mr. S. S. Singha. If the 
accommodation were doubled the hostel would not 
suffice for the present number of Indian students, who 
would gladly exchange the discomfort, loneliness and 
expense of lodgings for the comfort, company and 
economy of the hostel. 

There are a number of Indian students who move 
from one set of rooms to another at frequent intervals. 
The causes of removal are various, e.g., bad cooking, 
discomfort, overcharges, &c. The results are interrup
tion of studies and frequently loss of health. 

6. In Edinburgh University, Indian and all other 
students are officially advised by the University 
Advisers in the Faculties of Arts and Science and 
Department of Commerce, and by the Deans of the 
other faculties. They may also be advised by professors 
of the various subjects. The Local Adviser for Indian 
students may also be consulted by all Indian students, 
and he acts as guardian for a certain number of 
students by the request of their parents or guardians. 
The consultation of the Local Adviser on the part of 
Indian students is quite voluntary, and the Local 
Adviser has no control over any students other than 
those to wliom he acts as guardian. In Edinburgh the 

student is not controlled in any way outside the Univer
sity, and, so long as his conduct does not- transgreslJ 
the civil law, he is free practically to do as he pleases. 
Where the parents or guardians of students live in 
Great Britain this system has been found to have con
siderable advantages, and no doubt tends to foster 
character in the individual student. On the other hand, 
the student whose parents or guardians live thousands 
of miles away may, if not possessed of a stable 
character, waste his time and live in an iulproper way 
without any notice being taken of it, and this may even 
go on for several years. It would seem desirable that 
all such students should be under some form of 
guardiansIllp, of the lightest character so far as control 
goes, but with power to report on the idleness or bad 
conduct of any student. The individual or individuals 
acting in this capacity as guardian would require to be 
men of considerable tact and sympathy. 

7. In Edinburgh snd vicinity there are few larae 
industries, with the following exceptions, namely, 
printing, paper-making, brewing and distilling. In 
each of these industries the system of apprenticeship 
is prevalent and considerable difficulties are experienced 
in getting any young man into such works for a short 
period. 

8. It is considered doubtful whether firms who tender 
for Indian Government contracts can be induced to 
admit to their works for practical training a limited 
number of Indian students. 

In many cases the processes conducted at such works 
are of the nature of trade secrets, and the firms con
cerned would not, generally speaking, wish to give 
away these secrets. 

9. Vide 5. The Indian hostel in Edinburgh is used 
to a considerable extent as noliday quarters, more par
ticularly by Indian students studying at other Univer
sities than that of Edinburgh. 

10 and 11. In Edinburgh the opportunities of social 
intercourse open to other students are open to all 
Indian students, such as the University Union and 
various University societies. There is also an Associa
tion open to all students, which meets monthly in the 
houses of various Edinburgh people. 

MR. C. B. SAMUEL, a student of Agriculture, was called and examined. 
He stated that the chief reasons why Indian was very difficult to obt~n admission to such schools as 

students were obliged to come to tbis I:ountry for their - Cambridge and Rothamsted because they preferred to 
Agricultural training were as follows :- admit English students rather than Indians. He hoped 

1. In the agricultural colleges in India accommoda- that a definite number of seats at such schools might be 
tion was very limited. He mentioned the Govern- give!! to Indians, and if the number of applicants grew 
ment College in Madras, where only approximately too great they could institute entrance examinatioliS. 
forty.three or forty-six students were taken from a Another reason which militated against Indian students 
total of about 215 (in 1917) or 250 (in 1918) applicants. carrying on research work was lack of funds. Scottish 

2. There was a restriction in India to the effect that students were helped by scholarships and endowments. 
students taken at the agricultural colleges had to bm there was nothing of this kind to help Indians, and 
possess some land in the family. This practically dis- for research another three or four years· w.ork ,,'as 
qualified all those who wanted to specialipe in tbA required after the ordinary University course. He 
subject. thought that the problem of research might be solved 

8. Special courses in such subjects 8S l,lant an, I by :-
animal breeding, experimental agriculture, &0., were 1. The State advancing money to students, to be 
not included at all in the Indian tlllrnCIIIIl. repaid at a later date by their services; otherwise a 

4. Once a student had obtaiDfld lliR degl'ee flOm all loan at a low rate of interest, to be repaid when they 
Indian University there was no "hall'·e of going on to obtained a salaried post. 
research work. 2. The institution of scholarships on the same lines 

5. It was a recognised fact that an English degree as those of Scottish Universities. At present Indians 
was preferred to an Indian for Government appomt- had no incentive to work as there were no scholarships 
ments, although at hot.h the BODlbay and Msdras to be gained. 
Colleges the Agricultural degree was quite as good, if 3. Recognition of an Indian degree by the British 
DOt. better, than an English one. - Universities. Under present conditions Indians .had to 

6. For special branphes of Agriculture it was neces- spend five, six or even seven years in this country, 
sary to go to special countries, s.(I., America, Germany, first taking the degree and then continuing with 
Norway, Japan, Denmark. research work. Since last year, through the endeavours 

He wished that these dofects could be removed from of Mr. Malik, the Indian degrees had been recognised 
the Indian educational system in order tbat Indiall at Edinburgh. 
students might be spared the necessity of coming to The witness stated that he had taken the Agricultural 
this Clountry. If no preference ""-ere shown by the courses in Indie. and was now reading for the Edinburgh 
Govarnment to an English degree. one of the biggest degree. 
obstacles would be removed. He considered that it As regards exemptions, he said that Indians should 
would be a great improvement to teach Agriculture in be excused the first.year .degree. sub~ects (when they 
the Universities in India and to turn some of the present had come on from an IndIan Umverslty), as the same 
Indian agricultural colleges into research institutions. work was done there as in the English Universitie .. 

As regards the present facilities in India, there was no A student who had taken a diploma course in India or 
scope for higher work, and on coming to this country it a certificate course of an agricultural college would ,,~ 
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fully equipped to go through ~e B.Shc: :urt~a:e;:~ 
The RAg. or t.he L.Ag. of India was Ig er 
Edinburgh B.Sc. d half 

The witness had been through the two an a h d 
years' certificate course at Madras College, and a f 
been the medallist for his year; he was 2~ y~ar: ~ 
age' he had not yet decided what he was gOIng 0 a.e 
up, 'but he thought of going to Denmark to study agrI' 
cultural co.operation. hi 

When he had come to Edinburgh the work of s~: 
years' course at the Madras Agricultural College 
been recognised but he had had to matriculate here, no 
exemption fro~ any examinations here had been 
granted, and he had repeate~ all his. first year Pre· 
hminary Science. No exemptIOn was gtven 011 account 
of his havmg passed the Indian Agric~ltur.al course. 
He thought that exemption from exammatIOn rather 
than from classes was needed. . . 

Most of the students in the Indian agrICultural 
colleges were trained as farm managers, &c. About 
20 per cent. of them went on to their own farms; men 
who had taken the certificate course would probably 
get appointments in the subordinate (Government) 
service. 

STATEMENT BY MR. C. B. SAMUEL. 

The reasons which at present induce Indian students 
to proceed to other countries ;-

(a.) The inadequacy of the Agricultural College~ to 
take in more students. The Madras College of Agncul
ture annually takes in forty-three to forty-six students, 
of whom some are trained for the Certificate Course, 
while the others for the Licentiate of Agriculture 
diploma. 

The total number of applicants for admission in 1917 
were more than 200; 1918 about 250; 1919 more than 
250. Thus, as is evident from the number of desiring 
students and the total number admitted, there is only 
scope for 25 per cent. 

There is no chance for one province student to try in 
another, as each province is feeling the same difficulty 
owing to the demand of agricultural men, but the 
pressure on the Agricultural Colleges in other provinces 
i~ not felt to such a great extent as in Madras, because 
Agricultural Colleges there have been affiliated to the 
University. , 

The above statement applies especially to the Madras 
College of Agriculture, viz., the college is a Govern
ment institution and grants certificates and diplomas 
quite independently of the existing Madras University. 
This state of affairs makes the diploma and certificate 
holders to be of a lower status than the University 
degree holder. Consequently, the Madras student has 
to go to another province (if he is permitted) or to 
another country to obtain a University degree. Thus 
it is essential to affiliate the colleges which grant 
certificates and diplomas to Universities, so that the 
value of the training may be equalised. 

There should be no difficulty in affiliating those 
colleges which grant diplomas to the University, since 
the standard - of teaching and the courses taught are 
similar to those in which the degrees are granted, and 
even better. 

Advantage8 of the Affiliation. 

(a.) This will tend to equalise the graduates of the 
various provinces and give them equal status. 

(b.) This will help to popularise the branch and will 
draw a better class of students (a complaint which the 
Madras· College always gets). 

(0.) This will help the various Universities in India 
to produce graduates of the same standard, and, by 
gradually raising the standard, these Indian degrees 
can be brought to the level of the Western countries 
(if any courses are wanting). 

The next difficulty regarding the colleges is the 
limited accommodation. This difficulty has been gradu
ally incr~asing in a~ost a.l!- the province~, due. to 
intensive and scientIfic agrIcultural practIce whIch 
ryots are taking up. The demand for agricultural 
students apart from that of the Government. is 
extending to big landowners and estates. The;re IS a 
necessity for two kinds of agricultural men, VIZ., the 
B.Sc._ degree holders and the certificate holders, and 

the best meanS of bI'inging about both the affiliatio?- alJ
well as giving a general course to sons of farmers IS as-

follows ;- . 't' th ltd' t ( ) In the Madras Umversl y In e n erIlle la e 
the~~ are three groups, of whi~h the. 1 and 2 group 

are eligible for the B.Sc. In Agnculture. Thus, 
:~~ents of groups 1 and 2 of the Intermediate have 
either the .choice to proceed to B.A. ~ts or B.Sc. 
in Agriculture, both these degrees covermg two years 
for completion. 

Subjects for Intermediate;-
Group I, Mathematics, .Physics, ~hemistry. 
Group II, Biology, PhYSICS, ~hemlstry. 

The present Licentiate of AgrIculture cour.se could 
be spread over a period of two years to constItute the 
13.Sc. degree. 

Agriculture, 2 years; Agr. Botany, 1 year; Agr. 
Chemistry, 1 year; Agr. Entomo!ogy, i year; 
Agr. Mycology, i year; Agr. Veterlllary, i year; 
Agr. Engineering, i year. . 

Farm work, three hours a day, tWIce Weekly, 
extending for two years. 

These are the graduation subjects for the B.Sc. 
degree. Of these there should be a first-year degree 
examination in-(a) Chemistry; (b) Engineering; 
(0) Mycology. 

And in the second year-(a) Agriculture; (b) Botany; 
(0) Veterinary; (d) Entomology. 

There should be no accumulation of subjects in th~ 
final year. 

Certificate Course. 
Any matriculated -student is eligible for admission. 

Course extending over two years and is similar to the 
present Certificate Course, but the granting of the 
certificate should be done by the College Board or the 
Agricultural Board. The first five students may be 
taken into the B.Sc. curriculum. 

The next difficulty is the limited accommodation. 
There are only two ways of bringing about a remedy ;

(a.) The extension and increase of rooms for students 
in Coimbotore and building more rooms for 
classes. This needs no special explanation. 

(b.) The other way would be to utilise the present 
Agricultural Colleges for the B.Sc. classes only 
and have Agricultural schools in the presi
dency. 

These schools could be cheaply built near the present 
-demonstration farms atr- , 

(a.) Anakapali; (b) Palur (S. Arcot); (c) Tali
paramba (W. coast), where mixed farming is 
possible. 

(b.) The Certificate Course could be taught at these 
stations. 

(c.) As no laboratory work is done in this course the 
school will not be expensive; and as ther~ are 
x:o extraordinary advantages in having residen

,. tI~l h,oste!s the schools may be without hostels. 
~hIS dlstnbubon of Agriculture Schools will 

en~o~rage ryot~' sons for training, as the present 
trammg centre IS not central to all parts of the presi
dency. 

These schools could also be utilised for short 
farmers' courses; departmental heads of co-operative 
w~rk; centr~s of district experiIllent stations. 
~e .Agncul~ural Colleges at home are lacking 

behmd m certam new courses which are taught here as 
well as on the Continent. This will always happen 
u~ess the h~ads of the various departments in th~ 
dIfferent provmces IIleet occasionally and study the new 
problems of other countries. Some foreign Govern
ments send one professor in each branch once in two 
years for a period of six months to learn any new 
p~oblems, and I do not see why this should not be 
trIed. 

A.t pres~nt there are no facilities for research in 
IndIa, nor IS ther~ any scope f~r working in a particular 

. branch.. ~~ere IS no complamt about equipment nor 
the avaIlab~hty of material to work, but the teaching. 
Every prov~nce has an Agricultural College and experi
mental st!ltion and a number of experts and professors. 
the functIon of whom seeIlls to be to produce a certain 
number o~ graduates and diplomates and nothing 
beyond thIS. The individual professo~s and experts 
~ust be made ~ tr.ain ~p and aid students in research. 
'Ihe present SCIentIfic Jealousy is very foolish and has 
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been the chief caURe for the failure of research work. 
At present the expert himself wishes to carry out 
l'esearch and constructs certain experiments which he 
himself does, or in certain cases takes his subordinates 
to help him. This kind of work is good, but, apart 
from the expert's own research work, he should 
-encourage the men nnder him to begin original research 
work and also give students ideas of research, thus 
showing the modus operandi and giving the responsi. 
bility of the experiment to them. This will give a 
greater degree of accuracy and care to be put into the 
-experiment than is the case whe'll working to the direc. 
tions of a master. 'fhe success or failure achieved by 
.J'oung experimenters will give them greater impetus 
and initiative in the long run. 

Every year the professors or experts must be made to 
take a small number of graduates annually and give 
them training. This must be strongly emphasised by 
,by the Government. 
Facilitie8 for Higher Training. 

If the various experts and various scientific heads 
properly introduced ideas of research work to the sub. 
ordinates as well as to the students the rush here for 
lUgher training will be greatly reduced. But for some 
,years to come India will have to send her men abroad. 

At present no country is highly advanced in all the 
branches of agriculture, and such students should pro· 
-ceed to other countries where a particular branch of 
.agriculture is specialised, as, for example :-

1. Denmark, Agricultural Co.operation; 
2. Halle and Cornell Universities for Dairying; 
S. Leipzig University for Agricultural Bacteri. 

ology; . 

4. Berlin and Hallc Universities for Agriedtural 
Chemistry; 

5. Cornell and Munich Universities for Agricul-
tural Plant Pathology. 

A student who comes in here for research has to work 
with materials with which he has had no knowledge, 
and consequently it takes him some time to study the 
materials. ThIs is especially the case with agrosto. 
logical and genetical problems, not mentioning the agro. 
nomical problems which are not of application unless 
the materials are found in the country where the 
research is made. Consequently, any student working 
research here learns the technique, and his research is 
of no practicability to India, and before he could start 
his work he has to study the material, which takes him 
some time 8lld brings very little value of the study he 
had had at home. 

At presed the rush is towards one country alone, 
viz., Britain alone for postgraduate work, which is due 
to the IndIan Government not recognising the work 
done in foreign Universities, and, unless this recog. 
nition is done, Indians will always tend to crowd here to 
be only sent empty.handed. Certain UniversitIes, such 
as those mentioned above, which are in pre.eminence 
in the branches mentioned above, must be recognised 
by the Government and their degrees held on the same 
level as British degrees. 

As regards the existing conditions here for research, 
I may mention that every research institution is full, 
and, as condItions stand, admissions are very difficult. 
Not only are admissions difficult, but there are other 
factors as well which greatly hinder Indian students for 
research work. 

MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1921 (EDINBURGH). 

Present: 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Ohairman). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHIXARY. 
DnVAN BASADUR M. RUIACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Sm M. HAIDIICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHllAD KBAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, } S . 
MR. R. E. FIELD, ,ecretaTJC8. 

Five Indian students of the University, MR. G. A. KAl4TAXAB (Engineering), MR. S. W. 
HARDIKAR, M.B., Ch.B. (Medical Research), MR. A. KRISHNAN TAl4PI, Hon. Sec., 
Edinburgh Indian Association, MR. D. M. Nunsoo, President, E.I.A., and MR. P. 
NATH KAUL (Barrister.at.Law), were called and examined. 

They submitted the following .statement of their views 
8S representing the EdInburgh Indian Association :-

.. We have been authorised by the Indian students in 
Edinburgh to draw up this memorandum embodying 
,conoisely their views for your information. In our 
evidence we shall, if necessary, individually try to 
-elaborate the points in greater detail and to answer any 
-other questions you may like to ask us. 

We have come to this country to gain knowledge and 
-experience, which we hope to use with benefit to our 
mother.country on our return there. To us our educa. 
iion here is not a mere personal concern, but is of great 
national importance. 

There is at present a large influx of Indian students 
to this country, the need for which we greatly deplore. 
"The reasons for this are not difficult to find, and 
ought to be speedily remedied by Government. We 
shall try to point out briefly a few of the glaring faults 
in the aducational and other systems at home which 
-directly or indirectly are responsible for our having to 
leave India for education abroad. There are very few 
University colleges and other recognised institutions in 
India to provide the necessary higher education. Not 
-only is this the case regarding Medicine, Agr!culture, 
Enaineerina, &c., but in such colleges as do eXIst at all 
t.he

o 
acco~odation is very limited, and, what is worse, 

the standard of teaching is far below that in corre
sponding institutions in the United Kingdom. The 
latter is due to the fact that appointment to the various 
ChaIrs is made not upon the fundamental basis of 
selecting men especially qualified for scientific investi
gation and teaching of particular subjects, but the needs 
of education are subordinated to the administrative 
needs of a particular .. service" to which the field of 
selection is arbitrarily limited. Further, teaching is 
very often not their only work, and they cannot there
fore have the same interest in the institution that 8 

British professor has in his. While this is the case as 
regards efficiency, their snobbish and overbearing 
attitude and manners toward their students are gener. 
ally not conducive to the creation and preservation of 8 

wholesome academic atmosphere. 
Until this system is altered no improvement can be 

"xpected. It would not be too much to say that the 
adoption of the present Indian system by the British, 
Universities would spell their ruin. 

As regards technical education, we are sorry to have 
to impress on you the extrerllely meagre (and in some 
places none at all) facilities afforded to us to have' 
efficient theoretical or practical training. Even after
eoming to this country we have to labour under 
enormous difficulties in securing practical training. 
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There are some more reasons which induce us to come 
to this country, which are as follows :-

I. In India an English University graduate is 
preferred to a man with corresponding or even 
higher Indian qualifications for all branches of 
Government service. 

II. Even in cases where an Indian University 
graduate is accepted, there is a difference made 
with regard to the salary, status and promotion 
scale. 

III. Certain of the services are recruited in the 
United Kingdom, e.g., the "Imperial ,. 
services in Forestry, Engineering, Education, 
&c. 

IV. Certain of the departments (e.g., Veterinary 
Medicine) in colleges in India give only 
diplomas, and the holders of these diplomas 
.have no chance in the competition with 
graduates from the United Kingdom as regards 
Government service. 

V. As regards Law, in most parts of India legal 
practitioners, "Vakils," are not allowed 
certain pri vilt'ges unless they are " barristers .. 
from England. 

With regard to the question of postgraduate study 
and research, we need hardly point out that there are 
no facilities at all for this kind of work in India. 

Coming now to the difficulties which Indian students 
.,xperience in gaining admission to British Universities, 
until very recently, excepting perhaps in Oxford and 
Cambridge, every Indian student had the same privilege 
of applying directly to the Dean of the Faculty con
cerned in any British University as students from 
other parts of the Empire. But we now understand 
that some Universities, such as Liverpool, have 
insisted on the production of a recommendation from 
the India Office, which state of affairs is extremely 
deplorable. We also understand that some Universities 
have restricted the number of Indians to be admitted 
every year. 

Advisory Bodies.-We emphatically condemn the 
existence of any official Advisory Committees for 
Indian students, including the Central Organisation in 
London, the different local branches in this country and 
also in India. It is certainly humiliating to us to have 
to seek admissions through an intermediary body . We 
have found from experience that in the majority of 
cases students who have sought the aid of certain 
advisory bodies have lost considerable time and failed 
to seoure admissions which in all probability they could 
have obtained by direct application ,to the Universities 
themselves. Further, we do not see any necessity for 
spending a good amount of money from India in 
keeping up an establishment which has done practically 
little of beneficial work, when the Universities them
selves have so far made no distinction between us and 
other students in the matter of correspondence, admis. 
sion, &c. 

Preliminary Standard for Admi8sion.-This is a 
matter entirely for the Univt'rsities to decide, and our 
experience shows that they have no special prejudice 
as educational bodies to insist on a higher preliminary 
standard in the case of Indians than that they require 
of {)thers. Should, however, they decide to impose any 
extra disabilities on us, we shall be very thankful to the 
·India Office to then use their influence to improve 
m.atters. 

Hostcls.-Coming to the question of hostels and 
lodging accommodation which the India Office seems 
anxious to provide us, not only in the educational 
centres but also at holiday resorts, we most emphati
cally protest against any such provision being made 
officially, the more so if the use of it is made compul
sory. The subjecting of Indians to any such condltion 
while other students at Universities are free to take 
care of themselves is nothing less than placing a special 
stigma upon Indians as Indians. Even the most 
beloved child of the most loving parent would feel itself 
driven to rebel against any such excessive solicitude for 
its welfare. Those coming here are neither children nor 
hothouse plants, that they should be subjected to so 
much protection; and the products of such a system 
would not be of the slightest use to India. We do not 
imply that difficulties do not exist in the way of Indians 
to secure good lodging accommodation. Bl!t. the Local 

Adviser in his official capacity can do no more to hel~ 
them out of it than any private citizen so inclined. The 
remedy of establishing official hostels where all Indianll
would be segregated together would be worse than the 
disease itself. On the whole, it would seem. to us to bl!' 
better that the newcomer should begin his education 
here by getting a few knocks about the world and seeing; 
for himself at Drst hand the difficulties that exist and 
the way in which the world is prepared to treat him, 
than that he should lose this valuable first lesson by 
having his comforts provided for by an official authority. 

Social and intellectual intercourse again is primarily 
a matter of the relations between the Indians and th& 
people of the land in which they are. We do not seOc 
how this can be promoted officially nor whether an 
official function would really deserve the name, however
grand it may outwardly be. Several of us have had the 
privilege of enjoying the hospitality of some of our own 
teachers here as well as of the citizens, and the pleasure 
of it becomes now all the greater for the knowledge 
that it was shown to us without any official prompting. 

It may not be beside the point here to mention that. 
on more than one occasion we have had reason to
suspect that some Indians not only spy upon their
fellow.countrymen here but actually spread false and 
baseless reports which cause no small amount of incon
venience to their victims, to say the least, and that. 
these activities are carried on with the knowledge of 
the India Office . 

In conclusion, we wish to suggest the following for
your consideration :-

I. That the Government of India should see its 
way to t'stablish more colleges in India for
the difft'rent branches of study and equip 
them with well.qualified teachers, making 
no distinction between English or Indian 
qualified men regarding salary and status. 

II. That Indian recruits for the Imperial services. 
should be selected in India, and then, if 
Ilecessary. in some cases be sent to England 
lor a special training for a short period. 

III. The difference of privileges and status betweel1 
.. Vakils " and barristers should be 
abohshed. 

IV. An English qualification should no longer be 
considered higher than a corresponding one
in India for any Government service. 

V. The Government of India should give every 
encouragement to students going in for post
graduate study and research work and pro
vide more facilities for the Bame by opening. 
more and better.equipped colleges in India. 

VI. The Government should use their influence with 
firms here which trade with India to make
it a condition that they should every year 
take a certain number of Indian students ho
undergo practical training under them, as 
has been done by the Governments of Japan 
and even MYl!.ore. 

VII. We would further suggest that the India Office
use their influence to get a certain number 
of Indians admitted to the O.T.C. and also
in the naval and military training colleges."-

The Chairman opened the proceedings by pointing out 
to the students the unofficial natul·e of the present 
Committee, urging upon them the hope that they· 
would speak quite freely and openly. He also said that 
he could assure them that so far as he was aware 
their suspicions of the Indian Students' Department 
in London as indicated ill their memorandum were 
without any foundation. As regards their condemnation 
?f the ,Local A~visory Bodies, both in this country and 
In India, he pomted out that other Universities which 
for various reasons were more restricted in the ~umber 
of their Indian admissions than was Edinburgh laid 
stress on the need for selection and d~sired 
the help of some such bodies. He thought that 
the students were not unreasonable in their objec-. 
tion to any official or Government form of selection 
but he suggested to them that there should be som; 
system, such as a general selection of the best students. 
by the Universities each year. He thought that th
important thing was to get the best students admitted: 
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8nd il13ombay, Calcutta, Madras and the other Univer. 
sities all submitted a list of their best students to some 
-central org'lnisation, composed of University represen
tatives, and that 1I1'lection was made from this list ther9 
would be a better chance of the most suitable applicants 
gaining admission. If there were still room in the 
English Universities for more Indian students it would 
still be open to any sttldent who wished to make 
personal application on his own behalf. The central 
~rganisation of which he spoke would serve as an Inter. 
University Clearing House for Indian applications. 

Mr. Kaul said that he would oppose the institution of 
such a body because it would close the doors of t~e 
Enulish Univt"lsities to men who, although their 
.academic qualifications were itot high, were likely to 
make the most useful nation.builders in India. He 
thought it impossible to judge of a man's merits by his 
lIcadE'mic qualifications. 

Mr. Tampi said that no selpction body was required 
for the University of Edinburgh because it admitted 
'quite freely all applicants who came. The Ch~irn:an 
replied that this was the case, but that the orgams~tlOn 
-of which he spoke was needed by all the other Umver. 
sities, and it was probable that in the Facul~y of 
"Medicine there might soon have to be some selectIOn of 
Indian students for Edinburgh itself. 

Mr. Hardikar thought that so long as no selection 
was necessary for Edinburgh the existence of a Univer. 
llity Board of SelE'ction in India for the other Univer
sities would result in Edinburgh being made a dumping 
.ground for Indian students who had been reJected else. 
where as undesirable. 

The Chairman replied that the body he had in view 
would forward applications to the Universities to which 
the particular students wished to be admitted, so that 
this would not be the case. The only pooling of appli
cations that would take place was a separate one in 
respect of each institution to which admission was 
sought. 

Mr. Tampi nE'xt pointE'd out that so long as the 
teachinu standards in India rE'mained at their present 
level it "WOUld be necessary for Indians to come to this 
-country if they wished to gain a thorough and efficient 
education. He agreed that there was a great need to 
make India self. sufficient in this respect, saying that he 
had studied Medicine in Madras under an anatomy 
professor who had tried his hand at different times at 
teaching no less than nine different subjects in the 
University. He could give other examples hardly less 
flagrant. He had represented the case to the Medical 
Adviser to the Secretary of State, who had made an 
unofficial visit to the Edinburgh Indian students when 
-enlisting Scotsmen for the I.M.S.; he did not think 
-that any improvements had resulted. 

As regards the question of a Local Adviser to whom 
Indians might go as a right when they arrived at their 
University town, Mr. Tampi did not think that such an 
-official on the University staff would be able to give the 
kind of help that was required by students. In such a 
matter as finding rooms, students at present went to 
the Edinburgh Indian Association, and the students 
who were already at the University helped the new· 

-comers. He instanced the case of some Indian students 
who had arrived and it had been impossible for them to 
get rooms, so they had been befriended for their first 
night by other Indians; they would not be ready to ask 
so much of a Local Adviser. 

The witnesses were all in agreement that in academic 
matters Indian students needed some advice, but that 
they could get this from their Deans and Professors. In 
-private matters they thought that the only right and 
practicable system was for the Indian students to 
·extend a helping.hand to each other whenever it was 
needed. It was always possible to get into touch with 
each other through the Edinburgh Indian Association. 

If there were to be any Adviser to whom Indians 
might go as a right, then, Mr. Tampi thought, he 
should be under the direction of the Indian students, 
and should have absolutely no power of supervision over 
them. He did not, however, think that any ,such 
official was needed by Indian students, as any help or 
advice that they needed could be supplied by the Secre-
1iary of the Edinburgh Indian. Association who was 
~ided by a special Advisory Co=ittee of the 
AssociatiQn. 

This body was als'.) capable of giving Indian students 
in India all the information that they might desire 
regarding the facilities offered to 'them by the Scottish 
Universities. The Secretary had answered over 100 
enquiries of tbis nature already this year. 

The Chairman then came to the question of Univer. 
sity hostels, saying that there was no suggestion of any 
compulsory residence in hostels, or that they should be 
organised cn an official basis. The Co=ittee wished 
to ascertain whether or not Indian students would 
prefer to live with their fellow British students in 
hostels or ~ hether thE'y preferred to live in lodgings. 

Mr. Hardlkar said that the hostel system was practi. 
cally non·existent in Edinburgh, therefore it was not 
possible for him to speak from experience on the 
matter. He thought that hostel hfe might tend to 
segregation. He himself lived in lodgings with a 
British student, with whom he was on terms of 
intimate friendship. He thought that in lodgings 
Indian students would get a better chance of mixing 
with British students than they could in hostels. 

Mr. Raul said that he would not actively object to 
the institution of hostels in which Indian students 
might live provided that the Government had nothing 
to do with their organisatlOn and maintenance. Hi~ 
own experience, however, of living in the Y.M.C.A. 
hostel at Edinburgh was that its atmosphere was one 
in which serious work was rendered difficult. 

On the whole the witnesses agreed that the lack of 
hostel acco=odatlOn was not a need that they were 
particularly desirous of having filled. 

Mr. Hardikar agreed that living in lodgings did not 
bring a student into contact with the best form of 
English family life, but for this defect he did not think 
that hostels would provide any remedy. He thought 
that, although family life was desirable, it was almost 
impossible to get into a family that was of a really 
desirable character. The experience that his friends 
had bad in this respect was far from encouraging. TI) 
get into a really good family would be very expensive; 
another drawback was that many restrictions had to be 
complied with in a family which one would not meet 
in lodgings. 

1\:£r. Hardikar and Mr. Kaul both tll-ought that the 
Y.M.C.A. hostel was a good temporary residence for 
Indian students until they could make their own 
arrangements, but that, as a permanent residence, ii 
was a failure. Mr. Tampi said that the food was not 
good, and that no consideration was given to students 
whose lectures or clinical work made it necessary for 
them to take their meals at irregular hours. Mr. Kaul 
thought it obJectionable that in the lectures on 
comparative religion that had been held in the hostel 
the Christian philosophy was expounded. 

Mr. Kaul had tried in 1914 to get admission to the 
O.T.C., but his application had been refused. 

Mr. Kamtakar said that he knew of several Indian 
engineering students who had also been refused admis. 
sion and he considered this a grievance that ought to 
be remedied. 

As regards the question of the cost of Ii ving at the 
University of Edinburgh, Mr. Kaul said that, inclusive 
of everything, an income of from £200 to £250 a year 
was quite sufficient. 

Mr. Tampi said that he had been at Edinburgh for 
three years and had managed quite comfortably on less 
than this. He was, however, particularly fortunate in 
his landlady, who for several years had made it a 
practice to take Indian students, and who charged him 
only 168. a week for two rooms, light, gas and service. 
He thought that an average charge for similar accom
modation would be about 258. a week. 

Mr. Tampi said that he tho\lght that there was some 
racial prejudice existent among the British students, 
but he did not think that it was 8 general rule. He 
thought that it was most prevalent in the Medical 
Faculty. 

Mr. Hardikar said that he was 8 Medical student and' 
that he did not find any difficulty in this respect. 

Mr. Kaul's experience had been less fortunate, and 
he said that he had found considerable bitterness among 
British students towards men of colour. In th~ 
University Union he said that 8 British student woul<l 
not sit at the same table with an Indian. 
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Mr. Hardikar took a directly opposite opinion, saying 
that in the Union he mixed freely with British students 
and met with no unpleasantness from them. 

Mr. Tampi took a view somewhat between these two, 
saying that there was no doubt that a considerable 
amount of racial prejudice did exist, but that there 
were many British students who showed no sign of H. 

Mr. Hardikar added that he lived in the same 
lodgings with an English student from Cumberland, 
and that he shared a sitting-room with him. He knew 
of another case where a South African, a Lancashire 
man and an Indian lodged in the same house and were 
all on good terms with each other. 

Mr. Kamtakar thought that all the information that 
a student could require about his courses could be 
obtained from the Dean of the faculty to which he was 
attached. He thought that the Deans were sufficiently 
interested in the students to prevent them from doing 
two courses simultaneously, if it were nat necessary or 
advisable. 

Mr. Tampi said that some Indian students took a 
combined M.A. and B.Sc. course, but they took five 
years over it instead of the normal three years" course 
for either degree separately. 

Afr. Kamtakar thought that it was advisable that 
this double course should not be taken by Indian 
students. 

Mr. Tampi did not think that there was any advan
tage in waiting to graduate in India before coming to 
this country for ordinary degrees or diplomas. He had 
been advised in London not to attempt to get admission 
to a British University, seeing that he had only got the 
Madras Intel'mediate Certificate behind him. He had 
decided to try Edinburgh for himself, and he had 
obtained admission without any difficulty whatever. 

Mr. Hardikar pointed out a disadvantage under 
which Indian Medical students laboured in this country 
for education. He said that the sub-assistant surgeons, 
who were registered in India. as practitioners, were given 
no facilities, but he was strongly of opinion that students 
for postgraduate study should finish their respective 
courses in India before coming over to Europe for 
higher education. Whereas they were given certain 
privileges as students of M.R.C.S. (England), which 
diploma they c@llld obtain in three years, he had been 
five years at Hyderabad studying Medicine, but when 
he came to Edinburgh he had had to begin with 
1st 'M.B. work, and it was not until he had reached 
thE' third year of his course that he was exempted a. 
year of work. He had been given every chance for 
doing postgraduate work. 

In London the Conjoint Board of the Royal College 
of Surgeons and the Royal College of Physicians would 
have admitted him to the advanced part of the course 
for their diploma. without doing the preliminary work. 
This would induce many students to come to this 
country for medical qualifications. 

Mr. KauI, speaking from the Law student's point of 
view, said that he thought it unjust that Indian 
students should have to read in ch~bers in this 
country instead of returning to India. and reading 
with an Indian barrister. It was pointed out, how
ever, that tbis was a High Court Regulation in India 
and had nothing to do with the Universities or legal 
.uthorities in this country. 

Mr. Tampi thought that the subjects for which an 
(ndian student should come to this country for educa
tion were Medicine, Science, Engineering, Forestry, 
Agriculture and Veterinary Science. Actuarial 
Mathematics might be studied in Edinburgh, and the 
facilities offered were good. 

It was impossible for Indian students to get any 
practical engineering experience in shops in the 
United Kingdom, but he thought that it was still 
worth coming here for Engineering work, as the 
experience gained in the laboratories and the teaching 
provided here were on a much higher level than any
thing that was to be had in In(lia. He thought that 

the laborat{)ries that existed in India. were very excel
lent ones, but students were Dot admitted to them. 
this should be remedied. 

He did not think that the Universities of 
St. Andrews and Aberdeen had the same classical 
reputation as had Edinburgh and Glasgow, and thi~ 
was the reason why more Indian students did not seek 
admission to them. An Indian student would first 
apply to Edinburgh if he wished to come to a Scottish 
University, and would consider Glasgow as his second 
choice. 

He pointed out what he considered to be II> 

grievance in that scholarships were being awarded tl). 
students in the Univer~ity for the IndIan Forestry 
Service, and that, although there had been several 
Indians who wel'e qualified in every respect to be
holders of such scholarships, they had all been awarded 
to Scotsmen or South Africans. It was pointed out. 
that the candidates all had to appear before an India 
Offiee Board of Selection, and that J>resumably the
Indian candidates had not appeared so suitable as: 
those who had been selected. 

As regards the health of Indian students iII: 
Scotland, Mr. Tampi said that on the whole they kept 
well. The cases of ill-health that occurred were gener
ally among those students who came from the hot, dry 
districts of India. If they were sick, the Royal 
Infirmary, which had a special students' ward. 
extended to them the same care that would be given: 
to a Scottish student. 

Mr. Tampi thought that if any organisation existed 
for the reception and care of Indian students when' 
they arrived in London it should be something in tho! 
nature of the Shakespeare Hut. He would strongly 
object to any such institution if it were in any way 
connectE'd with the India Office. 

Mr. Kaul thought that Indian students were quite
capable of looking after themselves wheD they arrived, 
Rnd did not think that any organisation was necessary. 
He objected to the existence of No. 21 Cromwell Road. 

Mr. Hardikar thought that some form of reception
house certainly was needed by Indian students newly 
arrived in this country. 

The witnesses were in agreement tbat no such 
organisation was needed in Edinburgh. 

Mr. Kaul, Mr. Hardikar and Mr. Tampi were all of 
the opinion that, even if the Local Adviser to Indian, 
students in Edinburgh was Dot a spy, he was a needless 
expense. 

As regards the success of sending Indians to this. 
country for education, Mr. Tampi said that there were 
a few students who had been wasting India. 's money in 
this country. The Indian Association did its best to
plevent this happening, and in some cases had even 
gone so far as to recommend to the parents of a student 
his immediate removal to India. 

Mr. Tampi was :firmly convinced that there were 
cases of Indian students who were paid by the India. 
Ollice to spy upon tlieir fellow Indian students. 

'Mr. Kaul said he would provide documentary evidence· 
on this point. Mr. Tampi instanced the case of hi~ 
own brother, saying that a. report had come to his 
father's eafl! in India, through the medium of Sir
William Duke, that this boy had visited Edinburgh, 
where he had addressed Bolshevik meetings and been & 

ringleader in similar disloyal demonstrations. This was 
quite without foundation, and could only be the fiction 
of a Government spy. He gave further illustration to 
his point by saying that a rertain individual had been 
caught red-handed attempting to steal papers of a_ 
pnvate nature from the offices of the Edinburgh Indian 
Association, and that he had said that since his remit
tut"ces had not arrived from 1umo he was obliaed to 
make mon~y by taking. India Office pay as asp;' 

The Chairman explamed very fully that this was' in. 
no way the case as far as the India Office was. 
concerned. 
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TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 1921 (EDINBURGH). 

Present: 

TBE EARL OP LYTTON (Chairman). 
8m D. P. 8AaVADBIKABY. 
DIWAN BABADUR M. RAlIACB.\MDRA RAo. 
Ma. C. E. W. JONES. 

8m M. HllnucK. 
SABffiZADA APTAR AIDIAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH 1 St' 
MR. R. E. FIELD, J cere arIes. 

PROFESSOR J. MACKINTOSH, R.C., B.A., LL.D., Dean of the Faculty of Law, was called and examined. 
He said that there were usually about five Indian 

-students coming to Edinburgh every year to study Law, 
making a total of about .fifteen in the f~culty at any 
one time; these numbers were fairly constant. 
Subsequently these students were called to the 
English Bar. They did not join the Scots Bar because 
it did not give them the same facilities for practice 
abroad as aid the English Bar, and they would be in no 
way in a better position in India than the Indian Vakil. 
It was also much more expensive to join the Scots Ba~ 
than the English, the fees being £400 as against about 
£100. Indian students studying Law in Scotland were 
allowed the alternative of studying English Law instead 
of Scots Law, and they invsriably availed themselves 
of this. 

He did Inot know whether the examinations that 
the Vakil had to pass were more difficult than 
those of the English Bar. but he thought it probable. 
It was a well·known fact that the English Bar examina· 
tions were not very exacting, and a man would probably 
be let through if he attained 40 per cent. of the maximum 
marks. In Scotland the standard for a Law degree was 
very much higher, and a student would not be allowed 
to pass unless he obtained something like 66 per cent. 

As regards the qualifications that ,it was advisable for 
an Indian student to have, the witness said that he 
preferred graduates. The degree of LL.B. was only 
given to graduates in Arts, and thus if an Indian came 
1;0 this country before graduation he would have to 
take a five years' combined M.A. and LL.B. course, 
which was rather stiff for him. He had found that 
graduates were quite well prepared to enter straight 
away on their Law studies. 

Latin presented the chief difficulty to Indian students. 
A certain knowledge of the language was essential for 
the Law student, as Roman Law was a compulsory 
subject in the course. Some Indian students came 
knowing no Latin at all and had to begin to learn it 
here: this was a great drawback to them. 

He had no official record of the subsequent careers of 
the Indian students who had been under him, though 
he got chance information from time to time. He 
thought that all the Ind;an students who had graduated 
had been called to the English Bar. 

There was a certain proportion of Indian students 
whose time was wasted by coming to this country: 
they presented themselves time after time for 
examinations which they never succeeded in passing. 

There was no tutorial system in Edinburgh for Law 
students. Occasionally essays were set, and in this way 
the lecturers came into personal touch with the students, 
but as a whole they were quite on their own. 

He said that there had been a few very distinguished 
Indian Law students, though the general level of their 
ability was not very high. The reason why Indian 
students should come to Edinburgh for Law rather than 
stay in London was mainly in order to get a Law 
degree. 

Most of the Indian students who studied Law at 
Edinburgh did the double course for M.A., LL.B. 
The first three years was spent on the M.A. work snd 
the last two on Law. To a certain extent the courses 
were allowed to overlap l for example, a student might 
take Roman Law, Constitutional History and Publio 
Law in the Arts course, and so would not need to do 
them in the Law course. No provision was made for 
the study of Hindu or Mohammedan Law at Edinburgh. 
l:Ioottish Law had not in any way been influenced by 
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Hindu or Mohammedan Law, and therefore no import
ance was attached to its study, such as was the. case 
with Roman Law. 

As regards the minimum qualification necessary for 
entrance upon the Law course for the B.L. degree in: 
Edinburgh, the witness said that any student would be 
admitted who had satisfied the requirements of the 
Scottish Universities Joint Entrance Board: the 
regulations of this body were not yet crystallized. 

He thought that it would be better if Indians did not 
attempt to take the concurrent M.A. and LL.B. course 
in Edinburgh, but rather waited to graduate B.A. in 
their own country before coming~ the combined course 
was a long and heavy one for them to attempt. 

It was open to an Indian student to take English Law' 
instead of Scots Law, and Political Economy instead of 
Conveyancing. Political Science did not figure in the 
Law course. 

There was a strong Const.itutional Law course at 
Edinburgh, and a lectureship existed in Scots Adminis. 
trative Law. There were no students who took the 
Edinburgh LL.B. who did not get called to the Bar. 
Scottish students as well as Indians took the combined 
course for M.A., LL.B., because it Baved time. 

Solicitors did not attach so much importance to 
University work; their training was done under 
indenture for five years. If, however, a man had an 
Arts degree he could qualify with three years' Articles 
instead of five. 

Reading in chambers was not a system in Scotland as 
it was in London; students generally attached th~m. 
selves to a barrister, however, for the sake of gaining 
Courts' experience. 

The degree of B.L. was of lower standing than 
the LL.B.; no Arts degree was needed for it, and 
it was primarily intended for men who could not afford 
the time or money for the combined course, and was 
nearly always taken by men who ~ere going to practise 
in Scotland and in the solicitor branch of the profession. 

There had not been much change in the numbers of 
Indian Law students at Edinburgh for the last ten years. 
A few colonial students cam!! eaeli year, and before the, 
war it was COIIl'IIlon for a few German students to come 
every summer term for a course in Roman Law. These 
studcnts had usually come to learn English, but by 
taking part in the Law course in the United Kingdom 
they were exempted. from a corresponding part of th .. 
German course. 

The witness said that a8 regards the facilitIes thll~ 
were open to Law students for practical experience in 
Court, Indian students did not get any practical 
experience at all. He thought that they could be 
attached to advocates if they ;wished, but as yet none 
of them had made any arrangements to that end. The 
University arranged its lectures as far as possible to 
permit students to spend all the time that they could in 
Court. He thought that Indians did not get this \ 
experience because there was no organisation to make 
the necessary arrangements. He thought that if Indian 
students could get practical experience in the Scottish 
Courts tMs ought to count as chamber experience for 
the Indian High Courts: he thought that the rules 
should be amended in this respect. 

Studen~s might take their Roman Law at any stage 
that they wished of their course. Often they did it in 
the first year, when their knowledge of Latin was still 
fresh; it would be advisable for Indiana to do it a little 
later in the course. 

Q 
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PROFESSOR R. WALLACE, M.A., Professor of Agriculture, was called and examined. 
He said that there was a considerable number of A certain amount of research was always going on 

Indian students studying agriculture-at present 10 in the laboratories, but he thought that a great deal of 
second.year students and 5 third·year, 15 in all, but H the work that was being done to-day in that respect 
had Joined the first year In Pure Science and would be was merely a passing scientific fad. Men turned out 
second-year students in Agriculture in October 1921.' abstruse theories in relation to agriculture when they 

He had been professor at Edinburgh for the last did not know the first thing about cattle or crops. 
thirty-six years, and had been at Cirencester before He had had two Indian students (non-graduates in 
that, and during all that time he had had Indian Science) who were extremely capable agriculturists, 
students under him. . and he hoped that they would be made Deputy-

The Edinburgh School was founded in 1790 and was Directors in India: he had recommended this to the 
the oldest of its kind in the world. India Office, and would do his utmost to see that they 

He said that SOme of the Indian students that came to secured the posts. 
him were very iairly well educated, but that there were It was very difficult to glit students on to farms, and 
others who were not: such students showed an very big premiums were asked. He thought that 
insufficient knowledge of English, and found difficulty in farmers would be even more advel'se to taking Indians 
understanding the lectures that he delivered to them. on their farms than they were to taking Scottish 
lIi~ beRt IndIan students had been graduates. students, because they were' a very conservative body 
, He thought thah it was a great pity that they did no~ and would fin~ Indians a little hard to understand. 
come wlth a better practical agricultural grounding. So far all the students had managed to get places on 
He thought that all Indians who wanted to study agri- farms, but it had been a difficult task. 
culture should go to ap. agricultural college in India, The typical Scottish brmer did not milld having 
and those who had not got a natural ability for farming ~cientific men about him, he just ignored their science. 
should stay at home. He was strongly of the opinion He did not think that it was fair to compare his 
that ,the farmer could not be made in the laboratory, attitude towards the analysis of soils with this. He 
and he thought that the only students who did really knew that there was a great deal of work to be done 
well were those who had grown up amongst farming in regara to soils, but he did not think that it could 
conditions and had a real interest in the subject. be done in a test tube. He thought that the same 

The Edinburgh University course provided that a thing applied to the study of manures, and that it 
year should be spent on a farm, and this was taken con- was a question that had to be studied in the field. 
secutively by the Scottish students; but for the He did not think (in view of the fact that 
Indians the course was made easier by !lllowing them to no practical work was done in the Indian Univer
do their year at various times, such as in the vacations, sities) that it was sufiicient for a man to have a 
so that their stay in this country should be prolonged groundmg in Physics, Botany and Chemistry before 
as httle as possible. Students had, as a rule, to make coming to do the University course in Agriculture. 
their own arrangements for the year's practical work, He thought actual practical experience of farming 
aud many British students did it before they came to conditions was of far greater value. 
the University. _ He did not think, however, that non-graduate 

A unique advantage of the Edinburgh Agricultural students should ?ome to this couutry at an early age, 
course was that excursions were arranged nearly every but thought that It was better for them to go through an 
Saturday to neighbouring farms, of whIch there were a Indian agricultural college, such as the one at Poona, 
great variety, and the students had the opportunity 01 before they came. 
IIpending the whole-hali-day among the stock or on the He remembered three Indian students at the Royal 
fields. One of the assistants on the staff had a farm in Agricultural College, Cirencester, ",ho had been throuah 
the'Lothians, and he was very good in giving the his hands thirty-seven years ago. They had be~n 
students Elvery opportunity of visiting it. brilliant theoretical agriculturalists, but had been no 

The ordinary system adopted for Scottish students good in practice; he was not surprised to hear that 
was to spend one year in the University doing Pure they were now doing work in no way connected with 
Science, then to spend a year on a farm, and then to agriculture. _ 
come back to the University to finish the academic In his opinion there was no doubt that the School of 
course. Agriculture at Edinburgh was better than that at 

Every alternate year leCltures were delivered on India Cambridge. 
and on the Colorlies, so that all the students got this All scholarships at Edinburgh were open to Indian 
teaching into one part or other of their course. He did students on the same basis as to Europeans. 
not make a special.study of soils as he did not believe He thought that agricultural education should 
that the laboratory analysis of Iloils without subjecting certainly be carried on by the University and not by the 
them to field experiments 'was of the remotest use to Government. He did not think that the Government 
the practical farmer. wer~ capable of carrying on any kind of work in an 

I Id b effiCIent manner. t wou e necessary in any country to devote some 
study to local conditions, but he thought that a man He had some students from the :l\Iadras Agriculture 
who was a good practical agriculturalist would be able College, but they had not been his best students, 
to adapt himself in a very short time to the methods of There were about ten women in the Agricultural 
any country. De~artment; none of them were Indian, but if an 

The Indian Agricultural officials prior to 1887 were, Indian woman wanted to come she would be welcomed. 
he thought, a somewhat incompetent body, and he had 
devoted much time to telling them that it was inadvis
able to use the Scottish, plough in India, because it 
turned up the wet earth and lumps on the'surface baked 
into a brick-like condition. 
, There were a great many of his pupils in the Indian 

I A.gricultural Service, though not many of them were 
lindians: Edinburgh was the chief recruiting ground 
for the service. 
. He thought that it was distinctly advisable for 

Indians of high capabIlity to come to Edinb'urgh pro
vided that they had had some practical training first, 
but he thought that the average student should not 
CDme. There should be hundreds of agriculturists in 
l;ndia where now there were only tens. There should be special colleges to deal with the special problems, 
such as cotton, &c. In Edinburgh the ground that 
had to be covered was so vast that it was impossible 
for students to specialise. 

MEMORANDUM BY PROFESSOR WALLACE ON THE TRAINING 
OF INDIAN STUDENTS IN FORESTRY TO PROVIDE FOB 
THE NEEDS OF INDIA IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF HER 
FOREST DEPARTlIENT. 

1. I attac~ a coPy of the chapter on forest in the 
book o~ !ndlan agncultu.re which I wrote after ~tud in 
the posltron closely on tlie spot with a view to wh t y _ g 
best for India. a was 

2. My reference to the training of forest officers in 
that chapter c.oncerned. Europeans, but the chief matter 
for conSIderation now IS the training or Indi 

8 I am stron.,.l f " h ans. 
• • 0 y 0 Oplnlon t at a large increase is 

necessary In the number of forest officers in India and 
tnat. t!tey sllould be carefully selected for their ra~tical' 
qualitIes and tendencies when leaving the high PhI 
for general education and sent to f er sb 00 s 
colleges in India like that at Debra ;restry I acho Is or 
and made more practical. un, on y enlarge 11 
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4. The students showing special ability and aptitude 
for administration in the higher pORitions of the 
Service, ought to be sent, as a reward of merit, for 
six to twelve months to Europe, where they might take 
a post-graduate course at one or other of the forest 
Bchools in this country or on the Continent, and learn 
everything that European methods of forestry could 
teach them that would be of advantage to India in 
addition to what they could acquire in their own 
country. 

5. This would be a great saving of expense, and it 
would undoubtedly, if properly.equipped schools were 
estahlished in India, make for higher efficiency. 

6. I may add that it was Dr. Somerville of Oxford 
University (my first medallist) and I who, over thirty 
years ago, conceived the idea of establishing a lecture
~hip in forestry in the Agricultural Department of this 
University, and successfully carried it out. This led 
up to the Chair being founded a short time ago. 

7. In my travels on rural economy investigation 
extending to over 300,000 miles abroad within the tim" 
referred to, I have made forestry (as illustrated by the 
chapter on forestry in my Indian book) a part of my 
special study from a world-wide point of view, B;Dd 
therefore it is with special personal knowledge and WIth 
confidence that I speak of the needs of India in the 
matter of forestry. 

(Signed) ROB!RT WALLACE, 
Professor of Agriculture and 

Rural Economy in the 
Vnive7sity 0/ Edinburgh. 

University of Edinburgh, 
July 2, 1921. 

Extract troln Pro/euor Wallace's Bool. on Indian 
Agriculture. 

Chapter XXIV.-FoRESTRY. 

Impoftance--Co1lt1nencement-German, !rench and 
British School8-Dehra Dun-Denudation-Danger8 
to Agriculture through Forest Conservancy-Forest 
Fires-Influence in keeping down Insect Crop-pests 
and Fungi, including Ergot-The Best ~ntere8t~ of 
the Empire-What India wants-Oiincluslon8 arrwed 
at-P.ellagra-CallBc of Native Di8content"":'European 

• SyBtems of Forest Con8ervation unsuitable. 
The suhject of forestry has a peculiar importance, on 

account of its being intimately associated with tha 
interests of agriculture. Reboi86ment of waste lands i,;; 
a most urgent necessity in India, and if properly, i.e., 
Judiciously and extensivoly, carried out would prove to 
be of almost incalculable value. On the other hand, 
if from lack of special knowledge the interests of 
aariculture are made to suffer, afforestation may become 
a" serious hindrance to progress, and the practice of it 
a wrona and injurious one to pursue, however much it 
may se:m to promise prospectIve blessings. 

Porest conservancy in India began in a small way 
about 1855.* Even now the Porest Department is only 
in its infancy, though growing rapidly in efficiency and 
importance. The first officers who were appointed to 
this branch of the service had no special tralOing in tho! 
technology of the subject, and, as might have been 
expected, their services were by no means uniformly 
satisfactory. Now, however, it is recognised that as " 
special Department it demands a specific course (f 
study. ... . 

No little difficulty .exlsts regardmg the trammg nf 
young forest officers. The work of the German school. 
which for minutire of detail, general scope, ani 
1horouahness is the finest in the world, is admitted to 
be too "elaborate for the requirements of India, and not 
altogether in the right directio~.. The French sch?ol 
has been abandoned by the BrItish Government. With 
the object of supporting the College of CoopE'r's Hill, to 
which they are in ~ ~an~er bound. The ~orestry 
curriculum at Cooper s Hill IS merely a. make:sblft, an.d 
not altogether satisfactory as regard~. I~S object. ~his 
is mainly due to want of proper facilities for pra~tlCal 
instruction, and to many of the collateral sCIence 

• The Indian Forest Act was not passed till 1878; the 
Burme. Forest Act not till 1881 ; nor the Macha. Forest Act 
till18~2. 

classes, which forestry students are required to attend, 
being taught with a special hearing on the subjects 
suitable for students undergoing training for other 
branches of the Government SBI.-vice. An additional 
disadvantage is the cost, which is far ahove what it 
might be or ought to be. ' 

It would be a better arrangement, both for the 
students and for the Forestry Department, to provide 
in this country a sound theoretical course extending 
over, say, about two years-'-Such a course as might h. 
prOVIded for one-half of the present expenditure, at 
Edmburgb, or any other centre similarly situated a8 
regards conveniences offered for practical demonstra
tions in well-managed puhlic or private forests. The 
final stages of the course of training could then be most 
advantageously and economically undertaken in India, 
say at the existing School of ~orestry at Debra Dun, 
which, however, would require to be elevated to a 
school of higher status and greater proficiency. Not 
only are the details of management of Indian forests 
quite different, but the trees are also different from the 
trees of Europe, and \lonsequently a knowledge of the 
natural rotation of European forest trees would be no 
guide to the natural rotation of forest trees in India. 
When a more perfect knowledge of natural rotations and 
of the conditions suitahle to natural reproduction and 
growth of forest trees is arrived at, much valuable time 
and public money will be saved. The prominent 
advantages of the proposed scheme, as compared with 
the present arrangements, are the material reduction cf 
the cost of educating forest officers, and their gaining 
their practical experience by training in the identical 
class of work which they are ultimately intended to 
undertake. 

Denudation.-It is an undoubted fact that large areas 
of India have been shamefully and wastefully denudeoi 
of valuable timber within comparatively recent years. 
The large and increasing demand for w,ood for railroads 
and for building purposes encouraged it, and the want 
of any Government supervision or interference 
pcrmitted it. It is quite sad to look upon the bare 
hills and barren plains where extensive forests wer·) 
recently in existence. I came across a number of such 
places. The naked hills in the Simla district bear 
testimony to.ply remarks. The surroundings of the 
mountain capital of India would have borne a very 
different aspect had Government taken the advice of the 
present Marquis of Tweeddale-at that time Lord 
William Hay, Co=issioner of Simla-and preserved 
all the forest around within a radius of ten miles. It 
is only fair to draw attention to the fact tbat th" 
spoliation of valuable timber was not the work of th-3 
ryot or cultivator for local purposes, but the work of 
contractors employed in supplying extraneous demands. 

However much the existence of forests may affect 
the rainfall in other countries, I do not helieve that, if 
even the limits of afforestation had been reached, th'e 
amount of rain in India would be materially increased 
or appreciably altered in any way. The influence" 
which affect the rainfall of India are of too great 
magnitude to be easily affected by local circumstances; 
but the primary function of a forest in India 'is the 
retention and distribution of the rain or moistUl·p. 
Trees act as a natural covering to the soil, into Wbi.::l 
the rain sinks in place of accumulating and running nff 
by surface drainage. On stf'ep hill sides the denudatioll 
is carried on with great foz:ce by the sudden accumu
lations of water, which br.ks the surface and tears 
up the soil as it descends, and finally deposits a maSK 
of debris on some alluvial tract helow in a rough and 
valueless condition. -

Government have only recently awakened to the fact 
t.hat their duties as regards the protection of forests 
have not been undertaken in the past. The danger DOW 

confronting us is not that there is fear of forestry being 
neglected, hut that in the excessive zeal to make up 
leeway the other extremely important interest of 
agriculture may be made to suffer, not intentionally, 
but from i!!Ilorance of the main facts, and, what is 
perhaps ev;n of greater importance, their numerous 
collateral issues. It has been established that large 
tracts of land helong to no one, and consequently are 
naturally Government property; hut to certain products 
of the natural growth-for example, grass for thatching, 
food for cattle. timber to make their implements, 8I!d 
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poles to build their houses-the native population of the 
adjoining cultivated tracts have from tame immemorial 
had tIle undisturbed privilege of resorting to supply 
their wants. No one d~nies that Government has the 
undisputed right by law to discontinue these 
privileges; but I appeal to the common sense of every 
practical farmer in England who knows the value of the 
products enumerated, if to exert such a right would not 
be a policy worse than suicidal in a country which 
practically depends upon agriculture for its wealth and 
prosperity.* 

Government has to a certain degree put on the screw 
in what, speaking of the Empire, might be termed 
limited areas, though as yet to a small extent liS 

oompared with its power to do so; but the results are 
so unsatisfactory that they ought to be a sufficient 
warning that the policll'equires to be amended. In 
travelling, as I did, over a very wide area, I, in my 
non-official position, had very exceptional opportunities 
of seeing how the forest regulations pressed unneces
sarily upon the people, and of hearing their bitter and 
oftentimes well-founded complain'ts. 

I came to the conolusion that, however numerous 
and however effective the calls for the establishment of 
an Indian Agricultural Department might be, there was 
none so urgent as that for the protection of the interests 
of the Empire, apart altogether from the interests of 
private individuals, against the encroachments, however 
well-intentioned, of the Forestry Department. What 
has been acoomplished by this Department is merely a 
fraction of what will be undertaken sooner or later. 
There is no reason why forestry should not be greatly 
extended, and that to the advantage rather than to the 
detriment of the agricultural community; but alreadJ' 
it has been shown that this cannot be safely left to th<l 
ordinary civilian and forest officers, who cannot under
stand, however much they might strive to do so, the 
bearings of certilin changes on a matter so oomplicated 
and so intricate as agriculture. The greatest interest 
in the country will always continue to suffer and to be 
sacrificed until Government sees fit to employ officelS 
who are capable, from their own special knowledge, kl 
advise in regard' to all matters which affect the 
agricultural interests. 

Another prominent sign of the holl~wness of the 
present policy is the fact that much of the valuable 
time of the heads of the Foreshry Department is taken 
up in fighting the Agricultural Department. This i(l 
merely a matter of history repeating itself, and as in the 
old story of a quarrel arising between the servants-tht> 
ohief butler and the chief baker-of a great lord, the 
one who for tbe moment is not in favour gets worsted, 
but the greatest loser is the master himself. The 
triumph of one servant over the other is at the master's 
expense: his interests are sunk in the efforts of each 
to gain supremacy. 

The one great advantage which the Forestry Depart
ment has over the Agricultural Department is that by 
drawing on the products of the natural growth of past 
generations, and by depriving the cultivators, who have 
DO one adequately supported to advocate their cause at 
headquarters, it can collect money sufficient to pay its 
expenses; while, on the other hand, the Agricultural 
Department is essentially one devoted to education, the 
oollection of information, and to the protection of public 
interests, without having any internal source of revenue. 
It possesses that negative quality whioh is always 
associated with Scotch fr!gality-it makes wealth to the 
country by saving it; but though intrinsically valuable, 
it, like the function of the ohief baker, does not appeal 
to the momentary and temporary gratification of my 
lord, as do the services of the chief butler, fol;' one who 
is prepared to sacrifice the substantial benefits of the 
future for the fleeting and hurtful plsasures of 1IDe 
moment. 

The differences between the two Departments should 
be settled on the lines of a great national policy by 
those whose views are not hampered by departmE'ntal 
~urroul1dings. The whole circumstanoes should be 
Viewed in the li"ht of the best interests of the country, 
and not with rega.rd to what is going to yield the largest 
return to any single Department, heedless of what the 

• An IIble article on the 8ubject of Waste Laud, printed 
in the" Scotsman" of June 7, U!88, throws a light on thia 
question. 

consequences may be to other Departments which havo> 
interests involved. The common spnse view of the 
position is this, that the balance ~he('t of t,he F~restry 
Department should be made a mlllor conSIderation as 
('om pared with the interests of cultivators of the soil, 
singly or collectively. I hold that to cause a loss of, 
say, one unit to agriculture by gaining two units for the 
forestry is a net loss to the country, as the after. 
oonsequences of the loss of one unit in agriculture may 
be exaggerated in the future by tens in place of uni~s. 
Forestry is much more confined to the support of Its 
own interests than agriculture, which has so many 
interests depending upon it. The views' of forestry, as 
regards its own interests, were formed more on theory 
deduced from European practice than from experiencl! 
of the details connected with work in India. 

I am not at all sure that time hilS confirmed the 
interpretation of what were at first considered the best 
interests of forestry. 

In the destruction of the valuable forest at Murree, 
in May 1887, is a pointed' example of what will happen 
when attempts are made to prevent forest fires. Till 
only a few years ago, the annual fires passed through tha 
forest without doing any great injury to the trees, but 
when undergrowth was allowed to accumulate, as in 
recent years, the ignition of this caused great 
destruction of timber. 

There are two points as regards the agricultural 
int~'rests of special importance in the future, should 
forest areas greatly extend without the annual clearing 
out by fire, viz.: (1) that insect crop pests will 
unque~tionably increase. The recent investigations of 
Miss Ormerod, the distinguished entomologist of the 
Royal Agricultural Society of England, have clearly 
filiown that the accumulation of natural undergrowths, 
such as I refer to, is much to blame for the injury to 
our crops resulting from insects: and (2) the pasture, 
specially valuable in the hot weather, when shelter is a 
conspicuous advantage, will be greatly curtailed. To 
leave coarse grasses from year to year without burning 
simply means making them almost worthless for cattle, 
even if these latter were allowpd into the forbidden 
areas. The facts connected with the firing of coarse 
pastures are identical in India with those at home. 
Being specially interested in this matter, I made 
throughout my journey numerous enquiries regarding 
it. It seems to me that one of the most serious danger .. 
'ahead in the stoppage of forest fires, if successful, is 
the increase of vegetable tree-parasites and the danger. 
ous and deadly fungoid grass-parasite, ergot. 

At Jethwarpur I sa.w what had once been a splendid 
'avenue of large trees in the last stages of destruction 
by Dodder, CU8cuta. I also noticed oonsiderable 
damage to trees at Poosa by the same parasite; and 011 
the Allahabad Grass Farm it was sucking the life from 
the Babul hedges. In a restricted area I have no doubt 
but that to shower the affected plants with a solution 
of sulphate of iron would destroy it, as in the case of 
clover Dodder, O. tri/?lii, in Europe. There is, never. 
theless, no remedy for keeping it in ohpck like fire. 
If ,it once takes possession of a forest tract nothing but 
fire will save the trees from total destruction. 

Ergot will enormously increase 1£ old flowering stems 
of grasses are left to disappear b, a process 
of natural decay. The point of greatest importance 
connected with the presence of ergot is, that not onlv 
are the pastures in the forests made unsuitable to all 
classes of fal'll1 stock bearing young, owing to the almost 
certain consequences of abortion supervenin.. on the 
consumption by them of E'!rgotised grass, but~ there is 
every probability of ergot spreading from the forest 
reserves to the cattle pasture outside, if the forest is 
made a stronghold from whioh it can be constllntly 
recruited. 

It. h!1s .been ma?e apparent .within . recent years that 
the InjUrIeS resultIng from aromals hving on eraotised 
pasture are not confined to those bearing young~ Two 
years ago, Young of Brokley :r:ark, Queen's County, 
Ireland, traced a deadly paralytIC affection 'amonO' his 
ewes and l~mbs to the presence of ergot in their pasture. 
T~ough It may be ne~essary on a small scale, and for

spemal purposes, to stnctly protect certain forest areas 
and reserv? them. ex~lusively for the growth of certai';; 
trees, yet, In consldenng the whole matter, by all meanil 
encourage the growth of forest trees, but let it be in'" 
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-place where their shade-one of their first functions, 
and for which animal life in a tropical climate has to be 
thankful-will benefit the animals under domestication, 
and not be solely rcserved for the advantage of the 
wild deer and the wild pig. 

The best interests of the Empire must sutTer if tho 
main object of the etTorts of the Forestry Department is 
,reduced to the growth of fcrest timber. A supply of 
timber, .however excellent, will seldom repay even the 
smallest sacrifice of the interests of the present 
.generation of inhahitants. A fcrest "hich has to be 
artificially nurtured swallows up in expenses, long 
before it is cut, all its final sale value. The country 
must not look to a forest as able to supply anything 
.more towards the revenue from extensive conservation 
than the penny savings bank does to increase a boy'~ 
income. Both are useful in their own sphere, but they 
-can be abused much to the injury of the body politic. 
If the boy starves himself by banking all his pence in 
-place of purchasing his dinner, he will certainly, unless 
some one breaks his bank, have more money at the end 
of a month than he would have had if he had bought 
the food required to support his system; out, further, 
he will most probably have induced a weak or tli<eased 
state of health. In the same way with a Forestry 
Department which expends most of its energy anu 
income on the rigid protection of small areas-the final 
value is greater, 'no doubt, but at what a sacrifice 1 
Not a sacrifice in any way to the forest officials them. 
selves, nor yet a sacrifice which a forest official can 
understand, because he has not gone ilhrough a training 
which could qualify him to judge of the facts. It would 
take a forest officer years of hard study to be even 
partially qualified to judge of the injury done to an 
-agricultural population by the shutting up for 'fore. try 
.purposes of the land on which the cattle graze. For 
example. there are certain places which hold out long~r 
-than ordinary pastures in times of scarcity. These are 
kept in reserve, and not oftpn resorted to, but they are 
simply invaluable to the district to which they belon~. 
I have heard forest officers declare that these were thll 
'places'to close, because only used at intervals, possibly 
-of years I 

What India really wants in the way of forestry is an 
enormous extension of the basis of forestry operations, 
'but not necessarily a proportionately increased expendi. 
ture. If the money now devoted to keepina down 
periodical forest fire-that natural process of healthy 
Tetardation, cleaning and thinBing, which has gone on 
from time immemorial, and under which all the 
ma!!IIificent forests of India have been pursued and 
rea~ed-that annual safeguard against injurious fires, 
injurious insects, and unhealthy malaria-were only 
1;ltilised in promoting the growth of trees, and also 
natural pasture grasses, on all sorts of waste but not 
worthless land, the benefit to the country would be 
immediate and real, not prospective and hypothetical. 

It would be quite competent under such an arrange. 
-ment to have large tracts of land principally devoted tJ 
the growth of trees, grazing being only the secondary 
ihough at the snme time a substantial· consideration
say that the land produced two·thirds trees and one· 
third pasture. Oth(>r areas would have grazing as the 
'first object, and forest products proper as the second, the 
relative proportions of trees and grass being reversed, 
The browsino of cattle and the periodical fires would 
i:eep down ;nde-rgrowth tQ such an extent that firinst 
-could do but little injury to the timber. S'ome such 
arranoement is necE'ssary, looking forward to the 
1utul'~ increase of population and concomitant increasr. 
of cattle, and also to the growth of forest areas. By the 
rigid preservation and exclusion from the pasturage 
Fystem of arelis taken up by the Forestry Department. 
there is a loss from the already too often overstocked 
area of naturlll cattle pasture; whereas, by the othe!' 
systE'm of cultivatinO' trees and grass together, the 
'available food for cattle would be actually increased. * 

I have arrived at \ the eonclusion that, however 
.excellent pasture may be in India, the full benefit of it 
:(lannot be reaped unless a considerable number of trees 

, • Duthi.. most appropriately points Ollt that sufficient 
notil-e has not been taken of the amount of fONge which may 
be derived from the leav .. s of trees, which ~re not 80 liable as 
grllo9s to be affected by a want of surface mo:sture. 

ar~. pre~ent in it. As pressure of population increases, 
reuef Will be found not only in improved cultivation of 
the tillage soil, but by the improvement of the natural 
pastures, to enable a given area to support greater 
numbers of stock. Fortunately for the Government of 
th? fu.ture~ there is great scope and good prospects in 
thiS directIOn, as explained in the chapter dealing With 
grass land. I By cultivating pasture, the Forestry 
Department . ~ould reap a steadily increasing and 
perfectly legltunate revenue from letting grazind rights. 
This. is a point of great importance, and on: which 
requires not only care and consideration, but wide 
knowledge and experience in a special direction. 
Serious mjury might be done under either of the two 
following circumstances :-(1) if sufficient pasture were 
not left available for the cultivators, not only for their 
work bullocks, but also for their milk cattle, including 
buffaloes; and (2) if the charges were made too hiah for 
the poor in certain districts to pay. Injury fro~ both 
causes has been brought to my notice, and it only 
required to be carried a little further to become a 
national calamity-quite unexpectedly, of course, 
because there h no one interE'sted wlio can judge of the 
facts or their bearings. A forest officer cannot be 
expected to see a matter of this sort, and there is no 
E.ufficiently equipped Agricultural Department to act as 
guardian. From one or other of the above causes the 
people in certain districts were, on account of the 
imperati ve necessity of first providing for their work 
bullocks, unable to keep the milch cattle required to 
supply milk or its product ghi-that practically 
indispensable ingredient in a healthy native diet. The 
slgmficance of this will be found by a perusal of my 
remarks on the physiological action of ghi as the fat 
of food in the alimentary system. A few strokes of the 
pen of an officer, ignorant of the facts of agriculture, 
might, in an indirect, and consequently insidious, but 
at the same time certain way, plunge millions of 
unsuspecting wretches into all the miseries resulting 
from imperfect alimentation, beginning in the present, 
and accumulating in virulence in future generations I 

The history of the loathsome disease Pellagra, which 
has extended so much among the poorer classes of 
Italian peasantry during the present century, ought to 
be a warning to all civilised Governments of the danger 
underlyi~ any policy which wiII tend to reduce the 
stan!lard of the staple food of the lower classes. Some 
of tlie co=on Indian, so·called leprous diseases 
resulting from inferior dietaries would be, in my 
opinion, more correctly described as peUagTou8 diseases. 
When there is a natural tendency to such diseases, the 
necessity to avoid anything 'incentive to them becomes 
urgent. 

The native population, who feel the pinch of Govern· 
- ment resuming the rights which had been by common 
consent granted to them since the time we took 
possession of the country, may ~ell say, Why should 
Government want to grow great forests of large timber? 
It is of little value to the masses of the population. 
whose wants are supplied by sapling poles and branches, 
and by the fruit and shade of such trees as they or their 
cattle can gct access to. 

While in no way condemning the salutary principle 
of present self·denial for future advantage, either to the 
race or to the individual, I confess that I sincerely 
sympathise with the native population of India, who, 
through a policy necessitating involuntary abstention on 
their paz:t, have to give up conveniences, and what are 
in many cases essentials of their very existence, for an 
object incapable even of benefiting their descendants. 

That anyone Will profit by the system is a matter 
which yet remains to be seen. It is known that 
magnificent trees have been grown in India under 
ancient practices already referred to, but it has yet to 
be proved what those forests which escape injurious 
fires like that spoken of at Murree will be worth when 
they come to maturity in the overcrowded condition in' 
which some at least are now springing up. 

In eonclusion,# as regards the matter of Indian 
forestry, too much success has already attended the< 
effort to graft the European system on to the Imperial 
management under the Government of India. This 
has been made possible by the Forestry Departmenlio 
drawing on the resources of the timber growth of th& 
past, and reacquiring rights of what was before used. 
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as common property for its support, in place of going 
to the Government Exchequer in the usual way. It 
has succeeded in living upon the resources of an industry 
\agriculture) which has little power of self-protection. 
because the people are not accustomed to combine for 
purposes of representation, and because they are 
Inadequately represented by a Department which 
carries no direct income to Government. 

I believe it will yet be shown, when fully investigated, 
that European systems of forestry are as unsuitable to 
the conditions of India as European agriculture would 
be if adopted, and that the mOl'e nearly nature is 
imitated, or the best native practices followed in both 
instances, the more successful will be the final results. 
The trial by fire, which has been carried on for 
thousands of years, must have spared only those trees 
which could develop recuperative power sufficient to 
withstand it. Nature has trained them to successfully 
resist this danger, while by means of the fire she 

protccted the trees and the pasture gr~sses aga.inst the 
attacks of othcr enemies, more especlall! ag~lllst ~he 
ravages of insects and the growth of paraslt~s, mcludmg: 
funai which very frequently propagate, l~ the first 
inst~~ce, on old, decaying, or weakly speClmen~, but 
finally when abundant, spread to healthy vegetatIOn as 
well. ' Trusting to the external protection of ~re, the 
trees or plants subjected to the new mode of hfe are, 
as it were, untrained to resist, and unable to overcome
the dangers which the ~re kept under control.. The
question may not be ripe fol' final settlem:ent,. but, 
everything seems to indicate that before long It Will be 
the urgent duty of Government to make ~ thor~ugh 
investigation for ·the double purpose of dlscovermg: 
(1) in what way the r!gid protection of certain forest 
areas is injurious to aO'rIculture, and consequently to the 
country; and (2) what influence the system of strict 
conservancy is likely to exercise on the growth of the
timber supply of the future. 

:MAJOR C. PRESTON, the Adjutant of the University O.T.C., was called and examined. 

Questioned regarding the exclusion of Indians from 
the O.T.C. he said that at the beginning of last session 
he had receivl'd a letter from the War Office saying that 
Indian students- were to be considered for admission to 
the Corps if, on inspection of their qualifications by the 
India Office, they were considered to be fit and proper 
persons to be trained as officers for the Indian Defence 
Force. He thought that they should be admitted if they 
fully realised that this was the purpose of their training, 
and that when they returned to India they would be 
I'equired to join the Defence Force and wear their own 
national dress. 

The two classes of men whom he did not wIsh to admit 
W61'e the men who only wanted to be admitted because 
they had been told that they could not be admitted, and 
the men who wanted to join the Corps thinking that 
membership brought the social advantages of a club. 

He thought that if Indians were admitted to the Corps 
it would hinder recl'Uitment among the present students, 
but that the next generation who came to the University 
and found the admission of Indians to the Corps a fait 
accompli would not pay any attention to it. The Corps 
was at present in a state of being resuscitated. Aiter the 
war there were in the University a large number of 
ex-Service men, and as they needed no training the 
corps was very much depleted, but the numbers had 
doubled last session and he expected to see a similar 
increase next year. 

He said that the officers commanding units would be 
prepared to train Indians .. He had, however, to point 
out some administrative difficulties. A great difficulty 
was presented by the wearing of the kilt. The Scots 
were proud of their national dress and would resent the 
sight of an Indian in a kilt and a glengarry. Another 
difficulty was that ie artillery unit was always the 

stl'Onaest and recruited the best men. Since the
Muti~y there had been no native I~~i~n art~l1ery, so
that Indians would be debarred from JOlDlng this branch 
of the corps. As the kilt was worn by the infantry this. 
left only the engineers and the medical unit of the 
corps open to Indians, and it was possible that they 
would come to be looked down on amongst the present 
generation of Scottish students, who would confine 
themselves to artillery and infantry. 

He suggested that there should be a special unit for 
Indian students, with a special uniform, but it 
"-as pointed out that this was just what the Indians
did not want, and that the existence of a special coloured 
platoon would onlS accentuate colour prejudice. 

He thought that he would prefer that the onus of 
excluding students should be on the shoulders of the 
War Office rather than on his own. 

lIe thought that the Scottish Universities ·would hfl 
placed in a very difficult position if they had to exclude 
Indians on account of the kilt, whilst they were' being 
freely admitted to English University O.T.Cs., but he 
ssw no way out of the difficulty. 

As regards admission generally, this was in the-
hands of the officers commanding the different- units. 
If he had any difficulty he could always refer to the 
Military Education Committee of the University, whkh 
was being revived, and all the commanding officers or 
the corps belonged to it. ' 

He thought that even if the kilt difficulty were-
removed, there would be difficulty among the present-, 
Scottish students if Indians were admitted to the corps, 
but that it would not be the case in the future. 

Friction generally began between the Colonial' 
students and the Indians, and then spread to the British 
students. 

MR. S. S. SINGBA, Warden of the Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Hostel in Edinburah 
was called and examined. t> , 

He stated that he had come to Edinburgh in 
February of 1920 to look into the general condition of 
Indian students there, and to see whether the Y.M.C.A. 
could do anything for them. He had consulted with 
the Indian ASSOCiation and that body had been against 
the institution of a hostel on the ground that it would 
Jead to the segregation of IndiaTl students. They also 
feared it might be another Government agency, in spite 
of his assurances that it would be controlled by the 
Indian National Council of the Y.M.C.A, and were very 
suspicious of the whole scheme. As the result of 
enquiries, however, he had found that there was a 
demand for such a hostel among the students them
selves; he had, therefore, proceeded with the scheme 
and the hostel was opened in March 1920. The 
Assistant Secretary of the Indian Association said that 
he would get it boycotted by the students, but the 
number making use of it had steadily increased. In 
the first month (March) four students lived at the 
hostel six in the second, fifteen in June, and at the end 
of July there were twenty-one, the maxi~~ number 
that could be accominooat!'d. At the begInnIng of the 
new Session there had been so many applicants that in 
..r anuary 1921 another house was taken, bringing the 

numbcr of beds ·up to thirty-eight, all of them being in. 
use at present. 

All objection to the hostel on the part of the Indian
Association had now been broken down· in fact in· 
Octob~r 1920 the witness had been ask~d to bec~me 
President of the Association by some especially the 
Northern Indians. The hostel now dre~ more students
to its social functions than did the Association. It, 
~as trll;e that the majority of Indians preferred to live 
In. lodgIngs because they then lived independently and 
Without any control being exercised over them. 

Thl're was of course a certain amount of necessary 
discipline exercised oYer the students in the hostel. 
meals were served at fixed times, and students had t~ 
be in by 11 P.M., and they frankly did not lik~ 
abidin~ by such. r~les. The hostel was governed by a 
Com~llttee consistIng of three, representatives of the
ScottIsh Y.M.C.A., three representatives of the three
ChUl'c.beR of Scotland (the Episcopal, the United Free
and the Church of Scotland), and three representatives 
of the Student Christian Movement. lIe saw no reason' 
why other members should not be added to this Com
mittee and, ~n reciproeal grounds, had suggested that 
a representative of the Indian Association should be--
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invited to serve on it. There was also a House Com. 
mittefl, consisting of five men elected by the students 
themselves, which was consulted on such questions all 
social functions, the admission of new students to th~ 
hostel, and disciplinary steps against those who failed 
to observe its rules. 

lIe had been anxious from the first to get the Indian 
students more into touch with the social questions of 
English life. He arranged for them to visit orphanages, 
asylums, industrial homes, &c., and had succeeded in 
raising among a certain number of the students a keen 
interest in these institutions. It was a definite part of 
the work of the hostel to bring Indian students into 
touch with voluntary movements, but he had not, how. 
ever, been able to carry them the whole way with him 
8S many of them were more interested in political than 
in social affairs. 

As reuards religion, he said that no services were con· 
.ducted "in the hostel nor was there any religious 
atmosphere at all. At the special request of the students 
themselves three lectures had been given on 
'Comparative Religion, one on Hinduism, one on Islam, 
and -bne on Christianity. There was no question of pro. 
selytising, and he was at a loss to understand the com· 
plaint made to the Committee in that respect; It was 
entkely without foundation. The lectures had been 
arranged chiefly with the idea that the students could 
di~cuss them afterwards with men from the School of 
Theology; attendance was entirely voluntary, and the 
-suggestion that Christianity was championpd above 
other religions was groundless. There was no reason 
why Hindus and Mahomedans should not be as happy 
in the hostel as Christians or anybody else; as a matter 
'ot faot there were only two Christians thel'e at the 
present time. No complaint in the matter of denomina. 
tion llad ever been made to him. 

From his personal experience he felt that the Indian 
students who benpfited most from a British University 
training were those who hlld graduated in India; they 

,came with formed characters, and so were able to face 
life in a totally strange country better than tha 
younger men. This applied more especially to the 
Scottieh Universities, where the freedom granted to th3 
undergraduates outside the University was practically 
unlimited. There were always instances of men who 
kept their parents in ignorance of their financial position, 
or of their examination results. As Indians so strongly 
resenled any interference with their affairs it was very 
difficult for anyone to write to the, parents of those who 
were doing no good, but he would suggest that all 
examination results should be published in the Indian 
papers. Tpe Indian Association might take this up, Ot the 
University authorities might forward the lists for publi. 

-cation. That was all that could be done, and it was not 
possible to guarantee that the Indian papers would 
actually publish the information supplied. He did not 
know whether the students themselves would resent thiR 
step; they might condemn it as further interference or 
as another form of Govel'll1llent control, though of cours'! 
it would be nothing of the sort. 

There seemed to be three classes of Indian studentq, 
at the British Universities: (1) those who came for th~ 

'sake of adventure and seeing new countries; (2) thosp. 
who came to obtain knowledge; and (3) (the majority), 
those who came to get as many degrees as possible in 
the time without gaining any real knowledge. These 
latter were merely thinking of their position when they 
returned to India, where English degrees carried a good 
deal more weight than the Indian ones, especially in 
the matter of Government appointments. 

He saw no reason why tnen should come to Sootland 
to study agriculture: there were branches of the subject, 
such as cattle.breeding, &c., which were not touched 
upon at the Indian Agricultural Colleges, but should 

'be introduced in them. 
As"~d whether the preference of Government for 

English degrees was due to the halo given by possession 
of su('h de<7rees or whether the holders of them were 
really bette"r trainl'd men, the witness replied that hI) 

·did not feel able to give a definite answer. He thought 
that there was some truth in both suggestions. 

Questioned as to the financial position of the hostel 
he said that the initial outlay had been £4,000, and thl~ 
first year's working had rpsulted in a loss of between 
£300 and £400. If the accommodation were fully used 

::in future it would be self.supporting. 

He thought that a number of the students at the 
hostel were now really interested in the social problems 
,yhich he brought before their notice. In fact he coul'l 
de~crlbe fi~een out of the thirty.eight now there as 
bemg defiDltely keen. He personally devoted the major 
portion of his time to developing that interest. 

~s~E'd whether it was necessary to give lectures on 
rehghm at all, comparative or otherwise the witness 
replied that he considered it was very important as he 
thought that there was a real danger of Indian students 
losing all sens? of rejig~on in this country. The object of 
th? ,Iectur~s m questIOn wa~ to foster the religious 
spirIt, not 00 advance any partICular denomination. No 
one was compelled to attend the lectures, and as a larue 
number of students not residing in the hostel came 'to 
Ii~ten to them, they seemed to be fairly well appreciated. 

He had heard students say that they could not study 
so w,,11 in a hostel as they could in lodgings, but he 
thought that the men who had said this generally 
belo~ged to the type who would have difficulty in 
workmg anywhere. If those who complained in this 
matter would refrain from sitting talking in other 
students' rooms until the early hours of the mornin., 
their work would be less disturbed. " 

Of the 176 Ipdians at present at Edinburgh he ha.1 
come into contact with about 120. Many no~ living m 
the hostel came to him for advice, and he did all he 
could to bring them into touch with other under. 
graduates and the people of Edinburgh. He thought 
that more could be done in this way perhaps by the 
Local Adviser if he were a member of the University 
staff and qmte unconnected with the India Office. The 
Student Christian Movement had done a certain amount 
towards bringing about more social intercourse between 
India".} students and the other undergraduates. 

The Scottish National Council of the Y.M.C.A. had 
given the original £4,000 capital for the founding of 
the hostel. There was no question of repayment, nor 
any idea of Christian propaganda connected with it. It 
had been subscribed by different communities and 
churches. The students had at first been inclined to 
suspect some proselytising motive behind it all, but hI" 
thought that suspicion had entirely disappeared, and 
he was very surprised to learn that any aIIeO'ation on 
the subject had been made. " 

The cost of living in the hostel was about 458. a week 
for full board and a 'cubic)e, while for a separate room 
it came to about 50s. Lodgings could be obtained in 
Edinburgh at exceptionally low rates, but students who 
paid 15s. or 168. per week only obtained one room in a 
working man's house with no opportunities whatsoever 
of coming into contact with the better side of Scottish 
family life. He did not look upon his mission in Edin. 
burgh as that of providing a cheap hotel. It was some. 
thing greater than that. 

Except perhaps in the case of those coming from the 
southprn parts of India who suffered rather from the 
severIty of' the climate and were inclined to devetoD 
tuberculosis and diseases of the chest, he thought that 
the hE"alth of Indian students in Edinburgh was 
generally good. In cases where he had found Indian 
'itudents in poor health living in unsuitable and cheap 
fodgings he had brought them to the hostel and seen 
that they had proper care and attention. When studentg 
were too poor to pay the hostel charges, or when their 
funds had run out completely and it was a question 
either of accepting them at the hostel free of charge or 
of turning them into the streets, he always took them in, 
as he considered it part of his responsibility to do so. 

He estimated that £250 per annum was the minimum 
sum on which an Indian student could live in moderate 
comfort at Edinburgh. This allowed for all fees, 
vacations, &c. He did not think a student could live 
on £200. 

The South African element in the University ha1 
undoubtedly increased the prejudice against Indian 
students. There were about 180 or 200 of the former in 
Edinburgh at the present time, and the hostility exist. 
ing between the two races often expressed itself in 
actual fighting. 

He thought that the hostility of the Indian students 
to the present Local Adviser was partly due to the fact 
that he had been Adjutant of the O.T.C. during the
war, but principally to his connection with the India. 
Office. It should be remembered, however, that it did 
not follow that because Indian students wanted to blP 
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entirely independent, their parents wel'e content to 
. leave them in Edinburgh without anyone to be a 

guardian to them or to look after them in any way. 
There was no Government grant in connection with 

the hostel and he would not take one were it offered, 
as the u8~fulness of the place would immediately be 
curtailed, and the students would distrust it as having 
a Government connection. 

He liked students to stay at the hostel for l! years 
and then to makE' room for newcomers. At the end "f 
t.hat time he was generally able to find suitable lodgings 
for them in the town. Good lodgings were on the whole 
s little more expensive than living in the hostel. 

The Indian Association Students Advisory Committee 
was doing good work in giving students general informa. 
tion but it was difficult to find members of the Com
mitt~e who were ready to carry out the various schem~s 
which they discussed with enthusiasm. To do this 
thoroughly required a great deal of time which they 
could not easily spare. 

He thought that some of the senior students should 
certainly be associated with the Adviser; there were 

thing; such as finding suitable accommodation 
:;~~eshmen: &c., ;'vhich could be done j~st as we~ by 
thelll. h d 

Last year he had arranged for sOllle of t e stu ~ntlJ. 
to go to another hostel at Lowestoft for the vacation, 
and this year he hoped to take thelll out to a summer 
csmp in the Highlands lrom the 15th July to the 15th 
September. The students living in the town mostly 
went away by themselves to Engla.nd or some ?t?er 
place. He could not arrange anything fo: ~en.ll~lOg
outside the hostel, and even for those re~ldmg ln,lt a 
definitely organised scheme had to be aVOlded-, ~nd the 
whole thing given a personal touc~; other:VIse the 
In'dian students immediately resented It as placmg them 
apart from the British undergraduates. 

He had had some correspondence with the Distresse«l 
Indian Students Association in London, but had 
received very little real help from them. 

He knew of several Indian students in Edinburgh 
who were in debt and doing no good. There were 
probably others of whom he did not know who were
without means of support. Such men ought to be sent 
back to India. 

DR. FREELAND BARBOUR, M.D., LL.D., Lecturer in Gynfeoology, was called and examined. 
He read the following statement of his views:- Scho?l free to develop along the same lines as Edin
.. During the forty years in which i~ has been;ny burgh University' with a staff of men each an expert. 

privilege to be associated with the EdInburgh MedIcal teacher on his own subject and devoted to it, and. 
Schoo! and With the University, one has had an oppor- appointed to his post solely on the grounds of his know
tunity of studying problems arising out of the cosm?- ledge and his efficiency as a teacher in that subject,. 
politan character of the school. Of the graduates lD with laboratories equipped for research and associated' 
Medicine of'my year (1879) only one-third were Scotch, with a hospital set apart for clinical teaching, am I 
one-third being English and one-third from the wrong in thinking that had this been done some of th&' 
colonies. ' questions we are considering now would have fotlnd 

.. At that time Indian students were few, and ques- their solution? The best intellects would to-day have 
tiona affecting their welfare had not arisen. But let Ille been devoted to medical science and practice. The 
refer to a fact of these earlier years with regard to the Indian lad would not have been taken from his natural' 
Canadian student, which has a bearing on the Indian environment at an age when such transference cannot 
student. Thirty-five years ago we had a fair number of be effected without risk, ner been obliged to spend the 
Canadun students; in a class I taught they prepon- formative years of life without the influence of home. 
derated. Twenty years later they had disappear~d. In Scotland the poor lad of ' pairts ' has been able,. 
This was due to the development of the Canadian during the past half-century, to climb to the highest 
medical sohools, notably MacGill University in the first place in the profession. Where would he have been 
instar.ce and later that of Toronto. As soon as the had he been obliged to go to India to find the educatioOl 
teaching in the colony was efficient and adequate the that was his ambition; to be banished for -five years 
stream of students to Edinburgll. dried up. And for frem his home; and to study at a cost of £300 a year?' 
two reasons: it was more economioal for a student to .. As regards what has been done to provide Buitable 
study at home; and the desire to develop his own quarters for Indian students in Edinburgh and bring' 
country, the Canadian spirit, kept him at home. them more into touch with Edinburgh citizens, I might 

.. tn later years one's interest has turned to the mention this example :-
students from India, and especially since I was asked, .. ..About ten years ago, when the number of Indian. 
along with Dr. Walker, to represent the University on students in Edinburgh had increased, a group of people 
the Executive Committee of the Edinburgh Indian was anxious to do something to make their position in
Association. this . country less isolated. A young doctor, who had a 

.. Looking back over the past twenty-five years, two specilll gift for making friends with Orientals was. 
-facts stand out:- definitely asked to give part of his time to this ~nd to 

.. 1. Indian students have not taken the .place in the make links between students and suitable Edinburgh 
University one would have expected. Their names familIes. Some years later there sprana from this al 
seldom appear on the honours hst. The best students Committee of Friendship towards Orie~tal Students. 
evidently do not come to study Medicine here. The T~e members of this Committee were chiefly identified" 

. Indiall has never shown the academic distinction of the WIth the two Scottish Presbyterian Churches and tAle" 
Colonial. He has not won the respect which stude:dts serviees of a whole-time Secretary were required. 
are never slow to accord to an honours man. This is .. Although in the case of both these appointments 
due to the handicap of distanoe and want of means. r there had been considerable success in promotin'" single 
askea Dr. Mackenzie the other day what an Indian ~rie~ds~ps, t~e nep.d was still felt of Bome pe~son or 
would need to study here. He said £300 a year. This mstitution whICh mIght form a social centre for Indian. 
is twice, if not three times, as much as the majority of students in EdInburgh. And when the war came and 
our Sco,ts students have spent in their medical studies. the Secretary was called abroad the Committee of 
Our best students cOlfle from our poorest homes. Friendship towards Oriental Students gl6dJy accepted 
BraiM and means vaty inversely. And, as far as the offer of the Y.M.C.A. to find an Indian Secretary 
Scotland goes, it would never have reached the position and to make over th!' work to the Edinburgh Y.M.C.A_ 
it now holds in Medicine had it been subject to this some of the Committee's members continuing to serve
handicap. on the new Committee. By the advice of Mr. K. T • 

.. 2. A second fact is this, that while Ollr distinguished Paul, Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. for the whole of India, 
graduates have, after a few years of special prepara- the present S~cretary wa~ chosen. It was hoped that 

. tion, gone to professorships in Canada. Australia and after ~bout SIX. months lD Edinburgh he might have 
-other Universities, not one has gone to India. I am come mto suffiCIently close touch with Indian students 
not aware of applioations having come to the, various here t? be able to advise as 'to what was most needed. 

,departments in Medicine of onr University for a first- ~r. Smgha, however. is a personality of such attrao
rate teacher of Anatomy, of Physiology, of Pathology, tl.veness and good judgment that he at once commended' 
of Surgery or Medicine. hlmsel~ to all, and within three months the Y.M.q.A • 

•• TLese are remarkable facts which call for careful COIlUIUttee found that it was possible to open a hostel' 
consideration. Am I wrong in thinking that had there to accommodate some twenty.five students and within. 
been plaoed in India thirty years ago even one Medical a year the demands on their accommodation were SG. 
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numerous that they have rented an adjacent house, so 
providing accommodation for ~early forty stude~ts. 
This 110stel has become 8 meetlDg.ground for Indians 
and the friends of India, and already many distin. 
guished men have been welcomed there and have given 
there addresses on topics of common interest . 

.. As the question of hostels is one on which your 
()omwittee wishes information I might add that if 
further hostel accommodation were thought desirable 
-the students would gladly avail themselves of it, pro. 
vided the hostels were on the same lines as those which 
the University has provided for students and under 
University supervision. It would, in my opinion, be 
undesirable to make residence in a hostel compulsory. 
This is not done in the case of any other group of 
students. What the lndian objects to, and rightly, is 
anything suggesting exceptional treatment. He is 
willing to submit to any discipline provided his fellow. 
students are subjected to the same." 

In reply to questions the witness stated that he 
and his wife had take'll., 8 great interest in Indian 
students in Edinburgh and had tried to bring 
them into contact with British home life. There 
was one preliminary difficulty in the way of 
social intercourse between the British undergraduates 
and the Indian, and that was that the former 
knew 'nothing about the men with whom they were 
brought into contact: once this was overcome their 
relations towards each other were very friendly. He 
did not think that the large number of Indians in the 
University was a bar in the way of social intercourse. 
He had found that Chinese students seemed to be more 
prepared and anxious to mix with their fellow-students 
than were the Indians. He thought that Indians 
might not object to a separate hostel being set up for 
themsE'lves alone, though of course it would all depend 
on who ran the hostel; but there was the question below 
the s\lrface not only of their living apart, but their 
dislika of being treated differently from others and not 
wishing to be controlled in any way. 

As regards the question of Medicsl training he said 
that, although he was ignorant of conditions in India, he 
would like to see the experiment started of a school 
run or the same lines as the ME'dical Department here, 
and staffed' by highly qualified professors in order to 
give a first-class training to 'Indian students who had 
not enough money to come to England. 

At present the staffs in the Indian Medical Colleges 
seemed to be mainly recruited from the Indian Medical 
Servire, and consE'quently had no chance of specialising 
in their subjects: a man needed several years' special 
training after gl'aduation before he really knew hi~ 

subject and was able to teach it well. He could not sa, 
what salaries would have to be paid to induce really 
highly qualified men to go out to India in the Medical 
Colleges there. The present class of Indian student!! 
had not distinguishE'd themselves in medicine. He had 
no record of their subsequent careers_ 

Indian students at Edinburgh had the same chances 
of clinical work and experience as the English undEr. 
graduates_ He made a point of choosing cases for them 
rather carefully in his own particular subject and there 
had never been any objections raised. The patients 
did aot seem to resent being under the charge of foreign 
students. 

Social intercourse between the Indian students and 
the people of Edinburgh as well as with the other under
graduates was encouraged as much as possible. The 
Students' Christian Union and the Y.M.C.A. had been 
of great assistance in that direction. 

He did not think that any organisation would be 
successful in bringing Indian students into contact with 
the best minds of the l"niversity-anything of an 
official nature would he sure to fail. It depended almost 
entirely on the individual. In some cases professors 
laid themselves out to improve the general social condi
tion of Indians and the Local Adviser was able to help 
a good deal unofficially. An interesting movement 
which had recently been set on foot was the formation 
of students' committees for the different nationalities 
in the University, such as the South Africans, the 
Australians, &c. They managed their own affairs and 
looked after the students in their own particular section. 
If thpre were a University Committee run on the same 
lines and co-operating with these other Committees it 
would be an ideal arrangement. 

He thoughlr that the reason why Indians had 
failed to distinguish themselves in the Faculty 
of Medicine was because the best men had 
not come' here, and if their academic record was 
inferior that might to some extent account for the 
other men looking down on them: if a man's name 
appeared in the Honours List that fact alolie com. 
manded respect. On the whole, Indian students in 
Edinburgh had a satisfactory reputation, and those who 
knew them well respected them accordingly. 

The reason why Chinese students did so well was 
because they were picked men, a very careful selection 
being carried out before they came to England. 

He knew of one or two Indians who had taken their 
medical degree at Edinburgh and had settled in 
England to practise. As far as he remembered none had 
done this in Scotland, and there was no general tendency 
for them to;> come to this country to earn a livelibood. 

Mn. W. S. MOnRISON, M.O., M.A., Senior President of the Students' Representative CounCil 
and of the University Union. was called and examined. 

He stated that the Students' Representative Council intercourse existed between Indian and Scottish under. 
was '1 statutory body for which provision had been made graduates. There were various reasons for this, one 
under the Scottish Universities Act. It concerned itself was that in Edinburgh there was a very large number 
with academic matters, and acted as intermediary of foreign students, more than in any other University, 
between the authorities and the students in any matters and, frankly, the ordinary Scottish student had B 

in which the decisions of the former might come into distinct prejudice against any foreigner. He did not 
conflict with the interests of students. It did very little think that this characteristic was peculiar to Scottish 
outside the University; social intercourse was more the undergraduates, but it was strongest and most marked 
affair of the University 'linion than of the Representa. in Edinburgh, bE'canse of the fact that they had the 
tive Council. The Council did not presume to question largest number of foreigners there. Edinburgh was, as 
such important matters as the appointments of lecturers, a city, extremely reserved, and this attitude was 
&c., but on one occasion it had protested against the refieClted in the Univ~rsity. Another reason was that 
system of marking in vogue and had carried its point. English and Scottish students came up to the University 

The members of the Council, of which there were with their own particular coterie of friends, and in many 
about 100, were elected each year by the students. They eases they stayed in those coteries, not worrying much 
were obliged to mt-et at 8 monthly statutory meeting, about other students, whether foreign or British. 
and a special meeting could be summoned at any time. Exclusion applied more to coloured races than, for 
The officials were elected by the Council itself; there example, ta European foreigners. The students did 
were three Presidents, a Secretary, an Assistant not differentiate between Indians and Egyptians, but 
Secretary and a Treasurer. The Council itself did not class"d them all as coloured_ Where distinctions were 
come much into contact with Indian students, but there drawn he thought that the Indians were the most. 
were a number of sub-committees, as for example the popular_ 
Imperial Acadt-mic Committee, of which an Indian There was no East and West Society at Edinburgh 
was at present the Convener. This Committee had to promote social intercourse; the Christian Union did 
raised the question of the recognition given to Indian wh~t they ~ould, b~t they.were not very strong and 

.-degrees and qualifications. -.t~elr followmg conSisted chiefly of first year students 
The University Union was more in touch with the With but few of the older men whose influence would 

Indians at Edinburgh. being concerned with the life of have been of greater help. The only social functions 
students outside the University. Very little social at "hieh Indian students seemed to appear were the 

4871 R 
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-'Elbatll.· recently they had taken part in them .in 
'4 ,'" d th . tles increlJsing n\.lIllbers. Athletic clubs an 0 er SOCle 
did not seem to appeal to them; this, was due to thelr 
~wn tastes because when they did appear tht'y were 
~lwayg wel~Dmed and there was nothing w!"ong in the 
treatment they recElived. On the whole Indlan students 
had to work harder than the British; they had the 
language difficulty to overcomt', and therefore really 
had less time for social intercourse. 

There was no prejudice against Colonials at the 
University, but it must be admitted that there was a 
(lerta;n amount against Orientals. India~s an~ all others 
were treated quite equally so far as UnlVerslty regula
tions were concerned, and they were placed under no 
restrwtions or disabilities. 

As regards the O.T.C. the witness stated that British 
studen,ts had petitioned against the admission of 
Indians when that idea lIad \:Ieen brought forward some 
t(rp.e ago. Asked whether this was not a disability, the 
witness replied that the University could not be blamed 
for I,bis, because thE:' actual regulation forbidding th,e 
I\dmission of Indil\ns to the corps was an Army CounCll 
one. He agreed ~hat more attempts might be made 
now to remove the existing prejudice, but said that a 
d,efimte campaign in this directibn might have no other 
effect beyond increasing what prejudice already existed. 

lIe personally would suggest that Indians should not 
come in large numbers to anyone University; it was 
only when this happened that the other undergraduates 
becamE:' aware of their existence and resented it. It was 
also 8 question of time; the prejudice must be allowed 
to dissolve. Even now it was far less than before the 
war when he had been an unq.ergraduate at Edmburgh. 

He 'did not think th~t ex-service men were more 
opppsed to I!:ldians than any others. Besides, the term 
"ex-service men" could hot be applied to anyone 
body or public opinion, since the majority of men now 
at the University had served in the war. Men who had 
served abroad generally returned with wider views and 
experience so that they would be less likely to be 
prejudiced than the ordinary class of undergraduate. It 
was 1\ fact that i~ the Univ,ersity Union all foreign 
students sat on one side of the smoke-room and British 
on thfl other. He thought this was simply a question of 
traditional prejudice. In reading rooms, dming rooms, 
libral'ies, &c., they all mixed together. 

Another difficulty that had arisen on ac~ount of the. 
1 number of foreian students at EdlDburgh W8li 
arge ", t' t th that in many cases ex-serVlce men re urnmg 0 elB' 

University had found there was n~ room for them, ~d' 
that many foreigners were already lnstalled. They were 
not Ilware that the latter had most probably made their 
applications years ~efore" and as a result there was a 
certain amount of Ill-feehng caused between them. 

He thou"ht that if Indian students took part in 
athletics to'" a greater extent than they did at present 
their status in the University might be improved. He 
did not think, however, that aca~emic, dis~inction would 
necessarily carry social popularIty wlth It, or at least 
only to a small extent. 

There was no fixed percentage for Indian members of 
the Students' Council, and it was merely by chance that 
an Indian was Convener of the Imperial Academic 
Vommittee. 

QUllstioned as to the manner in which racial prejudice 
was shown towards Indians, he replied that it mainly 
expressed itself in Edinburgh by an attitude of 
exa""erated reserve on the part of the British under
grad~ates. There was no actual hostility and unless an 
Indian student were hypersensitive he need not suffer 
much from it. 

He estimated the cost of living at about £3 per week 
for students living in families. He did not think that 
Scotti>!h students could obtain lodgings at a cheaper 
rate than the Indians. 

He knew that Indians were admitted to School 
O.T.Cs., but could not give any information as to how 
they fared in them as there had been no Indians at his 
schooL He thought, however, that objections would 
be raised m all the- units of the University Corps if 
Indians were admitted to it. 

No list of lodgings was kept by the University 
authorities at all, nqr were hostels run by them, except 
for women students. The only thing done in this respect 
was by the Students' Reptesentative Council, which 
helpe'{ freshmen to find suitable accommodation, lind 
by houses run by student Committees. 

He thought that a separate hostel for Indians might 
work very well as if they' had an organisation of their 
own besides the Indian Association it might give them 
a bettfr status in the University. 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1921 (EDtNBURGII). 

TIlE EARL OF LUTON (Chairma~). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIwAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
Mu. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 

Sm M. HAMilIICfj:. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOfj:s. 

lfR. E. G. HOWARTH, Secretary. 

PnoFEssoR J. LORRAli\1 SMITH, M.A., M.D., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, was called and examined. 
He said that the Medical Faculty had attracted Indian a,s from courses, but this only referred to the pre

students for longer than any other faculty: there were hminary entrance examinations: from the actual 
now thirty-three on his list. medical examinations no exemption was given, but 

The faculty had power by the University ordinances students were exempted from the necessity of following 
to recognise certain Indian qualifications as being out the courses that corresponded to the courses that 
equivalent to the Scottish matrioulation. they had taken in India, and were allowed to enter for 

Before a student could take the Edinburgh Medical the examination at the first possible opportunity. 
degree it was necessary for him to have spent at least Indian students generally presented themselves for a 
two years actually at the University studying medicine: personal interview, though this WIIS not insisted upon' 
the other three years of the course might be spent in it was easier to estimate the value of the wOl'k that th~ 
any other University, including any Indilln one that was student had done if he came in person and explained his 
l'eeognised by the University Court. The list of courses. 
approved Universities included the six principal Indian Some~imes the .Univel'~ity .o! Edinburgh communi. 
Universities, but students who came from the less- cate~ w~th the Indlan Uruverslties on the subject of the 
known institutions would be treated with consideration apphcatlons made by their students, but he did not 
and their cases judged on their merits. recall any case that had been referred to the lndiall 

It was difficult to set up any real standard of e]!:amina- Students' Dt'partment in London. 
tiona but the University worked by former experience, He thought that those Indian students who had coma 
and he thou<>ht that they had as a rule been fairly had do~e fairly well in their examinations. Some of 
successful in "determining what concessions aught to be the~ dld not ~et through the first time, but passe<J on 
made to individual Indian students. Sometimes thelr second tnal, and he thought that this in the easEl 
exemption was given from certain examinations as well of a complete stranger to the country, was quite a good 
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l"ecord. He thought that the education that the 
students received in India was satisfactory, but he 
advised, considering the difficulties that they had to 
meet in a strange country, that they should come to do 
their course at Edmburgh having reached a rather 
higher standard than the average Scottish student. 

He had made out an average in 1913 of the tiome taken 
<by students to complete their whole course in Medicine, 
-and this showed that the- Edinburgh student completed 
the course in five and three.quarter years instead of the 
possible five. Indian students generally took about six 
to seven years. 

As regards time of entry, he was quite wiJling for 
them to come at the begmning of the course. 

Latin was not a necessary qualification for entrance 
into the Medical Faculty of the University. The 
standard of the entrance examination had recently been 
raised to that of the Faculties of Arts and Science. 

A point that presented great difficulty to Indian 
students was that they did not seem to realise that the 
studv of anatomy WIIS necessary for the Medical 
}<'ac~lty, and they would do their Preliminary Science 
examination in India in subjects which did not include 
this, so that they would have to waste time when they 
got here in doing anatomy courses that might have been 
done before. A few Indian students were forewarned of 
this and took anatomy, but this was not general. 

He thought that students should come having got 
exemption from the preliminary eX9llIlination. Five 
terms of anatomy had to be got into the Medical course 

-in the first two years, so it was advisable to get some of 
it over belore coming, so that they need not be delayed 
by it when they were otherwise able to go on to the 
more advanced part of the work. 

No certificate of character was required from Indian 
students before they were admitted to the Medical 
course. 

The total number of students in the Medical Faculty at 
the pl'esent moment was 1,960. A great many different 
nationalities were represented. There was no tutorial 
system in the faculty, students had to attend their 
courses for their examinations. House appointments 
were given to the beit students each year: he did not 
think that any had been held by Indians yet. 

Courses and sometimes examinations were recognised 
in scientific subJects, but no Medical examinations were 
recognised; if an Indian student came to Edinburgh, 
having taken the Madras degree in Medicine, he would 
have to do all the Edinburgh examinations, though he 
need not compulsorily spend more than two years doing 
it. In practice, of course, it was hardly possible to 
accomplish all the examinations in so short a time, but 

Indian students sometimes managed to do it in three 
years. 

If a man passed the Indian Intermediate examination 
in Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology, he might 
be given credit at Edinburgh for the work that he had 
done in all four subjects, even though he might not have 
graduated. 

The chnical facilities in Edinburgh were very good. 
There were at present an abnormally large number of 
students, so that it was more difficul!t; to procure 
adequate training for them all, but he thought that thiS 
was only a ~emporary embarrassment, and that in the 
future the facilities provided would be sufficient. 
Indian students had not had difficulty because of their 
nationality in getting practical clinical experience. 
Some students had recently been sent to Paris for one 
month's midwifery course, and the success of the 
experiment would encourage him to send more. Other 
Edmburgh students went to maternity hospitals in 
Liverpool, Manchester, London. The Royal Infirmary, 
the Fever Hospitals, the Maternity Hospitals and the 
Poor House Infirmary were all attended by students. 

Although there was a certain amount of difficulty in 
getting midwifery expenence for all students, he did 
not think that there was any -special difficulty for 
Indians. Before qualification a student had to get 
practical expenence in the Maternity Hospital and then 
do twelve cases in the district. 

There were no definite revision courses for students 
who had been referred in various subjects. By a ne"" 
regulation, if a student was notably weak in a subJect, 
he would be required to do further training in it, bllt 
otherwise he would not have to be signed up on an 
additional course when he presented himself for reo 
examination. . 

He thought that the extra year taken by the average 
Indian to complete his course did not show a lack of 
desire or power to work; he thought that it was the 
natural outcome of working in strange conditions. 

Applications from Indian students did not come 
through the Indian Students' Department. Until the 
recent conditions of overcrowding, all students who had 
applied for admission had been admitted. Lately there 
had had to be a special date for closing the books, but 
this was no more a bar to Indian students than tc any 
others. 

A new regulation was going to be enforced by which 
all students who missed three opportunities of ,taking 
an examination would be required to take further 
instruction. 

He was satisfied on the whole with the conduct BDd 
work of Indian students at Edinburgh. 

PnOFEsson HAIlVEY LITTLEJOHN, M.A., M.B., RSc., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine for ten years 
prior to Professor Lorrain Slnith, was called and examined. 

He said that no studentJ! were exempted from the The Educational Authorities in India should be made 
professional examinations except in so far as the :tirst fullv cognisant of the regulations of the Entrance Boards 
professional examination was concerned in the case of of the British Universlties,-and no students should be 
students of Scottish Universities, and such students of allowed to come t{) this country who were not ready to 
any University who had passed in the subjects of the enter on their degree courses. 
first professional examination for a Science or Arts At present the Medical School in Edinburgh was so 
degree. overcrowded that students were not admitted to medical 

There was no special bar in this respect against study until they had received permission from the 
Indian students or Indian Universities. Students of Dean. This applied to all students, and therefore no 
any University, including the Indian Universities, were student should come to Edinburgh until he knew 
given exemption from classes of the professional medical whether he could be admitted. 
currioulum, provided the classes attended by them were Further, students who came to take a given course 
by recognised lecturers, and were of the same standard of study should adhere to this. Many students after 
as those held in the University of Edinburgh. arrival thought that thcy would like to take an Arts or 

He thought that Indian students ought not to come Science degree in addition to that of Medicine. This 
to this country to study medicine until they had com- ,-ery often led to disaster, partly because they were not 
pleted in India an entrance examination which qualified qualified to study the particular science and frequently 
them to study medicine at the University, and that failed in the examinations, and also because of the 
students should be officially advised by proper greater length of time entailed, the result being tl1at 
authoritiE's in India as to the rt'quirements for entrance their money was not sufficient to provide for a Science 
to medical study at Edinburgh University. Great harm or Arts in addition to a Medical curriculum. 
was caused by students coming from India with He would like to mention another difficulty with 
incomplete entrance certificates, the result being that Indian students, namely, the apparent absence of some
before they could commence the medical course they one in authority in India with whom the Dean could 

"had to pass an examination in the subjects in which correspond in regard to the students. "-hen a student 
their certificate was defective." This led very often to after repeated warnings was neglecting his work, or 
-a waste of time and to the acqUIrement by such students behaved in an improper manner, it was very advisable 
<If habits which were not to their advantage, and the that his parents, or someone in India who was respoll
delay frequently disheartened them. sible for him, should know of his conduct and either 

R2 
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remove him from the University or take such measures 
as might ensure better behaviour in future. 

His experience was that it was very difficult to get in 
touch with the prope!' guardian in India, and even then 
they did not understand the letters sent to them, and 
merely made appeals for greater control to be exercised 
by the Dean and University Authorities, not realising 
that this had already been carried out so far as possible. 

He thought that it was very important that men who 
clime to this country for education should be physically 
as well as mentally capable of profiting by their stay. 

He found that Indian students often found the cold 
climate of Edinburgh very trying, their lodgings were 
often not comfortable, and they developed a neurasthenic 
condition or nervous depression which - was a most 
disastrous thing for them. There were sometimes cases 
of phthisis among the Indian students, and it seemed 
to be nobody's business to care for them and provide 
for their return home. He thought that only the most 
physiC' ally fit among the Indian applicants should be 
allowed to come. 

He tnought it was also very necessary that some 
form of recreation should be provided for the Indian 
students, who, being -comparatively few in number and 
not having any school associations in this country, found 
it- difficul~ to join existing clubs. The question of 
expense also was a difficulty. The University Athletic 
Club no doubt was open to them, but only the best 

athletes got into the teams, so that the athletic cluD
comprised only comparatively few Indian students. 
lndians had shown themselves adepts at tennis and 
crICket, provided they got an opportunity for playing. 
and he suggested that if some provision could be made 
for enjoying these game.. at Universities where there 
was a consIderable number of Indian students it would 
be of great benefit both as regards their health and work. 
For many years Indian students in Edinburgh had 
had a cricket team which had been very successful, but 
it had been carried on under difficulties for want of a 
proper ground. 

With regard to the question of the Local Adviser, he 
thought that such an Adviser should be very carefully 
chosen since he occupied a delicate position, the majority 
of Indian students resenting anything which bordered 
on supervision which was not exercised in regard to 
other students. He thought that the Adviser should 
be a man who was popular and held a post on the staff 
of the University, a man who was himself more or less 
an athl('te, and who had SOIDa knowledge of the world 
and \:nderstanding of human nature. Such a person 
would have a better chance of acquiring the confidence 
of Indian students, and be better able to help them in 
any difficulties. He should if possible also be 8 

medical man who could sympathise and encourage thoS!! 
who felt the strain of their work. A medical man would 
also be' best qualified to see that such students got 
prop£.'l" medical advice when a specialist was required. 

PROFESSOR J. STEPHENSON, M.B., D.Sc., at present Lecturer in Zoology in the University of Edinburgb, 
was called and examined. 

He said that he had been a Colonel in the Indian 
Medical Service, Principal of an Indian College, and 
Acting-Vice-Chancellor of the Punjab University. 

He thought that Indian students would have to come 
to this country untIl the standard of education in India 
was I'aised and further facilities were provided for 
research work. In many Indian colleges tuition was 
only pro~ded up to the standard of the Bachelor's 
degree without even going on to the degree of Master. 

He thought that India lacked a good research atmo
sphere, but he would not go so far as to say that 
research was not possible in India. It was important 
that professors in India, as in this country, should 
always have some piece of research work on hand, and 
thus keep in live touch with their subject. 

He advised that Indian students should, if possible, 
remain at their own University until they had taken 
their Master's degree in Science, and should then come 
to this country for postgraduate work. A good course 
for them to follow would be the Ph.D. of a British 
University, whioh could be taken after two years' 
study; they could then become professors in India.
He thought that it was a mistake to send undergraduate 
students to the United Kingdom for university educa
tion. They could get well grounded in Science at such 
a college as Lahore. 

As regards the question of seleotion of Indian students 
for education in this country, he thought that it would 
be quite easy for the Indian Universities to pick out their 
best men each year, and thus selection could be made 
without the interference of the Government. His 
experience of the Advisory Committees in India was 
that all the duties devolved upon the Secretary, and 
the Committee itself was quite a superfluous body. 

The experiment of sending Indian students to this 
oountry for eduoation had been ill a large measure 
justified by the results that had been obtained; there 
were, however, two distinct classes of student-the man 
who had done well in an Indian University and then 
come to the United Kingdom for further experience was 
nearly always a success; but the man who had done 
badly in India, had failed to get his degree, and had 
come to this country for another chance was almost as 
sure to be a failure here, to pick up idle and degenerate 
babits and to go back to India as a waster. Into thw 
class he would also put those students who were unac
ceptable on grounds of character at an Indian 
University. 

From his own experience, those students who csme to 
this country gained considerable benefit from it, and 
he had no hesitation in advising other students to come. 

These advantages were particularly noticeable in regard 
to the Educational services. 

Some research was difficult to carry out in India, but 
it depended upon the subject. Physics, for example, 
would be difficult as there were not yet the same 
facilities in the nature of apparatus that could be had 
in England; but 10 such a subject as Zoology research 
should be more easy in India than in thIS country 
owing to the wealth of natural material. He thought 
that facilities were improving very considerably, and 
that in the future research facilities in India should be 
good. 

He thought that the test in English which Edinburgh 
University required its Indian students to pass, even 
though they had reached the Intermediate standard, was 
quite justifiable. From his own experience in India, he 
said that he had found that students who had just passed 
the Intermediate would not be able to follow lectures 
in English unless the Professor chose his words with 
care and spoke slowly, still less would they be able to 
follow the ordinary lectures given to English students 
in an English (or Scottish) University. 

He thought that if students wished to enter for the 
public services in India it might be necessary for them 
to come to England II little earlier than he thought 
advisable so that they would get their English degree 
at an early enough age to apply. The Indian matricu
lation could be taken at the age of 15, and a good student 
could graduate in India at the age of 19 or 20. U he 
then came to England he would not be able' to get a 
degree here until he was 23 or 24. 

He would advocate the further development of 
Oceanographic studies in India. 

Asked whether there ought not to be an equivalence 
of •. degree for degree," he stated that this was quite 
impossible. He pointed out that the Indian degree 
('ould be taken at the age q,f 19 or 20, whereas the 
Englisq boy, as a rule, stayed at his public school until 
lIe was nearly that age and then went on to the Univer. 
sity and graduated after a further three or four years' 
study; there could be no comparison in the value of 
degrees. He thought that the Vice-Chancellors of 
Indian Universities should strengthen matters at their 
own end before equivalence could be thought of. He 
approved of the recent development at Lahore, where 
the honours courses were being modelled on those of 
Oxford and Cambridge, and specialisatio~ was begun: 
after the Intermediate examination. 

He thought that the Medical College at Lahore was 
in all essentials of building and equipment an excellen!; 
ground for training, but instances sometimes occurred 
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where a professor took up different subjects in turn for 
reasons of convenience rather than of special ability. He 
thought that the preliminary scientific ground to be 
()btained in many colleges in India was good. 

He did not agree with a previous witness in thinking 
that any good that Indian students gained in thiS 
country was neutralised by the moral deterioration 
coincident 'I\' itb it; he could cite many cases to the 
.:ontrary; a good st\ident who came to Britain did not 
suffer any moral deterioration. 

He thought that the honours schools of the Indian 
Universities stood in need of strengthening, and that 
the Universities should confine themselves to higher 
work, and let the work that was at present occupying 
the students' first and second years be done at school. 
Jie also thought that boys would in this way learn more 
English, as it was easier to teach a language in small 
-classes in a school than in lectures in a University. 
lIe did not think that even if the Sadler report were 

adopted and the age at which the Indian examinations 
could be taken were raised that it would be possible to 
equate the Indian and the British degrees. Every 
University differed, and it was impossible to generalise 
when speaking of their standards. 

As regards the Edinburgh Zoology course, he said that 
Ii an Indian had taken Ius Intermediate at 18, followed 
by a three years' course in Zoology in India, he would 
be about as good as a person who had taken the Zoology 
course at EdmbW'gh. 

He thought that graduates in India generally knew 
enough English to profit by the courses here; he had 
found the advanced classes in India. much easier to 
teach in this respect. 

He thought that if a selecting body were necessary it 
could be formed from the Syndicate of the Indian 
Universities. - A committee of such a body could do 
satisfactory work. 

DR. N. ANNANDALE, B.A., D.Sc., head of the Indian Zoological Survey, was called and examined. 

He said that the chief need for improvement in Indian 
University and Technical Education was in the teaching 
",taff. At present he thought that the standard of 
teaching was very low, and that professors were not 
-closely enough in touch with their subjects. This led 
to a general lack of good atmosphere, so that Indian 
",tudents found research almost impossible. He knew 
(If students who had come from India to Cambridge 
.and had been astounded to find that practically 
every member of the staff was carrying out hla own 
private researches. This was the only way to create 
the research atmosphere. If this could be the case in 
India, and professors could be found who would have 
the power of inspiring a real love of knowledge and 
desire for investigation, there would be no need for 
Indian students to come to this country for their 
vrdinary education. He thought that students who had 
worl{ed at Lahore under Colonel Stephenson were 
thoroughly well.taught and had turned out to be true 
scientists. 

He thought that it was a fallao;) ro give the best posts 
.in the Government service exclusively to men who had 
been trained in England. As a rule the man who had 
remained in India would be on the whole the better 
man, because although at present the teaching th~t 
-could be obtained in England was better than that 10 

India, yet men who were uprooted from their normal 
8urroundinO's at an impressionable age and set down 
-amongst e~tirely different conditions were subject to 
moral degeneration. He thought, too, that such men 
returned to India so discontented with the conditions 
-of work in India and so incapable of adapting them· 
selves to those conditions, as compared with those in 
.this country, that their work was bound to suffer. He 
felt very stronuly that the ordinary Indian student 
should not be "allowed to come to this country "for 
.education. 

On the other hand, he thought that if Indians came 
to this country as children and went to school and then 
to the University they would turn out quite well, but 
"they would suffer an almost complete denationalisation 
and so could hardly come under the category of Indian 
students. 

In his own service there were four scientific officials 
and two research assistants. These assistants and two 

-of the officers were Indians and (with the exception of 
·one, who had been a failure) had. received their educa
-tion in India but he had made It clear to them that 
-they could n~t get promotion until th~y had been i.n 
England for a period of study. He consldered that thiS 

was the stage at which they should come, when they 
had completed their University education and had done 
a year or two years' research under good supervision. 
They were then old enough to resist ·any vitiating 
influences with which they 'IIught meet in thiS country, 
and they would have the opportllmty of getting into the 
research atmosphere that prevailed in our UniverSities. 
Their outlook was broadened and they were fitter for 
"esponsible posts in India. 

As regards the question of Oceanography, he said that 
the Government proposed to start a station in the 
Andaman Islands, and he thought that any scheme for 
such study in the Indian Universities should be in 
relation to this. The question of Marine research was 
a very important one for India, and he hoped to see 
greater developments in this branch of Science. 

He did not agree that the low standard of Indian 
University scientific training was due to the fact that 
the teaching was carried out in small isolated colleges 
which could not afford the laboratory equipment of larger 
institutions, for he conSidered that as a whole laboratory 
conditions m the larger institutions were much better 
in India than they were in this country, and that the 
smaller institutions hardly attempted scientific train
ing. In addition to this, for zoologists in particular, 
the research facilities should be better in India than 
in this country owing to the wealth of natural material. 

He was not in favour of changing the present system 
of Government laboratories in order to link them up 
with the Universities, because the present system was 
well established and on the road to great improvements. 
He thought that they should remain as at present 
organised and that postgraduate students of the Univer
sity could be admitted to them for research purposes. 
As regards the difficulty that the Universities provided 
no degree in Agricultvre and that the Government 
departments would not come under University control, 
he thought that if the University standards were raised 
this difficulty would not exist. 

He tb,ought that even if the man who was sent to 
England for his University training was to begin with a 
better man than the one who remained in India, yet 
the effect of training men of undergraduate age in this 
country would counterbalance this superiority, and the 
Indian trained man would be the better. 

The worst age for a boy to come t.() this country was 
between 18 and 21: it was students of this age who 
became. discontented on their return to India; they 
lost ~heir balance and "'ere spoiled for their future work. 

MR. A. R. MALIK, Representative of the Edin~urgh Islamic Society on. the Students' 
Hepresentative Council of the University, was called and exammed. 

He handed in- a statement (appended) of his views out workin~ up again all ~e subjects in which he h&;d: 
th . t . d b th C~~~;ttee in their Press already satisfied the exammers. He thought that thllO' 

.upon e pOln s rruse y e ~ uld b d ted' Ind' It l' d' 
communique, and followed this in giving his evidence. system. sho ~ a op . m la. wa.s exp ame 

In amplification of certain points, he said (in relation that thlS was bemg ren;'~dled .byhthe newlYdilDdaugturatecl 
. . . 'L' f his tatement) that in .. eompartment system ; this, owever, no go ro 

~dfn~:!"~' t~~ ~:t:m ~~e:;f~rring : candidate in the far as the Edinburgh system, a8 if a cand.idate failed 
''Subject i~ which 1e was weak gave him the opportunity twice in any o~e s,!bJect ~e would be reqwred to tak" 
-of taking this subject a!;.ain at the next examination with- the whole exanunabon ag81n. 
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Returning to his second point, he said that in the 
Englibh and Scottish Universities a stu~ent could 
-select the subjects for his degree from a po~slble twenty 
or thirty different subjects, in all of which a~equ~te 
'teaching would be provided; he c.ontrast~d t~l~ wI~h 
the very limited scope of the Indian Um,:ersltle~ III 
this respect. He did not agree that certalll subjects 
1\'ere not taught in -India because the:e was no de~and 
for them. He thought that if teachmg were provided 
in these subjects there would quickly be found students 
who would wish to profit by it. It was explained that 
the limited scope of subjects in India might be due to 
the fact that all the teaching was done in small isolated 
colleges, which could not hope to compete with large 
organisations such as the British Universities. 

He agreed that the erratic nature of the results of 
Indian University examinations was in large measure 
responsible for Indians preferring to get their qualifica
tions in the United Kingdom. Here, with reasonable 
diligence, a student might be fairly confident of obtain
ing his degree at the end of his course, but this was not 
the <,ase in India where a much stronger element of 
chance seemed to prevail. 

In regard to the question of the Advisory system 
(subSidiary point 6), he thought that the duties might 
well be fulfilled in Edinburgh by a senior Indian 
student, and. that newcomers would be more happy 
to go to one of their own countrymen for advice 
than to a British Adviser. He thought that the Edin
burgh Indian Association, which had taken upon itself 
certain advisory duties, was doing very good work. 

He did not think that the percentage of Indian 
students who were under the financial guardianship of 
the Adviser was sufficient to warrant the existence of 
special arrangements in regard to all Indian students. 
He thought, however, that if parents in India were 
still desirous of placing their sons' money in responsible 
hands a University official might be designated for this 
purpose alone, or that if a hostel system could be 
started the duty could devolve upon the Warden. 

If an advisory system was necessary, he suggested the 
following scheme :-

A representative body of senior students should be 
elected from the Students' Committee, and their elec
tion should be approved by the University authorities, 
with whose sanctIOn they should work. He was strongly 
opposed to the existence of a paid official as Adviser to 
,Indian students, as he thought that apart from the 
waste of money involved this official had not the same 
power of assisting Indian students as the body he had 
suggestE'd would have. If the senior students worked, as 
he had suggested, with the sanction of the University, 
he thought that parents in India would have confidence 
in them. 

He thought that if sl\ch a scheme were feIt to be 
impos.ible the only alternative was to carry on with th~ 
present system. 

He handed in letters in illustration of the difficulties 
experienced by Indian stude~ts in getting practical 

,technical experience in this country. 
He thought that a hostel was a greatly feIt need, bllt, 

it should not be exclusively for Indian students. The 
Y.l\LC.A. hostel had been successful as regards new
comers, and also when anyone got into difficulties he 
could rely on getting help from there: this showed the 
necessity of a hostel. On the other hand, it was quite 
true that in hostels students did not get enough time to 
study, and they were more suitable for young students. 
He thought that the connection of the present Indian 
hostel with the Y.M.C.A. might make people think that 
it was intended to proselytise; he considered that a 
person could derive social benefits from it without any 
risk, but he thought that the authorities should be very 

. discreet in inviting people to come and meet the 
.students. 

Memorandum handed in by MT. A. R. Malik. 

:Main Lines. 
1. The chief inducement is the higher status which 

::an education in these islands gives, unquestionably, to 
-an Indian student. Moreover, the official recognition 
which the Indian Government and the Educational 

iDeparlnnents give to graduates from this country does 
ereate an ambition in the hearts of others to come here. 

The higher privileges which s~~den£s of. certain pro
fessions, such as Law and MedlCme, obtam are other
r(:asons. 

In this connection one cannot fail to notice tho, 
inadequacy of the whole educational system in India. 
\\ hich is also responsible to a considerable extent in 
sending out the students. It is not the place for me 
tu present a critical dissertation on the method and 
extent of education in India, but with your permission 
I will expose a lew shortcomings;-

(i.) Exclusiveness of ~dmission for wa~t ~f spac? 
Everyone acquainted \nth the college hfe In India 
knows that every year hundreds .of scholars find the
doors closed against them for lack of space and funds. 
It shows the growing ~ealisation of the usefulness of 
higher education. Therefore, those who can afford 
come to this country or go anywhere else where they 
find the desired object. This exclusiveness has become
more marked in the case of schools of Medicine, Law, 
Engineering, Forestry and Agriculture. 

(ii.) Very limited variety of subjects. The syllabi of 
studies have become too much stereotyped. The Indian 
colleges have Ii very limited number of subjects they' 
can afford to teach, and therefore the student finds the 
two edges of the road very much narrowed down upon 
him and the consequent necessity of going abroad. 

(iii.) The severe exclusiveness of the different, 
faculties to admit matriculated students. For example,. 
I see no reason why a student, having matriculated illr 
Arts and having a taste and desire for Medicine, should 
not be admitted in a college for the mere reason that 
he did not pass in the Science Faculty. 

(IV.) The system of examinations is open to criticism. 
The candidate is labelled a failure if he fails to satisfy 
the examiners in one subject out of four, while he shows 
exceptional ability in others. Next year he must appear
again in all; thus in some cases this discouraging 
method has broken the hearts of many. Moreover, the
annual changing of text-books, especially in English, 
the compulsory subject. If one passes in English in one 
year, he has to appear in the new texts the second year' 
again if he failed in any other subject. 

(v.) There is a surprising absence of extension an'l 
continuation work in India. The average graduate'so 
road ends abruptly on the convocation day, unless he 
finds any employment to further the extent of existingo 
lmowledge in the branch he has specially studied. 
There is no provision for the general dissemination of 
knowledge in an interesting manner. 

2.-(0..) It hardly need be said that it is the function 
and moral responsibility of every good Government to
provide means of adequate education of those who come
for it. The necessity of going abroad for study can only 
be removed when the vast continent of India can give· 
training in all branches required by the aspirants. It 
ill only too well known taat considering the populati~u 
of India the proportion of educational institutions is. 
ver.v Il).eagre. 

(b.) Since the responsibility in this direction has 
been realised, it is only hoped that something will be 
done at the earliest convenient moment to satisfy this 
long-felt desire. But granted that facilities are made
in this country, the question arises whether the oppor
tunity can be extended to the diligent but poorly 
situated students of India to avaIl themselves of these
facilities. 

3. It is not open to doubt that a Britain-returned' 
student plays in every way a better role than one wha. 
has stayed there. His outlook is wider, and he receives. 
and analyses. every problem with a thoroughness. It iM 
needless to say that almost all the men in whose hands 
the destinies of India lie to-day are Britain returned. 

Particular Points . 

. 1. It is n,;,t desired that there should be any restric
tIOn for Indian students as such. This is particularly 
true of the institutions who insist upon applicants 
passing their admission examination, irrespective of the 
students' previous achievements. The London Univer
sity strictly adheres to her own matriculation as being 
the o~ly ch~nnel. ~or a. student. to come through. The 
Scottish Uruversltles give adlll1ttance to him who has 
passed such an examination, which would admit him !;o.

a University or a college affiliated to it in India; but. 
all those whose native language is other than English.. 
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:are required to pass a formal examination in that 
subject. The advisability of such a course is well 
recognised; but to apply. it to every case see'lIlS 
unjustifiable. There are instances of the fallacy of 

.application of such a regulation :-
(1.) In one iIUltancc, a student was already a 

Bachelor of Agriculture. Being such he was 
exempted from the First Science Examination for 
B.Sc. here, but had persistently been asked to pass 
the Preliminary Examination. It was after some 
time and trouble that the authorities concerned 
realised that a Bachelor of Agriculture was really a 
higher acquisition than the matriculation of an 
Indian University. 

(2.) Allow me but to quote another instance. A 
student who had studied up to Intermediate in 
Indll~ joined this University, and having gone 

• through a course of study with distinction pro
ceeded through a misunderstanding to the degree 
examination in that subject. This shows that he 
was capable of following the course of instruction. 
Notwithstanding the fact, he was not given hiP 
PIISS because he had not passed the special entrance 
examination in English. 

The system I am inclined to think on the whole is 
suitable, but it should be the doubtful cases that may 
.be re'luired to undergo tbe ordeal. Every case must 
stand on its ind i vidu al med ts. 

2 and 3. 1'he basis of inquiry under this head is the 
relative standard of University education in this 
-(lountry and in India. But for the difference of mother 
tonguE', such institutions in both the countries staru 
the acad~mic career of the student from almost the 
same stage. It is not the intention of the school 
education to be profe1!sional or technical in any 
-direction. It is everywhere as general as it is in India. 
'The student who appears for the Matriculation Examina
tion in India and he who appears for a Leaving Scho::>l 
Certificate iLl this country both go through almost an 
equivalent process. 

At the same time I must confess that a mere 
Matrioulate of an Indian University is perhaps not 
sensible enough to feel himself at home here. Again, 
I admit that an IntArmediate passed student is 
·decidedly at an advantage, but he has also passed two 
sears of his prime youth in hard toil. Notwithstanding 
that, he is still at a disadvantage in respect of other 
ihings. By the time he has done two years' work in a 
Univ"rsity in this country his cnthusiasm for work is 

-on the wane. This brings me to the conclusion that 
there is a missing link somewhere, and in my opinion 
the bl'st solution of the problem would be in the form 

·of a Public Residential Preparatory School for those 
who intend to proceed to England for study. The 
length of each student's stay in this school should be 
not less than one year, in which time he may undergo 
.a course consisting of (1) English Languaae and 
Literature; (2) Manners and Customs of this pl;ce; (3) 
Preliminary familiarisation with the course he is going 
10 study in this country; (4) Few Lectures on how 
,to adapt himself to derive the best advantage at a 
British University. During his stay at this school he 
'IIlust speak English only. 

4. I am afraid I cannot give a verdict in the case of 
other educational centres in the United Kingdom. The 
first step towards a solution of this problem is the 
reoognition of the graduates of the Indian Universitips 
for postgraduate work in those of this place. As far 
a8 Edinburgh is eoncerned it is only very recently that 
through a humble effort, this first step has been achieved. 
Such recognition should, however, be universal. 
Further, the scope of highel: training in certain branches 
·of learning is very limited. Taking Agriculture and 
Forestry, for example, much original work has been 
done in Germany and America. America affords 
excellent opportunities for advanced study in various 
phrases of Agriculture. But, in order to attract ever
inoreasing numbers of students from the Dominions to 
the United Kingdom, it is first essential to crE'lite 
suitable facilities for training, and then to popularise 
ihem in the Colonie~. 

5. There is no question as to the desirability of 
hostels for Indian students at educational centres. 
'The usefulness is apparent, especially in the case of 
a fresher, more especially if he has no acquaintance at 

his nf'W destination. Secondly, such an institutbn 
would no doubt be conducive to the healthy relations 
of all towards one another if they have a common place 
of meeting, and a place, moreover, on which *hey can 
rely to fall back whenever an ad verse experience 
necessitates them to do so. The system of landladies 
is certainly useful in so far as it teaches the young men 
self-government and self-confidence. In cases where 
unfortunately a student fails, despite his eftorts to 
show a receptive mind, to get a satisfactory place, h3 
will always look upon the hostel as a stronghold. 

Thirdly, a place like this could with advantage be 
used to meet respectable people of this country, so that 
an atmosphere of mutual understanding and goodwill 
could be diffused. But to use such an institution for 
this purpose extreme precaution is necessary. It is 
apparent that everything shall have to be done on the 
fundamental basis of friendship and publicity. It IS 

needless to urge that if anything was done in camera 
the unfailing consequence would be suspicion. 

Further, those who have experience cannot deny to 
affirm that a true student can study better in a personal 
sitting-room than in a hostel. The corporate life does 
create a feeling of fellowship and service, but is also 
responsible for a considerable loss of time-a very 
precious thing. 

Finally, it is an undeniable fact that the whole success 
or failure of the hostel lies in the organisation an<l 
behaviour of the body itself whiph controls it. It is an 
open secret that any governmental interference will be 
open to severe objections. Such objections would also 
be raised very strongly if the government of the hostel 
would be given to a sectarian body. Such institutions 
have now been opened in London and Edinburgh for 
over II year. The experiment has been successful in so 
far as it affords shelter to new men, but it has been 
questIOned that ulterior aims may be beyond the 
superficial philanthropy. Therefore, knowing that a 
hostel answers the desired need, and also that any 
bureaucratic or religious control is open to objection, it 
only rcm81ns to discover the best means through which 
this control may be exercised. In this connection I 
may be permitted to say that a hostel like those con. 
nected with many colleges in India under the manage
ment of the University authorities will be a much 
cherished object. The initial cost together with it9 
financial control being in the hands of the Committee of 
ManagE'ment of the University, the conduct of internal 
economy and government could with great advantaae 
be entrusted to a representative body of the boarde:s, 
this body ~eing elected or nominated every month, il;l, 
order to glve everyone an opportunity to train himself 
in disciplinary government. As an instance I may say 
that University Halls like BIllCkie House and Ramsay 
Lodge in Edinburgh, which are run on these lines, give 
a model for such an institution, since the number of 
students from outside Great Britain is never very large, 
and since it will not be the intention to erect four wall9 
particularly round the Indians while they are in this 
country, the suggestion will, I hope, be given its due 
consi~eration th.at a hostel be open to receive an;y Indian, 
ColoDlal or foreign student that may like to avail of it. 
This suggestion becomes more feasible when one learns 
with great satisfaction from a highly respectable 
author~ty that this University has recently bee~ granted 
a cons~derable. sum of money for a new item of eJi:pendi
ture, 1.6., SOCIal needs, and one of the many ways in 
which such money may be spent is the opening of hostels 
for students. 

6. This is rather a delicate subject, and I should be 
discreet in defining my opinion explicitly. I have not 
been undet an Adviser myself, but have had the 
opportunity of knowing a few that have been. WDat 
I have to say, therefore, will be said without a bias 
or any reference. 

In the first place, from the Adviser's point of view it. 
may be his desire or duty· to advise the student on 
matters educational or others; but in practice, his own 
preoccupations hardly leave him enough time to devot& 
to the solution of the various difficulties of every 
student under his guardianship. Further, though an 
Adviser is supposed to act as a guardian over his ward;; 
he cannot in any way be held responsible for the 
personal actions of the student. Therefore, since he 
cannot and does not guide or object to his actions, 
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I am at a loss to understand what the Advisers~ip 
-consists in. Here again every case stands on Its 
individual merits, but I am led to believe that the mere 
fact of having come under this system m.a~~s no sub
stantial difference in the life and acquIsItions of ,a 
1!tudent while he is in this country. From the stu~ent.s 
point of view the only control ~xercised oyer him IS 
that of giving him a cheque of his ~onthl~ mstalme~t. 
This certainly had its limited biesslllg, whICh also dis
appears if he" could procure extra money otherwise. . 

Besides this he gets no advice iII; geIl;eral. ~or his 
educational matters he has his UnIverSIty AdvI~er to 
consult. For his residence he has best to help himself 
with the help of any friends he may be able to procure, 
and sometimes he may even be staying or have to 
stay in not very congenial lodgings. 

I admit that the Adviser eannot go to hunt for rooms 
for every student, and therefore it is almost the saID;e 
whether the student did or did not come under thIS 
arrangement. 

Turning to the extent of the advisory functions of the 
so· called Advisers in provincial centres in India and in 
London, I would snatch this opportunity for giving 
vent to' a widespread feeling of dissatisfaction and dis
appointment at the experience the students have 
suffered, through having tried to gain information and 
admiasion in the various Universities. Several instances 
may be cited where when the students sought advice 
from Advisers in London and India they were either 
misadvised or not advised at all, and kept in suspension. 
always hoping that something good might still turn up 
after months of waiting and correspondence. It is only 
where 8. student on his own initiation came in direct 
contact with the authorities of the University he 
intended to join or made enquiries about, that he got 
some satisfactory reply. 

'7 and 8. It is a wise and bold step for the authorities 
to consider this question, and the more they do to express 
in a practical way the appreciation of their obligations 

towards Indian students and the sooner they do it the· 
b tter not only for the students, but also for their 
fellow' citizens here. Complaints have not been few of 
t~e inability of Indian students to obtain practical 
training. I have received on? from .& student. 
who applied to thirteen firms of raI~way engllleers and 
got the same negative a~swe~ ~rom all. ~t shoul.d be 
made a condition of thelr prIVIlege of do~ng busllless 
with India that these firms should take Indian students 
'in their works for practical training. . 

At this place allow me to draw your attentIOn towards 
an important question. It may be known to' th& 
members of the Committee that Indian students during 
their stay in this country used to be taken. in the 
Officers' Training Corps before the war. Durlllg thtl' 
war these allowances were held in suspension. In 1919 
this question was raised again and about twenty 
students applied. The War Office now removed th", 
objection and allowed their admission. Four students 
were called up to London for an interview. Three out 
of these four were selected and the Local Adjutant 
informed. The actual training, however, has not 
started yet by the Local Adjutant on the ground that 
some minor questions as to their uniform and training 
expenses have not yet been decided. Consequently the· 
matter lies where it is. 

10 and 11. The authorities have simply to be con_ 
gratulated for such a broad-minded move, and the best 
means would be for the students to join: (1) The 
University Literary Societies, (2) Certain PubliC' 
Bodies and Clubs in -which they should be received 
with a real e8prit de corps, and (3) by the University 
authorities taking initiation in bringing this about as. 
far as it is in their power and is practicable. If we are
to exist as citizens of the great Commonwealth it must. 
be realised by all that the peace of the whole fabric lies 
in the strength of each individual unit to help others. 
and oe helped by them on a mutual basis. 

(Signed) A. R. MALIK. 

MR. ANDREW BENNETT, Secretary to the Scottish Universities Entrance Board, 
was called and examined. 

He stated that the Entrance Board was similar to the No definite list was kept of "recognised Indian 
Matriculation Board of the Northern Universities in Universities," but every University or college affiliated 
England. It issued a certificate to students entering to a University in India was recognised. 
the Scottish Universities, showing that they were quali- The witness read from the Ordinance under which 
fied to enter upon courses leadmg to degrees. The the Entrance Board was established a clause providing: 
Entrance Board differed from the Northern Universities that .. an applicant who has in any British or foreign 
Matriculation Board in that in each Scottish University been admitted (otherwise than honori8 caU8a 
Umversity the authorities were entitled to demand of tantum) to a degree, or who has obtained a certificate
an entrant student additional qualifications. The recognised by the Entrance Board as equivalent to such 
Entrance Board certificate was not an absolute passport a degree shall be entitled to receive from the Entrance' 
to the' degree curriculum. The Board held a Board a certificate of exemption from the requirements 
Preliminary Examination twice a year, which was of the General or Special Regulations of the Board." 
similar to the Matriculation Examinations held in Under this clause an Indian graduate had merely to. 
England. The examination was held at each of the four pay the fee in order to obtain the Board's certificate. 
Scottish UniversitiE's. On obtaining passes in the pre- Non-graduates had to have taken their Intermediate iI1' 
scribed subjects and on the prescribed standards at this an Indian University and a special examination here to< 
examination, or at another examination recognised by prove that their knowledge of English was sufficient to, 
the Board as an equivalent, the applicant would be en~ble them to gain full benefit from the lectures. 
entItled to the Board's certificate testifying to his ~hIS was 8.. comparatively new regulation, having come
fitness to enter upon a course leading to a specific moo force m Febr~Iary of thi~ year and having super
degree. In the Faculty of Arts all the Universities seded one by which an Indlan matriculated student 
required that if a student desired to take a class in a had been accepted instead of one of Intermediate
language (Latin, Greek, French, German, Hebrew, &c.) standard as at present. 
he must first show that he had passed the Preliminary - 1!he Entrance Board had taken no special steps to 
Examination on the higher standard in that language, satIsfy themselvps as to the value of the Indian 
or that he had an equivalent certificate. If, therefore, academic qualifications, such as that of the Inter
this subject was not one of those which he had sub- mediate Examination; presumably their judgmentlJ' 
mitted to the Entrance Board in order to obtain their were based upon such knowledge as individual members 
certificate, he would have a further examination to pass of the Board might possess. 
before he could enter that class. The same held good The Board worked administratively through alY 
for Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. In the other EID;erge?~y Committee, and cases concernln new 
faculties, the certificate of the Board usually enabled a UlllversItIes, &c., were dealt with by it g 
-student to pass through the course without further . Ques~ioned as t? a case brought befor~ the Committee 
::Preliminary Examination. In Edinburgh, the Faculty (~n whICh an IndIan graduate had been in the Univer- _ 
"Of Medicine required a pass in Chemistry in addition ?Ity for several. years and when about to take his Finals 
'to the certificate of the Board. It h~d. been dlscoyere.d tbat he had not taken his 

Indian students who had taken examinations in India PrellDunaI?' Exammatio~ and was therefore not eligible 
would submit applications to the Board for exemption for the Fll~als), the WItness stated that such cases 
from the Preliminary Examination. These applications o.ccurl·ed qUIte often as there was nothing in the regula. 
were decided according to the rules laid down by thB hons of the. Scottish U ni versities to prevent students. 
Board for accepting Indian University certi?cates. and ther~ attendlllg clasges without any Preliminary quali-
if the case did not come under these rules It ~·as con· fica.tlOn, but such attendance was not qualification for
l>i~ered by the" Emergency Committee" af the Board. takm; a degree. He thought that out of the 4,600> 
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students now at Edinburgh quite a number might be 
unqualified students who were not proceeding to their 
degree. It was speciully provided in the Ordinance 
establishing the Entrance Board (Scottish Universities 
Ordinancl' No. 70, Section XV) that" Students may 
attend any classes without having qualified for admis. 
sion under the provisions of this Ordinance, but such 
4ttendance shall not qualify for graduation." The 
word .. matriculation " did not mean the same thing in 
Scotland as it did in England. In Scotland it simply 
meant that a person, having paid the required fees, 
was admitted to .the privileges of the University. He 
then received a matriculation card, but that card had 
no bearing upon the conditions under which a degree 
could be obtained. 

In the case of Medical students it was essential that 
they should be registered by the Oeneral Medical 
Council lind should complete the Med\cal Preliminary 
Exanlination at the beginning of thei. course, other. 
wise they wo~ld not, at the end of the curriculum, be 

entitled to be registered as medical practitioners. But 
those who did not seek a degree might attend Medical 
classes without passing a preliminary examination. All 
the Scottish degrees were considered as registerable 
qualifications by the General Medical Council. 

He said that the new regulation regarding the Inter· 
mediate being required as the entrance examination, 
and the addition of the test in English, had been a 
chronological consequence of the Sadler Commission: 
how far it had been the actual result of it he could not 
say. It applied to all foreigners; but as Indians were 
usually more numerous than any other foreigners in 
the Scottish Universities it was largely from experience 
of their lack of English that the rule had been made. 

The Entrance Board was composed of delegates from 
the various Scottish Universities, and a considerable 
proportion were University teachers (professors 01' 
lecturers), who had their personal experience of foreign 
students to guide them in framing regulations which 
would affect such students. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1921 (EDINBURGH). 

1'l'esent: 

TilE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIB D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADt:R hl. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
Ma. C. E. W. JO~iES. 

Sm IlL HAmrICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DB. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, Secreta1'Y. 

lIfn. J. G. HARLEY, M.A., Secretary of the Committee of the Y.M.C.A. hostel in Edinburgh for 
Indiall Students, was called and examined. 

He said that thE' main lines of the policy of the hostel 
~1'ere left in the hands of the Warden, and the Com. 
mittee really only occupied itself with the finances of 
the institution. 

The organisation was under the auspices of the 
Scottish Y.M.C.A., but it had beell lelt very strongly 
that the Warden should be an Indian. It was for this 
reason that Mr. Singha had been appointed. 

He, the witness, had himself organised a self. 
governing hostel in Lahore. The residents controlle.} 
overy thing except the main finance. The experiment 
had been most successful, and the Government had 
given him an unconditional grant. He had come home 
in 1913 and served in France during the war with the 
fndian forces. During this time he had spent a certain 
amount of time in Edinburgh, and at the end of the 
war tlte hostel had been started mainly at his instiga. 
tion. 

Money for the original outlay had been subscribe 'I 
partly by private gifts, but chiefly by tlte Scottish 
Y.M.C.A. The hostel was now paying off the interest 
on this capital to the Y.M.C.A. He thought that it 
should be able to be self.supporting, to pay iuterest on 
capital and the rent of a new house that had been 
taken, and in addition subscribe half of the Warden's 
salary. Just recently ihis had been able to be done, 
but the funds for necessary capital expenditure were 
lacking, and there was an overdraft at the bank. He 
hoped that when general conditions of living were 
improved this would be remedied. 

residents should control the policy to a considerable 
degree. 

The capital expenditure of the hostel had so far been 
'£4,500. 

The main lines of the policy were stated in all 
inaugural address given by Mr. Singh a to the students. 

He thought that as the hostel was under the auspices 
of the V.M.C.A. the ultimate control must be Christian, 
but they would be glad to have experienced Hindus or 
Mohammedans on the governing body in an advisory 
capacity. 

He thought that they would be willing to accept a 
grant from the Government, but, in his opinion, as far 
as the Indian students were concerned, this would be 
bad policy in that it would arouse suspicion. If a grant 
were clearly unconditional it would help them greatly 
if they could accept it. 

He thought that it was stimulating and necessary for 
free religious discussion to take place in the hostel. 
There was no ulterior motive of proselytism in the 
minds of the Committee, but they all felt that it was of 
vital importance to foster the idealistic side of the 
students' character. Much benefit and moral and 
intellectual stimulus had resulted from these discus. 
sions. 

He regretted it if some visitors to the hostel had been 
known to missionise, but he did not tltink that it had iq 
any single case bad any effect on the students. Visitors 
who did that would not be considered desirable. He 
thought that the desire to approach religious subjects 
should be fostered in men of all religions. 

The charges made to students in the hostel were 
equal to those that would prevail in good lodgings. It 
would be possible for students to live in cheap lodgings 
for less, and, on the other hand, some lodgings :would 
be mere expensive. Hit thought that the students got 
more lor their money than they could possibly get in 
lodgings. 

The hostel was not at present run on completely self. 
governing lines, but Mr. Singha was advised by a 
House Co=ittee elected by the residents, who had 
entire control of -certain activities. He thought that 
when things were more firmly established Mr. Singha 
would undoubtedly develop the hostel on self. governing 
lines; it was the policy of all V.M.C.A. hostels that the' 

It was quite impossible to generalise on the treat. 
ment that was received by Indians at the University of 
Edinburgh. There certainly was some race prejudice, 
but he felt that this could be overcome in any 
individual eane. He thought that the prejudice had 

• been fostered by the Colonial students, the South 
Africans in particular. It was a known fact that in 
Edinburgh it was the athletic man tIiat was pOPIllA!' 
among his fellows, and this was a drawback to Indian. 
who were not as a rule much addicted to sport. When 
an Indian got into a team he was nearly always 
popular. The intellectual Scottish student was often as 

48'il 

much alone as the Indian student, and he had made 
effort~ to hring the two types into contact with one 

S 
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~nother. He thought that prejudice was not so strong 
~.ow \lZ i~ used to be. . 

lIe thought that there were certain temporary draw
backs to serious work in the hostel, for example, the 
lack of a reference library. But he did not think that 
there was an., difficulty on the score of atmosphere. It 
was tbe deSire of the Committee to provide better 
facilities liS soon as funds permitted. 

He would welcome the institution of some tutorial 
system but this did not exist in the U ni versity. 

'l'her~ was no objeotion to lectures on Indian religion 
being given in the hostel. Such had been given by a 
Hind'l and a Mohammedan, both Indians, and it was 
considered that this would be an advantage to British 
students in bringing t,hem into touch with Eastern 
thought. 

DR. G. M~CKAY, M.D., Preside.nt of the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh, was called and examined; 
with him came MR. EADIE, Clerk of the College. • 

He explained that the College was the oldest medical 
institution in the United Kingdom, having been founded 
ip. 1505. Although not itself a teaching body, it had 
done much to stimulate the teaching of Medicine in 
Edmburgh, and had devoted a large proportion of its 
funds to the purchase of lecture rooms, which were 
rented to individual lecturers for the purpose of extra
mural instruction, which formed part of the School of 
MediclIle of the Royal Colleges of Physioians and 
Surgeons, Edinburgh. It was not, however, correct to 
say that a student who attended lectures in Surgeons' 
Hall was attached to the Royal College of iilurgeons. 

The standard fur the licentiateship of the college, 
which was granted as a joint qualification with the 
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh and the Royal 
F'aculty of P~ysicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, known 
8S the Triple Qualification, was not so, exactlIlg as that 
required for the University degree in Medicine and 
Surgery. This qualifioation (L.RC.P.E., L.RC.S.E., 
L.RF.P. & S.G.) was registerable as an original quaH; 
fication in the United Kingdom entitling diplomates to 
practise in Medicine, Surgery and :Midwifery, in the 
same manner as those holding the degree of M.R, Ch.B. 
of a_ University. . 

The curriculum required was not so full nor were 
the fees so high as that for the University degree, but 
it complied in every respect with the requirements 
of the General ~edical Council as regards duration of 
curriculum and standard of examination. 

The examinations for the diploma were "Pen to 
students from all parts of the world who could produce 
evidence of preliminary educational attainments which 
would satisfy the General Medioal Council for registra
tion as medical students in this country. Attendance 
at a University or .!it the Edinburgh Extra-mural 
8chool was not an e~senti-al qualification, as instruction 
obtained at other medioal schools either at home or 
abroad, if recognised and approved by the General 
Medical Council, wall aocepted. 

He thought that the e¥istence of the extra-mural 
school in Edinburgh was an added stimulus to 
Jilcturers in the University, as it was not uncommon 
for a student to leave the University and take some 
courses of lectures extra-murally if he thought that 
the instruction was likely to be better. University 
Chairs were often given to men who had made their 
reputation extra·murally. 

Admission to the examination for the single licenoe 
~I the College (L.R.C.S.E.) was granted to candidates 
who already held a diploma in Medicine of any British, 
Indian, or foreign University, which entitled them to 
practise in thei~ own country. This was taken by 
jPractitioners as an additj.ollal qualificatioll in Surgery, 
~lDd was registerable as such with the General Medical 
Council. 

The Fellowship of the Royal College was granted 
only after a very searching ex&mination to men who 
were not less than jl5 years of age, who had practised 
for not less th.s.n two years with a J'egisterable qualifi
<lation, and who wel.'e of sa,tisfactory moral character. 
';I'he examination IlOnsisted oj General Surgery, 
Anatomy in its bearing on Surgery, and a special 
subject (some branch of Surgery), selected by the 
candidate himself. 

It has been questioned lately whether it might not 
htl advisable to follow the example of the London 
colleges in granting a special diploma in different 
branches of Surgery, fl.g., a diploma in Ophthalmic 
Medicine and Surgery, to give specialists an opportu
l1i-1;y of getting An 'additiona~ qUlilificat~on in their own 
I'Nbject without the. neC~sslty of havmg to work up. 
~6neral surgery agalll, since the Fellows as a whole 

were rightly jealous of their privileges and not willing
to lessen in any way the knowledge of general surgery 
demanded in the examination for the Fellowship. 

As a surgical qualification the Fellowship was of 
vel'y high standing, and as a rule was only sought by 
men who intended presenting themselves as candidates 
for important hospital positions. It was necessary for 
Indians who had beeu trained in India iO have taken 
the M.B. aud n.s. of an Indian University before 
they might proceed to the Fellowship examination. 

In H11l-1912, out of a total of eighty-five candidates 
for the Fellowship, only thirty-one had been succe\;s
ful, and he considered that this proportion was fairly 
typical of other recent years. He added that candi
dates, even after passing the examination with credit, 
had still to run the gauntlet of the ballot, and no man 
"'ho was considered in any way undesirable would be 
admitted. 

For the single licence of L.RC.S.E. very few 
candidates offered themselves. From 1911-1920 
there had been eighteen candidates, of whom fourteen 
had been successful. There were some extra-mural 
Indian stlldents studying for this. 

Returning to the question of the triple qualification, 
he said that it was not common for students who were 
studying for the University degree to take the licentiate
ship as well, as the degree was considered a higher 
qualification. Students who had failed in their degree 
examination, however, sometimes entered for the 
licentiateship examination three months ~ater, with II 

view to obtaining a registerable qualification, which 
would permit of their commencing practice liS mediclII 
practitioners earlier. 

He had not the figures relating to the numbers of 
Indian students studying extra-murally. It had to be 
borne in mind, in considering the University figures 
that they inoluded extra-mural students who wer~ 
taking small parts of their courses in the University. 

He supplied statistics in connection with Indian 
~tudents connected with the College. These are 
appended. 

Candidates /rom India holding degreeB from India,. 
Univfl:8itj~8 wh? appeared fo1' the Fellow8hi~ 
Examination during the period fTom 1911 to 1920. 

FELLOWSHIP, 

1911 
Appeared. Passed. 

20 • 1912 16 1) 
1913 9 2 
1914 6 3 
1915 5 3 
1916 2 2 
1917 3 1 1918 4 2 1919 8 5 1920 14 4 

85 .ill 
~andi?~tes from India holding degrees from :(ndian 

Uruversitles. appeared for the Fellowship examina'tion 
i,?r the period irom 1911 to 1920 to the number of 
eIghty-five, C?f whom thirty-one passed and obtained 
the FellowshIp_ 

Fr~m th.e addre~ses of the foreg~ing candidlltes, as 
contalDe~ III the LIst of Fellows, it would appear thaI; 
two. are 1D Governm~n~ se;vice and one in l\lunicipal 
servICe. The others give pnvate addreslles. 
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Number of Indian Candidate. who paBlreB the E:tamina. 
tion. for the above qualifica'tion '0" Un tlear. from 
1911 to 1921. 

First. Second. Third. Final. 
1911 18 1 23 24 
1912 4 4 10 20 
1913 6 1 1 8 
1914 4 1 3 9 
1916 2 6 I) 7 
1916 2 2 I; 
1917 1 2 4 
1918 1 3 " Ii 
!i919 1 1 ~ 1920 1 4 8 
1921 1 1 2 9 

38 24 56 98 
Annual average IIppearing lor examinations over 'l~st 

ten years for first, 3·8; second, 2·4; third, '5·6; 
'finsl,1)·8. 

Showing 'inclusive number of candiClates appearing 
annuall1. 'for each 01 these examinations of about 
twenty.two. 

It has been ascertained that about thirty IndiaD 
students are at present attending the extra-mural 
classes. A number of these are of course studsmg for 
the University degree. 

Candidate. ITom IndiG ho!dir.g QuslijieGtioft8 (gtmercUly 
'the L.M. If 8.) from 1hdia.n Vm'lletaitie. '!Uho appear •• 
fot the Bingle Lice7loe Ea:amiaatie" /luTing tke 
peTiod ITom 1911 to 1920. 

SINGLB LICENCE EXAMINATION. 

1911 
1912 
il913 
1914 
1919 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1!n9 
1920 

Appeared. Passed. 
2 2 
4 , 
II II 
I) 4 
1 1 
1 

1 

II 1 

18 If 
Passed after two IIppearances, on lin average. 

SIll n. W. PHILIP, M.D., LL.D., President of the Royal 'College of 'Physicians, Edinburgh, 
was ca1led lind examinea. 

He Baid that the college was associllted with the 
Royal College of Surgeons lind the ltoyal Faculty of 
Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow in granting the 
Triple Licenciateship. The Fellowship of the Royal 
College of Physicians was quite independent of any 
other authority. 

'l'he Fellowship was a qualification that was- very 
much sought after. The standard was high and it was 
neoessary to pass II searching examination. So far as 
he knew, only two Indians had become Fellows. 

He thought that for the most part Indians oonsidered 
it hardly worth while to return to England lind spend II 
considerable time working for ,the examination for the 
membership, which was a preliminary to the Fellow. 
ship, to which IIdmission was granted by ballot only. 

This quarter there had been twelve candidates for 
the Membership examination. That was about double 
the usual number. No Indian candidate hlld entered 
for the examination 10r several years. 

There was II single Licenciateship of the Royal College 
oj Physician!\, but it had practically fallen into abeyance. 
It was practically only sought by men who already 
possessed some surgical qualification without a medical 
one. That was not now a likely contingency .• 

For the Membership and Fellowship the Royal 
College hlld no list of approved Indian Universities 

which they recognised as providing the necessary train
ing. Each 'application was dealt with on its merits. A 
candidate for Membership had to be proposed 'lind 
seconded by B Fellow of the College, and for the Fellow. 
ship the application had to be supported b~ foUr 
Fellows. 

The witness said that B considerable number OI 

Indian students had irom time to time sought medical 
advice from him. On an average he saw eight or nine 
every year, and generally found that one or two of 
them were Buffering from tuberculosis. Great diffi
culties arose in the cases of such students owing to their 
distance from home. From the particular form whICh 
the disease presented he delt assured that the disease 
had been latent before they left India, but he agreed 
that it was probably assisted. in development by the 
mode of life and immediate 'envirollmel1t, and the 'fact 
that the more religious 'of the -Indian students insisted 
on keeping to the diet of their culfi-.-'a regime unsuited 
to the conditions under which they iound themselves in 
'Edinburgh. 

He thought that it would be most advisable if Buch 
students ",'ere submitted to a 1airly -rigorous medical 
examination before they leU India in order to ensure 
that they were strong enough to adapt themselves to 
changed conaitions of life. 

~IR. K. T. MATTHEW, an Indian Forestry student, came d his own ?equest to place one or tw.) 
points before the Committee. 

Speaking of 'the age at which students were 
admitted to the Imperial Indian }'orest Service, he 
pointed out that Indian students could only coms 
to England after they bad taken theil' Inter· 
mediate; that meant they did not leave their 
Indian college until they were about 20, and then 
the three years' course for fL degree here made 
them over age for entering the Service. 

'l'his statement was corroborated by a member of 
the Committee, who said that many Indian students 
bad been prevented from coming to England by the 
'War and had come here later on, before they had 
>taken their degree. 11 t was essential that a man 

should have his degroo before he could enter the 
Forest Service, and by the time they had taken an 
Ellglish University degree they were above the age 
limit. Such cases had been referred to the India. 
Office and it had been promised that they would 
recei ve special conllideration -and allowanoes might 
be made for their age. 

All candidates had to hllve a degree befere they could 
be selected as probationers for the Service either here 
or in India. There were five Ihdim students at Edin. 
burgh now who would be over age by the time they hali 
completed their course. 

PROFESSOR E. P. STEBBING, Professor of Forestry, was called lind examineil. 

He stated thllt he had spent seven years engaged in 
~xe(lutive work liS II fOl'est officer in India, nine years at 
Dehra Dun doing forestry research work and eleven 
years teaching forestry at Edinburgh. 

The Chairman gave a brief outline of the complaints 
made by Indian students about the insufficient training 
in forestry at present given in the Indim Forestry 
Colleges, and asked why, in the witness's opinion, tLo 

S2 
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existing defects could not be remedied so as :0 do aw~y 
with the necessity for Indian 'students comlllg to this 
-country for such a course. 

The witness stated that the position in India as.r~gar~s 
iorestry training was as follows; :t:or g?od tral~ng It 
was essent~aI to have (!) the theoretICal. sIde,. carrIed .on 
jn the lecture-room; and (2) the practIcal .slde, which 
was 01 equal importance. It was not possIble to turn 
Gut a highly trained scientific forester good. enough to 
hold a position in the upper service, unless he was able 
to carry out practical and theoretical work together. For 
this he had to work in forests which had been u~der 
scientific management for a complete }ife.cycle, I.e., 
a rotation of crops, and this took anything from 80 ~J 
100 years j nowhere in India were there forests of. t~I1S 
kind so that he did not think that complete tramlDg 
in fdrestry could be given in that country for another 
40 or 50 years. . . . 

At the prooent time he was engaged III wrltmg a 
history of the Indian forests and of the gro~th of the 
Indian F{)rest Service, and could say that untll after ~he 
middle of the last century there was no forest protectlOn 
in India at all. The first Inspector-General of Foroot, 
had been appointed in 1864, and the introduction of 
scientific forestry mi"ht be said to date from 1875 0r 
1880' so that there ';ould not be a complete series of 
crop; to form a workshop for forestry training for about 
another half. century. 

It seemed to be a general idea among Indian students 
that they could spend six months studying the European 
foresta after a 2t years' theoretical course in India, 
but possibly they could not appreciate the reaso~ for thu 
particular order in which the practical courses were 
arranffed. In his opinion a six months' course of this 
kind ;ould not be of any use to the students as it was 
absolntely essential that their practical should be take'! 
parallel with the theoretical work. Such a course would 
be exrellent experience for a man Coming baqk afte" 
eIght years or so work in a forestry post; coming as a 
sj udent he would not get any benefit from it, being 
nnable to grasp it all. lie stated. that in brief, ~iven 
realIy well-equipped colleges in India and hIghly 
qualified professors, even' then Indians could n~t .l·e 
given in India the training they needed, or the trammg 
which they would receive in this country, because thc 
necessal'y material for practical work did not exist. 

Students came to Edmburgh for a three-year course, 
,and seven months of that time had to be spent on prac
tical work. The forestry course in Edinburgh was 
,arranged as follows:-

First Year.-8ciooce, with elementary planting and 
nursery work (nine weeks); he agreed that this could 
be talen in India quite as well as in this country. 

Second Year.-Theoretical forestry lectures together 
with t€'n weeks' practical work (about four weeks being 
spent abroad). This year's training could not be. given 
in India as it was essential that It should be carrIed on 
it' forests which had been under scientific conservation 
for a century or so, and the practical work should come 
at this stage and not later. 

Third Year.-Theoretical work and fourteen weeks' 
practical training (eleven weeks on the Continent and 
three here). 

He said thllt if smaller timber were accepted in the 
markets of the future, the rotation of crops would be 
shortened, and the Indian forests be ready all the sooner 
to giv(' opportunities for practical training. . 

He was aware that Japan had a forest service, and 
remembered some Japanese coming to France and 
Germany to study. These men were, however, all care
fully selected, and were qualifying to become forest 
officets. He did not think that ordinary probationers 
had been sent, though he would not speak definitely on 
that l,oint. 

A l7;an could take a shorter course by getting exemp
tion hom the firs£" year here, having taken it at one of 
the IMian colleges. But this only meant that they had 

to ut all the more practical work into their second 
Pd' their vacations. The result was that 

r ea
d
r
, t urdl~dg t do such "ood work. Under present stu en SIno b 'hl 

d·t· as much practical work as POSSI e wa'i con 1 Ions, , 
'ncluded in the three years course. 
1 Ask'E'd whether it would not he better for In.diana to 
study forestry in their own country when the~ lllten~ed 
to work there ultimately, and so wou~~ thus tart. wIth 
1\ thorough knowledge or existing ~ondltlons, the wItness 
told the Committee, instancing It as one example of 
many, how round about 186~ the teak fo.rests of tha 
Central Provinces had been ;ullled j the natIves had .cut 
them down for every possIble use~ and by the time 
scientific conservation commenced (In about. 1885) .ther" 
was very little of these forests left. . From thIs bee 
p inted out that if stuaents were tramed there they 
w~uld not have any chance of knowing exactly what 
they were aiming at, because the. forests had not 
recovered yet, nor completed a rotatIon of crops, and 
sa did not form an adequate " workshop." 
It was suggested to .the witness tha~ students might 

commence their trainina in these rumed forests and 
come to England later 0';; to learn how their own forests 
could be restored. The witness agreed that the firs~ 
year could be done in India, but considered that for the 
subsequent years of the cou:se, especially. for the men 
training as forest officers, It was essentIal that they 
should come to Europe. 

Asked to what extent it would be possible to curtail 
the course, in view of the reasons against taking very 
many Indian students in the Universities at the present 
time, the witness replied that the cour'se could not be 
shortened at all if the student were to be really fully 
trained. 

Perhaps the most important period of the whole 
course was at the end of the first year when he applied 
the practical work to the theory he had learnt; otherwise 
it did not mean anything to him, and the whole second 
year was upset. 

He agreed that any member of the forest service 
coming to Europe after several years' experience would 
be improved by about 50 per cent. He held that it would 
be of no use for a man who had had a three years' 
course at Debra Dun to come to Europe for II nine 
months' course; in these cases they would be men 
training for the upper service and so would need the full 
('xperience of the whole course in Europe. 
It was not possible to improve the theory alone; the 

practir:al side went with it, and the two could not be 
dissociated. He held that if the forest service were to 
be staffed by highly trained men the present system 
could not be altered. The course could not be altered 
so as to place all the practical work in one period, and 
to bring the students from India for a period of practical 
trainins in every yellr would of course necessitate great 
expense and waste of time. 
~e suggested that if a fourth year's instruction wez:e 

deSIred students might be selected after their training 
here and be sent to Dehra Dun for a course, provided 
the staff there was known to be really well qualified. 

When the present improvements at Dehra Dun were 
completed, the equipment, buildings, &c., would not be 
utilised to their fullest advantage until research men 
were s,;nt there. I~ his view there was the danger 
that, WIth the new equipment, a complete course migh; 
he started there t? cover the whole forestry training, 
but as he had pomted out this was in his opinion II 
wrong idea. 

Spe.aking of the Indian Forests Engineering Branch 
he saId that last year fourteen probationers had been 
~ent to Ameri~a ~nd ~anada to take a one year cours& 
1D forest exploItatIOn (I.e., extracting materials, timber. 
from large tracts of forests). 
. Edinburgh was.prop?sing to appoint a special lecturer 
m the forest engllleenng branch in order to be in the 
position to deliver advanced courses in this importan. 
branCh of forestry. 
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FRIDAY, JULY I, 1921 (GLASGOW). 

Present: 

TUE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
Sm D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
VJVI' AN BAHADUR 1\1. RUIACHANDRA. RAO. 
Mil. C. E. W. JONES. 

Sm M. lIA.MMICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AmU,D KWN. 
DR. S. l{. DATTA.. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} St. 
lila. R. E. }<'IEJ.D, eCTe aTle3. 

SIll DONALD lIIACALISTEB, I~.C.B., ~I.A., M.D., D.C.L., V.S:l., Vice-Chancellor of the Umversity, 
was called and examined. 

, He stated that at Glasgow, up till two years ago, 
like Edinburgh, they had placed no restrictions on the 
Dumber of Indian students admitted, as long as the 
preliminary conditions were fulfilled. Then, owing to 
the overcrowded state of the University, they had been 
,obliged to say that after a certain limit had been 
Teached no more students, Indian or others, would be 
admitted. There was no means of extending either the 
staff or the accommodation, so that it was really 
imposbiblc to teach any more. 

SelectIOn was made from the number of applications 
Teceived iu the following ordpr :-

1. Ex-Service men received the first consideration. 
2. Men with the highest qualifications. 
3. Older men were taken in preference to younger. 
About 500 applicants of 'all nationalities had been 

>refused during the last two years. As regards the 
number coming to Glasgow this coming session, he said 
that the authorities had given notice that all applica
tions were to be sent in by the 1st July, and so far, in 
the Medical Faculty, for example, the number wa~ 
-considerably less than in the two previous years. 

In the Engineering Faculty the numbers were not 
noticeably smaller; they were, in fact, double what they 
"had been before the war. But, on the whole, there 
were signs that mattt'rs were adjusting themselves and 
that the great post-war rush was nearly over. 

In answer to a question, he said that he had known 
of cases where place1! had been left vacant at the last 
moment and where these had been given to others who 
applied very late. This had occurred in the Medical 
Faculty, and in most cases such vacancies had been 
given to men coming from overseas who were well on 
in their course (third or fourth year). lIe did not 
remember if any Indians had been a~mitted in this 
'Way. 

The vast majority of Indians came to Glasgow to taka 
"Science, especially Applied Science .• 

As regards the best time for Indian students to come 
"to a British University, he said that they differed 
irom the English or Scotch student. The latter would 
come, pass his Preliminary, and start on the whole 
-course. An Indian, on the other hand, wanted 
exemption from his first or second year on the strengt.h 
of examinations pasRed in India, and on the face of It 
be would be entitled to such exemption; but when he 
-came to' pass the corresponding examinations he would 
fail. This craving after exemptions seemed to be 
peculiar to Indians, for students coming from 
"Scandinavia, Japan, China or South America were 
.quite prepared to take the whole course. 

The authorities had found in nearly every case that 
-certificates from Indian colleges and Universities, 
-though equivalent in form to ours, were not in real,ity 
up to the English standard when it came to the sub
'stancll. Each case for exemption would be considere<l 
by the Senate, and the authorities would .go behind the 
.certificates and find out as much as pOSSible about the 
-courses the student had taken, examinations passed, &c. 
'This, of course, entailed a great deal of administrativ!! 
work, and the general opinion of the Senate was that 
it was better for students to come to Glasgow and take 
-the whole course there than to ask for exemptions from 
part of it. This applied spt'cial\y to Medicine and 
-Science. 

Speaking of Indian students as a whole, he had found 
;them to be deficient in two things :-

ll.) In Mathematics work done at Indian colleges 
was not up to the English standard, especially 
as regards the fundamental principles; and 

(2.) In laboratory work they came with certificate~ 
which gave them exemption from the first year 
at least, and it was then found that their 
practical work was not up to the standard ~f 
our first-year men. 

He held that exemption might normally be granted 
from atten<lance of lectures, but not from practical 
work in the laboratories. There were, of course, two 
classes of exemption: (1) from attendance of lectures, 
and l2) from examinations; the latter could not be 
granted except in special cases. Indian students asked 
to be allowed to take the first year exammation at the 
beginnmg instead of at the end of the first year. 

All applications had now to be made on special 
forms issued by the authorities, in wbich the applicants 
had to give all the information needed by the 
University. This had to be done by all foreign 
students generally; the form really amounted to a 
certificate m the form of a questionnaire. 

The authorities at Glasgow were often faced with the 
problem of men coming at the very last moment and 
asking for admission. It was impOSSible to gain all thz 
necessary information about them in such a short time, 
and they therefore had to refuse them. 

As regards the Local Adviser at Glasgow, the India 
Office had asked the authorities to nominate a lecturer 
who would be Willing to take up the duties of Adviser; 
he waR therefore a member of the University staff paid 
by the India Office. All applications from Indian 
students were referred to him, and he corresponded 
with them, giving all the information they required. 
The Vice-Chancellor was of the opinion that it Wall 
necessary for the Univ'iJ"sity to have someone to do this 
work. He spoke from experience, as there had been 
four Local Advisers at the University and he had found 
that they did very valuable work. For instance, there 
was no tutorial system at Glasgow, so that when parents 
in India asked him to take charge of a student's 
finances the Local Adviser was able to look after this. 
He mentioned the fact that there was no control 
exercised over'the undergraduates outside the actual 
walls of the University; this was a characteristic of the 
Scottish Universities. At Caml?ridge, for instance, 
things were quite different; he had been a tutor there 
for thirty years and had stood in loco paTentl8 to his 
students. There was nothing of this kind at Glasgow,
and a Local Adviser was therefore very necessary for 
the University as *ell as for the Indian students. The· 
same problem had arisen about the Egyptian students,. 
but not with students of any other nationality. 

The Local Adviser was conVE'rsant with the standards: 
and conditions of the different Indian Universities and 
so could judge the value of certificates produced by 
students. 

There were no extramural schools in Glasgow as big 
as the Royal Colleges of Surgeons and Physicians in 
Edinburgh. There were two, but neither gave a full 
course. The majority of students at the1!e schools were 
UniverSity men taking special courses; the rest were 
men preparing for licences of the Royal Colleges. 

The witness said that he was also Pxesidenl;. 
of tht' General Medical Council in London. This 
Council laid down the principlE'S of Medical education .. 
but did not go into details, and the University curric~& 
were made so as to conform with these principles.' _ 

He thought that it would be difficult to f3ay which, 
WljS the strongest subject at Glasgow. The Mediclu 
School was certainly a special feature, and last year had 
had 100 more students than Edinburgh; it was now the' 
largest Medical School in the country. The School or 
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Enaineering was also famous, and had been one of the 
t>io;;'eer faculties. It workod in tl: e closest relationship 
to aU the great works of ~he Cly~e valley, and h.ad 
introduced the combined or sandwiCh system of traiD
ing. This consisted of six months' theoretical and six 
months' practical work alternatelJ. 

Until about two years ago there had. been no bother 
at all in obtaining practical experience tor the students 
witn these various firms, but lately, owing to the 
increased number of stu'dents and the general slump in 
industry, there had been more difficulty. Indian 
students were, however. on exactly the same footing as 
all others in regard to this. 

It was not possible, of course, to put any pressure on 
these firms, but in most cases the professors were on 
very good terms wi~h the heads of firms, and so things 
co\l1d.'be arrangea. The autborities could not actually 
guarantee to obtain practical work for their students, 
but they were able to send them with letters of 
recomQlendation to the people mosl; likely to take them. 
He Ma fu!ard of cases where Indian students had had 
diBlcW'ty in 'get~Zng into works, but these had been men 
ll.no objected to doing the work 01 an apprentice (which 
'Was ail 'thllt 'the t>'tbe'r uU:defgralluates did), and wanted 
'to sta'rt ~traight 'away on higher work for which they 
were not ~€tea. 

StudiMts also were a'dmitted to locomotive construc
tion works ih the district. 

As 'regards the general conliuct of Indiail stuaents, he 
liaintttea tha't 'they had ha~ a little more bother with 
tllem as a 'wnole thim with the British students. Cum
~bii1ts wefe receivea from landladies and tradesmen 
about Unpaid bills, and it 'might be said that three com· 
plainr.s were receivlld about Indians to everyone about 
an Englishman. '. n ~8S a·ljeciuliarity aiDling Indian students that they 
wailtea 'to 'obtain as many degrees as possible. For 
instance, they often asked that their B.Sc. course 
should count as part of the work for the M.A. degree 
by ta'king a few months extra work in certain subjects. 

This of course was impracticable, and they had to put 
a sU;p to such attempts. Enquiries had to be made
also as to the subjects that 8 student had taken in. 
India; the Indian University calendars were not much. 
help because they would usually have the one for the 
current year while a man's dAgree might have been 
obtained many years previously when conditions were
quite different. He emphasised the point that Indian 
students made 8 mistake in coming to England as under
graduates. If they did come at an early age it should 
be to take the whole course without trying to 'obtain. 
exemptions. Otherwise they should come as post. 
graduates. This applied to all faculties, and in 
Medicine they should not come until aiter their first 
Science examination. The General Medical Council 
were about to enforce a new regulation (starting in. 
1923) by which students could not be registered until 
they had passed an examination in Physics Ilnd 
Chemistry. I 

As reaards hospital facilities, he said tllat, to his. 
knowledge, there were no obstacles put in the way of 
Indian students obtaining pr!lctical clinical experience. 
He thought that it was quite likely that pati"nts would. 
object to being placed under the care of foreigners, but 
on this point he could not give any definite infortna
tion. It was not a matter which came to the Univer
sity; it was settled by the hospitals themselves. 

The Glasgow School of Naval Architecture was the
first to be instituted in this country. The course
included six months' experience in a shipyard every
summer. Students also went to Liverpool and New. 
castle for such training. 

The rule about a special English examination before
admission was a regulation of the Entrance Board, an~ 
nothing to do with the University. 

It had been instituted as the result of actual experi. 
ence, as it had been generally found that Indian. 
students could not express themselves adequately ia 
their written examinations. 

DR. H. F. STOCKD~LE. LL.D. and DR. T. GRAY, D.Sc., of the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, 
were called and examined. 

Dr. Stockdale stated that in the Engineering School 
tne work had been conductea for the last fifty years on 
ilie sanawich system. The tl!eoretical and practical 
training were taken in alternate ,periods, and 'the two 
ktnds of work reacted on each other. Be emphasised 
the point that uriless Indian students were able to 
~btaill previous practical training or to make arrange
ments for such before leaving India, they should not 
~onie to a Scottish college or University. A student 
shoulq 'fuid on his own initia~ve, in the same way as the 
English and the Scottish men did, whether he would 
be ablE) to get into some works for his six months' 
practica1 courses. The college was approaching the time 
when previous practical training would be made com
pulsory, and he personally would like to see this done. 
Already 'the practice was growing for students to have 
one year's experience with a firm..J>etween the time 
they left school and came up to the colIege. Men who 

, did this were able to benefit far more il'Om their course 
at Glasgow than those who came straight from school 
or without any practical experience at all. In the 

,college calendar the sandwich system was emphasised, 
Rnd a list of the nrms willing to take apprentices under 
this system given, so that it was quite possible for them 
to make their own arrangements. He thought it would 
oe a good thin'" for the Indian Students' Deparflment to 
know this, so that they could communicate tlie informa
-tion to the Universities in India. Indian students were 
-about the only group who needed such information. 
;South Africans came in considerable numbers, but were, 
as a rule older men who had already had a certain 
amount of previous practical experience. 

lndian students had found more difficulty in getting 
into works than had English or Scottish studenb, 
beoause it was usual for these students to enter on a 
:five ~ears' apprentices~p, working. at .the college or 
University .lurin .. the Wlnter and gomg mto the works 
during the sum~er. The firms rather consi?ered the 
college as. an adjunct in the traini,ng of engmeers. so 
that they were always willing that SlX months should be 

spent there. l.'hey were not so willing, however, to
admit students who desired to come only for short 
periods, as the Indians desired to do. The witness
thought there was a necessity for some organisation 
through which Indian students could make such 
al'rangements before .coming to this country. It was
impossible for the college authorities to make the
arrangements for them. He did not think that the fact. 
of their being Indians made any difference in the works' 
it certainly did not in the college. ' 

As regards mining, it was necessary that the students
should have bad some experience of the work in mines 
in In~ia bef~r? co~ng here! in order that they might 
be qUIte famllIar With the dlfferent processes, and also
make ~ure that they were .really fitted to take up the
profeSSIOn. Not many Indians took the mining couree
except as a subsidiary subject, and none so far had had' 
any actual previous experience. The authorities could' 
not !orbid mining being tak,;n as an optional subject, 
but It would be much better if students did not so take. 
it, for a single course did not lead anywhere or produce' 
really qualified men. 

~'here had been fourteen Indian students on the
Engineering side last year, but he doubted whether any 
of them had been able to follow the ordinary sandwich 
course .. Under the presen~ co.nditions of industry, even 
ex-SerVICe men had found It difficult to obtain admission 
to works, an~ Indians ha? had m~re tl'Ouble. It was, or 
course, posSlble to contmue their course without the
practical side, but this handicapped them from the 
start. In such cases they applied to the authorities for' 
assistance, and they did all they could to help them 
unofficially. It was impossible for them to bring any 
pressure to bear on the employers in this respect. 

He thought that an appeal coming from a Govern
me~t Department (such as the Secretary of State for
Indla) would have the most effect. 

011 the whole Indian students in Engineering were
not up to the standa.rd of the. British undergraduates. 
It had to be taken mto conslderation that the latter-
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;grew up in an engineering atmosphere and then entered 
-on a five years' apprenticeship. The Indians mostly 
"Started engineering with no previous knowledge. 

There were not many bdian students who had 
-obtained exemption from the first year of the college 
course. Most of them were taking the whole course. 
l'he University hed the authority to decide whd 
exemptions should be granted to students proceeding 
10 their dej:ree. They all asked for various exemptions, 
but these usually could not be granted because the 
-qualifications were not up to the Scottish standard. 
This applied to all foreigners, and he quoted the case 

'<If some NorwegilJn students, who ~!ld come last year 
with certificates which should have been sufficient 
.guarantee for their entering straight away on the second 
year course. It had been found, however, that they_ 
-could not pass the college first year examination, and 
it would have been better for them if they had started 
at the \>eginning of the course without bothering about 
-the exemptIOns to which their certificates appeared to 
-entitle them. 

Speaking of the Chemistry School, Dr. Gray stated 
that no Indian student had come to take Pure 
-Chemistry. Those who had come had studied Sugar 
manufiacture or done special work. There was only a 
-diploma course in Sugar manufacture, but the latter 
could be token as one 01 the optional subjects in the 
fuurth year of a degree course. He mentioned a 
Government scholor at present reading for a degree in 
Applied Chemistry as well as a diploma for Sugar 
manufacture. He had excellent ability, but the results 
were poor owing to the spasmodic manner in which he 
worked. He allowed outside interests (in this case 
political) seriously to interfere with his studies. 

There had been altogether eleven Indian students 
-t,lIking Sugar manufacture. During the sessi!ln 1912-13 
1.here had been one Government scholar who had done 
well and he was responsible for sending a good many 
Indian students to Glasgow since then. 

From 1914-15 there had been another scbolar, who 
",as of lesser ability, though hard working. He had 
subsequently gone into the drawing office of II firm of 

-slogar machinery makers in Glasgow. 
tu the same year another student had obtained his 

.. diploma. In the session 1915-16 there had been two, 
-and f:'om 1920-21 six. It was doubtful whether these 
would be able to get practical experience in local sug!!r 
refineries, liS the employers were unwilling to disclose 

-their own particular processes of manufacture to 
foreigners. A new Government college for sugar pro

.(Iuction was l,JelDg instituted in the West Indies with a 
model factory attached, and this might remove the 
-difficulty to some extent by giving students practical 
training tllere. 

As regards the sandwich system, Dr. Stockdale con· 
sidered that local firms having big Indian contracts 

'might be asked to take a number of Indian apprentices. 
It might be arranged through the medium of the India 

Office or the High Commissioner, and students could 
1hen have six months' practical experience before 
-entering the college, so that they would then come WIth 
a certain amount of knowledge to work on. It would 
bo better to have this preliminary training· in this 

-country rather than in India. 4- ~omplete course in the 
Clyde district would be most satIsfactory, as that was 

-one of the best engineering centres in the world. 
As a member of the Education Committee of the 

Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, .he 
. thoroughly recommendeu and approved of the sBndw,l~h 
system. He did not think it had gone very well lD 

~ngland, however, because the lIuthorities }:lad ~ried. to 
. Qombine it with a three tel'ms per year UmverSlty 
·eourse. 

Asked further .abQut South African applicants, he 
"said that ,in Johannesburg there ;was a large societ:r' 
eompoaed of about 200 past students, and through this 
many m.en were sent to Glasgow. None, how.ever, came 
'with scholarships. On the whole, South AfrIcans came 
oat about tbe age Qf ~Oor older. He thought that 

Indians were older than the average student when they 
c~me, but he could not give any definite infor:matioD 
on this point. 

An Engineering degree was given at the end of thre& 
years, but it was most likely that the course would be 
extended another year in future, with the balance of 
the apprenticeship taken after the degree. A diplom& 
was also granted. The Royal Technical College had 
been founded in 1769, and WBS the oldest technical 
school in the world. In 1913 it had been affiliated to 
the University. Examinations were held by joint 
boards consisting of representatives of the Univer. 
sity and of the College and of external examiners. The 
University had two representatives (,n the governing 
body of the College. ' 

Indian students had on the whole a yery good know. 
ledge of English, and they did not Sllem to have !lny 
difficulty in eXl'res&in~ themselves in thElir examina
tions. 

Dr. Gray said that in hi~ experience he hali found 
that Norwegian students were far more handicapped 
by the language tJ;1an Indians had been. 

Dr. Stockdale could not rl)pall a singlE! casll where 
an Indian had had any previous practical' traiD,ing. 
As regllrds SQbjeets, he could not say th\lt thllY were 
deficient in MAthematics, though they 'fere not 
brilliant. They were weak on the practical side and 
in laboratory work. This was especially the CIj.SC with 
Engineering students. 

As regards their preliminary qualifications, the 
college ac~epted the opinion of the U ni versity as to 
theu value. 

Dr. Gray did not think that a special English 
eXllmination was necessary for Indian students. 

Speaking of practical experience in the works, Dr. 
Stockdale stated that employers were willing to accept 
students for periods of SIX months at a time, provided 
that these periods were part of a five years' apprentice
shjp. 

In the actual curriculum, the practical training \Vas 
not laid down in the college regulations. He did not 
see why previous traIning in India should not .be 
recognised as part of an apprenticeship, though this 
was a matter to be decided by the Il'lDployers them . 
selves and not by the University. 

He did not remember any Indian students taking 
the course in Naval Architecture, but in view of the 
existence of an Endowed Chair in the University the 
college refr"ained from asking for University recognition, 
as the subject was one which appealed to very few 
students. 

Dr. Gray said that in the college there was Ill) 
pl'actical experience in Sugar.making obtainable except 
on a small scale; a little refining was done with 
material from the West Indies. A man 'Y4o took tqe 
training here and subsequently gained experience in, 
India or elsewhere would be a very well.qualified and 
valuable man. A special course on the mqnufacture of 
intermediate products in connection with Dyeing was 
to be ~tarted at Glasgow. There were no classes i:r;J. Glass 
or Paper.making. 

Dr. Stockdale said that most Indian l'tudents came
to take Civil Engineering with the idea of obtaining 
appointments in the lndian Public Works Department. 
In this branch of Engineering it was easier for them t~ 
obtain practical e~erience, as firms were willing to 
take them, irrespective of apprenticeship. The Scottish 
students, however, often served a pupilage of five 
years and entered into a position at the end of that time 
with the same firm. 

~'he Professor of Civil Engineering in the college had 
been u.nusually successful in obtaining civil engineering 
experience for his Indian students, and one of th& 
GovernOlPS of the college had also been able to exert :. 
great deal of influence i.n this direction. 

He did not think students should get their degree 
without a good deal of practical experience and training. 
although the existing regulations did not preclude ,it. 
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. . I f the West of Scotland Agricultural College, 
PROFESSOR W. G. R. PATERSON, B.Sc., PnnClpa 0 • d 

was called and examIne . . 
.' Q estioned as to the points in which IndIan students 

lIe stated that the B.Sc. degree course m Agrlcu~t?.r.3 u d ficient he said that on the whole he had been. 
was a marked feature of the University. No ~~vIsI~n w~:e£ d both ~ith their ability and with their previou<; 
was made by the University for practical tralIl;mg 1U ~a ~s.e They had had several very good students and 
Agriculture, but the authorities gavc what aSSIstance ram~::f' been appointed as Assistant to the Professor in. 
they could to those students who were unable ~o arr;nge ~n~ at the Agricultural College, Glasgow. Some 
matters themselves. Many students came dlr~ct r0!D °rlln1andicapped however, by an insufficient know. 
farms and so did not need further expenence In we e .' 
ractl~al work while the others for the most part ledge of English. . 

~ade their o~n arrangements. The farmers were Veterinary Science was. one of t?e subjects taught 
q.uite ,helpful, and a full. year on a farm was an essen· at th'1 college. It was lllcluded In the de?r~e and 
tial part of the training. Students could arrange to go diploma course. The cours~ was some~hat SImIlar ~o
for practical training at an.v period of their course, but some of the COUl'ses given In the Veter~nar;v C?llege Ill: 
the authorities urged them to do so before coming to the the town, which was quite a separate mstltutlOn from.. 
University at all. . the University. . 

In six years there had only been about eIght or ten Some stUdents had taken an IndIan degree before 
In~an stud?nts at Glasgow, and none had actually coming to Glasgow,. ~d this proved useful to them i\l> 

,finished their B.Sc. course; four or five had taken their subsequent tralmng . 
. diplomas He thought that a degree was very valuable It f . Th 
to India~s for although conditions of agriculture were One Indian student had take~ pou ry armmg. e-
ve diffe:ent in India 'the underlyina principles were iul1 course consisted of two wmters ~nd one summer~ 
th;same. Also the training at Glasg;w was conducted includin!l' bot? theore~ical and practICal work. The 
on very broad lines and a man benefited by it whatever course In drury farmmg was arranged on the sarnO' 
land he lived in later. The Indian students' point of lines, but included two summer courses. 
view was that the possession of an English degree There had been a little more difficulty in getting 
improved their chances of obtaining positions in India, Indian students placed on farms, and jn s~e case'J. 
where an English degree was always preferred to an they had. had to pay a premium. It was SImply a 
Indian one. question of race and had nothing to do with ability an·l 

Two years ago, when the question of overcrowding had character of the individual. There was no difficulty in 
become so acute, the governors of the college had been getting students placed with implement manufacturing
obliged to refuse admission to many students, but those :firms for practical experience. 
from Scotland had naturally been given the preference. A full course in fruit £armina was not given but
Jn~ians were admitted on exa?tly ~he same footing ii~ several students had taken up that branch of fa~in!l: 
~helr olVn men .as regards qualificatIOns, and fr?m n01ll from the ordinary training and had done very well. 
on there was lIkely to be room for all who WIshed to Canning and preserving formed a special part of the-
cOL me. L • L th h d b b t "00 t dent 'n th newly instituted course for the diploma in Horticulture. as< Wln.er ere a een a ou" a u s 1 e 
Agricultural College. The college was a non-residential He did not remember any students C?ming from 
one. It was affiliated to the University in its BoSc. America, but there had been several CanadIans. These
course, but had its own separate diploma courses. latter were chiefly men whose homes were in this 
There were no lectures in Indian agriculture. Tw(' country. They came over during the war and took their-

· yel!rs ago a proposal had been made to appoint a training. here for that. reason. The agriculturaf 
Professor of Tropical Agriculture, but an appointment colleges III Canada were III some respects really better-
had not yet been made. than those here. 

PROFESSOR G. A. GmsoN, LL.D., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in the University and Examiner 
in the Royal Technical College, was cal1ed and examined. 

He said that the majority of Indian students 
that came under his instruction were Engineering 
students. After more than twelve years' association 
with them he had formed the conclusion that their ehief 
defed was that they came to the Universlt.y at an 
iminatllre stage in their education. 1n many cases 
{hey 'failed to pass the lJnive.rsity entrance examina· 
tion, and thus, as the University were bound by their 
ordindnces to accept them and allow them to work for 
the examination during their course, much time was 
wasted in' the first year doing elementary work that 

· ought to have been completed before they reached the 
University, and the students were Ilkely to get hehind 
with their Mathematical work and find great difficulty 
in passing their eX8'.lllinations right through their course. 

· Sometimes they succeeded in making up for this 
,defioiency by the beginning of the second ;rear, but that 
was rather the exception than the rule. 

It was not possible to proceed to the degree until the 
• entrance examination had been passed, but students 
might take it at any time during tgeir course. 

Generally speaking, he thought that the Indian 
'students were not ripe for University work when they 
-came. This applied mainly to Engineering,. in which 
,it was necessary for everyone to go through a course of 
:Pure Science (Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics); 
--the lack of previous qualifications handicappell them in 
:their degree course. , 

Some students came from India having done some 
iJnivllTs[{.V work and applied for exemption from the 
:first year: Such applications received careful considera. 
tion-fl'om the Senate, and he had found that in all cases 
where exemption had been granted it had been justified. 
He thought that Indian students ~ould not come to the 
J3riti.ih Universities without havmg passed .the first 
examination in Science. IIe thought that thIS served 

a douhle purpose in that the students had shown that 
they were capable of Imdertllking University work and' 
that they arrived with a better preparation behind them. 
He thought that the best Indian students of all were
those who had first graduated in India. Last year an 
Indian had been the first student in the second year 
and he was a graduate of Calcutta. 

He thought that it was extremely difficult to arrive
at any proper equivalence of degree and other examina. 
tion standards between the different Universities in 
India, and also between the Universities in India and' 
those in this countrv. 

He said that his ·chief difficulty was that he did not 
know the value of the certificates that Indian students 
p~esented. H? suggested that students should bring 
With them certIficates of the examinations that they had 
passed, bearing on the back a written statement by the 
professor under whom they had studied saying exactly
vr~at courses they had followed and the degree of pro
:flClency that they had at,tained. This, he thought, 
would satisfy the requirements of the University of 
Glasgow. It was not altogether satisfactory to rely on 
information from calendars as to courses as in the first 
place the University had not in its po~session all the. 
calendars of the numerous educational institutions in. 
India, and in the second place .calendars did not do
more than set out statements of curricula and gave no
information as to standard.' He did not 'think that it 
would be practi~abl~ for the University of Glasgow ta
perus.e the exammatlon papers of the Indian applicants, 
as thIS would he too long and laborious II task. 

:S;e had no wish to put obstacles in the way of the
IndIan student, but he thought that any privileges that 
were granted ought to be justified. For that reason he
wanted the information that lIe had described on the
back of the certificates that were presented. The-
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diploma certificates of the University of Glasgow stated 
the courses that had been followed and referred to 
the calendar for further particulars, but in the case of 
Indian~ students something more was needed. 

Since the conditions of overcrowding that had resulted 
flam the war the University 'Of Glasgow had instituted 
an application form which, if correctly filled in, gave 
the authorities very full information as to the appli
cant's attainments And previou1! record. If some such 
fOI'm could be standardised in the British Universities 
f~r Indian applicants, he thougbt that the task of 
selection would be immeasurably simplified. 

As regards the manner in which Indian applications 
were made, he said that generally they went 
straight to the Dean, but sometimes they went 
-Drst to the Local Adviser. If a student asked 
for information about the University courses a 
pamphlet was sent to him. As a rule students from 
India sent their applications accompanied by certificates. 
The Univ6;rsity did its best to arrive at the value of 
theso certificates from the calendars, aud if any further 
information was needed they found out by enquiry from 
variOlls quarters, b',lt he did not remember ever having 
referred to the Indian Students' Department. 

He thought that the Indian Universities differed as to 
standard, and that, for example, men from Calcutta 
were nearly always good students, but that although 
the Slhpur men had at one time promised well, further 
experience hod shown them to be very insufficiently 
prepared. 

It was pointed alit that the Sibpur College was 
attached to the University of Calcutta, which was an 
examining body. The difficulty therefore lay in the 
faet that the class certificates were difficult to equate 
with University standards, and it was students who 
presented certificates of class teaching rather than 
University certificates that were insufficiently prepared. 
This was borne out by the fact that very few of the 
Glasgow Indian students who bad come from Sibpur 
had graduated. 

He admitted that men bearing the same certificates 
sometimes differed, but he thought that at the same 
time there were broad differences between the quality 
of students from different educational institutions in 
India, and that it was more than a matter of personality. 
He WAS not prepared to accept a certificate stating what 
course a student had followed unless it was accom
panied with a statement of the quality of his attain
ments and ability. The form that he had sug"ested 
would show this as well as the courses. ., 

If students brought an Intermediate certificate of an 
Indian University, he would not be satisfied unless 
they had in addltion~ a statement from their professor 
saymg that they had worked satisfactorily. He wanted 
to know who had taught a man rather than who had 
'examined him, as he att,ached more importance to a 
good grounding than to ability to pass examinations. 
The certificate should contain ~ statement of courses, 
the names of the student's professors, the names of his 
examiners, the examination passed, and a statement of 
how he had dOlle. He did not think that the fact that 
a student' had pnssl'd an examination was conclusive 
~evidenee of his ability to follow ant a University course 
in this country. 

He thought that if the experiment that he had 
. suggested were put into effect the University of Glasgow 
would SOOr;l get to know the different professors,in India, 

and would judge from experience who were the most 
fitted to recommend students; only those men would 
suffer whose students were repeatedly found to be 
defective in their early training. 

He thought that the majority of the Indian students' 
who came to do !lfathematics in Glasgow were deficient, 
A session never passed when he did not have to refuse 
dass certificates to one or more Indian students and 
it was a frequent thing for them to fail outright in 
their examinations. The proportion of f/lilures amongst 
them was much greater than that &mong the Scottish 
students. 

He said that the certificate that he had mentioned as 
being required by the University before admitting a 
stude~t had nothing to do with the University or the 
Techlllcal Collpge, but was extra-academical. 

He said that there were some men who came to the 
University to do Engineering who had no bent for the 
stlbject, and he agreed that such men (one of whom, for 
example, had been at the University for seven and 
a half years without passing any examinations, although 
he had tried the first one ten times) should never have 
been allowed to proceed to this country for University 
training. 

He was willing tQ accept the assurance oi the pro
fessors of Indian U ni versities as to the standard 
attained by their students. He thought that it would be 
futile to go into the actual exammation papers and the 
answers sent ill by the candidate. He was prepared to 
accept the word of any honest mathematician as to the 
standard that any of his students had reached. 

No scheme could work perfectly, and it was inevitable 
that some Indian professors would suffer by not being 
known in Great- Britain, and it could not always be 
guaranteed t·hat a man who was thought proficient by 
his. ins~ructors in India would be considered so by 
Ulllversity authonties here, but he thought that in any 
such system thpre must be a certain elasticity and both 
sides must be prepared to give and take. If this were 
recognised, he thought that the system could be worked. 
He would take the word of a man if he were recognised 
by the Universities of India as being competent to 
teach. 

Students who had been excused from the first year's 
work on the strength of their Indian University quali
fications had invariably justified such exemption. This 
might be ob~ained in some cases aftpr the first Science 
examination. 

He never exempted graduates, as such, from any part 
of the Glasgow course until he had seen them and 
formed some opinion of their capabilities. Every ca8e 
"as Judged solely on its own merits. He did not think 
that a man who had only taken a pass in the Inter
mediate examination would be ready for exemption. 

The man who profited most by study in this country 
was one who had put in two or three years previously in 
an Indian University. 

The preliminary training that he su(Ygested lor 
Mathematical students was to take some equivalent to 
the Glasgow first B.Sc. examination in an IndiaD 
University in Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and 
Chemistry. For this examination in Glasgow practical 
Mathematics were required, and this should be borne 
in mind in the Indian institutions. A man with such a 
tmining should be capable of starting straight away III 
Glasgow ou the second-year work. 

PROFESSOR E. P. CATHCART, M.D., D.Sc., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine in the University since 1!ll9, 
was called and examined. 

He said that Medicine was not one of the subjects for 
which Indian students came particularly to Glasgow, and 
that there had not been more than five or six ill the 
faculty in the lait ten years. These students had done 
,quite good work, but they had not been of outstanding 
ability. 

. '. Since- the war there had been an enormous increase 
: in the number of students in the Medical Faculty, 
'and there were at present about 1,800; it was 
'impossible, therefore, to accept applications from India 

, until the rush had in some way subsided. Owing to 
'the shortage of clinical accommodation It had~ been 

necessary for students to send in their applications on a 
, regu,Iar form which gave particulars of their war 
'service, their previous recol'd and ~he exa~inations 

.. "'487i 

that they had passed. These forms came to him as 
Dean and he made his selection from them, taking into 
primary oonsideration war service, 'age and standard of 
preliminary education. :There had been twenty applica. 
tions from India since the war, but, as-they all wanted 
exemptions so as to come straight into the second year 
and all the vacancies there had been filled up already by 
men passing on from the first year's work, it had not 
been possible to grant admission to any of them. . 

The Indian students who .had formerly been in tlIe 
faculty had come for the whole course, having no 
previous , qualification in Medicine. They .seemed t.o 
stand the course quite'"ell and to be on good terms With 
the Scottish students. There was one who seemed to be 

~ in difficulties, but pe did not, t!li~ .th~t 'he)lad wor~d 
T 
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hal'd enough. They had been quite well traine~ prior 
tG> their coming to Glasgow, but at the sam~ tIme he 
was of the opinion that it would be advIsable for 
Indians to come only for postgraduate work, h,av~ng 
taken their degree in India. There was no restrICtIOn 
in the number of Indian post-graduate students that 
tbe University would admit, and he thought tbat these 
sludents would get more out of their work than those 
who came as undergraduates with the intention of 
doing the "hole of the Medical course from tbe 
beginning in tbis country. , 

He thought that all the Indian medicw students who 
had hitherto come to the University had come without 
previous medical training, Some liad c~me hav,ing 
done II certain amount of work in an IndIan medICal 
.!luhool, but, so far as he knew, this did not amount to 
more than 'some physiolbgy and anatomy, and not to 
any actual mediC'al' work. 

FIe did not know what were their particular rcaso~s 
fur coming' to' Glasgow; there was one student at 
present in the faculty who said' that he had not had 
enou~h opportunities in India, but the witness did not 
know exactly what opportunities he was referring to. 

If they intendecl to do research work in India after
wards, he thought that it would be a valuable training 
for Indian postgraduate students to come to Glasgow 
fol' Physiology, Pharmacology and Pathology, as the 
facilities offered by the University were excellenti. In 
all kinds of purely medical work Glasgow provided 
ample scope for research. There was a Postgraduate 
AssociatlOn in Glasgow which organised postgraduate 
courses, 

It depended upon the personality of the graduate 
student and the degrE'e of confidence that the hospital 
surgeons placed in him whether 01' not he would get 
the chance of operative work in gynrecology and 
ollstetrics, The facilities were good!, as Glasgow had 
the largest maternity hospital in the country, He 
thought that an Indian student could put in a ver,Y 
useful postgraduate year in Glasgow specialising in 
gynrecology and obstetrics before returning to India; 
he did not think that less than a year would be useful. 

Glasgow was particularly sllrong in Medicine and 
Surgery, both in clinical facilities and in teaching staff. 
All the Chairs for the Final School were duplicated, 
and there was a large body or lecturers and assistants 
atlrached to the professors. and, to the hospitals, There 
were three laxge general hospitals to which the studl'nts 
were attached for clinical work. At the present moment 
these three hospitals were overcrowded, but he thougM 
that in a few years the numbers of medical students 
,would have reverted! to sometbing nearer to the normal. 
There were at present 1,030 students in the Western, 
Royal and Victoria Hospitals alone, and in additi9n to 
tJiis 'I, certnin number in special hospitals. The recog
nition of other hospitals for clinical purposes was being 
IU'ranged for, It would be quite impossible, therefore, 
to consider any applkations from India for at least two 
years. Glasgow was quite as crowded as London. 

He sympathised with the point of view that Indian 
medical students were insufficiently prepared in India 
liecause their teachers were constantly changing, and 
also were not in live touch with their subjects through 
research, He had not noticed the results of this in the 
Indian students who had been at Glasgow, as they had 
been quite average students and had been lost in the 
crowd. He thought that it was not possible to obtain 
really good results with a system of mobile professors. 
It was the security of tenure in the British Universities 
that gave the necessary incenti'V'e' to research. He 
thought that whilst Indian appointmentS' were of' 
uncertain duration, and were paid at the present low 

rate it would be impossible ~o ge,~, fil'st-~ass, medi~a;t 
instruction in the IIl;diaD

h 
;,nBlv~~~I~~i d' Of JexamPI ~~ 

he had seen recently, m t e 1'1 16£ P'he I?a
l 

ou;nllth' 
advertisement- for a Professor 0 ySlO ogy m e 

t~iverslty of Lucknow. T~e pay offered was 1,200 
, a month private practICe was not allowed and no. 
rupees, 1 d' t think f arbers were providf'd. It WIIS U ICrOU8 a 0 

~y eminent Dl'itish Physiologist accepting such a post; 
1 did not think that his own second assistant would b: willing to ,tal{e it, In the United IDngdom ?efore 
the war the average income of a :r:rofessor of P?yslology 
was about £750 per annum; ,t~IS h~d been mcreased 
to meet the incrE'ased: cost of 11 vlng smce the war, and 
a University of the first rank would now pay £1,000 a. 
year and more, and a smaller place about £800. , Indian 
Universities must be prepared to pay better salarIes (saYr 
at least £1,500 a year) before they could expect to g~t 
even a good man of the second grade to accept the1r 
posts. h 

He thouoht another improvement necessary was t at 
men should be appointed to perlO;Danent posts. It was 
not worth a good man's while to take a short-te!'m 
appointment m India, whic~ would lea~ on to nothmg 
in itself, and in the meantIme takc hIm out of the 
stream of things in this country so that he would have 
nothino to look forward to when he returned. The 
Indian"Universitics should aim at gctting good whole
time men and pay them well. 

The witness aareed that it would be a good plan if a 
selection CommitteE' of experts were appointed by the 
India Office to select men for University posts in India. 
He thought, howevl'r, that it would be advisable ~o 
advertise as well, as there were plenty of good men m 
some subjects who might have lOot touch with ,the 
Universities, and therefore not get a chance of applymg, 
though they might be de3irous of doing so. 

He thought that the present method of appointing 
professors in the Indian Universities was entirely 
unsatIsfactory. The whole system of recruiting for a 
ulObile service was quite wrong. 

He did not think that the sugge$tion of sending 
the best Indian students over to England for a 
rew ~ ears' study after graduation and theD;. taking them 
back as professors would be satisfactory; It would be a 
ch,eap scheme, and cbeap education was not to be 
tolerated. It was impossible to make a good and 
experienced pathologist or physiologist in less than ten 
to fifteen years. It was quite possible for a man to 
graauate at the age of about 23, but pre-war it was the 
exception to be appointed- to a Chair in this country 
before 35, and all the intervening time would have 
been spent on hard practical and teaching work. 
Rath=r than adopt a, third-rate method such as had 
been suggested, he thought that Indian 'Universities 
would be better advised to appoint a vcry few good men 
from this country who would serve as a nucleus for 
building up a better standard of education in India. 
Under these men the spirit of reseaxch would grow up 
and then the younger men could be trained in India. 
These men would do assistant work in the Universities 
and need not be paid high salaries. 

As regards the question of the admission of Indian 
students, he said that the Indian First M.B. Examina
tion would probably at most exempt a man from th!! 
a,rst year's work in Glasgow, All cases where applica
tIOn for ,exemption were made were judged on their 
own merlts. 

The Faculty of lfedicine in the University of 
Glasgow was quit!' separate from the Royal College of 
Surgeons or the Royal College of Physicians in Edin
burgh and from thE" Royal Faculty of Physicians and. 
Surgeons in Glllsgow. 

CAPTAIN R. D, H,UN'rER, D.S,O •• a!ld ~APTAIN J. R. PEDnIE, M.B.E., the present and late 
Ad}utants, of the Um'Verslty O.T.O., were called and examined. 

Captain HuntE'r said tliat at the present time he been in communication with the 'Val' Office on 
thought it would be most' ~nadvisable to a,dmit Indian the subject, and he had given them to understand 
students to the corps. ,OWIng to the reactl<?n thaI; had that he would be glad to accept Indian students in 
fblIowed the war, recrUltmE'nt was at It p8t'ticu~arly low the corps when it had regained its normal strength but 
ebb and it would ?Et da~ge~us' to do anythmg that that ~e felt it inadvisable to do so in its pr;sent 
would in any way hmder Its lDcrease. pre:arlous state, He dld not think that if' one 0'; two 

Captnin Peddie added that before the WQl' there IndIans of the be~t type were selected for admis 'on it; 
had been a waitin~ list f?r' admission to the would in normal times affect the prestige of tne c~rp;. 
corps, bui; that now It was ,dIfficult to get ~tudents In the O.T.O. of a Scotti9h University there was a 
to join at alL There were at present only SIxty-five great drawback to the admission of Indian students in 
Iltudents as' against 400 before the war. He had the fact that the regulation dress was the kilt: At; 
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Glasgow the whole corps was kilted, so there was no 
possibility of restricting Indians to a non-kilted unit. 
If Indians were eventually admitted they would have to 
:\Vear flo special uniform and serve in a' special platoon, 
88 SCfyttish people would obj(>Ct to Indians wearing their 
national dress. In a separate platoon or section Indians 
eould \>e trained ior the special Defence Force work 
that they might be called upon to do in India. Though 
this )"ould inevitably lead to segregation, there seemed 
to be no alternative that would be practicable. 

Another difficulty in the way of the admission of 
Indians to the corps was the question of camp. The 
witnesses thought, however, that it would become a 
matter of use and wont if it was once started, and that 
a future generation coming up and finding the 
admission of Indians a fait accompli would not raise 
objections even to "going to camp in their company. 

There was no prejudice against the admission of 
Colonial students to the O.T.C. 

On it being pointed out thllt there would be very 
few Indian students at anyone University who would 
want to join the Qorps, and ,that therefore there was no 
risk of the corps being 1I.00ded by a coloured element, 
the witnesses said that if the number of admissions 
were really small there would not be so .much objection 
to thtiir admission. As regards uniform Indian's might 
wear the ordinary drab tunic of an English unit. l'here 
had been difficulty regarding uniform in the case of an 
Indian boy at a school in Glasgow i ~ventually he had 
been allowed to join the School O.T.C., but drilled and 
went to camp in mufti. 

'The witnesses agreed that it might help towards a 
bettel' feeling being established between Scottish IInel 

Indian students in regard to the corps if the Secretary 
of State sent some representative to talk to the Scottish 
students on the $ubject. :/.'hey thought, 'however, that it 
would be preferable to go the length of testing the 
feeling of the other students by actually admitting two 
or three Indiam before bringing any ,pressure to bear 
from outside the University. 

Captain Peddie thought that there were 1It present 
some Indian students in the University who woUld -be 
accepted without any difficulty by the Scottish students, 
but there were a great many others who would not be 
tolerated. 

The witnesses agreed that at present Indian students 
were suffering from a temporary i.ncrease of prejudice 
as a result of the war. Many of the Scottish students 
at present at the University had been to the East 
during the war and they had a stronger prejudice than 
others against Qrientals.* 

Captain llunter said that two Indian studcmts had 
applied for adlnission to the corps and he bad arranged 
for them to be interviewed at the India Office, but owing 
to examinations they had not been able to go to 
London at the time appoi.l;tted, and nothing more had 
,been heard from the India Office on the subject. 

In conclusion the .witnellses said that if the War 
Office removed the restriction against the admission of 
Iudians !,hey were quite prepared to do their best to 
get them accepted by the other members of the corps. 

,. Captain Peddie .ubse<j. \lently wrot.. "I am not willing to 
give my QOmplete ~.ent to Lhe statement regarding' temporary 
mcrea.e of prej udi<-e' against Orientals as a result of the war. 
] am not certain, from observations of Glasgow .tud"me that 
this IS the case." ' 

SATURDAY, JULY 2, il921 (GLASGOW). 

Present: 
THE EARJ. OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIB D. P. SABVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAl!.ADUR M. 1tA»AcnA~DllA nAO. 
lin. C. E. W. JO:s"ES. 

SIR M. HAIIUllCK. 
SAWBZADA AFTAB AlIMAD Ii:HAN. 
DR. S. R. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

1\:(R. E. G. HOWARTH, ~ St' 
MR. R. E. l!'IELD, f teTe aTitB. 

MR. R. M. BItOWN, B.Sc .• Local AdVIser to Indian students at Glasgow, was called and elCaIIlined. 
He handed in a memorandum which is printed below. 
He stated that 'he had been appointed last August 

and was the successor to Dr. Nicholson. He had been 
a Lectuper in Engineering since 1908, and so had come 
to know most oJ' the Indian students prior to his 
appointment as Adviser. His appointment as Adviser 
had not -improved his pOSItion, as they now regarded 
him wIth a certain llmount of suspicion on the ground 
that he was connected with the Government. HIS 

chIef ~unctions were to advise students about classes, 
fees, &c., and to get pI'actmal training for them in the 
Bummer. As regards the latter, he stated that he would 
have done 'that anyhow in his capacity of lecturer, pro
vided the men were worthy of recommendation. 

He also corresponded with the India Office and dealt 
with applications from students in India. ~he Uni".er. 
bity authorities referred all these latter to hl'ID. IndIan 
students only came to him vel'y rarely to discuss their 
own affairs or to ask advice. Their chief objection to 
the appointment of an Adviser ""as that it differentiated 
them from the other students. 

He considered that to place a student under his 
finanoial guardianship was wholl! wro~g. If they c,ould 
not centrol their own money affairS whIle at the Umver
sity they should not come to England. 

As regards payment of fees, a certain amount of grace 
was given at the beginning of a session, bl!t a stud~nt 
could not get his certificate if his fees remamed ~npa~d. 
He did not remember any case where the UmverFltv 
had suffered through bad debts: the remittances had 
nlways arrived from India in tbe end. 

The form of ,application which the Indian, Student,S' 
J)epartment required the students to fi.ll ID was ID 

reality a financial guarantee, because on It the parents 
promised to remit so much to the student monthly or 
quarterly. The University had no. such guarantee 
fOI\IDs. 

If the position of Local Adviser 'Were lIbolished the 
authorities would probably have more bother at the 
beginmng of eaoh session, as Indian students would 
arrive having made BO pr&VlOus pFeparation or applica
tion to try to obtain admission 'at,the iallt moment. All 
this work would devolve on the Registrar, who was not 
£amlIiar with ,the ,different values and standards of 
Indllm educational qualific.ations. 

The ,witness stated that he received -6 salary from the 
India Office IWhich more than covered his expenses. 

He remembered oases where men applying jullt,before 
the ,beginning of,8 session had gaiued admission through 
places falling vacant at the last moment. 'Last year, 
however, c& number who had .applied in person "had .been 
turned away, and JlS far as ,he knew, only about -three 
Engineering students had been admitted at the last 
moment. 

As regards answering applications from India, he 
alw~ys sent them through the Indian Students' 
Department, and never direct ,to ,the individual. 

Referring to the note handed in by the Indian students 
at Glasgow, he stated that the "point about their having 
to obtain a recommendation frQm the Local Adviser 
before applying for admiSSion was quite incorrect. 
Owing to the lack of accommodation and the large 
number of apphoants the University had made a rule 
that l~ngineering students could not I>e admitteJi to 
the second year with exemption irom the first year here. 

He mentioned a case where an llildilin student takin" 
'a course in Applied Chemistry had filled up _a form ~ 
whkh he stated that.,be was working for the B.Sc. in 
Engineering. It was thus supposed that he was .an 
Engineering student going to epter the second year 
course. This case had been referred back to the wibl8SS 
as Lecturer in Engineering, to ascertain whether ,the 
student was trying to transfer from the one course to 
the other. This was not a method of procedure con· 

T2 
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nned to Indian students alone: as Lecturer in.En!pneer
'ing he would endorse all such forms and apphcatlOns. 
. As regards the statement in the students' memo· 
l'andum that the number of Indians admitted depended 
.entirely on the Local Adviser, the witness stated t~at, 

'.on the contrary. when the question of. overcrowdmg 
became so acute he had been told to admlt 10 per cent. 
.()f IndIans; in reality, however, a. higher per,centage 
than that had been taken, and he personally had no 
>control over the question of numbers. 

, In his own statement he showed that the number of 
failures among Indians was greater than in the cMle of 
Bnglish undergraduates. This was due to the fact that 

{in India they were trained too much t.o book work ?nd 
too httle In practical work. Accordlllgly they falled 
when it came to the actual application of their theo

'j'llbcal knowledge. 
He confirmed the statement that the exemptions 

'granted had been justified, but he held that men. CC'ffii~g 
,.nth parhal exemptions took longer to obtam th61r 
deoree and failed more frequently than those who came 
'"to °take the whole course at Glasgow. A number of 
failures were due to the students being unnerved just 
befol'a theIr examinations by painful letters from home. 
He had known this happen in a number of cases. 

. Now that the number of vacancies was limited to 
'some extent the authorities naturally wished to take the 
'best students. In the Engineering School there was a 
(Jomrnittee of Select~on, consisting of himself, the Dean 

, o! the Faculty, and 'one of the professors. This Com
mittee was not an officially appointed Committee, ~ut 
the question of admission was dealt with by the persons 
bt.ated. 

HIl said that there were more Indians than persons 
of any other foreign nationality at Glasgow. Perhaps 
the Chinese came next in numbers. 

As Local Adviser he gave information about lodgings 
to stuilents. No definite list of addresses was kept, but 
he was able to do it from his own personal knowledge 
.of the town. 

Of the sixty-six Indian students at present a# 
Glasgc.w, three were under his direct guardianship. H"1 
corre8ponded with the parents of these students ann, 
received remittances from them, to be paid out monthly 
or quarterly to the students. He sent his accounts td 
the India Office to be audited. 

As regards the cost of living he estimated £300 per 
annum as a comfortable allowance for an Indian student 
at Glasgow, this sum included all class feas and personal 
expenses. Board and lodging came to about £3 per 
week for a student dining out and £200 might be quoted 

,liS the absolute minimum for a man whose home was 
not here. For rooms alone the rent would be about 
258. to 308. each week. 

Speaking of the sodal position of Indian students, he 
said that he did not think the abolition of the 

~appointm.ent of Local Adviser would do anything beyond 
pleasing the students. About sixty out of the sixty-six 
Indian students were in the Engineering School, and 
this course really did not leave much time for any social 
intercourse. 

Beyond colds and influenza, they did not seem to 
suffer much during the winter. There h,ad been one 
case last year when a student had died of pneUmonia. 
When they were ill their friends looked after them. 
They very rarely let the Adviser know about it, and so 
he was unable to help them. In the case of the student 
who died all the arrangements were made by the 
Adviser. 

As regards practical training he tried to obtain it for 
the dudents, but this vear, with the increase' ilL 
numbers and the bad industrial conditions it was a 
very difficult task. Another difficulty in the care of 
Indian students was that they mostly went in for 
civil engineering, and the sandwich system did not 
rcadily apply to this branch. The firms chiefly 
engaged with big contracts did not welcome students 
coming only for a few months, and would ral'ely take them 
unless they were prepared to sign on for a three years' 
apprenticeship. A number of students did get employ
ment on the sandwich system, but thpre always had 
been a difficulty in placing men. 

questioned as to Indi~n applicants for the O.T.O. he 
stated that he had heard of only two who had wished to , . 

join. He thought that if the War O.ffice order for~,idding 
them entering the corps were rescmded . a certam pro. 
portion of the British members would object. It would 
probably lead to segregation in each unit. . 

'rhere would be no fear of their swamping the corps • 
even if the restriction were removed. as very few would 
want to Join, and speaking .of the majority of Indians 
(who were in the Engineermg School), he stated that. 
they would not have much time to become members. 
It was doubtful if they really desired to join the 'corps. 
but they certainly wanted to be permitted to join if they 
should so desire. 

Wlien practical training in civil engineering was 
unobtainable experience of the mechanical branch 
was a certain amount or good to the students. 
In th", case of men studying in India th,e Pu~lic WorKs 
Department mioht take in probationers for a course. 
n was better fo~ a man to go to India after his course 
here, as there were better opportunities there for 
practical experience than in this country. 

Men who came to the University with insufficient or 
faulty previous training did not do well. Some even 
came before tbey were fitted to pass the preliminary 
examination. In the case of men coming with Indian 
qualifications, the Senate had to estimate whether these 
weTe sufficient to Justlfy exemption from the 'OOUl'ses 
here. They never excused men from the Glasgow 
examinations. , 

In Engineering, British students had tlie advantagtl 
of coming, for the most part, from an engineering 
atmosphere. The interest in it was. also hereditary. 
Indians on the other hand in some cases came without 
the slightest idea of what engineering really meant, and 
so were handicapped by this from the start, in addition 
to their general lack of mechanical ability. 

No record was kept of their subsequent careers. The 
authorities kept in touch with a few isolated cases, and 
these men seemed to be doing very well. 

It was typical for Indian students to come for degrees 
rather than for real knowledge. This meant that they 
did not grasp the importance of acquiring a knowledge of 
the fundamental principles of their subject, bilt merely 
a quantity of superficialleal·ning. They wanted' to take 
English degrees in order that they could obtain posts in 
the Indian Public Services afterwards. 

The witness did no~ recommend the institution of a 
separate hostel for Indian students, as they would not 
live there. The hostel system had not been developed 
in Glasgow as yet, but they hoped to open one or two 
during the coming winter. 

He could not say how many of the sixty-six Indian 
students now at Glasgow had come through the Indian 
~tudents' Department. Those admitted to the Engineer
mg Faculty had first to fill in the official form, and they 
were then selected by their qualifications. Some who 
had come over to this country to apply personally had 
been ac~epted, even though their qUalifications were 
not so. hlgh as some of the other applicants. 

~ndlans were admitted to the Students' Union on 
qUlte the same :footing as all the other undergraduates, 
and they: could ~elong to the various University societies. 
The Indlan Umon met for dE'bates, and was not so much 
a club. He ~ad never been invited to this. 
S~me Indlan students came to consult him, as 

A~vlser, when they fir!i,t arrived in Glasgow, but other. 
Wlse they o~y rarely sought his advice. 

The Indlan Union in Glasgow was very much 
opposed to the appointment of a Local Adviser and to 
the whole advisory systE'm in general. ' 

Memorandum by Mr. R. M. Brown. 
University of GlasC'fow B S . E' . . " , . c. ln . nglDeermg SClence. 
I ~;DalYSis of the examination records of seventy-on~ 
n dlan graduates and of sixty-eight Indian under~ 

gl'a uates:-

Graduates: 
(a.) Gra~uatE'd before the institution of the 

Jomt Board of Examiners (previous to 
March 1914) ...... 390. 
Exempted first Science classes 14 

Average course 1·75 years. 
Not exempted first Science classes 25 

Average course 2·84 years. 
d These fi.g~lreS are of historical interest only Present. 

ay condItions are very different. In s~me cases 
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sufficient exemptions were given to enable a student to 
grad",ate aft!'r one session at the University. 

(b.) Graduated since March 1914 (under Joint 
Doard of Examiners) '" '" 27 
Exempted first Science classes ... 9 

Average course 2·14 yeat·s. 
Partly exempted first Science classes... 2 

A verage course 6 years. 
Not exemp~ed tirst Science classes 25 

Average course 4·58 years. 
The average course for students not exempted is 

unduly high. With one exception, the students in this 
group lVere admitted when there wel'e no restrictions on 
admission. 'l'he University accepted alI comers and 
many unsuitable men wcre admitted. The times 
l'equired to complete the course ranged up to eight and 
a half years, thereby increasing the average time to an 
~xcessivj! extent. The exempted men were by com. 
parison a selected lot, even in those days when 
~xemptions were too freely given. 

The same applies to the columns marked* in the 
analysis, subject by subject. In one case as many as 
'thirteen attempts to pass in Mathematics have been 
recorded, and in ~everal cases the number of attempts 
l'IIDS into double figures. 
---- -~-- ---~ ----~- -----------

I 
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PROFESSOR G. G. HENDERSON, D.Sc., LL.D., Dean of the Faculty of Science, was called and examined. 

He stilted that very few Indians took Pure Science, the handicap of coming to England without having 
but that those taking Engineering were counted as being passed the preliminary examination, or its equivalent. 
in ~he Faculty of Science. Some were taking A r.ew ordinance was being drafted making it com. 
Medicine, some Agriculture, and a few Arts. He pulsory for all engineering students to have passed the 
personally came into contact with both Science and preliminary before startmg on their degree course. 
Engineering men, as the first year of both those courses This was already in existence for all other students 
was conducted on similar lines. except the engineering students, and he hoped that it 

A good many asked: to be exempted from their first would be in force for the latter in about a year's time. 
,year's course on the ground of what they had done He said that Indian students were not deficient in 
previ'JlIsly in India, but during the last two years, owing ability or mental capacity, but that their training in· 
to the overcrowded state of the University, it had been India was often at fault. Most of them came with a 
.impossible to let students do this and enter straight sufficient knowledge of English, though a few had some 
away into the sf'cond year of the course. difficulty in expressing themselves well. 

Some of the men to whom exemption had been l'he professors '!Vere always ready to advise the 
,granted in the past had fully Jllstified it, while others students if the latter went to them, but they did not. 
shouM have started at the bf'ginning and taken the whole alwaYd do this. They got to know them more in the 
oCours". laboratories, though Indian students were always very 

Tho standard varied very much in the different reserved and rather difficult to approaeh. They were 
[ndiall CoIleges and Universities in so far as the actual always treated in exactly the same way as the other' 
teaching was concel'nf'd, though it was similar to that undergraduates. 
oaf British Universities in the Intermediate and the He was very much against the institution of a 
.B.Sc. examination. separate hostel for Indian students. It would lead to 

He agreed that the question of granting exemption~ too much segregation, and he knew that they them
would be greatly simplified if the students had to send selves were very much opposed to the idea. ·There was 
in certificates giving details as to their degr~, courses a crying demand for general hostels, however, and it;. 
taken, their teachers. &c. The Glasgow degree was hoped that one or two of these would be set up in 
was not conferred on examination results alone, the near future. 
'but llepended a great deal on the quality of the training. An Indian student of really good abilities had just; 

He said that in a few cases Indian students had come the same chance of doing well in the University as the 
without sufficient preparation to pass tbeir pr~limina~y English and Seottish undergraduates. As a matter of 
.examination, and that this had interfered WIth theIr fact, he rf'ceived slightly more attention, because it was. 
'Secont) year's work. For the most part, however, they recognised that he was more ignorant of the general 
were well up to the ,Glasgow matriculation st.andard. It conditions of life here. He had asked Indians whether 
'Was very important that they should unders.and clearly any preJudiee was shown ~wards them and they replied 
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that they had nothing to complain about in their treat. 
ment either by the other undergraduates or by the 
members of the staff. 

As regards the special English examination set by the 
Entrance Board, he herd that if a test had to be passed 
at all an oral one would be quite sufficient. The 

authorities in India should know the capabilities of 
their own students, and be able to vouch for them. 

He had found that the preliminary scientific instruc_ 
tion 1n tndia varied according to each particular collega 
or University, but that those who had been at one of the 
good colleges were for the most part well trained. 

Mn. P. D. !{APUR and MR. S. CHUCKERBUTTY, representing the Indian students at Glasgow, 
were called and examined. 

They handed in the following statement;

Statement by Indian Student8' Repre8entatives. 

\Ve try to give, as concisely as possible, the views of 
the Indian students in Glasgow-by whom we have 
been duly authorised--.concerning -the Advisory system 
in general upon the express invitation of the Local 

.Adviser. 
The reasons which induce Indian students to come to 

this country at pres~nt, and will, we are afraid, continue 
to ,induce for some time yet to come, are as weIl.known 
to the Committee 1jtsel£ as to us. They are briefly as 
follows :-

1. T~e hopeless ipladequacy and want of educational 
and technical institutions lat home; the number 
of colleges and other educational institutions is 
far too small to cope successfully with the needs 
of the country, and even in these institutions the 
standard and efficiency of training are far below 
,those in ~hlS and the other Western countries. 
As regards tl:ie postgraduate study and research 
work, there are no :facilities whatsoever. 

2. Mmost all the higher posts in the ImperilU 
services, e,g" Public Works, Agriculture, Civil 
Ser~ice, Forestry, ~ducation and Police, &c., are 
recruited practically from this country. 

a. The appointments in many cases to various Chairs 
are not made upon the fundamental and the only 
<rational basis of selecting men especially qualified 
for . scientific investig!ltions and teaching of 
speClal subjects, but the needs of education are 
subordinated and sacrificed to the administrative 
needs of a particulal' " service, " 

4. Further, a third.grade man with a British Univel'. 
sity degree or with a certificate of practical 
training in the \Vest, is preferred to a first-class 
man with an Indian University qualification or 
practical training in India. Men wLth Indian 
quaJifi~ations are kept in inferior and subordinate 
grades, -and ,do ~ot command equnlity in ,matters 
·of E\l\lary, promoti(!)l]l 'sCille and status in CleneraI. 

6. Legal -praetlJtioners qualified in iIndia-,,"Vakils .. 
-are not gi-ven ,the saJ;De status and allowed the 
-same ~1'1vi1eges as barristers from this (lo=try. 

:l'l~e '!Iihell: state.of affail'S is extremely deplorable, and 
~hlS meqnahtY.between Indian and British qualifications 
l~ 'Completely unJustIfied, ,for whioh the Government of 
Lndia .is undoubtedly res.ponslble. 

Now, :coming to the question of fa)JiIitjes available ~o 
the [Ild~an s.tudents as ,regards admissions &c. to the 
liIni.versities alild colleges .i,n .the United Ihn<>dom we 
see that they have >been hithellto ample, and t,be Incllalls 
haye ,ell,loyed the same prillileges in this rel\PE'ct as 
~~iv.e:s of the country Bnd studen~s from othCl:' parts of 
the BritIsh Empire, but lately, throu"h the uncalled.for 
~nd inexplicable i,ntervention ,of the I~dia Office and the 
aUied Ad Vjisory system, diffioulties are bein" created in 
the matt~r of admisslons, &c. \Ve al'e n~v supposed 
to put our applieations through the Local Ad visers and 
get a l~ne o~ recom~endation. This is extremely regret. 
table, and IS a :,el'lo~s and ~ost objectionable infringe
Jnent upon the hbertles and rIghts of the Indian students 
-41.S stude,nts of the free institutions of this country. 
-.rhe admission of the Indian studellts and, we are 
~fraid, the number, as it logically follows, now depends 
upon the whIms of the Loeal Adviser. 

Preliminary StJlndal'd of Admi8sicn.-The move on the 
'part of -the India Office to 'have a more definite and 
Uniform standard of qualification for admission to the 
Universities in the case of the Indian students only is 
,not onI;y: monstrous but ridicu]?us]y,preposterous. They 
arl;) no Judges of these educatIOnal tests qualifyin<> for 
..ad~isslon; this is a matter VI·holly and entirely fo~ the 
'Universities to decidc, ana we are quite satisfied with 

the eJdsting arrangements, as the preliminary standard 
is the same in our case as in that of any other student, 
depending solely on academic qualifications without any 
special pl'ejudice against the Indians as Indians. 

AdvisOl'y Bodies.-We have condemned in the past, 
and do still condemn most emphatically, the existenc& 
of any official Advisory Committee for Indian students 
i,n. any shape or form whatsoever, whether centralised or 
dccentralised and local, whether in this country or in 
India. We o,bject against it most strongly on principle, 
as it tends to degrade us; is humiliating to all ideas of 
self-respect, and deprives us of the growth of national 
stamina and power to stand on our own legs. It is 
entirely inexplicable why there should be an Advisory 
system for the Indian students alone. We are also at 
a loss to unders,tand why this Advisory system and com· 
mission ,after commission are being forced on us against. 
our declared wishes and most emphatic protests. 

In actual practice, the harm done to the Indian 
students' community and to the Indian national honour 
has been incalculable, and we do not see the wisdom of 
paying not only for this useless work, but for this 
positive mischief, from the Indian revenues. 

We Bre fully alive to the special needs and difficulties 
of our students, and we are quite capable of lookin<r 
af~er our own interests if left alone. We may als~ 
POlDt out that even the mere existence of the Advisory 
system has doprived us of many an assistance from our 
lecturers and professors, and this sort of attempt of 
compulsory segregation of the Indian students' com
munity under an official Local Adviser has led us to. 
feel something like .. the depI'essed classes" of the 
Universities. 

H?steI8.-Coming to the question of hostels and 
10dglDg accommodation, which the India Office seema. 
anxious to provide us not only at the educational centres 
but also a~ holiday resorts. We must emphaticaIl; 
,protest !lgalnst, ,any such provision ,being made officially 
-t~e ~ore so If ~he use of it is made compulsory. Th& 
subjectIng of :rndlBtnS to any such condition while other 
students at Universities are free to take care of them. 
selves is nothing less than placing a special stigma UpQJl. 
Indians as Indians. Even the most beloved child of .8, 

mo~t loving parent would feel itself driven to rebel 
agalnsb an;y such excessive solicitude for its welfare. 
Those comIng here are neither childre-n nor hothouse 
pla~ts, that they should be subjected to 'so much pro
t,ectIOn; a~d ,the products of such a system would IlOt 
b? of th.e slIghtest use to India. We do not imply that. 
d\fficulhe~ do not E'Xist in the '\8y of Indians to secure 
g?od IO~glDg accommodation, ,but the Local Adviser in. 
?IS offiCIal cap~city c~n, do no more to help them out of 
It than any prIvate mtlzen so inclined. 

T!le remedy of establishing official hostels where all 
Indians would be segregated together would be worse 
than the disease itself. On the whole it would seem to. 
liS to ,be better that the newcomer should begin his 
educatl~n here b;y getting a few knocks about the world 
an~ seeIng for hImself at first.hand the difficulties that 
eXist fl?d the way in which the world is prepared to. 
~reat hIm, than that he should lose this valuable :first 
effiss~nl by hB:ving his comfort provided for by the 

o CIa authorIty. 

We ~ay also add that, if left alone by the official' 
a~lthOl'ltles, an [ndian student shall have more opportu. 
D1ty to c?mpare and contrast the conditions in his 
country With those of this country. 

Social and intellectual intercourse is obviously too. 
common.sen~e a matter of the relations 'between Indians
and the natIves 0: the country. This stran(7e and 
~n'y.aralleled fU.~ctlon of .the Advisory Committee to 

.,1 andmother us even III our sodal and . t lif 
nee us 'a ve I d b prlva e e-ry ow an a normal mentality to appreciat .... 
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it. 'Ve eannot s€~ how an official function, however 
~l'and it may be, can truly deserve the name of a social 
function. 

In conclusion, we wish to suggest the folJo\\ino for 
,your conHideration:- . ., 

1. l'lIat the Government of India should try to remedy 
all the defects and inequalities which we have 
enumerated above as the reasons which induce 
the Indian students to come to this country. 

J That the Government of India should give 
ab~olute powers in Indla to the educational 
authorities there to make education and educa
tional institutions \\ holly national, with not the 
least otll.cial control over them. 

3. That the Government should use their influence 
wlth firms here which trade with India to make 
it a condltion that they should every year take 
a certam l1umbe]) of Indian students to undergo 
pl'actical training under them, as has been done 
by the Government of Japan and even Mysore. 

4. That the India Office use their influence to get 
l·emovcd. all the restrictions to Indians being 
admitted ~o the Officers' Training COl'PS, and 
also in the Naval, Aerial and Mihtary Training 
Colleges. 

(Signed) P. D. KAPUR. 
S. CnUCKEBBUTTY. 

Gla8gow, June 1021. 

The Chairman, at the outset, explained that the 
~ommittee was not an official body and that their 
-object was to enquire into the general position of 
Indian students in this country, to investi"'ate the 
-existing organisation, and where necessary to" su"'''est 
improvements. He hoped therefore that ""the 
witnesses would sprak with pevfect frankness and s~a.te 
any matters of which they had reason to complain. 

Mr. Kapur asked whethE'r the members of the Com
mittee had been appointed by the Indian people and, 
if not, by whom theY' had been appointed. The 

·Chalrman replica that a Committoo could not be 
appointed by the Indian people any more than by the 
English people. Every Committee or Royal Commis
sion was appointed by the Government of the day. 
In this case it was a member of the Legislative 
'Council in India who had first asked for an enquiry 
into the position of Indian students, and the members 

-of the Committee had: been appointed by the Secretary 
-of State in consultation wlth the Government of 
India. Mr. Kapur said that a Committee so 
appointed, which, was representative neither of the 
Indian people nor the Indian student community, was 

-o1E,>s,rly an official body. 
The Chairman then discussed c('rtain points in the 

written statement which had been submitted two days 
previously. 

Mr. Chuckerbutty, on being questioned r8 point 4 of 
the written ('vidence, stated that he knew of many 
instanoes whel'e men of inferior qualifications, but 
possessing a British degree, were given appointments in 
preference to better men holding Indian degrees. This 
happened often in the Educational services, and men 
who had! only just graduated were placed over the heads 

-of Indian professors who had years of experience behind 
them. 

The Chairman pointed out that if the education in 
this country was better than that in India, the pre
ferE'nce given to a man with a British degr('e might be 

justified by the fact that he was a better qualified man. 
Mr. Kapur said thaU the better qualified man was not 

given the pl'eference, and that was the evil of 
'Thicn they complail1ed, viz., that a, third-rate man· was 
very often placed over the h(,8d of a first-class man in 
India. He added that it did not necessarily follow that 
all men trained in India were incapable and inefficient. 
He oblected most strongly to raw graduateS' being 
appointed direct to positions of responsibility in India 
and plaoed over tb8" heads of quite capable and 
experie.nced Indians. This practice, he said, apar~ 
fi'om anythinoo else, wa1! most demoralising. The best 
men, whethe; Indian or British, should lie appointed, 
and an. Indian should be appointed wherever availabla 
rather than a new inexperienced Europl'an imported to 
fill. up the appointment. Often in the past, and even 

:at the present time, this ~\'as the practice. 

Mr. Chuokerbutty further instanced the engineers 
and' said that it was difficult for anyone to understand 
how people cOllld be chosen for service in the Irrigation' 
Depart'ment on the basis of' training here, where 
practically 110 opportunities existed for such· a training. 

Asked if tliis criticism was applicable to .. Services .. 
gene~ally, Mr. Kapur replied that though it was 
practlCally true of all the" Services, .. his remarks wel'e 
mainly confined to .. Education ... 

Asked" if he could give apy specific instances, 
:Mr. Kapur stated one out of several from his own 
personal knowledge. He referred to a ease at the Muir. 
Central College, Allahabad. Some of the members of
t1~e Con;mittec would ~now of this case and would agree 
wlth hlm that examples of thlS kind were of quite 
common oc(mrrence and could be multiplied indefi
nitcly. 

Mr. Kapur then stated that Indlan students coming 
to Glasgow had first to obtain some kind of recommenda
tion or reference from Mr. Brown, the Local Adviser. 

The Chairman stated tbat Mr. Brown had said tha~ 
this state~ent was incorrect. Mr. Kapur a~ked' why, 
then, had lt been necessary for the application of! everY' 
Indian student thlS year to be referred to the Local 
Ad viser, by whom his admission had been decided 
i?stead of as in the past by the Registrar of the Vniver: 
Slty, who received the applications of all other students: 

The Chau'lllan said that up tlll about two ~ears a"'o 
there hac! been no rcstrictions whatsoever on' the admi's
SlOn of Indians, but that since the number of applicants 
became so large it was necessary to make a' eertain 
amount of selection. The~e was a table of precedence 
which applied to all students, Indian or otherwise. 
Ex-Service mel1 came first, then men of high qualifica
tions, and finally older rather than younger men. 

Mr. Kapur dld not object to any system of selection 
whats~e~cr so long ,as it came frol'll the University 
authorltles, and was E'qually applicable· to all the 
~tudents alike. But, in IllS opinion, there was no 
Justification for the recent innovation, in the case of 
Indian students alone, whereby their applications were 
referred to a special man-, under whom they seemed to 
be segregated. He asked tbe Chairman if the Com
mlttec were aware of the fact that this year a special 
hst of all Indian applicants was prepared by the Local 
Adviser, in which two or thre~ different items of 
information regardmg the applicant were entered in 
different columns, viz., how many times he had' applied, 
through wbat agency his application was received (i.e., 
whether through the Indla Office or the Local Adviser 
or the Registrar), probably his address in India, his 
social status, and lastly whether he was approved or 
rejected. - I 

The Chait'lllan stated that the evidence they had 
received did not bear tbis out. Applications, he said, 
were sent to Mr. Brown in his eapacity of Lecturer in 
the Engineering Department, IInti he made no selection 
as Local Adviser. . 

Mr. Kapur asked how it was, if the applications of all' 
first-year men were sent to the Engineering Depart
ment, that only the names of Indian students were in 
Mr. Brown's handwriting, and the list which was sent, 
to the Registrar did not contain the names of all the 
applicants of the first year, which should have been the 
case if Indian stndents were not subjected to sp('cial 
treatment_ . 

The Chairman repeated that this had been denied by 
Mr. Brown, but Mr. Kapur maintained that he had seen 
the list himself, that the facts were as he had stated 
them, and that a mere assertion. to the contrary would 
not cause him to alter his conviction that a special pro
cedure was used in the case of Indian students which 
was not applied to any other students. 

Regarding .. a more unifOl'lll and definite standard of 
qualification," Mr. Kapur held that the question of 
uniformity of degrees did not arise at all. The Entrance 
Doard had fixed the standard of preliminary examina
tiOD, which was applicable to all students alike, and 
they were quite satisfied with it. Even if any further 
uniformity Wl'1'e required it WI1£; thc University and 
the En~rance Board who should decide the matter and 
certainly not the India Office. 

The Chairman remarked that so far as the Scottish 
Universities were concerned Indian studentll appeared 
to' have no difficnlty regarding admission. In England~ 
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however, the position was different, and if the present 
organisation were abolished and nothing substituted for 
i~ Indian students might find their difficulty in gaining 
admission to English Universitie~ increased. Mr. Kapur 
said that, in his opinion, the AdviserS' were not needed, 
at least, in Scotland. The Advisory system was, in 
general, most strongly objected to by Indian students. 
He speoially condemned the suggestion that it oould 
assist in obtaining social and intellectual intercourse, 
and expressed his horror and stlrprise at this strange 
ao:Jvity of ,the Advisory system. In their written 
statement they had expressed their opinion in the 
mildest possib!e form by the following words: •• This 
~tra/lge ,and unparalleled function of the Advisory 
Oommi~tee to ' grandmother' us even in our sooial and 
'private life needs a very low and abnormal mentality to 
apprecia'te- it .• , 

The Chairman said that Mr. Kapur had completely 
mi~understod a sentence in the printed notes which the 
Committee had drawn up. No suggestion had ever 
bElen made of interfel'ing with the social and private life 
of the Indian students, but among the subjects to which 
the Committee would direct their enquiry were included 
the existing opportunities available to the students for 
social intercourse and whether they could be extended 
a~d what steps were required to make ,them better 
acquainted with social, I!hilanthropic and industrial 
movements. in this country. Mr. Kapur said that the 
b,dian students were capable of mixing with the best 
sQoiety themselves and that they had come into contact 
with some, very nice people indeed. The idea of using 
official,influence to introduce Indian students into good 
society was ridiculed and severely condemned. 

They had their own club and debating society and: 
should be left quite alone; they strongly resented any
official interference whatsoever. 

The Indian Union was not only quite willing 'and 
capable of helping new students coming to the Univer
sity, but bad been doing so for some time past with a 
gl'eat measure of success. 

Questioned as to whether any racial prejudice was 
experienced, Mr. Kapur said that they knew as well as 
the Committee knew that it existed, and held that n() 
amount of official interference could remove it. 

On the whole Indian students enjoyed very good 
health. They re-colll'cted only one or two deaths, due 
to pneumonia, during the last five years. 

Before the Committee rose, Mr. Kapur, addressina 
the Chairman and the Committee, said: .. I ~ 
entrullted by the members of my Union with a great 
responsibility. I am acting as their spokesman, and aa 
such I would be wanting in my duty if I did not, once 
again, lay their views before your Committee in per
fectly clear terms. The Indian students most strongly 
object against the Advisory system on principle, and at 
least as far as Glasgow is conoerned, I am empowered 
to say that we do not want any Advisers or official inter
ference of any kind; but want to be left quite alone. 
I am instructed to ask if you would be prepared to lay
our views before the authorities to whorn you have t() 
submit your repOl't. " 

The Chairman said they had heard with interest what 
Mr. Kapur had said on behalf of the IndIan students at 
Glasgow, and assurl'd him that the Committee would 
give it the attention it deserved. 

1I1R. R. L. MACKAY, Honorary Secretary of the Students' Representative Council, 
was called and examined. 

,He explained that the Council represented the and friendship between the Chinese students and their
students upon all matters of University policy, but that fellow Scotsmen. 
the social activities of the students and the sports were . 'There w.ere ~bout twenty or thirty Chinese students 
mainly organised by the Union and the Athletic Club In the UnIversIty. He did not know whether they got 
I'espectively. o~ better a.s a whole with the Sllottish students than 

,The members of the Council numbered in all fifty. dId the IndIans, but he thought thllt it was II matter of 
i\'ve, and they were elected by ballot from candidates personal preference. 
f,tam each year in each faculty on II basis of propor- Indians seldom attended social functions of th,.. 
tional representation. Indian students voted on. an University, though he had seen them at concerts and 
equal footing with Scottish students, but he did not fancy dress. occasions when they wore fancy dress_ 
recall an instance of any Indian being a member of the Oth~r fO~eJgners sometimes attended dances but 
Council. IndIans did not. ' 
'As Secretary he had not had much to do with Indian . It was pointed out that tbe Glasgow Indian Associa-' 

stddeLts in pIIl·ticular, and he thought that bo business tlO~ w~s not ~entioned in the Handbook to the' 
at all had arisen in respect of them this year. Umve:slty, published by the Students' Representative

He did not think that there was any active expres- Councl~, amongst other socieHes, and the witness said" 
I 610n, ol 1'l\oial prl)judice in Glasgow, but at the same that thIS w~s probably because it had not been affiliated 

time there ,was very little social intercourse between to t!te Umon, ,and more probably still, it had not 
British and rndian students. He thought that in both apphe~ for ~pace in the Handbook so that it could set. 
the ,Scottish and the Indian character there was II . forth l~S obJe~ts. therein. There could be no possible 

,st.J;Q~g tendency towards reserVI), and that from this a ?ar to It~ affih~hon, and it would be advisable to do so
mutua!' policy of laissez-faire had establIshed itself. In that It car~led with it certain advantages, such as 
Xl1;dian stu~ents were not hampered by any restrictions the cheaper hIre of rooms in the Union building f r' 

,because of their race or colour, but the wItness thought the purpose of meetings. 0 

that undoubtedly they were greater strangers in the d Th~ Students' Representative Council had nothinO' to
'U'nivel'sity thau were foreigners from Europe. 0 WIth the formation of new societies and it ~as 

lIe thought that they did not take part to any extent there~or~ not withil! its scope to initiate a special' 
h U 

a,ssocI.atlo. n for Scottish and Indian students. 
i,n,t e, niversity societies and' clubs, and although, he S t 
had seen them at the Union debates he had never . OOle les as a whole were not represented on the 
heard. them speak. He thought that they were only' C

8
1·
R

b·C.: though th~ Presidents of tbe Union and Athletic, 
I d 

'u VI ere ex offi CIO membE'I's. ' 
J(re!al e upon ,to attend the debates by the impor- H th ht h 
'~unlty: of oue SIde or the other who were anxious to h de th oU1 t at in the Union the Medical Faoulty.' 
oC[irry or ,defeat a motion. Ea. e. argcst proportion of members and th~ 

1 
'ngmeermg Faculty the smallest t L 

t was possible that the absence of Indian members D"'t T . ,excep aw and' 
:from th,e University societies was accounted for by the IVI~I y. hIS might account for the few Indian· 
:fact that most of the Indian studenti; in Glasgow n:em 

ers, but .he thought that there was in addition II 
!>elonged to the Engineering Faculty, and therefore, s rong separatIst tendency amongst them. 

t f d· It He thought that the Christian Union d 
ap,l,U' rom spen mg a ernate periods of six months in attempt towards friendship with the Ind' ma te dBomll 
rorks, had very little free time when at the University. aDd a1th h th Ian s u ents 
_ . There ,was at present no University hostel system at b oug ere. were naturally very few Indi~' 

, Glasgow, except for women students. Most of the male mem er~ of. that Soclety he did not think that the h II 
t d t 1

· d' d aDY obJectIOn to attendinO' meetin h' h Y a 
10 U en ~ Ive In 10 gings or with their families, ?rtganised so!ely with the object of pr~o;rn!Cfrl'ewnderl! 
' Although all the University societies were oplln to m ercourse.. b J 

Indian students, there existed for them no 'special . The witness did not know whether th . 

~?cietY, such as the Siuo-Scottish Society which was I d' 'b f' ere were any 
d d. . 1913 f th f n Ian mem ers 0 the En"llleerina Soci t b t 

1 ,-un e ,10: - , or e- purpose 0 promoting inter~st jng as a medical student hI' sal'd t"hat he y, u, speak:-
, " _ , ' ,,' . . ' e ":a8 sure that: 
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'there was no"possible bar to their becoming members 
of the Medico-Chirurgical Society. 

'The Union was the ,only University society which 
had its own premises,- Bnd affiliation to it was therefore 
a valuable asset.-

He thought that -if some joint Scottish and Indian 
society were to he formed in the University the initial 
steps might be takeI\ by the Christian Union. To do so 
at prc~ent lay outside the functions of the Students' 
RepresentatIve COllncil. ' 

Thil witness did not think that the lack of sympathy 
that existed between the Scottish and the Indian 
studer.ts was a recent development. He had been at 
the University in 1914, and he had remarked the Bame 
feeling then that existed to-day. 

He thought that any man of non-Scottish descent 
had to make actual efforts towards friendship with the 
Scottish students, and that the reason that Indians did 
not get on in the University was that they were in 
their turn too much reservea to make the necessary 
advances. 

.He agreed that there was more need for an Indo
Scottish Society than for a Sino-Scottish Society. He 
imagined that the latter had heen formed by some small 
group of students who were interested in China, and 
that it was a matter of chance that the same thing had 
not happened in regard to Indian students. He agreed 
that it was incumbent upon the Scottish students, 
seeing what a large percentage of the British Empire 
was represented by India, to do more than they were 
at prllsent doing in the matter. 

He thought that the admission of Indian students to 
the O.T.C. would undoubtedly hinder recruitmenl 
amongst the present generation of Scottish students, 
though he could not Bay whether the same attitude 
would prevail in future years. 

The witness did not know of any cases of friendly 
advallces from Scottish students having met with a 
rebuff on .the part of Indians. 

He did not think that Indians were ever invited by 
Scottish students to their homes. 

MR. A. MORRISON, Registrar of the University, was called and examined. 
In regard to the complaint made by the Indian the three years' course. He suggested that there might 

students who had given evidence before the Committee be an optional examination for students to tak? be!ore 
that admission was now difficult because applications they left a probationary institution, and that thIS mIght 
'had now to go through the hands of the Local be of a standard to exempt them from taking the fir~t 
Adviser, he said that admission was made solely by the year's examinatiOn in the University. In this way 
Senate. A certain amount of information had to be they would not have to take more than three yearll over 
obtained about every applicant, whether Indian or their course. 
Scottish, and in the case of Indian students, because He did not think that the Adviser was really necessary 
this information was somewhat troublesome to get, the -to the students. As it was they dIsliked having an 
Local Adviser was asked as part of his 'duties to un~er- AdVIser at all, and it was only a very small minorIty of 
take the necessary investigation. The Local AdVIser Indian students who consulted him. They were in the 
was solely an enquiring agent, and had no say in the habit of going to the Registrar for any information that 
matter of actual admission: if he were not there the they needed in regard to their courses, and for other 
same work would be undertaken by the Registrar him· advice he thought that they might possibly go to their 
self. The Adviser, after enqUIring into the qualifica- Deans or to the Principal of the Technical College. 
tions of the various applicants, would give bis advice as Ever since the institution of the Advisership the Indian 
,to which of them seemed to be the most suitable, but students had complained that they objected to being 
this was solely on educational grounds and on none treated in, any way differently from the other students. 
,other whatsoever.. " As regards the complaint that admission ~ad been made 

All students were reqUIred to pass the prehmInary more difficult in recent years by the eXIstence of the 
examination. or its equivalent. Examination and Adviser, this was simply that the University had beeD 
investigation of certIficates in this matter was the work able to accept all applicants before the war, but that 
of the Scottish Universities Entrance Board, and a since the overcrowded condition had resulted from the 
student was required to present the certificate of this war there had had to be a selection and, therefore, not 
Board to the Registrar as acting for the Senate. so many Indians could be admitted. He thought that 

He thought that Indian students used to com,: to the when the rush had subsided it would be easier to admit 
University very insuificiently prepared; thIS had more Indian students. 
changed fot the better, but there was still room for As regards the Indian Students' Department in 
improvement. , . London and the Advisory Committees in India, he said 

Indian students sometimes came here for EngIneermg that he had sometimes referred to them for information 
,without having an intimate knowledl!e of Engl!s~, and and they had supplied printed matter. This. however, 
in their first session they were very hable to fall In ~ dId not give very much infomlation of the kind that was 
examination in March. He thought that the IndIan ·needed. He had found that Indian students suffered 
Universities had not thoroughly grasped the standard considerably from the language difficulty. It was 
that was required by the British Universities. E'xceptional for them to come well prepared, and he 

He ha~ a ~cheme to propoun~ whereby he .though,t thought that even if they had done University work in 
'that gr~at improvement in this mat~er mIght be India it would. be wise for ~hcm ~ have the pro
achieved. He suggested that all IndIan and oth~r bationary year III ord~ to reVIse theIr work, get used 
'Oriental and foreign students who wis~ed to come to a t.o the conditIOns of life in this country, and get a good 
British University should come to thIS country for a grasp of the language. 
'preliminary year in order to learn th~ .language a~d. to If the Local Adviser were abolished, his work iD 
get all idea of the methods of .BrI~Ish. U~versltles. regard to the investigation of the Indian applications 
This year should be spent in a' JOl~t m~tltutIOn for all woul4 probably revert to ~he Registra~. The fact that 
foreign students. of whatever natl(~naht:y, ~nd ~hell6 the former had been appomted to adVIse students and 
,should be instruction provided on l!Dlversity hnes l~ all that the students did ndl: go to him for advice seemed 
first year subjects. lle did not thInk that the UDlve:- of itself to dissolve the office. 
sity. would be prepared to provi~e the funds for thIS There would have to be some connection established 
institution, and he had no suggestiOn to offer has to w~g with the Universities in India to advise the University 
should he asked to do so. He thought ~hat t er? w~u as to the best selection of Indian applicants, if the 
not be !So many failures in the first S?SSIOn exammatio~s Local Adviser were not there to undertake the work 6f 
if this scheme were put ~nto operatIOn. ,Also s~uden s personal correspondence with the different institutions. 
from sbroad would start right away Wlth t~e~ p::- The only reason for excluding Indians of late years had 
~jminaries finished, ,and would I?-ot be hampere h Yd t e been the question of accommodation. It had not~ing 
disadvantages with which a stranger always Sf thO to do with the Local Adviser. ' 
contend. Tech~cally it woul~ make ~e :urse b~t h: He did not know why the Indian Association was no' 
Indian students four years ~nstead 0 lIt ~e, t th mentioned in the Students' Handbook, and he saw no 
thought that in reality it mIght actua y. ~ or .enth'~ reason why it should not' be. 
course in that many Indian s~udents, by fallIng t~ r~e Personally he got on very _ well with 
1irst examination, 'wera handICflppe~ all alotug oX: I~te students, and found that they were ready 
lind often took as much as five or SIX years 0 c p 
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to take the 
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advice that was ",iven to them from an authoritative 
source. He was perfectly satisfied with their ?onduc·t. 

The special entrance forms that had been IDsiatuted 
since the war had to be in by the 31st July in each year. 
Late cases were considered if they were serious. It 
was thus that sometilne& Indians got admitted by 

'coming over to this country and presenti~g .themsel.ves 
'even though they had been refused admlsSlon earher. 
If they had nowhere to go the University might take 
pity on them and grant them. admission. 

As regards the stat?ment of the Indian students that 
applications from Indlan students had been haD;ded over 
by the Registrar to Mr. B,rown, the Local. Advuler, and 
that he had turned them down, giving them back to the 
Registrar as aplications not to be forwarded to the 
Senate, the witness said he did not remember this ever 
havinet been done. 

App'lication forms could be supplied direct to India, 
and it would save Uluch trouble i£ Indian applicants 
would use them. 

liON])AY, JULY 11, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 

'l'HE EARL OF TJYTTONI (Chairman). 
DII"iAN BAHADUR 1\'1'. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
S1 R M. HAMM1CK. 

SAHInZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
:MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, } St' 
lb. R. Ii:'. FIELD, ecre anes. 

Sm LEWIS COWARD K.C. Vice-Chairman of the Council of TJegal Education, formerly Recorder of 
Folkestone and Chairman of the Board of Legal Studies f,-om 1914 to 1:920; now His Majesty's 
Railway and' Canal Commissioner, was called and examined; he was accompanied by MR. D. ,\V. 
DOUTHWAITE, Under Treasurer of Gray's Inn. 

Re said that he had been ou the Council of Legal 
Education since 1892, but at that early time not 
many Indians cnme ovel'. 'fhere had always been a 
'great deal of discussion on the Council with regard 
to fm1hering in every way the education of the 
stu.dents who came over from India, and attempts 
were made from time to time to meet their special 
needs. For installce, in 1910 it was decided to 
allow Indians to take an examination in Hindu 
and' lUohammedan Law, instead of in Real Pro· 
perty. 

His closer ()ontact with the llidian student as 
Chltjrman of the Board of Legal Studies led him 
to the immediate conclusion that some steps 
should be. taken with regard to the failures 
disclosed in the examinationl'l of the Indian 
students. There were great difficulties in moving 
a man who ha(l failed in his examination, and 
the Council resolved to call for a report f['om 
the Board of Studies as to the best methods 
of dealing witIl Indian students who, by failure 
in examinations or otherwise, showed lack of 
due' diligence in theil' legal studies. The Board 
deemed it undesirable to deal with a particular 
class of student in this connection, and asked the 
Council's Director of Legal Studies to give his 
suggestions with a view to providing (1) super
vision from the start' of the students' work; 
(2) disciplinary measures where the work was 
unsatisfactory. The Dit'ector submittetl a report, 
in which he said, "None of them, I think, would 
venture to disregard a personal communication 
addressed directly to himself, but I cannot write 
to him and' bid him come and see me, because I am 
not aware of his address or Jndeed of his existence. 
Hence under the present system it oftpn happens 
that a student does not ca.ll on me till four or five 
terms, sometiml!s, indeed until eight or nine terms, 
since his admission to Hn Inn. It is true, no doubt, 
that every student is told to take an early oppor
tunity of calling upon me on the leaflet enclosed 
jn the copy of the Consolidated Regulations which 
is, handed to him on his admission to an Inn, but 
this he seldom reads and never {,akes, seriously to 
heart . . • . Another excuse sometimes made 
for not calling upon me is that they are studying 
at Oxford, Cambridge, O~· Edinbur~h, or . at . a 
University College or the School of EconomICs III 

T,ondon, and were. thertlfore under the direction of 

tutors at these institutions._ On all grounds it is 
mOl'lt desirable that I should get into touch with 
students at the earliest possible period of their 
stay In l!:ngland." '£he .Board of Legal Studies 
snggested that measures should be taken to bring 
all studellts into touch with the Dilector as SOon as 
possible after their admission to an Inn, and that a. 
form shonld be seut to each student requiring him 
hy name to call as soon as possible on the Director 
of Legal Studies. Each Inn was required to furnish 
the Council of Legal Education periodicaUy with the 
names of new students, and this course had been 
pursued. .As regards the action to be, taken after 
failure to pass pxaminations,- it was recognilled 
that the Director should have wide discretion in the 
matter, and a fir~t and ill ordinary cases a second 
failure should be dealt with by the Director 
himself, but on the thh'd failure the case should be 
reported to the Board of Studies' and: -the studer,t 
(who would be ordered to appear before the Board) 
could be a~m~nished and any further action taken, 
such as brmgmg the student formally to the notice 
of the Benchers of his Inn. 

As to ihe extent to which this scheme had been 
effectllal, the witness quoted the following extract 
from the report of the Director of Legal Studies 
dated July 1920:-" The- new rules as to students, 
who have repeatedly. failed in their examinations 
have worked well. Of the 26 students whom it was 
my duty during the year 1919 to report to the 
Board of Studies, I am glad to Eoay that 19 have 
now passed in the papers in which they had 
resl?ectively:. fa~led; 15 of. them have passed all 
thelr exalXllnatlOns and, WIth two exceptions, have 
been ah'eady called to the Bar. The students 
have learned that if they fail more than twice in 
any subject ~ome unpleasant consequences may 
follow, and thls has tended to promote diligence in 
their stlldies." 

He was not certain, however, that the Inns 
o~ ~()~rt quite took ~he .view that they had 
dll;C1phnal'Y powers whICh It miO'bt be in some 
instances necessary to enforce. They were inclined 
to consider that it was no part of the contract with 
them tllat a student shonld pass his, examination. 
or depart, bnt whatever view the Inns might take 
the arrangement described was a sort of rod held 
over the men to try and induce them to get on a.nd 
palls their examinations. 
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He then referred to the two typos of Indian 
student who came over here, the vakil on the one 
haud and the ordillary Indian student on the other. 
Over the vakil there was a greater hold than over 
the Indian student. The vakil was entitled, under 
the Consolidated Regulations, to be called to the 
Bal· after the remission of four terms, provided he 
had read in the chambers of a barristel· in England 
approved by the Council of Legal Education. 
'1'he witness laid the greatest stress upon that 
approval; and said that over and: over again the 
Council had refused to sanctio~ a banister's name 
because they thougllt lIe was not a desirable person 
to read with. He stated that the object of students 
,conling from Illdia to this country was to learn the 
living law of contract and the living law of tort as 
opposed to the purely abstract book learning that 
they might otherwise obtain. Unhappily his 
experience went to show that the Indian student, 
other than the vakil, had not availed himReH or 
had been unable to avail himself of the oppOl·tuni
ties of reading in chambers. Even if they had got 
into chambers they were seldom such as would 
redound to theil' benefit and too often places where 
they were crammed only for their examinations. 
It. was just as much open to an ordinary Indian 
student as to a vakil to get the advantage of 
reading in chambel's, but he did not avail himself 
of them, at any rate he did not find his way into 
the chambers of a man wllO would lead to his 
advancement in his pt·ofession. Of course, there 
was no compulsion for an Indian student to read 
in chambers; all that the Council of Legal 
"Education could do was strongly to advise a 
man to read in chambers, at leas~ for a veal'. It 
should be remembered that a vakil had a special 
inducement for reading in chambers, because he 
"'ot a remission of four terms, w hieh it was now 
proposed to raise to six terms, whereas an Indian 
student had not this inducement. 

Witness then stated that the view which he was 
about to express as to th~ desirability of t~e 
ordinary Indian student comlDg to England for hIS 
call to the Bar was his own view, and he was not 
authorised to speak on behalf of the Cou~cil of 
JJegal Education. No doubt,40 years ago It was 
desirable that the Indian student should come to 
this country for legal education, but the s~andard 
of legal education to-day in India ",as dIfferent. 
He hoped that the. Committee ~ight be willing to 
consider the quesbon whether m the near future 
Iudia shoultl not have a complete system of legal 
education of its own. It was, of course, neCeSsal! 
to speak with caution on the matter, but hIS 
long experience, during which he had taken the 
greatest interest in it, led h~ln t? doubt whether 
there was anything substantlll.l lD the argument 
that the environment of an Inn of Court was n 
very valuable 'experience for a young Indian. The 
argument which might apply to a college! where 
there was common form of liie and at hletlcs, was 
not applicable to an Inn of Court! where t.here was 
vel'Y little social life and nothlDg parllCn!ar by 
which friendships could be cemented. HI'! own 
experience was that the average Indian student 
found his -environment and friendships elsewhere. 
He regretted this, booause at GI'ay'e ~nn they ha~ 
always been most anxious to do the~1' utmost fOl 
the Indian student and had taken particular troub~e 
about food and any other matters to meet ~hetr 
needs but he did not see why the Inns of Cout~ 
slJOuld not continue to receive Indian students un~ll 
some system in India had been framed and set lD 

action and tested. 
'1'he witness drew attention to the fllct . that 

students were sent to Englan~ by th!l A.dv~:t~~ 
Committees without any enqul1:"Y a~ a t ~l at a 
considered that it was very Impo a~. 1 bout 
student should be obliged to make enqUll'leS a 

his prospects of admission to an Inn before he left 
India. Of course, since the war Indian students 
had found lilpecial difficulties in being admitted to 
Inns of Courts, because the Inns were full owing 
to the enormous influx of ex-serVIce _men, many of 
whom were in receipt of Government gl'8.nts ; but if 
enqUIries were made beforehand, a.t any rate it 
would be possible to avoid Indians being held np 
in London with veI'Y little to do. He held the 
view, and he had discussed the matter with 
persons who had great opportunities of Beeing 
Indian "tudents and Indian members of the Bar, 
that the eduoation of the Indian student over here 
did not meet with that amount of success which 
had been hoped for, and this was undoubtedly the 
view of Lord Macnaghten, who was for many years 
Chairman of the Council. 

Questioned as to the possibility of students 
reading in the chambers of a barrister in India, 
witness considered Lhat there was no reason to 
suppose that the training would be inferior to that 
which they would get in this country; at any rate 
it would be an advantage to learn the living law in 
the country in which they were going to practise 
it. He had formed a very high opinion indeed of 
the stamp of man who had come over here as a. 
vakil, and thought that they would lose nothing by 
reading in chambers in India rather than here. 

'1'he Council of Legal Education was recruited, to 
II> very large extent, from men holding very high 
judicial office, and he saw no reason why there 
should not be a Council of Legal Education in 
Illdia in which the judges in India should take as 
prominent a part as the English Bench did here. 

Questioned as to further exemptions for vakils so 
that they should not have to spend so much time 
in England even in thl' present condition of affairs, 
witness pointed out that the regulation as to the 
remissioll of four t .. rms was going to be altered 80 

ail to increase it to six, and though he might think 
personally that it was desirable for the studying iu 
chambers to be done uuder some barrister of posi
tion in Iudia, he could not say whether the Inns of 
Court would consider the question favourably. 
Pressed further as to the desirability of exempting 
a vakil who had passed the examination in Hindu 
and Mohammedan law in his own country. the 
witness stated that in his view the1'e should be one 
standard for call to thc Bar, and he was very much 
against exemptions. 

Asked whether he thought that persons who had 
passed an examination as Master of Law or as 
Docto1" of Law in India should be called to the Bar 
straightaway, the ~itness said he did not agree ?'t 
all with the suggestIou, on. the ground that they ~Id 
not get the practillal portIon of the law by pasSlDg 
examinations at a University. 

Asked wllether a distinction in'this respect waR 
not made between Colonial and Iudian ilegrees, 
witneas said he thought that men in the Coloni?s 
had opportunities of learning practIcal work m 
chambers and also, in his view, there was a greater 
similarit; between English law and Colonial law 
than between English law and Indian law. 

A.sked whether he would bring his influence to 
bear in making the position of the ",akil who 
wished to be called here as easy as possibl~, and in 
getting him placed exactl.r on tlle s~me footmg as the 
Colonial advocate, the wltneloS saId that he would 
desire to assist the vakil in every way. 

In answer to a qllestion as to a. junior barrister 
leadiDg a senior vakil, witness said t~at he .did not 
know what the regulations of the Bar lD Ind~n. were, 
but in his opinion once a man waR entitled ~ 
practise in the High Court the position. he .had 
obtained in the High Court ought to be mamtamed 
whethel' he was a vakil or whether he had been 
called to the Bar. 

U2 
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, On it being Fointed out that many valeUs came 
over llere in order to be called to the Bal' he?au~e, 
unless they were called to the Bar here, the JUnIor 
lfIemhers of, th", English Bar ,took preced~nce ov~r 
'them in India, the witne~s saId that so hlgh~y dId 
he think of the vakil over here that he .(lld not 
think it was desirable. Also he thought It would 
be an improvement on the e;tistin~ positioJl if. a 
'Vakil WIl,S allowed to take hIS chamber work In 
India, thus reducing his stay hp,re to practically s~x 
months. . 

Questioned regarding the certif1cates which It 
~vas n",cessary to obtain before admission to an Inn, 
witness said that the certificate which they would 
demand from any gentleman who desired to be 
called to the Bar would be one from somebody wuo 
knew him and was in a. position to say from a 
iPersonal interview that he was a fit perso~ to be 
admitted to the Bar; there was no reflectIOn o~ 
the Indian stllQ.ent in this regulation. 
, It was pointed out to the witness that. if an 
applicant was a native of Illdia he was reqUired to 
get a certificate either from the Collector or the 
,Deputy Commissioner of the distI?ct in whic~ ,his 
'family resided, which resulted lD the pohtll.:al 
opiniolls of the can~idate being e~qui~ed i~to, 
which caused a cel'talll amount of dIssatIsfactIOn. 
The witness replied that, speaking for himself, 
,he had always understood that the Collector 
,was the person who had best opportunities of 
(knowledge of the man, lIJld that it was desirable 

that they should have the certificate fl'om:hhn in 
order to get it from the best source. If It was a. 
fact that he was_ a political personage he wouln be 
opposed to it most strongly, because ,he did not 
think that political questions $JUght to arise in 
connection with such a matter. 

In this connection, }fl'. Douthwaite explained 
that if an Indian stllde'1t presented him with 
written credentials which, although they did not 
come within t,he four corllers of the regulations, 
appeared to 'hi~ to be s~tisf~ctol'Y' it, ·.was his 
invariable practice, a.nder dIrectIOns fl'om nIS Bench, 
to submit the papel's to tlle Bench at the next 
meeting. It was pointed ou~ that this was sati~
factory, but not known to IndIan students, and SIr 
IJewis COlVard said that so far as he was concerned 
if the Indian student did not produce the cel"tificate 
in the form required by the regulations it would be 
a matter for the student to supply the Inn (If Court 
with an alternative certificate which would be 
equall'y satisfactory. 

It was put to the witness that, Indian ~tudjlnts 
were encouraged to come to the Bar here III ord~r 
;that they might learn its traditions, but he said 
that the traditions of the Bar might soak in 
gradually where Ind ians mixed together in cham bel'S 
or in the CourtR, but someht)w, 01' other the Indians 
and English did not seem to mix, and the Indian 
students did not get the traditions which othel'wise 
they might be expected to get. 

TI;lB VISCOUNT HALDANE OF CLOAN, X.T., O.M., was called and examined. 

, The Chl1.irmfl.n stated that ill 'addition to a,king 
questions as to the position of Indian students who 
-came to study law and to be called to the Bar, the 
Committee would be very grateful to have Lord 
'Haldane's views with l'egarJ. to the sllccess or 
otherwise of tbe experiment of bringing Indian 
'students to this country to study at the Universities 
for their degrees, Ij.nd in this connection to have 
his opinion with regard to the age at whiCh they 
should come, or thequalification!l which they should 
'possess, or any recommendations which 1Je would 
care to make with reg»,rd to their general educa,tion 
'at the Universities. 

Lord Haldane replied :-
" I should like to say that I am more and more 

impressed with the necessity ,of keeping all the 
Universities as far as possible up to a certain 
standard (and I inclnde the University Colleges 
·when I say that), and that depends largely on the 
;teachers. Different countries produce different 
Ioxcellences. If one were dealing only with special 
subjects, I should say from what I have seen that 
we have more men teaching here of a very high 
quality than it is possible to expect India to 
produce all at once. On the other hand, there are 
'in India some very eminent teachers. I know their 
books, and I read what they write about philosophy 
:and other subjects, and it is often very good indeed. 
l should like myself, with a view to diffusing a 
high level, to see English professors going out 
temporarily for a year or two years to India, alld 
'Indian profes8ot'S coming l,ere. There are Indian 
'prQfessors of philosophy, for instance, who would 
!fecture perfectly admira1:ly to our students here 
'and with great profit, because knowledge knows no 
irontier, and things are now being cOllsidered in 
India which 20 years ago were hardly being con

'Ilidered at all. ~'he result is there is much less 
,diffl'rence, when you take the very best man, than 
.you would expect to find. 0!I the Oth~l' hand, I 
,think there are probably fewer m proportIOn ILmong 
'the body of teaohers of men of that standard of 
:excellence in India than there are here. I am 
rather guessing alld basin~ m~ guesses upon the 
literature produced - whICh IS a pretty good 

, ,~ 

indication. The output is a good indication of the 
,productiveness of the machine. If an organio 
l'elation could it:. some way be established between 
tIle Universities and Colleges in India and the 
Universities and Colleges here by a more frequent 
interchange of teachers, then I think it would tend 
tt) make the standard go up. If that were so it 
would be all to the guod that Indian students 
should go to Indian CollegE'S and Universities of 
as high a level as they could get tllere. In some 
things-for instance, in mathematic,s-you get a very 
hig'h standard in India. You will get a very high 
slandard In many branches of science and philo
sophy. When you come to literature'it is more 
.difficult, because literature means different things 
there and here. I do not think it is a goon thing 
for an. Indian student to come hl'1'6 and be steeped 
-in an atmosphere which takes his mind away from 
'the history, the literature and the modes of thought 
of his own country to the extent which happens at 
present. I have a very strong conviction that if 
the Vedas were adequately studied in the highest 
light, and followed out through the Brahmavas into 
the Upanishads, you would find there Dlaterial 
which is fine material for enlarging the mind, of 
very much the Ilame category as the material which 
is the only material we have over here; and the 
material which we have over here, although it is 
ve.ry .great (probably!n t~e last resort the greatest), 
Rbllit defiActs the mmd mto a groove out of which 
it is not easily' got, and which is not well adapted 
to the work of life whirh has to be done after
wards out in India. l'herefore, I am more in 
favour of levelling up to a common level the 
Colleges and Universities than to bring students 
over here if it can be avoided." 

Questioned further as regards interchange of 
professors, the witness said he did not mean an 
exact interchange by which a professor from India 
would ~ak~ the place of anot~er from England; he 
was thmklDg more of the Impression which the 
professor made than of the detailed information 
which he would give. One of the most eminent 
mathematicians in the whole wOl'ld who was a. 
professo~' in lfondon ~ad_ said he wou!d gr,adly g~ 
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<lut to India.; and all that was requh'ed was to 
provide sufficient remuneration to induce the very 
best men iu England tt) go to India. It was due -to 
the love of spreading knowledge that they would 
go. He considered that Universities and Colleges 
here would be very glad to have some distingnished 
Indian professors to lecture here. 

A. difficulty which the Universities raised was 
]lUt to the witness; the main argument was as 
foIlows:-

The Universities think the Indian student 
sllOuld get his ground work in his own countl·Y. 
They believe the. main value that they can give at 
the Universities is the advanced work in research 
and post.graduate work and finish off their general 
groundwork. There, they think, they have a real 
contribution to make; but to seud immature men 
here at the undergraduate stage is, they think, a 
mistake. l'hen the Indian student says to the 
-Committee that at present if he graduates in India 
a.nd comes with a degree from an Indian University 
it is not always recognised, aud sometimes he is 
asked to go through the same courses over again 
.and waste one, two or three years of his University 
life doing the sa.me work as he had already 
graduated iu. This applies not only to the degree, 
but to examinations of a lesser kind. It was then 
put to the Universities whether they would be 
prepared to accept an Indian degree as equivalent 
to an English degree, and they have replied, Hot 
lUlreasonably: 'Yes, where we are satisfied with 

... the standard, but, of COllrse, the standards vaI'y 
j very much and there are many of which we know 

... nothing.' 
Aske,l to give his advice as to the be~t means 

of obtaining some knowledge as to the relative 
values of Indian degrees and as to obtaining 
recognition for thenl in this country amongst 
Universities, the witness said :-

.. We have had an analo,!:,ous questioll raised in 
this country in the Royal Commissions over which 
I have presided on University Educa~ion. The 
tendency to-day is to make a good deal of degree 
work post.graduate. I will take a case that 
is very relllote from anythin~ which has to be 
.consiilered in India, but in theolugy, for instance, 
the tendency is not to let anybody go in fur a 
Theological Degree who has 1l0t taken an Arts 
Degree first. I will ~ake the cD:se of the. last Roy?,l. 
Commission over wInch I preSIded, whIch was 111 

connection with Wales, which has a number of 
Colleges. When that. q uest,ion arose we said: 

., You may take your degree in College ..A. . That 
j does not mean you have to go to any partIcular 
j College for 'the next stage, the .Bachelor of 
j Divinity Degree. You may take It el~ewhere. 
~ You may choose the College to which you go, and 
.. the College to which. you go is prot?cte~ ?ecause 
• the general supervisIOn of the Umversltles sees 
.. that the ColleO'es are all up to a certain leveL' 
:I'hat is so in London, or rather it is getting to be 
.so in London. The training for the degr~e 
st,andards given by the U niversity Colle~es IS 
.getting to be very much on the &ame foo~mg, .so 
that having gone through a course at one IS qUlte 
-enough tu be accepted by any other College: .Of 
-.course it is more difficult when you l11"e dea~mg 
with india but I think the principle is the 1"lght 
,one. I s~pathise with the Universities ~ho say: 

j We would rather have first-rate men commg fl·om 
4 India who have taken their groundwork degree 
.. there and who wish to build up to no~:tor of 
.. Philosophy or Doctor of Scien~e, and we ",:ill ~ake 
• them if theh· standa.rds are hIgh enough. !hat 
would have to be determined by some machmery 
.set up for the purpose, but I do n~t think i~ wo~d 
be· very difficult. For instance, If th~ TT~lvel'Slty 
.()f Calcutta gave a degree I should thmk It would 
.be accepted as equivalent to a foundation degree by 
.any University here. I tnke that as an example of 

a ~~ll-k~own University which has been aiming, at' 
I'alsmg Its standard. Of course, I am assuming 
that you have got away from the notion of j,he' 
degree given by external examinatIon. l'hat is a
very poor substitute for the degree given as the 
result of a course with a test at the end. But 
wherever that is done in the case of the higher 
class Universities I do not Bee why it should not be 
possible to arrange to have the minor degree' 
accepted as a basis for proceeding to the post
graduate degree here. Wherever a post-graduate 
degree is given, it seems to be reasonable that therEl 
should be an exchange of qualifications. AtOxford 
and Cambridge they do not give post-graduate 
degrees, what they give is honourll. A person 
mi~ht. take up a degree c,m the basis that he was 
gomg In for honours, and it could not be expected 
that the authorities should allow him to cut into 
the middle of the COUl'se. It might, however, be 
possible to arra.nge somethipg at Oxford. and 
Cambridge to meet their circumstances." 

..Asked as to the difficulty which the Indian 
students had of getting practical training in thill 
country in all the technological sllbjects which they 
come to study, Lord Haldane ~aid he did not kno,,' 
enough aboat the technological arrangements of 
the great factories to be able to give any o.pinion 
which was wOl·th having, but he would have thought 
that in the vel y bIg factories the difficulty conld, 
have been got over, whUe in the slIlall ones it 
would be hard tn surmount. In other countr,ies the 
difficulty had been got over. The great colonr 
industry in Germany used to take large numbers of 
students freely from the technical colleges right 
into the works, and he thought that they got over 
the difficulty of preventillg secret information from 
leaking out because it was possible, owing to their 
size, to organise a department so that no access to 
secret information was necessary. He mentioned 
that at the Charlottenburg l'echnical College 
manllfacturers came in large numbers and chose 
people from a list of students who had done well 
and picked them out and paid them according to 
the opinion they furmed of their capabilitiell. 
These, of course, were persons whom the manufac
turers hoped to get into their own business, but he 
thought that the big engineering firms, for instance, 
would not mind taking people temporarily If they 
got the work out of them. 

The attention of the witness was then called to 
thl! question of law students and it was pointed out 
that the difficulty raised by the law students was 
mainly as follows :-'1'hey contended that the legal 
education in India was very good, some thought 
better than in this COlUltry, but when they became 
qualified 'vakil>! in Iudia they were not allowed, 
with but few exceptions, to praetise in the High 
Courts, which were reserved for barristers. l'hey 
came to this country to get called to the Dar, and 
after passing an examination which was less stiff 
than the one they had already passed in India, they 
went back and took precedence over their own 
countrymen who had remained. 

On this Lord Haldane said :-
.j This is a subject to which my attention has 

been directed for some years, and rightly or wrongly 
I ha.ve come to a very clear conclusion about it-
clear to myself. Before you settle whether you are 
going to decide in favour of an organisation or 
against lt, you must ask yourself the purpose for 
which the organisation and the education which it 
gives exist. The pllrpose here is obviously to 
prodllce the best Indian lawyers you can, advocates 
and people wbo can fill jlldicia! positions. That 
turns prima facie on the training that you give 
them. Every system of jllrispl'udence has its own 
spirit and chal'acter, and is different from every 
other. There are certain foundations on which all 
legal training ought to rest, foundations which 
1>elong ~o jllrispl"udence rather.than to law, ,tha~. is-
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to say, to the science which ~s Akin ~o et.hics, but 
~hich is only parallel to ethIcs, w~llch IS at the 
foundation of all law . Our best WrIters nowadays 
on these Ioundational subjects come from the Univer· 
sities men like Professor JJiceyand P:rofessor Pollock 
and Professor Maitland. The text-books here are 
getting to be more and more masses ?f digested 
authorities without much reference to pl'lDciple, and 
it is getting to be moreand more serious, because in 
the old days, when our system of law was founded 
entirely upon the English common law, which was 
a very scientific system in one way but a very 
unscientific system in other ways, a highly technical 
department of knowledge was created, in which 
men who trained themselves in these technicalities 
became masters of their craft and used to write 
beautifully: Now the whole field is so obscured with 
decisions and statutes And other details that within 
the purely lIo-called proper ,legal study of English 
law you can get very little. You have to turn to 
the foundations of jurisprudence, which are emerg
ing more and more by very necessity, and it is the 
great text-writers who come from the Universities, 
where the atmosphere is wider than that of any 
particular system of jurisprudence, who are giving 
us what is best. 'I'he relevance of that is that 
when you go to India what you want there, too, is 
the double stage. You want, first, the training in 
jurisprudence. I have conveyed what I mean by 
jurisprudence as distinguished from mere law. 
Xhen you want the trll-ining in law and practice 
and the spirit of the COUl'i;S. The first is no doubt 
very much the same as what we ,should have in 
England. It is not quite the same, -because any
body who has been trained for the Indian law, even 
in its foundations in the jurisprudence which has 
to precede its detailed study, ought to have his 
mind enlarged by getting rid of a great many 
notions which an English lawyer has, and a great 
many others whieh a Hindu lawyer, fOl' instance, 
has. The differences of pl'lllciple which emerge 
in Indian law ought to be something of second 
nature to him-as certain principles of Westem 
systems are of second nature to us. That naturally 
affects to some extent the atmosphere of the sc],ool 
of jurisprudence in which he studies, but that 
school of jurisprudence can be put up to a standard 
which analogously is as high as in the other caRe. 
But when you have done that, what is the next 
training P Here young men come from the 
tJniversitieR, where they have been imperfectly 
trainl'd in jurisprudence, because very few of them 
ha.ve as much as they should. Then they come to 
the Inns of Court, where they are not sufficiently 
instructed in these foundational things. There IS 

some teaching in it. 1'hey learn about' the rules 
aml about the sta.tutes 4J,nd about case law and all 
about what happens in an English Court of Justice, 
and to fill up the interstices of that extremely 
miscellaneous framework they go into the chambers 
~f a practising barrister to pick up what they can 
pick up, It is It training which is the only olle we 
have got for an English banister, but it is by no 
means pedect, and some of us want very much to 
see it improved. It is a totally wrong training, in 
my view, for an Indian, student. Why does he 
pursue it when he is going to the Calcutta Bar, 
SIlY? Because lie will find that a barrister called 
11 ere takes precedence of bim, however distinguished 
his position may be as an advocate. He mllY be 
the most leArned vakil possible, but he has not a 
look in; he is behind in point of precedence. The 
reason does not rest with people hel'e, it rests with 
India, and I have never been able to understand 
.why India II1IS not put it right long ago. India 
hugh/; to call to its own Bar j it ought to can men 
to t,he posHio» of barrister j it ought to create i~s 
own King'lI Counsel. If p,"ybody says that that 19 

an. innovatioll, my .a~swel· is t~at thaI, is wh~t the 
. rwholc'o~ the DonlIDlons do, WIth t.he exceplJon 01 

that country C!tlled India. I sit daily in the
Judicial Oommittee of the Privy Council. We
have counsel of every nationality aud from every 
part of the globe wh~re the Dt'itish Empire extends 
appearing before us, and they take precedellce
according to their precedence in their own Courts_ 
If there is somebody who ha!'! been made a King's 
Counsel in, we will say, Manitoba (because even 
the Provinces of Canada make their own King's. 
Counsel), he takes precedence of a King's Counsel 
made here lind leads him in the argument at the 
Bar. So it is with everyboay. We should Ileal' a 
vakil "Or anybody who has been called in his own 
country but when it comes to precedence we look 
to seo' who is analogous to what. I do not 
see why an Indian student should have to come
over bere to get wllat seems to me to be a much 
worse education for his {ul.ure calling in life than 
he would get if he pursued it out in India. It 
is all very well, you know, but a training in an 
Englisll barrister's chambers, even if you can get 
there, is imperfect if you are going to the lndian 
Bal'. First of all there is much less chance ot 
training there than there used to be. In the old 
days there was a vast numbAr of papers which were 
sent to counsel to settle-not only deeds, but 
pleadings and petitions and so on, and it was a fine 
discipline mastering the very technical and artificial 
rules which governed those things and draftin~ 
proper documents, even if you w~re going to
practise in some remote region with another system. 
But there is not much of that now, and what ther& 
is has become more and more conventional to the 
Englisll Law Courts. The Indian student studying
in our Courts here seems to me merely to get. his 
mind poisoned against what he might imbib& 
Jlrofitably if he went to India. He would do much 
better to read in chambers in India and to be called 
in India, It would be well to get rid even of the
degree of vakil if you could, and have one profession 
with seniority in it, and make your own King's 
Counsel. Then you will be delivered from this 
very bad system of training, which is bad becaus& 
there are not places in barristers' chambers even 
for English students. 'I'he Indian student has very 
great difficulty in getting in. It is as bad a system 
as it is possible to conceive." , 

In reply to questions on the matter the witness 
said he considered that the value of reading in 
chambers was very much exaggerated; he did not 
think it could be dispensed with because it was th& 
only way of getting in contact with what happened 
every day, but it was not an adequate way of 
getting into contact. 

If the proposals that he had made were carried 
out it would be a great relief to the Inns of Court. 
and ,he did not think there would be any objection 
or dIfficulty so far as the legal auLhorities in this 
country were concerned. Indeed, he thought they 
would be.~uch pleased because they felt they were 
not provldlllg adequately for the Indian students. 
It was a scandal that they should come here and 
eat dinners and lIot have the chance of doing any
thing else but hear lectures and wander about th& 
Courts. 

Allked as to a statement that it was necessary to> 
have an e~ement of the English Bar in India in 
order .to raIse ~he standard of honour and jndllstl'y~ 
the wlt~e~s saId th~t he had Bat fo~ a long time on 
the JudiCIal .Comnnttee of the PrIvy Council and 
had argued In a great many Indian appeals when 
he was at the Bar. The more he had seen of it th& 
more he was impressed with the grown character 
of the Indian j~dges: .The standard of legal 
knowledge ~hown 1Il th~lr Judgments was very high. 
He would like to mentIon that there was more of a 
disposition to be technical in the native jUllgments 
than there was in the white judgmentll. That wall
the ~esult of. a shorter history, but it was all 
workIng out l'lght. He thought that the presHge-
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:and honour of the Bar in Illdia might with perfect 
.aafety be left in chal'ge of the High Courts in 
IndIa. . 

It was pointed out to the witness that in order 
to create an Indian Bar there would have to be 
control in India; and conditions might be set up in 
Intiia for English barristers pJ'eparatory to theil' 
practising there. He considered that they should 
be admitted ad eundem, without any more proof 
than that they had been in practice and were 
l)roper persons: that was what was done every
where else in the Empire. 

Asked as to his advice about bringing Indian 
students into touch with tbe intellectuaL and otber 
.activities that were going on in the country, the 
witness said he was adveI'se to students wandering 
.about and sipping lloney from different flowers. It 
was put to him that there was prob.tbly more done in 
this country than in any other by pri vate enterprise, 
o(lharity, &c., and that one of the most remarkable 
,features was the amount which was done by private 
individuals quite apart fl'olJl State assistance, 
w hel'eas in India to-day (apart from those who would 
,not have anything to do with Govurnment at all) 
there seemed to be a marked tendency throughout 
the whole of public life to look to the Government 
for everything'. It might therefore be desirable to 
bring Indians into touch with some of these move
ments so that tlleY:louldsee what was beingdonehere 
in that way, and then they would go back to India 
with the feeling that there were thing!! to be done 
by private enterprise, and that it was not neceSSal'Y 
to ask the Government to do everything. 

Lor.i Haldane cOllRidered that this was vel'Y 
true, and that one of the great qualities in this 
~ountry was the self-reliance of the individual 
He miO'ht not have thought things out or prepared 
.for the~, but for getting himself out of tight places 
he was unrivalled. The reason was that English 
people had trained themselvfls for getting out of 
their difficulties all their lives. He instanced the 
way in which the co-operators had got out of 
a dlffir.ulty by making a vast organisatio.n ~h!ch ,,:,as 
beautifully run. It had been done by mdlvlduahty 
.and character, which had required no particular 
.ability and nothing very remarkable; but the history 
.of the co-operative movement and of some phases 
of the Trade Union movement was an extraordinary 
illustt'ation of how here eveu the working claSfles 
.did not want to rely on the State. A great deal of 
the EnO'lisbman's education he gave himself, and 
for thi~ reason his instItutions were not always 
.suitable fOl' people who came from a di.stance. 

The witness considered that Indi!l.ns should, 
JlOwever, use their opportunities during vltcations 
to see somethinO' of the movements. It WitS a very 
.good thing to se~ RUmmel' schools at .the Universities 
where representativeR of the worklllg cla~ses ~a.me 

1;0 imbibe the o.tmosphere of the Umversltles. 
They should also see the work .of all sorts of 
bodies which wer'C spreading the lIlBuen~e of t~e 
Universities extramurally into the llldustrlal 
reO'ions and the way in which workmen and work
w;men came to study and to expa~d the~selves: 

Questioned as to the ma~~er 1ll -w:hLCh ID;dlans 
might get a knowledge of milItary sc~e.nce, Wl~lless 
.said he thouO'ht that, the study of mlhtary smence 
-could not bee separated altogethe~ !t·om a stud,t of 
history or from the study of POhtlCS. It was Im
portlLnt to have good teachers, and he suggc~ted 
that India ought to get a cerbaill. number of.trallled 
'youug officers who would act as ten.cher;s.Ill these 
thinO's and think and work them out. 'I hIS would 
llave'" to be done iu consultation with the general 
.ataff of the Indian Army in India . 

Iu reply to a. question as to the relatlOn b:tween 
tel\ching I:\nd 1'esel:\rch the witness said that It ~as 

. very difficult to say where the teaching of a SU~Je?t 
llegau and where research was didded from It 1ll 

the high branches of knowledge. One was plunged 
into research In one's teaching, and there was no 
sharp line of demarkation to be drawn. If teachers 

. did not engage in research it was because they 
~nld not 01' would not do so. They ought to engage 
In research. 

He was strongly in favour of the classification of 
degrees. An ordinary degree ought tn represent, not 
the capacity to pass an examination, but the fact of 
having gOlle through a course in the atmosphere of a 
University. Then when they reached post-graduate 
degrees, theSE: should be given mainly on the basis 
of research. 

Asked whether Indian students might derive 
benefit from the study of civics as a Univ!:rsity 
subject, witness said that ci vics was a very vague 
snbjeC't. If properly pursued it would lead into 
the theory of the State and the relation of the 
individuu.! to it and all sorts of questions which 
plunged the student almost immediately into 
metaphysics. 

Asked £Urther a~ regards the creation of an Indian 
Bar and whether the High Court should continue 
to enroll advocates, or whether this should be left 
to a Council of Legal Education, Lord Haldane 
said:-

.. Call your barristers and make your own 
barristers. The High Court is not an adminis
trativc body. Silt. up your Council for call to the 
Bar and a Committee to superintelld legal education. 
Say to the stndeut: 'You must come with a degree 
from the University,'-lhe Bar being treated as 
something post-gradu Ite to that. ' You must then 
show that you have studied. practically with the 
vakil or with sf.mebody at the Bar-just as here, 
and you must also show that you are qualified in 
the various systems of law which you know.' " 

All questions of legal education, control, enrol
ment and disciplinary action should be transferred 
to that body. 

Quel>tionecl regarding the precedence which 
barrisbel's of the Inns of Court took over 
vakilI! in India, the w.itness said he did not 
like it. Some of the vakil!'. were vflry able men 
and were put at It dislLdvautage; he would like 
to see people who plea.ded in [ndian Courts all 
barristers. In Ontario, for example, you wonId 
find a firm which was a fit'm of barristers and 
solicitors; they were probably all barristers who 
divided themselves into two groups. He thought 
that was a better system. He would place all 
vakils aud batTisters on the same footing, There 
was only one real safeguard, and thILt was to have 
an esprit de oorps among the Bl:\r, and a high 
standard of hononr that would search out and 
repress iniquities far better than any amount of 
technical rules. 

Asked whether he considered it desirable to 
remove the clause which said that one-third of 
the judges of the High Conrt in India should be 
bltrristers, the witness said that he thought it was 
quite right if the barrister was a person created in 
India, but wrong if he had to come here to become 
a barrister. The present provision might be deleted 
from the Government of India Act, bllt it would be 
better to take power to call people to the Indian 
Bar and then it would be alright . 

In reply to It question whether vakilR were not 
permitted to appear before the Privy Council, Lord 
Haldane said that they were so allowed. If anybody 
said to them that he was duly qualiliet'!_ to- appear 
in a C01ll-t of Law in India the Privy Council 
would say that Ire was duly qualified to appear 
before them. They did not listen to technicalities, 
and he was no~ aware of any restriction having 
been established by precedent, by whieh only a 
membel" of the English Bar could appear before the 
Privy Council, and he did not think they woald 
establish such a precedent now. 

-------
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lb. W. G, WRAN"GHAM, Sub-Treasurer of the Inner Temple, was called and examined. 
He stated that the number of students from Commissioner o~ Collector c~nsidered objectionable 

India and Ceylon 1I0W studying at the Inner the witness \'epl;ed that he dId not kn?w, but. that.he
Temple was 56, of whom 49 were also studying at presumed a cel·tdicate would not '!>e gIven. EnglIsh 
Universities in the United Kingdom. All students atudents had to~ produce certIficates from two
jl.t the Inner 'l'emple were subject to the Council of responsible people wh.o had known them for a rear
IJegal Educfl,tion in the sense that they had to or more. ~uc~ cert~ficates would no~ necess.t~ate 
J>ass the same examinations, the standard and p,ny examlDatlOn· mto a student s polItical 
management of which was in the hands of the opinions. ., . 
CounciL The total number of stucientR now on the Asked whether he dId not thmk that a certIficate 
books Df the Inner 'femple was 1,158; there was from a judge corresponding to a County Court 
no limit to the number that could be taken. If it judge in this country, or a judge of the High 
were found tha.t the inn had too many students to Couli, a Government pleader or a member of the 
~ccommodate in the dining hall they would ha.ve Legislative Council, would be equally satisfactory. 
to make other arrangements, but for the moment the witness replied that he was bound by the 
that limit had not been reached. Consolidated Regulations. He did not know suffi
, The witness stated that he required all students cient abo1lt the status of the people meutioned to
applying for admission to t.he Inner Temple to be in a position to give an opinion as to whether
comply with the Consolidated Regulations in the their certificates should be accepted, but he thought 
matter of certificates. He had no special views to the matter was entirely one for the India Office. 
express fl,S to the work of Indian students com- The regulations could not be changed without the
pared with others, as he really knew nothing consent of the four Inns of Court, but so far as he
about it. was aware there was. no reason why they should he 

The 'Consolidated Regulations were framed by maintained in their present form, and if represen
tIle four Inns of Court in consultation, and tations were made to the Inns by the India Office
nothing went into the regulations that had not that cel,tificates should be accepted from people
been pa~sed by a.n fou~ Inns. . who were not Political Officers, lIe thought the Inns 
, On hIS attentIOn bemg drawn to the regulatIOn would probably agree. The regulations as they at 
requiring Indian applicl!-nts to produce either a present, stood were drafted in consultation with 
c?rtificate from. th~ C~llecto;' or pepu~y Co~mis- the India Office, and so 10I?-g liS they remained 
SlOneI' of .t?e dIstrIct m whICh hIS fa~Ily reSIded, 'Unalte;ed ~e was bound to msist on their being
or the PolItICal Officer attached to aN atlve State, or lJomplied WIth. 
!L certi~c~te from the. Joint Se~retary to t~e. High Questioned as to the regulation permitting
-Com~IsslOner for. IndIa for IndIan Stud~nts W o:k, C~lonial adv?cates to be called to the English BaJ~ 
~he wI~ness explamed that that regula:tlOn l1;pphed wltho.ut passmg any examination here, the witness 
to IndIan stud~nts whose homes w.ere m .IndIa and explamed that the regulation applied to three
whose educatIOn had been obtamed there. It Colonies only, New South Wales Ceylon and the 
;wo~ld D.?t apply to- India:n student~ ed~cated at a Cape of Good Hope, where thE" two branches of 
:UI~.lVe!,slt,y 0; at a publIc school 111 thIS country. thE' legal profession were kept distinct as in this 
;rlie ~'eg~latlOn W;~s about. to be cha~g?d by the c?un~IY, In all oth~r Colonies tbere was no dis
Sn.b~tI~utlOn" of ~he HIgh, CommIssIOner for tl?CtIOu between barnsters and solicitors, and tIley 
Ill:dl~ for the J.omt Secre~ary to the H:gb Com,: dId not get the benefit of the regulation. 
mISSIoner for Iudla for IndIan Students Work. A k d } th k'l h h .. 
The certificates of the Collector or Deputy Com- . s e. w Ie er a va 1 w 0 a~ heeu practIsmg-
missioner and the High Commissioner w~re alterna- m !ndia and who came to . thl~ country af~eI~ 
tives but aU· Indian stndents coming from India pas~mg ~he B.L. or M.IJ. exammatIon of an IndIan 
, ' . Umversltyought to be placed 0 '} f t' -t,o the Inn would have to produce one or other of " . n j; Ie same 00 mg 
them. - as Co!omal advocates, the wlt';leilR s~ated that the-

Aske" how long the regulation insisting upou q,uesh~n was now undel;' conSIderatIOn by a Joint 
the certiiicate of a Political Officer 01' the Collector _CommIttee of the four Inns: ' 
P1' the Dep~ty Commissioner had, been in force, the ,So far as he was aware none of the Colonies
witness replied that it had been in operation a COll- i~posed ~ny restrictions on the IIdmissiou of Eng
sidp-rable time before he became Sub-Treasurer of hsh barrIsters to practise in their Courts but it 
the Inn in 1908. lIe was not aware that there was was a: matter entirely for t~e authorities' of ' th~
any resentment on the part of the .Indian students polomal. Ba~ floncerned, and If they liked to impose
-at having to produce a certificate from a GOVElI"iI- au exammatlOn they were entitled to do so. 
;ment officer on the ground that it, led to the Examine~ 0:r: the q~estion of reading in 
political opinions of the applicant being inquired cha~bers, tne wltnes:~ Bald he thought that if au 
;nto. He had no idea. that the High Commissioner IndIan student went mto the chambers of an Indian. 
took political views into considel'ation s,t all, but he barrister . practising in India, he would probably 
.'pr:~sumed it "!I'as the duty o.f. th~t olti?e;t' to look lell;rn IndIan law ~etter than he could learn it in 
Thto the questIOn of an apphcant s fanl.lly, loyalty, thIS country, but It was a matter for consideration 
~c. whether he w?uld learn what is called the etiquette-

,4Hked what he thought would happen if. -for of .the profeSSIOn so well. On the whole he did not' 
instance, a man made a speech which the High thInk the student could learn the etiquette of the-
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'Profession unless he read in the chambers of an 
English barrister practising in this country or in 
India. . 

The T nn did not officially accept ~any l·esponsi. 
bility for assisting the "tudents to obtain admission 
into chambers. If a student came to allk his 
-advice privately, he would do what he couid to 
aflsist him, but generll.Uy speaking it was left to 
the student t.o m:tke hit! own arrangements, whether 
he was an Englishman or all Indian. 

His experience was that it was a difficult matter 
for Indian students to seCUl'e admission to chambers 
here as English barris.ters uAually pJ'eferred to take 
English students. He did .not think the difficult.y 
wall due to II.uy shOl·tage of cham her work. It 
was not necessary to wait until after the Bar 
examinations had been passed before ttpplying for 
admission to chambers. A man could do his 
chamber practice either while he was still a studMt 
or after he had become a barrister. Generally 
speaking, barristers did not like students of nny 
nationality i~ their chambers; they preferred men 
who had been called ·to the Bar so that they could 
use them for small cases in the Courts. 

,V omen were eligible for admission as members 
of the Innel' Temple. No Indian woman had, so 
far, applied for admissioll, but there would be no 
difficulty about taking them if they did; in fact, it 
would not be possible for the Inn to refuse. He 
atlticipated that an Indian woman would have very 
gl'eat difficulty in getting chamber practice in 
IJondon; the difficulty would be great even in the 
caRe of English women. r 

There was no limit to the number of pupilR tllat 
a barritlter was allowed to take; it depended ent.i.J;ely 
on the accommodation available in his chambers 
and the amount of work he had. Tb,ere were some 
'Indian barristers in practice in London, but he 
doubted whether any of them llad sufficient practice 
to enable them to take pupils. There was no regu· 
lation as to the standi'ng a barrister must have in 
order to take pupils; it was for the student tJ fiud 
out before he went into· chambers' whether there 
wa~ sufficient work in them 01' not. 

The fee usually charged for admission to 
chambers was 100 guineas a year and it had to be 
paid by all students whatevel' their mttionality'. 
'1'he fee was in no way fixed 01' regulated by the 
COl1llcil of Legal ·Education, but 100 guineas for 
12 months was the generally recognised SUIlI. A 
student migllt be taken for six m()~tlJs fOl~. 50 
guineas, and there had .heen several ca~es dur~ng 
the wal' of barristers ,vIth a good P' actIce takmg 
students in theh' chambers without any payment. 

So far as the IIUls of Court were concel'lled, ~here 
was no cOIupuision on e.ithe.r )<jnglish or Ind~an 
students to ··reacl . in chambers, but the EnglIsh 
students would nol; get a,ny work nn.less t~ey we~t 
into chambers altd most of the HIgh Courts In 
India required Indian students t~ hnve ,l'ead in 
chambers in this country before beIng admItted. t? 
the roll of advocates. ' 

As regards mixing with the English students at. 
the Inner Temple, all he could say was that they 
did not mix. 

He 1"'as unable to give an estimate of the average 
expense that an Indian student must incur between 
his arrival iu this country and' his return to India. 
after being called to the Bar. He would have 
to pay just over £50 on admission to an Inn, 
'and unless he were a. member of an English 
University (and had kept two years'terms there) 
to make a deposit of £100, which was returned on 
death, withdrawal, 01' call to the Rar; he would 
a.lso have to pay a. further deposit of £50 uuless he 
could get two recognised and responsible persons to 
act as sureties for him. When called to the Bar 
he would have to make a. further payment of just 
over £100, so that the total expense of being called 
to the Bar, as tar as fees were concerned, was 
£150. 

He thought that it was true tloat the Inner 
Temple rather specialised in men from the 
Universities; he reckoned that from 85 pel' cent. to 
90 per cent. of the students at the Inn were 
University men. 

In the case of an Indian receiving his education 
in this country, the Inn would require him to 
present one ccrtificate from the head'of his school 
0,' college, or his tutor', and one from the. High 
Commissioner. 

He understood that Indian students of the Inner 
Temple were incli.ned to ·dine by themselves and 
not to mix with the other students; they did not 
use the common room very much. but he did not 
think that that was any great disadvantage as the 
people they would meet there were not always of 
the best type. Beyond occasionally dining together 
and perhaps meeting in the common room, the 
st,udents had no opportunities of mixing with the 
barrister life of the Inn. 

The following ta.ble was subsequently supplied 
by Mr. Wrangham ;-

INNER TEMPLE.-INDIAN STUDEN'l·S. 

No. No I 
Year. ' a~:d.t. i ce.ll~d. 

Length of Studentship of those 
called. 

1900 
1901 
190t 
1903 
1904 

1905 

1906 

1907 
1908 
190'1 
1910 
1911 

1912 

8 
8 
7 
6 
3 

9 

5 

6 
8 

10 
12 
4 

2 
1 
3 
40 
6 

1 21 yrs. 1 11 'frs. 
1 5* yrs. 
1 3~ yrs. 1 4! yr.. 1 51 yr •. 
1 2t yr.. 2 a yn. 1 3i yrs. 
{ 1 2t yrs. 1 3! yrs. 1 ·il yrs. 
(, 2 41 y~. 1 5l yr8, 
( 1 2i yr!>. a 3 yrs. 1 St y,·!. 
(,1 31 yrs. 1 8f yr •. _ 

{
I· 2~ yr.. 1 21 yr •. ·1 3t yrs. 
l' 4t yr •. 

1 1 2t yr"-
3 1 3 yrs. 1 3i y'~r!. 1, II yrs 
:1 '1 3 yrs. 1 3t yr.. :I- at yr •. , 
2 13ty ..... 1 5y~ •. 
7 i{ 1 2t yrs. 2 2t yrs. 2 41 yrs. 

I 1 5t yrs. 1 lOi- yrs. '. He did not think that there had been 11:1Iy 
,material differellce iu the number of Indmll 
'stullents applying for ,admissi?n t6. t~e I.n~er 1913 
'femple since the pas'"ting of tl1e regu~atlon~equu~ng w' 

such students to have graduated In In,dla Defore . 1914 
. being qualified for admisHion, but the Inner 'l'!Jmple 1915 

12 

9 

10 
15 

{
I 2t yrs. :I 3t Yl's 1 5 yrs. 
1 5f yra. , 

{
'21 .Ii yrs. ~ 2 Xl's:. ,2 ~·yrs. 

I) yrs.. . _ 
6 

had the smallest number of Indians of any· of ~he . 1916: 
Inns. It WitS not that that Inn was more expenSiVe 

1917 
than the others-the difference between the four 
lnns in the matter of expense being !er! slight~ 
Indians simply did not apply fox: admlsston t~ the 
Inner 'I'emple . possibfy because they prefelTecl t.o .- HIl8 
go to an In~ where 'they 'w:o,uld meet a la"g~r 
llumbp.r of their felloiv·COl1ntJ·ymen. '. 1919 

1920 

9 

9 

? 
It 

12· , 

1 3 yr.. 'I 41' yrs. 
'{ 1 3 yr.. ,I 3t .,.ra.' r at yrs. 

1 Sf y.rs. 1 5 YI"'. , 

2 

7. '{l ~ty'rs. 1 :Jyrs. 1- 3l:yrs .. 
1 31 yrs. ,I 4t yrs. . 1 4~_yrs., 
16yrs . .' -.' 

{

I 2 yrs: 1 2t yrs.< 1 3 frs. 
1 4 yr •. , 1 4i y~. 1 41 )"rs. 
1 4i yrs. 

7 

9 {2 lit yrs. .2 4 yts. 1 ,4l yrs .. 
- 1 5 yr&. 2 61 yrs. J 71 yrs.-

-12 {1:-1 yrs. ] 3t yrs~ ,1 4 yrs. 

3 
3 4! yrs. 3 5 yrs .. 3_ 51 yr.: " 

1 4 yra. 1 4i yrs. ,It) )'l"S,' ., 
Q'uestioned as to tIle conduct of Ind'II.11 ~tllden.t~, 

the r witnesll' -said that he believed that ~n many 
ease;' tht}y IHd themselves-ho good {soCIally by 
()oming to this country. 

• One Indian called In 1905, 'Was disbarred In 1920. -. 

X 
4871 
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Mr. R, "p, P. ROWE, Ullder-Treasurer of Lincoln's Tnn, was called and examined. ,-
h b f I d' t dents difficulty in making the necessary arrangeml1J1ts 11; 

He stn:ted that.t e n,um er 0 n Ijl.ll s u was due to the fact that English barristers pre-

'r:t:l r:::~:r ~~ ~:::~~: !filt::t::J~ti!;~ef!; fen:e4, somewhat naturally, to tak!l stud!lnts of 
4!iQ - theIr own race., - . ' 

QueJl~iolled 1\8 to whether 14incoln's IDI'/ would be He could not glv~ any el'tlIIl,ate of tpe ~tal COll,t,. 
pl'eplI>l'ed to e.lter th", lllgulatioll r~quiriDg Indian .I1pfi,Tt from

h 
feeli' ;:ICt~ ap I~dlan had tt;) mcnr, I~ 

jj;l)ulents to produce a. certificate, either from the order to e ca e ,0 eat. -
.collec~ or .DQP~ty Oom~issioper qf tPe district ,The mem~ers o.f the Hench of the lnI! lIad, no 
ill which his family "llides, or from th~ Joint dIrect relation With, the IltudP-litS. At que tune 
Secr~ta~ tq the nigh COqlmjssioller for lndia, so the ~tudllnts u~ed the samp common room as the 
(I., to E'n(lpIIl them to present certifiqates from bllrl'lsters, bu~ It becanle so o.vercrowded ihat they 
,rll~PQnllible 'perso~s such as heads of college!! in had to provIde 11<, sePa:r~te common room for 
IlIdi>J. Or barristers or judges of ~he High Uourts students, and ~lIy dIrect llllk bet~een t}t~ students 
tlmt'tl he stated that the Inn would prefer tp main- and the ba.rrIsters had ~hus- dIllappeareq. They 
'iaip. th~ re.gulati~~ in jts presllnt f@rrp, teca.use it might occ~ionally have lunchll~n togethcr at th,e 
.I'elieved th~m of rE/sponsibility in the matter, If Inn, .l>ut llll;less a student we?t mto c:\Iambel's h1$ 
students. pl'esented certificates from other persons, rel,atlOns witli the barrIster hfe of the In~ woulq 
111l wonld llot %now what the sttj,tuil of those p,e very small, I!,ud ~e would not meet b~rrlsteI'S as 
personS was, or whether the Cflrtificates were a l'esult of attencliug thll lectur~ pr<>vId~d by the 
genuine. Inlls.. 

4 clll'tifi!!l).te from the head of a college would 'l'heJ'e was no neceSSIty fo~ any $tl~d~ut to attend 
be preferable to one from a 'barl'ister pf an Ind,ian th? lecture,s,; th~y were qU1t~ at liberty ~o taka 
High OO\lrt, for in the latter case it would not be p,rlvate t~ItIon If t1)ey so delln'ed, but the lllstrnc
"pos~iblll for the Inll to decide whether it was tIDn proVIded at the ~ectl1res was very gOt)d, and he 
ge,Q.ujpe or not, /l>l1d thllY wonld certainly prefer to thought tllat tIle InQ.lan students normally attended 
!Jave !L certificate frOll1 the High Cpmp)'i,!sioner, them, . . 

J t was the fact that in the case of other foreign He oHl not tlnnk that ,II> student who ha~ merely 
1,~1j.4lmtl!, "'flrtificfl,tIlS from judges, lllagiatratfls II>nd been called, to the Bar In IJ~ndon wou14 Ca!1'y a:ny 
p~her pllrSOl1S hQldiug' aiwilar ofiicia! position~ in: o~ the tl'll.dItio~ ,oj: the English ~al' t,o IndIa wIth. 
t~e plaCflli or districts whllfe th~ apphcantl:l relllded hIm; th~t tl'lIdltIon was Bet up 111 the Courts, and 
\Were accepted, but that, l'1Jle Cll-J.lsed a gooP. delt1 Qf not at the Inns. 
,tl'ouble, as stude11.ts often brought certiiWates from There was DO stipUlation that any student pther 
IJ/lople who were !laid to b@ "in!t lilimiIal' position" than a vakil should rflad in chaJDbe~'!ll>efore being 
-ltl}d the Inn were ",t II- loss tff decifle upon them. called to thfl BQ,r; the re~lation requiring chamber 

H there wel-e a Goverument Department which practice wall one mllde by the Jndian High Courts 
c~ul~ speak for aU foreign studenta, the Inn would and not by tQtJ Inns, but h/l thought that the 
'be glad of it", assistance, and it would reiLlly be tt) IrIdian Rtl1dent w/>uld improve his knowledge ot 
the benefit of the st.udents themselves, as at present law by reading in chamberll in Lonllon for a year: 
the certificates they presented were sometimes not he Ipight learn more during that year than in Jtll 
~epte<l on a.ccount of doubts that l,\1'Ose as to their the rest of his time in this country. If arra.nge
genuineness or the status of the people who signed- ments could be made for students tq read in the 
them. ('hambers of practising bal'l'isters ill India, he saw 

He thought tha.t oertificates from beads of JlP reason why that should not be dope. 
colleges, judges and barristers in India might be ac- His experienpe was that Ilidilt~ Btlld/3ntil whQ 
-cepta.ble, if the JJigh pom~issjoller certified thq.t lVere studying at Universities in the United King
they were genlline and came from people whose re- dom would generally be required to produce a 
9Q"'m~ndations !D,igM bQ relill\l upo~, certificate fron1 the Joint Secretary to the High 

He thought that tl:!e Indian stuuents at Lincoln's Commissioner. .A., certificate from thew college 
Inu mixed with the other sj;udentll to a limited tutor WQuid not suffioe in any ordinary case because 
extent only, JIis impresl'lion was that they J;:ept they would not be treated llS llaving rjlceived their 
very much to the~selves. He had often met general educatiol1 in tIle. United ~iJ1gdpm. hut if 
Indian students who at the end of their course of they had been M IIchool for" yeaI' 01' tVl:Q in this 
study for the Bu had known no English barrist~r <10U11tl'Y before going Dp to the University, it 
who could introduce them to ~he Treasurer of the wou14 be a. different Illatter. IT, however au 
Inn iu order t~t h~ might move their cQ.ll. Indian stlldent presentll4 I!o thOloughly sllotlllfadtpry 

They had a separatll ,common room at Lincoln's certificate from the helLd· or tutor of I\. colleglJ at 
Inn for students, and th~ Indians used it quite as Oxford or Cambridge, he persoD.l1Uy thollgM it 
much: as the others. , , , reaspnable ~o regard' it as !illlfficieut without any 

QUIte II. substantllll 1Jl'OportlOn of the IndIan further certIficate from the nigh Oommissioner. 
stu~en~ ~Ba<li:ng at the l.un wer..e IIlso members of but in order to get t?e Con!lolidateq ~egJllation~ 
UDlversltIes In th, 'UnIted }rmgdom, but there altered to SIlCllre thill, It would be necessary for the 
w~re a number who W8r~rnot. _ lllatter to come before thE! MlI>sters pf th!l Be1!cl1, 

There were a nUlDber of students from Canada, !tnd the propo!\ed Itlteration woold Jtave to be 
Australia, South AfriclL and New Zealand at p.pprove4 by all tlie fOlltr Inns. 
Lincoln's Inn i jIj. iheir !la~es (lertifi~tt's wel'e 
accep*eq frpm, J1Jdgel, magi!ltrates, &c. Mr. nowe suP$eqqe.l).tly /IJI'Uilihed the fpl4lwing 

~ta.te"le1!t: -He had not Nlferred the certificatE'S of any 
Colonial' .tudents to the High Oommissioners in LnlCOLN'S IlUJ.-bmu.x STUDUTS, 
London for the Colonies ~rOJl1 which- they came, (a) 
becaus/l hE! :rarllly :4ad IL caSe about which there Year. Ad!llitted. Year. AdmItted. Y 
was seriD"s d~ffipuJty, MII-ny of the Colouial ear. Admitted. 
students had been at aehool in this COUll try. ~o 1901 ~ 14: 190~ ~ 65 191~ 7" 
far as h!, could remember, !IO Egyptian stlldents 190~ r 10 1909. 73 1916 ~ 1 
had apflle!I ~or !tlllDi~sion to ~inC\lln'II,IIjn. 1903 - i6 1910. 186 1917 

His e,:pel'l~np\J wa3 ih!J.t the IndIan students 190.J. • 20 1911 ~ -27 1915 
generalli JD,an3-geq tq get ItdJl)islijion to chambers if 1905 - 27 1912 ~ 29 ' 1919 
they deSired po do so ~or the P~rpoil~ .. of. reading 1906 • 27 1913. 45 1920 

-with. fL hllJ:rn~r, l,>n$ It tJwY e:q>~menced any 1907 - 38 1914-7 

2 
20 
$ 



(b) I regret that I cannot give you the number 
of those students who graduato!d in India before 
thet were admitted, as this wouli involve examining 
each sing14 admission fot·ln. 

(0) Th~ ,averag~ length of time taken by Indian 
students In the past tel complete the Bar exainina
ti~ns: approximately three years. 

In my 'evidence 1 baid that I thouuobt we had at 
present abOlit 150 Indi-an students ~n our books -
the actual number is 117. ' 

(Sd.) R. P. P. RowE, 
Urtdel' Treasurer and Stewalld. 

28th July 1921. 
The following statement was subsequently sub

mitted:-
'l'ul CONSI!)ERED ePtNlON or THE TREASURER AND A 

SELECT CoMMITTEE OF THE MASTERS OJ!' THI!J 
BENCU OF LINCOLN'S INN ON THE MATTER OJ!' 
INDIAN STUDENTS. 

buring recent yea.rs a very large number of 
Indian students have been called to the Bar at 
Lincoln's Inn, the numbers for the last 12 years 
having been a.s foHows :-
1909.,. 23 191a 96 1917 9 
1910 - 26 1914 59 1918 9 
1911 35 1915 33 1919 2 
1912 78 1916 31 1920 - 3 

The result of experience hm'e, as well as the 
information givt'n to some members of the Beneh 
ot Lincoln'!! Inn when in India, shows that while 
mature and qualified men may gaiu benefit from a 
residence in England, 'seeing English practice and 
attendmg some bf the more. advanced lectures, the 
majority of those who COIne are Insufficiently 
prepared and too immature in mind and chlU'acter 
to be placed among -strangers in surroundings of 
such Itli entirely different character from those ill 
which they nave been brought up. 

'1'0 briug such students in large Jlumbers to 
England is neithel' an advantage to them/ielves nOl' 
to the societies of which they -become members, nor. 
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we b~lie\-e, is it for the interest of the pn,fession or 
of the administration. of justice. anti it often exposeli 
th~ students to serious lisb. 

We a.re of opinIon that betore Indian ,,~udents 
come to England they should have given promise 
of ability aud have Ava.iled themselves sUCcessfully 
of the opportunities for traihing and study ~ow 
aftorded in India, both in connection witn the law 
classes of the Unive1'8ities and by Reeing something 
of the adiniI!isttation of justice in the Higtl Court 
there (Presidency). The light of a.udience in tne 
Iu~ian COUl·ts is given to those who go through a 
satisfactory Course ahd pass adequate examinations 
in India, and we think that to those who have done 
so, and who wisll'to be . called to the -English Bar, 
special facilities should be given: by l'ecogniSing 
wnat they have done in India, enabling them to be 
called to the Bar after keeping a smaller Dlimb61" 
of terms and by exempting- them from the more 
elementary papers in the subjects which they have 
studied and in which they have passed satisfactory 
examination!> in India. 

At the same time it is most important thaiY 
such students sllnuld read,at least one year in the 
chambers of a barrister ift England. 

'I'here is no doubt tbt advantage will be 
derived from maintaining a oonnection betweell 
the administration of justice in India and in this 
country, and that some nt least of those Indians 
who will occupy a leading position in the Indian 
Courts should ha.ve had some experience of Eng
lish methods and habits of thought and of the 
traditional feeling which is associated with the 
English Bar. 

The whole' subject ought to be l'ccon&id6led and 
dealt. with in, a liberal spidt, l'ecognising good 
work dOlle it! India. and disoollraging the im~a. 
ture, who run serious risks in cOllllng hel'e 1;0() 

early and in to~ lar~e nnmbel's, from domg so, and, 
at the same time keeping up a conneetion between 
the profession hel'e aud in India and promoting 
mu,tual knowledge. 

Mr. C. C. SC'01'T, K.C., Treasurer of the Middle Temple, was tialled and exa.mined. 
He submitted ll. written statemeilt which is 

print'ed below. 
In COnnE'eti-on with the point raised that it was 

desira.ble tha1 all students who ha.d not passed an 
elta.mination at tl.h approved Universi'ty in India 
~hlch entitled th'em io a aegree of that University 
should have passed I\u examination in Ind~ 01 a. 
flt:atIdatd satis£a:ctOl'Y t,o 'the Council ot tegal Edul'a
tioll, 'the witness s'tated'tbb.t he 11ad not gone into the 
question of ",hat, standard _~Io'uld be regarded as 
satisfactory. He was reallY 'dealing with the 
Mrdshiplil Which stuilents inet with wheu they 
came 'to this country before 'they 'had 'paH!!ed tll" 
l.reiimih'al'y examination. Since. he had been 
Treasurer, there 'had been cases of men who had 
60me 'to 'this tlountJoy 'who had n6~ tak'ert a ,deg~e 
at an approved -University or passed an exammatlOu 
'there which entitled them to a degr'ee, and who 
bad mnted to be rl'lieved fl'om passing an exami
nation at all alld 1;0 be admitted without going 
through. the preliminary e:x:amil1ati~n. ,There wel'e 
casel! of students comillg from India who were 1I0t 
members of a University 01' who had not spent. 
sufficient time to have taken a. degree or to have 
passed hn examination, aud in these cases .he 
thought it right that there should be an.alternatlve 
examination satisfactory to the CounCil of Legal 
l~duca.tion. It would be fot' .the Indian Governmen.t 
and the Universities in India and the CounCIl 
of Legal Education to arrive at .'" satisfact'?ry. 
standard 'of examination, the passmg of whlch 
should be accepted as satisfactory to the Inns 

or-Court. 'h tId' -
It 'was then mentioned to witnes~ tan la~ 

.lJtudents _complained that the Indian Students 

Department of the High Commissioner's office 
could only give a certificate in the form III which 
it was requil'ed by the Consolidated Regulations_ 
This meant that-ullless a student had consulted an 
Advisory Committee in lndia, he cOllld not get a 
certificate from the t!ltudents' Depariment; the 
alternative was te alTive with a certificate frOM a 
Colledor 01' Deputy Commissioner of a district in 
Iildia or from the Political Officers attached to a 
Native State or an officer o~ higher rank repre
senting the Indian Government in that State. 
Witness stated that pl'ovided they were sa.tisfied. 
thlJ.t the authorities from whom the certificate WaR 

obtained were relillible and responsible people, such 
as prinCLpals of oolleges or judges of Higli Conrls, 
he thought these might be accepted. Speaking 
for himself, he diii not think tIl ere would be any 
nbjec-tion to altering the _Consolidated Regulations 
in that sense, but he could not speak for his Inn_ _ 

He thought it desirable that a student should 
come armed with his certificates wherever he got 
them from, as ma"y of them came without certifi
cates and had to write to India for them, and i». 
the meantime the Inn were asked to admit them 
provisi9nally. In the case of a vakil, however. 
there was no~ mucll hesitation in his beillg 
accepted, 

Asked whether the Indian students l.ad anT 
difficulty in obtaining admission to cl.amberB, 
witness stated that the Council of tegal Education 
hall always been .very careful, especially lately, to 
'see that tlley rea.d wftn proper pE'I'Sons. At one 
time it was possible that Indian students cOllJ.ing to 
'this conntly read with persons who were net the 
best qualified-generally with people -of their OW~ 
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nationality-therefore, a 1'ule had been made that 
if ~n Indian. especially a vakil,' ,desired to get 
r~nlission of four terms by reading in cbambers, he 
should apply to the Council of Lf.>gal Education in' 
the first instance, and get them to, approve of the 
pel'son with whom he was going to i'ead, 
, Asked if 'he' could 'furnish an explanatioll of some 

figures that appeared in his statemenf regal·ding 
t;he time taken to complete the Bar course, from 
which it appeared that Indians took a shorter 
time than English students. the witness -!'laia: he 
thought this was due to thtl fact that vakils who 
could get called in eight terms as distinguished 
fl'om 12 terms were included in the statist,ics amI 
the averaO'e would therehy be ,reduced; and to 
ti;e fact th~t English students who ,wen~ to ,a, 
Uriiveulity in this cOllnt;ry spent theIr tIme at 
thl' University and' t~en came do,,:n from the" 
Vniversity and ~p~nt another year 'm chamber!' 
l?efOl~e they were caned to the B~r. *. . 

With reference to the suggestIon In hIS I'Itatement 
tllat'the prH.ctice of admitting a native to be an 
adv()cate in the HIgh Court; as exeIcised in Bombay 
l~'Ight well be extended to the whole of India, 
witness explained that, so far as he understood the 
position, a person could 'not be an advocate in 
Calcutta unless he was a membel' of the English 
Bar' whereas in Bombay' advocates might be 
~a#~es who had taken a degree in law and attended, 
tue 'Courts for two years and passed a ,further 
e!xamination car1ied out ~det: the order qf the, 
fudges. Such advocates l"ank~d inter se and equall! 
with any other barrister who went out from thIS 
c~untry according to the date of their admission to 
the roll of advocates. 
) He mentioned that there were ·three such 

adVocates who had I1ppl~ed to tIle Inns of Court 
to 'be admitted to the Bnglish Bar'without passing 
examinations and on' keeping a vel;y small uumber 
oH;erms. The application had ilot yet been dis, 
posed' of; it was still under 'CQn'siQeration. 
, Asked 1v11ether he flonsidel'ed the examination 
foJ' an advocate in Bombay WllS as good as the 
examination of the Council of Legal Education, 
witness stR,ted that he had no opportunity of j udgin/!. 

He could not agree with the suggestion that 
tIle Itdvocates who came here for enrolment, what
ever tll,eir object was in coming, should be exempted 
from the examinations here; pe,rsonally, he was 
+cry much opposed to gi vin~ the degree of barrister 
to anyone who did not under,go the examination in 
ihis country: 

With regard to the fact that Colonial advocates 
had that privilege, he stated that he certainly 
would not approve the extension of it, and could 
not say that all that already haa been done 
~ltogether met with his approval. It WM' one 
thing to Ray that tbey wele net able to up!!et 
things which already existed, and another thing to 
say that' they would not.carry them further. 
, Asked whether there was a list of Indian bar
risters ,practising 'here with whom Indian students 
could read, witnesR'thought there 'Was not. He 
'doubted whether there was any Indian hel'e who 
:was qualified, as those Indians 'Who had's, con
sidera.ble practice confined themselves to a limited 
class of practice, and had not the general practice 
am:J experience of the Courts that was so necessary 
lfor students. ' 

As reO'ards the difficulty of finding barristers 
'who wo~~d take Indian'students, he did not think 
'that any barrister qualified to take pupIls would 
demur to having his name put forward on the 

'chance tha,t the Council of Legal Education might 
'not approve him. He would 'not consider as 
'eligible people who- were not in active practice. 
I . ' 

>10 NOTE.-Since this statement was maae the witne~s 
'supplied 110 further stl1otement, also printed below, explaining 
'why the average tim" taken by English st.?_dell.ts is longer. 
~" , ,.' .. 

He did 110t think reading wi tit It coach was th~ 
1lame as reading with It man in pj·actice. ' 

Th'e difficult.ies of lndians in the way of getting 
cIlamber practice were tnose which Ij.ny other, 
stranger coming to this country might "feel, and 
he did not think that it waFj more so in the ca~e 
of' Indians than in the case of other people, say 
from Jamaica or anywhere else. He did nl;)t 
remember a case arisillg about per!!ons coming 
from Canada 01' Australia. 

The' witne~s was referred to the paragraph in 
the C~nsolidated Regulatiollli to the effect that the 
ce~·tificltte f/'Om the lIigh Commissioner could not 
be given unlesR a studellt had pl'eviously gone to 
an Advisory Committee, Il.nd asked whether he 
would accept a certificate from the High CommiRo 
sioner that he was satisfied, even though lle had 
110t received information from an Advisory Com
mittee. Witness said that there was' a. difficulty 
at present in so doing, as it was a. little difficult 
to go behind the form as it now stood. The 
Adv,isory Committee :was at present made an 
essential source fro;m which the illformation with 
regard to students should come, bl!t' provided the 
cedificate stated the SODrCIlS from which ,the 
information came, he thought himself t1~at it··might 
be well to widen it. , , 

STATEMENT BY }'.fH. C. C. SCOTT, K.C., TREASURER 
OF THE MlDDI,E 'l'EMPLE. 

While desirous of assisting the COItlmitte'e on 
Students, I feel that most of the subjects in rf'gard 
to which information i,s sought are subjects about 
which neitller I Jlor the Under-Tl easnrer are in a 
posit,ion to make any ·recommendations. Taking' 
the papers entitled respectively "Press Commu· 
nique" and .. '1'he Committee on Indian Students" 
enclosed in the letter of the Secretary to the 
Committee dated 1 9th June last, the (lnly matters 
about which I can express an opinioll are the 
adequacy of the eXlsting arrangements in India 
for facilitittii'g the access of Indian stud~nts to the 
United KUlgdom, the asroisting of them while 
studying in thiH country, and the standard of 
qualification for admission to the Jnns of Court 
with the view of being called to the English Bar. 
With regard to these, comideling the great 
di!!tance the students come, and the awkward 
position they may be in, and the loss of valuable 
time and the expenses they may incur if they 
cannot be admitted, liS students on arrival ID this 
country, it is very i,lesirable that all students who 
have not passed an examination at the Universities 
of Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Allahabad, or the 
Punjab, which entitles the pelson who passes it to 
a degree of that University (see Consolidated 
Regulations of the Inns of Court) should haye 
passed an examination in India of a. standar(l 
satisfactory to the Council of Legal Education. I 
am not acq1l.ainted with the examinations conducted 
by the Indiall Universitiell, but there would prol;>ably 
be no difficulty in conducting examinations at 
different centres in India in the same way as the 
Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations are 
conducted here. The passing of one' or other of 
these examinations might be made necessary, The 
necE'ssity of so doing would be a useful check 'On 
students coming over here who were unfittf!d 01' 

had no intention of working, and w01l.ld prevent 
disappointment and inconvenience to others wbo 
were anxious to commence their legal studieso For 
the same reason, I think it is yery desirable that 
every stutient before leaving India should have 
received satisfactory' certificates from reliable 
persons before they leave India, so as to avoid 
delay ill being admitted to an Inn of pourt. At 
the pl'esellt time some arrive and' aRk to be
admitted without possessing such certificates, ,or 
being able to obtain It certificate from the. Joint 
Secretary to the lIi,gh Commissione~, (~r IudilLJ.l-
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Students' Work .. Notifica.tion of the necessity of 
-complying with these requit'ementf! should be given 
by the Indian Govern~ellt thl'ongllOut India. As 
-changes may hereafter be made by the Inns of 
Court in matters affecting Indian students, it if! 
very desirable thntsome way of notify.ing suph 
-cllanges to all intending students Rhould be made. 

'l'he numbeTll of Indian students admitted between 
.september 1901 and June 19;H were as follows:-

1st Sept. 1901.to 31st Aug. 1902 - 1:1 
1902 1903 11 

" 
1903 1904 19 

" 
1904 1905 25 
1905 1906 - 33 
1906 1907 32 " 

" 
1907 1908 - 44 
1908 1909 53 

" 
1909 1910 60 

" 1910 " 1911 - 116 

'" 1911 " 1912" 25 
1912 " 1913 25 

." 1913 " 1914 15 

" 
1914 1915 10 

". 191'5 1916 16 

" 
1916 " 1917 12 
1917 1918 6 
1918 " 1919 12 
1919 " -1920 100 

'1920 to 27th June 1921 92 

.. 
" 

'rotal - 72::l 

Of these 3~ withdrew. 6 died, 1 was killecl in, 
France, 2 were expelled, 347 were called, 

'I'he corresponding figul'es for BurUlese students 
:are:-

1st Sept. 1901 to 31st Ang. J902 - Nil 
" 1902 " 1903· 2 

1903 1904 1 

" 
1904 1905 3 

" 
1905 1906 6 

" 
1906 " 

1901 10 

," 1907 ' 190H 10 
1908 1909 3 

" 
1909 " 

1910 3 

" 
1910 1911 5 
1911 19t2 2 
19H1 191a 3 

,. 1913 ]914 0 
1914 " 

1915 1 
1915 " 

1916 0 
1916 " 

1917 1 

" 
1917 " 

1918 0 

" 
1918 " 

1919 1 

" 
1919 " 

1920 13 
1920 to 30th JUlle 1921 . 11 

'rotal 76 

Of these 9 withdrew, 3 died, 36 were called, 

With regard to tlle well-being of Indian students 
in this country, the work of the Londo~ and t~e 
~dvisory Commit,tees both here and In IndIa, 

'1lo8 described in the published reports, and the 
guardianship undertaken hy the Stuqents' Depart. 

-ments appenrs to be ¥lost valuable and might well 
'be e:x;tended. 

With regard to education, while rllading. in 
'f;hambers is of course, not compulsory on IndIan 
.studentR, y:t, apart from the dispep.sation o~ ~el'l~s 
'whiClh reading in chambers ·m,~y. lead to, It IS, lU 

my opinion, of great value to IndIan all well'VII t.o 
English students who cnn afford to do so to, read 
in chambers as thp-v thereby become acquamted 
)'I'ith the us~ges ILnd the p:actic~ of tJ:e law an:d 
take a greater and more llltelhgeut mterest lU 

their studies.' -
.. The length of time taken by (a) English students 

"lI,n<\.tb) native students, ,y~o were called bet,!e:n 
.Michaelmas 1911 and Trllllty 1914, when thlDos 

were normal, to complete the course and to be 
called ill as follows, viz., EngJibh, 4 years 0',5 moIlthll, 
Indians 3 years 4'3 months. Since the beginning 
of the war, owiPg to. the recognition.,o,f and allow
ances for war services, things have been so abllJ)rma,l' 
as not to form a basis for taking averages or making,-
a comparison. . 

With regard to the condnct of native students" 
my opinion is to a "ery great extent based.()~ ther 
absence of complaints 01' repo11s against thell1-, 'and ~ 
also, and to a. lesser extent, on their con duet, Sl> fm., 
as they come under my notice. 'l'aken as a clael! I: 
believe the.v are well conducted. , ,~ 

I have not had ·mnch Oppol'tun~ty for j¥dgillg f 
myself of theil' qualifications, but from wbat I have 
seen and heard I believe mauy of them are men of 
ability and: well qualified to succeed-others ~ajn,: 
possibly from shyness, ~ave not strock m~ as men; 
likely to do ao. 011 tIllS, however; the Dlrect!>r of. 
Lecturers or Examiner& will be able to give ,better 
information. , ', 

-Owing tl) my unfamiliarity with the administrar 1 

tiou of the law in India, I do not feel ~ompetent to' 
express a confident opinion on the question whether' 
tl,e time has not at'rived when an independent bar 
should be eRtablished in India, Such a question: 
has to be considered not ':)IIly in the interests of the' 
naHves who desire to follow the profession of' 
the law, but also in the interests of .tIle', 
Indian commulllty ill general. Considering the" 
latter interest first, I belIeve tbe knowledge of OUl"' 

laws and customs'and of the administration of our 
law ·which is acquired by native st-.;tdents, more: 
especially by those who. have practised in India' 
before coming to this country, is of very grea~ 
value not only to them' but alsQ indirectly ,to Ahe. 
Indian 'community, and I think it is undesirabfe' 
to \\ holly discourage natives "from being cal~ed 'to 
the English Bar. At the slime ~ime, if it I~, 
conllidered advisable by those who ai'e acquaintep; , 
with Inelia to improve the position of thOse nativel\ ' 
who desire to follow the le!{al prof(Js~ion, I think 
the practice of admitting natives to be advo~at~s of 
the High Court as exercised- in Bombay might welt 
be extended to the whole of India. Snch advocates 
enjoy full rights of audience in all Com·ts in that 
PreSIdency and rank inter 8e and with those who 
have been called to the Ellgliilh Bar, and who ais<! 
have to be admitted as advocates;according- to the 
date of thejr admission, and they take 'pt'ecedenoo 
over all who have not been admitted. [If that 'is' 
done, the qualification --for the .a«imissiQIl of a nativE! 
to be an advocate should be the same throughout 
India. 

The ·certifieates of character produced on thei .. 
admission by ~55 out of the 192 Indian studen't.~ 

, who were admitted between 1st September 1919 
and 27th June 1921, were as stated below. It is 
impossible now to state from whom the certificates 
for the remaining 37 were obtained, as sueh 
certificates were returned to these students at theU' 
request:-

}'rom Collector 
From Deputy Commissioner 

13 
- 22 

From Political Officer or Officer of 
higher ra.nk repr~seuting Indian 
Government 

From Educational Adviser .to 
Iudian Students -

l!'rom Joint Secretary to High Com
missioner 

Other certificates (Principals of 
schools, J I1dges, Local Ad visers 
to Indiau students, &c,) -

Certificates of character returned to 
Indian stndents after admission -

35 

23 

- 37 

192" -
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~1fr-#~er note as to the aVe/:age til'l~ taken b-!I Indian 
" and English students to Ie called to the Bar. 

In reply to It question why the ltveraO'e time 
t&keii "'t b'nglish shl1dellts to be called to the Bar 
wa~gwa'ter than that taken by native students, I 
state~ it was due to the fact that vakil'! could, by 
reading in chainbel'll for a year, be callecl ill two 
~tsl really aner keeping eight tet'ms, a much 
sbiJf'ter time, and to the 'fact that English Istudentll 
~9 'fi:ent to!th English Universi'ttoften t;l)ok :lnote 
tltan 'the hormal time of three years or \welve terms, 
so as to get the full benefit of the U niv1!rsity course 
b-efO~ reading in chambers ahd being called. 

t'tihner considel:ation made me think my answer 
J~s inaae\l*,,~e, and that there were other reasons 
as'w~i1. I have therefore looked at the records of 
the ''stiildeiils wno were ca'Ued in and between 
~1chaelmits 11)11 and, Trinity 1914, and if ~ mat be 
allowed io do so I desire to give this additionft,l 
explanlLtion. As already stated, the vakils are 
~lt6wErd a iiispensation of foul' terms. by reading in 
cnai'nllefs for o~e year (Consolidated Regu!ations 
4;!J.) ana if such a vil.kil en~ers, as many Inditm 
stud.enis do, in the months of OCOObel' or November, 
lie, can 'keep ,the remaining ei!!ht terms and be 
catted in the Trinity term of his second year, ,It' 

period of one veal' and seven or nine months a.ecord-' 
iiigJto t'h~ date when Trinity term begins; and if 
s!ich a vakn aI,so succeeds in obta.ining a student
i!b~p ,or certificate of hOllour (see Consolidated 
Wigulatlon.s 34) he can get called ,after keeping six 
term!! in the January year aftel' his admission" 
vi~:, a£tiii; ~)]ie yeal' and two or three m6nths, as two 
va1qls'did in 1913. lorext, what I saia with regard 
to th~ 'time laken 'by students who have been to an 
itngliilh' t{niversity may, I think, also apply to, 
nativ.e sl;u4ents, but in a lel'8er degree owing to the 
!~C£ 'that jew!!l' native students go to an I~Dglish 
\!nirersity. There are, however, other reasons for 
th,e ilifference. 'raking native studentR first, it i~ 
rair to assltlne, I think, that they come to this 
4~u,l).lrt with the intention of hei~g called t~ the 

Bat' and of returning to India as soon as possibie': 
and that, even it some do not do so or are inclined' 
to slaCken in their efforts, it is tIlt! wisn of their-' 
parents 01' guardians who supply the funds that they I 

should do so. This ac'ts as an ihcentive, and there' 
ii! nothing to pl'event iluch students purslling theii.
studies and being called in the norlIial time as' 
ha.ppens in the case af 8o'm~ English students. 
In the ease of English Uild:entli! no doubt a. great. 
number are men who hope to make the Bal'
their 1neans of livelihood, ft,nd whe, like thil native· 
stud('nils above referred ~,' desire to" be salled as 
snoll as possible and wh,o have no, obstacle to. 
contend with wJlic~ will prevent t,heir being called 
in the normal time, There are, however, II. con
siderable number of English students whu do not 
ne!ld, or intend, .te practise at the Bar, and who
desire to 'be caJ.led (a) because of the status it 
confers -on a private person, 01' on one who l'loks 
forward to diSCharging pulllic dudes tn' as .. Justices 
of the Peace, or in couaty or in municipal work, 
&c., or (b) because they are engaged in !lome other
profession or occupation, e.g., as the Civil Service. 
the Army, or the medical professi~n, or in business, 
and who think they may, by being called, qualify 
for appointments, or improve their p,,\;iti~n therein. 
In these cases; a$ the student has an existing' 
mean's of livelihood there is not the flame hlcentive' 
for being called I!/oon, and even if there sbould be 
such ltn incentive these students, by reason of theiJ
other occupations' and the places where they may 
be, a,l~e otten unable to give the necessary tim~ for 
study, pa.ssing the 'exa1l'linations and keeping theil~' 
terDlS. These causeS ten'll lo greatly Pl'olotig the 
pel'iod 'and to incl'ease Ihe average time taken by 
English students before they are called, and, 
especiaUy so is this the cue when the student, 
being a member Of the Indian Civil Service, the
Consular or Eastern Civil Service, or in the Army 
or otherwise engaged ft.broad, hall to leave England. 
before the norrilal time for being ca.iled has expired, 
and has to be il.b!=lent for some years before he can 
1>e ca.-ned. • 

:Mr, D, W. DOUTHWAITE, UudeI' Treasulilr of Gmy's Inn, was called and exammed. 
Re!!lrence was ,ma,tie to paragraph 2 (ii) (a) of they were examIned, were regarded a.s sufficient in 

th~ ()op.solidated Regulations, in which it is his cQ8e. . 
provided that one of the certificates required of II. He bad neveI' had oct'asion to dilicover what the· 
student bv th,e Inds of CQurt might be a cetii!i.cate other Inns of COllrt did in the mattel·. 
frOID: the head of his school J)r college, or from his The witness 1vas tllen que8tio~c1lvith regard to· 
tU:tor. _ if he had received or was receiving his paragraph 2 (ii) (b) of the Consolida.ted Regulations,. 
generiLl education in the United :Kingdom. The which refelTed specifically to natives of India, and it 
wit~ess was asked whether this would apply to 1Ln was mentioned to him that Indian students objl:!Cted 
fn,dian ~o studied at t},le University, and replied very much to being limited to the source from 
that.J,is .Hench did not take that view of the matter which they might obtain a. certificate to what 
t:aei~e,w .was that it was intended to apply to the' 'they called" political authorities "-a Collector or 
case of a young Indian boy who ha9- received his Deputy Commissioner in India, or the Joint SeCl'e-· 
school education in this country. His Bench did tary to the High Commissionel"s office in London. 
not c::onside:: tha;t an ~ndhl.n student who e~~ered H~ w.as asked wh'e~her there would be any 
o.doro. UnIVerSIty could then present a certlficate obJectIon from the POInt of view of Gray's InB if 
tl'.OIU his tntor; they required him to present the an alteration of the regulations was suggested to 
certificates described in paragraphs 2 (ii) and 2 (ii) the effect that Indians might bring certificates from 
(b) ; ,they would . not take an EngHsh University the pt-incipal of their 'college or University or from 

, certificate if he had received his school education in a judge of Il. High Coun in India, 01' from 'some: 
India and came here to join a University, tIe other authority .. f )'epnte already known to th. 
kuew that this was the view of his Bench because authorities. Witnesl! thought that this was •. 
)he had, recently taken the instructions of his matter on which his Bench wop.ld probably say 
Benchers npon such a case, and they made a minute that it was for them alone to speak, As regardil<
to t11e effect that his view of the interpretatioD of his experience in the matteI', it was news to him 
.the regulations was, in their opinion, correct. . that the Indians took exception to producing 8.' 

The pra.etice of Gray's Inn had always been to cerim1!ate from the High Commissioner'. 'He had
regard the regulations as being merely directory. never heard it suggested tha.t a man would £1r

"l'he Bench considered itself free to take something eould be rejected by the High Commissioner·, in. 
~hich wall' liubstantially ~he same, even if in form ta.ee of the credentials he presented from I~dia 
it did not coincide strictly with the regulations. It because of his political connl!ction!l. ~ 
miglIt very well happen that a boy would come and He repeated t1at he could not express the vieW> 
present a certificate from his ~utor at <?xford or ?f his B~nch, but stated that as things were now ... 
(Jambddge, and some othercertlficates whlch, when rf ltnythmg went wrong he (.'Ould go to the High-
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-Commissioner and get perfectly satisfactory evidence 
-of the personal antecedents ~fld histol'r of p~opl\l 
-of whom he could not otherwise judge. If sucli a 
persoll came straight from ~ndia with certificates 
of the kind sug-gested it would not be so easy to 
·c1ear up difficulties in the case. 

He thought his Bench would probably choose to 
keep the assistauc~ a~ord~ by the ~ertificate8 
from the High Commissione,r. 

It might be a possible 60~\ltion io havil 1\0 list of 
-eligible pel'sons ",hq could give c(lrtinoates, and if 
the Benchers werl! not ~atisjed with th!! certificates 
they might make reference to the HIgh Commis
sioner to know whether he was satisfied with them 
OJ! not: In this gase the student would not be made 
to go to the High Commissioner. He had, in fact, 
admitted a st.udent who produced a cel·tificate from 
~ judge of thl! 1Iigh Co¥rt in IndiQ. and allothel' 
from a vq.kil who '''!is known to him personq.lly 

-allcl who was '" ba-rrist!lr of Gflj.y'il Inn. 
, As"ed whether the >ules applied t9 l'l1Jrope~ns 

bClfn !lJnq brough~ up in' Iudia, th@ witlleS. l't!plied 
tbat he would not consider a. EuropealJ so bon~ I).nd 
~roulrht - up q.s cOlllipg within th!! llegulll.tiolls so 
~l' as pq.ragraph ~ (ii) (ll) wail concemed; he llad, 
4,lwevel', not had a ,lase. . 

'fhe rules were re-dl'afte4 PecQ.U61! lJative¥ of 
Ip.diq., spns of persons of Jndian par~ntlLge, W!lre 
t41l11 conling to the l1;nglillh Inns of COllrt in 1:a,I'g@ 
Illlmpers, a~d HperillHlle h!\d shown tha~ th 
..qredentialil which thflY presented were lIQt re~lIy 
"\YQrth thllil' fqce VII-lUll. 
. '.I,'here were no sp~ciltl regu1ati.qnll wi~l} regarQ. tp 

,st1,lQents fro II! the 13riti~h Polqui~,; eallh oe~,tificft,tll 
was considere.i on its lI\\lritil. He had PolwaYIl 
suppojlllli that a Collllcj;qr Qt' pep,uty CQro.mlf$!\ioner 
in Jndia WlJ.S qhQsen Qee1j.1l8~ he was t4e man whp 
was likely tq kQow th~ st.qqent$ belit. 

He had ~ot hlj.4 /1 ra~e Qf an ~ndi!J.1l wQlIlltn 
!jtllden~ camillg to rea.d for the 13a.r /lIld I\Il h!J.d no 

experience of the certifioates demanded in tlleir 
- ca~e. 

Asked as to the alleged difficulty of Indian 
.student$ in getting chamber practice, witness said 
he was quite sure that a vakil did not have any 
difficulty. He had sometimes interested himself 
in getting a vakil into chambers, and hl,ld n~ver had 
the smallest difficulty in finding a suitable 1;la,rrister. 
He might have bee:p expeeding hi$ !Il).ty. but an 
officill.l might feel he ough~ to ilelp a Ber!lqn where 
there was something like an obligation on a man 
to get into chambers. 

With rega.rd to the possibility of help of this 
killd be\ng given til ordinary IndlllJ1 f\~lj.dents, tp-, 
fact wall that t\Je a,verage I¥dian stu(len~ 4id not 
make the slightest atte~vt to get il\to champers; 
he doubted if 1 in 20 made a.n attempt. He Ilid 
not suppose he had been asked half a-dozen timilB 
in 20 years by an Indian student, wlto WQ.S not a: 
vakil, to assist him to get him into chalIlbet·s. ' 

T~e vlLkils ]18uo.lly go~ j;h\lh' llhl\omqel' lw¥ti~~ 
'\Vq~le tqey Were e\Ltill(f th~ir qinnel'S, and. go~ !litH!! . 
wit~in. ~ p~r~oq !If two year!'. T\le averag~ y!iof.i 
ClLIl!lq II,t G~Y'1i Inn in trle last. ye~I'S ~I\od certaAlll" 
1;1ot been ip. tl!i& couJltry for mlll'e th~n 18 ¥\ontlls, 

Q~\lstiQlled with referllllce to the regulatiGn 
'D,~der which in 1922 ... student would be l'equired 
eithe~' to have pa~s€'q in Latin in one 0:& the 
IlrflllCdblJd e~!J.minations 01' to han passed all 

exalIlinatiPII ~ntitling pllrsons who passed it to III 

U IIi "Ilrsity de&,ree, witlleS$ said. that a degree in 
Illdi~ o~ .A ustfali;t. Qr ~n Gre!j.t Bdta.ill wopJ<\ he 
thll same for thi, pu,rpose. If Poll applicQ.ut's 
qu~liji\latioll \vlj.S ~omething less than an ex~mi· 
nq,tion J)l}tiUing him to '" degree, then he W(j.S 

Q.skecl t~ paSIl one of the other J)xamiuatiollS, and 
unles~ he had. I'll-ssed in Latin he would not. be 
I!!cl1llitt!ld whether he WQ.S q. British or an Indian 
shlilfilnt. 

RE'NIRN SUBMITTED llY IIII.. DOUTHW!ITE, UNDER TREASURER OF GRAY'S bn •. 

l'l/dian Studrmta. 

• V'Irag'l ~i~e taJ<en 
, 

Qualifications 'on Admi~sion. t'! !ie called. ,. 
No. of I . I C()qJparisol/. wit,ll Indian Entl.'ll,nce Gradu- 'Members No. Average 

Year. Students Inns of l!lxam.ol1 ates of of Dis- galled, No. not ,No. of time ~kel' by 
",dl'litte<l, 

Oourt 1're- Intertl/lldjl'-te Inqian British -,,- I pensa- with- yet 'l'"ru)'s Engli1l4 Stl\d'lIl~8. 
liminal', of Inc\ian Univer- lJni- , tio,!s. qrawp, Ilalled. before ExaUl. 

Univer~i~ies. sitie&. ver~ities. I orde!'fi· I Cl!-ll.' , , 

1901 - 12 3 S 2 5 - I - 11 I 15'72 Out Qf IIve~ lOO; I 
Bnglifetn!1el\.tIJ 190:1 - 15 7 5 - 3 ~ - 13 2 13'92 

1903 " 13 4 7 - 3 i - 11 2 14'45 ad"1-i~ tl i~ iqQ'1 
and onwards '14 

19Q:I, - 19 2 9 5 P ...,. , - 17 2 1~'82 have been called 
190!j - 19 :I 8 4 7 - i - 17 2 17'64 and 26 have not. 

19Q6. 32 - 18 11 {) - - 27 5 - 13'14 ~verag!l Drunber 

1907. 35 6 2.0 6 a J --, a3 2 14'88 of ter~s H\lf9'r& 

1908 - 34 6 20 4 3 -- 1- 33 1 13'12 call 1;1.7:1. , 

190..9 - 19 1 B 0 6 - ~ 19 - 13'21 
1910 • M it 2S 14 10 e - 4,3 13 IS'Q2 
1911 , 1::1 ~ - 10 S a -. 12 1 15'0 
191~ - 1:) - 10 6 3 - H 1 15'17 
1913 ~ 16 ...,.., III 9 a - IS 1 15'73 
1914.. 16 ~ - 9 10 - - 16 - 13 - 12 5 13'41 191,') - 1'7 

I 
9 1.0 --.,. -

12 4 15'25 1916 - 16 - 10 13 - -
1917· 1P - 6 ... - - i ;; 12 -,... 

3 1913. 3 - 2 I - - - -,.... 

f 

1 4 6 7 191~ • II - 10 6 4 ....,. 
3 12 6 19~. lij ..,- - 15 10 41 -

• C_ 1 
.. , • ~ j 



1GB COMMITTEE ON INDIAN STUDENTS. 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1921 (LONDON). 
- -

Present: 

THE EARJ, OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DnVAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 

lIb. V. E. W. JONES. 

SIR M. HunncK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 

DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, 1 SeC1'etaries. 
MR. R. E. FIELD, 5 

DR. ,WILLfAM BLAKE, ODGERS, M.A., LL.D., K.C., F.R.Hist.S., Recorder of Bristol, Bencher of the-' 
. . lItli'ddle Temple, Director of Legal Studies at the Inns of Court, Professor of Law at Gresllam 

· . College, London, was called and examined. 
J "Re stated that it 'Was the duty of each Inn of 
Court to enforce the Consolidated Regulations 
concerning the conditions for admission; but the 
educational tests required for examinations and 

i ~liel exemptions from examination wel'e a matter 
'*01,' the Council of Legal Education. Generally 
elieaking, his functions began when a student had 
been: -admitted to an Inn. Very often, however, 
Indian students Came to him before they haa. settled 
which.lnn they were going to join, and also asked 
his advice as to what was required of them. He 
told them how to set about joining an Inn; often 
they- had already passed examinations entitling 
them to enter. Many of them had been to Oxford 
or Cambridge or London University and taken a 
Degree .n Law. Such degree might excuse them 
fl'om taking certain ,subjects in the Dar examina· 
tion, in which case he sent them over to the 
S~I}retai'Y of the Couucil of Legal Education: He 
alBo advised the students what books to read and 
in' what order they should take the subjects and 
when they should go in for the examinations. He 
found that usually they could understand lectures 
perfectly well after they had been here six months, 
and were not seriously handicapped by difficulties 
of language. 

Asked whether he could subscribe to figures 
which had been given by a previ-Jus witness of the 
average time taken by the Indian law student in 
passing his Bar exam,inations, and whether such 
time was less than the average time taken by tIle 
English law student, Dr. Blake Odgers said he 
9bu1d not agree with the "tatement witliout some 
qualifications. He did not think there was any 
d~ffel'ence,betw/len ~::nglish students as a body amI 
Indian studentS as a body in t~e time they took to 
get through tlieir examinations. '1'here were many 
llld.iaos who did them quickpr than sorne-Eng-lish, 
ltn<l'there were some English who did them quicker 
th'an some Indians. He thought tberp- was no 
bccasion to attach any particular meaning to figures 

· of comparison between Indian and English -students.
He wa.nted, however, to make it clear that in hil!--

"r61rlarks he had excluded vakils, .who generally 
tqok two years at most. On the whole he had 
been hatisfied with the .work of the Indian students; 
speaking generally, they were careful, industrious 
and exact. It took them some I.ime to appreciate 

· lIome of the lectures, because the lecturers rather 
8.Sllumed that they knew something about the 
matter when they began. But lecturers or expel i-

• ence knew that they must begin at the beginning. 
If Indians came ~a ving taken a degree in India. in 
law, then there was, of course, a great deal wInch 
they had already learned. 'Which -helped them ~u 
the examinations here. He advised such men, as a 

.1.'111e to do Part I. of the Bar Examination-in t.heir 
fi~st' year, to do Part II in their second year, and 

-then to -go into an"Eiiglish barrister's chambel:s 
·dnring the third yeaI'. It WII~ not part of hIS 
functions to assist them to get mto chambers, and 
lie always refused to give the name-oIany particular -
.barrist.er. He used to send them to 21, Clomwell 

Road for advice. Sometimes, however, thpre was_ 
a money difficulty, and men whom he had advised 
to go into chambers had not done so for this reason. 
Othel'S often wanted to do something else while 
over here, surh as following up some other study, 
B.g., ecouomics. 

·With regard to the ordinary students who were
he.'e for three years, he strongly advised them t~ 
get through the whole of the Bar Examination 
before going into chambers. 

When he' was appointed to bis present office in 
1905 he used to consult Dr. Arnold and the
members of his committee, and also went a good 
deal to 21, Cromwell Road, but he did not now feel' 
the need of going ther:e. He used, at the beginning
of his time, to come across cases' in which Indian 
students were in distres .. from lack of money, but 
he very rarely did 50 now. 

Asked whether he was aware of the High Court 
rule in the Punjab by which only a certain number 
of students who had taken their degree were
admitted to the Pleader Bar, which might account 
for those who could not be llieaders coming to-: 
England to be called to the Dar, the witness said 
that he had never heard of this. He had never
wished to distinguish between ·tIle provinces of 
Iudia; lIe endeavoured to mix all Indian students 
?-p with the Bnglish and to treat them all exactly 
1D the same way. He thought that during the lallt-
16 years there was a slight improvement ill the 
kind of man who came from India. They seemed 
to kuow more abou~ England and English lifp, and 
to be more at home 1D England. 

In reply to a question whether he },acl found 
that -vakils who had passed an examination in 
law in India, and ~~oJlad also practised for some
time there, were fit to be called to the English 
Bar, so far as legal knowledge was concerned, as 
soon as they came over I.ere, the wit.ness said that 
he did noli think 80 118 they knew hardly any 
English law. Some of them could take Part I. or I 

the Bar examination as soon as they arrived. but I 

they could not lake Part II. until they' IJad 
attended a certain :nnmber of lectures here. It I 

was. very unlikely' that. a practising vakil in 
IndJa would come to England fit and ready to
take Part IL of the Bar examination which was a. f 

stiff examinati<?n. It was also advantageons that 
he s~onld stay: m England from a linguistic point 
of VIew. Besldlls tha.t, he was strongly of opinion. I 

that a young Indian should not be sent back t()-' , 
India before he had learned a. gJ'eat deal about ; 
England and the English. __ . . 

~ueiltione~ as' to ,,!"heth~r tllere-was any prejudice
agamst takmg Indiana mto their chambers -bi 
l:ng~ish ba:rristers, witness stated that an English 
barrister m a lar!l&-practice -would very often 
pl'efe.r to have Engbsh students rather than Indian 
stuaentsror1)1le-re"a:son-lhaCilie -pupil might have 
to. take a case for hIm before an English juI'J, and 
J"lJght ~ot do so well as an Engliah pupil would_ 
E.x~ept III lIuch a case as this there was little or no-
cllfficu Ity . 
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Asked whetlHw he thought that India should 
have a Bal' of its own' to which vakils could be 
admitted after whatever training might be imposed 
as well as-barristers trained here, witness said that 
he could offel' no opinion on the matter, He could, 
howevei', say that he found the vakils who came 
(Wer here very able mell; they knew a great deal 
pf law and quickly acquired English law. He did 
not know the det.ails of the curriculum which wa~ 
!-,equit'ed for the B.L. and M. L. examinations in 
India. If a man IIllid he Wil,S a vakil the matter 
was not douQted aml he was put orr the two-year 
list. . 

In reply to a queNtion whether a person who had 
graduated as a B.L. or M.L, and done Constitu
tional Law in India would be able to claim equal 
knowledge in law with those who became bal'l'isters 
here, he said he wo~ld rather not give any opinion ; 
thHe was a grent difference in the examination 
l,apers at different Unh'el'sities, 

Asked whethel' he knew why so felY Indians took 
Hindu and Mahommedan Law instead of Real 
Properhy and Conveyancing, tlle witness thought 
that it might be because the lectures were not 
compulbory, but to his sUl-pl'ise he had been told 
by many Intlian students that they wil!hed to take 
En~li8h Real P~'operty I,aw be('ause they were told 

that they would not properly understand Englisb 
Equity Law unless they did 80. It was entirely a. 
matter for them; he did not advise them one way 
or the other. . 

Asked whether he agl'eed with the statement; 
that nothing much was done in cltamberR, the 
witness said that he did not. Neither an English 
nor an Indian student would pay 100 guineas if they 
did not get somethiug for it He also thought it 
was to the advantage of Indian students to see the 
pl'actice of English Jaw. 

A.sked whether he gave studenh advice ail to 
how they should live and where they should live 
and what they should do in their spare time. 
witness said he was very chary of giving such 
information unless he was asked. He thought that 
there had been so mauy I~dian students 11.6re that 
they told the newcomers where to live and what 
it would cost. He was rarely asked what they 
should do in the summer vacation. 

,Every one of the Indian students came to him. 
At least they were all told to come to him, and he 
believed all of them, almost without exception, did 
so. !lost of the Indian students attended the 
lectures. If not, he sent fO!' them aud asked them 
why they did not do so; but he did not often find 
that necessary. 

Mlt. J. ~'. W A!.W\" Secretary to the Council of Legal Education, was called and exammed. 

He explained that the Board of Studies was 
ill fact the Bducatioll ()ommittee of HlP. Council 
of Lell'al IMucation, the Innel' Educatiou Com
mittee which directly supervised the preparation 
of the lectul'e prospectuses, quest,ions set in 
examination papel's, and ill disciplinal'Y matters 
which might arise in connectiou with lectul'es or 
examinations. Generally speaking, the Couucil of 
Legal Education was l'esl)onsible for drafting the 
Consolidated Regulations, but a good lllnny regula
tions came to the Council npproved by the Inns, 
and they had to be printed without alteration. 

Asked whether he thought there would be any 
objectionR to making an alteration in the wording 
of tIle certificate which an Indian student was 
required to get from the High ()ommissioner, the 
witness explained that there was a general pro
visiou thnt the Masters of the Bench of an Inn 01' 

Court to which a person sought admission might, 
in special circumstltnces, accept such other evidence 
of good character as they migllt deem sufficient. 
He was, however, unable to say to what exteut the 
Inns had used thes!' dispell~illg powers. The 
matter of the evidence on which an Inn of Court 
would accept a student was not really one for the 
Coullcil of Education, and he could give 1.10 infor
mation on the lnatter. He wns able to say that 
the existing certificate was settled ~n conj.nnction 
with the India Office. If the CommIttee wlbhed to 
make a recommendation that the regulat.ions should 
be altered in certain l'e~pects he would sugge~t 
sending a sinmltnneous intimation to the Counml 
of Legal Education and thll Treasurer of each of 
the four Inns of Court, '1'he Council of Legal 
Education, being 11 .Ioint Committee ?~ all the four 
Inns, woulO probably be consulted 1I\ the mat~er, 
and so would to some extent mould the form whtc}l 
the change would ultimately take,. but the Inns 
would not be-bound to Itdopt the Views expressed 
by the Council. ' 

Asked as to the persons who conducted. the 
examinations witness said that the exammers 
consiste(l of the six Readers together with outside 
examiners appointed by thc Council of, L~gll.l 
Education. 1'here were no viL'a vo~e exam!nlth?ns 
now; ,they llad been abandoned fOl' a long t.lme. 

Asked whether lIe thouO'ht tltat, assuming the 
lame exam,ination was passed in Hindu aud 

4871 

l\Iohammedau Law in India, there was good ground 
for exemption here from that examination, the 
wituess asked to be excusetl from giving an opinion. 
as he was not authorised to speak for the Council. 
In l'eply to a question abeut the existing exemptions 
from the examination in R:>man Law, witness said 
some question as to the standard of the Roman 1,aw 
examiuatwu at the Indiau Universities had been 
raised comparatively rec~ntly on the ground that 
there was a little doubt liS to whether the Council 
ought to aceept tile Roman Lnw examinnLion of 
every Indian University as being of the same 
value. 

Askell as to the exemption from the Bar exami
nation of certain Colonial bar listers under Rule 43 
of the Regulations, witness said that they all dated 
at latest from 1897, with the exception of one
which related to New Zealand King's Counsel. 

With regard to the recent inclusion of Latin as 
a compulsol'y subject, the witness said that the 
matter had been "ery carefully considered by the 
Council. It was thought to be esselltial that a 
barrister should hltve a rudimental'y knowledge of 
Latin; but where a person had a University degree 
it was assumed that he could acquire -sufficient 
I_atiu to understa.nJ. such maxims as were commonly 
cited in Court aud in books, &c. 

Questioned further as to the form of certificate 
requit'ed for Indian student!-, the witness said the 
matter was initiated in the 6rst instance by the 
India Office; if the India Office dl'sired any 
alterations no doubt the Council would consider the 
proposal with every desire to meet the views of 
the India Office Ol' the High Commissioner, bllt it 
was more a matter for the Inns of Cuurt. It would 
be necessary for the Council to have the instructions 
of each Inn as to what might 01' should be done in 
the matter. 

Asked whethel' the Couucil was concerned with 
measures-of- discipline such as the continual failure 
of student~ to pa.ss examinations, wituess said th&t 
the failures were reported to the Council, and in 
the first instance t;he Directol' of Legal Studies 

.dealt with them; but if the Jltilures continne!i, the 
procedure was at the third failUre for the Director 
to report to the BOIY."<i of Studies, who might then 
admonish the student or refer the case to the 
Council. 

y 
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NOTE BY 1IlR. WALEY AS TO INSTRUCTION IN HINDU 
AND 1II0HAMMEDAN LAW. 

}.lichaelmas 1869, lectures and classes ,started. 
Attendance at first fair, but became very small by 
1872, when lectures and classes were dropped. 

'. YemoHal of protest from students to Lord 
S~lborl;e who referred the memorial with a letter 
to th~ 'F~ul' Inns. Mr. Norton, the Pl'ofesFlor, w~ 
~llowed to Continue the lectures and classes ullbl 
Odober 1874, when he resigned, and the students 
bl\.ving dropped off, his post was. not filled up. 

N'othihcr more was dOlle Imbl 1892, when, as a 
i·e;ul~ of ;;: communication addressed to the Council. 
l~ was resolved to appoillt a LectUl'er in Hind~ and 
lIohammedan Law, and Mr. Cowell was "'ppomted 
~nd commenced his lectures in October. 

I~ the Council's report made in January 1894, 
it i~ sta.ted that these lectures were attended by a 
much smaller number of students than was 
-expected, and the reason was that examinations in 
these subjects were not ne£'essary £01' call to. the 
Bar.· The Council therefore proposed to substitute 
'tIl examination in Hindu and Mohammedan Law for 
the examiuation in English Real and Pel'sonal 
Property, but first through their chairman con
sulted the Chief Justices of the Indian High 
-Courts. The replies being unfavoUl'able, the 
Council dpclded IIgaillst the substitution, put 
l.·esolved to discontinue the lectures. 

On the' 8th August 1899, the Council received a. 
etition from students for lectures on I~dian Law, 

P hich wa'l referred to the above-mentIOned ,com. 
:ittee, and the commiHee rel'0rted in -iaToll!' of 
the re-establishment gf the lectures. 

In MI'.y 1900 a.letter was 1I~l1in addressed to the 
IndianChie!JuRtJCell. InApn1l907Mr.deGruyther 
was appointed LeC'turer in Hind~ an<i ~ohe.lntnedan 
Law. In March 1910 the CounCIl recelv~d a report. 
of a committee upon the, result of the lectures, 
from which it appeal-ed that the average,attendance 
since the JectUl'es. commenced wa~ ~2. ,They had 
failed to achieve the success antJClpated, but the 
committee thought it important that the class in 
Hindu and Mohammednn Law shonld be maintained 
in the interest of members of the IndiaI? Civil 
Service and of students who intended to pl'actjs~ 
in the East Indian Courts. 

It may be added that the Council ilecided in 
April 1907 to allow the examination in .Hindu an4, 
Mohammedan Law to be taken as a substitute £orihe , 
examination in Real Property together wi tll ~ertai~ 
other alterationfl in the Bar Examination which are 
not material to notice. 

Gmnt of terms to Vakils (Regulation 44). 
The pl'ovision for this purpose WIlS contained for 

the first time in the Consolidated Regulatiolls of 
Apl'il1903. 

TABLE SHOWIYG RESULTS of Bar Examinations during year81912-r.~ and 1917-21, and Percentage 
of Failures of Indian and other Students. 

Period and Date. 

1912--13. 
lIichaelmas -
Hilary - -
Easter - -
~I'rinity - -

1917-18. 
Iichaelmas ], 

:H 
E 

-
aary - -
aster - -

Trinity - -
1918-19. 

M:ichae11l1as · 
Hilary - · 
Eastel' - -
Trinity - -

1919-20. 
:Michaelmas -
Hilary - -
Easter - -
Trinity - · 

1920-21. 
:Michaelmas -
Hi~ary - -
Easter - -
Trinity - -

Totals 

---

1912 
1913 
1913 
1913 

1917 
1918 
1918 
1918 

1918 
1919 
1919 
1919 

1919 
1920 
1920 
1920 

1920 
1921 
19.21 
1921 

-
-

'~;~I Passed. 

Total. I Indian. I Others. ' 

-----
Total. 

-~--------- -

I 
I 

174 113 42 I 71 61 
136 .92 23 69 44 
165 97 36 61 68 
218- 123 36 87 95 

43 29 13 16 14 
:38 28 14 : 14 10 
24- 16 7 9 8 
28 16 3 I 1:3 12 

I 

I 
I 

27 17 5 12 10 
34 20 5 15 

I 
14 

43 34 6 : 28 9 
35 32 7 25 :~ 

I 

71 58 4 54 13 I 
59 42 7 35 17 
71 51 3 48 20 ; 

I 73 64 8 56 9 
I I 

I , 
PB 74 9 65 24 I 104 86 ]4 72 18 
77 66 1:i 53 11 
91 74 14 I 60 17 -------

I 
1,609 1,132 269 863 477 

: 

Failed. Percentages of 
Failed. 

, 
I 

Indian. Others. ~:~~a:1 ~thars. 
- - ---~-- ---

t 
21 I 40 33 36 
18 26 44 27 
35 I 33 50 3il 
40 I 55 53 39 

! i I , , 
9 : 5 41 i 24 
6 : 4 30 ::!9 
4 I 4 36 31 : 

I 

6 6 66 32 :' 

I , 
3 7 37 ! 37 
9 , 5 64 25 
6 I Z 50 I 10 
1 I 

2 12 8 I 
I 

i ! 
4 9 50 1 14 
6 II , 46 I 24 
8 12 

I 
73 20 I 

2 7 20 11 I , 

8 16 48 20 
4. 14 2~ 16 
3 8 19 ! 13 
3 14 18 .l9 
~~---j---

196 281 I 42 ! 25 
1 

lr.·~ F. A. COCKIN, Foreign Secretary of the Student Christian l.Iovement, was caHed, and examined: 
He stated that fOl; the last 1(t years 01' more the • ~untries .who. came to ~ritish Universities, chiefl,.. 

'Student Christian Movement had recognised that lU t~e dJre~lOn of the, development of friendly 
its work, which began 'ol'i~~.any as: that of a relations between them and, the Britillh 'studl!nts 
religious soci'lty among Bl'ltulh students, also and of doing Iln,ything that conld be done to en",J)l~ 
-obVlOUr,ly had a bealillg on thc students from other them to Bee the be;;t !>ille of llritish life both 
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intellectually, edllcationally, and socially, and, if 
they 110 wished it, on the religious side also. 

It, had always been made pe~fect1y clear that 
thel'e was no desire to press on such men the 
l'eligious opinion of other people, but that if they 
cared to attend any of the Student Movement 
meetings, or to go to its confel'enCes and camps, 
they would always be very welcome; whether they 
were Christians or belonged to other faithH. 
"Tile work (If the movement had developed 

steadily in that direotion during the la~t five or six 
years, and there were now both at the oldel' 
UniVIll"sities and the ue.wcr ones what were called 
Local International Secretaries, whose main 
business - it' was to do anytbing they could to 
promote the well-being of students who came from 
other countries to that particular place, to look out 
for them when they arrived,_and in sO!lle cases to 
help them to find lodgings, and to introduce them 
to othel' people. These secretaries were not paid 
'agents, but ordinary students who ilid the \\Ork 
voluntarily. In several cases they associated with 
tllemselves a group of students, some British and 
Home foreign, who advised and co-operated with 
them. 

Sometimes week-end parties were arrangell, aud 
a group of 10 or 15 students, pal't1y foreign and 
partly Britisll, went away into the country, either 
for purposes of social intercoursp. or for regular 
8tu(ly and discussion. Invitations would always 
be extended to any lndia.n students who cared to 
attend meetings and par'lies organised by the 
branch of tile Stndent Movement at theil' place of 
Rtudy. 

In London the :Movement had a club house at 
32, RURsell Square, which was open to any bona 
rule student of either sex and of any race 01' religion. 
'1'herc again the students were free to attend the 
lectures, or not, as tlley liked. Those lectures 
might be either religious or secular, and, in addition, 
there wel'e musical evenings, social partieR, &c. 

The organisation of this branch of the Movement 
wa~ by no means perfect. and there were still many 
linos of work which might be followed up. There 
were far too many foreign students who p&.ssed 
through the Universities without being brought 
into contact with any friendly influences of the 
right kind. The orgauisation was by no meaus as 
good afl lle would wish, and there was a great deal 
of work. which the Movement would havl' liked to 
have tried to do, but whicl. had been found 
impoRsible. He thought, llOwever, it couldcprtainly 
be saiel that during the last five years a greater 
responsil and a greater confidf'nce had been notice
able on the pArt of Indian students and others, who 
at tirst perhaps rather sURpected the Movement of 
being a proselytising body. He thought tllat tho"le 
students who had attended the summer conference, 
and thus had really had some chance of getting 
into touch with the members of the :Movement, felt 
that they were genui~ely desirous of being friends 
in the beRt seIlse of the word. 

It lIad been decided that it would be possible 
next year to bring rather a llew influence to bear 
by appointing. a man to the st~~ of the ~~ove~~nt 
whose object It. would be to VISIt the UnIversItIes 
and try to promote among groups of students rathel' 
more thorough study of international questions than 
had so far been the case. He had great hopes thl\t 
that would do a good deal to arouse the imagination 
and quicken the interest of the BritiFh students, 
which he regarded as a ,'el'Y important part of the 
work of the Movement. 

'fhe headquarters of the Movement were at 
Golder's Green and the centre of work in London 
at Russell Sq~are. They also had a share in the 
manaO'emellt of two hostels for which the British 
Y.IIUJ.A. held the financial responsibility, which 
wl.'re open to men students of any nationnlity. One 
~fthllse hos.tels was in Guildford Street and the other 

in Bedfol·d Place '1'here hl1d been Indians residinlf 
at them from time to time, but never a very large 
number, because the hostels were opened after the: 
Shakespeare hut which had proved to be a bigger 
attraction. ' . 

'1'hose responsible for the management were not 
a,ltogethel' satistied with these hostels, as certltin 
conditions over which they had no cODtrul had 
m~e it difficult to guarantee all the English 
members being quite the type of men they wOllid 
have liked. The witness thought it probably .true 
that there had been some men in the hostels who 
had not entered into the internatignal idea very 
thoroughly, and that it was therefore possible that 
some Indian students had found a certain set of 
men at the hostels not as congenial as they ('.QuId 
have desired. '1'hat was a defect that time alone 
could and would remedy. 

Apart from that his experience was that the 
majority of,Indians prefelTed to live amoug their' 
own countrymen rather than among ..Ii:nglishmen, 
and for that reason they probably found the 
Shakespeare hut more attractive. 

As regards accommodation, however, the hostels 
were in some ways bettel' than the hut. There 
were rooms instead of cubicles, although, of course, 
they had not the same magnificent reception 
accommodation as the Shakespeare hut. In each 
hostel there was flo house committee consisting of 
students' representatives, which dealt with all 
complaints concerning matters of internal adminis
tration. 

This year there had not been so mauy Indian 
students as usual attending the summer camp at 
SWllnwick, largely because n number of them had 
already attended the big Student 1l'Iovement Con
ference in Glasgow, and it was somewhat of a. 
financial strain to go to both places. In a normal 
year the number oE Indians at Swallwick would be 
from 40 to 50 01' more; this year there had been 
20 to 30 only. Two camps were held in two 
consecutive weeks nnd lasted five or six days each; 
they were not holiday camps in the ordinary sense, 
but were more in the natllre of a conference or a 
summer school. A regular programme of lectures 
and discussions was arranged, mostly on religious 
and social sllbjects. _An attempt wa'i always made 
to put before British students the sellse of their 
responsibility for the welfare of countries to which 
they might be going, not ouly as missionaries, but 
as Government officials, doctors, traders, engineers, 
&c. This year Dr. S. K. Datta and Dr. Aggrey 
hacl spoken about the situation in India and West 
Africa respectively, The meetings were by no 
means confined to Indian Christians; Hindus and 
Mahollledans attended the discussions -and took 
part iu them. 

Apart from these summer camps, the }Iovement 
had at present no arrangements regarding holiday 
centres, but next year it was hoped to set apart a 
man who would devote himself entirely to attempt
ing to secure more friendly relations between 
senior people living in University towns and the 
students and arranging hospita.lity. If that could 
be done, it would be a matter not only for term 
time, but for vacations as well. 

The male students attending the Swanwick 
Conferences lived in tents, bllt the women lived in 
a large hostel. The Movement had an eslate of its
own at. Swanwick on which there was a large 
country house and a large wooden hostel. 

The Indian aud British students attending the 
conferences shared the same tents and lived exactly 
the same camp life together. There had never 
heen any difficulty about their living together nnder 
those conditions, and they had never had a case of 
nn English student raising objection to sleeping in 
the same tent as an Indian. Po~sibly that was 
because the kind of people who attended the 
conferences were those possessing a certain amount 
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()f goodwill and a wider sense pf fellowship. ,1~11~ 
only students in regard' to whom the authol'ltIes 
of 'the :Movement had been warned thaI; such 
objections-might 'be ra.ised'were the South Afril'ans, 
and it hael been buggested that the difficulty in 
theil' CItRe would be overcome by setting apart a 
special tent for them. " 

Asked whp.ther it followed that because the 
students of diffel'ent mces attending the camps OI 
the Student Chlistian Movement got on well 
together men' ill an O.1'.C. camp would do the 
same, the witness replied that in his opinion, given 
a reasonable amount of good feeling on both sides 
to start with, the rougll and ready conditions in 
camp must tenet rather to increase than to decrease 
friendliness, He should have thought that unless 
men wel'e really thoroughly embittered to start 
with, they would have a chance of getting to know 
one another better under the conditions of camp 
life. . 

'l'he hostels and the camps did not really cover 
thp. most impOJ·tant and continuous work of the 
:Movcment. That was done tIlrongh the Colleges 
where individual contact" could be made betwee~ 
Indian and English stndents. 'rhere were men and 
women belonging to the Movement at all Uni"el" 
sities and Co~leges in the United Kingdom, the 
numbers val'YIDg from 20 to 30 in some cases to 
200 to 300 in ('thel s. It was not the desire of the 
Movement that Indian students should feel that its 
first object ''Was to get them to become mem bel'S of it, 
but rather that the membel's of the Movement were 
friendly .t~w~rds tIlem. The question of their 
actually JOlDlDg the Movement was an entirely 
voluntary ~JlJe. .At a place like Leeds practically 
all the IndIan students had a chance of cominO' into 
touch with th~ Movement. At Glasgow conditions 
were more dIfficult, and at Edinburgh they weJ'e 
~ven worse, partly becau8e the number of Indian 
students thel'e was so mnch. gl'eater and partly 
because of t}le large Sonth African group which 
formed a difficult element. 

'l:he toial number of "tudent membel's of the 
Student Movement House, 32, R.ussell Square was 
a.bout 1,200, of whom between 50 and 100 'were 
Indians; there were a fail' "nnmber of Chinese 
a.nd a largel' number of Continentals-French 
Italians, SwiRs, Scandinavians, &c. The total mem: 
bership of the .Movement in the British Isles was 
between 9,000 and] 0,000. 

He had found that the Indian members used the 
dub house in Russell Squal'e a, good deal. There 

was a smalll'estau~ant there, alll1' they c'anie' iIi fo~' 
lunch between their lectures. ' , ' 

At one time the ,:M:ovement had a joint host'el fot· 
Indians, Chinese and English at Hampfltead, but it 
had had to be given up because t.he house itsel{ 
was so unsuitable from the point of; view of cost. 
It was I\. house lJot at all adapted for a ho;,tel anel 
was a very tlxpensive place t.o run. , 

He sometimes hau to defll with cases of Indians 
in financial difficulty. He usually consulted the 
leaders of the Indian hostel to discuss whether 
they had evidences as to whether a man waR in 
genuine need of help. If he wa'l unable to help 
them himself, he Iecommended them to.apply to 
the Distressed Indian Students' Aid Committee, 

The cost of attending tIle Swanwick Conferences 
was somewhere betweon £2 and £3 fOl'each student 
exclusive of travelling. ' 

The. club hOllse waF! open to s~udents of 'any 
l'ecogll1s~d. colIe~e; the 'proporb~n of fOl'eigll' 
membel'S, mcluslve of IndIans, bemg somewhel'e 
between two-fifthH and three·fifths. 

It was possible that a person visiting the club 
house might get the impression that it was largely 
used by foreigners rather tllan by English students 
the reason, being that the foreigners used.it much mOI'~ 
fIR a club tllan the British students, largely because 
they had' not llOmes of their own to go to and did 
not go away so much at week·ends. 

He did not tllink. it was true tbat the ]~I1gli:.h 
women students. aVOIded the club, because in fact a. 
large number oE IIllch students wC'nt to it; but lIe 
thought that the women students sometimes found 
their )'e!ations with tIle foreign element, particularly 
the IndIan element, somewhat difficult. A cprtain 
amoll~t of shyness ann difficulty was oIlly natural, 
espeClally when women students first began to meet 
men fl'Ol1i other countries. 

'1'he J,,!ovement did not make a special point of 
g~ttmg mto tou~h with Indian students as C'ompared 
WltI.l other foreIgn students, but as the number of 
Indlan~ was mueh greater than of allY other group 
of. foreIgn students, the Movement came into contact 
with more of them. 

'1'he Moven~ent lmd 110 hostels for stuuents else. 
where than m, fJondon! as itll financial position 
would not perlmt of theIr establi~hment. but tllel'e 
were hranches of the Movement in all parts of the 
country-something over 200 in all. 

The Student Chl'istian :Movement WfiI'I an entirely 
separate .org?-nisation from tIle Y .. M.C.A., but 
actually It (lid the wOl·k that was done by tIle 
Student Depal·tment of the Y 'J C A l'n A . 

• >). " merICII.. 

MR. G. Br,I,IOT, Dil'ector of the Egyptian Educational1lIission in Fngland II d d . II " , :was ca e all exammed 
e stated tllat lie had on his books rather over parent in E t k d f' . 

300 students who were divided into three classes:- under the c~~ (~s t~tl ~[. ~I!I son to be placed 
(1) Those sent over and paid for hy Gove)'nment. undertaken lS810n that duty was 
(2) TllORC who came at their own expense, bnt The GOV~l'nll1ellt s} I 

weI e l?l~ced by their parents undel' his selected from the poin~ I~ a~.9 ~"e{e I very cl£refully 
supe:vIslon, . . as of educational ualifi~atT~:w 0 c laracter as well 

(3) Th~se .who \\ ere entll'elv mdependent of the He had found q eat di' . . 
MISSIon, but of whose existence in this students into Oxrz-d • dfficc~ltYbl~ gettmg his 
country he was aware moment h t' ~n 11m l'ldge. At the 

The majority of the non-Govel'llment students bridge forefo"u·lI.sG rymg 0 get admission to Cam.' 
d h · . . d' h' I' overn men t. students b t 't were un er .IS superVISIon, an 1D t ell' cases it extremely unlike! 1hat he . ' u 1 was: 

.depeuded entu'Cly on the parents' wishes whether 'With 1'10' aId t y G "ould succeed . 

.he llad control of their finances ornot. Once a ye~r "ery many ~a~e ~ f:o:lh.ment scII~lal'fl, it waR in 
he sent a report on the work and progress of every sity to which th: e h ld bm 

t<> deCIde the Univer· 
supervised student to the Egyptian Ministry of In the case J" ou G e Rent. 
Education fOl' transmission to his lather or choice rested with t~IO\ dovernmhent students, tile 
g uardian. tI '. t e s u. ellts t emRelves 01' with , _, lell paren s 01' guardIans H • f ' 

'rhe Uovel'nment students, who were selected in Mini"try in Cairo what 1 ' ,e In 0!'lled tIle 
Egypt by tIle Ministry of 1<;ducation or hyother the parents then deCIded P ;~eh ~here avaIlable, and, 
Minish'iefl, were usually men who llad heen at the There were no local W lIC ey p~eferred. . 
.higher colleges, which cOlTesponded more or less to Mission at any Universit re~re:ent~tlves of .the 
the faculty of a Vniversity in this country. Kingdom. The witn~ss y .c?:::e. III hthe Umted 

The primary object of his appointment was to which there were GovernmVIS~ eac centre at, 
look aftel' these Government student", 'but if a. students at least once a. ye:: a o~ ntonk·Golvel'llme~t. , n 00 t Ie Oppor-
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tunity while there tp see the l!upel"Vised students 
and any of the unsupervise<l htudentfl who cared I~ 
meet him. He sent repOl·tf! to Egypt about the 
uDsupervised students jf they wished it, but they 
generally did lIot desire him to do St). 

lt was probable that most of the Egyptian nOIl
Government students regal'de(1 him as a. spy much 
in the same wRy as the Indian IItudents regarded 
the Indian Students' Department. In. Edinburgh 
it was believed that the Indian .Association llad 
encouraged the Egyptians in that attitude, and they 
had written to him stating that they repudiated 
him and 1111 his works and that they did not want 
to have anything to do with him. 

On the whole the attitude of t.he Egyptian 
stndents was that he was a superfluous individual, 
but ill spite of that feeling they readily came to 
him when they were in nee.l ~f any help, and with 

'the exception of EJinbUl'gh they came to see him 
quite freely wheneyer he visited the Universities 
at which they were studying. 

He always told the sllpervised students quite 
frankly what kind of report he was sending to 
theil· parents about them. 

When he took office the Government students 
had different rates of allowance according to the 
partieular subject they were studying, but he had 
found that to be a very unsatisfactory systeJII and 
had had it changed to a fixed rate of £250 a year. 
Those who had been in rect'ipt of a salary in Egypt 
continued to receive that salary in England if the 
total Slim was not It-s8 than £250 a year. Students 
at Oxford and Cambridge o.lso, tuok more than 
£250 a year. He did not actually disburse their 
funds, but merely acted all their banker, sending 
them regularly ~o much every month. Theil' fees 
were paid direct to the UniveIsities, and their 
passages were paid for by Government as well. 

At the end of la .. t June, the numbers of students 
with whom he had dealings were supposed to be
Govel'llment 65, supervised :W7, unsnpervised 35, 
but he could 1I0t say that those figures were 
absolutely accurate. 

More th(Ln half the supervised stndents had 
their allowances p(Lid to them direct, and were lIOt 
under his fiuaucial cDntrol in any way. 

lt was the dnty of the Mission to find places for 
the Government scholars; it did not undertake to 
find plo.ces for the RuperVlsed students, although it 
did its best to llelp them. 

The procedure was for the parent to go to the 
Ministl'y at Cairo, where he would b~ told: "There 
"are su many places at Birmingham and 1\0 many 
" at Sheffield and so on; there are certain conditions 
" pl'evailinO' at Birmillgham and certain eonditions 
" prevailil1~ at Sheffield." The father then decided 
whether h~ wished to send his son to one of those 
places or not. . . ' 

In some cases supervised stndents aI"l'lved 111 

England after all vacancies llad been filled. They 
wonld then have to make their own arrangements, 
and the Mission could not help them. 

He did not send any actual certificate on behalf 
of stndents when recommendin~ them to a 
U nh-ersity. The U nivers i ties me~'ely stated "We 
" will give you so many places If you guarante~ 
" that they are dE'cel1t fellows as regards c~aracter, 
and he wrote and said: "You have promIsed us so 
" many plalles, will you .gi ve one of those places to 
" So and So? I am lllfOl'med that. he bears a 
" good charactel' at his school, and he IS also uuder 
" t.he care and snpervision of this office." 

If a student misbehaved himself here he would 
inform Ca.il'O of the facts, and ask for the student's 
name to be struck oft' his list, and that would be 
done. If II. student were expelled from one 

UniYersity and applied for admission to another, 
and if the latte1' University wrote and asked him 
if he knew auything about the student in question, 
he always gave them what information he had. 

Up to this year ihere hlld been hardly allY 
Egyptian stlldents reading law in Loudon, largely 
because French law pre'I'Riled in Egypt, alid the 
Government law student,; were therefore sent to 
France. '1'his real' by way of experiment fpur men 
were to be sent to London, and he had arranged 
for their 1I{1mission to the London School of 
Ecollomics for the LL.U. course. 

The organisation in Cairo for dealing with the 
matter of Egyptian students proceeding abroad was 
entil'ely an official one. Its real purpose was t~ 
deal with Government students, though it was 
willing to do anything it conld incidentally to help 
othe1' students as well. It was in the charge of a 
single English official, whose title was" Director of 
the European Office of the Ministry of Education." 

The witness did not make any arrangements as 
regards private accommodation for supel'vised_ 
stndetlts on their first al'l'ival unless he was 
specially requested to do so, and even then be 
generally failed to identify the student at the 
station, and did 1I0t see him until a day or two 
after his arrival when he came into the office, 
having found his own lodgings or hotel. 

He was entirely in sympathy with the movement 
that had been staded in connectIOn with the 
Student Christian Moyement for the establishment 
of a hostel for Egyptian sttldents in London He 
understood that some thousands of pounds would 
be needed to start it, and he thought that if it 
succeeded it would be an admirable thing. 
, The Government students were entirely free to 
make theIr own arl'angements about holidays 
except that they were not allowed to go out of 
England. 

No definite percentage of places was 1'eserved at 
Universities in this country for Egyptian students; 
he had to go down on his knees and beg for theIr 
admission. 1'he Government students naturally 
receiv'lld preference over the others, and in theil' 
cases tIle difficulty was not so gl'eat, as they 
generally studied subjects like history, geogmphy 
and science, for which there were not 80 mauy 
applicants as for some other subjects. 

He did not think that recent political incidents 
in Egypt had had much effect on the number of 
Egyptian students desiring to come to England. 
For a short time a good many of them had thought 
that Germany was Lhe place fOl' them to go to, and 
some of them had gone there but they soon dis
eovered when they got there, that they did not know 
German, that the liie was very hard, and that the 
Germans were lIot particularly glad to see them. 
That passing phase had made no impression on the 
number coming to Gr.!at Britain. 

A good many of the Government students were 
men who had been in the service of the Egyptian 
Goverllment for a year or two. Practically all 
Government students would have jobs waiting for 
t.hem when then returned to Egypt. 

A good many of the non-Govemment students 
retnl'ned to Egypt during the long vacation. The 
Government scholars could not return without the 
permission of the l'I1inistry, ·and that was only 
given in exceptional cirl'umstances such as the 
serious illness of a parent. 

In recommending a student to a University, he 
would not give any consideration to politir!lil 
opinions; he did llOt mind a bit what their political 
vipws were so long as tlu;y behaved themsel7es 
while they were here. 
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THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 
TIJE EARL OF LYTTON (Cl!l!-it·man). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIaARY. 
DUrAN BAHADUR .M. RAMACHANDIlA RAo. 
:bi,l. C. E. W. Jons. 

SIR M. HuunCK. 
SAHIBZADA MTAU AHMAD KUAX. 
DR. S. K. IJATTA. 
llIss L. ll. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} • 
}'b. R. E. FIELD, Secretaries. 

lib. B. C. VAIDYA, at present a law student in London, was called And examined. 
He handed in the following written statement :-- information anI{ helping them to get their

admission. 
STATEMENT BY B. C. VAIDYA. 

" It will be propel' to classify Indian students 
in England under three categories, viz.: (1) the 
aspirants for the higher public services in India j 
(2) studeltts of tecllllical, scientific und other 
kindred subjects j and (3) those that come to 
England for general education or !or legal, com 
mercial and economical education. 

It is easy to explain fol' the first class c,f 
students. It is the unsatisfactory way in which 
candidates for the higher public services are 
recruited. Government itself is unduly favourable 
to tllose that possess degrees of English Universi
ties. Up to 1921 the Civil Service Examination 
was lleld only in London. For other branches of 
Imperial Services-Education, Agriculture, Forest, 
Customs, Survey, Engineering, Commerce and 
Indm;try-Ihere is almost no examination. All 
caudidates are recruited in England, and even if 
the Government of India llold~ any examination 
candidates are so strictly examined that very few 
can succeed. I have a personal experience of the 
Customs Service Examination. I was one of the 
candidates selected by the Goyernment of India 
for the competitive examination of 1919 to fill up a 
vacaucy in the Imperial Customs Service. Although 
the standard required was B.A. (Honours), and 
even though some candidates were Masters ot Art. 
and 1, myself, gllt my M.A. dl'gree three months after 
the Customs Service Examinatiou, the Government 
declared that none of the candida~es reaclled tIle 
standard required, and consequently the vacancy 
was not filled up. The Secretary of Statc directly 
nominates candidates possessing degrees of English 
Universities without any examination at all. The 
only inference that can be had is t,hat an Indian 
candidate with an Indian degree is very I;trictly 
dealt with, and that every preference is shown to 
those possessing degl'ees from English Universjties. 
The only department which is well manned with 
Indians is the l!'inancc Department. 'l'he work is 
extremely onerous and requires a very high 
standard of intelligence. A second·rate man 
would only spoil the work, and no Englishman 
would accept that serv~ce unless very bigh pay 
is offered. The Government of India is, I think, 
compelled to recruit the gazetted officers of the 
Inuian Finance, ,Department by competitive 
examination. 

'l'he second clllSS of students, i.e., those of technical, 
scientific and kindred ~ubjects, evidently come 
to l~lIgland owing to the meagre provision in 
India of institutions teaching those subjects. The 
comin'" industrial J'evolution has suddenly created 
a very"great demand for trained men. It is certainly 
ille duty of G()vernment to provide adequate educa
tional facilities in technical subjects. There i,s'not 
even one mining college in India.. I know lIuch 
institutions rannot be creat.ed in a day, and 
students will h&\'e to go out of India for technical 
tlducation for a long time to come. As many of 
such students are not Government scholars, Govern
ment will be severely C1iticisE'd if iii does not do 
even the f>lementary work of supplying them with 

For the last class there is not much to say_ 
Their number is not likely to increase. Moreovel', 
the practical aspect of their subjects is far more 
important than the tlleoretical one. GOye11lment' 
can 'certainly help them, but I think they IIBve not 
much to expect from Government. -

As IItudy and residence in England is a matter of" 
considerable expense, only tllOse who are born in 
comfortable circumstances, or those who 11aye 
secured financial help either by means of It State 
s('holal'ship or otherwise, can hope to come to
England. Obviously, those that seelll'e aid from 
SOUI'ces other than their parents CRnnot do so. 
unless they al e fully qualified for the studies they 
choose. It is very different with the sons of rich 
parpnts. 1'I1e craze for coming to England. 
doubtlcds owing to the policy of Govel'llment and 
also to an exaggerated idea about the value or 
English education, is so strong that for a long tim& 
you cannot dissuade those that have money from 
coming to England if they ha"e 1,0t pl'Oper 
qualifications. To prevent sucb men that are 
coming to Eng'land at their own expellse would 
certainly be prying into their private affairs, which 
a Govel'llment cannot do. 'The only remedy is to. 
improve the quality of Indian educntion, to provide 
as many facilities as possible for technical education 
in India, to recruit as many candidates for the 
Impel1al services in India by competition, and 
finally to give no prefet'ence to any U l1ivel'lIity. 
treating all degrees of whichever Unh'el'lIHy as of 
the same value. 

A study in an English University certainly lIas 
many advantages. I do not want to underrate tll& 
importance of education ill India, 1101' have I allY 
wish to unduly exasrgerate the importance of that 
in England. But I think the henefit that a studl'nt 
derives from study in England is not much of a 
scholastic character. The same subjects can be 
studied in India to an equally great perfection_ 
It is not true that a graduate of Oxford and 
Cambridge is necessarily more admnced in his. 
study than one from Bombay Rnd Calcutta. One 
great cur~e of tbe Indian University is tlle 
importance attached to tIle snccess in examinations. 
A student thinks more of scoling markfl in his 
subject than o! getting a thorough knowledge in 
his own one. Even the attitude of the public lind 
guardians partake of the same flavour. While
admitting that examillatiolls cannot be avoided, as 
they are the only critericn by which you can judge 
01 a candidate sufficiently in a given short time, I 
think that tl>O great va-Iutl is given to them. When 
those that shine very high in examinations do not 
attain conspicuous success' in after-life, there are 
Rome men "" ho fall into an equally big error or 
thinking tbat scbolastjc teaching does a man nG 
good in after-life. Such ideas emanate from ill
conceived and erroneous ideas abqllt education. To
gain livelIhood is only a secondary object in 
education. Scholastic education does not mean 
everything to man. To it we must add a wide
view of the world, a high sense of duty al'd 
character, and a clleerlul willingness to undergo-
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hard work, and then we can say that the education 
of mall is complete. 

As we are thinking of the advantages of 
-education in England, we must l'eview it from all 
these points of view. A stay iu England to study 
in an English University, coupled with the full 
knowledge of English society, its complex organism 
·of political strncture and a, comprehensive survey 
of inclustdal- conditions, will certainly prove of 
value to 1tny Indian student. Here we nre in daily 
touch with conditions that are So different from 
those prevailing in India. ]~ngland bas reached a 
lligh degree of progress, and as such its stndy will 
be profoundly interesting as an index of the future 
progress of Iudia. But if a student is to profit by 
his studies in England he must lu!.ve his judgment 
suhstantially developed, he should be It Ilian of real 

-cultul'e with a thirst for knowledge. 1 do not 
think that those who COllie to England just after 
theil' entrance examination can reap the tull 
ad"antage of English equcation. In facl, it is not 
the study of books, but the study of j<~ngland that 
is important. Hence it ill preferable that a student 
~oDlillg to England should at lea.8t be a graduate. 
Again, North India is the realm of the purdah 
.. ysteDl. Apart fl'om a somewhat sinister effect on 
the character of man, it necessRl'ily leaves his 
knowledge of the worM one-sided. He cannot be 
.expected to grasp the full significance of western 
life, and if he comes very young he may go back to 
India with a wrong and incorrect impression about 
England and Euglish society. :Moreover, we do 
not get Imfficient intercourse with really good 
English society, and if a student is not suffiCiently 

-conscious of this fact he may take those with whom 
he comes in contact a~ a suitable standard for his 
judgment. We Indian !<tudents must be very 
cantious in judging English society. 

As regards point No.1, I do not know enough, 
but as lor No.2, I think all Indian degrees should 
be recog'nised fully us equals of English degrees. 
AnA. should be recognised as a graduate and not 

-as an ulldergraduate. I think it is best to come to 
England after graduation, and that too for higher 
work and not for learning those subjects agai.." 
which is merely a waste of time and energy. 
I think there oug'ht to be more facilities for post
grltduate work. As to points 5 to 9, all the 
schemes proposed are desirable, but as I am not a 
University 01' tE'chnicaI ~ttldent I cannot speak with 
authority. Points 10 and 11 are certaInly vpry 
important, and every.thing that is clone in this 
respect is certainly welcome. 

In reply to questions said that t.he reason he 
hall come to Eng'land WIIS because of the necessity 
of being called to the Bar here in order that he 
mig'ht get the _ highest. pl'ivilt:ges in the legal 
profession in India. 

He considered that a vakil WitS as good as It 

barrister on points of law, and that the legal 
E'ducation which an Indian could obtain in India 
was quite good. 

He was at present studying at Lincoln's Inn and 
had not felt Ilny need for any change in the 
regulations regarding the tin'ms of ndmission. He 
lind obtained two certificates from gentlemen in 
Bqmbay which he showed to the Loca.l Advisory 

-{)ommittee, aut! on arriving in this country obtained 
It certificate from Dr. Arnold, which was in the 
fOl'm required by the COnF;olidate.l Regulations of 
the Inlls of Court. ' He had not lle&.rd that any 
-other law students had had any difficulty in 
~btaining a certificate, nor did he know that they 
hail ani objection to obtaining a !!ertificate from a 
~oIl~ctor 'or from the'Indian Students' Department. 
He did not think' there was any difference between 
the lrins, as tlie lectures were commilll to all four 
1 ntis and - fhe fees' ,vere subs~lI.nti~lb:" the s.:~me, 
"l'hcre was a slightly hig)lCr deposit at Lincoln's 

Inn. He proposed at the end of his 12 terms to 
study in chambers. 

Questioned further with regard to the privileges 
obtained l)y a' balTillter in the legal profession in 
Indil!., witness said that_ a vakil in the High Court 
could not plead on the original side. In Bombay 
he could not plead unless he was an advocate of 
the High Court, for which he had to go throngh a. 
rather difficult examination. A barrister became 
an advocate by right if he llad read in chambers in 
London, but lie thought that the reailing in cham
bers might be done iu India fora yeaI' provided that 
it was done with a barristel' of 10 years' standing. 

Asked with l'egard to the courses of study in 
Bombay and in London, witness said there was llOt 
a- very great difference between them; they reaa 
pI'actically the same books in jurisprudence, but in 
Roman law the books were somewhat diiierent, as 
a greater knowledge of Roman law was expected 
here thau in Bombay. 

Asked whether most of the Inclian students went 
to see the 'Director of Legal Studies when they first 
arrived, witness did not think that many ot them 
did so. He had not himself been to see 11im. He 
attended lectw'es, and it was quite easy to know 
which lectures to go to, aK the Council of fJegal 
Education publishetl its curriculum of lectures for 
each term. He was uot sure how many Qf the 
students attended lectures, 'but he thought not 
more than about 20 pel' cent. at a time. Most of the 
students at Lincoln's Inn, however, belonged to 
Oxford 01' Cambl idge University, so that it was 
not possible for them to attend the lectures. He 
thoul!'ht that a good many contented themseh'es 
simply with reading fOI' themselves and not 
attending the lectw'es. 

He had not heard that Indiau students had any 
difficulty in getting chamber reading ill London: 
the difficulty was to find the proper man he 
thought that a good b'l.rrister had 1I0t enough 
time to look after his students. Personally, he did 
not yet know allY barristers here. 

Asked whether there was any means by which 
r~nglish and Indian students met outside the lecture 
rooms, witness fltated that they sat quite freely 
together at dinners, but apart from that they had 
]10 opportunities of discussillg general questions 
together. 

With l'el!'ard to suihtble accommodation, he had 
not found much difficulty himself, but did 110t know 
about other students. He considered that it cost 
about £5 a week to live in London, exclubive of 
fees, and he thought it was better for Indian 
students to live outside London rathel' than in the 
central part: he himself lived at Chiswick. He 
had originally galle to Cromwell Hoad when he 
arrived. Mr. Knastel' had given him an introduction 
to a. house at Chis,,:ick; he was quif;e happy there 
and it was n. good place. He did not knowwhat 
most of the students did throngh the loug vacation~ 
some might go to seaside towns 01' to the Continent. 

Qnestioned further with regard to the examina
tion fur advocates in Bombay, witness considered 
that the exal¥ina~ion was more difficult in Bombay 
than here, and It took a year less to - become a 
banister here than to become an advocate there, 
though in special cases conditions were made still 
more easy. He could not say that it WitS on 
accoullt of the rules that llad been passed at 
Bombay that there was a falling off in ·the lIumbel' 
of Bombay students who came to London. It 
"ould be unnecessary for students to come here f"F 
the Dal' examinati(}llfl if. the rules in India were 
made suitable, but those who wanted to come here 
could not be prevented. P.el'sonally, he did- not 
think it was any good spending 01lE' year more ovep 
the course and at the same time having h pass ~a. 
more difficult examination: it was better to com~ 
here. . Thongh h .. ,had, al ways intended to read Jor 
the DUI', he had already studied economics in 
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Bombay up to the degree of M.A. lIe began to 
'read for the M.Sc. ill Economic~ in London, but did 
net hlld the task very congenial. He had not 
attended any lecture for the purpose as it was a 
question of writing a tllesis, and it depended upon 
the prOftlSSor to admit a student if he thought lIe 
was fit. He ·thought the professor tried to examine 
(lim too much and considered that it would be very 
difficult for him to get an entrance into the M.Sc. 
course: he had accordingly given up the idea. 

lIe had become a membe!' of the East India 
Association and bad read a paper there, but he 
Ilac1 not met many friends because he was com· 
paratively new there. There was another Indian 
living ill the same house at Chiswick: he came 
from Bombay to study forthe Indian Civil Service. 

'Vitness had llIade some reference in his written 
statement to the fact that in rec!'1liting for Gove!'1l
ment Service undue preference was given to persons 
with EngFsh degrees and his contention waS that a 
a man with an Indian degree was subjected to 
fu~·ther examination, whereas in the case oE an 
"English degree the degree alone was sufficient. He 
thought this was true except for the Indian Civil 
Service or Medical Service. 

It was explained to the witness with regard to 
the Finance Department that the ordinary rule in 

India was that there was a competitive eXILmination_ 
If an English. candidate for that Department was 
required he was obtained in London. Owing to 
wal' conditions, there had, however, been It certain 
number of appointmen~s made from among EngliRh
lUen who had done senice in India. 

As regards the Customs, the rule was to appoint 
Englishmen in England through a Selection Com
mittee and for the Government of India to Belect 
Indians in India, either through competition or 
through some form of Relection. The witness's 
point, however, was that the Englishman was 
merely selected by a Board wllere his ~{egl'ees were 
taken into consideration, whereas the Iudian was 
subjected to a competitive examination. 

Asked furthet· in regard to his statement that 
" to prevent men coming to Eng-land at their own 
.. expense would certainly be prying int.o theit· 
"private affairs, which It Government ,'an not do," 
witness stated that he did not know that tllere was 
any wish on the part of anyone to prevent IItudents 
froIn coming to this country, but no doubt, if lIome 
restrictions were put on Indians coming to England, 
it would llave that effect. He had not heard any 
expression of opinion that the prcRent Committee 
had as one of its objects the prevention of Indian 
students coming to this country. 

MR. S. C. RAY, student of accountancy, was called and examined. 
He handed ill a statement by three London 

students in accountancy, which is printed below. 
He stated that he had been selected by his fellow 

Indian studellts in accountancy at an' informal 
meeting to represent them. AU of the students 
concerned came ftom Calcutta University and wel'e 
recently articled to firms of chartel I'd accountants. 
They wished the Committee to make representations 
to the Institute of Chartered Accountants for the 
removal of certain disabilities. '1.'he main disability 
was that the reduction in the pedod of articleship 
from five to three years given to graduates of 
Ilritish UlIh-er~ities was not given to Indian 
Universities. Ho did lIot know upon what grounds 
it was refused, because until very recently 
graduates did not come to England at all for the 
subject of accountancy, He supposed that the 
same disability would apply to any graduate from 
a University in any other part of the Empire, and 
was not confined to Indians. 

The Institute of Chal'tered Accountants had not 
heard directly of this particular disability, as no 
representation had yet been made to them, or to 
the Students' Department in London, but there 
had been some articles in " '1.'he Accountant" written 
by some of the Indian students pointing it out. 
He did not wllether there were students taking 
this course f~'om other parts of the Empire. 

Another difficulty was that o~ getting a.l'ticleship 
in England. People did not know Itllythillg about 
Indians in genel'ltl and thou~ht they were not oon
versant with English things. Firms naturally had 
to llepend upon theil: articled clerks to a certain 
extent, because they went out to audit books for 
them and people were required to understand the 
business propllrly. 

He thClught tllat a way in wllich the difficulties 
might be met was to set up an Institute of 
Cha!'teL'ed Accountants in India, just as there were 
IJIstitutes in Canada and Australia. 

n was pointed out that all the Committee cou11l 
10 would be to make representations: to the Insti1 

tutt', with whom the questiolll'ested. 
A further suggestion the witness made was that 

there 8houl<1 be-Government scholarships given to 
students for the study of accountancy in this 
country. 

He and his friends, were the first. batch of 
gl'adu~tes fro,m Calcutta Uuiversity to co~e to 
EJlgl&-1\d to b¢come' chartered accountants, but he 

thollght there would be more students of thiR kind 
in future if the period was made three years. 

He pointed out that the Incorporated Society 
made the course three years instead of five and 
recognised the Indian degrees, and lie thought 
tllel'e was a growing demand for persons wllo llad 
been so trained. 

Asked with rt'gard to the subject of aCCOlllmo
dation in London, witness thought that if Indians 
co~d live wit~ families, it would be the best possible 
thmg. He ~ld not appl'ove of boat'ding houses, 
but thought that a hostel would be a good place. 
He considered thaI, if a student was economical 
he could manage on £20 a month, though he would 
have to spend a large amount as soon as he arrived 
in England. Perhaps £30 a mouth including 
travelling would be a fair estimate. 

Asked whethet· he found any difficulty with firms 
whose accounts he had to audit, witness stated that 
a few clients had c bjected and some had not but 
there were great difficulties' in the way be~auRe 
fit'ms had to depend for their clients upon clerks 
wll~m ~hey sen.t to audit the books, and if tbey wore 
preJudlCed agamst the persOll sent they might lose 
their business. 

He had come to this country without having 
made any arrangements about his articles, but 
when he arrived h.e went to .the Students' Depart
Inent and was put 111 touch WIth two other Indians 
who were also studying accountancy. He advertised 
for a post in " The Accountant," and after visiting a. 
number of chartered accountants he' finally got 
articled. It had taken five months altogether to 
make arrangement~, and:he wa.s ahle to help the 
other two students In gettlDg artlcleship '1.'}le firm 
he was with had not taken up his refeJ'~nces. Tbe 
fee char&'E:d the~e WMI 200 guineas. H", thought 
tha~ Ind.lans paid more than English persons for 
theIr al11cles, and also that some <'f the money WIIS 
retu!'1lable to the English students durin'" the 
pl.'l'iod of articleship. He had been told by h~ firm 
that he would be paid when useful. 

~hes.e diffi~ulties .would be avoided if tllel'e wel'e 
a~l lllstitute III IndJa. Also, in the final examina~ 
t1On, the law of costs and a.rbitration was Engli8h 
law, lind when he. got back to India this would 
hav? to b~ supplemr:nted by a further study: of the 
Ind~!lJllaw, and ~lS '~'a8 an additiOnalrenson for 
settIng up such an IDshtute. 
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STATEMENT BY STUDENTS OJ!' ACCOUNTANCY. 

Sirs, 
We have the honour to lay before you the 

following facts with reference to our studies in the 
U:nited Kingdom, with the request that you would 
kmdly recommend to the Council of the Institute 
of Chartered Acconntants for the removal of 
the disability under which \\'e are Itt pl'esent 
labouring :-

1. We all are graduates of the Calcutta U ni
versity and hav!) been very recently articled with 
firms of chartered accollntants in London for a 
term of five years, with a view to qualify ourselves 
as chartered ILccountants. . 

2. Under sub-sectiou 1 ofsection 74 ofthe byelaws 
of the lnstit,ute of Chartered Accountants, which 
provides that" Graduates of any University in the 
"United Kingdom or of a University in the 
" BI·itish Empire· approved by the Council" shall be 
entitled to exemption from the preliminary exami
nation. We have obtained such exemption. 

S. Under section 12.of the Royal Charter, the 
graduates of British Universities are entitled to a 
reduction of the period of articleship from five to 
three years, the text of the section running as 
follows :-

" A person shall not be allowed to present himself 
for the final examination under this our charter, 
ulliess he has served for five years at the least as a 
public accounta.nts' clerk, or if he shall have 
graduated in any of the Universities of our United 
Kingdom for the time being, then unless he has 
served for three years at the lE'ast as a public 
accounts clerk, &c." 

4. Weare the first batch of graduates of any 
Indian "University who have entered upon this 
course of training in the United Kingdom, and it 
is It. great hardship 'on Ull to have to undergo the 
full period of 111'ticleship. for five years and be 

placed on a different footing from that of graduates 
of any University in the United Kingdom. 

5 .. ":' e are all.c~>nsiderably over 20 years of age, 
an~ It 18 au additIOnal hardship to have to start at 
thls age on the full articles hip, along with matricu
lates of British Universities, who presumably begin 
at ~ much earlier age. 
. 6 .. As there iii no provision in India for training 
ill hIgher accollntancy, we have been obliged, at a. 
great· cost and personal sacrifice, to come over" and 
enter upon our course of training here, and we 
earnestly pray that we may be granted the much. 
needed exemption of two years from the period of 
articleship which British graduates enjoy. 

7. As this question of the position of Indian 
gr~duates in relatio~ to the accountancy course has 
arisen for the first tIme, we hope that it only needs 
to be brought to and pressed upon the notice tlf the. 
authorities for this disability to be removed. 

,"Ve have the honour to be, Sirs, 
Y ODr most obedient servants, 

SUBODH CHANDRA RAY, B.A. 
(Articled under Mr. Norman Denis 
Grundy, F.C.A., of Messrs. Everett, 
Morgan and Grundy, Chartered Account
ants, 90, Cannon Street, E.C. 4. Article
ship dates from 28th February 1921.) 

SASI BHUSAN BOSE, B.A., B.L. 
(Articled to Mr. John Avery, F.C.A., of 
Messrs. Miall, Wilkins, Avery & Co., of 
52, Coleman Street, E.C. 2. Articleship 
dates from 16th February 1921.) 

AKIT KUMAR SARKAR, B.A. 
(Articled to Mr. C. F. Bird, A.C.A., and 
Messrs. Harold Bell, Tayler, Bira & Co., 
37, Great James Street, Bedford Row, 
W.C.1. London and Japan. Articleship 
dates from 21st February 1921.) 

1st June 1921. 

FRIDAY, JULY 15, 1921 (LONDON). 

THE EARL OF LYT1'ON (Ohairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} C! t . 
MR. R. E. FIELD, "eCj'e anes. 

MR. NORMAN KING, Registrar of the General Medical Council, was clilled and examined. 
He stated that the Council imposed the conditions obtained before a student commenced his studies, 

for education and examinations for medical qualifi- and also enabled them to prepare statistics of those 
cations. They laid down the minimum requirements, entering the profession each year. 
and the Universities or other bodies conformed to They issued a certificate to the effect that a. 
them as a minimum, requiring anything higher that student had passed an examination considered 
they saw fit. When Part II. of the Medical Act, sufficient a~ a test of general education, and that he 
1866, was extended to foreign countries and BritIsh had commenced his medical studies at an institution 
possessions, it became the duty of the Council approved by the Council. New regulations wonld 
to decide what qualifications were worthy of come into force on tloe 1st Jannary 1925, by which 
recognition. the standard of general education wonld be raised 

As regards registration, he explained that the to that of matriculation; and an examination in 
Council had no statutory power with regard to elementary chemistry and physics, conducted or 
students, but when education was not standardised approved by one of the licensing bodies, would be 
so much as at present, it was agreed by the bodies passed before the student could be registered as a 
that they would require their students to be medical student. The Council would not go into 
registered as medical student'!. hefore entering on a the question of where the teaching was given, but 
medical course. Some bodies did not now insist would merely recognise the examination, and 
upon registration, but the majority did so: the register the students on evidence that they had 
Conjoint Board in London and the University of satisfied the licensing body in tho-e snbjects. 
London were the principal bodies w hieh did not so Asked whether there was a proposal that the 
insist, but the Scottish bodies were very strict recognition of Indian degrees should be withdrawn 
about it. unless the medical schools in India could show that 

Registration enabled the Council to see that a there had been bett.er training in midwifery, 
propel' standard of preliminary education was witness stated that the question would be re" 

4871 Z 
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considered in February 1922. The Council was 
,bound by Act of Parliament ~o se~ that ~v~ry 
practitioner was properly qualIfied In medlCme, 
surgery and midwifery. It ha:d no option. If t~e 
"tandat·a in t,hese three subJects was not salls
factory, the Council would 1J0t be doing its duty jf 
it continued to recognise such qualification!!. The 
Council had no power to require anybody to do any 
particular thiTlg, but if a body did not come up to 
the standard which the Gouncil thought proper, 
they had power to make a recommendation to the 
Privy Council that the qualification of that body 
should no longer be registerable, and in the case of 
Colonial Itnd foreign qualifications itspj£ to refuse 
to recognise them. 
, It was pointcd out to the witness that in India 
very few people called in a doctor in midwiiery 
cases, and for this reason it would be difficult to 
get as large a number of cases for the medical 
students as were required hy the Council. 1VitnesR 
stated, however, that the Council was only concerned 
with its duty under the Act, which was to see that 
a practitioner was duly qnalified to practise in the 
United Kingdom, and registration by the Council 
gave the right so to practise. It might lead to 
serious difficulties if they allowed persons to 
register without being 1'roperly qualified in the 
three subjects. India could not be pnt on a plane 
by herself apart from other portions of the British 
Empire and from every country with which there 
was reciprocity. He knew that tlie Council 
appreciated the difficulty that Inclilt was in. The 
reason that the question was taken up was tbat in 
several cases bodies in the United Kingdom hlld 
been told that they must secure somehow or other 
further facilities for the trll.ining of students in this 
subject. ..As a corrolary it was decided to make 
enquiries in India, though the subject WIIS first taken 
up in the United Kin!tdom and enquh·ies addressed to 
the bodies here. The same letter was sent to all the 
bodies, wllo were asked what their regulations were 
and what facilities they had for carrying out theRe 
regulations. The Indian Universities had recently 
been addressed with a view to seeing whether 
improvements could be effected, but though some 
tentative replie~ had been received, there was 
nothing very definite. Students were expected to 
conduct II> certain number of cases under the super
vision of a qualified instructor in midwifery, and 
then to conduct II. certain number of cases l>y them
selves, without supervision in the latter cases. 
Although a qualified man might be readily available, 
the student felt that he had the responHibility upon 
himself and thus got most nseful practical experience. 
It was pointed out to the witness that at the 
Medical School at Calcutta there were over 100 
senior students, and according to the Council's 
~tandard about 2,000 cases would be necessary. 
These could not be provided by the hospital 
attached to the Medical School, and witness was 
asked whether it might be possible for the medical 
college to arrange to go to cases in other hospitals 
not affiliated to the college. He said that he saw 
no difficulty in this, particularly if a medical 
superintendent who in the first instance instrocted 
the students was present when they first took their 
cases. He t,hought that the one difficulty which 
arose in India was that those who instructed the 
students might have had only the same instruction 
as a student himself was getting, i.e., practically no 
instroction at all, and therefore the matter of 
instructing the students might not be very easy. 
A momber of the Committee stated that in Calcutta 
tbe European practitioners were put absolute1v on 
one side by the Indian practitioners who got. the 
pick of the midwifery practice there, even though 
th.ey might have bad the insufficient training of 
which the Council complained. The witness had 
no knowledge of this or w~et?er the. ~ndi~n 
:r~ctitioners referred to had recelveJ tramlDg 1D 

midwifery outside India. The witness was asked 
whether private cases, i.e., those. which were not in 
hospitals, would count towards the lIumber required 
by I he Council, and replied that the .Coun~il would 
be glad if the men could gpt experience III almost, 
any way if there was any difficulty. . 

'Vith regard to the number of Indian students 
who had I'egistered with the Council, he had not 
brought the annual figures, but in ihe last 10 yelll'8 
the total amounted to 106. The number of men 
with Indian registrable qualifications who had 
registered dUl-ing the same number of years was 
140. He could not tell what proportion the number 
of Indian students bore to the total number of 
Indian medical students who had been to this 
country in those years, but the smallness of the 
numbers might be partly accounted for by the fact 
that many Indians took the Coujoillt Board 
qualiticatlOn or the London University examination 
and so dia not register. 

Asked as to the standard of examination in 
Calcutta that would be accepted for admission here, 
witness stated that a matriculation examination 
pIllS the preliminat·y Ilcientilic examination or inter
mediate examination would be required. Asked 
whether any fllassical Oriental languages other than 
Sanskrit, Arabic and Chinese would be accepted, 
witness Iltated that thoRe were only given as 
examplefl, and any classical Oriental language 
would be recognised in pl'actice. It was pointed 
out that a student who had satisfied the Council 
that he had passed an examination adequate to 
admit him for I'egistration might be rejected by 
a University; the witness said that this was the 
case becaul'e the Council's requirements were a 
minimum and not a maximum. If a University 
liked to require a man to take a degree in arts hefore 
studying medicine, it was quite-at liberty to do so. 

Witness was asked whether, in his opinion, the 
Council would waive the regibtration of a prac
titioner or the pC'lssesRion of a regiRtrable quali
fication itS essential in' the case of Indians who 
wished to do post-graduate studies for the D.P.H. 
or othel' diplomas, and replied that in his opinion 
they would adhere in general to tlleir view that a 
man shonld have registrable qualifications before 
he entered the schools fo.' the pnrpose of the D.P.H., 
which was a statutory qualification. 

Asked if he could state what examinations 
in science would be accepted for the preliminary 
science examination which a student would have 
to pass after January 1923 uefore he could be 
regi~tered, he replied that the question of the 
clllTlculum was at present under consideration 
and 'h~ hoped t?at. though a (',(}nclusion might not 
be arrIVed at thiS year as to the whole cUITiculum 
a d~ci~ioll wo~ld be re!"ched with regard to th~ 
prelImmary selence subJects. The idea was that 
thes~ subjects sholl!d be quite apart from the 
medlcal COurtle, which would itRelf take five 
year". He could 1I0t state what examination 
in India would be requit'ed to satisfy the new 
condition. He thought that the effect would be 
that every ~tudel\t's curriculum would be lengthened 
by about "IX months, but whether Indian students 
would be in awol se position than those in this 
country he was not in a position to say. 

Asked whether, in his view, Indians who came 
to I his country to study medici lie would tend in the 
future to come to London in order to avoid spendinO" 
the. extra time. w hich woul~ be necessary at 
Edmburgh or LIVerpool, the WItness said that he 
had not considered the point, but he did not think 
it was possible to say anything about the result of 
introducing the new conditions. . 
. A8ke~ whether the Council.laid down any gpneral 
lDstroctlOlIs to be followed III the Universities as 
regards exemptions, witness stated that ilt was a. 
matte~ entirely for the Univeryities which reported 
all actlOn taken to the CouncIl. If, for instance. 
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the Scottish Universities were to let off a student 
{or the fir~t yeo.r, the General Medical Council 
would II ave no objection. The only thing thai; 
would come befol·e them would be the question of 
dating ba::k prior to the date a studeut actually 
applied for registration on the ground that he 
commenced his studieR at all earlier date. Whether 
the examination by virtue of which he had obtained 
exemption was suffident or not was entirely a 
matter for the licensing body concerned. Any 
licensing body cOllld go higher and make further 
requirements if it felt inclined than the rules with 
regard to medicAl education considered by the 
Council to be a minimum. 

Asked whether the Council had conRidered the 
question of recognising the Licellce of Medicine 
and Surgery in India, witness stated that it was 
at one time registrable, but he thought that it 
had ceased in every case. He stat!ld that the 
Council had given a good deal of consideration to 

the question of wl.at used to be called the Indian 
Subordinate Medical Department_ The question 
arose owing to these persolls obtaining qualifi
cations here on easy terms and failing to carry out 
their contract with the Indian Government at 
whose expense they had been trained. The Council 
considered that the preliminary education was 
insufficient, the medical education was insufficient 
and the curriculum was deficient. The Council 
laid very great stress on the courSll of study and 
did not consider that the examination was the onll 
thing. Previously a man in such a service used to 
comll to England on long leave and there was saiej. 
to be one body at least where he was able to pass 
an examination and get a registrable qualificatioll,. 
'I'he Council recommended that a satisfactory 
preliminary examination should be passed; that 
certificates of study should be obtained from India; 
and that not less than two years' study in the 
United Kingdom should be required. 

MR.. N. K. NAG, a student of engineering, was called and examined. 
He stated that he graduated in December 1918 

at Edinburgh University, and since then had 
been trying to get practical engine~z:ing t~ining. 
He had applied to many of the Bntlsh railways, 
to several harbours and docks and structul·al 
encineering firms, but could not get taken in 
anywhere witho~t paying a pre~~ium.. He had 
abo tried to obtam work on the Indian raIlways and 
frolO the Port Commissioners at Calcutta, but they 
would not take him even as a probationer. He had 
now secured a place in the Borough Enginper's 
Office at Hythe, but in order to do so he had had 
to pay a premium. 

Asked whether he had approached the Indian 
Rtudents' Department for their help with regard to 
obtaining pi actical training, he said that the 
Engineering Adviser to that Department snggested 
that Indian students would have to pay a large 
premium of abont 200l. or 300l., and he thought 
that it was ridiculous for graduates to pay 80 large 
a premium 0.8 works could take them on as aSl'ist
ants at a nominal allowance. He therefore thought 
it was no good asking the Indian Students' 1!epart. 
ment as if he could pay so large a premIUm he 
could manage for himself. The Adviser had oa:ered 
to help him if he Wll.S prepared to pay a premIUm, 
but said that unless he was RO prepared he would 
not be able to help him at all. 

He had also approached his Professor in Scotlltnd, 
where they took pupils without a premium if they 
took them at aU, but owing to the shortage of work 
he could not place him. His view was that 
mechanical engineers, concrete fir~s and ~anufac
tl1rers of machinery who dealt With IndIa should 
be persuaded to take Indians as apprentices. 

Asked whether he had made any enquiries in 
India as to whethel' he would be likely to get 
practical training in civil engineeI~ng in this 
country witness stated that an Indian who had 
been ed~lcated at Glasa-ow University whom he had 
consulted, had told hi~ that it was quite possible 
to get such training in Scotland. He also consulted 
the Secretary of the Advisory Committee at 
Calcutta but he did not know much about 
engineering. The difficulty was that he had 
originally meant to go to Montreal and had arranged 
everything there, but subsequently fonnd that he 
was too late. If he could have gone to Mot;t~al 
he could have arranged all his practical trall1mg, 
because the railways, docks a.nd harboul's there 
took students from the Univerblty. . 

The witness aa-reed that the result of his 
experience was that something was required first of 
all to pnahle "tudents in IndiA. to know what the 
conditions were over here before the:r c~me, and 
when they came here some orgamsatIOn ~as 
required to help them in the matter of gettmg 

practical training. He could not, howevpr, slty 
what kind of an organisation a student would really 
accept and avail himself of.l 

As regards practical training, he thought that 
engineering firms in India who had head offices in 
this country should be persuaded to take Indian 
students as apprentices in those offices here. 

Witness gave a further instance of how he had 
tried to get on to the Indian railways, and said 
that Englishmen were prefened to Indians. Two 
assistant engineers, graduates at a British Uni
versity, were advertised for by an Indian railway, 
and, although the advertisements were still going 
on when he applied to the Consulting Engineers to 
the India Office, they replied that there was no 
vacancy for which they would be able to recommend 
him at present, and he gathered that the appoint
ments were meant for Europeans. 

It was pointed out to the witness that he was 
confusing the question of getting employment and 
of getting practical training as an apprentice.2 He 
stated that it WitS absolutely necessary for Indians 
to come abroad to get practical experience, as, 
though they might be able to get preliminary 
training in their own country, they had to come 
over here for the finishing touch in order to be 
up-to-date. It would accordingly be necessary to 
put pressure on the firms in this country, who. do 
business in India, to take apprentices, and also on 
those in India. It was difficult to get 011 to any 
of the company-managed lines unless you had a 
relation working on the railway. 

Speaking of municipal engineering, witnllss said. 
that in India this was very backward, and a pe1'!l0~ 
must finish his training in this country as there ~as 
no facility in India yet. Provided people came here 
afterwards, he thought that they might do at least 
two years of their practical training in India foI,' 
mechanical engineers, and thir. would reduce the 
period required here to about 18 months. 

Asked whether he had approached the large 
Indian engineers with regard to t/-aining, he said 
that he had not done so. The reason for this was 
that his brother had told him that there were 
already Indiau graduates from Engli~h Universities 
waiting idle in India, and that he had better wait 
here where he might be able to get trailling which 
would secure him employment in India afterwards. 
Further, the large Indian engineers had not yet 
shown enough sympathy to encourage the young 
Indians to app,·oach them. 'I'hey were equally 
bad like the other foreign firms in India. It was 
too iate, he said, to expect any patriotism from the 
old Indian engineers, and he sincerely regretted it. 

1 See Note 1. • See Note 2. 

Z2 
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NOTE 1. 
Mr. Nag subsequently wrote:- . 
.. I agree that the students before gomg ab~oad 

should ascertain in India the nature. of ~arlOus 
opportunities available, and for thIs dI:ff~rent 
Universities in India should every year pubhsh a 
handbook of information, II.nd there should be a 
Board at every University where the s.tudeuts ~an 
apply for more details, viz., as III ScottIsh 
Universities. . 

"No organisation is required in this count~y to 
help the students. Experience in t?e pa~t Ifl an 
ample proof of it. The vari?us ~rms III ~ndla mn~t 
be influenced to put the IndIans I~t? their wOl'ks III 
this country, and also ~he BntIsh ~rms, who 
without any agency in IndIa, supply artlCles to the 
Indian Government. 

"The University Board must consist: of m~mbers 
who are familiar with the present dIfficultIes an~ 
finished their education abroad lately. Further, If 
the various Universities in India approach ~he 
different Universities here for the accommodatIon 
of the Indian students, I think they will consider 
the case more favourably." 

NOTE 2. 
:Mr. NaO' subsequently wrote:-
" I am ~fraid the Committee is not aware how 

the civil engineering graduates are recruited for a 

course of kaining. As a rul~ they are taken as 
jur,ior assistants ill the '~rawlllg ~ffice, and t.hen 
th .. y are shifted from. tIme to tJm~ to. varIOUS 
departments. There IS no apprenticeshIp for a 
civil en!!ineering gT"l~,(luat.e, as he knows already. the 
preliminary of engl~eerl?g. Befol'e ~ kne~ It, I 
applied for apprenhceslnp to the vanous firms of 
structural engineering, reinforced concrete, rail ways, 
harboors and docks, &c., and I invariably got the 
reply that there was no v,lcancy in the drawing 
office for a junior as.istant. Hence it will be 
evident to you that if a civil engineel'ing graduate 
wants any practical tl'ainin~ here. he must go as all 
assistant. I do not adVise hIm to goo as an 
apprentice; it is really meant for a boy who has no 
knowledge of engineering a~ all. F~om the very 
beginning of my work I calTled put Illdependently 
everything, so you cannot call me an apprentice. 

"Hence you must distinguish between the two 
cases :-

"(I).A boy without allY knc',vledge of 
engineering. 

"(2) A boy who is a graduate in civil 
engineering, and taking two together 
the apprenticeship and employment must 
also go together. 

" If you agree wit.h me, you e.hall find that there 
was no confusion." 

MONDAY, JULY 18, 1921 (LONDO:;l). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chai1"1/1an). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMCHANDHA RAO. 
~il!. C. E. W. JON~;S. 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 

Present: 
SAHIIIZADA AFTAB AHlIAD KijAN. 
lIb. A. P. 11. FLEMING. 
DR. S. K. Jh'l"I'A. 
l\h~s L. M. BROOKS. 

lib. E. G. HOWARTH, J St' 
1\1 R. R. E. l!'IELD, ecre anes. 

SIR CHARLES E. MALI.ET, Secretary for Indian Students at the India Office from July 1912 to 
December 1916, was called and examined. 

He supplied a written memorandum which is same feeling showed itself at Oxford aud Camblidge. 
printed below. But as time went on the hostility declined, and when 

He stated that lhe Students' Department dated the students fOllnd that the Advisers were able to 
from his nppointment in 1912, but that the work give them practical help, they were more ready to 
had been started on rather different lines several make Ube of them. He thought that in the course 
years before under Dr. (now Sir Thomas) Arnold. of the four years the students were beginning to 
Dr. Arnold's work had been concentrated at ·realise that the Department could help them and 
21 Cromwell n.oad, and there had been no depart- did not wish to interfere with their freedom. But 
m~nt in the strict sense· of the term at the India then the war came, t,he numbers diminished and 
Office until 1912. the whole situation was changed. 
, The work and policy of the Department had not He r;g~rded the Department as an organisation 
greatly altered during the four years he had held for assIstlllg students, and he acted on the policy 
thE' post of Secretary for Indian Students, and he that supervision of any kind should be confined 
thought that before the end of that time it was to the narrowest possible limits. During his 
slowly making way. 'I'her~ w.ere considerable 4l years of office he had done all he could to 
difficulties to overcome to begin With, because Eome convinl:e the students that Ids object was to be of 
of the students and their friends were inclined to use to them, to help them to get introductions 
resent the interference of the India Office, and to which they could not get elsewhere, and to enahle 
suggest that a Department under the reg~s of -the them to obtain facilities at Universities and other 
India Office should be bClycotted or chanly used. educational institutions which without a friend at 
The Department had to win its way with the COl1rt they were not likely to secure 'I'he 
students, before it could be of any assistance to position at Oxford and. Cambridge was peculiar: 
them. When he got into close touch with them as As a result of conversatIOns and conferences which 
individuals, he thought their confidence was won he had had with the College Authorities he had 
in a great many cases, but the Department had no come to the conclusion that in order to facilitate 
power of winnin&, the confi~enr.e of those !,ho the admission of Indian studentR to certain colleges 
avoided it, and With whom It could not get mto at those two Universities, it was necessary to 
touch. ... . establish a system of guardianship, and to appoint 

The appointment of offiClal AdVlRers at Umverslty someone who would answer for the boys as a 
centres was to some extent resented by those who parent or master would answer in the case of 
disliked India Office interference. Some opposition j<:ngl~sh students. 'I'hat. ~ecessarily involved a. 
was at first organised against Local Advisers in certalD amount of SUpel"VlSIOn over their finances 
Glasgow and Edinburgh, and to a lesser extent the and a cel-iiain amount of personal control. But h~ 
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felt that unless that system had been adopted, the 

-college,1i would have closed their dool's even more 
than they did. It seemed to him that it was 
worth the students' while to accept the system, 
which, wisely and kindly exercised, was not a 
thing to which much objection could fairly btl 
taken. 

He did not feel there was the same necessity .lor 
guardianship elsewhel'e than at Oxford and 
-Cambridge, because at Universities where the 
collegiate system did not exist the same kind of 
guarantees were not required. But he thought 
that guardianship had some uses from the point of 
view of parents in India, who were ~ometimes 
unllappy or uncertain about the lives led by their 
boys in this country. He thought that some 
parents did value a system under which they could 
write to the Department about their sons, especially 
in regard to their health, their finances, and their 
progress, and receive information such as would be 
given by a tutor or confidantial friend. It might 
happen that in some cases, if the Department did 
its duty, it would have to report unfavourably, and 
to f<ay to a parent: "Your boy is not doing well 
.. , here. He is not working as you would like him to 
.. , work. He is spending more money than you 
~. allow him." That was of course a delicate task. 
But he was sure that in some cases, if students had 
been willing to accept this system they might have 
.avoided It good deal of trouble and have spent 
happier lives in this country. He had, however, 
.al ways felt that guardianship conld only be success
fully carrieu out when the students accepted it 
and the parents desired it. It had nevel' been the 

.{lbject of the Department to press it 01' to carry it 
too far. 

Questioned as to the steps taken to try and 
-cultivate personal relation~hlps with the students, 
the witness pointed out that that was the main 
-object of the appointment of the Local Advisers at 
University centres. Men like Mr. Benians, the 
first Adviser at Cambridge-who was a Fellow of 
St. John's College-spent a great part of their time 
in endeavouring to know the Indian students as 
friends. In London the personal side of the work 
was largely concentrated at 21, Cromwell Road. 
'There, Dr. Arnold had an Indian Assistant, Mr. Sen, 
who was appointed largely because it was hoped 
that as an Indian he would be able to get on friendly 
-terms with the students. And Mr. Fit-ld, during 
the time he was acting as Warden of the House, 
had been an intimate' friend of a good many. 
Dr. Arnold might have been a little weighted by the 
fact that he a.cted as gual'dian to a certain number 
of students, some of whom were not always easy to 
-deal with, but he had many friends among the 
-students and was always ready to help and advise. 

He had not been able as Secretary to visit 
many individual students at University centres, 
nor would such personal visits perhaps have been 
1l1toO'ether welcome unless there wtlre special reasons 
-for them. Dut during his period of office h& did 
make a number of viRits to Oxford, Cambridge, 
Edinburgh and Manchester to different groups of 
studentH, and on those occasions he saw a good 
many of them. He would gladly have carried these 
visits further had the students as a whole been 
more willing to meet him. Moreover, the Oxford 
.and Citmbridge students came to London a good 
-deal in the vacations, and many of them then called 
upon him at the India Office or met him in Crom
well Road or elsewhere. 

But students at more distant Universitiel he 
.saw of course more rarely, and generally speaking 
he had to leave the opportunity of getting ~ know 
these students personally rathtlr to the Ad Vlsel'S on 
the spot. 

lt waq undoubtedly the right plan. for the staff 
.{If the Department to t~y to get 1U~0 personal 
-contact with the students, lU order to diSCUSS their 

difficulties and to remove any misunderstandings 
that might exist. Bot in some cases it WIIS not 
always easy to get the siudents to meet membelS of 
the staff. 'Vhen he first took offi"e he was very 
anxious to get into touch with the stndents in 
London, especially with those who fought shy of 
21, Cromwell Road, and he therefore invited them 
to come to a meeting and to explain any gl'ievances 
they felt. There had been a crowded meeting and 
a useful discussion, in the course of which the 
students had put ilheir case to him, and he had 
endeavonred to meet their views and to answer 
their criticism... He thought that at the end of 
that meeting they were 'already on much better 
terms, and that he had been able to disabuse some 
of them of certain prejudices and misunder
standings. But those who were opposed to the 
existence of the Department did not wish to see 
misunderstandings removed in this way; and 
although he made repeated efforts to arrange other 
meetings of the same kind, he had to a large extent 
been prevented from doing so by the attitude of 
this opposition. 

If there had been no question of guardianship, 
he agreed that olle source of dIfficulty for the 
Department might have been remOVEd. But he 
was of opinion that the chief source of difficulty 
was the 01licial connection with the India Office. 
If he had not been an official, he wonld eel'hlinly 
not have experienced so much difficulty in getting 
into touch with the students. Apart from the 
situation at. Oxford and Cambridge. which was 
peculiar and called for special arrangements, he 
thought it might be said that mOTe was lost than 
gained by the system of guardianship. 

On the other hand, he did not at present see how 
it would he possible to arrange for the work of the 
Department to be calTied on by any organisation 
that had no official connection. Somll of the 
students were very capable, and could probably 
organiRe satisfactory machinery to represent their 
views. But he felt that under present conditions 
they needed a friend at Court-somebody who had 
influence with or a hold upon English institutions. 
He did not for the moment see how that friend at 
Court was to be obtained outside the India Offictl, 
or someone connected with official circles. It 
might, perhaps, be possible to get a man of 
influence at the Hal' to act as the Indians' friend in 
legal circles. But a man of great influence would 
not be likely to have much time to spare. It might 
not be impossible (subject to the same objection) 
to get a man of influence at Oxford or at Cam
bridge to act as the Indians' friend there. And at 
other Universities, if the right man was chosen 
and could give the necessary time, it might be 
found that he would be able to secure for Indians 
the technical facilities whieh the Department and 
its Advisers had been rather successful in obtaining 
in some cnses, but he did not see how an 
organisation of Indian students could very well 
hope to secure the right man, the influential man, 
needed to help them in pressing their claims on 
British institutions-rather a difficult and thankless 
task-unless they had the weight and knowledge 
of some official body like the India Office behind 
them. 

He did not agree with the view of some students 
that the Department had been of little value to 
them in the matter of ses:uring admission to 
Universities. He thought they did not always 
know the facts. It might, of course, occasionally
happen that a Rtudent came over who had been 
informed by the Department, on the strength of state
ments made by the University Authorities, that 
there was no room for more applicants at a certain 
College, and who was fortonate enough to find all 
nnexpected vacancy and to make a good impression 
on the college hea.d or tutor whom he saw. If fll) 

it was all to the good. But such cases were not. 
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numerous iu his time. If they had been more 
numerous of late he was not aware of it-the fact 
must have been due to the abnormal conditions of 
the times. He agreed, of COU1"se, that if a student 
,secured admission after having been told by the 
Department that there was no room for him, it was 
only natural that he should misunderstand the 
situation. But such occasional instances wonld 
probably always occni". If the Universities in 
Great Britain and IndIa would CQmmunicate freely 
with each other he thought it might b~ possible to 
set up some organisation or machinery in the Indian 
Universities consisting of men with a knowledge of 
British conditions to advise on the selection of 
Indian stud!mts for vacancies in Colleges here and 
to keep students iu India informed of the con
ditions at EngliRh educational institutions. The 
experiment might be worth trying. His only fear 
would bl' lest, if the co·operation were not close and 
thorouglI, the admissions to Oxford and Cambridge 
Collt>ges especially might become more limited than 
before. 

As regards tlle question of providing temporary 
accommodatioll for students on their first arrival ill 
England, he agreed that it was not essential that that 
accommodation should be provided by a Government 
Department. 

He thought that the duties flOW performed 
by Mr. Burnaby at Cambridge and Mr. BUITOWS 
at Oxford might be fulfilled by a college tutor 
if it were possible to find one who could spare 
the neces~ary time. blit it was in some ways a 
difficult and exacting task, and whoever under
took it would certainly l'equire to be paid. He 
did not at present see where the money needed 
was to come from unless it was provided by 
Government. He did not know if it could be 
raised from Indian sources. The Universities, the 
Colleges, the Inns of Court and the hospitals in 
this country were not, he thought., at all likely to 
set aside money fOI· the pUI'Pose. 

His impression from correspondence with the 
Indian Committees was tlIat it miglIt be possible 
for the Provincial Advisory Committees to calTY 
their work a good deal further, if they wel-e more 
fully developed and had more funds at their 
disposal. He would also have liked to see more 
attention given to the student problem in official 
quarters in India. His impression was tlJat the 
mat.ter had not always received in India the 
attention it required. 

While he was in charge of the Students' Depart
ment he had corresponded directly with each of 
the Provincial Advisory Committees. '1.'here had 
beeu. no central clt>aring house in India, but he 
wrote to the different secretaries freely tlnd 
constantly. He was not Rure that a Central 
Advisory Committee in India wOllld have assisted 
his work. He had thought that the Education 
Oepal-tment of the Government of India miglIt 
fulfil that function, but they may have felt that it 
was not their task. The system of direct corre
spondence with the local committees had been very 
usefll1. He had often received information from 
the secretaries which he would hltve been sorry to 
hltve missed. It might perhaps lIimplify matters 
if there were a head office in India to which 
cataloglles, prospectuses, &c., of institutions in this 
country could be !:lent for di~tribution. But he 
would feel more conffdent that they would aITive 
at their destinations at an early date if they were 
sent direct to the Committees. 

He did llOt think it could be the case, as some 
students occasionally alleged, that the Advisory 
Committees in India never had up-to-date informa
tion, or that the calendars of English Universities 
in their possession were often two or three years 
old. 1'here was no reason why that should be so. 
Every year a budget of information, prospec~uses 
()f all kinds and on almost every educatIOnal 

subject, were regularly sent from London in his:. 
dlty to each of the Advisory Committee~ in rndia. 
He sa.w no reason why the system should not work 
well, and he believed it did-although it might, DO 

doubt, be possible to can·y it further. 
He a,ttached great importance to tlIe question of 

providing further education in India itself. In his 
opinion that was the only real solution of the whole
problem. He thought that many of the fitudents 
with whom he came into contact during his period 
of office would not have cOllie to this country if 
they could have got the educational facilities they 
needed in India, and if it had been brought home
to them that it could be obtained thet·e. 

He had little doubt that the hostility displayed 
by the students towards the Department in tlIe 
earliel· stages of its existence, was largely 
due to a suspicion that it existed for the PUll'OSe
of watching their political opinions. That 
was really the chief obstacle, far more seriouR 
than guardianship or anything else. He had 
always told the students freely that he cared 
nothing about their opinions if they behaved 
properly here. Rut there were no doubt others at. 
the India Office who did not altogether share this 
view and who may have thought it was the duty 
of the Department to keep an eye upon the 
students' political opinions. He t.hought that view 
was dilllinishing in force by the time he left, and 
it was never held by him at any time. 

He did not kllow of any secret f'ervice work 
connected with the India Office. There was of 
course the work of the Judicial and Public Depart. 
ment, but he could not say how far that touched on 
matterll of secret service. He had had nothing to
dD with such questions and they formed no part 
of the work of his Department. Incidentally 
questions touching on politics might of course crop 
up. At one time during the war, for example, when 
thel·e was a very difficult sit.uation in Ireland,one
of the Government of India scholars at Oxford 
went to Dublin and was thought to have been 
involved for the moment in political agitation 
there. The Head of his College heard of it and 
took a rather serious view, and eventnally the 
witness asked the scholar to go and see him about 
it. He point"d out that it was not playing the 
game for a Government scholar to take part in 
political demonstrations, and he thought that the 
student bad accepted this view and had not mixed 
himself up again with such l!J.atters while he "VI as at 
Oxford. That was the only case he could remember
in which he was definitely asked to intervene with 
regard to a student's political views. 

The Department had no machinery for keeping 
him informed as to tlle political opinions or activities 
of Indian students in this count,y, and lIe had not 
regarded it all part of his duty to report to the 
Secretary of State on such matters. 

He would gener~lIy, he thonght, have been 
informed of any action regarding students taken by 
other Departments of the India Office. But it was 
conneivable that there might have been reports. 
sent to the Secretary of State by other Depart
ments of which he kllew nothing. The mOTements 
of the students were not watched by him or his 
Department. 

On it being pointed out that according to the 
evidence given before the Committee the feeling
still exis~ed among the students that the Depart
ment eXIsted for the purpose of espionage the 
witne~s replied that it must be remembered' that 
the Bureau at Cromwell Road had been established 
only a few months before the mnrder of Sir Curzon 
Wy!ie in Jul>: 1909, which had l~ft a very bitter 
feehng and mIght },ave resnIted 1D action by the 
authorities of Scotland Yard. He thought that th&
impression, if it st~lI existed among the students ... 
was largely a sllrvIval from that time when there
was no doubt justifiable alarm in certain quarters. 
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He did not see how the suspiclOn cOllld be 
-dispelled otherwise than by the quiet work of the 
Department and possibly by the personality of its 
..staff. So long as the Department had an official 
...conneHtion, and 80 long as Government had n.ny 
kind of secret service, the suspicion wa'J' lin.ble to 
persist, and he did not really ·see how it could be 

.avoided altogether. 
He was in favour of the 8uggeqtion that the 

U IIi ver~itie8 should themselves directly undertake 
the care of JlIdian students withnut any intermediate 

.authority. But his fear was that British institu
tions which had been induced to admit students 
more freely owing to representations made I,y the 
Department, might make its abolition 11 pretext for 
Withdrawing the concessions made. 

As regards the nsefulness of the I.ocal Ad visers 
.~t Gln.sgow, Edinburgh and Manchester, the witness 
pointed out that he could not speak in regard to 
present conditions, but he thought that anyone 

.a.cqul\.inted with the work done by Mr. Bamford, the 
late Local Adviser at Glasgow, would have been 
-convin.:led of the usefulness of the office. His 
recollection was that the great majority of the 
Indian studeuts at Glas!!'ow had found Mr. Bamford 

·of the greatest possible aSRistance to them in 
.securing facilities for practical training in enginE'er
ing. He agreed that unless the necesRity for an 

-official agency was amply made out, it had better be 
.given up. 

He pointed out that the Indian student problem. 
.at Edinburgh was rather a serious one in his time. 
'There were 8. considers bIt' number of Indians there 
who formed a community apart. They stood to 

.'& large extent outside the ordinary life of the 
University, and the relations betwe~n them and the 
rest were not altogether happy. What was wanted 
was to bring about it. better state of feeling, to make 
them more a part of the life 01 the place, and to 
·encourage other students to recognise them more 
fully as colleagues and friends. Ifor that work a 
mall of rather exceptional gifts who had the con
fidence of both sides was needed. He did not know 
how far that problem had now been solved at 
Edinburgh. If it were trne that the activities 

--of the present Local Adviser were practically 
limited to about 15 students, he would agree that 
the experiment had not as yet succeeded. But he 
would remain of opinion that somebody who could 
bring tog;ether the Indian and the Scottish students 
would be of great value to them all. 

He was of opinion thll.t it ought to be made 
unnecessary for Indian stuclents to come to this 

,-country in order to be called to the Bar, and he 
.adhered to the views on that point expressed in his 
last Report on the work of the Indian Students' 
Department. He entirely agreed that full con-

. sideration must be given to the objections urged 

. against the establibhment of au independent Indian. 
Bar. But llis o,vn belief was that the evils for 
Indians of the present system far outweighed any 

oadvantages which it possessed. His impression 
was that the difficulties in the Wl.l.y ofe his proposal 

·could wjth care be overcome. 
He rather llesitated to make suggestions on the 

subject of the organisation of the Advisory Com
mittees in India, because he had nO first;hll;nd 
knowledge of conditions there. But h~ would lIke 
to see, if possible, small working CommIttees estab
lished at each University centre-not merely 

-ornamental Committees of distinguished people
t..Ompolied of men who knew the conditions of 

-educa.tion in EnO'land and in India. Each Com
mittee should ha;'e a secretary who could inter\ iew 

'studenta ft>eelyand travel about. and c?nfer ~ith 
the other Committees. And, If posslble, they 

,should have local correspondents or representatives 
who would take some trouble to bring home the 
necessary information to students and theil> pare';lts 
:in the provincial districts. If money and pams 

were forthcoming to make the whole organisation 
a real thing, and if it was clear that the Govern
ment were determined to make the whole system 
efficient, he thought that possibly a good start to 
solve the problem might be made. 

As regards the sllggestion that the Universitil's 
should themselves cleal with the ma.tter (II the 
admiRsioIl of IndIan students, he thought it would 
be necessary if that proposal were carried out to 
have Rome special representative at each University 
centre. But by all means if it were practicable 
let him be a University rather than a Government 
official. 

The Uuiversity authorities had iu each case been 
consulted by the Department before the posts of 
Local Advisers were created, and • the persons 
appoint.ed to fiU those posts were in every case 
suggested by the Univflrsityauthorities. In Edin
burgh the previous consultation with the Uni
versity authorities was particularly close. Tho~e 
who thought otherwise did not know the facts. 

In reply to an enquiry as to what arrangements 
could be made fOl· the practical training of technical 
students if the Students' Department were to cease 
to exist, the witnp.Rs replied that it was dIfficult to 
say. 'l'here were two classes of technical students, 
those who were already grounded in practical 
work and who came here to take a theoretical 
course at a University, and those who came for 
practical training only. 'l'he orst class would 
probably be able to alTange for their technical 
tra.ining through the authorities of the University 
at which they took their theoretical course. But 
the Universities could hardly be expected to help 
the latter class; and for the moment he did not see 
who was to act as intermediary on their behalf, 
except the Students' Department, or whatever 
OJ>ganisittion might take its place. The whole 
question of practICal tra.ining was by no means an 
easy one, and consldel able influence was necessary, 
in certain trades especially, in order to obtain the 
facilities required> He did not think that the 
University authorities, even in the ca.se of University 
students, would always have more influence in this 
matter than I!- Government Department. 

If the Students' Department wp.re abolished, he 
could not say what arrangements would be necessary 
for dealing with Government scholars. They 
clearly would have to be under the advice of 
Government representative:!, and if their allowances 
came from an official source, there wonld have to be 
some official supervision of their training. 

Asked what connection there was between the 
Local Advisory Committees in India and the 
Students' Departmeut, the witness said that it was 
one of close correRpon<ience and co-operation. The 
connection could be made very much what the 
Department and the Committees chose to make it . 
As soon as he took up office he wrote personal letters 
to all t.he local Secretaries in Iudia asking for their 
help and advice. In nearly all cases they responded 
readily, and as time went on a good deal of corre
spondence passed bet"\Veen them and him. The 
Secretaries had acted upon hiR suggestion that they 
should write reports on their work every year, to be 
embodied in the report which he prepared. 

He understood that most of the members of tbese 
Committees served in a voluntary capacity, but 
that some small fee-probably rather au inadequate 
fee-was paid to the Secretaries. 

It was undoubtedly one of the difficulties from 
which the Students' Department suffered, that it 
was not sufficiently in touch with local conditions 
and students in India. If the connection could be 
largely developed it would make a difference. 

In his time a great many students came to 
England without having sought the assistance of 
their local Committee, sometimes they deliberately 
refrained from applying to tLe Committee. But 
he thought that as the Committees became better 
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known and organised, students tended to consult 
them more. His impression was that the Local 
Advisory Commit.tees were not fostered. and 
enoouraged enough by the Government of IndIa; he 
would like to have seen much more done in that 
way. 'I.'here was also, no doubt, room for more 
complete co-operation between the Indian Students' 
Department Itnd the ~ov~rnment of In~ia. He 
had sometimes found 1t dJ1ncuh to get hIs recom
mendations attended to in India as he would have 
liked. 

He did not attempt to keep registers following 
up each Indiau student's career. But his Depart
ment kept a register of t~ose students 'Yho. applied 
to it and papers regardmg each applIcatIOn were 
kept 'and could always be consulted. He did Jlot 
think a larger register would have been of much use. 

He thought that in normal times the Department 
had-although with difficulty-been able to secure 
all the facilities required for the practical training 
of Government technical scholars. 

He could' not say whether in this respect the 
Secretary of State or the High Commissioner was 
likely to be the more successful. 

A.s regards medical students, he thought that 
those who came to England after having graduated 
in India were the most successful. There was 
undoubtedly great difficulty in securillg hospital 
appointments for them. He was inclined to think 
that that difficulty was greater- partly on account 
of the increase in numbers-during his time than 
it had beeu befoIe. '1'he sex quesLion had no doubt 
something to do with it, but not in his judgillent 
so much as was sometimes alleged. He thought 
that a larger share of hospital appointments could 
be }Ind ought to be given to lIuccessful Indian 
medical students 

He agreed with the view that there was consider
able danger that Indian students coming to this 
counky, where industry was very highly organised, 
for practico.l training might not get the kind of 
training best suited to the positions available when 
they went home. He thoug-ht it was possible that 
many of the facilitIes that the Department was 
trying to secure for stud~nts ill England might be 
secu:red or made available in India if the ri2'ht 
steps were taken to provide them. The trainIng 
which the Government scholars received in England 
had not always enabled them to ohtain the positions 
that they desired III Tndia. The scholars were not 
always very happil] selected, and he thought there 
was room for considp,rahle improvement in that 
point. Some of them, finding it difficult to get 
employment in India, had gone to other countries 
like Oauada and America or Japa,n, aud pl'obably 
'more would have gone to foreign countries if the 
Department had not rather set its face against it. 

He could not say how far adequate attempts had 
been made in India to secure the co-operation of 
Indian manufacturers in obtaining posts for returned 
scholars. rIe thought that the Government of 
India would have to accept more responsibility for 
placing the men whom they sect over to be 
trained. 

The regulation requiring Indian students applying 
for admissinn to the Inns of Court to produce a 
certificate from the collector or deputy commirssioner 
was, he thought, in existence when he first came 
to the Students' Department. After he had taken 
office, the Inns of Oourt were asked to take his 
ceL'tilicate instead, provided that that certificate was 
given on tilt' stre~gth ?f a re~ommen~ation from all 
Ad visory CommIttee m IndIa. ThIS they agreed 
to do. Ht' could not say whether the regulation 
was framed on the initiative of the Imlia Office. If 
it was, he agreed that it rcight have tended to 
increase the suspicion of the Department felt by 
the students. 

If the Department had been able to do all that 
lie hoped would be -possible, he thought it would 

have helped substantially to impl'ove the relation
ship between Indians and Englishmen, and that 
was It bigger thing than the mere securing of 
admissions for Indian students. He thought that 
such things as the Hospitality Committee and thtt
work of 21, Cl'omwetl Road were valuable ill this. 
direction. He thought it might be possible to 
extend the activities of the Department so as to 
include othe.r functions such liS getting the students, 
into touch WIth literary, economic, charitable and 
industrial activities in this country. 

He did not remember many references made to 
him -'with regard to particular students who had 
applied for appointments in Indian services. But 
such references might be made, and he had at one 
time served on a Committee at the lloard of 
Rducation to assist in the selection of caudidates 
for posts in the Indian Educational Service. If a 
Department referred to him about an applicant" 
the enquiry would probably be confined to his 
educational attainments and general character, and 
would not be likely to deal with his political 
opinions. 

In reply to an enquiry as to whether there would 
not be considerable ri&k, if the Department were
abolished and its work undertaken by the Advisory 
Committees in India, in co· operation with the
Universities ill this country, that the new system 
might break down and things revert to their former

,unsatisfactory state, the witness replicd that he 
thought that that was an obvious danger. Unless. 
there were somebody in this country with a certain 
amount of authority to press on anthorities like the
Heads of collegeR or the Inm~ of Court the recom
mendations received from India, he doubted if they 
would receive the attention which they deserved. 

In his time there was also an Advisory Com
mittee in London connected with the Indian 
Students' Dppartment. Lord Ampthill was the 
Chairman and the Committee consisted in part of 
Indian residents in this country. He thought that. 
this Committee when originally appointed might 
perhaps have been of Home value. .But after the 
establishment of the Department it rather resembled 
a fifth wheel in the coaclJ. There was not much 
u'seflll work for it to do and it came to an end 
because there did not appear to be much reason to
maintain it longer. He did not think it had 
proved to be of service in removing misunder
standings on the part of students. 

WRlTTEN STATEMENT BY SIR CHARLES R. lfALLET. 

It may perhaps be of use to the Committee if 
I try to "um up the position in regard to Ind'ian 
students as it appeared to me after four or fivtt
yeal's in the Shdents' Depaltment at the India 
Office. 

Members of the Oommittee have, I think, lately 
been in consultation with the Universities and the
In~s of Court, and they will understand the general 
attItude of these and other British lDstitutions. 
'rhe problem of course tends to become more
,difficult as the number of Indian students in this 
~ountry increases. A small number is easily 
absorb.ed. A large num~e .. , ",,;hether ~t Cambridge 
or Edmbllrgh or at Lmcoln sInn, 1S always in 
some danger of forming a separate community, cut 
off from the large society of which it is a part. 
British educational institutions are of courRe in
dependent bodies with tlIeir own rilles and exa~ina-
tion standards, and their own requirements in 
regard to certificates of capacity and conduct. 
'I.'hey are not prepared to waive these either for
English or for Indian applicants. But Indian 
btudents do not always realise that rules of this 
kipd cannot be set aside. In the case of an 
Englis~ applicant !or admission, a. college tutor can 
nsc.ertmn t.he boy s .whol~ story. see his parents •. 
wnte to hIs master, obtam all the information he~ 
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'require,';. In the case of an InJian applicant he 
wants similar information on whil!h he can rely. 
This is not always easily furnibhed. Students do 
not always understand why it is needed. They 
themRelves sometimes hava a very insufficient idea 
of what English institutions require, and college 
authorities, Inns of Court officials and othe1'8, faced 
with applIcations from men of whom they know 
little, ttsked to accept testimonials and certificates 
the value of whillh they find it hard to judge, not 
unnaturally turn to -the India Office for the 
guarantees they seek. It is wallt of reliable 
information of this kind, coupled sometimes with 
the want of sufficiant education, and often with the 
want of sufficiently long notice, which has been' the 
chief difficulty in the way of Indian students 
gaining admission to UniversitIes hert'. 

The Gniversity difficulty would be sensibly 
• diminished if Indi!tll students would recognise that 

therll are other Universities in this country besides 
Oxford and Cambridge well worth their attention
modern Universities with as hi~h a standard aud 
leI's fixed tr'aditions, which are easier of access, less 
expern.ive to live in, and in some respects better 
suited to men who have been brought up differently 
from the average English public school boy. A.t 
Ma,nche!>ter and Leeds-to mention two examples 
only--Indian student,; have sometimes found 
opportunities and a welcome not to be despised. 
As regards tlie Universities the problem is to make 
students in India realise their requirements before 
they come over, and to furnish tbe authorities in 
England with information on which they can rely. 
l'his was the work of thl1 Students' Department 
at the India Office, in touch with AdVIsory Com
mittees' iu India and with Local Advisers at the 
Universities here. 'rhis wns the main object of the 
guardianship system-to supply the guarantees 
which the college desired. But the difficulty has 
~lways been, 011 the one hand, to get the necessary 
facts about the requirements of British institutions 
diffuscd in India and believed by students there, 
and, 011 the other hand, to convince the students in 
this country that the India Office advisers were 
there to help them and not to interfere with their 
freedom. Suspicion of Government intervention 
both ill India, I imagine, and certainly in England, 
has been the chief difficulty to overcome. 

l'he problem with ~he Inns of Court and the 
hospitals is substantially the same. The hospital 
problem is the less serious, of the two. But the 
position there is not altogether satisfactory. The 
hospitals are, no doubt, within their rights ill 
pointing out that their capacities are limited, and 
in claiming that Indian studellts who apply for 
admission should be men of good c\lamcter and 
should have made some substantial progress in 
medical studies before they come. They are right 
also in pointing- out that it increases the difficulty 
if Indian medical f<tu-ients insist on congregating at 
one or two centres like London and Edinburgh, and 
that there are now first-rate facilities for medical 
education in other Universities like llirmingham, 
Durham, Manchest,er, Liverpool, and Leeds, of 
which Indian students do not avail themselves as 
they might. But still the figures show that ~ome 
of the London hospitals have not lately admItted 
as many Indian students as wa might fairly expect. 
It is no answer t,o the Indian claim to say that 
Egyptialls, Japanese, and Americans are admit~ed 
more freely. And it is true ~o say that IndIan 
students, even of proved capaCIty, have not of ~ate 
years been offered their fair share o~ hosplt~l 
appointments. The remedy for these grIevances IS 
not so easy to su:rgest. Coercion of the hospitals 
in such a matter is not practicable. But pe1'slstent 
representations made in the right quarter ought. to 
do something to remove just. causes of compl~lUt. 
-Only it is not easy to !lee how such rep1'esentatlO~ls 
{lould be made effectively except by some offiCIal 
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authority with the influence of the India Office at 
its back. 

'Vith the Bar the problem is lal·ger. It is 
probably the chief difficulty to be faced. I do not 
know if Indian opinion fully realises how unsatis
factory and how full of possibilitie6 of mischief the 
present system is. It brings many young men to 
this country, often with insufficient education and 
insufficient means, to spend three or four years, or 
it may be much longer, at a critical period in their 
II yes, cut off from all the a~sociations and obligations 
of home. It requir·es them to make sacrifices ill 
point of money which thllY and their parents. can 
often ill afford, to live often in inferior London 
lodging!! among inferior society, to struggle with 
examinations which many of them fail to pass, and 
to return in many cabes, when several years have 
been practically wasted, no better fitted to earn 
their living than they were before. The system 
is hardly fair to the boys themselves. It is hardly 
fair to the experienced Indian pleaders who cannot 
afford to come here to get called, alld who have to 
yield precedence often to half-trained men. The 
fact that some law students 40 well, work hard, 
join Universities, and return successful, does not 
outweigh the many disappointments which occur. 
It is no remedy for thIS state of things merely to 
stiffen the tlxaminations. That, though reasonable 
enough, only makes the problem worse. It is no 
remedy to pass High Court rules insisting on 
Indialls reading for a year in English chambers 
after their call That, though again quite reason· 
able, only increases the time and money which the 
student has to spend. It does not secure him 
admIssion to chambers worth joining. It does not 
necessarily make him work harder or secure him 
the kiud of training which he most requires. One 
understands well the reasons fOI' the present 
system, and the desire that Indian barristers should 
have every opportunity of studying in England and 
of sharing in the great traditions of the English 
Bar. But, looking at results, it is difficult to thillk 
that Indian students as It whole, or any large 
proportion of them, acquire much that is wor·th 
having in knowledge, traditions, character, or 
conduct from the system as it exists to-day. I 
believe that the only effective remedy will be found 
in pl'oviding for Indian barristers an alternative 
system of training at home, ill rendering it possible 
for them to be called to the Hal' in their own 
country, and to secure in India tIle legal education 
they require. 

I should like to be allowed to put forwat'd a few 
suggestions as to what might possibly be done in 
regard to these problems both in India and here. 
On our side, 1 think, a good deal can be done by 
quiet pressure, by urging the Indian case and claims 
steadily on educational authorities in this country. 
But if we are to do this successfully we want the 
"upport and co-operation of the students them
selves. We want a public opinion organised among 
them, which will not minimise faults of character, 
but will make it understood that cases of grave 
misconduct reflect on the whole community here, 
and injure the chances of the rest. We want the 
SUppOlt of in6.nential Indians, both when they are 
;n India and when they come over here, of leaders 
of opinion to whom the boys would listen with 
respect. Withont such support and co-operation 
no one who hies to 6ght the student;;' battle will 
succeed. I have a~ked myself often, is there any 
way of .. de-officialising " the system? . I~ there ~1 
form of unofficial or voluntary assOCIation whIch 
could replace the Rtudents' Department, wilh any 
hope of helping them as much, which would be 
sufficiently in touch with English ways and English 
people, or so likely to be listened to by the heads of 
Enalish institutions? I am sure that under present 
conditions Indian students in England need some 
such intel"Illediary, some ad vocate, some organisation, 

.All. 
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to help them in securing the rights they are 
entitled to claim. Can they supply this organlsa
tion over here themselV"es i' I do not quite see 
where, outside people connected .w~th the India. 
Office, the nccessary influence or dn vmg force could 
be found. And the young men after all are well 
.aware that the help of the India Offic~ is oft~n 
worth having,'11nd are oonstantly appealmg for It. 
I 1 hmk they would loose a powerful friend if the 
Students' Department were swept; away. It can 
do and has done a good deal to gain their admission 
to British institutions, and to furnish its con'e
spOl}-dents in India with the infurmation which 
students wLo propose to come over need. It has 
induced almost every Oxford and Cambridge College 
to take certaIn Indian students every year, provided 
their qualifications and certificates are sufficient. 
It has done a good deal to get ,them admitted as 
Bar students, to induce benchers to vouch for them 
at their call, to find them chambers flnd to plead 
their case wIlen regulations, either of the Inns of 
Court in London or of the High Courts in India, 
have pt'essed hardly on them. It has made interest 
for them at the hospitals: more IS sttll required 
there. It has found, not only for Government 
scholars, but for lUany other students in need of 
technical training, admirable oppnings with 
English firms. Influence in these cases is of use. 
I am not sure that a voluntary association of Indians 
in Eng-laud would find it easy to procure facilities 
of tIlis kind. '1'he Department has also done a good 
deal to interest English people in the pl'oblem, to 
help young Indians to find friends, holidl1J quarters, 
decent lodgings, comfortable homes. It has main
tained at 21, Cromwell Road, an establishment 
which, wIlatever its limItations, has been invaluable 
to many llew arrivals and a real centre for students 
of all conditions afterwards, and which has provided 
friends worth having for some of them in time of 
need. All this work can be developed. I think it 
is on tIle right hnes But if it had, as it ought to 
have, the support of the !.tudents themselves llnd of 
thp. leaders of Jndian opinion, it mIght be made 
two or three times as helpful and effective. 

But if Romething can be done in England, much 
more can be done in India. It. is, I think, only in 
India that the problem can be solved. It may even 
(leseI've more attention in India than it has yet 
l'eceivtid. If Indian st,udents are to continue to 
come here in large numbers, a good deal more 
()ught to be. done to brlDg home to them and to 
their parents the fact.s about BI1.tish conditions, 
examinations and requirements. Some of the 
Advisory Committees in India-Bombay is only 
Qne conspicuous example-have already done 
admirable work in this direction. But I caunot 
help thinking that, if they had more assistance and 
encouragement fl'om GoVe1'llmen~, more time and 
thought., and perhaps more money spent on them, 
by authorities who saw the importance of the 
problem and were determined to solve it, their 
work could be made far more successful. One 
does not lieed for these committees a long list of 
distinguished llltmes so much as n small group of 
efficient edueationists, in touch with home con
ditions and with Indian conditions too, in close 
correspondence with each other and with the 
Department in England, and with all the backiJ:g 
which authority could give. Students of chartl.cter 
and standing,returned from England, might perhaps 
be called in to help. Information, handbooks, 
pamphlets, prospectuses-not only in rega"d to 
English education, but in regard to the condition 
Qf English life-might be supplied from England 
or published locally. Arrangements for con
ferences, allowances for travelling, even occasional 
visits to England, might be of use. SometlJing, to 
bring the facts home to Indian boys and theil' 
parents, might,. perhaps, be dO.ne .through lo?al 
correspondents III the country dlstl'lCts, sometlnng 

by interesting Indian opinion, something possihly
through the Press. I do not wish to dogmatise OIl 

points like these; they must be thought out on the 
spot. But the essential thing is to make Indian 
opinion, Indian boys and parents, realise tllat the 
Advisory Committees, if properly supported by 
authority and trusted and consulted by the people, 
could do a great deal to make the student's life in 
England easier and more successful than it often is. 

Useful steps io remove difficulties c(mld also, 
I think, be t"ken by the .Indian U"iversities and 
the Indian High Courts. POl' instance, the 
Uni vel'sities of Oxford and Cambridge have refused 
to accept the Indilln intermediate examinations as 
the equivalent of responsions at Oxford and of the 
preliminary examination at Cambridge. The Inns 
of Court h~ve followed suit, and have refused to 
allow anything leEs than th" Indian B.A. examina
tion to qualify for admission to the Inns. The. 
remedy in this matter seems to lie largely with the 
Universities of India. If they, by acting too-ether. 
Ot· by standa, dising their exal11ination~, I:> could 
convince the Oxford and Camb"idge author, ties 
that the Indian intermediate is really equivalent to 
responsions or the preliminary examination, the 
Inns of CO~l't would probably come into line, and 
one stumbling-block would be removed for IUllian 
students in this country. 

Again, if the High Courts of India would 
consider together, possibly' in consultation with 
some legal auth(lrities here, the rules Jnu~t likely 
to secure a sati~factory training for Indian Bar 
students in this country, on point .. like the question 
of readillg in chambers, the position of Indian 
pleaders, and so forth, difficulties might perhnps 
be avoided or solved. 

~gain, in another n..atter improvemellt could 
easlly be brought about. '}'he (:hoice of Govern
ment scholars does liot seem, if I may say b(l, to 
have "?een always conrlucted on the right lines. If 
t~e. rIght men !l're selecte~, .with the right pre
hmmary edncatIOn and trallllng, these schlarships 
can be made II. great success. A first-rate tech
nical training for the right candidates can be 
secul'ed here, and th .. y can be sent back to be of 
real service to the indust"ies of their own country. 
But the scholal'l~ must be carefully chosen first 
This has not always been the case. ':Men }lave beel: 
selected wi~hont sufficiellt care or forethought, lind 
representatw,;!s made on thE' subject-especially the 
r~commelldatzons of a special committee under 
SIr Theodore Morison, which worked out the whole 
pl'obleID: with gre!l't thoroughness and made valuable 
snggestlOns-}lardly seemed while I lias at the 
Ind'a Office to receive in India the attention they 
deserved. Mureover, when these scholars are 
ch?sen and traille~, their start in life ought, I 
thmk, to be conSIdered. It is not 'right that 
schol~rs, when .carefully trained to help the in
~ustrIes .of IndIa, RhonM haV"e to seek occupation 
III AmErIca 01' Japan. I am convinced that this 
department of work would be made much mOl'e 
succesbfnl if it received in India the preliminary' 
thought and care which it requires. . 

One last poi,nt .. It is, I believe, in the de\'elop
",ent. of educatlOn III India that the only peI'IIlallent 
solutIOn of our problem lies. Hitherto the tradition 
has :teen that only men trained in F~ngland were 
qua~lfied fo~ .the "prizes of their profeqsion-in 
Indl~n admlllistrahon, medicine, law. 'Ve have 
readIly encoul'nged Indian IItudents to come bere 
fit and unfit, educated 01' uneducllted alld ha\.~ 
taught. them that a smatte,ing at least 'of J<:;nglish 
edu~atton was the best recommendation for 1"'0-
fessl?~al.suc?t:ss. Until we frankly abandon that 
tradItion IndIan students will inevitably B k h 
and b bI t' oc ere, . pro !l. y, .as .Ime goes on, in numbers with 
whIch BrItish lllstJtutions will refuse to cope 'V 
are at prehent manufacturing the difficull ies w: 
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del'lorl'. ;\1 ay it not be \\ ell to com,ider" hether 
this tradition hhould not be gi,'en up, and a lIew 
tradition substituted, namely, that India must and 
can pl'Ovi,le an adequate education even tor the 
ablest of her son8 P Instead of trying to make 
good Indians into indIflerellt Englishmen, to bUpel" 
impose a Ruperflcial English training in a few 
years at Oxford or a fe,; years in London at ~he 
Bar, might It not be possible to de"elop an Indian 
tYl1e at least as highly educated and as competent
even fOI' adminislrative purposes-as any hybrid r 
Surll an undert" king would be slow and ditfcult and 
cORtIr; but may it not be thai the change has 
to come? It would mean raising the stalldards 
of Indian Universities, and of Indian education 
generally, to levcls never yet attained. It would 

mean an Indian Bar alId Judicature, trained 
organise'd and developed on their own lines: 
It would mean a highly trained Medical Service, 
and opportunities for medical and indu,trial 
training far in advance of anything yet attempted, 
It would not of course mean, for many years 
at any rate, less intercourse with England or 
less intellectual stimulus from Euglish sources; 
quite the reverse. But it would be a natural 
instead of an unnatural Rystem, and Its home 
would be in India, not here. I do not under
rate the difficulties' involved in adoptillg snch 
a policy fully and frankly. But I submit tllat it 
may prove to be the only fiual remedy for the 
difficulties wc find in the Indian student problem 
to-day. 

\ , 
SIR WILI,IAM S. MEYER, G.C.I.E., K.C S.l., High Commissioner for India, was called and examined., 

He supplied a wl'itten statement which is Questioned as to tbe nature of the selection made 
printed below. by the Department, the witness explained that the 

Que~tioned aK to wbether he ll~d .take~ ?l' ~as Department did not make any selection, and did not 
contemplating any steps to deal wlth t.he difficultIes profess to discriminate between the merits of 
tlUlt arose from the Universities telling tIle Students' individual applicallts. It would naturally put at 
Department that all vacancies wel'e filled and the beginuing of the lists, which It sent to the 
subsequently admitting Indian studentli when they Secretaries of the Inter.Collegiate Committee and 
came and made personal applictt.tion, the witneNs the Delegacy, the men whom it considel ed specially 
statecl thut the chief difficulties with which he qualified, but there was no implication that the list 
hall personally been brough~ into contact had was a competitive one. The only definite preferer.ce 
rl'ference to Oxford and Cambl'ldge, and arose from the Colleges had agreed to give was to Government 
the autonomy of the Colleges WIlD w .. re very scholars and probationers. The difficulty that 
naturally insistent on keeping in their own hands resulted from a student on the spot securing an 
the pow"r of rejecting 01' admitting applicants. It unexpected vacancy that might occur late in the 
had happened in the pa~t th~t students .had co~e year in preference to men still in India with better 
over here with rather mfel'lDl' aeademlc quahfi- qualificationR, could not he entirely obviated, 
catiollR and the nepartment had said in a friendly because the mall on the spot was always bound to 
way: :, 'We do not think, in view of the present have some advantage over a mall who was not; but 
"rush of applicnnts, that yon are likely to get it might be overcome to some extent by persuading 
"into (say) Oxford." Some students then went the Colleges to adopt a reserve list of applicants, 
and clamoured for admission on a College doorRtep who would be admitte,l if any of those selectcd 
and in time their importunity was rewarded. Then dropped out later on. The only way in which the 
they went buck to their friends and said: .: Look difficulty could be satisfactorily o,ercome would be 
•. what has Itappened to us. The Indian Students' for the students to learn by experience that. 
" Department said we could not get in, but we h~ve generally speaking, it was not worth their while t() 
" done so, so it is perfectly clear that the IndIan come to this country unless they had secured a 
" Student:,' Department was telling lies and simply definite offer of admission beforehand. 
" did not want Indian students to be admitted." 

He had visited both Oxford and Cambridge, and 
while l'ecog'Disiug that College autonomy could not 
be interfered with, he had got the Colleges to agree 
befol'e admitting Indian students to consult with 
the Secretary to the Inter-Collegiate Indian l:itudt'nts 
Committee (in the case of Oambridge) or the 
Secretary to the Delegacy for Oriental Students (in 
the case of Oxford), who were in possession of the 
lists of the Department, and knew which ~~plicants 
might be considered to be the best qualified, He 
had also Q'Ot the Colleges to agree to give preference 
to India~ Civil Service and Forest probationers 
and Govet'nment scholars on the strength of his 
assurance that it might be taken for gr'anted that 
they would be picked men. The Colle.ges had 
stated that their difficlllty was that somehmes the 
Government of India did not select its pl'obationers 
and scholars until rather late, but he had promised 
to "'et the Government of India to notify in 
Feb~·uury or March t'ach year the number of ~en 
they would be sending over for the followmg 
Michaelmas term and the Colleges had agreed to 
book those notic~s and to admit men who came 
witltiu them. He recognised that the Colleges 
could not go merely on intellectual. attainments, 
and very often had to look. at, for lDstance, the 
social qualifications of an app~lC~nt; but he thought 
}le might. say that the negot.rahoJols he had put. on 
foot hl\d tended to reduce the dIfficulty resultmg 
from the Colleges admit.tiug Ulell whom the 
Indian Students' Department would not have 
l'ecollllllellded. 

. As regards the suspicions of the students that 
the Department existed for the purpobe of spying
upon their political opinions, the witness stated 
that he had made special enquiries upon the point, 
and could definitely say that no officer of the 
Department would spontaneously communicate 
with the India Office 01' Scotland Yard in regard t() 
the political activities of any student. He would 
certainly not regard it as the duty of any member 
of the Department 01' anyone connected with it, 
either in the organisation in India 01' as Local 
Advisers at the Universities in this country, to 
obtain information about the political opinions of 
students, nor would he give them a cordial 
reception if they were to make spontaneous 
statements regarding the student~' activities. 

lie thought that the officers of the Department 
who were in immediate contact with the students 
did all they could to remove their suspicions in this 
matter, and he pointed out th:.t neither of the 
present two Joint Secretaries had any bureaucratic 
leanings, and that ~he men under them were 
similarly situated. 

The function of endeavouring to get into touch 
with the stndents studying at Provincial Univer
sities was primarily that of the Local Advi~er 
concerned, where there was one, but he did regard 
it as a fault in the working of the Department that 
its central officers had not visited the Gni,-ersity 
centl'es sufficiently, and it was his intention to use 
Dr. Quayle, one of the Joint Secretal'ies,largely for 
this purpose iu future. 

Aa2 
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Th'l officers aealing with Indian students for 
Oxford and Cambridge were not undel' his control 
in any way, but were responsible to the UJliversity 
authorities who appointtld them. As, however, 
their salaries were paid from Indian revenues, he 
had asked that in future, before a man was nomi
nated to fill any vacancy that might occur, the 
namE.' should be submitted to him J,rlvately, and the 
Universities had !Lgreed to follow that course. The 
practice at Manchester was for the Uni,'ersity'to 
appoint the Local Adviser 'With the concurrE.'nce of 
tIle High CommissioneL'; at Glasgow and Edinburgh 
the appointment was made by the High Commis
sioner, and the University authorities merely 
concurred. As regards the Provincial Univer
sities, his own opinion was that, so long as the 
salary of the Local Ad visers was provided from 
Indian revenues, and so long 'as the Students' 
Department exercised a certain amount- of control 
over their work, it would be more convenient for 
the appointments to be mlLde by the High Com
missioner in consultation with the University 
authorities. If, however, any University eaid that 
it wished to make its own appointment, he would 
not object, although it might possibly lead him to 
consider the question whether a Local Adviser at 
that University was necessary. 

As regards the statement made by the Edinburgh 
University authonties that the present Local 
Adviser, Dr. Mackenzie. was appointed by the 
Department, Without consultation with them, :the 
witness explained that he had no personal know
ledge of the circumstances, as he only took up office 
()n the 1st October 1920, when the appointment nas 
practically a fait accompli. If it was a fact that a 
Local Adviser at Edinburgh was wanted neither by 
the students nor by the University authorities, he 
would be quite prepared to abolish the post as soon 
as possible. 'I'he appointment was terminable at 
three months' notice on either side. He proposed 
t9 send Dr, Quayle round the Universities at the 
beginning- of the next session in October. and would 
instruct him to investigate the position regarding 
the Local Advisel's at Edinburgh, Glasgow and 
Manc1lester. He certainly did not want to spend 
money on Local Advisers if they were not wanted 
.and were not useful. 

The total cost of the organisation, including -the 
Local Adviserships, but excluding the Advisory 
Committees in India, was ronghly abo'.lt 1O,OOOl. 
a year. The amount spent on Government scholar
ships was about 18,000l. a year, 

He had no doubt that the work of t.he Depart
ment would be greatly facilitated if the Advisory 
Committees in India were more effective. lie 
thought at present that the number of those Com
mitteeR was too large. and that it should be cut 
down from 11 to about 6, with 'branch committees. 

No doubt reaRons could be advanced for the 
eontmuance of Local Adviserships wllere they 
already existed. or their creation at other centres, 
but it was necessary to consider the balance of 
.advantage ill making or continuing appointments 
at the public cost. 

He would not favoul' the obligation of repatriating 
to India students who got into financial dIstress in 
this country being placed upon the High Commill
sioner, His own opinion was that one of the chief 
difficulties concerning Indian students waIf that 
there were too many in this country, since malty of 
them could obtain what they wanted in the way of 
education in India itself. ~~hat being so, he thought 
at of advantage for there to be some deterrent to 
the influx of large numbers, such as tIle knowledge 
that they lnighii have to face unpleasant circum
stanres here, If students conld come to Eugland 
and Jil'e extravllgantly and then, having spont all 
their money, be repatriated to India by an obliging 
High Commissioner they would be induced to come 
()ver rather than deterred, .and he did not think it 

right that the obligation to repatriate should' be 
thrown on the Indian taxpayer. 

He regarded as quite Utopian the suggestion 
that, instead of a Students' Department financed by 
Government, an Association in I~ondon financeu by 
voluntary contributions from Indians who werE! 
interested in tIle matter in India, shoultl take OVel" 
the work in this country connected with Indian 
students. He thought that, although a good start 
might be made, the arrangements would deteriorate 
and inevitably at the end Government would be 
asked to come in again. The Indian Ad"isory 
Committees were rather a good illustration in that 
respect. They started very well and had quite 
good men on them, but those good men were very 
busy and gradually dropped out, and. as far as he 
could judge the present constitution of the 
Advisory Vommittees was quite mediocl'e. 'I'beir 
secretaries received very small allowances at pre
sent. If the Committees were really to hf'lp and to 
carry the weighL they ought_to, they must be felVer 
in number and have well-paid seoretaries. 

He thought an Advisory Committee in connec
tion with the Students' Department in this country 
might be an advantage. and, with the <tpproval of 
the Government of India" was going to set up one. 
He was aware of the history of the Advisory 
Committee-thlLt had at one time exist.ed in London, 
but he was anxious to try the experiment again, 
avoiding some of the previous pitfalls. 

India. had now a hetter control over expenditure 
in connectiou with the Students' Department than 
she had when the Department was undel' the 
Secretary of State, because the High Commis
sioner's expenditure was largely voted expenditure 
and consequently any material increase had to be 
referred to tho Government of India, and by them 
to the IJegislature-and the slime would apply to 
outlay now classed as Provincial. 

The suspicion with which the fltudents regurded 
the Department had undoubtedly been a great 
handicap to its work, hut it was impossible to 
remove that suspicion entirely, as Indian students 
were apt, in a strange atmosphere, t.o suspect mOISt 
people with whom they had to deal. They tended 
to think that everything the Department did was 
done to their injury, but he claimed i,hat although 
it had made rnifltakes, as every Department did, it 
had frem itll inception been guided by a genuine 
eagerness to promote the 1\"e1£are of Indian 
students. 

If the people of Indil~ objected to the regulation 
of the Inns of Conrt requiring their sons to produce 
certificates of a kind that were not required from, 
other students, it was up to India to retort by 
refusing to recognise English barristf'rs. He could 
not say who WM responsible for' the regulation 
referred to, as it had come into operation long 
before his time. He should have thought that it 
must have originated with the Inns of Court, but if 
that were not flO llud the India Office was respon
sible for it, he thought the Illdian .IItndents would be 
justified in complHining against it if it amounted 
to racial discrimination. He objected to anything 
in the nature of such discrimination, but on the 
other hand a good many Indian students studying 
in tIlis country at the Inns of Court were not here 
to their own advantage, and it might lie argued 
that any regulation which deterred them from 
coming to this country simply to pass an easier 
examination than they would have to pass in India. 
WitS to the good. ' 

He thought that the Universities of Oxford and 
Cambddge would rather object to a proposal that 
the officers appointed by them to deaL with Indian 
students should be adVIsed by a Committee of the 
students themselves. There was no need of such flo 

l'lommittee for the purpose of placing the wishE's 
and opinion~ of the stud9llts before the officm'/l 
concerned, as the students were in fact aheady 
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-constantly pu~ting their viewB before them. Indian 
.students were by no means backward ill makin'" 
their representations. 0 

If any IJocal Addset· were dissatisfied with the 
.answers he received to letrers which he addressed 
to the Department, it was open to him to write 
-direct to the High Commissioner aad make a 
.complaint. 

Asked whether he had made any provision 
throngh the Stores Department to induce firms 
which tendered for contracts in and supplied 
material to India to admit Indian students to their 
works £01' practical training, the witness stated 
that he had issued orders that where tenders were 
not very diRtant from one another in amount and 
Qne tendel' was from a firm that admitted Indian 
students and the othel' from a firm that did not, 
the firm that took them was to be preferl'ed, even 

,if its rates were a little higher. ThAt was a 
departmental instruction, and prior intimation of 
the dccision had not been sent out to the firms 
concerned, although they would probably get to 
know about it in time, especially if it affected 
acceptance of their tenders. 

Asked whother it was It fact that quite a 
nl1mber of Indian students who had received 
technologbal training in this country had experi
enced difficulty in finding suitable employment on 
their return to India, the witness stated thllt no 
doubt a few such students had found difficulty in 
securing appointments, but he thought that a 
considel-able .majority had profited by their course 
in this conn try and had obtained good posts in 
India. In the case of Government scholars the 
1'espollsibility for helping to secure employment 
rested with the Government of India and the Local 
Governments and not with llim; if, however, he' 
thoug~t that a student had done specially wellm 
.England, he would write to the Government of 
India or the Secretary of State in support of any 
application that the student might make for a 
Government appointment. 

As regards the suggestion of the students tJlat 
they w('re quite able to secure admisRion to Uni
versities for themselves, and that the Department 
was quite unnecessary in that respect, he thought 
that a much smaller number of Indian students 
would have succeeded in obtaining admission to 
.educational institutions in this country if they had 
not had the Department at their back. He honestly 
believed that out of some 12Q students now at 
{)xford not more than 50 01'60 would have been 
.s.uccessful if the securing of admission had been 
left to their own efforts, and the same applied to 
Cambridge. It was only thc constant pressure of 
the Students' Department on the Universities and 
Colleges that got them to admit Iudian students in 
the proper proportions. 

He should say that the number of Indian students 
now studying in the United Kingdpm was some
where about 2,000, but he did Dot profess to be 
~ble to give an accurate estimate, as' a large 
number did not get into connectiou. with his 
DepaL,tment. 

He did not think that the amount now spent on 
the Indian Students' Department was excessive, 
but lie would not be prepared in the present 
.financial circnmstances to recommend any material 
.increase. 

If asked whether the Students' Department Were 
necessary merely to look after State scholars, he 
'Would reply in the negative, because the State 
.scholars were generally capable of looking after 
themselves, but personally he would not consider 
it desirable that the Department should confine its 
energies in this way, a~ he held th3.t, in present 
_-circumstances, it was doing very good work among 
a large number of other students. No doubt thet·e. 
were a large number of students wh() came to thi .. 
-conntry with tIle resolve to have nothing to do 

wi~h the Department, because they thonght it was.. 
gOing to De a check on their liberties, but when 
they got into any trouble in connection with 
securing admission to a University 01' obtaining 
lodgings and so on a. lot of them then went to the 
Department, and when they found that they were 
treated in a friendly way they continued their 
COllnection with it. He thou",ht one of the best 
e\"'idences of the success of the Department with 
stndents who came to it was that so many of those 
who had themselves been connected with it advised 
their relatives to cousult it when they came l)ver. 

He thought that the High Commissioner was a 
bet~er ag~nt ill c,?ntrol of the lJepartment, from the 
IndIan POlllt of new, than the India Office had been 
becau~e he had to get his expenditlll'e voted by the 
Legislative Assembly and approved by the Govern
ment of India, and was therefore obliged to conform 
to Indian sentiment, whereas the Secretary of State 
was able to decree whatever expenditur~ he con
sidered desirable. He thought too that the 
imperfections of the Students' Department-and 
imperfections there certainly were-could naturally 
be remedied more easily by a High Commissioner, 
who could give his direct personal attention to the 
work, than by the Secretary of Sta.te, for whom the 
Students' Department was only one out. of many. 
As an individual, however, if some controversy 
al'ose with a University the Secretary of State 
might no doubt carl'y more weight than the High 
Commissioner, but in that case he would not 
hesitate to ask the Secretary of State for his assist
ance if he thought this needful. As regards 
questions which might arise with manufacturers in 
connection with technical studertts, the High Com
missioner placed contracts and thus had the" whip 
hand." 

Questioned as to his views regarding the necessity 
for an Annual Report on the work of the Indian 
Students' Department, he stated that he thought 

• such reports ought to be prepared and Dublished. 
Sir Thomas Arnold apparently did not' like the 
labour involved in compiling such reports, and, with 
the permission of the Secretary of State, bad made 
the war an excuse for discontinuing the practice of 
his predecessor in tbat respect. He (the witness)' 
thougnt it would have been much better if the 
Secretary of State had insisted on the continuance 
of the reports, and he had decided that the practice 
should be resumed. 

There was at present no woman on the staff of 
the Indian Students' Department, or attached to it, 
for the purpose of dealing with matters relating to 
Indian women students, but if the number of such 
stud!lnts materially increased he thought that a. 
woman assistant to the Joint Secretaries would be 
necessary. 

He thonght that the Government of India ought 
not to award scholarships tenable abroad for 
subjects which could be equally well studied in 
India. The time might come, for example, when it 
would be nnnecessary to award scholarships for the 
study of most brauches of engineel-ing outside 
India. 

Pending the R~port of this Committee, he did not 
contemplate making any material re-organisation of 
the Student.s' Department in the near future beyond 
'what hi' had ah'eady done by con\"'erting the Local 
Adviser in London and the successor of the Edu
cational Adviser for Indian Students to the 
Secretary of State into two Joint Secretaries for 
Indian Students'Work, and he would certainly not 
favour any big central organisation in India for 
dealing with student matters. He did not see what 
would be gained by such an organisation, but, a.~ he 
had already said, he did think there wuuld be an 
advantage in reducing the uumber of Local 
Advisory Committees. It was unnecessary to have 
a separate Advisory Commitree for each Indian 
Univel/!<ity, or even for every p~ovince. Half a. 
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dozen well staffed Rnd efficient Committees would 
be better than the 11 Committees of doubtful 
efficiency that llOW existed, but it would be 
necessary, of course, to have ,branche.s of one of the 
other Advisory Committees In provlllces that had 
not a separate Committee of their own. 

He agreed that in the matter of recruitment to 
the Government Service in India, Indian degrees 
dId not at present receive sufficient recognition, 
particularly in t~e Educational, F~restry, and 
Engineerillg serVIces. At present It was un
doubtedly the case that some students came to tllis 
country because they felt themselves unable to 
reach the hio-her standard reqllired by some of the 
Eno-ineering"'Colleges in India, whereas they were 
abl~ to obtain an Engil1eering Degree in this 
country with mnch less .difficulty. 

As regards the complaint of the students that 
they were .nnable t~ ob~ain ~acilities for practical 
training m banklDg In thIS country, he would 
suggest that facilities for such trainixlg could be 
provided in India. 'l'here were very good banks 
there, and it was unnecessary to send men to this 
coun~ry to be trained in ~anking .. 

As reo-ards the suggestIon that If and when the 
Northb~~ok Society and t.he National Indian 
Association werf; amalgamated into one society, 
that society should take over the management of 
21 Cromwell Road, and that the house should he 
ru~ entirely as a private concern with a subsidy 
from Indian revenues on much the same lines as 
the Burma Society, the witness stated that he 
thought such a plan woulcl be possible, but he 
doubted whether it would be expedient. At 
present almost the whole of the net expense of the 
upkeep of the house was borne by Indian revenues, 
and he thought it very desirable that whoever paid 
the piper should call the tune. 

He had thought at times about giving up 
21 Cromwell Road and establishing a more suit
abie hostel elsewhere, but it required very careful 
consideration, and he was not yet in a position to 
arrive at a definite opinion. In justice to the 
Indian taxpayer, it would not be possible to provide 
an institution with sufficient rooms to meet the 
demand for accommodation for Indian stndents at 
the busy· time of the yeal'. If that were done a 
large number of the rooms would be empty for the 
major portion of the year, and the resultant ex
penses would be heavy. '1'he great argument 
against removing the hostel was that the big rooms 
at Cromwell Road, which were very valuable for 
purposes of social intercourse, would not b? availal?le 
in (say) Bloomsbury. He thought he mIght claIm 
that the expenses of 21, Cromwell Road were being 
gradually cut down. Under the old 1'egime the 
House Managing Committee could get a supple
mentary grant whenever they wanted one, but that 
was not the case 110W. 

lie would not be in favour of a scheme for 
keeping Cromwell Road as a hostel for people 
who would reside the I'e more or less permanently 
aml establishing another hostel for temporary 
residents elsewhere, but he thought the pIon 
practised at Oxford and Cambridge, of establishing 
what were called tiea lodging-houses, might be 
adopted. The lodging house keepel' would be given 
a guarantee that he 01' she would .have at least a 
minimum number of boarders, audm return would 
be required to take the people recommended by the 
DepMrtment. That would be much mo~e economical 
than starting a new hostel. If premIses could be 
()btained for a temporary period which would 
correspond more or less with tbe time of the 
rush of students from India. that would be It good 
:plan. 

The problem of dealing with students from 
Burma was very IDuch simpler than that 9f dealing 
with students from India. The Burmelie were a 
~omogeneous set of students who adapted. them-

selves much more readily to E:uglish ways, and' 
they were llluch fewer in number, and could be 
managed, he thought, much more eaSily than 
Indian students. 

The principle he would lay down a>! re~ards the 
control to be exerciseu by Government over any 
institution which received a grant-in-aid from 
public fund~, waf; that if thll grant was small as 
compnred with the institution's ether income the 
State might be content not to interiel'e, hut if the 
grant was large as compart!d with the independent 
resonrces of the institlltion, then the State should 
exercise a certain amount of ('ontrol. 

As regards the proposal that members of the 
central staff of the Stutlents' Depal·tment should 
visit students at th!:! various University centres, he 
though~ that that could be adopted to a reasonable 
extent without necessitating any increase of the 
staff. Mr. Campion, Engineering Adviser. might 
certainly, if so desired, pay a few visits to Pro
vincial Universities, but it must be remembered 
that lie was a man getting 011 in year!>, and that if 
too much touring were put upon him he wouM 
probably ask for assistance. It would, of COUl'se, 
be necessary to p!'ovide mom funds for tt·avelling 
expenses'. but ill his opinion the staff was adequate 
to carry out more visits of inspection than had 
hitherto been the case. 

The queHtion of establishiug a hostel for Indian 
women students might. 11 ave to be considered if 
their numbers substantially increased, bllt sooner 
01' later it would be lleces~ary to face the question 
of how far the Indian taxpayer should be called 
upon to provide accommodation for Indian students 
who came to this country, and thel'o was something 
to be said for allowing the students to find their 
own level in the way of lodgings, &c. 

WRITtEN S'U.TE~IEN'r BY Sm'VILLIUI MEYER AS '!'().. 

i'HE PRESENT POLICY AND ORGANISATION OF THE 
DEPABT.MEXT. 

L--O,·ganisation. 
The Indian Students' Department is a branch of' 

the office of the High Commissioner for India, 4~. 
Grosvenor Gardens. The Joint Secretaries to the 
High Commissioner for India, Mr. N. C. Sen, 
O.B.E., and Dr. '1'. Quayle, D.Lit.t., M.A., are in 
charge, and are assisted at the office by tW()
Assistants to the Joint Secretaries, Messrs. R. M. J. 
Knaster, B.A., and V. I. Gaster, B A. Mr. D. F. 
Bewers, originally appointed as Clerk and 
Accountant, is now also in charge of the Registry 
and its staff, consisting of three temporary clerks. 
Mr. J. M. Campion, :lII.LC.E, is Ute Engineering 
Adviser to the Department. There are also I~ocal 
Advisers at 1!ldinburgh, Glasgow and Manchester, 
Messrs. J. E. Mackenzie, D.Sc., PIt.D., R. .111. 
Brown, B.Sc., IlUd J. lIfoir, !I.A., M.I..M.E., 
respectively, who work under the general control 
of the Joint Secretll.l'ies. '(These latter are part
time apppintments.) '1'he Department is under the 
direct cont;ol of the High Commissioner. 

n.-The lVod~ of the Department. 
'l'he followillg is a summary of the val·ious kinds 

of work the Department has to carry on :-
1. Co-operation with the 11 Advisory Com

mittees in India, supplying them with the 
information they require, collecting and 
supplying them with the calendars _and 
prospectuses of educational institutions in 
the United Kingdom, keeping them ac
quainted with such changes in rules and 
regulations as affect Indian "tudents, answer
ing enquiI<ies bent by these Advil'<ory Corn
mlttee~, !'uppol'ting tlleir recommendations 
for admission of Indian Rtuflents to educa
tional institutions, a,'1 far as possible, as also-
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any justified recommendations fOl' exemption 
from the ordinal'Y rules qua admission 

• standards or the number of terlllS kept; and 
Beuding reports on the work and progress 
of students who have come to this country 
wiLh letters of recommendation fl'om one or 
other of these Committees. 

2. Correspondence with the Secretary to the 
Delega.cy for Oriental Students at Oxford, 
the Secretary of the Inter-Collegiate Indian 
Students' Commit,tee, Cambridge, and the 
Local Ad vi8~rs to Indian Students at Man
chester, Edinburgh and Glasgow, in regard 
to Indian students seeking admi~sion to any 
of these Universities or residing there under 
the guardianship of one or other of these 
persons. 'I'he Secretaries at Oxford and 
Cambridge are appointeel by the University 
authorities with the concnrrence of the High 
Commissionel', a1J(1 a subsidy ill paid from 
Indian revenues towards the expen~es of the 
Delegacy aJ1d the Committee. These Secre-

/ tal'ies are ill very close touch with the 
-nepartment, to whum the other persons 
mentioned (the I,ocal Allvisers) are directly 
subordinate. 

~. l-Iaking al'l'angements for the stullies of the 
Government of India scholars, the Sussex 
'l'rust scholars, aocl other scholars that have 
frolll time to time been placeu under the 
charge of the Department by the Govern
ment of :My sore, Patiala, 'I'ravancol'e, &c., 
aud by the Tata and 'Vadia Trustees, 
superintending the studies of these scholars, 
anu furnishing repol'ts upon them. 

N.B.-The Sussex Trust is a Scholarship 
Fund for domicile1 European and Anglo
Indians, pl'ovicled by a Mr. Newson of 
Calcutta. It was previously known us the 
Newson Trust. 

-4. Since 1913, women scholars sent to this 
country by the Government of India for the 
study of medicine and a training in the 
methods and practice of education, have 
been placed unde1' ·the charge of this 
Department, and special arrangements have 
lULd to be made fOL' sueh scholars. Similarly, 
the Duiferin ~'und has entrusted the care of 
its scholars to the Students' Department. 

..5. Caring for other students placed under 
guardianship; the number of such studen~s 
varies f1'om year to year; there were 91 lU 

1911, and it has gradually expanded to 113 
in the current year. The duties connected 
with such guardianship are pften arduous 
and responsible, especially as the total sum 
of Inoney that has to be administered is 
considerable, and difficulties are apt to arise 
owing to delay in the arrival of remittances 
from Iudia, the death of a parent, &c., to 
say nothinO' of circumstances connected with 
the career ~f tho student himself. Students 
under guardiauship include not only young 
men pursuing a course of study in a 
University or College, &c., but also boys 
and girls who require mOI'e constant attentiou 
and for whom suitable homes have to be 
found during the school vacations. At 
Oxford and Cambridge guardianship is 
usually confined to responsibility for College 
and University dues. 

-6. 1I1aking arrangements for meeting studell;ts on 
their arrival at the docks, or at a. raLlway 
station (if they travel overland from Mar
seilles), and arranging return passages. 

"1. Furnishing students with references and 
certificates to enable them to enter eduoa
tional and technical establishments, and also 
the Inns of Court. The Bencher~ of the 

InM of Courts accept in the case of Indian 
Htudents, where necessary, a recommendation 
from the Department based on the reports 
of the Advisory Committees in India, as 
equivalent to the cer·tificate of good ccnduct 
generally required from all applicants. 
Similar assistance is frequently given to 
students seeking passports. 

8. Giving advice to parents and students in 
regard to educational facilities in this 
countt·y, the choice of a pl'ofession, and the 
most suitable University, College, School or 
l'echnical Institnte in which a course of 
study or practical fraining may be profitably 
pursued. The subjects in regard to which 
the Department has been consulted are 
multifarious, and mcIude not only Arts 
courses, in reglu'd to which information is 
readily accessible, and other well recognised 
L'niversity courses, such as those in medi
cine, engineering, law, agriculture and 
forestry-but also techmcal studies, tacili
ties for which are not so easy to find. 

Students who wish to become architects, 
accountants, bankers or solicitor5, have also applied 
to the Students' Department fOI' guidance as to 
the best course to follow; in many cases reference 
has to be made to specialists before a natlsfactory 
answer can be given. By all al'l'angeml'nt made 
between the Secret.ary of State for India and the 
Board of Hclncation, the Students' Department is 
in a position to consult the Department of Special 
Enquiries at the Board of Education in reg,u'd to 
technical studies, bnt it ought to be stated thltt the 
assistance rendered ha., hitherto not been very 
satisfactory. Simii:,rly, for students undergomg 
tra.ining as teachers. opportunities for visitmg 
schools and other facilities are obtained. In regard 
to medical studies, the Students' Department i~ 
a.ble to profit by the advice of the President of the 
Medical B,)arll at the India Office. For the benefit 
of engineering students. tIle Secretary of State i~ 
1910 appointed Mr. J. :\1. Campion! ~I.I.C E. 
(formerly Chief Engineer and Secretary to Govern
ment in the Punjab) to a.ct as Engineerin!!' Adviser, 
and he i~ in close touch with the various Institu
tions of Engineers, and with companies and firms 
willing to afford students opportunities for practical 
work. Many of the students who come to this 
country to be tt'ained as engineers avail themselves 
of his advice. [n other technical matters, the 
Students' Department is able to obtain foll' students 
the advice of the Board of Agricuture and a large 
number of other experts. 

9. In the more difficult; matter of obtaining 
opportunities for practical training and 
experience the Students' Department has, 
since its inception, secured for Indian 
students admission into manufactories and 
works of all kinds and facilities for a 
practical training in electrical and mechani
cal engineering, sugar manufacture, Hom' 
milling, tanning and pottery manufacture 
and other technical industries. Of late, 
however, difficulties have been raised by 
certain firms and companies as to the 
admission of Indian students. 

10. For students who, after coming to this 
country, have to prepare for an entrance 01' 

other examination qualifying them for 
admission to a University or a special course 
of study or training, suitable a~d properly 
qualified tutors are recommended, and, if 
necessary, special arra.ngements are then 
made for their tempOl'8.l'y residence with 
such tutors. 

n. Advice and assistance as to their future 
career is also given to students on the 
completion of theil' com'se of study 01· 

training, and in several cases it has been 
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13. 
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15. 

16. 
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possible materially ~o assist ,,:e11 qualified 
students to obtain sUitable appomtments. 
Recommending . suitable lodgings, finding 
iamilies who will receive IndIan students 
into theil' households and arranging for 
holiday homes and vacation .reside~ces. By 
these means it has been possIble to mtroduce 
a larO"e number of Indian students into 
Engli~h househol~s wh~ch hav.e be<:ome their 
homes during thell' reslden(!e III thlS country 
and in which they have formed pleasan~ and 
helpful friendships. As regal'ds sUItable 
lodging:::, while a maintenance of up-to-~ate 
lists of these had become somewhat belllnd
hand owing to the war and other circum
stances the High Commissioner has now 
directed that attention should be paid to 
this matter. lntroduction into families has, 
of course, become somewhat more difficult 
owing' to the servant problem. 
Compiling a handbook of information, which 
gives details as to the various universit,y 
and professional studies commonly followed 
by Indian students in the United Kingdom, 
together with advice as to outfit and 
preparations requisite before leaving India, 
the cost of education in this country and 
the best means of profiting by it. The 
handbook, which is frequently revised, has 
hitherto been issued by the National Indian, 
Association in conjunP.tion with the Depart
ment, but arrangements are now being made 
for the Department taking over the wbole 
work. In addition to this handbook the 
Students' Department has issued sume pam
phlets and leaflets, such as an account of the 
work carried on in 21, Cl'omwell Road and 
the advalltages that students can obtain 
there; "Rules and suggestions for Indian 
Students entering Oxford and Cambri,lge " ; 
"Rules for -the Guardianship of Indian 
Students in Great Britain"; "Notes and 
Suggestions for Indian Students for the 
English Bar"; and "The Cost of Living for 
Indian Students in Great Britain." '1'hese 
pamphlets are now under revision. 
Relieving students in financial difficulties by 
co-operation with the Distressed Indian 
Students' Aid Committee, which is an out
growth of the Students' Department, estab
lished some 10 years ago; students are every 
now and then embQ.rrassed owing to the 
failure of remittances to arrive in time, or 
(less frequently) thl'ough the death of 
a parent and consequent confusion in 
monetary arrangements. The temporary 
loans made by this Committee, to which is 
attached one of the members of the staff of 
the Students' Department, and on which the 
General Secretary to the High Commissioner, 
~fr. Bhore, also sHs, have relieved distress 
for w}lich previously there was no adequate 
remedy, and in a number of cases impe 
cunious studentR are assisted in getting back 
to India. 
The care of students who fail into ill-health, 
arrangements for the burial and winding up 
of affairs of any who die, the extrication of 
students from difficulties into which they 
have fallen, litigation, &c. 

Promotion of social iutercourse with English 
undergraduates and others in this country. 
The organiRation of the many-sided work at 
21, Cromwell Road, and especially its social 
activities I>nd the various literary and 
debating societies which meet there. A 
separate melllorandum on this subject is 
attached, and also a memorandum of the 
financial aspect of the Students' Depart
ment's work. 

III. Policy. 
No. import.ant changes of policy are anticipated: 

pendlllg the Issue of the Report of the Committee 
beyond the appointment of an AdVisory Committe; 
to assist the High Commissioner in a consultative 
capacity. This matter i~ at present under corre
spondence with the Government of India. I should 
be very averse from initiating any ol.her important 
new departure until I am in possession of the 
Committee's survey of the situation, alld of the 
changes they propose. which will have to be 
considered by the Goyornment of India and the 
Secretary of S~ate, while 1he High Commissioner
will, of course, then have an opportunity of 
recording his views. I may, however, indicate 
certain persolla~ views and conclusions which I have 
provisionally arrived at ;--

1; 'I.'he gl'eat difficulty in regard to Indian 
students is tIle number who come over, very 
many of whom would be much better trained 
in India itself. We cannot, of coulse, 
prevent such students leaving India for 
study, or so-called study, in Englan~, but a 
good deal might be done by the Indian 
Government to diminisn the attractions 
which draw them. 'I.'hese have in the past 
lleen in large measure due to the action of 
Government. Spf'aking generally, men could 
llOt get into the high!'!' branches (If the 
public services in India sav~ through the 
avenue of an English training or a com
petitive examination. in TJondon, and a 
number of students were thus attracfed, 
most of whom failed to achieve their object. 
Then again, the fact that men cannot be 
called to the Bar without training here j that 
the position of a barrister (or a Scotch 
advocate) is regarded as higher in certain 
respects than that of an Indian pleader, 
while tIle British course is much easier, 
attracts very many Indian students, There
is also a supposed prestige attaching to the
possession of an English degree, especially 
at Oxford .01' Cambridge. Things are, 
howE'ver, bemg gl aduaUy rellledied ill these 
l'espects, The higher services are being 
largely thrown open to recruitment in India. 
I would strongly urge that any privileges 
reserved to barristers be done away "ith 01'

that India should have bel' own Inns' of 
Court. Also I would urge that the trainilllr 
of men selected for the Public Works and 
Fot'est Service, and to a certain extent for 
the .Agricultural lJepartIl'ent, should be 
carried out in India: and I do not Ree that 
the sending oyer of the Indian Civil Service 
probationers !lfter selection in India for a 
snm·t course hel e is of any real good. 

2. What oUllht to be aimed at is to induCfl men 
to acquire in India all the educational and 
practical training that could be gained there, 

, and to encourage the sending of men here 
only when tbey need training which India. 
cannot afford. The Indian Governments 
could do something in this direction by a 
revision of their scholarship rules and as 
time goes on India should become ::nore and 
mOle capable of providing for the wants of 
her own students, while when tl,at stage i8 
reaclled tbe wOlk and personnel of the 
Indian Students' Vepartment can be mate
rian! diminishe~. 'I.'hen, again, the Indian 
.AdVIsory CommIttees ought to be improved 
in personnel, and I tbink matters mi.,.ht be 
helped in this respect if the Com~ittees 
were fewer in number with local branches 
while the Secretaries of these Committee~, 
should be adequately paid and made "hole
time officers. 
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3. At present the gl'eat difficulty is the numbet· 
of students with imperfect preparation seek· 
ing admission to English Universities, and, 
speaking generally, if these cOl~ld be mate 
rially reduced In number, the wdl.qualified 
men should easily get in. 

4. But whatever the past imperfections of the 
Indian Students' Department, and no Depart
ment approaches perfection, I can confidently 
say t·hat it has done its best in very difficult 
circumstances aggravated by undue suspicion 
on the part of a number of Indian students, 
and that the present large number of 
Indians in residence in Oxford and Cam
bridge, for instance, is due to the constant 
pressure of the Department. WitJlout the 
Department, I do not think that more than 
half the number ~n residence would be 
there. 

IV.-The charges made against the Depal·tment. 
1. I attach a copy of a le~ter recently despatched 

to the Government in regard to various quite. 
unfounded charges made against the Department 
during the course of a debate in the last session of 
the Indian JJegIslative Assembly. It is quite 
possible that tbese charges may be repeated before 
the Committee, and I venture to urge that if they 
are disposed to think tbat any of these have prima 
facie justification, the officers of the Department 
may have an opportunity of putting their side of 
the case, being furnished tor thi>! purpose with 
copies of the allegations made. 

2. The Department has suffered considerably, as 
indicated in the letter to India above referred to, 
by the absence for some years of any administration 
report. This is now to be resumed, and I forward 
a rough proof (If a draft by:Mr. Sen dealing with 
the official year 1920-21, covering also the period 
which has elapsed since the furnishing of the last 
report in' 1916. This is sent confidentially in its 
present shape for the information of the Committee 
and with the caveat that I have only just received 
it in proof, and that it may be altered in variou!! 
re~pects before final publication. 

Letter from the Secl'eta1'Y to the High Commissioner 
for Indi(t to the SeC1'eta1'Y to the Govemment of 
India, Depul·tTltent of Education, Simla. 

Sil', 
I am. directed to refer to para. 3 of your 

letter, No. 526, dated ,the 6th April, and to say 
that the report of the debate has been carefully 
perused by the Higl1 Commissioner. He hUiI 

searcherl the official report from beginning to end 
in the hope of finding some constructive or 
informing criticism, or even specific charges 
susceptible of investigation which might lead to 
the remedy of any evil of which there might be a 
proof. He can, however, only find general accusa
tions of so wild and indeterminate a character as t.o 
preclude the possibility of any useful enquiry into 
alleged past short-comings with a view to securing 
practical guidancfl for the future. It is, of COUlse, 
possible, in view of the Hon. Mr. ;:;hafi's state
ment that "he was not prepared to say that there 
" was no justification fol' what honourable members 
"had said with regard to the working of the 
" Indian Students' Department as it existed under 
" the India Office," that the Go,ernment of India 
luay be in possession of information of a more 
definite and specific character pointing to past 
la.ches on the part of the Department. If so, the 
High Commissioner would be glad to be favoured 
with this information to enable him to see that 
amendment is made where possible. 

2. 'l'he three main grounds of complJtint, as far as 
can be gathered, appear to be :--

1. That the Department existed for the purpose 
of espionage, and to control and suppress 
the political opinions of the students. 
4871 

2. That the Department was not popular with 
students, gave them little or no help, and in 
fact put obstacles in, tl,eir way. 

3. That 21, Cromwell Road was a house of bad 
reputation and that no inmate of it is looked 
upon as a respectable person by decent 
Englishmen in Iudia. 

3. It is, of course, absolutely untrne that the 
Department exists for the purpose of spying on 
students and controlling their political opinions. 
This charge ,has, however, been made so often in 
the past, in the first instance, no doubt, by pre
judiced parties, that iteration has, in the absence of 
authoritative repudiation, invested it with a degree 
of importance which otherwise would never have 
attached to so fantastic and baseless a statement. 

4. The Department is undoubtedly unpopular 
with some students and tbe J'eason is not far to 
seek, as it must inevitably exercise a certain 
measure of financial and moral control over students 
committed by parents and guardians to its care. 
'l'hese checks are, not unnaturally, unpopular with 
some young men coming in contact, for the first 
timl', with the life and temptations of large 
European cities. But in view of the fact that 
recourse to the Indian Students' Department is 
purely voluntary and that no one need go to 
~1, Cromwell Road against his will, the increasing 
number of students who consult the Department 
and make use of the house in Cromwell Road (for 
the year ended 31se March 1921, 1,086 consulted 
the Department and HS1 were for a time provided 
with quarters at the hostel) is the most effective 
refutation of the suggestion that it is useless and 
unpopular with alI- students. 

5. As to the charge that tIle Department not 
ouly gives little 01' no help to, but actually places 
obstacles in the way of, students, I am to say that 
the High Commissioner is aware of no case in 
which such a statement would be valid. But, of 
course, in preseut circumstances, with the number 
of applicati~ns for admission to Universities and 
other educational institutions much exceeding the 
number of vacancies available, the Department is 
bound, in a friendly way, to warn students with 
inferior qualifications that their chances are slight. 
It has been the case in times past that the. Colleges 
at Oxford and Cambridge admitted some men of 
this character even though there were better 
qualified apl.llicants, and that those who thus 
profited thE'refore considered that the Depal tment's 
warning to them was untrustworthy. But arrange
ments have now been made whereby the Colleges 
will work in tliis respect in far closer touch with 
the University officials charged wtih looking after 
the interests of Indian students generally, while 
the latter in theu' turn are in very close touch with 
the Department. 

6. Taking Oxford and Cambridge, there are now 
about 120 Iudian students in each, and it may be 
confidently said that without the constant pressure 
of the Department, and if Indian students had 
been left to secure their own admission, the 
numbers would be much less than what they now 
are. Full information as to the present constitution 
and activities of the Department will be found in 
the Administration report now under preparation, 
so that it need only be added here that tne 
difficulties of our Department are increased by 
students expecting to be placed at short notice, 
whereas present ,circumstances require long notice 
to be given to Universitiell, &c., which are even 
then unable to admit all applicants. 

7. Finally, every endeavour has been made. but 
without success, to ascertain whether the extra
ordinary attack on the reputation of the house in 
Cromwell Road made by Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas 
can even remotely be connected with any incident 
which may afford it foundation, however slender. 
The High Commissioner has no 11esitation in 

Bb 
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catf!gorically repudiating the aspersion cast upon 
the character of the house. I am to say that he 
!has never come acros. any Englishman entitled to 
.IIpeak with authorit,Y in this country or in India 
who holds the opinIOn described by .Mr. Jamnadas 
Dwarkadas, and it has been indignantly repudiated 
by every Indian gentleman having knowledge of 
21, Cromwell Road, who has spoken to him on the 
subject. 

8. 'fhe High Commissioner is, however, of the 
<lpinion tliat considerable hal'm has been done to 
the Department by the suspension of the annual 
a.dmillistration reports which used'to be published 
in the time of Sir Chal'les Mallet. This has bB.d 
the effect of drawing, quite unnecessarily, a veil of 
secrecy over the operathns of the Department, 
whi"h was calculated to gi \ e rise to suspicion of 
i'(s intentions and scepticism as to its utility. As 
soon as the Department came under the super
vision of the High Commissioner he gave 
instructions that the annual administration reports 
should be revived. A repert 'will, it is hoped, 
issue '\Iery shortly, which will give a brief account 
of the Department's activities during the past few 
years, and r,pecially in respect of the year 1920-21. 
The High Commissioner trusts that this will help 
to prevent mnch uninformed criticism which, to a 
large extent no donbt, is due to lack of reliable 
infol mation as to the work and aims of the 
Department. 

9. The High Commissioner has made some 
changes in the organisation and working of the 
Department, as, for instance, in making Mr. Sen 
and Dr. Quayle (the latter of whom will be 
presently replacing l::!ir 'l'homas Arnold) Joint 
Secretaries for Indian Students, with direct access 
to him and located in his own office building; but 
in view of the appointment of Lord Lytton's Com
mittee, he has deferred the consideration of any 
important alteration. in the Department's general 
policy and procedure. 

I am, Si,', 
Your o'Qedient SeI'Vant, 

(Signed) N. C. SEN, 
Joint Secretary to the 

High Com1l1,issioner for India. 
MEMORANDUM REGAR[}[NG 21, CROMWELL ROAI'. 
21, Cromwell Road was established in 1910 by 

,the Secretary of State-
(a) To provide temporary accommodation for 

;newly-arrived Indian students, and to act as a 
clearIng-house from which they could be placed ill 
perman ... nt lodgings. 

(b) To act as a centre for social activities, 
whet'eby Englishmen and Indians could be brllught 
into touch- with one another. 

(c) To house therein Societies interested in 
India and Indian students, which might contribute 
tv the amenities of the house, and 

(d) To house the Bureau of Information. 
When the house was opened two Societies, the 

National Indian Association (tnd the Northbrook 
Society, rented rooms in the house. 

The house is governed oy a. House Managing 
Committee, whinh was formerly responsible to the 
Secretary of State. and is now responsible to the 
High Commissioner for India. It consisted 
{)l'iginally of the Educational Adviser, two members 

Receipt". £, 
Boarders -
Meals 
Northbrook Society-Rent 
National Indian Association-Rent 
Grant for upkeep of the Law Library 
Grant from Indian revenues to meet 

ilifference between receipts and expen-
dit,urel - • 

2,000 
800 
270 
70 
20 

1,500 

£'~.660 

nominated by the Secretary of State, a member 
nominated by the Committee of the Nyrthbrook 
Society, and a memper nominated by the Com
mittee of the National Indian Association. In 
September 1919 the number of members nominated 
by the Recretary of State was increased to four,. 
with a view to the appointment of Indian members 
to the Council. In September 1918 it was decided 
to co-opt a representative of th~ students, and in 
July 1920 this representative was given the same 
position in the Committee as the representatives of 
the Societies. Since the rt'signation of the last 
student representative. no fUI-thel' nomination has 
been made by the r,;tudents in the house, though a 
notice has been issuAd requesting them to make 
snch nomination. 

Acting under the general instrnctions of the 
House Managing Committee is a Warden. He is 
in complete control of the staff of the house, which 
consists of a housekeeper and 10 servants, ex
clusive of one part-time servant employed by the 
Northbrook Society. '. . 

Within the last year this hostel has given 
accommodation to 196 student" fl'om India, and in 
all 381 students have sta.yed at 21, Cromwt'll Hoad 
. during the year, many of them more than once. 
The weeKly charge for student.s is 3Ss. 6d. per week 
for bt'd, breakfast ang dinner, an extra charge of 
6d. per diem being made for students 6taying for a 
shortel' period than three days. Luncheons and 
dil/llers are also served at a cost of 18. 6d. and 28. 
reRpedively, and many students not resident in the 
house go there for these meals. 

Owing to tIle r(lmoval of the I.ocal Advisel"11 
Office this year, further accommodation has been 
prOVIded, and the total number that can now be 
accommodated is 32 at a time. 

With regard to the two Societies, the National 
Indian Association and the Northlll'qok Society, the 
National Indian Association is housed o~ the first 
floor and holds many" at homes" and parties 
during the year to which the students go in large 
numbers. Receptions are given to meet valious 
prominent peol)le, such as the Earl and Countess of 
Reading, Lord Sinha of Raipur, !Jr. Tagore and 
othel s. The Association pays all annual rental of 
70l. The Northbrook Society occupies the whole 
of the ground floor, with the exception of the oining
room. It provides a rellding room, library and 
billiard room. 'l'bis Society also gives varioDs 
parties and l'eceptions, and pays an a.nnual rental 
of 270l. The question of amalgamating these two 
bodies is how under consideration. 
. It may be added that both Societies allow newly 
aITived f.tudenfs staying in the house to make UBIl 

of theu' rooms, though this is purely an .act of 
courtesy. 

There is also a large law library and a. lecture 
hall in the house. The lecture hall lIas been lent 
to other Indian societies for celebrations, recep"

. tions, &c., 8uch ~s ihe London Brahmo Somaj, and 
others. 

An annual grant is made from Indian revennes 
for the upkeep of the house, the grant for the 
comillg year being estimated at 1,500l. 1 The 
following statem~nt ·shows the details of the 
budget of the House Managing Committee for the 
year 1921-22:- . 

Wages 
}'ood 

Expenditure. £ 

Heating and Lighting 
Lanndry - -
Maintenance 
Law Library 
Furnishing rooms vacated 

Adviser, London 
by Local 

780 
2,500 

500 
160 
400 

20 

300 

£4,660 
1 1I00l. of this is a special grant for fUl"I1ishing rooms vacated by the Local Adviser. 
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TUESDAY, JULY 19, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 
THl!; EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVARDHIKARY. 

VIWAN BAHADUR M. RUIACHANDRA RAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

SIR M. HUIMICK. 

SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DA·rTA. 
111sB L. M. BROOKS. 

11K. E. G. HOWARTH, 1 s -. 
lIR. R. E. FIELD, j ecretanes. 

MR. J. W. BHORE, C. RE., General Secretary to the "High Commissioner for India, was called and 
examined. 

He stated that his connection with the Indian 
Stndents' Department bad been confined to the 
period of eight months between the resignation of 
Sir Thomas Arnold and the appointment of 
Dl'. Quayle. Vllring that time he had supervised 
generally the work of the section of the Department 
that was formerly under Sir Thomas Arnold's 
control. 

One of the principal objects of the Department 
was to assist Indian students to obtain admission 
to Universities and other educational institutions in 
the United Kingdom, If an applicant applied for 
a particular University and was unsuccessful there, 
the Department would not apply on his behalf 
elsewhere unles'! the student had asked in his 
application for that to be done, as it was obviously 
undesirable to apply to a University on behalf of 
a student and then to find that he did not dt-sire to 
join that University at all. 

The general purpose of the Department was to 
afford Indian studeuts any a~sistance for which 
they asked during their stay in this country. If 
tlley sought assistance, either with regat'd to 
academic courses or in order to obtai" facilities 
for practical training, every effort would be made 
to help in those and any other matters. The 
Department did not go out of. its way to offer 
advice or suggestions, nor to seek to establish 
relationships with them other than wh!!-t they 
themselves asked for, as there were objections to 
the Department forcing its advice on studentR, and 
it "Was felt to be desirable to leave them free to 
consult or to ignore it as they chose. It would not, 
however, be correct to say that the work was 
confined solely to giving assistance and advice 
where asked for by the stlldents, as in many cases 
University and other educational anthorities 
refer)'ed to the Department for advice regarding 
applications from Indian students received direct 
by them, and in that way the Departmeut was able 
to be of help, even though the student himself did 
not actually seek its assistance. 

As regards the allegatiOlrof the students that in 
many cases they had secured admission after they 
had been informed by the Department that there 
were no vacancies left, the witness emphasised the 
fact that the Department would not inform any 
student that he could not be admitted unless it 
had received information to that effect from the 
University authorities concerned, either in regard 
to the particlliar individual cas'1 01' in general 
terms. He asked that, if possible, particnlars of 
specific complaints in this respect should be referred 
to the Department in order that the papers might 
be consulted' and the facts notified to the Com
mittee. 

So far as he was aware the Department had 
always endeavoured to avoid any action· which 
might bl' construed, however remotely. as gi,ing 
justification to the suspicions of the students that 
it existed for the purpose of political espionage, 
During the period of his connection with the 
Department only a single case had arisen, and that 
-was a reference from a Scotland Yard official with 

regard to an Indian stndent. It was a matter that 
llad nothing to do with the political views of the 
student in question, but something that brought 
him within the clutches of the criminal law; 
however, following the policy of the Department, 
he had informed the officer that he could not supply 
any information, and sugger;ted that it should be 
sought elsewhere. 

He nnderstood that in the early days of the 
Department's existence Sir Thomas Arnold had 
speciallyreqnested the then Commissioner of Polille 
to refrain from making reference to the Department 
regarding Indian students. 

He agreed that so far as the provincial Uni
versities were concerned, personal contact with the 
staff of the Department and the students had been 
lanking, but he did not think that that could be 
said in regard to lJOndon students, and everything 
possible had been done by the members of the 
Department to remove suspicion from the minds of 
those stndents with whom it came into contact. 
Much more might be done ill that connection by 
personal contact with the students elsewhere than 
in London, but it most be remembered that it was 
necessary to avoid any appearance of forcing the 
services of the Department on individual students, 
as that in it~elf would only tend to increase 
suspicion. He had recently discussed the question 
of members of the staff visiting provincial Uni
versity centres, and he believed it was the High 
Commissioner's intention to see that that was done 
at the earliest pos~ible moment. He thonght it 
was possible for such visits to be made without 1I,1l 
addition to the existing npper controlling staff of 
the Department. 

The witness fltated that he was also Chairman of 
the Honse Managing Committee of 21, Cromwell 
Road, the Governing Body of the house. All 
difficult points of management upon which the. 
'Vardeu wanted instrnctions and npon which he 
needed guidance were placed before the Committee, 
which was the final authority to decide matters 
concerning the actnal management of th~ honse. 
It ('onsisted of four nominees of the High Commis
sioner, one representative of the Northbrook 
Society. one representative of the National Indian 
Association, and one representative elected by the 
students who made use of the house. The North
brook Society's representative was generally a 
stndent, It was difficult to make the Committee a 
body more representative of the students them
selves, becanse the primary object of 21, Cl'Omwell 
Road was to act as a clearing house; the students 
were constantly changing, and probably the same 
set of stndents would not be there for mOl'e than 
14 days together AITangements had recently been 
made nnder which a few rooms were set apart for 
men who desired to reside in the housl! more or less 
permanently. The busiest time, so far as new 
arrivals were concerned, was from the beginning Qf 
September to the elld of October. During that 
period large numbers of students ca.me to England, 
very many of them without having made any 
previous arrangements for theu' accommodation in 

Bb2 
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"London. On one ·occ~si.on last autumn he went to 
the station to meet the SOli of the ex-Rajah of 
Cochin, and found ~iterally hun~reds of Indian 
~tudents on the platform not knoynng where to go. 
As many all possiblo were taken to Cromwell Road, 
and arrangements wel'e made for a large number 
(If otherI'! to be accommodated at suitable hotels. 

He had not the slightest doubt that a reception 
110use for new arrivals from India was an mdis
pensable feature of any organisa.tion for 'dealing 
with Indian students in this country. 21, Cromwell 
Road was quite inadequate for the purpose at the 
busy time of the ye.Ll", and there was room for all 
the other iustitutions, such as the Shakespeare H~t, 
that now existed for that purpose. • 

He estimated that. the average boarding popu
lation of 21, Cromwell Road was from 16 to 18 j 
the total number that could be accommodated at a 
pinch being 32. Manyof the students who went 
to Cromwell Road on their first arrival returned 
there during their vacations, and for that reason it 
had been necessarv to make it clear that the rooms 
might at any moment be wanted for students from 
outside, ant,l. that they would have to be given 
preference over students studying in London. 

He had never heard of any incident connected 
with the 'louse that could pos!>ibly have given t,he 
faintest ground for such a fantastic suggestion as 
tIlat made in the recent debate in the Legislative 
ARsembly, that 21, Cromwell Road had so evil a 
reputation that a man would lose his cnaracter 
even by standing on the pavement outside the 
house. 
. As things now stood it was impossible to extend 
the accommodation available, but negotiations for 
'amalgamation of the two societies-the Northbrook 
Society and the National Indian Association -were 
proceeding, and if they ev.mtuated it was possible 
th:Lt more space could be available for additional 
beds in the busy season; but eyen then the accom
'modation would be small compared with the 
'number of Indian students that arriYed ill Eng-land 
ill July, Augnst and September. 

At present no machinery existed for the purpose 
of informing the Department of intending arrivals 
'unless intimation were received from the Advisory 
Committees. In most cases 1:he students' arrival 
only became known when someone from the house 
went to the station to meet a student who was 
expected and found a number of others stranded 
there with nowhere to go. He thought the best 
plan would probably be for the Advisory Com
mittees to make it known as widely as possible 
'that students should, unless they had other means 
'of making provision, for themselves, inform the 
DepartTIlent that they would be coming over by 
such and such a boat aud.ask that al'l"angement!l of 
'a temporary nature might be made for them. 

It was COlTect to say that under exiRting al'l"ange
ments Government scholars come to this countl'y 
with no definite assurance of employment in India 
(In their return. He thought it would be most 
advisable that when students were selected to 
undergo training in this country they should be 
given ~ome assuranc~ of satisfactory employment 
on thelr return pronded that was possible. On 
the whole he would prefer that students should he 
sent here after they had been selected, on the 
strength of good work done in India, for appoint
ment and given a post graduate course of study or 
training, if that was found necessary, in the 
particular technological subject with whicb they 
would have to deal. 

He thought it_ was quite correct to 5/\y that 
Indian students expedenced great difficulty in 
securing practical training in this country, more 
particularly ill certain branches of technology such 
as oils and fatR, soap-making, &c. The difficulty 
had. been much gJ:eater recently than before, and 
IJe kn"w,of It case in which the Department had 

applied to between "ill: and eight ddferent firms 
Ilnd had met with It refusal m every case. 

It was very difficult for the Depart,ment to make 
arrangementR to provide facilities for practical 
training all the Continent 01' in America, but it had 
done so wherever possible and necessary, and at the 
moment there wel'e several Government scholars 
undergoing practical training abroad, one studying 
wood distillation in France, another hydro-electric 
engineering at Grenoble, a third pottery at the 
Sevres factory near Paris, and a fourth sugal' 
manufacture at Louisiana. 

Asked w1Jich of the two complaints against the 
Department, (1) that it exercised esrionage, and 
(2) that it Ilid not obtain admission to the Uni
versities, occupied the more important plac., in the 
mind of the average student from India" the witness 
stated that he should have tllOUght that the 
suspicion that the Department exercised espionage 
over the student's movements was the more serious. 
As regards the second.compl'Lint, Indian students 
haa obtained admission iu fal' larger numbers 
dUl-ing the last year or tw<) than previously, and 
he did not think, apart from exceptional cases, that 
there was mnch truth in the allegation that such 
admis.sions had been obtained otherwi~e than 
through the Department. In support of this 
opinion he quoted the case of the London School 
of Economics, which had given notice that the 
admission of Indian students would be limited this 
year to 12, but had, as the reRult. of a great deal of 
correspondence with the Department and It per
sonal discussion between the High Commissioner 
and the Director of the School, eventually offered 
admission to all the eligible Indian students who 
had applied--'32 in number. 

He did not think it would be to the advantage of 
Indian students if the organisation disappen,red 1'0 

far as the work of'securing Ildmi!>sion to English 
Universities was concerned, and the Indian Univel'
sities and students there were left to communicate 
on the matter direct with the Universities in this 
country. An organisation on the spot cO,!ld press 
the claims of Indians with much greater force. 

The Department sometimes communicated direct 
with parents in India in reply to enquiries received 
from them. That was not the recognised pro
cedure, but it was sometimcs done. ,It was. 
however, in the interests of the parents and the 
student!'! that they should refer to the Local 
.Advisory Committee as the iuformation required 
could often be supplied by them much -more 
quickly. He did not think that the failure on the 
pll;rt of some pa:re~ts t? refer to the Advisory Com
mIttees wa!! an mdlcatlOn of a lack of confidence in 
those Committees, but rather that their existence 
was not Ilufficieutly well known. 
. He agreed with the view that little good wus 

lIkely to result from sendin.,. Indian Civil Service 
probationers 'to this cOl1nt~y after st'iection in 
Jndi~ .f~r a short course of study. So far as the 
acquIsltlon of kl;lowledge of Indian law and ver
nacular languages was concerned there could be 
no question that .that could be better secured in 
India itself. If the idea of sending probationers to 
England .was that. they should be brought into 
contact WIth more h~eral i~fluences than they had 
been accustomed to III Indla, then a period of one 
year was too short, and even if it were to be made 
:wo years, he ra~her felt. t~at more good would 
.esult by Jl~stponmg the> VISIt for flome time. JIe 
was of. oplU1on that Indian Civil Service selected 
probatlO~ers now at Oxford appeared to be rather 
ls?lated III the pense that they had no connection 
wlth t~e work of their college, but were undergOing 
a specll~l. course, and therefore did not come in 
contact WIth ~he college tutors to any considerable 
extent, an~ dld ~ot really derive much benefit from 
the colleglate hfe of the University in the same 
way as othel' students. He thought it might be 
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better for the probationers to have special training 
iu subjects with which they would have to deal on 
their return to India, such as sanitation, education, 
-economics, the co-operative movement, &c. 

No register was kept in the Students' Department 
showing the number of students that had applied 
for its assistance, the number that had been helped, 
and the reason II why, in other caRes, help could not 
be giv;en. It ","ould be possible to gather the 
information by searching through the individual 
files, but that would be It lengthy process. 

He would support very strongly the view that 
the facilities in India for the study of subjects like 
forestry and agriculture, wit.h Fpecial reference to 
Indian ('ondition!!, were far better than iu England, 
.and he thought much more might be done in India 
with regard to education ill those subjects. When 
necesRary, candidates selected for the f.JrestIyand 
oagricultural selovices should, after a period of 
training in-India, be sent to England, America, 
Germany, France, or elsewhere, for a short course 
-of training. 

'l'he Department had no information regardmg 
the number of Indian students now studying in 
-other countries, and iJ; ~would be a matter of the 
utmost difficulty for them to obtain information on 
thnt point. 

So far as he was awat'e, the Depat tment had 
never ad vised any newly-arrived student to t&ke 
the next ship back to India. No doubt the 
Engineering Adviser had said to students, as he 
had often said to the Department, that, so far' as 
·civil engineering was concerned, infinitely better 
and greater facilities existed in India than in this 
-country, a statement with which he, the witness, 
-cordially agreed. 

So far as he knew, the Department had never 
given a student a letter of inkoduction to a Uni
versity authority stating that they did not think he 
was good enough to be admitted. 

As Chairman of the House Committee at 21, 
:CroOlwell Road, complaints of rude behaviour on 
the part of the servants had, more than once, been 
brought to his notice. 'L'hese complaints had been 
taken up and gone into with the Warden, whose 
.statement was that during the war, when it was 
necessary to take any kind of servant that could be 
-obtained, the wrong type had sometimes been 
·employed. Since the witness had been connected 
with the Department no reliable complaint of rude
ness from any of the servants had, to his knowledge, 
been made. -

He was not aware that students had complained 
-of uDl'easonable delay in re~lyingto letters addressed 
to the Department, or that the proper type of 
.a.nswer was not sent. Such complaints had never 
·been received from any of the Local Advisers. 

If it was true that the latest copy of the Calcutta 
University Calendar on record in the Department 
was that for 1917, he would certainlyagt'ee that a 
later edition ought to be obtained as soon as 
possible. 

He was aware that students who llad taken a 
l.LA. degree in Calcutta had been oblIged by the 
regulations of the School of Er.onomics to take over 
-again subjects which they had already studied in 
India. The School of Economics at present refused' 
to recognise an Indian B. A. degl'ee as being equiva
lent to the qualification possessed by the ordinary 
English student who applied for admission to the 
.school, and contended that the ordinary graduate 
from India was, as a rule, more backward than the 
.average English student who had not gradua.ted. 
The Department had strongly contested that VIew, 
'but so far without success. 
. He thought that something much more influential 
than the representations of the Students' Depart
ment would be necessary in order to make educa
tional institutions here revise their ideas as to t11e 
value of Indian degrees. It might perhaps be done 

by a deputation of the I£dian University represen
tatives now attending the Universities of the 
Empuoe Congress in England. 

J n the case of students not under gual dian ship 
who got into financial difficulty and applied to the 
Departmeut for assistance, they would be helped 
wherever possible. The High Commisl!ioner had 
recently agreed to cable to the Collector of the 
district concerned in one such case. 

As a matter of policy the Department bad always 
refrained from asking Universities how many 
vacancies they were prepared to reselove for Indian 
students, as it was undesirable to raise the question 
of limitation of numbers 'With a University when 
that University had not itself raised the point and 
had never refllJ!ed applicants on the gt'ound that it 
could not admit any more Indian students. A 
University might write and say that all vacancies 
for a particular year were filled, and ask that 
anybody who wanted to apply should be informed 
accordingly, or it might say that it required certain 
standards to be reached before any individual 
could be admitted. On receipt of such information' 
the Department would be justified in pointing out 
to individuals who wished to be admitted to that 
particular University, or who had not the necessary 
qualifications, that so far as the Department was 
aware it was impossible for them to obtain the 
ad",ission they desired. In cases snch as Oxford, 
Cambridge, and the London School of Economics, 
where the autIlOi'ities had themselves imposed a 
limit to the number of Indian students that could, 
be admitted, the Department would, of cour.se, 
know how many vacancies were available. 

He did not think that the National Indian 
Association had ever done the class of work that 
the Department was now doing; the activities of 
thu Association were nothing like as detailed as 
those of the Department, nor on anything like the 
same scale. . 

He very much doubted whether, if the National 
Indian Association and Northbrook Society wel'e 
amalgamated, they could do the work of the 
Students' Department. No unofficial organisation 
could undertake the task unless it was financed by 
Government. and such financial assistance would 
result in the recurrence of the objections which 
the students now urged against the official 
organisation. 

He did not think that any Indian student had' 
ever been told that there were no vacancies left at 
any University in this couti.try; such a statement 
might be made in regard to a particulal' University 
on receipt of information to t.hat effect from the 
authorities concerned, but no general statement had 
bE'en made. 

As regards practical training, the Department 
did all it could to secure admission to works and 
factories. _ In one case of an engineerlDg firm who 
tendered for contracts in India and who had 
written to the Department to' say that they had 
resolved to take no Indian students into their works, 
it had been pointed out that that was an llll

reasonable attitude to take on the part of a firm 
making a considerable part of their profits n"'Jm 
India, with the result that the firm had recon
sidered their decision and notified their willingness 
to admit Indian students in future provided that 
they were approved by the managing director. 

As regal'ds the suggestion that it would extend 
the usefulness of t.he Students' Department if it 
had a well-equipped central library for the usc of 
the students, the witness thonght the proposal 
rather impracticable owing to the size of j;he 
library that would be necessary iu order to covel' 
the enormous field that would be required for 
students desiring information on perhaps 20 or 
more different subjects. He should have thought 
that, especially in a city like London, there could 
be no justification for a complaint that librar,.. 
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(acilities were inadequate. If the student came to 
the Vepartment and asked how best he could 
obt;ain information in any particulal' subject, the 
Department would be able to advise him. 

He agreed with the view that there ought to be' 
a proportion of In(lians on the staff of the Students' 
Department, and he had no doubt that an Indian 
felt more at home when dealing with- his own 
countrymen, even though they were officials, than 
with others. 

Speaking generally, he did nol think that the 
Anglo-Indian and domiciled European students 
who had come in -contact with the Department 
had been as successful, from an intellectuul and 
academical point of view, as the Indian students. 

He could not Ray whether any Indian stndents 
went to unsuitable educational places in I,ondon 
which advertised in India but were not proper 
educational institntions at all. 

He entit'ely concurred in the suggestion that the 
dnty of providing higher education for Indians 
was really the function of the Indian Universities, 
and that from that point of view the Indian 
Universities ougnt to look upon the work of Indiau 
students, in this country, Amenca and elsewhere, 
as part of their own work. He agreed tha,t an 

Inter-Indian Universities Bureau under the charge
of three secretaries, who might take it turn to 
conduct the business of the office, to negotiate
with the Universities in the United Kingdom, and 
to tour educational centres in India, might excite
less suspicion in the minds of the Indian students 
than a purely official organisation. But the 
financial difficulty would have to be overcome in 
some way. So far as he was awat'e the finances of 
the Indian Universitier. were not in a flourishing
condition, and if a Government subsidy were 
essential for the establishment of the Bureau 
suggested that would in itself bring to the minds 
of the students exactly the same suspicion as now 
attached to a purely official department. 

He furi.her desired to say that if, as he agl'l'ed~ 
it was the failure of tIre Universities and the
various technical institutions in India to provide
the necessary iapilities which was the cause of so
many young Indians having to come to this 
country, then the question of those bodies pro
viding the iaciliti6s in India needed urgent 
examination. l'hat appeared to him the most 
promising avenue of approaching a solution of the 
difficult question of Indian students in this
country. 

:M:II. V. I. GASTER, Assistant to the Joint Secretary, Indian Students' Department, was called 
and examined. . 

He stated that he had been connected with the 
Department since Ii'ebruary 1920, and that a great 
part of his work was that of dealing with appli· 
cations from Indian students for admission to 
UDiversities and other educational institutions in 
the United Kingdom. 
, A!' regards the complHint of the students that 
after they had been informed by the Department 
or the Advisol'y Committees in India that there 
were no vacancies left for Indian students at 
educational institutions in this countlY, they had 
succeeded in obtltining admission on their own 
account, he stated that as regards Oxford and 
Cambridge it was the fact that the bepartment 
h.ad been told by the authorities there (the 
Secretary to the Delegacy for Oriental Students 
at Oxford and the Secretary to the Intercollegiate 
Indian Stadents' Committee at Cambridge) that 
there was no more room, and had so informed the 
in·:lian Advisory Committees, but that, nevertheless, 
students had subsequently succeeded in obtaining 
admission. The Department could not deny that 
that had happened, but its defence was- that it had 
acted on what it had been told by the responsible 
lluthorities at Oxford and Cambridge, and was not 
to blame for that information subsequently ill'oving 
to be incorrect. In this connection, he explained 
that the Department did not actually obtain 
admission to Oxford and Cambridge for individual 
students, l;lUt merely forwarded applications, 
together with testimonials and certificates sent to it 
from India, to the Secretary of the Intercollegiate 
Committee or the Delegacy for Oriental Students. 
It did, of course, bring, 01' attempt to bring, 
pressure to bear on the authorities of those two 
Universities in regard to the general question of 
admission of Indian students, but it left to the 
Colleges absolutely the acceptance 01' rejection of 
any individual applicant; the Department tried to 

,obtain from the authorities the largest possible 
bumbol' of vacancies, but left it to them to select 
the men to fill those vacancies. As regards 
Universities other than Oxford and Cambridge, he 
,did not think the complaint of the students 
'Was quite accurate. TheI'e were, undoubtedly, 
cases of unqualified students who had not pllssed 
any examin(l,tion in India. which would admit them 
to a University in this country who had been told 
by tbe Advisory Committees in India, on the 

strength of information supplied by the Depart
ment, that until they had obtained the necesE.ary 
qualifications it was very unlikely that they would 
seeure admission. On the other hand, the Depart
ment had obtained admission for a large number
of Indian students, the number of offers of 
admission for October 1920 being 191., excluding
Glasgow, where the authorities were unable to 
distiuguish between the applications which came 
through the Department and those which clime 
direct from students. He could not say whether
all those offers had actually been accepted by the 
students, but offers of admission from t,he various 
Universities had been transmittea to India in 118 
cases. 

Re could not say how mauy applications had 
been received fro~ students, as the facts had Dot 
in the past been recorded in a form that would 
enable- such statistics to be obtained without a 
considerable amount of rellearch. Since the High 
Commissioner had assumed control of the Depart
ment a system had been instituted under which 
every application was recorded, and iu future 
statistics ot' the kind would be l'eadily available. 

There was DO doubt' that some students whom 
the Department knew to be thoroughly eligible for
admission to Oxford and Cambridge had been 
refused, whereas others whose qualifications were 
inferior had been admitted; but he did not think 
~t was possible for th~ Department to do anything-
1ll the way of pressmg the claims of individual 
applicants. ~he Offi~eI'8 at Oxford and Cam bridge 
who dealt WIth Indlan students were Unive1'8ity 
officers, and although the Universities received 
grants from Indian rllvenues in respect of the work 
done, he thought the Universities might resent 
any attempt on the part of the Department to
usurp their fUIlctions by discriminatinO' between 
individual applicants. " 

So far as he was aware no statement had ever
been made during the time he had been connec1,ed 
with the Department to the effect that all vacancies 
for Indian students at all Universities had been 
filled, and except in the case of unqualified men,_ 
who had not passed an examination which would 
admit them to a University, no student had been 
told that no admission could be obtained for him at 
any University in the rnited Kingdom. 
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As regards 1111'. J. N. Da.R', an Indian student of 
mining engineering at Leeds, wl,o hacl complained 
to the Chairman that when he applied through the 
Advisory Committee at Calcutta. for admission to 
.any English University he had received in reply 
-copy of a letter signed by Dr Arnold Raying that 
there was no vacancy in any English University 
and recommending him not to come, and that on 
writing direct he had obtained offers of admission 
.at Bristol, Birmingham, Leeds and Edinburgh, the 
witness stated that an application on hehalf of 
'Mr. Das was received from the Secretal'y of the 
Advisory Committee at CalcuttA. in May 1921, and 
in reply a letter was sent to the CA.lcutta Secretary 
-on the 20th Octobar 1921 stating that it was not 
possible for Mr. Das to be admitted to Gla~gow, 
London or Manchester that year, but that a promise 
-of admission "to Birmingham, which WM his fourth 
.altel'nati vi, for the study of mechanical engineering 
had been obtained on his behalf, and explaining 
that the delay in seuding A.n answer to the appli
cation was due to the difficulty that had been 
-experienced in obtaining a rpply from the Birming-
ham authorities. That letter was signed by lIt'. 
Field and there was no letter on the file signed by 
Dr. Arnold. He did not think that any letter 
signed by Dr. AI'nold could have been Rent to India 
in this case, as the papers were sent to Cromwell 
Road immediat~ly they arrived and were not 
returned to the India Office until 18th October. If 
.a letter had bern sent from Cromwell R:lad it 
would have been contrary to the usual procedure, 
.and in any case it would have been signed by 
Mr. Sen and not by De. Arnold, PosRibly what, 
Mr. Das was referring to was a circulltr lettllr 
signed by Dr, Arnold and sent to all the Advisory 
Committeeli in India, _ drA.wing attent.ion to the 
""bnormal state of congestion prevailing at all 
.educational institutions iu the United Kingdom, 
and asking that Indian students who applied to the 
Committees might be warned of the difficulties 
which they were likely to meet if they left India 
before obtaining a definite offer of admission. and 
advised to be prepared with an alternative plan 
should they be unsllccessful in obtaining admission 
to the parti.;:ular University they desired. 

As regards the suggestion that the Department 
was mther too ready to accept statements from 
University authorities that an individual student 
.could not be taken or that no further Indian 
students could be admitted to a particular faculty, 
-and that the claims of applicants were 1I0t 
,gufficiently pressed, the witness pointed out that 
the Department worked on the general- principle 
that it was not wise for it to take the responsibility 
of deciding whether a particular applicant ,\'as 
.suitable for admission to a University or not. All 
applications receiv(ld wer'e duly forwarded, but the 
Department t'egltrded it as within the competence 
-of the University authorities to decide-'\vh-ether or 
not a man could be admitted, and their decision 
would be communicated to the student without any 
-effort on bhe part of the Department to get that 
·decision reconsidered if it was unfavourable. The 
-witness added that it was very seldom that an 
unexplained refusal was received. Genel'ally, a 
definite reason was given, such as (a) that the 
,gtudent was not qualilied; (b) that the education 
desired was not available; 01' (e) that there were 
:no longer any vacancies; and, in view of such 
.categorical statements, and of the known facts 
regarding the congestion at the Universities, it 
would have been, in his opinion, inadvisable to 
demand explanations from the Universities unleqs 
there were l'easonable grounds for believing that the 
-door was bein'" unnecessarily barred against Iudian 
students. Th~ difficulty was that ii the Depart
ment attempted to discriminate between applicants 
.-any student whom it regarded as nnqualified, and, 
therefore, did not recommend, might perhaps secnre 
.-admission by making a. pel'sonal application, with 

the result that the complaints agairu.t the Depart
ment would be intensified. If it were pOSSible to 
have a completely uniform system under which all 
the Universities of the United Kingdom agreed to 
admit Indian stndents only through the Department 
or on its recommendation, the Department might 
then conscielltiously take the responsibility of 
sifting the applications it ]·eceived. This would" 
also uecessitate the assumption on the part of the 
Advisory Committeeli in India cf the duty of 
making recommendations on the individual appli
cA.tions transmitted, instead of merelv forwarding 
them with the necessary documents: as was the 
present practice. Bot, even in such circumstances, 
the witness was doubtful whether such a system 
would be desirable, as he considered that the best 
qualified judge of the relative me~'its of different 
applicants for a particular University was the 
University itself, though the Department should be 
in a position to advise students which University 
was most suitable fo~ their purpose. 

He had never given a letter of introduction to 
an educational authority to an Indian student and 
at tb~ same time written a private note to ti,e 
educational authority concerned advising that the 
student should not be admitted. In his opinion 
sllch a procedure would be most improper. 

As regards the statement of the F:dinburgh 
University authorities that Dr. Mackenzie had been 
appointed Local Adviser without any consultation 
with them, the witness ~ated that when Dr. Miller, 
the previous Local AdVIser, notified his resignation, 
Dr. Arnold wrote to him suggesting that it might 
he desirable for him to consult with the Principal 
as to a successor, and asking Dr. Miller to arrange 
an interview for the purpose. In reply Dr. Miller 

-wrote to $ay that he had sounded the Principal, 
who had stated that if Dr. Arnold went to Edin
burgh he would see him, but that he did not waut 
to discuss the matter with him, the policy of the 
University being "no official recognition of the 
Indian Students' Department." DI·. Arnold, there
fore, proceeded. to deal with the question of filling 
the vacancy, aud the name of Dr. Mackenzie, which 
had been put forward-by Dr. Miller, was sl1bmitted 
to the Senate with a view to ascertaining whether 
the Senate objected to his nomination, and the final 
letter of appointment was not is.med until the 
Senate had definitely concurred in the appointment . 

Ifwas trne that the Univel'sityauthorities had 
no responllibility for the selection of Dr. Mackenzie, 
but it was not correct that the appointment had 
been made without consultation with them. 

Asked whether he had any criticisms to offer as 
regards the work of the Advisory 80mmittees in 
India, the witness stated that it was very difficult 
for him to CI iticise without knowing Indian 
conditions, and that the only criticism he would 
venture to make was that the Advisory Committees 
did not appear to impress sufficiently upon applicants 
the necessity for obtaining a qualification in India. 
before coming to this country. Bya qualification
he did not necessarily mean a degree, but some 
examination which would exempt from the matrictl
lation or entrance examination of a University in 
the United Kingdom. There were many cases of 
stndents who came to this country without such a. 
qualification, and who had, as a. result, to waste 
time and money in passing the matricuTation here. 
As a general rille the Advisory Committees were 
prompt in replying to enguiries addressed to them 
by the Department, and the informa.tiou asked for 
wa!! usually given in a satisfa.ctory manner. 

Until recently it had not been the practice of 
the Department to send formal acknowledgments 
to letters received fl'Om the AdvisOl'y Committees, 
but a system of sending acknowledgments, if a final 
rf'ply could not be sent iu a. fortnight or so, was 
being instituted . 

Apart from the question whether it was required 
by the parent.oll the one hand or the I!niversity 
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authorities on the otlll~r. he thought th:tt guardian
ship was on the whole a good thing for the students 
themselves. The suggestion that a .student ong.ht, 
to be in a position to look after his own affairs 
might be reasonable in the case of a man who .had 
friends and relatives in this country, who mIght 
assist him' but not in cases where the nearest 
relatives 0; friends were several thousand miles 
away in India, and the conditions of life were so 
differellt from those to which they were accustomed. 

The Department did not have much to do with 
Anglo-Indians and domiciled European students. 
except in the case of those holding Government 
soholarships, who were of course under its control. 
The Department was, however, always ready ~o 
giv~ all the assistance it could to ,such students, if 
th&yca.red to apply for its help. 

1'he Department did not make it a practice to 
ask the various educational institutions how many 
Indian students they would admit each year, as 
such a request might suggest to the authorities that 
there should be a limitation. The Department 
merely went on applying for admission nntil it met 
with a point blank refusal saying that there was no 
more room, and if it thought that the number of 
admissions was too small it would then write and 
ask for an explanation. An example might be 
cited of the London School of Economics, who 
proposed, at the beginning of the year, to limit the 
a,dmissions to graduates of the Indian Universities 
only, the total numbel' not to exceed 12. As the 
result of correspondence and personal disonssion 
between the High Commissioner and the Director, 
the limit of numbers was provisionally abandoned, 
and 32 !ltudents had been promised admission 
to the School for October 1921. There would no 
doubt be some advantage in knowing beforehand 
llow many vaoancies would be available 'for Indian 
stndents at each University, but the view of tbe 
Department Wal'l that that advantage would be 
more than counte~'balallced by the disadvantage of 
suggesting to the Universities to make a limitation. 
Moreover, at the beginning of the year, when it 
'Yould be necessary to make the enquiry, it would 
not be possible for the Department to foreoast how 
many students were coming and what subjects they 
would wish to study, and it would therefore not be 
in a position to contest with University authorities 
any uureasonable limitation of nnmbers they might 
choose to impose. 

Questioned regarding the rnling of Gray's Inn 
that an Indian student studying at a University in 
the United Kingdom could not be regarded as 
receiving his general education in this country and 
must therefore produce a certificate from the 
Deputy Commissioner or Collector of his district in 
~ndia or from the Joint Secretary to the High 
Commissioner, the witness explained that the 
decision in qnestion had beeu given in referpnce to 
the case of a student who had come to the Depart
ment and stated that, although he had produced 
certificates which seemed to comply witll the 
l'egulations of the Inns of Court, he had nev-etihe
less been refused admission to Gray's Iun and had 
been asked to bring a certificate from the Joint 

.Secretary to the High Commissioner. .The certi
ficates in the student's possession were examined, 
and it was found that one of them was signed by 
his tutor, a responsible person who had known him 
for m"er a yell.r, and another was from the head of 
the Oxford College at which he was studying. 

. 'fhe Department considered that the case was one 
in which the applicant was receiving his general 

-education in the United Kingdom and that the 
.certificates were therefore in aecordance with the 
regulations. A letter was therefore written repre

.senting the mat,ter to the Under Treasurer of Gray's 
Inn and pointing out that the certificate of the 

. Joint Secretary did not appear to he necessary in 
this case. In reply a somewllat curt letter had 
1>een received from the Under Treasurer objecting 

to the Depar~mpnt interpreting the regulations fOl· 
him, and in the end, after a personal diflcullsion~ 
the Inn had definitely laid it down that no applicant, 
who had not received his sohool edncation in tliis 
country could be considered as having received his 
general education in the United Ki.ngdom. 'l:h& 
witness could not say whether that mterpretatlOn 
of the regulations was a. new one, but such a case 
had never come to his knowledge before. 

He could not say whetber the regulation re
quiring Indian applicants for admission to the Inns 
of Court to produce certificates from a Collector Ol~ 
Dpputy Commissioner had been imposed at the 
initiative of the India Offioe as the regulation was 
in foroe long before he became connected with the
Department. 

As regards the allegation' of the students that 
the Department existed for the purpose of spying
upon their political opinions, the witll~S stated 
that, so far from that being the fact, in one case in 
which an educational authority had received infor
mation from another source that a certain student" 
held political op~ions of an extremist nature, and 
had asked whether the Department would hesitate 
to recommend such a. student if his opinions were 
brought to tl,I.eir notice, the educational authority 
concerned had been informed that the Department 
would not cO/lsider any political opinions, however 
extreme, as a legitimate hal' to the granting of its 
recommenda,tion, or that of an Advlsory Committee 
in India, uuless by his opinions the student had 
actually put himself within the clntches of the 
law. 

So far as he was aware the Department had not 
taken any steps to get the Inns of Court to abolish 
the reg-ulation (2) (ii) (b) requiring Indian students. 
to produce a certificate from the Collector or Deputy 
Commissioner of the district in which his family 
resides, or a certificate from the Joint Secretary to
the High Commissioner for India for Indian 
Students' Work. 

The complaint made by }fl'. M. B. Narayan, tha.t 
the Department was unable to supply him with a 
statement that the India.n Institute of Sciellce at; 
Bangalore was an instit\1tion recognised by Govern
ment for the purpose of granting diplomas, wa~
correct" The oopy of the calendar of the Institute 
in the possession of the Department at the time 
when Mr. Narayan made his application was an old 
one, and did not contain the information on which 
the statement for which he asked could be based._ 
Attention was also drawn to the fact that war- . 
conditions were then in existence, and that it 'was 
unreasonable to expect the Department to be in 
possession of the prospectus and calendar of every 
Indian institution, espeoially "When every effort had 
to be made to ~eep down correspondence, mails, &c. 
with India to a minimum. The Department had .. 
however, offered to write to Ip.dia and obtain the 
information required in this case, but Afr. Narayan 
did not answer the letter. -

The facts regal'ding the case of ~Ir. G. D. Kelkar.
who had complained to the Committee -that thft 
Department did not answer his letters promptly, 
and that the treatment.he had received at its hands
was both unbusinesslike and unsympathetic, were-
as follows :- -

In March 1921 ~fl". Kelkar applied for an exten-
sion of his scholarship and was informed in reply _ 
that hi!! application ha.d been referred to tb;' 
Government of Bombay, and that no decision 
could be arrived at upon it until the views of the' 
Go,ernment of Uombay ha.d been obtained. In thft
previous year :Mr. Kelkar had made an application 
for a .grant of ab~ut £2~l) .to enable him to go to
AmerIca for vractlcal trammg, and this application 
had b~en refused by the Secretary (If State in 
Cou~cll .. Mr. Kelkar, however, persisted. in his
applicatIOn, and eventually, after consultation with 
his Professor, he was told that the question of his 
practical training could not be_ settled lI~til he had 
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completed his dt'gl'ee course at Sheffield. On the 
5th May 1921 lk Kelkar agai[l renewed his appli
cation to be allowed to go to Amel'ica fOI' the 
Ilurpose of visiting glass wOl'ks there, and repre
.t!ented fltl'ongly that he did not want to undergo 
practical training as an apprentice iu this country 
becauMe a man of his age (40) could not stand 
.six hoUl's a day in front of a furnace. The Depart
ment then wrote agaifl to the GO\'ernment of 
Bombay, 'repooBsnting its views, and also those of 
Mr. Kelkar,and asking for a decision on the matter .. 
'That decision WIIB only received by telegram on the 
14th July, and was to the effect that the Govern
ment of tlomhav did not approve of the proposed 
tour in America: but empowered the High t1ommis
sioner to exteud Mr. Kelkar's scholarship for the 
purpose of obtaining. pl:actical training i!l Engl~nd 
if the necessary faCilities could be ohtamed. '1 he 
letter of the 22nd (not 20th) May, to which 
MI'. Kelkar complained to the t10mmittee that ~e 
ha<1 received no answer, was supplementary to hlB 
application of 5th May, and did not call for a reply. 
'l'he Department was now faced with a further 
difficulty in that Mr. Kelkar had failed to pass his 
1)eO'ree Examination, and that it might therefore 
pI';ve more difficult to obtain facilities for practical 
training for him in England. It wa; now under 
consideration whether his scholarship should be 
extended at all. 

~fI'. Kelkar's complaint that he had not received 
the assistance' he might have dOlie in the matter of 
exemption from iucome tax was not correct. The 
fact was that Mr. Kell..ar had put the Department 
rather in a difficulty because he had asked it to 
get -exemption for him on the 'gl'ound that he- had 
two wives in India. The matter was referred to 
the department at the India Office which dealt 
with questions of income tax, and theil' reply wall 
communicated in full to Mr. Kelkar wit h the 
request that certain forms enclosed might be filled 
up alld l'eturned by him. In that matter Mr. Kelka.r 
received all the information the Department could 
give him, and since then, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Finance Act, 1920, all scholal'
shipR had been exempte!l f['om income tax, and 
Mr. Kelkar did not now pay any tax at all. 

As regards the complaint that certain publica
.tions for which he had asked had not been f<llpplied 
to him, the witness pointed out that as Ail'. Kelkar 
himself admitted. >luch publications a~ were avail
able were sent 10 him. He then asked fOI' another 
set of publication~ which could not be identified 
fl'oni his description of them, and he was asked to 
give the year of pubtication and the names of 
the aut hors anti publisher H. That information 
he failed to supply, and at the instructions of the 
Imlia Office he was iuformed that'if 'he wished to 
be supplied with l'opies of publications at GO\ ern
ment expense he lI.nst take the trouble to give the 
information asked fOI' in detail and to ascertain the 
cost of the books he wanteu. Some of the publica, 
tions appeared to be a little far apart fmm glass 
manufacture (one was a map of India showing the 
coalfields and railways, anothel' a catalogue of the 
Commercial Museum at. Calcutta, a thil·d a catalogue 
of the section of the Indian Museum at Calcutta 
dealinO' with geological and economic products of 
India,oand a fourth the Memoirs of t.he GeologICal 
SUl'vey of India), and he was asked to state what 
beRring they had on his subject of study. 'l'here 
~ wa!< a rille that when Government scholars made 
application in connection with their studies "llich 
involved expense, those applications should be 
supported by the professors unuer whom they were 
working; and as MI'. Kelkar had failed to comply 
with that rule, and the Department were not 
conviliced that the publications for which he asked 
were essential to his studies, he was told that a 
letter' from his profesl'or should be fumished. in 
$upport of his application. Since then nothrng 
:further had been heard from him on the suhject. 
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As regards the l-omplaint of MI'. B. S. Toki, wito 
informed the Committee that he had not received 
the assistance for which he asked from the Advisory 
Committee at Lahore, and that he had secured 
admission to Sheffield University on his own 
account, the witne~s stated that a letter regarding 
Mr. Toki was received from the Lahore Committee 
at the end of l?ebrnary 1920, in which it was stated 
that he desired admission to the City and Guilds 
Engineering College, London, or biting that to the 
University of Glasgow. Enquiries wel'e made, and 
it was found that the City and Guilds Collpge 
would not promise admission to any student who 
had not sat for their Competitive Entrance E:umina
tion; aud that a'! regards Glasgow, there was very 
little chance of Mr. '!'oki being admitted, but that 
if he would fill in a form of application his case 
would be considered. That information was com
m'unicated to IndilL on the 6th May, and Mr. 'l'oki 
replied in June, stating that he was qUite ready t() 
undergo any entrance examination for the City and 
Guilds College, provided he was given some 
aSSllrance of his admission there, which was of 
course absurd, as no assurance could be given of 
admission that was conditional on taking It 

sufficiently high place in a competiti ve examination. 
Subsequently a delinite refusal was received fl'om 
Glasgow, and that also was communicated to 
1<It-. 'l'oki. The next the Department heard of him 
was his arrival in London, when he called at 21, 
Cromwell Road, and saw the witness. After an 
interview with the Engineering Advisel' he came 
back and told the witness that he had been in COlli

munication with Edinburgh and that he had a 
chance of obtaining admission there. 'l'he witness 
thereupon gave him a letter of introduction to the
Local Adviser at Edinburgh, asking him to do what 
he could to help him. Subsequently MI'. 'l'oki 
wrote from Edinburgh, asking that applicatiou 
might be made on his behalf to Leeds or to B[·istol. 
It was no use applying to Leeds, because the 
authorities there required students to have had one 
year's practical training in workshops before being 
admitted to the engineering classes, but application 
was made to Bristol, and in reply a form was sent 
to be tilled up by Mr. Toki. .I!'rom the terms of 
the covering letter it seemed most probable that 
Ml'. To'ki would be admitted. 'l'he form was. 
forwal'ded to l'lr. Toki with the necessary instruc
tions to him, and in reply a lettel' was received 
saying that he was extremely obliged fOl' the trouble 
that had been taken about his admi.sion, but that he
bad secured admIssion fur himself at Sheffield. It 
had since been ascertained that Mr. 'l'oki never 
returned the form to Bristol University. 'l'he 
statement that MI'. 'l'oki did not receive any help 
fl'Om the Department was therefore unjnstified. 

As regard,.; the complaint of 1\11', G. K. Ambadi. 
the statement that he had secured admission to 
Birmingham on his own ,initiatrve wa'i quite 
inac('urate. The file showed thnt \Ir. Ambadi's 
brother in India wrote a personallettel' to 1\11'. Sen 
on his (MI'. Ambadi's) behalf, asking him to 
a['range for his admission to Manchester, and II. 

reply was sent to the effect that the Deplll'tment 
had beeu informed that no more admisRions fOI' 
engineers in Manchestel' could be obtained, asking 
for more detailed particulars as to the young man's 
qualifications, and offeting to try at some other 
college on his behalf, if he were really qualified to 
come to England. A reply was received, giving 
the necessary information, and asking that 
admission should be obtained .. at any decent 
University:'· An application WaS therefore made 
to Sheffield and was unsuccessful, the University 
replying that they 11ad been IIOmpelled some tim~ 
before to clo"e the list of 'admissions to their 

* Tbis information was added by tbe witlless after tb .. 
name of Mr. Ambadi's brother had been communicated to 
bim, as a result of which the remaining papers were traced. 

Cc 
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Engineering Department. Mr, Ambadi wall in
fOI'med accordingly, and then asked that effol·ts 
luiO'\tt he made to secure his admission to Bil'ming
ha~ 01' I1l1.ngol', at which Universities the 
Department were aware thlj,t thel'e wel'e still 
vacancies. A pplications were duly made and 
accepta,nces were rcceived from both Bungor and 
Birmingham. :Mr. Ambadi was informed, and on 
the 28rd September he called to see the witness 
and stated,that he had obtained an offer of adnus
~ion to :F'araday House, but that he was thinking 
of going to Birmingham, and would report in due 
course what he ultimately decided to do. He did not 
.keep that promise, but the Registrar at Birmingham 
eventually reported that Mr. Ambadi had registered 
as an el'gineering student there. His ILdmissioll 
to Birmingham was the l'Csult of the Department's 
efforts on his behalf, and the statement that he llad 
got into Birmingham on his own account was 
g1'o~lily inaccurate. 

'With regonrd to the case of Mr. S. C. Ray, who 
had complailled that the Department had failed to 
assist him in securing admission to a firm of 
chart6red accountants, the witnesq staLed that 
when Mr. Ray arrived he WIIS a little doubtful as 
to whether he would be able to take up the study 
of chartered accountancy, for which purpose he 
l1ad arrived here, but after discussion with Mr. Sen, 
it was net!ided that he should do so, and should, at the 
same time, try to wOl'k for hIS degree in Commerce 
~tt the London University. He was then informed 
where he could get a list of vallancies for articled 
clerks, and he subsequently called upon tIle witness, 
>Lnd was advised to accept an offer he had received 
from a til'm who wel'e wIlling' to take him for a 
premium of 200 guineas. Subsequently a repre
sentative of II.notiJel· firm to whom Ml' Ray had 
also applied came and intet'\-iewed the. wit~ess 
about him. and on the strength of that llltel'VleW 
was prepared to take him, but the young man still 
seemed somewhat uncertain what to do, aud the 
Departmeut then put him into toullh wi~h J:et 
another firm, who were prepared to take hIm for 
quite a reasonable premium. Mr. Hay at the time 
expressed gratitude for all the help he had received, 
but the Department heard nothing further of h~m 
until quite recelltly, when he came to seek Its 
assistance in securing a loan to help him over a 
difficulty resulting from his remittances from India 
having gone ast1'l\.y. 

The l:ltudents' Handbooks to Oxford and Cam
bridge were not supplied by the Department to the 
Local Advisory Committees, because they had to 
be purchased, and it had been held that as the 
Advisory Committees were financed by the Local 
Governments 11i India, they must purchase thestl 
publications for themselves through a bookseller. 
The Department supplied to the Committees all 
prospectuses, &c., which were supplied to it hy the 
Universities in this country free of charge, but it 
did not make purchases on behalf of the Com
mittees. He did not consider it the bUllinesB oE the 
Department to ascert,ain whether the Committees 
purchased the Oxford and Cambridge Handbooks. 
They were aware of thei~' existence, and if they 
needed them it was up to them to buy them with 
the funds at their dispollal, unless, of course, the 
present process was altered. 

He would prepare and submit to the Committee 
& list of the various prospectuses that were sent 
each year to the Committees. 

He had only a very appr.>ximate idea of the 
number of Indian students now studyiug in the 
United KinO'dom, bllt he should say that it was 
between 1 500 and 2,000. It would take him 
rather a lo~g time to ascertain exactly how many 
individual studentR had applied to the Department 
during the past 12 month:l, but he could state that 
the interviews with students averaged ovel' 1,000 

in the la'lt two years. The Department dill not. 
make any effort to follow np the movements of 
students because it was anxiouf! to avoid giving 
gt'ound fol' the sllspicion that it wa!! trying to keep 
an eye 011 them ill any way. If I. btndent came to' 
the Department he waR "elcomed, but lIO effort 
was made to sealch him Ollt in any way. or to keep 
an eye 011 his address. The Departmellt 11 ad nil 
means of doing that and no wisIl to do so, I~lthollglt 
it always did what it could to encourage the 
students to make use of it. 

1£ a student appliell fo1' allmisbiol1 to a particular 
University, the Department would communicate on 
his hellaH with that University unless it had 
alL'eady received a definite statement to the effect 
that there was no mort' room titerI'. If a stutlellt 
stated that he wished for admisRion to such and 
such a UnivI'l'sity, but failing that wonld be 
prepared to go to any other, the Jlepartment would 
tl'Y the Universities olle aftel' the other until they 
got an offer of ndmission for him. If, however, he 
applied for admission to a specified University 
only, and they could not take him, the Department 
would not apply elsewhere on his behalf, but II.S a 
general 1'nle, in conveying the refusal, it was 
stated that if the applicant desired admission 
elsewhere the Depal·tment would be glad to make 
the necessary application. It wal!, of course, 
unnecessary to state this when the reply went to 
the Advisory Committee in India, as they Wl'1'e 
natUl'ally aware that this was the fact. 

Apal·t fl'Om Oxford and Cambridge he did not 
know a single case in which the Department had 
failed to secure admission for a qualified. student Hot 
some University, lJ.lthough it might not ahmys 
haye been \'0 the particnlat· Univerloity fo1' wInch 
thc student expreslled a preference. 

The Government scholars for engineerillg were 
inval·iably illstl'ucted to C()})sult with Mr. ClI.mpioll, 
the r<lnginefll'ing .Adviser, as to tl1eir COUl'SIl of 
study. It depended elltirely upon the cit'cumstances 
of the case whether engineering and technical 
students other than scholars were referred to 
Mr. Campion. If they f\tated definitely what they 
wanted 01' whel'e they wished \'0 go, the Depart
ment could sometimes deal with the matter without 
reftlrence to the Engineering' Adviser. There wel'e 
certainly cases in which facilities for practical 
training Illld been obtained by the Department 
independently of :Mr. Campion. 

In the case of students placed under guardian
ship, the Department would be governed by the 
wishes of the pare'uts PI' guardians in India. As 
soon as a man came under guardianship, efforts 
were made to get from the parent a. detailed 
statement as to the amount of money he could 
afford to spend each year. the course he wished his 
son to pursue and any other special instructiolls. 
When the student was admitted to a College, a. 
budget was sent to the fathet· IIhowing the 
estimated expenditure under various heads, and 
when that budget had been approved the Depart
ment worked to It, Rubject to such alterations as 
might subsequently be desired by the parent. 

The work of interviewing studentlt was very 
heavy, especially during what might be called the 
rush season-fl'om the beginning of AiIgust to the 
end of September-when the students arrived fl'om 
India to stal·t their COlU·ses. '1'hen tIlere were 
sometimes as many as 15 or 20 at a. timt' waitinO' to 
intel'view Mr. Sen, Mr. Knaster, 01' himl<elf. ", 

He would endea.vour to supply infOl'mation as to 
the number of offers of admission obtained on 
behalf of Rtudents by the Department during the 
year 1919-20, but it would not be an easy task. 
He ~ould also endeavonr to prepare a statement 
showmg th~ number of studentlll'ejected by Oxford 
and Cambridge who had heen admitted to other 
Universities through the Department. 
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DR. S. K. DATTA, 
)111;S L. 1.1. BROOKS. 

lb. E. G. HOWARTH, J 8, . 
Ml!. R. E. FIELD, ecretanes. 

1\1& •• T, :'II. CA~IPIUN, l-1.I.C.E., Engineel-ing Adviser to the Indian Students' Department, was 
_ called and examined, 

~03 

He stated that he had held the post of Engi- trairling than other students. It depended upon 
neering Adviser since January 1911, and that it . the college education and the kind of inkoduction 
wall his function to assist Indian ~tudents to obtain a man got. 
practical training in connection with their academic Every Indian student who had applied to him 
couI'ses as well as to advise them regarding engi- had received advice and help, In the case of one 
lIeering and technological education. Until reo student, lIe had to write to no less than 26 firms, 
cently he had beCln concerned with engineering but he had eventually got him in. 
students only, but since the Department had been He had never succeeded ill getting a Rtudent into 
taken over by the High CommiS'Sioner he had a works for so short a peri<>d as SIX months. He 
been made responsible for educating and finding had made the attempt, but the firms had always 
practical training for technological students as declined, and he thought they were l;ght to do so. 
well. In the case of Qne engineering firm who had 

He had generally succeeded in obtaining facilities stated that they would not admit any Indian 
fOI' all students wllO llad applied to him, but thew students to thei,' works, he had wI'itten to one 
were, of cour~e, many who did not go near him; of the directors whom he happened to know, and 
in their cases, if they had failed to secure the as a result the firm had recanted, and had informed 
facilities they needed, it was due to no fault on his him that in future they would take Indian students. 
part. That was the only case that hacl come to his 

He agI'eed that the position as regards practical knowledge during his 11 years' experience of a firm 
training during the last two years had been differentiating agai.nst Indian students. 
exceptIonally difficult, partly on account of the Questioned as to the statement in his written 
large number of ex·service men for whom employ- memorandum (appended) that only a small pro
ment had to be found and partly on account of the portion of the men who came to thiR country with 
unemployment resulting from labour troubles and a view to securing civil engineels' al)pointments in 
from industrial dept·ession. In norm"l times, the Public Works Department, the Indiau State 
however, he would expect to be able to obt.ain Railways, &c., were successful, he said that the best 
practical trft.ining in engineering for any student educated Indians entered those services direct from 
who applied to him and who possessed the nellessary the Colleges in India Men on the spot in this 
qualitications. country had the advantage, although their qualifica. 

He had no definite list (If firms to wllOm he tions were inferior, because they were in a position 
applied on behalf of Indial~ students, but he knew to conform to special conditions and regulations and 
a. large number that were likely to admit them, to appeat' before the Selection Committee at the 
and it was his practice to apply to one after another India Office. Those men were not of the same 
uutil he succeeded ill obtaining the facilities calibre as ma.ny men in India: who had obtained the 
needed, degrees of L.C.E. and. B.E, but they succeeded in 

As regards the complaint of tIle Edinburgh getting as good. if 110t better, positions by coming 
students that they had not been able to obtain to this country, and the result was to encoulage nn 
l)]"actical training during their vacations, the influx of Indian students for tlte study of eivil 
witness pointed out that these st.udent,; had not. engineering. 
a ppliell for his help, but that if they had done so So far as he was aware, it was not the practice of 
he wonld probably not have bt'en aille to help them Indian Universities· to forward their calendars and 
US engineering tit'ms were generally unwilling to prospectm~es to the various Universities and 
admit a man for less than one year at least. He Colleges in the United Kingdom. He had fre
regarded the engineering courses at the Scottish quently come across educational authorities who 
Ulli,'ersities as being six months' work and SIX had no ideaofthe value of the Indian B.E. or L.C.E. 
months' holiday. It was not a proper sandwich examinations as compared with similar examina
system at all, and it was unreasonable to expect tions in the United Kingdom. He had recently 
that manufacturers wouM admit students to their been endeavollring to get the Institution of Civil 
works for so short a period as six m()nths. '1'he Engineers to admit two men who had passed the 
!-tudents could learn nothing very useful in that Bachelor of Civil Engineering examinations in 
time aUll were often in the way. India, which, in his opinion, were certainly as good 

Of the sandwich system proper, such as tllat in as, if not better than, the London B.Sc. 
vogue at the Merchant Venturers' 'I'echnical (Engineering) ; but the Institution would not accept 
College, Bristol, the Technical College, Lough- them, and had insisted on their sitting for the 
borough, the Northampton Polytechnic, alld King's A.1.1.I.C.E. examination, which was of a lower 
College, London, be entirely approved, but that standard in applied mat.hematics and science. 
was quite a different thing from the system at He was aware of the plejudice which Indian 
Glasgow' and Edinburgh. The course was a foul' students had against the Students' Department. 
or five·year continuous one, and throughout that but he had never come across it personally. He 
time, whf-ther they were at works or at the college, had dt-alt with o\"er 450 ;;tudellts during the last 
students were under the discipline and orcers of 11 years, and none of them had evel' mentioned the 
the Principal of the college. matter to him. He had recei"ed many letters from 

Generally speaking, he did not think that Indian students, both here and in India, tllanking him fOl" 
students foulld it more diffieult to obtftill practical the belp he had given them. 

Ccf:: 
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He kept a register of the names and qualificationll 
(If nIl students who sought his assistance, but he 
could not then give figures as to the number of 
students who had actually secul'ed admission to 
works through his intervention. He wrote to fil~S 
foJ' them and gave them letters of introduction, 
.1lld of some he never heard anything fnrther, 
which was the way wlth some students. 

1£ desired, he would be glad to visit Edinburgh 
to meet the Indian engineedng students and discuss 
their ,difficulties with them, but if the v wanted 
somethmg it WitS impossible to obtain he would not 
be Itble to help tllcm. 

In order to obtain civil engineering experience 
it was necessary to pay a premium, which was 
generally 100 guiueas a year, but might be 150 01' 

even 250 guineas. When arranging for such 
practical training, it was nece!)sary to ascertain 
that the engineer to whom the student proposed to 
go had sufficient work; many of the municipal 
engineers had not at present sufficient wOl·k to 
enable them to train students 

QuestlOned as to the case of Mr. N. K. Nag, who 
11ltd complained that he had received no assistance 
fl'om the Department, but that he had eventually 
got himself accepted by the Hythe Municipal 
Engineer on payment of a preminm, witness stated 
that Hythe was a vely small municipality and that 
Mr. Nag would learn very little there which would 
be of use to him in India. He undertook to look 
up the case and to let the Committee knuw what 
application Mr. NlIg had made and what a~sistance 
he had tried tu give him."" 

Que~tioned regtwc1ing Farada,y House, the witness 
pointed out that it was an expensive institution, as 
the fee w&.s 100 guineas a year. It h!l.d a four 
ye}1rS' sandwich system of its own, the fil'st year 
being wholly class work and the second year being 
spent in works, then the stuc1ent had another year 
at the Colleg-e Rnd ended up with a year more in 
works. The institution was connected with all the 
leading electrical and mechanical manufacturerll in 
England and Scotland and was able to get a student 
admitted to works when the witness could not. At 
the present time Faraday H,lUse was finding the same 
difficulty about practical training as everyone else, 
and the Principal had recently informed him that 
h~ could not get facilities required for two Govern
ment scholars who were studying at the institution. 
The standard of qualification for admission to 
Faraday House was rather lower than in the case 
of the Universities, but he did not think the 
Principal would admit a man unless he was con
fident that he could work IIp to a high standard 
eventually. 

He presented a report of his work to the Depart
ment each year, and in it he gave the nnmber of 
studenttl who had consulted him and particulars of 
the different Provinces in India fl'om which they 
came. He could not give particulars showing how 
many of them he had succeeded in placing in works 
for practical training, as in mallY cases he did not 
know from the students whether they were success
ful or not. 

He had never been asked to arrange practical 
training in shipbuilding, maTIne survey, or dock 
engineering. The shipbuilding in India was of IL 

special type. 
He waR strongly oi: opinion that training in civil 

engineering, fores~ry and agriculture sh.ou!d .be 
provided in Indlll.. There was no slmllarIty 
between agriculture in this count.ry and i~ Indi~, 
and it was folly to teach agl'lculture 111 thul 
country to men who were going out to lndia to 
practise it. The same thin&, applied to. ~ilw~y 
engineering, i!l regard to whIch the condIt.lOns I.n 
India were totally different f!"om those lD thls 

* A statement, which is printed below, was subsequently 
supplied by Mr Campion. 

country. Facilities for tJ'aining in railwny 
engineering conld easily be provided in India, but 
although a memorandum llad been sent se,"en yelu's 
ago to the different railway companie/! asking f01" 

such facilities to be given and offcl'ing the engineers 
a fee for the training, he had not heard anything 
further about it and did not know of a single 
Indian student who llad becu-taken·for.training on 
the Indian railways. 

He agreed that. generally speaking, it was much 
mOI'e difficult to obtain technological training than 
engineering training in this country. No sonp 
manufacturer, for example, would admit an Indian 
student to llis wOl-ks if he could help it because of 
his belief that the processes he employed wel'e 
secret. If, however, the position were personallv 
explained to the heads of tile firms, he thought th~ 
difficuHy coulcl be overcome. He had l'E'centIy 
been making efforts to get training in a margarine 
factory for an Indian student and had at first met 
with a reful'al. He then went and saw the 
managing director of the firlll in question, and, aftel· 
discussing the matter, the mallaging director had 
eventually admitted that no trade secrets were 

·involved in his businesR and had promised to 
persuade his boal'd to take two Indian students for 
three or five years. 

He thought that a polit,e letter fl'om the Stol·es 
Department of the High COllllnillsioner's Office 
would result in obtaining whatever facilities wele 
required. He did not think that a threat of being 
struck off the list of firms from whom tenders were 
accepted would have much effect. 

His experience was that a large percentage of 
the studentR who came to this country fOI' 
mecbanical and electrical engineering training had 
definite hopes of employment 011 their retuI'1l to 
IndIa. 

He did not a~l'ee that it wal! es.~ential to get a 
man admitted to tIle partIcular type of engincering 
wOl·ks to which he would be going in Jndia, as the 
engineel'ing in India was general engineel'ing 
pI incipally connected with such WOI ks as lighting 
ard power. If all Indian student went to an 
elechical manufacturing company in this country 
"I!'hich did not specialise, he would get the training 
he needed. 

He did lIOt think I.here was Itt present mn!Jh 
likelihood of electrical manufacturing being canied, 
011 in IlIdil£ j mechanical manufactnring was a 
different matter, al! all the lllrge railway engineel'illg 
shops in India now did their own mechanical wOl'k. 
Locomotives for the Indian railways were sent out 
from this country and assembled and erected in 
India, but the indian railways were doing their 
own carriage and wagon building, although the 
wheels and frames went out from this country. 

The studer;lts wqo came to this country for 
mechanical and electrical" engineering training did 
not at present expect to contribllte on their return 
home to the manufactUling side of the industry. 
What they needed was a complete knowledge of the 
mannfacture, constrnction and building up of the 
machines with which they would have to deal, such 
as genel'ators, dynamos, transformer~, alternators 
and switchboards, so that they would be a.ble t~ 
perform rnnning repairs. He agreed that a shol't 
period of training at a powel· station would be of 
value. to st~dent~ who in.ten~ed entering the 
electl'lcal engmeerll'g professlOn III India. 

He ha,d urged upon manufacturel's in this 
country that if Indians did not obtain the facilities 
they :wanted here, they wOllld go to Japan or 
Amel'lca, and would then retnrn to India favourablv 
disposed towl\.rds the country in which they had 
got their training; but as a matter of fact he had 
me~ ~eve.ral 1nd~an students who had h~d their 
trall1m.g In Amenca and the.y did not speak in very 
endearmg terms abont AmerlCa or their experiences 
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there. He waR confident that students who had 
been well kained in this country with such firm~ as 
the British Thomson.Houston Company or the 
General Electric Company would, when they 
reached positic)D'I of authority at powet· l!t.ttion~ 
and factoriel! in India. go to those firms fot· all the 
eqnipment they needed. 

He had a ,high opininn of Indian engineel'in~ 
degrees and had done his best t.o get educational 
.authorities in this countl'y to accept that opinion; 
but he Ilid not ('onsider it his business to get the 
Indian Univer'sity Calendar/! and put. them before 
the Institution of 'Civill!:ngineer!l and other bodies 
in this country. The InstiLutions would resent it 
if he attempted to teach them theit' own busines~. 

In his experience thet'e had never been any hade 
union or colour difficulties in the way of gettlllg 
lndian stlluents admitted to works. He had 
found that the Indian student generally got on with 
the workmen very well indeed. 

Speaking as an engineer, he regarded any 
scheme that purported to provide workshop 
training without aqtual admission to 1l. manu· 
factllrer's works as quite impracticable. He 
undertook to prepare a statement gi,-iu!r his 
Huggestiona as to what might be done to improve 
the training at Poona, Hoorkee, Madras and other 
.engineering colleges in India, if he was ("aIled upon 
to do so. 

The Students' Department did not semI llim any 
list of students who were coming to this country to 
.study engineering except in the case of Government 
scholars, but immediately an engineering sludent 
.arri ved the Department would write or telephone 
to him and he would arrange an inter·view. 

He had had much less difficnlty in obtaining 
-admission to works for students who had taken an 
Engineerillg lJegree in India than for those who 
had taken a B.Sc. Degl·ee. '1'''e Indian B.Sc. was 
pure science, and au essential factor with engineering 
manufacturers was a knowledge of applied scieTtce 
a.nd laboratory training so that a student admitted 
to their works should be able to be put to work 
.at once. 

In his opinion a man with a Bachelor of 
Engineering" Degree of an Indian Unh-ersity was 

·every bit as good as a man with II. B.Sc. 
(Engineering) of a 1J niversity in this country. 

When he retired, he was Chief Engineer and 
Secretary to the Government of the Punjab in the 
Public Works Department, and his opinion as 
regards the present state of Indiall engineering 
-education was based on his own personal experience 
in India. 

He did n~t think tllat it was necessary 01' 

·desirable to recruit men from this country in order 
to keep up the efficiency of the civil engineering 
profession in India. and he did not approve of the 
preseut system of recrnitment for the Indian Public 
Works Department. The only thing for wbich a 
man needed to come to this country was practical 
training, and that only in snch bro.nche;; a'! 
mech!tnical and electrical engineering. Far better 
practical training in railway !Lnd irrigation work 

·could be obtained in India than in England. He 
11imself hnd been trained on an English railway 
and when he got to India he had to uuleam much 
that he had learnt. 

He had nevel' had a case of a student applying 
to him for prncticall:raining in engineering prior to 
being ndmitt.ed to the Universities, and he was npt 
aware that any Universities in this country had 

.stipulated for such prior training 1>efol"e admitting 
a man to their engineering courses. 

"Vhen he spoke of having been successful in 
.0bt!l.ininO' practical training for Indian stndeni:s. he 
referred <> only to the cases of men who had applied 
to him at the end of their academic career after 
they had taken an Engineering lJegree or Diploma. 

l1E')IOR~YDIJ1[ BY Mit. CA)[PIOY, ENGIXEERDIG 
AD\,[S~:R TO )XDI.U STUDEXTS, Oli THE CON. 
DITIONS RELEVANT TO INDIAN STUDEYTS AND 
THEIR TECHYICAl, EDCCATION AXD TII~DIlNG IX 
THE UNITED KINGDQlI. 

1. There is much ignorance among r ndian student!! 
of conditions attached to the course of college work 
and practical' wOI·k req nired fo[' the proper and 
regular training provided in this country for the 
branch of engineering or indnstry determined on 
in India to be undertaken here. And this not. 
withstanding the· inform~tion . procurable-for them 
by secretaries of Advisory Committees in India 

. and the detailed particulars given in the Handbook 
of Injormatimt fm' Indian Student.~. The conse· 
quences of such ignorance often result in abandoning 
altogether the purpose for Which the student has 
come to this country, or taking only a portion of 
the training; with the result of waste of money 
and time in tl'ying to do impossible courses and 
then returning to India half trained and unfitted 
for good appointments. 'l'het'e are also students 
who (lOme het'e with no definite purpose of study 
or tl'aining, and try coltrses for profesbions of which 
they have no knowledge, and for which they are 
not fitted; wasting time and money all the while. 

2. Again, there are studentb who come here with 
only a school education, alld many with only the 
matriculatit)n pass of an Indian University. '1'hese 
youths are too old to go to an English school and 
unqualified to pass an entrance examination of a 
college. They have to be tutored or taught 
t.hrough cOl'reSp9ndence 01' commercial schools to 
pass matricnlation amI entrance examinations, with 
the loss of a year's time at least No student is 
well fitted for a college course in this country, for 
any technical profession. who has not passed the 
Intermediate Science Examination of an Indian 
University; with his probable subjects being Pure 
and Applied 1\Iathematics, Physics, Chemistry, 
Drawing and a 1\Iodern Language, as French, 
German or Hindustani. Students are much handi· 
capped in examinations for University degrees and 
other institutions by want of a modern language. 
Snch students would not qualify at any University 
in India, aml they have come here, 'r have been 
told, purely on spec. to get a "pass" degret' of an 
English University as a higher qualification, so 
considered in India, than that of an Indian 
University. It seems this might be stopped if I.he 
professors of Indian College$ and Universities 
conld get the majority of their best students to put 
a low value on the examinations for indifferent 
" pa~s " degrees of this countJ·y, and other examina· 
tions of technical institutions obtained by these 
students, so that their educational qualifications 
may be estimated at their correct value. 

3. Such Government appointments as are made 
in this country to the Public WOf'ks Department, 
State Railways, Forest Service, and Telegraphs, 
brought many men to this country to compete for 
them, not one tenth of whom succeeded, while 
the best edncated Indian" entered these services in 
India direct fl'om Universities there, as may be 
seen from an inspection of the list of those services, 
where these men will be found with the letters
L.C.E., B.E., lind M.A. after their names. The· 
men who have come to this country could not have 
competed with the men who competed in India., 
and yet they sncceeded in getting as good, if not 
better, positions throngh coming here. Hence 
this influx. 

4. The Institution of Civil Engineers is very 
ready to admit Indian students provided that they 
comply strictly with its byelaws, and thi~ it is 
difficult to get them to 'understand; with the result 
that they seek electioll to other engineering 
institutions of much less value and recognition 10l· 
ohtaining pl'ofellsionnl employment. The great. 
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majurity of appointment!! now offel'ed to junior 
~a\ldidates in any branch of engineering either 
stipulltte for the pass certificate of A.M.Le.E. 01', 
should a candidate possess it, lle is given the 
preference. The reason for this is that the Insti
tution of Oivil Engineers by such certificate 
guarantees the holdel' has been hoth educated and 
practically tr'ained as an engineer, and is fitted for 
employment aR such. For thi!! reason it is recom
mended that all engineering students should be 
induced to join the Institution, of Civil Engineers 
as students, so Roon as possible, fOI' their own. 
necessary advantage. But. unfortnnately, their 
very poor education prevents this in most cases, 
and until a student in an engineering college has 
qualified to the standltrd laid down by th", Insti
tution of Civil Engineers, his Professor of Engineer
ing, if he is a corporated member of the Institute, 
cannot propose him for studentship. An engineer
ing education and training in this. country is both 
difficult and expensive, and to be properly carried 
out needs five years; it needs a special education 
at school in tlti!; country to begin with, so that 
English boys of 16 and 17 on leaving school, 01' 
hefOl'e, matriculate at some Uuiversity and go to 
College direct It is really sad to think of the 
many uneducated Indian youths who come to this 
country fOl' an elll5'illeerillg training, and the time 
!'Ind money spent on it, often with very poor results. 
It would, indeed, be a real benefit to parents and 
gU,ardians of youths iu India could they be made 
really acquainted with tIle conditions nece,sary fol' 
an engineering or technical training in this collntry, 
so that insufficiently educated youths are prevented 
from coming here 

5. There is a great want of knowledge among 
educationalists and engineers in this country of the 
comparative worth and merit. of our degrees of 
B.Sc, Eng. and RE, o£ Indian Universities. It 
would be of mnoh good llelp to Indian students if 
the 11'1thorities of the Universities of Calcutta, 
Madras and Bombay ,were induced to forward their 
calendars to the principal Universities and en
gineering' institutions of this country. I have 
carefully gone through the examination papers of 
the Indian degree of Bachelor of Engineering and 
compl<red tI1em with tIle B.Sc. Eng., London, an~ 
I am of opinion that the merits of both are quite 
equal for theory; but the engineering papers for 
the Indian degree are better from being more 
practICal. TIle RE. degree is a four y .. ars' course, 
of which one .I ear is wholly practical, in work!>, 
while the B.Sc, Bag., London, is only three years, 
and that College work. And yet with the better 
training of the B.E., insufficient recognition is given 
to it by any University or engineering institution 
of this country, for the simple reason that they 
know little or nothing about it. 

G. The great drawback with the Indian B.Sc is 
that It is all pure science and of little value to an 
engineering student, who must be well acquainted 
with applied mathematics and physics. Moreover, 
an Iudiau student wbo has not done two years of 
the engineel iug laboratory of an engineermg college, 
Eugli~h 01' Scotch, cannot be usefully trained in 
workshops of this country. Also Indian stud~nts 
with the n Sc. as a rule have learned no drawlllg, 
freehand or geometrical. Hence it is. that. after 

,spending foul' 01' five years at colleg-e m IndIa for 
the B.Sc. the only credit they get for it in thill 

, country is exemption from matriculation with one 
yeal' at ColleO'e' they have to pass the Intermediate 
hel'e and w~rk two yeal's for the B.Sc. ~n~. Tbe 
men who come after passing and obtall1111g the 
RE. in India go straight into wor~shops as 
apprentices or to civil en~ineers as puylls, and do 
excellently without any furthe: educ~tlOn ann. loss 
of time. It is only men wl.th thIS edn~ahonal 

-qualification can d.o well in thIS country, WIth the 
least waste of time and money. . 

7. In the pages of the Halldbool.: of Information 
/01' Indz'an Stftdents, pr. 121-132, it has been point,ell 
ou~ that it is not necessltI'Y to come to this country
to be educat.ed and trained in civil engineering fOI
sllch works as t.he construction of bridge .. , roads 
and buildings, irrigation works, and railways. 
'l'hill training call all be well acquired in IudIa, 
both at college and at works. Some years ag" I 
ad vocated this course at the India Office and' 
recommended that the Government of India and 
guaranteed mil way companies should be asked to 
allow their engineers to train a pupil 01' two for 
two yeal's, at a premium of Rs. 1,000 a year; this 
was done and the railway companies consented, but 
I Itave not, to thil< day heard of nny student being' 
so trained. But many are coming to Hlis country 
to be trained on railways at a yeady pr'emium or 
£150 fol' a training nothing like so good and 
suitable as they could obtain in India for much less 
premium. Of COUl'se, there is no trainiI1g in this 
country for irrigation engineer's, or in any P0l'~iOII 
of the world suitable to, Indian condition!!, all can 
he easily and well obtained in IndIa. FOl' roads 
and buildings and engineering of the charadeI' 
ordinarily carried out by engineers of Distt-ict 
Boards and Publi<1 1Vol'ks Department it is a 
waste of money to come to thiN country to be taught 
alld t,I'ained for if.. With sndl good Indian 
engineering colleges as at Roorkee, Sibpur, Madras.. 
and Poona it. is not at all necessary to come t:J this 
country to learn civil engineering of the chamctel' 
before mentioned, and still les!! to be taught. 
practically, when far mOl'e of this class of work iR 
in progress in India-and will be fOl' many years 
to come. 

S. l\funicipal engineering is qnite a speciality, 
and will have to be acquu'ed 1Il this cOlin try for 
some time to come, mainly on aCCOlll1t of t,he 
training necessary in public hygiene, a subject of 
much importance to municipal engineers. 'fhere 
are many other branches of civil engineering, and 
which are mentioned ill the handbook 8S llecessary 
to be acquired in this country. It should he noted 
that for allY civil engineering training ~ere the 
student 1I1ust undergo pupilage {or two, if 1I0t. 
three, yeal'S with a civil engineer, paying a pJ'emiulll 
J:early. "'his pnpi~age is ~Jso necessary to qualify 
for the A.lIi.I.C.E., hut It can be undergone ill 
India just as well as in this country, and wherl', 
also, the examination can he pas~ed without fet <>1'

ltindrance. 
9. For training in the Railway Traffic DelJart

ment. there .art' many students coming to this 
country qUIte unnecessarily, conHidering the
facilities for' this a.vailable in Inaia. Of courlle 
tll''l facilitieR available in India necessitate thre~ 
years of rigorous training, after selection from 
Indian c~mdidate~ with a U~h·.el'sity degree Itnd 
good SOCIal standmg. All tItls IS escaped by just 
d()in~ two .years in. the 1'raffic Department of an 
Enghsh ratlway, WIthout any good education or 
technical training, as iu India. 1Vhat hecomes of 
these mell I do not know, but that they can be as 
well tn.ught and trained as the same class traffic 
officers in India, or become any way so efficient is 
quite. imp~s!lible. It is most difficult to get the
EnglIsh raIlways to accept these Indian candidates. 
-they are not Rt,udents- for the good reason that 
they train only for their own staff and n')t outsiders. 
moreover, tIte I'ystem of traffic workinO' and 
acco~nting 011 ~nglish railways differs consid~rably, 
an~ IS t()tal\,~' dIfferent to the. traf.Jic system of Indian 
raIlways. It would he well If thIS Course of training
wel'e discouraged by all possible means, and that 
Fouch men as <'ome here and needlessly waste their 
time and money over it, be left tn do the best for 
themselves, and not be dependent on the Stndents' 
Department to help them on a wrona course. 

10. 1'he matter of training at i~dustrial tecIt
nologyinvolves more practical work in manufactorie&. 
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than in engineering, particulal'ly research work in 
~rganic chemiKtry. The mOllt of the industJ-ieH {Ol' 

which IndianH come to this countJ·y involve a 
very complete knowledge of applied {)hemistl'Y, and 
particularly applied organic chemistry, of which 
students usually kn;)w nothing on arriving here, 
with the result that a year or two is spent in 
learnillg thill. There is poor teaching in India of 
applied chemi~tI·y. and little 01' none I.f organic 
chemistry; but now that it is intended to organIse a 
Chemical Department ill India for IndllstrieR, I 
would adville that only Ruch gl'aduates in science 
who have taken honoul's with chemistry and 
physics combined should be selected for scholarships 
hel'e, and Rhould then Rpend two years at Kame 
f1;ood class in chemi"tl-Y at a suitable 'college, with 
three years at an industrial factory, of which two 
yparil should he dcvoted to research work in the 
chemistry of the indush-y fol' whiC'h he is training. 

11. There is great difficulty in obt ... ining the 
..a.dmission of Indian "tudents to industri81 manu
facturer,,' works of this country, owing to the fear 

.such manufactuJ'eI's have of losing their tl'ade in 
India, ancl also of getting theil' "secret processes" 
pirated. We lla"e had Sir Charles Mcr~eod and 
other Indian mel'chauts nse their best encleavours 
on behalf uf Indians £01' this factory t.raining, but 
without result. I }Iave personally intel'viewed the 
managers of several firms, with only partial success. 

'TJIis matter of the training of Indian ~tudents in 
·this country at eugineel'iug works and industrial 
factol'ies is, I think, of snch gl'eat importance that 
jt 81lOuid be prominently bronght to the uotice of 
all fil'ms of manufacturers who regularly deal with 
the Cont1'ltet Department of the Office of the High 
Commis~ioner for India, in the supply of plant, 
mnchinery, and all stol'es ancl material of this 

·couutry for India. All these fil'ms should be 
written to about tr'aining Indians, and their 
assistance and good sel'vices solicited in this 
matter. ]'I'om convel'satlOu8 I have had with 
many of them I fonnd thel'e was much ignorance as 
to the practieal results of such teaching reacting 

.disa'!trously 011 their tt-ade, and I wa~ able to 
ensure them to I,he contrary, and cltn of course do 

.so again. But I think thltt an appeal to them by the 
High Commissioner, 011 behalf of the Government 

. of [ndia, woul!i be far more effective. 
, 12. I have to aclmit with pleasure that llianu
facturers of engineering plant and machinel'Y have 
helped generously in the tt;sining of Indian 
engineering students, and I am glltd to say that of 
the mauy students 1 have placed wit.h them lIOt 
one has been I'ejected 01' complained of. 

MEMORANDUM BY MR. UAMPION InWARDIN\} 
l1R. N. K. NAG. 

",Vhen ~Ir. Campion. Wft'l giving evidence before 
tllis Committee, on the 20th July, he was requested 
to submit such particulars as he possessed of the 
advice and assistance he had rendered Mr. Nag. 
'1'hese particulars are contained in !-Ir. Campion's 
notes, made in his notebook on the fOllr occasions 
that. Mr. Nag confel'l'ed with him in regM'd to his 
~ngil\eering t,·aining. 

The facts ill evidence from these 1I0tes al'e easily 
~bstrn.cted a.,d are as follows :-

(n) Ml" Nag came t:, this. country wi.th a 
scholarship fol' bemg tl'amed as a raIlway 
engineel', without any kl1o\~ledge of applied 
science, geodesy, and drawmg. 

(/J) Mr. NaO' had not the means 1.0 pay the 
pl'emit~m for his pl'actic:ti h-aining on :Lll 

l!;nglish railway. 
.(c) Mr. Nag was advised to l'etU['1l to In~ia, 

aftel' having acquired some knowledge of 

applied science, geodesy and drawinlJ' by 
meanR of taking the R.Sc. Eng., and there 
get his pl·actical training on an Indian 
mil way. 

It may be noted how tbis ~tudel1t has 10ht 
time for professional employment ItS a'1. ellgineer. 
He graduated B.Sc., Ualcutta, in March 1912 
and B.Sc Eng., Edinburgh, in December 1919, 
since when he has remained' ill this countJy 
apparently doing nothing in particular, although 
he was warned by 1111' Campion in July 1919 
that he could not get practICal training on rail
\\ays in England without paying a premium, and 
strongly advised, as he could not pay this hea,'y 
I'rellllum, to return to India and get his practical 
tl'l1ining Oll an Indian railway. It wa.; ,undoubtedly 
money misspent on :t scholarship by granting it 
to a student fot· a training in railway engineering 
who was possibly good at chemistry and pure 
science, but wholly untaught in the principal 
subjects nenes'Rry for civil engineering, aophed 
science, geodr-sy, and drawing. • 

N. K. NAil, from BengaI. 
'2nd Decem/JPI' 1916 -Al'J'ived' 1st Decemhel·,I916. 

Age 22 years. . Was educated at Bel'hampur 
Uollege; graduated B.Sc. in Mathematics, PhYl!icR, 
and Uhcmliltry at Calcutta University, March 1912, 
since when he had btlen studying Chemistry for the 
M.Sc. degree, which he failed til pass. He has, 
however, secUl'eu a G. P Ghose scholarship from the 
Calcutta University of Rs. 2,000 a year for three 
years, to corne to this country to get a training in 
railway eng-ineel·iug. Being wholly ignorant of 
Applied Hcience, l'ecommended him, on account of 
his B.Sc., Calcutta, to go to thc City and Guilds 
Engineering College and find out what special 
COUl'Re he could get there in J ai.lway engineering, 
and to let me know on Wednesday. 

13th Decelltber 1916.-Saw him on t.lle 6th iu~tant 
and again to-day, when he informed me that the City 
and Guilds Engineel ing College would give him no 
exemption beyond passing the entra.nce examina
tion, and insisted on his doing the full thl'ee years' 
COllrse by joining the first year because he had had 
no education in applied science, geodesy and 
drawing, although he had t.he B Sc. in pure science. 
Told him I feared this would be his fate. As this 
meant.his having to do thr,e years of college work 
and two years of training 011 a railwa.y, I gave him 
a Jetter to ~fr. M. N. Das, A.M I.C.E., an Indian 
student who llad successfully done this course in 
less time, to enquil'e of, as I knew that Mr. Das 
could give him useful information about it. 

12th .Tltly 1919.-'1'0 see me, to find him a tut9r 
for a course in mechanical drawing; he had been 
at l!;dinbur'gh University and passed in all subjects 
fol' B.Sc. Eng., excepting mecbanical drawing, for 
which h~ was to appear again in September. Gave 
him the names and addresses of two such tutors t,o 
inquire of. He also wanted me to get him a. 
practical tl-aining for one year with a railway 
engineer without having to pay a premium; told 
him this was not possible, and strongly advised him 
to return to India and get his pI" • .cticnl tmining on 
an Indian railway. 

4th ],[ay 1920.-To infurm lIIe that he had 
(,btained the B.Sc. Eng., Edinburgh, and now wants 
a year's practical training on an English railway, 
but without paying a premium. Again told him 
that engineers 011 En~lish railways took a premium, 
so I cou!d not do thiR for him; bnt he might trv 
by writing to and inquil'ing of general managers .;£ 
English l'l1iJways. 
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'l'HURSOAY, JULY 21, 1921 (LONDON). 

Prel'f'nt· 
TH~; EARL m' I,Y'l'TO:S (Glutirrnan). 
SI1l, D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
Un-VAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
Sm M. HAMMICK. 

SAHIll?ADA A.'TAII AllMAD KHAN •• 
MR. A. P .. M. FJ.EMING. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MI8s L. 1.1. BROOKS. 

MI!. E. G. HOWAUTH} St' 
MR. R. E. Fn:LD. er:l'~ al'lt.'s. 

~IR 'l'HaMAS W, ARNOLD. C.I.E., Litt.n., Educational Adviset' to Indilln Students in London fl'omApdl1909-
to 'December 1916. anq. 'Educational Adviser' f01" Indian· Students t", the Secretary of State fo~ 
Indi~ fl'om 1st January 1917 to 31st October 1920, was called and examined. 

He stated that he had beeu connected with the 
Department since its inception, and had had to 
build it up out of nothing. 

He did not think it was correct to say that the 
first object of the Department was to assist students 
to secure admission to Univel'sities in this conntry; 
the primary object was to provide information 
upon educational matters to Indian parents and 
IItudents in India, Many of the students did not 
want to go to Universities j some wanted practical 
experience in firms and others wantea to go to 
schools. 

Asked what steps lIe took on being appointed to 
esta.blish l'elati'Jns with educational institutionR, 
witness stated that, as he was a profe~sor in the 
University of London. he was lI.1ready in touch 
with all the educational authorities there, ,As soon 
~s .posslble-aftel' he, took up office, he got into touch 
with Oxford and Uambridge, and he also went to 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, ILnd 
Leeds. Other Universities, which he was not able 
to visit personalfy, he got into touch with by means 
of correspondence, The establishment of the 
Bureau of Information for Indian Students, as it 
was tirst called, was published in the papers and 
arousec'l a good deal of interest at University 
centres, so that there was lIO difficulty about getting 
into touoh with them-in fact, some of them wrote 
to him in the first instance. 

Oue of the first thingR to which he had given his 
attention was the publication of the Handhook of 
Information, tlle contents of which were submitted 
to some l'esponsible authority of the Universities 
and other educatiollal bodies concerned, before it 
was. printed, sp that the iuformation, cOIttained,in it 
recei ved the imprimatur of some responsible 9fficel' 
-in many cases the Registrar of the Unil'ersity
before the book was actually published. 

'.The Universities supplied him with copies of 
theii" regulations, prospectmses, &c., as they were 
iStlued, and whenever they made a change in their 
l'eO'ulatlOns he was notified. Information thus 
ol)tained waR tJ·,tnsmitted to the Advisory Com
mittees of India, and it was left to them. to 
dissemi nil te it. 

Whellevet' a new issue of the Handbook was 
pl'iiIted-generally once a year-copies were sent 
to E'ach of the Advisory Committees, and that was 
followed up with speCIal intimation of chang-es in 
the l'egulations of any University of which the 
Department became aware. 

Copies of the regulations l'egarding appointments 
to the various Indian Services were also sent to all 
the Advisory Committees as soon as they were 
issued. He' therefore t.hought that thet'e could be 
no O'round for th .. criticism that it, was left to the 
initiative oj the Advisory Committees to obtain tIle 
information they needed to enable them to answer 
enqllirie!! they received from students in India. Of 
(loursl', if they wanted infornlati,on ,thl!-~ had 1I0t 
a.lready been supplied, they would ":I'l.te ~o. the 
nepal'tment fOl' it, and a great ~ally Illlhvulual 
en'luiriefl of that kind were dealt WIth. 

There waR a considerable diiferellce in the 
activities of the individual ~\dvisory Committees; 
some were more active and alive than others. 

Asked whether lIe considered the number ot 
Advisory Committees now in existence was sufficient 
01' whether they were centred t-oo much at the cllier 
towns in the Provinces to enable the information 
to be circulated sufficiently widely, witness replied 
th:tt he thought it was enough in most cases to· 
}Iave one celltral organisation in each province. 
What was lacking was, he thought, a furthel' 
extended organisation of sub-committees and corre
sponding members. For years Ile had been com
plaining that the Advisory Committees wel'e not 
sufficiently widely known j at one time the Govel'I1-
lllcnt of India publislled a notice about them in the 
val'ioll!; Government Gazettes, but that was not 
enollg'h, and at his request notices as to the existenc&
and working of the Committees were put up on the 
notice boards of all the colleges and high schools in 
India He had also asked that the Committees_ 
might be enlarged so as to include representatives 
from all the chief educational iIlstitutions in the· 
particular province and the leaders of all com
munities, but he was not satisfied that this had been 
done to the extent that was desirable. 

He thought that considerable advantage might 
result from the establishment of one Central 
Committee which would co-ordinate the wo;"k of' 
the various Provincial Committees and would 
conduct all the cot'respondence with the Department 
ill England. The only objection was that it might 
take rather longer for a Local Committee to obtain 
any particular lnformation it req Ilircd. If it were· 
,possible for thE' Cenh-al Committee of India to 
provide answers to questions which were at present 
sent to London. that would be of great use, and 
anothet,' advantage would be that the Rtaff of the
central orgl].~isatjon ,would pl'efmmably be a. whole
time one and adequately paid. At preRent the 
Secl'etal'ies of the Local Committees were part-time 
officers onl~ and rec~ived only a small fee, and they 
could not gIve suffiCIent attention to the important 
and d~fficu1t t~sk of making t~emselveH thoroughly 
acqnamted WIth f,lie J'egnlatlOns of the various 
universities in this counb'y, 

As regards the suggestion tbat there should be 
some system for selecting students in India the 
witness stated that lIe thought some syste'm Ot 
selection was desirlLble, but, speakiuD' from hIS own 
e~~erience, it ~as ILn ideal tha~ it ~'ollid he "ery 
dIfficult to aclueve. Persons of Importance' in J ndia 
who had frieuds in this country would apply to. 
tllem on behalf of their sons alld would not be, 
likely to make us~ of a~y central selecting body. 
If, however, the difficulties could be overcome he 
ag"eed that a system of selection was very desiI';ble 
~JI(l h.e thought that the U ni~ersities and college~ 
1Il thiS country would appreCIate it. In order t() 
succeed it would be necessary fol' the system to
llave tIle whole-hearted co-operntion of the U ni-
vt'l'~ities in this country, and III India, and the
btlldents themselves. If, howel'el', the selected 
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body were not to be connected with Government, 
he rathel' doubted whether tlle Univerbitie~ here 
would co-operate with it, He agreefl that the 
colleges in this country paid most' attention to 
recommendations coming from theil' old studentf:, 
but he pointed out that in the case of Oxford and 
Cambridge the recommendation of a Magdalen man 
would caITY weight only at Magtlalen Coll'lge, that 
of a Balliol mlm at Balliol, and so on. It would 
llOt be possible for the selecting committee in India 
to be large enough to include representatives of 
each Oxford and Cambridge college, and he thought 
that in the end the Univer~:tie~ alld colleges would 
fccl gl'eatel' confidence in it 'if it were an official 
bolly. 

He thought that if the Students' Department, or 
any organisation that took itH place in future, \\'ere 
delinitely to refuse to assist students who did not 
fall within the reglllat.ions it htid down, much of 
the t1'oul.le connectell with the Indian students in 
this country would disappear. That, however, was 
a policy upon which he himself would be loth to 
act, as he hali never found it possible to rpfuse 
assistance to any student who sought it. If, 
however, the Department could gain the co-opera
tion and goodwill of the Universities of the United 
Kingdom so that they would accept the Ilt,udeuts 
recommended by it, it might refuse to reeommend 
any Indian student of whose C'redentials proper 
examination had not been made and of whose 
personality full khowleilge was lacking. But his 
experience was that Oxford and Cambridge eolleges 
dill not regard such examination and knowledge as 
indispensable; they were often prepared to take the 
flons of men in exalted positions without any 
enquiries at all. He knew of many examples of 
Irdinn students who had been admitted to colleges 
and Universities in this country in circumstnnces 
uudel' which English applicants would never have 
been taken; the Indian applicants came late and 
the heads of educational institutions did not feel 
liard-hearted enc..ug'h to refuse admission, even 
though their qunlilications were not always all that 
could be desired. 

Asked whether his work would not blltve been 
made easier if it had been the practice fOI' members 
of the staff of the Department to make a point of 
visiting the students at the yariouR Universities 
and seeing what could be done to assist them, the 
witness slated that snch a system wlluhl un
doubtedly have leu to It better understandin~ 
between the students and the Department. In 
practice, however, the idea had proved to be im
practicable on account of the large volume of office 
work with which the staff had. to deal. He stated 
that the work of ,"isiting tIle Rtudents was a very 
irnpOl'tant side of the Department s fnnction~; the 
difficulty wns tllat other cle1;llands on the time of the 
staff had made it imposbible of accomplihhment. 

'l'he Universities of Oxford and Cambl'idge had 
of lI\te co-operated with the Department much more 
than wns I~t one time the case, and on the whole he 
thought that the Indian student problem wa~ 
eAt'rcising' Ihe Universitief, in this country so much 
that they might be preparcd to co-opr-rate with anv 
organisation estnhli&hed in India for th~ selection 
of stud"nts and say to individuals who applied 
direct, "We have made arrangements tn take OUl' 

.. btu dents through this orgamsation in Imlia and 
" we cnnnot depart from that system." 

No doubt a system of seleetion would cause some 
irritation and dissatisfnction on the part of those 
who were not recommended, but that was human 
nature and could lIOt he avoided. He felt >:tl'ongly 
that India should send to British Universities only 
those students that were most likely to profit f!'Om 
It course of study in this country. The Universities 
wanted to have the students to whom they could 
give most, and would welcome RITangements that 
-would enable those Indian students to be admitted 
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who would derive most aclvantage from theit· studies 
here. Thosd htudents who failed to secnre 
admission would of COU1:se grumble, but those who 
had the advantage of the training and education 
for whieh they were fitted would be entirely 
satisfied. 

Questioned a~ to why no report on the work of 
the Students' Department during the time he was 
in charge of it had been published, the witness 
f!tated that the preparation of an annual report was 
not a condition of his appointment as it had been 
in the case of his predecessor, Sir Charles Mallet_ 
Sir Charles Mallet's last reports had excited a vf'ry 
large amount of controversy, and he doubted 
whether any useful purpose would have been served 
if he himself had been required to write reports. 

During his period of office there had been no case 
of a student not being recommended to a University 
on account of his political opinions. He had had 
nothing to do with the politieal views of the 
students and had never made any enquiries about 
them. When his original appoint,ment as Educa
tional Adviser to Indian Students in London was 
under consideration, it was opposed 1y a certain 
official at the India Office because that gentleman 
had doubted whether he would look aftel' the 
political opinions of the students sufficiently. He 
had therefore written to the Seeretary of State to 
say that he would llot aceept the post unles8 he 
were given a promise that he would never be called 
upon to do any detective work. That promise was 
given in writing and had never been broken. 

A~ked whether the Oxford and Cambridge 
Students' Handbooks were supplied by the Depa~. 
ment to the Advisory Committees in India, the 
witness explained that those pUblieations could 
only be obtained on payment and that they were 
therefore not supplied to the Committees, who could 
obtain them for themselves through a bookseller in 
India. He had not the slightest doubt that all the 
Advibory Committees were aware of tlie existence 
of these handbooks. A good deal of space was of 
course devoted to Oxford and Cambri<lge in the 
Handbook of Information published by the Depart
ment, which was supplied to the Advisory Com
mittees free of charge. 

The nature of the guardianship which he had 
exercised over the students placed uuder his charge 
by their parents 01' their guardians depended 
entirely upon the individual circumstances. In 
some cases lIe left the students to manage their 
own affairs entirely; in other cases he carefully 
watched the expenditure of every shilling. He 
received very few instructions in this respeet from 
tile pal'entH or guardims in Indin and he had to use 
his own discretion as to the nature of the guardian
"hip exercised. In determining the character of 
the guardiamhip he wouIa be guided by his judg
ment of the' charaeter of the student aud his 
(,apability of luoking after his own money. Per
sonally he would much rather have had nothing 
to do with any kind of guardianship or supel" ision 
ns it wa" a most difficult task. He had never
voluntarily undertaken the guardianship of any 
student, and had onlyaecepted the responSibility 
either in order to slttisfy a college that \\'ould not 
admit the student othel'wise, 01' at the request of a. 
parent. In some cases he had urged again and 
again that students should be released from guar
dianship, as he thought it of advantage for them to 
get some training in managing their own affail'S, 
but the parents did not always aeeept his recom
mendations in that respect. Guardianship was the 
mo~t irksome and unpleasant part of hi:< duties, 
and the less he llad to do \\;th it the better was he 
pleased. 

He considered that the Students' Depat·tment 
was very much under-staffed for the amount of 
work required of it; mncn more could have been 
done if he had had the staff to do it with. 

Dd 
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He had expedenced great difficulties in arranging 
suitable lodgings for the women scholar!! !lent over 
by Government. 

He knew of lIO justification for tlJe statements 
thlLt had been made about the reputation of 
21, Cromwell Road, m the recent debate in the 
Leg-islative Assembly, but complaints Ilad been 
brought against the Department fl'om the very 
out.set and had never ceased. "It' had frequently 
been stated in India that the Department was 
started after the murder of Sir Curzon Wylie, but 
as a matter of '.fact the Department started on the 
27th .A.pri11909 and Sir Curzon Wylie was shot on 
the 1st July following. That tragedy had been 
followed by considerable police activity in reference 
to Indian student!' ill this country, and the students 
had thought that tile Depart.ment was concerned 
with it. 

Questioned as to the arrangements ma(le for 
supplying the Department with the calendars of 
the various Indian Universities, the witness stated 
that such calendars were supplied sometimes direct 
by the U niver~ities and sometimes by the Record 
and Registry Department of tIle India Office. They 
were nevel', llOwever, very complete; but the 
Department had access to all the lndian Govern
ment Gazettes, in which all changes of regulations 
were published, Sl) that the absence of up-to-date 
calendars had not hampered its work. 

Before the Department was established, a Com
mittee appointed by the Secretary of State and 
consisting of Sir William Lee-Wamer (Chairman), 
Sll' Curzon Wylie, Mr. (now Su') l'heodol'e :MOl'!
son, and Mr .• 1. B. Shnckburgh (Secretary), had 
enquired into the Indian student problem. That 
Committee was appointed on the 14th April 1907 
and reported in 1908. It was in conseqllence of 
that enquiry that the Students' Department was 
establi&hed. 

Asked whether political considerations had any
thihg to do WIth the regulation of the Inlls of 
Court requiring Indian students to produce certi
ficates £rom the Collector 01' Deputy Commissioner 
of the district in India in which they resi4ed, the 
witness replied tllat that was not so. When the 
Students' Department first came into existence 
Indian students wnre admitted to the Inns of Court 
on the recommendation of two barristers, but, soon 
afterwards, the Inns of Court-for what reason he 
did not know-thought they would look into the 
matter of the certificatel! presented by Indian 
students, and they found that 90 per cent. of them 
bore the signature of one Indian barrister resident 
in London. The Inns then recognised the unsatis
factory character of the arrangement, seeing that 
this one man could not know students from all 
p&.rts of India, lind decided that the regulation 
must be altered. He could not say how the altera
tion was made 01' whether it was on the iuitiR,tive 
of the India Office that the requirement of a certi
ficate from a Llollector or Deputy Commissionel' 
was inserted in the regulations, but the proposal 
to change the rules certainly originated with the 
Inns of Court themselves. 

In spite of the gl'eR,t difficulties under which the 
whole Department had had to work, 11e was 
strongly of opinion that the results obt.ained llad 
t-hown that it was worth while. It must be 
l'emembe1'ed that people were not as a rule so 
voluble in exprt'ssing gratitude as they wpre in 
making complaints. There were many students 
who were grateful for what the Department had 
done for them, but they did nO,t publish their views 
in the newspapers in the way that it~ critics did. 
1£ the Department were to be abolished grave 
I·isk,; would be rUIl of the exciuRi(ln of Indian 
students fl'om many of the British Universities
if not wtlLI exclusion at least a large dimiuution in 
the number of admissions. It WIlS because Lord 
l\fOl'ley was lthaid that his own University wouhl 
shut its doors to Indian students, becanse the com
plaints made about them were so many, that he 
was 1i0 anxiou~ for the Depal·tment to be establishpd. 
If it were now to be abolished, the complaints 
would begin again and thpy would be WOl'se tlUlll 

they were befo1'e. 
1n consideting I,he functions which the Depart

ment had fulfilled, it must be remembered that its 
work was by no DleallS confined to the task of 
securing admissions to Universities and other 
educational institutions in the United Kingdom. 
The activities of the Depal·trgent were wide and 
multifarious and included such important matters 
as the care of Indian studputs WllO fell ill in this 
ceJ1lntry, and theil' bllrial or cremation and the 
settling up of their affairs if thpy unfortunately 
died here. 

NOTE llY SIR T. W. AR.!(Or.n. 

'Vith reference to the period at which it is most 
beneficial for Indian students to break off their 
education in India and proceed to the United 
King-dom, greatest advantage can he Iwped for by 
those students in arts, medicine, engineering and 
law who continue their studies in India until tl,ey 
h:tye graduated. The possession of a degree from 
an Indian University will obtain for sneh students 
in the majority of cases admission to a British 
University for a course of advanced study, either 
fol' doing research work 01' for obtaining a doctomte 
or other clegl ee. 

Indian studlmts, who leave India without 11aving 
graduated are apt to lose ""lu:lble time by having 
to work for elementary examinations in order to 
obtain ad~!t~ance to a British University, wberea!! 
ample fac1lItIes are as a l'ule immediately acces!lible 
to graduates of an Indian University_ Younger 
students 1"un the ri~k of mis!.ing that valuable part 
of a young man's education whil!h comes from 
associat.ion with the institutions of his mothel' 
country and an upb1'in!!'ing in the midst of t.he 
ideals of his family and his own 'fellow-countrymen. 
Few students who have Dot graduated at hOUle are 
capable bf deJ-ivi1lg advantage from education 
abroad. Most edllcational expetts in J<:urope and 
America deprecate the sending of students of the 
undergrp.duate age to foreign countries. 

FRIDAY, JUT.JY 22, 1921 (LO~WON). 

THE EARL OF LY'1'TO~ (Chail·man). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIW.Ul BAHADUIt M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 
MR. C. K W. JONES. 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 

Present: 
SAHIRZADA A''l'AR .A.HlIAD KHAN. 
lh. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
DR. S. K. DAT'l'A. 
MISS L. 11. BROOKS. 

MR. I<:. G. HOWARTH J 
llR. R. E. I!'IELD Secretaries. 

Mu. W. F. SPEAII, 'M.LC.E., Assistant Secretary of the Institution of Civil Enginecls, was called 
and examined. 

He stated that the object of the Institution was define~ in its Cha~·ter, an~ the defi,:,ition being a. 
to promote the ciyil engineering profes.sion II:nd very. ur?ad one: rhe ~am ways III which the 
mechanical science III general, the professlOn bemg InstItullOn carrIed out 1ts fanctions were by its 
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publications lIB a means of disseminating know
ledge and by the testing and approval of the 
qualifications of candidates to pl'actihe the profes
sion. It had, however, no power to prohibit a man 
from practifoing who did not hoid its qualifications. 
It ~et standal'ds of knowledge and proficiency that 
teaching bodies should not go below if their 
IItudents were tu bEl recoguised by it a .. being 
suitably prepared for the profession. 

'fhe gl'ades of cOI'porate membership were Asso· 
·ciate Members, Membl'rs and Honorary Members. 
'l'hel'e was also an attached class of students who 
were admitted between 18 and 25. The largest 
category was that of Associate Members, about 
half of whom came in directly to ARRociate Mem
bership, and half, or probably more than half, 
came throngh the student class. The Honorary 
Members were limited to about 20 very dis
tingnished people. It was generally recognibed 
that if a young man intended to pursue a civil 
engineering careel' it would be advantageous to 
him to seek membership of the student class. In 
one practical sense it was easier for him to become. 
an ASRociate Member afterwards, as when a candi
date who had not been a student ca.me up for election 
they did not let him go in for the Prelimina.ry and 
ASRociation Membership examinations until he ha.d 
proved form:l.lly his possession of the necessary 
pl'actical traimng amI experience. In order tf) do 
that he must be upwards of 25 years of age; but 
a I!tudent might take the Associate M"mbership 
examination between 21 and 25, and thus he could 
complete his examinations earlier than the mall 
who did not go tbl'Ough the student class. 

Bngineering students at certain Universities 
might obtain degrees which would exempt them 
frum two portions of the Associate Membership 
examination; all candidates, however, had to take 
th" third pOl·t.ion at an examination held by the 
Institution. It consisted of a paper alld oral 
examination in eugineel'ing drawings, specifications 
and quautities, and one in a modern foreign 
language. if they had not taken that at the pre
liminary (matriculation> ~tage. Any candidate for 
Associate Membership wbo was resident in any of 
the British Uuminions, provided that he had first 
bee~ approved so far as bis pt·actical training and 
expelience weut, might be exa!ilined there. No 
Indian engineering degrl'e was included among 
those recognised as exempting from the first two 
pOl·tiona of the Associate Membership examination. 

'l'be Institution did not hold a lo('-al examination 
until a man had been formally proposed for elec
tion, had shown that he bad had the lleCeSSaI'y 
practical training and experience, and had had his 
qualifications approved geuet'ally by the Council. 

He ~aw 110 reason why an Indian who had never 
beeu out of Indil\ might not be able to satisfy the 
go,"erning body of the Institution so as to enable 
him to pass the examinations in India 

He could not foay definitely from memory 
whether the question of recognising any Indian 
engineerinO' degree had been formally considered 
by the C;uncil of the Institution. The Council 
lrad certain requirements whICh they considered it 
desiral-,le and necessary for any degree to fulfil that 
was to \ be recognised by them, When an appli
.cation was put forward for recognition they 
obtainell full information as to how far those 
conditions were met, and if they found the 
evidence satisfactory they accepted the degree. 
They did not. however, initiate consideration of 
the question of recognition; they left that t~ be a. 
matteI' of application. 

As far as bil~ recollection went, about 25 years 
ago matriculation examinations of 1I0me of the 
Indian Universities were accepted instead of the 
contemporary Institution examination in subjects 
()f general education ("preliminary"), but theil' 

requirements wel'e below the standard which for 
the last 20 Yl'ars had been considered essential. 

If a.ny Indian University now applied to be 
recognIsed to the same extent and 011 the same 
terms as other Universities, the Council would 
consider the matter. He would like to make it 
clea~ that p",!iverNity s~udies and practical engi
neerIng traInmg were Independent things. The 
laboratory and work!.hpp training which students 
received in most colleges was not what was meant 
in t~e Ins~i~ution requirements of practical engi
necI'lng tramlDg, 

It was a matter of some surpl'ise to him that 
more was not done in India to .ellable students to 
take advantage of the opportunities for obtaining 
practical training that Qbviously JIIU~t be afforded 
by the enginpering work being carried out tlrere. 

There was difficulty in England at the present 
time in obtaining such training because there was 
so little constructional wOl·k going on. Engineer" 
would not take pupIls if they had not such oppor
tunities of gaining knowledge to offel' them. 

Asked whether the Institution would look 
favourably on a recommendation from the Com
mittee that more efforts should be made to try and 
get Indian students into' civil engineering works in 
t~is country:. ~"itness stated t?~t h~ would hardly 
lIke to antICIpate 'the CounCil s VIew of such a 
proposition; he did not think they would be hostile 
t~ it, but whether they would considel" it hkely to 
YIeld as favourable results as broadening the 
flWilities ill India itself, he was unabl" to say. 

The Council had gone very carefully into the 
whole question of practical training, and of oppor. 
tunities for acquit:ing it in a regular manner, 
through a CommIttee whose report had been 
publisbed. 

Questioned furthel' with regard to the facilities 
that there might be for young Indian students in 
India to become students of the Institution, witness 
said that if suitable arl'angeml'nts were made 
thel'e for practical training, something might be 
done in that direction, especially if an eXll.mination 
in general education which the institution could 
recognise were established in India. A candidate 
for studentship had to produce evidence that he 
had arranged to get tbe prescribed pl'actil'al 
training. An Indian student in India rarely 
seeml'cl to be able to show, as a BI~tish student 
had to do, that he had arranged to be a pupil for 
three years on or in works, If that obstacle were 
removed, it would' be a matter of the Council 
agl'eeing to hoM the preliminary examination ill 
India for "nch candidates, if it wal' not feasible fOl' 
some local examination to be recognised as ex
empting. Young men in the other dominions who 
showed that they had arranged to get proper 
practical training and had passed a local exami
lIatiol\ m preliminary education which the Insti
tution recogllised, were admitte1 as studt-nts. 

Witness quite agreed that persons admittt·d to 
studentship were usually keen to achieve Corporate 
membership in due coul·se. 

As re~ards practical training, the Council had to 
be satisfied that it was taken under a competent 
engineer, and that tile training was given under an 
appropriate agreement. 

For electIOn to Associate membership, it wa.'~ 
ntlcessary and sufficient that a man should have 
been properly educated and trained, should have 
had a certain amount of experience as an assistant, 
and should be actually engaged in engineering 
work at the time of his application. 

In addition to satisfying specific requirements. 
every candidate had to be elected by ballot, on a. 
proposal supported by members who testified also 
to his personal suitability. 

Asked whether an appointment in a Govel'nment 
department, say in the Public Work!!, if lO maa 
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had taken llis Batchelor of Engineering Degree. 
would be considered. as being the equivaleut of 
the three years' tmining in the sense that the 
byelaws required, wituess stnted that it was 
difficult to answer the question in general terms. 
l'he Institution dl'ew a line between practical 
training and seryice,as an employee, and he thought 
a great deal would depend on whether some 
:l'egular system was establishetl with the definite 
purpose of training thes'e' young men. If in a 
Government Engineering Department graduates 
were tak~n as learners on small pay f .. r tlll'ee 
years' service, he thought they would probably be 
,regal'ded as having arranged to obtain lSati"factory 
,training. 

Asked further with regard to exempting exami
nations, witness stated thaI, a degree of any 
Univerl:lity in the British Dominions exempted 
from the Preliminary Examination; but only 
Rpecifically recognised engineedng degrees of certain 
of those TJ ni versities exempted from Parts A and B 
of the Associate Membership Examination. 

Asked whethel' in the Preliminary Examination 
English would take the place of a foreign language 
ao far as an Indian candidate wqs concerned, witness 
replied that the regulations practically allowed 
this, Hindustani being one of the other subjects 
permissible. 

'Vitness' stated that a lllrge number of the 
eno-ineel's in the Public \Yol·ks Department ill 
India belono-ed to the Institution. Some had "een 
admit.ted di~'ectly to full lI'embership (i.e., without 
passing through the Associate ~IembershiI:' grade) 
on the strength of 10110' expel'lence and lugh rank 
in the Depal·tment. The main requir~ment ~or 
this admission directly to full membershIp (wInch 
did 1I0t involve the passing of any examinations) 
waR that they should have llad 15 years' experience 
in positions of consideralle responSIbility_ 

'1'he Public 'Yorks Department now required as 
a coudition of admission eithel' a uegl'ee or the 
Associate :M:embet'ship EXllmination, and he a!!reed 
that it was not unusual fOl' intending candidateR to 
take b0th. 

Asked whether the Institution would be able to 
influence those of its members who wel'e responsible 
fOJ' large works abroad to offer practical tminiug 
to IndJans, especially on works being carried out 
in India, witness said he would not like to express 
an opinion. As regards individuals, he did llot 
thiJlk II.nyadditional influence waf; needed to calise 
its members to aC('ept a pl'Oportion of !<uitahle 
educated Indialls as pupils, provided they had 
work going on which would Ilfford the IlecesRllry 
opportunities for acquiring a practical knowledge 
of engineering work. 

:MR. W. H. TAIU.E'l'ON, acting Secretary of the Bur'rna Society: was called and examined. 
He stated that there were at present in the Advisers Ilt, the Univer·sities. He '>HIS not able to 

United Kingdom, so far as their knowledge wen~, visit the students during the term tIme, but most 
about 85 Burmese students. It was unlikely thl\t of t.hem stayed at the cltlb, or used it durin'" 
there were others of whom they knew notlJ,ing. vacations,aud he got to know them there as he w~ 
These Bm'mese 'students belonged to the Burma in the club all day. There were 37 Inw studentH, 
Club, which had premi3es at Albion House, St. !I engineering stlldents, 12 medical student~, 2 
Peter's Square, Hammersmith. students of agriculture, and 11 miscellaneous. 

The club had only limited bedroom accomm:J- These latter would probably !-le at Hchools. 'I'here 
dation, but in the vacations, when they were "Vel'y were also 2 cadets at Sandhllrst, 2 Indian Civil 
crowded, some of the other rooms were used fOl' Service pl'Obationers, 3 l:itate sJholars, and 7 
this purpose. The expenses of the Club lIoUl!m preparing for the Indian Civil Service examination. 
were met by means of a grant of 375l. a year from He thought that the students appreciat.ed the 
the Secretary of StaLe, which was conditional upon Burma SOCiety very much indeed. They did not 
I50l. being raised by subscl'iption, and there "ere look on it with tlle sllspicion with which he under. 
also subscriptions from BUl·ma. stood tlu! Students' Department was viewed. and 

The income had decreased recel)tly owing to the in his opinion. it was owing to the f'Lct that it wa~ 
fall in exchange, but they had not lost any purely.t private concern that it was so popliial'. 
subscribers. He thought the st.udents woulrl resent any inter-

With regard to their expenses, the increase of ference on the. part of the Government: probably, 
income due to the increasing number of students even a certam amount of representation of the 
did not altngether compensatt! for the enhanced Government on the 'bod,>: would make it unpopular. 
cost of liviu)( in Loudon. BUl'man Eotudents who If the students wanted help at the Universities 
wished to come to this country applied to the t ... he~ generally. wrote to the Secretary of the Burma 
Burma branch of the Society corresponding to the i::)oClety, and dId 110t use the Local Advil:ler so fal' 
Advisory Committees in India. They could, how- as he was aware. 
ev"r, act independently of the Burma branch and Ten of the Burmese students were under the 
come to England on their own responsibility. It guardianship of the Secretary, who ItITanged their 
would be more satisfactory if the Universities only finances. education, .&c., and kept accounts which 
admitted applicants whose applications had come were sent out to theil' :pa.rents. IJatterly, owing to 
through the Burma branch. In gaining access to the exchange, there had been certain difficulties 
the"Universities the students came into the organi- w!th reg.ard to remittances. They had no fund~ 
sation for Indian student .. in exactly the 56,me "ay WIth whICh they c?uld help the ~tudent!l, and in 
as the Indian students. no case llad applIed to the DIstressed Indian 

Cambridge was the Uni\ersity mostly plttronised Rtuden~s' Society. They had had very few b d 
by the Burmese, and he would urge that an under- debtll In tIle cillb, but it did not come to }~s 
taking should be obtained that at least four to six knowledge whet.her Burman students living . 
Burmans should be admitted into Cambridge every lodgings. ran up bills_ H~ was of opinion that th~n 
year. 'I'he majority of Burmans came straight were fall'ly safe :finanCIally with the Burma~ 
from Burma to the Universities, but a few came students. 
here at the age of 12 or 14 to go to pu~lic schools The Society had also endeavoured to m k 
or tutors. arrangements for practical tl-aiDing in enginee .a e 

The arrangement at present existing for facili- but they had in fact very few applications ~~~~ 
tating the access of Burmese students to the United c~uld nO,t, however, Ray whet~er the help of the 
Kingdom was the Burma branch of the Society in Students Department was ohtallled in these c 
Rangoon. 'I.'hat branch was the Advisory Committee A.sked whethel' the Burma Society provide:t:~~ 
for students recognised by the Burman (Jovernment. ('ertlficates necessary for !;tudent& who entered the 

The Secretary of the Burma Society here acted Inns of Court, the witness stated that 1'11 th 
h B . h' f d . . t hI' e case as supervisor of studies to t e nrmans In t IS tOh aH~mIRsC"on o.t.e n~e~ ,!pmple of non-graduates 

counhy, and he communicated direct with the Local e 19l olllmlsslonel' S Intervention wal! neces 
sary. 
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but other Inns did not requh'e this, He thought 
tbat formel'ly all the Burmese htudents were 
-admitted with a certificate from the Burma SO(Jiety, 
.and that the deciHion on the part of the Innet' 
'l'emple was made quite recently: it was one of 
their rules and tbey would not alter it, When he 
was in Burma as Commissioner of Police in 
RanO'ovn, students (oming to l<~ngland hltd to come 
to bim for a certificate whieh was sent to the 
Secretary of State, and he understood that that was 
the reason why this rule of the Inner 'Temple had 
been framed. Outside Rangoon the cerl,ificate was 
obtained from the Deputy Commissioner, who was 
tbe head of the district. Tbese certificates related 
to character and were not only certificates of 
identity. He did not know whether it \\as 
necessary now for a Burman student to bring ,0-

certificate from the Commissioner of Police or the 
Deputy Commissioner with him, but it wo,s 
-cel'tainly the case when he was there 

He thought that all the Burman studlmts in tllis 
. country were fliendly to the Burma Society. AI! 
regards their social relationship with Bl'iti&h 
UniversitIes, he thought they got on very well 
indeerl: they assimilated vel'y wdl with the 
English IItudents, and. there had never ~een .a~y 
objection to their natlO~ahty. . The U lllvers.ltles 
took in t,Jle Burmans qUIte readIly, and sometImes 
without intervention by the organisaLion for Indian 
students. 

Askell further with regard to the BUlma Society, 
witnesR st,ated that it was officially recognised in 
1909, although it had been started tbree years 
earlier. Its inception was entirely due to private 
initiative,'and up to the present had been, entirely 
under private management. Though the Secretary 
of State gave a grant of 375l., be had no control or 

.ally supervision over it. . \ 
The Society was manageu by a CommIttee of 

about half.a-dozen members. The President and a 
Vice-President were at present British, and the 
remainder of the Committee were senior Burman 
students' there was also a Burman as a second 
Vice-Pre'sident; the Burman students \Vere thus in 
the majority ou the Committee. Meetings were 
helu each montb. 'I'he ,President, Vice-President, 
Secretary and Committee were elected annually by 
vote at th'e annual general meeting of the Society. 

Witness wished to point out tbat the Burma 
Society was not confined to B~rmans; all who were 

-domiciled in Burma were admItted. • 
'Vitness was askeu whetheI' he had any views on 

the formation of an Indian Bar so that it might 
not b9 nllcessal'Y for so many law students to come 
to EnO"land, and he ~aic1 that the Secretary of the 
Burm~ bt'aneh of the Society would be tbe best 
authority on that point. 

With regard to the Local Advisel's to the Indian 
Students' Department, the witness had found them 
very helpful when he took over the work of the 
Secretary, who was ill; he consulted t~em in all 
the cases about which he was uncertam and got 

·every assistance. 
As regards the relationship between th~ Indian 

Students' Department and the Burma Society, the 
Burman students were technically Indian students, 
but practically tbere was little connection. 

He explained that the Burman students, s? far 
.as they wel'e State scholars, wer~ not wholly lDde
pendent of the Students' Depa.iment, as it was 
pal't of the fUllction of that Department to look 
.after all State scholars. 

Asked whether there wa<; any l'esiuential place 
provided for Burman" other than in Londo~, 
witness stated that he tbought they hved III 

licenseu lodgings at Oxford and Cambridge if the! 
,did not live in the ColleO"es, and at othel' UIIl
versities might live with s~ch Englisa families as 
were willin"" to take them. He thought tlle 

.:students we;e against hostels, bllt ill London it 

was mOl'e "1' less hostel life for the Burman studenh 
who lived in the club. 

The witness desir .. d to add that he had 'acted as 
Secretary to the Burma Society for only a few 
weeks, and that :Mr. .tI. Keene, who had been 
permalJent Secretal'y for nine )ea"s, was on sick 
leave and too ill to be called as a witness. 

1'he witneRs handed in written statements by 
himself, Sir Harvey Adams:m, K.C.S.I., President 
of the Burma Society, alld .Mr. H. F. Dunkley, 
which ale printed below. 

Nol'E BY ~IR. 'V. H. TARLETON, ACTING SECRETARY 

0)' THE BeRMA SOCIETY. 

(1) 1'he objects of the Burma Society are :-
(a) To form all Burmans in England and all 

iotel'ested in Burm!!' into one united 
body. 

(b) To provide It common meeting-place for 
members of tbe Society . 

(c) To assist with information and advice all 
Burmans who may be in England or 
about to "ome to England. 

(d) To maintain a magazine (now called the 
"Peacock "). 

(e) '1'0 further the interests of Burma 
generally. 

The Secretary of State aoes not exel'cise any 
authority over the Society, nor does tbe High 
Commissioner, but in the case of admis~ion to the 
Tnnel' Temple of non-graduates the High Commis
sioner's intervention is necessary. The other Inlls 
do not l'equire this. This is a small matter. In 
accordance with their regulations the Inner Temple 
require a eel,tilicate of chllracter fl'om the Official 
Adviser of Indian Students; other Inns accept thc 
certificate of the Secretary of the Burma Society. 

It would be advisable to "btnill an undertaking 
from CambrIdge to admit, say, four or six Burmans 
every year. This would enable the BU1'ma bl"anch 
to make definite arrangements for the admission of 
student,s before they leave Burma. At present a 
student wben lIe leaves Burma with the intention 
of entering a University cannot be certain that he 
will obtain admission into any College. There has 
been no difficulty elsewhere, except what is common 
to all applicants at present. In regard to relations 
with manufacturers, &c , there have been few calls 
on the Society, which would be prepared to "on, 
tinue to avail itself of tbe machinery at Cromwell 
Road. 

The Society is faced with two great difficulties, 
whicb are becoming more and more acute:-

(fI) The deficiency of accommodation at its bead
quarters in London. 

(/,) The deficiency of income to meet ordinary 
expenses. 

As regards (a), thele is \10 hope of obt,aining 
the necessary money from public subscription. 
'l'he only resource left is tbe State, which might 
see its way either to provide suitable headquarter!' 
for the Society or provide fllnds to enable the 
Society to purchase and enlarge its present 
premises. As regarlls (b), in view of tlle fact that 
the Society has so amply fulfilled in the past years 
its contract with the Secretary of State, and tbe 
danger of the Society'S small accumulated capital 
being gradually dissipaterl, the grant of the 
Secretary of State should be very considerably 
increased. The Society is open to all wbo have a. 
Burman domicile, and among its students are 
Burmese, Al.'Rkanese, Karaus, Chinese, Pa.rspes, 
Hindus, and lIahomedans, althougb the majol'ity 
are, of course, Burmese. . 

Burmese students now come to the United 
Kingdom to acquire a better status when seeking 
employment in the Impel'ial services. Oeco,sionally 
they come from love of research work . 
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The results of Burmans coming to England llave 
been satisfactory on the whole, They assimilate 
English ideals well, alld a good proportion work 
with credi~ on return to Burma. 'I'he exact Dumber 
()f students in England and Scotland in 1914 is not 
available, but there is no doubt that it was 
considerable. After war broke out anxious parents 
recalled most of the students to BUlma and the 
thin stream of alTivals that was then existing was 
practically stopped. The years 1919 and 1920 
were remarkable for the huge influx ot new arrivals. 
Of these, a few were old students comiug back to 
continue their studies, but most were those who had 
been compelled by war-time conditions to wait ill 
Burma. The number of Burmese student .. now In 

England is 85. Of these some 70 have arrived 
since 1918, The students now ill England are 
IWcounted for as under:-

Sandhurst Cadets, 2. Indian Civil Service pro
bationers, 2. State scholaa·s, 3. Preparing for 
Indian Civil Service examination, 7. Law 
students, 37. Engineering fltudents, 9. Students 
of medicine, 12. Students of agdculture, 2. 
Miscellaneous, 11. 

During the last five' years 28 students have 
retUl'ned to Burma, namely :-

Army, 4.. Barristers-at-lalV, 8. Doctors, 4. 
Engineers, 3. Miscellaneous, 9. 

The standard 'fixed fOl' the admission of Burmese 
students to Universities and other educational 
institutions in the United Kingdom should he the 
same as in the case of ot,her students. 

Burmese students should come to Bngland either 
(a) as boys of 12 or 14, or (b) after passing the 
I.A. or I.Sc. of an Indian or l;Jurman University. 

The Burma Society has not experienced any 
difficulty in obtaining fOl' Bnrme~e students the 
facilities for higher and post-graduate tl'aining 
which they desire. 

HORtels for Burmans II.t Universities are not 
required. Theil' numbers at such centres al'e not 
large, they adapt themselves readily to English 
student life, and the Society has reason to believe 
they are not unwelcome, 

It is desirable that Burmese studeuts should be 
made better acquainted with literary, educational, 
charitable, social, economic, commel-cial, and in
dustria,l movements and associations in this country, 
but in order to do this a separltte officer would be 
required at the expense of the State. The work of 
the Secretary, coupled with tha.t of guardian of the 
wards, would not allow time to cany out this duty. 

The question of the provisidn of facilities for 
I'uitable social and intellectual intercourse with the 
people of the United Kin~dom, especially at the 
important centres of learning, should be len 10 the 
students themselves and the authorities at the 

-<:entres. 
~Sd.) W. H. 'l'ARLEToN, 

July 1921. Secretary, BUl'ma Society. 

Non; flr Silt HARVEY ADAlIISOX, PRESID~]liT, 
, B{;RMA SOCIETY. 

The Burma Society differs fL'om the institution 
in Cromwell Road inasmuch as it 19 a private 
Society not directly under the control of Govern
ment. Its connection with Government is that it 
receives an anllual grant from the Secretary of 
State on condition that the Society's income from 
subscriptions during the year is in excess of a 
-certain amount. 

For facilitating- the access of Bruman students 
to the United Kingdom, the Burma Society is 
-dependent on its Burma bl'anch, wllOse head
quarters are il~ Rallgoon. This branch. is t,he 
Advisory CommIttee for students as l'ecogmsed by 
the Burma Government Its fundions al·e to act 
as a bureau for supplying infurmation tu parents 

who desire to send tbeil' son'! to EIl~land, t<> 
interview and advise the parents and footndents, and 
finally to accl'edit the students to the BUlmlL 
Society in England. AnoUler important i-nnction 
of the BurmlL branch is to collect funds fOI' the 
maintenallce of the Society in England. 

Burman st,udents in England R['C, all their
parents may desire. either wards unuel' tlie 
gUllrdianship of the Secretary of the Burma 
Society, or financially independent, In thl? former 
case remittances are sent by the parents to the 
SeCl'etary, who administers the finances of the 
students; in the latter case remittances are sent 
dil'ect to the students, \\ ho mana,!!'e their own 
finances. . 

When a student arrives in Bnglalld nn officer of 
the Society meets him and Clonductll him to the 
Burma Society Club, the headquarters of the
Society in St. P&ter's Square, Hammersmith. This 
is a residential club. The students may reside in it 
if accommollation is available-otherwise arrange
ments are made for providing them with lodgings 
outside, or for board with families who are willin<r' 
to take Burman students. The Society IIrrange~ 
for the student's cl)urse of instruction, eithel' in the 
case of younger members at boarding schools or in 
the case of the more mature at Universities. 

The Burma Society Club is the home of. Burman 
students during holiday time. They either lh'e ill 
the club or in lodgings elsewhere, but most of 
them a~semble at the 'club fo1' meals. Meals are 
provided by contract with the steward at priceR 
fixed by the Committee of the Society and the club· 
makes no profit on meals. 

The Society has experienced no difficulty in 
obtaining admission of Burmans into schools. 
Many schools of gQocl standing al'e very willing to 
accept Burmans as pupils. In the cungested 
condition of the Universities admission to them 
is a little more difficult. If an underRtanding' 
could be obtained from Cambridge to aclmit four 01'

~ix students IL year it would be very useful, as it 
w01lld enable the Burma branch to make definite 
ltI'l'angements for the admission of students before 
they leave Burma. At present IL student when lle 
l~a!es ~1ll'ma with the in~ention of entering a 
Umver'slty cannot be certam that he will obtain 
admission into allY College. The Inter-Collegiate 
Committee are unable to make any definite 
promises. AI! a matter of practice the difficulty 
has generally been surmounted. In not a few 
cases when the Inter-Collegiate Committee have 
been unable to place a Burman, he hall gone to 
Cambridge and readily obtained admission through 
the good offices of some Burma ft-ienu who is. 
alt'eady clitablished liS a student at a College. It ill 
believed that BUl'lIIans are generally more acceptable· 
to the College authorities than are Indians, because 
they as~imilate themselves more readily with 
college hfe. At all events, the BUlma Socit'ty hall 
never experienced any very great difficulty in 
obtaining admission of BUlmans to Colleges at 
Cambridge, Cambridge is the University most 
desired of BUlman students. 'l'here are a number
at other English and Scotch Univl'rsities and no 
difficulty has been found in gaining admission. 

'l'he Burma Society is faced with two difficulties 
which are becoming more and more acute:- 0-

(1) The deficiency of accommodation at its llead
quarters in London. 

(2) The deficiency of income to meet 01 dinary 
expenses 

As regardR (1), the Society's Club Albion 
House, St Peter's Square, which is h~ld on IL 

lease expiring in 1922, has very few bedrooms and 
some of them are very small. It can accommodate 
comtortably only eight boarders. The number of
students from Burma is yearly increasinO'. Last 
year there were 46, This year there are ~ver 70. 
The bedl'Oom accommodation is not nearly sufficient, 
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io lUeet ol'dinal'Y )·equirements. During the 
University vacation's the conditions are unloeemly. 
'1 he billiard room and library are converted into 
-dormitolieK lind are strewn with berls. It is very 
-difficult to obtain lodgings outside when they are 
wanted for IIhort peliods of vacatiolls. A con
..sequence of the lack of accommodation is that a 
numbel' of studt-ntH has gone to live among Indian 
..students at the Y.M.C.A. hostel in Bloomsbury. 
This is very distl'essing because fOl' reasons that 
need not be specified, it is most umlesirable that 
Burman students should be closely as,ociated with 
Indian students. 

The claRI! that benefits from the Burma Society 
is the well-to-do class of Burmans in HUl'ma, who 
by th'e offices of the Burma Society get their ROllS 

lookl!d after while they are acquiring education in 
England. This is the ChtSR that obviously ought 
to pl'ovide the money that is required to obtain 
proper accommodation. With the object of en
listing their assistance the Burma Society issued 
an appeal in Burma for a capital sum (}f 1O,000t. to 
-enable it to purchase the present premises of the 
Society Rnd enlarge them by adding 24 bedronms. 
'I'he appeal has been before the people of Burma 
for neady' two yeal's. and has met with 110 response. 
'1'he Burman is a generoulj enough man in his wa,y, 
but his genel'osity is confined to providmg pagodas, 
monasteries, and other reliJrious buildings. He 

·does not underbtanll contributing to an object that 
is not religIOUS, and lIe has never done It. It is 
perfectly clear that there is no hope whalevel' of 
obt.aining the necessary monpy from public sub
.scription. The only resource left is the State, and 
the question which the Burma Society commends 
for the com:ideration of the Committee on Indian 
Students ill whether the work that has been dOllt< 
and is being- clone by the Burma Society is suffi

.ciently useful to enable the Committee to recom
mend that the State either provide suitable head
quarters for the Burma Society, or provide fuuds 
to enable the Society to purchase and enlarge its 
present premises. 

As regards (2) (Annual recurring expenqes). 
~'he Burma Society has up to the pl'esent year 
I'eceived contributiuns from Burma-nearly sufficient 
tu make ends meet. The deficiency for the four 
years 1915-1919 averagell S9t. a year. For 1920 
the income just met the expenditure of the year. 
The details of the Rccounts are exhlbitl!d in the 
annual Reports of 1919 and 1920, which are before 
the Committee. For the present year 1921 there 
has b,.en 1\ serious setback in contributions from 
Burma. This is due chiefly to the depreciation of 
the 1 tlpee, and to the belief by the Burman that 
the propel' value of the rupee is 28. lJifficulty is 
experienced in getting any money from Burma at 
present, eveu the allowances of the students. The 
parents remit in drihlets, and excuse themselves by 

_sayiug that they are aWRlting the ri"e of the 
rupee. 

lncr~"spd cost of living in Burma is also a cause 
of diminislled contt-ibutions. Probably the Society 
will end the present year with a loss of aOOl., 
which has to be met from its capital invest.ed in 
Government f;ecurities, the total of which is only 
1,220l. (nominal value). Uules!! some remedy is 
found the invested capital will soon entirely dis-

_.appear. • 
The t;ecretll.1"Y of State gives I\, grant of 37St. 

"')'early to the Society on "ondition that the Society's 
income fl'om subscl'ipt.ions during the year if! in 
excel's of 150l. The Society has more than 
fulfilled this condition. In 1919 the income f\"Om 
subsct'iptions was 543l., in 1920 it was 826l. In 
the present yeM' it will probably not excpl'd :~OOI. 
In view uf the fact that the Burma Society hR!< 
so amply fulfilled in past years its contmct 
with the Secrptal'y of State, and the danger that 
its small accumulated capital will be gradually 

<lissipated~ the Society als~ ventures to nrge for tbe 
conslderatlOn of the Committee on I"dian students 
that the g-rant of the Secretary of State should be 
very considerably enhanced. 

It may he added that the benefits of the Burma 
Society are not confined to the Burmese. The 
Society is open to all who have a Burma <lomicile 
alld among its students are Burmese Arakanese' 
Karem!, Chinese, Parsees, Hindns,' and }faho: 
medans, although the majority are, of coursi'. 
BUlmese. 

(Sd.) H. ADAMSON, 

15th July 1921. 
President, Burma Society. 

NOTE BY 1\IR. H. F. DUXKLEY, I.C.S. (Burma), 
formerly Secretary of the Burm" Brdnch of 
tbe Burma S()ciety. 

1. I think Indian students in En<71and fall 
mainly into four classes, viz. ;- '" 

(n) The sons of well-to-do parents who without 
having any definite reasons for their 
opinion. think it a good thing that their 
I;ons should finish their education III 
England. 

(b) Poor ~tudpnts, who come to Enghnd on the 
savings of generations of relati ves 01' on 
G:>vernment scholarships, aud whose 
aim usnally it! to get into one of the 
Imperial services, principally the Indian 
Civil Service and the IndLr.n Medical 
Service. 

(c) Officl.'rs of suborlinate judicial services in 
the yarious provinces, who come to 
England to be called to the Bar, hopin~ 
that the title of barrister-at-law will 
improvl.' their chances of ~rom()tion:. 

(d) Vakils and pleaders who (lome to England 
to get called to the Rlr so tbat they clm 
tecome advocates of the Higoh Court and 
thereby improve their status. 

The Bm'mans in England mostly belong to 
class (a), but classes (c) and td) are also represented. 
CLlss (b) is practically non-existent, as far as 
Burma. is concerned. With regard to class (a), 
the students haw IlO particular object and take 
up no particular studies. An ordinary deoree at 
one of the Universities 01' a third class in the Bar 
I.'xams is as much as they usually hope for, and 
many of them chans,re theil' courae of study 
entirely during their residencfl here. It is no 
uncommon tbin!! for a stndent to switch off from 
mfldicine to law! ' 

With regard to class (b). until recently direct 
eutry intI) the Imperial services in India was 
impossible, and hence the more brilliant students 
who had ambitions in that direction were 
compelled to cOIDe to England. No doubt the 
iustitution of simnltaneous examinations in India 
wiII do away largely ",Hh this class. 

With re!lard to classes (c) and (d), the embryo 
lawyers who form tile large majority of IndidD 
students in England, they are well aware tbat 
a third class iu the Bar exams is about the easiest 
erlucational attainment of any valne in the world, 
and students who would stand no chmce in the 
B.L. examination of an Indian Univerity or a. 
first-grade pleadership examination in India can 
~et through the Bar examinations and so obtain 
a better ,,;tanding than the H.L. or first-!!Tade. 
pleadership wonld give them. 0 

Technical training, as far as Indian students' 
are concerned, is in its infancy. '.fhere are no 
technical instir.utions of any real value in Inlia, 
and the demand for such training is quite a new 
thing. It may be noted thdt the Burma Oil 
Company has recently shrted a scheme for 
sending promi~ing young Burmans to England 
for trai.ning in the technic:ll chemistry of oils. 
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2. It is, on the whole. in my opinion a bad 
thing that these students should come to England, 
Jl8 so many of them are, comparatively sppaking. 
failures. What is chiefly required is adequate 
control over the students who do come. so that 
only those who cau really benefit bv tbe education 
or training they receive in England are sent. 
But how this object is to 1)e attained I cannot say. 
At present tbe Provincial Advisory Committees 
bave no power; they may advise students not to 
come to England, but they cannot prevent their 
coming, and backward ~tudent" art! freely 
receivec! by English educational institutions. in 
spite of anytbing that the Provincial Advisory 
Committees say to the contrary. If the leading 
-educational institutionR in England would agree 
tQ accept only those students who come throul!'h 
and with the recommendation of the Provincial 
Committees it seems to me tbat the problem 
would be solved. 

A technical side ought to be established in all 
the Universities in Indi.a, to meet the growing 
want for that class of education, and the st.andard 
of degrees of the Indian Universities should be 
improved and brought more into line with that 
of the degrees of the best British Universities. 

Arrang'ements should be made for improving 
the position and composition of tbe Provincial 
Advisory Boards; it should be made possible for 
all students recommended by the Advisory 
Boards, irrespp-ctive of number's, to obtain the 
education or training in Englan<! wbh:h they 
desirt> (at present many promisin~ students fail 
to obtain entry into the English Universities on 
the 'plea of "full up," while other st~dc.nts are 
a.\!cept~d): students not r~commended by the 
Advisory Boards should be rigidly excludE'd. 

'3. The expt'riment of sending Indian studentil 
to this country has certainly not been justified 
by results. In my opinion. only a small pro
portion of the studeuts has gaine.l auy real 
benE'fit from their residence in England. 

:Educationally many of. them al'e failures, 
socially they keep too much to themselvf's; 
such English people as they do associate with 
on anything like intimate terms are usually of 
t1'e small shopkeeper or lodging-bouse keeper 
class and .. cranks" with unhealthy views or a 
fanci~d grievance. Tbey obtain a poor English 
degree, and return to India with an exaggerated 
idea of their own impol'tallce, which is enhanced 
by the fact that they are looked up to by their 
com'patriots because they have been to England. 
In India they fail to obtain th3 employment 
which, in their own opinion, they are fitted for, 
and consequ€lltly they become dissatisfi ... d and 
very soon join the ranks of the political agitatori'. 

. 4. The system under which students are ad
mitted to tbe Universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge may bt' suita1)le for l!;nglish boys, 
who come from recognised public schools, but is 
quitl'l unsuitable for Indian students. 

Each college acts independently of the others 
lind of the University. Any sluuent who can 
get a recommenClatiolJ. from It past student of a 
college is practically certain of admission to that 

,-college; in fact practically all vacanciE's are filled 
up by recommendation from headmasters of 
'Schools or from past students. At Cambridge, 
at any rate, the Indian Stlldents' Committ-3e bas 
'110 autho.rity. The committee annually fail:! to 
place a large proportion of the promising stlldents 
recommended to it by the Provj.ncial Advisory 
Boards; "bereas any student who can get a 
letter from II past student of a college and who 
~omes privately to England and presents his 
letter to a tutnr of that college is practically 
<:ertain of admission, however baCKward his 
education may be. At Oxford I understand that 

the Indian Sturlents' Delegacy has much more
authority and that mo!'t of the colh'gt's have
Agreed to accept Indian students only through 
the DelE-gacy. 

NOTE ON THE BURMA SOCIETY IN BURMA, BY 
MR. H. F. DUNKLEY, LC.S. (BURMA). 

Until comparatively recent.l,)' the sole misofJ 
d'et"e of the Burma Society in Burma was the 
collection of subscriptions for the support of the 
1.0ndon Society. The secretary Wd.S usually an 
Indian civil servant who, more often than not,. 
was stationed Ol1t in the mofussil, and conse
q uently was not in a po~ition to give ad vice to 
studt-nts except in the rare cases where be was 
perdonally acquainted with a stullent. There was 
a i'ummittee of the SOCiety, but it never met, and 
the only meetiug of the 80ciety was it~ annual 
meeting. at which the accounts of the year were 
pllssed and office bearers were elected for the 
ensuing year. A~ long as the secretary could 
kcep up the stream of money to London, that 
was all that was required of him. 

The change in the functions of the Society in 
Burma may be "aid to date from the appointment 
of Mr. W. Douglas, LE.s., as spcretary in I~H7. 
Mr. Douglas is a professor at Rangoon College,. 
and so naturally students wt'nt to him for advice 
and assistance. Also about the same time (early 
in ln$, I think it was) a conference of secl'e
taries of Provincial Students' Advisory Com
Iuittt>es was held at Delhi, and this conference 
drew the attention of the Burma Government to 
the necessity of creating a Students' Advisory 
Committee for Burma. 

Pri·md facie, the committee of the Burma Society 
was alrt'ady almost a self-constituted Ad visory 
Committee, and conseql1ently it was asked by the 
Local Government if it would take over the duties
of Provincial Advisory CommiHep, and, if so,. 
whether it was in a p<>sition to ('onform to the
requirement::! of such a committee as laid down 
at the conferer;ce of the provincial secretaries. 
already referred tn. Corresponclf'nce ensued 
between the President of the SOCiety anrl the 
Secretary to the Local Government, but mean
while, before the matter had Iwen settled, the 
rush of students to England following the 
armistice began, and Mr. Douglas fonnd that he, 
cou1<.1 not properly cope with the demands maue
upon bim by th" WOI k of the Society without 
detriment to his regular professorial work_ 
Consequently early in 1919 I took Ol'er the 
secretaryship from him. 

At· that tllne tLe difficulties in the way of 
constituting the committee of the BU::'ma Sotiety 
an Advisory Committee for Burma were first 
th~ necessitY' that a Provincial Advisory Com: 
mlttetl should have a permanent office in some 
centrall·lace where the secretary could be easily 
consulted by students; and, secondly, the neces
sity that the committee shoulrl be such as to raise 
a presumpthn that I.ltudents wonld alm:>st without 
exception seek the advice of its secretary 

The firs~ difficu1t~ was overcome by a r;solution 
of ~he S?Clety that III fumre the Registrar of th~ 
Cb.lef. Couyt, who has an office in the Chief Court. 
buIldlD~ ll1 tbe centre of the city of Rangoon 
s?ould be .~x-o~ci~ secretary 9f the Society~ 
'I h~ commhtee did Its ht'st to satisfy the st>cond 
de~ld~ratum by baving notices posted in all the
prlDClpa.l EC~lOOls and colleges of Burma and by 
ad ve~tIslDg In the English and vernacular Press 
that ItS. secretary would see students who desired 
to contmue tb~ir edocation in Europe at all times. 
and would assist them to the best of hi" ability 

When these conditions had bepn fulfilled the
Local Government formally appointed the ~om-
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mittee of the Burlna Society as Students Advisory 
Committee for Burmd, and granted a monthly 
allowance of Rs. IOU to the Society. This 
allowance was given to tha secretary for the 
lIupport of a ciel'ical establishment, and iL enabled 
me to keep a clerk, one of whos", principal duties 
is to scan the passenger lillts of all shlpi sailing 
from Burma either to E.u·ope or to India, an,l 
maktl out lists ot all studentl! from Burma sailing 
thereby. In consp-quence I do not think many 
students hwe since (say) about April1:H9 lett 
Burma for Europe or America without the 
secretary of the Society having either fleen them 
or been in correspondence Wltll their parents or 
gllarliians. 'fbe committee alISO. since it has been 
an Ad visory Committee, has hl'ld regular qUdrterly 
mt!tltings, at which the principal busine~s is the 
considtlration of the secret.uy's notes on the caies 
of all students who have consulted him during 
the previous quarter and giving direcLion~, where 
necessary. to the lIecretary concernini~ these cast>s. 

My ex:perience as secrt!tal'y of a Provincial 
Advisory Committee hlas been that stlldentf' were 
IIOt in the least reluctant to make use "f my 
services, but what they required was assistd.nce 
and not auvice. In explanation, let me I'ay that 
if I favoured their project of coming t I England 
they were willing to accept my advicp- as to what 
cour~e they should pursue on arrival, ami they 
were glad of my a~sbtance in gettinA' them, 
throngh the Secretary of the Lrmdon Society. 
aumitted to educational institlltions here; but if 
I ad vised them that they .were not likely to gain 
any bendit by proceedlllg to England for fUI·ther 
study, my advice was msta.ntly J'ejected and they 
invariably proceeded to England all the same. I 
do not think I dissuaoed a SIegle stullent from 
corning to EngLmd. I will quote as an extreme 
cast! of this that of a man wt:ll ov .. r ;SO yeat's of 
age who had several timl's unsllccessfully 
alt.e:npted to get thr'Jugh the third grade pleader
ship examination of the Burma Government; he 

came into a small som of money and decided to 
spend tbis by coming to Engl,md and taking the 
Har examinations, passing the matriclllaLion 
examination of London University first'in ordcl' 
to gain admittance to one of the Inns of Court. 
I did my utmost to dissllade his from this CJurse, 
hut without avail, and I believe he is now some
where m London. 

With r .. gard to the support which the ~ociet\' 
recllives in Burma, in the way of fl'lbs::riptions for 
the London Societ.y. this can only be .lescribed as 
disappointing. The dlllll mds of the London 
Society have in the last thretl 01' four yedI'S 
greatly increased owing to the influx of students 
and the rise in prices, and it is unly 'With the 
gre&test llifficnlty that the Society in Burma has 
been able to meet the calls made upon it. The 
most disappointing feature is the ingratitude of 
the majllrity of thfl rl'turned students. They all 
freely makll use of the advantlgps and aCflommo
dation which the Society offers them in London, 
bllt on their return to Burma very few of them 
can be pur.;mad~d to become regular subscribers 
to tht! funds of the Suciety. As to thtl general 
public, the Society has a ftlw generous friends 
who always came to its a8sistancl' in case of need 
and the strain on their generosity has been sever; 
in the last few years; bnt generally speakinO' the 
Society receives little support from the p~'blic 
and efforts which have been made recently t~ 
widen the circle of subscribers have met with 
faint re~ponse. The majority of the subscribers 
still are Governmllnt officials. European and 
Burman, a large proportion of which latter cla~s 
,\iJl never Le well enough off to have theh' 
chiluren educated in Europe, and so will never be 
able to make any use of the advaDta~es of the 
Society. Yet the Burma Society in Burmd. is, to 
my mind, essentially an institution Which should 
be support-d t!ntirely by Burmans. while its 
subscription lists i'ho w that at present it is to a 
considerable ex:tent financed by Europeans. 

DR. S. A. KAPADIA, M D., Honorary Recretal'y of the Northbrook Society, was called and examined. 
He stated that the Northbrook Society came 

into existellce in 1880, and that he had been 
associated with it since he first came to London irl 
1881. At that time it was housed in John Street, 
Bedford Row, but in 1883 it moved to 3, Whitehall 
Gal·dens. It hll.d all along existed as the North
bl'ook Indian Society, and under it, at 3, Whitehall 
Gardens, was organised what was called the 
Northbrook Indian Club, and the subscription there 
was three guineas a year for ordinary members aud 
two guineas a year for country students. Ten 
yeal's later it moved to the Imperial Institute, 
where it had one room for its particular use, 
together with all the amenities oi the Institute. 
In 1903 it was thought better to bring the Society 
into a more cent. 01 position and it was 1ll0' ed to 
185, Piccadilly, where it remained until 1910, when, 
hy all arrangement with the SecretarY' of State, it 
moveu to its prel'ent quarters at 21, Cromwell 
Road. While at PiccadIlly the Society received a 
grant of £150 a year from the Secretary of State 
for India, but on its removal to 21, Cromwell Road, 
that gI'ant ceased, and it was given four rooms at 
the rental of £270 a year. At the present time the 
number of members was about 152, about two
thirds of whom were Indians many of them 
engaged in studies, 

The object>! of the Society were to bring Indians 
Iwd Englishmen into closer contact, and to help the 
students. At one time it issued particulars 
l'eO'arding courses of study to the students. but that 
w~rk had been mainly undertaken by the Students' 
Department when it was established, although a 
good number of students still consulted the 
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Secretary of the Sodety in regard to theil' studit:s, 
particularly medical and legal studie~. 

The management of the Society was in the hands 
of a President and a Committee of 14 members, six: 
Indians and eight Englishmen, two of the latter 
being'appointed by the Secretary of State £01' India. 
The Pl'esidellt (at present Lord Hardinge) did 110t 
uften come to the Society, but Ml'. Austin Low, the 
Chairman of the Committee, Sir M. Bhownaggree, 
the Vice-Chairman, and other membel's u811ally 
attended its meetings and social functions. 

The Society had a very good library, and every 
member of it had the right to take {Jut books. 
There was also a room for reading and social 
intercourse and a billiard room. 

1'he Society itself dii not supply meals, but it .. 
members could have luncheon, tea and dinner in 
the house if they "0 desired. 

..\. proposal for the amalgamation of t he Society 
with the National Indian Association was now 
under consideration. The draft scheme ball been 
accepted by a Sub-Committee that had been 
appointed to discuss the matter. but the opinion 
of the general body of members of the Northbrook 
Society upon it had not yet been obtained. The 
whole matter would have to be put before a general 
meeting after it had been considered by the 
Committee. 

The present subscription was 10 ... 6d. 8. year for 
students and £1 18. a year for others. Many ofthe 
students in London made use of the Society'S rooms, 
butjt was not always easy to get them to pay their 
subscriptions. That had been a difficulty ever 
!lince 1880. There were It. certain number of the 
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students studying at the provincial Universities 
whO used the Society's rooms during the vacation, 
but the number of them was not very large. 

Many students were under the impression that 
heCttUse thE' Society was honsed at 21 Cromwell 
Road, it was connected with the India Office, and 
were thet-efore inclined to avoid it. One difficulty 
with which he (the witness) had had to contend 
was that if a member failed to pay his subscription 
to the Society, and was, therefore, forbidden to use 
its rooms, he could go upstairs to the rooms of the 
National Indian Association, the subscription to 
which was smaller, namely 58. a year for studeJ1ts, 
and quietly entered the Society's rooms if the 
servant was not at the doors. ~'hat difficulty could 
not, of course, be overcome so long as the two 
Societies were separate and were housed in the 
SltIDe building. The question of amalgamation was 
not an easy one, partly because the Association had 
lady members whereas .the Society did not, partly 
because of the financial consideratIOm; involved, alld 
partly because some of the members of the Society 
would prefer that it should be housed outside 
21 Cromwell Road. The whole matter would have 
to be discussed at the forthcoming general meeting, 
and he would, after consulting his Committee, seud 
a report of what happened fOl' the information of 
the Committee. 

The financial position of the Society was very 
good,. It was entitled to the dividends on 
Rll. 100,000 3! per cent. India Registered Rupee 
Stock, 1865, alld had other assets to the yalue of 
ovel' 5,000l. 

At one time there had been a debating society, 
but it had not met of late. The Northbrook Society 
was a social club for social purposes only, and was 
not suppos.;d to deal with political affairs. At the 
same bme, politics had a way of getting into 
debates when they were held, although there was a 
rule again~t the holding of politic".! debates, aud 
the Committee had always said that they could not 
be permitted in accordance wlth their rules and 
regulations. All the members of the Society had a 
right to attend any debates that were held, and no 
additional subscription was charged in respect uf 
them. But the debating society generally dealt 
with non-political subjects. 

The Society did not move to 21 Cromwell Road 
on its own initiative; the Inoia Office had said 
.that unless it did so its g'rallt of 1501. per aunum 
would be stopped, and it therefore had no alter
native but to comply. He could not, however, say 
whether the Societv would be more successful if it 
were housed outside 21 Cromwell Road, because 
the question of funds was an important one. The 
expenses outside would be very likely higher than 

they now were. If it wel'e financi3J.ly indep~l1llent 
he would not hesitate to recommend its removal 
from 21 Cromwell Road, partly because of the 
buspicioni'l of the students that it had an official 
connection, aud partly because of the confusion that 
now arose from there being three systems under 
one roof-the Northbl'ook Society, the National 
Indian Association and the residential side of the 
house under the control of the 'Warden and the 
house managing committee. 

Asked ",hethel' he was satisfied with 21 VrOlu
well Road as a hostel, witness replied that it was 
not big enough. If it was to be a 11Ostel, it should 
be a proper hostel and not a half-and-half affair as 
at present. 

If the pl'oposed amalgamation took place, and if 
suitable facilities were forthcoming, he thought 
that th", new association might be able to take over 
the work that was now being done by the Indian 
Students' Departmen~. 

He had heard a got)d many complaints about the 
l'Iervice provided at the house, which, in his opinion, 
was somewhat faulty owing to the dual control that. 
obtained. The Society had one servant of it!! own, 
but he left at 7 o'clock each day, lI.nd if any mem
bel'S of the SOCIety remained in its rooms then t.hE'y 
were waited ou by the general servants of the house, 
who were under the control of the Warden alJcl not 
of the Society. 

Before the Society moveu to 21 Cromwell Road, 
it had no hostel 01' anything in the nature of a 
hostel connected wit.h it. It was simply a Society 
witl. a libl'ltry and a billiard room and other rooms, 
with provision for light refreshments. 

The number of Indian students who came to tltil! 
country in the days when the Society undertook 
part of the work !lOW performed by the Students' 
Department, such as helping them to secure admis
sion to Universities, " .. 'eting them at the docks and 
so on, was not very comdderable, but. as the Society 
had done that work once, he did not see why it 
should not do it again if required. 

Speaking as a medical and legal man, he eli<l not 
think there had bt'eu any great difficulty in recent 
years in securing admission to hospitals and Inns 
of COllrt for medical and legal studies fot- Indian 
fltudents. DUI'ing the war many Indian doctors 
had secured appointments as house surgeons at 
variouN hospital!! and infirmaries in London. 

He thought it was essential for a house such as 
21 Cromwell Road. to be under the charge of a 
Warden, If the Wardeu was a man-ied man and 
had a wife who would llelp him in his work, that 
would be vel y useful for social purposes. The 
present Warden was spoken highly of by the 
students and was liked by everybody. 

DR. ALEX HILT" M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S., the Secretary of the Universities of the Empire Rnreau was 
called and examined. ' 

He stated that at the Congress of the liniver- the Home Universit,ies was set up Thifl Com
sitieR of the Empire, held in 1912, it was decided mIttee met once a quartet' to deal with any matter 
that there must be a Bureau to keep the Univer- of common i~terest, If, for example, there was 
sities in communication during the intervals some uncertalllty as to the conditions under which 
between Congresses, and to carry out any business students f"olll other countries were admitted to the 
that was of common interest, and that he had been Universities of t.he lJnited Kingdom, that question 
pressed to undertake the duties as Honorary was bronght before the Standing Committee. 
Secretarv and bring it into existence. A.ltho~gh the Committee was only an Advisory 

It wa; pointed out to the witnesli that the Com- ComIDlttee, each Head of a University went back 
mittee were interested in knowing whether the to his University and stated "'hat had happened 
Bureau could be of any use il1 helping to bring the and what was the general view of the Committee 
knowledge of Indian Universities before the English and the conditions, if nnsatisfacto"!, were usnaUy 
Universities in the sense of trying to standardise or altered. Up tu the pl'e6ent no IndIan lJniversities 
find out what equivalents there would be in Indian had raised points of this kind which had had to be 
degrees and English degrees. WitneRs stated that se~tled by the Standing Committee. This was 
this was one of the purposes for which the Bureau chIefly because there had been no link between the 
existed. Unive,rsities in India. At the last Congress which 

Since its foundation confp-rences of the U niver- had. Just met a~ Oxford, t11e Indian delegates 
Ilities of the United Kingdom had been called. and deCl?~d to estabhsh an Association of Indian Uni
in 1918, at Mr. Balfour's suggestion, a: S~anding Vet'SltIes, and they looked forward to very improved 
Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Prll1clpals of results from the estabhshment of tha.t Association. 
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because in future the Association would be able to 
flpeak for all UJlivel'sities, and that made it worth 
while to bring matters before the Vice-Chancellors' 
Committee. The Harne thing had already been 
arranged in Australia and Cana(la. 'l'he Canadian 
COllference had on several occasions submitted 
that unfortunate' conditions, arrangements, regu
lations and so forth existed, and then the milotteI'll 
had been discussed. 'l'ht' Australian Universities 
had only recently established an Advisory Univer
sity Committee, but they sent a long list of things 
which they thought ought to be otherwise, and, 
after the recommendations had been brought before 
the Committee of Vice.Chancellors, the conditions 
in the British UniveJ'sities had been adjUflted in 
several resperts to meet their wishes. Nothing 
could be done with regard to India until action had 
been taken to form the Association, and it was 
hoped that the question would be taken up as soon 
as the delegatI'S got back to India. 

The machinery of the Burean wall the only one 
which could exist for bringing the Indian Univer
sities into consultation with the' Home Univer'sities 
ItR there was no 'Minister of Public Instruction for 
the United Kin~dom and the President of the 
Board of Education had no authority in Scotland, 
none in Ireland ancl very little in Wales, nor had 
lIe any direct authority over the Universities. 

Although there had been nd official illveRtigation 
into the standards of the several Universities, the 
question of the equivalence of standards throughout 
the whole Empire. not as between England and 

• India, had occupied a great deal of the attention of 
the Committee at several meetings. Representa
tions had al~o been made by foreigp. co,mtries, e.g., 
Holland, with regard to the standard of their 
examinations. The Universities of Great Britain 
and Ireland had, at the invitation of the American, 
French and Belgian Governments, sent delegations 
to those countries which had brought back much 
information regarding their cnrl'icula and exami
nation standards. He thought that it was in the 
very highest degree desirable that a visit should 
be paid to India if the questIon of exemptions and 
recognition of Indian degrees were to be investi
gated by the Bureau. 

As regards former delegations, the British Go
vernment had paid the expenses so far as the 
shores of the foreign country, and then, nntil they 
l'e-pmbarked, they \v.ere the guests of the foreign 
Governments. 

The Universities Bureau had since its establish
ment published a Year Book and fl'Om time to time 
it published various pamphlets as tht'y were 
called fol'. £luring the present year, fol' example, 
they were a!lked to F.ive all account of the condi
tions for admission into the Universities of the 
Uniteu Kingdom of students who had been edu
catAd abroad amI they prepared It leaflet accordin/l'ly. 
This was distributed in India as well as mother 
counh·ies. 

As l't'gards til') finance of the Bureau, the 
Government had giveu a non-l"ecurring grant of 
5,000l. to enable it to take premises suitable fOl' 
its purposes and each of the Universities of the 
United Kingdom granted It Rubsidy of lOOt. a year. 
It was left to the Overseas Universities to make 

snch contributionH as they thonght fit: the Austra
lian Universities had been very generous, but from 
the Indian U nivel'sities the ccntributions had been 
extremely small. 

Questioned further with regal'd to the Committee 
of Vice-Chancellors, the witnebs stated that it 
included all the heads of. Univel'sities in England 
Scotland, Wales and Ireland. There was also ~ 
Bureau .Com!ll,ittee of 14 me.mbers. 7 representing 
the [Jmversities of the UDlted Kingdom and 7 
representing the Universities Overseas. The re
presentatives of the Overseas Universities were not 
in all cases permanently resident in this country .. 

Questioned further with regard to the commis
sions sent ~ America, France and Belgium, witness 
stated that III the case of America the movement 
ca~e fl'?,!," the American side. They wished the 
UmversltJt's hel'El to be conversant with the re
sources of the Universities in America and to get 
their degrees recognised in this country On the 
otber hand the Enghsh authorities were anxious to 
ascertain as much a", possible about the standards 
of examinations, methods of instructIOn, &c., 
becR.use they realised that after the wal' the 
migl'ation of American and other students to 
Germany would probably not be resumed and 
efforts ought to be made to attract advanced 
stud?~t~ to Britain .. It wa:~ decided by the Uni
versItIes of the UDlted Kmgdom to establish '" 
Ph.D. de~ree open to graduates of other Univer
sities, and the visit to America was useful in 
enabling Universities hel'e to decide which of the 
American Universities could be truhted to send 
graduates of sufficient calibre to commence a course 
of advanced study. 

With regard to a delegation to India, witness 
thought that if an investigation was to be valuable 
and deal with such delicate matters as examination 
standards, it ought to be a mission of experts-
persons who were aetually eugaged in the work. 

Witness then refelTed to a return which the 
Bureau had called for Rhowing the numbers of 
overseas students in all the UlJiversitie~ in the 
United Kingdom. which he said had pI'oved very 
useful to many bodies in the United Kingdom. 
Asked whether he had made a similar enquiry 
about America, he stated that it was out of his 
pl'ovince to do so, but the number of Indian 
students in America might possibly be obtained 
through the Director of the American UniversitielS 
Union who had accommodation III the Bureau' 
premise!!. 

ARked whether Indian students desirous of 
coming to the united Kingdom asked his advice, 
he stated that about half-a-dozen persons had done 
so, but if anyone wrote to him he would refer 
them to the Joint Secretary to tile High Commis
"ioner. There had bt'en a. suggestion that the 
Bureau should to some extent take the place of 
Cromwell Road as regards givillg advice to students, 
but it was an 'extremely difficult. qnestion and the 
difficulties were very much more apparent than the
advantages. 

As l"egards students from the Universities of the 
Dominions. other than India, he had considerable 
correspondence with those who proposed to come 
to this country aud he gave t.hem introductions. 
and what as~istance he could. 

MR. Sl'ANLEY RICE, Honorary Secretary of tlle Fla!;t India Association, was called a.nd examilled. 
He said tha.t the Association was chiefly literary 

and its business was to act as far as it could fOl' 
the wplfare of Iudia and for the promotion of a 
""ood understanding between Englishmen and 
Indians. It was mainly composed of European 
membel's, but they had a large number of Indian 
Princes as Vice-Pl"esidents. He attl'nded tItere 
about three times a week, and if Indians came ,\\·ho 
'wished for information which be conld not giv11" 

he sent them to the India Office 01' put tllem in 
touch with other piacell. 'fItey wel'e not specially 
concerned with students, thongh they llad SO"'Ile 
student members w hom they accepted on special 
terms. 

The premises were at VIctOria ~treet, West
minster, but the accomlUodation was nut very 
extensive. Theil' membership would be about 500 
and not more than 10 per cent. of these were 
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students. '1'0 the ordinary membel' the terms were 
258. a year, which included the supply of the 
.. Asiatic Review"; the students' subscription WitS 

78. 6d., but, tortl18.t they did not get the" Review." 
In their !'Ooms they took most, of tlle Indian 

papel's that were published in English, and the 
rooms could be used by pl:'ople who wished to 
meet each other or have interviews with their 
friends. They had considered the advisability of 
moving from where they were, but had never 
considered the question of housing the As~ociation 
in ~1, Cromwell Road. The only conel'ete fmg
gestlon ever made wa.s fhat they should tltke rooms 
in the Royal Asiatic Society's premises. 

Q~estioned with reference to the memorandum 
which he had handed in, and which is printed 
below, witness stated that he had been t{)ld ill the 
pat't of India where he was that students who had 
degrees married better in the sense of getting better 
dowries than those without, and the prestige of an 
English degree was grea.ter tha,n that of an Indian 
degree.-

In his memorandum he had also suggested 
that more colleges should be provided in India fol' 
technological subjects, and IHol stated that he did 
not know any place in Madras where technical 
subjects were taught except the Engineering and 
Medical Colleges. The Forest College was 1Iot 
affiliated to the University. 

With regal'd to his statement about professor!', 
he had in mind chiefly the Medical College::;, where 
~ person might hold two 01' three pOSitions Itt the 
same time as being a professor of some medical 
suhject. His chief objection was that thE' professor 
was very often a person who had gh'en no particular 
attention to the branch of the subject of which he 
was a professor. Such a person was also liahle to 
be moved from one post anrl changAd to another. 
The object should be very largely to incz'ease the 
prest,ige of the Indian Universities and bring Ulem 
more up to the standarrl of Oxford alld Cambridge. 

"Titness was asked whether he was aware of the 
Reglliations of the Inns of Court with regard to 
the admission of Indian students, and whether he 
had been asked for a certificate from prospective 
students when he wa,s a District Magistrate in 
Madras. He reIllied that he was familial' with the 
Regulations and had had a J·equest fOJ' a certificate, 
but he could not, say precisely what the termR of 
!he certificate were: he thollght that it was to the 
effect that to tIle personal knowledge of the 
Magistrate of the District the person was a fit aud 
proper person to go to England for instruction. 
The terms of the certificate were then explained to 
the witness. 

Asked whether he thonght there was any more 
reason why a Oollector or Deputy Commissioner 
should givl' snch a cel,tificate than a prominent 
vakil, witness thought that it depended largely 
npon the personality of the Collector and on the 
direction given to his ideas by the Government. 
He thollght that a certificate of th.tt kind ought to 
be given by SOmeOllE' who was responsible to an 
a.uthority. He did not mean to suggest that the 
Collector would have ample opportunities of 
knowing the students in his district, but he thought 
that the certificate might be changed so as to avoid 
the Collector llaving to say that he had a personal 
knowledge of the applicant. At present the 
certificate was hardly fair to the District Magistrate 
01' to the student. He did not think that the 
certificate in the form required took into account 
the special conditions of Indian official life. 

• N OTlIl - Witness subsequently wrote: "I have since 
"ascertained tha.t the remarks about the matrimonial 
«market, though true of Illdia, do not usually apph-. to 
.. students In this cOllntry as they may be ah·pady nlllM')ed 
c. when they come to this country." 

Askell whether the average student who hat! 
pa~sed an Intermediate Examination was deticienL 
in English, witness said that he was certainly not 
as good as a B.A., but thel'e wel'e lUany ]j'.A.'s who 
might Lave a bent for EU!,lish, and the average 
person who had reached this standard ought to be 
able to undeJ.'staud courses at the Universities here. 

With refez'ence to the witness's suggestion for 
a. separate University in this country for Indians, 
he stated that he thought that it would be p08sible 
to get greatel' competition in this country as people 
were loth to leM-e England, and so it wuuld be mOI'e 
easy to get better men here. 

From his knowledge of what he saw of professors 
in India, they Ilid not for the most; part give him 
t1le same idea of erudition which was attached to 
the names of professors here. 

Asked with regard to the student members of 
the Association, he stated that for the most part 
they were friendly, but sometimes, if It subject was 
of a highly controversial nature, they felt deeply 
about it and let their feelings be seen. It WIIS, 

however, not easy to distinguish student members 
from casual visitors, who were sometimes re!'ponsible 
fot, a demonstration. 

Asked further as to the suggestion about au 
Indian University, he said that he made the 
suggestion ill rather It hltlf-healied manner and 
chiefly as concerned with tec}mology anrl not with 
literary work. If the Indian Universities were 
raised to the standard necessary, t here would be no 
necessity whatever for an Indian University in 
England except to bring Indian students more into 
contact with Englishmen. 

.MEMOHANDUM DY TilE HCINOIlAIlY SECRETARY OF THE 

EAS'f INDIA ASSOCIATION. 

(1) The subject must be divided into two 
headR:-

(a) General Ed"cation. 
(b) 'i'echnica!. 
'1'he chief reasons under (a) nre (i) presti!!e 

(ii) a better price in the matrimonial market: 
'1'his is specially noticeable in legal circles. 

(b) Indians come over to stlldy law, mechanical 
ellgineering and medicine. Law falls largely 
under ca~e.g?ry (a) T~ere are at present inade
quate faClhtIe~ ~or l~arlllDg mechanical engineering 
and the 1l1edlcme 18 not so up-to-date in their 
count)·y. 

(2) (a) and (b), Suggest that more colleges be 
prOVIded for technical SUbjects. I speak ef :Madras 
which is the only part I really know. The onl; 
colleges for such study are the Law College, the 
MedIcal College and the EnO'ineerin<" ColleO'e 
(mainly civil engineering), all in M"adras. "'I 
should prefer to see these dissociated from tloe 
~n~ve:sity as. ill tIle I!'orest College at Coimbatol'e. 
Ihts.ls. I beheve, the English plan, e.g., the great 
hospltals supply our doctors, the Inns of Court our 
lawyet·s. and not Oxford or Cambridge. 

Professors should be really professors and not 
the hapllazard incumbent.s of posts who call 
t~en~selves professors for the time being, e.g., 
du!tr'lct surg:eons may be put in to nct as pro
fessors of thiS or that branch of medicine and the 
other: day a young civilian was made professor of 
English. . Such appointments cannot but reduce 
the prestIge of Indian Universities when com
l'ar~d w~t,~ the professional chairs in the EnO'lish 
Umversltles. " 
. Hospitals ;;hould be absolutely up-to-date nnd 
Journals should be started like the "J a til. " n M J" N t I } J nce 01 :.... 0 .on Y lave young students not the 
faCIlIty to. practIse up-to-date methods to the same 
extent as III E~gland, but they get rusty. I rarel • 
found a medleal I>ubordinate who was k .) 
himself well ~nf()rmed of the progre~s :fl'P~h~ 
sCIence. I beheve, too, that those who do are 
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forced to take in the English j"urnal~. There al"e 
.at pI'esent no thoroughly equipped schools for the 
pUt'pose of teaching mechanical engineering, at any 
rate in lladl'as, 

(3) I have not found much justification my~el!. 
Speaking of I.he Bal', I should say that the vakIl IS 
on the whole a bett~r advocate than the average 
Indian barl·ister. It is chiefly those who have been 
. educated in }<~ngland fl'om early boyhood" ho have 
delive,1 appreciable pI·ofit.. 

The que~tion. of hostel~ at IJnivel'sity centres 
depends upon the view taken, I should myself be 
oppoRed if the idea ill to give the "tudent the full 
benefit of University life, which can only \)e 
obtained by mixiuO' with his companion... The 
hostel savourfl too I~uch of racial segl·egatiou. It 
divides the Univel'Slty (e.g., Oxford) into Indi'LDs 
.and Englishmen infltead of into Magdalen and 
Chri ... tchurch. Thii'l was rather noticeable when I 
was up myself. Though I was a member of New 
College, I wa~ also a memher of the I.C.S. COll
fedel'ation, which was collected from all colleges 
and remained in a sense a thing apart. If, It"w
~vel', it. is desired to preser\'e national charactcI'
lstics ami to keep the student out of mischief, there 
may be mOl'!) tll be said for the ho~tel. 

l·'nrthel' lloints which occur to mr are-
11) That education should be more adapted tf) 

the llldian nation&.l cbal'8A:'ter, e.g., more and better 
teaching of Sanskrit and the vel'Daculars, and literary 
vehicleb. 'l'his of course dues not apply to science, 
whil'h is universal. 

(2) That to this end it might be possible to 
stat't a Unh-ersity iu England fOI' the benefit of 
IndIan students . 

..tdmntages. 
(i) It coulU be run on morc India" lines. 

(ii) It wonld tend less to denationalise. 
(iii) Professol's could be secured in EnO'land wl.o 

wuuld not !{O to India. .. 

DisadL·alltages. 
(i) It would. pedlaps, act in the opposite way 

to that desil'Cd by the Committee, by attracting 
students to }<~"gland . 

(ii) It would be a serious handicap on really 
competent Indian professors and mell of science, 
e.g., Sir .J. C. Bose or lIr. SI'inivas~ Iyengal' 
(Indian HistOl'Y)' 

I mnst apologise for the bl'evity of these notes. 
There is, of OOUI'"e, mnch more to be said. They 
may, however, sen-e as a basis. 

(ScI.) S'l'ANLU- RICE. 

'lTESDAY, .JULY 26, 1921 (LONDON). 

Tllf: EAltL OF LY'r'l'uN (Ohail'lnan) , 
SIR D. p, SARVADHIKAIIY. 

DIWAN BAHADUR M. RUIACHASllR\ RAO. 

MIl. C. K W. Jo:n:s. 

Present: 
Sm M. H_UIlIlCK. 
SAHIBZAllA AfTAB AHMAD KHAN 

DR. S. K. DATU. 
MISS L. 11. BRooK~. 

lb. K G. How AUTI!. ) 
lIR R. E FIELD. S Secretaries. 

PROFESSOR WILLIAM WRIGH'f, D.Se., F.R.C.S., Dean of the London Hospital l-Iedical College, was 
called and examined. 

He said that their school had in the past had a student eame from India lIe was to be admitted 
tolerably wide experience of Indian students, but unless there was some definite objectioll to him. 
recently a resolution h.td been pas~ed somewhat He thought that they had now about half the 
modifying their previous attitude, That resolution nnmber of Indians that thl'Y had when the former 
wa~ passed 011 the experience they had had in the policy prevailed. 
pa<;i. The students wbo had come to them from The witnesll s •• id that lIe had experience as an 
India had not been altogether satisfactory, and it Examiner of Glasgow, Leeds, and Liverpool, and 
was thought that if they got another type of from his experience there he thonght that the 
student, a more expet'ienced type ancl one whose students that they had at the London Hospital 
physique was more established, it would probably before the new policy was inaugurated were much 
be more satisfact.ory to everyone concerned. His the same as tbe Indian students who went to those 
experience hac I been that a fail' proportion of the Universities. The examinations in London were 
students had bl'oken down in healt.h; many of them in no essential different from examinations at the 
had not been mentally nrst-c1ass, and he had been other places. The present policy of the hospital 
told by fl-iends in India that quite a large proportion was widely knoV\ n in India, and the numbers who 
of the Indiau students who came to London came applied who were not already qualified in India. 
there because they were not sufficiently good to be fell off every year. Such students usually wrote 
admitted tu the Universities in India. 'l'he result 12 months before they proposed coming, and fhey 
was that mstea,l of qualifying here in five years, received II. letter telling them the actual conditions 
very often they had taken seven 01' eight years and before they sailed. 'l'he hospital also communicated 
had then qualified with the lowest med1()al with certain of the educational departments in 
.qualiHcation. On th!' point of morals in the widest India, amI the policy was known to the officers of 
possible sense, there was very little l'titicism to the Indian ~Iedi<!al 8m'vice, who wel"e also teachers 
make; the pl'oportion of them thnt had gone \\l'ong in the Universities, and it was known to the Indian 
WItS not higher than that of the Englishmen them- Students' Department here. So fat' as he remem-
-selves. bel'ed, they had not had any communication with, 

FOl' the last three or four years the admisllion of the Provincial Advisory Committees in India. 
Indian students hall been confined to personR who In the past, students used to come to the hospital 
had gl'aduated in India., and the operatiou of this either for the r.ondon University curriculurn 01' for 
restriction had had most satisfactory results. The the Conjoint Board curriculum, but now they came 
.students were both older and mOl"e expel'ienced; for the final examination of the Conjoint Board, fOl" 
they took more serious interest in their studies; they the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons or 
dId much better in their examinations, and many fol' the mel~lbership of the College of Physicians. 
-of them worked' for the highest. examinations, ('.g., The persons who were admitted lIOW wel"e those 
the l!'ellowship of t\}e Royal College of Surgeons. who wel'e allowed to take the final Conjoint. 
lUs inskuctions wel'e that if a po,t-graduate Examination without any further hospital cnrri-
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-(lululU, The ordinary course for the Colleges was 
five years, and the Conjoint Bo:tl'(l Au~hOl~tieR 
would give exemption .from certal~ examl~atl(~ns 
under certain circumstances. It dId not he wIth 
the teaching hospitals to do t.h~t ; it was. a: matter 
for the educational and eXMIllIllng authorItIes. 

.Asked whether licentiates of Indian Universities 
were admitted under the present arraugement to 
the London Hospital course, witness replied that 
they were, but they had to take the second Conjoint 
as well as the final Conjoint I~xamination in order 
to obtain the English qualifica~ions. If they bad 
graduated in India they bad only to take tho final 
Conjoint Examination. Ver'y often they passed 
the second examination in three months after they 
(Jame to.London; for th~, fina~ examination it was 

-sometimes a year, so that 15 months would be an 
average length for the com·se. 'I'hey would not, 
however be allowed to sit fOl' the final M.B. 

_ Examin~tion without having passed the London 
Matriculation ann the first ""ud second l\f.B. 
Examinations. The curriculum for the University 
degree normally extended over 5t year~. 'l'b~re 
was however a special clause under whICh regis
tered practiti~ners who had takeu It medical degree 
In India might take their final l\LR ill three years, 
but they had to pass aU the examinations ill that 
time and he had not met more thall, he thought, 
two ~r three who had done it. 

Asked how he compared the Indian medical 
graduates with the English medical. gl'aduates, 
witnesli said he would rate them at; a shghtIy lower 
value, perhaps 80 per cent, There was no reason 
why an Indian gradua:te should come ?vel' he:e to 
get R. British quahficatIOn except to gam experIence 
III another country and to see the methods of other 
people. He Lhonght, however, that it was advisable 
for the best post-graduates to come over, as they 
learned a great deal, especially in operatIve methods 
and methods of teaching. There were post-graduate 
courlles at the London Hospital which did not 
necessarily lead to a higher qualificA.tion. Studllnts 
were admitted either a~ undergraduates or post
graduates for an annual payment which n.dmitted 
th",m to anything in the college or hospital during 
the, year; they had the privilege of exa~ining the 
clillica\ cases, though there was a certam amount 
of discrimination shown by the teachers between 
undergraduates and post-graduates. There were 
also t.utorial courses for the post-graduates, so that 
pel'sons who c"me over from India for a year would 
h8.\,e a 'reguIA.l' system of teaching and could study 
all branches of anatomy, physiology, medicine, 
surgery, &c, quite thoroughly. 

Asked whether the restriction only to take post
/!raduates applied to all non-l~:Ul'~pean studeuts, 

witness t'ev1ied that it did; the Japanese, Chinese,. 
West Afl"icans. and Cingalese were treated in 
exactly the same way as the Indians. The Indians 
formed the bulk of the non-Europeans, but they 
also had a fair number £rall1 Ceylon. 

He had 1I0t heard of any definite objection being
raised on the part of the patients at the llOspitl,ls to 
being treated by Indians; there had been rumourl'l 
to thnt effect, but he bad never been able to fix any 
definite complaint. The same was true in mid
wifel'Y caKes in Whitechapel. Occasionally all 

indefinite statement had been made, but he conld 
trace no definite objection 011 the part of the 
patients. The statements which had been made
were in I'egard to the capacity of the students and 
not a reRection on their character. If there )'I'ere 
any prejuilice on the part of patients being attenlled 
by Indians on the glOund of colour, he thought he 
would have heard of it; although. a~ he pointed 
out. hill duties were confined to the students and 
did not extend ttl the pat.ients. 

Witness was asked about the Indian l\Iedical 
Serl'lce, and it was pointed out TO him that a 
btndent had to come 11e1'e in order to obtain the 
qualifications necessary, which meant that he had 
to go thl"Ough a double course. Witness sug~ested 
liS a better arrangement that t.he students should 
obtain a medical degree of an lndilln University 
and then might come ovel' here and take the
l\f.R.C.S. alld J.J.R.C.P. in three months' time. He 
did not think that the regul,ttions required a degree
hele as well as a degree in India. and in any case 
the regulations were under consideration. If tl1e
pre-war arrangement of having the recrllitment on 
purely. competitive lines were returned to there 
would be no question of British degrees being g-iven 
preference. 

In answer to a further quelotion witness stated 
t.hat no Indians had held house appointments at the
London Hospital. Asked as to the reason for this, 
he thought that it waR in deference to the prejudice 
against colour, which was P!trticulariy Rtrong
among students and resident medical officers. He 
could not defend the practice of not appointing 
them except on the gr'ounds of thi" prejudice. 

Asked how many midwifery cases a medical 
student ought to take, witness replied 20. Ho
woul~ not be prepared to agree to the proposition 
that 1£ 10 cases were done thoroughly well in th~ 
training of a Iltudent in midwifery they I)ught t() 
answer the purpose. He thought midwifery was a 
very important subject, and that 20 cases were
the minimum which a student should attend 
before he lIat for his final examination in the
subject. 

DR. W .• J. ]'ENTON, M.D., F.R.C 1'., lJean of the Charing Cross Hospitailledical School, was 
called and examined. 

He stated that at present they had 10 Indian £01' 'partic.ulars, and in addition to that they had to. 
students studying medICine at the school, six men be mterVlewed befo~'e they were Admitted. They 
and four women, which represented about the were treated on preClsely the same lines as all othet. 
average number, as they had usually taken about !lt~de~ts, and he did not. .think that any particulal'" 
10. obJec,tlOns hll;d - been 1"8.ISed by patients in the. 

'l'hey had 110 special regulations as to whether hospItal to bemgtreated by Indian students, though 
the students who came should be graduates or theL'e had, he understood, always been a certaiu 
undergraduates; most of th.em who came were gen~ll'al objection, pal-ticularly among womeD 
graduates of Bombay or had the L.M. and S. of patients. 
Bombay but some of them were ordinal'Y students. He tllought the wor:k they had done was np to
As rega'rdll the latter, they were. ~uided by the the averllg:e, and he dId HOt remember any spedal 
l'ule1l of King's College, as the preiImmal'Y students trouble WIth regard to the work of the Indian 
were sent there for their primal'Y and intermediate students. He thought there was 110 complaint to 
-examinations. be made about their relationship with other-

He did not think there was an appreciable students; they tended.very mnch to ~ang together j 
differellce between the undergraduates and the Rome of them were qUIte popular wh11e others were
graduates. Possibly this was due to the fact. tbat not, but that applied to all students. 
they were able to' select their students because they Indians had ~?en given house appointments after 
had more Il.pplications than they wel'e able to they were qnahfied, and certainly one 01' two made 
admit. It was possible to make a good glle:;s?f very .excellent house officers. He }lad also had 
the type of student even when he wrote from IndIa experIence at the Brompton Hospital, where they 
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llad numbers of Indian qualified medical men as 
resident doctors. 

There was olle peculiarity which he had llotieed 
-about Indian qualified mell as a whole compared 
with the English qualified men; they were reluctanr. 
to takA rellponsibility or initiative, and in thelle 
respects they were not 011 the same level all the 
English. 

They had had a few }<~gyptialls, Rlld those that 
they had had wel'e not very r!atisfactory, ' 

At Chal'ing Cro-s Hospital they had not many 
facilities fOI' post graduate work, but if Indians 
wished to do such work they went in with any 
post-gradllate students there might be. Thel'e was 
no special course at Charing Cross Hospital for the 
D.P.H. 

Asked whethel' there was any means by which 
a student who had done part of his medical 
-education ill India could be given credit for what 
IJe had done, witness stated that the school was 
accustomed to refer these matters t,o the Examina
tion Boards for deci~ion, 'l'he London UlIivt!rllity, 
the Conjoint Hoard, and the Apothecarit!h' Hall 
wel'e the chief qualifying agencies, and each of 
them had their own requirements, So long as these 
bodies were 'satisfied as regards exemptions the 
-lichool would be satisfied. 

Asked whether the numbel's cou~d not be 
increased, witness stated that it was very difficult 
to draw a hal'd and fast line all to numbers, but in 
actnal practice they had put it at about 10. They 
,did not rigidly adhere to that number; they might 
have haa one 01' two more 01' one 01' two lesR on 
,occasions; but lle could nol, say whether the 
,authorities would be prepared to take largel' 
nnmber!!. 

Witnes, was then asked wllethCl' he would be 
pl'epfwed to n~sent t,) the proposition that the 

minimum numbel" of midwifery cases tlrat the 
students should attend might be reduced to 10- if 
they wert! well don". He replied that personally 
he thought 10 was not enough. 

Asked what wel'e the relative standards ftf the 
'Indian medical graduate, and the English medical 
graduate, witness stated that he thought, the 
standard of examination in England was certainly 
higher. He was inclined to think that the 
ditferp.nce was greater with regard to clinical 
studies, but pointed out that they did not deal 
with the preliminary Rubjects directly, as these 
were done at King's College. 

As regards his experience of them as house 
physicians and surgeons, he could only repeat that 
thel'e wall a lack of initiative. 'l'hey would not 
accept responsibility, and there was a tendency ,to 
refer everything back, which made a difficulty in 
an ordinary hospital. The resident came into 
contact with the cases first, and serious cases or 
cases of emergency he would have to deal with 
without referring them, and it was just there that 
the lack of capacity to accept responsibility was 
noticed. 

With regard to the 10 students at present in the 
hospital, all were taking the Conjoint Board 
qualification. The students had been admitted 
impartially whether they had applied directly or 
through the Indian Students' Department. He 
thought that about half or the Indian students at 
pr"Rent in the hospi tal had taken medical degrees 
in India. It would be entirely in the hands of the 
Examining Board to deCide upon what exemptions 
should be granted, So far as he knew the scheme 
of medical examinations in the Indian Universities 
did not come up for consideration at the medical 
schools in London, but he thought that it would be 
very desirable that it should do so. 

MISS E. J. BECK, Hon, Secretary of the ~ational Indian Association, HOll. 'l'l'easurer of the Distressed 
Indian Students' Aid Committee, and Hon. SecI'etary of til .. Hou~e Managing Committee of 
21, Cromw"ll Road, was caUea and examined 

The witness submitted a written statement, which 
is appp.nded. 

She stated that she had takell an interest in 
Imlian students since 1891, when she returned to, 
Iu(lia after Ntaving for 2! years Ht Aligarh with 
her bl'other, Mr, 'l'heodore Beck, who was then 
PJ'incipal of Aligarh College. 

She had been Secretary of tlle N atioual Indian 
Association since 1906, and hH,d been in attendauce 

.;at 21, Cromwell Road since the Association moved 
there in 1910. In 1911, wheu she was giving up 
hel' home, she had suggested tha.t if the authorities 
would like her to live at 21, Cromwell Road, she 
would be pleased to do so, and the Hecretary of 
State for India in Council (then Lord MOI'ley) had 

:approved a proposal by the House Managing Com
mittee to allow hel' to live in the house fr'ee of 
-charge ou account of the interest she took in the 
welfare of Indian students. 

If the Indian students residing at Cromwell Road 
had any complaint.s to make about the management 
of the house they occasionally brought them to her, 
bnt the I'ule or the hou~e wa~ that all complaints 
should be made to the Warden, so she did not 
,always heal' of them. In the past it hall been the 
practi<::e of the )Varden to discu~s snch matters 
with hel', but the present Warden did not do so. 
'1'he complaints generally wer'e small mattel's con

-cerning food and things of that kind. Occasionally 
>comphints wel'e macle about the bervants, alld she 
thought it was impossible to obviate them entil'ely, 
hut so far as sht! knew very few complaints were 
made a.bout the present staff. Any complaint made 
would be ta.ken up eithel' by the 'Varllen 01> the 
House }[amtging Committee. 

The busie~t time 3t the house was from ab:mt 
,the middle of Augnst to the end of September, when 

the st,udents arrived from India. Many of th~m 
came back to the house during their vacations, and 
the number of those would be much larger hUl; for 
the fact that the accommodation was very limited 
and many of those who applied had to b~ refused. 
There were some students who visited the house 
every time they came to Loudon although they 
might not' stay for long. Th,ey often came for It 

few days on their way to the seaside or some holiday 
resort. 

Before the war the Association had had a large 
social ~eeting ~very month, but owing to want of 
funds and other reasons they could not now be held 
so regularly. But t.ea was provided every Wed
nesday afternoon and every Friday evenmg, and 
any student who liked to come to those teas was 
welcome. 

Questionell as to the kind of relationship which 
she established with the students as Hon. Secretary 
of the House Managing Committee, the witness 
said that she regarded her place in the house 
as that which :J. lady would take in any ordinary 
household. She always did everything she could 
to make the students feel at hOl1le, but it was very 
difficult to do much with a constantly changing set 
of students. She was always present at meal times 
Itnd thererol'e met the Rtndects living in the house 
f,'equently; but if any stud .. nt pI'Cfelre<i to use the' 
rooms of the Northbrook Society, f,'om which ladies 
wel'A debalTed, and did not come to the room9 of 
the National Indian Association she did not get 
much chance of speaking to him. 

The terms of membership of the National Asso
ciation wel'e 7s"Bd, pel' year fOI" students and a. 
guinea. per year for others. In return for that, the
members received the magazine, which used to b~ 
issued monthly, but was now issued eight times a. 
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year only, and the use of the drawing-room. They 
could attend any of the social meetings and the 
Wednesday afternoon and Friday evening teas. In 
the drawing-room there were games at which the 
.'!tudents could play. TIle temporary residents ill 
the house, who did not belong to the Association 
and who did not subscribe to it, also had the benefit 
of using its rooms. The advantage which those 
who jomed the Society gained waR that they had 
the magazine and received invitatlOlls to the larger 
social meetings, to which those who did not sub-

...sat'ib$! (were not usually asked. Speaking from 
memory, she said that between 200 and 250 Indian 
students were members of the Association last 

_yeaJ;. Many oE them were not in London, but they 
jo~ne.dwhen,they first came and revisited,the llOuse 

"from time to'time. 
Now that the offices of the Local Adviser llad 

been removed from 21, Cromwell Road, she con
sidered there was an opportunity for eliminating 
the official element, which had caused 1;0 much 
a,dverse criticism among the studeuts in the past. 
If the two Societies located in the honse were 
amalgamated into one Association, it would bring 
a,bClnt a greater umty. If they did not so amalgamate 
the dissenting one might probably remove, in 
either of which cases there would be one Associa
tion only. She would propose t.hat the manage
ment of the house should be put into the hands of 
that Association, who might appoint a small sub
committee to act as the House Mauagiug",Committee, 

'the High Commissioner appointing a representative 
on it to safeguard the use of the grant given by 
him towards the lll>keel' of the llouse. If she were 

,app()inted, Secretary of the new Association, she 
,wonld 'be 'Prepared to undertake the duties of 
House Secretary or Wardell, but she thought a 
second residential Secretary would be l'eq uil'ed. 
The ~econd Secretary, who should be a man, should 
be appointed by the AssociatIOn and should devote 
himself to the club work, to mixing with the 
studentR and to arranging social activities, debates. 
parties, &c. This would obviate the necessity for 
an official Warden and would bring the house 
under lion-official management. The National 
Indian Association had never received financial 
assistance from Government or any outside body 
and had never been undel' official control in any 
wllJy. The expense of the social work of tile house 
bad always been bOl'Ile by the two Societies and 
did not fall on Indian revenues, and 811e would 
propobe that that plan should continue. 'l'he 

t funds of' the Aesociation should be kept !;eparate 
{['om the funds ot the house, and used fOl' enter
tainments, newspapers, stationel'y, gllmes and the 

.general SOCIal activities of the place. The llOuse 
IOdll~.r." consistillg of, pll-ymentR by l'esidents aud 

'the grant made hy the High Commistlioner, should 
be used as at present for the catering and the 
general upkeep ot the house. In order to eliminate 
the official element, the Secretaries should be paid 
by tlle Associati(llI, and if that were done she 
consideI'ed it only fair that no rent shonlcl be 
charged for the Association's rooms. Slle was of 
opinion i llat tIle work the Societies did for tIle 
house was a great asset to it, as without them 
llone of t,he ordinary facilities o~ club Ill' evell 
hotel life could l)e given to the students without 
'llrawiug upon the 'revenues of India. She tllOught 
that no further expenditure of public funds would 
be iuvolved in such an arrangement, as the loss of 
J:lmt would be compensated for by t1le abolition of 
an officially paid WaI'den, and some re-al"l'angement 

-of tbe rooms in the house. 
Asked whether the objection to tIle hom.e l'aised 

by the stuoents on the ground of its being an 
-official institution was purely theOl'dical or had in 
fac,t any real meaning, she stated, tlntt there was 
really. 110 officialism in the,wor)cil1g of tlle hou~e, and 
that thl;' students' objections to It Oil tllat ground 

did not keep them away from it. It \\ as tl1*'1'efore
very difficult to say whether, if her scheme were 
carried out, It would make any practical difference
to the students from that point of view. 

There was 110 doubt that the present house was. 
not large enough to meet the demands for accom
modation. 1.1any applicants had to be refused, and 
some who were very comfortable and llappy I,ltd t~ 
be sent away in Ol'del' to make room for others. 
:Sbe thought it would be a great advantage if 
another ,house, pref~rllbly next' doOl', could be 
obtained and used liS a more permanent place of 
residence. 

She did not think that much more residential 
accommodation could be provided if the National 
Indian Association aud the Northbrook Society 
were to remove from 21, Cromwell Road. For one 
thing the rooms occupied by those two bodies were
all large reception rooms unsuitable fOl' COil version 
into bedrooms, and on the other hand it was 
necessa, y to aVllid turning the place into a mere 
boarding house, as unless provi&ion were made for
social 8,mellities and personal contact with the 
students they might just as well live at an hotel. 

Questioned as to the constitution of the House 
!llanagillg C01pmittee, the witness read the following 
note "VI> hich she had prepared on the subject -

" The House Managing Committee of 21, Crom
well Road, when it was started consisted of two 
representatives of the Secretary of State, Sir 
Theodore Morison and :M,', F. 111. Cheshire, the 
Educational Adviser (Dr, '1'. W. Arnold), a 1el)re
sentative of the Northbrook Society (Mr. Cranmer 
llyng), and a representative of the National Indian 
Association (Miss Beck). This number remained 
at five nntil June ,uns, when the Secretary of 
State app<:linted Ifr. B. N. Basu and Sallibzadn. 
Aftab Ahmad Khnn as additional memberfl. '1'he 
Wnrden and an Indian student alRo attended as 
co-opted members without votes. As regards the 
Northbrook Society, their represcntative from July 
1914 to .Tanuary 1915 and from June 1918 to the
pr-esellt time lIas been an J Ildian IItudent. As 
regarrls the Indian student member, in April 1911)· 
the committee appointed an Indian student as a 
co-opt,ed member and three students consecutively 
held this post. In September 1918 it was agreed 
that the Rtudent representative should be elected 
by the students thems~lves, and they were there
fore represented in this way until November 1919, 
when the pla~e became vllcant, and apparently for 
want of sufficient intel est amongst the Rtudents no
further election was made until 4th June 1920 
wheu :Afl'. Gurdit Singh Dara was eleC'ted. At th; 
]'equest of the students the Secretarv of 8tate was 
Itl>ked to permit t1le student memb~r to have thp. 
full right of the other members as to Yotes, f.nd 
this was gJ·",nted. At this time there were three 
English members. alld five Indian, two of w}lOm 

,ww'e student~, SIX weeks later, howe'n~l', on ~3)'d 
July, Mr. Dara resi~ed his membership, being 
annoyed thnt a resolution for' raising the weekly 
charge for bed, breakfast and dinnerfrom £1118. 6d. 
~o ~1 .18s. 6d. had been pas,;ed against his appro\ al. 
r.hls mCl'ease of ~harge ~as deemed lIecessary in 
VIew of the gnat IJIcreal>e In the cost of e\'erything_ 
After .1.11" Dara's resignation on 6th August 19~0 .. 
a notIce was put up on the board in j be hall 
~nf~l~ing the students that bA had resigned and 
Il1Vltmg them to elect ahother representative. On 
13th A.ugust the Northbrook representative (a 
student himself) was requested to speak to the
stud~nts 8nd. suggebt that they should call a 
meetlDg for thIS purpobe, but since tIl en no one has 
been elected. At the present time the House 
~1an~ging Committee consists of the Chairman 
(IndIan), two members appointed by the High 
~om~issioner (one Indi?,n and one Englisb), the 
H~ere~Il~-Y- of tIle N ahonal Indian Association 
(EngliSh) aud tile representati"e 01 tIle Northbrook 
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Society (Indian htudent). '1'he place fot· the elected 
Indian stndent is still vacant." 

Questioned regarding the work of the Di&h'e&Slld 
Indian Students' Aid Committee, the witnehS fltated 
that this year applications for assistance bad already 
been received from 26 students. The amount lent 
up to the present time was £479, and tbe balance 
at the present moment was £9 only. She thonght 
that the present serions aspect of the mattel' was 
largely due to the fact tllat many students calIJjl to 
England: when the rate of exohang ... was bigh, but 
!lOW that it had dropped they only got half the 
amount fur the ~ame numbel' of rupees, and many 
pal'ents were unable to make up the difference. 
Another cl~ss" of distressed studellts we.pe those 
who had rUn away from home and arriVt'd in this 
country without any money at all. If the Com
mittee could do anything to persuade the Peninsular 
and Oriental Company to allow distreH~ed litudents 
to be sent back home as deck passengers, that would 
be a gl'eat advantage, as the expense involvl'd would 
be much smaller. Generally speaking, students 
were unwilling to retnrn home unless they wert! 
absolutely stranded, but when there was nothing 
else left for them but to go back, then they were 
willing to return. Each application was mvesti
gated liS far as possible, but it was sometimes 
lIecessary to give assistance, even in an undeserving 
case, as such cahes had an undesirable effect on 
other students if they were not helped to return 
11Ome. E,very eIf"I·t was made to recover· loans 
advanced, but it was Rometimes very difficult to 
secure repayments, and occa~ionally loans had to 
he written off as irrecoverahle. Some part of the 
amount now owing from the students would no 
douht have to be 51) written off. 

She estimated that at the present time there were 
a1Jout 40 Indian women students in this country, 
but that number was likely to increase considerably 
before long, and she thought that something "hould 
be clone in the way of providing a hORtel tor them 
befm'e their numbel's became too hU'ge to handle 
eusily. About 18 months ago a hostel for Indian 
women was started by the Indians themselves. and 
served a vel'y useful purpose, but it did not pay 
and it llad to be given ut-'. At pt'esent nobody was 
responsible tor making arrangements for meeting 
women student,s and finding lodgings for them. 

The 110usekeeper at ~1, Cromwell Road was at 
present under the control of the 'Varden. '1'he 
previous housekeeper bad been responsible to the 
House Managing Committee, and had, been inde
pendent of the Warden alld the l:lecretary of the 
Committe£'. She had consulted the witness ahout 
a p:reat many things, but the witness had never 
lJad allY ufficial rigM to interfere with her. The 
presen~ hous~k~epel". who was very capltb\e, went 
to the' Warden regarding all matters concerned 
with the general upkeep llnd mainteuance of the 
house. and was responsible to herself for ke£'ping 
the accounts correctly. '1'he Societies had no 
control over the housekeeper. 

The witness agreed that the presence of two or 
more differeht interests in one house tended to cal1se 
frictioll, whICh conveyed itself to. the students, and 
for that reason she was very anxious that the 
Northbrook Society and the National Indian 
Association should amalgamate. At the present 
time the students had to pay two subscriptions, .me 
to tbe Northbrook Society and one to the National 
Indian Association, and cons£'quently did not know 
wlll·t1ler to join both 0)' npither. If arrangements 
were made under which they would pay only one 
.subscdption which would entitle them to the use of 
the wllOle house, they were more likely to be satisfied 
than if ,they had to pay two subscriptions. At 
present those who joined one Society only were 
inclined to feel some opposition towards tlle other, 
and the result was undesirable. It was not true 
that members expelled from the Northbrook 
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Society bad been admitted to the National Indian 
Association, but some of those who were expelled 
were also members of the Assoc;ation. and she saw 
no reason why the ARsociation should tnrn them 
out beCltUbe the Northbrook Society had done so. 
Possibly the Society felt some annoyance with the 
Association becau:!e it did not expel those who had 
been turned out of the Soci£'ty fol' failure to pay 
their SUbSCliptions, but there was no open quarrel 
between the two bodies. The cost to a student 
living in the house and taking all his meals thel'e 
was 2~ guineas per week without laundry, as com
pared "ith 2~ or 3 guineas outside for bed, 
breakfast and dinner only. She thought many 
students would reside in the honse for longer 
periods if they could know definitely that they 
would not be required to turn out to make room for 
others. Some of them had said that if they could 
stay permanently they would be prepared to pay 
more. 

'1'her-e was no sitting-room in the house fOl' the 
use of Indian women. The men students were 
allowed to bring lady fl·iends to the rooms of the 
National India,n Associatton, but ladies were not 
allow£'d in the rooms of the Northbrook Society. 

The rule of the house was that it closed at 
11.30 p.m., and the students were expected to be 
punctual at meals. No doubt there was a large 
class of students who would object to the ebtahlish
ment of a hostel on a larg-e scale, but an the other 
hand there were many who said .. What an 
advantage it would be if you had a larger place," 
and she was of the opinion that there WItS an 
llppl'eciable class who would like to have some 
permanent residence found for them under suitable 
conditions. 

The bouse undoubtedly suffered on account of the 
I'uspicion of the students that thlJse in charge of it 
were agent>! of the Government for the purpose of 
spying upon them. If a man became particularly 
friendly with her the others were inclined to 
suggest that he was her agent, and was providing 
her with information about them. Snspicions of 
that kiud wel'e extremely difficult to remove, and 
in her opinion it was no use worrying about them. 
At the time the house was started, there was a ver'y 
ullsettle,1 state of feeling among the students and 
they looked upon it with suspicion, bnt it was 
always understood by the different bodies which 
joined the house that there would be no espionage 
over the students, and the house had always been 
rul). on that principle. The students, however. 
would not believe it, and although the conditions 
under which the Ruspicion began had long dis
appeared, one generation repeated it to t he next and 
it was sLill in existence. 

During the period of her connec~iou wit~ Crora
well Road she had known some thousands of 
Rtudents, and she thought, generally &peaking, that 
they enioyed very good health. There were some sad 
cases of tuberculosis, hut there had been very little 
illness among the students at 21, Cromwell Road, 
ILnd on the whole theil' health was extremely good. 
If a student was taken ill while residing at Crom
well Road he would be nursed there unless the 
illness was sel'ious, ill which case he wonlei be sent 
to a hospital. 

So far as the National Indian Association was 
concerned, she did not think that the fact that it 
was housed in a building rented by Government 
had adversely affected the numbel' of students who 
joined it. By being at 21, Cromwell Road, the 
Association came into contact with a very much 
larger number of students than would have been 
the case if it had been housed in a sepal'ate build
in<>", and in her opinion the work of the Association 
h:d actually benefited from being at Cromwell 
Road. 

The duties of the present 'Varden wem to 
sn per"ise the work of the honsekeeper and to look 
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:t(ter the generltl COlllfOl·t of the Rtudents residing 
. in the house. He did not join in the social side of 
the work. If the Societies Itmalgamated it was 

. proposed that the committee of the lIew Society 
should consist of half Indian and half English 
memberri. In her opinion there was no reason why 
students should not be appointed on sub-com
mittees or help iu the mallagement of the house, 
but she did not think it possible to place a student 
in a position of control -ovel' the housekeeper and 
the domestic arrangements. The students hall 
been given the right to. elect a representative to 
serve as a member of the Rouse ~I anaging Com
mittee three years ago, but they had availed 
themselves of that right for a period of 15 months 
Qnly. That appeared to indicate that they did not. 
really care about being represented on the Com
mittee, but it must be remembered that, generally 
speaking, no student resided in the house for more 
than a month at a time, and that therefore the 
-election of a represelltative was a rather difficult 
matter. 

She was by no means certain that the proposed 
amalgamation of the Northbrook Society and the 
National Indian. Association would eventuate. The 
Association was quit!l prepared to amalgamate, but 
there ,was some doubt liS to whether the Society 
would be willing to do so. 

She was not in favour of the suggestion that 
both the Society and the Association should be 
turned out of the house and the whole place turned 
into a hostel. Personal connection with the 
students was essential if the work was to be 
carried on successfully, and if that connection werE' 
broken the chief purpose for which the llOuse was 
founded w.onld be lost. 

She was of the opinion that it would be possible 
to combine in one lI,nd the same institution a 
dearing house for temporary residents, a clnb 
which would act as a social centre for Indian 
!;tudents, 'and a })lace of permltnent residence, hut 
in order to do that it would be necessary to have 
more rooms than at present. There was a house 
next door but one to ~1, Cromwell Road which 
would ac:commodate about 40 permanent lodgers, 
and if that were taken the present house could be 
used as a clearing house and a centt·e for Rocial 
intercourse. She did not think that such a scheme 
would greatly increase the ovel·head charges. The 
house in question was for sale at £3,000, bllt might 
perhaps be obtained for £2,500. The ground rent 

'was £150 per year and the lease was for 26 years. 
It was iu good condition, but required painting 
Qutside, painting and papering inside, alteration of 
bat:t rOOIDS, partitioning of some of the rooms and 
furnishing throughout. If it could btl bought for 
£2,500 tho interest ou that amount at :) J'llr cent. 
wonld be .£125 -per year. There was a stable at 
the back which an estate agent said would probably 
let for £100 per year; if that were so the annual 
expenses would be: interest £125, ground rent 
£150, plus taxes, le~s £100 for rent of stable. 
About 40 residents could be accommodated, and if 
the place could be made comfortable and be kept 
full, she thought it should pay its way. If 
£2 58. 6d. were charged for a single room and 
£1 18s. 6d. for the others, and there were 40 
residents. the income would be about £80 lOs. per 
week, which ought to enable the expenses to be 
met without any grant from Indian revenues, 
although the initial expenses of buying·the house 
and furnishing it would, of course, have to be IHet 
by Government. It would, of course, be much 
better if the next door house could be obtained, as 
then the two' houses could be turned into one by 
making a passage between them. . , 

She did not agree that the mam Idea of the 
host.el 'ought to be. an educl!'tional ~llle. The 
students received thew educatIOn outSide at tIle 
colleges to which they belonged, and in her opinion 

the }JUrpose of a hostel was to provide a place 
where they could live in good surroundings and 
get a home-like at.mosph~I·~. . . 

She considei'ed that hvmg III a famIly was vel'Y 
much better for an Indian student than livin'" in an 
hostel bllt it was quite impossible to "obtain 
suffici~nt families to meet the demand, and '£01' that 
J'ellson she cOllsidered a hostel necessary. If any
thin'" could bl;l done to encourage English people to 
shm~ more hospitality to IllIlian students it would 
be a very goo(l thing. The lUain idea. of many of 
the students who came to this country was to get 
to know English people, but aftel· a. few months 
they found that idea Impossible of fulfilment alld 
they gave it up as llOpeless. 

She was constantly receiving letters fl'om 
students who had returned to IndIa 1,\'hich showed 
that they appreciated what waf' done for them at 
Cromwell Road although they might have talked 
against the house when here. 

Questioned as to the ne('essity for three a(lmiui
",trative officers-the Warden, the Secretary and 
the housekeeper-the witness stated that her work 
was more social than a.dministrative and was quite 
separate from that of the WllrdE'n !Iond the house
keE'per. Tn the past the' 'Varden had always 
assisted in the social WOI k of the house, but the 
present Warden took the line that slle, the witne!;s, 
wus to have nothing whatever to do with the 
residential Ride of the house and did not agree with 
her policy of trying to provide a home element. 
The result. was that her work was rendered very 
difficult. She could not now do so much sf)ci&l 
work among the students as she had been able to 
do when t.here was a. Warden with whom she could 
work. and this want of co-operation made it a 
somewhat disunited honsehold. She was, however, 
strongly of the opinion that three persons were 
necessary to perform the work properly. Her idea. 
was that the housekeeper should be responsible for 
the housekeeping, and that with a certain amount 
of supervision she should look after the domestic 
side of the side; then there should be a Secretary 
who would look ~fter the club work, get up deba.tes, 
concerts, entel·talllments, &c., and generally mix 
with and help ~he students in every possible way; 
and she (the WItness) would supervise the work of 
the housekeeper, arrange for the admission and 
reception of students and look after their general 
welfare in thE' ,house, taking 0. share also in the 
social Ride of the WOl·k. 

The House Managing Committee was responsible 
for the management of the house; all complaints 
of a sel'ious nature were brought up before it and 
if purchases beyond a cflrtain amount were n~ces
sary, its approval had to be obtained. In theory 
the committee were responllible for the appoitJt~ 
mel~t of the staff and the carrying out of their 
dutIes, but as a matter of fact they did not concern 
thems .. lves with such matters, and the work of 
mar:.agement was actually done by the Warden the 
housekeeper and herself. ' 

The present. Warden was not appointed by the 
House CommIttee and was not their servant 
although he was responsible to them for th~ 
conduct of the house. The first Warden was 
appointed by the committee, but the procedw-e 
was ~hanged afterwards_ Slie (the witness) was 
a~pomted Seci etary by the House Managing Com
mIttee. The present housekeeper was selected by 
the Warden and appointed by the committee. 

9uestioned as to the statement in her written 
eVI~ence tha~ b!lt for th,: work of the National 
IndIan ASSOCIatIon 110 SOCIal and fl'iendly atmos
p~ere would exist at ~1, Cromwell Road, the 
wltnes~ stated that at the present time no attempt 
was bemg made to produce any social atmosphere in 
the h~us~ apart fl'Om ~hat was being done by the 
ASSOCIation, and that If the Association were not 
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there a social atmosphere would either have to be 
cI'eated in some other' way or would cease to exist, 

As regardll het' suggestion that it would he 
better for all Indian IItudents in this country under 
the age of 20 to be placed under gnal'dianship, Rh~ 
did not mE-an that; the guardian should be an 
official; he might be an Indian, or any printe 
pel'son, but if parents understood that it was to 
their Hdvantage that students UDder that age 
alhould be placed undel' some kind of guax:diansl}ip, 
either private or official,-whichever they preferred, 
~he thought it would be a good thing. 

Several students had been' placed under her 
l)er80nal,guardianship by their parents in India 
and 80~e had ~laced ~hemsel ves under her guardian
ship entirply of their own accol'd, She undertook 
that duty in a pUl'ely private capacity and not as 
Secl'etary of the National Indian Association, At 
one time the Association had undertaken the duty 
of guardianship, but ill l'ecent years that practice 
had lapsed. 

Prior to the establishment of the Students' 
Department the National Indian Association had 
ILl ways worked for the l\ eUare of the Indian 
students, The "Handbook of Information for 
Students" was first published in 1874 and was now 
ill its 17th edition. It waH issued and printed by 
the Association, but part of the (lost was met by a 
grltnt from Indian revenues. She had herself 
compiled the last seven editions, but she always 
received assistance from the Department and the 
colleges in their pl'epa1'8tion, 

STATEMENT BY MISS F~. J, Bt:CK, 

Hostels. 

I have frequently been asked wllethel' I consider 
that the hostel system is a good oue fOl' the Indian 
students. My answer is that it is not an idea.! one, 
but under the conditions existing in London I 
think it iH useful and a necessary one. I believe 
the best thing for a student is to live with a good 
English family where he will gain some knowledge 
of English life, and thel'e al'e cases where a hard
working student will l)e more comfortable in a 
quiet. and respectable lodging; but the problem of 
finding hornell for 800 or more students in London 
is an impossible one, and I considel' that a hosl.l:l is 
far better than the c11eap and undesirable lodgings 
into which so many of tIl em drift. 

It ill argueu that it is Jl~t desit'abl~ for Indian 
students' to live together ill large numbers, that 
they have little opportunity of mixing with English 
people, that it is difficult to study with so many 
people about, Itnd that the games and other amuse
ments provided for recreation prove a temptation 
to those who should be at work. 

There is, 110 doubt, a good deal of trnth in these 
stat,ements. 011 the other hand a hostel, if well 
managed, has othel' advantages. It is more possible 
to meet the desirable EngliRh people than it would be 
in It lodging, the fear of unsuitable surroundings 'is 
lessened, and there are many ways ill which t,hose 
iu charge can help students who seek advice or who 
need looking aftel' when they are ill, 

My experience with regard to hostels has been 
gained during my 10 years' stay in 21, Cromwell 
Road, The primary object for which the ,home 
was started was to provide temporary accommoda
tion for new arrivals and for students coming to 
l,ondon for ShOl't visits, and in this l'eRpt'ct I think 
it haR justified its ex.istence, I have been greatly 
struck with the appreciation shown by new al'liva!s 
when intI-oduced into home-like and sympathetIC 
surl'oundings, and the l'emark that they feel at 
home as soon as they arrive is a usual and very 
frequent one. The following extract from a lettel' 
l'eceived last week is typical of a lllrge number 
that I received :-" I cannot sufficiently thank 'you 

for the kind help you bad given to me during 
my stay at Cromwell Road, It was due to you 
that the feeling of depl'e~ aion and loneliness which I 
felt during the first two weeks there, was, in a 
measure, dispelled," 

M.ny students would gladly make 21, Cromwell 
Road theil' permanent residence if that were 
possible, but the knowledge that they must shortly 
leave to make room for othel's give" them an un
settled feeling, and ratht'r than wait to be told 
their rooms are required they will often move and 
take any room they can find, In this way tlJey 
often get into most nndesirable sUl'roundings. 
Since the war it has been more difficult than 
formerly-to find lodgings where the evalling meal is 
supplied, and not infrequently a room is engaged 
for bed and breakfast only. This I consider is the 
worst possible arrangement. In my opinion it is of 
the utmost importance that a student should be 
placed in goon surroundings during the first few 
months that he is in the country. On these few 
months often depends the success or otherwise of 
his futu('e career. Many of them come to England 
with a determination to livo up to the high ideals 
set before them, the advice and warnings they 
received from IlOme being fresh in their minds, and 
it has been a sad experience to see some of them 
thrown into unsuitable sUIToundillgs,aud gradually 
sink to a. lower level m~rely for want of a fail' 
opportunity at the start. 

21, Cromwell Road suffers from certain dis
advantages, the most important being tht' want. of 
sufficient room both for sleeping accommodation and 
for purposes of study. Until two or three years 
ago the sleeping accommodation was limited to 17 
beds, but now that the llocal Adviser's offices have 
been removed this number has increased to 28 with 
four additional ones for emergencies. 'I'his accom
modation is quite insufficient to meet th.) demands 
made on it, during the busy senson, and it was a 
matter of deep regret that during the last year 
scores of young men had to be refused admission cn 
their first arrival and sent to hotels In this way 
it was impossible for them to become acquainted 
with us and most of them have remained strangers 
to us ever since. 

Sinc~ the house was opened 1,70J different 
residents have stayed in it, and a large number of 
them have returned to it whenever they had an 
oppol'tnnity of doing 80. It has recently been 
decided 10 allow a few students to stay on a more 
permauent basis at times when the rooms are not 
required for new alTivals; this innovation has been 
much appreciated and in my opinion the time has 
come when this work might be extended. '1'0 
iucrease the accommodation I suggest that an 
adjoining house might be taken, which could be 
usell for permanent boarders, whilst the present one 
might be kept, as at present, for temporary boal'ders 
and social activities. A connection could be made 
between the houses and all residents could take 
their meals together. 

When the house was started the Northbrook 
Society and the National Indian A~sociation, at the 
invitation of the Secretary of State, rented ccrtain 
rooms in it on the understanding that tht'y would 
be quite independent of official control and that t Ley 
would assist the house in its social wOl'k and help 
to rr6ate a centre for Indians in London. The 
National Indian Association has endeavoured t.o do 
1<0 and to continue the work so nobly carried on by 
l1iss Manning iu its ea.r1y days, that of assisting 
Indian students and othel'S in whatever matter tht'y 
might seek a.dvice. 'I'he drawing-room at 21, 
Cromwell Road has largely increased its oppor
tunities, .8 it has ~nabled the Association to 
afford hospitality not only to its own membel's, but 
also to residents and their fl'iends, and in this way 

. to bl"ing about a socia.l and- fl;iendly atmosphertl in 
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t.he house. Exeept for the work of the National 
Indian Association such an atmosphere would not' 
exist. 

1'here has always been' a certain amount of 
friction between these two Societies, which has 
tended to cause !t want of unity in the ]1Ouse. ln 
order to ovel'come this'trouble steps~aIe now being 
taken to bring about all amHlgamation betweell 
them. It is believed that in joining together they 
will do bettel' work and add greatly to the uuity 
and general welfare of, the IIOU8e. It now seems 
likely that this amalgamation will take effect, and 
if it doen I think that it might bring the house into 
one united whole if the management of the 
honse were put under the charge of the new 
Association. 

The social 'work of the house and the expenses 
connected therewith bave always been undertaken 
by "he Societies, and this arrangement should 
continue, the money of the Association being kept 
separate for this purpose, whilst the payments fl'om 
boarders, together with the grant from the High 
Commissiouer, would be utilised for catering and 
the general upkeep of the house. 1'0 safeguard the 
money granted fOL' this purpose the High Com
missioner would no doubt IIppoint one of his 
representatives to sit on the House Committee, 
which migllt be a sub-committee of the A!.so
ciation. 

If this schellle was adopted I would propose that 
the new Association SllOUld blj excnsed the payment 
of rent. It might then engage the services of 
another resident secretary, who should a~sist in the 
dub work and in a,n,rthing conneCted with the 
general welfare of the students. It would thus 
pel'form an important function and render a real 
service to the house. 

Ho.tel fOI' WOT/wn Students. 

A good deal of what has been said abOl e applies 
also to the position of the women students. and 
I believe that the starting of a hostel for them 
should be seriously considered. In many cases 
they are less fitted to fight their own battles than 
the men. After having been carefnlly guarded in 
their own homes, they come to London, where they 
Dnd an aUogether new life and sUl·roundings. 
They have no knowledge of the restrictions in the 
bettel'-class English families, and are beset with 
many difficulties and. dangers, and eRpecially when 
tlley first come to London they need some capable 
and reliable friend to advise alld assist them, At 
present the number in t~e country is not large, 
probably less than 40, and those here have mostly 
had some experience and have been studying fOl' 
some years in India. The number, however, is 
likely to increase rapidly and girls of all ages will 
be coming. Unless some organisation is now 
started to deal with the situation I fear that 
troubles may occur which will cause regret on all 
sides. 

I think that a hostel should l)e provided for the 
purpose of receiving them when they first arrive, 
for helping them until they get used to the ways of 
the country, and for finding suitable homes for 
them when their educational plans have been 
completed. The house need not be on so large a 
scale as that at 21, Cromwell Road, but it would 
be well to 11ave accommodation for 25 to 30 
residents. Some of the ladies might reside there 
for months or perhaps during their whole stay, 
whilst others would prefer to live in English homes 
or other hostels. Other hostels are, I know, 
opening their doors to Indian ladies, bllt this will 
llOt adequately meet the situation. If some of 
them can be comfortably lodged with English 
students so much the better, but In their own 
interests I believe that itwould be betterin some cases 
that until thpy get used to the different habits and 

customs of English life they shouhl Ii ve in a lJOuse 
with a capablo l·:nglish Indy at the head, who, 
ltaving some knowledge of the East, would under
stalld their requirements and create more 01' less of 
an Indian atmosphere for them. 

Disfj'essed Indian Sturfents' .;lid rJ,lmmittel'. 

:My work with the Distressed Indian Studellts' 
Aid Committee lias brou!!,ht me into contact. with 
allother difficulty of the Indian students, and that
is the'fillancial 0111.'. 

The financial condition of a large number of 
students at the present time is a very hopeless one. 
This is largely due to the fact that young boys are 
sent here without having had any experience of the 
use of money and with a large sum in their hauds. 
Unless they .~eek advice frl.m lIome experienced 
persoll they lire apt to be led into great extrava
gance in the matter of clothes, &c. I know one, 
possessing very limited means, whe purchased a 
dress suit for over £20 and eight or ten ot.her I<uits 
as well. 'When, finally, after some 20 months, he 
had to be assisted home, he had no suit but the olle 
he tltood up in. Another one paid from £15 to 
£20 for OJ'dinary lounge suits, and havin!J: once got 
the taste for the latest fashion he would not con
descend later on to be more ~collomical. Many of 
them rush blindly into debt and have no regard of 
the consequences. Iu most cases this could be 
prevented 1f they llad come to England uuder the 
care of some guardian. I believe that, as a. general 
rule, 'although itl somt cases it would not be neces
sary, a. grea,t denl of the present trouble would be 
saved if all students under the age of 20 were to 
have a guardian in this country. One of the most 
important things for them to leftrn is the proper 
value and use of money. 

'fo cite a case in point. A stuutent arrived in 
r.ondon witll no money, having borrowed from his 
fellow passengers. Telegrams to his people induced 
them to selld remittances, which he placed in the 
hanos of a friend, and for a while he went on satis
factorily. Then a remittance of £150 was sent 
direct to him, and in two months it _ was gone; 
difficulties alose in obtaining more, and after a. 
whil<l he was placed under the gua.rdianship of that 
friend. The boy is now learning t~ use of money, 
he has his weekly allowance, and gives no further 
trouble, but he saYf> himself that if he han more 
money in his handline wonld spend it all. Without 
flome guidanee he would have always been hope
lessly in debt, lost hi .. self-respect, and been one of 
those who bring discredit on the Indian students in 
England. 

Vel'taill; classes of students are perfectly capable 
of managmg their own affairs. 'l'his applies chiefly 
to the older and bard-working students but the 
y~ungel' ones I think :would, as a rule, be lJetter off 
WIth someone to guide them, at any rate for the 
first year or so. 

The~e are other students whom it would certainly 
be a~v1sable t? prevent from coming to England if 
posslble; for mstance, those who have been failures 
in India and wbo are sent to England to give them 
II. las~ cban~e; those wqo are good students, but 
have )nsufficlent money and think they can supple
ment it by getting work; and those who leave 
India without the consent of their people, thinking 
that they call get money from honle as soon as they 
a.rive in England. 

I think it is jmpoliant that some steps should be 
taken to acquamt parents in India of the conditions 
in Englan? ~Vhen a parent hears bad reports or 
becomes dlssat1sfied WIth his son's progress he is 
liable t~ stop his remittal).ces, and lIe doel! not "eem 
~o understand .that it is impossible for him to live 
m England wlt.ho.ut ~oney. It iM easy to stop an 
allowance, but It IS dl!ficult to realise the suffering 
and bad effect.; that It prodnces. Such an action 
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leads to horrowing, debts, and often to dishonebty. 
It would be better to continue the regular allow
ance whilst investigations are being. made, a~d 
then, if it i .. found nerebsary to recall hIm to Indm, 
to Rend the passage money to a banker or to Romtl 
reliable fl·ielld. This work has sometimes bee I) 
undertaken by thill committee. It is anot\Jel· 
important poiut that remittances should be sent 
with absolute regularity. 'I he following figUl·es 
will give some idea of the work that the Distresbed 
Indian Students' Aid .Committee has accompli",hed 
~w·ing the last 10 yeal·s. 

The general fund has had all average income ~r 
.about £200 a year. During the 10 years that It 
has been working it has received ad~ances to tbe 
.amount of £8:n Is. 6d. from the Secretary of State 
and subscriptionH tn the amonnt of £1,059 18s. 10d. 
The income of £198 178. derived from intel·est in 
invested capital lias far exc!)ede,i t he total cost 
-of office expenses, wllich have amounted to 
.£104 15s. 5d. 

£4,6:l8 has heen advanced to 2:>2 cases:

.£ 
2,760 has been returned by 1:>6 cases fnlly 

paid. 15 practically paid. 
341 has been VI ritten off in 36 cases as 

irl'ecoverll hIe. 
1,537 has still to be recovered. 

4,638 

lJel!liues the genet·al' fum1 a special gmnt of £650 
was made by the Secretary of State to assist Indian 
-stuuents IImi others who were t.hrown into difficulty 
<>n account of the sudden outbreak of the "ar. 
'This sum was to be returned to the Secretal·y of 
State as soon as it was recovered by the Com
mittee. 59 cases were assisted with loans 
'8.mounting to £891 78. 10d. £380 has beenreturnell 
to the Secretary of State; £78 15s. 4d. has been 
written off as irrecoverable; £6 198. 3d. has been 
9 pent on office expenses; £ 184 5s. 5d. has still to 
be recovered. 

It has been with the greatest economy only that 
it has been possible to meet the demands that have 
been made on the funds, and sometimes help has 
had to btl refused in cases which it would have 
been desirable to assist. 'l'he committee look with 
. deep anxiety to the future. A request has be~n 
made to the High Commissioner for an Increase 1;'1 
llis yearly' grant, and it is un~erstoOli that he lS 

putting forward a recommendatIOn that h.e should 
be authorised to advance half as much agam as has 
been done in the past. This will be a useful 
addition but the committee fear that it will be 
qilite in~dequate fot· the demands that will be made 
()n t.hem. The number of students who have 
l'ecently come to the country without the required 
qualifications for commencing a course of study 
'8.nd with incomES based on the inflated value of the 
rupee in 1920 is very large. Many are now 
applying for he}p and others are known to be on 
the verge of domg so. 

lt miO"lIt be well to point out that this is the 
<mly fu;d which is, in a positioIJ. to assist the Indian 
students. Students who uf'ed to apply to the India 
Office in former years are now alwllYs sent to this 
committee to be dealt with. 

The above statement has been wl·itten by me in 
my private capacity and not as the Hon. 
Secretary of the National Indian AssociatIOn or th~ 
Hon. Secrfltary of the House 1I1anaging Com
lIlitttle of 21, Cromwell Road. 

Nl:MBER OF MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAl. bDIAN 

ASSOCIATION SINCE IT STARTED l!OJ 1870: 

Founded in I Found"din 
Bristol. English Indian. London. English. Indian. 

--' --r-
1870-71 - 158 1894 168 3~ 
11-72 158 4 1895 176 24-
1873 1:38 5 1896 167 30 
1876 1:38 2 1897 17:3 16 

1898 168 19 London. 189!! 157 7 
1071--72 - 72 2 1900 162 12 
1H,3 103 1 1901 150 22 
1874 ]01 6 1902 149 25 
1875 103 6 1903 140 3,5 
1876 90 7 1904 145 26 
1877 97 12 1905 137 23 
1878 210 16 1906 138 71 
1879 206 11 1907 130 144 
1880 :W2 18 1908 128 205 
1881 191 15 1909 147 148 
1882 208 16 1910 136 1~5 
1883 229 25 1911 14.1 257, 
Hl84 286 '31 19]2 145 265 
1885 232 23 1913 142 273 
1886 1914 140 177-
1887 240 35 1915 144 146-
]888 202 30' I 1916 143 1~2· 
1889 214 :35 1917 14.1 128-
1890 225 ;-14 191& 135 115'-
1891 217 32 1919 131 244," 
1892 202 2:'1 1920 119 :!40 
189a 189 35 I 

.. Yeat·. of tht' war. 

In 1902 Indian students were admitted as. 
aSflociates at a SUbscription of 5~.; in 1920 thill 
subscription was raised. to 'ls. 6d. " 

In 1918, at the end of the war, the nnmber of 
Indian student members was only 93. Of these 
39 paid subscriptions for three or more Yllars; 
43 paid subscriptionll fOl· two years; 82 continued 
their membership; the remp,ining 11 pi\id for . 
one year only. 

27 joined in 1918; of these, 3 left the couLtry 
the same year and 16 continued their member
ship. 

In 1919 there were 225 Indian student members. 
Of these, 49 paid subscriptions for three, or more' 
years; 95 paid subscriptions for two years, and of 
the!'e the third year's subscription is Jiot yet due 
in 49 cases; 10 others finished their conrse in 
two years and went home. 144 continued their. 
membership. Of the remainder 12 went home 
before the year was completed, and this leaves 6!1 
who did not continue their membership. 

158 joined in 1919; of these, 12 left the country; 
and 77 continued their membership. Of the re
mainder more than 20 left London for the 
Universities. 

TIJe impossibility of personally dealing with 
such large numbers often makes it difficult to kee~ 
in touch with members after they leave the house. 
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SIR 1J. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
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Present: 
SIR If. HAlIIlIJCK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. lJATTA, 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. B. G. HOWAR'l'H,1 St' 
MR. R. E. FII!:LD, J eC'l'e m'1es. 

THE HON. GEORGE COI,vnr,E, Hecretary of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and 
Wales, was called and examined. 

He submitted a written statement, which is had no power to take any steps to decide whethe,-
vrillted below. they would put any University on such a list; he 

It was pointed out to him that some Indian had already been approached by the High Com
students had informed the Committee of a missioller once or twice and had told him that they 
disability which they su:ffered owing to the had no power. 
requirement that they had to enter into articles With regard to the Preliminary Examination. 
with a member of the Institute for five years, even they had power to eXf'mpt from such an 
though they might be gradnates of an Indian examination a graduate of any University within 
University, whereas the time required in the case the British Empire of which the Council approved; 
of graduates of a University of the United King- they had only had two applications as yet, i.e., 
dom was three years. The witness stilted that he from Madras alld Calcutta, a.nd they II ad accepted 
was aware that they were under this disadvantage, them both. 
but that the requirement was one laid down in the In the case of a reduction of time from five
Charter and any val·iation would l'equiJ'e all altera- years to three years in order to become a member 
tion in the Charter itself, and that would mean of the Institute, that was limited to graduates of 
It fresh application to the })l'ivy Council. The U"iversities in the United Kingdom. and they had 
Chart~r was obtained in I88u and was expressly no power to apply similar exemptions to other 
limited to J<Jngland and Wales, and he nnderstood UniverRities within the British Empire, wlletber 
that, when it was originally obtained, there was the Council approved or not. 
considerable opposition from the Scottish Charter Questioned further with regard to the possible
bodieil, who considered that it might be an infringe- alteration of the Charter, witnt'ss stated that it 
ment of their Charter. would be necessary to "pply to the Privy Council 

Though the membership of the Iustitute w~,s uot for a supplemental Charter. It was not contem
restricted to residents in England 01' Wales, all the plated by the original Charter that they sltould 
members originated there; for instance, a graduate ever apply for a snpplemental Charter, Imt he 
of an Indian University could only become a imngined that such an application would reqube
rrembor of the Institute if he came to England and the approval of a genernl meeting of the members 
served under IIrticles; lIe believed a member need of tlte Institute. 
not indeed be an ~nlrlish subject provided lie Asked what the procedul'e would be if a repl'e
served his propel' period of service in this country, seutation was made to the Institute that tIle 
but they had never yet had a case of a foreignu, Charter IIhould be altered, witness stated that the 
so the point had uever arise]l. matter would first come before the Council alld if 

the Council were favonrably disposed, it w~uld. IUl' 
As regards the length of time required in the pI'esumed, be put before a meeting of the members_ 

case of" a 'graduate of a Ulllversity in any other If they approved, the C"1ouncil could then make-
country, tIle regulation did not apply to the Indian l' t' t th P' • 
onlv , but equally to a graduate of auy University app!Ca lOn 0 envy Council, but before they 

J d . d gt'allted a. I'>upplemen~al Charter they would, he 
outs.ide the Unite Kmg om. th~ug~t, g.ve the public t;he 0ppoltunity of making 
Th~ ,witness said he could not give any reason ob~e~tlOn, a,nd trouble mlg:ht arise. Any body of 

fOL' the discrimination except that the Charter was opmlon whlCh could estabhsh its locus standi wllljld 
granted 40 years ago, and no doubt the Ullivel'sities probably have a right to be heard. He could not 
in the Colonies and in India had altered a great say whether the members of the Institute would 
deal in the interval. Probably 40 years ago the approve of the change, or whethel' the Council 
position of Indian Universities WIIS not much would approve; there might be objections Itt those-
known in this country. stages. 

Without knowing the system of education in As~ed whether the Council had considered the-
India or in any other part of the British Empire q~estlOn at the request of the High Commissioner • 

. at the present time. he could not express an wlt~ess .thought the matter had been discussed, but 
. opinion whether there wa~ any adequate reason ?-t t?C .tIme they were not prepared to recommend 
for keeping the Charter in its present form. It; If It were put to them by the CiOVel'llment they 

It was suggested to the wHness that if the w~uld probably consider it afresh. He dill not 
Institute of Chartered Accountant,s could be satisfied thmk that there wonld be any objection on the part 
as to the quality of a deg.·ee of a University within of the public to this particular alteration but if 
the Empire, they might he prepared t" say that they had tlle cha;nce th~y miglJt ask for e~tension 
.once the University had been approved a graduate of P?wers afl'ectmg thIs conn try, to whiclI the
of such a [Jniversity should have tlle same privi- InstItute would not be prepured to ag.·ee. 
leges as were given to a graduate of a University WitnesM was asked ~hether he thought that 
~f the United Kingdom with regard to becoming thel'~ would be any (hfficulty in setting up an 
a member after he had been articled for three Im,tJtute of Chartered Accountants I' I d' 

d 1 t I . 1 h n n Ia. years. The witness repIie t lat at presen t ley assummg t lat t at proposition was put forward. 
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and he replied that he did not imagine his Institute 
would have any right to oppose it so lOllg 118 there 
was no infr'ingement of their name, of which they 
were ver'Y jealous; it might be called an Institute 
"f Public Accountants, or an Institute of Indian 
Accountant/!, for instance. They had suttered on 
that point vel'Y considerably In CanadA, where the 
Institutes of Accountants, which were incorporated 
by nn Act of the Local Legislature, were styled the 
11l~t,tuteR of Chartel'cd Accountants. He was only 
-concerned to differentiate a cllartel'ed accountant 
under Royal ChM,ter from a public hccountant 
whose qualificationR wel'e based 011 an Act of 
Legislature, 

Asked wlletl1el' a graduate of an Indian 
Univel'sity '1'1'110 sel'ved his art,iclell ill India would 
be qualified to practise as a chat·tered accountant 
in India, witness stated that he would Ilot, but 
that he mm.t sel've his articles ill England Ol' in 
Wales. 

Witness wa~ asked what was the status of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants compal'ed with 
that of the IncorpOl'ated Accountants, and whether 
a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
had any title for speciul work which was dellied to 
It man who was an Incorporated Accountant. 
Generally speaking, he replied, the answer was ill 
the negative I ill some Articles of Association, 
tl'ust deeds, 01' other legal documents, it was often 
found 1 hat the auditor must 1)8 a chartered 
accountant, and a <:harte1'ed accountant \I as 
usually preferred by the public. He was not pre
pared to say mOl'e than that abont the- difference 
between the two bodies, whose pelationships were 
of a perfectly friendly nature. 

Asked whether there was any prejudice on the 
pal't of clienh; of chartered accountants to allowing 
Iudian clel'ks to handle accounts in the way of 
audit, witnesf! said that he would not be likely to 
heal' from the clients, but might heal' of it from 
-employers. He knew there were some employers 
who might think it wonld bave effect npon their 
"Clients, He had sometimes been asked to tind a 
place for an Indian as an ",rticled clerk, and he 
knew that be must look fOl' an employer in two or 
three directions. 

Asked whether Scottish graduates applied to 
.serve under articleR for thrce years with the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants, witnells replied 
that they did not come at all; they stayed in 
.Scotland. 

With f,u·ther regard to all inst.itution being set 
up in India, witness was asked whether the members 

,of an institution here would be at a disadvantage 
supposing that an institution in India adopted so~e 
kind of hostile reciprocity, and replied that he dld 
not think that Indian commerce would like to see 
tIle most capable accoullting knowledge prevented 
from going to their countt-y; on the other lland, 
firms here would not like to see tlleir work taken 
away. He did not think, however, that such a 
possibility would weigh with .the Society. to s~e 
thnt greater facilities were gIven to I~dJans 11l 

.order to avoid such consequences. It mIght ~1~ve 
a serions effect on the employment of RrltI~h 
<:apital in India if English capitalists were debarred 
from llHoving investigations made by chartered 
accountants who had their confidence, into the 
soundness ~f schemes for 'Which the capital was 
required. 

Questioned furUler with l'egard ~o the possib~e 
prejudice against employing Indl~ns ~o audIt 
account.s herE' wit.ness stated he lmagmed the 
prejudh e would not be on account of their not being 
<:ompetent, but racial prejudice; the mer~ fact that 
~ man was all Indian would make h1m not so 
~ccept,able aR an Englishman; si.milarl!, English 
people miglJt be at a disad vantage m India. 

Asked £nrthe1' with regard to Canada, witness 
stated that they had a few chartered accountants 
in Canada, but they had to educat;e themselves np 
to the law of that country. The provincial societies 
in Canada made byelaws with regard to exami
nationswhi.ch would exempt applicants from passing 
their own examinations, and the examinations of 
'the Institute'hete were recognised by the Canadian 
societies. :Members of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants trusted to the qnality of their work to 
vindicate themselves in any part of the Empire, and 
the Institute was nniversally recognised as the 
leading body of accountants in tlte "orId. 

Questioned further with regard to the change 
of the Charter, witness stated that at the stage to 
which the matter had been carried it wonld be no 
good raising the question again unless an appeal 
were made by the Government all public grounds, 
and the Government would have to see that only 
one modification was made and that no other 
objectionable feature!'! were introduced by means 
of the alteration. 

Questioned with I'egard to the premiums which 
clerks paid, witnebs stated that it was a very 
difficult question to answer. Before the war a man 
might have gone into an office and paid no premium 
at all, or he might have paid 500 guineas if he went 
f 0 one of the leading firms. Since the war the 
change in salaries llad altered the whole position, 
and it was di.fficnlt for him to answer the question 
fairly. 

'With refereuce to a point I'aised by a, student to 
the effect that articled clerks could cbarge their 
expenses when tIley went on the firm's business, 
whereas Indian students could not do so, witness 
thought there must be some misunderstanding; he 
could not imagine such a thing o('cUl·l'ing. He 
undertook to forward particulars as to the members 
of the Institute lll'actising in India. 

lIE~IORANDUM BY 'I'Hg HON. GEORGE COLVILLE, SEC

RETARY OF 'l'HE INS1'['l'UTE OF CllARTERED Ac
COUNTANTS IN ;ENGI,AIW AND 'VALES. 

The Institute of Chadered Accounta.nts was 
incorporated nncler a Royal Charter granted by 
Her Majesty Queen Victorillo in the year 1880, and 
admission to membeIship is controlled by the 
terms of that Royal Charler and byelaws which 
have been made under it with the approval of the 
members in I!eneral meeting and subsequently 
allowell by the Privy Council. 

In the early days of the Institute, admission to 
membership could be obtained by the applicant 
proving- that he had been in practice as a pnblic 
accountant for a substantial time, or that he had, 
f01' >!ome longer period, been in the service of a 
vractising public accountant as his clerk. In 
the present clay, however, admission under th~se 
conditions is practically non-existent and the 0'1I1y 
way in which a person can proceed to membership 
is by serving ullder articles fOl' the required period 
and pa!lsing the usnal examinations. 

Before a clerk can enter into articles, he must pass 
the Institute's Preliminary Examination (the lIub
jects of which will be found in the syllallus)· 
01' he must produce a certificate of llaving passed' 
one of the examinations referred to on page 3 
of the syllabus under such conditions as are 
there laid down. 011 complying with one of these 
alternatives, he will then be in a position to enter
into articles," hich must be served with a meml)er 
of the Institute practising in eithe1· England or 
Wales. The ordinary period of service under 
articles is five years, but where a. clerk prO\'es 
that he is a graduate of a University of the 
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. ' U uited. Kingdom the period is reduced to three 
-:'years. 

After half the period of service uuder articles 
has expired, the clerk is requir'ed to pass the Iute:
mediate Examination, which is conducted solely 1I1 

professional subjects. After the expiration of tile 
-clerk's articles or, under certain circumstances, 

, tllree months before their expiration, the clerk is 
allowed to sit for the Final Examination, which is 
alAo conducted in professional subjects only, and on 
passing this examination he is eligible for election 
to membership. 

In'd'ian\~ students are eligible to sit fOJ the 
Institute's examinations under tIle same conditions 
as . Eiig;1islimen, and the Gouncil have recently 
recogn}$ed .the taking of a degree at :Madras and 
C:lroW<ta IJpiversities as entitling exemption' from 
the Preliminary Examination. The Council have 
no power to allow graduates of Indian Univer
sities to serve under articles for three years in 
lieu of five. 

During the last two years eight Indian subjects 
have obtained exemption from the Preliminary 
Examination and two Indian subjects are at 

'pl'esent fully qualified members of the Institute, 
while foul' Indian clerks are at pl'esent serving 
under articles. 

Members in India, . 

TowlI. 

, p :rn Service 
I In rac-, as 
: tice as 'Account-
I ACODuntM

: ants' I ants. I Clerks. 

-------_._- ----, 

Agl'1L -
Bangalore 
Bombay 
Calcutta 
Cawnpore 
Chittagong 
Delhi -
Gwalior 
Ki1l'l1chi 
Lahol'e 
Madras 
Oorgaum 
Quilon 
RlI,walpindi 
~ecunderabad 
Simla-

Total 

I 
- I 

4 
15 

1 

2 

1 

2 
14 

1 

Holding 
Appoint- Total 

ments. 

1 
1 
6 

15 
1 

1 
1 

3 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

12 
44 
1 
1 

1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 

SIR JUlES MARTIN, M.B.E., Adviser to the Council of the Society of Incorporated Accountants ancl 
, Anditors, was called and examined. 

lJe snbmitted a written memOl'llndunr, which is encourage any Indians to come here for the purpose. 
, printed below. of trying to obtain articles. 

He stated that the Society was incorporated When Indians had made application to the. 
36 y~!trs ago. It had a membership of about 3,300, Society for it to find an office where they could be 
qf'. whom 33 were in India. The Diploma of the articled, the Society had advised them not to come 
Society' ha'a been upheld in tlie High Court of to England because of their inability to find them 
Justice and by Committees in both Houses of room. 
Parliament. They aimed at one standard of U nder th~ regrLlations there were some special 
qualIfication for the United Kingdom, India and byelaws whlCh enabl?d cler.ks. of long standing in 
the British Dominions; they did not wish thel'e to the offices of recogmsed publIC accountants to sit 
be any variatlOn in the standard of qualification fOl'. the Society's examination without undergoing' 
anywhere. artICles. The advantage of that Course was that II< 

'rhe original members of the Society 36 years ago paid clerk who had not been able to afford a 
were all in the United Kingdom, but the Articles pl'emium had by that means been allowed to sit for' 
of Association had been altered from time to time ?is examinatiolls and qualify for the diploma, bllt 
to enable British subjects throughout the Empire 1t meant that he .had to serve rOllghly double tire 
to qllallfy. Some of the examination conditions perIOd of clerksh1p than would be requil'ed under 
bad been altered and streng-thelled, but in the o~dinary arlicles. They had not, however, had a 

'maiu the regulations remained as they were Single case of a clerk!!hlp without Ill'ticles from 
ol'lginl»Uy drafted. They were able to alter their India. 
Articles of Association from time to time to meet 
existing requil'eruents as they desired; they had a 
li'cence to incorporate from t,he Hoard of Trade, and 
they coulfl alter their regulations by a special 
resolution of their members passed at a meeting 
by': a' mitjority of three-fourths, aDd confirmed by 
another ~eeting. Candidates from India were 
admi.tted to examinations on the same terms as 
candidate? from any othel' part of the Empire; 
they first. of all had to pass a preliminary 

-examination, but could be exempted from that if 
they held a degree of any Indian UniveI'llity. 
'l'hey did not keep a fixed lillt of approved Indian 
Universities, but consulted the Educational Adviser 
-for Indian f::ItudentR at the India Office with regard 
to anv diploma that came before them witll which 
they "were not familial'. Of such Universities as 
they approved, tbey a~mitted the graduates under 
articles of three years lllstead of five yeal's. 

The question of practical trainin~ was. one f?r 
the clerk and his employer, whet.her In India or III 

England, or anywhere else. If. an .Indian ~as 
,articled in India he must obtain hIS pl'actlCal 
traininO' there: I-ome few got practical training in 
:England. 'rhe difficulty had been greater after 
tlie war as they had to absorb such a large number 
()f men who had fought, some of ,wp?m were 
parti'a1ly disabled, and they llad not been a1)le to 

Witness said that they had worked in close. 
association with the Indian Students' Department 
and had lI.lways had a. desire to be helpful; in 
return, they had fonnd the Department was able 
to h: of . help to thelll. He thought too that the
relatlOllsluJ? had been' a benefit to the students. 
. Aske.d Vil~h regard to the 33 members who were 
m ~ndla, w1tuess stated that 16 of the 33 were
Indlans; those of them who were in public practice 
were ent,itled to take articled pnpils. 

With regar~ ~o persons who were admitted as 
membel'~, .enqllll'leS were. made as to theil· character-
and pOSItIOn and su,!>mltt,ed to the whole Council. 
Tbey lu~,d bet~een Ii) and 20 committees, nlO~tly in 
the u: mted ~lIlgdom, .but thel'e were also some
commlttees !n the ,PrIncipal Dominions. -Where
the~e ~ommltte?S dl~ not exist, it was difficult to 
marntltIn anythmg .hke constant supel'vision ovel
the me~bers, b~t h1S 33 years' experience led him 
to reahse that 1f there was anything tl 
generally got to know it very quickly wTrohng ley 

d' . l ' . ere was a l";ClP mary committee for the purpo f h .' 
complaints, be 0 earmg-

Asked with l'egard to premiums' E I d 
witness stated that these ran from ab lnt I50ng an • 
300' 't d on. up to. IIi gUlll,eas

l
; 11 epended on the character of the-

o ce amI tIe c ass of the work done. 
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With regard to the creation or an orgllnisation 
in India for supplying the growing need;; of that 
(lOuntry in the matter of public a('countants, witness 
thought that that must be a matter for con
sideration in India, and be did not tbink that be 
was entitled to expre!!s an opinion upon it. He did 
not, however, tbink that his Council would make 
opposition to it. The Indian Government and the 
Governments of the Dominion!! accepted their 
English- diplomlt favourably, but at the same time, 
naturally, they put no obstacle in the way of the 
development of their own people in their own way. 

'Vith regard to the question of status as 
between chartered accouutants and incorporated 
accountants,' witness stated that· he did not mind 
expressing his opinion, but all be was prepared to 
say wat! that the High Court of Justice accepted 
them as equal and Parliament accepted them as 
equal, and he did not wish to go further than that. 
As far as the training WIIS concerned, he did llOt 
think there was any superiority in the traininO' of 
a chartered accountant over the training ot an 
incorporated accountanL; the difference between 
the two bodies was that it was only possible to 
obtain membership of the Institute of Chartered 
Acconntants by serving under articles, but it was 
po~sjble to obtain membership of the Society of 
Incorporated Accountauts by berving without 
It!·ticlell. 

With rega.rd to the. trai,ning-,iu India compared 
with that iu England, his view was that the 
facilities in India fOI' the practical part of the work 
wel'e not as good as those to be obtained in this 
country; they found that the Indian!! had great 
facility £01', 'passing examillations, but he was 
doubtful sometimes with regard to those trained in 
India whether they had anything like the same 
pructical knowlede-e as the men that trained III 

li:ngland. He could only give llis own experience 
of the matter, which was that the work in the 
offices of the majOl'ity of the practi~ing accountants 
in India was not as good class work as they had 
here. He would not, however, like to say there 
were not places where a man could get good 
training in India. '1'hel'e were some to his know
ledge. 

With regard to the standl1ru of examination of 
the Institute and of the Society, witness stated 
that the Society's syllabu~ had recentlJ been 
altered so as to exclude some of the law and to 
admit such subjects as_cQsting and economics. It 
might be that the- present final examination of the 
Society was rather better than that of the Insti
tute, but at any rate it was in every respect quite 
as good. 

It was pointed out to witness that it had been 
stated 'in evidence that the Society's examination 
was !'ather harder, and he replie'd that in his 
opinion the Flllal I<~xamination presented rather 
more Ilifficulty than that of the J nst,itut.e at the 
present time because they had taken advice rather 
earlier and had altered their subjects to meet the 
growing need of the time. He wished, howevel', to 
deprecate any idea that there was a rivalry between 
the chartered accountants and the incorporated 
accountants; they were two different organisations, 
but they were working on very lUuch the same 
line'S and in a friendly way. '1'he object o£ botll 
Willi to maintain a high standard of examinatlOu 
and professiona.l conduct. 

'Vitness was asked whether the Intermediate 
and Final Examinations could only be held iII this 
country, and replied that tllere were Local Com
mittees in South Africa and in Australia who could 
conduct the examinations there, but theRe were 
restricted to persons resident in those countries. 
.A student from India would have to come to this 
country fQr examination. Provided·a student had 
served the stipulated time, there wa.s no reason 
why he should not take the Intermediato and then 
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the Final after the mllllmUm intel'val which wall 
l~id .down. The Final Examination was competi
bve 10 the sense that there was an Honours List 
and no distinction as regards special service wa.: 
made between an Indian student and a student 
from the United Kingdom or the British ])omi
nio.n~. Perso~~ who came from any part of the 
BrItish DomlUlOns, other than those mentioned 
where they had a commitLee authorised to couduct 
the examination, would have to come to Ena-Iand to 
be examined. ' ., 

..As regards setting up a committee in India. 
WItness thoug~t that with a total membership of 
3~, th? Counml .would not be likely to set up a 
C~mnl1tt~e there; they would, however, keep their 
mIDds qUIte open on the matter. 

MEMORANDU~[ OF EVIDENCE submitted to the Com
mittee on J ndian' Stndents on behalf of the 
Society of Incorpomted Accountants and 
Aud!tors by Sil' James Martin, J.P., F.S.A.A., 
AdVIser to the Council, Senior Partner in the 
firm of Messrs. Ma,·tin, Farlow & Co., Incor
porated A.ccountants, a:nrl formerly Secretary 
to the SOCIety £01' a perIod of 32 years. 

A.-Present Position with regard to Indian Students :_ 
(i) Candidates from India are admitted to the 

Society's examinations after service under 
articles of clerkship in accordance with the 
regulations. 

(ii) 1'hese candidates must fir~t pass 01' obtain 
exemption from the Preliminary Examina
tion,. but in al~ost every case they have 
obta:,~ed exemptIOn by reaSI1n of holding 
cert.lfi('ates as graduates of Indian Uni
versities, and in certain instances by a 
matriculation certificate. 

(iii) The ser'vice under artICles as a special 
matter has been reduced in the cases of 
approved Ulliversity graduates from five 
yeat·s to three. Before "uch reduction has 
been approved advice has been received 
from the Adviser to Indian Students. India 
Office, on the merits of the particular 
certificate ill question. 

(iv) AI·ticled clerks either serve their articles 
with a member of the Society practising in 
India a~d proceed to England upon the 
completion of the term to be examined, or 
serye the required period in the Unit~d 
Kingdom. 

(v) All candidates pass the Intermediate and 
Final Examinations as per syllabus, amI 
upon submitting to the Council certificates 
from thllir respective emplo'yers tha,t their 
art~cles have been completed satibfactorily, 
then' names are brought before Council for 
election as Associates. 

B.-Geneml Obsel"lJations:-

(i) It has been found necessary to insist riO'idly 
that the £nIl term of ariicles mUht be 
completed before the can.lidates come to 
Englaud for the examinations, otherwise 
difficulties ,have arisen; during the time 
such candidates are in li:ngland they spend 
their time for the mo~t paIi with coaches. 
studying for tIle examinations, to the neglect 

• (ii) 1! t~e ;~::Jr:~~,alt~:~! o!a~h;f:a~:in:~u 
qualified return to India and commence 
public practice, which enables them to take 
articled clerks not exceeding two in number, 

(iii) It has been observed that in a number of 
cases connected with Indian articled clerks, 
questions have arisen front time to time 
which ha.e suggested that the course of the 
articles does not always run smoothly. 

Gg 
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(h·) In adopting the policy outlined .the Council 
have eucieavoured to offer to Indian studenti' 
admission to the Society's examinations and 
membership upon· the same terms and 
conditions as are applicable tu other classes 
of candidates, but the Council have not felt 
able to extend facilities fcll' .. xamination 
beyond those provided by the examination 
centres In the United Kingdom. 

(v) It is to be noted that the certificates of the 
various bodies of Chartered Accountants and 
of the Society of Incol'porated Aecountants 
are fully recognised under the IndIan 
Companies Act. 

(vi) Admission to the Society's examinations is 
also "'ranted upon compliance with the 
provisions of special byelaws governing the 
("ases of candidates not serving under 
articles, but it, has been found in pl'actice 
that Indian candidates are not in a position 
to comply with these special regulations. 

(vii) Applications have nlso beeu leceived from 
a limited number of candidates who state 
that they are in public practice in India, but 
the Council have no mean!! of being able to 
satisfy themselves as to the tlaining and 
professional standing of theRe candidates. 
The Council feel it is extremely difficult te 
deal with Ruch cases for the reasons indicated, 
and in order ro seClll'C as effective control llS 

possible, tlley are of opinion tha~, under all 
the circumstances admission to the examina
tions for the most, part should be confined to 
articled clerks 

C _ 'With reO'al'd to the scope of the Commit.tl'e's 
. enfJuirie~, the following observatiolls are sub

mitted:-
(i) AlthouO'h a number of Indian sf,ndents have 

served"articles of clerkship in this country, 
it is difficult-and owi,,~ to the large nlllUber 
of service and other candidates it 1>1 becoming 
increa<.;inO'ly difficnlt·--to find- vacancies for 
Indian students in the United I< ingdom. 
::iuch difficulties, llOwever, do not arise if the 
articles are served in India. 

(ii) While the Council realise their responsi
hiIities in this mattel·, they do not see clearly 
how any pxtension of facilities could in 
practice be O'ranted either with advantage 
to the Society or to the candidates. 

(iii) With regard to the edllcaLional attainments 
of candidates, there app£:ars to be some 
variety in the certiticate!! of education 
snbmitteu, but in this mlLtter the Council 
have been guided by the advice which fhe 
Adviser to Indian Students in London hilS 
kindly given from time to time. 

(iv) 'rhe Council eOllsider tiJat unifica tion and 
improvement. in the standard" of Indian 
educational institutions wouJd be an advan
tage from this Society's point of view, as so 
far It.<l they are a.ble to judgtl the standard 
of alJY particular educational examination 
or degt'ee of Indian Universities is not 
mutatis 'YIwfandis of the same staudard as the 
corresponding examination or degree of 
Universities in the Unit,ed Kingdom. 

l\1K. N. C. S~:N, O.B.E., Joint SeCJ'etary to the High Commissioner for India for Indian Students' 
WOlk, was called and examined. 

Af'ked to describe his duties, he Rai.d that it was 
a. lIttle difficult to do so as the Students' Depart
ment was in process of reorganisa.tion. 1Vhen he 
first became connected with the Department in 
September 1913 he was Indian Assistant to 
Dr. Arnold, who was then Educational Adviser 
to Indian Students at 21, Cromwell Road. At that 
time the whole Department was under the charge 
of Sir Charles Mallet, whose designation was 
Secretary fol' Indian Students. Subsequently, at 
the end of 1916, when Sir Charles Mallet retired, 
Dr. Arnold was transferred to the India Office with 
the designation of Educational Adviser for Indian 
Students to the Secretary of State fol' India, and 
he (the witness) took charge of the office at 
21, Cromwell Road with the designation of Local 
Adviser to Indian Students in London. On the 
retirement of Dr. A.rnold and the transfer of the 
Departmentto the control of the High Commissioner, 
the posts of Educational Adviser and Local Adviser 
to Students in London were abolished, and the two 
bran~hes of tIle Department were amalgamated 
and placed under the charge of two Joint Secre
taries to the High Commissioner for Indian 
Students' Work. The witness was appointed one 
of the Joiut Secretaries at the end of February 
1921 and Dr. Thomas Quayle was the other. 
Dr. Quayle had, however, only taken up his 
appointment at the beginning of July and it had 
not yet been decided how the work was to be 
divided. 

When he first went to Cromwell Road there was 
a.nother assistant, Mr. F. M. Cheshire, who was 
also Warden of the house. He left at the end of 
1913 to take up an appointment in the Indian 
Educational Service and was succeeded by 
Mr. J. B. P. Adams. Soon after the war ~roke ont 
Mr. Adams joined the ar~y an~. MI". FI.eld w:as 
a.ppointed Acting Warden III addltIOn to hIS dutIes 
as Sir Charles Mallet's assistant at the India 
Office. 

Questioned with regnrd to tile complaint of the 
students that the Department not only did not help 
them to secure admission to Universities, but was 
sometimes an actual hindrance, the witness stated 
t.hat althuugh he had heard of such complaints he 
did not know of any instance in which the Depart
ment ha.d put obstacles in the way of any student. 
If a. student wished for its assistance, the Depart
ment was always ready to forward his papers Rnd 
to give any help it could. If a student said: "If 
.. I cannot get into Oxford then I should like to ""0 

"to Cambridge, and failing Cambrid"'e I would 
"like to go to London," his papers" would be 
forwarded to the Secretary to the Delegacy for 
Oriental S~udents at Ox!o~d to ~be Secretary to the 
IntercollegIate Students CommIttee at CambridO'e 
and dil'ect to one of the London colleges. " , 
. 'I'he stud~nt"s name wou~d then be put on the 

lIst of applIcants for admIssion to Oxford, Cam
bridge and the London college concerned. but the 
procedure was not very satisfactory because tIle 
colleges did not know whether the man would 
accept a vacancy if one were offered him. 

n it were. f~und to be impossible to secure an 
offe.r of .admlsslOn. for ~ .student at the particular 
Umverslty or Umvers~bes for .which he applied, 
the Department would lUform hlm accordingly and 
suggest that efforts should be made on his behalf 
elsewhere, but it would not actually make those 
~ffort8 until it knew whether the student desired 
It to do so, because if application were made to a. 
University on his behalf, and after securing 
admission the student said: .. I am not prepared 
to go there," the U n~ versity would not unnaturally 
be annoyed at havmg been put to unnecessary 
trouble. 

Aft ~gards the {~aRe. of Mr. ~r. H. Faruqi, who 
had wntten.to the .c11l~ll'1nan complaining that h~ 
had. seut hIS applicatIOn for admission to a Uni
vel'Slty through the Secretary of the Ad . 
C . . h U· VL~ory" 

ommlttee In t e mted Provinces in 1919, but 
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that when he arrived iu the autumn of 1920 he 
found that no action bad been taken on his case 
and that no effort had been made to secnre 
admission for him, the witness. a£tel' refelring to 
the file, stated that it was b'ue that Mr. Faruqi had 
applied through the Secl'etary of the Advisory 
()ommittl!e at Allahaba.d in 1919, but the applica
tion, which was dealt with by Dr. Amold, stated 
that he wi&hed to join one of the smaller Univer
sities to prepare for itll matticulatioll, and also to 
be admitted to one of the Inns of Court. As 
lir. Faruql'iI only qualification was l.he Indian 
matt-iculn,tion, he was 1I0t qualified for admission to 
all Inn of Court or any university in the United 
Kmg.dom; but as it bad been stated ill hill applica
tion that he would be arriving in England soon 
after .the application itself reached the Department. 
it was not felt to be any use to write to the 
Allahabad Committee about the case, and the 
Impel'S were kept pending Mr. l!'aruqi's arrival. 
As no news had been received of him by March 
1920, a letter was then sent to the Secretary of the 
Advisory Committee lIt Allahabad asking whether 
ll(~ was coming to England or not, and a reply was 
received, dated 20th May 19~O, stating that 
Mr. Faruqi intended to sail for England as soon as 
he could get a passage. When Mr. Fal"Uqi arrived 
in England he did 1I0t go to the Department in the 
first instllnce, but wrote from Cambridge 011 the 
2:31'd September 1920 saying that his cerLificates 
hud been sent through the Allahabad Committee 
and that he hoped all arraI!gements about his 
admission to a Ullivel'sity and an Inn of Court had 
been made. Subsequently, Mr. l!'aruqi called at 
21, Cromwell Road, and was given a letter to the 
Local Adviser in Edinburgh, explallling the circum
stances of his case and asking that everything 
possible might be done t.o "ssist him to obtain 
admission to that University. The witness agreed 
that it would have been better if the Department 
had replied to the letter from the Allahabad Com
mittee immediately it was received, but he pointed 
out that the reason why that was not done was that 
1\11'. F'al'uqi was expected to arrive very shortly. 
It was imposRible for the Department to take any 
IWtioll with regard to becudng' admiRsioll to the 
Inm; of Court 01' a University. as students could 
not join Universities to prepare for the matt-icula
tion, but had to pass a qualifyiug examination or 
seCU1'e exemption {100m it before tIley were admitt.ed, 
alld the Inns of Court would not accept a man who 
was only ri. matdclliate of Itn Indian University. 

Asked what action the Department took through 
the Advisory Committees to publish ill India 
information as to the lIature of the steps that 
shoulll be taken by students desiring admission to 
Universities ill the United Kingdom. the witness 
stated that the Handbook, a fresh edition of which 
was Ulmally issued once a year except dUling the 
Will', was sent to all the Advisory Committees, 
togethel' with copies of the prospectuses and 
calendat·s supplied to the Department by the 
various Universities, aud it was left to the AdvisOlY 
Committees to adopt whatev6l' means they thought 
be!.t of spreading the infornlation contailled in those 
Imblications. Ally change of regulation and any 
other information uReful to Indian students that 
was communicated to the Department by the 
Umversit.ies, or of which the Department became 
aware, they tried to notify immediately to all the 
Advisory Committees. 

He did not con,ider it was his duty or his 
business to advise educational institutions as to 
which students they should aclmit and which they 
should reject. Apal·t from the fact that tbe 
educational institutions would resent any attempt 
011 the part of the Department to discriminate 
between individual applicants, it was undesirable 
in that the students who were not recommended 
would undoubtedly complain. The invariable 

practice was fOl' the lJepartment to forward to the 
Universities all applications which it received 
without attempting- to differentiate between them, 
ll;nless,. of course,. tht; particular University men
boned In the appllcatlOn had already stated that it 
('ould 1I0t take any more Indian students. or unless 
the man's academic qualificatIOns wert! not up to 
the standal'd required to enable him to have any 
chance of securing admission. In the case of 
Oxford and Cambridgt!. it was also necessary to 
ascertain t.hat Ii man had sufficient means to enable 
him to pay his way if admitted, as the College 
Authorities expected to have some assurance 011 
~hat \,o.int. and if a man:s allowance was obviously 
lllSuffiClent to enable hIm to meet his expenses, it 
was useless to forward an application on his 
behalf. 

He had never given to any student a letter of 
introduction to all educational authority which the 
student thought to be a letter of recommendation. 
but which was in fact a letter advising that he 
should not be admitted, or indicatillg that the 
Department did not consider him eligIble for 
admisflion. S~ch a procedure, in his opinion. 
~ould be 1lI0st Improper. It had, of course, some
times happened that a stndent whom he had never 
seen before, and of whom he knew nothing, asked 
him for a letter of introductIOn to some educati('llJal 
authority; in such cases it was necessary, both in 
the interests of the work of the Department and of 
the Indian student community as a whole, to 
exercise some caution, and he might state in the 
letter of introductIOn that no papers had been 
received about the student in question from any of 
the Advisory Committees in India, and that he (the 
witness) had no means of certifying that the 
student possessdd the educational qualifications 
~hich he claimed, 01' that he had the means to 
pursue j.he course of btudy he propo~ed to take. 
If he did not do that there would be a danger that 
if the man turned out to be otherwise thl~1I what 
he represented himself, the College or UniverSity 
concemed would feel aggrieved and would say: 
" You introduced such and such a persoll to us and 
Co we aumitted him, but we now find that he does not 
" possess the qualifications stated, and is unable t.o 
" plly his fees." He could, however, state definitely 
that he had never given a student a, letter whiclL 
was otherwise than what it purported to be. He 
thought that if he erred at all it was in the other 
direction, namely, that he Jlad, in some cases, givell 
letters of' introduction t.o students under circum
stances in which others would pl'obably have 
declined. It was 1I0t 1 eally c01"l'ect, in his opinion. 
to speak of the Department as giving letters of 
recommendation; as he had already explained, the 
Depart.ment Rhouid not attempt to disCl·iminat& 
between students, and letters of introduction was 
the more correct description. 

It was not possible for him to supply figures as 
to the number of students who had sought the 
assistance of the Department dlll'ing the past {hoe. 
years, as no complete I'ecord of stat.istics had 
been kept. Nor could he state the proportion of 
btudents rejected by the Universities of their first 
choi('e who had secured admi8~ion elsewhere 
through the agency of the Department. 

He thought it would be very difficult to obtain 
accurate figures of the number of Indillon st.\ldents 
now studying in tht! t; nited Kinguom. Figures 
could be obtained fl'Om the various educational 
institutions, but there were many [ndians at 
schools and undergoing practical training, &0 that 
any estimate framed on the basi .. of figures supplied 
by Universities aud colleges would lIecessal'ily be 
inaccurate. 

He knew of no case in which tIle authorities of 
Scotland Yanl had sought information from his 
office in the past regarding any Indian students in 
the United Kingdom. During the war. when it 
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was neressary for all foreigners to establish their 
identity to the satisfaction of the Home Office 
authol'ities. enquiries had been received from the 
police as to the nationality of some Indian students, 
and the Department had certified that they were 
Indians and as a result they had been relieved from 
the. trouble of registering .thems.!llves as alieni;. 
Again, when conscription came into force Indian 
students sometimes found It difficult to satisfy the 
military authorities that they were not liable to 
serve in the army, and the Department had been 
able to answer enquiries about them and to render 
assistam!e in that way. But none of these enquiries 
had had anything to do with political opinions; 
they had merely been for thl.' purpose of establishing 
the identity and nalionality of the men concerned. 

It was not until he becll,me Joint Secretary to 
the High Commissioller and his offices removed to 
42, Grosvenor Gardens that he had conducted any 
dirl.'ct correspondence with the Adviso.J' Com
mittees in India, and it was therefore rather 
difficult for him to answer enquiries regarding the 
duties of tho!>e committees. He imagined, however, 
that they did not regard themselves as merely post 
offices, but as bodie~ which were supposed to make 
recommendations if they thought that the students 
regarding whom they were wI'iting to the Depart
ment were really worth recommending. He 
himself would certainly accept the l'ecommend:t
tions of the Advisory Committees without question, 
as he regarded them as being in the best position 
to judge of the qualifications of an applIcant. It 
would gt'eatly facilItate the work of the Department 
if it were laid down that it was .the duty of the 
Advisory Committees to sift the applications they 
I ecei ved and to make definite recommendations as 
to those considered best quahfied, &c. 

He regarded it a~ unfortunate that two organisa
tions like the Northbroqk Society and the National 
Indian Association, wit.h identical objects and 
housed in the same bUIlding, should ho under 
separate control and management, as in consequence 
i.t was inevitable that they should be regarded as 
more or les~ rival bodies. If there could be one 
organisation in the honse instead of two, it would 
be very much beUer. He thought that the removal 
of the offices of the Local Adviser in J~oudon from 
21, Cromwell Road would tend to diminish the 
feeli.ng that the house was au official one. 

Re certainly regarded it as of great advantage 
that the Department should provide a social centre 
for Indian students, and he considered that such a 
centre was uow provided in 21, Cromwell Road. 

Recordfl were kept of the syllabuses, prospectusefl, 
&c., that were supplied by the Department each 
year to the Advisory Committees in India, and a 
list of them could be supplied for the information 
of the Committee. 

He could not say whether the late!\t calendar of 
the University of Calcutta on record in the Depart
ment was that fo.· 1917, but even if that were the 
case any later information required could always 
be obtained from (lther sources and the" Calcutta 
Gazette," which was kept in the Department, and 
whIch cOlltained lists of successful candidates. No 
student had complained that he had been deprived 
of information because the calendar was out of 
date. 

The Deparilment was responsible for all Govern
ment scholars, but in the majority of cases it had 
not p.xercised any :;OI't of financial guardianship 
over theln. One or two of the women scholars bad 
placed their allowances in his hands, and he 
administered them for them, but that was entirely 
voluntary on their part, and 1II0st of the Govern
ment scholars administered their own funds. 
Apart fl"Om tinance, the guardianship ex .. rcibed 
over the scholars was more complete than in the 
case of any other students. The Dl.'partment con
trolled theil' education and training, looked after 

their health, kept as cloRely in. touch with tllem as 
pos!lible, and adVised them In all matters COI1-

cerning their work and welfare. A statement was 
periodically prepared showin~ th.e na~es of I he 
Government scholars studymg III thIS count~y. 
their subjects of study, and the places at winch 
thl.'y ~ere working. Copie.s of the ~atest statement 
could be supplied for the'mforma"on of the C~m
mittee. A register was also kept regardmg 
students who were not IIcholars, but .had .heen 
placed by their parents under the guardianshIp of 
the Department. . 

If he were asked for infOl'lnation rl.'garding any 
student who had COllIe in contact with the Depart
ment he would be abie to supply it, but he could 
not. ~f course, answer enquiries )'egartling students 
who did 1I0t come to him, and of whom he knew 
nothing. 

Questioned as to what proof could be produce(l 
jf ('hallenged to SllOW wbat the Department was 
cloin.,. in this direction, the witness replied that 
thel'~ were. several hundred files of papers in the 
l'eO'.stry of the Department, and he should have 
th~uO"ht that that in itself was sufficient answer to 
any ~uggestion that the Department was doing 
nothing. 

As reO'ards the complaint that letter!! were 
sometime':. left unanswered for a considerable .time, 
lle c(')uld only say that the .policy .was to anijwer 
every letter as Roon as possible, but the volume of 
corr'espondence had grown very considerably witllin 
the last two years, and it was not alway!! possible 
to answer a letter as quickly as could be desired. 

He cbuld. not saY'whether the Indian Students' 
Department was created on the initiative of the 
Secretary of State or the Government of [Dllia, as 
it had been started long before his time. 

He did lIOt think it was COITI"Ct to say that the 
London Advisorv Committee that l.ad existed at 
one time in con~ection with the Department had 
been abolished. He understood that it WaR only 
suspended during the war. It was now about to 
be revived, but he could not say wbat its con· 
stitution and functions were likely to be, as that 
was a matter for the High Commissioner to settle 
in correspondence with the GovernmEnt of India. 

It would not be correct to say that dUl'ing the 
war years the Depart.ment had little real work to 
do. All manner of requests for information, advice 
alld help were continually being received throughout 
the war period, put of course, sa far as actual 
applications for aAmission to t'ducational institutiolls 
in the United Kingdom were concerned, there was 
a much smaIle1l number to be dealt with then and 
the real rush of students to this country diel not 
begin until after the Armistice was signed. 

Questioned as .0 the extent to which the 
Department and the Nlltional Indian Association 
respectively were responsible for the" Handbook of 
Information," the wjtll.eslI stated that a large part 
of the current edition was prepared by the Depart
ment. Originally it had heen produced entIrely 
by the National Indian Association, but of recent 
years the Department llad taken an interest in it 
and bad considerably amplified the infol'matio~ 
given in ea"lier editions. 

He was not the first Indian to be connected with 
the staff of the Department as there were two 
others bt'fo~'e his time. They had sen'ed for much 
shOl-tcr penods than he llad done, but even now he 
was not a perma~ellt officer, and was employed on 
a temporary baSIS. At the present time all the 
members of the Students' Department 'were tem
pora:ry and not permanent. 

Asked whether he thought it would help the 
wOI·k of the Department if a la1'O'£r proportion of 
its staff wele Indians, he stated"'tbat he doubted 
whether under present circumstances it would do 
As rl.'gards the Warden of 21, Cromwell Road, i~ 
should be rememheI ed that a good deal of experience 
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• in managing a house, running a lesidcntial club, 
and othel' similar auties was needed, and that an 
Indian coming to London fOI' the tirht time would 
be handicapped, not because he wa!! an Indian, hnt 
'because he would not know anything about the 
management of a large establishment. The present 
Warden waR a master at 8. school before he joined 
the Department" and had had some f'xpel'i.ence of 
hou8e management. He thought' that if Borne of 
the senior Indian students who had taken their 
degree!! and had been for a considerable time in this 
<country could be induced to give aShistance in the 
work of the Department and the house at Crom well 
Roarl, it would be 11 very good thing, but so far he 
had not been able to find men ready to undertake 
the work. 

An Indian in cha.ge of thc whole Dcpartment 
with an Indian staff would not, in his opmion, 
have the sallie advantage working in London as 
.an Snglishman, and would find himself handicapped 
in dealing with British Universities and educa
tional institutions even though he might posqess aU 
the ex.perieuce, ability, and qualifications required. 
As fal' Ill; the students were concerned, he did not 
know whether it would make any difference to the 
Department's p0'iition at, the present. moment if the 
High CommiSSIOner, undel' whose cont.rol it. was, 
were himself an Indian. There wa~ already a 
much larger proportion of Indians on the staff of 
the High Commissioner's office than hacl ever been 
the case with the "taff of the IndilL Office, and he 
hoped that as the office grew the numbel' of IndianlS 
would also increase. 

Questioned. as to the arrangements which he 
wonld make in London for the accommodation of 
Indian Ntudents if he hail the power and money to 
cll.l'ry out what,ever seemed to him to be the besf. 
scheme, the witness l'f'plied that the mattei' was 
olle which had exercised the miuds of many people 
for the last 30 years, but it was very difficult to 
make definite sugglistions, because there were so 
many classes of students to be provided for. Some 
parents in India did not wish their sons to be living 
with other Indians dming their stay in this countrY'. 
They said: " We are sending them to England for 
., education and we want them to get an insight into 
" I<.:nglish life and thought; if 20 or 30 of them are 
., going to be always together, they might just as 
" well remain in Iudia." Others prefel'red a hostel 
01' a boarding house where there were an equal 
proportion of Indians and English students. There 
was no doubt that if arrangements could be made 
for Indian students to live with suitable and 
(Jultul'ed English families, that would be excellent, 

but the number of Indi.~n students had now 
increahed to such an extent, especially in London 
that. !t was impo~sible to find sufficient English 
fanllhes ready t.o take them as paying guests, and 
the consequence was that several of them had to be 
sent to one family. He wa.q pel's(mally of the 
opinion that at the present time the best arrallge
ment for the majority of students was a hostel at 
which an equal nU11lbel' of Indian and English 
btudents could live, if that were possible. 

The Department made it a part of its business to 
collect ant;} keep a register of families willing to 
take Indian students, but at the present time, in 
consequence of the war, that register was rather 
out of date. ln 1914, a Hospitalitv Committee 
under the pre~id<Jllcy of Lord Hald~ne, lJad bee~ 
htarted, and lIRd been very useful, not only in 
getting the students into touch with good families, 
but also in provid;ng hospitality and accommodation 
at various seaside resorts. 'fhat committee was 
quite nnofficial and was a great help, but its 
activities hnd had to be suspended durinO' the war 
and it had not as yet been revived. At the present 
time tile Departlllent had to rely OIl the assistance 
of educational and other agents, newspapers 01' 
fl-iends of students to furnish particulars regarding 
the names and addI'ls"es of people who wel'e 
prepared to take Indian students. 

He thought that if 200 studellts could be found 
who would gua1'llutee to rebide there for at least a 
year, it might be possible to establish a hostel for 
Indian students in London, but even then it would 
not he .. elf-supporting and it would have to rec~ive 
some finanCIal aSbistance from Government. 

Of t de three ways of providing for the accommo
dation of Indian students, he regarded residence in 
families as the best, but the most difficult to 
accomplish at the present time; the better clasll 
of lodging 01' boarding house as the next best, and 
somewhat less difficult to obtain; and the inferior 
class of lodging house as the worst of all because at 
such places a student usually had a bed-sitting 
room only and had to go outside for all his meals. 
He had no company. no society, and no one to look 
after hIm when he was unwell. 

Before the war there were It considerable number 
of really good boarding houses, where Indian 
students were welcomed, well fed, and well looked 
after, but many of t.hem had closed down entirely 
owing to the war, and the students had nowto deal 
with a new and sometillles less friendly class of 
landlady-a class that was not so dependable as 
the old one. 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 
'l'HE KARL O~' LY'f'l'O~ (Ghail·lnan). 
Sm. D. P. l::iARVADHlKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADt:R M. RAMAClIA!WltA. nAO. 

:MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

SAHIBZADA AFTAB AH1UD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. lI. Bl(OOKs. 

MR. E. G HOWARTH, ~ S . 
MR. R. E. ~'IELD, S e("retanes. 

M.R, R. M, J. KXASTER, Assistant to the Joint Secretat·y, Indian Students' Department, and 'Varden 
of 21, Cromwell Roacl, was called and examined. 

He stated that he was appointed Assistant 
Local Adviser to Indian Students in London in 
-octobel' 1919, and became Warden of 21, Cromwell 
Road in addition in Febrnary 19::!O. Ou the 
transfer of tbe Local Adviser's Office to 42, 

Grosvenor Gardens his designatIon was chanO'ed 
to Assistant to the Joint Secretary, Indiau Stude~ts' 
Depa.rtment, but he still remained 'Varden of 21, 
Cromwell Road, aud spent the greater part of his 
time there. His duties as Assistant to the Joint 
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Secretary consisted principally of dealing with 
matters of guardianship, admission to j;chools, and 
the provision of tutvrs, families and lodgings. 
Guardianship was 1.0t confined to the merc 
administration of a student's funds, as the students 
came to the Department for all sorts of advice on 
all kinds of subject.s. As the guru'diall of au 
Indian student be acted in loco pa1'entis in exactly 
the same way as a person in cha. ge of an English 
boy whose parents were living in India would do. 
'rhe number of guardianship cases now in his 
charge wal'l about 14, but the number would be 
larger before long, as Mr. Gaster, who was at 
present acting as guardian in a few cases, would be 
handing them over to him shortly. 

Of the students at preseut under his care, two 
were at school, and the remainder wele either 
at Universities or under tutors preparing for' 
admission to a University. All excepting the two 
at school were over 18 years of age. 

His main duties as' Warden of 21, Cromwell 
Road, were to supervise the house, to see that it 
was run in a respectable manner, and to provide 
accommodation for those who desired to live there. 
In the majority of cases he received written 
applications fOl' accommodation, and the students 
living in the house frequently came to 'his room to 
t~a, alld for a talk in the evenings. He took his 
meals with the students, and was present at 
practically all meals except lunch. 
~hen he was first appointed there was no 

housekeeper at 21, Cromwell Road, as his pre
decessor had held that it was possible for the 
Warden to act as housekeeper as well. But he 
(the witness), after making the attempt, had 
found it impossible to perform both duties, and 
with the approval of t.he Honse Managing Com
mittee a lady housekeeper, Miss Russell, was 
appointed. He had chosen her for four reasons. 
First of all because !'lhe came of a Lincolnshire 
county family, and therefore attl'acted him trom 
the point of view of being a lady; secondly, because 
she appeared to be a very capable woman, judging 
from the experience she had IJad already; thirdly, 
because she was able to play and sing, and could 
tlJUs help to entertain the students if need be ; and 
last, and most important of all, because she was 
practically a qualified nurse, and had intended at 
one time to take up the medical profession. Miss 
Russell had control oyer the staff, and looked 
aftel' the catering subject to his supervision and 
approval. 

His relations with the House l\Ianaging Com
mittee appeared to him to be rather peculiar, as he 
understood that he attended its meetings aH a 
consultative melnber only, without power to vote, 
and was supposed to remain silent unless asked to 
Rpeak. He thought it important that he should 
have a vote and had raised the question with Sir 
Thomlls Arnold but so fal' as lIe was aware no 
decision had been arrived at. 

He could not say whethel' his predecesl>ol' had 
been ill the same position or not. 

As Warden, he got to know the students fairly 
intimately, and quite a number of them kept in 
touch with him by cOl'J"espondence after they had 
left the house. 

He did not think that tho&e students who had 
.cesided at Cromwell Road would criticise it in the 
same way as thosE' who had no personal knowledge 
()f it, but his impression was that the suspicion of 
the hostel as a place where they were watched and 
reported on "":as shared by some stud.ents whether 
they resided In t.he house or not. ThiS was p~rtly 
due to the fact tl,at it was an official establishment, 
and he was sure he would not be misunderstood if 
he suggested that sometimes th!s su~picion ~lI;s 
liable to be inCl'eased by the well-mtentlO~ed soh~l
tude of 1\1iss Beck herself, whose great IDtel'e~t m 

the welfure of the Indian students led her I-ometimes: . 
to press them with questions that may have 
suggested to them an undue curiosity in their affairs. 

Speaking from hi!! own experience as W al'Qen, he 
thought it would be much bettf'l' for 21, Cromwell: 
Road to be run as a hostel quite independent of 
other organisations, and for the Nortbbrook Society 
and the National Indian Association to be housed 
elsewhere. He did not wish for a moment tt) 
suggest that the Northbrook Society as such was 
an undesirable society, but he felt that certain 
members were undesirable as vi;,itors to the House, 
especially pe!'haps because of their influence 011 the 
young impressionable Indian fresh from [ndia. He· 
had not made any effort to prove the cOJ'rectness of" 
his conclusion becausc, apart from the fact that 
the Northbrook Society was entirely independent of 
his control, he had no wish to listen lio complaints. 
by one student about othel's, though he could not 
always avoid hearing such complaints when tloey 
were made. 

The presence of the National Indian Association 
did not cause inconvenience in the same way as the
presence of the Northbrook Society, but at times. 
the conditions made It difficult for him to work in 
as full co-operation as might be desired with the· 

,Secretary of the former Assoc!ation. Another· 
difficulty was that the only room which could be
used in any way as a common room was accessible
only through one of the roows of the Association. 

Before taking up his appointment as Assistant 
Local Adviser he had had no experience of Indian 
students. 

He fpund it very difficult to give an approximate 
estimate of the number of Indian boys now at 
1i:nglish s~hools! but ,!Ie sllOuld say that there might 
be somethmg lIke 2<> or 30. It was very difficult 
t~ get'an. Indiall boy into an English /School, and 
hiS experIence wa~ that the path could be consider
ably smoothed by having a personal inter\ iew with 
the headmaster. 

In the past lIe had received complaints from the 
students about the behaviour of the bervants 
towards them, bnt at present he llad an excellent 
staff who were trainell lIe vel' to answer back and 
t~e complaints had beeu very few of late. ' OIle
dIfficnlty was that. as tll.e relationship between 
mastt'r and servant In India was so different from 
the relationsbip between mast,er and servant in this.. 
?Ou~tl'Y' !.orne of the newly arrived students were 
mclmed to treat the servants differently from what 
was gene. a1 in England. 

He thought it very desirable that the hostel 
should have a common room and a larger dining
room. The .present. dining-room was much too
small aud qUlte unsUltable. The difficnltv was that 
the house its~lf was not ~'eally adapted f<i'r a hostel. 
It was a private dwelImg-llOuse with very large. 
rooms, and two or even three students had t I . h' (l seep 
In one room, w ereas It would be very much better-
for them to have rooms to themselves. Hfl thought 
arrangements should be made for students to reside 
at tIle house more or less permanently, and he also 
thought that the charges ought to be raise,l • 't . 'bl . u, 8S I 
was .Impossl e ulld~r present circumstances to 
proVIde constant varIety at meals for the . 

L d 1 pl'lces.. cuarge , s. for breakfast and lB. 6d. for lunch 
It had recently been decidE'd that a c~rtain 

JlUlIIber of students sh~I" be allowed to reside at 
the hous.e for long penods Oil the undel'standin 
th.at dunng August, September and October the

g 

mlght have to lea.ve at 12 hours' notice to mak~ 
room for new arnvals flom Illdia H t' I 

d . e en Ire y 
approve of that arrangement, but he thought th t 
great care should be taken in selecting th a 

h 11 . d' e men w 0 were a 0" e to reSIde there for any 1 th f 
ti~ ~ 0 

He IIRc1 no 
whom he had 

record of the number 'of stl d t 
d . . I I en s 

bllccee ed In placllIg with families.. 
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... luring thO! year 1919-20. The work was much too 
beavy to permit of such records bping kept nnless 
he had had some a~sistance. 

Questioned as to the necessity of three officers
a Warden, a Secretary of the Hoube Committee, 
and a housekeeper-the witness Rtated that he 
t.hought there was no need for the office of Secretary 
to the HOllse Committee and that it might be 
abolished. It was necessary to nave a lady house
keeper because the \Varden could lIot always be 
present, and during his absence the housekeeper 
would be callild upon to act for him. The only 

'<.luty which the Secretary of the House COf9.mittee 
nt present performed was that of exercising a general 
1'>upervision ovel' the housekeeper's accounts, but 
.as Miss Russell wall a very competent person that 
snperviilion involved very little work. 

The difficulties arising from Ilaving the two 
societies under the same roof as the hostel had heen 
hrought by him to the notice of Dr. Arnold, the 
High Comm:ssioner and the chaiI'lnan of the House 
Managing Committee, and he llad drawn their 
attention to the nndeKirable effects arising from 
time to time. 

He thought it vCl'y unlikely that the Northbrook 
Societ.y and the National J ndian Association woulcl 
ever amalgamate, but the Rame difficulties would 

.exist shouM undesirable members of anyone 
Society remain members of the new As.,ociation. 

Miss Beck did a great deal in the way of helping 
the students, and with a certain type of student she 
was very ~uccessful. She did a great deal for t.he 
l'ather simple-minded type with lit,tle 01' 110 educa
tional qualifications, but he felt. that with tIle more 
scholarly man she was not equally successful. 

It WitS undoubtedly a great help to have a lady 
resident in the house. 'Vhen Miss Beck was away 
her place was generally taken velY successfully by 
Miss Dove 

He did not think that the Shakespeare hut was 
very successful from the point of view of helping 
and advising students in the same way as was done 
at Cromwell Road. His vpinion was that the 
number of students residing in any hostel should be 
limited to abollt 30. If the number were much 
larger thau that they would not mix together, and 
would tend to form little cliques among them
.selves. If, however, the social side of the work 
were abandoned and a hostel established merely as 
-a clearing house, that would b(' a diffel ent matter, 
and be saw no reason why it should not be run by 
-a body independent of Gove1'llment. 

Asked whether, judging from his own experience, 
he could say if it would be useful to separate the 
functions of the Warden from those of the Assistant 
to the Joint Secretary, the witness replied that if he 
had been asked that question a year ago he would 
-certainly have replied that the two appointments 
should be separated; but at the present time things 
were so well in hand and ran so smoothly that the 
two positions seemed to combine very well together, 
:and he found that the very fact of his being ARsistant 
;to the Joint Secretary helped him greatly in advising 

the men who came to him as a friend at Cromwell 
!Wad. He did not think that his relations with the 
students as Warden suffered by reason of the fact 
that he was also an official in the High Commis
sioner's office. 

If both the Northbrook Society and the National 
Indian Association were to be removed from 21, 
Cromwell Road, .it might be possible to increase the 
number of residents to 40, but, personally, he 
thought 30 a much better number. 

In his opinion it was very desirable that every 
Indian student studying in London shoald resi.de 
with a good EngliHh family. Some of them were 
very charming' men, and there was not mucb 
difficulty in placing them with families if they so 
desired; hut it was very difficult to find families for 
all students who desired to be accommodated in 
that way, alld his experience was that there was a 
certain prejudice aglLIIlst admitting Indian stndents, 
more especially amongst Church of England people 
and clergymen of the Church of England than 
among others. 

Speaking frankly, he felt it would be advan
tageous to the Northbrook Society which was tp all 
intent.s and purposes a men's club, if it had premises 
elsewhere than at 21, Cromwell Road. 

He attended at the High Commissioner's office 
from 10 a.m. till about 3.30 p.m. each day, and 
then returned to 21, Cromwell Road. Ally students 
who arrived in his absence would be received by 
}fISS Russell, and for that reason it Wlt,s essential 
that the housekeeper .. hould be a lady; a working 
housekeeper would not be suitable. 

In the past the annnal budget of the house had 
been prepared by Miss Beck, but this year he (the 
witness) had been asked to prepare it, and he had 
done so. 

During the rush s.eason, from the hel4inning of 
August t,o the end of September, he experienced 
great difficulty in finding sufficient accommodation 
for newlY-!Lrt-ived stndents, but he had one or two 
hotels on his list where from 30 to 40 conld be 
accommodated at a time. Generally speaking, 
Indian student!! did not get into the right kind of 
lodgings. The whole lodging question was a very 
difficult problem, and his opinion was that every 
lodging ought to be personally inl<pected before a 
I!tudent wa!. permitted to go into It. 

His difficulties in the matter of finding suitable 
families and lodgings had been greatly increased 
by the publication in the newspapel's some time 
back of the calle of an Indian student against whom 
an affiliation order was made. This st.udent had at 
one time been a frequent visitor to 21, Cromwell 
Road, and the case as reported in the papers might 
possibly have given rise in hdia to an adverse and 
erroneous opinion of the House. He was unable to 
say whether the telephone at Oromwell Road was 
ever used by the students in residence there for the 
purpose of making assignations with women. He 
could not, of course, hear what was said on th& 
telephone, and had no desire to do so. 
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BltIOADIER-GENEI1AL MAGNUS MOWAT, Secretary of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. ,"ab called 
and examined. 

Witness stated that the Institution had repre- drawing office, bu.t to ~ake as much as six ~onths 
.sentatives all ovel' the world. It had had Indian out of two ye.at:s m this way woul~ he cuttl~g the 
members in the past and had some 110"". - practical trallung rather fine. .'1 he ,?ounCil had 

In order to become a member of the Institution always taken the broadest. posslble view of these 
an applicant had to pI'oduce evidence of practical matters and would not be anybody down to a 
knowledge as an engineer as well as the possession particular formula! as long as t~ey saw t.hat the 
of an engineering degree .or pass an equivalent candidate got practical kuowledge III works It would 
theol'etical examination. It was essential that suffice. . 
he sho~ld. have served an apprenticeship in a Asked further '~irh regard ~o the .Indlan s~aff of 
workshop. He was aware that this particular whom he had experIence on Indian raIlways, wItness 
matter was a considerable difficulty to Indians. He stated he referred to the overseer or Rub-ov~l'Seel" 
did not, 40werer, think if indu&try were flourishing type, inspectors and men engaged. as subordInates. 
that it:-sh<>uld be ~ifficult for Indians to get practical in the workshops. Wha~ he nO~I?ed most' about 
training in workshops, but unfortunately at present them was their extraordmary agIlIty; they could 
more than half the works were closed down owing improvise equipment in a manner neve~ attempted 
to abnormal and temporary caUl,es, and it was no in this country. He though.t. that It was the 
fault of the Indians that they found difficulty at essential feature of Indian tr-ammg tha~ they had 
the present time. Personally he had no knowledge this il1nate ability to utilise whatever mIght be at 
of I~dian students. He had been an engineer on hand for the job they were doing. In lJis opinion. 
the Great Indian Peninsula Railway in India, and students who came from India would get bettel~ 
when he was in charge of the shops there he had value out of their experience here if they had 
a very large staff of native assistants and formed preliminary training before they came. It was 
a very high opinion of them; he got on very well difficult for people to kllow exactly ~hat experience 
with them. He had not had auy students under they required when they came here; there might 
him, though he knew that they wertl at the be a risk if 1\ persoll cltme straight from India and 
Universities in considerable numbers. went into It very highly organised engineering' 

Witness was asked whether there was any reason works that he might go back and not find a use for
why Indian students should not get some· practical his specialised experience, because conditions' in 
train1ng before leaving India, and considered that India had not been developed on the same lines. 
the proposal was a very good one. Asked with regard to persous who had come 

So far as the Institution was concerned, if It man through Indian Unh'el'sities, witness stated that 
could, t;ho,w that he had hali practical experience the on)y college in India with which he had any 
in ~ndia: and then takeu a co?rse at an In~ian deaIin'gs w~s that at Roorkee, and, judging by the 
Umverslty, he could be admitted to aSSOCIate work that It put out, the stanrlard was a very high 
membership forthwith provicled he had attained the one. 
prescdbed age. The general rule was for them to Asked further with regard to Ihe grades of 
go to college first and to the workshop afterwards. membership of the Institution, witne!<s stated tuat 
but there was no reason Itt all why that should not it would be a desirable qUlllificatiolL for an Indian 
he r.eversed. He thought the railw.ay compa.nies ill engi~lee~ to o~tain the full membership of the 
Indla could take students for practIcal traInIng, as InstItutIOn, whIch han a professional status of its 
they had very good facil~ties for ~oing so. There own. .~he Insti~ution had recently sought to obtain 
w~s undoubtedly I?-0re .bem~ ~one 111 t~e matter of reco&,mtIOn . of Its membership examinations for 
raIlway. COllst/-uctlOn In. IndIa than m 1?ngla~d, publIc appomtments in the Colonies, but they had 
though It was. 20 years sl~ce he ~ad been m IndIa, not taken any steps with regard to India as they 
bllt lie kept In touch WIth Indians there, and he had regarded the Institution as being firmly 
thought that the railways would give every facility established there. 
for practical t!·aining. 

Asked as regards the Jndians who were at preseut 
members of the Institution, witness statecl that 
there'were about 30 members on the 1'011 at the 
moment from India, and one of them was an 
honoral'Y member of the Institution, which was the 
highest 11Onour they could gi ve to anyone. 

As. an' instance of the difficulty of obtaining 
practical training for Engli"h people, and eveu the 
best of these, witness lUentioned the regullttions for 
Whitworth scholars, which at present had been 
modified to allow hours spent in technical claAses 
at school to count as workshop experience. This 
relaxation was ma.de by the Board of Edul'ation 
~llltirply owing to the difficulty that t here was at 
present in obtaining practical instruction" 

Questioned further with regard to the grltdes in 
the Institution, witness stated that they had 
graduates, associate members, and memllers. 

As regards graduates, no preliminary practical 
training was required, but a person was admitted 
as a graduate whilst still in tra1ning alld was 

-expected to do about two years in the workshops if 
he had obtained a degree at a University, and three 
years in the shops would be required If he had been 
trained at a technical school. These rules were not 
hard and fl\st, but this was about the normal 
amount of training. 

As reU'ards the type of practical training, it need 
not all be spent in a~tual wO~'kshops, but ~t the 
dir.cretion of the CounCil pal't might be taken 111 the 

As secretary to the Institution he kept It list of 
members who. des~ed employment, and althol1gh 
there was nothmg m the way of an Appointments 
Board 01' bureau, they did a good deal to help thei!'" 
members to ge~ .employmen~" As secretary, he
often had enqull'leS for .el}gmeel·s for particular 
types of work; such enqUll'les llad sometimes come
from India, and in these eases' Indian members 
w?uld be pllt on all fours with the others, and 
1I11ght even be preferred, as each mltn was regarded 
as best fitted for his own country. 

With regard to examinationR, the witness stated 
that at present all examinations wel'e held in 
London, but the. question of decentralisation wall 
~,efore the Counml at preRent and he thought that 
III a few mont.hl! they woul~ be held throughout the 
country and III the Colomes. Under special cil'
cumstall~es (w~r-servi~e candidates) a persOll wh~ 
llad receIved IllS pracbcal tJ-aining in India co ld 
now go to t.l~e Institution's representative in C:I
c~tt~ an~ Wl'lte a thpsis on a ~ubje~t approved by 
h,m, I Ins would then be examIne" In this cO'.Intry 
They hoped,. ho~evel" very shortly to have ~ 
regular exammatlon abroad, at Calcutta, in New 
Zeal~lld. Australia and South Africa for' all 
candIdates. ' 

With regat'd to adm~ssioll to the InstituHol1, the 
COllncll wet'e mllre lement to people from oversea.~ 
than to people front llere, and this applied to Indians. 
3.01 well. 
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Asked with regard to the question of prnctical 
training, witness stated that he had discussed the 
matter with the President of the Institution and 
they were pl'epaled to use their Gazette for the 
p1lrJ!olle of making known the question that 
pl'actical experience was desil'ed for Indians. He 
dId not think that there would be any trouble in 
starting in that way and it would bring out persons 
who were anxious to have Indian students j he 
thought that works which executed a large amount 
of orders for the Indian Government would come 
forward to help. 

With regard to practiclt.! tl'aining in India, 
witness considered that sufficient facilities could be 
provided because India was in a way, for civil 
engineering at any rate, the chief training ground 
for this country, and to some extent for mechanical 
engineering also, though in the latter case it would 
be necessary to supplement this by a course of 
abont a year in this country. 

Questioned further with regard to the conditions 
for admission to the Institution, the witness stated 
that in addition to the actual work in the work
ahope. the ueual academic qualification was the 
R.Sc. in Engineering, but there were one or two 
diplomas which were regarded by the Institution as 
qualifications; they published '" pamphlet showiug 
exactly what ]~ng1isb qualifications were recognised. 
If the Committee wished to raise the point of 
Indian qualifications, he thought the Council would 
be prepared to take it up as they wiShed to extend 
their Rcope throughout the world. 

Asked furthel' ahout practillal training, witness 
stated that work on the Indian State Rail ways as 
an engineer would be regarded as practical training, 
provided that it was clear that pel'sons had been 
definitely in charge of the erection of plant 01' 
machinery of some sort, or in the workshops whel'e 
machinery was made. There were, however, no 
regulations setting out the nature of the practical 
work which was insisted on by the Council. 

Asked whether the Indian Public Works Depart
ment l'egarded the membership of the Institution 
of llechanical Engineers as a necessary qualification 
for service, witness stated that they did not do so. 
He thought they knew the Institution of Civil 
Engineers better than that of Mechanical Engineers; 
this was natural because the Public Works Depart
ment wall more concerned with civil engineering. 
In the State Railways, however, there were both 
branches, and with regard to the appointment of 
locomotive engineers, he thought the qualification 
of member or a,ssociate member of the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers would be taken. 

Questioned further with regard to the class of 
perRon whom he had come into contact with on the 
Indian railways, witness stated that though they 
were excellent at practical work, they would not be 
able to get into the Institution as things stood at. 
present because they would not be well enough 
qualified as regards general education. The Council 
were, however, trying to make some improvements 
so as to allow some of those who were essentially 
practical men, but had as yet no theoretical know
ledge, to join as gmduates and remain so to a later 
age than at present allowed with a view to their 
acquiring the other qualifications which might 
allow them to become associate members or 
eventually members. 

With regard to persons who had taken a course 
in an Indian Engineeling College but had not got 
a degree, fluch persons would only be accepted by 
the Institution here as graduates. They would be 
lacking in practical training as the men- previously 
referred to were lacking in general education. Sa. 
far as the InRtitution was concerned, both would be. 
admitted as gmduates so that they wonld get all 
the privileges oi membllrship and fncilities for 
acquiring the further knowledge that would enable 
them to come within the corporation of the Insti. 
tution. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 
THE EARL Ob' LYTTON (Chail'1nan). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

SIR M. RAllunCK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH. 1 S . 
liR. R. E. FIELD. 5 ecretanlls. 

'l'hree students from J3urma, LIEU'rEliANT TIN TUT, MR. S. Y. LOCK, and lIR. C. C. Po, 
were called and examined. 

They hauded in the following statement :- by the Local Government, and has not been very 
successful. National schools are a new experiment 
mad!> without the approval of the Government of 
Burma, and they have not yet arrh'ed at a stage 
which allows their efficiency to be judged. At 
present the only course open to Burmese pat'ents 
who desire to give their sons a good school 
education is to send them to an Englillh public school. 

STATEMENT BY SECOND-LIEUT. MAUNG TIN TUT, LA., 
MR. C. C. Po, AND MR. SEET YEW LOCK. 

'1'he- problem of the welfare of Burmese students 
in Eugland differtl in some respects from the 
pl'oblem of Indian students, and is probably capable 
of easier solution. _ 

The reasons which indu('e Burmese studeuts 
leave Burma are :-

to The Rangoon University recently established has 
had an unfortunate beginning. The curriculum 
offered contains certain features strongly disliked 
by the Burmese people, and the result has been the 
boycotting of the University by the majority of 
BU1'mese students. A National College has been 
founded by the people. but lack of adequate funds 
will prevent its rapid growth for some time. The 
consequence has been, and will be, to increase 
the number of Burmese students who come to 
England. 

(1) The lack of good schools in Burmn. 
(2) The lack of a well-established University 

and until recently the total lack of a. 
University. 

(3) The practical impossibility of obtaining an 
ILppointment in an Imperial Service without 
an English education .. 

Anglo-vernacular schools in Burma are either 
(a) G{>vernment or municipal s~hools j • (b) ~is. 
sionary schools; or (c) NatIOnal (mcluding 
Buddhist) schools, The curriculum at Govern
ment, municipal or missionary schools is prescribed 

4871 

There is no doubt that the value attached to an 
English education in the making of appointments 
in the Imperial Services and the inability of Indian 
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Universities to grant first-class qualifications iv. 
any of the learned professions offers the gt'eatest 
ip.ducement to Burmese to obtain an English 
.education. 

The experiment of sending BUt'mese students to 
Englt1Ild has been jURtified by the results attained. 
Burmans with English education have been found 
!illitable for the highest public appointments, and 
the responsible leaders of the Burmese people 
~onsist of men who have spent some time in the 
United Kingdom. The only Burman appointed as 
a judge of the Chief Court is a barrister of the 
Middle Temple, and out of the three delegates sent 
by the Burmese naLion to England, t'fO are men 
with English education. APfLrt from the material 
benefits obtained, Burmese . students in the United 
Kingdom pass through an enjoyable time at the 
-various educational institutions and in social life, 
a.nd it is believed that they give a favourable 
impression of themselves to the EnglishmeIl they 
-come in contact with. 

Yet in one respect it is regrettable that the 
nel}essity of coming to England should exist. 'rhe 
Burman who can afford to possess an English 
~ducation obtains an unfair advantage over his less 
fortunate brother. A young Burman with a Cam
bridge degree may start his career as an Assistant 
Commissioner, while an abler countryman with a 
Calcutta degree willl>e lucky to obtain an appoint
!pent as a Subordinate Judge. 

The remedy lies (1) in the provision of adequate 
educational facilities in India and Burma, and (2) 
in the granting of a sufficient number of State 
scholarships to enable poor but deserving Burmans 
to proceed to the United Kingdom. An Indian 
Medical College that will give its 'graduates the 
same efficiency and the same standing as Bachelors 
of Medicine from British Universities, an Indian 
Engineering College and an Indian Forestry College 
of similar status, an Indian Military College like 
that wllich recently existed at Indore, and an 
Indian Law College that will give its graduates the 
same standing in India and Burma as English 
barristers, will do much to give the professions 
and the services the best brains of India and 
Burma. 

Burmans are particularly unfortunate in regartl 
to State scholarships. There are at present only 
three Burmans holding State scholat'ships or State 
Technical scholarships, anq the State scholarship 
eligible to women only was a,wardE,d to an Anglo
Indian lady from Burma. It is _suggested that the 
number of State scholarships should be greatly 
increased, and that preference should be shown to 
Burmans and Burmese ladies in the choice of State 
scholars from Burma. 

Burmese students have not hitherto found any 
considerable difficulty in obtaining admif>sion to 
British Universities, with the exception of Oxford 
ang. Cambridge. The courses of study at Oxford 
,do not appeal to Burmans, and there is only one 
Burman at this University. It is necessary, there
fore, to treat in detail the difficulties of admission 
at Cambridge only. It should be noted, however. 
that the difficulties are of recent origin. Before 
and during the war Burmans did not find any 
-trouble in gaining admission to the colleges at 
Cambridge, and it is probahle that these difficulties 
will disappear when normal times return. 

Each college in Cambridge admits a definite 
number of Indians every year, and some colleges 
count a Burman as an Indian while others do not. 
It is easier for a Burman to obtain admission to the 
latter class of colleges, as in colleges where he is 
counted as an Indian there is usually a long waiting 
list of Indians, at the bottom of which his name is 
inserted. 1.'his indefinite standing given to Bnrmans 
at Cambridge is highly unsatisfactory, and it will 
be to the interest of Burmans if the India Office 

will state explicitly that for the purpose of 
admission to the University Burmans al'e to enjoy 
a separate status from Indians and are not to be 
under the jurisdiction of the I.local Adviser to 
Indian Stud,mts jOt" in the alternative to treat 
Burmans at Cltmbridge definitely as Indians and to 
reserve six vacancies or more every year for 
Burmans. Burmans prefer the former alternatiVE> 
as it would increase their chances of admission. 

The majority of Burmese students who intend to 
come to }!;ngland break off their education in 
llurma at about the age of 20, when they have 
either obtained a University degree or have paRsed 
the Tntermediate Examination in Arts or Sci('nce. 
We do not consider this the most beneficial time 
for coming to England, as many of the things 
learnt at Indian Universities have to be unlearnt in 
England, and the student at this age has bel}ome 
too old to assimilate new ideas. '1'he idell-l age for 
coming to Ellgland is probably 15, when the boy 
has learnt to be a good Burman and is not too old 
to learn at a public school the ideals of a good 
Englishman. Oxford and Cambridge are natural 
continuatious of English pnblic schools ILnd II. 

Bru"l1'lan from a public school has many points in 
his favour at tIle University and heyond. 

Burmese students in England experience no 
difficulty in entering- into the social life of the 
country. This is probably a matter of l'acial 
temperament which cannut be altered by any 
Govel'nmental action. At the Universities, Burmans 
enter well into the social life of the other memberFl 
and take part in sports and games. Nearly half 
the Burmans in Cambridge represent their colleges 
at some branch of sports. 

During vacations Burmans are either in boardinG" 
house~ at holiday reso~ts, or at the. Bu.rma Society'~ 
club lD London, or enJoy the hospItahty of English 
friends. Special holiday quarters are not necessary 
and probably not desirable, as it is preferable tIl at 
Burmans while here should ,move about in the 
country or travel on the Continent and incidentally 
get glimpses of the social life of EnO"land and other 
European countl'ies. In practic~ the Burman 
mana~eR to get a very good time during his 
vacatlOns. 

It is undesirable that hostels should be established 
for Indian aud Burmese student,s at University 
centres. Indians (alld Burmans in a lesser degree) 
hav:e a very natural tendency to seek each other's 
SOCIety. If they are to derive the fullest advantage 
from th~ir ~tay. in England, they should curb this 
na~ural lllchnat~on, and anything which facilitates 
thls too much IS not to the advantage of Indians 
and Burmans. A hostel for Indians and Burmans 
at Oxford or Cambridge would be fatal to their 
welfare. 

No such objections are open to husteJs f"r Indians 
and Burmans in London. What Indians and 
Burm~us do ~ot p~ssess in England is If, home and 
anythmg whICh IS a fair imitation of su~h is 
welcome to them. In the case of Burmans in 
England, the difficulty is solved by the existence 
of the Burma Society'S club, which serves as /I, 

headquarters for Burma,ns and those interest d . 
Burma. Although a r~sidential club it IS e n~~ 
mean~ ~s a permanent reSIdence, but is intended t() 
be utillsed as a temporary home on the . 

h B f th OccaSIons 
w. en . ~ans rom e Universities find them-
selves In town. The Burma Society WhI' h 'd 
th I b . . ,c prOVI es 

e c u ,IS an uno~CIal body whose ohject is the 
~e~ar~ o~ BErm~ III &"eneral and that of Burmese 
s ~ ~~ s in ng and III pal ticular. The distin
guIS mg ea;ture of the Society is that it is mann ed 
by .a commIttee elected by and t'omposed main1 g of 
Brumese students. The work of the S . t y. 
however, curtailed by insufficienc~ of acco oCIedYt·ls, 

d d f f d' mmo a Ion 
!,-n nee f °th Us s: A ~beral tate grant to the 
mcome 0 e oCIety wlll do much to increase its 
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sphere of usefulness and the welfare of Burmese 
students in England. 

(Sd.) MAUNG TIN TUT, 
M.A. (Cantsb.),2/Lt., I.A. 

C. C. Po, 
B.A. (Cantab.) 

SEET YEW LOCK, 
B.Sc. (Cal.) 
B.Sc. Tech. (Man.). 

Questioned with regard to various points raised 
by the written statement, Mr. Tin Tut ststed that 
though the only course open to Burmese to get a 
good 8chool education was to come to an English 
public Bchool, the Burmestl did not do so to any 
large extent hecause their parents could not afford 
it. Most of them came -aftel' t.hey had finished 
their schooling in Burma, though the ideal method 
would be for them to come at school age. Another 
reason for coming to England wall that an English 
degree was an advantage in obtaining admission to 
the public service. 

There was only one University in Burma, which 
had recently been established, and it would be 
preferable to go from there to a University in 
India than to come to England if the same results 
could be obtained. 

The University chiefly preferred here was Cam
bridge, but those who couhl not get into Cambridge 
went to London or elsewhere. 

l'here were at present three technical scholar. 
ships offered by the Government of India to 
Burmans, but the witnesses considered that there 
ought to be about 30 scholarships, not necessarily 
confined to technical subjects, but in order to enable 
Burmans to get a University education. 

Asked with regard to the military college referred 
to in their statement, Mr. Tin Tut said that it was 
after the style of Sa~dhurst, but open to Indians in 
India. It had only existed for a year II-fter the 
war. Therll were two Burman cadets at Sand· 
hurst, but a good many more would like to have a 
military career. 

With regard to pel'sons who wished to come to 
Cambridge, the procedure was either to apply 
through the Burma branch of the Burma Society 
in Rangoon, which acted as an Advisory Committee 
who would forward I.he application to the Indian 
Students' Adviser at Camhridge through the Burma 
Society in London, 01' to come to England direct 
and take the chance of getting in. 

As regards the former course. they were not 
quite satisfied. The Burma branch of the 
Society might be left ail an Advisory Committee 
and the application should then go tv the J~ondon 
branch, who should be able to deal direct with 
the college authoritieR without going to the Ad viser 
to Indian Students, also they did not want the 
students to be debarred from doing it themselves if 
they preferred. 

'fhe Burma Society in London acted for them as 
their Students' Department, and they had lIothing 
to do with the Indian Students' Department. The 
Society was in receipt of a grant from the Indian 
Governmellt, but was otherwise an unofficial.body, 
and BurmanR had, generally speaking, complete 
confidence in it. 

Questioned with regard to the age at which 
Burmans should come to this country, all the 
witnesses were in agreement that 10 years spent in 
this country from the age of 15 to 25 wonld not 
denationalise them in the sense of making them 
out of touch with their own conntrymen on their 
return. They considered that the Burman who 
had assimilated western ideas was not handicapped, 
and though he might get out of touch to a certain 
extent, it was quite easy to get into touch again. 
He was not regarded in Burma as having lost 
touch with his own country. 

It was preferable for Burmans to mil[ as much as 
possible with English people. At Cambridge 
Burmans preferred to live in colleges, and if they 
went to Universities which were non-residential 
they wonld prefer to live in a hall rather thJLn 
lodging, if a hall was available. 

As regards the hostel maintained by the Burma 
Society in London, they considered it of very great 
value, as it was useful to Jlave a place in London w 
go to on arrival and whenever they wanted during 
parts o.f vacations. The club there wa~ very much 
appreCiated by Burmese stndents, and this was 
partly due to the fact that it was more 01' less 
under the student's control. The fact that it 
received money from the Government did not 
deprive it of its value and would not do so provided 
the Government did not take control of it. 

Questioned as to the age which they came to. 
this country, Mr. Tin l'ut said he came at the a.ge 
of 15, Mr. Po left Burma when he was 12 but spent 
five years in America before coming to this country. 
and Mr. Lock was 21 when he came here. 

With regard to the University of Rangoon, 
witnesses stated that it had been boycotted by the 
majority of Burmese students on the gr'ound that 
it had several features which were disliked by the 
Burmese stndents. The course was too long, 
partly owing to the necessity of a probationary 
year for some candidates who did not attain to a 
certain standard in matriculation, and partly that 
it was necessary to pnt in several extra years for 
hononrs course. 

The students had founded a National University 
in Rangoon; the movement was entirely educational 
and not political at all. A few, not more than 
about 30 or 40, students went to Calcutta Uni
versity. If they wanted medical, engineering. 
forestry, agricultural 01' legal education they had 
to go outside the province, though he believed 
there was now some provision at the Rangoon 
University for law. 

Since the original boycott a few Burmans had 
returned to the University, but the majority 
attended the National College.' This was organised 
by the Board of National Education which had been 
founded, and SUbscriptions were raised from the 
Burmese people. The college did not provide all 
the necessary facilities for educ8,tion at present, 
but hoped to be able to do so in future. Before' 
the college was set up the Government was 
approa(lhed with regard to complaints about the 
University, bnt any concessions that were made by 
them did llot satisfy the Burmese people. l'he 
Regullttions of the University were made contrary 
to the wishes of the Bnrman Delegates. 

Questioned with regard to the hostel set up by 
the Burma Society, it was stated that the arrange
ments were under the management of a committee, 
the majority of which was composed of Burruan 
students-there were six Burman members a.nd 
three non-Burman members. 

The committee was elected annually at a general 
meeting. The three non-Burman members were 
the secretary, the president and vice-president. 
The secretary acted as adviser in educational 
matters to the Burman stndents and was also
guardian in those cases where the parents wished 
their sons to be placed nnder guardianship. , 

Asked why t1e Burmans preferred to go to 
Cambridge than to other Universities, Mr. Tin Tnt 
stated tbat at Cambridge it was possible to con
centrate on one snbject and get a degree at it 
without having to trouble about other subjects. 
It was not because Burmans studied science in 
preference to arts subjects. 

Ur. Lock stated that he himself had stndied 
mechanical engineering at Manchester, and had 
fonnd no difficulty about getting practical training. 
The college always tried its best to put its studentN 
in tonch with firms who had done practical courses 
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ill the vacations. He did not l"IloW whether other 
technical students had had particular difficulty in 
g'et,tlllg practical training, but he did not see auy 
difficulty himself. 

Asked whether Burman students made use of 
21, Cromwell Road, Mr. l'in l'ut stated that they 
might visit it, but they did not stay there, partly 
because the Burmese temperament was different to 
Indians, and partly because Cromwell Road was a 
Government institution. l'here were, however, 
several Burmese at the Shakespeare hut. 

serious cases of breaches of discipline had so far 
arisen. 

It was pointed out to the witness that the deficit 
for the year up to September 19~O was £740, and it 
was stated that this was met by subscriptions and 
donations and also by tIle Government grant. 

With regard to the Burma Society, practically 
any man who came from Burma was elected as a 
matter of course and nearly all the Burmans 
belonged to it, and so all got to know each other. 
Women were admitted to the Society, but not to 
the club. The Burma Society was well known to 
B,urmans, and many had their names sent forward 
from the Burma branch of the Society to the 
J,ondon branch, bllt, even apart from these, know
ledge of the Society was spread through. the 
newspapers. . 

He thought that at present there were abont 
73 Burman students in Great Britain who were 
members of the club, and there might be one or 
two of whom they aid not know. 

Questioned with regard to the improvement of 
schools mentioned in the third paragraph of t.heir 
note, it was stated that nothing had been done in 
that direction by the Government since the 
establishment of the Univel'sity, but National 
Schools had been founded in various parts of 
Burma. An enquiry had also been held as regards 
the existing schools financed hy the municipality 
or the Gorernment. They thougbt that if the 
Government would take the Fational Schools they 
might become very good, and that might obviate 
the necessity of Burmans coming abroad so young. 

As regards admission to Cambridge, the WItnesses 
were asked why they desired separate treatmellt 
from Indian students, and Mr. Tin Tut stated that 
Burmese names were put at the eIld of the list; 
this, however, was because they applied rather 
later. He thought, however, that as a rule they 
got a better chance when they applied on their 
own behalf. He thought that very few of the 
Burmans now at Cambridge had got in through 
the Adviser for Indian Students, though some
times when Burmans applied personally to a college 
for admission they were refelTed to the Adviser. 

As regards hostels, Mr. 'l'in Tut objected to 
anything which gave Burmans and Indians too 
great a chance of seeing wo much of themselvell 
while in this country. l'hey did not object to the 
Burma So~iety hostel or the Shakespeare hut, 
because nelther were meant as a permanent resi
dence. '1'here was no express rule to this effect in ~ 
the Burma Society hostel, but pl:'rsons were not 
meant bo reside permanently. 

Questioned with regard to Cambridge, he said 
that the average Burman student took more part 
in athletics than the Indians; their favonrite games 
were association football and lawn tennis. 

Questioned further with regard to the Burmese 
hostel, he stated that the catering was done by the 
steward under contract and the tadff wall fixed 
by the committee. The steward was resident at 
the club and was a servant of the Society. The 
tariff was at present fixed a.t 58. per day f(\r food 
and lodging; 48. of this was for food. Breakfast 
and lunch were Ellglish, but dinner was Burmese. 
Persons who were llOt resident, but came in 
occasionally for meals, paid slightly more. 

'I'he six students who were on the committee 
were elected every year, as the students were 
constantly changing. Sometimes they held office 
for two or three years. 

The majority of them were pel manent residents 
in London, but thiil was not necessarily the case; a. 
~Btudent at Cambridge, for instance, might be a, 
member of the committee. l'he committee met 
once a mOllth. 

Asked further with regard to eliminating the 
adviser, the witness stated that they wanted an 
adviser, but desired the Secretary of their com
mittee to act as adviser and to have direct relations 
with the Universities; also they did not wish to be 
debarred from making applicatIon themselves. 

Subsequent to the appearance of these witnesses, 
the following memorandum was sent in by the 
Burmese students whose names are appended 
thereto:- , 

We, the undersigned students of Burma now 
studying in the "United Kingdom, beg' leave to 
submit this note purely from the point of view of 
Burmese Rtudents on lines directed by tbe Com
mittee on Indian Students. All -suggestions herein 
have been made to the best of information at our 
disposal. On points on which we have no adequate 
knowledge we Illlve not made IIny attempt to state 
anything. 

We pray that in considering this note the 
Committee would keep in view the peculiar needs 
of the Burmese stud, nts, inasmuch as cOllditions 
appli<'able to Iudia are very oftfin found inapplicable 

-to Burma .. To quote one example, we may point 
out t,hat Hmdu and Muhammedan Law, whiflh has 
been ~ncl~de~ amongst the subjects for the Bar 
ExammatlOn 1ll order to help Indian students, is of 
no use to Blll'me~e students, who on their return 
to Burma llave to read newly Buddhist law which 
is the personal law of the Burman Baddhist~. 

1. The reasons which at present induce Burmese 
students to leave Burma for education in this 
country are: - -

(I.) Want of such facilities as could be obtained 
only here. In this connection it may be pointed 
out her~ that in Burma there are no arrangements 
to q.uahfy. a man for the Impedal services, the 
baITlstershlp, and for technical training &c. 
. (II.) Defective and inadequate syste~ of educa

tIOn. In Burma, to get a, degree in Law, one has to 
study at least seven years a.fter matriculation 
while it takes only three ypars to get called 
to ~he Bar here after mlttricnlation. For a 
medIcal ~egree, a. Bu.rma:n student passes the 
Intermedlate ExamlDatlOn m Arts or Sciences and 
then ;proceeds to India for a six years' Pledical 
course. After final Success in thi~ course, he is 
entltled o~Y to. a~ Assistant-Surgeonship, a post 
very much mfenor III rank to that within the reach 
?f amanT ,,:ho stu~ies and obtains the medical degree 
m the. UDlted ~lllgdom. .As regards engineering 
educatIon, there IS only one engineerina school in 
the whole province, which qualifies a. in::n only for 
a very subordinate position in the Public 'V ol'ks 
Department. Moreover, the present University in 
Burma does not provide for any adequate scientific. 
and technical education. The steward supervised the four servants of the 

house, and the secretary was in the houlle each 
day. They had no complaints to make about them 
except that they were overworked in vacations. 

Occasionally there were cases of persons who 
did not pay their bills and the committee had 
power to expel members if necessary, but no 

(III.) System of e~am~nation. The multiplicity 
and anomaloull comblllatlOn of subjects necessarily 
prevents a. st~dent from acquiring proficiency in 
any study w~Ich c?,~ .be of use to him in life. 
Hence the lmposslbIllty of specialising in any 
branch of learnmg. • 
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This multiplicity of subjects inevit.ably causes a 
very great expense of timtl and energy. Lt ",eans 
an abnormal lengthening 'of a student's University 
career. It is made far worse by a system peculiar 
to India and Burma by whicn a candidate who 
fails in one Rubject of his examination is forced to 
take the entire examination again, and even that at 
the end of a year. 

No one in Burma is allowed to proceed for the 
matriculation examination ulllesFl the stndents pll.Ss 
the 7th standard (l1iddle School), and study for 
further three ye .. rs; whereas in England a student 
-can take the matriculation without such restrictions 
and limitationFl. 

The intrinsic value of the matricnlation in Burma 
is very much less than that here. This can be 
best seen from the fact that even a student who 
has passed it, and also the Intermediate Examina
tion in Arts and Sciences, after two years' study 
must pass the London Matricnlatiop again in order 
to enable him to be admitted into one of the Inna 
of Court and some of the Universit1es~n the United 
Kingdom. 

(I V.) Difference. in the status of respective 
-degree-holders. The highest law degree, to attain 
which one has to study a.t least seven years after 
matriculation, entitles him only to be enrolled as a 
vakil of an Indian High COlll't, and even that, too, 
not immediately after obtaining the degree, but 
after certaiu number of years' practice in the 
1inbordinate c011rt8, or after satisfying a further 
test held by the High Courts. Notwithstanding 
aU these tLials, in some of the High Courts in India 
he has no right to practise in the original sides; in 
·other words, there is no Indian law degree that 
will qualify a man to practise in the original side 
-()f some of the High Courts, whereas a person 
who is called to the Bar three years after matricu
lation will have a claim to pl'actise anywhere an(t 
-everywhert! in the whole of the British Empire. 

In India and Burma a bar. ister is always con
sidered superior in stl!-tus to It vakil or II. first-grade 
pleader of Burma, however senior in practice the 
latter may be. These are some of the points out of 
many in which the difference in status between the 
Indian degree and the English degree is clearly 
. apparent. What a,pplies to law applies equally to 
all other branches of study, in so far as the time and 
energy spent in any particnls.r course, the limita
tions and th .. restrictions therein, and, lastly, the 
·efforts thereof are concerned. 

2. We humbly suggest that the Committee take 
'action all regards the following matters :-

(I.) Better provision for technical, scientific 
and professional education in Burma. 

(II.) Recognition by the Government concerned 
-of the degree!:! and diplomas granted by the Indian 
Universities in the same way as to those obtained 
here. 

(III.) Removal by the Government of the various 
restrictions and limitations that a student labours 
under in pursuing his educational course in Burma. 

(IV.) The fostering care on the part of the 
'Government in the de\'"elopment of national edu
-cational institutions and in the attainment of their 
aims and objects. It is our humble opinion that 
the national institutions will be on the basis of 
.and in consonance with national inspirations and 
ideals, on the achievement of which there will be 
little or no necessity for seeking education abroad. 

3. As re~ards Hie necessary arrangements to be 
made for the facility of Burmese students in the 
United Kingdom, the following fmggestions are 
.submitted for consideration by the Committee:-

(I.) Certain number of places in the Universities 
here, especially at the Universities of Cambridge 
:and Oxford, should be kept reserved for Burmese 
.student.s every year. 

(II.) The study of Bvddhist Law is just as 
important for those who wish to practise in Burina 
as bal'ristel's as that of Hindu and Muhammadan 
Law for those in India. Therefore it is desirable that 
Buddhist Law should be one of other alternative sub
jects with the Hindu and lluhammadan Law in the 
same way as Roman-Dutch Law in Part r. of the 
Bar l<~xamination. '1'he highest legal course in 
Burma which qllalifies a man to practise in the 
highest judicial tribunal in Burma does not con
tlilmplate any stlldy of any other personal law thau 
Buddhist Law. _ 

(III.) '],he Burmese language should be l'ecvg
'nised as one of the modern languages when s1.ch 
languages are a p:Lrt of the curriculum of any 
University here, It may be mentioned here that 
Urdu, Chinese, Japanese and Arabic are recognised 
in the Universities here. It may alHo be pointed 
out that the London Matriculation is the only 
examination in the United Kingdom in which 
Burmese is recognised as one of the subjects under 
the heading of modern languages. 

4. Under the pL'esent arrangement Blll'mese 
. students, in consequence of their being grouped 
with the Indians, feel very much h:Lmpel'ed in 
obtaining admission to the Universities here. It is 
therefore highly desira.ble that BIl.T'mese students 
should by themselves be considered as a distinct 
class, and certain number of seats should be 
allotted to them exclusively. 

It is needless to say that Burma, although at 
pL'esent a province of India under the Statute, is as 
different from, India in race, religion, customs and 
traditiolls as Siam is from India. 

5. 'fhe uniform qualification fot· admission to the 
institutions and Universities here shonld be the 
matriculation of any recognised University in India. 
and Burma. At, present the anomalous situation 
exists, at least in Cambridge University, where a 
student who has passed the Intermediate Examilla
tion of an Indian University in the Pirst Division 
is exempted from the previous examination and 
also three terms, while a person who has obtained 
a pass degree of the. very same University does not 
receive any privilege whatsoever. We suggest that 
this anomaly be at once removed . 

6. In view of the above statements the matricu
lation should oe the point at which it will be most 
advantageous to break off study in India and 
Burma for a student who desires to pursue a higher 
course of study in this country, as a conservation 
of both time and energy. 

7. As regards the establishment of separate 
hostels for Indian students, it may be pointed out 
that any idea of isolating the Burmese students 
from the English students should be stl'ollg'ly 
deprecfLted. On the contrary, it is highly desirable 
that Burmese students in England should be 
afforded every chance and facility for a free inter
course with English students in order to enable 
them to ha,,"e an insight into English life, with a.. 
view t~ l,romoting mutual understanding and. 
goodwill. 

8. It is highly desirable that Indian students: 
should be afforded facilities for admission as., 
apprentices in vari01ls factories and workshops a.t. 
least of snch companies as have any kind of dpalings 
with the Government of India. 

9. As regards the mean.'! of providing adequate 
and suitable lodging accommodation, it mal be 
mentioned that the only place providing lodging" 
accommodation in London for Burmese students is' 
the Burma Society's Club, 39, St. Peter's Sqnare, 
Hammersmith. This club has proved absolutely in
adequate even for students studying in London, not to 
speak of those who come to London during holidays 
from othel' parts of the United Kingdom. Conse
quently Burmese students very often for want of 
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accommodation at this place encounter enol'~ous 
-difficulties on arriving in London whether from 
Burma or from other parts of the United Kingdom. 
The consequence is they accommodate themselves 
indisoriminately wherever they could tind any 
shelter. O'be above-mentioned club contains silt 
bedrooms, which can accommodate at most 12 
persons.) It is therefore suggested that the 
Government's subsidy at present allowed to the 
Burma Society should be enhanced in order to 

~nable it to have a more commodious building"" 
suitable for students in some central place in 
London. 
(~d.) :MAUNO AVNo lILA. 

.MAUNO NI. 
MAUNO ON PAY. 
MAUNO E. MAVNO. 
THET TL"N. 
SAN MAUNO. 
MAUNG PL". 

1\fAUNO PYA NT. 
BA MAW • 
BA THEIN. 
SAW Hr.A PUV. 
PAW TUN. 
LIM KYI TOE. 

1\1R. AUSTIN Low, C.LE., J.P., senior partner of ?Iessrs. Grindlay & Co., and formerly Chairman of 
the Northbrook Society, was called and examined. 

The witness stated that he had been Chairman 
of the Society for several years until a few days 
ago; he was still a member of the Committee, and 
had been Treasurer for many years. He believed 
that he was the oldest member still connected with 
the Society. Its main object since its formation 
was to provide opportunities for social meE'tings 
between EUl'opeans and Indians, and to provide a 
suitable suite of rooms where young gentlemen 
(rom India could find a place to spend part of their 
time. 'l'here were periodical entertainments, to 
which prominent people connected with India were 
invited. 

The Northbrook Society was originally a club, 
but now had the two principal aims which he had 
just mentioned. It had failed as a club for financial 
reasons, and unless it had a much stronger financial 
backing he would hesitate to be associated with 
starting it again as a club. Though he was not 
Cllairman at the time he had as much to do WIth 
the removal of the Society from Piccadilly to 
Cromwell Road as anyone else. _ The cost of 
remaining in Piccadilly was more than they could 
meet, and it happened that the India Offioe was at 
that time trying to find rooms for the National 
Indian Association and the newly formed Students' 
Department and offered them accommodation at 21, 
Cromwell Road. 'rhis they accepted after some 
conside,·ation. 

One of the bones of contention between tile 
Northbrook Society and the members of the 
National Indian Association was that the former 
paid five times as much rent as the latter. There 
had been other causes of friction which he thought 
was almost unavoidable. He was very strongly of 
opinion that both the Societies would gain by 
a.malgamation. He had not himself any experience 
o! the Warden of the hostel at Cromwell Road, and 
his recollection was that the hostel was not in 
active being at the time that the Northbrook 
Society first went there. He could quite under
stand that the Warden would prefer to be 'Varden 
of a hostel which had nothing else under the same 
roof, but he had not hE'ard that the Northhrook 
Sooiety or the National Indian Association would 
rather be outside 21, Cromwell Road. The reason 
tpat he WitS in favour of an amalgamation between 
the two Societies was on account of th/ilO enormous 
waste of power. '1'he Northbrook ;:;ociety had 
larger funds, and the National Indian AS'ociation 
did a ~ood deal more good than the Northbrook 
Society. He had been connected with all the 
moves of tIle Northbrook Society for 40 years, and 
he knew that they could not stand on their own 
feet financially. ' 

The committee consisted of ] 2 perRons, hliU of 
whom were EUI"Opeans and llalf Indians. A sub

-committee which negotiated with the National 
Indian A.ssociation reported unanimously in favour 

\ of amal"amation, and the committee unanimously 
aooepted their report. But the meeting of the 
general body nf members at which this report was 
1.(1, be considered had not yet been held. . 

Asked whether the Society had any rule which 
enabled them to expel a member, the witness 
.stated that they had such rules. The rule as 

regards persolLs ceasing to be members if they did 
not pay their subscriptions was the usual rule used. 
by societies and clubd. They had also a rule 
euabling the committee to call on a. member to 
give a personal explll.nation as to any allegation 
against him of conduct which was detrimental to
the interest of 'the Society, and to have power to
expel such a JIlember in default of a.ny satisfactory 
explanation. He could not, llOwever, remember a. 
case in which the rule had been put into force. It 
was the llsual rule which was in all club regula
tions. It was pointed out to the witness that a. 
criticism made by the Warden at 21, Cromwell 
Roa.d WIoS tbat the place might have suffered by 
the retention, through the leniency of the com
mittee, of men which it would have been hetter to
put oat. The witness thought that this was quite 
possibly the case. 

Questioned with regard to the particular case of 
a member of the Society w}lOse conduct had 
appeared in the newspaper's, witness could not 
remember the details of the case or whether the 
person remained a member of j,he Society. The
minutes of the committee meeting wuuld show 
whether it was formally brought to their notice or
not. 

He did not think that the Society had suffered 
from being housed at 21, Cromwell Road beoause 
they got accommodation which they could not get 
elsewhere fOI' more money. 

With regard to tIle leniency shown by the
committee towards some of the young men, they 
had always taken the view that their duty towards 
young genllemen who had come from India was to. 
be as tolerant as possible, provided that order was. 
maintained. 

Witness was th~n asked from 1;lis experience as a. 
banker whether It would be dlfficult for Indian 
st~dents to obtain prll;ctical training in banking in 
thIS country, and replied that he thought it would 
be very difficult. He had an oHice here and officeI' 
in Il!dia; ~er~ the ~taff consisted uf Europeans,. 
but lD Indla It consIsted -yery lal'gelyof Indians_ 
The system here was entIrely to take in young' 
fell.ows and train them for themselves, and he 
beheved that that system obtained In most banks a.t 
the p~esent time. ~o banker wanted to turn his 
o~ce mto an educational establishment, except for' 
hls own benefit. 
A~ regal'ds Indians, wi~n!,ss thougllt they would 

~t Ju~t as good opportumhes for studying banking' 
In IndIa as they would here. If tiley went into a 
bank yonng the.¥: migh~ be kept there, as it waH 
well known that l~ IndIa the boards of directors of' 
many banks consIsted largely, and in some cases. 
exclusively, of India,n gentlemen and there was no
reason why an Indian who wanteti to go in -for
banking sh~uld come to this country any more 
than an Itahan or anyone else. 

He could not Bee how any young Indian coming to 
this ,:ountry could derive very mnch benefit from 
studymg at a bank here as he could only fill ave 
subordinate position, and nntil several years h3 
passed his horizon did not widen and he saw v 
little more of what was going on than wouldry 
private on a battlefield. It would never occur t~ 
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him as the head of a bank to bring some of bis . 
Indian clerks to stndy here beeanslI it would not do 
tbem any good and It would not do him any good 
either. Ordinarily, people had to start from the 
loweqt rung of the ladder and there was no outside 
.systflm for training men to ()ccupy important 
positions in a bank. The Bankers' Institution 
provided lectures which clerks could attend and 
.acquir·e a good deal of information which they 
would othel'wise be a long time .acquiring in the 
-office. 

Questi{med with regard to the value of the 
·entertainments got up by the Northbrook Society, 
witness stated that they were in DO way political. 
He thought social functions were a step in the 
right dil·ection. because the same kind of thing 
was not done anywhere else. The EUlopean mem
bers turned up in con~iderable numbers and also 
Dumbers of Indian students. The Society could 
-only bring people together; it conld not mix: them 
up but could only give them a chance to mix. 

As Chairman, he visited the Society'S premises 
when there were committee meetings about once a 
month. He did not think that the membership 
was either growing or decreasing, but latterly they 
lleemed to bave filled up with student members 
who paid half the price. They did not get an 
increased membership by reason of the number of 
Indiau gentlemen (not students) who were coming 
to thiR country. No pI'opalianda was carried on in 
India with regard to the Society, but he thought 
·tha,t it might be u~efully organised. 

As regards their income, there were two 
-separate trust funds, together about £12,000, 
fl'om which they derived the interest. 'I'hough 
-one of the objects for which the Society was 

established, as set out in the lfemorandum and 
ArticleR of Association, was that of creating
sClholarships, that object had neTer been fulfilled as 
they had never had enough money. Another object 
was to take care of Indian students, and he thought 
tney could say that they had fulfilled that object 
inasmuch as they had provided Indians with a 
place to wllich they could come and amenities which 
they would not be able to get elsewhere. He had 
never heard of the Society undertaking the .duty 
of guardian t.() anyoue. Now that the Indian 
Students' Department had come into existeuC4. 
those objects of the Northbrook Society. were no 
longer necessary. 

He thought that oue of the things that had kept 
the N orthbl'ook Rociety as alive as it was, and that 
his posttion there had lasted flO long, was 1hat he 
was purely a private individual and had nothing to 
do with any official Department of His Majesty's 
Service. 

Asked whether, supposing the amalgamation of 
the National Indian Association were not effected, 
any of the funds of the Northbrook Society would 
be available for other purposes, witness said he did 
not see why this should not be the case, with the 
consent of the trustees; it might be quite possible 
t(l evolve some scheme. \Vhen the Memorandum 
of Association was made, it was made as wide as 
possible so that it might include anything they 
might do, although at the time they had no chance 
of doirg it. He had repeatedly suggested the 
election of another person in his place as Chairman 
owing to his being unable through pressure of other 
occupations to devote liS much time as he would, 
wish to the Society, but under pressure from the 
committee he had, until recently, consented to 
re-election. 

I!'RIDAY, AUGUST 5, 1921 (LONDON). 

'l'HE EARL OF LYTTON (Ohairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RuacHANDRA RAO. 
lb. C. E. W. JO'ms. 

Present: 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
11ISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH} St' 
MI!.. R. E. FIELD ecre anes. 

Three representatives of the Indian Women's Education Association, MRS. PATRICK VILLIERS-STUART. 
MRS. BHOLA NAu'fH and MRS. K. P. KOTVAL) were called and examined. 

Mrs. Villiers-Stuart stated that the aim of the cerned with their own scholars. An Indian woman 
Association was to raise funds for scholarships to student who wanted to study at Oxford or Cam
-enable selected women graduates tn undergo a briilge would not apply to their organisation unless 
-course of training at an English college. she wa.s applying for one of the scholarships. Tl!ey 

'rhey had larger aims, but owing to limited might, however, help other students in the holidays. 
funds, had cut them down this year. As the They had had several applications to look after 
Government of India was changing and education girls, which meant the giving of hospitality and 
was being put in Indian hands, the original aims introducing them to members of the Association or 
would want reconstructing. others. In various ways they were carrying ont 

One of their original aims had been the establish- the social function of bringing them into touch 
ment of committees in the principal towns in India with life here. The Government gave a. grant of 
for the PUl'Pose of founding training colleges to £100 a year, and the Committee might recommend 
train Indiau women gradulltes, but their immediate that it would be a good thing for them to continue 
work was now the giving- of a year's training as the grant or give a larger one. 
teachers to Indian girls who had got their B.A. The Association got people who were interested 
degrees in India. in it to invite their scholars t.() meetings in con--

When they got an application f,'om an Indian nection with Girl Guides, or Child Welfare, &c. 
woman student to come to this country, they did Sometimes there were parties at which people 
not communicate with the Indian Students' De- spoke on these subjects, and in these ~es their 
partment, or ask them to arrange it, but wrote aetivities were not confined to their own students,. 
-direct to the University; nor would the India.n but they tried to invite all the Indian women in. 
women students UBe the organisation of the Advisory England. 
-Committees in India, but would write to the As regards their own scholars, they had confined 
Association direct if they wished to b,ecome themselves to teaching and had not been concerned 
-scholars of the Association. Th'3 Association had at all with medical students; though. the socia.l 
-dozens of applications, but had only the money to aspect of their work had always been one of their 
:give one .scholarship a year; they were only con- objects it had been put aside dUl'ing the war. 
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The value of the scholarship given by ~he 
Association was £200 a yel1r, but they were tryl.ng 
to increase this sum· they could not deal wIth 
people unless they had some re.>;;ources of their 
own. The reason they had decided to give schol~r. 
ships for training was that th~ education of IndIan 
women in India might be improved and deve.lo~ed 
by Indian women themselves; for the ASSOCIatIOn 
felt strongly that it was only with the help of her 
women that India could be successfully modernised 
without losing- more than she gained In the process. 
That was the keynote of their work. While 
making the most of modern methods they en· 
deavoured to keep what was best of the past, what 
was best ill Indian literature, Indian home life and 
Indian ideals. 

Questioned further with regard to the plA·ties at 
which Indian ladies and students were present, 
Mrs. Villiers-Stuart stated that it was advertised 
in the social columns of the papers that all Indian 
ladies and students would be welcomed So far as 
they could, they kept a list of Indian women 
students in this country and offered them 
hospitality in this way two or three times a year. 

Mrs. Bhola Nauth said that private hospitality 
also·was offered, and she and Mrs. Kotval aillo had 
two girls living with them for the whole of their 
holiday, and they also got many i~vitations from 
English friends. 

As regards the total number of women students 
in,this country, Mrs. Villiers-Stuart said that it 

could easily be obtained through their Association 
and Rhe would endeavour to get the figures. 

.As regards th,:ir own students, they tried to get 
places for them 1ll the .colleges, or at any rate in 
the hostels connected WIth the colleges, but an aim 
that they would like to develop very much if they 
had the mOlley would be t he provision of a hostel 
for Indian girls in this country. Their funds. 
however, were so lo~ at present that they could 
not embal·k 011 anythlDg else except the scholarship
which they gave. '1.'hey were quite aware that the
time they were able to allow each scholarship 
holder to remain in this country was -only adequate 
for acquiring the educational diploma and not 
adequate fOl' getting the students into contact with 
other things such as After Care Committees and 
tlley wanted them if possible to have a longer 'time 
in this country, because the part of the educational 
work which was done voluntarily by women in this 
cou utl'y was very valuable. 

Asked whether the scholarship holders had a 
gnarantee ~hat they would be employed afterwards, 
Mrs. Vilhers-Stuart stated that they had no
gual"antce, but they would be employed because 
there were so few qualified women in India. 

Questioned with regard to the hostel in High-I 
bury, lirs. Kotval said it had not betln a success 
owing to mismanagement on the part of the lady 
who had been put in charge; and the hostel also 
suffered from being started without a reserve of 
funds to tide it over the first year or two. 

MONDAY, AUGUST 8, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 
THE EARL OF LYT'foN (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RA~IACHANDllA RAo. 
liR. C. E. W. JONES. 
Sm .M. HAMMICK. 

SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. A. P. M. J!'LEMING. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. lI. BROOKS. 

liR. E. G. HOWARTH,l s . 
MR. R. E. FIELD; 5 ecreta1'1e8. 

liR. yr. PRESCO'fT, representative of the Federation of British Industries, was called and examined. 
He stated that he was Lead of the particular 

department which dealt with production matters, 
and as education was one of the chief things that 
affected production, it came within his ambit. -

The Federation included representatives of both 
individual firms and associations. They had about 
2,000 direct members, either lIs80ciation members 
or individual members. Associations would be 
such people as the British Engineers' Association 
or the Master Cotton Spinners, and the individual 
firms were both large and small, from firms like 
Vickers and Levers down 10 firms employing not 
more than 100 men. Altogether about 16,000 firms 
were covered. All branches of industry were 
included except agriculture. 

Asked "\\ hether the Federation had considered 
the question of obtaining practical training for 
Indian students, witness stated that it had not 

·p.one so: they !Jad, however, had otller applicants 
from various sources. While the Australian 
.soldiers were awaiting demobilisation a question 
-arose of trying to get them work!! experience. As 
-an aftermath of the Brazilian Commission, some 
Brazilian!! desired such training. They had also 
had applications from South Africa, from Canada 
and Spain. 

Generally speaking, they had always been able to 
place the men, but each case had to be tJ-eated as an 
individual. In the case of persons coming from a 
(Jountry where there was no question of competitive 

industry, the firms were helpful because they felt 
that they were building up a sales organiflation. 

With regard to Australians, they had had 
difficulties, aud indeed could not place two men 
who wished to be tr~ined in tinning and zincing, 
because they were gomg back fo the Broken Hill 
Company's works, and would have been in direct 
competition with the South Wales firms. The 
applications with regard to Australians ca.me fl·om 
the Australian MilItary Education Authoritiefl 
With regard to Brazilians they came through the
Brazilian Minister of Commerce and latterly through 
the Commission Attache. 
Whe~ they received such applications, the 

FederatIon knew what firms had good training
facilities, and they directly approached such firms._ 
They ~ad, howey-e:, n~ver had any request from 
the Hlgh CommISSIOner for India. If they were 
so approached, he could say that they would tnk&
steps, but he wished to make it clear that they 
could not say that. those steps were going to b& 
su~e~sful; eyerythmg depended on the class of· 
traInIng required. He would not like to have to 
go to Manchester and convince the J.lanchester 
members that it would be in their interests to 
a.How IndIans to go throu.,.h the whole of the 
cot~n trade; it might, howe;'er, be possible for a 
studen~ to take lIome part of the trade. 
. He could not say definitely whether the Federa~ 

tlOn would assist the Indian Students' Department 
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in approaching fil'ms with It "jew to obtaining 
works training of every type. The ~'(lderation 
existed primarily for Ih membel's, and .£auld not 
tt'y to prells on fit'ms u. COUI'se which they did }lo~ 
see at present to he to their advantage, 

It was of gt'eat advantage that a student should 
be trained in this country in the use of machinery, 
and help to keep up the market for the machines 
he had learned to use, rather than go.to Germany 
or the .IT llu;ed State.;, and leal'll i;., use their 
machines; but this argument did not apply to a 
pet'son who wanted to learn to make the c!bttOIl 
fabrics which Lancashire was making to-day. 

If the );'ederatiolt were induced to believe that 
the'reqllest 'for pt'actical training was in the 
interests, not only of the student. but of British 
trade, they would be quite willing to help. Also, 
quite apart from the question of placing, he did not 
think the ]'eder'ation was quite the body to do the 
WOl'k suggested, but they would always be prepared 
to let the Department have the vallie of any 
knowledge or direct information they might have. 

The Federation could not do anything in £a\'our 
of one section which was prejudical to another, but 
they could Ruggest to thl,) Department that in their 
opinion the best way of progressing would be to 
get in touch with a particul!lJ' body. The class of 
training, however, depended on the function of the 
men afterwards, and unless they knew what the 
students were going to do when tlley had finished 
their'training, those'trying to place them might be 
working in the dark; for example, in engineering 
it would be necessary to know what function a 
student would ultimately take up, whether tIle 
mallll!1erialllOide 01' the secretarial sine 01' research 
work. ]<'01' that reason it was very important that 
engineering 01' technological stud'mts from India 
should be advised to make up their minds exactly 
what their objective in India was before they came 
llere to take degr'ees, and when they knew that it 
would be easier for them to get practical training. 

Witness was asked whethet· it would be possible 
to get young Indians tmined for their various 
industries by stating that they would buy only 
from those countries w~ich would train their) oung 
men, 01' by gi ving a preference to su(!h countries; 
he thought that if representative bodies were 
approached, tIle proposition would obtaiu a gl'eater 
hearing than if it was to be on the plea of 
patriotism, empire and so on. It would be 
considered purely from the commercial point of 
view. Witness stated, however, that his Qwn 
opinion w"as that lte would start from a somewhat 
different angle. 1.1any English fit'ms ha.d bmnches 
in India whet'e the chief managerial and execut,ive 
po~itions were helcl by Englishmen. If, however, 
the capital of such concerns were provided by 
Indians 01' jointly by Indians and Englishmen it 
might be possible to arrange for the training to take 
place in the works of the people who had industrial 
intE'rests over llere; that, however, was not a 
complete way. Whel'e it was a question of having 
Indian capita.l. Indian work!! and Indian organisa
tion, \\ itness thought it would be very dIfficult to 
arrnnge training requit'ed to start such indlll,tries, 
even by offering preference as far as England was 
concerned. 

Asked with regard to his views about olher 
countries, witness Rtated that with regard to dyeR, 
for instance, Germllny would let students go 
through their work!'!, but they certainly would not 
let them see anything that mattered. He did not 
believe the }lreference suggested wonLd tempt any 
country, but he could only speak for Englapd .• 

Asked whether India could employ expel-ts II'om 
othet' countries to start factories in India. witness 
stated that they could certainly do so, and snch of 
cout'se would offer greater p'o-Ribility of training, 
but there would be some dtfficu1ty in fiuding the 
experts. The best way would be simply to 
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announce til" vacancies and get the news put abroad 
through the Presl! in England. 'I'here might be 

,~the men .01' thet'e might not be. There was a 
difficulty, llOwevel', E'ven in this course, becllouse a 
man might be fully aware of English practice, and 
when he went to a country where everythillO' was 
different, e g., climatic conditions and transpor~, the 
wOl'ks he set up and ran might not be a succesl'!. 
If, however, they had some expel'ience of India, 
they sllOuld be able to set up works - and train 
Indians in them. 

Asked whether at preRent lie would seek to place 
Indian students through a definite fitm or through 
olle of the associations belonging to the Fedemtion, 
witness stated 'that· in principle- every association 
should have some means of doing this thing, and 
where the association was really well organil'ed it 
was practicable now, but the difficulty was that 
many associations were very limited in scope. He 
did not think the }'ederation could undertake any 
propaganda on I,he Indian student question alone; 
it had to he pad of the general programme for 
training overseas students. The Fedel ation had 
Imperial tendencie!. and would soonet· let the 
Colonies and Dependencies be brought under a 
joint policy as laid down by the Education Com
mittee, so that they should go forward and try to 
impress the necessity for providing such educational 
bcilities on their members. The policy of the 
committee was that facilities should be provided, 
and not· only facilities, but propel' facilities, because 
it was 110 good providing facilities which were pure 
shamR. It had bean done in the cases of Chinese 
and Brazilian 'students as he had mentioned, a)1d 
the policy of the Education Committee was being 
carried on actuRlly'through their Bulletin. 

'fhey had not., however. been asked directly t() 
make armngements for the Indian students, but 
the I!'eneral question of 'training foreign students 
hau been raised at the annual meeting and other 
meetings where tIle question of education was 
mentioned. It was a definite part of their policy 
to go forward with propaganda on the lines he had 
stated; the facilities which had been used in the 
case of other students would be used in the Cft.~e of 
Indian students if there was a request. 

'I'be Federation had no commissioners in India, 
but at the chief ports had representatives who were 
purely commercial. Here, howevel', thel'e were 
district representatives in the chief centr'es, and 
they had considerable influence with individual 
fil'llls. These people could be of g"eat u~e in the 
placing of students. 

Asked with regard to the conditions of the 
chemical industry in IndIa, into which he had made 
some investigation. the witness stat .. d that an 
Indian student should llave some pl~lctical experi
ence of the conditions in India before he came here; 
and having at the back of his mind what (londitions 
he would have to meet with, his tmining here 
could be much more effective and he could be of 
much more assistance in gradually building l;lP the 
industrial system in India to the same level as here. 
If he came straight over here and then went back 
and trilld to alter things at once, tbere wonld be 
cha.os. Industry had to grow slowly. Industt-ial 
development here sti"etched over two 01' three 
hundred years, and it would be a slow proceils in 
India to build things up to a high degree of 
efficiency. 

He was quite C'ertain that if practical tl'aining 
was to be of any value to the student, it. would be 
no good giving it to him nntil he had had some 
experience of the conditions in Ind~. 

Asked with regard to the educatIOnal propaganda 
undertaken by the Fedel-ation, the witness stated 
that th'lug h it was properly trade propaganda which 
was a.t the root of the idea, yet there wel'l' certain 
things attached to trade which were not quite all 
profit and loss, and these had to be kept in mind a~ 
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well. The reasons for the propaganda were rather Asked with regard to the m"in industl'ies 
mixed, but it was rather from the business angle included in the Fedemtioll, witness stated that all 
that they could get support. It was worth while industries except agriculture wel'e included. The 
for people to consider how touch with India might constituent ILssociations were l'epr'esented on the 
be maintained instead of allowing India to drift to Grand Council, and they CO/'med a liaison between 
other channels abroad. He could promise that if the various induskial districts and tbe Fedemtion, 
tbe question of giving Indians general t.raining Tbe FEderation itself could not ordel' an association 
arose, the case would be put before th" associations to take a particular line of action. -If t,hey llad nil 
and organisations in as favourable a light as application to a~sist ill pl'O\'iding practical trainin~ 
possible. they would see tbe mflInbel' of the particular 

As regards the practical training which might association who was on the Gmnd Council and talk 
be done during tbe academic courses, witness stated it Oj'er with bim before bringing the matter befm'e 
that soml) technological colleges ought to be able to his Executive. The l<'edel'ation would thll~ be lI. 

an'ange for It certain amount of })ractical training channel of commuuication to tIle various associa
with firrr.s with which they had some connection, tions; it would, however, be It sympathetic cbannel. 
and there was no reason why such a plan should 'l'he l~ed(Jration was It focus for anything which 
lIot be adopted by the different Universities. In concel'ned industry. He would not, JlOwel'el', SII, 

the case of the Universitie .. , the majority thought that notlling would appeal to them unless It 
the students would do more good if they "pent their promoted iudustries and their prosper,ity, as 
time on the college course than by going into works; education was looked upon as one of their most 
bu.t if practical work was desired, he thought it serious activities. l'he whole of the educat,ional 
should be the duty of the Universities to arrange propaganda went before evel'Y aHiliated allBociation ; 
their courses in such a way as to get training for instance, the last l'epOl·t on compulsory 
facilities. cOlltinned education was somewhat advanced, bllt 

Tbere woul.] be much more chance of the 'Iven' t,hen every associntion considered it, and all 
Federation being able to help personK to get, works actually approved it. 
experience if they had the complete article to deal The witness was asked with reg(l.l·d to a particular 
With. student, about whom there had been a good .Ieal of 

Asked whether representations from a student in difficnlty ill securing practical trailling. He said 
India would have more favourable considpration if that if the Fed"l'ation were given details and 
they came tbrongh the Students' Department of information of what stepl! had already been taken, 
the High Commissioner's office than if they came they would be prepared to give their assistance. 
from a student dil'ect, witness stated they certainly Asked whether, in his opinion, a bi.,. industl-ial 
would do so, and in, hill opinion it 'Would be a sil~e ~lev~l?pment in .India mUf.t Ilecessarily be pt'e
qrul non of any sucb scheme that there should be JudIClal to thIS country and hostile to the 
some Rifting body in India to whom any student industrial firms here, witness stated that in his 
wbo wished to get out,side training should send bis personal opinion this would not be so if thcre wcre 
application first. That would be essenLial. DO restriction of trade. 

As regards the periGd of training, it, really 
depended upon the particular individual, and the He considered that if the Committee wish'la to 
majority of departments now-a-days made tlleir back requests to firmA to take in stutlpnts for works 
articles a, minimum of so much instead of for a training, they might be able t" help the Department 
definite period. He thought there should be a with this work. He recommendep some general 
minimuru of two yeal's for any practical training action for. the purpose of creating tlle necessary 
whatsoever. psycholog'lcal atmosphere. He thought it would 

Asked which would be the best organisa.tion to help if more were clonl' by the Government as a 
approach the Federation with regard to tIle wbole in drawing the attention of manufacturers 
admission of Indians to works, witness stated that to the coming industrial development in In.lia and 
if a body in India could select a certain numher of askin~ them to focus their attention on' Itny 
people and see what definite positions they wantE'd assistance they could I(ive. A good deal of effort 
to he tra.ined for, they should then go through the might fall on barren ground, but he thought that 
Secretary of State, who might have an advisory as a whole it would,be really helpful. . 
officer to deal with the matter and get in toucb with Asked whether he had seen the report of the 
the firms and conditions of training. [ndian Industrial Commission, witness stated that 

Witb regard to persons who were doing Uni· he waR away at the time and he had not. It 
ver"ity training over here, perhaps the Universities looked, however, to be a large document and what 
ought to appi'Oach tbe Federation on the matter; it the English industrialists wanted was to' ha.ve such 
was, however, essential that tbere should be a a document as that concentrated into four or five 
progress check kept on any students who were pageR. He did not think that English industl'ialiKts 
dQing training. were familiar with the report. 

MR. V. N. SARAI and MR. P. V. ISAAC, two representatives of the Indian students at 21 Cr'omwell 
Road, were called and examined. ' 

They banded in the following written state- sioner for India, for the reception of fresh arrivals 
ment:- fl'o~ India and for affording temporary accommo-

"As l'epresentlLtives of the Indian stu.lents d3;tlOn to tholle who are already in the United 
l'E'sident at 21, Cromwell Road, we have been aske.! Klllgdom. The Warden must be an Indian who 
to make the following statements :- lias been thro.ugh . some BI1.tish University, and 

"The representaHon of students on the present f~~~:~lse~~c~~foc:!t~te:;i~~~ t~t: r~~~~~:~~~:~; 
House Committee is practically nil. Very little the. house should be entrusted to It committee on 
confidence is placed in the present management all whlch students are adequately represented. The 
suggestions for improving the quality of the food Warde.n should be directly responsible to the House 
are not carried out. ThIrdly, the establishment at C t H 

C II R d h · h d t I omml tee. e shoul.1 keep a list of families and 21, romwe oa, w IC can accommo a e on y h h 
. d' . I I B'{ ouses w 0 are prepared to receive paying guest'! 

28 residents, lS lsproporhonate y arge, eSle es and should generally help f'tudents to tind accom: 
the high cost of keeping thi'l stafl', some of the modation at various educational centres and holiday 
best rooms have to be reserved for their use. resorts." 

" We should like the house to he run as a hostel 
directly undel' the control of the High Cornmis-

V. N. SARli. 
I', V. ISAAC, 
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They stated that they had been chosen io 
represent the views of the students at Crom well 
Road at a meetinO' at which about Ii) students were 
pl'eRent, some th~ee 01' foul' of whom llad been in 
l'ehidence for about two months. 

They suO"gested that representation of the 
"tudents on the _House Managing Committee of 21, 
C1"Olllwell Road should be secured by inviting the 
"tudents at each educational illstitution in London 
where there were any number of them to elect. a 
repre~entative to serve on the Committee. 1 f it 
were possible tll obtain a representative of ihe 
students living in the house, that might also be 
done; but in view of the fact that it was only a 
place of temporary re~idence, it would not be easy 
t·, elect a representative who conld serve for more 
tha11 a very Ilhort time. The representatives 
chosen by the student~ at the various educational 
institutionll would not necessarily represent the 
students living in the house. but they would be 
representative of the Indian studen~s in ~ondo~. 

Questioned as to the remark m thell' wrItten 
statement regardinO" the best rooms in the house 
b"ing reserved for the occupation of the st,afi', tll(> 
witnesses Rtl~ted that each of the three officers a1 
Cromwell Road-the Warden, the Spcl'etary of the 
House Committee and the housekeepet'-at present 
had a sitting-room and a bedroom. If the number 
of superior staff were reduced, sOllie of those rooms 
could be used to accommodate student residents. 

They were strongly opposed to the establisbment 
of a hostel for permanent residence, but they 
cOIIsidered it essential that there should be some 
such place as 21, Cromwell Road to. serve as a 
clearinO" house fot' new arrivals. In ord:el' to keep 
the hOl;se as full as possible, a certain number of 
students might be allowed to stay for longel' 
periods, say three months, durin~ the t.ime o~ the 
year at which the number of .new arrtvals from 
India was small. Students commg to London from 
the provincial Universities during the vacations 
should also be allowed to reside at Cromwell Road 
if they so desired, , 

Questioned all to their suggestion that the 
Warden of the house should be all Indian who had 
been at a British Unh e1'sity and possessecl qualifi
cations of the type J'equired fOt, the Indian 
Educational Service, the witnesses stated that in 
their opinion it waR essential f~l' the Warde.n to .be 
a very hi/rhly qualified man WIth good Umverstty 
and social attainments, so that he <oouln look after 
the stude.nts and get thent into toucb with English 
people of positiun and importance both ft'om au 
intellectual and social point of view. The Wat'den 
should do more than merely run the hostel; he 
should be an advi>ler to the Indian students in all 
matters in which they sought his help. 'l'hey did 
not think that a really well qualified and sympa
thetic Englishman would ,be more successful and 
useful than all Indian as Warden of the house. He 
might, perhaps, be as successful as a good Indian 
Warden, but under the present circumstances the 
chances were that an Indian would be beLter, 

Asked for their views as to wheth~r it was It good 
thing to have the National Indian Association and 
the Northbrook Society housed at 21, C~'Omw!'lI 
Road, the witnesses said that, if the two bodIes were 
to amalO'amate it would be very much hettel', but 
even then they would prefe!" tha.t the Socie~ies 
should not have anything to do WIth the rnn~ll1g 
of the hostel, and should not have I epresentahves 
on the House Managing Committee. On the whole 
they thought it would be better to run 21, Crom \V~ll 
Road exclusively as a hostel and to house the 
National Indian Association and the Northbl'ook 
Society, whether arualgamate~ or not,. el~ewhere. 
So far 11.8 the National Indian ASSocul.tlOn was 
concerned the students whom they represented had 
authorised them to say that it was ~oing uS,eful 
work among them, but that so long as It remamed 

under the same roof as the hostel, complications 
were likely to arifle. 

. Asked whether they were satibfied on the whole
with the present management of the house, the
witnesseH replied that they wllre not. They thonght 
that insufficient attention was given to complaints 
regarding the food provided. Some improvement 
in this respel't had been made as the result of a 
representation made to the Committee by, a numbeI" 
of residents, but there were still a lot of changes 
that were desirable, If an Indiau cook could be
permanently maintained at the house to provide
Indian di,he~, that would be a great advantage. 

They had no complaints to make about the 
servants, and considered them to be quite satis
factory. 

Asked whether they could suggest any reason foI" 
the feeling of the students that Cromwell Road 
existed for the purpose of e&pionage, the witnessel> 
seated that although the feeling undoubte(Uy exi· ted, 
they were unable to produce any pI'Jofs, and them
~elvelt doubted whether there was any foundation 
for the SUSptCIon. There were some people
frequenting the house wbo said that they had 
proofs of espionage, and they were present at the 
meeting at which they (the witnesses) were 
elected, but they were apparently unwilling to 
produce those proofs. The witnesses thought that 
so long as the Government had anything to do 
with the Institution it was likely tv be in dis
favour with the students, but they did not suggest 
that Government connection with it should be 
severed, because they agreed that it could not be 
run without Government funds. The suspicion of 
espionage might, perhaps, to some extent be due to 
the fact tbat the Warden of ihe house was also 
assistant to the Joint Secretary, and acted as 
guardian to II. certain number of Rtudents, as those 
who were his wards were inclined to suspect that 
somebody had been spying upon them and telling 
tales about them if he expressed disapproval of 
anything they had done. One student might have 
said something about the doings of another withollt 
intending to incriminate him m any way, but if 
when the other student next carne in contact with 
the officers of the Students' Department any 
indication was given that they knew Romething to 
his discredit, he immediately jumped to the con
clusion that somebody had carried news about him. 
and he, not unnaturally, reasoned that if news had 
been carried the officers of the Department must 
have wanted to get infOl mation about him. They 
did lIOt think tilat that suspicion could be removed 
so long as students were under guardiam,hip and 
also in receipt of advice from the Students· 
Department. It would be much better if the 
guardian wet'e not a member of the Department. 

They thought. that the present W!i'l'de~ Wa& 
sufficiently acceSSIble to the students, Jll Sptte- of 
the fact that he attended at the office of the High 
Commissioner every m?rning; but they thought 
that he would be able to get on terms of greateI
intimacy with the students if he had no connllction 
with the Department. A Warden who was also an 
official could not get the ('onfidence of the students 
as well as one who had no official connection. 

They felt that the present accommodation at 
21, Cromwell Road was quite inadequa~e to meet 
the demand for a. temporary place of reSIdence, and 
t.hat it needed to be considerably extended, but it 
bhould not on any acooul1t be used as a. place of 
permanent residence, as that would only resn1t in 
the student,; becoming segregated and failing ro 
take advantage of the opportunity of mixin~ with 
En~lish people. They thought thl\t the e~l!'tence 
of 21 Cromwell Road as a place of temporary 
)'eside~ce was fairly well known in India. Any 
student who consulted the Advi&ory Committee in 
the Province from which he came would be given 
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information regarding it, and advertisements and 
notices were also published in the JndJan papers. 

They did not think that "tudents got into touch 
with Engli3h people to any appl'ecia.ble extent 
through the medium of CI'OUlwell Road, although 
the National. Indian Association and the North
bl'Ook Society made some effolts in -that· direction. 
It was It difficult matter, because on tbe one hand 
l!lnglish \,eople did not always tn.ke Elufficient 
interest in Indian students, and on tbe otber hand 
tbe students were not inclined to take much trouble 
to get int@ tOMh with English people. 

Questioned as to the reason why tile students 
11ad not taken advantage of the opportunity to 
elect a representative on the House Managing 
Committee, the witnesses said that in theil' opinion 
it was due partly to a certa,in lack of confidence in 
the Committee and partly to a eert ain amount of 
indifference among the students. 

They would not have so much objection to a 
mixed hostel, where both Engli~h and Indian 
student" would reside, as to a purely Indian 
hostel, but they thought it would be difficult to 
get English students to reside in it. 

Theil' experience was that good lodgings could be 
obtained at rates ·that were little (if any) higher 
than: those charged for residE·nce at Cromwell Iload. 
It depended, of course, eIiti~'ely upon j.he partIcular 
type of lodging house; at some of them the food 
was very good and single rooms could Rometimes 
be had for £2 a week inclusive of bl'"akfast and 
d~nner, whereas ab Cromwell Road most of the 
rooms had t.wo beds III tllem and some of them 
t.1n·ee beds. 

Another objection to Cromwell Hoad as at present 
constituted was that no political debates were 
allowed there. The very fact tha.t political lectures 
were not delivered emphasised the fact that the 
house had an official connsction. Debates and 
discuRsi.ms were sometimes held, but they were 
always (.>11 social and educational subjects, and 
politics were eschewed. [f debates on political 
subjects were permitted, that would tend to remove 
some of the suspicions of the students and would 
make the house mOl'e popular. 

Asked whether they could cite any definite cases 
in which, t.he Department had done anything which 
caused the students to be critical of it, Mr. Isaac 
referred to the case of MI'. M. N. Bahuguna, a 
Government Technical Scholar from the United 
Provinces, who, he said, had been sent to this 
country for the study of wood distillation and had 
only just sncceeded in obtaining admission to works 
after having Hpent nearly 12 months doing nothing. 
Mr. Bahuguna's complamt was tbat htl had been 
told in India that arrangements for hll; admission 
to works had been madE', but that when he arrived 
in this country he found that that was not the case 
and he had had to waste a great deal of time. He 
knew of varions places in America and elsewhere 
to wInch he could have g'one, but because he was 
under the charge of the Students' Department hE\ 
could not do as he liked and he had to wait about 
doing nothing until the Department was ahle to 
place him in a works. 

At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Field 
expl:1ined that at the time the Government of the 
Ullited Province~ proposed to se¥d :Mr. Bahugnna 
to this countt·y there was a good deal of distillation 
work being carried out, and enquiries through the 
:Ministry of Munitions had indicated that facilities 
for his training could be obtained without difficulty. 
The Government of the United Provinces had been 
informed that Mr. Bahuguna might be sent over, 
but it was eventually decided to give him a pre
l'iminary training ill India first, and by the t,ime he 
nl'ri ved the war had come to an end and all the wood 
distillation factories had closed down EvelY effort 
had been made to obtain facilities for a practical 
training in wood distillation in some other COUIltt-y, 
but it was only quite recently that an offer of 
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admission from a French firm had been sel'ured on 
Mr. Bahuguna's behalf. It could not be COlTect 
that Mr. Bahugnna himself knew of places to which 
he could have gone but had been prevented from 
doing so, because the I 'epartment had followed up 
eVf'ry suggestion tllat he had mlldt', and they had 
all proved of no avail. Enquiries..Plld been 'made 
as to the possibility of securing facilities ill America, 
but the reply had been that none of the wood 
distillation plants working on up-to-date lines 
would I admit IIny. students, and. th\lt _It pe"iod of 
training lIt one of t.he old~fashioned p1antfl wliiclt 
might bave been ready to admit .Mr. Bahuguna 
would have been 110 use to him. 

Mr. Isaac replied that he did lIOt. intend to 
suggest that the Department had not. made efforts 
on Mr. Bahuguna's behalf, but mel ely that the 
circumstanct's of the case bad created a feeling of 
dissatisfaction and that all that was possible haa 
not been dOlle for him. 

MI'. Isaac also referred to the caRe of anothet· 
technical scholar, Mr. V. M. S. Bailey, who he said 
had a chalice aftet' taking his B.Sc. Degree in 
Jt;ngineel'ing to gain practical expel'ience by teaching 
at a big technical institution. but had been told that 
his passage to India would be forf(~ited if he did 
llOt retilln home. 

At ..the request of the Chail'1ual,l, ltr .. Field 
slaled that; he had a goo(l deal to do with :Mr. 
Bailey's case wh~n he was 11 mcmber of t.he 
Students' Department, and tbat the fact wall that, 
whe)'eas :Mr. Bailey had been given a scholarship 
for automobile engfneering, he had all along 
endeavoui'ed to avoid studying that subject and 
to read mechanical ellgiuet!l'ing illstelld. He bad 
been told that nnless be devoted himself to the 
subject for wllich his scholarship had been granted 
it would be terminated, and he llad tben under
taken to confine himRelf to automobile engineering; 
but in the end, aft.er four years' work at thE' North
ampton Polytechnic Inst.itute, he had failed to 
obtain his diploma in automobile engineering, but 
had taken his n.Sc. in mechanical engineering as 
an external student of the University of London. 
He then applied for permission to relllain in ]t;ng
land for a further year at his own expense to 
enable him to obtain practical training, and on 
satisfying the High Commissioner that he .had the 
mean!! to support himself and could obtain ti,e 
facilities he reqnired, permIssion had been granted, 
hut recently it, "lid come to the notice of the 
Department that lie had lost his engineel-ing post 
in consequence' of the coal Rtrike and was pro
posing to take a post aM a lectnrer in a technical 
institute in tbe north of England. In the opinion 
of the High Commi~sioner such I~ post was not 
practical experience in the sense for which :Mr. 
l3ailey had been allowed to remain in this country, 
and he was therefor"" called upon to return to 
India. 'fhis be l'efuseCl to do, and in accordance 
with the rules under whi('h lIe held his scholarship 
he had thereby forfeited his claim to a passage 
back to India at Government expense. 

Mr. Sahai stated that when he pl'opolled to 
come to England he wrote in June 1919 to 
PI'· Ar~(Jld and 'Yas informed in reply that it was 
ID1posslble for hIm to secure admisRion to Oxford 
as aU the vacanci~s were filled. When however 
he took the risk and carne to this country, be had 
experienced no difficulty in obtaining admission to 
Oxford as a lIon·collegiate student_ 

The papel'S regarding the case were obtained 
from the Stu~entii' Depa~ment an~ it was explained 
to Mr. Sahat that the lDfol'J1latron that he could 
not be admitted to Oxford was sent on the strength 
of a statement received from the Secretary of the 
Delegacy for OriE'ntal Students thel'e, lind that the 
Department could hardly be blamed for the fact 
that tile University authorities told it one story 
alld subsequently told a student another or acted in 
a contradictory sense. 
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TUESDAY, AlJGlJS'I' 9, 1921 (LONDO~). 

l'l'esent: 
'I'RI·: J<~ARr, OF l,YTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D .• P. SARV,\DRIKARY. 
BII'fAN BAHADuR M. RAMAC'IIANDRA RAO. 
MR. C. Eo W. JONES. 

SAHlIlZADA AFTAB AmlAD KH.~N. 
MR. A. P. lI. FLEMING. 
MISS L. }I: BROOKS. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 

MR. E. G. HowAuTH, l St' 
~1!R. R. E. FlET,D, I eC're a'·UJs. 

J.lR. C. A. 'VEEKES, A8sistallt SeCl'etary of the British Electrical and Allied lIIanufacturers' Asso
ciation, and alKo SecI'etltl·y of the Education Committee, the Research Committee, and the Revising 
Committee of that Association, was ('aUed and examined. 

Referring to the printed information published 
by the A.ssociation, he stated that it represent.ed 
.a.lmoRt aU the important firm~ in the indu~try, the 
number of firm8 being 224, according to the IlLht 
report. It was governed by a COllncil willch COII
trolled the actions of the member.i within certain 
limits. 

'1'he pI'illteu " objects" of the A.ssociation were, 
.of course, somewhat general; but it would be 
·observed that it was a promoter of education, 
primary, secondary and technical. It was divided 
into workill~ sections, of which thel'e wel'e 26, 
which repol·ted to the Uouncil. He wished to draw 
.special attention to the working committees. 
Standardisation formed a great part of their work, 
There would have been no standardisation at all in 
the industry except fOl', the Association, and they 
wOl'ked hand in hand with the publishing body, 
the British Engineering Standards' AssociatlOD, 
but were themselves responsible for drafting the 
-ol'iginal specifications. 

'1'he Association were also creators of sets of 
legal conditions of contract forelectl'ical machinery, 
which wel'e adopted almost unanimously by the 
whole trade. It was a great saving of time in 
making contracts to be able to tender on 
B.E.A.M.A. conditiolls instead of having to argue 
-each case out separately. Education was one of 
the most difficult of their problems, but even in 
that they had tried to standardise as much as 
possible, aud their Handbook on Education set out, 
.on page 14, the various classes of industrial 
apprenticeship, the standard of education necessary 
fOl' each class, the commencin~ age, the period of 
traininO', and what the students were tra1ned for. 
AU t.he<>larget' firms who made a point of providing 
fot' the training of apprentices adopted the table 
which showed the standards arrived at in this 
matter. 

From the last annual report it would be seen what 
each committee was doing; for example, in 
-education, what scholarships the Elducation Com
mittee had provided. He would particlliarly call 
.attention to that part of the repol·t dealing with 
research, There would have been no reseal'ch in 
-electrical engineering except for them, They were 
.abl!> to subscribe to the Electrical Researcb Asso
.ciation (a body that had been started by them, but 
h~d now floated off as a sepal'ale body) a sum of 
£8,000 a yeM', and the Government added another 
£8,000, 'I.'he Research Conlmittee of the Associa
:liion acted as a liaison body between the members 
who wauted research and the Resealch Association. 
'1'he funds were obtained partly by special levy 
from among the membel's and partly by annual 
.subscription, 'I.'he subscription was large, Some 
members paid about £1,000 pel' year; others paid 
.58, per £100 of manufacturing wages. 

':!.'hey would have done much m'ore in education, 
-espeoially in the matter of overseas stlldents, had 
they been able to get 1II0re money, but they had 
.spent the money on more pressing things like 
l'esearch, the great importance of which the war 
brought out clearly, 

""itness also refe/'red to the British Electrical 
Development Association, which was another body 
floated off from the Association. It received from 
them £2,000 PolL' year. All these mat.ters showed 
the very high state of organisation to which the 
electrical industry had been carried. 

it was pointed out to the witness that the chief 
mattei' which inter'ested the Committee wa~ to 
know whether. so br as the electrical indllstl'Y WitS 

cOllcerned, there WitS . any insu perable difficulty to 
the admission of Indians to works for the purpose 
of theil' practical training, He thought there was 
no insuperable difficulty, but lip to now he had not 
heard of any body as responsible fOl' looking after 
Indian students Ol' as having communicated with 
the Association with regard to the question of 
practical tl'aining for 1:ndiall students. Abollt six 
months ago they Ilad some communiclttion with the 
Department of Overseas Trade, bllt not with the 
Students' Department of the India Office. 'l'hat 
Department migbt have communicated with 
particlllar fil'ms, but the Association had nevel' 
heard from it. 

Asked whether the Association would be able to 
offer assistance as to where students bhould apply, 
what firms they should communicate wit.h, &c., in 
case the Department found itself undel' the necessity 
of obtaining training for, say, 10 or 20 Indian 
students per annum, the witness stated that he did 
not think, generally speaking, that Lfovel'nment 
lJepartments got much attention from particulal' 
members of the Association, but that if the business 
were done throllgh the Association there might be 
a. fair chance of success. At the mQlJlent bllsiness 
was very poor, and though members would take 
apprentices in llUmbers when business was good, 
when it was very bad they would hesitate about 
taking any at all. 

Quite apart from tire question of Indian stndents, 
the Association did not consider that the Indian 
Government had treated them quite fairly in certain 
matters They had found great difficulty in making 
way against Amel'iran competition in India, and 
hs.d cOl'l'esponded with the Indian Government 
about it. 11'01' example, in the case of hydro-electric 
power schemes, large concessions had been obtained 
in India by non-Britibh firms, and the only thing 
they c!lIlld get for the British firms was the promise 
that the,v would be given a fair opportunity to 
tender. 'I.'hey considered that, as India was a 
British Dominion, and was, for these pnrposes, in 
the same position as any othel' Dominion, such as 
Qanada, Australia, 01' New Zealand, which gave 
them a tariff preference, it should at least give 
them some encouragement, but, so far, the Govern
ment of India were immovable from the position 
they had t>tken up. Their members knew that 
India gave them llothing, and it was not remarkable 
that they were not very keen 011 taking Indian 
pupils, . This need pot! be a pel'manent factor, bllt 
at the moment it was It factor. 

Asked what the position wOllld be if the Govel'n
ment of India were to say that they would be 
influenced ill dealing with contl'80cts by t~e extent. 
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to which firms in competing countries were willing 
to take Indian students into their works for 
training, witness said that might help America too. 
He agreed that it might be (though he did not 
know) a relLdiness on the part of America to take 
Indian students and the good commercial relations 
established which had bronght about the position 
with regard to India at present. Englishmen, who 
were not commercially up-to-date. did not go after 
business as the Americans and the Germans did. 
In that matter the A&sociation was of real value, 
because they could bring these matters to the notice 
of their members, and could repl'esent to them the 
needR of finding places for engineering studentb. 

Asked whether he had had any communications 
from .1\11'. Campion, the Engineering Adviser to 
IndiantStudents in the Indian Stud6nts' Depart
ment, witness stated that to his knowledge he 
had never had any communication. He thought 
that if the Association were to be approached with 
regard to the taking of Indian students, it would be 
better if a Government Department in IUllia or 
the Indian Govemment itself were to make the 
request. 

The witness was then questioned with regard to 
a statement that the Egyptian Government had 
requested the B.E.A.M.A. to place some student.s 
nominated by them, and said tllat the Association 
had impressed their men' hers with the importance 
of taking these people, and they had done so. The 
reports on t.he progress of those students had been 
the uAual mixed sort: some were excellent, 01 hers 
were lazy. They had no difficulty in l'lacing those 
students who had put themselves in the hands of 
the A ssociation. Some of them had tried to make 
thei~' own al'l'allgements, but had not been 
successful, and the ASSoClatlOn had had to place 
them in the elld. The course of trammg was 
electrical, with all the supplementary mechanical 
training they could get. One or two had been 
placed In the locomotivc works of firms outside the 
Association. 

They had had one or two ]'equest;, from Chinese 
students, but he did not think they had got tllem 
accepted. 

Reference was then made to the India Overseas 
Committee ot the Associat.ion, and witnesl' explained 
that it was a small and aJmost independent body of 
representatives of the home fil'ms. It dealt p!-lnci
pally with commercial matters and conditions of 
contract. It was interested primarily in trade 
between Bl'it.ain and India, and was 110t likely to be 
greatly interested in the placing of studeuts unless 
a good customer could be served by that llIeanll. 

Asked with regard to thel'elationsofthe Education 
CotqJnittee with the Universities in this country, 
witness st.ated that the chairman, :Mr. Fleming, 
who was also a membei' of the present Committee, 
was in daily touch with flll the Universities. 
Wilness's duty was to transmit t:> the University 
certain terms for scholarships which they proposed 
shonkl be tenable at Rome of the Universities. 
They wished for more direct touch with the Uni
versities, but t.he old divorce between indush-y and 
science still existed here to a great extent, compared 
with America and Germany. 

Questioned further wit};. J egaI'd to the Research 
Association, witness stated that it mcludtld a 
number of University professors among its memhel·s. 
Their own Research Committee was really the 
trade side of it, connecting it with t1le Association. 

As regalds connecting links between thc Uni
versities and industries since tIle war, witness 
stated he would like to think there had been some 
change, Lut lIe did not see much pl'actical change 
in the sense t.hat as students went to works with 
the consent of the profcs!i0rs, the works also went to 
the professors for infor~ation. . 

Questioned further WIth l'e/l'ard to tJle attItude of 
the Gove~'nmenL of India, witness statcd that he 

was quite awara that. the Go¥el'llment l'epre~eIlted 
the interests of the Indian taxpayer, who was, of 
course, ju&tilied in getting things on the best 
terms. In the case of hydl'O-electrical work, 
which he had mentioned, the Americans and Swiss 
had extensive practical experience which English 
firms could nOL have. 

'l'hey were aware that it \\ as in the interests of 
their businebs to train Indians. and this II ad bePll 
pointed out to them for a long time past and their
Council was most sympathetic to those views. The 
Education Committed were enthusiastic, but the 
members were a different proposition. The 
Council was a.ware that if the firms diel not train 
Indians, tlle India.ns would go to America and Ihey 
would become Ameri\!an agents. He thought, 
however, tllat thel'e would be less difficulty if 
busiuess were really good. In that case he 
thoug-ht Indians would be taken readily. He did 
not thiuk that the objection would be raised that. 
in taking [ndians, firms might be training persons. 
who would compete with them in manufacturing 
machinery which they manufactured. 

Questioned more in detail with regard to the 224 
firms included in the Association, witness stated 
that a large number weI:e specialised' firms, who 
('ould not of themselves give a complete course of 
practical training to an overseas man; firms who 
could give such complete courses of training could 
be numbered 011 the fingers of both hands. 

He thought there was 110 doubt tl,at, if the
Association were approached by the Indian 
Government to place students in works, it would 
be much better for the Association to arrange with 
its mllmbel' fil'llls as to the placing of the nlen_ 
The Association had the confidence of their
members and they knew how to treat them. The 
A:>sociation was not only willing and sympatlletic
towards the idea of SUell trainiJlg, but had the
machinery for putting it into effect. Whether they 
would be sllccessful in actually lliacing the men 
depended greatly on trade conditions, but they 
would be entirely sympathetic and a b80lutely 
willing to do what they could. 

Witness was asked whether t.lle Depal1II1~nt 
under the High Commissioner for India, which 
assisted Indian students in finding practical h-ain
ing in this country, might not be more suitably 
assisted by means of a &mall committee consisting
of representatives of each of the big associations 
which replesented groups of industry, instead of 
tIle present al'l'angelllent, and sain that lie thought 
that this would be mm,t llelpiul, and undoubtedJy 
hi" Association would be willing to detail an 
individual to assist fouch a commiltee. 

As regards the difficulty of the relatively ~mall 
number of fi:lms being able to giYC IL complete
cour~e of trallling, the Association would be able 
to make al'l'angements for a continuous composite 
course made up by a number of smaller fil'lns.
and he thought they could gualantee that the
quality of the training could not be equalled any
wllere else. . He ugree~ that British engineering· 
was more l'ehable than elthel' German or AmeriCAn. 
If ~he Germans and Americalls sometimes got ttle 
bus mess, that was because they were more cle\'e1-
salesmen. 

Asked whether reference could be ",i\'en to the 
interests of Indian students in the jO~l'D1t1 of the 
Association, witness said tllat they ~'ouJd be "ery 
glad t,o receive statements, He did not see so far
as his knowledge of India was concerned that 
there was much possibility of students being able 
to get a complete electrical tl'ainin'" in India with
out coming to this country or some"'othel' industrial 
country. 

Q~estion~d with regard to the qualifications of 
can~ldllt~s ln the four elasses of apprentices, t/'ade .. 
engmeel'lng. btudent, and research, witness stated 
that lIe could not say" hat the corresponding Indian 
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-qualificatiolls woulJ be, 110 as to admit candidates 
to these clasHeR. It would depend on their qualifi
-cations, when they came here, whethel' a supple. 
mentary theoretical course WitS required befOl'e 
they were admitted to practical work. He could 
furnish information for any particular candidate 
showing precisely what his qualifications ought to 
be under any of the foul' heading~. 
A~ked with regard to r.cholarHhil's fOl' tra.ining, 

witness said he did not boe why they should not be 
-open to Indians if they proved to be suitablp, but 
the question had not arisen in his mind. There 
were about HI scholarships vacant at present. It 
might be a way of attracting the attention of the 
Indian Government if one 01' two of the hcholarships 
wel'e offered, but it must be remembered that !.ome 

o()f their memberK might not be keen 011 moving in 
the matter. The Council and Education Committee 
were enlightened bodies who had in their official 
(!apacity no dil'ect interest in making money, but 
the members as a whole were the people who had 
to be satisfied. It was their business to make 
things pay. 

Questioned flll'ther as to the type of student who 
miO'ht best be taken, supposing matters could be 
.a1·l~l1ged, witllesR stated that the student apprentice 
would be the type he would most like. The 
]~gyptian students, fol' example, had been of this 
type. They wel'e all gl'aduates of the Engineering 
-College at Ghizeh. 

Indian technical training would help in breaking 
them into English work, but tIle two 01' tlll'ee years 
-of tmininO' referred to for that class of stndent 
would hav~ to be taken hel e. Engineering Itppl'en
tice8, too, might intprest th .. m, but he did not think 
thnt eithel' trade apprentices or research appI'entices 
would interest them particularl.". l'hp trade 
:npprentice8 would be out of the question because 
the l'rade Unions would not admit t,hem; and the 
reseArch apprentices would be too old. 

Ahked whether the large firms who wel'e mem
bers of t.he Association had branches in India, he 
thought that all such firms were likely to have 
branches, a" apart from agents, but not workshops, 
and so there were no such shops where studenls 
could be placed for training in [ndia. 

With furthllr regard to the question of making 
hydro-electrical plant for India, he was not aware. 
as suggested by a member of the Committee, that 
in addition to the fact tllat expel'ience was lacking, 
an attempt was ma.de to place a certaiu order in 
Great Britain, but the mannfactw'CrN hel'e refused 
to look at it. 

"\Vir,h regard to the nnmber of overseas students 
in members' works at present, he understood the 
largest numbers were i!4 from Australia, 21 from 
Sout? Africa, 17 from India, and 14 from Egypt. 

WIth regard to the character ancl work of Indians 
in this country, he would like to quote the opinion 
given by an imp()rta.nt member of the Association 
which he thonght was representath'e :-

" The number of students we have at present is 
seven. Theil' aptitude for absorbing information 
is very good. I hey are very observant. They 
are keener th"n the avemge Englishmall. Theil' 
aptitudll for using information we have n()t much 
opportunity of judging in practice, hut we think it 
rather poor generally, with two or th"ee brilliau't 
exceptions. Their initiative iR low. If a break
down 011 a test occurs an Englishman has to be 
called in to help them out. This expel'ience of 
cOllrse is sl,ared with other foreigners. Their 
general chalacte)', we are sorry to sa.y, is lazy. 
75 pel' cent. are disinclined to work. As to the 
returns we get for keeping them, they do not pay 
in the apprentice department, but earn their money 
very well in the test department. Evidentlv they 
like the practical testing side-what the m"achine 
will do after it lIaS been built. We have not 
bene6ted by ultimate positiolls obtained by Indians 
when they left this country." 

SIR E. D. Ross, C.LE., PH.D., Director of the School of Oriental Studies, was called and examined. 
He stated that he had had considerable experience 

of Indian students. He was head of a purely Indian 
~ollege in India, and ha.d II. good deal to do with 
{lalcutta University, and his Indian experience had 
lasted for 14 years. 

With regard to the School of OI'iental Studies 
here, thet'e were 55 Indian students there last year. 
The School was founded in 1916. 

''Vith regard to the reasons fOI' Indians coming to 
this country, he thought that It'S regards Oriental 
.studies, post-graduate students would only be able 
to obvillte the Tlece~sity of coming when a sufficient 
number had been trained here to conduct post
graduate work themselves in India. He did not 
think that the higher type of European post. 
graduate teacher would be induced to go to India; 
but in the future, when there had been enough 
first-class scholars among Indians who had been 
1 aught here under guidance, they might set up a 
.school of research in India il6elf. Even when 
India could satisfy the needs of her own under· 
-g'I'aduates, he thought it was essential that the 
.g'1'Cat importallce should be realised of post·graduate 
work undel' Ncholars such as could be found here. 
It was only pOKsible to lellrn from a fir~t-clll.ss 
pl'ofessor what h~d been done, what was being 
done, what was to be done, what WitS worth doing. 
'To his mind a great deal of the futw'e success of 
higher studies in Indi~ depend .. d on tIle estabhsh· 
ment of schools of hIgher research. He had had 
.an opportunity of watching the preliminary stage 
in India; he now had the opportunity of watchi~g 
the higher stage of mell who had taken theIr 
degrees in India, and it was possible to see what 
it llIeant to them to get suddenly into a new world 
(If real genuine research work. '1'he gl'eat point 

was to realise the fa.r-reaching effects of pORt
graduate research under pI'cper guidance on the 
best brains of India. 

The best Indian~ would turn out to be really first
class scholars; he knew two examples at Cambridge 
recently, and he thought it was people of that type 
who would ultimately influence educatiou in India; 
people who had got the real academic ideal, apart 
from the mere cramming of facts. Of course, some 
people might come over and undertake what they 
were really not fit for; this had happelled, but in 
such cases it was necessary to advise them not to 

. continue in post-graduate research work. 
As regards Oriental studies, until the School 

here was founded there was every reason why post
graduate students should have proceeded to some 
<>ther country than England, but now there was no 
excuse. He thought that in London they could 
get the best possi-ble training with as good teaching 
as was available anvwhere. '1'hel'e would be no 
harm in perscns goiD'g to Paris for a year after 1 hey 
had taken their degree here; it was desirable and 
some of them did it. 

London, he considered, offered the hest advantages 
for Indian students; the test was more searching 
and the degree was hardel' than at any other uni
versity in England, an eye was kept on attendances 
at lectures, and altogether the academic discipline 
WitS on a very high level. Although there was no 
residential system such as at Oxford and Cambridge, 
the University felt a' very considel'able responsi
bility towards its students, and took a great deal of 
trouble to look after them. 

With regard to residence, it had passed through 
his mind that the ideal residence for students 
would b~ the City, ill the neighbourhood of the 
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School of Oriental Studies. A large site had been 
purchased near the School of Oriental Studies, and 
it had occurred to him that there could not be a 
finer destiny for it than to turn it into a hostel for 
Indian students. It need not be made official, but 
it could be made disciplinary. The site was the 
property of the School; they would require part of 
it for schoolrooms and they might bll willing to 
dispose of part of it to a similar body. In his 
opinion it would make an excellent centrll. 

He was very much in favour of having unofficial 
University hostels for Indian students, because he 
thought"the way to achieve social intercourse was 
by giving opportunities to Indian students of 
inviting English students in return for invitations 
the othlr way round; that would solve tha difficulty 
in. its;slmplest .form and make no distinction. 

He thought the gatherings at 21, Cromwell Road 
llad been always rather functions than anything 
else; it would ue a different thing if Indians had a 
a students' club to which the7 could ask their 
English fello\v students. He had no experience, 
however, of the Shakespeare Hut hoste\. 

As regards the actual students at the School, 
2 wel'e reading for t.he D.Litt., 2 had just taken it, 
6 were reading for the M.A., 6 for the Ph.D. and 
25 for the Bachelor of Commerce degree. These 
latter were also students at the School of Economics. 
One remarkable fact was that they had no lesJ than 
10 Bengalis studyinlr Bengali; they came here 
with the idea of taking up a business career, and 
the'y, now had the opportunity not only of learning 
English methods and English but of improving 
their knowledge of their own vernacular. 

HEt'thou&,ht that the atmosphere at the School 
was.mi;ire.,l'ympatlietic than anywhere else, and he 
thought that students w~re happy there. In 
addition to himself there were among the teachers 
MH·a-dozen men who had spent a large part of 
their lives in India aud a certain number of the 
teachers themselves were Indians. 

With regard to the standard of qualification for 
admission, he was prepared to encourage persons 
who were keen students, but did not happen to 
llave any o£ the ordinary credentials to offer. He 
quite saw that the Universities could not break 
their rules of admission, and there had to be some 
,sort of limitation; but it was a pity if scholarly men 
who ha.ppened to have no degree from a recognised 
University bad to spend three years getting to the 
B.A, e.tage before they could enter on theit, llighel' 
studies. At the School of Oriental Studies they 
gave a diploma which was equivalent to tIle Ph.D. 
degree. A pel'son who had been brought up in t.he 
tOl or Madrasah learning, for instance, got a more 
tb.prough grounding in the grammar and v\Jcabul!1.ry· 
of }Jartjcu)ar languages than a person who had 
taken his M.A, in that language, and tllis was the 
sort of person to whom the methods of research 
might usefully be hmght. The till and Madl'asah 
systems had produced ver'y Ieltrned men, who would 
have done much more valuable work if they had 
known hf)w to utilise tIleir knowledge. 

At present the diploma had had no public Ieeog
nition outside the School, but there was no reason 
why it should not obtain recognition from the 
Indian Educational Service or the GovPl'llment of 
India, so that a scholar who did not wish to lose 
two years of study in working up to the English 
degree could take his diploma on the strength of 
his knowledge of some Oriental language. He did 
not. want the Universities necessarily to recognise 
the diploma, but thought it should be recognised by 
the India Office. It would get over a great difficulty 
encountered by a number of serious btudents who 
could only take a degree in their real subject at 
the expense of spending two or three yea,l's in doing 
<lther" things. The point of the rec'Ognition was 
that when they went back to India people could 

say that they had got a diploma wLicIt was. 
recognised. 

This had already been achieved in another field ; 
for instance, a person who had beE'n in busine~s ill 
Russia and was very keen on Russian could go to
the Slavonic School and take up the higher study 
of everything connected with Russia, and take a 
diploma without going back to the matriculating 
stage. 

He did not see why iiil and 1\Iadrasah men 
should not be encouraged by scholarships if they 
showed great promise as scholars, "mstead of 
scholarships being confined to mell with B.A. 01~ 
M.A. degrees. Such persons had to put in about 
four years' more work at Sanskrit, Arabic and 
Persian than those who had taken their lI.A. in 
one of those difficult languages. 'Wllat they wanted 
was gllidance and to be told whl1t lines of research 
to pnrsue. 

He also laid great stress on the study of history 
from the point of view of national pride and real 
culture. He had been instrumental in intl'l)ducing 
the History of the East into the "M.A. degree ot 
the Univ~l'Sity of Loudon, and already half-a-dozen 
men had come from fndia to read for it. 'l'he 
study of history was very congenial to :r.fohammedans 
and was beginning to be cougenial to Hindus. He 
thongbt that this subject was going to attract mOI's 
and more students from India, and it would make· 
men realise the enormously wide field of research 
which lay almost untouched. They would get tIle 
idea of the rise' of the Hindu dynasties, the rise of 
Moha.mmedanism and the rise or the M.ogul po wei' 
in India, anel so on. 

As regards languages, every literary Indian 
Janguage 'except- SiJ;ldhi' was taught at the SchooL 
For all the principal languages there was an 
English professor and sometimes an Indian assistant 
or lecturer, who was specially selected for his 
knowledge of his mother language. For instance 
they had all Engliflh professol' who llad a p~l'fect 
knowledge of the Himalayan language, WllO knew 
H~nduSbtn~, Kashmiri and Punjabi; in the case of 
Hllldustam, for wllich they had a large demanu 
they had 1m Indian reader. ' 

Questioned with regard to the aims of the School 
the witne~s stated they had two functions: first of 
a!l, to tral? people who J?1erely wnnte~ the practical 
Side. of things-these mIght he soldIers, sailorA 01' 

busmess men-and secondly, they had research 
students 01' persons l'eading for a degree. They 
also had a nnmbe.r of Indian Ci\'i! Service candidates 
who w.ere ,,;tudYlllg Sanskrit f01' their' examination," 
and thIS work was almost of degree standard. 

Apart from the 55 IndianR the rest of the 
50~ ~~l1dents were mainly 1<~nglish, and the 
~aJorlty came to qualify themselves for residence 
m the East. 
. Asked whether it would not be of nse to Indians. 
III order to enable them to become Consul!! witness 
state~ ~hat that si~e of the School would ~ertainly 
?e utilised b~ Indian students. He considered that 
1£ a person WIshed to. g;et a real knowledge of Arabic" 
there were 0ppol'tumttes of learning it better at the 
School even than in India. < 

~ske~ .whether he ~a~ aware that the Indian 
l!lllv.ersities were appol1ltmg professors for instruc
tlOn In the methods of resflarch, witness stated he 
~as not opposed to the policy, but considered that 
It was the men that mattered. One lecture from a 
first-c~ass profe~soI' was of more value than a year's 
study In theOl'ebc,,1 mpthods of research. 

Asked whe~her he would advise Indian students 
to come to tIns country and read fo!' the 0 d' 
B.~. degree, which included Orientallangn:g;:a~ 
sal~ he would Jnot do so. They shonld take' an 
IndIan degree first and be admitted on th . J d' 

l 'fi . 811' n Ian qua I catIOns to take research here It h • WitS, ow-
e.vel', necessltl,! to test a man to see whether he was 
fit fo1' rescal'Cn. He had an example recently of a 
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person who wished to go in fOl' an M,A, but was 
Jlot admitted because he was not I·eady. lIe would, 
however, give him another test in October, ani 
as Iloon as he passed that he wOllld be recom
mended to the University for pet'mission to proceed 
to the degree. The Universit.y took Ilis word that 
a man was fit to go up. 

In order to become post-graduate students or to 
read for theRA. examination, the terms of admission 
were exactly the haUle as in any other College .01' 
U uiversity of London. If, however, a person 
wanted to study on his own account, there was no 
qualitication or test of any kind. If a man wished 
to take a diploma it was merely a matter of 
whether. he knew sufficient to pass it and not 
whether he had learnt it at the School. 

They had had a great many English women 
students, several had taken the diploma; they also 
had Indian women students from time to time. 

Quest.ioned further with regard to the hllstel 
which he had Ruggested, witness stated that tlle 
Huccess or otherwise of such a hostel would depend 
entirely on how it was run. It was suggested that 
snch a hostel tended to make Indians detachtld, and 
witness stated that this could be ~ot ovel' by 
organising plans for reading parties ill the holiclays 
or other such arrangements :loS were "upplemental 
to hostel life. The hostel would primarily welcome 
IndianA, but equally would not keep other people 
out. It might be an advance if, aftel' the hostel had 
been started, .it developed into a rtlsidential college. 

This would combine the influence of a place of 
leal'ning and a place of residence. It would be 

exclusively for students and something to which 
they would be pl'oud to belong. 

A.:iked whether English students had been 
attracted fOl' higher research work, witness stated 
that they had a great many such students, and 
people had already been attracted from Oxford and 
Cambridge. The work was not in any WILy co
ordinated with the Indian Institute at Oxford, nOlo 
did he think that the School clashed in the least 
with the teaching of Oriental languaO'es at other 
centres in England. .. 

Witness was asked whether he thought there 
would be much necessity fOl' Indians to come htlre 
for research in history if facilities in the way of 
access to recO;l'ds were.restricted, and in reply said he 
thought that the best research students that he had 
had had benefited enormously by coming to this 
country; and though there were difficulties about 
eXiLmiuing unpublished documents at the India. 
Office regarding modern history, this could not be 
helped. He had known Frtlnchmen who could not 
get access to their own I'ecords, ~nd if a Govern
~ent . happened .to think that it was politi('ally 
madvlsable to g'lve such access to records, it could 
not be helped. 

. .A.I;kerl; whether there was any teaching dealing 
WIth. OI'lental al·t and Oriental music, witness said 
there was !I. special endowment for lectures on 
Indian art, and they: also had lecture!' on Oriental 
music. There would certainly be development on 
the .art side, but it was not so easy to. deyelop the 
musical side, because it was rather a difficulty to 
get the right kind of expert. 

-~~----

WEDNEBOAY, AUGUST ro, 1921 (LONDON.) 

Present: 
THE l!:ARL Oli' LYT1'ON (Oha/·rman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHA[lIiR M. RUIACHAXDRA RAo. 

MR, C. E. W. JONES. 
SIR M. HAMMlCK. 

I 

I 

SAHIBZADA AFTAR AHMAD KH_~N. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
DR. S. K. DA1'1'A. 
MISS L. M. llIIOOK~. 

~lR. R. E. FIELD, Secretary. 

PRO~'ESSOR E. WII.SOX, M.I.C.E, l\1.I.lLK (of King's College, London), nominated by the Inbtitution of 
Electrical )<~ngineers, was called and examined. 

After sta.ting that in the short time availahle he 
llad not had the opportunity of consulting the 
Uouncil of the Institution, and that therefore the 
views exppessecl by him must be regarded a!< bEling 
his own, tIte witness said that the number of Indians 
now in the Institution of Elech-ical Engineers was 
approximately as follows :-l\1:embers 2~ associate 
members 35, associates 7, gt'aduates 54, stucleuts 15. 
Total 113. 

He thought that the Institution would use its 
influence iu as>!isting Indian students to secure 
pmctical training provided they were student or 
graduate members of the Institution, and provided 
there was some evidence that they had preliminary 
aptitude for engineering work. 1'he question of 
aptitude was one of the most difficult that ha.d to be 
dealt with in connection with Indian students in 
search of practical tt-aining. The manufact.urers 
themselves desired it, and t.he Institution would 
feel it necessary to satisfy themselves that the 
student~ had had some pl'actical training before 
they rould strongly recommend them for admission 
to works. The fact tbat a student bad completed 
a theoretical course in electrical engirleering would 
in itself show that he bad a preliminary interest ill 
the snbject, but Indian f>tudents, while often very 
O'ood at wrItten work and cal('ulations, were 
frequently not up to the average of English Rtudellts 
when it came to practical work, and the Institntion 
would like to have the oJ;>portllnity of testiug 
a student's aptitude for engineering on tIle practical 
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hide as well as on the theoretic,.l side before 
introducing him tv a manufacturer. 

Questioned as to the method he wouhl propose 
for testilm' the .aptitude of students on the practical 
side, the witness reIen'ed to the scheme of engineer
ing training in force at King's College, which he 
sQ,id could be made applicable to other Institutions 
also. HI' stated that at King's Uollege there were 
engineering workshops, and during vacations the 
students went into them and actually worked on 
lathes, milling machines, &c. There were skilled 
merhanics on the staff who were well able to judge 
the capabilities of the students, and at the end of 
the workshop training they were g'l'll.ded in three 
classes, A, Band C. He did not buggest that it 
would always be the case, but the fact was that 
this year's Indian students at King's College were 
in class C. In this connection it. must be 
l'emembet'ed that for the manufacturer the question 
of admitting students to his works was a commercial 
one; he expected any student whom he admitted to 
po~sess some aptitude f01' the work. and it waR 
ratiteI" a serious matter for the In&titutioll of 
Electrical Engineers to l'e('ommend a student merely 
because he happened to be a membel' of the 
Institution and without any more evidence 
than that as to the liktllihoo(l of his doing 
well in a works. If a man had been placed 
in ~las!l A at King's College, the Institution 
would be able to recommend him with con
fidence. 

Kk: 
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Que>!tioned as to whether he thought it desirable 
that Indian Rtudents of engineering should undergo 
a period of practical training in India befOl:e 
coming to this country, the witness replied that It 
all depended on what the man had done so far as 
the theoretical side was concerned. If he had 
already had two or three,} ears in all Indian college 
and taken a degree, he thought it undesirable that 
he should undergo pl'Rctical training before coming 
to England to take all engineedng degree. He' 
should proceed' .. dth his Rtudies at once, because 
then lIe would be able to make full use of the 
theoretical knowledge he had already acquired, 
whereas if he put ill a year or two at a works first 
he would lose his theoretical knowledge to some 
ex{,ent and haye to begin the whole academic 
course oVl'r agaiu. If, however, a man htll,rted 
from scratch, 80 to speak"and had not done any 
college work at all, then he might take a period of 
'Practical training to begin with. On the whole, 
however, he (the witness) preferred a man to have 
his college training first and his p,'actical training 
aftel'wards, unless he waR so circumstanced that he 
could easily get practical training before coming to 
England. 

'l'.he examination for the Associate Membersl1ip 
Qf the Institution of Electrical Engineers had not 
-so far heen held in India, but it had been held in 
0ther plfWes lI-broad anrl it could be held in India. 
The Institution would set the papers and send 
them out to some responsible body that wonld 
provlde snch invigilation as was reqnired, und the 
answel'S would then be sent back to be scrutinised 
by the Institution. 

At present the Institution of Electrical Engineers 
did not Rpecify the character d the practical 
training which its students should undergo. 

In the case of their own students, the Institution 
would give any publicity it could to efforts made 
by the ,Committee to secure practical training for 
engineering students in this country. It was 
l1ecessary to confine that to its own students 
because the Institutions of Civil and Mechanical 
Engineers would presumably do whaL they could to 
help their students and the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers would not wish to interfere in, the 
province of other Institutions, 

He did not think it was at pre~ent possible to 
secure in India suitable facilities for practicltl 
training in the manufacture of electrj.cal machinery. 
For that it was necessary to come to Europe. 

As regards the kind of pr'tctical training which 
an IndIan student of electrical engineering should 
undergo in this country, he pointed out that there 
wel'e two classes of electrical engineering, the 
matlufacture of electrical plant and the actual 
runmng of electrical machinery in power stations. 
It was doubtful whether a man who was going to 
be an operating- engineer should put in a lot of 
time on the actual constl'uction of electrical ma
chinery; he ought, of course, to know a good deal 
about it, but his main work would be the utili
sation of eleckical energy, and the bulk of his 
pl'actic,,1 training should, therefore, be taken in a 
large power station. On the other hand, the man 
who was going to be concerned with the manufacture 
of electrical machines ,vould require ve1'Y little 
power station experience and should have the bulk 
of his training in the wOl'ks of an electrical plant 
maker Power station experience could be 01tained 
in India because there were several large power 
stations there, but for actual experience of con
structional work !l. man mnst come to Europe. 

The examination for the Associate Membership 
of the Institution was normally a written one, bnt 
in the case of candidates who submitted a thesis in 
lieu of examination thE! examiners might, if they so 
desired, examine the candidates orally on the 
subject of the thesis. 

Jud"'in'" from his experience of 30 years at 
KinO"; C~'npge, his feeling was that on the average 
IlIdi~lI students had not got the same aptitude 
for practical work in engineering ItS Enghshmen 
had. 

He considered it higllly desirable that any Indian 
student. who intellde({ to follow the1l"ofession of an 
electrical engineer with a view to its Ilpplication 
to industry in India should belong to the Institution, 
starting, perhapR, as a student or grlloduate member, 
and rising eventually to full ruerubership, which 
was recognised as the highest professional qualifi
catton an electrical engineer conld get. 

In llis opinion the standard of the examination 
of the Institution of ]~lectrical EngineerM was quite 
as high as that of the Institution of Civil 
Enginee,'s, 

Questioned as to whether it was not desirable 
that a student who intended returning to India to 
develop Indian industry should have some know
ledge cf that industry before coming to England, 
because the conditions in the two countriea were HO 
different, the witness said that he 'tpprel;iated the 
force of that argument, but he felt that if an India11 
student once got to a position of l'e"ponsibility Oil 

the practical side of tije engilleel'ing industry in 
India he would not come to England at all, or, if he 
did come, would probably have tn start ,de novo on 
his Ieturn. For that l'eason he felt that when a 
man had got a science degree Itt one of the Indian 
Uniyersities it was b~st for him to come to England 
at once for theoretical training if he intended to 
come ,at all. 

He thought t11at Indian Iltudents of civil engi
neering generally had a good idea of wbat they 
were going to do when they went back to India. 
but that was not always the case with the elect! ical 
engineers. In his opinion, however, that wa!! a 
difficulty that was bOUlJd to be overcome hefore 
long as the electrical side of the industry developed 
in India. ' 

At the present time the Institution recognised 
the engineering degree of any University in the 
British Empire as exempting from their examina
tion for associate membership. The' Council of 
the Institution were now dealing with an applica
tion for recognition which had been received from 
the Indian Institnte of -Science at Bangalore, which 
was not a Ulliversity, but no decision had been 
arrived at upou H, and he did not know what the 
decision was likely to be. 

There was a local centre of the Institution in 
India, and it had a secretary who would do what 
he could to assist any Indian students who might 
be wanting to enter the Institution. His head. 
quarters were at Calcutta. 

~e thought tha~ if the question of getting 
IndIan stlldent englneer's personal experience in 
positions of some responRibility in a power house 
ill this counil'y arose, the Institution would nse 
any influence it conld in gE'tting pracHcal sympathy 
displayed in that direction. 

~uestioned ItS to ~hether, whtm trying to get 
IndIan students admItted to wOl'ks for practical 
~ra~n~ng, it would be better to approach firms 
mdIvldually or through the Institution l'Iitness 
stat~d ~hat it ~ould best be done th~ugh the 
InstItutIOn, prOVIded that some organisation were 
set np to deal with the matter, At the present time 
the lUR.titution. ha~ no depart~ent which actually 
dealt wlt,h gettmg Its students mto pl'actical work, 
and RO far as he was aware there was no move men I. 
on foot to dl:'al with the matter in that way, 
althongh the members of the Institution had 
~lway~ displayed great sympathy with the studellts 
In thelr endeavonrs to get practical training. 

He thought it very desirable that the Institution 
should .make a~ eXltm.inati?n (,f the syllabuses of 
the varIOus Indlan UUlVel'Slties with the object of 
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ascertaining to what extent their degl ees were 
suitable for reco~nition. and that had not Leen 
done so far either by the Institutiou of Civil 
:Engineel'8 or the TnstItution of Mechanical Engi
lIeel1i or the Institution of Electl'ical Bngineers. 

If in the future electl'icnl engineers wet'e 
recruited for the Government of India on the lines 

of civil engineers, the associate membership 
examination of the Institute of' Electrical Engineers 
should be accepted as a qnalifyin~ examination. 
At present electrical engineers were recruited on 
the recommendation of a firm of cunsulting engi
lIeerR, which the wituess considered limited the 
field from which candidates were chosen. 

lh. J. GORDOS PARKER (Principlll of the Leathel'sellers' Company'll Technical 'Co11e2"e, Bermondsey), 
representing the United Tanners' Federation, and MR S. F. CONSOLLY, of Me,;srs. Connolly 
Brothers, Ltd., CW'riers. Deputy President of the Federation of Curriel"!l, Light Leather Tanners 
and Dressers, were called and examined. 

Dr. Parker "tated that the difficulties of getting 
facilities for practical training in leather manu
facture for Indian students were very great. They 
were great even in the case of English students 
because, as everyone connected with leather manu
facture realised, the trade was one that could not 
he learnt in a short time. It took a man yeltrs to 
estA blish a name and a I eputation for his products, 
and it was not likely that he was going to give that 
lightly away to anyone. No doubt, generally 
speaking, an Engli~h tanner would luefer to take 
an Euglish student rather than an Indian, IJ(tt 
becanse he had anythillg against the Indiltn, but 
hecause he knew the Bnglishman better; 011 the 
whole, however, there was really 110 difference 
between the two nationalities, and th" fact of the 
matter was that it was extremely difficult to secure 
facilities for practical training for either of them. 
Leather manufacturers would admit their sons, 
their nephews, the sonR of their managers, and so 
on, but in the case of It, &tranger, even if strongly 
recommellded, it was extremely difficult to 'get him 
in unless he had some strong financial or commercial 
intel'est at his back. 

Asked whethel' the difficulty was due to general 
conservatism or was due to the dislike of the 
leather manufacturel's to letting the knowledge of 
the NeCl'et processes they usell getting" into other 
JlII,uds, Dr. Pnrker replied that he thought both 
consideratiolls had to be taken into account. On 
tIle whole, however, he diel not think that manu
facturers 'woultl look on an Indian student as ll'ss 
Itcceptltble becanse on his return to India he might 
use the knowledge lIe had obtained to compete 
with the firm that had trained him. The real 
difficulty about getting Iudian stuuents into WOI ks 
WIIS thp. labour difficulty. 'There was a feeling
amon~ the workmen that they preferred to work 
siLle by side with men of their own nationality, 
and it was very difficult to disabuse the British 
workman' of the helief Hl1tt the object of admitting 
any foreigner to a works was to cut down wages 

.Mr. Connolly confirmed this yiew and stated that 
he hall been told by a friend of his who \\ as a partner 
in a firm of IIlotor body manufacturers, that on one 
occasion he lmd given employment to an Indian 
who was a fairly expert npholsterer, but llad Imd 
to tUl'n him out before lIe l1ael been in the place 
for an hour beeltuse the shop stewards demandfld 
his dismissal. In that ca&e the Indian was of 
course receiving wages, but he (the witness) thought 
that the same objection would be raised to 
admitting a student even if be paitl a premium 
and did not receive any wages at all: The fact 
was that the men had control of the situation, and 
no matter how well inclined the mannfacturers 
might be they were powerless to act against the 
wishes of the men in a matter of this kind. 

Mr. Connolly stated that in Ilia opinion it would 
have been a dilltinct advantage if a represe.ntati,'e 
01' representatives of labour had beeu invited to 
this meeting in order tbat the Committee might 
lJltve had their vie" s on the suhject, In the 
present frame of mind of tIle workmen he feared 
it would be doubtful whether any real good could 
be du,!-e by the Secretary of State 01' High Com
missioner approaching the workmen 011 Hie ground 

that they bad contracts to give and might show 
favour to those firms that admitted Indians. 

Dr .. Parke~ ~tated that the difficulty in securing 
practICal trammg was equally great in the case of 
Colonial "tudents, unles:! it so happened that the 
firm of Colonial tanners wit,h which the ,tudent 
was connected had busiuesil relations with a firm in 
this country. It might help if leather manu
facturing firms in India used their influence in the 
same way on behalf of Indian students, and that 
was really the best way of approachil1O" firms in 
this countr' . 0 

As rega;d~ Ule sllgge~tion that tlte High Com
missioner should make it a condition that firms 
tendering fot· Indian Government contracts should 
admit Indian students to their worlrs for practical 
training, Dr. Parker stated t;hat the matter had 
been discussed at a meeting of the Executive 
Committee of the United Tanners' Federation, and 
that he had been instructed to say that, so far as 
that Federation was concerned, while they would 
very much deplore such a step it would not in their
opinion lave the desired effect; even if the most 
drastic stipulations were made, the best firms 
would snap their fingers and say: " 'Ve will get 
our business elsewhere," and it would only be third 
and fourth-rate firms that would agree to admit 
the stndents. Another difficulty in this connection 
was that the actual prodncers of the lea-ther very 
seldom made the contracts; that was done by 
merchants and middlemen, and in many IDstau(:es 
the produce I' of the leather dill not even know 
where his leather went to. 

In this connection Mr. Connolly read the following 
note by Mr. F. H. Briggs, a former President of 
the F'ederation of Curnel's, Light Leather Tanners 
and Dressers :-

"The que~tion is a very deep one and full of 
pitfalls, and before one call venture an opinion 
lIpon it, it is necessary to heft!' a discussion amongst 
lllell \l" ho ha ve studied thi" subject, from an 
educational standpoint, and also had experience of 
the workings associated with the brillging of tnJian 
students to EnglaRd. 

" On first thought, it would appeal' vel'\" desirable 
and !Io necessary policy to follow, more because of 
the influence which we wish to have over India 
than for the definite benefit which the students 
will receive. 

"What is ,meant by this remark is that the 
Indian mind ill not like the Engli;,h mind, which 
has bt'en bred and cultured in commercial thought 
for generations. 

" The Iudilln student is incapable, e~cept in rare 
cases, of realising the necessity for the detail and 
exacting met.hods necessary fot· the production of 
leather on Itn extensive scale. 

.. 'rhis remark I make from the experience which 
I have llad with the students whom we llave had in 
the facton', also in conversation with them, becanse 
I spent ;ome time in conversation with each of 
them. 'Vhen I came to press for keener attention 
to their duties they all gave the same answer and 
endeavoured to illustrate to me the fact that the 
educated Indian was not in the habit of applymg 
11imself to the work essential for the production ot 
Ieathe1', in the same manner as the EnglishDl:l.D 
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applies himself. He. is mOl'e in the habit of giving 
orders to servants to do the work, Itnd not seeing it 
done, which is an essential feature in British 
productions. 

"Neither are they accustomed to thlo strict 
discipline associated with factol'Y work. Con
sequently, iu my opinion there is nothing t.o fear 
from a competitive Rtl1'ndpoint. If it is beneficial 
from a national standpoint that we educate [ndians 
here, I should undoubtedly be a party to making 
adequate arrangements for their education. ']'hat 
they would return to make leather is kue, and 
pllssibly by such they would induce the nath-es to 
become boot wearers; but it will be many genera
tions, if ever, before they will produce any leather 
which will equal British I'rodulltioJls." 

He had also Ilonsulted Mr. T. O. Hart, the 
present President of the Federation, and llis view 
was as follows:-

" Indians are members of OUI' Empiloe, and it is 
our duty to adopt a liberal policy towards them. 
On the other hand, I Ree the difficulties consequent 
on the Indian frame of mind, which is so different 
to OUl" own. For my own part, I would not care 
to take an Indian into my factory. I fear o III' 
workpeople would raise difficulties. I certainly 
think they would." 

With these opinions he agreed. In llii! own 
business, which dealt largel.v with the japanning 
and enamelling of leather', there were certain secret 
processes which rendered it impossible for him to 
admit students to his facf,ory. If Dr. Parker 
himself wanted to visit his wOl·ks, he would anow 
him to walk through them, but he would take care 
that he did not see too much. 

Dr. Parker stated tha,t during the time he had 
been connected with the Leather;ellers' Company's 
College he had had a large number of IndIan 
students tbr:ough his hand~, and his experience of 
them was that, so far as the study of tanning was 
concerned, they were not up to the average 
standard of other Rtudents in general knowledge. 
Those who came with a degree in chemistry or 
science were sometimes better than thoRe who had 
had little or no previous education in India, Lut on 
the whole his experience was that even the men 
who had taken their degrees in India were very 
poorly equipped in general knowledge for a course 
of technical education. He thought that they were 
rather too much inclined to rely on their memories 
than to make themselves really acquaintpd with the 
meaning of what they studied, and did not seem 
able to apply the knowledge they had. He did not 
think. that Indian students were lazy, but his 
experIence was thltt, whether on account of the 
clima,te or fo.1" some other .reason, their capacity ,for 
hard work became Jess lh accordltnce with their 
length of stay in this country. Many of them did 
well during their first year and then dropped off 
in the second. 

'1'here was no doubt that if a Btudent had had 
some \!onnection with the leather trade in India 
before coming to ,this country it made a considerable 
difference and was of gl'eat advantage to him. 
Such men seemed to have altogether more interest 
in their work, and now that he was in a position to 
pick and choose whom he would admit he preferred 
to accept those who had connt'ctions with the 
Indian leather trade. 

He did not wish to suggest thnt no Indian students 
should come to Englan~ for the study of tanning, 
and he thollght that 111 some Casfll it would be 
possible by meani! of gentle persuasion to obtain 
facilities for practical training in works. More 
would I>e gained by persuasion than by the use of 
force, as if firms admitted students under com
pulsion they would take no interest in theirtraining, 
and would probably do what they could to see that 
it was of no value to them. 

Asked 'v hat preliminary training an Indian 
student intending to study tanning "hould in his 
opinion undergo~ ~r. PlLrker stated that s~ientific 
and technical tl'alIllllg wa~ absolutely essentlal for a 
leather manufacturet· if he was successfully to 
cOJupete in the mal'kets of the world. Such a 
t1"l1ining was pl"Ovided - by thew Leathersellers' 
Company'l< College, but in order to d<lrive 
ftdvantal!e from it the Indian student must COllie 
with a sound technical education and a sound 
scienLific grounding, The science of le'&ther 
mann facture was probably the most difficult science 
ill existence; it required chemit;try, colloidal 
chemistlY, physical chemist1"Y, physics and biology, 
so that the man" ho proposed to study it ought to 
be more highly tt'ained than one who proposed to 
go throngh an ordinary University course. Tho 
IJeatherseUers' College had a factory of its own, 
and it; was possible to givll the studentI' a veloy 
substantial alllount of trainillg in it. They did not, 
of course, get the commercial training that they 
would get from admission to a large works turning 
out thousands of toni! of leather, but. the school 
turned out sufficient-about £10,000 WOl·th-to 
illustl-ate the principle~, and the students did get a 
practical training in leather manufacture. The 
great difference between the course at the Leat,her
sellers' College and that at the Univel'lIity of ~eeds 
was that Leeds !Limed at turning out men who were 
going to be leather chemist!!, whereas the LeaHler
selIet·s' College turned out men who were going 
to be managers of, tllnneries. The coul"se at 
Bermolidsey was much ,more practical than that at 
Leed". 

If he were au Indian, the plan lIe would adopt 
for developing the leather industry in India wOllld 
be to establish an institution to teach not only the 
scientific side of the industry, but also the actual 
manufactl1ring part. It would of course be neces
sary to recruit instructional staff from England, 
but he regarded the scheme as a practical and 
worknble olle. . 

Evpn though it migllt not at present be possible 
for Indian students to obtain admission to tann~ries 
in this country, he thought it was worth while 
flending really suitable men to this country for the 
study of leather manufacture. Any student wllO 
s~udied at the LeatherserIers' College got a cou
sIderable amount of practical training, and that would 
be of i!llmense a1vantage to him if .only he would 
apply It when he went back to Indllt j but it was 
very difficult for a man who had had only a partial 
practical training to go back and tell others to do 
the work when he could not do it properly himself. 
'I.'hat was another difficulty with the Indian 
students; they were rather averse to manual 
labour, and when remonst.rated with replied that 
when they got back to India other people would do 
the work under theil', mstructions. It wall very 
necessa:y that !l' man should actually do the manual 
:work hImself 111 order that be might be able to 
mstruct others how to do it. 

It would certainly be of value if befort> a student 
ca:me to Eng~antf he. (the witness) wer~ furnislled 
wtth full detaIls of Ins previous course of t"aininO" 
as that would enable him to pronounce an opinio~ 
as to. wllether tIle~ w!"s anything in the student'R 
prevIOus career to mdICate that lIe was likely to be 
a successful student of tannin<7. 

The majol"i.ty of the stud:nts of whom he l1ad 
had experience were Government scholars, but out 
of the 50 or more who had passed through his 
hands there were not more than about half-a
dOZl'm whom he could mention as being really 
fluccessf 0 1. 
~e h&d. a' goo~ deal of oOl"l'espondence with the 

IndIan Students Depaliment, especially in regard 
to the scholars, but, genel·ally speaking, the 
Dellartment was not much use to him. lIost 
students, other than scholars, did not write to him 
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vefore coming to England, but merely arrived at 
the College and said " We want to be admitted." 
He then did what he could to find out something 
about them, and it was sometimes "eceRs/try fot· 
him to cable to India. Many students now came 
to him with recommendations from former students 
of the .Collegll. 

The fees at the College were £60 a year, which 
included everything except books and note-books. 

Qilestioned as to how the state of the tanning 
industry in India compared with that in t~is 

·country, the witness stated that his knowledge 
was second-hand, but that dllring the last 20 years 
he had supplied most of the instructors, fOJ'emen 

-and managers for I.he tanneries in India and 
therefOI'e had a very fair idea of the industry in 
India. Generally speaking. he bhould r.ay that 
India was many years behind this country as 
regat'ds leather manufacture. Leather tanned in 
India was largely used there, but if it was sent to 
this country it was generally completely re-tanned 
to make it suitable for the English market and to 
improve its quality. 

Although the processes in India were so much 
behind thoHe in this countl-y, he nevertheless 
thought it desit'able for the man who was going to 
find cmployment iu the Indian leather industry to 
have a highly specialised and adva.liced course of 
training'. 'l'he best results were likely to be 
.obtained by employing men with English training 
·even for the ordinary work of the developmeut of a 
technical industry. 

Durin~ the war the Government of India had 
recruited highly trained men from England for tIle 
leather industry, and the result was that Indian 
leather had probably improveti mOl'e in the last 
. seven years than in the previous 200. 

There was nothing special ahout the quality or 
kind of hide that had to be dealt with in India. 
Goatskin was procurable there, which wonld make 
the finest leather and the worst. It was probable, 
howe\"er, that India would never be able to make 
its own belting leather because a very thick hide 
was required for the purpose, and the Indian hides 
did not grow to the thickness necessary. 

He was of opinion that a mau who had been 
through the course, at the LeatherseIlel's' Oollege 
would have sufficient knowledge of the practical 
side of leather manufa.cture, even though he ha.d 
not underg-one a course of training in Ii. commercial 
tannery, to enable him to play his part in developing 
the tanning industry in India. He would not of 
course, be in a positIOn to manufacture leather 
that would compete with the products of highly 
developed tanneries i~l auy part of the world, but 
he would have suffiment knowledge for Ins initial 
requirements and he would gain further experience 
as he went along. 

He agreed that if an institutiou equivaleut to the 
Leathersellers' Company's College were established 
in India there would be no object in sending 
students to this country for the study of leather 
manufacture, at any rate so long as the present 
difficulties regarding facilities for practical training 
continued, bllt the establishment of silch lin 
institution wOllld be vel'y costly. 

He did not think there would be allY advantage 
in an Indian student undergoing a period of 
practical traiuing in a works manufacturing tanning 
machiuel'Y, because the machinery in use at the 
IJeathel'sellel's' Company's College was exactly the 
same as that in use at large tanneries, and the 
student could obtdoin all the experience of it that 
he required by following the course at the College . 

FRIDAY, AUGUST 12, 1921. (LONDON.) 

Present: 

THE EARL OF LYTTO"ll (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAo. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

SAHlBZADA AFTAB .dHlIAD KHA~. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH ~ St' 
lin. R. E. FIELD ) e('l'e artes. 

MR. ARIAM WILLIAMS, one of the secretaries of the Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Union and Hostel, 
Keppel Street, London, was called and examined. 

He handed in the following written statement :
From my experience as Travelling Secretary of 

the Student Christian Movement of Great Britain 
.and Ireland from 1919 to 1920, and Secretary of 
the Indian Students' Union and Hostel from 1920 
to 1921, I propose to place before the Committee 
for their consideration in this brief memorandum, 
only one aspect (perhaps to my mind the most 
important aspect) connected with tbe whole 
question of Indian Rtudents in the United Kingdom. 
That is with regard to the kind of organisation 
that should be set up to be 1 esponsible for the 
education of Indian stlldent" in foreign coontries. 
On the right solutIon of this difficult qnestion 
depends the development of higher education in 
India along sound lines, and the well-being of Indian 
.students in foreign countries. 

Indian Stllizents in the United Kingdom. 
These c.an be classified under four groups :

(1) Post:graduate resenrch students :-
. (a) Government scholars. 
(b) Pl-ivate scholars. 

(2) Undergraduates working for a degree. 

(3) Students taking courses of study that have 
not been' provided for by the Indian 
Universities. 

(4) School boys in public and other schools . 
Students under groups (2) and (4) should not 

come to Great Britain, and pl)orents should be 
educai,ed as to the risks they nm by sending 
immature boys away from them to a foreign 
cnuntry with all its temptations ano the enormous 
waste of money involved. 

As long as pr?per. f~cilities are not provided by 
th" IndIan U mvel sItles for research work in 
certain departments cf study, it is inevitable that 
studeuts should be seut to countries where they 
can get t.he best facilities for research in these 
departments. 

Higher education should be in the hands of tlle 
Universities. .All responsibility for higher educa
tion is thllirs, and no other institution should 
interfere in their sphere of·work.- It is.the duty of 
the ~overnment as well as private institutions 
interested in education to: criticise' or proPbse new 
methods from time to time, but the Universites 
are the medium of expreRsion. It is therefore the 
responsibility of the Indian Universities. to . .make 
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provision for that part of the necessary curricula 
of studies that they fail for variolls reasons to 
provide. 

I hope the day is not far off when Indian 
Universitiell will be in a position to provide 
adequate facilities for higher education in all 
departmel}ts of study in India itself. But until 
that time comes they should try to do the second 
best. There must be a definite policy for this 
department of study without wh~ch higher education 
in Indin cannot develop and keep pace with the 
growing demands of the country. Wbatever the 
policy may be it must be "all India" ancl not 
provincial. 

How can this be Acht"eted? 

1. Each University Syndicate should appoint a 
committeE' to be in charge of this department of 
education with a full-time secretary, who himself 
should have had full expel'ience of foreign Univer
sities and 'should have a standing in those 
Universities. 

2. The secretaries of these committees, along with 
two other members nominated by each of the 
Universities, should form an Inter-University Board, 
responsible for all matters connected with tbe 
education of Indian students in foreign countries. 

3. There should be a Central Bureau in India 
run by the luter-University Board, which should. 
serve as the clearing house. It shall be the duty 
Qf this Bureau to publish, monthly or quarterly, 
as the case may be, all matters connected with the 
research department. 

4. This Inter-University Board should set up an 
office in London. called the Indian Education 
BU1'eau, and appoint three IIldians with experience 
of foreign Universities and having a standing in 
those Universities for their scholarship. 

They should preferably be expE'rts in (1) industry 
and commerce, (2) science, (3) literature and art. 
It mllst be the duty of one of these by rotation to 
visit !.lIe foreign Universities and see the heads of 
Universities and business firms and al'l'ange for the 
admission of students in Universities or firms best 
fitted for the different branches of studiefl. In 
order that the Central Bureau in India. and the 
local committees can be supplied with the latest 
facts, it is essential that one of the three SllOUld 
visit India every year by rotation. 

The Inter - UniYersities Board should be re
sponsible not only for the provision of proper 
facilities, but also for the accommodation of Indian 
students in foreign conn trieR :;0 that they may be 
Itble to put the best into their work. ThiR problem 
does not rise in the case of residential UlliversitieR 
like Oxford and Cambridge, but the pJ'oblem is 
serious in Universities like London, Edinburgh and 
Manchester, where there are a large numller of 
Indian students. The situation in London claims 
immediate attentiun, and properly solved would be 
the key to the whole problem of Indian students in 
Great Britain. 

Indian students have begun to realise the value 
of organised life wherever they may be. They have 
yilt a .long way to go in achieving this, but it may 
be saId that they have made a good start. On the 
whole the organisatiuns of Indian students have 
exel'tml a healthy influence on their conduct and 
life The one corrective is undoubtedly a llealthy 
public opinion created by the students themselves. 
A union and hostel for Indian Rtudents in lJondon 
is a necessity. The office set up by the Inter
University Board in Londou and the union and 
llostel should, if possible, be in the same place. 
'fhe office, while remaining altogether a different 
department from the union and hostel, should be 
easily accessible to the students and should work 
in close co-operation with the union and 1101;te1. 
It should he left to the Inter-University Board to 

decide whether the union and hostel Hhould be rUIl' 

by them or whether they should invite auothe1·· 
body to und~rtake it, but it should be. unqu.~s
tionably IndIan, should have no connection WIth 
Government and be strictly undel' the control of" 
the Inter-University BoaI'll. 

This residential ~lub should in time develop into· 
a graduate school f01' Indiltlls where the best in 
Indian life and culture shall he found, and be the· 
interpreter of India to the West. The men in 
charge of this residential club should be highly 
qualified, intellectually, culturally, and spiritually. 

The witness stated that he Ilad graduated in 
India and had come to this country for two years 
as 'l'ravelling Secretary of the Student Christian, 
Movement. After llaving served for one year tlle 
Y.M.C.A. had asked for his services and lIe had 
obtained leave from the Student Christian Move
ment to become a Secretary of tIle Indian Students' 
Union and Hostel. He had been occupying that 
l)osition for the last 10 months. 

HiS view was that a.lthough a good deal of 
research work was being done in the different 
provinces in India, that work was not at llresent co· 
ordinated and a goo!1 deal of money was thereby 
wasted. If a Centrnl Bureau run by an Intel'
Univerf>ity Board such as he proposed was set up, 
that Bureau 'would keep records of the research 
work being done by Indian students ill India as 
well as in other countries and would act as a co
ordinating agency and should develop in time into 
It sott of graduate or research school for the whole 
of India. 

The Indian Education Bureau in LOlldoll sug
gested by him shuuld take the place of tIle present 
Indian Students' Department. 

He hnd not considered the financial aspect of the 
organisation he had pro})osed, but hiN opinion was 
that a very large amouut of tlle ruoney now spent 
on the education of IndIans in tIle United Kingdom 
was wasted, and in his view it was up to the Indian 
Universitieil to find the 'necessary funds if llis 
scheme appealed to them as likely to produce It 

more adequate return for the money expended. 
HIS proposal that the three officers ill charge of 

the J ndian Education Bureau in London should be· 
" expertR " did not mean that they should be merely 
advisers; they should be whole-time men. 

The proposal that one of the three should tour in 
India and another in England and elsewhere did 
not mean that a student who sought assi~tallce 
regarding any particular branch "f study would be 
without an adviser fOl' 12 months until the 
" expert" concerned returned from his tour. It 
would be quite sufficient if the man touring India 
went there, Ray. ill .June and retnrned in October. 
He would then be hllck in ].jngland at the beginning 
of the academic year and would be able to advise 
allY student who sought his assistance, and alKo 
post the men m the different Universities l\here 
places were found for them. 

He considered it very essential that the Intel'
University Board in India ilhould be responHible 
for making suitable residential arrangements .fOl~ 
the students whom it sent out of India. No special 
arrangements would, of course, be necpssary at 
places like Oxford and CambrIdge where the col
legiate system prevailed, bllt in placE-s like London 

,and Edinburgh, and anywhere elf>e where there 
was no collegiate system and the nnmberof Indians 
"\,:a~ apprecia,hle, some arrange~ents fOl' the pro
VISIOn of SUItable accommodation were essential. 
As far ItS London was concerned he was quite clear 
tllat a residential hostel was fleeded, the great 
advantage of a hostel being tllat it tended to create 
a healthy public opinion, which kept students not 
only frolll moral downfall, lmt also from economic 
breakdown. Before the Indian Students' Union 
and Hostel was stalted. any Indian who wislJed to 
live in a shady way could always ayoid the public 
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-<>pmlOn of hill fellow conntrymen, but that waR 
mnch more difficult now because he was swept into 
the orgauised life of the Indian studentiJ in London 
and could not shut himself 011' from the public gaze 
as had been the caRe before. 

He was a gt'eat admirer of Engli"h life and had 
had the privilege of seeing some of the beRt of it; 
but as regards the contention of the etudents that 
It hostel l)revented them from taking advantage of 
the opportunity of mixing with }<}nglish people and 
tended to congre!!ate them into a community 
compo~ed entirely of [nclians, hill view was that the 

.avet·age Indian stndent who came to this country 
·did not see the best side of Eng.lish life at all. 
Whal, he saw was the worst side either in London 
RtreetR or third-class boarding- houses, bnt he did 
not realise it; and when he went back to India 
with the idea that what he hacl seen was real 
English life, it did harm both to Indian and to 
English people. 

One lIf the advantages of the hostel was tllat 
thronO'h it really intet'ested and cultnred people, 
pal'tic"ularly from the Unversities, both students 
and professors, had been brought into touch With 
the students. Another advantage of it was that it 

.enabled the students to feel that they had some 
place of their own to which they cOilld invite their 
Englihh friends. Previously they had been all the 
time in the po~ition of guests and never in the 
position of hosts, and the result had been 
unsatisfactory. 

QuestionAd as to whether if the organisation he 
proposed were established the cost of living in 
London for an Indian Rtudent would be much 
reduced, the witness rtlplied that in his ex:perience 
that had been the result of the experiment of 
establishing the Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Hostel. 
W'hen a student first at'rived in this country he 
,often spent much more money than was necessary, 
merely because he did not know where to stay or 
how to lay his money ou t. 

His idea was that the union and hostel in London 
proposed in his scheme should not be merely a 
place of accommodation, but should develop into 
a sort of graduate school in England for the study 
of such subjects a~ could not at present be properly 
studied in India. He did not think that ILny 
outside body, whether Government, Rocial or 
religlOus, should be allowed to interfere in the 

. questlOn of education. and he was therefore of 
opinion tha.t the High Commissioner for Indja 

·could not meet the needs of Indian students by 
establishing a hostel of his own. The whole 

. question was so mixed up with education that it 
was necessary to have an educational centre 

.consisting of a hostel, besides an organisation for 
phtcing students at Univel'sities and 1<0 on. The 
whole thing must be combined together in one 
institution. 

He calculated that the annual sum spent by 
Indian students on education in the United 
Kingdom amounted to something like £500,000, 
and not only did India l.lot get value for that 
~xpenditure, but it was a recnrring expense. 'I'he 
students who had received their education in this 

',country did not seem able on 'heir return home to 
do much tOWaI ds establishing institutions of the 
same standard as those in this country; for example, 
most of the professors lecturing at the School of 
Tropical Medicine in London had gained their 
expet'ience in the tropics, mainly in India, but 
although Indians came year after year and under
took research work at the London School of 
Tropical Medicine they had not a~ yet been able to 
.set up a similar School of Tropical Medicine in 
India. 

In his view, the principle to be borne in mind 
was that it was the duty ofthe Indian Universities 
to provide fot, the education of Indian students 
wherever they might be, and it was on that 

principle that his scheme was based. He believed 
the principle to be right whethel' or not it was 
POSSI ble to carry it out from a financial point of 
view, and he was confident that it would command 
the conlidence of the stndent,s. 

He stated that he was a mtJInber of the Indian 
Conference in England, and that one object the 
Conference llad in view, although it had n.)t as yet 
been abl~ to achieve it, was to start different 
groups of men working on diffet'ent fields of work 
snch as il'rigation, public administration ana 
education. The difJ'tculty was that at present no 
one was responsible for the orgamsing work 
n~cess8ry so that the students might actually start 
WIth the facts before them and not have to study 
t,he question from the very beginning. If the 
Indian Education Bureau in London were 
I)stablished and properly run it would eventually 
become It ROl-t of college with a staff of scholars 
and research stndents sent fl'om India. 

He had not had sufficient personal experience of 
the existing organisation for the cal'e of Indian 
students in the United Kingdom to say that it was 
unsatisfactory but ft'om Lis knowledge of what 
was required and from what he had been told by 
those who had come in contact wir,h the existing 
organisation, he was of opinion that some new and 
iletter organisation was necessary. 

The number of Indian students at present in 
residence at the Indian Hostel at Keppel Street 
was 93, but the membership of the Union was 793, 
and meals were served every day to about 400 men, 
so that the hostel was in a position to create a 
sufficiently effective public opinion among Indian 
stndents in Lcndon, of whom there were about 
1,000. 

The intention was that 25 per cent. of the accom
modation of the hostel should be reserved for 
Britishers and other nationalities than Indian; the 
average number of Britishers in residence there 
during the past year being 10, of whom about 
six had come through the Student Christian 
Movement. 

Questioned as to wllether the hostel was popular 
with Indian stndents, witness emphasised the fact 
that there were two kinds of popularity, and that 
those responsible for the establishment of the 
hostel had never aimed at what might be called 
"cheap popularity:' They had stood for a real 
moral basis, and whenever the wishes 01' actions of 
the students had conflicted wit h that baRis, they 
had never been afraid to take what action might be 
required to maintain it . 

HE) stated that the Chinese Government had 
recently established in conjunction with the French 
Universities a college in France to which 2000 
Chinese students were to be sent each year. He 
could not, however, say how that college was being 
financed. 

He had visited all the Universities in the United 
Kingdom with the exception of Leeds, and i~dging 
from the statistics he had collected regardmg the 
number of Indian students studying at them, he 
did not think that the total number greatly 
exceeded 1,500. The statistics he had collected 
were still available, and he would send them t,o the 
Secretary of the Committee. 

Asked whether he would suggest that all students 
coming fl'om India ~o th,is country sh~lUld pome 
through the Intei·-Umverslty Board whIch he pro
pORed the witness stated that the student would 
first ~f all apply to the University Committee in 
his own province and wonld then pass through the 
Inter-University Board. At present that procedure 
thould, of ('ourse, only be compulsory in the case 
of Government and University scholars, and private 
students would be at liberty to apply through, 01' 

independently of the Provincial University Com
mittee as they desired. His belief, however, was 
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that if the scheme were put into operation, the 
very great majority of students would take 
advantage of it. The mere fact thttt a man was 
going out to a foreign country would cause him to 
go to the person who had all the facts available, 
and who knew the places which would suit him best. 

He was of opinion that, generally speaking, 
only the best graduate stlldents should come from 
India to Enghmd, but he did not. think that Rnch 
students would be able to get the best out of a 
COUt"Se of study in this country if no organisation 
for "h~lping . them were in existence. He agreed 
that it would not be possible to prevent students 
who had the necessary funds from applying fot· 
admissip'n to educational institutions in the United 
King$I.o~, even if they did not go to the Inter
U riiversity Board or that Boal'd considered them 
educationally unsuitable, hut he considered some 
"ystem of selecting applicauts to be esseut.iH,l. 

If undergraduate students were to continue to 
come to England, he thought it desirable that there 
should be some system of guardianship for them, 
as it was always a good thillg for a young boy to 

have somebody responsible for him; hut post
graduate students could really look after them
selves quite well, and there was no need for any 
gunrdianship in their case. 
-If such a Bureau as he suggestecl were estab· 

lished, he did not think iu would be necessary fQL' 
the Universities in this country to appoint special 
officers of their owu to look after the interests of" 
their Indian studentI'. One of the officers in charge 
of the Bureau would be constantly visiting the 
University cenkes, but apart from that, it wa!'l. in 
his opinion, tlie business of the Universities to look 
after their own students whatever their nationality, 
and no special of.ficer should be required in the case" 
of Indians. 

He did, not think the students would have allY 
objection to his scheme merely because it would be 
necessary for the Government to give a grant to
the Indian Uni.ersities in order that it might be 
carried out. So long as the control was in the 
hlmds of the Univel'sities and not ill those or 
the Government Ioe thought the students would be
satisfied. 

MONDAY, AUGUST 15, 1921 (LONDON). 

1'HE EARL OF LYTTON (Clzai1'man). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 

Present: 

,PIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA HAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JONEK. 

Sm M. HAMMICK. 
SAHIBZADA AFT.-\B AHMAD KHAN: 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS, L. M. BRQOKS. 

l\IR. E. G. How AnTH, ) S . 
MR. R. Eo 1!'JELD, J em·etanE'8. 

MR. K. KURIYAN, representative of Indian Law Studen~ in Lon\lon, was called and examined. 
He handed in a memorandum which hl printed al ways bad a glamour about ir and, to some-

below. extent, for very good reaFons. 
He stateu that he had come on behalf of the A ,. . 

law students in London who w!"'e members of s regards the .AdvISO~y Ccmnlltteee in India .. 
the Indian Y.M.C.A. Their number was a little they were not s'l.hsfied Wlt~ them, partly because 
over a hundred. He had. not called together a the personnel. was not satIsfactory and the aims 
meeting of all the law students as asked Gere not sUlt,abl.e, and partly because, being 
originally because some law students wiluted to Tovernmeu.t b~~.~s. the,Y wer~ more or less 
boycott the Committee. He was selected at a above :pubhc ~rItlcism. They dIU not, however, 
mt.'cting of the law stud ems at the Indian complam ag-dLDst a body because it was a 
Y.M.C.A, but notices of the meeting W6l'e ~ent Go"!erll~ent bo~y .. If the orgallisation were a 
round'to the Inns of Court, and SO'me of the law Um verslty, orgamsatIon where the officers were 
students who were not members of the Y MeA I:'l~ct~d, they w~)Uhl be more amenable to public 
knew of the mt)eting- and could have ~ol~le' if ~Ptt~O% tth~u c,vi.l s~rvallts ;. also, they were not 
t~ey' wished. He was not certain exactly wbat t?z~ou- a e m th~tr lllformat~on. ~e had come 
happened to the notices taken to the Inns of . 19~ t~le AU\lsQ~y COD?mlttee himself; they 
Court but he would find out and let the SImp y Ot warded hiS apphcation and told him if 
Com~ittee know. A second mt'etin<? was held he wttlnt toldLondkon the Indian Students' Depart • 

., men wou ta e car f h' H conSisting of about 20 people, and at this meeting he, a t d ~ 0 UD. e got what 
the written evidence to be submittetL was dis- ft 1/ n e from the l:;tudents' Dt'partment, but 
cUijsed. The first part of the written evidence ~ er somD delay, but thitj was a little exceptional 
was more or less general anll then there were a e~a~;e r. AI:nold had ~us.t gon~ out of office 
tlpecial points r('iating to the students of law. i~ H! ~:w ~r~ Co~:~slOner had not come 

It was not the catie that law students could I ;d' U ?ug . I wou e preferable for each 
not get the legal educdtion required in India and i~ ~~ R~.e~~lt~ to ~ve an Information Bureau 
so had to come here on that ground, but mainly stud t e",.ls lilr S 0 ce, and the question of 
00 account of the differences that existed betwt'en c m e~t~ gOI:fh ab~oad should be uealt with by a 
barri"ters and vakils. Also (and this applied s~oufd :~e r~ a e !'oate, ~he. members of which 
especially to m:adras students) they had previously had had th .g [rd~ t.he.,. maJorIty, be persons who 
to be graduates in arts, and persons who were not to be a ce ~Irl aI~lIn", ~broad. Also, there ought 
ahle to pas~ ~he B.A. Degree Examin.ltion .in India work of t~er! Ull;e~lllt~ .body t~ co-ordinate the 
came here In order to get a leg-ell quahfication oca mvel slty bodIes. 
mol'''' easily. It was also mentioned at their A.s regards this countl·y, the Universities of 
meeting that clients preferred a barrister to a I~dta shouill. open an AdVisory Board in L d 
"\'akil in criminal cases, but as there was not WIth a full-hme secretary. on on 
sufficient evidence to substantiate this, they had The funds of this organisation h ld 
IlOt mentioned. it in their written' statement. viued by an increased grant from t~ 00 be pro
Another reaSOll was that a Western degree had to the Universities. e JOVl'rnment. 
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The statement which be bad drawn up was not 
-entitled to much weight as regards Universities 
-other than London. but was to be put down as a 
general opinion of some of the students they had 
con.,ulted in Edinburgh. Glasgow, and so on. 

lt would be the central University body in 
]ndia. whicn would appoint its own board in 
London. 'fhe composition of that board was a 
'quefltiun of detail which could he worked out 
latpr ; for instance, some r .. presemative of the 
students might be appointed; He tbought that a 
body which was paid for. by. and responsible to, 
the Indiaa Universities would comm'l.nd more 

-confidence from the students here than a body paid 
for by. and responflible to, the High Commissioner. 
Whether the prejullicll was l'ightor wrong against 
the titter body, it existed. He thougbtOfI~o Ihat a 
University organisation ought to command !!r{Jater 
.respect on mattprs of education than a Govern
ment Department. 

Questioned with regard to his own qualili
-cations, witness staten that he had taken the 
B.L. Degrl'e at Madras, and although he ,,,as 
becoming a barrister here, h'l' was also taking 
lectures at the School of Economics. He had 
really come over to improve his general education 
.and not for the Bar specially. 

Asked whether in his opinion Inclians who 
had been bere commanded greater respect than. 
they would have dnne had they not come, he 
thollght that this was so in the majority of cases. 

WhE'n be first arrived here he bad bllen to Crom
well Road and found it usefnl. He did not stay 
there, bllt went to the Shak"speare hut anf1 bael 
resided there a good deal, though not permanently. 
He preferred li ving in room'!. If a host'll con
.tained only Indians they missed the ad vantage (If 
residence lind travel ill a foreign country, which 
was one of the great assets of coming here. He 
woulel not like the Y.M.C.A. hut to come to an 
end. as besides residence they got other things 
'Such as meetings and lectures and introductions 
to prominent persons. Thev wanted a hostel, 
but a person should not be allowed to be there 
for more than a certain time. There ought to be 
.a clearing house ,yhere fresh arrivals cou d be 
received. 

Qllestiontlu further with regard to the cle
sirability of a central hostel, witness stated that 
the need of a clearing hOllse was at present met 
by the Y.M.C.A. and by 21. Cromwell Road; 
they only wanted a place where the residence 
was temporary. He would not, howeYE'r, object 
to students going back from time to time to the 
hostel. 

Questioned as to his objection to the Advisory 
-Committee in Madras, he stated that the 
information the S~cretary had there was all 
prE--war. A.ll the useful information he got was 
from Dr .• Tohn l\Iatthai, who had recently returned 
from Eniland and had up-to-date information. 
His other objection "las that the Advisory Com
mittees seemed to impress upon the students 
rather the prestige of British Universities than 
.anything else. 'fhey did not lilte a man who 
failed in the Matriculation or the Intermediate 
-examination in India to go to Scotlanil. for 
instance, and get an M.A. in three years. They 
-considered this a reflection on the University, 
and though they woul1 not say so, that "as at 
the back of their minds. Also, they were not 
;sympathetic in giving·them advice; a man might 
be a failure in an Indiau University. yet he ought 
to be advised IIf facilities in America or England 
where he rQight, m¥e himself a success. An 
Inuian degree was no~ always a test of the ability 
-of a pelson, and some who failed might be 
-encouraged to go abroad. 
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Questioned with regard to the persons coming 
to Englancl for legal studies. he said that even if 
all the rilles were abolisheel and the concessions 
that he had suggested in bis statement made, people 
would still come to tb.is country, and he thought 
it was right they should do so becau~e there was 
no question that the educational institutions here 
were on a higher level than the exibting ones in 
Inoia or the ones tbat were likely to exist in 
India in the near futnre. 

He did not think it was possible to lay down 
any hard and fast rnles abollt qualitications, but in 
order to meet the dilncuIty with regard to the lack 
of accommodation here. the unal selection would 
have to be with the Universitie" here and not 
with the Indi.m Board or the Advisory Com
mittee~. In exceptional cases, however, where a 
person displayed outstanding ability. the Indian 
Univerdities might. make a special recommenda
tion. He did not consider there was any 
difficulty in a University body recommending a 
person wbo had failed in their examination to 
seek a degree abroad, because in the Intel'mediate 
Examin,ltion. forinstance. there were two branches 
and a man might do well in one bnt not in the 
other. At present the Universities were hide
bound and very hard and fast in their rules, anel 
instan.:es of thi:'! natllre weI's bound to reaC't on 
the Indian Universities and lead to reform. He 
llid not think it would be going back on their 
own judgment to recommend that a person would 
be a succeS3 if he went abroad. 

11 was pointed out to witness that of about 
2,000 In\.lian students in thi" country something 
unoer 1,000 were in University institutions, and 
he was asked whether the organisation he 
suggestetl could apply to the non·University 
student also. He stated that this had been dis
cussed, anLl at the time they thought it was a 
legitimate flphere for the Central Doarll in London 
appointed by the Universities in India to operate 
ill. 

Asked whether he got to know personally any 
English barristers, he said he had made the 
acquaintance. of sOJlle who were living at the 
Shakespeare hut an,1 h.!.d come into conta:!t With 
others through lectures there. 

As regarc1R chamber practice he coulcl 1I0t say 
whether Indian stlldents found much difficulty; 
he knew there was some uiflicultj, but from the 
experience cf other stndents he thou~ht that he 
would he ahle to get chamber practice next year. 
This, however, was where a central organisation 
backed np by the Secretary of State could do 
good. If they had the option of having their 
chamber practice in India, or here, their grievance 
would be removed. 

Asked whether he thought that students in 
Indid. would take the advice of the Advisory 
Boards which he suggested even when they re
commended a studpnt not to go abroad for study, 
witness thought that there wOllld be more likeli
hood of them accepting the ad vice. 

Asked whether he thought that only persons 
who took an arts degree in India should come to 
this country. he did not desire that this should be 
an absolute rule. What they wanted was that 
there should be only graduates in arts in the 
legal profession in Intlia. This was not anytbing 
new, but he wished to endorse that movement. 
He quite saw that therA was po ,wa.y of preventing 
perdons who passed a preliminary examInation 
here and were call eel to the Bar without being 
graduates of a British University. 

Quest~oJ;l.eq mor~ prepisely witlJ. reg.1rJ, t~ the 
proposed constitution of tbe AdVIsory Committee. 
witness s.tated th<l.t though be had if). mind 
prim lrily tbat of )Jadi'ds, the student3 from other 

LI 
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provinces supported the view that they should 
be set up by the Universities. Even though 
members of the Senate were on the Committee 
at Madras, tllis was not satisfactory, as they were 
not put there by the University, an,l so questions 
could not bA asked in thA Senate about their 
action. They should be appointed by a body 
who were in closer touch with the student'! and 
the interests of the students than the Govern
ment. 

Asked whether he thought that the central 
body he suggested in London would suffer by 
bei.ng housed in the offices of the High Com
missioner, witness thought that student:f would 
prefer to go to a Department housed in a bailding 
quite separate from any Department of the 
GovernmE'nt. He knew that this view was 
unjustifiable, and it did not apply to himself, 
but it was a question of student psychology at 
the present time. 

Asked whet.her anything was required in the 
way of securing admission to English families, 
witness thought that something in this direction 
was certainly necessary, but he did not know 
whether any organisation was required. Their 
point was that the Government, the Advisory 
Committee, and voluntary organisations like the 
Y.M.C.A. should co-operate; they were not anti
Government at all, Lut wished proper things to 
be done by the proper bodies. He thought 
perhaps the Advi~ory Board, or one or two of its 
members, with outside m4>mbers, could act as a 
hospitality committee to obtain offers of hospi
tality in families. He knew of several cases 
where people had been sent to gf)od families 
through the. Sllakespeare but, but they Muld 
not do all that was needed as they only served a 
limited number of students. 

MEMORANDUM PLACED BEFORE THE LYTTON 
COMMITTEE on behalf of the Law Student 
Members of the Indian Y.M.U.A., London. 

1. The reasonS which at present induce Indian 
students to leave India for education and technical 
training abr/)au :-

(a) Foreign degrees and diplomas, particularly 
British degrees and diploma~, have a 
higher recognition in India than Indian 
degrees and diplomas; hence their market 
valUE>. 

(b) Want of facilities, especil\lly in the matter 
of technical training. 

(c) The differences that flxist in the privileges 
and status of barristers and Indian vakils. 

(d) Examinations for tbb Indian Civil Service, 
the Indian Medical Service, the Bar, &c., 
are beld only in this country. 

(e) Want of adequate facilitit's for reseaTch in 
India. 

(!) In some cases persons whQ have not been 
able to do well in Indian Universities 
bave found it possible to take dpgrees and 
diplomas in the United Kin~dom and 
thus fit themEelves for the public service, 
tbe 'Bar, or business in India. 

(g) A few have come for tbe glamour of being 
•• England reJurned " and for the culture 
tbat stay in the British Isles, and particu
larly in the Universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge, gives. 

2.-(a) Some of the above-mentioned diffi
culties may be wholly or partly. re~oved by the 
holdin'" of simultaneous exammatlOns for tho 
Indian'" Civil Service and the Indian Medical 
Service and tile opening of an Indian Bar, 

Some of the rules requiring }<~ngli8h qualifica
tions on the part of candidates may be either 
abolished or modified. 

Institutions and laboratories for technicaV, 
training, commerce, indu&trial ch~mistr~', rail way 
services, &c., may be enconraged 10 India.. . 

More facilities for research can be proVlded 10 

the Indian Universities. 
(b) The Government can help students in the 

matter of getting practic.tl training in c{'lmmer
cial firms and industries and also to see that tile 
laraeE't possible number of seats are reserverl for-· 
In,'han students in British Univerdities. 

H. The experiment of sending Indian students. 
abroad, and particularly to the United Kin~Jom. 
has been in our opinion a distinct success In the 
past. 'rhe students who have re/urn .. d have 
taken back with them more democratic and 
progressive ideas and a wider outlook of life. 
They have been pionee-rs in the field of social 
reform which is very badly needed in India. In 
the political sphere also they have stood out 
for greater ind"pendence. Their knowledge on 
technique and organisation has been a great gain 
to this country_ . 

Problems special to Law Students. 
So far as law students are concerned there is" 

no want of facilities to be complained against in 
the mattllr of admission, either for the degrees 
or for called to the Bar. We would, however~ 
take this opportunity of offering our criticisms 
of the existing Advisory Committee system in 
India. We are of the opinion that the question 
of students studying abroad must be dealt with 
by the Universities and not by the Government. 
'fhe Government have in the past tried to do
this work: for the students, but the results have 
not been satisfactory. The A(ivisol') Committees 
have been little morl! than mere forwarding agents. 
Their advice to the students has been of very 
little assistance, while in many cases where real 
ad vice and help were necessary they have not 
been able to render any. They have seemed to. 
us to be more concerned about the prestige of 
British Universities than about the claims and 
aspirations of Indian students. They have, on 
the other hand, in many cases proved a hindrance· 
to the students. We would, the-refore, recom
mend the abolition of the existing CommHtees. 
To take their place each Indian Ulllversity must 
open an Iafor'llation Bureau in its Registrar's.. 
office, and the question of stuilents goina abroad 
must be dealt with by a Committee'" of the 
Senate, the members of which must, all of them," 
be persons who have had their training and 
education abroad. If necessary, an rnter-Uni
versity affiliation in India. may be brought into
existence in course of time. Arguing 'On first 
principles, this seems to UII to be likely to be 
more helpful to the student:! thtlmselves because 
a recommendation from an Indian University is 
likely to have more weight in matters of educa
tion than the recommendation from a Government 
Department however well intentioned. 

Eo fal' as law is concerned we would like to 
Ilee that only graduates from India as a rule g()-
into the leg~l profession. ' , 

For other courses than law, if stUdents come 
for a first degrt'e they onght generally to leave
off as .soo~ as they hav~ passed the Intermediate
ExamlOatlOn of an IndIan University 

There is not much demand for facilities in 
research and post-graduate work so far as law is 
concerned. 

In London t~ere is need for a central hostel 
and that nt'ed IS at present met by the Indian 
Y.M.C.A. In any case, we are against allowing 
In<1~an 6tudents to be permanent residents in an 
Indian bostel. 
. 'fhere i~ no n~cessity for Advisory Committees. 
1D the UnIted Kmgdom, but Londou" seems to be 
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-an exception. The Universities of India mnst 
o()pen an Advisory Board in London with a full
time secretary. 'rbe question of fiuance at once 
arises. The Indian Universities are at present 
-subsidised by tbe Government,. and we do not 
see why u furtbe.r gram from the Government 
for the Foreign Department cannot btl provided for. 

There is necessity for providing for J!'reat.er 
facilitit's for the practical training of Indian 
studentE'. We wonld confine ourselves chiefly 
to tile chamber practice of law students. So far 
as Indian vakils are connt'rned, we would recom
mf'nd that they sboul(l be given the option of 
undergoing their practical training eitber in this 

..country or in India. We would also rt'commend 
tbat Indian student .. sbould be IIfforded equal 
opportunities wilh British students in reg'ard to tht' 
Air Force, the Army, the Navy and the Officers' 
'Traininll Corps. 

It is highly desirable that firms who tender 
for Indian Government contracts should he 
induced to admit to their works for practical 
training a limited number of Indian students. 

The Advisory Hoard in London must prepare 
-and make available to Indian students a list of 
honses where board and lodging are available at 
moderate terms. 

It is highly desirable that Indian students 
sbould be acquainted with literary, educational, 

-charitable, social, f'conomic. commercial and 
\ndustrial movements in this country. The 
Indian Y.M.C.A. ID London is already doing a 
great deal in tbis direction. There is room for 
more work here. The Government, the Advisory 
Board and institutions like the Y.M.C.A. mu~t 

"co-operate in this matter. Opportunities mus~ be 
given to Indian. stu~enls for membf'rship in 
politic.I and economic associations, and in par-

ticular should they be helped to observe and in 
other ways acquaint themselves with operations 
of municipal or local Government. 

A Few Special Prob~ mI. 

The advocates in Indian High Court (first
class lawyers) must be placed on the same level 
as the Colonial barristers 80 far liS call to the 
Bar is concerned. Other vakiIs must be given a 
concession of eight terms instead of four as at 
prpsent. They must also be exempted from 
Part I. of the Har Examination. Constitutional 
law wIJuld probably be an exception. So far as, 
tbe Law Degree of the University is concerned 
questions in French and Latin must be mad~ 

, optional for Inuian st,udents. 
Several reaSOIlS have been mentioned which 

induce Indian stu~ents ~o leave their country 
and come to the Dmted Kmgdom for educd.tional 
and technical training. Some of these reasons 
can be removed immediately, others cannot be; 
but even It all these Government rules and 
regulations are removed, and greatllr facilities for 
research afforded in India, a certain number of 
Indian students will come to this country for 
advanced study, and in a few cases for the 
pri viIeges of public school life. So long as 
India remains a part of the British Empire 
India has a right to go to the best educationai 
centres in whatever part of the Empire. This is 
one of the legitimate and inevitable implications 
of Imperial cItiztlnship. Further, so longas these 
shorell contain the ancient Univerdities of Oxford 
and Cambridge, Indian students will be attracted 
to come, and it is right th.l.t they should be. 
Incidentally they derive all the inestimable 
advantages of trl.lVel and residence in a foreign 
country. 

:MR. D. RUNGANADHAN, General Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. India Student:;' Union and 
Hostel, was called and examined. 

Witness had handed. in a Illemorandum, which not do so in the future as that only applied to 
-is printed below. JO months of the year. He did not, however, 

He stated that the management of the hostel 
was undertaken by a Management Committee of 
nine, and in addition to it there were four secre
taries appointed by the Indian Nahonal Council, 
who submitted all their reports to tbe Committee 
of Management. The work was divided into 
four departments-(a) educational work, (b) house 
and restaurant, (c) membership and social, (d) 
finance and general management. 

The committee met once a month; there was 
no elective element on it as the actual selection 
of the members was made by the National 
-Council. He thought that it wonlil tend to 
popnlarise the instItution if they hall students 
{In the committee, and it Illight Le a great help 
to thf'm in this direction. In the time between 
thfl meetings of the committf'e the secretaries 
took any action that was required, e g., of a 
.disciplinary nature. They had a formal con
ference of secretaries eacb week, but in point of 
fact met every day to see if there were any 
-emergency cases to deal with, when they woulu 
take action and get their action confirmed sub
..s",quently by the committee. If there was any 
radical difference of opinion between the secre
taries and the Committee of Management, the 
matter would be referred to tile Indian National 
.council at Calcutta, but the Management Com
mittee here could override particular action by 
the i'ecrt'taries that they thought mistaken. As 
l'egards the finance of the institution, they could 
not pay their way even supposing they had the 
prerulses reut tree. Though they had lost £1,000 
in the first year on running expenses, they would 

think that a hostel of this kind could be entirely 
self-supporting on the subscriptions of its 
members and pay its own rent. If, however, 
they had their own building he thought they 
could make it self-supporting. The rent of 
£3,000 a year which they paid was very high, 
but they were not able at the time to get any 
other building which would give them the same 
facilities for thelf work in any central locality. 
At present they were looking round for fresh 
accommodation. They got no grant from the 
Government of India, bnt when there was a 
deficit they let the Inchan National Council know 
tilat they needed so much money and they had 
to find it. The Council did not get any grant 
from the Government of India in respect of the 
students' hoslel in London. He thought that-, 
supposing they had got a grant from the Govern
ment, it would prejudice the hostel in the minds 
of Indian students 

Asked with regard to the visits referred to in 
para. iv (3) of tile written statement, witness 
atated they issued their programme in advance 
and asked perso:Js who would care to take part 
in the visits to hand thei» names to the secretary . 
The largest party they had had was 45, who went 
to Harrow. At this and the other schools they 
were met either by'a master or by one of, their 
friends who was staying there and taken round . 
They had in view a set of lectures on the London 
County Council by a member of the Council, as 
he had bt'eu told that such a course would be 
very helpful to Indian stndents: As regards their 
lectures, a nnmber of the students from 21, Crom
well Road attended. 

Ll2 
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Asked whether he thought the fact that the 
members of the hostel were almost entirely 
Indians hall. diminished its value, witness stated 
that he did not think so, and he was certain that 
the need of a central place for Indian students 
had been greatly felt. As regards recreation, 
they encouraged their membera to join the Indian 
Gymkhana Club, which had acquired a ground 
and had tennis courts. Thpy had only spent 
money on indoor gameD which took place in the 
gymnasium of the hostel. 

Asked' whether he had any views on the 
question of an organisation for Indian students 
in London, witness stated that in his opinion tho 
probl~m o,f the students !>hould be handled by 
educ"ationalists, and the best people to do so were 
the Indian Universities. Any organisation in 
London should also be under their general 
control. Such an organit'ation would be able to 
provide facilities for technical instrllction for 
students, and during the last year five students 
were put into various factories through the 
exertions of one of the secretaries of the hostel. 

Asked whether he thought that any con
siderable number of students would live per
manently in the hostel, witness thought that 
they would do Sf} suppo~iog adequate 
arrangewentd could be made. Some had stayed 
longer than six months, and so far they had lIot 
attempted to send out anyooe in oruer to make 
room for others. Part of the popularity of the 
hostel was no doubt due to the fact that Indian 
food was provided. 

Asked whether the hostel gave educational 
advi~e to student:! when thet first came to this 
country, witness stated that a good many stlldents 
ask ell them questions of this kind, and if they 
coulu not answer'them they sent them to ,some
boriywho could give the information required. As 
regards admission to institution~, hA thought that 
ODe of their secret~ries had obtained admission 
fo1' two or three students at Oxford. So far they 
had not referrell to the Indian Students' Depart
ment, nor ha.,d they touched the question of 
getting facilities for practical training except in a 
few cases that he had already mentioned. 

There was no religious test for admission to 
the membership of the hostel, and ChriEltian 
prol1aganda was not a definite part of the work of 
the club or the hostel. 

Abked with regard to holiday arrangements 
which they had made for ab~ut 150 of their 700 
member~, witness considered that the work could 
be exteuded if they had more money to spend on 
it. Tbere was a great deal to be done in that 
direction even tp.ough many students preferred to 
make their own holidayarraDgements. They had 
last year run a holiday camp, which was a failure 
financially. and personally his own view with 
regard to these camps had changed, as be thought 
it was btlttel' for students to go to different places 
each year. They also made arrangements for 
students to meet English people outsid~ their 
club. rhey had no relations with the National 
[ndian Association, though some of their mem
bers were also membel's of that AssociatIOn. 
They were also hospitable to organisatiuns such 
as one for the cultivation of Bengali literature 
and the Malayi Association, which sometimes met 
in the hostel. 

Asked with regard to the Committee, whether 
it w()uld be possible to hroaden the basis of its 
cl1nstitution, witness btattld that the committee 
were not necE'ssarily all Christians, and when 
they got people of the right stamp the National 
Council would be quite willing to accept them. 

Asked with regard to the statement that they 
-dreamt of a centre which would focus Indian 
public opinion in England, witnes:! stated that 

this was in connection with their own orgauisa-
tion. He did not think politics need enter into
the thing at all; their organisation was not 
political in any sense except that political lectures 
occasionally came into their euucatiunal pro· 
gramme, and even so WE're dealt with as ed ncation. 

Questioned with regard to the cost of living 
at the hostel, witne~s stated that pf'rhaps it wai 
slightly higher than that prevailing in some
lodgings, but iu the long run the students found 
that it was more economical tJ stay in the hostel 
than out~ide. 

Asked whether it wonld be possible generally 
to reduce the expenditure. witness stated that 
they had endeavoured to be as economical as. 
pos:!ible, bllt natnrally when they were beginning, 
especidlJy in temporary accommodation, they had 
hau to sptmd a good deal of money. 

Asked whether they ha-] any rtlligious lecture~,. 
witn~ss stated that if they had they would only 
be for the pnrpo!le of comparative study. Thel'e 
was no religious object in view directly or in
directly. He was quite convinced that it was 
necessary to have retliuent accommodation in tho
hostel as well as the other side of the work, and 
though he had himself no experience of living 
in lod~ings, scores of student~ had said that they 
would rather live iu the hostel than outside, He 
did not consioer that perilons living in lodging-s 
really saw English life, and it was very difficult 
to get into really good English families. In the 
hostel they aimed at having English as well as
Indian rel'lidents, though it was meant. primarily 
for Indians. The averllge number of English 
residen.ts would work out at about 10. The 
English persons who had lived at the hostel had 
all expressed their satisfation, 
Witn~ss stated that there seemed to be an 

IIssumption that the committee looked upon it as
an ideal to popularise the hostel, but this was not 
so. If it was merely a question of board and 
lodging, it was desirable to have students on the 
committee; but if there were other objects, they 
had to be careful with re~ard to the management., 

Questioned with regard to help which had been 
given to some students to rpturn to India, witness
stated that the money was raised from a f~w indi-
yiduals and not rrom any of the Y.M.C.A. funds. 
The cases numbere,j about 14 altogether who had 
been helped to go back to India. 

Asked with regard to catering at the bostel 
witness stated that they had had a 10:ls during 
certain months of the year, on account of the 
various changes in the management, but uuring 
the last fivtt month!l the work had beeD very 
satisfactory, and tbe restaurant had more than 
paid its way. 

Asked with rA~aru to Jectures given, witneus. 
stateli that they did not mind what kind of views 
a person held, whether they were extreme or 
moderate; they looked mainly to the standard 
they had to keep up. Discussion was the rule at 
most of their meetings, but at some particular
lectur~s, wh~re lhey thought there was no 
necesSIty for it. they had dropped the discussion. 
It would not surprise him to hear that the hostd 
had been criticised, because of the moderate 
opinions expressed by the majority of speakers. 

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY MR. P. D. RUN--
GANADHAN. GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE. 
Y.M.C.A. INDTA~ STUDE~TS' UNION AND 
HOSTEL, LONDON. 

The idea of having an Indian students' centre- ' 
in London has long been in the minds of the
leaueril of the Y.M.C.A. movement in India. In 
] 916 on6 of our secretaries, on his way back from 
Americd. to Inuia, stopped in London for a few 
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months to study the Indian students' neetls, an·l 
on his return to India submittecl to the Indian 
National Council a strong appeal for the estab
lishment of a Student Branch in London some
what on the lines of the Y.M.C.A. Student 
Branche" in India. This work of investigatilll1 
was followed up by another one of our secre
tarie~, who had come to London in connection 
with the Student. Christian Movement. He, too, 
on his rtlturn td India backed up' hi:! colleague's 
appeal for an Indian Students' Branch in London.' 
There was no doubt whatever in the minds of 
these two spcretaries as to the scope for service 
among tht' Indian students in this country. The 
sllccessful relillllts of the Y.M.C.A. student work 
in the University centres in India, and the work 
done among Indian troops by the Indian Univer
sity men during the war cleared the donbts, if 
there were any, as to our capacity to render this 
service. There were two points that stood out 
clearly in the memorandum submitted by these 
two s~cretaries :-

(1) That there was need for servire among the 
Indian st.udents in London, and 

(2) That Indims must serve Indians. 
On acconnt of the war, which waS then at its 

full height, it was not possible fur the Indian 
National Council to take any definite steps toward 
the starting·uf, a hostel in London. Their hands 
were full with thtl work among the Indian troops 
in France, Egypt, India, East Africa and Meso
potamia. In 19l!l Mr. K. T. Paul, the National 
General Secretary of the Indian National Council 
of Y.M.C.A.'s, visited Englancl. There were also 
in England at this time Mr. W. R. Gourlay, who 
ha:l been a great friend of the Indian Y.M.C.A. 
for several year.:', Mr. E. C. Carte,-, who was 
Mr. K. T. Paul's predecessor in India, l\lr. M. N. 
Chatte!'jee, who had just returne!l froUl France 
after three year,,' sprvice with the In(.i1an troopfl, 
and several other Y.l\I.C.A. secretarie.! who had 
either been in India or in ~'rance. ThesE', with 
representatives from the English Y.M.C.A., the 
Churches, Student Christian :\[ovement. &c., met 
togE'ther and discusstld the quesLion of an Iudian 
students' hostel, an(l decided finally to stal·t such 
a hostl--l. The main objects of this hostd to be 
(l) to provide suitable accommodation for Indian 
stuoents in Lon!lon; (2) to provide opportuniti .. s 
for physical, social, educational Hnd religious 
facilities' IlRually f!lund ill Y.M.C'.A. hostels in 
India: (3) to affor.t facilities such that Indian 
students can meet and. entertain to their mutual 
profit Britit'h men ami women j (4) to create a 
centre from which the Englishmen can get a true 
interpretation of India and the Indians the best 
of England. 

On account of the difficulty in finding a Fatis
factory place in a central locahty the "Shake
speartl hut," as it was then called, was tJ.ken 
temporarily on a yearly lease, although the ~ental 
was II. prohibitive one-£3,O. 0 per annum withollt 
rates and taxes which ad.1 another £1.500. 

On 4th Febr~ary 192U the ho~tt:'l was formally 
openeu by Mr. Laurence Bin yon, of t~e British 
Museum. The RiO'ht Hon. H. A. L. FIsher, who 
was to have take; thE' leading part on this 
occasion could not come on account of urgtlnt 
Cabillet 'work but sent the following message, 
which ,"ery aptly de'lcribes the hopes entertained 
about the hostel:-

.. The members of the Shakespeare Institute 
will have opportunities for reading and ~or 
pleasant intercourse with one another and WIth 
l':nglishmen. They will learn from England and 
they will teach their English friends something 
of India. In the past many Indians have Rpent 
a lonely and friendless life in London lodgings, 

and have returned to their native country with 
very little knowledge of English society and 
full of antag-onism, secret aud avowed. The 
Shakespeare Institute will provide for Indian 
students pleasant an!l social intercourse, in which 
friendship ripens and experience is sweetened." 

The hostel has been in existence now for a 
year and a half. During these 18 months a good 
deal of pioneer work has been done and what we 
considerE'd at the begiuning as "experiments" 
have now become facts. For the sake of con
venience we have made the following rough 
division, and each i:! considered accordingly :-

1. Membership. 6. Holidar work. 
2. Huste!. 7. Committee of 
:~. Restaurant. Management. 
4. General 8. Finance. 

Programme. !l. Conclusion. 
5. Miscellaneous. 
1. Memhership.-Our membership to date is 

783; of this number 700 are Indians and S3 are 
of other nationalities. In addition to the 
783 members, we have 40 Indian ladiet!, whom 
we consider ad honorary members, and to whom 
complimentary tickets have been issued. During 
the past 18 months 123 members have either 
rE'turned to India or have gone to other countries 
for fUrther studies. 

Everyone who' comes to the "hut" is not a 
member of the union. Members are allowed to 
entertain theil" guests here. All the hostel 
residents, however, are required to become 
members, although no membership is required 
for those staying for less than three nights. The 
membership fee is 258. per annuin, and is 
payable annually in advance. 

The following statements showing !listribution 
of members will be of interest :-

I. According to 2. According to 
P"e ;idencles. Facultips. 

Bombay - InS Engineering 56 
North India - 121$ Medical - 151 
Madras - 131 Law - - 120 
Bengal - 116 Science U 
British Isles 77 Arts - 5& 
Central Provinces :>9 Economics - 66 
Ceylon 37 Indian Civil 
Bormah 16 Service - 38 
Behar and Orissa 14 Commerce - 29 
Unite!l Provinces 11 rr heological - 1:> 
Continent - 7 Unassigned - - HS.') 
Africa- 7 Miscellaneous 20 
Assam Ii 
United States, 

America - :3 
AustralIa 2 
l\f ala y S traits 2 
Not known 

(Indians)- !l 

7lS3 783 

2. Hostel.-We have 88 rooms set apart for 
residential purposes. Of these, 78 lIre single 
rooms and 10 are double rooms, making a total 
of 98 beds. In addition to these, temporary beds 
are created during the rush season (August and 
September) in the gymnasium, where we have 
been able to put up between 20 and :S(I extra 
beds. The rates charged for ruoms (including 
ht'at, light and baths) are as follows :-

. 15s. each lor a double room. 
ll:is. and 2~s. 6d. for single roou..s. 

The 22s. tid. room is a little larger than the 
18s. roorn, and most of them have windows. 
Central heating is fitted throughout the hostel 
and there are 14 shower baths supplied with hot 
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and cold water. A luggage room is provided for the visits of promin"!nt Iodians to this country, 
spare baggage, -and tllere is a cl9akroom for the for whom special receptions are held, such as the 
use of visitors. recAptions we have given to I.ord Sinha. Sir 

We feel ourselves that the bedrooms are not J. C. Bose, and members of the Univllrsity 
very satisfactory for residential purposes, but Congress. These receptions help not only to 
situated as we are we have tried to make the bring these Indian leaderil to meet the Indian 
place as comfortable as we possibly can. Ooe of stndents in this country, but also to bring English 
the rules of the hostel is that residents should men and women who are interested in India. 
become members of the union. Special arr,inge- ~he musical. ei1enings and ~h.e social teas ~n 
ments, however, are made for guests of resident Sunday evellmgs have been at: Immense value lU 
members. and transient members who want to • promoting friendship between Indians and Euro
stay for less than three nill'bts. The average peanil. In this connection, it needs b~ said that 
number of re:;ident members is 88. The number the Student Christian Movement has been of 
of people who have used the hostel since the great help to us-providing musical talent, giving 
start is approximately 750. Of thi" number intro,luctions to ppople with whom we ought to 
about 1;;0 have stayed' with us for three months get into toucb. inviting our members to their 
and the remaining 600 hal'e stayed in the hostel socials or to lectures, getting lecturers for us, are 
for periods r.wging from Ol1e night to three but a few of the many ways in which they have 
months. , helped UR. Several English fdends. both in Hnd 

With the idea of bringing Indian students into out of London, frequently send invitations to 
doser touch with British students, 15 seats have groups of Iltudents asking them for dinner, 
been reserved for British students, who are sent e'l"ening parties, tennis partiel'l, week-ends. &c. 
to lIS through the Student Christian Movement (b) Physical.-Our physical programme has not 
or through onr English friends. The British been to our satisfaction. rhis is largely due tl) 
students staying with us have been studying the want of a playground. We have a small 
for either theology, medicine or 'engioeering. gymnasium, in which basket-ball, indoor tennis 
The relationship between the British and the and yolley ball are played. There is a jiu-jitsu 
Indian students have been cordial, helpful and clas:;; conducted by a Japanese expert. In addi
encouraging. The mor~ mature the British tion to these, ping-pong, draughts and chess are 
student i.s the better is the llnuerstanding keenly played by a large number of our members. 
between the two. The average numbE'r of British We also have thrE'e full-sized billiard tables 
students staying WIth us has been 10. which are kept busy most of the day and 

3. Restaurant.-For the convenience of the evening. The rates charged for billiards are :
hostel residents. as well as for outside members, h. per half-hour, and Is. 6d. per hour. We had 
we have a restaurant, where both Indian and a very successful hockey team last year. 'l'ennis 
Eng'lish food is provided. There lire thrpe and boating parties are frequently arranged. It 
Indian chefs in addition to the Englili'h staff. is unfortunate that Indian t-tlldents in London 
The fact that one can have rice, curry, curds. especially, are greatly handicapped for ou~doo; 
dbal, chapatis, Indian sweets, &c., it! really exercise. There is an Indian gymkhana but only 
appreciatt'd v~ry much by the Indian student, recenlly it bas b.ef'n able to gilt a larg~ plot of 
and makes hIm feel much wore at home in a ground for tenms, hockey and cricket at Osterley 
foreign country and keeps him in good humour Park. Unfortunately, it is rather out of the way 
-althollgh it is sometimes the other way when for most of the Indian students. It is well worth 
the curry is not quite up to the mark. The our while to pay more attention to this side of 
restaurant also serves flS a great social factor, in our work among the Indian students in London. 
that the Indian studl:'nt can invite his friends (0) Educational or Oultural.-This has been the 
and be a host to his English guests. The idea is strongest Eide of our work. and rightly so for 
to prov~de .wholesome food at reasonabltl prices. af~er all is said anu.done, we must ever ke~p i~ 
Our deSIre IS not to make profit, but to make the mlUd the primary obJects with which the Indian 
restaurant self-supporting, 'and at the same time student leaves his country, and whatever we do 
help the student to keep his board bill within should be Euch as to help him to realise this 
tv. 0 to two and a half guineas per week. This, objective. Our educational proaramme is carried 
with room, rent and laundry, brings the wpekly out through- <> 

living expenses of the student to between £3 and (1) Reading-room anu library. 
£3 lOs. The restaurant is a fairly large, airy (2) Lectures. 
room and can accommodate about 125 people at (3) Visits to factories, social settlements public 
one sitting. On the days when there are lectUres, s~hools, &c. ' 
~ocials, &c .• thl:'re are as many as three sittings. (4) Study circles and group conferences. 
fhe hours for meals are as follows:- (1) Reading-room d Lifn, Th 

. RreakfB;st, 8-9; lunch, 12.30-1.30; tl:'a. 4-5; 49U well-selected v~umes ~Z· the ~~~::re ov:~ 
dmner, 6.30-8. hIstory, economics reli in' . y 

On Sundays breakfast is served from 9-10. The reading-room ~here ~he in:rt
, 1?O~ltlCS. &~. 

No meals are flerved in the members' rooms the best rJom in' the h t I Frary IS ocate~, IS 
except to those who are unwell. No intoxicating room the followin~ InJ.s e. d o~ t\~ readlDg-
li~uors are allowed on the premises. . and magdzines are receiv~~n.~n ng Ish papers 

The averfge number of meals served dally is . 
376, or weekly 2,630. Indian. 

4. GeneralProgramme.-By general programme ~aily : The Hindu, The !-eader. and The 
is meant the main activities of the UnIon and Trlhune. 
hostel. This divides itself into three main ~eekly : The Christian Patriot, The Indian 
groups :-(a) 'Social; (b) Physical; (c) Educa- SOClal Reformer, The Servant of Ind' Th 
tional or Cultural. XOU~I~ India. Th~ Times of India (illu~~~ated)e 

(a) Sooial.-There are monthly socialll for lhe J lmes of India (Mail edition). ' 
resident members and open socials at least once Monthly: The Indian Review the M d 

, S' l' R' T H' ,0 ern a quarter. peCla entertamments are also enew, lIe mdur:ltan Review Th Y - M 
arranged from time to time, such as "India of India. ' e oung en 
Night," Christmas and New Year celebrations, English. 
mnsical evenings, special concerts, plays, cinemas, Daily: The Times, The Daily Herald Th 
&c. In addition to these, advantage is taken of Man;:hester Guardian, The Westminster G;zette.e 
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Weekly: The Spectator, The Nation, The New 
Statesman, The Literary Digest, and the Chal
lenge. 

Monthly: The .I!'ortnightly Review, The Con
temporary Rtlview, The Nineteenth Century, and 
The Review of Reviews. 

Special Journals: The Sociological Review, 
The Economic Journal, The Roun£! 'l'able, '!'ho 
Quarterly Review, The Lancet, The Clinical 
Journal, The British Medical Journal, The Times 
Educational Supplement, The Times Literary 
Supplement. 

(2) Lectures.-But for the cordial support and 
help given by the ll'ading Englishmen in this 
country it would not have been possible for us 
to carry out this end of our programme. The 
names of some of the lecturers and the subjects 
given' below will be sufficient to indicate the 
willingness of the lectnrers to help us, on the 
one hand, and the high educational value of 
the subjects on the other. Some of these 
lecturArs have given more than one lecture 
during the year. The Sunday lectures are for 
both members and non-members, and special 
invitations are issuel1 to more than 20,) guests, 
mostly Europeans, for the important lectures. 
The attend,mce at these lectures varies from 200 
to 8W. The lectures are followed by discussion. 
The following are some of the lecturers and the 
subjects dealt with:-
Lord Haldane: Ideals of a University. 
Sir Rabindranath 'ragore: MlletinJ of the East 

and West; Spirit of Inlia, 
Mrs. Annie Besant: Winning Indian Home Rule. 
Hon. V. ~. Sastri : Tha P('esent Political Situation 

in India. 
Delisle Burns: International Politics; Freedom. 
Colonel Weugwooll : Politics in India. 
Dr. Garvie: Political Idealism. 
Ernest Barker: 1<.:a,t and West in the Middle 

Ages. 
Sidney Wood: Ideals in Education 
'Bishop Gore: I) <lmocracy. . 
Cauon Temple: Rober·t ill'owning. 
Professor RothenlStein: The Responsibility of 

Indian Students t,) their own Arts and Crafts. 
Yusnf Ali : National Education. 
Professor Tara Chand: Influence of Islam oP.. 

Indian Cultnre. 
Professor G. H. Leona.rd: The Meaning of 

Patriotism. 
Rtlv. W. R. UatthE'ws (Dean of King's College): 

What is Justice? 
ProfesSclr Beresford-Pite : Architecture in 

London. 
Pl'ufessor Adams: Vocational Tests. 
Hon. Mrs. H. Franklin: How Parent:! can hdp 

Educ.ltioll. 
Profesior LowE'S Dickinson: A Chinese Philo-

sopher on the War. 
Dr. edcnton Millar: Dreams. 
Aylmel' Maude: 'I'olstoy and his Ttlaching. 
H. S. L . .Polak: Mahatna Gdndhi, as I have 

known him. 
Rev. W. H. Drummond: Mazzini, the Man and 

his Mes~age. 
1I. A. Mesa: The Socidl Situation in England. 
Hev. E. Phillips: The Cost of Pl'o!!'ress. 
Colonel S. P. Jamtl:!: Ideals in Public Health. 

(3) Visit, to Factories, SociaZ Settlements, ·5'('·
Thtlory alone is insuffiCient, and, therefore, when
evel' possible. we have tried to follow up the 
lectures with visits to factoritls, social settlements, 
public schools &c., for practical study. Som03 of 
the place:! we have been able to visit during the 
past year have been :-Farningham Home for 
Boys, Bdornardo's Homes, Browning Settlement, 
·1'oynb('e Hall, the Victoria Printing House, Peek 

Frean's Biscuit Factory, Royal Primrose SOal) 
Works, Macfarlane Lang's Biscuit Factory, Green
wich Observatory, tne Public Schools at Eton. 
Harrow, and Rugby. We are grateful to the 
Hon. E. S. l\Iontagu, Secretary of State for India, 
for writing to many of the fdoctories on our bt>half 
to allow us to visit these places. One would be 
interested to know that we are at present 
Ilrranging for a complete series of lectures on the 
workin~ cf the London County Council, which 
is said to be the largest as well as the best run, 
municipality. Each lecture is to be followed by 
a visit to study the actlLll working of the Depart
ment. This will be of great value to most of tho 
Indian students, for on their return to India they 
will be working in one way or another in their 
own municipahtie •. 

(1) Stu,dy Oircle,s and Group Oonferenus.-These 
artl small circles of 10 to i5 members, meant for 
a more thorough and continuons study of the 
subjecls in which members are pdrticulal'ly 
interested. At present there are four such 
groups: 

1. Art; 2. Economics; 3. Administrative; 
4. Medical. 

Each group is led by an experienced leader. In 
addition to these study circles, there art> small 
grcup conferences, about 15 to 20 members, at 
which some of the leading Eng-lidhmen are 
reque~ted to come and meet with the students 
and spend an hour or so talking informally on 
l:Iubjects such as .. Public Health," .. Rurai Iu
dnstry Reconstructinn," .. Co-operation," .. Indian 
Student Problems," &c. Duriug the past year 
we have had the privilege of having with us 
Mr. H. F. Whyte, Sir George Newman, Sir John 
Green, J. A. Spender, H. Wolff, Dr. Jagger, 
Mr. Lionel Curtis, Lord Mes'on, Loru Pentland, 
and Lord Lytton, as leaders 01 these conterenCtls. 

5. MisceUaneoUB.-We have dealt in detail ill the 
preceding page~ WIth the Inain lines of our work, 
but there is another side to our work, however, 
which does not come under our regular pro
gramme, and yet takes time, labour, and money. 
}<'or want of a better word we have called it 
., Miscellaneous," and it is miscellaneous indeed! 
Taking the new arrivals around L')ndoD, getting 
passports, dealing with stranded cases, arranging 
passages, meeting trains and boats, lending money 
knowm~ that we will never get it back-all come 
under the daily routine of the secret:l1'ie~. It 
might be of interest to note here a few figurel 
relating to some of the points mentioned 
above :.-

Passages and Fassports securell for 
students - 35 

Passages and l'assports secured for 
non-students - 2;' 

Stranded cases of students sent back 
to India !) 

Stranded cases of non-student" sent 
back to India 5 

Amount raised among students to help 
stamled students - - ;£ 150 

While our work is meant primarily for Indi.m 
students, there are a number of non-students who 
come to the hostel. They are of all sort!l
business men, holiday visitors, runaway lascars, 
strdonded men. The majority of these call on our 
time for advice, information, introduction, &c., 
and some of them on our purse. We are as 
much at their disposal for any service needed as 
we are for students. 

6. Holiday lVork.-At the time the hostel was 
started, it was also our intention to open a holiday 
home for our members. For this purpose a big 
house was rented at Lowestoft, and arr,mgements 
were made to cater for at least 100 students. 
During the three months the house was ~pen. 
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there were only 85 students and guests who took ments attached hereto," it will be seen that there 
advantage of this. This number was not as g'ood was a deticit of nearly £4.000 on the first yed.r's 
as we anticipated, and we suffered a loss of £300 work. This was not unexpected; witb. £4,500 
on this venture. This year we had to abandon per yp,ar for rent, rates anu taxes alone, it is not 
the holiday programme for financial reasons, but possible for any illEtitution to be self-supporting, 
a far more important and helpful work has been unles!! its incomp, is in proportion to the amount 
done for the students in this connection With spent. The statements attd.Ched h~reto are to the 
the help of the Student Christian Movement and end of December .1920, arid have been audited by 
the Y.M.C.A. branches in different parts, we bave Messrs. Fairbairn, Wingfield and WykeFl, Char
made arrangements for our members to spend tered Accountants, Lonnon. At the end of the 
their holidays in different place!!, not only in present year there will be po"siblyanotherdeficit 
Great Britain, but also on the Continent. The of £4,000. making a total of £8,000 for the tWA) 
following statement shewing number of students years. Of this sum we will receive £.1,000 from 
for whom holiday arrangemfnts were made will the Indian National Council as their grant for 
be of some interest :- two years, at the rate of £ 1.500 per year. The 

In Great Britain, 30; France, 40; Germany, rest has got to be raised somehow, and very soon. 
2a; Vienna, 18; Switzerland, 15; Hol- This may sound too optimistic. We knew at the 
I d 8 I I "D k 5 start that there would be a deficit. but we also an, ; ta y, J; enmar,. k h . f k new t at there was a piece 0 wor that ha,l to 

7. Oommittee of Management.-The work of the be done by someone. amI if it could be proved 
Indian Students' Union and Hoqtel is at present that it was worth while undertaking this task, 
undel' a Com mil tee of ManagemeIlt, the m embers of then it is the rE'sponsibility of the people to 
which are selected by the Indian National Council. finance ~uch a piece of work. 
These members are so selflcted as to make tbe !:t. Oonclusion.-The preceding page~ relate 
committee a fairly representative group-Indiaml, the plain story of our work during the past 18 
both Christian and non Christian .• representatives months. Apart from satit.;fying the actual needs 
from the Churcbefl. Student Christian Move- of the studE'nt as well as the non-student, we 
ment. English Y.M.C.A., Business Circle, &c. have found in every Lit of our work a point of 
The following- are, or have been, Members of the contact and a chance for personal friendsbip and 
Committee of Management since the start:- fdlowship, which count far more .... ith one who 

Prel>ident, Mr. Edwyn Be"an; TreasurE'T, Mr is thousands of miles away from home in a 
Harold G. Judd, of Messrs. Mann, Judd, Gordon strange country with strange company. We have 
& Co., CA.; Mr. H. S. L. Polak, a solicitor by no fear for his morals. for we know his record is 
profession and one who is keenly interested in as good as his neighbour's; we. have no fear that 
the welfare of Indians; Mr. E. C. Cartel'. Major he will fail in his main object, for all know his 
Young, Mr. O. H. McCowen, rE'prt'sent,tives of record in Colleges and Uuiversities; iJut we do 
the Foreign Department of the English Y.M.C.A.; fear that he may go back without countin" 
Mr. R. N .Joshi. a member of the Servants of India England as a friend. The solution to this doe~ 
Society: Mr. W. Paton, Secretary of the Rtudent not lie in organisations; it lies in symp.lthy and 
Christian :Movement; Mr. J. Callan, General friend"hip. It is not for us to t>ay who should 
~ecretary of the Plaistow Y.M.C.A., who has come aDll who should not comf', for our purpoRe 
worked in India as a Y.M C.A. secrfotary for over is to sen'e whoever r.omes. This place wail 
seven ye~rs; Mrs. K. Sathyanadhan, Sir Henry created because somehouy who had seen the need 
Proctor, Mr. Kenneth Maclellan, of the Inter- dreamt of the possibilities to fill tbis need. One 
nationaf Review of Missions. may IIsk if we are satisfied with what we havd 

The Committee of Management meets once a dont'o It ill contrary to human nature to be 
month, goes over the programme in general, satisfied. We, too, dream sometimes. We dream 
passes the accounts, decides on questions \\ hich of an Indian centre in England which will be 
need immediate attention, ~c. '1 he final authority the centre of Indian public opinion in England 
in all matters pertaining to the hostel, however, interpreting India's best to England and-taking 
lies with the Indian National Council. In addi- England's best to '1ndi.l.; an Indian centre, every 
tion to the Committee of Management there are member of which would be a stuilent, not for a 
four sE'crptariep, who are responsible for carrying degree, but for something more important and 
out the actnal work of the union and hostel. valuable-life itself. It might be medicine art 
These secretaries are usually graduates of pither or science, but each in his own way contributing 
English or Indian Universities, and men whl' to the welfare and well-being of society. An 
have had experience among students. Indian centre, whose leaders would be India's 

8. Finance.-No institution is complete with- l'est, for w~o else could interpret India rightly, 
out this neces~ary and yet troublesome item. and ali>~ gUIde the ;lollnger students with them? 
The work done by most institutions is in ~uch a centre would not only knit together the 
proportion to the money available, and at the Indians themselves, hut it would attract the best 
present time the institution that maoages to of .England, Whfn India's test and England's 
.. scrape tbrough" should be considered very best come face to face, there will be neither race 
lucky. Of course we do not come any way Ileal" nor colour nor creed nor caste. 
such an institution, for, from the audited state- .. Not printed. 

-------------------------
TUESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1921. (LONDON.) 

Present: 
SrR 1\1. HAMMICK (in the Chair). II SAHIBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
SIR D. P. SARVADBIKARY. DR. S. K. DATTA. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. MISS L. M. BROOKS. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH.} 
MR. R. E. FIELD, Secretaries. 

MR. R. N. VAIDYA, represl'ntaLive of Indian students studying economics in London was 
called and examined. ' 

He handed in a wrilten statement, which is He stated that he had come to England in 
appended. August 1919, having first obtained an Arts de"ree .. 
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in mathematics of the University of Bombay. 
He had consulted t.he Bombay Advisory Com
mittee before leaving India. but that committee 
had only been of use to him in that it had allowed 
him t.o consult calendars and prospectuses of 
educational iostitutions in this country. 

When he first arrived in England he went to a 
hotel for two days and then removed to 21, Crom
well Road. He called at the India Office and 
saw Dr. Arnold, but at that time he (the witness) 
had not thought of taking np the study of 
economics, but was contemplating a COUfse in 
engineering. The information he received from 
Dr. Arnold therefore referred to epginuering, but 
after taking m~dical ad vice he had decided that 
his physical condition was hardly suitable for 
engineering, and he had thereupon decided to 
study economics instead. He did not take the 
advice of the Students' Department about econo
mic!!, but made his arrangements for admission 
to the London SchOOl of Economics in per:lon. 

His first visit to Cromwell Roarl extended over 
two or three weeks, and since then he had been 
back to the house once or twice. At the present 
time he was living in the Shakespeare hut, and 
his experience during his two years' residence in 
England had been one of constant movmg from 
the Shakespeare hut to lodgings and from 
lodgings back to the Shakespeare hut. That 
was because h& found it difficult to seonre suit
able lodgings.' He had tried sAveral diffel ent 
parts of London, but his experience of lodgings 
had not been a happy one, and he had not yet 
secured any suitable place for permaneut 
reEidence. 

lIe grt:atly preferred the Shakespeare hut to 
21, Cromwell Road, principally because he was 
allowed more personal freedom there. Another 
thing was that at Cromwell Hoad the atmosphere 
was one of officialdom. whereas at the Sbakespure 
hut the students were free from any kind of 
official control. It wjls qulte true that the 
Shakespeare hut rooms were unsnitable for study 
and that tbere waf! constant noise and inter
ruption: that was the great ohjection to the 
Shakespeare hut. 

Questioned as to wJlether his suggestion in his 
written statement that Indian students came to 
this country because they had not the same 
chance of getting into Government service unless 
they had an English degree "as not somewhat 
ol1t-of-dat~. the witness stated that in hit! opinion 
changes that were supposed to have taken place 
in India in that direction were more in theory 
than in practict". He agreed that the change 
would be more substantial in practice after a few 
years, but taking cC'nditions as they wel'e at 
present, he thought ;he reasoJls advanced in his 
written statement were correct. 

Questioned as to why he haei remained in 
India until lifter he bad graduated. whel'eas he 
recommended in his written statement that 
shldents should ('orne to this country after 
passing the Intermediate Examination, he ex
plained that there were circumstancE's in Ms own 
case which made it impossible for him to come 
aftE'r taking the Intermediate; he ha.1 actuan v 
remained in India for one year after taking his 
B.A. degree, and then a chance of coming to 
England offtlred itself, and he had taken ad van
taO'e of ij. The rpason why he thought that 
st~dents should come after taking their Indian 
Intermediate was that they had to spend two 
years after that in order to oblain the Indian 
degree, anJ. ill bis opinion that two years cOlllLI 
be utilised much better in England. Any 
studeHt who intended to take up economics 
~hould, in his opi.nion, come to England after 
passing the Intermediate, because very little 
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economics was taught for the Arts degree at any 
Indian University. 

As regards the necessity for Indian students t() 
obtain practical trainin~ in banking, the witness 
stated that without snch experience the prospects 
of Indian students who studied commerce or 
economics in this country obtaining suitable em
ployment in India were almost negligible, as 
firms would no longer employ men on the 
strength of a University degree ahne; they 
insisted npon some practical experience as well. 
He qu:te agreed that banking practice in India 
was in many respects different from banking 
practic;e in England. but the facilities for 
obtaining practical training in India were ~ery 
limitt'd, and it was thertlfore necestlary for Indian 
students to obtain such training in this country. 
He understood that now that the London Uni
versity had established a Bachelor of Commerce 
degree, the Directors and Committee of Mc\nage
Tlent of the School of Economic~ had made 
arrangements with certain bank" to admit 
IItudents for practical training. A similar 
arrangement should. if possible, be made for 
Indian students. l'he Imperial Ba.nk of India 
and Messrs. Tata, Limited, could provide facilities 
if they so desired. 

At the present time about 20 Indian students 
were stndying at the School of Economics for the 
B.Sc. de.!!'ree in Economics, and about the same 
number were studying for the Bachelor of Com
merce degree. Some of them intended to take 
up the teaching profession on their return to 
India, but a good. many ,lesirecl to obtain em
ployment in industrial and banking firms. 

The reason why he recommended that the 
question of establishing hostels for Indian 
students in London should be deferred for con
sideration at a later date was not that the 
Y.M.C.A. hostel at the Shakespeare hut provided 
what was required. but that the distrust of 
Gov~rnment among the students was so great at 
present that no hostel established by or with the 
assi~tancc of Government could, in his opinion, 
be successful. 

Asked whether it was not a fact that although 
the students professed a great dislike of 21, 
Cr:>mwell Road, the accommodation there was 
nearly always full, the witness said that many 
students went to Cromwell Road because they 
did nnt know where else to go. He, himself, had 
had no desire to go there,-but being qnite a 
stranger with no one to advise him, he had had 
no alternative. He himself. and the students 
who had gone to Cromwell Road with him, had 
made It a point to leave as soon as possible. 
Personally he did nut feel that he was being 
watched 01' spied npon while he was at Cromwell 
Road. and hi'! experience during his stay there 
was not unpleasam, but he .till thought tbat the 
distru~t of the honse on the part of the students 
was so great that any extens'on of it was most 
undesirable at present. Questioned as to whether 
the fact that the High Cummissioner had now 
replaced the India Office as the controlling 
authority for 21, Cromwell Hoad would not tend 
to It'ssen the distrust of it, the witnesS said that 
the feeling among the students was that it was a 
('hange of name rather than of Fpirit. 

His experience of the Indian Students' Depart
ment was that it ga~e very little real as~istance to 
students, and sometimes actually hindered them_ 
When he first thought of coming to England 
he conslllied the Secretary of the Advisory Com
mittee in Bombay as to his chance of secnring 
admission to an English University for the study 
of engineering, and he was told that as the war 
was just over and many demobilised officers and 
men were seeking admission to the Universities, 
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it would be impossible for him to get admission 
iu 191~, and it was very doubtful whether he 
woulu get admission even in 1920. Many 
students would have stayed in India. on receipt 
of that advice, but acting 011 the strength of what. 
his friends bad told him, he had come to Engbnd 
and called upon Dr. Arnold, who had said: "I 
" have jost come from Scotland and have seen 
., tbe Universities there. They are quite full. 
"I do not see any chance of your gettil1g 
"admission at all, but you can try." He then 
made a personal :lpplication to Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, and secured offers of admission from 
both. That was at the end of August I!H9. 

He would not recommend, however. that the 
Students' Department should be abolished alto
gether; what was needed was that the Depart
ment's angle of vision should be changed. He 
tho light it would be quite possible for the 
Univel'siti~s in India to establish some sort of 
bureau in England which might take the place 
of the l::ltudents' Department, bllt he did not 
consider such a step rell1y ad \"Jsable. In the first 
place it would entail a large amount of organisa
tion,and it was doubtful whether the Universities 
were in the position to find the necessary fnnds ; 
in the second pl~ce, whenever further hl·lp was 
needed-tor example, in securing facilities for 
practical training-the assistance of the India 
Office or the Office of the High Commissioner 
would have to be sought, alld the reS'tllt would 
be that the control of the Indian Universities 
would be mer-:ly nominal and the real work 
would be dOlle bJ Government; and in the third 
place the establishment of a University Hureau 
in England would not secure the confidence of 
the students because the Inrlian Universities 
themselves, as at present constituted, were more 
or less Government bodies. The change would 
be one of name rather than of substance, and he 
would not be in favour of it. 

He agreed that for the pr"rpoEle of securbg 
atlmission to Universities and educathmal insti
tutions an organisation established by the Indian 
Ull\versittes might carry greater weight than an 
organisa.tion established by Government. but for 
all purposes a Government orga.nisation was 
likely to be more effective becau~e it would have 
more influence at its back. 

Questioned as to the value of the Bachplor of 
Commerce degree of thtl University of Bombay 
as compared with the B.Sc. degree in Economics 
of the University of London, the witness said 
that in hi,) opinion the Bombay degree was of 
more practical importance than the London one. 
He had Sllen the byllabus as well as the examina
tion papers of the Bombay BAchelor of Commerce, 
and he thought the standard was better than the 
B.8c. in Economics of London University. The 
Bombay courile dealt more with finance, banking 
and accountancy than with the theory of 
economics, and was b.etter suited to the needs of 
the man who was going into business. Never
thelt'ss the man who took the London degree 
had an advantage over the man who took the 
Bombay degree because of the preference given 
by the Government of India to English degrees 
when recruiting for educational posts. 

Questioned as to whether there was a gener.)l 
feeling among the Indian stndents in this country 
against 21, Cromwell Hoad and the Shakespeare 
hut, the witness said there could be no doubt that 
there was a strong-almost unanimous-feeling 
agdinst 21, Cromwell Road, but that very few 
students had any objcction to the Shakespeare 
hut. The principJ.l objection to 21, Cromwell 
Road was that it was an organisation of Govern
ment; and until there was strong evidence that 
Government was prepared to conduct the 

Students' Department quite independently of 
political policy, the Department and all organi
I'atiuns connected with it would be distrusted. 
At the present time the students were convinced 
t':1at the policy of the Department was actuated by 
th~ political policy of the Government of India. 

The objections raised by the small number of 
students who w':!re not in favour of the Shakes
peare hllt were, first, that i& was a Christian 
organisation; secondly, that officials from the 
India Office' were in tho habit of visiting it from 
time to time, and that, therefore, it 11ad some 
Government . onnection; and thirdly, that in 
return for the financial help which it was under
stood was shortly to be asked of the Government 
M India in connection with the establishment of 
new premises, the India Office would demand 
some voice in the management. Personally. so 
10llg as the management of a Y.M.C.A. organisa
tion was entirely independent of Government, he 
d1,d not see any objection to the granting of funds 
from Indian revenues for the building or main
tenallfJe of a hostel. In his opinion the Y.M.C.A. 
was doing excellent work among the Imlian 
student[l, aml he would advocate a policy of sub
sid ising hostels under its control until the 
Government were able to start hostels of their 
own, which would not be the CRfle until they had 
gained the confidence of the students. 

He did not consider that there was any lleed 
for bostels at all elsewhere than in London, and 
so far as London WdS concerned, if accommodd.tion 
for 200 residflnts could be pro\'ided, that should 
be sufficient, 

Questioned as to how he was elected to repre
sent the Indian students studying economics in 
Loodon, witness stated that ther'" had been a 
met:ting at which about 16 li>tudents were prdsent, 
and that he had been elected at that meeling. 
After that. he llad prepared the statement which 
he had submitted to the CommitteE', but it b,ad 
not been pOSSIble to show it to all the 16 students 
who had elected him, because some of them were 
away ou their holidays. So farastheeduclltional 
views expressed iu the memorandum were con
cerned, he thou!!ht that the majority of students 
wonld agree with them. As regdrds the political 
opinions expressed they should be taken as his 
own personal views, as there ,were many students 
who wOllld go beyond what he hau advocated. 

Questioned as to whether the Stuuents' Depart
n:.ent had not done its best in the way of gettinO' 
facilities for practical training' for Indian student~ 
as distinct from securing a~mis'lion to Univer
sities. witness replied that the opinion of the 
students was that in the matter of practical 
training the Department had either shirked its 
duty or done as little as it possibly could. 

~\'s things were at present, he would not even 
if he had the chance. like to remain in per~anent 
residence at the Shabspeare hut; but if the 
roolUS were made more spacious and he could 
have one to himself. he would like to stay there 
permanently. and he thought that many of the 
students now temporarily residing there would 
do so also. He did not think the popularity of 
the Shakespeare hut as comparfld with Cromwell 
Road was due to the fad that it was managed by 
I~dians. The nationality of the management 
~ld not much matter so long as it Was entirely 
mdependent of Government. If Cromwell Road 
were an independent organisation it would have 
a .chance ?f sncceeding and becoming popular 
WIth IndIan studtmts. even though it were 
mauaged by Englisbmen 

Que,;tioned ~s to whether, if he were on the 
thl'eshold of hIS career and had in view a post 
a'i Ii teacher ()f economics, say, at the ~ydenham 
College, Bombay, he would go to England for his 
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education or stay in India and work for a 
commercial degree tbere, the witness said that 
if he thought he could get as ~ood a post 
by staying in India, he w .. uld naturally prefer 
not to come to EnlZland. The course of study in 
England was not, however, to be valued only for 
the sake of the degree obtained. Therll were 
other advantages. and those advantages would 
have to be weighed against the financial saving 
that would result from remaining in India. 

Judging from his own experience, he did not 
think that there was any religious propaganda 
carried on at thE' Shakespeare hut. HE' thOllght 
that tbe heavy loss at present incllrred on running 
th'l hut could be largely obviated if it were run 
more on commercial lines. If, however, that was 
not 110, then Government should finance it. 

There was, of course, a strong feeling among 
a small body of Indians that it was not right that 
Indian students should be looked after by a 
Christian Association, but no other body had 
comtl forward to accept the responsibility, and 
the work of the Y.M.C.A. had therefore to be 
accepted RS a matter of necessity. Perscnally he 
welC'omed it on account of the sound work h had 
dOlle for Indian students, and he did not think 
the question of religion should corne into the 
matter at all. 

Questioned as to what be would do if he 
suddenly founei himself ill and without money 
in London, the witness said tbat he would first 
apply for assistance to his friends among his 
fllIlow ~tudent~; Government would be tbe last 
body be would apply to in snch a case, but be 
bad no objection to Government assisting students 
who were in difficnlties if it desired to do so. 

He knew of several cases in whi.ch Indian 
stud€.nts had been hindered by-or, at any rate, 
had not received the assistllnce they expected 
from-the StudentlJ' Department, but he had not 
ohtained permission to give thll names to the 
Committee and so could not mention them. He 
would endeavour to obtain permission, and if he 
got it he would send the names to the Committee, 
21, Cromwell Road and the Local Advis"rs in 
the various University ('entrE's were some of the 
principal cause;! of irritation in the minds of the 
students. 

STATEMENT BY MR. R. N. VAIDYA, HEPRE
SENTATIVIl: OF INDIAN STUDENTS STUDYING 
ECONOMICS IN LONDON. 

I am a student of economics, studying for B.Sc. 
at the University of London, amI have been 
appointfld to appear before the COlDmittee on 
behalf of the students of economics, politics and 
commerce. 

'rht're are various reasons that induce Indian 
students to comH over to England, but they can 
be divided into two groups. Under the first 
group may be included (i) grl'ater f,lCililies 
for higher education through the Unher>llties 
and. other similar bodie", (ii) well-equipped 
libraries, (iii) museums, (iv) factories, &c. Besides 
these, travt'lling iI>;!elf is a good ~ducation to 
bloadt'n the mind, and even tbough some 
facilities for the sam~ kind of education be 
provided in India, some residence in England 
:.md other counb'ies is always uesirable whenever 
possible. The above reasons are of a character 
that would induce anybody to travel to some 
other country that otters him more efficif·nt 
instruction, praclical as well as theoretical, and 
as such they are not restricted to Inliia. In the 
second group is the preference given to the 
English degree oveJ,' the Indian dt'grl'e by 
Government. It·is quite natural that the stlldf'nts 
going in for Government service-whether civil, 

educational 01' otherwise - should grasp the 
orportunity of coming to England, spend mouey 
and years to get a degree and return to India
provided that he is fortunate enough in getting 
into th.., silrvice-as a superior in p()sition to a 
man with equivalent Indian qualific:uions. To 
avoid this waste and prevent lDjustice, the first 
step is to raise the Stdotus of the Indian degree to 
the level of the English degree. It will be 
neces.iliry to enlarge the syllabus of studies f"r 
the Indian degree. Til speak specially tor the 
student>;! of economicil and comweroe, ~ should 
suggest that the other Indian UniverSities shouli 
follow the eXlI.mple of Bombay an«l institute a 
degree in commerce, while at the Sdome time more 
attention should, be paid to the study of economics 
for the degrees in arts. 

The right time to break off education in India 
is after passing the intformediate examination 
which will save two years' unnecessary waste i~ 
India. But if. as suggested above, instructions 
for a fil'st degree in commerce or economics are 
provide~ for in India, it would be advisable to 
come to England only after the degree course is 
complete, i.e., for rest'arch work. 

The question of practical training aiter the 
degree work is over ill of great importance. 
Some practical training is essellticl.l before these 
students can be expected to undertake responsible 
posts whether in the banks or in commercial or 
industrial firms. Something can be done in this 
direction in India by making arrangements "ith 
the Imperial Bank, but still more will have to be 
done in England. The only body to which the 
students can look for belp is the Government. 
This is a task which th'l Government in the past 
has either neglected or done only in a half
hearted way. The Secretary of State has large 
dealings with various bankers and firms in this 
country, and it mnst be his duty in future, to see 
that real help is given to the students by recom
men. ling them for apprenticeships. Fully 
conscious of the fact that the firms are at liberty 
to accept or to refuse, I still think that much 
depends on the will of the recommender and the 
tone or tbe recommendation. I may put it down 
here quite plainiy that the attempts and successes 
of the Government in executing this fnnction 
will be considered as a crucial test of their 
sincerity,in helping the students. 

I do not think it advisable for the Government 
to take int.. band the question of hostels for 
students, at least for a few year!! to come. There 
is no urgent need for it in the University centres 
outside London. As regards London, Y.lLC.A. 
has done excellent work 10 that direction, and it 
will Le wise ior the Government to restrict its 
hostel schemes to giving financial and other help 
to the lDstimtion (if asked for). This grant 
should not be accompanied by demanding some 
voice in its management, for it is sure to raise 
a storm of distrust 'lgainst the institution which 
will hinder Its pr()gre~s. The experience about 
the bostel at 21, Cromwell Hoad should serve as 
a guide to the Government in its future actions. 

'fhe existing Advisory Committees in IndIa. 
have done some good work, bnt I cannot hold 
the same view about th,ose in England. In most. 
cases they have proved unneceRsary and trouble
some, and a goed nlany cases can be quoted in 
which the Committees, instead of giving any 
help to the students, have deliberatdy hinderl'd 
their progress ill lSecuring admissions. The 
accusations againbt it are too many to be 
enumerated in full, Rnu .1 Cdonnot help saying 
that they are greatly rt'sponbibJe in creating the 
present state of distrust. 

I suggest, hO'l"ever, that the old system should 
be retamed. I do not propose to transfer the 
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management of the Students' Department to a 
Joint Boa.rd of Universities in India. j<'inancially 
it is unpracticable, administratively less efficient. 
It cannot by itself succeed in winning over the 
confidence of the students as long as the 
Universities are, themselvel', Government bodiefl. 
A change iI!' incleed required, but it should be 
one of spirit and not of form. 

I cannot conclude without dwelling on a point 
which, though not arising directly out of the 
severa.l heads under which the evidence is 
invited, is yet of vital im'portauce to the future 

workinO' of any organisation that :nay be' set up. 
I refer °to the present feeling of distrust on the 
part of students towardi! the various Government 
departments about tbe students. The Govern
ment is accused of spying. However unfounded 
may the charges be ~onsidered by .the Govern
ment this state of thmgs cannot be Ignored. If 
an) tbing is to be achieved in the way of being 
real help and guide to the students, the .first step 
must b", necessarily to win over the confidence. 
This can be accomplished only by sympathy, 
sincerity and solid ""ork. ' 

N.B.-Pdor to the attendance of witnesses from th~ India Office, the ~ollo~ing corre8'pondenct'~ 
passed between the Committee and the India. Office. ThiS correspondence IS prmted here Instead of 
all an Appendix in order to explain the oral evidence subsequently recorded. 

Correspondence \v ith the India Office. 

Committee on Indz'an Students to India Office. 
42, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.l, 

Sir, 21st .Iuly 1921. 
I am directed by Lord Lytton to send YOIl the enclosed copies of two memoranda that hal'e 

been prepared and submitte<l to him by members of thitJ Committee. and to say that he would be 
greatly obliged if the information therein asked for could be furnisbed to me for circulation to the 
Committee. Lord Lytton does not, however, desire to throw upon the staff of the India Office any 
heavy burden of work in this connection that can be !).voicied, and I am therefore to su;;gest that only 
sllch of the information desired as is readily available should be supplied in the fir"t instance, and 
that an indication shoulll be given of the amount of labour involved in supplying the reD1a~nder, 110 
that Lord Lytton may consult with the Cummittt'e and re~onsider ho\V mQ.ch of the information 
asked for is really essential to the purposes of the Comll1ittee'l:! enquiry. 

In adllition to obtaining written statements in regard to the matters referred to in these 
memoranda, the Committee desire to examine orally representatives of the Departments of the India 
Office dealing with such questions, and I am therefore directed to enquire whether there would be 
any objection to arrangements for the attendance of such representatives being made by me direct 
with the Heads of the Departmentil concerned. 

'fhe Under Secretary of State 
for India. 

I am, &0., 
(Sd.) 

NOTE 1. 

R. E. FIELD, 
Secretary to the Committee. 

1. What action has so far been taken with regard to the recommendations and sugcrestions 
contained in para. 32 of the Public Services Commission's Report. with special reference" to the 
Agrioultul'al. Civil Veterinary, Factory and Boiler Inspection, Forest, Geological ~t1rvey, Mines, Mint 
and Assay, Pilots (Bengal), and Railway (Locomotive and Carriag!J' and Wagon) Departments? If 
any of these recommendations }'ave not been accepted, please state t.he reasons. 

2. What action has so far been taken to give effect to the proposals made in para. 152 of the 
Industrial Commission Report? Where no action has yet been taken, please give reasons. 

3. What steps have been tako>n to give effect to the proposals contained in paras. 158-9 of the 
Industrial Commission Report? If none, please state reasous. 

4. What has so far been done with regard to the proposals and stlggestions made in paras. ] 70-2 
of the Industrial Commission Report? 

5. Has anything so far been done with regard to the suggestion "Illade in paras. 173-5 in the 
Industrial Commission Report? If not, please state reasons. _ 

6. WhICh of the Indian services are recruited in England and which of them recruited wholly 
and which partially? 

7. Is it a fa.ct that in the mattE'r of recruitment a B.Sc. degree in agriculture obtained at a 
University in the United Kingdom is of greater value than a B.Ag. degree of an Indian University? 

8. It has been stated to the Committee that lIS scholarships given by the India Office for the 
study of forestry have been awarded to Scotchmen and South Africans only, and that none of them 
have bel3u awardt'd to Indians. What are the facts? 

The following statements have been made to the Committee during the course of their enquiry 
Have the India Office any views to express upon t.hem ? • 
. (a) Thll;t facilities lor research wo!k and oth~r higher branches. of study in India are uite 
madequate III such department;J loS torestry, agrICulture, and tropical medicine. If the In~ian 
standard could be improved, it "ouM be far more valuable to tbe student to remain at an Indian 
1'Jniversity, where he could study the conditions with which he woulu eventually have to deal 

(~) 'rha~ all appointments to the Indian, SE'rvices, as far as Indians are conCt'rned, should be 
DladelD IndIa only, and that the cbosen candidates s~?~ld then be.se~~ as probationers either to t.his 
country or to some other country, where the best faClhtles for speClahsmg in the particular study are 
to be obtained-England for rail way and dock engineering and America for a!n'iculture 

(0) The facilities for practical training in banking should be obtained th'rouO'h th~ medium f 
those banking firms that enjoy the patronage ()f the India Office. 0 0 
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(D) That State scholarships should only be given to men who propose to do rese.!.rch work or to 
Tead one of the hiaher branches of study. . . . It is a waste to spend on study for the Indian 
'Civil Aervice mnney which should be spent in producing for India as many efficient specialish as 
possible to carryon eclucational o!" industrial work. 

(E) That existing engineering colleges in India should be extended so as to provide training fo,. 
shipbuilding. aeronautical. marine and aerial survey, railway engineering an,1 bridge bnila.ing, and 
that new Vlchnological institutions should be started for providing adequate training in llubjects 
like leather 'manufacturiD!!, and paper making. 

(F J That the Indian ~ Ci viI Service probationers should be required, while in this country, to 
acquire a practical knowledge in one of such subjects as the co-operative 1L0vement, town planning, 
and municipal administratio:l. 

(G) That a ct'l'tain number of Indians should be admitted each year to the naval colleges in the 
United Kingdom . . . . that a greater numher of Indians should be admitted each year to the 
Royal llilitary College at Sandhurst. (Are there any military colleges or institutIOns in India 
where Indians can be trained ?) 

(H) That technic.!.l scholars sent to this country should be given an assurance that when 
technological institutes are op .. n in India their claims to appointment will be considered first 

_. . . ; in the cas" of scholars who undertake to start business the Department of Industry should 
help them by offering 10000ns at a low rate of inter~st. 

(I) That it is waste,ful on the part of the Government to maintain the Imperial Agricultural and 
Fore::!try Institute in India, and at the same time to I!end their prouationers to Oxford to be trained 

,at the public expense. 
(J) That the examination for the Indian Medical Services should he held simultaneously in India 

and l<~ngland as is being done in the case of the Indian Civil Service. 
tK) That the connection of the India Office with the Indian Students' Department has created 

the suspicion that the activities of Indian students are watched and their speeches in the MajIis and 
·other societies reported. • 

(L) That a c~rtain number of Indians should be specially trained while in ~ngland for the 
diplomatic and consular services, Dlunicipal work, the AI'my, the Navy, and the Air Force. 

(M) That a wider selection of newspapers should be supplied to the Indian Institute at Oxford 
for the use of the Indian students there. Those at present supplied represent only the Anglo-Indian 
point of view, and it should be possible for the stuuents to make themselves acquainted with the 
views of both sides. 

NOTE 2. 

One of the points for consideration by the Committee is the adequlcy of the preilent facilities 
for education in India. Variou!! proposals for the improvement of the existing arrangements have' 
heen made from time to time, and it is necessary that we should h tve definite information ag to 
whether any of these proposals have been carried out, and, if they have not been, the ground on 
which action has not been taken. 'fhe witnesses from the India Office will be in a position to 
furnish the necessary information, and Bome of the points in which information ie neces~ary are 
mentioned hereunder :-

Agricultural Education.-The Royal Commission on the Public Services was of opinion that 
"there are no consirleratione of policy which make recruitment in Europe necessary, and the 
" Government of Imlia had frequently declared that the object to be steadily kept in view if! to 
•• reduce to a mmimum the number of experte appointed in England, and to train up independent 
" talent so as to enable the country to depend upon its own resources for the recruitment of its 
" agricultural staff in the higher branches, With this principle the Commissiqn were in complete 
.. accord. . . . Thpy accordingly recommended that facilities for such tr4inlng be developed in 
" India, and that the standard be brought up to the lev~l for the best equipped agricultural 
" institutione of Europe and America. The training cla~ses should be established at Pusa, such 

-u additions being made to the staff of that institute as may be necessary for the purpose." They 
were satisfied that there is DO incompatibility between the two functions of teaching and research, 
but, on the contrary. both may gain by being conducted in close a~sociation with eacn other. 

The Agricultural Conference sat at PUBa in 1916, and the points referred to in the Conference 
were as follows :-

Should the object of agricultural colleges be merely the provision or suitable candidates for 
service in the Agricultural Department; or 

~hould they aim at providing a liberal and scientific education in agriculture which would 
be as complete as possible, and would attract not only students who aspire to the higher posts 
in the Agl'icultural Department, but others who wish to take up higher studies and research 
work in agriculture for their own sake? 

If it is possible to combine both these aims, would it be an advantage if the colleges were 
.affiliated to the different Universities? 

The conference adopted resolutions on the subject, which will be fonnd on pages 151 and 157 
of Vol. VI., Sadlel' Commi:!sion. -:Vith reference to these re:!olutions and rilcommendations of the 
Royal Commission, has any action been taken by the Secret.uy vi State or the Government of India 

-<>r the Local Governments for making provision for a liberal education in agriculture, or are the 
agricultural colleges ill India intended to satisfy department.ll needs for the lower branches of the 
-services? 

Vetel'inary Ed"cation.-At present the higher services in the Veterinary Department are almost 
entirely recruited lD the United Kingdom, and candid,Ites must hold a diploma of the Royal College 
of Veterinary Surgeons. Indian studAllts corne here to nndergo training' for the purpose of entering 
this department. In referring to tht! Civil Veterinary D"partm~nt the Royal Commission ex:presspd 
the opinion that •• there are no considerations of policy which make recruitment in Europe necess.lrY, 
... and we cannot consider it satisfactory that at the prt::!ent time the cadre of the Imperial branch 
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.. does not include a single officer who is a statutory native of India. . . . We recommend,. 
"accordingly that as soon as possible classes teaching up to the highest standard should be 
~, establil'lhed 'jn India, l)'nd that the passed IStudents of these co!!t'g:es should co~stitute the Dormal 
" field of recruitment for the Imperial branch of the department. One of the pomt~ referred to the 
Conferf>nce on Veterinary Education, held in Dpcember 1917 at'Poona, is in tht'se terms :--

(1) To report up to what standard e:\Ch of the colleges and sch?ols now teaches. 
(2) To consider whether it is advisable and possible to raISI! the Ftandard at one or more 

selected colleges so as to turn out students who will be <;lualifie~ for appointment for the higher 
~rades of the provincial service as ultimately to the ImperIal Service a'! recommended by ihe Royal 
Commission 00. the Public 3ervices (para. 7. Annexure II. page 7!:l, Vol. I.). The Committee 
reported that the existing colleges have failed to train a sufficient number of men to fill up the 
subordinate cadres of the Tarious Veterinary Departments. The Committee discuseed the whole 
subject and expressed their op~nion that it is for the Local Governments to decide whether they will 
reorganise their colleges to permit of a higher ~rade education, and pending the development of a 
complete scheme of training in India the Committee suggesterl the Local Governments should grant 
scholarships at their discretion to likely canrlidates to enable thenl to proceed to ~urope for obtaining 
the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. 

Have any steps been taken to reorganise veterinary education in India or to award scholarships. 
as suggested above. Figures sh.ould also be given about the recraitmeot for the all-India 
Veterinary Service both here and in India for the last five years. 

Forestry Education.-The Royal Commission were of (/pinion in 1914 "Ihat the time has arriyed 
" when a beginning should be made with the system of direct recl"uitment to the Imperial Forest 
" Service in India." Thpy therefore recommended" that a cours':! of training be estlblished at Dehra 
" DUll up to the highest European standard, and that the doors of the Institute should not be closed' 
., against other well-equipped students other than the nominees of the Governmenl.." They also 
recommended that in order to attract a proper elas'! of student, half the number of appointments 
should be made available to the statutory natives of India who hav~been through the Dehra Dun 
course. 

Have these recommendations been carried into effect? If not, the reason should be fully' 
stated. 

If the course of practical instruction for Indian probationers can be given at the Dellra Dun 
Institute. there wonld be no necessity to send forestry students here for instruction or training, 
thoug-h it may be advisable to send them for a post-graduat':! course. It is understood that the 
question was discussed in connection with the eshblishment of an Imperial Forestry Institute at 
Oxford. The relevant papers should be made available and statistics for l"l:lrruit!Ilent here and in 
India for five years should be furnished. 

Public Health.-It is presumed that at present a British Diploma in Public Health and a medical 
qualification registrable in the United Kingdom are necessary for superior appointments in this 
branch of the service. The Royal Commission approved of thi" regb.lation in present circumstances. 
but recommended that steps sbould be taken to improve the facilities for instruction in hygiene i~ 
India ,so as to make it possible for statutory natives to obtain a Diploma in Public Health and 
instruction in troPlcal hygienfl without going to Europe. Thcy also stated .. that this was specially 
" necessary in view of the fact that the sanitary problems in India and England are developing on 
" different lines and that the course for the Diploma of Public Health no longer covers the whole 
" ground." 

What steps have been taken to carry out in this country these views? The figures of recruitment 
for the superior services in this department should be given for the last five years. 

Professo'rsMps in Medteal (!oUeges and the connected Appointments iherein.-Strong objection was taken 
before the ,Royal Commission that the existing system of reserving professorships almost entirely t() 
the Inoian Medical Service was detrimental to the efficiency of the colleges, and it was tlu~gested that 
professorships could be recruited from specialists either from the Indian Medical Service or otherwise. 
The Committee, however, recommended that the clinical chairs of medicine, surgery and clinical 
surgery. ophthah~lOlQgy and midwifery a11'l their connected parts &hou1d be reserved for the members
of the Civil ~fedical Service, however recrllited, and that the SCIentific chairs of physioio"y patholo,,"y 
anatomy. materia medica and biology should be 'thrown open to all comers and ofIicer~ ~f the d~d 
~edical Service should compete fo~ them on the same ~e~ms as the general pubiic. Mr. Abdul"" 
Rahim, on the other hand (para. 2;,9), expressed the oplDlon that all professorships and chemical 
examinershipEl shon1<1 be filled by specialists who have established a reputation for original work and 
that they need not be selected from any service, but should he the best men available in India' and 
the United Kingdom. The opinion of the witnesses who have FO far appeared before the Committee 
is almos~ una.nimo~s that.the pre.Fen~1\ of t?tl lar~e number of I~dian medical students is partly the 
result ot the meffiCiency 1U teachwg lD Ind1a. It IS therefore pertwent to enquire what the orders of 
the Secretary of l"tate in Council were in re~ard to thi:! portion of the report and whether the practice 
of recfniting all the teaching staff alm(\st entirely from the Indian Medical Service is still continued 
Figure~ as to how many of the professional appointments in India during the last five years hav~. 
been filled by IDen outside the Civil Medical Service should be furnished. 

Engir;eej'ing Edt;cati?n.-A ve~y large .num~~r o~ Indian I\t?d~nts are going through a Course of 
Engineerln~ educatIon lD the varlO~~ :Un~versIt~es lD Great Bl'ltam.. M.any of them Come here, it is 
suggf>sted. for want of adeqnate.faClhtles lD IndIa: ~he acco~~odatlO~ lD the various coUeges being
linlited. 'rh.e stu?ents al~o beheve that by obt~lD~ng ~ BrItish quahfication they can gE't into the
superior engmeermg serVIce. The Royal Commlsslon, In fact, observe that many young Indians a e 
now sent to ~ngland with no ?ther purpo~e than to secure th.e prize of an appointment in the
Imperial SerVICe. Those who fall for the prIze are thrown ou theIr own resources. They cannot fi d 
suitable employment in Ji~ngland, they are debarred fr::>m serving the Government of India in an 
'Permanent capacity. and their opportunities of finding Uovernment employmE'nt in India are f:! 
and far between. 'rhey therefore reco.mmende~ that the 10 pel: cent. rule for the recruitment r 
Indians in this' country should be abolIshed, whIlst statutory natIves of India should be eligible f~r 
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.appointments by the Secretary of State, and it was sug£!'ested that notice should be given to 
prospective candidates ill Europe of this change. Under the existin~ arrangement~ it Is presumed 
tnat h'llf tht! nluober of appointmenh is recruited in India anll the rpmaining half is probably 
recruited from European candidates in tuis country. The existing orders of the Secretary of ::;tate 
on this part of the report should be sta'ed fully and the actuaillumber recrnited in England and in 
India for the last five year~ should be also mentioned, and also how many recruitell in India wert! 
recruited on thtl strength of their Britil,h qualificatioDlll. and how many here and in India were 
recruited for railway engineering lind how lJIany for civil engineering. In re~ard to railways under 
company management" it shoulll be stated whether under the terms ot their contracts the companies 
are boun I to recruit any statutory natives of India for their engineering services, and whether they 
-are bound to afford facilities for training to Indian apprentices in engineering. The Royal Com
mission expressed thpmselves satisfied with the training now given in each of the fonl' engineering 
colleges for the higher branches of the public service. The In(lustrial Commbsion also considered 
the wholo question, and their views will be found on pages 105-!l. 

H~ve any steps heen taken in the direction of giving effect to these views of the Commis,ions? 
If so. they should be briefly indicated. 

Technological Training.-The I'xpansiol1 of engineering colleges into technological institutes was 
considered for IDdny year~ in India. The whole ~ubject was again considered by the Industrial 
-Commission (page 109), and the orders of the Secretary of State on this portion of the report 
-should be stated and how far they have been carried out or are intended to be carried onto 

Geology and Uining Education.-Tbe Royal Commission stated" that there are no grounds of 
" policy wbich make it necessary th.l.t recruits for thit:l tlepartment should be obtained from outside 
"Inuia." They strongly recommended a~ a preliminary step that if there is no fit statutory natIve 
of India available, applicatJon should be made for an officer from Europe to secure that all such are 
forthcoming, ann to develop the teaching of geology in the interest3 of the country ~enerally, 
and the Commission recommen,led the em-ly establisument in India of a School of Geology 
which will l"dnk with similar institutiolls ill Great Britain, and give equal opportunities for tile 
scientific fltudy of the subject. It is desirable that at one centre at least in India an advanced 
study of this subject should btl possible, and that this centre should be coonected with one or 
other of the Indian Universities. The Industrial Commission has recommended the establishment 

-{)f a School of Mines in India (paras. 16~-71). The Sddler CO'll mIssion also discussed the whole 
question of mining education (paras. 114 and 148. Vol. V.), and have approved of tile recommen
dalions of the Commission with some modifications. Have any steps been taken by the'l:iecretary 
of Stale or the Government of Innia in the light of the above proposals for education 1Il geology and 
mining? The number of existing sllperior appointments in this braoch of the service aUl! the 
number recroited during the last five years should also be stated. 

State Schola1·Hhips.-(I) The number of State scllolars who had come to Eogland siDre 1913 and 
the subjects studied by each of thpm should bll stated. 

(2) A statement should also btl placed before the Committee showing the nature of the efforts 
made by thll India Office to secure training in engineering and with manufacturing lirmtl for these 

.scholars and the extent to which they have been succes;;ful. and whether IIny of the scholars so 
trained enlerl'd the service of the Government. Information as regards the after career of the 
.sludents for 1he same period may be furnished if available. 

(31 With reference to the observations of the Industrial Commission that scholarships have been 
frequently awarded to young men without any pre'ious practical acquaintance of the University 
they proposed. to take up. and that in some cases they have been allowed to take up industry non
existent in the country, and that no organisatioll was wanted to ensure that the scholar~hip holders 
were suitably elllployeJ. in India, has any altfi'ution of the system been made? The hLtest rules for 
the award of scholarships may be made availdble to the Committee. 

(4) 'fhe Industridl Commission has al'lo su~gested that before scholarships are actually awarded 
it should be definitely ascertain'3d from the India Office if facilities for the acquisition of practical 
knowledge can be pro'l"ided. Have any enqniries been made in this country, before the stucients 

.actually arrive, on the subject of practical training? Full inbrma~ion may be given on this 
subject as to what hal'! been done in the matter during the first two years. . 

(I) 'fhe pre2ent age limits for the recruitment of the various all-India services, the existing 
orderd of t~o Secretary of State in Council fixing the ages should also be made a\ailable, the place 
of recruitment and the proportion to be recruited. if any; in India and in the United Kingdom. 

(2) The number of appointments recruited in India and in the United Kingdom for each of 
these services during the last five years, and if the appointment is made by selection the instructions 
for the Selecti(\n Committee should be given. 

It has been suggested that facilities should be affol·ded for training in this country for Indians 
in military subjects, and for the Navy. Inf .. rmation should be fnrnished as to w1Jeth!'r there are 
any racial or other di!.'abilities put on Indians from seeking admission to the military schools and 
-eolleges. naval schools and colleges, and aeronautic schools. Also are there any racial or other 
disabilities in the way of Indians competing for recruitment in tbese services and in the Colonial 
Civil Services? 

Illdia Office to CU'mmittee on Ind'ian Students. 
India Office, 

.Sir, • 15th August 1921. 
I am uirectell by the Secretary of State for India to refer to your Jetter, dated the 21st July 

last, enclosing copIes lIf tWII memoranda prepared by membera of the Committee on Indian Students, 
requesting iniormdtion on various points. 

The enquiries m lde cover a wide range, and it has been necessary to collect information in all 
Departments of the India Office, but it is hoped that the papers which are now enclosed will 
.sufficiently meet the purposes that the Committee have in view. On certain subjects fdlling within 
the scope of their enquil"Y it is presumed that they may find it convenient to prosecute further 
enquiries iu India_ This more especially applies to the case of educdtion, which is now a.. 
... tralllilferred" subject. 
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I am also to invite attention to the fact noted in the papers that. the various regulations for-' 
admission to the Indian Services are printed in convenient form In the India Office List, 1921, 
pages 212-85. . H 

Mr. Montagu agrees to arrangements being n;1ade as proposed for the attendance of certain eads 
of Departments as witnesses before the Committee. . " 

The Departments which seem more particularly concerned WIth the scope of ·theIr enquIry 

are: 'fhe Judioial and Public Depal'/ment, which deals with the Indian Civil Service, Indian Educational 
Serdee, the Indian Police, &c. . 

The Oommerce and Re'l:enue Department, which deal6 with the Indian For~st Servi~e, the IndIan 
Agricultural Service the Indian Civil Veterinary Department, and other techmcal serVIces. 

The Public W;rks Department, which deals with the Engineering, Railway and Telegraph 
Services. 

For the convenience of the Committee 15 copies of this letter and its enclosures are sent 
herewitll. 

The Secretary, Committee on Indian Students, 
42, Grosvenor Gardenl', S.W. ]. 

REPLY TO FIRST NOTE. 

I am, &c., 
(Sd.) J. E. FERARD. 

As regards the adequacy of the present facilities for education in IDdia, it may be noted generally 
that education being now a "transferred subject" and in the hands of Ministers, detailed informatioil 
will be most readily obtainable in India. But the following paragraphs deal sert'atz'm with the 
particular points set out in the Note so far as information is available in the Commerce and Revenue 
Department of the India OfficE'. 

It may be mentioned here that the India Office List, 1921, prints in convenient form" Particulars· 
regarding Admission to the (various) Indian Services," see page 212. 

Agrioultural Education.-N 0 report has been received in the India Uffice of any action being taken
in India in the direction indicated, but it does not follow that no action has beE'n taken~ 
It is not a matter in which the initiative rests with the India Office. Agricultural education is, ill. 
fact. almost entirely a transferred subject. 

The regulations for appointment to the Indian Agricultural Service are in the India Office List. 
Tbe Secretary of State bas accepted the recommendation of the Government of India that on the· 

resumption of normal :recruitment Indians should be appointed to 50 per cent. of vacancies in the· 
Imperial Service, if qualified candidates are available. 

Veterinary Education.-We have not heard what the Local Governments have done in the way 
of reorganising veterinary education in India. The question of provincial veterinary education is a 
transferred subject, The Government of India have issued re~ulationt! (one copy attached) for the 
grant of State scholarships to enable holdprs to proceed to the United Kingdom with the object of 
Ilainin~ a Veterinary Diploma and therehy rende:ring themselves eligible for appointment to the 
Imperial Service. All the officers of t.he Indian CiVil Veterinary Department appointed during th@ 
past five years have been recruited in this country except Major F. G. Sikes, who was recommended 
by the Government of India for a temporary appointment, being too old for permanent appointment. 

The Secretary of State has accepted a recommendation of the Government of India that one-haIr
of the vacancies in the Imperial Service should be filled by Indians (Frovincial Service officers and 
scholars) sput to the United Kingdom for training, suhject to their attaining the requisite standard of 
efficiency. 

'1 he regulations for appointment to the Indian Civil Veterinary Department are in the India 
Office List.. 

Forest"y Education.-The enquiry of the Committee appears to have reference to two different 
proposals :-

(1) That a course of training should be instituted at ·Dphra Dun by which a diploma might be 
obtained that would be accept~d as ql?-alifyiI).g for a probationary appointment to the 
Indian Forest Service; 

(2) that Indian Forest Servire probationers should be trained at Dehra Dun. 
As regards the first of these proposals. we have not heard of any action being taken by India 

but it does not necessarily follow that no action has b~en taken. ' 
As ugards the second proposal, a course of training for probationers for the Indian Forest 

Service has not at present been established in India. The question is at present under the 
consideration of the Government of India, and the papers are confidential. 

Until last year there had been no recruitment in India (except since the war, from among 
soldiers servin~ in I~~ia). Re~ruitin,; in Illl~ia under the ordina~'y regulatIOns began last year. 

The "Ordmary RegulatIOns for appomtment to the IndIan Forest Service are in the India 
Office List. 

Public HeaUh.-It is not apparent how steps can be taken in this country to carry out the views 
referred . ~o. . The ~ugge~tion .~ade is that "st~ps ~h~uld be taken to imvrove the facilities for
" instruc~\On m hyglen~ 10 In~la s.o as to. make ~t poss~ble for s~atutory nat I ves to obtain a diploma 
" in pubhc health and lDstructl?n lD tropical hY~lene WIthout gomg to Europe." Moreover, public 
health is now a transferred subJect, and the In<ha Office has thus no means of orderinC>' steps to be 

. taken to deal with it in an! way. Appointment~ ~o the Pnblic Health Service are made f'ntirely in 

. India, partly by the recrUl!ment of prIva~e practitIOners and partIy by the transfer of Indian Medical 
·Service officers to the Pubhc Health SerVIce. 

Profess01'ship$ z'n Medioal Oolleges.-Tht\ llommerce and Revenue Department of the Inuia Office
. bas not received any sta;tement from Ind~a ~s to the action that is being taken on the recommendatiou 

referred to. The questIon now comes wIthm the scope of one or more" transferred subjects." It 
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is understood. however, that a certain number of professorships in medical colleges are being given 
to others than members of the Indian Medical Service. 

Engineering Education.-This subject is dealt with in the Public W orkll Department of the India. 
Office. 

The orders of the Secretary of State on the recommendation of the Public Services Commission 
in regard to the Public Works Department in India have been communicated to the Government of 
India. Taking the recommendatinns in the order in whicll they are placed in tile Commission's 
Report (page 336). the result is as follows ;-

(i) The present Imperial and Provincial services 
should be amalgamated into one service. 

(ii) Statntory natives of India should be eligiLle 
for selection ill Engl,md, bnt the arrangement by 
which 10 per cent. of the vacancies filled in 
England are reilerved for Indians should be 
abolished. Dne notice of the change should be 
given. 

(iii) So long as the cadre rem<1ins at its present 
strength, the number of vacancies allotted to the 
Indian collegell should be increased to 13 annually, 
and to 16 annually when rrlcruitment under the 
10 per cent. rule in England comes to an end; 
and the number of vacancies in the supel'ior 
cadre assigned to the Upper Subordinate Service 
should be increased to 6 and 7 in alternate 
yeart!. 

(iv) As the cadre is reduced to the numbers 
necessary to provide for promotion after eight 
years' service, recruitment in England and in 
India should be so adjusted as not to cause I1ny 
decrease in the proportion of vacaucies to be 
filled in India. 

(v) Selection Committee at the India Office 
should be enlarged. 

(vi) Evidence of having passed the examina
tion for the Associate Membership of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers should not be 
accepted as a sufficient qualifil'ation for appoint
ment. 

(vii) It should be made a condition of appoint
ment in England that candidates should have 
had at least 12 months' practical experience of 
engineering work. In the caqe of candidates for 
appointment to the Railway Department, bpecial 
weight should be given to practical t'xperience 
on a British railway. 

(viii) The selection of stmlt'nts from Indian 
colleges for ap}Jointment to the Superior Engi
neering Service should in all cast's be based 
partly on thl:'ir record during the college course, 
partly on the final e!CaminlLtion list, and partly 
on the degree of their proficiency in practical 
work. The maximum limit of age for admission 
should be fixed at 27. 

(ix) Students in India should be allowed 
admission to the college having the patronage of 
the guaranteeu appointments in the Provinces to 
which they belong. 

(x) Royal Engineer officers with more than 
five years' military service should nut be eligible 
for appointment. 

(xi) All officers al'Pointed to the superior 
cadre should be on probation for two years. 

4871 

Agreed. 

Ten per cent. rule to remain in operati.)n until 
1924, when it will be reconsidered. Up to that 
date Indians specially qualified for the Public 
Works Department over and above the 10 per 
cent. may be recommended to the Government 
of India for appointment in India. 

Government of India estimate normal annual 
rf'cruitment for India-recruited branch of the 
Super~or Service at 10 students from the colleges 
and three officers promoted frOiD thel Provincial 
Service, but they have been authorised' to increase 
tile rate of recruitment abovE' the normal so long 
as is necessary, the extra recruits being drawn 
either from the colleges or from such other 
sources as may be available. They also agree to 
not more than 20 per cent. of the superior posts 
open to the India-recruited branch being allotted 
to promoted officers of the new Provincial 
Service. 

Proportion of superior posts to be filled by 
recruitment from Europe to be reduced to one
h<llf, except in the .!ase of Burma. If pNposals 
as to Buildings aud Roads Branch should finally 
be adopted, proportion of recruitment in India 
will ultimately be increa'led to about 75 per cent. 

Agleed. 

Not agreed to. 

Owing to the conditions anslOg as a result of 
the war, it has not yet been postlible to make this 
condition absolute, and during the past few years 
certain candidates have been accepted for appoint
ment whose practical experience has been les:> 
than 12 months. It is. however, a provision of 
the 1921 Regulations that candidates" must have 
" had one full year's practical expe.-ience in civil 
" engineering." and as conditions become more 
normal it may be expt'cted that this condition 
will be enforced. 

The candidates allotted to the Railway Service 
are usually taken from tholle with rail way 
experience. 

InformatiO!l in regard to this point will 
presumably be sought in India. 

Information in regard to this point will 
presumably be sought in India. 

Government of India, at the instance of the 
military authoritieEl, decided to postpone con
sideration of this matter. 

This rule has actually beeu in operation for 
the recruits appointed in England for sever<ll 
year:>. Proposals for the selection and traiLing 
of candidates in the future are, however, still 
under consideration by the Governmt'nt of 
India. 

Nn 
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(xii) The arrangement by which, in the case 
of Rurkee students, two c\ndidates are appointed 
on probation in one vacancy should be discon
tinued. 

(xiii) For the first year of service officers should 
oe under training. 

The Government of India state that, under the 
revised proposal .. , the necessity for appointing 
two students on probation in each vacancy will 
not arise. , 

The recommE:ndation has been accepted in 
principle, but the details of the scheme have not 
yet been agreed (see (xi) above). 

The Ilame provisions are IAccept~d generally for the State Railwa:y Engineering Servi~e. A 
reservation is made, however under (lY) above. The Governm .. nt of Inella accept for State RaIlways 
an equal distribution of su'perior posts between recruits appointed in England and in Jndia 
respecHvtliy but they are not prepared to recommend any specific rate by which the proportion of 
recrnitment' in India shall be increased above this figure. They also object to the suggested 
maximum age of 27 under (viii) and consider that ordinarily 23 before and 25 after practical training 
should be the maximum limits. 

The recruitment of Assistant Executive Engineers in this country and in Iodia during the past 
five years was as follows :-

Year. 

1916 -
1917 -
1918 -
1919 -
1920 -

ENGLAND. INDIA. 

------------ ----------1-------------- -----. 
P.W.D. 

Europeans., Indians. 

1 1 
- 3 
- 2 
62 3 
10 -

Railways. 

Europeans: I Indians. 

- 1 
- 1 
-

I 

1 
8 -
2 -

4 
1 
3 
3 
3 

P.W.D. 

11 
]2 
12 
15 

9 

Railways. 

5 3 
3 
2 
4 
3 

NOl'E.-The figures of recruitment in India are taken from the half-yearly Establishment Lists, 
and are subject to correction on information obtainable in Inllia. 

There is no information at this Office as to how many of the Assi;;tant Engineers recruited in 
India were appointt'd on the strength of their British qualifications. 

The only provision in a contract with an Indian railway mllnaged by a company. requiring the 
admimstration to recruit any statutory natives of India for its Engineering Service, is contained in 
the ]atest contract with the East Indian Railway Company, dated 17th December 19l9. Clause 5 of 
that contract provides that" The Company so long as this contract remains in force will continue its 
" preslo'nt policy of extending the employment of Indians in the Superior Establishment as suitable 
" candidates offer themselves ann can be t,rained.1' There is no contract provision with any of the 
compat;lies that they should afford facilities for training to Indian apprentices in engineering. 

'fhere does not appear to be any information in the Department of the India Office as to the 
steps that have been taken to give effect to the recommendations of the Public Services and Industrial 
Commissions as to improvin~ the training now given in each of the four enll'ineering colleges in 
India. This information can, no doubt, be obtained more readily in India. 

Technological Training~No orders have been passed by the Secretary of State in the Public 
Works Department of the India Office on the proposals of the Industrial Oommission in regard to 
technclogical training. 

Geological and Mining Education.-The GovE'rnment of Iunia and the Secretary of State accepted 
the recommendations of the Public Services Commission and the Industrial Commission for the 
improvement of geological and mining education in India. 

In a Resolution of 11th September 1920 the Government of India announceu that they proposed 
to eiltablish a high-class specialised school of mines and geology at Dhanbaid. Bihar and Orissa in 
the centre of the mining industry, available for students from all parts of India. The Governm~nt 
of India will finance the institution and control its administration, but hope that the provinCial 
Governments and industries will give liberal "upport in the shape of scholarships, travelling fellow
ships and lectureships. The Government of India and certain provincia] Go¥ernments the Calcutta 
and Patna UnivE'rsities, and local mining associations will be reprpsented on the Gove~ninO' Body of 
the ~chool. At the re9uest of th~ Gov~rnm~nt of In~ia the Secret~ry of State has appointed a 
prinClpal to work out, In consnlt.ttLOn WIth tire Govermng Body, detaIled propo3als for bllildin!!B 
equipment, &c., as well as e'!timates of cost. '" 

The number of superior appointment,s in the Geological Survey is as follows :_ 
Rs. 

- 3,000 
- 1,500 to 2,000 

400 to 1,200 

Director 
6 Superintendents - -

22 ASflistant Superintendents and Chemist 
(with Overseas p'1y of Rs. ]50 to 250). 

No appointme~ts were ID:ade in the. years 19,1,='i to 1918. Two Indian Sub-ASSistants were 
promoted to be ASSIstant S.uperm~endent!lllJ 19~9. lhree Eur0ll.eans were appointed in 1920 and a 
fourth vacancy was. filled III I~d.la by: an Iodla~ recomme~deQ to the. Secr~tary of State by the 
Government of IndIa. The eXlstmg Dlne vacancies for ASSIstant SupermtenQents are to be fill d 
gradually and four appointments are being made in 1921. e 
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The number of superior appointments in the Mines Department is as follows :-
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Chief Inspector -./- 2,000-100-2.500 
2 Inspectors 1,500- 50-1,750 
4 Junior Inspectors 750- 30-1,200 

The number of .Junior Inspectors is being increased. Two were appointed in 1919, one in 1920 
and two in 1921. One is to be appointed soon owing to a vacancy. 

State Scholf1.rakip8.--It is presumed that information under this head will be obtained from the 
Indian Students' Department. 

AGE LIMITS OF ALL· INDIA SERVICES. 

Indian Oivil 8ervice.-l!'or Open Competition, 1921, 22 to 24 on 1st August 192L 
For Open Competitions, 1922 and 1!123 (transition years), 21 to 24 on 1st August of the year. 
For Open Competition, 1924, and onward, 21 to 23 on 1st August of. the year. 
The proposal is that when an examination is established in India, the age limits should accord 

with those fixed for the Open Competition in London. 
Indlan Police.-For the Open Competitions of 1921 and 1922, 19 to 22.on 1st August of the year. 
For the Open Competitions of 1923 and onward, 19-21 on 1st August of the year. 
Indian Forest Service.-In case of .. Service Candidates," 19-27 on 1st July of year of appointment 

as probationeril. 
In case of ordinary candidates, 19-22 on 1st January of year of appointment. 
Indian Educational ServilJc.-23-30. but exceptions are sometimes made as regards the maximum 

limit only (8ce Regulation 4 of Regulations printed in the India Office List). 
bldian Agricultural Service.-Not less than 23 nor more than 30, but exceptions made aa regards. 

maximum limit in case of appointments with special qualifications. 
(NOTE.-The upper limit has not always been rigidly adhered to.) 
Indian Service of Engineers.-Normal maximum 23 years. By virtue of war concessions al; 

present admj~sible, tbe maximum limit in 1921 was 27 years and the minimum limit 22. The 
maximum will be reduced year by year until the normal is reached, i.e., it will be 26 in 1922,25 in 
] 923. 24 in 1921, and 23 in 1925 and subsequently. 'fhe pre-war minimum was 21 years, anJ. this 
may be reverted to when the normal maximum comes into operation in 1925. Indian candidates 
who have rendered military service during the war are subject to the same age limits as Europeans; 
those who have not rendered service of this nature are subil;lct to a maximum age limit of 24 years, 
which will be m-tintained for the next two years, and reduced to 23 years in 192!. The minimum 
age limit for Indians has been maintained at 21 years throughout. 

Stat8 Railway Engin~e'/"ing SIn·vics.-The Bame rules apply as for the Indian Service of Engineers. 
Telegraph Engineel-ing.-Only one appointment to this service has been made from this country 

in recent years (in 1919). and the same limits of age werE'! applied then as for the Indian Public 
Works Department engineers, viz., minimum 22 rears and maximum 28. 

The above limits apply to the r~cruitment in this country. 
Imperial Branch cf the Oivil Vetln"inal'Y Department.-Not (except on special grounds to be approved 

by Secretary of State) oVt'r 30 years. (Rule not applied to Service Candidates.) 
Geological StI1·vey.-Not ordinarily above 25, but rule may be relaxed to secure specially 

competent men. 
l!ines Depal·tment.-Usuallimiti 25 to 30. 

PLACE OF RIWRUITMENT AND PROPORTIONS RECRUIT~D IN INDIA AND UNITED KINGDOM. 

Indian Oivil Service.-The following is an extract Crom a Resolution of the Government of India 
in the Home Department, No. 2559, dated the 1st December 1920, regarding the percentage of Indians 
in the Service :-

"12. Pe'l"t)entage of Indians in the Service.-After full consideration and with the approval of 
the Secretary of State, tbe Government of India have d ecidt'd to a<:lopt the proportion suggested 
in para. 317 of the Joint Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms. This proportion of 3:~ pt'r 
cent., rising by Ii per cent. annually for 10 years to a maximum of 48 per cent., will be taken 
as an all-round figure to cover total Indian recruitment from all sources, including promotion 
from thl;l Provincial Service an,l appointment from the Bar. The nnmber of Indians to be 
recruited in India by examination and nomination will be fixed each year after takin~ int() 
account the number of Indians rt'crllited in other ways, including the open competition in 
London." 

Indian Educational Service.-Recruitment i" partly in the United Kingdom and partly in India. 
The proportion to be recruited in either country is not defined as such, but 50 per cent. has been 

sanctioned as the standard percentage of Indians to be worked up to for the Indian Educational 
Service as a whole. 

Indian Police.-Recruitment is partly in the United Kingdom and partly in India. 
Indians are to be recruited in India to the extent of 33 per cent. In Bnrma and the North

West Frontier Province the percentages may be limited to 22 per cent. and 10 per cent. respectively. 

11lllian Service of Engineers.-United KingJom and India, half and half. 
The proportioll of recruitment in India Dlay ultimatl;lly be increased to about 75 per cent_ 

if proposals are finally adopted for the transfer of certain duties of the Buildings and Roads Branch 
to the Local Authorities. 

Stato Railway Engineerillg Service.-United Kingdom and India, half and half. 
Nn~ 
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TelelJ,-aph Engineering.-UniteJ Kingdom and Indli.a, Wlf :n~h~~~tment of Indian Services with 
Thtl following list is also supplied by the PU.b IC '. or ~ t~ United KinO"dom. 

which it is concerned which are ~ecruited w~olly or partially III e_ _ D _ Partially. 
Traffic Department. IndIan State RaIlwa~s - -
Locomotive Department, Indian State. RaIlways . " 
Carriage and Wagon Department. IndIan. State RaIlways " 
Assistant Coal Superintendentq• State RaIlways - " 
Electrical'Ins}Jectofs, Publ·ie Works Depa~tment - - " 
CODsuitiuO" and Assistant Architects. PublIc Works Department " 
Other spe~ialif!t officers for 'state Railway/! and Public Works Department, e.g. :-

Civil engineers for hydro electric schemes - - - - Partially. 
Boring engineers for artesian wells - ,. 
Mecbanica:l engineers for canal' workshops " 
Quantity surveyors - - " 
Bridge engineers, State Railways " 
Electrical engine~rs, State Railways " 
Signal engineers - " 

('fficers for Wireless Branch of Indian Posts anu Telegraphs Departments " 
Officers for Civil Aviation Service " 

Indial~ Forest Service.-Partly in United Kingdom, partly i,n India. 

Indian Agricztltural Service.-Partly in United Kingdom, partly in India.. 

Indian Oivil Veterinm'Y Department.-Wholly in United Kingdom hitherto, but recruitment in 
India. is taking place this year for the first time. 

Bengal Pilot Se7·'1:ice.-Wholly in United Kingdom. 

Indian Customs Service.-50 per cent. are Indian-s recruited in India; the ,appojntmen~s from 
Cnited Kingdom are normally of Europeans (but recruitment is very small). 

NUMBER OF ApPOINTMESTS RECRUITED IN ISDIA AND THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

India1~ Civil Service.-Recruited dming last five years. 
A. Open competition.-1916: :3 EuropeaDF', 5 Indians, 1 Ceylon(>se. 1917: 1 European, 4 Indians, 

1 Ceylonese. 1918: 9 Indians. 1919: 4 Indians, 1 Ceylonese. 1920: 4 Indians, 1 Ceylonese. 
NOTE.-European recruitment practically closed by war untill!J19. 
13. Selection of ex-Service candidat(>s under temporary Regulations.-1916-18 ; nil. 1919: 63, 

all Europeans. 1920: 51, all Europeans. 
NOTE.-Recruitment of ex· Service candidates, including some Indians, is proceeding in 1921, 

but is as yet incomplete. 

Recruitment in India.-This started in 1919, when the numbers for 1919 and 1920 were 
recruited in one batch :-1\119, 34; 1920, nil. 

NOTE.-Twelve more Indians are being similarly recruited this year for training in the United 
Kingdom. 

INDIAN POLICE. 

Recruited in tke United 
Europeans. 

Kingdom.-1916-18, nil; 1!Jl9, 43. all Europeans; 1920, 29, all 

Recl'uited ~'n India.-1916-20, figures not available. 

INDIAN EDUCATIONAL SERVICE. 

The following figures (covering the years 1915 to date) may be quoted :_ 
Year. In'India. In England. Total. Year. In India. In England. Total. 

19]5 
19]6 
1917 
1918 

5 
6 
7 
1 

13 

1 

]8 
6 
7 
2 

1919 -
1920 -
1921 (to date) 

13 
15 
7 

In India, 5-1; in ED;gland, 26. Total 80. 

4 
4 
4 

17 
19 
11 

(TheFe figures do not include appointments made on reorganisation of the Indian Educ"ti I 
Service, mainly incnmbents of regraded posts.) a on:;t, 

Appointm(>nts of non-Indian candidates in this country are made on the recommendat" f 
Board of Education Selection Committee, which normally includes an India Office re l(~nt 0t' a 

d 'f 'bl 'bl b f th I d' Ed" presen a Iva an ,1 POSSI ed' a reSpO~StI e tm• ~ tel' ON en. Ila~ uca~IOnal ServIce from the province in which 
the vacancy un er recrm men eXIS s. 0 IIpecla InstructIOns are given to the Committ b d 
statement of the qualifications required for the partie-ular post. ee eyon a 

Non-Indian candidates in India and Indian candidates, whether in India or elB h t 
Present appointed by the Secretary of State on the recommendation of the Local Gew ere, arte ~ 

. . t .3 th G t I I d' overnmen In whICh the vacancy eXlS s anll e overnmen 0 n la, bat 'for the purpose of fut r u't t 
the constitution of provincial selection committees has been commended to the LocaluG e recr 1 ooten 

overnmen 8. 
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lVomeu'. Branch. 

The general scheme ill similar to that evolved for the I1Ien's Branch. 
'The figures of appointments 1915 to date are as follows :-
Year. In India. In England. Total. Year. In India. In England. Total. 

1915 3 4 7 1!l19 1 1 
1916 1920 3 3 

. ]917 3 3 1921 (to date) 1 3 4 
1918 1 1 

In India, 12; in England, 7. Total, i9. 

INDIAN EDCCATIOXAL SERVICE ApPOINTMENTS. 

Men. Women. 

Year. Indians. Others. Total. Year. Indians. Others. Total. 

1915 1 11 1~ 1915 7 7 
1916 1 5 6 1916 
1917 1 6 7 1917 1 2 3 
191~ 2 2 1918 1 1 
1919 !l ~ 11 1919 1 1 
]920 10 9 19 ]920 1 2 3 
1921 7 • .1: 11 1921 4 4 

31 49 80 2 11 19 

INDIAN SERVIClE OF ENGIXEERS AXD STATE RAILWAY ENGINEERING SERVICE. 

See above-mentioned table, which gives the actual numbers appointed in thiil country and the 
-approximate number appointed in India, so far as can be ascertained from the information available. 

(III.) Telegraph Engineering.-Only one candidate has been appointed from this country within 
the pAriod stated. AI'cording to the Establishment Lht of the Department, the following appoint
ments were made in India :-One in 1916, one in 1917. one in 1918. two in 1919. 

'fhe appointmt!uts in this country to all these !:!ervices are made on the advice of a Selection 
Committee. Tbe Committee in each case is furnished with the regnlations governing the particular 
appointments to be made, but no specific instructions as to the method of selection are issued to it by 
this Office. 

INDIAN CUSTOMS SER VICE. 

In the years 1916- 20 there have beE'n recruited in the United Kingdom :-1919, 2 Europeans; 
1920, 1 European. Figures are not available as to recmitment in India. ' 

Note as to the Indian Finance Department. 
Ordinary recruitment will for the future be confined to India; persons will be recruited on 

-special terms from time to time as necefilsary, and they will be persons of special technical attainments 
.and qualifications. 

Note as to the }!int and Assay Department. 

Al)pointments to the Assay Department are confined to qualified metallurgical chemists. 
Recourse will only be had to recruitmE'nt in the United Kingdom if no qualified person is available 
in India. 

The Mint Department has hitherto been recruited from the Royal Engineers. In future there 
is to be no restriction of race, country, or profession, but Royal Engineer officers are recognised as 

.... especially suitable." Other candidates are merely required to have "necessary engineering 
experience" and to be .. otherwise eligibla." 

These are both small departmt'nts. The Mint Department has three and the Assay Department 
four Gazetted officers only. -

Training for Army and Navy. 

Special arrangements now exist for the admission of selected Indians to the Royal Military 
-College, Sandhul'st, with a "iew to their obtaining regular commissions in the Indian Army. 

The question of Indians joining the Officers' Training Corps at the Universities is still under 
discussion with thEl War Office. The proposal of the War Office that Indians joining the Officers' 

"Training Corps should he trained in special platoons with distinctive badges has not been accepted 
by the l:)ecretary uf State. 

'}.'he question of the admission of Indians to the Navy or the Air Force is a matter for the 
Admiralty and the Air Ministry. 

Colonial Civil SllTtIices. 

It is understood that Indians are not eligible to Eastern Cadetships in Ceylon, the Malay 
_Peninsula, or Hong Kong. 
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SECOND NOTE. 

The following information is supplied in reply to certain heads :-
1. The recommendations in para. 32 of the Public Services Oommi!lsion Report are presumably 

those relating to the provision of educational facilities for students in India desirous of qualifying
for certain services. i'his is a matter on which the India Oftice has no up-to-date knowledge so far
as concerns education for services wUh which the Commerce and Revenue Department of the India 
Office is concerned. In fact. the provision of educational facilities of the kind falls for the most part 
within the scope of one or other of the" transferred subjects." 

There is no information available as to the training of candidates for appointment to the· 
Locomotive and Carriage and Wagon Departments of Indian Railways. 

5. Para. 173 of the Report of the Industrial Commission has reference to the training of younl{ 
Indians'· in nautical subjects and modern engineering. So far as the Commerce and Revenue 
Department of the India Office is concerned, it has no information as to any action being taken in 
India, neither has it required the development of commercial education ,in India to which paras_ 
174 and 175 relate. 

7. 'rhe question can only be answered satisfactorily by members of the Selection Committees, 
who do not report in detail their reasons for recommending candidates. 

8. The only scholarship for Forestry study awarded by the India. Office is tlle Currie scholarship,. 
of which details are given in the Ordinary Ifegulations for appointment of Forest Service proba
tioners printed in the India Office List. It is awarded on a competitive examination, and has not 
hitherto been won by an Indian. 

STATEMENTS MAD:!i.l TO THE COlllMITTEE. 

The following comments occur on certain points :-
(f) The training of the Indian Civil Service probationers in this country is the subject of" 

detailed correspondence between the Secretary of State, the Civil Service Commissioners and the· 
Government of India. 

(g) Under present arrangement.s 10 Indillns are admitted annually to the Royal Military College. 
Exclusive of these, 50 Indian Army appointments are now made annually from the Royal Military 
College. There is no military coll'ege in India for training officers for permanent commissions in the
Indian Army. 

(j) The question of holding examinations for the Indian Medical Stll"vice in both the United 
Kingdom and India is one of the points being considered in connection with the future organ:sation 
of the Indian Medical Service. No decision has yet been come to on the point. 

(k) The Indian Students' Department is self-contained. and the statement is not understood that, 
it has som~ connection with the India Office, which results in the snspicion referred to. Reference
may be made to Sir Charles Mallet's Report, Command 7160 of 1913, para. 15 :-" Some undoubtedly 
" avoid it still, and even warn their compatriots against it, because they fear official interference and 
" imagine that the Bureau is intenlled to be a centre of espionage and restriction. That fear is, of 
" coorse, a pure illusion." 

(l) The Commet:ce and Revenue Department agree that it would be useful for slXIle Inuians to· 
study English methodt.! of municipal work. 

MR. J. E. FERARD, C.B.E., Secretary in the Judicial and Public Department of the India 
Officp , was called and examined. 

He stated that the chief Imperial 1>ervices he did not think it wag at all correct to say that 
dealt with by his Department were the Indian the enquiry had been carried out merely hecause
Civil Service, the Indian Educational Service and there was unrest in India, or that Sir William 
the Indian Police Service, and that he could only Lee Warner's Committee recommended that the
answer questions relating to those parti(:ular Students' Department should be establillhed with 
services. He could not answer questions as to the object of Ilupervising the political opinions of 
the policy of the India Office regarding them. but Indian students. His opinion was that the 
merely as to what had been decided upon by the dissatisfaction that existed was an indication that 
Secretary of State in Council. something was wrong with the arrangements 

He had been in the India Office for 2R years, I!'enerally for helping Indian students, and that 
and for about one half of that time in the the hasis of the enquiry was to ascertain what 
Judicial and Public Department. could be done to render the position more 

He was not in the Judicial and Public Depart- satisfactory from the point of view of the Indian 
ment at the time when the enquiry of 1907 into students themselveeo .. 
the pOSition of Indian students was held under The, orders of the Secretary of State for 
the chairmanship of Sir William Lee Warner, establishing the Students' Department would, of 
but his recollection was that the reason why that course, he on record in the India Office, and he 
enquiry was made was that the Secretary of would have the records looked up and a statement 
State and many persons connected with the sent to the Committee. 
India Office felt that the arrangements then in As regards the regulation of the Inns of Court 
existence for aSSIsting Indian Il'tudents were requiring Indian stndents to produce certificates 
quite inadequate and that the whole position was from Collecters or Deputy Commissioners or 
vpry unsatisfactory. He could not say whether, Political Officers in Native States, he could not say 
thfl Government of India moved in the matter at from his own knowledge whether the regulation 
all or whether the enquiry was initiated entirely was int,rodu~ed at the instance of, or in consultation 
by the India Office, uut speaking from memory with, the Inuia Office, but he would look the 
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matter up and send in a st'atement in regard to it. 
He should have thought that the reg'ulation must 
have been based on the analogy of the regulations 
-of the Indian Civil !:!ervice regarding the age of 
the Indian candidates. The Civil Service Com
missioners were not themselves in a position to 
verify the age of candidates from India. and had 
thArefore asked the India Office how that could 
best be done, and the India Office had replied 
that the only practical method was for an Indian 
candidate to go to the Collector or Deputy 
Commissioner of his district, or thE! PolItical 
Resident if he Jived in a Native State. who 
would give the necessary certificate. He would, 
however, go into the matter and let the Com
mittee know when the regulatiou was introduced, 
for what reason, and at wbose suggestion. 

In reply to an enquiry as to what was the 
object of having both the Northbrook Society 
and the National Indian Association housed at 
21, Cromwell Road, he stated that he could not 
:answer with any definiteness, but his impression 
was that the con~iderations involved were largely 
:financial, and tbat it was thought tbat if both 
Societies were broug'ht under one roof there 
would be a saving of money. He could not say 
whether there was any ground for the statement 
tbat the Northbrook Society had been infonned 
that unless they agreed to remove to 21, Cromwell 
Road their grllnt-in-aid from Indian revenuE'S 
would bioi stovped, but he would look up the 
papers and send a note on this point also. 

Questioned re!?arding the recruitment of Indians 
for the Indian Ci vii Service, witness stated that 
tbe arrangement was that :~3 per cent. should be 
Indians, ri~ing by It per cent,. for 10 year;;. The 
larger the number of Indians recruited through 
the open competition in England, the smaller 
would be the number recruited in India, anLi t,ice 
ver.qa; and the Government ot Indi.t had 
periodically to calculate the number of vacancies 
that had to he filled in each countrV' on that 
bbsis. When the first nominations (34 in number) 
were made in India in 1919, these nominations 
were so calculated as to make allowance for 
ear'lier years when recruitmeut had not taken 
place. 

As regards the age limits, they were eventually 
to be identical for the competition in England 
and that in India, the idea being that all success
ful candidates, whether recruited in England or 
India, should begin their probation together, take 
the same two years' conrse. sit for the same 
Intt'rmediate aud Final Examinations and rank 
for seniority on the results of th"se examinations. 
When the transition years were pailt thfl age 
limits would be from 21 to 2:\ on the 1st August 

·of the year in which the examination was held. 
Even if it were correct that the average age at 

which a Ulan could graduate in India was 21, he 
did not think that such a candidate would be 
handicapped so far as the examination in this 
country was concerned, because the range of 
.subjects in the open competition was very wide 
now, and any course of study followed at an 
Indian University would more or less fit in with 
the examination here. It was gent'rally true that 
in the past the Indi.m candidates who had been 
successful in the open competition had been 
graduat .. s of a British University; but now that 
the standard of education at the Indian Uni
versities had been improved, he thought that it 
should still be possible for an Indian to prepare 
himself in India itself for the London competitive 
-examination if he Sll desired. 

It 'Was hoped that the first open competitive 
-examination in India would be held next year, 
but there was a large amount of work to be got 

through in preparation for it, and it was not yet 
absolntely certain that it would be possible for 
arrang-ements to be made in time. A member of 
the Civil Service Commission in London was 
specially going out to India in order to facilitate 
matterfl. 

'\10 Civil Service Commission hall yet been set 
up in India, but the Secretary of State was in 
communication with tbe Government of India on 
the matter now. 

The scheme of tl'aining which present nomi
nated probationers were undergoing at Oxford 
and Cambridga was not the final scheme but was 
a special one drawn up to meet the particular 
circumstances of the case. The scheme to be 
finally adopted was now being worked out, wonld 
extend over two years, and would cover such 
l1ubjectsas Indian Economics and Indian History, 
anel include taking notes on leg'll cases: it would 
be radically different from the present scheme, 
being for two years instead of one. 

The proportion of Indians to be recruited for 
the Indian PolIce Service was also 3J per cent., 
and. generally speaking, Indian candidates for 
that Rervice would be recruited in India, excep
tion, however, being made in the case of Indian 
candidates who had been pursuing their ordinary 
edncation in the United Kingdom for at least five 
yt'ars prior to the 1st August of the year. That 
exception was a temporary one-in tbe sense that 
tbe Regnlatiom! were drawn up annually-and if 
it should be abolished recruitment in this country 
for the Indian Police would be confined entirely 
to Europeans. and the whole of the 33 per cent. 
would be recrnited in India. If Indians generally 
v.ere made eligible for the examinations in this 
country the proportion of Europeans and Indi~ns 
recruited to the Service would be urset because 
it was not possible to get suitable European 
candidates in India. aud any Indians successful 
at the examination in this country would, there
fore be additional to the 3:~ per cent. recruited in 
India. 

The final decision in regard to the" All-India 
Services," including the proportion of the 
Tecruitment to be made in India, rested with the 
Secretary of State in Council and the Provincial 
Governments, and the Government of India 
merely made recommendations in the matter, 
but their recommendations carried very great 
weight. It was almost certain that if the Local 
Government or the Government of India 
nominated under rule a particular candidate, 
tbe Secretary of State would agree to appoint 
him. 

Recruits from the United Kingdom for the 
Indian Police Service were ~ener.llly drawn from 
the public schools and the Universities; the age 
limits being 19 to 21, they were generally not 
graduates. 

Questioned as to the action that had been 
taken upon the recommendations of the Public 
Service Commission for the improvement of 
Indian educational institntions so as to permit of 
the same class of individual being recruited for 
the Indian Services in India as in this country, 
the witness said that the Government of India 
had in many respects already acted on the recom
mendations of the Commission. A great deal 
had been done in the way of improving Indian 
edncation-tl conditions; as the best way of im
proving edncational institutions in India was to 
improve the prospects of the men recruited for 
educational PORtS. much must have already been 
accompliilhetl since the I1cd.l~ of pay for the 
Indian Educational Service had in fact been 
considerably improved. 
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It was not pos~ible for him to give detailed 
information as to all the improvements m educa
tional facilities that had been m~de since the 
Public Service Commission rE'pol'ted, because a 
good deal had been done locally, and the I ndi:! 
Office often only became aware of action that 
was taken when it involved expendlture to 
which the sanctlOn of the Secret-try of State was 
necessary. The India Office could answer fully 
any questions regard1l1g recruitment in thU:l 
country to the Indian services, but information 
regard1l1g recruitment in India could be obtamed 
much more satisfactorily and accurately trom the 
Indian witnesses who would be giving evidence 
before the COIIlllllttee in India. 

Prior to the establiHhment of the Indian 
Students' Depal'tment, Government of India 
scholars were dealt WIth by the Judidal and 
Pubhc Department, but there were very few such 
scholals m those days, and the work in connection 
with them was very lIght,. But his own 
experience entlrely bore out how greatlv some 
outside aB~lHtance hdd often been needed for 
those who for the first tIme found themseves 
alone in London 

It was absolutelv untrue thRt the Indian 
Students' Department had been instrumental in 
or had been organised for the pUl'}Jose of watching 
the political opinions of Indian stndents in the 
United Kingdom. So far as politlC~1 acttvities 

'were concerned, IndIan students were on precisely 
the same plane as students of anyuther nationaIrty, 
including English. If they marIo violmlt 
speeches or put themselv(18 witlun reach of 
the criminal law they wouhl, of course. corne to 
the notice of the polIce and the facts might be 
notified t,o the India Office. Bnt the Department 
responsible for dealing with such matters was the 
Home Office, and neither thl; Govprnment of 
India nor the Secretary of State had any Juris
dictlOn in the matter. If an IndIan made a 
speech at a pui.>lic meetmg which the police 
thought it necessary to bring to the notice of the 
Home Office, the Home Office wonld probabl~7 
also bring it 1O tho notH)e of the Ind iii Office ; 
that would apply to any speech concermng Inrha 
which the police authol'lties considpred to call for 
notice, whether the person who made it WdS au 
IndIan or an Englishl1lan or of auy other 
natlOnalIty, 

In answPl' to questions he said that if the 
SeCl'fitary of State's attention was directed to any 
person who made violent speeches reg,lI'lling 
Indid, and that per~on subsequently went to 
India, the Government of India would prob'lbly 
be notifi~d; that had certamly bet'n done 
freqnentIy during the war, when the Aliens 
Dep,trtment of the Home Office anrl the mllrtary 
authontJ8s \\ ere naturally very active. Pnor to 
the war the polrce had done vel') lIttle in the welY 
of I'<'portlllg OIl Indlan stLldents in the Untted 
Kingdom; 1I0 doubt after the murder of Sir 
CUI zon Wylre the police WE're more actIvely 
conct'rned with a certain class of Indian students 
and the party of noleIJ('e in general, but as time 
went on thl' mterest of the poltce in Indian 
students had, he beheved, dIminished until the 
outbreak of war, when it becamp necessary for 
them to ex:ercise supervision over all persons of 
whatever nationalit, who held extreme VIews. 

Asked whether r~ports were ever made by the 
Government of India regardmg pt'rsons resident 
in IndIa who were proposing to visit the Unit.ed 
Kingdom, the witne~s stated that reports" ere 
undoubtedly made from tlme to tIme about 
v.uious individuals. Generally speaking, they were 
foreicrners, but if an Imhan whom the polIce 
in I;dm thought likely to commit crime of any 

kind were COmlllg to Emrland, the Enghsh police 
would, ot course. be notified about him, Students 
would be III the same cates;(ory as others. The 
communication would generally be made dirE'cG 
by the Poliee Department in T ndia to the police 
authorrtles 111 England, but the Ih(lia Office 
might be kept notified about the matter. 

Asked whether It was always necessary for an 
Indian applicant for appointment to the Indian 
J:<;durational Service who had undergone a course 
of study 111 the United KmgrJoUl to return to 
IndIa before he could be appointed, the witness 
stated that tbat WilS not the case, Indian 
applicants were required to apply to the Local 
Government at the provInces in India to whIch 
they belonged, but there was no obligation on 
them to return to IndIa, and in some (',tSOS thev 
were appointed while stIll In this countrv on th"e 
recommendation of the Local Governinent or 
the Government of India. It was necessarv to 
insist t.hat all 'IndIan applIcants should appiy to 
their Local Governments in the first instance 
because in the past great dIfficulty h:ul beed 
expprienced in equatinl? the claims of IndIans 1Il 

the Umted Kingdom with the chima of IndIans 
in Iudia. Undor the old system, when all apph. 
catlOIls of Indians in the United Kingdom were 
made direct to the Board of Education III London, 
IndIans who had done well III IndJa batl a 
grievance because men in this country were 
given preference simpJy becam,e they were on 
tho spot. The preEent 3!'rangement enabled the 
Locil! Governments and the Government of India 
to equate the claims of all applicantR \v hether 
they were in the United Kmgdom or in IndIa, 
and the Indian in India was no longer under any 
dlsad vantage 

He had llever heard o[ a caso of an indian in 
this country being appoIllted to the Indran Police 
Service, but there was no reason why he should 
not be if he were a good candrdate. HI, applI
catIOn would, however, have to be made to hIS 
Local Governmeut. There was r,o doubt that 
a good lIlany Indldlls who hflll ~tudlOd Il1 this 
eountry had been appomted to the Iudlau Polico 
ServlCe after theIr return home. 

It would bp very difficult for the India Office 
to supply entirely Natisfactory information as to 
everytlllng that hai been done III India in the 
way of recruitment to the" All· IndIa :;;ervices" 
an(1 the Improvement of those services because 
~ if, many vacancies were filled by promotlO~ 
and fnll partICulars were avaIlable only in India, 
AH rOQ'ard& "he acrion taken llpon the recom
menddtlOn of the Public ServICes ComIlli~slOn, ihe 
Industrial Commission and the Calcutta UlJ\ versity 
Commission, the position was th.lt such actlOn 
wonld be mitiated by the Government of Indja 
and won I rI only he brought to the notice of the 
India Offi~e if the Secretary of State's sanction 
to any proposals were necessary. 

The finnl stage 111 the reorganisation of any 
Indian serVIce or the improvement of the pros
vects of officers of any Indian service was 
ordinarily the issue of a Resolution by the 
Government of india; copies of such R~solutlOns 
were supphml by' the Govprnment of India to 
the Indiil Office, and he (the witness) would 
mdke a collectlOn of the chief Hesolutions 
relatmg to the services with whIch he had to 
deal and supply them to the Committee, 

He would also endeavour to obtam figures 
regarding the number of Indian students study
ing m the United Kingdom prior to th'l transfer 
of the Students' Department to the control oi the 
High CommISSIOner, 

Questioned further regardillg the alleO'atlOn 
that the Illlhan Studentb' Dellartment exist~d for 
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the purpose of watching polihcal opilllons, the 
wltneFs stateel that he could defimtely ami cate
gorically say thilt the India Office had never been 
accustomed to obtam i'lformation regarding a 
stndent's political opinioU:l through the Rtudent~' 
Department. J<'rom the 'moment that the 
Srudents' Department was first start<!u it was 
realised that its ill-wishers would be likely to 
say that it was used for espionage purp0,1es, and 
the result was that the gener,tl attitude of the 
Inllia Office staff was to do everything to avoid 
giVlDg colour to that .;uspicion. In many cases 
where information requlreu abont plnicular 
individuals could have been obtained from the 
TndIan Students' Department, the Judicldl and 
Public Df>partment of the IndIa Office had 
dehbemtely refrained from applying to that 
Department. The work of the StudentR' Depart. 
mf'nt had alw~ys been regarded by the India 
Office as belDl{ purely educational, and not iIi 
any way connected with polItical activities Ot' 
opiniolls. 

QuestIOned as to how long the regulation as to 
the ineligIbility of Indians for Eastern Cadet. 
ships III Ceylon, the Malay Peninsula and Hong 
Kong had hecn in force, the witness replied that 
so far as Ceylon was concerned the regulatIOn 
w"s a very recent one; as regards the Malay 
Penmsula and Hong Kong, It had been in force 
for a numbt'r of years. Under the ordern of the 
Sflcrctary of State representatlOne had been made 

. to thtl Oolonlal Office regardmg the Ceylon 
reguldtion, but thoJ answer recen"ed was that it 
was felt that Ceylonese had the first claim to the 
few appointments that were available. Corre
sponding restrictIVe actIOn had not so far been 
resorted to by India, and Cey lonese were eligIhle 
for admission to the Indian Ci vi! Service. 

Questi:med as to the procedure adopted for 
dealing with applications from Indians for pass
ports, the witness explamed that all passports 
w .. re Lssued by the Foreign Office, but in the case 
of an Indian a recommendation from the India 
Office had to be obtained. The origin of that 
regulation was th,lt years Ilgo the ForeIgn Office 
had experienced great difficulty in connectIOn 
with applicatIOns for passports from people who 
claimed to be Indians and British subjects, and 
it wa:; therefore arranged that Indian applications 
should be vouched for by thtJ India Office. If 
the India Office were in any dOllbt as to whether 
a man was a tit aud pl'opel' person to be given a 
IMssport, they might I'efer to the Home Office or 
to ~he police before gl VlUg him a l'ecommenda~ion, 
and lf the India Offi~e were not 8111'0 whether the 
man's clalln ~o be Bnti8h and ,1n Indian subJed 
was established 01' not, they woulli of cour:;e 
make enquirips ahout him. 

During the war there were natnrally many 
cases 1ll whICh an application for a passport had 
been refused or held up for a conSiderable time, 
bul he should have thought there were very few 
cases 1U which a passport was re[u:;ed to ael Indian 
who Wished ~o return to India. 

Questioned as to the complaint ot Indian 
stLLdents at Oxford that the papers supplied to 
the Indian Institute there represented one shade 
of opimon only, witness stated teat so far as hiS 
own knowledge went h{' did not think any papers 
were supplieu to th~ Indian Institute at the 
expense of the India Office. At olle time papers 
that had been supplJed for the use of the Office or 
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for the use of Members of the COUIWi! were, he 
beheved, passed on to the InstItute when av.nl
able, but that practICe hau now been dropped 
because it was founu that tee papers were very 
much out of date before they could be spared" 
The question of supplying Indian papers to the 
Institute had on one 00caSlon been considered by 
the Secretary of 8tate in Council, but it had been 
decided that as the Institute was already in 
receipt of 2. suhsidy from Indian revenues no 
expenditure on the snpply of Indian papers to it 
was Justified. He would look up the file and 
inform thE' CommIttee whethf'r any, and, If so, 
what Indian papers were now snpphed to tho 
Institute by the India Office. 

Mr. Ferarrl subsequently supplie<l the following 
note :-

I would alld the following notes 011 various 
POlllts :-

01'£gm of the Indian Student,,' Department.-The 
Department was the outcome of rerommen
JatlOns of the Oomullttee presided over by 
Sir William Lfle-Warner in Hl07, whICh re
commended (mter al~a) that an official bureau of 
informatIOn should b~ crE'ated. 

The arrangements regarding it. were notIfied In 

a Re~ollItion of the GovernmenG of Indid in the 
Home Department, NOEl. 55li to 5(;9, dated the 
1st July 1901l. The Resolution was published ill 
the supplement to th'e Gazette of India and the 
Committee presumably have a copy of it . 

Oertificates 'required by the Inns of Oourt - Arrange
ments ,IS to thIS wert' also based on the recom
mendatIOn of the Oommlttee l'efelTeti to, to whom 
it had been stated in evidence that Cdses had 
occurred in which Indians had been called to t:Je 
Bar in England who, on acconnt of theIr character, 
wonld not have been admitted to the Roll ot 
Vakib in India. It was recognised that young 
IndLms coming to England were pecuharly 
liahle to temptatIOn 111 their surroundll1gs. 

Figures regardin.q the nwmbe7" of Indian Studentb m 
the United Kingdom prwr to the transfer of th, 
Student .• 'Department to the control of the H,tgh Oom
m,issioner -Information as to thiS WIll be fOlInd 
in records transferrod to the HI!~h Commissionpr 
and will no doubt now be available for the 
Co III mit too. 

Pape)s wppl:ied to the Tndwn Inbtd1~tc.-T am 
intormeu that the w8~kly issues of thH ,. TImes 
ot IlIdIa," tho " Pioneer/' the 4. Statesman" and 
the "Englishman" are supplied to the IudIan 
Institllte out of the number oruered fo[, the 
Record D~partment of the IndIa Office. 

inforlnation ,.egardmg the 1'e"organisatton of eel iain 
Indian Sm·vic,es.-A collection of papers on thitl 
subject is annex:"d, a list bHing appended hereto. 

LI,st of Pape"s-IndIaIl CIvil Service: Govnru
ment of India RQsolution No. 255!l, Horne 
Department (I<:sta blish ments), dated 1st Decem ber 
1920. Indian Edncational Sel'vice : Commulllqu~ 
dated Delhi, the 6th January 1920 IndIaIl Edu
cational Service (Women's) : OommuIllq ue dl.terJ 
1t\th May 1920. Indian PolIce. Re:;olnrion ot 
Government of India No D. 4,19. HumH Depart
ment (Police). dated :-'Iml.l, 26th JUly 1921. 
General: Summary of Re~ollltion issued b.v the 
Government of Inuia (?) 16th August 1921, aR to 
the pay of Indmn Imperial ServICes after con
sidel'dtLOn of memol'ials received. 

00 
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WED~ESDAY, AUGUST 17,1921. (LONDON.) 

Present: 
SIR l\f. HAMMICK (in the CJ~ail-). 
SIR D. P. SAltVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA BAO. 
MR. C. E. W. JOYES. 

SAHlBZADA AFTAB AHMAD KHAN. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G; HOWARTH; 1 co t . 
MR. R. E. FIELD, J oeere anel!. 

MR. E. J. TURNER, O.B.E., Secretary in the Commerce and Revenue Department, India 
Office. was called and examined. 

He stated that his Department de!llt with 
agriculture, veterinary science, forestry, public 
bealth, and the Bengal Pilot Service. 

Questioned as to whether the statement, in the 
note submitted by tbe India Office, that, as 
regards agricultural education, the initiative did 
not rest with the India Office, was correct only 
since the subject of education had become a 
transferred one, he stated that he thought it had 
always been trUEl that as regards agri(mitural 
... ducation the initiative did not rest with the 
India Office although the issue of final orders 
had in the past rested with the India Office, 
and still did so as regards central educational 
institutions such as that at Pusa. As a matter 
of fact, the Secretary of State had said to 
the Government of India about a year ago 
that he hoped they would he able to do 
80mething In fulfilment of the Public Services 
CommissiOn's recommendations, but no infor
mation had been received as to what the 
Government of India had done in the mattE'r. 
If the Secretary of State had desired to insi~t 
upon the expansion of agricultural education in 
accordance with the terms of the Commission's 
report, it would havt' been open to him to do so 
before the reform scheme came into force, but 
it was not within his power to do EO now. 

So far as the witness was aware, nothing had 
been done by the India Office to 'tssist on 
agricultural education being brought np to a 
standard which would permit of rt'cruitment to 
the Imperial Agricultural Service in India, and 
the same was the case in regard to education in 
forestry and Yetel"inary science. The Govern
ment of India might hav~ taken some action, but 
the India Office had not been informed about it 
and no enquiries had been made as to what had 
been done so far as he could recollect. The 
matter was really one on which the Committee 
would get full and accurate information in 
India. 

Questioned as to the present method of recruit
ment for the Indian Agricultural Service, he 
stated that his impression was that candidates 
recommended by the Government of India 
would ordinarily be accepted,although the actual 
decision would rest with the Secretary of State 
in Council. A large recruitment to that service 
was to be made this year, and the Government of 
India had asked that not more than three or four 
vacancies should at present be filled from this' 
country, so it was evident that they WE're going to 
make a large number of recommendations, 
probably in excess of the 50 per cent. agreed 
upon though several of the Indian candidates 
that they proposed to appoint might belong to 
the I'rovincial Service. He did not know 
whether the outsiae candidatt's whom the 
Government of India were likely to recommend 
were in possession of qualifications obtained at 
Indian agricultural colleges only, or whether 
they had British quaiificationfl also. .'fhere ,!as 
nothing in the rules to exclude candlliates wlth 

only Indian qualifications, but he could not Fay 
whether any Indian candidate with such qualifi
cations had in the past been recommended for 
appointment. The system of recruitment in 
force this year was an entirely new one and it 
was too early to ~ay what procedure the Govern
ment of India were adopting, or on what 
qualifications candidates wonld be recom
mended; so far I.IS recruitment in this country 
was concerned the regulations were much the 
same as in the past, and nnder them preference 
W"lS given to distinguished grad nates of Uni
versities in the Brit'sh Empire, so that it could 
not be said that Indian dt'grees were excluded. 
He did not think the Secretary of State had 
iSRued any instructions to the Selection Boards 
establisbeu in India for the pnrpose of rt'com
mending candidates, and he did not know what 
instructions ·had been issued to those Boards by 
the Government of India. , 

He. would look up the records and report 
whether, dUI'ing the last three years, any candi
date had bpen appointed to the Indian Agricultural 
St'rvice with only Indian qnalifications. 

Asked whetht'r it would be possible for him to 
supply a statement of the different steps that had 
been taken in this count.ry or in India for giving 
effect to the recommendations of the Public 
Services Commission, thtl witness stated that that 
was a matter on which he would have to take the 
instructions or the Secretary of State before 
replying. It would not, in his opinion, be 
pOSSIble to give a full rt'ply in this country: that 
could be obtained only in India, and in the 
present state of the work of the India Office he 
was not sure that the authorities would consider 
that it was right to spend a good deal of timl:l ill 
searching out information which could only be 
imperfect. He would, however, take the orders 
of t.he St'cretary of State upon the matter. 

Questiont'd as to the meaning of the term 
.. normal recruitment" in the statement that the 
Secretary of State had accepted the recommenda
tion of the Government of India, that on the 
resnmption of normal recruitment Indians shonld 
be appointed to the extent of 50 per cent. of the 
vacancies in the Imperial Agricultural Service 
the 'yitness explained that· at the present tim~ 
recr.Ultment was abnormal because, owing to there 
havmg been so few appointments during the 
period of the war, there was a lot of arrears to be 
made up. Therefore recruitment was not at 
present normal, and the 50 per cent. rille was not 
In force; nevertheless the Government of India 
had aRked that recruitment in Enaland this year 
might be beld up because a la~ge numbtlr of 
recommendations were to be made from India 
and it theI"~fore seemed likely that the Hovern~ 
mt'nt of Indla proposed to recruit 50 per cent. or 
even ;Ill0re, of the candidates in India. Nor~al 
recX:IJltm.ent me~nt t~e tilling up of vacancies 
durmg ~ne year In whwh they occm.red. 

QuestIOned as to whether the statement that 
50 per cent. of the appointments should be given 
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to Indians "as soon as qualified canditlates were 
available" did Dot really mean that the recruit
ment ot Indians in that proportion would be 
postponed until the Indian agricultural institutes 
Rnd colleges were capable of producing better 
qualified applicants, the witness replied that that 
all depended 011 the view which prevailed from 
time to time among those concerned with the 
selection of candidates, and his impression was 
that opinions on that subject were changing, and 
that there was now a tendency, probably owing 
to the dearth of more highly qualified candidates, 
to appoint candidates who would not have bp.en 
selected a few years ago. 

For all practical purposes recruitment for the 
CivIl Veterinary Service had in the past. been 
made entirely in "';ngland. So far a~ he was 
aware, there was at pre&ent no veterinary college 
affiliated to any Indian University, and the India 
Office had no information as to what had been 
done to carry out the recommendation that tbt: 
ptandard of veterinary educ9tion in India should 
be improved; the latest information on the subject 
would have to be obtained in India, but so far as 
he was aware only one Indian had as yet been 
appointed to the Veterinary Service, he having 
the English M.R.C. V.S. 

As regards forestry education, a proposal that 
probation~r8 for the Indian Fore .. t Service should 
have their practical trainil'lg in India was under 
consideration by tbe Secretary of State in 
Council, but he had been imtructed to regard 
the paper.:! on the mattl'r as confidential, and he 
could ~ay no more than that the matter was 
under conBideration. Tho Forestry Research 
Institllte at Dehra Dun was a central one, and it 
was open to the Secretary of State and the 
Government of India to reqllire a course of 
inBtruction to be started at tbe Institute which 
would be regarded ad qualifying for appointment 
as probationer for the Indian Forest Service. He 
pointed out, however, that the rpgulation for 
recruitment to the Indian Forest Service did not 
require a c,mdidate to have had a previou3 educa
tion in forestry. It was also oren to the Secretary 
of State to require a courbe of instruction for 
probationers to be started at the Institute. No 
stepB to" ardd that end had been taken so far, but 
the matter waB now under consideration. The 
rE'gulations for recruitment in India this YE'ar 
merely stated th'it a. man must be a graduate of a 
University-not necessarily even in science-and 
the probationers would then be BE'nt to Europe 
for their forestry training. A telegram had been 
received from the Government of Indi,\ showing 
that attempts "ere being made to appoint 
22 Indians and 4 BurmanBto in India, and saying 
that it was anticipated that no le~s than 
21 Indians would bo appointed. The nun.ber 
of candidates appOinted in this country would 
be rather larger,t and some cf them might be 
Indians, as Indians, provided they possessed the 
Dl'CeSsary qualifications, were eligible on the 
same terUlS as Englishmen. 

He would prepare a statement shOWing the 
number of IndianB appointed to the Indian 
Forestry Service during the last three years and 
send it to the Secretary of the Committee. He 
would alBo tlend copies of the report of the Inter
Departmental Committee on Imperial Fort'stry 
Education, and of the resolutions passed at the 
London meeting of the British Empire Forestry 
Conference. 

• They have since reported that 20 Indians aDd no 
Bormans have been appointed. 

t 24 Europeans and 2 Indians have been selected in 
London; 10 Army ~andidates have also been .elected in 
India. 

As regards public hellth, the India Office had 
no information as to what Bteps, if any, had been 
taken to improve the facilities for Btudents in 
hyg~ene in India, or to make it possible for 
IndlanB to obtain a diploma in public healrll and 
instruction in tropical hygiene without coming t() 
Europe. So far as he was aware, the Secretary 
of State had not taken any Bteps to cd.ll the atten_ 
tion of the Government of India to the matter. 
Deputy Sanitary CommisBionerB were recruited 
entirely in Indid., partly from the Indian Medical 
Service and partly from outside, and the regu
lati'>lls governing their appointment were not 
made by the India Office. If it. were tne fact 
tha~ the re~ulatio~s require:! applicantB to p<>sBess 
a dIploma 10 pubbc health of a UniverBity in the 
United Kingdom, the Governments in India. 
could, if they so desired, alter that regUlation 
and recogniBe the degree in pnblic health of an 
Indian University. Full information in recrard to 
the Sanital'Y Service, and also in regard "'to the 
appointments of profellsors in medical colleges, 
would be obtainable in InrUa. The Indla Office 
was not in possession of all the facts. 

In accordance with tbe recommendations of 
the Royal Commission on the Public Services, 
the . Ben~al Pilot Sp.rvice waB now open t() 

Indl~n8 If they posse3sed the neceBsary quali
ficatlOnB, but BO far he had nevl'r heard o~ any 
Indi<1n who had acquired those qualifications 
wllich could be obtained by tl·aining on a mer~ 
cnant ship. It was certainly open to any Indian 
to get himself taken on a merchant Bhip and be 
tramed as a merc<1ntile marine officel', but, so far 
as he was aware, it had not yet been done. 

He did not think any proposals had ever been 
put forward for opening a School of Nd.vi!{ation 
in India. The India Office had never considered 
the Question, and it was now entirely a matter for 
the Government of India and the Local Govern
ments. He was aware that the Industrial Com
misEion had made recommendations in rezard to 
the establishment of such a school, but he did not 
think any action had been taken in the matter. 
In any case the whole question of the Bencral 
Pilot Service had now been handed ovel' to ;he 
Government of Bengal, and it wai for them to 
take whatever steps were necessary to provide 
training that would rpnder candidates suitable for 
appointment to the Bervice. 

He was aware that the Public Services Com
misBion had recommended that a course of 
training &hould be established at the Forestrv 
Institute at Dehra Dun equivalent to the hicrhest 
European standard, and that the door:! of the 
Institute Bhould nnt be closed ag-ainst well
equipped students other than nominees of the 
Government, but so fdr Indian probationers for 
the Forest Service, with two or three exc .. ptions 
in very Bpecial circumstances who spent their 
probation in India but not at Dehra Dun, had 
been sent to t.he Umtpd Kingdom, and had und.,r~ 
gone a course of training at Oxford, Cambridge or 
.Jt:dinburgh, being Bent to Frallce and Switzerland 
afterwards for practical training. He waB also 
aware that there was a certain Bchool of thought 
in this conntry opposed to the ,·iews of tht> 
Pllblic Services Commission regarding forestry 
education. 

QUeBtioned rt'garding the report of the Indus
trial Commission, he pointed out that that 
Commi!lRion had been appointe.! by, and reported 
to, the Government of India and not the ~ecretary 
of State. The India Office would ordinarily only 
be aware of action taken upon the CommiSilion'1I 
report if the proposals required the sanction of 
the Secretary of State. So far as he was aware 
nothing had been done regarding the r.,com: 

002 
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mendations in paras. li3 and 174 dealing with 
riavigd.tion and commercial education. 

Questioned as to whether in thA matter of 
recruitment to the Agricultural Service a B.Sc. 
degree of a University in the United Kingdom 
was of more value than a degree in agriculture of 
an Inllian U ni versity, t,he witlleili! said that the 
question. was one which it was not possible for 
him to answer. It depended entirely on the view 
taken by the Selection Committees, but apart 
from that he doubted whether there had ever 
been any candidates in England who had not had 
a British qualification, and if that was so it was 
impossible to say what weight would be attached 
to an Indian qualific-ition in the case of a man 
who had not an English or European qualification 
as well. 

As regards the statement made to the Committee 
that of 18 scholarships given by the India Office 
for the study of forestry. none had been awarded 
to Indians and they had all been given to Scotch
men and Sout.h Africans, the witnf'ss said that, as 
stated in the India Office note, the only forestry 
scholarilhip known to them was the Currie 
scholarship of the value of £3:), which was open 
()nly to forest probationers. It was a sort of prize 
to the best probationer of the year. It was not 
the case that lR scholarships had been given in 
any yf>ar. 

With regard to t.he complaint that no facilities 
were given to students to undertake research at. 
the institutes at Dehra Dun and Pusa and that 
they were confined only to teachers and lecturers, 
witne~s said tuat he believed the contention was, 
broadly speaking, true, but that he thought there 
had been exceptional cases of st,ndent'l being 
admittt:d to the Dehra Dun Institute; full infor
mation on the snbject could be obtained only in 
India. So far as he was aware no provision had 
as yet been made for the general admission of 
students to either Inst tllte, and no proposals to 
tbat end had been made by the India OllicE'. 

In reply to a f'uggestion that, as the Public 
Services Commission reported in 1917, ratber 
unnecessary delay had taken place in giving 
attention to its recommendations so faras educa
tion was concerned, the witness remarked that 
during tbe war the pressure of work at the India 
Offic'3 had been very great. and there had been 
little time to give to matters not directly con
nected with the war. 

Asked whether he was aware that a question 
had been raised as to whether men holding 
Indian .medical qualifications should be registered 
in this country in future on account of their 
deficiency in practical midwifery, the witness 
said that the Secretary of State bad heard that 
the view of the General Medical Council was 
that unless the training in midwifery could be 
improved, Indian qualifications would not con
tinue to be accepted as they were at present.. He 
(the witness) was not sufficiently well acquainted 
with the regulations in force to know that if 
Indian qualifications ceased to be registered in 
the United Kingdom it would not be possible 
for a man with an Indian medical degree to get 
a diploma in public health or in tropical medicine 
in the United Kingdom, and no steps had been taken 
to induce the Medical Council to recogni!1e Indian 
degret's for that purpose t'ven if they refu~ed to 
recognise them for the pur,ose of enabling a 
man to practise medicine in the United King
dom. As a matter of fact the India Office bad 
not yet despaired of making some arrangement 
which would get over the difficulty raised by the 

General Medical Conncil, and he doubted ~hether 
there wat! anythinO' to be gained by takmg the 
matter up SII far as"the diplomas in public health 
and tropical medicine WAre concerned, unless 
and until it was finally d&cided that Indian 
qualifications should not be regit,trable. 

Askf>d whether proposals lVere, under, .con
sideration for separating th~ Indl~n ~lht~ry 
Medical Sel'vice fl'om the CiVil MedICal ~ervICe, 
the witness said that he had heard of such 
proposals from time to time, but that as the 
mdtter was dealt with in the Military Depart
ment he could not give up-to· date information 
in regard to it. So fat' as professorshipFi in 
medical colleges were concerned, they "Y0uhl be 
dealt with in his department if dealt With at all 
in this country, but very little information had 
been received from India for yeard past about 
the arranO'el11ents in the Indian medical colJege~, 
and he c~uld not therefore answer questions as 
to the present conditions regarding the teaching 
of medicine in India. In the past many pro
fessors had undoubtedly been appointed from 
the Indid.n Medical SerVice, but there were some 
except.ions ; he understood that under the 
reform scheme the Provincial Governments were 
free to appoint anybody they thought fit to 
hold teaching posts in thE'ir medical colleges. 

As regards the Bacteriological Department, 
there had been one or two eaS6S of appointments 
made from this country, but it was most unusual; 
such postd were ordmarily recruited in India, 
generally from the Indian Medical Service. 

He could not say whether alienist appoint
ments were reservel.l for members of the Indian 
Medical Service. 

The Women's Medical Service was really an 
unofhcial service recruited entirely by its own 
committf'e, on which Government had no repre
sentation. Government gave a substantial grant to 
it and the committee had to obtain the approval 
of Government to the conditions under which 
officers were recruited, but the actual candidates 
were neither selected nor appointed by Govern
ment. 

Mr. Turner subsequently submitted the 
following note :-

REPLIES TO CERTAIN QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
THE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN STUDENTS. 

1. During the last three years has any outside 
candidate been appointed to the Indian Agricul
tural Service having only Indian qualifications? 
-No. 

2. Have any veterinary scholarships yet been 
awarded ?-l'he selection of candidates for these 
scholarships is being made in India for the first 
time this summer. 'I'he India Office has not jet 
heard the result ~f the selection. 

3. How many Indians have been appointed 
during the last three ye&rs to t.he Indian Forest 
Service ?-Two in 1918, two in 1n9, four in 
1920. This year the Government of India have 
recently reported that they will probably appoint 
not less tLan 21. An attempt will be made to 
recruit four in London. 

4. I enclose copies of the Parliamentary Papers 
about Forestry, to which I referred when I saw 
the Committee. 

(Sd.) E. J. TURNER. 
19th August 1921. 
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MR. W. H. SWAIN, O.B.E., Assistant Secretary in the Military Dl'l'arlment, India Officl', was 
called and examined. 

Questioned as to the present position as regards 
Tecraitment to the Indi:tn Medical Service, and 
the proposals regarding the futur!' of that servicl'. 
he said that he ha<'l been principally concl'rned 
with combatant officel's and did not know very 
mucb about medical officers; hut he could say 
that the Indian Medical Servjc~ was at present 
being rpcruited by nomination in India and in 
Englamt, and he underRtood that it was intended 
to resume recruitment by meal1s of open com
petitive examination either next year or the year 
aft!'r. 

As rfgal'ds the admission of Indians to the 
Officers' Training Corps, the position was that 
the War Office objected to the f'nlistment of 
Indiaus in the ordinary way. but wer" prepared 
to allow them to join the corps if they served in 
.separate Indian platoons. The Secretdry of State 
for India did not like that solution of the 
difficulty and the suggestion had been rejected. 
That was how the matter stood, an.1 it would be 
necessary for the War Office to be addre::!sed 
fllrther if it was to be reopenell. 

The question of the admiSSIOn of Indians to 
naval schools was one for the Admiralty to deal 
with, and he (the witness) could not give any 
information on the subject. His impres,ion was 
that naval schools were not open to Indians. 

As regarlls aeronautiMI schools under the control 
of the Air Force, he would ascertain what the 
position was and report to the Committee. 

As regdrds military schools and colleges, a 
cel·tain number of Indians were admitted each 
year to Sandhnrst on the nomination of the 
Government of India or tbe Secretary of State. 
There was no regulation preventing an Indian 
not so nominated from being admitted, but he 
believed that in practice they had not in fact been 

. accepted ; so that if an Indian wished to tdke a 
course of military education, either in order to 
join the Army or to qualify hImself for a chair 
of military science, he had no opportunity of 
getting a training in this country unless he 
secured a nomination from the Secretary of State 
or the Government of India. At present 10 
Indians were being nominated each year for 
Sand hurst out of a total of about 60 appOintments 
to the Indian Army. Indian candidate~ went 
through a preliminary examination in India and 
were then tlent to ,\<jnglanl and went through the 
ordinary course at Sandhurst. If they passed the 
examinations and were satisfdctorily reported on 
they then recei ved commissions on the Un

.attached List for the Indian Army. 
There were at present no military colleges in 

India at which a military education could be 
obtained. One was started during the war at 
Illliore with tbe idea of training men for tem
porary commissions. but that had now been 
closed down. To the best of his knowledge no 
proposals had been made for the opening in 
India of a military collef,e at which Indians could 
be educated in military science. 

He c.)uld not say what was the total number of 
Indiaus who had so far obtained commissions in 
the Army, but he would collect the information 
and supply it to the Committee; he thought the 
numbers would be something like 30 or 40 Ollt of 

..a total of between 4,000 and 5,000 commis,ioned 
,>fficers. 

He would also find out and report "hether 
th~re were in India any Officers' Training tJorps 
attached to schools and colleges similar to those 
in existence in this country. 

It was rather too early to s 'y whether the 
practice of nominating Indians for commissions 

after going through a training at Sandhurst had. 
been successful or not, but those who had so far 
passed out from Sandhurst had been for the most 
part well spoken of. He could not say whether 
the nnmber d Indians nominated 'for Indian 
Army commissions was likely to be increased in 
the near future. 

Questioned as to the conditions under which 
Indian cadets at Sand burst lived, he sta.ted that 
they went through exactly the sa.me course as the 
British candidateil. I'he conditions of their resi
dence, supervision, and diSCipline were the same as 
in the case of the British cadet. There was, how
ever, a Staff Officer at Sandhurst whose special 
duty it was to make arrangements for Indian 
cauets during the vacations. Some of them had 
~l1ardillns ill this country, and in their cases 
vacation arrangements were, of course, quitf'l 
simple, because they went to live with their 
guardians; but for others who had no guardians 
here, special arrangements had to be made, and 
the Staff Officer referred to arranged for them to 
stay with milita!"y and civil officers in diff~rent 
part.! I.f the country. The arrangements pro
posed had iu all cases to be approved by tho 
Stlcretary of 8tate. 

Questioned as to how cadets for the Indian 
Army othor than Indians were selected, he 
explained that the ordinary method of entering 
S,mdhurst or Woolwich was by open competitive 
examination, although a certain number of cadets 
werd nominated on the recommendation of the 
head masters of certain schools. 'l'hen shortly 
before a cadet pas:!ed out of l:)an,lhurst he would 
have to say whether he preferred to be com· 
missioned ill the Indian or in the British Army, 
and those who Pllt themselves down for the 
Indian Army were appointed in order of merit . 
Artillery and engineering officers serving in 
India all held British ArnlY commissions in the 
Royal Artillery or Royal Engineers. They were 
merely temporarily in India with their partICular 
British unit or attached in the case of some of 
the Artillery to Indian batteries, and in the case 
of Engineers to the Indian Sapper::! and Miners 
or tbe Military Works Services. So far no 
Indian cadets had been nominated for admission 
to the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, 
which trained cadets fl)r the Artillery aud 
En!!'ineers. 

He would make enquiries as to whether the 
Government of India made contributIOns to 
military educational establishments in this 
country, and, if so, to what establishments 
~urh contributions were made. He would also 
report whe~her conrses in military science at the 
U niversitie:l in this country were open to all 
students or only to thoile who were members of 
the Officers' Tuining Corps. 

He would also ascertain w!lether any proposals 
had been put forward regarding tbe future re
cruitment of the personnel of the Indian medical 
colleges. and tor such specialist appointments as 
bacteriological research and alienist work. 

l\{r.Swain subsequentlysubmitted the following 
memoran<'lum :-
NOTES ON QUESTIONS RAISED AT THE INDIAN 

STUDENTS' COMMITTEE, 17TH AUGUST 19:H. 
Indian Medical Service.-Berore the war the 

method of recruitment was by competitive 
examinations held in this country. Durmg the 
war examinations wer~ suspended aud the
service was recruiteu by nominatious made on 
tbe recommendation of Selection Boards held 
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both in India and in England. This system still 
continues, Indians being recruited in India and 
Europeans in this country. It is hoped to return 
to the examination system as soon as possible, 
but it is not considered likely that this will be 
feasible before 1!J23. 

A Committee, of which Sir Verney Lovett was 
President, was appointed by tbe Government of 
India early in 1919 to report on the question of 
the reorganisation of the Indian Medical Service. 
They reported on 22nd April 1919. Their report 
wa~ considered by the Government of India and 
was submitted for the criticisms of the Local 
Governments. It was not until November 1920 
that the Government of India addressed the 
Secretary of State on the subject of the Lovett 
Report, and final orders on the recommendations 
of the Government of India have not yet been 
madf>. The subject of the Indian Medical 
Service, was also dealt with by the Committee on 
the Administration of the Army in India pre
sided over by Lord Esher. Section Ill. of 
Part IV. of the Report of this Committee, which 
is dated 22nd June 1920, dealt with tho Medical 
Services, and the recommendations therein made 
are still under ('onsideration. and I am therefore 
not in a positifln to state what will be the final 
decision on some of the points referred to by the 
Students' Committee, such as the question of 
holding examinations both in India and England, 
the separation of the military from the civil side 
of the Indian Medical Service, the arrangements 
for future recruitment of the personnel of the 
Indian medical colleges, the widening of the field 
of selection for 8pecialist appointments, &c. 

Indian Cadets at Sandkurst.-The appendix to 
Indian Army Instruction No. 500 of 1921, a copy 
of which I left with the Committee, gives full 
information as to the method of selection and as 
to the course of instruction. The Indian cadets 
are treated in exactly the same manner as the 
British cadets. They work together, mess 
together, and play togeth~r. Indian cadets have 
already been selected to represent the college in 
some of thE'ir games competitions. 

As regards the vacations, it would, of course, 
be a great advantage if every Indian cadf't had a 
guardian in this country, to whose house he 
would go during the vacations. This, however, 
would involve the parents of the cadets in con
siderable expense and cannot at present be 
regdrded as practicable. The Staff Officer at the 
Royal Military Collf.'ge (Major Stooks, D.S.O., 
Indian Army), who has the general oversight of 
the Indian cadets, makes arrangements for them 
to spend the vacations with English families, 
preferably with officers .or chilians who are 
acquainted with India. 

The numher of cadets now being taken for the 
Indian Army from the Royal Military College, 
including the 10 Indian cadets, is 60 per annum. 
Thus the Indian cadets form 20 per cent. of. the 
:whole number. 

ShaN"e of Cost of SandkurBt and Woolwich.-No 
.separate claim in respect of India's share of the 

annual cost of th~ Royal Military Collf.'ge, Sand
hurst, and the Royal :Military Academy, Wool
wich, has been made since 11:>90, as India's share 
has been includ('d in the" capitation rate," i.e., 1\ 

sum paid to the War Office in respect of each 
soldier sent to India. In 1890 the share of the 
cost of these colleges which was allotted to India 
was £11.22~ for Sandhurst and £7,582 for Wool
wich. There was also £15,000 charged to India 
in respect of a share of the upkeep of other 
military educational establishments in this 
country-the Army Medical School, the School 
of Gunnery, the School of Military Engineering,. 
and the Artillery College. The capitation rate 
was then fixed at £7 lOs. per man In 1908 it 
was increased to £118s. Since 1920 a temporary 
arrangement has been made with the War Office 
under which the capitation rate has been increased 
t.o 21 times this latter sum. Thus, though 
separate figures for India's share of the cost of 
Sand hurst and Woolwich at the present time are 
not obtainable, the amount would be considerably 
hilZher than in lS!lO. 

University Corps.-Tbese were established 
during the war at six Universities: Calclltta, 
Rom bay, Madras, Allahabad, Lahore and Patna. 
They were in the first instance included in the 
Indian Defence Force. They now form part of 
the Indian Territorial Force. Their training and 
Ol'lZanisation are based on that of the University 
Officers'Training Corps in this country. bnt for 
dE-tails it would be necf>ssary to make enquiries. 
of the Government of India. 

0ffiCB1's' Tminil1g Corps at Schllolsin Inditt.-There 
is no inf.ormation in tbiil Office on this point. 

.AfJmission to the Navy and .Air Force.-I have 
ascertained from the Admiralty and the Air 
Ministry that candidates for admisRion to the 
Navy or the Air Force must be of European 
descent. 

In further explanation of my remarks before 
the Students' Committee I beg to state :-

There is nothing to prevent any Indians who
are memberd of a University from attending 
lecturt's on branches of military science given at 
the University to which they belong. 

The total number of Indians who have been 
given permanent regular commissions in the 
Indian Army is as follows :-

From the Native Indian Land Forces - 9' 
From Indian regiment~ fO!' distilJ.guished 

conduct in the field during the war - 14-
From the Royal Military Co11eO"e Sand-

hurst - - . to _' _ 5-
Besides these, 39 were granted temporary

commissions from the college at Indore, and 
those who are recommended will be granted 
permanent comUlissions. 

Three others were grauted temporary commis
sions without going thl'ough the Indore College; 
two o~ ~hese have now been granted permanent 
com,!llsslO;Ds, and the case of the third is under
conslderatlOn. 

(Rd.) W. H. SWAIN. 

T~URSDA Y, AUGUST 18, 1921 (LONDON). 

THE ]<J.J.RL OF LYTTON (Okaij·man). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAlfACHANDRA RAO. 

MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
SAHlBZAD..l AFTn AHMAD KHAN. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
DR. S. K. DATTA. 
MISS L. ~f. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH} 
MR. R. E. FlEW Secretaries. 

MR. W. STANTIALL, Secretary in the Public Works Department, India Office, was called and examined. 
Reference waR first made to the statement that he was responsible for the part dealiuO" 'tli 

prepared by,the India Office, and witness stated the Engineering Service. Electrical engl;:~ra. 
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for the Indian Service in India were seldom 
recruited in this country. and no mechanical 
-engineers, except for th,. locomotive department. 

'"These men had to have three years' experience of 
locomotive shops in this country. 

The suggestion had been ma,lfl that persons 
-could be ncruit~d to the Indian Service in 
India. but it had not been carried out 110 far. 
Some of the civil engineers recruited here were 
recruitf'd into the civil enl!'inperillg department, 
and others into the State Rail ways. They had 
the same qualifications. except that a man who 
had had practical experience on railways would 
be preferred for a raihvdY appointment. The 
conditions for recruitment and the proportion of 
recl'uitment for the State Railways and in the 
case of civil engineers was exactly the same. 
ThA proportion of 50 per cent. Indians and 50 per 
cent. Europeans was decided upon at the begm
ning of last year, aod he imagined it was now in 
torce. The proport,ion between Indians and 
Europeans W,IS ultimately to be 50 per cent .• aud 
the recruitment would be addPteri to attain that 
object. It would not follow that there ",ould be 
the same number of appointments in England 

.anli in India in anyone year. It did not mean 
that 50 per cent. of the vacancies in any year 
would be recruited in India and 50 per cent. 
here. He could not say how long it might take 
to reach the ultimate object. The same number 
was not sent out from here every y~ar The 

-Government of India stated each year the number 
which they wished for; this year only 11 had 
been asked for, whereas in 191 !"I. 73 were sent out. 

He could not say what recruitment obtained in 
India for the State RailwJYs. amI he had no 
figures showing the percentage of Innian!! in the 
superior post~ of the ~tate Railways Service. but 
he expected thA European pl'lcpntage was much 
~reater than the Indian. aOlI to rednce the 
European to 50 per cent. would take a long time. 
perhaps nine or ten yeara. Meanwhile. a few 
persons muat be recruited here in order to keep 
up a regular gradation; this year they had only 
been asked to appoint two persons from here. 

So far as he was aware. the recruitment of the 
Railway Service in India was from the en~ineer
ing colleges of Roorket. Sibpur. Madras and 
Poona: and by promotion from the subordinate 
stafl'. He did not think that any appointments 
in the superior service of the State Railways were 
~llaranteed to the colleges. but he knew very 
little about Indian recruitment and could not say 
definitely. So far as he was aware no regulatiou 
had been laid down by the Secretary of State 
as to how recruitment in India should be 
carried out, nor what qualifications should be 
acquired; that was left entirely to the Govern
ment of India. 

Asked whether a person who had an Indian 
qualification and applied here would have his 
degree accepted. the witness stated that Indhm 

·dt'grees were not recognised. He could not say 
why that was so, but they were not among the 
list of degrees laid down for recruitm£'nt hele. 
He could not give any ground for the difl'erpntia
tion or whether it was justified, as that was a 
matter for the Secretary of t:)tate. 

Question~d with regard to company-managed 
railways, witness stated so far liS he was aware 
there was nothing which imposed upon them 
any obligation to employ Indian engineers in 
India; he had, however, the impression that 
they wcre employing Indians to some .. xtent. 
The Secretary of State had always hitherto 

. adopted tile Jlolicy of' leaving the companies a 
free hand in appointin~ their own staff. 
'Though there was no obligation upon them to 

employ Indians, it was known that they were 
adopting that pulicy. 

Asked whether there was any proposal for 
training Indians in India for employment in the 
superior posts of the Wagon and I.ocomoth·e 
Departments, witness stated that he belie vet! 
there ..... as. bllt could not spt'ak confidently about 
it. He could not recall any Indian who had 
been appointed to the superior branch of the 
Locomotive Department; the recruitment for 
that Service had been in this country up till now 
and the Railway Board had not made any recom: 
mendatiun that any definite proportion should be 
recruited in India. 

Asked with regard to the Traffic Department. 
witness sta~d that the recruitment was partly in 
India. and partly in En)!laml-he thought two
fifths in India and three-fifths in Englaud; that, 
however. was tile old figure, and probably mor'e 
were appointed in India now. Only one person 
han bel'n appointed in Englao<l last year. 

As regards the Civil Engin~ering Branch of 
the Service, the Secretary of State recruited 
India.ns in this country up to the e"tent of 
10 per cent. of the total number of apPOintments, 
and this was to be continued until 1924. when 
the questicn was to be reconsidered. This was 
based on a recommendation of the Public 
Services Commission. It was explelined by 
Sir Murray Hammick. who had been a member 
of the Public S~~rvices Commission, that the idea 
of the Commission was that af:l a rule Indians 
should be appointE'd in IndIa, but in case an 
Indian turned up in England with exceptional 
qUdli fications the Secretary of ~tate might 
appoint him. Ordinarily they did not wish to 
bee Indians appointed in England, they wished 
that the standard of eugmeeling training should 
be so raisel in Inrlia that efficient education 
couhl be given in Indid. to Indians tiO that they 
should find their avenue to the department in 
India on Indian qualifications. 

Witness was asked whether he considered it 
satisfactory that Indians who hat! obtained quali
fications here should be excluded from applyillg 
here or should felil to get appointed because they 
had to compete against Europeans He stated 
that he was unable to express an opinion on this 
point. 

Ask ... d why 62 Europeans were recruited for 
the Public Works Department in 1919, witness 
stated that during the war they had ceased to 
recruit Europeans altogether, but went on recruit
ing Indians. and in 1919 had leeway to make up 
as regards Europeans, but not as rtgards Indians. 
That was before the :'0 per cent. proportion was 
sllggested. The policy of appointing only men 
who had done war service had been followed. 

Asked with regard to tell'graph engineering, 
witness stated that so far as he was aware there 
was 110 fixed proportion of posts to be re'ruited 
in this country or in India. They had not 
appointed any telegraph engineer for 10 years 
nntil last yeelr. 

Asked whether any action had been taken with 
regdrd to P.Lfd. 152 in the Industrial Commission's 
Report. witness stated that so far as he knew no 
actIOn had been taken. The report was made to 
the Government of IlHlia, and the initiative on 
such Ii report would not usually be taken here; 
probably the Secretary of State would wait for 
the Government of India to send their recom. 
mendations. He agreed that in the interests of 
Indian students some of the recommendations 
made were very important, but he was not pre
pared to express an opinion that it was time they 
were taken up . 

So far as he was aware, no scheme had been 
before the Secretary of State with regard t<» 
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~xtending the existinO' engineering colleges in 
India to provide t;aining for shipbuil~ing. 
.aeronautics marine engilleering and brIdge 
building. 'Be would have known if any such 
I!lcheme had been proposed. The questio~ was 
-primarily for the Government of IndIa to 
eonsider. . 

Asked with regard to the quel:!tion of purchasIllg 
stores for the rdilways, witnE:'ss stated that the 
companies purchased their own stores direct, and 
he had no knowledge of manufacturers being t?ld 
that those who gave spAcial facilities to Indl~n 
students for training would have preference lD 
getting orders; but if the suggestion that all 
Indian railway I:1tores should be purchased through 
the High Commissioner was accepted, he thought 
that this would follow. So far as he was aware, 
the Railway Boards here had not been asked to 
take special steps to help Indian students t? ~et 
practical training, but they were always wllhng 
to act on suggestions from the Secretary of State. 
The Railway Boards, however, had not much 
inflnence on the En~lish railway companies, and 
he thought that the b~st bOllies to. ~pproach ~he 
companies with the Idea of provldmg ~racb~al 
training would btl the college or Ulllverslty 
authorities. 

Questioned further with regard to the appoint~ 
ment of Europeans in 1919, witness was asked 
whether they should not cease appointing Euro. 
peans at all for a certain number of years, and he 

stated that it was difficult to stop such recruit
ment altogether as otherwise ther,,: woulu. be 
a large gap between men of certaIn years of" 
servicE'. 

Asked why it was not possib.le to decr~ase the 
nurn bel' of Europeans to be apPoInted and Increase
the number of Indians, witness stated that that 
was being done; this year nine Europeans were 
to be appointed, whereas the Dormal Dumber 
before the war was ahout 25. 

After 1915 about tht'ee Indians were appointed 
each year in this country ~nd no Europ~ans .at 
all and the ordinary recrUItment of IndlaDs III 
India was proceeded with. As regards t~e G2 who 
were appointed in 1919 to the PublIc Works: 
Department, this only amounted t~ an average of 
about U a year, which was conSIderably below 
the normal recruitment before the war. He
wished tn make it clear that the Indian recruit~ 
ment went on independently of the cessat,ion 
of the European recruitment, and tbat the 
62 appoIntments had not affected the Indian 
recruitment in any way, 

Asked whether arrangements had been made
for the manufacture of wagons and engines in 
India witnesa stated that this was the case with 
regard to wagons, and with regard to loc(lmotivtls 
the question was now being discussed whether
the establishment of works in Illdia could be
facilitated. 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 19'21 (LONDON). 

THE EARL Ol!' LYTTON (Ohairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 

Present: 
MR. C. E. W JONES. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. -E. G. HOWARTH, ~ St' 
MR. R. E. FIELD, 5 ecre arzes. 

MR. T. B. W. BAMSAY, M.A., LL.B., Hon. Secretary of the Indian Gymkhana Clob, was 
called and examined. 

Be stated that in July 1916, at a meeting The membership at the present moment waS' 
with the late Sir Frederick Robertson in. the ahouL 280, and the subscription was £1 18_ 
chair, it was decided that it_ was desirable to a year, for which people could play in any 
form a cricket and sports club near London section they liked; the only extrdS were that 
to afford facilities to Indian students to play they had to pay 18. a game for tennis if they 
cricket and tennis in summer, and, if pOSSible, wished 10 bring visitors. It was not possible t()
football and hockey in the winter. Before say whether the subscription would meet the 
the war there had been a. small sporls sub- cost of cl:Jrrying on a new ground clear of debt· 
committee which had l)een able to get up very they did not yt't know how much it would cost 
satisfactorily rricket matches for Indian students. to carryon. He ,considered that there was ample 
The -'question whether a definitely organised opportunity {or the club to increase, and that it 
sports Club would be a success depended largely would do so when they were able to get into 
on the students themselves. After various meet- touch with all the student~. During the war
ings the club was inaugurated under the name of they probably ha::l the maJor num.ber of the 
the Indian Gymkhana Club in DecembHr 1916. students in ~he co~ntry as members. but they 
Witness handed in the reports for 1917, 1918, had not yet clrcularlsed the new arrivals because-
1919 and 1920, which gave the history of the their organisation had been so much taken up in 
club since the inaugurat~on; he also handed in a purchasing the ground. He had not sent out any 
copy of the appeals sent out in 1920 and 1921. circulars at all during-. the last two years, though 

The club started by sharing the grounds of the they had representatIves at the Universities of 
Mill Hill Park Club at Acton, where a playing Oxford and Cambridge. They had no Govern. 
field was rented, but after the war the Mill Hill ment grant and it was doubtful whether it was. 
Park Club wished for the whole of their accom~ <!esirabl~ to have such a grant. When he started 
modati(ln, and it became necessary for the Indian to.orgalllse the club there was a little difficulty 

-Gymkhana Club to seek for another ground. T~e Wlth some o~ the students, who asked whether it 
_appeals which had been sent out only brought In was an IndIa Office organisation. He had been 
.about £X 000, and in order to secure and lay out a~le to convince these students by Showing them. 
.a ground' at Osterley, which they had agreed to hIS books that.they received no finanCial support 
buy, the Maharajah of Patiala had agreed to. pay fron;t the Indla Office, and there was now n(). 

-the purchase price or whate"er balance remallled, feelIng on that ground on the part of the students_ 
provided the amount was not subscribed in the He thought that, ronghly speaking, about half 
ordinary way when they were required to com~ the present member", were English b t th 
plete the purchase. were mostly non-playing members. ,U pse. 
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. \nother difficulty with regard to the present 
position in respect of membership was tbat they 
could 110t at present offer facilities for games 
becall;~e t.he grouud at Osterley was not yet laid 
out. They had hoped by now to have got a good 
deal done, but the dry summer had made it 
impossible. They had, however, made a pavilion 
and it was hoped that the ground would be 
available for football aud hockey this winter. 

As regards the feeling existing between Eng
lishmen and Indians in the club, witness stated 
that there was a wonderful spirit of comradeship. 
He said, too, that when they played the Austra
lians at Lords in 1917 the feeling WelS most 
friendly, and It was a surprise to the Australians 
to Bee what a fine set of people tbe Indian 
players were. In 1918 they had a most succesll
fill st!ason and won the majority of tht:lir 37 
matches. They bad played several of the public 
pchools and clubs in London, and there was a 
great competition amongst London teams to get 
matches with the Gymkhana Club. He had no 
doubt they would hav" a very full fixtllre list for 
1922. 

In cboosing the ground at Osterley, thEly bad 
kept in mind t,he fact that it was no good having 

a ground which involved conshlerable cost t~ 
reach, all Indian students were not as a rule well 
off. 

As regards the subscription, this was very 
much lower than in other clubs of a similar kind, 
where memberil had to pay more than £1. Is. a 
year for each section. In his view they ought t() 
pay a separate subscription for the snmmer and 
the winter, but the committee had never tackled 
that problem because they did not wish to put 
any bdl· in the way of the studenh joining the 
club. He thought that when their own ground 
was set in order and whE'n students realised 
what things actually cost in other clubs, they 
would pay a higher subscription more readily. 

As regards the management of the club, they 
had now got a student as secretary of the cricket 
section, and tbough he had practically no work 
to do this year there would be a good deal from 
now onwards. They bad also appointed a secre
tary of the hockey section and a secretary of the 
tennis section. 

He felt that the club was full of great potenti
alities, not only for the students themselves from 
a social and physical point of view, but also for 
thE' good of-the country. 

MR. F. G. HALLETT, O.B.E."Secretary of the Conjoint Board of Physicians and Surgeons in London 
was called and examined. 

He submitted a memorandum, which is printetl 
below. 

lIe had hacl a great deal of experience of 
Indian tltudents who came to stlldy medicine in 
thiol countl·Y. He found that a great number 
came without the elightest idea of the conditions 
that they had to fulfil if they wished to take the 
diplomas of the Hoyal College. A considerable 
number came WIthout ha,ving passed a prE'liruinary 
examination of the required standard; othE'rs 
came OVE'r who had attended courses which were 
not up to the required standard here, and those 
courses had to be snpplemented, causing con· 
siderable delay. Others came over expecting to 
be exempted from earlier examinations here, 
tbough they were not entitled to these exemptions. 
All these factors created great disappointment in 
Indian students, and the difficulty was more 
largely recognised here each' year. Even when 
he advised people who bad written to him from 
India before they started that it was no good 
coming to this country until they had passed a 
recognisE'd preliminary examination or had satis
fied the Board that they were entitled to certain 
exemptions, 01' had got a definite undertaking 
that they could be admitted to a medical school, 
they still came in spite of that advice. He was 
convinced that a large number came without 
proper advice and without knowing- the con
ditions here. He provided the Indian !:itudents' 
Department with information to send to India, 
but how far the information was distributE'd in 
India he could not express an opinion. If 
students did not take the trouble to seek advice 
from the Advisory Committees, or to ask for 
information, they would continue to arrive in 
ignorance of the conditions. If the schools and 
medical colleges in tbis country combined and 
said that they would only admit a certain number 
of students from India each year, and if this were 
known in India, there would probably be more 
rt'ason for getting information from a central 
burpan. He did not think that any suggestion 
of that kind had been made by the schools as a 
whole, but he thought that there was a certain 
undertitanding amongst the medical schools in 
London that they could only admit a certain 
number in each year. In London there 'Was a 
Committee of Deans of the Hospitals who met 
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occasionally to discuss matters, but so far as he. 
knew tllt-re would not be any intercommunication 
between the medical schools at different Univ~r
sities. 

As regards the students who came here now, 
he did not think that they came too young, but 
merely tbat they had not taken the necessary steps 
because they had not been sufficieutly informed. 
As far as his experience went, those who arrived 
here with the M.~. and B.S. degrees of the Indian 
Universities were of quite good standard and 
some of them passed their examinations here 
without much difficulty. He should say that the
Indian student of this type was quite as well 
equipped in knowledge as those who come from 
Austraha and Canada. As regards knowledge of 
the conditions, however, htl had not found any 
candidates of any other country coming here and 
knowing so little of the conditions. As regards 
those Indian students who did come. he thought 
there ought to be some method of selection, as 
there cOllld only be a limited number of places 
available for foreign students, but whf'ther this 
selection should be by educational attainments, 
or character, or status in the profession, it was 
difficult to say. On the whole, he thought that 
Indian stndents could profit more by post-graduate
work. They could get quite good opportunity 
for study in India up to the standard of their 
degree, and if they wished to get a Brititlh diploma. 
afterwards they were in a better position to d() 
so if they had attained the standard of a registrable
degree in India. 

Asked whether he had any opinion to expreilS 
on the change which Indian medical schools 
might be required to make in their course in 
midwifery in order to get their students registeredp 

witness stated that having once consented to 
register these diplomas, it was a serious matter 
to withdraw the recognition of the degrees for 
registration. He thought. however. that there 
was no doubt that the Indian medical schools 
should improve their teaching in that subJect. 

Witness made it quite clear that be could not 
speak officially on behalf of medical school:) here. 
but could only state the general impression he
had gained from talking to the various teacherlJ 
and Deans and hearing their opinions on thE> 
various f'ubjects which had been t"dised. 

Pp 
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Al!ked what was the relation between the 
Conjoint Board and the Medical Schools of 
London and other Universities, witness said that 
it was rather difficult to explain shortly. In all 
the Medical Departments of the Univ~rsities in 
England students could be ed]1cdted b~th for 
their University degrees and fill' the exammatlOn 
-of the Conjoint Board. Mimy students took a 
University degree and the Diploma of the Royal 
<;olleges. Some yea~s befor~ the war he had 
-obtained a return which "howed that 72 per 
(lent. of thjl medical studenttl who gradoated at 
Universities in England, took the diplomas of 
L.R.C.P. and M.R.C,S. 

The Conjoint Board was formed by the Royal 
CoH~ge of P,hysicians and the ~I)yal College of 
Surgeons wpo appointed a CommIttee of Mana.ge
m,ent, of tJ;1.~_ COlljo~nt Bo~r~. The govermng 
bodieR consisted of physIclans and surgeons 
most of wh'om were or had been either'teachers 
-or examiners and they therefore represl"nted 
most of the medical schools and hospitals. Any 
large question of eduoation which came' up 
dealing with the medical curriculum was reported 
upon by the Committee of Management of the 
Conjoint Board to both the Royal Colleges, and 
therefore had to be passed by representatives of 
the profession from practica:lly all the Colle~es 
both in London and the provInces. The relatIon 
-of the Board to the General Medical Council was 
that each of the Royal Colleges, of which the 
,Committee of Management, of the Conjoint 
Board was the executive body for examiIlations, 
,appoi'Ilted a representative on the General Medical 
-Council in just the same way as Oxford, Cam. 
bridge, London and thtl other Universjtie~ did. 
'The General Medical Council dealt with. Great 
Britain and Ireland and laid down the minimum 
standard which would justify them in recognising 
-diplomas for registration 

Asked with regard to his insistence on a highe;r 
preliminary qualification for Indian students, 
witness stated that when a student came to the 
-Conjoint Board for an examination, the Board 
were entitled .to examine not only what had bee~ 
done at the medical schools in England, but also 
the qualifications which had admitted him to a 
medical school; and if they found that the 
-prelimil.lal'Y qualilication upon which he was 
-admitted was not batisfactory, they could object to ,him. That, however, was not likely to happell 
,often as ,the Deaus of the medical schools in 
London were very careful l'-nd did not admit a 
.student unlest:! they had evidence that he had 
-either been registered as a medi(lal st]1dent by the 
General :Medical Council or that he had.m.a~r\
culated at a University In this country or had 
passed the preliminary examinatio~ required by 
the Conjoint Board. . , 

The Gen~ral :Medical Council w~nt i,nto th~ 
-question of the stalldard of preli,minary and 
watriculatjon examinations sOl,lle years ago and 
laid down the conditions under which students 
.sh0uld .be registered as students in this coun~ry. 
They also went i!lto t?e stan~al'd of the mat~i~q
lation exacninatwn III IndIa. The ConJomt 
Board's requirements in regard to preliminary 
1')xami,nations were the. same ,as thoiltl of tbe 
General Medical CQuncil with the,one ('xception 
that the Board did not ir.sist upon Latin as a 
,compulsory subject.. They had accepted t:qe 
(lQnditions of the General Medical CouDcil as 
their standard and dId not wish to go any lower 
tball. that. . . 

Asked whether he would rat~er that. an IndIa!l 
who had failed in some of ,hIS medICal e~amI
nations in India should not come here. WItness 
..stated that in his opinion such a student ought to 
finish his course in India. He would not 

neCl~ssarily bar them out, but the. number of 
places available for Indian students was not large 
and he would. prefer that tbey were taken by 
per .. ons who had already gone through a curti-' 
culum and obtained 'a registrable degree or 
licence in India, and who could then Supple.' 
ment their studie; in this 'country. If a man' 
completed his work in Indta, he had got his degree 
which enlitled him to practise there, in which 
case failure to pass examinations here would not' 
affect him so seriously. If he did not complete. 
his degree there and came over here and failed, 
in the final examination, then he had to continue' 
his studies in this country at considerable expense 
and he wO'lld be much better doing that ai' 
home. . 

Asked whether he had any proofs of the need 
of improvement in gynrecological studies, or 
whether it was me:-ely a laudable desire on his 
part that there sllOuld be more done, witness 
&tated that he had not come prepared to discuss 
this subject, and had, therefortl, not prepared any 
fi"ures ; but asked as to his-general impression he 
s~d he had gathered from discussing the matter 
with examiners that the stadents from India 
were not well up in midwifery and gynrecology. 
This impression was ga.lned in conversation with 
the examinerd, and applied to the persons who 
came over here. both with an Indian qualificati(ln 
and without. Though M.B.'s of Indian Univer
sities were entitled to proceed straight t.o the 
fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons they 
usually took the membership firat as this course 
saved them time. If an Indian wanted to go 
into the fellowship he would advise him to come 
straight from his (~egree and take the membership 
eXdmination first. Witness stated that it wag not 
common for a person who had come from India 
with his M.B. degree to go direct into the final 
conjoint examination where midwifery was 
included; they usually went for three or six 
monthtl to a medical school to get re'Vision 
courses, and during that time got further in. 
struction in the subjpct of the final examination, 
so that it was very difficolt to say that a candidate 
coming over here from India had no further 
instruction in midwifery before taking an exami
nation. He wished to make it quite clear in 
regard to anything he had said on the SUbject 
that he had not prepared any evidence at all, but 
was giving his impressiona about the matter. 
Witness observed that he did not think that any 
statement had been made that the teaching of 
midWIfery was in itself bad; the point, as he 
understood it, was that Indians came over here 
without having conducted a certain number of 
cases which it was considered should be the 
minimum they should conduct. 

MEMOR~NDUM BY MR. F. G. HALLETT, SECRE
TARY OF THE' CONJOINT BOARD OF 
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEON'I:\, LONDON. 

(1) From a large correspondence I have with 
stud,tlnts and medical pr-tctitioners in India, and 
as a result of numerous interviews in London 
with students and practitioners from India, it is 
obvious that the condi~ioI}s undet· which st'udy 
can be pllrsued and dIplomas obtained in thls 
country are not at all understood in India. It is 
a constant experience in my office to find that a 
s~udent, w~o has com.e to this ~ountry with ,3 

vlew to takm~ profeSSlOnal exammations has not 
passed a sufficient preliminary examination in 
general e(lucati~n, and I have to deal with 
numerous cases of those who have obtained lower 
qualifications in India such as the L.C.p. and S. 
or the Assistant Sllr~eon's diploma who learn 
that they cannot be admitted to exa~ination for 
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diplomas in this country without fulfilling 
somewhat onerous conditions in regard to study 
and examinations. 

(2) The firs! necessity, in my opinion, is the 
ilstablishment of a Central Bureau in India to 
which application can be made for gener,d 
information as to-

(a) the examinations in general education 
which can be accepted by the Examining 
Boards in Great Britain and Ireland; 

(b) the regulations under which diplomas in 
this country can be obtained, both as to 
study and examination. 

(3) The spcond object to be aimed at is the 
limitation and selection. of the students and 
qualified medical practitioners who should be 
allowed to come to tbis country for further 
stud\". It is difficult to see how it is possible 
to attain this object nnless some concerted action 
is taken by the medical schools in this country 
to l'efuse admis~ion to all students and practi
tioners from India who are not furnished with a 
recommendation from some specially authorised 
bodyei'n India. Many who come at the present 
time have failed in the examinations at their 
Universities, whilst others possess diplomas of a 
lower standard which are not registrable in this 
country. 

(4) Such persons shouJd not be allowed to 
come here and fill the fe,w vdcant places in our 
medical schools, but should be made to continue 
their studies in India until they have obtdioed a 
recognised diploma or degree. 

(5) Much advantdge would be gained if the 
st,mdard of entrance examination for all medical 
qualification!! in India were raised to sllch a 
minimum standard that it could be accepted for 
diplomas in this country. 

At present no Matl'iculation Examination of an 
Indian University is sufficient for the require
ments of this Board, or of the General Medicdl 
Council. 

In the case of the Unh-ersity of Calcutta, the 
Preliminary Scientific Examination or the Inter
mediate Examination in Arts must be passed in 
addition to the Matriculation Examination; in 
the case of the University of Madras, the Inter
mediate Examination in Arts; in the C3se of the 
University of Bombay, the Preliminary Scientific 
Examination or Previous Examination; in the 
case of the Punjab University, the Intermediate 
Examination in Arts or Science; in the case Qf 
th~ University of Allababad, the Intermediate 
;Examination in Arts. These requirements are 
the same as those of the General Medical Council 
except that the General Medical Council requires 
Latin or an Uriental classical languagtl and 
another language in addition to En<>'lish and 
mathematics, whereas this Boaro. r:quires a 
classical or a modern language anf{ a second 
language or a science, in addition to English and 
mathematics. 
, (6) In the case of a student of the Universities 
of Allahabad, Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and 
the Punjab, who arrives in this country having 
passed the Matriculation and Intermediate or 
Preliminary Scientific Examinations as the case 
may be, and who has pursued his professional 
studies in India for the degree of M.B. of a 
Univ~rsit!. h~ is given pl'd,('tically equivalent 
standmg 1n thiS country so far as the diplomas of 
the RQYoU Colleges of Physiciansand Surgeons are 
~Qncerne<l, so that i.f he has passed in Chemistry, 
Physics, Biology, Anatomy and Physiology at 
,his University in India for the degree of M.B. he 
is only required tQ pass the Final Examination of 

the Conjoint Board of the Royal Colleges in 
order to obtain the Diplomas of L.R.C.P. and 
M.R.C.8. after completing the neces~ary curri
culum. 

(7) In the case of Licentiates in Medicine and 
Surgery of t~e Universities of Bombay, Calcutta 
and the Punjab, these candidates are required to 
pass the Second Examinations of the Conjoint 
Board in Anatomy and Physiology before ad
mission to the Final Examination in Medicine 
Surgery and Midwifery, but provided they bring 
with them certificates showing that they have 
completed the full five years' course for those 
Licences they are not required to take out any 
further study in tbis country. The Licentiate in 
Medicine atJd Surgery of the University of 
Madras is only admitted under similar conditions 
if he commeI!ced his professional studie~ before 
the 1st January 1892. 

(8) Licentiates of the College cf PhysiCians 
and 8urgeons of Bombay or of the Ben'lal State 
Board are required to pass a recognised Pre
liminary Examination in gentlral education before 
they can be considered all candidates for our 
diplomas. They must pass the Second Exami
nation in Anatomy and Physiology, and they 
must complete two years of additional study in 
this country before admission to the Final 
Examination. 

This it! because they have. as a rule, completed 
only a four years' curriculum of study on con
ditions which are considered to be of inferior 
stJndard to those fulfilled by Licentiates in 
Medicine and Surgery or Graduates in Medicine 
of the Univerilities, 

(9) It will be seen, therefore, that the con
ditio.ns of admi,ssion to ex~mination vary 
conSiderably, and It IS not surprising that many 
students and doctol's are ignorant of them and 
that disappointment frequently occurs when they 
arrive in thi.. counti'y and find they cannot be 
admitted to exam ination. 

(10) It is highly desirable that students who
have not passed an Entrance Examination of 
sufficient standard to be accepted in this country 
and those candidates who have obtained the lowe; 
qualifications in India, should be discouraged 
from coming to England unleds they are folly 
acquainted beforehand with the conditions they 
.have to fulfil. 

(ll) There seems to be no object in a studeni> 
coming to this country until he has obtained a 
diploma or degree in India which i" registrabl& 
in this country, because so far as education is 
concerned he can obtain in the University Medical 
Departments the course of education which is 
a1equate in the First and Intermediate subjects 
and probably also in so far as clinical oppor
tunities are concerned. Indeed, the latter may 
be of more value th.m those which can be obtained 
in this country. for the reason that in regard to 
contact with· patients, especially female patients 
difficulties occasionally arise here which are not 
present in the Indian hospitals. 

(12) If a. student bas obtained the degree of 
M.B. or the Licence in Medicine and Surgery 
of a University he can obtain diplomas in 
this countl'Y without much delay and can then 
attend post-graduate instruction. It is true thai> 
at the present time the post-graduate instruction 

. in London is not on a satisfactory basis, but there 
,is reason to hopA that, as the resul& of the recent 
enquiry by the Ministry of Pablic Health, better 
.opportunities will be available before long. ' 

(13) With regard to the bigher and special 
diplomas again only those who possess the 

Pp2 
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registrable diplomas (M.B. and L.M.S. of. a 
University) 'can 'be 'admitted to the specI.al' 
diplomas Ilranted by the Royal Colleges m 
Tropical Medicine, Ophthalmic Medicine and 
,surgery, Pllblic Health, and Psychological 
.Medicine, and only t.hose who, hold the M.B. 

deO'ree of a University, recognised for the' 
pu';-pose can be admitted to the examinations' 
for the' Fellowship of the Royal C()llege of 
Surgeons without first passing the Final Exami
nation of the Conjoint Board and obtaining [he, 
diploma of M.R.C.:; . 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 192t (LONDON). 

THE EARL OF .LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR 'D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
MR. C.' E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
SIR 1\1. HAMMJCK. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, 1 Sf' 
MR. R. E. FIELD, ) ecre anes. 

MR. ERNEST BARKER, M.A., P,rincipal of King's College, London, accompanied by PROFESSOR 
H. G. AT:P~!3,.M.A., D.Lilt., Assistant Principal, was called and examined. 

He stated that he had only just completed and try and get such preliminary information 
bis first session .as Principal of King's Colle~e from India as he could command; and .if th~re 
a.nd so had not much experience of Indian was an authority to whom he could readily write 
students therl~ though he was familiar with the whf'n the student applied. it would make a gootl. 
.question at Oxford. So far as the College was deal of difference. He knew that some of the 
concerned, the main problem in the past had been authorities of the University WElre quite ignorant 
that of discipline. He had looked up the records of the existence of Provincial Advisory Com
in the Principal's book and found that Indians mitiees in Indi.a. So far he had only had 
might have suffered a little at the College because correspondence on two occasions about Indian' 
of the delinquencies of other non-European students as there Wtlre comparatively few at the 
students. The Delegacy (or governing, body of present time at King's College. The proportion 
the Coll.ege) bad passed a resolution" that the of students of non-European birth in the College 
"Principal be instructed to interview and to had been fixed at 10 per cent. ; this, however, 
.. , exercise care in the selection for admission to was not the cause of the small number of Indians 
"the College of all students of non-European and elid not mean that they had rtlfused Indians, 
"origin." This reeolution was passed on account because, even with this fixed proportion, they had 
-of a serious case in which a non-European been able to admi.t all who had applied. 
student, who was not an Indian, was the CUlplit. Asked whether in his opinion there was need 
It was a hampering resolution, and It was almost for some organisation, either in India or here, and 
impossible for him to do justICe to the claims of whether he thought it could be fulfilled by a body 
Indian students and at the sam.e time to interview that was not otficial and waf! not Ii Government 
them before giving them a promise of admission Department., witness stated that it was very diffi
to the Oollege. In practice he had tried to act cult to get British Universities to act together or 
-on the method of requiring of persons from India to constitute any joint organisation that was going 
who wrote for admission: (1) that they should to be rea.lly effective. He thought, howet'er, there 
be graduates of a University (this had not been was room in the University of London for 
-enforced in all cases, but they had been trying to something like the Oxford Delegacy with a 
inElist on graduation), and (2) that they should person who wOl11d fulfil the 1 unctions of the 
produce a cel'tificatA of character from the Vice- Local Adviser not fl'om the point of view of 
Chancellqr of the Oniversity PI' the Principal of tutelage or guardianship, but in order that there 
"the College, from which they came. might be somebody in the University in an 

The nu~bers of Indian, students at King's otficial position who really knew aLout academic 
College had been inconsidcral)le in the Faculty conditions in India. and who, when apl'licationd 
of Natllral Science, and there were very few in came in, could appreciate the value of those 
the Faculty of Arts; theJ'e hart been more in applications. ' 
,Medicine and a fail: number in Engineering. So fd.r as he was aware or had been able 

As regards London 'univertlity there was one to find out they had not had any serious difn
-difficulty,in the. regulations which in his view culty in the way of Indian students' failure to 
.stopped Indiaps from coming as fleelr as they pay college bills. 
might, The University made it Vf'ry easy for Asked with regard to the question of practical 
Indialls to do post-gradulJ-te work" b\lt not to works traininll, witness said he could not add 
come and take an ol'djnary honours degree. At anything to the evidence given by Professor 
:some other Univel'l:!ities an lmlian student wh? Wilson, but iG was part IIf the system of the 
had "graduated in ~~~ia was. e~empted from teaching of Engineering in the College that 
passing an Intermeq,late ExaullnatlO,n, and could there should be workshop trd.ining: 
take ~l1e final Hono~rs,Examinat~o.n,at the e~d ?f As regards practical training in' Medicine 
two yea~s, bUG the.re was ,no p~ovlslon f~r thl~ In there should. be no difficulty as, they had an 
London. An Indian !'tudent, even though he had agreement With four associated hospitals that 
graduated in'India, might be best advised to take they would take all students'who had qualified 
,3 co~r~~ leadingt,o. the B.,A.. I~onour::l D.egree here, a~ King's .. Vice ~ersa, those' hospitals had also the 
.and, he thought It of conSiderable Importance right to send theIr students to King's to get their 
,,that Indian students should have the way mad~ first two years' training and King's had to take 
,easy for them to take SU,ch.a c?urse. . such stndent$, many of 'Whom hall in the' past 

With reference to rescmdmg the resoluhon been non,Eu!'opeans. . " 
referred to,' he thought that all tll.at could be done Q!Iestioned 'as' to ,the facilities open for an 
at present was to act as though It was not there, Imhan student to take undergraduate work, 
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-witness said he would generally f<lel that an 
Indian student was not in a po~ition to get the 
hest out of London unless he had an'ived at the 

-<Ige at which he would normally have taken hi .. 
degree in India. He would nf)t welcome them 
earlil'r. but if there were an exceptional person 
who was really ver.v forward in his studies 
he would be prepared to make an t'xcolption. 
If a man had graduated in Indi? be would like 
to let him come into the bonours course here 
without the Intermediate Examination, but if he 
had not done so the Intermediate Rhould be 
insisted upon. A number of persons applied for 

-admission bere who had trIed their interme
diate and failed or had just taken their intp.r-
mediate, and h~ could never quite understan<l 
why they had not gone on tt) complete tht'ir 

-(lourse in India. He looked on such applications 
with less sympathy. 

As rt'gards actual numbp,rs, the fixed propor
tion or non-J~uropeans to which he had referred 
would II.llow of abont 120 such persons being 
admitted, bat at present they had not got 
anything like that nnmber. He woulel like to 
have more Indian students of the best stamp and 
would be glad if the l!ommittee cculd help him 
to get lIome more of that character; for inbtance, 
there were practically none in the Faculty of 
Arts. 

Asked further with regard to the organisation 
which might lIe set up in England, witness 
suggested that the Committee of Vice-Chancellors 
.and Pdncipals which met from time to time 
might be asked to take this question into cion· 
sicleration and to see whether there \\ as anything 
which they could recommend. They would 
realise the difficulty Rnd might find a solution 
which, in his view, lloight be more lJractical than 
for the Committee to set up an authority. He 
would be inclined to leave tbe UniverSity 
problem to be dealt with by some Unherslty 
authority and try to find some other authority to 
deal with persons who came for other purp03es, 
.e.g., industrial t!'aining or similar things. He 
dld not quite see how a single voluntary central 
-organisation could be created which would 'serve 
..all these purposes. 

As regard'! the treatment of Indian degrees and 
qualifications, he thought that the Committee of 
Vice-Cbancellors should he urged to give uniform 
treatment on the most liberal basis, such as, e.g., 

that of Oxford. He thought that London was 
behindhand in thil! matter. When it came to 
post-graduate study the University would give 
any amollut of concessions to foreign fltudents. 
but it was les!lliberal in regard to such students 
when they were engaged on undergraduate 
studiE's. 

Asked with regard to the sort of authority in 
Indid which would satisfy his requirements, 
witneps said that a rel!'ular constituted University 
authority for each Ooiversity would help him 
more than the present system of applying for a 
certificate of chardcter to the individual prm::ipal 
of a college who might be unknown to him. 
Thito, however, would not prel'ent him acceptmg 
certificates from one of his old paplls iu India. 

With regard to a U ni versity officer in London 
who should be famihar with qualifi..:ations of 
Indian studentfl, witness thought thdt it was 
conceivable that the University might pay him 
and get a contribution from the Indid Offi~e. 

Asked whether there were any bostels in 
c .. nnection witn the College where Indtans could 
stay, witness said that there was a hostel for 
women students and a small oue for students of 
the Medical School. There was no large accom· 
modation, but he was trying to obtdin j unds to 
build a new hostel for 100 men. 

As regardR the type of Indians which had been 
at the College, Professor Atkins said that some 
bad played a conspicuous part in the games of the 
college, and during the last 20 years there had 
not been any difficulty m tbeir admission to the 
social and athletic life. 

As regards the extension of facilities for 
Indians to be admitte,j to the Collef,e, Mr. Barker 
said that there bad been a great change since 
In5, wben women were admitted. The building 
was very small ani the ldrge number of people 
in thiil small space made an increase of facilities 
difficult. 

Witness stated tbat he would sincerely like 
help in gettmg somp, good Indian students in the 
Engineering Faculty; they had al ways had an 
Indian connection largely through a former 
secretary of King's College, who had been in 
India, and he did not feel that they wete doing 
their duty unless they ha1 a cel tain numb.;>r, 
and the S.ime would apply to e.lch of the 
faculties. 

FRIDA Y, SEP fEMBER 30, 1921 (LONDO~). 

Preser.t: 

THE EARL OF J...Y'l'TON (Chairmau). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 

MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
MISS L. 1.1. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} St' 
lIR. R. E, Jt'IELD, ec-I'e arlu. 

PROFESSOR T. P. NUNY, M.A., D.Sc., Vice.-Principal of the London Day Training College and 
Professor of Education in the University of London, was called and examined. 

He stated that the course at the London Day 
'Training College consistec( partly of lectures and 
-classes at the College on the tbeory of educatlon 
and the art of teaching the various subjects of 
the curriculum, and partly of practical teaching 
in schools under the supervision of the Colleg~ 
authorities. There were three elementary schoolil 
directly connected with the College, and use was 
also made of the ordinal'S secondary and ele
mentary scbools in London and the surrounding 
neighbourhood. Tbe majority of the stndents 
who joined the College after having graduated. 

-as was the case with the Indian students, expected 

eventually to teach in secondary schools, and it 
was therefore necessary that a ldrge part of their 
practical work should be tJ.ken in secondary 
schools. As a matter of fact the College had 
students teaching in most of the secondary 
schools of London and in the surrounding 
educational areas. 

'fhe course extended over one year, two Jays a 
week being spent in practical teaching and tbe 
remainder of the time at the College. 

Tbe very fact that practical training was an 
essential part of the course made the problem of 
the College in relation to Indian students 
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different from that experienced by other insti
tutions, and the written memorandum (printed 
below) which lie had submitted must be read in 
the light of that fact. In it he had suggested 
that the number of Indian studentEl must be 
limited, but there was no desire whatever to 
limit the number of Indians so far as they were 
simply persons sitting in the lecture rooms of 
the Oollege and taking part in the classes there. 
It was in connection with the placing of students 
in schools to gain experience of practical teaching 
that the difliculty regarding Indian student~ 
arose. The headmasters and headmistresses oE 
secondary schools received students or any 
nationality for practical work rather as a duty 
than as a pleasure, and it was therefore essential 
for the Oollege to exercise great' care in choosing 
the students to send to them. An Indian 
SLUdent, or, for that matter, any foreign student, 
was bound to be of greater inconvenience in a 
school than a nati'v'e student who knew the ways 
of the school and was' at home in its environ
ment. It was therefore necessary to place a 
limit on the number of foreign students admitted 
to the Oollege for the full course. including 
practical work. 

The Oollege received a fair number of applica
tions from Indians, and one of the complaints it 
had to make in regard to them was that they 
were sometimes very ('asual. The students 
sometimes came from India with no intention of 
joining the London Day Training College, but on 
hearing about it from their friends came to the 
conclusion they might as well spend their time 
at the College being trained as a teacher as in 
dOing anything else. He felt thl10t to be a very 
:lludesirable state of affairs, but it not infrequently 
happened. 

Asked whether applications from Indians were 
generally made in person or in writing, the witness 
said that he thought the numbers were about 
equal. As regards the written applicatlOns. the 
Oollege complaint was that they sometimes took 
the form of a bare announcement that the student 
in question was about to leave India and desired 
'his name to be rezistered for admission to the 
C~llege - course. -In such cases the Oollege 
authorities had no opportunity of advising the 
student not to come to England if they felt that 
he or she was not likely to profit from the 
course, and they somp-times had to admit people 
whom they would, in other circumstances, have 
advised not to enter the Oullege. There liaa neen 
cases of women students coming from India in 
that way. without making any previous provision 
for their reception here. 1'he problem of 
accommodating such students was a most eerious 
one and had caused the College much trouble. 
It was difficultit's of that kind which the Oollege 
wished, if possible, to avoid by having a definite 
org-anisation. 

Questioned as to whether the Oollege at present 
made use of the Indian StUdents' Department, 
the witness said that' occasionally Mr. Sen wrote 
to them regarding Indian students who desired 
to be admitted. but the Oollege was not in the 
habit of applying to the Department for informa
tion regarding any student who applied direct to 
them of whom they had insllfficient knowledge. 
He was not aware of the ex:istt'nce -of the 
Advisory Oommittees in India. and had never 
had any correspondence with them, nor was t4ert! 
any sort of connection established between the 
College and the Indian Universities. 

There had been Indian students at th~ O~llege 
from tlme to time ever since its institution, Bome 
19 years aao, but it was,only sincEl the concluslon 
of the ;ar that ,the number of applications 
oRhowed signs of any great increase. A few of 

the Indians had beHn thorou~hly go(,d students .. 
an(l these were characterised by a good command. 
of the English language and really good natural 
ability. He did not think they had ever had a 
really good woman student. SomA uf them had 
been very pleasant to deal with. but nOlle had 
been what he would call good from the point of 
view of intellect and teaching ability. 

In the case of the really able Indian students 
the difficulty about ilecuring opportunities for
practical work had not bE'en great. There had 
been some initial difficulty, but when the schools.. 
'to which they had gone hat! test~d their ability, 
they made them very welcome. Nevertheless ... 
there was some feeling among headmasters that 
the students sent for practical training should be
confined to those who intended taking up the 
teaching profession in this country. 

Bt'oadly speaking. the Indians were the only
foreign students at the College who wanted 
practical teaching work. There were foreign 
students fNm almost every part of the world at 
the Oollege, but generally speaking they were 
experienced tp-achers, often sent over by their
Governments who wanted to hear the English 
view about the theory of education and to spend, 
the rest of their timtl in visiting and studying 
educational institutions, so that the problem of
practical teaching rarely arose in regard to them. 

Some of tbe Indian students who bad been at 
the College had previously undergone a course at 
a Brit.ish University. but the mlljority of them 
had come straight from India, and his experienco, 
was that they generally had insufficient experience 
or ability to enable them to gain much profit from 
the course. Many of them either just@'otthrough 
the examination for the Teachers' Diploma with 
a little benevolence on the part of the examiners, 
or failed to ,obtain it. Such men could not be 
regarded as having spent their year profitably, as, 
in his opinion, it was of no advantage to an Indian 
'student barely to satisfy the conditions for the 
award of the Diploma; he would be much better
employed deepening his experience in his own 
country. 

Asked to explain the statement in his memo
randum that certain tendencies due to tempera-· 
mellt and training appeared to b~ peculiarly 
common among Indian students and militated 
against their efficiency in an English fchool, the' 
,witness said that all beginners of whatever race
were inclined to talk far too much when they first 
faced Ii class. They did not realise the import
aMe ~f making Lhe pupi!s do the work; and his 
experience was that. for some reason, the 
tendency to talk a great deal too much and 
slowness to see that the teacher's talking did not 
make a class progress, were very strong, among 
the Indian students and difficult to t'radicate. 
That was all he meant by the statement in his 
memorandum, but it was a very serious bar to
efficiency. 

No Indian student, educated in a British 
University, would be ulimitted to the Colleae 
~itho~t careful enquiry ~nd without a persoD~l 
mtervlew, because even If his academic qualifi
cations were satisfactory and even if he were
ba?ked by persons who knew him, it was often 
eVident when one camE' face to face with him 
that he was unlikely to be a successful teacher 
What was wanted in the case of the India~ 
5tud~nts was ~omet~ing to take the place of that 
enqul;y .and .mterv~ew, and he thought that an 
orga~lsahon In InFha w~s essential for the pur. 
pose an,d that personal ~nowlellge of the student 
should sOJ]lewhere come in. 
: 'Ques~ioned .as !o his statement that the 
academlc quahficatlOns of the Indian students
were often unsuitable, the witness stated that he-
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-<lid not wish to cast anv reflectio,n npon the value 
-()f Indian rlegrees. He left on one side the 
-question of whether the tltandard of those 
degrees was sufficient, and all that he meant to 

,Buggest was that Indian stucients were inclined to 
present subjects such as English literature and 
'history, which were necessarily more difficult 
for them than for an Englishman and which 
they were often ilI-qualibeJ to teach. Hi~ 
experillnce was that a mUl with a teaching 
degree or license from India was better equipped 
to derive ad vantalle from the College courile than 
the man who had taken the ordinciry Arts 
Des:ree of an Indian University. 

Any student who had been through the course 
of the College and dont' well in it should. in his 
opinion, be suitable for appointment as a lecturer 
(lr pr()fe~sor at an l11di .. n Uuiversity on his return, 
provid .. d his acad~mic qualifications ,and ability 
were sufficient. 

He had had little toxperience of Indian students 
taking the London M.A. or Ph.D. Some of them 
had desired to do so but had not had the nect's.sary 

-qualitications. The standard of the higherdt>grees 
of tho London University was very severe. and 
.even in the case of Eng:ishmen canclidates 11d.d to 
be flf exceptional ability to be successful. 
, He hall had some experienC'e of IDen of more 

mature age, between :.10 and 40, who had bad 
·-considerable exverience of teaching in India 
itself before they caOle to this country. and he 
was sorry to say that that experience was not very 
satisfactory. 

One of the difficulties in regard to many Indicin 
students was that they wero inclined to t:ndeavour 
to carry out in a single year what most other 

. students would spread over a longer period. The 
-College tried to prevent them from doing that 
whenever it coull1, beci;Lusll it certainly dissipated 
their attention and militatf'd against their success. 

If it were kne that any of the Provincial 
Governments in India had schemes on hand for 
sending large lIumbers of men to this country 
for training in teaching, he thought that it was 
a great mistake for the reasons he had already 
mentioned. 

The total number of students now studying at 
the College was nearly 1,000, of whom about 200 
were takin~ the oue-year course of the Teachers' 
Diploma, the remainder were in the earlier stages 

-of the four-years' Board of Educ Ltion course and 
were at present reading for their degrees at one 

-()f the other London colleges. 
He thought there would be great difficulty in 

placing more than three or four Indians a year 
in secondary schools for practical teaching work. 
If the number were larger than that the CoUege 
would become unpopular with the schools. all!! 
the difficulties which were already tound in 
the matter of placing its students would be 
accentuated. 

Askell whether he had any knowledge of the 
.standard of the Indian training collegt's, the 
witnes'i said that he ,could only judge it by thA 
students who had come to him [rom those 

·collo:,g"s. but he had formed the opinion that the 
standard was nothing like so high as in this 

-country. Tbe students, who came from the 
Indian training colleges failed particui.lrly on the 
practical ,side, but it must of courbe be re
membered tbat the failure of an Indiau to reach 
a good standard in teaching in an English 
secondary school did not necessarily imply that 
he would nOG reach a fai~ly high standard in an 
Indian school. ' If thll nolmber of Indians desiring 

.admission to En!!lish trd.ining colle!{es were to 
increa~e to 20 or 30 a year he tllOught the only 
way to place them would be to organise their 

.distribution so that only two or three of them 

went to anyone college. All the Universities of 
the United Kingdom now hall their departments 
for the trdining of t"achers, and if the Indian 
iltudents were properly distributed among them 
there would be no difficulty. As thing3 were at 
present thllY were incline1 to apply to the London 
Day College in the first instance. lind it would be 
qUlte impodsible for the College to accept so large 
a nnmber. There should be some organisation 
in India for selecting and recommending appli
cants and some other organisation here to see to 
their distribution. 

MEMORANDUM OY INDIAN STUDENTS, by 
PROFF.SSOR T. P. NUNN, Vice-Principal 
of the London DciY Training College and 
Profetlsor of Edncd.tion in the University of 
London. 

This Colltlge is a School of the University of 
London. Its work is confined wholly to the 
training of teachers and to encourage"ment' of 
higher pedagogical studies. Speaking generally, 
the students are either (a) young graduates of 
approved Univ~rsities who are preparing to enter 
the teaching profe.sion and take a one-year 
course leading up to the examination for tho 
Teachers' Diploma, ur (b) maturer persons 
working for the df'gree of M.A. and Ph.D. in the 
subject of Education. 

The class preparing for the Teachers' Diploma 
uscally contains a small number of Indian 
graduates. In 1919 one man and one woman 
were admitted; in 1920 six men and one woman; 
in 1921 three men. While a few have been 
thoronghly good studerlts, capabl'1 of deriving as 
much profit from the course as their English 
colleagues, thll benefits secured by (perhaps) the 
majority cannot be regarded as an adequate 
return for the expenditure of their own time and 
money and the attention or the college staff. 

Among the bctors which have contributeJ to 
produce this unsatisfactory result the following 
are the most important :-

(i) Insufficient co1nmand of the English la11guage. 
-A student taking an academic course of 
considerable length may overcome this 
drawback, but it may easily prove a fatal 
hindrance when the course extends over 
unly one session and an essen tid-I part 
consists in practical teaching. 

(li) Insufficient natural ability. - A student 
COU1ID~ straight from Indian conditions 
to an English training department cannot 
be expected to hold his own unless he 
possesses more than average ability. 
With some qualification the same holds 
good even of Indians who have taken 
their degrees at British Universitits. In 
mllny instances the intellectual level of 
our Indian students has not satisfied thj.s 
conditicn. 

(iii) Unsuitable academic qualifications. - An 
Indicin stud3nt is at an obvious disadvan
tage in attempting to teach English 
literature and history to British pupils, 
especially in a secondary school; yet 
th~se are too frequently the ouly subjects 
offered. 

(iv) Certain tendencies due to temperament mad 
training which appear to be peculiarly 
common among Indian students and 
militate against their efficiency in an 
English school. 

Experience of these deCects has forced Us to 
take the view that, in the interest~ of tbe College 
and of the student.~ themselves, the admission of 
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Indians should be definitely and carefully con
trolled. 

(a) There should be in India a rocognised 
officer through whose hands all applications for 
admission to English training colleges should 
pass, who should inquire into the fitness of the 
applicants, and should forward, either directly or 
through a recognised corre$pondent in this 
country, only those applications which he can 
endorse. 

(b) Every application should be accompanied 
by a confidential report from which the principal 
of the training college may form an opinion as to 
the suitability of the candidate. 

(c) Applications shoul~ ~each ~he col1e~e-.early
enou"'h to ''''ive the prmclpal time to mtlmatEr 
accePtance ~r rejection or to make further 
enquiries. 

Cd) It should be recognised that only.a sm~1L 
nnmber of Indian studentfl can be recen'ed In. 
anyone training colif·ge. 

1 have noL referred to the question of lodgings. 
for students who wish to enter a non-residential 
trainin'" college. since it arises in connection 
with Indian students pursuing all Jdn(ls of' 
com'ses of Dtndy in this country. It is, however, 
a very impoJ;tant question, especially in the case 
of women students. 

MR. LIONEL CURTIS was called and examined. 
He submitted a memorandum, which is could be created, which would be competent 

printed below. finally to allocate the vacancies. If this system 
He desirt'd to emphasise particularly to the were once working a great deal of the causes or 

Committee the point as to the importance of the difficulty would have been removed. ,. 
securing that the places available at British As regards the Universities who laid down no
Universities (and he spoke especially of Oxford) limitation. it would still be an advantage' that. 
should be filled by the best Indians who were they should be informed that they were going to
most capable of benefitting". and this implied get a ::t'rtain quota of selected Indian students. 
a careful selection. He did not see the possi- and besidt's these they could take as many of 
bility of selection unless it was first po~sible to their own choice as they desired. 
overcome the difficulty of knowing how many As regards the difficulty that a certain number 
vacancies were available in each college. Such of persons might come -over for whom no places 
information could not be obtained at Oxford and had been allocated. it would be necessary t()
Cambridge through the University. but had to be make it clear that the machinery only existed 
done by direct negotiation with each 8eparate to deal with the rationed places. and there ought 
college. He looked .to this Committee as un to be no room for odium against the organisation 
official organ which might be used to get f'ach if it were perfectly clear that it only dealt with 
college to say in advance how lllany students a definite li~t of vacancirs. He was quite aware 
they could take for the next year. Such colleges that an Indian who had not got one of the 
as were willing to state so many months in rationed places but got admission on his own 
advance how many students they could take in account might easily discredit the selecting
the following October would be allotted the pick organisation to some extent. If the effect was 
of the Indian stuc1ents, and he thought that all that a definite number of people were selected in 
the other colleges would readily fall ill with the India before they spent any money on it'aving. it 
arrangement. The number stat.ed would be a would greatly minimise the present evil. and he 
minimum, as colleges might find at the last did not spe that it was possible to control. under 
moment, as they often did. that they had unfore- any circumstances, independent actionA which 
seen vacancies, and there might be a certain students and their parents mil!ht like to take
number of Indian students already in the country outside the agency. Under his proposal for 
who would be seeking admission, and he did not selection he submitted that the cream of the men 
want to preclude the colleges from considering who were seeking a course in British Universi
their applications too. ties would get that privilege. At present he did 

As regards the organisation which it would be not believe that Ox:ford was getting any thin'" 
necessary to set up both in this country and in like the crt'am of the men who wanted to g~ 
India, the witness thought that it wouid be there, and though this was 'a minor wrong to the 
possible to find in this country persons who knew University it was a major wrong to the best of 
and cared about India and woulu. be willing the Injian students. 
and able to form a non-official organisation to Aflked whether his suggestion would not result 
do the work of supplying Indian students with in the closing of what was now a fairly open 
information from the Universities, meeting them ooor. witness said that this referred only to a 
when they arrived in this country, organising lUinilDu~ of places which he hoped would not 
hospitality for them and communicating with be less than the number of places at present 
the body in India with regard to vacancies filled, and no check whatever was interposed on 
availablp, here. It was obvious also that there the i'1dependent action which etudents and 
must be some aut,hority in India, which should parents might care to take. He knew perfectly, 
be at! far as possible a non-Government authority. well that the whole cause of bitterness "\\ ould not 
which was competent to lay down finally the be removed by this Committee 01' any other 
allocation of the vacancies between each Univer- agency, even though it could be ensnred that all 
sity. Supposing the number were 1,500 or 1,000, Indian Rtudents could be admitted to British 
that total would be sent to the Indian authority Universities. It was a questhn of minimising-
with a list showing where vacancies were avail- the evil, . 
aOle. The Indian authority then had the very As regards the objection that colleges might 
difficult and critical task of saying that so many h~ve to s~rrendering their right of selection, 
of those vacancie!1 were available for Calcutta, so WItness pomted out that this was exactly what 
many for Allahabad. and so on. ~uppoBing happened in connection with the Hhodes scholars, 
Calcutta found that it had :10 places available wbo w;re se~ecte~ by, say, an American or 
there ought to be competent machinery in the AustralIan UnIVerSIty, and had to be received by 
University to pick out the best applicants from the colleges after that selection. 
its own students. It was quite obvious that there . Witness made it quite clear that he was speak
must be some authority in India, preferably some 109 largely of Oxford and Cambridge and he 
joint authority of the University, if any such thought that the Committee would jushfy itself' 
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if it conferred on a definite number of students 
the privilelle of knowing for certain before they 
left the shores of India that they were securing 
their object. 

He did not think that Oxford and Cambridge 
eould possibly go beyond a certain ddinite 
figure with regard to Indian students, or else 
they would cease to be British Universities and 
to aerv" the purpose of thi" country. If, how
ever, it was dellired to make available further 
placE'S beyond the minimum, he would like to 
see the proposal thoroughly examinE'd of having 
at Oxford anI! Cambridge a primarily Indian 
college. Such a college might have a great 
majority of Indian students, but he would not 
like to see its doors closed to English under
graduates. He did not make this as a snggestion. 
but would wish to have it E'xamined by well
informed persons. He would not have such a 
college iu the It'ast interfere with the othE'r 
scheme for getting a pE'rmanent minimum 
number of places from the collegE'S themselves. 

Asked whether he did not think that the 
Universities ought to be more generous in takin~ 
Indian students, witness stated that the same 
kind of pressure ('ame from parents in the 
Dominions and it was not possible for the historic 
Universities to expand indefinitely. He had no 
data on which to go all to the exact number of 
non-Europeans who should be received. 

Askp.d how the selection that he had suggested 
should take place, the witness said he objected 
to the idea of it beinl!' made in India by the 
Universities on the results of examinations. 
'l'he Rhorles scholars are not so chosen. and he 
thought that onp. of the points which 011~ht to be 
taken into comideration was the career that an 
Indian student proposed to follow. It might be 
left to each University to work Ollt its own 
method. 

Asked what form of organisation he would he 
prepared ttl set up in India, witness stated that 
he was in the same position liS the Committee in 
that re~pect, as if he could travel throughout 
India and hear what everyone thought he would 
probably have a very different opinion. He 
would suggest that the MemhE'r for Education 
might possiblv have the dllty of alltlcatillg the 
number of places for each University, but he 
was not prepared to make any definite suggestion 
on this point. 
. Asked whether he had any sug2'estions with 

rpgard to the pl'oblE'm of students who came here 
to be called to the Bar, the witness statet! that 
any rt'asonable man would recommend the 
abolition of the system by which certain of the 
superior Courts in India were cloSE'd to lE'gal 
practitioners unless they had got degrees of 
another country. 

Qnestioned further with regard to the organi
shtion which would be neCE's~ary in this country, 
witness stated that rE'presentatives of the Univer
sities ought to belong to it, and also Indian!; 
resident in this country; then there ought to be 
Europeans who were trusted by the Indian 
students. The appointment should be made 
between the High Commissioner for India aud 
the UnivE'rsities, and he saw no other course 
than for the GOVE'rnment to tinance it, though he 
",ould not be in favour of a Government rE'pre
sentative. 
• As regards the question of mixell hostelR for 
Indian students at the bigger centre!! in England, 
witness considered that, unle<ls there was a 
religious objeClion, he would be inclined to 
(:ontract with the Y.M.C.A. for this work as they 
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seemed to him to b~ able to do this kinll of work 
well. 

MEMORANDUM BY MR. LIONEL CURTIS. 

I should like to press on the attention of the 
Committee the very unsatisfactory conditiom 
under which numbE'rs of yonng Indians comp. to 
this country in search of education in Engli"h 
Universities without any assurance that their 
wishes can be met. About Angust and September 
I am bombarded by letters from Indian friends 
begging me to use my influence to lind a place in 
an Oxford college for a son who is stranded in 
England, very often without any hope whatever' 
of finding such a place. The son of a highly 
dist.i~guished _ Inclian friend, who is in this very 
pOSItIOn, has Just left my room. It is obviously 
most undesirdble that Indian parenti should be 
left to spend their money and their sons' time in 
sending them to England on the mere ch,ulce of 
their finding Eome place in an English Univer
sitS· These Universities exist primarily for the 
education of young Englishmen, and the numbe!" 
of places which can be allocdte:l, especially in 
the collegE'S of Oxfor.l and Cambridge, to Indians 
IS strictly limited. The number of Indian appli
cants is. I believE'. steadily increasing, so that the 
number of disappointments must also become 
more frequent. I need scarcely p.>int out to the 
Committee that these disappointments lead to 
bitterness which is none the lesg mischievous 
because it may be called unreasonable. The 
tronble is, of course, that the condir,ions which 
exist here are very imperfectly understood in 
India. The Indian parent and his boy are the 
victims of a pertectly natural ignordnce of the 
cOT'ditions, from which some action on the part of 
the Government can alone sa,-e them in future. 

But the inconvenience to Indian parent~ and 
boys is not the whole trouble. So long as 
students are left to scramble for the aVdilable 
placE'S in this country there is no gllarantee that 
tbe best students are obtaining the desired privi
lege. I am firmly of the opinion that O-dord is 
not getting the beRt of the students which India 
wants to send. 

The remedy is obvious. Each college at Oxford 
and C,unbridge and each University elsewhere 
ougbt to be asked to specify in ad "ance to some 
office here, prt'llumably that of the High Com
missionel' for India, the minimum number of 
Indian students which it will engage to take. A 
list should then be compiled showin~ the llum
bel' of vacancies available for Indians in each 
college and in each University_ Son:;e allthority 
in India should have that Ibt. and arrangements 
shoulcl be made in India that every University 
should nomin \te so many applicants. I wish t.o 
emphasise very strongly indeed the principle that 
the duty of selecting the stUdents who are tl) fill 
the places reserved for Indians in English UI:'i
versities snd coiJeges lIhould be thrown on the 
Indian Universities and not be attempted eithe!" 
by the Government of India or the Provincial 
Governments. The preferences of the selected 
students for this or thit University or college 
would, of courst', be indicated, but the allocation 
of the places to the selected students must, I 
think, of nece!lsity he left to some committee in 
this country. 

I have said that the remedy is obvious, but 
it is intensely difficult to apply, as some of us, 
who have tried for two year" to get this arranged. 
have found. especially at Oxford and Cambridge. 
Those Universities are federal institutions in 

Qq 
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'vbich tbe colleges are very strong and .the 
Univerility is very weak. 'fhere at present eXIsts 
no ora,misation which is strong enough to get 
each ~olleae to accept the system and to allocate 
in advanc~ the number of places which i.t will 
as;;ian for Indian students. In Lord Lytton's 
Co~mittee I see a golden opportunity, if a great 
effort is made by the'Committee; of getting this 
reform agreed to and estiblished once for all. 

That is the main point which I should like to 
submit to the Committee. 

There is more to be said with regarJ to special 
colleaes for Indians and also as to the character 
of the orO'anisation which ought to look after the 
interests "of Indian students in this country, but 
as I understand that the Committee still wish to 
interrogate me orally, I will not further expand 
this memorand'lm. 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1921 (LONDON). 

Present: 

THE EARL OF LYTfON (Oha-irmall). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
MR. C. E. W. JI,NES. 

MR. A. P. M. FLEMI~G. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH ~ (8 t .) 
MR. R. E. FIELD 5 eere anI's • 

SIR ALFRED KEOGH, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., LL.D., Rector of the Imperial College of Science and 
T~chnology, WdS called al~d examined. 

He stated that he had been several years in 
India and knew something of the condirions 
there a::l well as here. At the Imperial Collegl) 
they hatl at pr/ilsent 31 Indians; about two-thirds 
of them were doin~ post-graduate work and one
t.hird were in the Ohemical Department. The 
College dealt with nothing bnt science; it was a 
federation of three colleges at South Kensington, 
and was established for the purpose of dealing 
with branches of science whkh were not 
adequately dealt with elsewhere, new departments 
from the Imp~rial point of view, largely colonial 
questions. and so on. They never set up anything 
therfl which they considered was adequately dealt 
with elsewhere. Though they hau extended very 
largely in the last 10 or 12 years and had set up 
many new departments, they had an enormous 
demand on their space and had to refuse a large 
number of students, and even now they were 
putting up a large building to deal with bio
chemistry, because of the demand for accommo
dation. Persons trained in this part of the 
collt'ge usually worked for four years and then 
went into industries or into employment in the 
Colonial Office. Their object at South Kensington 
was not so much to train men for particular 
professions as to tur.n them out as really first-class 
scientific men. In the first year every student 
after baving passed the entrance examinations 
went throllgh exactly the same course whatever 
his future was likely to be. 1'he post· graduate 
work was of two kinds. If a student had been 
at a University for three years, he was required 
to take his fourth year of study either in research 
or in ad\'anced work in his particular subject; a 
special type consisted of graduates who were 
recommended to them and who desired to pur· 
sue a particular line or method of research. 

Asked what his .experience of the Indian 
students had been who came as graduates of 
an Indian University, witness stated that the 
general verdict of the professors .would be that 
they were very often weak in subjects in which 
they ought to be strong, though in the mbjority 
of the subjects they might be quite as good as 
Englishmen. There were two classes of Indian 
students, those who came under the regis of their 
UniverRities, scholars and so forth and others 

who came quite independently. He felt con
siderablE:' need for conSUltation with some other 
body in India with regard to the applications 
that came direct from India; there ought to be 
further information with regard to those students 
from their professors long before they ardved in 
England. At present, they bad to find out what 
the studenh were good for after they arrived. 
On the whole, the Indian student was remarkable 
for his industry !lnd his desire to learn. but, 
taking them all round, they were defective in 
their education. He could not recall a single 
case of any trouble or of any disciplinary action 
which had to be taken with regard to an Indian 
student. From his experience in India 1:e came 
to the conclusion that an Indian student was 
prone to learn things by heart rather than to 
thoroughly understand them; also they were not 
well up, froUl a pr,lCtical point of view, in the 
management of scientific instruments and 
technique. This, howe~er, might be due to 
the inadequacy' of equip11.lent in India, He 
thought it desirable in the IiItudents~ own inte
rest'! that colleges here Il'hould know from the 
professors in India full details about each indi
vidual ~ludent so that he might be properly dealt 
with from the very beginning wlten he arrivl'ct in 
England. If there were a body dealing with the 
matter, who were people of standing in the 
academic world. he would be quite satisfied to 
receive information from such a body. 

As regards the organisation here, he did not 
know whether there was any nE.'ed for mote 
adVICe or assistance to the students after they 
arrived. In his experience, at least two scholars 
who came from India last year were in great 
distress financially, but he had a fund out of 
which he could advance money to such students 
on tbe expectation that it would be repaid when 
such ptudents were well enough off. They sus
pected there were other Indian stUdents in much 
the same position, but they did 110t know much 
about them outside the College. Any organi
sation which might be set up should not be in 
connection with the India Office as the student 
would be inclined to suspect their motives. He 
was rather disturbed to find that at the College 
the European nnd Indian students did not mi~ 
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together as he thought they ought to do, but he 
was convinced that this was not due to any 
prejudice, but largely to the fact that they did 
not take part in the games and social life of ~he 
College. It was probably true that the Indian 
stullents could not afford to do this. 

Asked whether the College gave degrees, 
witnt'ss stated that they did not do so, but if a 
student was sitting for a doctorate and the pro
fessor under whom he was working considered 
his thesis to be worthy oC a doctorate, he would 
forward it to the Ulliversity of Lonilon, and if it 
was approved he would get the degree straight 
from the University provided he was already a 
University graduate. The College gave a diploma 
for work of that description, and the diploma 
was guarded very jealously indeed at the College. 

Asked whether, in connection with their work 
in technology there was any facility for practical 
training, witness stated that in the case of min in!!', 
students were sent to Corn" all for six weeks 
each year, where mining surveying was taught 
underground, and students arranged for them
selves an annual course in a c',mmercial mine 
which had to be approved by the Collt'ge. In 
organic chemistry there was a semi-scale 
laboratory where the students were able to get 
experience. There was also a devartment of 
aviation, from whic:b. the students could go about 
half their time to one of the Government reRearch 
stations to do experiments on a lar~e scale, and 
thfre were experimental departml'nts in chemical 
engineerin~, and in fuel technology with 
opportunities for pract~cal work in a commercial 
firm. 

They had more people applying to enter the 
College than they had room for: they made 
special allowance:! for foreigners. They had not 
reached the point of ha.ving to refuse Indian 
stullents because n')t more had applied than they 
could take. In the future he thought they would 
be able to say beforehand that they could reserve 

a certain number of pl~ces as a minimum for 
Indian students. and, provided they were up to 
the standard, and able to PatlS the examination, 
they would be prepared to accept students wh() 
were selected by a University body in India. It. 
would, however, not be fair to an Indian student 
to accept him if he were not properly prepared. 

As regards Indian graduates, they would be 
glad to take them, even though they might be 
defective in some hrancll of thtl College curri
culum, as they could be strengthened in that 
subject la~er on, and [hey recognised that it was 
the absence -of consonance between the curricula 
of the Universities and nothing else which was 
responsible for this circumstance. 

Questioned with regard to Iridian studenti wh() 
entered the engineering department, witness 
stated that there were four or five enterin5 this 
year. They proposed to return to India when 
they completed their courses. Some professor", 
preferred that they should have works experience 
before thpy c.\me to the Collt'ge ; others that they 
should get it afterwards, and there was also th~ 
sandwich system. As he was not an engineer, 
he would noc care to express an opinion as t() 
which was the most preferable. He did not 
think there was any difficulty in getting engineer
ing students into works in this country apart 
from a.bnormal conditions in trade. He con
sidered both with regard to engineering and other 
industries that there would be no difficulty jf it 
was put to employers that it was important from 
an Empire point of view to admit Indian 
students rather than let them go to A merica and 
.Japan. 

The witl!ess subsequently added that in his 
view if Indian Universities were adequately 
equipped and staffed it should not. be necessary 
for undergraduates to come to England for a. 
first degree, but that as many graduates as possible 
should be sent to Great Britain for post-graduate 
education and for re:!earch. 

MR. T. C. MOORE was callell and examined. 

The witllp.ss stated that he was a past President 
of the N('rth Staffordshire Chamber of Commerce, 
a member of the' Royal Commission of the 
InternatiO'llal l~xhibition8' at Brussels, Turin and 
Home, and the British Commissioner-General for 
the Lyons International Exhibition. 1914. He 
was formerly a manufacturer of pott'lry until 
20 years ago. anll had had the sole resl'onsibility 
of placing Indian students in pottery w\)rks. 

Owing to the trade secrets in the pottery 
industry there was considerable difficulty in 
placing Indian students and this could only be 
done by person"l influence. It was only because 
he Imew a large number of manufacturers in the 
pottery industry amI had now no interests in it 
himself that he was able to place Indian students. 
'rhe first Indian student he placed was about 1912, 
and the finn chosi'n was one where he could see 
all the process of manufacture. He did not think 
that direct c(,mmunication with the manufacturers 
would lead to anythin~ bnt a polite rt'fusal to 
accept studentlil, but if there were a panel of 
advisers to the High Commissioner to whom he 
could turn for assistance in each particular de
partment of the pottery industry, that would 
probably: be helpful. If it shoulll be desirable to 
appoint such a panel he would undertake to select 
a certain number of representative manufacturers 
one from each of the various departments of 
pottery, e.g., porcelain, pottery, tiles, sanitary ware, 
&c., and 80 form a small committee for reference 

over which htl would consent to preside, to direct 
and carry out the work. 

As regards the sugge'ltion that it might be a 
condition for obtaining Indian Government con
tracts that some Indian students should be taken 
as apprentices, witness thought that, though it was 
a good idea, some firms wonld not submit any 
tender on those terms. If this condition could 
be enfol'ced without risk of losing the contract it 
would be a wise thing to push it as far as possible_ 

In his view the fear of losing trade by the 
information given to other countries was no~ 
warranted, and he thought that it might be to the 
interest of manufacturers to take Indian students 
an!1 so train them as to enable them to make 
common pottery on their rllturn to India, and 
possibly create a demand for better class goods, 
which England only would be abia to supply. 

With regard to the stage of edn..:ational tr.uning 
that pottery students ought to have before they 
left India, witness said that the fir~t arts examina
tion of an Indian University covered the ground, 
and as far as possible they should have whatever 
practical training India afforded. 

The object of the Indian student in !.tudying 
pottery was to establish a pottery in India, and he 
came first of all to learn the common grade of 
pottery and tile making. 
• Witness had suggested to Sir Charles Mallet 

that he would be willing to advise on the founda
tion of a pottery factory in India, and also t() 
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advise on the suitability of Indian clays. It would 
not be necessary as an experiment to build more 
than a tlmall pottery with an oven and grinding 
mill. With the addition of a very small amount 
of machinery it would be possible to prove to the 
Indians that pottery could be made and unlier 
what conditions it could he made. 

At present there was no porcelain nor pottery 
ware made in India. In his view a firm lIke the 
'rata Company would be able to add to their 
othf>r businesees the manufacture of pottery on a 
large and profitable sCd.le, thus providing employ
ment for native Iabollr to a large extent. The 

development of higher gradeR of poltery and 
orcelain would be gradually ~r~ught a?~~t. 

p HE' considered that the e~IstlUg faclht.les f~r 
the present training of IndIan students In ~hIS 
country could not be impr?ved. The pract~cal 
knowledC7e and the techmque of productIOn 
could be

o 
learnt in a factory, and the t~eory and 

research in the Pottery School of SCience and 
Technology at Stoke-on-Trent •. If -a. c~otre of 
manufacture was being so~ght In India ~t w.ould 
l'equire carefnl consideratIOn to locat!'! It eIther 
on the clay beds or where there was a very 
liberal supply of fuel. 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1921. 

Present: 

SIR M. HAMMICK (in the Ohai1')' 
SIR D. P. SAltVADHIKARY. 

MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. How AltTH. J Secretaries 
MR. R. E. FIELD, . • 

SIR R. HAVELOCK CHARLES, G.C.V.O., Dean of the London School of Tropical Medicine. was called 
and examined. 

He state'.! that there ha~ bef>n altogether 135 
Indian students at the school since it was started 
and that there were 10 thert' now. Of the whole 
105, 8 had ohtained distinction at the I'chool 
examination, 63 had. passed. and 47 had failod. 
Sixty-seven Indians had entered for the Diploma 
in 'j ropical Medicinp, of whom 46 were success
ful and 21 failed. Three Indian students from 
the Fcbool had gained toe M.D. of London Uni
versity in tropical medicine. During the war, 
when there was a shortage of European doctors, 
two Indians had held house appointments at the 
School. On no occasion had an Indian student 
ever bt:en refuspd adrui.sion. The Report of the 
Warden cf Studies was that they werto invariably 
hardworking and painstaking, but were inclined 
to be bookworms at the expense of practical 
application. 

'rhere was accommodation in the school labora
tories for 70 students altogether. or perhaps two 
or three more at a push. 

The Indian students had all been men possess
ing a qualification entitling them to practise 
medicine. 

In thf'l pl'st it had bepn necefsary for Indians 
to come to this country in oruer to study tropical 
medicine, but that was no longer the case. A 
School of Tropical Medicine had been established 
in Calcutta which would take at least 150 stu
dents, and another college at Bombay would also 
take a considerable number. A third college to 
be built at Delhi was to be confined to research 
work only. and when that was started the facili
ties available in India for the study of tropical 
mt'dicine would be ample-in fact, they would be 
infinitely greater than in England-and there 
would be no necessity, so far as tropical medicine 
was concerned, for an Indian student to come to 
England. 

The Indian students at present studying at the 
School lived in lodging@. Formerly, when the 
School was at the Albert Dock!', there was resi
dential accommodation for about 40 students, but 
now that the School had come to Lomlon that 
had been abolished, and the students lived where
evP,r they liked. 

He regarded the figures as to the success of the 
Indian students who had bep,n at the school as 
very satisfa.ctory. None of them had been sent 
over here with scholarships. 

Questioneu as to his viewl! &.bout the ordinary 
Indian student who came to this country to study 
medicine, the witness stated that his experiencll 
of tf>3ching Indians in India for 20 years led him 
to consider that no student should come to Eng
land for the study of medicine until he had 
qualified. They shoulll take their qualifications 
in India first and thpn come to this country just 
in the same way as it was better for an English 
I'tudent to qualify here before :p.e went to the 
Continent. In some respects the early .training 
was much better in India than in En~land, for 
example in anatomy, and a student had more 
sense and was better able to take care of himself 
once he had graduated. and was, therefore, le;:s 
likely to get into trouble and more able to appre· 
ciate what he saw here. 

Asked for his views as to whethel' Indian 
student.:! callie to England for a medical course 
instead of graduating in India because they 
thought tho Indian colleges wer~ not as good or 
because they thought that an English degree 
would carry them further. t.he witness replied 
that he thought tliere were several reasons. In 
some cases a student failed at his examinations 
in India largely because he was lazy, and if his 
people had sufficient funds they then sent him to 
this country. and he did eventually succee,l in pas
sing his examinations here, although he might fail 
several times before he was successful. Another 
reason was that an Indian thought that. if he got 
an English qualification it would give him a 
botter standing, and he therefore carne to England 
instead of pursuing his medical education in 
India. As a matter of fa,.t, the best stUdents did 
not come .to England at all, because immediately 
they quahfied they were offered good appoint
ments in India and accepted them. Other men 
who were not good enough to have appointments 
offered to them immediately came here, and it 
could therefore be sd.id that the EUC7lish schools 
fli,l not get the best Indian medic~l students. 
For tha.t reason he had always recommended that 
the I?dia~ Medi<:al Service ~hould be partially 
recrlllted In In'IIa by nommation of the best 
student of the year in each University. 

Questioned as to whether it WiS not the fact 
that the Indilln ~edical Colleges required a 
student to take LatIn. th~ witnes:! stated that he 
believed that was so in Calcutta and the Punjab. 
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In his opinion it wus very necessary that a 
me<licalstudent should know some Latin. 

Asked whether there were many qualified 
Indian doctors practi~ing in thill country, the 
witness stated he believed there were a con
.iderable number, especially in thE.' south of 
Scotland and in Derbyshire and Yorkshire and 
Durham. 'l'hey were very popular with the 
miners and with other classer> of workmen and 
had establishE.'d' good practices. Some of them 
made as much as 2,ooOl. a year. In future. how
,ever, unless the difficulty that had arisen with 
reJard to midwifery teaching in India was over
come. it woultl no lonl!'er be possible for an Indian 
to come to this country aurt set up in practicp 
unless he toc.,k an English qualification. He did 
not think that many Indians came to this country 
with the idea of settling down, but when, they 

,got over here they found they liked the place so 
much that they took a post as assistant to a 
medical practitioner and eventually decided not 
to go back to India. 

He had had some experience of Indian women 
medical stullents and had fonnd them very hard
working. Hit! views as to the desirability of 
.students completing their course in India befol'e 
'coming to this country applied equally to men 
.and women. Htl had no doubt that the examina
tion for the Indian Medical Service which was 
held in this conntry hart encouragell a large 
number of Indians to come ovel·. But the 

·examination had not been held since the begin
ning of 1915, and the futm'e of it was absolutely 
undecided for the present. The examinatIOns 
could not be started again for some years yet, but 
if they were eventually started he would like, in 
order to attrad the best class of Indians into the 
servicp, to see some system establisherl nnder 
whICh an Indian college would nominate its best 
men for commi5sions, ami those men would then 
have a year's praGtical training in India, six 
ml)nths as a house surgeon and six months as a 
110use physician, and then come to England 
for a further year, six months of which would 
be spent on the study of diseases of women 

.and chilciren and "ix months at Millbank and 
Aldershot. 

Questioned as to his experience of the health 
-enjoyed by Indian students in the United King-
-dom, witness said that on the whole he thought 
their health was good, although there had been a 
considerable number of deaths 1 rom tuberculosis 
.caused perhaps by underfeeding or underclothing 
-consequent upon a student having insufficient 
funds to meet his expenses. 

The course at the ~ondon School of Tropical 
Medicine was a short one-rather le.1:I than 
four months. About 50 per cent. of the Indian 
students obtained their diploma at the end of 
their first course. He could not say how that 

-compared with the proportion of I>uccessful 
European students at the school. 

So far as he was aware a man who had not got 
a British qualifi<'ation did not suCer any dis

-ability in India, and there was really no reason 
why any Indian should come to this country to 
takA a British qualification except that if a wan 
wished to set up on his own in one of the large 
towns in India it was a very good thing for him 
to travel and study in other countries. If an 
Englishman wanted to set up a practice in Lon
don he travelled and studiec.l on the Continent 
after obtaining his qualification, and if an Indian 
student wished to set up in Bombay or Oalcutta 
it would be a good thing for him to tr,avel before 
he did so; but in the opinion of witness it was 
foolish for a man to travel before he was 

.qualified. 

As regards the trouble that had arisen about 
the teaching of midwifery in India, he thought 
i~ ~ould ~e easily overcome if independent prac
titioners III each province would subscribe towards 
a maternity hospitll and -then apply to Govern
ment for a grant-in-aid. There was no reason 
why that should not be done. When the Mater
nity Hospital in Madras was first started there 
",ere only three or four ca~es dealt with in a 
year; now there were more than ] .000, anrl 
the midWifery teaching in Madras was as good 
as anywhere else in the world. 

He did not think that women were at any 
disadvantage in the Indian medical school!! ; they 
had equdl facilities with the men, but it must be 
remembered that it was only since 1886 that 
Indian women had begun to study medicine. and it 
was rather a big jump from tbe Purdah to study
ing' medi('ine in a college alongside men students. 
Neverthele~s, he thought it preferable for a 
Mohammedan woman who desired to study 
medicine to do so in India rather thdn in Eng
land, as she would have a greater amount of 
moral suasion and moral pressure around her if 
her friends and relatives were in tbe neighbuur
hood than if !the were fdr away froul home in I> 
place like London. • 

Questioned as to whether it would be an 
advantage for Inclian students to come to this 
country to study such things as mechanical 
dentistry and the manufacture of artificial limbs 
witness Ftated that he did not consider th~ 
facilities in India for a training in buch subje-:tB 
were at all good. A stUdent could, of course, 
come over and join a school or dentistry in the 
same way as a medical student wuuld, but for 
any other mechanical trade he would have to 
make arrangements with the head of a particular 
firm concerned in :he matter because there was 
no Government institution for the study of such 
subjects. 

He agreed that the number of applicants for 
admission to medical colleges in India greatly 
exceeded the number of vacancies available but 
he thought that was a difficulty that should be 
overcome by increasing the accommodation in 
India rather than endeavouring to secure admis
sion for a larger number of undergraduate Indian 
medical students at the London medical schools. 
TheJe was no difficulty in securing f'acililies for 
post-graduate students, but the Indian under
graduate student, whether he came here for the 
whole of his course or remained in India until he 
had completed some part of his medical studies, 
would always have difficulty in securing admis
sion to an Engli~h medical school on account of 
the lack of accommodation and the large number 
of English applicants for admission. 

Questioned as to whether his remarks regarding 
recruitment for the Indian Medi(:al Service meant 
that he would advocate that recruitment for that 
service should be confined entirely to India the 
witness said that that was not his meaning' and 
that he considered such a course would ruin tbe 
service. It was very necessary to get the very 
best material for the ser, ice, and it should be 
recruited wherever it was to be found. The 
three or four men whom he would recruit from 
each medical college in India-not by means of 
examination, but by selection-would be first
class men, but if, instead of taking three or four, 
~O or 40 Were selected, some of them wonld bE: 
only second rate and that would be to the 
disadvantage of the whole service. 

Questioned as to a resolution passed by the 
Bengal Medical AE'sociation urging that if the 
Generl:'l Medical Council withdrtlW tht'ir recogni
tion of Indian medical qualific"tions on account; 
of the insufficiE.'ncy of midwifery practice recruit-
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ment in England for the Indian Medical Service 
..should b~ stopped as a retaliatory measure, the 
-witness said thd.t when every European had left 
India it would be possible to put such a retaliatory 
measure into practice, but so long as there were 
Europeans in India wUh European wives there 
would have to be European medical men to 
attend them. As he had already said, the 
maternity difficulty could be tackled successfully 
if only medical practitioners in other parts of 
India would copy the example of Madras. 

The General Medical (Jouncil had been asked 
to postpone ta.king action in this matter, but they 
were only acting under the orders of an Act of 
Parliament and were compelled to take the step 
that had been taken. Even if the General 
Medical Council did ultimately refuse to recognise 
Indian medical degrees that would not prevent 
an Indian student from being admitted to the 
School of Tropical Medicine, hecause the Indian 
degree would be registrable in India and the 
School of Tropical Medicine would take any 
graduate registered in India no matter what the 
General Medical Council might say. 

It was, of course, a very serious thing for a 
man without the necessary practical experience 
to attend maternity cases. It WIlS not a question 
of improving the oral teaching, but of increasing 
the facilities for the 'practical conduct of labour 
cases. Noone would suggest that a man should 

be given a,surgio!l qualification until he had ha({ 
practical experience of surgery, and the same
sholl1d apply to maternity work. 8?me thought 
should be given to the poor woman m her agony. 
He considered it a case of murder for an untaught 
m m to take charge of a maternity case. 

Questioned as to why more Indians did not 
take up the study of dentistry, the witness stated 
that the teaching of d~ntistry in India was yery 
elementary. Those who did come to England 
and qualify as dentists established enormous 
practices on their return home and made a great 
deal of money. It would be an excellent thing 
if a College of Dentistry and a Dental Hospital 
could be established in India, but it would cosra 
great deal of money. 

He did not know whether the scale of fees for 
the School of Tropical Medicine at Calcutta had 
yet been drawn up, but fees in India were 
generally cheaper than in this country; for 
example, the fee for a course in anatomy at 
Lahore was Rs. 10 during his time, whereas a 
similar course in this country cost aOl. It cost a 
man at least ] ,500l. to obtain a medical q aalifi
cation in this country and, therefore, in order to 
take an English qualification an Indian needed to 
llave a considerable amount of money. His 
experience was that the men who had the 
ability had often not got the money and therefore, 
the best str;dents did not leave India. 

SIR GREGORY FOSTER, B.A., Ph.D., Provost of University College, London, was called and examined. 
He submitted a written statement which is 

printed below. . 
He said that the !argest number of Illllian 

f;tudents in anyone s'lssion at University College 
was 99, and this was in the session 1920-21. 

His view was that India should be encouraged 
to train her own undergraduates, and that Indians 
who came here should COllle for post-graduate 
work mainly. He thought this was the direction 
in which things ought to develop both for the 
,eake of Indian students as well as for the sake of 
the Home Universities. Hp. waR of opinion that 
Ind ians who were more matured, were better able to 
understand the relation of things, and got more 
out of European education than undergraduates. 

As regards the undergraduates who came here 
to study for Civil Service courses. they had now 
devised a "pecial form which was' sent out to 
applIcants to India, with a request that they 
should return it accompanied by direct evideI!ce 
from one or two of the Professors under whom 
they had worked. This had been Bent to the 
lndian Students' Depaltment and also direct to 
the Universities in India. 

The College had had constant communication 
with the Student::!' Department, more particularly 
in recE'nt ytoars, and the Department had been very 
useful in securine: such information as the 
College desired. The information required was 
chiefly about the educational curriculum alld the 
capaCIty of thp. student as shown by what he had 
achieved at his University or school in India, 
particulars about character being also asked for. 

The College had never asked for any reference 
liS to a. person's political opinions or activities or 
connection with political movements, and he did 
not remember the Department ever supplying 
anything about these matters. In the one or 
-two cases where they had had information on 
these matters it came direct from India and had 
not been asked for by the College. He was quite 
clear that within his own experience the Depart
ment had not dealt with these matters at all, and 
11e had never received from any official in the 
Department information with regard to such 
points. 

Tj:le reason why they devised a ,form for 
persons intending ,to study'fol' the Indian Civil 
Service was that many had come over in the 
past with qUite unsuitable qualifications, and 
when they failell there was great disappointment. 
They tried to reduce the number of cases of 
disappointment by preventing an unfit man from 
entering upon the coarse. 

A certain number of Indian applicants to the 
College had been refused admission because their
qualifications were insufficient but sometimes thev 
bad been refused on the ground of numbers. 
FOl' instance, with regard to engineerinO' they 
did not think it was desirable to have mo~~ than 
10 Indians in a cla.ss of 60, and this was both in 
the interests of the Indians t,hemseives af:l well as 
the class as a whole. The procedure was that if 
they got a very large nUlliber of applications
from India or from any other country. and it 
appeared probable that the class wOlIld be largely 
repr~sented by that particular country, the Dean 
consldered the matlt:r. No dtlfinite proportion 
had bt'en laid down in the case of any other 
faculty than engineering up to the present. 

As regards admissions, it was quite practicable 
for the College to Bay in advance about the
middle of the academic year what number of 
Indians they woald be prepared to admit in the 
following October. It would bp. a ,ery great 
hel~ to. t?e College to have some machinery in 
IndIa, If It could be made effective, for selecting
students for these places, though, of course, they 
could not shut out altogether an individual who 
chose to come over at his own expense. 

As rega~ds post-graduate work, the position had 
c~anged SlDce the war, as there was now a Ph.D. 
glven by. eyery one ?f the Home Universities 
after a mlDImum perlod of two academic years 
The development of post-graduatp work w • 
o~viously most desirable, but it was very expe~~ 
Slve, as the P?st-graduate paid very little in fees. 
compared . WIt~. the undergraduate. All the
Home UDlVeI'SlhE'S were verv anxious to 

'th th' • go on Wl IS post-graduate work, and their power t<> 
do flO would depend on the resources available. 
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As regards letting Indian student'! know the 
:~onditions in this country, he was of opinion 
that each Indian University would do well to 
have a. special committee or board, the business 
of which would he to make itself informed of 
the rtlquirements over here and the standard of 
"ork, and that board should aivise the students 
-of the University. He did not, however, attach 
m'lch importance to the setting up of any central 
body for the purpose of the admission of students. 
Thp,re would need to be some organisation in 
India representing all the Univf'rsities. and that 

-organisation should get from the Home Univer
sities the nnmber of pl.ICf'S available and 
-communicate this to each of the Universities 
-concerned. 

There was thfl beginning of an organisation in 
the Universities Bureau, and it might be JlossiLle 
for India to develop a branch from this, as the 
Indian Universities were already connected 
with it. Some organisation in India repre
sAutative or all thtl Univt'rsities was wanted, 
and this would get from the Home Onh'ersities 
thtl number of places available not lat61' than, 

..say, 1st June. Applications might be made in a 
provisional form when the studf'ut was a candi
datI" for a degree examination that was coming 
on in some later month. Supposing the first or 
contingent applicatIOn was made by June, the 
nE-cessary information would be gathered together 
in India, and a complete application with all the 

·desirable information would be available by the 
end of June. It would be quite possible for the 
-College to say each year that they were prepared 
to rest-I've for Indian stU'lents so many places in 
the Faculty of Engineering, or ScienCE;, or l\f .. di
cine and so on, provided those places were taken 
up by a date to be agreed upon, which probably 
would be not later than 1st Augl'st. 

Questioned as to the course mentioned in his 
note about librarianship, witness staterl that it 
was the first school of its kind in the country, 
and had already among its mem berf:! some six or 
.seven In.lian students. The minimum cQurse 
was for two years and the requirement for 
Antry was matriculation. A man who had 
graduated could get a Librarianship Diploma in a 
year. 

Asked whether the College would bE:! able to 
accommodate a larger number of students in 
other subjerts supposing the caudidates for Civil 
Service subjects fl:lll off, a concurrent examination 
bein~ held in India, witness slatl'd that he would 
regret a dimin:ution in that group, as he thought 
tbat the knowledge of London and English life 
.gained during the period here was a v, ry v.tluable 
thing for future civilians. 

As regards the quality of persons admitted to 
the hight-r Civil Service courses. they were of 
-<>pinion tbat it was little use for a person to go in 
for the competition unless he was above the 
.average, and they did not now take anyon., frow 
India who had not got either a good Honours 
Indian Dt'gree or an Intermediate with very 
strong recommendations from his teachers. 

As regards thl) ordinary Indian graduate, he 
thonght that until the work of the Indian 
Uuivel'fities was improved II conflidel"dbie number 
would come for undergraduate work, but in time 
the work and output of the Indian Universities 
would improve. 

Questioned with reg;ml to the hall of residence 
in connection with the Vollege, witness stated 
that the accommodation was not adequate to 
meet even the needs of the home undergraduates, 
.and for that 1'l'ason non-European students were 
not acceptable there. He rlid not think there 
was any rule of exclusiou at the ha.ll in con
nection with (Tniversity College, but if it was a 

question between an English undergradaate and.. 
an Indian uudergrd.luate, the Warden would 
probably take the Englishman. He did not 
think thpre would be any difficulty if there were 
sufficient provision of hallt! or residence, but both 
in London and throughout the Prodncial 
U ni versities acco!Ilmodation of this kind was quite 
inadequate. Though theoretically it might be 
undpsirable to consider that, practically, especiallv 
in Lundon, it would probably be llecessary to 
have a hall of residence specially set aside for 
Indian stude.nts. At present he th:>ught there 
was little prospel!t of Indian students being 
admitted to the present halltl, unless the accom
modation at these h.dls was very largely increased. 
His own view would be that as the provision of 
halls of residence was increased, arrangements 
should be made to get a certain number of Indians 
admitted as in Ihe Oxford and Cambridge 
Colleges. 

As regards expansion of such accommodation 
in London he thought the TTniversity as a whole 
should deal with the problem and organise halls 
of residence for University students, irrespective 
of the College t:) which they are att..Lched. 

Questioned with regard to post-graduate 
course'l, witness stated that the J'esuIt of the 
ebt<lblishment of the Ph.D. Degrt'e was that a 
student coming from auoth"r University and 
entering the University of Londou as a post
graduate student hlld to proceeJ through the 
Ph.D. before he could get the D.Sc. If he had 
got the Ph.D. he could go away and d9vel')p his 
work in India and present a thesis for the 
Doctorate of Science without any further 
residence. 

Asked how many of the!l9 Indian students at 
prl'sent in the College were post-grad uate, witness 
l\tated that 46 were post-graduates and 43 under
graduates. The pressurtl of accolUmodation on 
the departments, evell in pOolt-graduatp. work, 
differed very much. For instance, at the present 
time th(\re probably would not be a single place 
vacant in chemistry or physiology, but there 
might be several vacant benches in the laboratory 
in a subject like pharmacology. He agJ eed that 
it would be of advantage to' announce in advance 
the numbel' of post-grad uates a" well as of under
graduates the College could receive. 

A certain number of Indian stuflents had come 
asking to go on to the Master of Science or Ph.D. 
Degrtle. and had been toW that they must take 
what was equivalent to the final undergraduate 
year'lI work, and many who had beeu told that 
had withdrawn. because they could not give the 
extra year. These, generally speaking, were 
persons wl:.o had come over on their own initiative 
and at their own ('x pense, but apart from these 
they had not found it necesNary to reject Indians 
for post-graduate work on the lack of insufficient 
knowledge or attainments though they had found 
(and this was a gener.u Iruth especially in BCience) 
that even an Indian honours gradudte who came 
and asked to do post-graduate and research work, 
wanted a period of work equivaler..t to the 
Bachelor flf Honours work in the third year. 

He had no idea of the total number of Indian 
students in the United Kingdom who took 
post-graduate courses, but he thought that the 
·number of post-graduates at University College 
was larger than that at any other University 
infltitution in the country. 

If there wae I:Iny question of distributing 
Indians between colleges in London, it would be 
much better to do this by consuir.ation between 
the colleges. Personally he would not welcome 
the appointment of an official ,n the University 
who had the specific function of taking care of 
the interests of Indian students, and at University-
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College there was no one specially appointed for 
that purpose. The Indian student was treated 
exactly like every other student, and the Dean or 
Sub-Dean of the Faculty in which he studied 
looked after him. He thought it would be rather 
in vidious to have a special officer within the 
College, and they had never felt the necessity for 
having such an officer. 

Qu('stioned with regard to Advisory Com
mittees, witness stated that he knew of their 
existence, but did not know much about them, 
and had 1I0t had any direct communication with 
them. 

As regards the general behaviour of the Indian 
. students at University Cl)llege. ne thought they 
were much the same as other 1I1en, though 
occasionally when they ~ ere in trouble, it was 
rdther more difficult to deal with them saHs
factorily owing to the fact that their parents and 
friends lived at a great distance. From the point 
of view of discipline and general conduct, he 
could not distinguish between Indian students 
and any other kmd of student. 

With regard to persons who got into financial 
difficulties. he had a small fund at his disposal 
and used it without any differentiation between 
one kind of f.tudent and another. He could make 
a loan without interest to any student in distre"s, 
and as it was a d('bt of honl)ur he expected it to 

·berepaid when the student was able to do so, and 
almost invariably it was repaid. 

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY SIR GREGORY 
FOSTER, Provost of University College, 
London. 

I. The reasons which at present induce Indian 
students to leave India for education or technical 
training. 

The reasons are variou3 :-
(A) Indian students come for undergraduate 

courdell in professional subjects (Medicine. Engi
neering. Architecture, and in the last tWI) sessions 
for Librarianship) mainly because they believe 
the teaching in these subjects to be better in 
England than in India; in Librarianship thet'e 
is no teaching available in India. 

The number of applications for Engineoring 
has in recent years been very great. This is. I 
understand, due to the fact that for appointments 
in the Public Worb DepcLrtment an English 
degree or diploma in Engineering is either essen
tial or carries greater weil!ht than anything of the 
;;ort to be obtained in India. 

I have not been able to ascertain whether an 
English degree or diploma is essential for the 
Public Works Department. If it be so, this 
requirement should be reconsidered. 

(B) Indian students come in large numbers 
for Law, because of the advanlagf's that are at 
present available for those called to the English 
Bar. 

.-\. small number (about 4 per cent. at present) 
of the Law students in London read for the 
University Law degree. They are probably the 
pick of the Law students; they generally do 
well both at the Bar examinations and in the 
UnivHsity. 

(0) Indian students come in comparatively 
. small numbers for undergraduate courses in Arts 
. and Science. Those who come with scholarships 
-or other money aid are generally serious-minded 
studellts, and do moderately but rarely brilliantly. 

"Those who comp, at their own expense are, 
generally speaking, less satisfactory. It is among 
these that the political agitator is generally to be 
found. In the last few years the· numbers in 
Arts and Science have increaeed. The increase 
is accounted for by men coming for a course 
'lUitable for the Indian Civil Service. Most of 

these have already reached the intermediate
stantlartl of an Indian University, a.nd a con
siderable number have taken an IndIan degree. 
A large number make application for Hi?,her 
Civil Service courses who are qUite unquahfied 
for them. 

The College is now asking for proof that 
students applying for admission to the higher
Civil Service courses are men of rather more than 
average ability. By insisting upon this proof, 
the entry for the current year, although con!lider
ably reduced in number, appears to be of better
quality than the previous session. 

II. The adequacy of the facilities for elluca
tional training in the United Kingdom is a 
difficult matter tv determinp. It is clear that as· 
the educational facilities in India improve, the
necessity for undergraduate students especially 
to come to tbe United Kinlldom will diminisb. 
Is the adequacy of the faC1lities of the United 
Kingdom to be determined by the number of those 
who wish to come from India.. or to be determined 
by the number of those who ought to come? 
For example, the number of applications from 
India for the First Year Engineering Course at 
University Oolleg" this session was about 45. 
The qualifications submitted by at least half wert: 
judged to be insufficient to jnstify their admission~ 
The qualifications of the remaining half were 
sufficient for admission. As th~ First Year 
Engineering- Class is restricted to 60 members, it 
was not desirable to admit more than 10 Indian. 
students. The remainder were ad vised to con
tinue their studies in India for at least another 
year. But if engineering teaching in India were· 
improved, the application!! for First Year 
Engineering would probably very soon disappear 
altogether. 

The policy of University Institutions in the 
United Kingdom is likely to be more and more 
in the direction of diacouraging students from 
coming for undergraduate courses. On the other 
hand, there is every indication that the number 
of post·grauuate students is likely to increase. 

The lar~est number of post-graduate students 
entered at Uni versity College before the war was 
in the year 1913-14, when the number was 22. 
During the war it inevitably dropped. It rose 
again to 21 in the session 1919-20. and to 46 in. 
the session 1920-21. 

The institution of the new Ph.D. deO'ree larO'ely 
accounts for this increast'. It may bet:> noted that 
the first Ph.D. dt'gree to be obtained in the 
University of London was obtained by an Indian. 

The University InstitutiolJs of the United 
Kingdom would undoubtedly need Government 
help to develop adequately the facilities for post
gIaduate work. 

III. So far as Uniyersity'College is concerned 
the admission of Indian students is no 10nO'er ~ 
matter of experiment. From the date of its. 
opening in 182/)" Indiau names appear on'the Roll 
of Stude~ts. ,!he Cama Fund, tounded in 11:163, 
was a testlUlODlal .. to the advantages afforded by 
:: Univ~rsity College to our countrymen in 
" e~ablmg. them to obta!n a college education. 
" ~ltho.ut mterference WIth the religious creed 

mherlted by them from their ancestors" 
The ~umber .of Indians was at first s~aU and 

has vaned co~slderably from time to tim\:!. Many 
of th.osde tradmt~dll at University College Itave 
occuple an s 1 occupy places of influence in 

- Note.-The first Indian name On the Colle ell' 
that of F. Nugee. who was a student of Law g ro IIJ 

The second name is that of Lobo Raph~nl h t d 
in 1840. '" w 0 en ere 

In 184.i.there were fonr ~edical stndents admitted and 
from that ttme onwards IndIan names appe t • 
the roll; but the whole roll has not yet been far!1 0 occur 0 .. 

u y searched_ 
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India, so that on the whole the p!".lctice of 
admitting Indian students may be said to havtl 
been justified. Provided that their numbers are 
not too great, they mix with the other students 
with beneficial results on both shIes. 

In the session 1905"'{)9 there was a great flood 
of applications from India. The College decided 
that it WdS not desirable, in the interests of the 
Indian students or of the other students, to admit 
more than 100 from India and Ceylon together. 
This number was very nearly reached in 19l3-H, 
when the total number from India was 71 anu 
from Ceylon 15. Owing to the /Zrowth of the 
College, the 1:>tal number from India and Ceylon 
has been' increased to 120, pro\'ided that this 
number is fairly equally divided among the 
different faculties. The total in 1920-21 was 9:) 
from India, 20 from Ceylon. 

. Point, to which particular attention will be drawn. 

1. The question of the adequacy or otherwise of 
the facilities has been dealt with in the comments 
in paras. II. and III. above. The question of 
the system of admission is one of great importance. 
Efforts have been made during' the la9t 10 years 
at University College to induce Indians to apply 
from India for admission, submitting' at the time 
of application a full statement of their qualifica
tions. Applications are asked for not later tMn 
1st June from students who "'ish to be admitted 
in the next following October. This system has 
met with considerable success, but in spite of it, 
year by year, large numbers of Indians app.ear in 
London in the latter part of September WIthout 
having made any previ.:>u8 application, or for that 
matter any sufficient previous e'lquiry. It has 
been impossible on vdrious grounds to admit 
many of those who come in this way. Many of 
them are not qualified for the courses for which 
they apply. Others have betlll rejected because 
there has been 110 room, notdbly in the Facultr 
of Engineering. Several come each year who 
have already been notified that they car not be 
admitted. 

2. The Uni versities Burea.u of the Bdtish Empire 
has uirected its attention with some success to 
securing a more uniform standard of matricllidtion. 
SpeakinO' generally, the matriculation standard 
does not"now present a great dIfficulty. The diffi
clllty that is each year becoming more apparent 
is in regard to the standard of qUalification for 
admission to post-graduate coursed. Speaking 
~enprally, the requirement" for the Bdchelor's 
degree in India art! very inferior to the require
mt'nts for t1:.e B,lCheltlr's degree in any University 
of the Uniteu Kingdom. Indian students with 
Bachelor degrees need at least a ye.1r's thorough 
training, generally two years', before they are fit 
to go on to post.graduate work in London. Indian 
Rtuuents with a Master's delCree gllnerally require 
1\ year'l! undergraduate training before they lire 
fit to go on to post.gradllate work in London. 

'fhis problem Cdn only be solved by the im
provement of the teaching and of the degree 
requiremt·nts in Indian Universities. This can 
only take place gradually. 

3. The illeal position to be aimed at is that 
India should provide adequattl facilitiell for 
training all its own umlergraduates. Until India 
can do this, speaking generally, undergraduate 
Indian students £Ihould be admitted to the 
Universities of the United Kingdom, tlspecially in 
profellsional and technological Faculties, Here, 
again, as indicated above in II., the proceSl! 
must be a gradual one, It is undoubtedly desirable, 
'if it be possible, to set up in India at each of ~htl 
Universities SOlDe recognised means of selechng 
undergraduate students for work in England. 

4871 

4. The sufficiency or insufficiency of higher or 
post-graduate training of Imlian students in the 
United Kingdom has already been dealt with 
in II. The demand for such facilities will un
doubtedly increase. In this case, again, each 
Indian University would do well to establish 
some definite method for giving advice to Indian 
students who' contemplate coming to the United 
Kingdom for higher and post-I!raduate work. 
Speaking generally, I do not think the advice of 
any single Indian profebsor in India is sufficient. 

5. There is a very great need for the establish
ment of Halls of Residence for Indian students at 
University centres, provided those Halls of Resi
dence are properly officered and administered. 
Non-European students are not as a rule accept
able in University Hall~ of Residence, 

University College has attempted to meet this 
need to somt! extent by keeping a list of families in 
which one or more Indian students are welcomed, 
but this list is not in itself sufficient. The 
question of Halls of Residence for London stu
dents is being considered by a special Committee 
of the U ni versity of London. The general view is 
that it will be best to establish such Halls on the 
outskirts of London, near the playing fields of 
the several Colleges. The question of establishing 
a Hall of Residence for postgraduate students of 
all nationalities is under conRideration. Such ~~ 
Hall might be in the centre of London, but it is 
obviously more expensive to plactl the Hall in 
cl::ntral London than on the outskirts of London. 

6. The appointment of an Adviser to Indian 
students in London has been of the gre,iteqt 
help. 

g. The question of lodging accommodation has 
been dealt with in (5). Onp of the advantages 
of placing Indian students in fdmilies is that they 
are u!luaUy able to make arrangements for their 
holidays. 

10-11. I dt) not think that any new machinery 
is necessdry for these purposes. The inttllIectudl 
and social societies, clubs and organisations at the 
severdl Univer:litles are adequate for these 
purposes. 

I appen.l a table showing the number of 
Indian and Singalese students at University 
College for the last 10 years. 

INDIAN AND SINGALESE STUDENTS IN ATTEND
ANCE AT UNIVERSITY 'COLLEGE DORING 
THE LAST '.n.N YEARS. 

Post. 
graduate 

Under. and V &.cation 
Session. graduate. Research Evening Conrse 'fotala. 

1911-12 :-
India - 38 10 ·48 
Ceylon - 12 1 13 

1912-13 :-
(Indian and Singalese sLudents not flet oot 

separately. ) 
Totals onder that heading: 105 D,IY, 28 Post

grAduate,1 Evening. 
1913-14:-

India - 4~ ,22 71 
Ceylon - 15 1:) 

1914-15:-
Iudi.1 ~ 42 J 3 !i;-' 
Ceylon - 10 2 12 

1915-16 :-
India - 31 15 4~ 
Ceylon - 9 2 11 

1!H6-17 :-
Iudia - 28 11 3~ 
Ceylon - 7 5 12 

Rl' 
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Post. .Post· 
graduate graduate 

Vacation Under. and Vacation and 
graduate, Research. Evening. Course. Totals. Research. Evening, Course. Totals. Session. 

Onder. 
SesRion. graduate, 

1917-18 :
India - 15 
Ceylon- 3 

6 
2 

7 

2l 
5 

1 19 

1~19-20:-
India - 3:\ 2] 4 58 
Ceylon - 6 1 7 

1920-21 :-
India - !i1 46 2 9fl 

1918-19:
India - 11 
Ceylon - 3 ;\ Ceylon. 17 3 20 

FRIDA Y, OCTOBER 7. 1921 (LONDON). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON COhai7·man). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
MR. C. E. W. JONE!'l. 

P7'esent: 
8m M. HAMMIeK. 
MIS::; I.. )\1. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} Secretaries. 
MR. R. E. FIELD. 

DR. E. DreLLER, I.L,D., Academic Registrar of the University of London, was called and examined. 
He submitted a memorandum, which is printed acquired the habit of concent~ation and of prac-

below. ti~al ~.ork, an~ they had a WIder knowledge of 
He stated that in his view the conditions sCientific termmology. 

under wbich Indian students were admitted With regard to the number of students which 
at present were not satisfactory. This was could be taken by the colleges, he did not think 
due very largely to the fact that it was difficult it would be difficult for them to say well in 
in a number of cases for the University advance how lllany could be tdken. As regards 
authorities to get an accurate idea of what a post-$rl"tlduate students, the numbers would vary 
student had actually done, as the standard ~f according to the SUbjects. 
the. ~niversities varie~ very I?u~h. T~IS He felt very srrongly that hostels for Indian 
varlatlOu was not pecuhar to ~ndla, It applIed stullents should be established in connection with 
also to Canada and the Umted States. ,It the University. TheyshouldbesE'lf-governingbut 
would. be. an undoubt~d advantage to .have a.n at the same time I'elated to the UniversIty. He 
antb.o;ltative body WIth. ~hom Endls~ UnI- harl seen a good many Indian students in London 
yer.Ities . could dedI, \Vh'c~ could furnIsh full who had been living under unsatisfactory condi. 
lDformat~on a~out the c~ndld~te, the courses he tions in boarding houses, lind be thought an 
had stLhhed, hIS acade~lc attaInments,. &~. Indian hostel was most d('sirable. He quite 

Nearly all tbe apph?ants f?r a~lmisslOn, had appreciated the point that if the hostel were com
alread.y b,een at an Indian. UnIVe~sIty, and If a.n posed entirely of Indians they would lack the 
orga.n~satlOn ~as set up lD Indl'-\ ~Y the U:m- opportunities of mixing with British life and 
verSllles, whIch would ,forward mformatlO.n understanding BrItish habits and customs, but he 
abo~t. the E'tudents commg from those Um- considered that. when an understanding had 
v~rsitles, that would meet a large p~rt of th.e gradually been built up, it might be p08sible at 
difficulty. It would not settle Herythmg, but It a later staae to proceed with a mixed hostel. 
would be helpful to the students as well as to '" 
the University if they knew before they came The money: for. such ~ostels could not come 
what waR expected of them. SOille students had from the UnIVerSIty, whIch had no mo~ey f?r 
very hazy ideas of what was required for a such purposes, and would have t? be provId~d lD 

degreA and it was sometimes difficult to convince some other way, but after capItal expendItnre 
them 'that they had not enough knowledge to had been met they ought to be self-supporting. 
start with, and when they failed they naturally In his own opinion some kind of tutor in the 
had a sense of grievance. It wonld be much hostel was most desirable. Inllians were brought 
easier for them to understand what the condi- up against a new civilisation and did not gain the 
tiline were if there were such a body in India benE'fit of coming to London if they did not avail 
with something permanent in the way of a themselves of things outside the University. 
secretariat. He had noticed that it was quite Tbey wanted sompone to advise them what they 
com Ilion for students to come from India with cont.! do with ad vantage, the things they ought 
an inadequate knowledge of English; such io go and see, and what th",y should avoid. He 
students could not do themselves justice. and it had not in his mind so much coaching work' as 
was difficult for the examiners to know how particular advice as to how they could get the 
much they really knew because of thei~ lack of 'gest out of their stay in London. 
exprpssioll, also it was an undouhted. hmdrance At the present moment there were several 
to them because they could not take m lectures hostels in connection with colleges and . 

d f th O t UUIver_ properly. There was a, ten ency or IS a sities and these were entirely left to the c 11 
~ml'rove, but there was stIll very much room for authorities and delegacies, though there °w~~: 
Improvement. .in some cases representatives of the Univt'rsity on 

As regards the time at which students should the governing body. The hostels were not con
come he- considered the intermediate stage as a fined to their own colll.'ges in choosing their 
minimum but preferably they should come as members, though they would naturally prefer 
graduatps.' The advantages of the latter course men who came from their own college. He 
,vere that at that st<lgt1 they had made more thougbt tha~ there had been two or three Indian 
progress with Engllsh, they were older, th"y had students reSIJent at the college hostels. 
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If the Government of India could be got to 
provide a site and a building, he did not think 
there would be any difficulty in establishing an 
Indian hostel almost at. once. It would have 10 
be, however, an inter-collegiate host!'!. 

As regards thA hostels at }:resent in London, he 
-could not say whether they were self-supporting, 
bul he would make enquiries from the different 
colleges and furnish further particulars about 
them. 

With regard to lJaving a special officer to deal 
with Indian students, he had felt the need of this 
as a matter of organisation, not only with regard 
to Indians but in respect of overseas students 
generally. There was a great deal of detail work 
in connection with such students, and their cases 
required going into personally. 'One man hud, 
indeed,been doin!!, thiskindof wOl'kfor some time 
in his office, and they had accumulated a great 
deal of information at different times, but the 
problem was getting bigger and bigger each year, 

Questioned with regard to a special officer 
being set aside to look after Indian students 
during their University career, witness said h9 
quite understood that Buch students might resent 
treatment which was not applied equally to 
British students, but he thought that the tlriticism 
could he met by the frank recognition of " nation
alities" -Canadian and Australian as well as 
Indian-and it was bettE'r that each should be 
together and have expert advice affecting their 
special needs. Anything was better than that 
men should be straggled about as isolated units 
in a place like London. He did not witlh to 
perpetuate a system of segre~ation that might be 
considered undesirable, as it was not ideal to have 
an exclusively Indian or Canadian or Australian 
inbtitution, but he thought that was the best 
method of getting something done to begin with. 

Questioned a$ regards the insufficil'nt know
ledge of English which he had mentioned, 
witness stated that this was not greater than in 
the case of Egyptian students. 

Chinese and Japanese students did not come 
here in large numbers anu were very carefully 
selected. 

With reference to the statemeut in his memo
randum that in many cases students would derive 
benefit from a secon'! University course in India, 
he meant that as a rule it war,. a good thing for a 
man to see something of a second UniversitY,and 
that in many cases a man would do just as well 
or bet~er, perhaps, by going from Bombay to 
Calcutta than by coming from Bombay to 
London. He did not think that t~at would 
involve an elaborate inter-University organisation 
in India, as they coulrl pass on as they did, for 
instance, ill the United State!l, from one Univer
sity to another, and get creditt!. 

Qllestioned further with regaru to his suggestion 
of a tutor in the halls of residence, he said that 
such a tutor woulU suggest to the Indian student 
practical means tlf studying subj .. cts affecting 
adminil!tration or politics in a live manner and 
get them out of the way of relying too exclu
sively upon text-books London abounded in 
opportunities for such study though there was 
no definite scheme for such type of education. 

As regards the numbers of Indians, he COIl
sidered that much of the effort was wasted 
because the University did not get the right type 
of Indians. The numbers were capable of con
siderable expansion but it was desirable th.lt a 
selective process should be at work as well. 
'rhere ought to be a process of advice going on 
in India so that men would come here knowing 
roughly what to expect. There shouhl he here 
in London. an 'individual, preferably ill con-

nection with the University, who should be able 
to give them advice as to where to go for 
partlcubr courses of study, and in connection 
with him there might be a e()nsultative body who 
could keep him in touch with the Universities. 
There should also be a building which would. 
come to be known as the place where an Indian 
student ought to go first which could put him 
up until he got definitely placed at a University. 

It was possible that the University Grants 
Committee might be able to make a grant for 
such a purpose. 

Asked whether it would be possible to 
standardise qualifications through such an organi
sation so that students might be able to avoid 
duplicating their work. witness th01lght there 
were great difficulties, as even in this country, 
there were considerahle disparities between the 
standards of degrees of different Universities. 

STATEME~T by DR. E. DELLER, Academic 
Registrar of the University of London.· 

Large numbers of Indian student-, under
graduate and post-graduate, are in attendance at 
Colleges and Schools of the University. The 
conditions under which they are admitted are, 
however, unt1atisfactory in some respects; they 
cause mnch difficulty, and not infrequently give 
rise to disappointment an. I a sense of unfairness. 

The earlier examinations which they havl~ 
passed in Indian V"niversities do not (I am 
speaking in /Zeneral terms) imply such a high 
standard as those of the corresponding exami
nations of English Universities. A student cannot 
for this reason be exempted from much of the 
preliminary work here; on the other hand, he 
finds it tedious to have to follow courses and 
under~o examinations in sllhjects in which he 
considers that he has already done what was 
necessarv. It is very difficult to judge of the 
value of these examinations, and the case of a 
single student often involves a considerable 
amount of research into University calendars, 
examination papers, &c., often with an inconclu
sive result. Precedents, though useful in 
maintaining a standard, may in certain cases 
operate unfairly against sper;ially qualified 
stud!'nt!l. 

The lack of an adequate knowiedge of English 
is in many eases a serious obstacle to a student's 
progress. There has apparently been Sl)me im
pro,"ement in recent years and there is hope that 
thiil improvement may be continued At the 
present time, however, the fact tbat so many 
students are unable to understand English or to 
express themselve~ clearly and concisely in it 
prevents their getting a real grip of their subjec~ 
or doing themselves justico:! in an examination. 

The point at which it is most beneficial for 
Indian students to break off their education in 
India and proceed to the United Kingdom voiries 
somewhat according to the br.mch oC study. In 
subjects such as engineering and medicine many 
IItudents come to London Cor their first degree. 
In these cases a prior qualification not lower than 
the Intermediate Examination, but preferably 
that of a Degree. is desirable. The University of 
London exempts graduates of approved Indian 
Universities from matriculation and admits 
undergraduates to a special examination under 
Statute 116 in lieu of the ordinary matriculation. 

It is more difficult to fix the point in the case 
of students who come here for research or post
graduate study. As a general rule a student who 
desiresto attain oneof the higherdegreeilof London 

• Note.-This statement n>presents the personal views of 
the writer. It mnst not he nnderstood as committing tl1& 
University in any way. 
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University,6.g., M.A.or M.Sc.ora Doctorate,shol1.1d 
hav~ already pasB~d the M.A. or M.Sc. Examina
tion of an Indian University. A large number ?f 
post-graduate students are now being enrollp.d m 
London, but as these students necessarily take ~p 
a. large amount of individual attention a certam 
discr~tion has to be exercised reg,Lrding their 
admission, and some limit has to be placed on the 
number wbich can be taken. 

The foregoing remarks apply with equal force 
to undergraduate an.l post-graduate I>tudents. In 
thf' latter case, however. there i/O another point to 
which reference may be made, and that is. as I 11m 
informed. the inability of students, Indian 
especially (and very often students who hav~ 
considerable aptitude for absorbing books and 
lectures) to carry out original work. This is a 
generalisation which I make with some hesitancy. 
and there are of course instances of highly gifted 
individuals to whnm it does not apply. 

London abounds in phenomena which to a 
student of, say, sociology or political science 
should proviue matl'rial for a great deal of 
original thought in students brought up amidst 
different civilisations, but excepT in the pbysical 
or biological sciences veI'y little original work of 
much value has been done. 

There can be no aoubt that in certain subjects 
and for the right type of students a second 
University course in England can be of the 
utmo"t value, and that not merely in a peda
gogh'al sellse. It may also be true, on the other 
hand, that in a great many cases students would 
derive more benefit from a second University 
cours~ in India. 

The creation of au effective orgdnisation to 
advise students contemplating an Eng-lish Uni
versity would be of g\"eat value. It is the 
practice to warn students that they should not 
leave their own country until their qualifications 
have been invl'stigated. This entails delay, and 
some students appear to come without any 
acequate preliminary enquiries, with the result 
that they meet with disappointments on their 
arrival. An organisation in Inllia could inform 
students of the disparity bl'tween English and 
Indian requirements; it could give them some 
idea of what is expected of students, of the 
testimonials required, &c. ; it could explain the 
reasons which necessitate some check being placed 
upon numbers and advise in the choice of a 
Univ~rsitr, and thus be of considerable help 
both to students and to English Universities. 

The establishment of hostels for Indian 
students in London is, I think, emint'ntly 
desirable, and I would suggest that there should 
be attached to them (\ne or more tutors Who 
could supplement the lectures given at the Uni
versity and give the students guidance regarding 
the proper utilisation of the great facilities 
whtCll London can offer oUlsitle the formal 
University course. In connection with such 
hObt~lfl it would be Fossible to form sports and 
other clubs which, by meeting in friendly 
rivalry similar English clubs. might do a great 
deal tu promote a social intercourse with English 
people. This should not by any means be 
regarded as a substitute for their taking part, in 
common with other students, in the social and 
inteUectuallife of the University. 

NOTE SUBSEQUENTLY FORWARDED BY 
DR. DELLER. 

As I promised, I have made further enquiries 
regardlDg hostels, particularly on the question of 
their being seif-suPIJorting. The following is a 

summary of replies that I have rf'ceived from 
four Colleges :-

King's College (Vi1went Squa!~).-Accommoda.tes 
about 65 students. In additIOn there are two 
members of the staff in residence, who pay for 
their rooms and food. There is an annual grant 
of £125 per annum from the Ecclesia~tical 
Commissioner", who have also been espeCially 
O"enerons in the matter of the ground rent, which 
:mounts to £400 per annum. The Warden is 
not paid any salary, but livps in the Warden'tl 
House free of rent and 'rates. The Snb-Warden's 
salal'Y is not a charge upon the ho~tel, but he 
gets his rooms and food fre.e. There IS a. d~bt ou 
the building fund, but the mterest on thIS IS not 
charged to the hostel income. 

The opinion is expressed that a hostel could 
only be made self-supporttng if the people in 
charge of it could be paid from other sources, or 
could be induced to nndel'take the work as 
a voluntary matter. 

University College.-The Secretary writes:
" I think YOll can safely sa.y that hostels can be 
"self-supportin~ if tbere are no capital charges 
" or rent to meet. I suppose that by this you 
.. mean that they can be self-supporting if the 
" land. buildings and equipment are placed at 
" their' disposal without any- obligation to pay 
" rent upon the capital land 8S such. I do not 
•• think that it ought to be difficult to make them 
" self-Impporting on that basis, provided they are 
" large enough. I would not like to say that it 
" is pOl'lsible to do so if -the number at the hostel 
" is lel>s than abollt 40." 

King's College f01' TJTomen, HOftselwld and SociaZ 
Science Depart'llt6nt.-Each hostel is managpd on 
dilf"er'ent lines, but both are self-supporting. At 
~ueen Mary's Hostel provision is made for 
depreciation and repairs to effects, but not for 
th~ lI;ctual shell of the building, except for 
pamtmg. The expenses include reltes and a 
share of the ground rent, which is extremply 
heavy. There are at present 70 students each 
paying !l3 guineas a session, which just makes 
ends met-to 

'fhl' expenses in the other hostel include rent 
ratl'S ~n~ taxes, together with prvvision fo; 
dhepreClatlOn !:Of paper, J'ainting, &c., while the 
c arges are I gumeas for a cubicle or sharing 
a room, and .SU g.uineas for a single room. 'fhe 
accommodatIOn 18 not so superior as that in 
Queen Mary's Hostel. 

.. Bedford College.-The Principal writes :-" This 
dppends on the number of students in the 

:: hoste.I. A hostel for 35 studenis or more should 
certamly Le self-f;upporting if there were no 

c, rent or capital charges. A hostel for a less 
'C ~umber of ~tudents .could with difficulty pay 
" ItS \IIay. 
.. ; '':e have three hostels (apart from the College 
" l:sld~lIce). Of these, one has 37, one 30, and 
" ~he thIrd 15 stu~ents. The first of these (which 
.. ..as a low rent) IS l'un with a small profit; the 

s cond sho\\s a loss which would b . d t .. if there ' e WIlle ou 
Co thO d b wel'e no rent I:Ind capital charges· the 

11' sows a d fi 't ' .. tb e CI very nearly equivalent to 
.. Th al:l~ount paid in rent and capital redemption. 

e gures are as follows :_ 
" Hostel for 37 stUdents ._ £ 

:: Hent and capitall'ed~mption 66 
.c Profit on year's working _ 106 
~ostel for 30 students :_ 
•. tent and cn~ital redemption 362 

oSs on year s workino 232 
.. ~ostel for 15 students ~ -

" ~ent and capital rpdemption 191 
oss on year's "orking _. 175 
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.. These fignres show that the question of profit 
4' depen(ls upon t .. o factors-(a) rent, (b) the 
4' number of studpnts resident in the hostel. It 
... should be borne in'mind that a college hostel is 
" I)pen only for 30 weeks of the year, and it is 
" therefore more difficult to work at a profit than 
.. one which has boarders all the year." 

I have also made enquiries on the qnestion of 
self-govt"rurnent, and I give you the opinions of 
the Colleges :-

King's College.-All the officers except the 
Ward .. n and Sub-Warden are elected. The Dean 
is responsib!e for the discipline of tne hostel, but 
a student officer, called the Proctor, is really given 
·considerable powers. Self-government within 
definitely prescribe·j limits is the ideal. 

University College. - In some respects self
government is pos~ible, as there are It number 6f 
small matters in which rebident~ can well look 
after their own affdirs. A~ regards the general 
domt"stic man~ement, self-govemment of hostels 
is not satisfactory, as most undt"rgraduates ha\'e 
not the necessary experience in the matler of 
engaging staffs, handling staffs, &c. 

King'B College jM Women, Household and Sodal 
Science Depa1·tment.-Apart flOm certain rt'gula
tion", dealmg largely with led.ve, which must be 

• 

observed, the Stud.mts' Union practically make 
all their own arrangemt"nts, and the Resident and 
Dean do very little controlling, though as a 
matter of fact they know what is going on through 
being in persl)nal touch with the studeuts. The 
students have nothing to do with the domestic 
control of either hostel or college, although they 
may make complaints, which are always listened 
to and investigated. 

BedlMd College.-The essential rules are laid 
down by the resident Tutor and Principal, but 
are very few in number. The btudent:! are 
responsible for seeing that these are carried out, 
and for all matters of minor discipline. The 
views of the senior students are ascertain en before 
any ch.J.nge of rule is made. an'1 any representa
tions made by them are carefully considered. 
The students appoint their own SeniOl·s and 
Committee members, subject to a veto by the 
Principal, whlcn would of course only be exer
cised in exceptional circuIDstances. KXperience 
has not shown that student-dIsciplInE' 1" over
rigid. The more responsibility is thrown on the 
students the more they realise their obligation to 
support the honour of the institution, and a 
large measure of self-government is possible and 
deSirable . 

MISS M. TUKE, M.A., Principal of Bedford Collf'ge for Women, was caHell and examined. 
She stated that there had been a few Indian 

students at Bedford College for some ~ ears past, 
but that the number had never be611 very brge, 
not more than about one a year on the average. 
This yeJr they had two Indians and one Anglo
In.lian, so that it appeared th.tt the number was 
on tbe increase. 

Indian students generally applied foradmis~ion 
to the College direct, unless they held (Jovern
ment scholarships, in which case they applied 
through the India Office, or the High Comwis. 

.sioner. 
There was no real difficulty about admitting 

Indian stud('nts to the College, but if they 
wanted to be resident students there was more 
difficulty because the residential accommodation 
was very limited. Another difficulty was that in 
some cases their educational qualifications were 
hardly sufficient to justify their being admitted 
for the course they proposed to follow. Generally 
speaking, the Indian women who had applied to 
Bedford College had already obtained an Indian 

-degree, but in many cases tnA length of time 
they proposed to spend in England was not 

,sufficient to make it worth thei!' while to ('orne 
here, Whether they came to train liS teacher~, 
after having taken some teaching qualifi~ation 
in India or whAther they camE' to take a higher 
degree, two yt'ars seemed to her to be the 
minimum time in which to pursue a course of 

.study in this country to real advantage. Some of 
those who came to train as teachers could only 
stay for one year and that was certainly 110t 

·-enough They came, perhaps, with a not very easy 
familiarity with lhe langudge, and certainly with 

.3 less good generd.l education behind them than 
the English honours graduate with whom they 
studied, and they could not get the full advantage 
from the cour~e. The witness had consulted thA 
heads Clf several training colle~e" on thi" point, 
and they all said that Indian students should 
certainly be at least one ypar in Englanil before 
they attempted the tea('hers' training course, even 
if they already had a degree. As regard:! the 
students who came to take a higher degree, the 
M.A. or the P.h.D., her experit'nce, althongh 
limiteJ, was that such students were seldom 
really qualified to take a higher degree, although. 
they had graduated in India and were really only 

qualified to take an hOl1onrs degree in London 
after the ordinary three years course Jea1ing up 
to it. Some of them might manage it in two 
years, and spend a third Yl.'ar on 11 training 
course. 

So far as Bedford College was concerned, the 
Indian students had not experienced a difficulty 
on account of their lack of knowledge of the 
English language, but witness had heard from 
some of the other training colleges that the 
language had been found a difficulty. She should 
think that thoFe who had experienced this 
difficulty could not have graduated in India before 
they came. 

At the present time there WdS one Indian 
student at Bedford College who had taken a B.A. 
degree in England and was now preparing for the 
B.Sc., and was doing qmte well, but this was the 
first case in which they had had a student 
thoroughly up to the work t!he hali undertaken; 
most of the others had either fa.i1ed in the 
examination or had gone back tv India without 
sitting for it. Those who took the teaching 
course were obliged under the University and 
Board of Education regulations to practise 
teaching in schools, and that was where a 
difficulty had been experienced, as often the 
Indian students had not sufficient knowledge of 
the subject required by the schools to be accept
able to them. 'fhe subjects taught by each 
training student were arranged by the Hpad of 
the Tr"inin~ College, the student's proficiency in 
the different subjects guiding the selection. 

Gt'nerally speaking, she considered that only 
graduates should be encouraged to come to this 
country, and that they should come not with a 
view to going on to advanced work here, but to 
taking a really good English degree course. 
Those who wished to take up thto teaching pro· 
fession should spend at least one year on general 
education, in additien to the year required for 
the teaching course. They would not get any 
further degree or diploma for that extra year, 
but it would give them a much better position 
when they camE' to start on their teaching career. 

At the present time the nuIllober of Indian 
women students in London was small, and it. w .. s 
easy to advise them, but if in future they came 
in greater numbers, she thought it would b~ 
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~esirable that there should be some one woman 
to whom they should all go for advice as to which 
University or College they had better join, which 
subjects they should study, and how long they 
ought to take over their studies, &c., and who 
would make arrangements for their residential 
accommodation. 

In the past, the Indian students at Bedford 
College had either had relatives in London \\ ith 
whom thE'Y could reside, or had been in residence 
at the College, but if their numbers increased 
some ot: them would have to live in non
University hostels or lodgings. It was a.great 
responsibility for the College to find accommo
dation for such students, anll it would be better 
if some one specially conversant with the needs 
of Indian students would be responsible for 
.their accommodation whether they were Bedford 
College students or others. 

She thought there might be some advantage in 
applying to India the policy now followed in 
South Africa in regard to the training of women 
teachers. In South Africa the English women 
who went out as graduates had their year's 
training there before they actually started 
teaching in schools, and there would be some 
advantage if in the case of Indian women the 
year's training could in future be obtained in 
India, and the time spent in England devoted 
entirely to academic work. If, however, they had 
their training in England, she thought that at 
least IS year's academic study here should proceed 
it. The advantage of the South African plan was 
that the teacher obtained her academic'kno wledge 
in a place where the standard was high and her 
knowledge of teaching conditions in the country 
where she had to carryon her profession. 

She could not give any statislics as to the total 
number of Indian women students now in 
England; the figures with regard to Bedford 
College would be forwarded in a few daY!I, but 
she could not speak fOf other colleges. If the 
number coming over SbOllld increase to 30 a year, 
she should comider that the appointment of a 
special woman adviser was called for. 

Asked for ber opinion as to the advisability of 
enc(luraging large numbers of youn~ Indian 
women to come to this country for education, the 
witness said that in her view the policy should be 
to encourage a selected few rather than the many; 
she thought the few would get more advantage 
and more good would result to India than if they 
came in considerable numbers. If 30 came over 
every year and thO'y were spread over the various 
educational institutions of the country, she shoulJ 
not think that, number excessive, provided they 
were well sdected. Bedford College might take 
10 a year in the :lifferent departments, provided 
they were selected and their edurational qualifi
cations were sufficient. 

Questioned as to her opinion about Indian 
girls going to mixed colleges, the witness stated 
it was rather difficult for her to I!'ive an opinion 
as she had not any knowledge of how Indian 
women got on in mixed colleges, but generally 
speaking she should have supposed that in view 
of conditions in India it was more desirable that 
they should join colleges for women only. 

So far as her experience went, the Indian 
women students got on very well with their 
fellows. Bedford College at any rate had had no 
trouble on that account. Although their relations 
with the other studentshad always been excellent, 
they had seldom become really intimate withlthem. 

As regards hostels, she would be sorry if the 
numbers of Indian women became so great that 
:it was necessary to provide a special hostel for 
them, but if the numbers did becomtl grtlat some 
.special accommodation would be necessary. 

As regards healtb, many Indian women found'. 
the climate of England very trying, but she only 
knew personally of one case of complete break
down in health. 

Questioned as to the minimum yearly allowance- . 
necessary for women studying in London who 
had to pay everything out of their income. in-' 
eluding tuition and examination fees, vacation 
and residential expenses, books, dress, &c.,. 
witness said that she estimated 300l. as the 
minimum. If they took a course in science the 
minimum would ba rather higher, and those 
living in lodgings would need a minimum of 
about 320l. a year if they were admitted to 
lodgings of the right type. She quite agreed 
that the" omen conld not be expected to rough 
it in the same way as the mell, and therefore
required a larger allowance. 

She would not recommend that Indian women 
should come to this country after obtaining a 
qualification lower than that of a dpgree (e.g.,. 
the matriculation examination of an Indian 
University), as she was of opinion that some 
students would find it very difficult to obtain an 
English degree in three years. Women students. 
from India had entered Bedford College who had 
passed an intermediate examination in India, but 
only one qJ these had succeeded in obtaining a 
dllgree, and that after five ypars' preparation. 
The others had not attempted to complete the· 
course, finding It too difficult. If the London 
University regulations allowed it she thought 
that Indian graduates might obtain an honours 
degree in two years. At present the degree was· 
not gh'en until three years had elapsed after
matriculation in the University. She would like 
to see the regulation modified so as to allow a 
graduate to take the honours degree aft'lr two 
years' study in, London. 

She did not see any advflntage in an Indian 
girl who had taken an undergraduate examination 
coming to this country and taking the two years' 
course of training for teaching in an. elementary 
school. In an elementary trcl.ining college she 
would neither obtain the type of general educa· 
tion which she lIeeded, nor would sbe gain the 
advantages derived from mixing with University 
students. 

The witness subsequently wrote that her views 
might be summarised as follows :-

(1) Indian women holding degrees will profit 
far mOle by University education in England 
than those holding a lower qualification. . 

(:2) An Indian graduate is not necessarily
capable of proceeding to a higher degree (M.A. or 
Ph.D.), but will gain more by preparing for an 
honours degree (B.A. or B.Sc.). 

(3) Three years is the ideal time to be spent 
in London. It could be used by the best students 
in obtaining a higher degree (M.A.). By those
desiring to become teachers two years could be 
given to a degree course, one year to a teacher's
traininl!' course. Other students would reqUire 
the full three years before entering for the 
honours examination. 

(4) If two years only are possible for an 
Indian student to spend in England they should 
be E'pent (a) in a year's academic study followed 
by a teacher's training COurSIl: (6) by 'preparing 
for an honours degree (if permitted by the Uni
versity regulations). 

(5) One year f>pent in England has compara
tively little value as the student has to adapt 
herself to strange conditions of all sorts (language 
customs, standards of education), and is therefor; 
at a disadvantage as compared with graduates of 
English Universities . 
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-GENERAL A. C. BAY LAY, D.S.O., representing the Engineering and National Employers' Federation, 
was called and examined. 

He agreed that in normal times there should 
De no great difficulty in getting Indian students 
-admittpd to electrical and ~echanical enl?ineeriog 
firms for practical training, but that there was a 
difficulty at the moment owing to the abnormal 
state of trade. 

Qnestioned as to the su~gestion thllt a com
mittee or panel of reprpsentatives of the various 
industries should be formed to assist in securing 
practical facilities for Indian Rtudents, the witnesR 
stated that he doubted whether such a committ .. e 
woulel bA of val UP, and that he thought that the 
best method of getting stullpnt~ into engineering 
works would be for the Higb Commis:!ioner, or 
whoever was interested in the matter, to approach 
his Federation. 'rhey were in direct touch with 
the very large majority of engineering firms in 
the country, and would be able to ascertain what 
vacancies were available. 

So far as he was aware, the Federation bad not 
in the past been approached by Mr. Campiun, and 
was not in touch with him, although individulll 
firms connected with it might have had some 

-correspondence with him on the subject of placing 
Indian students. The Engineering and National 
Employers' Federation was the biggest Employprs' 
Federation for dealing with labour ';'lIttel's in the 
country, and could be of much help in snch 
'matters if they were approached. 

Questioned at! to whAther the Tr,lde Unions 
'raised any objPction to the admission of stndents 
til works, he said that the Trade Unions on the 
whole were objecting to a cprtain extent to the 
admission of any st.udents at all. but that, if 
-anything, he should say that their objection 
would probably refer less to foreign than it did 
to British students. 

He agreerl that there WdS a real ad vantage 
from a busine~s pQint of view in getting those 
men who were goiulf to be engineers i.n India 
trained in this country rather than in countries 
which were competitors of British manufacturers. 

-and he thought that everyboJy thoroughly appre-
-dated that a considerable industrial development 
was likely to take place in India in the next 10 
:years or so, and that it would be of advanta~e to 

the British machinery manufacturer that Indians 
who were to take part in that development should 
have been trainetl in the use of machinery made 
in thi .. country. 

Qupstioned as to whether firms generally pre
ferred to take students for a lon~ period or a 
short one, the witness stated that he should have 
thought they would prefer to take them for six 
months rather than for a year, although many 
firms would probably be prepared to take them 
for as long as two years on end. He also was of 
opinion that firms would prefer that the training 
given should be a combined University and ~ork9 
training. 

If the High Commissioner were to make repre· 
sentatiol'\s to his Federatitm. he thought they 
might b~ able to render some aS31staace in 
placing IntlLlll students in en!$'ineerin!$' works 
even at the present moment, althongh it certainly 
was not a good tilue to approach firms on the 
mat~er. He thought, however, there was a strong 
feeling among employers generally that students 
shoulll he paid for the work they did. as otherwise 
they had no hold on them, and there were likely 
to be complaints from the Trade Unions that the 
employers were obtaining labour for nothing. 

The practice varied with different firms in 
different localitie3 as re!$'ards engineerinrr firms 
dAmanding premiums from thAir apprentices. 

As regards the sug~e~tion that it was easier for 
Indian st'ldellt'l to obtilin practical training in 
America than in this country. witness stated that 
he thought that had been true to a certain extent 
in the Pd<;!t, but that of late the engineering firms 
in this country hold realisAd the neceesity for 
doin!!' something in the matter, and that in future 
practical training would be obtain\ble here as 
readily as anywhere else. 

His Federation was concerned with mechanical 
and electrical engineering ollly, and he could not 
speak in regard to civil engineering, but so far as 
electrical and mechanical engineering were con
cemeJ. he thou!1'ht that the Federation if 
appro.\cheu would" be both willinrr and able to 
place a considerdble number of Indian students 
in works for practical training. 

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 13, 1921 (NEWCASTLE). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
MR. C. K W. JONI!S. 

P"flsent: 

SIR M. HA!WMICK. 
!\lR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
MISS L. b'I. BnOOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH, J St' 
MR. R. E. FIELD, ee-Te anes. 

SIR THEODORE MORISO~, K.C.S.I., K.C.£.E., C.B.E., Principal of Armstrong College, was 
called and examill~d. 

Asked whether, having been a member of Secretary of State for India had been prepared 
the Committee under the chllirman~hip of Sir to publish it, but the Government of India had 
William Lee 'Varner, on the recommendation of ob}:!cted, and the r .. port was not published. with 
which the Indian Students' Department was the resllit that the objE'cts of the Lee 'Varner 
-established in Hl09, he had any views to place Oommittee were never explained to the public, 
before the Committet! as to the working of the and a good deal of misapprehension had arisen 
Department, and the conclusions which this Com- as to the reasons for the creation of the Depart
mittee ought to draw from its record, the witness ment. At the time when the Lee Warner 0000-

,said that he thought the Department had never had mittee reported there were a number of extremist 
a fair chance bec'ause it started in an atmosphere organisations among the Indian iltudents in this 
of su~picion which the members of the Lee country, and it was immediately inferred that 

. Warner Committee thought could only be the ::3tudents' D"partment was being set up for the 
-dispelled by the publication of their report. The purpose of counteracting them. If the L~e 
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Warner repot·t had been published. the witness 
thought it would have been realised that th'1t was 
not the intention of the Committee, but he felt 
sur~ that owing to the report not being published, 
the Department never had a fair chance; it was 
looked upon from the very first as being only 
another form of espionage, and the wholly dis
interested and unselfish work done by Sir 
Thomas Arnold and his colleagues was never 
properly appreciated. 

Asked wheth~:t:' the orga.nisation which was in 
fact.setup.was on the lines which the Lee Warner 
Committee had contemplated, or whether he had 
any criticisms to make about its aetual consti
tution, the witness said tlJat so far as the English 
end of the organisation was concerned. he was 
entirely satisfied with it, but he thought that the 
matter WaB never taken up very seriously in 
India. and that the Indian end of the organisation 
waS never very closely in touch with the English 
end. It seemed to him that the recommendations 
received from the Advisory Committees in India 
were not always given with that care and personal 
knowledge without which they could not be of 
very much value, and that fdct /!reatly handi
capped the Department in its dealings with 
British educational institutions. 

The Lee Warner Committee did not visit India, 
and had no oppor.tunity of conl'idering the Indian 
part of the organisation they had in view. It was 
an i\ltl'lgr~l part of their suggetltions that there 
IIhould be in India a counterpart of the organisa
~ion ~et up in England, but the Government of 
India had apparently never taken the matter up 
in., t,he satlle spirH as the Committee had 
viewed it. 

Be was perfectly sure that the present Com
mittee could not deal completely with the 
problem they were investigating if they COil fined 
their enquiries to thIS country. His belief was 
that one of the reasons why the Lee Warner 
scheme hau not worked as it should haVe done 
was because the Indian end WIIS never properly 
co-ordinated with the English end, and he was 
confident that unless the question was treated as 
a whole by the same people at hoth ends, any 
Bcheme that might b.e proposed would, be un
Buccpssful. 

Asked whether he thought that any alteration 
of lhe existing organisation would canse it to 
work better, the witness said he feared it was 
very unlikely that any alteration 'would result 
in the di!:lsipatioll of the suspicions with which 
the students now regarded the DepartllJent, and 
fropJ. that .point of view he thought the present 
Committee were right in suggesting. as they had 
done in their letter of the 6th Occober to the 
Secretary of State, that no official organisation 
could be successful. 

As regards an unofficial organisation, however, 
his fear was that it might fail to secure the 
confidence of the Unive,rsities, and that the 
abolition of the official organisation might result 
in a considerable reduction in the number of 
Indian students now admitted to British educa
tional instimtion£l. There could be no uoubt 
that the Department did at present put pressure 
on the British Universities anr} that they yielded 
to that pressure. Educational authorities often 
said that they could not take any more Indians, 
but if the India Office through the Students' 
D~partment put pressure upon ,them they gav.e 
way and, admitted 1urther students, although It 
might be inconvenient for them to do so. He 
did not think that any unofficial organisation 
would have so much influence with the Univer
ilities in that direction. 

Another. and perhaps even more important. 
~bjectiun to an unofficial organisation" as that 

U · 't'es might adopt a Jess favourable 
the nlverSI I . f I d' tId nt t 't d towards applicatIOns rom n Ian s 1 e s ff tlt:er~ wa~ nobody in existe~ce to offer them 
th me official guarctntep m regard to the 
he sat of the student which they had been c arac er , J) t 

ahle to obtain through the Students epartmen_ 
F pIe l'n the case of the Armstrong College or exam , d t" f. 
students who cct'me with a recommen a IOn rom 
authorities of the M.A.O. College at Al~garh, 

the Aligarh UDlversity, whom the WItness 
~~; known when he was Principal o~ that 
College, he would give ev~ry consideratI~n to 
their cases. but Aligarh was only on~ of the 
Inrlian Uai\"erilities and he was not m touch 
wiTh the others, so that if a student cau;e to
him with an official letter from the Registrar-
01' the Principal or even the Vice-Chancellor' 
of another University, he would not kno'Y the 
individual and would not be able to Judge 
whether the recommendation was to be taken 
at its face vaJue or whether it was given 
merely as a matter of Toutine. All ed~cational 
authorities in this country were deSirous of 
having recommendations from people who had 
a personal knowledge of the students whom 
they recommended and it could not be expected, 
so 10nO" as the Dre~ent pressure on their accom
modati~n remained, that they would pay very 
much attention to recommendations that might 
be given as a matter of formality. . 

Questioned as to the extent to which the
character of iJ. student who applied through the 
Department was officially guaranteed, the witness. 
said he understood that the Ad visory Committees 
in Illdia had at l~ast looked in to the claim s. 
of students and that they had been sifted to 
a certain extent by the Department, and that 
the Universities here could therefore rely upon 
the students sent to them through the official 
organisation. 

At the present moment he was keeping open 
a certain number of vacancies for students recom
mended by the Department, and if those students 
presented themselves they wonld be admitted, 
but if any other Indian students came along
the answer would be that all vacancip.s were
filled. 

Asked whether, supposing a body were estab
lished in India consisting of men known ta
the University authorities here and having a 
knowledge of f.he various Indian Universities 
and also a knowledge of the British Uni
vprsities and the standards they required in 
character as well as academic attainments it 
was not possible that Hie recommendation~ of 
that body WCluid have as much weight with 
t.he Univer!lities in this country as the recom
m~ndations . of a Government department, the 
wlt.ness repl.led ~hat he hau great difficulty in 
trymg to ImaglD(' how such a body would 
function. For instance, anybody who profef'lsed 
to sppak for the University of Calcutta could 
not possibJy be in personal touch with each 
individual student whom he recommended, and 
the same would apply to the representatives of 
other ~niv~rsities. When he was at Aligarh 
the UnIverSIty of Allahabad consisted of a great 
many colleges scattered ovrr the length and 
breadth o.f the United PrOVinces, and the col
leagues WIth whom he worked repres~nted Luck
now, B~nares, AIlaha~ad, Cawnpore, Agra, &c. 
There were altogether 134 ('olleges affiliated to the 
Allahabad University, and even if the heads
of them could meet together only one man 
wonld have ~~y .knowledge of an individual 
student, and II hiS college Were a large one he 
would pr~bably know very little about him. 
For that ·reason he. found it very difficult tOo
conceive a body WhICh would have a personaL 
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knowledge of all the indh'idual students recom
mended by it. 

The reason why the Lee Warner Committee 
had come to the conclusion that only an official 
organisation could do the work was on the one 
hand that an unofficial organisation left plenty of 
room for errors, and tbat if in practice the students 
that came over on its recommendation~ were not 
satisfactory, the organisation, however it were 
composed. would lose weight with the educa
tional ins:itutions here, and on the other hand 
that it was d. very difficult matter to keel' 
unofficial organisations alive in this country. 
Unofficial oj'ganisations interest"d in th'e welfare 
of Indian stuclents, such as the Northbrook 
Society and the National Indian Associatbn, had 
been in ex:istence here for many years, but it had 
been extraordinarily difficult to keep tbem going, 
and they were only kept alive by the energy of 
one or two devoted people. When these two or 
three energetic people passed away, there would 
be 110 guarantee that the organisltions would 
continue to exist. 

Asked whether the fact that a High Com
missioner for India bad now been established in 
London did not alter the circumstances that 
were current when the Letl Warner Committee 
reported, and whether, if the students could be 
persuadell to regard the High Commissioner as 
tbe man who would attend to their interests
not because they were students but because they 
were Indians-and if it could be so arranged that 
the High Commissicnflr merely acted as an 
organisin~, agency and the work was 'largely left 
to unofficial people, the necessary element of 
continuity could not be obtained, the witness 
said that he was elltirely in sympJthy with the 
suggestion that the orga.nisation t>hould be made 
as unofficial as possible. All he wantp.rl to do was 
to point out the (langer first tbat the Universities 
might not accept unofficial recommendations, 
and secondly that private and unofficial effort 
depended very much upon certain indi viduals 
and might peter out altogether. He did not wish 
to say those dangers were decisive, but he wanted 
the Committee to bear them in mind. 

Asked whether he was prt'pared to receive at 
the Armstrong Cullege as undergraduates, students 
who had passed tbe Intermediate examination of 
an Indian University, the witness said that, 
llrovidtld there WIJ.S room, he was always prepared 
to admit such titudents. Students who had taken 
their degree in India should, in his opinion, take 
a post-graduate cuurse in this country, ali it was a 
waste of time forthem to go through the ordinary 
undergradudte course agdin, ~o f,if as tbe 
Armstrong College was concerned-anti although 
it did not apply to the Sdme extent to Oxford antI 
Cambridge, it was probably true of most of the 
modern Universities-the standllrd of the de!!'ree 
was not so much higher thall that of the Indian 
Universities liS to make it worth while for a 
student who had graduated in India to go liver 
the grouud again in this country. Men who had 
already taken a d~gree in India would be better 
advised to take a post-graduate COllI'S", here. 

Questioned as to the number of Indians whom 
he would be normally willin!r to aumit to the 
Armstrong College provided he was sltisfied as 
tu theil' qualifications, th", witne~s said that some
thing like 5 per cent. of the total number of 
students was the maximum numbtlr they couM 
Usefully assimilate. He regarded a per cent. as 
being the maximum, and if the numbers went 
above 3 or 4 per cem. he would begin to watch 
tbe fignres rather closely and see what the 
ri'sult was, but the total number of students at 
the Armstrong College was over 1,200 last year. 
so that it would be a long time before quahfied 
Indian students would have to complain of being 
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refnsed aumlssiolJ. Al'mstrong College could 
take a considerd.bly larger number of Indian 
students tban it bad in the past provided they 
were spread over the different facuIties. Tbey 
could not, for example, admit 50 to tbe Engineer
in!!' Department, but if they were spread over the 
different departments, they could certainly take 
as many as 50 altogether. 

.Questioned as to the suggestion in his written 
memorandum (which is printed below) that the 
total number of Indian students in the United 
Kingdom ought to be more equally distributed 
among the variol1s educational institutions thau 
was now the case, tho.) witnesd I'aid that it watl his 
desire to promote as much as possible the access 
of Indian students to the United Kingdom for 
purposes of study, but he harl seen the disastrous 
results of tbeir crowJing into particular Uni'l"er
siti~s and colle~es, and he thougbt it would be 
greatly in the interests of the Indian students 
themselves if they could be more equdlly 
dj"tributed. The advantages of such distribution 
might be gauged from the instJnce of Cambridge, 
where at olle time Indian students flocked in 
large numbers to one pdrticular college, with 
the reElult that they became segregated from the 
gt!neral body of undergraduates, that particuldr 
college was avoided by the majol'ity of English 
students and a deplorable amount of prejudice 
and hostIlity between the two rac!'s grew up_ 
On the representations of Lord Morley, who was 
Secretary of State for India at the time, the 
heads of all the ('olleges had agreed to take a 
certain number of Indians, with the result that 
they had become distributed. among the yarious 
colleges, and a very considerable improvement 
of feeling had been brought about. 

The evil Tt'sults of segregation were perhaps 
greater at Oxford and Cdmbridge than elsewher~, 
but his experience was tbat even at tbe non
residential Universities tbere was mlJre racial 
feeling at thoSF> where the number of Indian 
stndents was considerable. Where the number 
was small, for example, at Leeds. the Indians got 
on very well both with their fellow students and 
with the University authorities, and they had a 
much happier time, 

The Fame considerations were also in his mind 
when he stated that he regarded separate Indian 
hostels as being undesirable. The Indian students 
themseh-es resented being segregated, and he 
entirely sympathised with them. Mixed halls 
ot residenctl were qnite a different mdtter, but 
there, again, great care should be taken not to 
h~ve more than a certain percentage of Ihdians 
in one particular hall. In his oplllion, if a hall 
CQuid take 40 or 50 studtlnts altogether, it ought 
not to bave more than one or t\\'O Indians. 

Qneslioned as to the amount of allowancp 
which it "as necessary for an Indian studtlnt 
studying at Newcastle to have, witness said tbat 
he rtlgarded 2UOl, a year as the absolute miniruum 
at the present time, and that 250l. would be much 
better. 

Questioned as to why Indian student~ tended 
to congregate at a few centres and did not apply 
in large numbers to otber Uni'versitied, the 
witness said he thought the reason was that 
very little information was avail.lbh in India 
as to the facilities which exi.ted in this conntry_ 
Indian students had all heard of Oxford and 
Cambridge, those who were studying mediciue 
ban heard of E<linLurgh, and to a certain extent 
they had heard of one or two other places 
which bad special facilities for tbe study of 
certain subjects such as engineering', but be 
thought there was nothing like sufficient in
formation available in Iudi.l as to educational 
facilities in England. It was very desirable 
that complete bformation, such as was contained 
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ii~ the Handbook published by the Kational 
Ind!an Association in conjunctiun with the 
Students' Department, should be in the post1e~sion 
of the Professors and Principals of all Indian 
colleges anu should be easily acceEsible to the 
students. 

Questioned as to whether conditions of climate 
accounted to borne extent for ttie small number 
of Indian students that went to some of the 
northern Universities, the witnl'ss said his 
expl:'rience was tbat Indian students more often 
tban not J:>enl'lited physically from their stay in 
this country. The climate of Newcastle was 
quite as rigorous as that of allY of the Scottish 
Uniyprsity towns, and the students who had 
sta3~eu thl're had not suffered from it. Fear of 
the climate might be one cf the things that kept 
students away, but as a matter of fact he did not 
think they would actually suffer from it if they 
came. 

ARkerl whether he could say how far the 
recommendations of the Committee of 1912 on 
State Technical Scholarships, of which he was 
Chairman, had bpen carried out, the witness said 
that he was not really in a position t(l give an 
answer on that point, becanse soon after the 
Committee reported he left the India Office to 
serve on the Public Services Commission, and 
since then he had not been vl'ry much in touch 
with deYelopments. but his fear was that very 
little or nothing had been tlone in the matter. 
He saw no reason to modIfy the view he had held 
at the ti~e the Report of that Committee was 
written, and hE. thought the recommendations 
contained in it still held good. His view was 
that in the near future there would be a large 
number of young Indians who desired to mak ... 
an industrial career for themselves and who 
thought they would find a suitable openinl{ in 
India if they could get the proper qualifications. 
for which they would probably have to come to 
this country. He felt very strongly that the 
Goyernment of India, which controlled a great 
number of industrial concerns, especially the 
railways, ought to use them as an opportunity 
j or giving Indian students the practical experi
ence which they found it so difficult to get in 
this country. For example, far too many Indiau 
students came here to study civil engineering. 
That was not a cour~e to be recommended, 
because there was now hardly any civil 
"!ngineering being done here, and in order to 
obtain practical experience of constl'Uctiolial 
work it was necessary to go abroad. The rail
ways, roads and harbours of England were 
already built, and there was no canal construction 
going OIl here at all. On the other hand, there 
was an enormous amount of civil engineering 
work being done in India, and Indian students 
could get all the practical expel'ience they needed 
there. 

Asked whether there was any justification for 
the view that the India Office, through the 
Students' Department, exercised influence with 
the object of limiting the number of Indian 
students admitted to British educational institu
tions, the witness sJ.id that that view was not in 
allY way jUbtified, and was, he thought, quite 
untrue. When, at the instance of Lord Morley, 
the Cambridge colleges all agreed to admit a 
certain number of Indian students each year so 
that they should be distributed among the 
different colleges instead of being crowded 
to"'eth~'r in one, it was understood that no 
college would in future admit such a large 
number liS would result in the recurrence of the 
difficulties that had been experienced in the 
past, but there was ~o jUlltificati.on for the 
suspicion that the IndIa Office deslred to put 
l)ressure on educational institutions to prevent 

them admitting Indian students. What had 
happened, and what to a certain extent accounted 
for that suspicion, was that the creation of the 
Students' Department synchronised with a very 
considerable hardening of feeling in this country 
against Indian student~. It must be remembered 
that at that time the anarchist glctivity among 
Indian "tudents was very considerable, and 
culminated in the munler of Sir Curzon Wylie. 
When that took place a gredt many institutions, 
such. as the Inns of Court and the different 
collp ll'e3 at Oxford and Cambridge, began to take 
a hard view of Indians and to close their doors 
against them, but tbeir action in that direction 
)vas quite independent and ,not in any way the 
result of Government influence. 

Aske,1 whether he could give any information 
as to how the rule requiring Indian applicauts 
for admiOlsion t·) the Inns of C.lUrt to produce a 
certificate from the Deputy Commissioner or 
Collector of their district lD India was instituted, 
the witne,;s B.li 1 that his recollection was that 
tbe .India Office as such had nothinlr to do with 
the introduction of tbat regulation. He personally 
was consulted by the Inns of COUlt or by certain 
officers ot yarious Inns which were contemplating 
making very drastic rules against Indians. That 
was at the time of the SJ.varkar case, and ona of 
the I"ns began to give serious consideration to 
the question of admitting Indians. At that time 
he was a ~fember of the Council of India, and 
he was consulted, not a9 an official. but merely 
as one who knew something about Indlan 
studentEl, and his recollection was that there was 
a· certain section of the authorities of the Inn 
who w:\nted to make very severe rulel'1 indeed 
against Indian studdnts. because they took the 
view that as a legal body the Inn ought 110t 
to be in any way facilitating illegal anarchic 
doctrines which were contrary to the whole 
spirit of any legal body, and ought, therefore, to 
be perfectly sure that none of the people whom 
it called to the Bar were practiSing that kind of 
thing. Had it not been for the ad vice they 
received, he thougbt it very likely that the Inns 
of Court would have refused to admit any Indian 
student unless he came with a recommendation 
from the India Office, but they were induced to 
modify their views and to accept the recom
mendation of a Deputy Commissioner or Col
lector. That was' his rec'JUection of the matter, 
and he did not think the regulation in question 
had been instigated by the India Office. 

Asked whether he had anr views to place 
before the Committee on the subject of Indian 
women studentt'l in this country, the witness 
said he thought it was a much bigger and more 
important question than that of Indian men 
students. There was an enormous movement 
among women in India at the present. momeLt 
towards English education, and a very much 
bigger landslide in the Europeanising of India 
was probably now taking place as a result of 
Indian women coming over to England than had 
taken place in the last three generations among 
the men. He expected that the number of 
.Indian women students coming to the United 
Kingdom would greatly increase in the near 
future, and he thought it most necessary to have 
all the arrangements for their welfare made in 
good time, and that no disaster should be allowed 
to occur before some organisation was established 
for looking after their interests. He thou",ht the 
question ~Ilc.h more difficalt in the case'" of the 
women than III the case of the men and it was 
very desirable thll:t Indian. women co:Uing to this 
country /Should lIve under a certain amount of 
frien~ly supervision. They had fewer oppor
tU111t11'9 than the men of becoming acquainted 
with English. ways, and it would be of great 
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assistance to them if there were someboJy to tell 
them what English conventions were. He knew 
of cases in which Indian women in pur" innocence, 
and merely through ignor,mce of English con
ventions, had done things which no English 
woman would dream of doing, and it was only 
kindness to save them from such pitfall ... 

Questioned again as to his parlier statement 
that the Universities expected that students 
coming to them through the Department had 
been sifled in some way, witness said that the 
recommendation of a Government department 
would not of course secure admission irrespective 
of academic qualitications, but auy student who 
had passed the nilcessary examination and came 
with the recommendation of the Department was 
regarded as being vouc::hed for by Government 
and that helped his application considerably. 
His complaint was that in the past the Depal't
ment had been rather too soft-hearted and passed 
on with their recommendation any student who 
applied to them. He lived in the hope-which 
was constantly being deferred-that some organi
sation would be devised which would courageously 
turn down unqualified applicants. 'fhe original 
intention was that the Provincial Advisory Com
mittees should do something of that kind but 
that intention had not been fulfilled, and no such 
organisation as he considered desil'.1ble had yet 
been brought into existence. 

In reply to a suggestion that el"en if the 
Advisory Committe~1I were givel1 the power of 
selection the ill-qualified students would continue 
to come to England in spite of them ani the 
position would be in no way improved, the 
witness said that, so far as Newcastle was con
cerned, they would be perfectly prepared to 
refuse any student who did not come with a 
satillfactory visa. If the Advisory Committees 
could not undertake the responsibility of grant
ing that visa, then it must be done by some other 
body, but as regards the suggestion thdt the 
Indian Universities should deal with the matter, 
he was doubtful whether any IndiHn University 
woulJ. take upon itself the odium of saying that 
a man was not good enough. and that, although 
he had passed. or just failed to pa~s, the Inter
mediate examination, they could llOt recommend 
him to come to England for further study. What 
was wanted was somebody with a stiff back in 
India to turn down the nndesirablps, but it was 
very difficult to find anybody who would do it. 
If a body could be created, whether official or 
unofficial, which wonld nndfrtake" the task, the 
English educational institutions would accept its 
visas without qUt'stion. 

He thought there would be no difficulty about 
arranging for the Britisb. Universitietl to state, 
SllY, six months beforehand, how mally vacancies 
they would be prep..lI'ed to reserve in each faculty 
for Indian students for the following academic 
session. It wall a difficult matter to get the Uni
veri.>ities to act together. but, so Jar as the 
Universities of Durham, Leeds, Sheffield. Man
chester, Liverpool, Birmillgham anu Bristol, 
which formed olle constituellcy, wert: concerned, 
htl thought he could guarantee that they would 
adopt a uniform policy. It might not be so easy 
at Oxford and Cambridge because or the autonomy 
of the individual colleges. That was Ii difficulty 
with which the Students' Department had hau to 
contend. The colleges agreed to take a certain 
number of Indian students, but orten by the 
time the best students sent in their applications it 
was found that the colleges, for various reasonR, 
had accepted all sorts of people leI'S qualified. 
and the better students verv often found it difficult 
01' impossible to obtain admission to them. 

The recommendation in the Report of the 
Committee of 1912 that Indian students who 

came to this country for industrial tra~ing 
would do well to have had some preVIOUS 
acquaintance with the ind{!stry in India, still 
held good; in fact, the necessity for previous 
practical experience was very much greater now 
than it was in 1912 because there was a great 
tendency on the part of the Universities to 
require students to have had practical works' 
experience before being admitted to an engineer
ing course. That was one of the things that 
ought;;o be made quite clear to Indian students 
who in~nded to come to this country for the 
study of engineering. 

He agreed that an Indian student coming from 
'India even with some knowledge of the local 
engineering industry who went into one of the 
highly-organised works in this country would 
find that, unless he were able to judj!'e exactly 
what kind of knowledge he wanted. the con
ditions hOlre were such a long way in advance 
of those in India, that the knowledge he would 
obtain would be of little value to him on his 
return. It was therefore mo~t necessdry that 
the students before leaving India should be 
properly adl"ispd by those who had a thorough 
knowledge of Indian industry as to the kind of 
practical training they should seek here. At 
the present time that did not happen. ani 
students streamed over to this country without 
having the benefit of anybody's an vice and the 
problem was to know what to do with them 
when they got here. 

There was a growing tendency to require all 
engineering students to start their practical 
apprenticeship at the age of 16, and he under
stood that the attitude of many of the local 
industrialists was that they were prepared to 
help by giving Indians practical experience in 
their works if they would accept the condition 
which the Trade Unions were endeavouring to 
lay down that a student must enter the works at 
the a!;!e of 16, take his college couri!e as part of 
his time after gainin!l' a certain amount of 
experiellce at the wOl'ks and finally pass out at 
the age of 2l. 

Aske!l whether in his opinion the fact that the 
National Indian A8sociation and the Northbrook 
Society were housed at 21, Cromwell Road, was 
beneficial to the house as a whole, the witness 
pointed out that the house was started primarily 
with the object of keeping those two societies 
alive. It was recognised that they were doing 
a certain amount of good work, uut werEl very 
much crippled for wane of funds, and the S-cre
tary of State therefore helped them by offering 
them accommodation at a moderate rentaL 
Efforts were made to persuade them to amalga
mate into one scociety, but those efforts wer~ 
not successful. If the two societies were turned 
adrift now, he did not think that the house conld 
go on having the same influence on Indian 
tltudents, because many of them were attracte~ to 
the honst! by the vt:ry fact that the two societies 
were housed there. 

He was entirely of the opinion that the 
Advisory Committees could not be successfol 
unless they were heavily financed in view of the 
fact that their work involved constant meetings 
and considerable travelling and postage expenses. 
He would not, however, lIke to say that want of 
funds had been the cause of the failnre of the 
Ad\"isory Committees to do the work which had 
been expected of them. He had been sceptical 
from the first about their tmccess, but his two 
colleagues on the Lee Warner Committee had 
takOln a more optimistic view. He did not think 
anyone could Bay from this end what had been 
the cause of the failure of the Indian Committees, 
and he thought that the present Committee ooght 
to go to India to lIetUe a question of that SOrt_ 
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He realised that it hall always been unlikely that 
they would succeed. but. he f~lt himself ~ncapable 
of offerin~ any snggestIOn for rem?dYlD~ them 
until he had exaruined the problem In IndIa. 

In bis opinion it was very important from 
enry point of view that there should be some 
place in London to which students -could go! on 
their first arrival, for temporary accommodatIOn. 
He had heard of quite pitiful cases of students, 
who were not aL all well off, who had consultell 
a port3r. on their arrival at Charing Cross, as to 
where .they cO\llll ,find accommod.!.tlOn and had 
been advis~d to go to the Hotel Cecil. A student 
who had to manage on, say, l!40z. a yea~, remitt~d 
perhaps rather irregularly, foun~ hUI?-sE'lf m 
financial difficulties from the start If he lDcurred 
unnecessary expenses of that. kind: l\1oreov.er, 
students coming from an IndIan vIllage to hve 
in a big town needed advice in regar;i to a lot of 
elementary things, and it was most desirable t~at 
there should be a boarding-house or somethmg 
of the kiud where friendly advice would he 
availablE', to which new arrivals might go. In 
his opinion the present house of 21, Cromwdl 
Road was nothing like adequate for the purpose. 
j\1 uch larO'er accommodation was wanted particu
larly at the perioll of the year when the majority 
of the students arrived from India. 

A~kE'd whether he could make any suggestions 
8S to the kind of machinery for dealing WIth the 
Indian student problem which might be set up 
in India and which would command the 
confidence both of the ptndents and of t.he British 
Universitit'S, the witness repliAd that all he could 
say was that the Indian Universiril's appeared to 
him to be the most likely field of survey. They 
had the confidence of the Indian parents and the 
Indian public, they wele not susppcteu to the 
same degree as the Government. and he thought 
that it was by trying to get the ner.essary 
mac11inery erected by the Indian Universities 
that the best results would'be obtained. It would 
not. however. be au easy machinery to set. up, 
and he could nut flee how anybody could pO"'t!lbly 
handle the question from this country. Unless 
the Committee ascertained what the Indian 
Universities were prepared to do and actually 
handled the thing on the spot. he doubted 
whether they would be able to make any I'ecom
mendations of value. He hatt a great fear of 
elaborating schemes on paper without actufllIy 
testing them and finding cut whether they would 
work. 

As reoards the English end of the organisation 
all he ;ould say was that he thought it would 
have to be an ad hoc; organis-l.tion devised for the 
particular purpose only. He did not think the 
Universities of the Empire Bureau could help, 
and the Universities themselves could not afford 
the time. Thel' were all overwhelmed with 
work and wpre particularly pre-occupied at 
present with financial difficulties, so that they 
would not be able to afford either the expense of 
travelling or the time to attend to the matter. 

The organisation would have to command the 
confidence of the Universities here, and in order 
to do that he thought the Government would 
have to be represented on it in some way as the 
Univer~ities wer~ not likely to be sati~fieJ with 
an organisation which was purely voluntary. 

AssllminO' an organisation were brought into 
existence he thought the Universities would be 
prepared for some representative of it ~o visit 
them at the beginning of each year With the 
objf'ct of becoming acquainted with the Indian 
students who had arrived, provided he Wl're a 
person willing to help the University aut,horiti~s 
in any particular difficulties they encountered III 

regard to their Indian students. If that were 

the case the Universities would welcome such 
,-isits and. would not regard them as interference. 

He desired to represent most strongly his 
opinion that a great ~eal of the. troub~e in 'regard 
to Indian studtmts 111 the Ulllted KlDgdom had 
arisen m3rely because the call to the Bar was the 
"soft option" which attracted melny of them. 
Most p~ople who had gOl1e into t~e· matter had 
recoO'nil3eu that fact, but they had ~enerally left 
it by saying that it was so difficult to move ~he 
Inns of Court. There wa:!l. however, one thmg 
which-the Indian High Courts might themselves 
do to-morrow, if the v so desired, which would 
make an enormous difference, and that was to 
in'list that a man who possessed the qualification 
of a l)a11 to the Engli'lh Bar should at least givt! 
as mnch evidel)ce of general education as was 
insisted upon in India for a Vakil, that is to say, 
he should have a B A. uegree. He was seriol1sly 
concerned with the disrepute of the Indian 
students and he thought that that ,lisrepute was 
almost ~ntir"ly due to students. who, having 
failed to pass the Intermediate or B.A. t'xami
nation in India hall come to England to bA called 
to the Bar because they thought they could pass 
the examinations here more easily. In one case 
of which he had pl'rsonal experience, a student 
had been sent over here after failing twice at the 
Intermediate examination in India. 'rhat student 
tried to pass the Bar examinations, but he failed 
very badly and did an enormous amount of harm. 
His family were not at all well off and made 
Il'l'eat ,sacrifices to send him to En!51and, but all 
he did was to squander the money and add vuy 
perceptibly to the ill-opinion in CE'rtaill qu:!riers 
of London ahout Indian students as a whole. 
That kind of thing happened merely bt'cau~e of 
the inducement which the" suft option" held 
out to mt:'n who were failures from an educational 
IJoint of view ill India. 

As r~gards the objection that might be raised 
against the admission of Indian stndents by 
veople who c')ntributed to the support of their 
local University on the ground that the tirst 

- obli).ration of that University was towards the 
locality which supported it, the witness thought 
it would be very difficult to maintain that India 
had a (·laim as a part of the Empire to share in 
the educational facilities provided by local and 
parochial funds. It could not bA said that the 
teaching of unde;rgraduates was an ~mperial 
obligation. and he did not think any British 
University bad an obligation to give under
graduate teach'ing to persons from another part of 
the Empire any more than the paupers of one 
unit of the Empire had a rig-ht to go on the poor 
rates of clnother unit. Every country had to 
provide its own undergraduate teaching. Post
graduates WE're, howevt'r, in an entirely different 
pOSition, and, generaliy speaking, they would be 
welcomed by any University. 
STATEMENT by SIR THEODORE MORTSON, 

K.C.l:l.I., Principal of Al'oostrong College, 
N ewcastle-on-Tyne. 

I bave the honour to submit to the Committee 
on Indian Students my opinion upon the points 
to which they wish to direct particular attention 
in the United Kingdom. For convenience of 
reference I will follow the order in which these 
points ale enumerated in the Committee's circular 
letter. 

1. In Newcastle. upon which alone I presume 
that my opinion i3 now asked, Indian students 
are admitted as undergrdduates or students of 
the University of Durham it' they can produce 
evidence that they can attend the course of 
University lectures with benefit to themselves. 
A certificate that they have paseed the Inter
mediate or First Arts Examination of an Indian 
University is ar.cepted as satisfactory evidence 
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upon this pcint. The entrance exam:nation of 
.an Indian University is not acceJlte.l as a proof 
of sufficient attainment. This equ.Ltion between 
the Talues of Indian and Englisll standar Is has 
been r .. ached by experience. It has been found 
in practice that Indians who have passed the 
Intermediate usually are fit to attend the degree 
and diploma courses of the Durham University. 
and that those who have only passed the entrance 
examinations are not. Indian students who h.lve 
passed the Intermediate ExaDlination. and who 
are furnished with, adequate testimonials of good 
char,teter, are admitted in the same way as other 
students, an<l therefore I think t he facilities 
aV.lilable to them in this Univerdity are adequate. 

It remains to consider whetht>r auy of the rnlt>:I 
or I'egulatiolls of the Uuiversity 01' of the New
castle Colleges, though equally applicable to all 
students, do in practice bear with particular 
hardship UpOJl Indians. I can only think of two 
such rllle~ :-

(u) T~e first is a rule in the Engineering 
Departments of the Armstron>!' Colle;{e that, 
ceteris paribus, preference shall be J!iven to 
student:! who have had workshop experience 
before attending college. This, though only a 
wOI'king rule, is of considerable impodance at 
the present time when the En~ineer1Dg Depart
ments in thiS, as in other colleges, is very 
crowded. The Committee should beal' cl)llstalltly 
in mind the esseutial difference behvpen a 
Department of Applied Scien~e and a Department 

·of Arts. In a Department of Applied Science 
. such as mechanic,Ll engineering, mining, electrical 
engineering or naval archJtecmre, the number of 
students who can be admitted is conditioned 
absolutely by the size of the laboratory. A party 

-()f five or six students can stand round a running 
engine and see Ilxactly how it works and be 
-explained the mechanism of all its. parts. Twice 
that number, 10 or 12, wOllld deriye no benefit: 
tlley would get in each other's WdY, they could 
not look all over the engine or handl" it per
sonally. Su<.:h knowledge as they gaineil would 
be theoretical, bookish, unpractical and of no 
value in a commercial workshop. The conditions 
in an Arts Department are ohviously different. 
'rhe bulk of the teaching there is given by mea.ns 
·~f lectures, and supposing seating accommodation 
is adequattl a good lectnrer Cdn explain himself 
as well to 60 as to 30 studenls. Of course, in an 
Arts Department very large classes are a hindrance 
to efficiency. The essay work cannot be so 
ad~quately dealt with; the attention given to the 
individuailltudent is necessarily less, but an Arts 
Department is not abs;)lutely clol"ged and brougbt 
to a stand~tln by an unforeseen increase in 
nnmbers. A. Depd.rtment of Applidd Scienc~ is. 
The number of students that can be admitted for 
a course in Applied Science depends absolutely 
~n the tlizu and equipment of thE'laboratory. It 
will be sesn, therefore, that every Department of 
Engineering has a lixr.d limit to the number of 

.students that can be admitted to it. 'rha& limit 
h \s been reached in the Armstrong College and, . 
I bt>lleve, in most colleges which teach engineering 
in the United Kingdom. In these circumstolnces 
we have to make a selection from among the 
applicants for admission, and we give preference 
.to those who will deriv~ the greatest benefit from 
the training we can give them. Those who will 
derive the greatest benefit are mlln who have had 
practical experience in the shops. Indi.ln:il verJ 
Nrely have this experience and they are thereforll 
likely to be refused admission. This is not 
.because they are Indians but because they are 
not fully qlldlified. If Sir Hajendra Mukerji 
were to recommend to me 1\ young Indian who 
llad been through his works I should not hesitate 

to give him preference over an English boy who 
presented himqelf straight from a public or 
secondary school. 

(b) The oth!'r regulation which presses hard 
upon In.iian students is thll requirement of Latin 
for ndmission to the College of Medicine. The 
justification of this reqnirement is obvious, but 
I should prefer that thll Committee should hear 
this from Dr. David Drummond, the distinguished 
President of the Collel"e of Medicine, or from 
Professor Howdt'n, the Registrar. 

2. I think most of the Universities of the 
United Kingdom are coming to accept the Indian 
Intermediate or First Arts ElCamination as the 
qualification for ad mission for a degr .. e or diploma 
course, and I should like ~he Committee to 
recommend that this standard of qualification 
should 'oe generally recogni13ed. 

3. As long as it is necessary or desirable for 
Indian students to come to this country to read 
for the B.A. or B.Sc. Degree, they should come 
after having passed the Intermediate or First 
Arts in India. Bnt I hope that the education. 
given in Indian Universities will make snch 
progress that there will be no advantage for them 
to come to this country as undergrad uates. When 
that progress has been achieved, the point at 
which they should hreak off thE-ir education in 
India will be tha B.A. or B.Sc. I think that for 
a long while to come it may be beneficial to 
Indian students who wish to achieve real dis
tinction in some bnl1ch of science to come to 
the United Kingdom for post.-graduate study . 
Facilities for research have been opened by.the 
new regulations for the Ph.D. of which I think 
Indian students might take arlvantage with great 
benefit to themselves and to India. 

4. The Armstrong College offers facilities 
·for research and study in chemistl'Y, physil's, 
applied mathematics, naval architeclUre, zoology, 
electrical engineering, agriculture, economics, 
and philotlophy antecedent to the Ph.D. Degree. 
Properly qualified Indians who wish to take this 
de~ree in Newcastle will be welcomed. 

5. The number of Indians who come to 
Newcastle does not warrant the establishment of 
a special hostel for them. But even if it did 
I should oppose the suggestion. I entirely 
sympathise with the Indian objection to this 
l'roposal. Indians come to I<:ngland for the same 
reaSOllS wh:ch send young Eoglishmen to France 
or Germany, i.e .• to learn the language, and, if 
one may now use the word, the culture of the 
people in those countries. That object would be 
defe.lted if they were segregated in special 
hostels. The propOflR1 for an Indian hostel is 
evidence that the Indians have not been absorbed 
into the generdl body of the students of the 
University; it is a danger silffial indicative that 
Indians are in excess in that University. This is 
what has already occurred in certain Universities 
in the United Kingdom. Indians have proceeded 
to those centres in greater numbers than the 
Universities can absorb, and the result is bad 
feeling, antipathy, or racial prejudice. Here wa 
come to the central problem which the Committee 
has to consider, and I beg tit em to look f.lcts 
squarely in the facE.', for only wasle of money 
and disappointment can result from ignoring 
them. I beg the Committee to realise that no 
University can abs;)rb more than a limited, and 
rather small, nnmber of foreign students. A 
University is 1\ corporate body with traditions 
and a certain characteristic tone; it has a per
sonality which is distincti ve, of which it is proud 
and which it desires to retain. This personality 
would be destroyed or distorted by the influx or 
a Idrge number of tltrangers, and no University 
will toler.lte this transformation. This is as true 
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of Univ~rsities in India as in En~land. Neither 
Aligarh nor Benares, the two Indian Universities 
with the U10st distinct perdonality. would consent 

-to be swamped by aliens. Either by official 
regulations or by unofficial ostracism they ~ould 
react against the intrusion of strangers who co~ld 
not participate in their a@pirations. The Engbsh 
Universitie'J are beginning to react a~ainst the 
invasion of Indian students because the htter 
have come to them in numbers greater than t,hey 
<lan absorb. A similar thing was beginnin{! to 
happen in France before the war. The 
French Universities were reacting against the 
invasion of Russian students in spite of the 
fact that there was, both -politically and 
socially, the greate8t friendship between 
France and Russia. If Indian students flock 
to one Univt'rsity either in the United Kingdom 
or America or Germany in numheril greater than 
that University can comfortably absorb. there 
will be friction and ill feeling, and no recommeu
dations which -your Committee make can prevent 
it. The wise course i8 to limit the number of 
Indian stud~nts in one University and to 
distribute the total number as evenly as possible 
over all the Universities of the United Kingdom. 
The object for which all should work is the 
improvement of thE! Indian Universities to such 
It point that therA would be no need to come to 
England for undergraduate study. At thE! same 
time the illegitimate advantages which an Indian 
may gain by studying in England should l,e 
neutralised. Of these the facile call to the 
English Bar is the greatest. A young Indian who 
has passed the Matriculation Examination of an 
Indian University has very solid reasons for 
preterring a call to the English Bar to the Indian 
qualification for pleading in the High Court. In 
the firflt case he will need only the expf'I1diture 
of three veal's' time and a moderate intellectual 
effort to become a barrister, qualified to plead in 
any Indian court, and enjoying, by virtue of hIS 
foreign qualification, precedence over those who 
have studied in their own country's colleges. In 
tbe otber case be will see before him at ledst six 
years of hard work: he will' have to pas£! three 
examinations, the IntermedIate, the B.A., and 
finally the J.L.£., and these are not merely 
nominal examinations after the preRcribed terms 
have been kept. but severe tests at which, on an 
average. about 50 per cent. of the candidates felil. 
The call to the J~nglish Bar is the soft option 
which inevitably temvts many an Indian family. 
It is grossly unfair and penalises the poor in 
favour of the rich. I know by _ considerable 
experience how difficult it is t'o alter this 
unsatisfactory state of things, but one small step 
towards more equitable conditions could be taken 
by the Indian High Courts at once, and that iii to 
insist that all barri~ters,like all LL.B.'s an,l High 
Court pleaders, should prodl1ce tbat evidence of 
general culture which is indicated by a B.A. 
Uegree. 
, 6. The Advisorships are of little use unless the 

Universities undertake to do what the Advisers 

recommend. rfhis I understa:lcl they have not 
been willing to do, I do not waut an Advisor
ship created in Newcastle; it is a very thankless. 
appointment. and the Indian students believe 
that the Adviser is a spy or poli.:e officer. 

7. The principal industries on Tyneside are 
coalmining, shipbuilding and engineering. It is 
for the Committee rather than for me tv s-ty how 
far these industries are developed in India, and 
to what extent, therefore, practical training in 
them is needed by Indian fltudents. The dhectors. 
of industry on Tyneside are as a rule broadmindecl 
men, and I believe tbat if they were approached 
by the Committee it would be possible to work 
out a scheme for giving practical training t() 
selected Indian students. But I desire the Com-
mittee to realist' (1) that no firm can give training 
to morA than a limited number, and (2) that there 
must be a general understanding hinding all 
firms to give such training in some proportion to
their rtlsource~. 

8. I am in fa.vour of this suggestion. I have it 
on the authority of one of the managers of a big 
industrial concern in Newcastle (nnw dead) that 
no firm could refuse this condition if it were 
made essential to the contract When I was at 
the India Office I tl'ied to get the Stores Depart-. 
ment to act on this hint, but without success. 

9. This can be done provided YOll persuaue 
some capable man to und~rtake the hard work 
which is necessary for success. The results 
which Mr. Algernon Brown has achieved for the 
Siamese students arc convincing. 

10. It is very desirabl& to make Indian students 
acquaintt'd with all thtl .. good" movements that 
are going on in England, and many Indians I 
know rt'gret that they did not do so when they 
had the opportunity. But a boy or youth does
not realise, while be, is still arl undergraduate, 
how much tht'se things will interest him in after
life, nor how much English experience can throw 
light on Indian I'roblems; therefore he is pro
ba.bly indifferent to them during his stay in this
country. Further, the undergraduate has his 
work and a full life in college. I don't see where-
11e is going to find time for the study of social 
and economic problpms. In educational matters 
the beginning of wisdom is that you cannot get 
a quart measure into a pint pot. 

U. The propcr sphere for social and. intellectual 
intercourse for a student is the college itself. If 
he is in a college where Indiantj are not in exct'ss 
he will have in the different societil:'S as much 
social and intt'llectual intercourse as he can 
digest. If he is well mannered and agreeable 
and has something of his own to contribute t; 
the general stock, h~ will probably find. in a 
college like this Where his countrymen are com
paratively rare, that it is an advantaO'e to be an 
Indian, but of course he can only exp~ct to meet 
men of his own age; the days are gone bv when a 
distinguished man of letters like Alfred Tennyson 
asked the young Sajid Mahmud to stay with him. 

PROFESSOR A. MEEK, M,Sc., and PROFESSOR H. STROUD, M.A., D.Sc., present and past De.lns of 
the Faculty of Science of Armstrong College, were called and examined. 

Professor Meek stated that he had had only a had been their custom to aUow Indian students 
,small experience of Indian students in this to come in rather easily. and the consequence 
,country, but so far as the one or two medical and was that some of them were disapPOinting 
.science students he had known were concerned. throughout the conrse. He doubted whether
he thought the experiment of sending them here they were the best brains that could have 
had been successful, though he was Inclined been selected from India for study here In 
to the idea that it might be better if the future. he thou!!ht if more students from ·India 
encouragement of study wa~ made in Indi.a wl:'re to come to this c.)untry it ought to be 
rather than here. His experIence was tpat It made a rnle that they were not let into th& 
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Unil"ersities at a lower level than British students 
were let in, and that the Univel'sitiE's of India 
should make the I!election of students. 

Questioned further on this pOint,Professor Meek 
stated that this applied only to the past, as in the 
present the Principal was able from his experience 
in India to say whether the Intermediate Exami
nation of an Indian Umversit,y, which they were 
now required to have passed before admission, 
was adequate or not; also hhl remarks only 
referred to students of medicine and not those 
-of science. 

ProfessOJ' Meek then said that there was a 
,difficulty with rE'gdrd to applications direct from 
-student .. , and referred to a letter which he had 
had that morning for admission 11> I,he University 
for a dE'gree of B.Sc. in Civil Engineering. He 
pointed out that it was difficult for him to. know 
what the writer's expl'rience actually was' or the 
"alue of the examination which he had passed. 
The action he had taken on thl:l lettpr "as to 

<onsult the Pro(es~or of Engineerinl!', and as the 
student would probahly bd required to pass a 
further examination, and in view of tbe fact tbat 
the Engineering Department was practically full, 
the reply would probably be that he could not be 
accommodated. Even supposing they were in a 
position to take him it would be necessary to find 

-(lut very carefully to what stage of the work he 
could be introduced. He had not been in the 
habit of asking the advice of thA Indian StudE'nts' 
Dppartment with regard to the qualificationtl of 
an applicant f"om India, and at the presE'nt time 
they were fortunate in having Sir Theodore 
MOlison as Principal, who could tell them about 
thp Hlue of examinations in India. 

Dr. Stroud. who F:tated that he had been two 
IE'ars Dean of the Faculty and 12 yt'ars Secretary 

of it, said that there was a regulation applying to 
foreign or oriental students who might claim 
exemption from the first year's course ou the 
ground of having done some work befor'} they 
came to the University. Foreign students might 
satisfy the Committee that they had pasBed an 
examination of a standard equivalent to that of 
matriculation, or with regard to exemption from 
the first-year couri!le the Faculty might, on 
recommendation of the Principal, require such a 
stnd .. nt to pass the Intermediate Examination 
before entr,mce. He saw from the Committee 
Book of tbis Committee tbl.'t a number of Indian 
students had been granted the privill'ge (iL 

condition of their passing the examination, bu~ 
they had not presented themselves for it. The 
exemption enabled them to take a science degree 
in two year:! if they passed the examination, but 
apparently the examination had frightened many 
of them from entering. It might also be true 
tbat they had approached sevl'ral Universities at 
the same time and happened to have chosen 
anoth~r than Armstrong College. Thpy had not 
had many science stodents, but of those that 
had come fince the war the majority did 
well and he would not say that the criticism 
made by Profe~l!or Meek with regard 10 medical 
student:; was true of thosA in the Faculty of 
Science. 

Asked with regard to accommodation in New
castle. Dr. Stroud stated that it was difficult to 
obtain snitable lodgings. Before the war there 
had been a small hostel kept by a German 
lecturer, but it did not pay; the students were 
usually foreigners. It had not come before his 
notice that there had been any cases of financial 
distress amongst Indian students or that they did 
not pay their bills. 

MR. E. FRASER SMITH, the Secretary of the North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and 
Shipbuilders, was called anJ. examined. 

'He pointed om that he was appearing strictly in 
a private capacity, but would be glad if he could be 
I)f any use to the Committtle. From his general 
experience he did not think that in norlDal times 
there was any great difficulty in obtaining' 
practical training t'or Indian student!!, but thE're 
was gr'eat difficulty in the las', year, owing to the 
conditions of the industry, in obtaining practical 
training for anyone. Though thE're WE're no r.-al 
obstacles in the way of gelting Indian students 
into workshops in the enginel'rillg industry, he 
beheved that the North-EaEt Coast, liS far as he 
knew, had little or no experience in that 
connl'ction. 

He had had some experiE'nce in connection 
with the IJrovision of practical tl'"ining for 
British studenrs from Armstrong College and 

-other technical colleges before, during, and 
~fter thE'ir college trainiug. SpE'aking purely as 
an individual, it seemed to him that it was much 
better to take the work .. training after the college 
training. Firms did not believe that an engineer 
COUld be turned out uUlter, say, about three years 
-of works training. There was, howevt'r, no 
genE'ral practice as to the stage at which it I!hould 
be take!!. He did not think that as a role firms 
had any preference in the matter. The general 
practice of the North-l<~ast Coast was not to pay a 
premium; they were subject 10 the discipline of 
the shops and were paid trade union rute of 
wages as a rule. So far as he knew there was no 
objE'ction on the part of the workmen to th.,ir 
-coming in at the age of 18. He thought that an 
Indian applicant at tbe present moment would have 
no chance whatever of securing practical I raining, 
but if there was work to do probably the firmd 
would consider such an application. So long as 

the present condition of the industry lasted, it 
would not much matter how the applicant was 
supported. In ordinary times, he imagined tbat 
if a Government department took up the matter 
they would have more weight th,an a professor in 
a college under whom a student had worked in 
securing practical training. In his view, firms 
had now a way of looking at things rather 
different from what they had before the war. 
They were much more cautious in his opinion and 
distinctly more impatient of Government appedls. 
If it was a question whether a Government 
department shouM approach an individual 
employer with regard to a stndent or a repre
sentative organisation like the Employers' 
Federation, he considered that the latter would 
probably be the better way. 

From what he knew of the temper of British 
firms, he did not think the suggestion would 
work at all that, liS a condition of a coutract from 
thA Indian Government, firms should tdke thpir 
part in providing prdctical training. If, however, 
a tirm were induced against its will to take a 
student becaustl they would submit to conditions 
rather than lose a cuntract, he did not think that 
they would so arrange matters that the man 
would learn nothing. He was. however, con
vinced that, whether it was an Indian or a British 
student, the amount of real education a student 
got in a 'Works depended on himself. If he were 
bent npon learning he would learn, and nothing 
the firm could do would prevent him from 
getting good results from his training. Firms,. 
however, varied very much in the o}Jportunitie8-
they had of providing training. facilities. Therfl 
were some, although very few were on the North
East Coast, which made a speciality of training 
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'.apprentices. Where, however, there was no 
'special training, it depended more. than ever on 
the student what amount of profit he got. He 
agreed that it woulll be rather absurd for a fi~m 
to take an Indian student as the result of obtam
ing a contract and then not to be in a fair way to 
train him when they got him. 

Asked whether It would be possible for his 
Institution to act in the matter of accepting Indian 
students and placing them with firms who we~e 
members of the Institution, the witness thought It 
wOldd be possible, but it would be a matter that 
would have to be considered bv the Council of 
the Institution, At present the institution acted 
as rep~t;sentative of the North-East Coast firms 
in ·regard to education because of its knowledge 
of educational matters. He thought that the 
Council would be prepared to consider such a 

, He did not think, however, tha~ 
sugge~tlOnti s would be willin~ to modify their
TY!lt;sl~ein r:rder to give a more suiLable haining
tralOl~o to meet their special needs. 
to In~~dnswhethtlr there had been, any ,difficulty 

,AhS d to Trade Union reg'lllatlOns III respect 
Wit re"'ar 't t d th t h f k'" '" students, the witness s a e a e was 
o ta 10., thrt any difficulty had been felt as yet_ 
not aware <. h 'h 
H speaking larO'ely of persons w 0 mig t e was .", d ffi f 
be considered as the commlSSlOoe 0 cer~ a 
'd t but he O'athered that the Trade U mons-In us ry, ., , 1 f t' 

de"vourinO' to le2'ls ate or prospec I va were en.. " ~ , d 
artisans who might be consldere as non-
. , sl'Ol1ed officer.. He was not an employer commls " 
of labour, however, and dui not want to pre~end 
to have very much knowledge ~b,out the ques~lOn;. 
he only knew of certain conditIons that eXisted 
in certain works. 

Prof03ssor H, LOUIS, M.A" D.Sc" Professor of Mining at Armstrong College, was called and examined .. 

He stated that the Mining Department was 
founded by the University of Durham in con
junctioll with the North of England Institute of 
,MiniD!~ Engineerfl and was a special department 
from the very outset of the College. 

He had had several Indian students both 
for civil engineering and for mining. As a rule 
they were not well prepared, and though it was 
exceptional for them to be weak in English they 
were not strong in mathematics and their greatest 
defect was in general education, His impres .. ion 
watl .that they had perhaps specialisl'd at .too early 
an'R2'e. He thought that the Mining Department 
of the College was known in India rather through 
individuals than through advertising their 
facilities, as he was personally in touch with a 
great many Indian people, As a rule the Indian 
stuuents he had had were very good students, 
though they did not strike him as men qualified 
for high posts in coal mines. They were better 
on the book side of their work than on the 
technical side. English students usually came 
from mining families or a mining atm08phere 
and might, or might not, have had actual ex
perience of mines; but Indian students came to 
it prdctically new. The previous practical 
experience was a diffiQult point. A CommitteI' 
from India which came to this country in 1916 
fou.nd that opinions in this country regarding 
previous experience were about equally divided. 
but they considered that for Indian students 
abQut eight months underground was necessary 
b'efore their second year at a Mining College, 
His OWll view was that students both in this 
country and, if possible, in India should have 
something like six months in machine shops 
before they came to the College, though thi" wa:i 
,a counsel of p~rfection. 

The mining course at Newcastle was three years, 
and in the two long vacations there was oppor
tunity for four months' undergrounll experienc~. 
There had not been any serious difficulty hitherto 
in providing this experience for Indians, but in 
the past 3 ear it was practically impossible for 
anyone because all the mines were shut down. 

Indians came at about the I>ame age as British 
students-between 18 and 21-and were required 
to have passed the Matriculation Examination 
.here or an equivalent. . 

As regards Indians he would prefer to have 
persons with a good broad general education 
lather than those who had attempted to specialise 
before they came. 

With regard to the workshop e~pe.rience that 
.be had mentioned, the object was that a person 
$h(iuld get into the way of dealing with men, and 
he could not insist too strongly on the tact that 

the successful engineer was the one who could. 
handle workmen. 

Asked whether he had had any experience of 
men trained in either Sibpur or Dunbad in order· 
that he could compare them with Indians who
beO'an their course here, witness stated that he 
co~ld not recollect any at the moment. 

Asked whether he knew anything of the after
career of his Indian students, witness said that he 
knew about some of them, but he did not very 
often hear from them, He thought the majority· 
of them had been Government scholars, 

British students after taking their degree in 
mining could not immediately take up a re
sponsible position in a mine; fol' instance, in 
coal mining a perilon was not allowed to hold a 
responsible position until he had obtained a 
colliery mauager's certificate, which he could 
acquire by serving five years in a colliery or, if he 
held a college degree or diploma, three years, 
An Indian would have to go through such· a 
further period of practical training in a mine 
after taking his degree, but whether he should do 
it here or in India was a moot question, So far 
he had never encountered any difficulty in 
getting practical traiuing for a foreign student 
who had taken his degree, and during the colleO'e 
course he liked a pt'rson to spend one 10nO' vac~-. 
tion in a coal mine and anothl'r in a metalliferous 
mine. The majority of studt:nts made their own 
arrangements. 

He did not think that the Indiau students had 
taken very well to the practical work, and, as a 
rule, they had not a practical turn of mind. 
Personally, he had not been in the Indian coal
tields for about a dozen years, and When he went 
round the coalfields there some of the native 
mines were exceedingly badly run from the. 
technical point of view, though ce understood 
that they had been much improved since 

~D: Indian would. get a much more ~omplete. 
!raullng, here than III India, and if coal mining 
m India. was to be as progressive as they 
expected It would be, the best Indians ouO'ht to. 
have some training in this country, He ';ished 
to, urge on the 90mmittee that the .l\1inister or 
Mm,es sho~l~ be lOduced to accept experience in 
Indian mmlDg as qualifying for a colliery 
manager's certificate in this country and if th's 
were ~ranted it, would be a very us~ful piece ~r 
w?rk for t~e kmd of student which the Com
mittee had III mind. If a man who had h d h' , . I d' . a IS-experience 10 n Ian mmes for three years could 
com.e here and sit for his colliery mana er's 
certificate be would then be qualified t t gk 
1• sp 'bl ·t· h 0 a e a e onsl e pOSI Ion at ome, and after h ld' . 
that for a year or two he could go back toOl Id~g n la. 
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and help Indian coal mining very much. Such 
a man would be eventually more valuable in 
developing the Indian mining industry than a 
considerably larger number of JI'S~ mature men. 

Asked whetber hI' would rt!commend men to 
go to Newcastle who wished experience in gold 
mining, witn .. ss statei that the training at 
Newcastle was j'lst as gooe! as training auywbere 
else for that pllrposEf and he had ex-studentil 
from Newcastle in all corners of the world. 

Asked· how many Indian ~tudents he could 
take fol' tbe mining course, witness said that he 
did not kllow any limit to the numbers. 

.\'sked whether be would nt)t revise his 
opinion that personR who had done a portion of 
their school and college work in India were not 
the right type to come over here for finishing, 
witness stated that he coul,i Sl'e that there might 
be an advantage to sucb stut;ients, but his 
difficulty was ratber bow to fit them in. If, for 
instance, Sib pur and Dunbad were on exactly 

. tbe same lines as the institutions here, there 
would be no difficulty: but there w"s in fact a 
serious difficulty of curriculum becanse a student 
might have taken a portion of the mining work 
which was done here in the thir,l year in his 
second year and might not have done the geology 
in his second ,ear which was done in the. second 
vear here. ,·'l'nere was the same difficulty 
supposing a ma.n from Manchester or Birmingham 

came to Newcastlf'. It was perhaps one that 
could be surmounted, bnt he was profonndly 
dissatisfied with their own curriculum and woul<l 
hesitate to sl1ggest that tbe Committee in India. 
should bring the curriculum of mining studies 
there into accord with that at Newcastle. 

He did not consider tbat three years was 
enough and would prefer a (our-year curriculum 
in which at least fonr to six months of each year 
were spent undp.rground. A student then would 
have fou years at college, during which there 
would be 18 months or two years in the mine 
which would count towards the three yeart!' 
practical experience to be insisted upon before he 
·took a respon~ible 'position. 

Asked with regard to the persons wbom he 
suggested should come over after having had 
three years in a subordinate cap3city in India 
an,l get a responsible position herp, witness said he 
did not see any reason why they should not be 
Indians provided they were good mell . 

Tbe question was one of character more tha.n 
anything, and persons who could control and 
handle men would certainly succeed. In general, 
the Indians' difficulties were temperamental rather 
than physical,and he thought that Indianscould be 
got to learn tbis departml'nt of the industry. It 
was l·ossible to get men in India who were quite 
equal to it; Ihl'Y Wl're exceptional, uut they 
could be got. 

CO;\lIM.\NDER C. HAWKES, Professor of Engineering at A.rmstrong College, was called amI examined. 
He said that in the Engineering Department As regard:! civil engineering, he WdS of opinion 

they had had about 30 In<<ian students since that if It could be managed the first part of the 
1\107. At present there were only two civil practical training should be in mechanical 
engineering students. who recently commenced engineering. 
their course of training. Htl had only be~n 
at the College a short time, but his experience 
of the Idst sl'ssion W'lS that the Indian students 
were generally not sufficiently prepared fully 
to benefit from the instrudion given. He 
was strongly of opinion that a stndent should 
have had a' certain amount of practical training 
before commencing his University carl'er. This 
was not an obligation at present imposed by 
the University, but he hoped that it might be at 
some future time. It was not the general practice 
for students who Cdme 1(, Armstrong College to 
have commenced thf'ir practicc11 training before 
entering the ('ollege, but this year the percentage 
of those who had done so wa" higher than 
previously and possibly 80 per cent. of them harl 
been in a works. Though a student who had 
compll'ted his theoretical conrse in engineering 
at a Unh·ersity could make quicker progress in a 
wQrks afterwards, yet he would be rather too old 
to commence his works trdining, and the witness 
was strongly of opinion that the time to go into 
a works was when one wa~ young. He had 
himself been brought up 011 a form of the 
Sand wich systf'm allli. was more lD favour of it 
every day. 

British students at Armsh ong College were 
often apprentices who were allow I'd to attend 
the University as part of their apprenticl'ship, 
returning to the works in the stlmmer l"acation. 
Some students who were not as~ociated with 
firms previous to their entry into the College 
made arrangements to join a firm during the 
summer vacation. The remainder ha,l no 
association with the works <turing their college 
training. 

In normal times it might be possible f.,r an 
Indian to commence his practical training in this 

·country previous to his engille~ring cour;;e at 
college, but at the present time it wouhl be 
~xtrflmely difficult. . 
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With regard to the work of Indian students, 
he found there was a tendency for them to 
memorise things too milch instead of making 
a real attempt to nnderstand the prillciple~ 
involved. This WolS also true to a smallf'r extent 
of other students. 

Asked whether the use of tools could not 
adequately be learnt in a workshop at a p1lblic 
school such as Rngby or Clifton, witness did not 
consider that this could be a substitute for a 
works. which was the proper place to ge& 
practical knowledge. 

Asked with regard to the attitude of trade 
nnious, witness stated that the trade union 
restrict ons generally applied 10 perSOll'! who 
were goin~ to be artisans and would "robanly not 
affect Indian Etudents who went into works as 
college graduates-at least wben conditions re
tnrned to norma.1. There were few firms in the 
district which would take premium apprentices. 
It was difficult at the present time to plac" 
persons who wanted to get into works after 
taking a degree when they had had no previous 
practical experience. 

If he were asked to devi"e tbe whole confse l)f 

training, he would insist on a student doing at 
least two years in a works bl'fore commencing 
his University career; and the ('ame condition 
would apply to a British student. Such students 
however, would only be capable of working in a 
comparatively subordinate position even when 
thf'y had done that amount of trainir g. A 
student who had bad some yenrsof experi~nce in 
engiueering shops in Indi .. and had proved his 
capdcity to conduct industrial' atrairs would 
derive vnry great benefit from a University 
course here. His own view was that II 0 
engineering student should be allowed into a 
University under the age of 18. 

Tt 
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. 
MR. N. C. AHUJA, an Indian student of agriculture at Armstrong College, was called and 

examined. 
He staled that the cours!'! waS for three years, wa" essential to the country. His views were 

but that he had been exempted from the fir:!t year's not quite decided as to whether he should settle 
work because he had done the first year work in down to agriculture or seek to get into the Agri
India. He had also got the B.Sc. degree in the cultural Service. He wished to know the general 
Punjab Unh·ersity at Lahore; he was'now in bis principles of agriculture and could get.those bere 
final y~ar at Newcastle. and did not, seek to specialise with regard to tile 

Htl bad not heard about the Newcastle course conditions in thtl Punjab until he got to India. 
flom the Advisorv Committee when he was ·ill In his first year at the college here lie used to go 
India though he had tried to get information to a working farm near Newcastle ooce or twice 
tht're as to which University he should jOin; in a week. 
fact the Advisory Committee at Lahore rather Asked whether he fOUlld the north of England 
discourag ... d than encouraged him, and, had he suitable for his health, witness replied that in the 
gone on their advice, he would not hav" come to north of India from whence he came they got 
.t<.:ngland at all. much the same coM as was experienced here last 

He Cii'L not consult the Indian Students' year. He thought it depended upon the indi
Department on his arrival in England; he learnt vidllal student whtlther he could resist cold or 
enough from his friends to d .. cide where he bad weather: 
should go. In his view, if a student wished to He did not find there w&.s any social difficulty 
come tq England, there was no need ill India of with rt'gard tl) his tr .. atment here, and personally 
any information from the sl)-ca11ej Advisory he had llad no difficulty about residential 
Committee; if he wished to know which Uni- facilitiell. 
versity he should join he could decide here He bad no practical experience of agriculture 
bett!:.r than having old prospectuses given to him beforE> comil'g to England, and he had not found 
in India. He had known of students who had that it was a handicap in his work as a good 
decided in India to go to a particular University many of the English students were in the same 
here and had even got admission through the cae:e. 
Advisory Committee, but wben they arrived here When he first arrived in England he bad 
had gone to some other Univerrsity which they stayed at the Shakespeare Hut. SupPoRing 
found on further enquiry was more suitable for it had not existed htl would have enquired 
their particula.r Bubject::!, He thought that wh .. re to go from his Indian friends. He did not 
Indian Iilludents who went bark from here 10 thmk thf're was any difficulty in Great Britain, as 
India knew much better the conditions than there were so many hotels and lodgings where 
()rganispd Associations, such as the Advioory anyone could be comfortable if they had the 
Committees, He did not think that there was mODey to pay. 
lIny official organisation in connection with 
American Uni"Hsities, thoug-h, as far as he knew, He did not say that be wished both the Shake
Indian. students had no difficulty in obtaining speare Hut, and 21, Cromwell Road to disappear, 
Mce~s to them. His own experience was tbat but he thought more money was bt:ing sptmt on 
Indian students who had come back frum England them than they were getting back. If they did 
to Rawalpindi gave him much better practical not pay their way and could not hold all the 
advice than the Secretary of the Advisory Com- students, the result WIIS quite clear. 
mittee at Lahore. He did not think there was any need to open 

One of the reasons why he had taken an agri- hostels or organisations fer Indians, as he thought 
cultural COUl'se was that it was a lme which few that if student:! made an effort they could find 
Indians were following and yet was a line which facilities for themselves. 

FRIDA Y, OCTOBER 14, 1921 (NRWCASTLE). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIlt D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
SIR M. HAMMICK. 
MR. A. P. M. FLEMING. 
MISS L. M. BROOKS. 

:MR. E. O. HOW.ARTH,) R . 
MR. H. E. FIELD, J I: ecretarH's. 

PROFESSOR D. A. GILCHRIST, M.Sc., Professor {Jf I\gl'icu1ture at Armstrong College, 
was called and examined, 

He said that they bad not had many Indian but for other things, should ,be looked after during 
students in the Department of Agriculture, but their vacations as well as during their terms, and 
the Committee were aware already of a particu- there was no better way for an Indian student 
larly Lrilhant student, N. N. ~en-Gul'ta. The to spend his vacations than on a farm. It was 
others in the last 10 years had numbered only necessary to find a f&rmer and his wife who were 
four or fi\"e. sympathetic to an Indian student, and they bad 

He laid great stress on students baving. generally been able to find farmers who were 
practical training on farms, and in t.he case of the willing to take them. All a college. they did not 
present Indian ag~icultural stud~nt at t~e College undertake the re~poDsibility of finding farms for 
he had advised hIm to spend hIS vacatIOns, both tht'ir students, but they helped Indian students 
long and t'hort, on farms if possible, eVen though in e"\"cry way they could. 
he had had bOU.le practical experit'nce in India. Be thought it was desirable that in all the 
HE:' thought it most deSIrable that Indian ~tudents UDlver~irh s and colleges there should be someone
coming to this country, not only for agrIculture to louk after Indian students generally, and in the 
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case of agricultural studellts to help them to get 
l>ractical work on farms. Indian students were 
of different types. and it was easier to place some 
on farms than ,.thera. and it mi~ht mean visiting 
"farltla in order to place thf'm. 

The Adviser in Agricultural Chemistry at 
Armstrong College had held a post in India for 
some Yllars and was always interesteu in Indian 
students. He was most helpful to them because 
he knew the conditions of agricultural work in 
India. 

There was one difficulty which h"l found with 
Indian students in common with Oriental 
students, namely, that thpy did not like to 
buckle to as quickly as English stndents did. A 
fal'mer wanted a student to be willing to milk or 
do any kind of work, and it took Indian students 
a little time to buckle to in the hard work of a 
farm. 

They had no special training for Indian 
students and aimed at making th~ir degree a 
good all round one, \:.ecause they believed that 
in the examination and analysis of soils and 
the rotation of crops the principles we!'e thp ~ame 
all the world over. He generaUy found that 
Indian students preCtlrred to be on one of the 
smaller farms in Cumberland or Westmoreland 
rather than on a large farm in Northumberland 
where there wa", a great deal of machinery. 

He thought that thl'l success which they had 
in placing studpnts au farms was largely becanse 
both he and his colleagues !lid a great deal of 
ad visor;v and ex peri mpntal work all over the 
north of England. The member of his Iltaff to 
whom he had referred was one of the men whose 
chief duty was to work out problems for farmers 
and give them scientific advice. and fO!' this the 
Departmt'nt got a grant fl·om the Ministry of 
Agriculture. He felt certain that the Department 
would do what they could to take up Indian 
agricultural questions, though they hari no Pleans 
of appointing any special lecturer to look after 
the Indian students. His own strong feeling was 
that there was only one way of teaching agri
cultural science, and that was to make it applicable 
gener.llly to agriculture and at tbe same time to 
give opportunities for students to specialise in 
the dire('tion in which they wished to specialise. 
If, however, a man did not know his agl·iculture, 
he could not be an agricllltUl'al scientist. 

From his experience here as well 8S at Reading 
and in North Wales, he thought it was a mistake 
to Bend too many lndian student:! to on6 colle~e. 
It had to be remembered, tou, that the Agricultural 
Department was subsidise l by the Ministry of 
Agriculture and by grants from the four Northern 
Counties, and he wished to be protected from the 
imputation that the Department was going all 

over the world to get students l"J.ther than trainin ... 
the people for whom the grants were given. " 

At present they had 27 students at the Colle"e 
studying for a degree, and a total of 68 altogeth~r. 
He suggested that about six Indians altogether 
might be a fair proportion to aumit. He thought 
that a man who was to be a research worker or 
teacher or who aimed at taking a really good 
position in agriculture should take the deO"ree 
course of three years rather than the dipl~ma 
course of three winters. It seemed a lon~ way 
to send men from India here merely for a diploma 
courlle. 

Asked how much it C(Jst for a workin<Y student 
to live on a farm, witnes~ said that befor~ the war 
they estimated 25s. to 308. a week, including 
board, but roughly speaking nowadays it was 
about 2 to 2! guineas a week. 

He considert!d it important to select the very 
b~Nt and most suitable students to come to Eng
land, and it was important that they suould have 
had some practical training on farms in India 
before they came. . 

All that the College dem~tnded of persons who 
entered on a degree course was the Colle<Ye 
Matriculation Examinatior. or its equivalent. " 

He would welcome some orgauisation which 
would enable them to enquire into the character 
of the stu~ents; otherwise the testimonials they 
bronght WIth them should be frum their Uni
ver~ity authorities or from someone knOW!l to the 
College. He did not think th:tt in the case of 
English students testimonials werrl asked fOt, 
from their former teachers. but they generally 
knew a good deal about their English students. 

So fat· a:! his experience went he had had no 
difficulty on the I>core that Indians did not 
understand English; as a rule they knew English 
fairly well. 

He thought that if they had ideal conditions 
for teaching agricultural science in India, it 
wonld not be necessary to send Indians over 
here, but the country that gave the best aO"ri
cultural teaching would always draw the best. 
students. 

Probably the most e/fectivl' solution of the 
problem of training agriculturists for Tndia would 
be to meet the bulk of the local needs with local 
colleges, and that those who had a special object 
shouloi go abroad. 

At the Northumberland County Experimental 
Station at Cockle Park, of whicll he was also 
director, they had conducted certain experiments 
on the feeding values of vario'ls Indian products 
which they had received through tile then 
organiseI' of agl·iculture in India, and the results 
were of ccnsidel'able value to the farmers here 
and incidentally of value to Indians here. 

MR. E. R. n. REY~OLD5, President of the S~udents' Representative Council at Armstrong 
. College, was called aud bxamined. 

He said that the Students' Representative Bubscription tal' their own small expenses. The 
Council was chosen from each of the l!'acuhies Council had, however, no jurisdiction over the 
and fNm societies of general interest. It condnct of meetings of societies. Indians would 
was composed of approximately 25 persons, be eligible for all the same societies as the 
who varied from year to year according to British students; they vot.ed for the Council as 
the number of students in retlidence. The members of the different constiluent bodies. 
Principal had given them complete authority in There had never been any quebtion of an 
disciplinary matters, but they had in actual fact Indian Society because there had never been 
"ery little power. Every man paid two gUlDflas m,my Indians. One Indian, Sen.Gupta, ha-l been 
a yt'ar and every woman 258. as a composition President (If the Students' Rerresentative Council 
fee for aU students' societies and clubs, and tbey for a ¥eat during the war. 
got this money and distributed it as they thought The college had no Officers'TI·aining Corps ur 
tit. They had jurisdiction OVbr the finances of its own, but they had the Durham University· 
certain societies; for instance, general societies Officers' Training Corps. 
got money from the Council which enabled them lIe did not think there would be any feeling 
to carryon and the Faculty Societies had a small against the admission of Indians to the ('orps 

Tt2 
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provided they were in character an(l position 
eligIble and desirable; he thought thpre was a 
very small amount of prejudice among~t the 
whole body of students, amI it hatl not expressed 
itself in the student life at N ewcastIe. 

Asked ,with regard to the Indiap, student who 
had been President of the Students' Repre
sentati ve Conncil, witness said that he was an 
ex.tremely ~ood man in everything he set his 
hand to, whether it was intellectual or athletic 
things, and had been greatly respected. Indian 

students, so far liS his experience went, usuallY', 
took part in the games, bnt more especially 
played lawn tennis and hockey. The subscription 
of two gaineas a year enabled them to play any' 
games. 

As regal' Is lodgings he thought that a year ago 
there was difficulty in gMting lodging£! at New
castle, but he did not think it was so acute now. 

As regards the cost of living he thought that 
an Indian student could manage to live. includ\ng 
vacations, on about £200 a year. 

DR. D. DRUMMOND, C.B.E., M.D., Vice-Chancellor of the University of Durham and President of 
Durham College of Medicine, and PROFESSOR R. HOWDEX, M.A., ~.Sc., Dean of the ~'aculty 
of Medicine, were called and examined. 

Dr. Drummond stated that they had not at 
present any Indian students now studying 
medicine at the Durham University College of 
Medicine. They had had 82 applications from 
Indian students in the last 12 months and 
prosppctuses were sent to them and the require
ment:; as regards matriculation wpre pointed out. 
None Of them had made any further application, 
presumably because th~ requirement of Latin 
was an insuperable bar to the Indian student. The 
question of removing that bar had be€n considered 
more tban once. but the Univprsity of Dnrham 
had always insisted on Latin. Their own view 
was that it was essential for doctor .... as so many 
of their t .. rms were derived from Latin, and it 
was considered advisable to retain it in the 
matriculation. 

The medical course lasted for five years. Their 
course varied slightly from thf! course usually 
adopted by other Univer"ities. as in addition to 
pure scipnr e in the first year t.hp, students attendecJ. 
lectures in junior anatomy and did dissections. 
As soon as :1 person bad passed hill anatomy 
examinations, he could LOmmence his hospilal 
work, and they insisted upon th~ir men takin~ 
three whole winters' and two summers' hospital 
work. 

Indians, if they were matriculated students. 
would have the saTDe facilities in •• btaining 
hospital practice as other!1, and there would be no 
objection whatevPr on the part of the hospitalE'. 
The) had had not 1011g ago an Indian student 
who had been a resldent physician at their 
hospital. 

Pro{ee.sor Howden stated that he had examined 
the register for about 25 year:;, and found that 
during that time they had had eight or nine 
Indi'lll student!!, and among these there were two 
very capable students. 

Asked whether they wl're prepared to agree 
that the question of II classical lang 0 age mi~ht be 
got over by some arrangement' with the Indian 
Universiiies that some classical language must be 
taken in the matriculation there, Dr. Drummond 
said he could n{.t give an answer straight away, 
as any question of that kind would have to be 
submitted to the Matriculation BoarJ. Speaking 
personally. he would be prepared to E'upport the 
proposal that if Arabic or Persian or Sanskrit or 
one of the recognised classical languages of the 
East were taken, the requirements might be 
flatisfiE'd. Grt'ek had been an essential for their 
M.D. degree until quite recently. but it had now 
heen drop oed. 

Professor Howden stated that Indian students 
all came through his hands, anli he was clear 
that the matriculation with its requirement'! of 
Latin was what stood in the way of the entrance 
of Indian students He could only administer 
the requirements of the University, and it was 
for the Matriculation Board to decide ilpon any 
representation on behalf of the Indian students 
for the removal of Latin or the substitution for 
it of some other subject. 

Witness thou!!'ht that the view was hpld that 
the Indi In matriculation was of a lower standartl 
tha.n their own, and for this reason they usually 
asked t.hat an Indian should have taken some 
snpplementary language in India as well liS Latin. 
Even if a student had pa~spd the Intermediate 
Examination of an Indian University. he woulu 
be required under the existing regulations to pass 
in Latin before being admitted to the medical 
conrse. He did not think that the question of 
the standard of Indian Intermpdiate Examinations 
had come before the Matriculation Board. He 
did not think that the Indian Universities had 
ever made an application to have their Inter
mediate Examinationreco,!Znised. It was pointed 
out to thA witness that while tbe PJincipal stated 
that the Intermediate Examination .of an Indian 
University was accepted by the Armstrong Col
lege as adequate, the College of Medicine would 
accept a IJlatriclllate of an India.n University if he 
qualified in Latin, but would not accept a man 
who bad passed the Intermediate of an Indian 
University unless he had pa!'setl in Latin. 

Witnef!s stated with regard to Indian graduates 
that th" question of Latin would not be raised, 
as an ,examination for a Degree in Arts in any 
University in the British Eml,jre was recognised 
as equivalent for their matriculation purposes. 

.A degree in mpdicine wouli not exempt a 
man frJm matriculation; anyone coming with 
a degree in medicine could take the Hygiene 
Bachelorship in virtue of his having a degree, 
but could not take the Medical DeO'rt'e of the 
University. " 

At present there were just over 400 students 
in the medical facuIty, but usually there were 
only about 2(lO. There were plenty of beds in 
the -hosp,tals. both for ordinary and for midwifery 
cases for all students. He thought that the 
nu.nbf::l· of students in the medical faculty was 
~ikel! to decrease within the. next few years 
Judgmg from the entr,r for thIS year which had 
been about 60 as compared with 100 lal1t year. 
The figures of the last few years had been entirely 
due to war conditions, pnd they could have had a 
great many more if they had relaxed their Uni
versity requirements as other Universities had 
dGne. They 'Would certainly not fall behind the 
pre-war numbers and probably they would 
mcrease on them. 

Professor Drom_mond subsequently wrote on 
19th November 19:!l, that the Matriculation B~al'd 
of the Univer~ity of Durham had agreed a day 
or hyo 'preVIOusly that .as the Matriculalion 
exammatlOns of the IndIan Universities were 
below ~he ~tandard re~uired for admission to 
the LUlverslty of Durnam. these examinations 
be . no .longer re(~ognised for entrance to the 
UnI~·tlrslty,. bnt. ~hat the intermediate of the 
Indla!l l!Ulversltll:s be recognised, if such 
exammatIons contalDed the required subjects. 
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SIR GEORGE HADCOCK, K.B.K, or Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd., 
was called and examined. 

As regards the difficnlty of Indian stndeuts 
-obtaining practical training ill engineering. 
witness considered that thA Indi~n Government 
had marIe it clear that they wi",hed to make 
India absolutely independent in all manu
factures, and thfly would be in competition, 
therefore, with all engineering firms ill England. 
It seemed sound to him that engineering 1irOl~ 
in England sho'.lld look for some compensation 
if they wera to take Indian E'ngineering IItudents 
and teach them the technicalities of their work. 

It was asking that greJ.ter facilities shonld he 
~iven for Indian stu,ients than were given to 
En/!lish students if it were proposed t) a~k for 
admi~sion witbont payment. 

Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. took ordinary 
apprentices who sign~d 011 for fh·e years, or 
nntil they were 21, and they took pupils who 
came for two or three years and paid a con
sidt'rable premium and bad the run o( the shop:l. 
The ordlllary apprentice WdS simply taught 1\ 

trade. A pupil learnt pattern-makin!!', mouhling, 
blacksmithing-. fitting, turning and dr.twing office 
work, but he hau.to pay as much as 300 guineas 
for three year:!. Sometimes thl'Y touk pupils 
free under very speClal condition~; perhaps 
friends of people (lonnt'cted with the firm, or 
University students who had been taking enlZi
Deering degrees. but reqUired thr·ee months' 
training in a shop. But such students were 
·often lit the works merely for the long vacation. 
'fhey would usnally be paid wages, becau~e it 
gave the firm a hold ,over them. They had. had 
one or two Cingalese, but no Iudians. 

They had never been approached by the 
authorities at Armstrong Collf'ge, nor by any 
other University, nor by the High Commi~sioner, 
with regard to takin!! Indian students. 

He thought that if it were desired to approdch 
the firm on the matter, an appeal by the 30vern
ment would be more likely to have influence 
with them. 

As regards the ordinary pupils whom they 
took, the3 gavA no guarantee of employment. 
·The very best of them might stay with the firm, 
but he thought it was far better for them to go 
.away anlt get more experien('e. He could. not 
say whether an Indian student who had gone 
thrpugh the pupildge course would then llA fit 
for really rt'sponsible work. It dep~nded entirely 
upon the man himself. 

Tht'ir works were so large that they were 
·divided into various departments, and a pupil 
'woald be a~ked to put bi~ name do ~'n for m'lrine 
,engineering or 10comotivA engineering, and 
would spend the whole of his time in that 

.department and would not be sent into the 
~rdnance works at all. 

They had been thinking about the question of 
pupils very carefully. and prospective pupils were 
now generally seen by the department managers, 
who fatislled themselves that they were likely to 
.qo the firm credit. It was difficult to say 
whether it was better for persons to come 
.straight from a public school or whether they 

should have a University training first. If a 
person had a strong character. t1>e hest plan 
would he to take him when he was 16. Such a 
person would get his technic"l education some
bow. liS at night cI.t.;;ses. eVt'n if he diel not go to 
the UniverSIty afterwards. 

A good many firms did not take indentured 
apprentices; they preferre(l to let them come, 
and if they were not satisfactory to send them 
away agam, but others liked to have them bound 
for five years. 

He would not object to an Inilian student 
b£cause he was an Indian, bllt he did not think 
them so satisfa("tory as the English students. He 
would not expect any difficulty from the attitude 
of the workmen, as they had never found any in 
thE' case or other foreigners. 

Asked wheth.'r it would have any influence 
with him l'ersonally or with the firm if an 
appeal fOt" the Indians ("arne through a body)ike 
the North-East Coast Institution of Engineers 
and Rhipbuilders, witness stated that. he thought 
tbA firm would. prefer a direct application rather 
than one malie through any association. 

At the nresent moment they had beeu asked to 
allow five of their best apprentices each ypar to 
fEn to a technical college in 1\ ewcastle. and 
though the~' turned out tht:'se five highly qualified 
persons ea("h year they could not absorb each 
year so many persons in responsible pl'rmanent 
positlous. He could not imagine any firm taking 
on a large technical staff unless thflY could use it 
efficiently. 

As rAgards the type of training, witness stated 
that every branch was becoming more anrt more 
specialised and it was unlikt'ly that an all-round 
training would be good. Htl thought t.hat if a 
per~on wanted to be successlul in running a 
works it would be much better for him to be 
able to understand men and m~chinel3, and be 
able to get the best out of both, than to be very 
highly qualified technically. For the manage
ment of men, he would probably learn more in 
public schools and Universities than in the 
works. 

As regards the theoretical training of pupils, the 
firms generally insisted on a condition that they 
shonld have passed a matr·iculation examination 
after the first year, and though they did not do 
any theoretical work direct with the firm they 
were allowed to break their pupilage and go to 
the Armstrong College for six or nine months if 
they desired to do so. 

Asked with regard to the conditions that woultl 
require to be satislied in taking Indian stndents, 
witn<:lss sa{d that the fact that a person was an 
Indian would not Dect'ssarily be a bar. They 
would expect him to know English pretty well, 
anel to have had some training in mathematics 
and mech"nics. 

He thought it woulll be more succe~sful wito. 
his firm if they were approached with regard to 
particular students directly by the High Com
missiont'r rather t.han through any member of 1n 
Employers' Panel of Advisers . 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21. 1921 (LONDON). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 

Present: 

I MR. C. E. W. JONES. 
MISS L. J\[. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH} St. 
. MR_ R. E. FIELD , erre anes. 

SIR W. H. B'EVERIDGE, K.C.B., M.A. 'Principal of the London School of Economics: who was 
accumpanied by PROFESSOR E. CANNAN, M.A., LL.D., and PROFESS~R H. B. LEES-SMITH, M.A." 
was called and examined. 

Be thought that the total number of Indian would be about 70 or 80. The nsual period of 
~tndents at the school in the current ses:;ion the course was three years for the first degree, 
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but some pE'rsons came for higher degrees whi~h 
-could be got in two years. Indian students did 
not, as a rule, stay for more than three years unless 
they were going for a higher degree as well as 
the first degree' sometiml'S they took more than 
three years to 'get the first degree if they failed 
in one of th~ir examinations, but they were 
very unwilling' to stay more than ~hl'ee years. 
Formerly, Indian students were admitted to. t~e 
London School of Economics without any hml
tation as to qualification. but they had recentl~' 
found it nece>sary to establish a rule (though It 
ms not an absolute rule) that only Indian 
graduates would be taken by the School. He 
consillered it would be a great advantage if there 
were an oro-anisation in India which would serve 
the two purposes of advising and .sp"read~ng 
information to the Indian students and lDIOrmmg 
the School as to the qualifications of the students. 
It would be of great value if there were such an 
organisation in India to which the School rules 
and procedure could be sent nnd which would 
make certain that that information /tot to every 
colleO'e in India. As regards the second function, 
if. a; he thought desirable, the School limited 
itself practically to graduates it was not so 
important to have information as to their qualifi
cations so long- as they came for the first degree 
only, but when they wauted to come for a higher 
deO'rt'e it was important to know a great deal 
m;re about them. His own view was that, on 
the whole, it was much better for an Indian 
student, even if he were a good and advanced 
student, to take a first degree rather than a 
higher degree. He was of opinion that an 
Indian student got a better education by that 
course and he desired to emphasise that point. 
Th&y had a number of Indian graduates who 
desired to write a thesis for a higher degree. and 
they were very apt to write a thesis on some 
essentially Indian subject; and althongh they 
got a degree, he did not think they had got 
anything like the benefit from their study here 
which they would have got haJ they taken an 
ordinary first degree. He thought that that ought 
to be the normal course for an Indian graduate. 

One of the reasons for better dissemination of 
information in India waf; that students might 
<Tet to know the standard of the examination!', 
:nd he gave as an instance a student who was 
anxious to read for a higher degreE'. but failed 
badly in the intermediate for a first degree; he 
theu realised that he had a quite wrong standard 
in his mind before. 

At the present moment they relied on the 
Inllian Students' Department for t.ran!lmitting 
information to studmts in India.. If some body 
were formed i.n India which could select suitable 
students and forward their names to the School, 
he would be prepared to accept their recom
mendations, and in principle he considered that 
such all or(J'anil1ation should be supported and 
made the ;;'ormal channel of admission to the 
School. 

Be was of opinion that j;uch an organisation 
ooght, if possible. to be based on Universities 
rather than on Government, and he attached 
importance to the condition tha~ someone in the 
.0rO'anisation should have been In Englanil for a 
g('~d time and should know individually and 
be known to the heads of the various colleges. 

Asked whether there was any difficulty in 
accepting a .considerable number of reliearch 
students for a higher degree on the ground that 
research in economic subjects ma?e a ver! great 
deinanll on the teaching staff, WItness sud th~t 
that was quite a misconception. It wa~ ?', big 
demand but they were prepared to meet It In the 
{lase of' .qualified students, and there was no 

difficulty in giving the teaching. Sometimes an 
Indian student came and wished to red.U a 
speCialised Indian SUbject, and in such cases he 
had to go outsiJe his staff and get specialists in 
Indian economic questions to help the students 
and revise their theses. 

His general view with regard to it!aching 
Indian students was that, it was more important 
to give an Indian student a good shon than an 
English one, because if t.he English one did not 
get attention and failed in hil" examination he 
went away and VldS nnhappy, but there was no 
political consequence and no rankling or feeling 
of injustice. It wafl because he felt that they got 
more Indian students than they could really 
do good to that he had suggested taking only 
graduates. He quite realised that Indian students 
did not wish to be picked out as it ,were for 
special treatment, because they regarded that as 
a reflection on them, but all he wished to do was. 
formall v or informally to make certain that 
In.lian students at any rate diJ not get less of 
the attention of the advisers at the school than 
the English ones. He wished to make certain 
that the teachers took more trooble if anything 
with an OVl'rseas student than they did with an 
English one; he would not have special tutors 
for Indian st.udents, but would see that they got 
not less attention, and that would mean actually 
a litlle more. 

He hoped to be able to take all the graduates. 
who wisheu to come, and he hoped that it would 
be possible to dispense with the limit of numbers.. 
by insisting upon a certain standard. He would 
regard an excess of Indian students as more 
undesirable than an excess of home students, as 
he would not like to give bad education to the 
Indians. 

Asked with regard to persons who had not 
taken a degree in India, he cont-idered that such 
perbons shOUld take their degrt'e before they came 
here; a graduate who hart a degree of an Indian 
University, which was quite definitely of a lower 
standard than the Loudon degree in economics, 
benefitted in his opinion by taking the London 
first degre'l in economics. It was not that an Indian 
graduate had been taught wrongly, but that he 
had not been taught as much. If he came with 
an Icdian B.A. degree and wished to take his B.A. 
here it would take him three years from his. 
arrival, and if he then wanted t{) take a higher
degree he could take an M.Sc. in one year after 
he had taken his first degree here. 

He had. however. a good deal of sympathy 
with the proposal that per~ons with an Indian 
B.A. degree might be allowed an exemption or 
one year. This was one of the points he had 
intended to suggest to the Committee, and he was. 
of opinion that it was a matter for consideration 
whether the University here might not make an 
arrangement under which graduates of approved 
Indian Universities were exempted from 'the 
intermediate examination of London. The 
difficulty in exempting from the intermediate 
examination would be to decide who should be 
entitled to exemption, and he believed that it 
·\\,oold be necessary to set people down to an 
examination on thei,' arrival in the bubjects. 
which they chose in order to see whether they 
"ere justified in being exempted. The Uni
versity might do the examination, but he would 
rather have any g-raduate of any University and 
an examination than have a graduate of an 
approved University and admit him without. 
examination. The simplest thing would be to 
examine everybody who wanted exemption just 
to test his general standard. 

Asked further with regard to Indian students 
taking Indian topics for their theses, wHness said 
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·tba~ it was a bad education for a man simply to 
come to thiFl country and write nothing except 
about India. He wished to empbasise the fact 
,that they also had a much larger and more 
specialised staff thau allY other UUlversity in this 

. country for Indian students, and had never 
refu'!ed to take any student who was qualified to 
work for a higher degree because the sllbjec. was 

. one whi~h they did not ffel able to tdckle, and 
he hOlled they wOllld never be led to refuse 

.anyone on those grounds. There was ctifficulty 
ill producing person" who wel'e competent to 
deal with specL,1 features-Indiau economics, 
Indian finance, and iii') on. They could, however, 
gpnerally find outsiue specialists, and this they 
had done; they had never yet had to refuse an 
Indian stuuent fOI' any economic subject however 
specialised. His whole point was that it waR a 
better education for an Indian student not to take 
up an Indiau subject for hi~ thesis. 

Asked with regard to hostels, witness stated 
that he considered that a hostel for Indian 
stuoents would be a good thing; he thought it 
would be d(>sirdble, however, for it to be supported 
by 1he University or school :loncerned rather than 
by the Government. 

Mr. Lees-Smith stated that before the war he 
had tried 10 get Indian students illto families, and 
did get some of them into famllit's of good class, 
but it was difficult to do so. He thuught that it 

_should be rt'membered that the sitUdtion had now 
alterod; {or inRtance, the sm<111 protessionr.! fdmlly 
in this country had been so adversely affected by 
the war that he was now convinced that for 
payment of £3 (or £-1: per week Indian students 

-could be got inlO fd.milies of good class. From 
his OW,I exper'ience in the School of Economics 
h~ would say that two-thir,l'B of the studtlnts who 
came from India were fairly comfortdbly off 
.and could afford £! a week. It would require 
Bome organisation to find these families, dmt the 
School of Ecoaomics would probdbly do it on its 
()wn account, but he thought it coulJ be done on 
.a larger scale. 

Sir William Beveridge said he did not see why 
·each college should not register lodgings for 

itself; he contemplated before next sesSion 
getting lists of approved lod>{ings and families 
W)lO would take not only Indian students but 
other overseas students and many Englishstudents 
who came from other partll of England • 

Mr. Lees-Smith thought that if the findin~ of 
fdmilies were made a definite object, it would be 
successful as he knew peonle who took students 
now who would not have done so before the war. 
He did not think the fact that there was lack of 
housing accommodation and of servants was a real 
obl!tacle, and in the case of servants the difficulty 
was becoming one of money. 

Questioned further with regard to examination 
for Indian graduates, witness stated that even if 
there were a recommendation from a University 
body in India that a student was fit fol' exemption 
from 1 he first year's course here, it would be 
difficult to make an exemption; it would in his 
opiniou be far less invidious to put everyone 
through the process of an tlxamination here. As 
regards the economic course hel'e, it was necessary 
fur the secon.l and third year's work to know 
about th ... local government of England, and a 
person wh·) hacl taken an honours degree of the 
higher class in India might not know one single 
word about that, which was the argument fOl' 
having a special examination here. 

Asked with regard to the Sydenham College 
of Comml'rce at Bombay, witnes3 stated that lt 
was to some extent the credtion of the London 
School of Economics. and though their traliitions 
were strong there. he would not say that the 
degree of that College would be equivalent to 
much more than the mtermediate here. 

Asked with regdrd to Indian women students 
witness said that they hall not had m-tny but there 
were al ways some; he did not think, however, that 
they were nSllally persons who came definitdy 
from India for the purpose, but rather Indian 
ladies who were Jiving in England. There were 
one or two who had recently come from India, 
but he could not I!i ve pdrticulars about them 
without reference to the silhool records. 

MONDAY, OOTOBER 24, 1921 (LONDON). 

THE EARL OF LYTTON (Chairman). 
SIR D. P. SARVADHIKARY. 
MR. C. E. W. JONES. 

Present: 
SIR 1\1. HAMMWK. 
DR. S. K .. DAT1'A. 
:MI"'S L. M. BROOKS. 

MR. E. G. HOWARTH,} St' 
MR. R. E. FIELD, eMe anes. 

CAPTAIN M. B. SAYER, Superintendent of the training ship WUI'cester, and MR. F. H. STAFFORD, 
Secretary of the Thames Nautical Training College, were called and examined. 

Captain Sayer stated that the course on the As regards naval cadets Captain Sayer explained 
WOI'f.tster extpnderl over two years, and that that Ilome yeara ago there had been a navy class 
the cadets were trained to become offict'rs in the at the College, but it was discontinued in 1906 
Mercantile Marine, the Royal Indian Marine, the when the Admiralty demanded that candidates 
Beng"l Ptlot Service, or (as midshipmen) in the should have engineering experience, as the Com
Royal Naval Reserve. The College had also quite mittee of the College could not go to the expense 
recently accepted an offer from the Admlr<llty to of installing the necessary machinery. Recently, 
put up one boy e!lch term (i.e .• three a ye-lr) for however, the Admiralty bad written to say that 
the Navy, providt'd they passed the eXdmmation they did not now require engineering experience, 
for al1mist>ion to Dartmouth. and the College had agree,1 to train three candi-

Mr. St<lfford said thclt at the present time the dates a year for the Navy; they would go t() 
nge limits for admission to the Worcester Dartmouth, alter It'aving the lVorcester, for a 
raugeJ from lIt to 15!, but they go~ very 1ew further term of training. 
boys at 1110 young an age as Hi. 'rhe boys train- In the case of a boy going into the Merchant. 
,iug for admissiou to the Navy had to be between Service, the Board of Trade allowed his course of 
.lat and Ui years of age. two years on the Worcester to count as one' 
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year's sea training, which meant that at the 
expiration of the Worcester t~aining h.e h~d 
~nly to do another three years apprent~ceS~llp 
,before he was eligible to pass his first examlOatlOn 
as second officer. 

In the old days all cadets went automatically 
into sailing ships to serve th'"ir apprenticeship, 
but, as the sailing ship had died out, they now 
went into steam!!hips instl'ad. 

If a boy came to the W orcesim" at the age of 
12t he would completA his course of training at 
14~, but that was rather too young an age to go to 
sea, and snch boys, were generally advised to stay 
on the Worcester for a further ye:tr. 

Questioned as to the willingness of the 
authol·ities of the College to admit Indians, 
Captain Sayer stated that as they had been 
sending boys for many years past into the Royal 
Indian Marine and thp Bengal Pilot Service 
the~ thollght it would be unfair to refuse to take 
IndIan students. They had had other foreign 
students-Chinese, Japanese, Greeks, and 
Persians; Admiral To~o, for inlltance, was 
trained on the lVorceste?·. They vrere, how· 
ever, inundated with applications from l<.nglish 
boys, and officially the College was full until 
January 1923, but if sufficient notice was given 
they would be prepared to admit a limited 
number of Indian!!. 

The Indians would of courRe be admitted to 
the Worceste?" on thp. same conditions as British 
appli,cants, but it woulp. probably be well for 
them to be at least 15 yf'ars of age. In the case 
of a boy coming from abroad 12t was too young 
an age, and, as a matter of fact, even the Euglish 
boys:joinirrg the Wonester had of late bef'n round 
about the age of 15. That meant that they started 
on their apprenticeship at sea at the age of 17, 
which was quite young enough. 

At the present time there was very great 
-difficulty in securing admission to the Mercantile 
Marine for boys trained on the Worcester because 
of the large number of ships that were laid up, 

,and that matter would have to be taken into 
,account when deciding to send Indian students 
to thiR country for nautical training. If it was 
proposed that at the end of their training on the 
W07"cester they should be admitted' to the Royal 
Indian Marine there would be no difficulty. but 
if they were to take their chance with the other 
cadets for admission to the Merchant Sez:vice, 
they would probably find that shipowners would 
not welcome them. It wouid therefore be neces
sary to know beforehand that the necessary 
facilities would be available to an Indian atter 
he had had his Worcester training. 

lit was also very necessr.ry to ascertain that any 
boy sent to the Worcester had the qualities 'likely 
to'make him a good sailor, but if the Government 
of India could satisfy themselves that there were 
boys in India of the right type to make good 
officerA in the Marine Service, there would be no 
difficulty about their admission to the cour!le on 
the Worcester on account of their being Indians. 

The cOllrse on the Worcester began about the 
third week in September in each year, and, if 
due notice were given, it might be possible to 
arrange for the admission of, say, six Indian boys 
in two 'Years' time. They might be aule to take 
tl,ree in 12 months' time and another three in 

,September 192:~, and if the experiment were 
,'Successful they might in due cour .. e work up to a 
maximnmof l~ aUUlitted in two b8:tchesof six each. 

In the case of the British boys there was aDl' 
initial examination in general knowledge which 
had to be passed before they were admitted to, 
the JVorcestm", but that would not be strictly 
insisted upon in the case of cadets from India. 
n was, however, necessary for any boy joining 
the course to have a good elementary education 
with as much knowledge of mathematics as 
possible. If necessary the papers for the pre
liminary examination could be sent out to India. 

'fhe tot'll number- of the boys now undergoing 
the Worcester course was 205, and the expenses. 
were about £200 for the first year and £160 for 
the second year, exclusive of vacations, which 
consisteu of eight weeks in the summer. five 
weeks at Christmas and three weeks at Easter. 

In the case of boys coming from India. it would 
be essential to have some arrangements marle for 
their vacations as there were no facilities fol" 
keeping them on the Worceste1· during the holi
days, and even if the Managers were'asked to do 
1'0 it would be difficult to comply with the
request as the ship was more or less shut down 
during vacation time in order to save expense. 

There had been a number of Anglo-Indian 
bo) s on the lV m·cester whose parents were work
ing in India and who had lived in India fol" 
many years. Many of the Hooghly pilots and 
some of the officers of the Royal Indian Marine 
sent their sons to the Worcester. 

Generally speaking all the boys admitted to
the course had ,their own guardians in this. 
country and the College authorities did not 
undertake any duties of guardianship. In the
case of Indian boys it would be necessary to 
make arrangements for someone to look after
thern in this country, as the College could take 
no responsibility fop them during the holidays, 
and if they were taken ill there wIJuld have to
be someone who could be referred to at once. 

Indian boys might find the conditions of life
on the }Vorce.<ter rather trying in the winter. 
They would be living on a ship and leading a.
pretty hard life, so tbat a boy coming from a 
warm climate might feel the cold rathf'r acutely. 

All applicants had t" produce II. m~dical certi
ficate stating that they were not sufferinl{ from 
any .i~fectious disease and that their physical 
condItIon was such as to make them suitable for
a sea career. They also had to pass the Board of 
'frade eyesight test for colour and Tision but 
that test was not a very rigorous on!" and any'body 
with normal eyesight could p,..ss it. 

It wOllld bl:" of great ad vantage it arrangements 
could be made for Indian applicants to undergo 
some. sort of preliminary training before coming"' 
to thIS country ~s a test of the likelihood of theil" 
caring 101' a seafaring life. 

The BriU.h boys on the Worcester .generally 
came from the professional classet,; and it would 
not be possible to put boys from the lowel" 
cl~sses among them. Thertl were otter training 
ShIPS ~or what was called the seaman cJa~s. 

IndIan boys admitted to the Worcester would 
have to f.all into line with the English boys as 
r~g~rds dIet .md tb~re would be no facilitie:'l fol" 
gIV!ng them speCIal religious services. The 
Cl~mese and Japanelile boys who had been on the 
ShI~ had had. the same food as the rest, and the 
IndIan boys, If admitted, wonld ha¥e to do the 
same. There was only one staff of cooks d·1; 
would not ?e possible to provide a speci:t di~t 
for any parhcular class of students. 

MR. EnWYN BEVAN was called and examined. 
Asked whether he would like to make any Kingdom, he said that he had no t" 

general statement ari~iDg o'l1t of b.i~ knowle.dge rf'gardip/!_ the arrangements at tb~ar Ic~~ar .d!l-ta 
and experience of IndIap. student" m the UnIted anfl that It "·as from personal ac .D

t
nn ersIt~es. 

- quam anCe wIth 
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Indian studenb that he had bad an opportunity 
of seeing wha~ were the deficiencies in the 
present arrangemenh for their welfare. Generally 
speaking, it might be sdid that at the present 
time many students went back to India no bett .. r 
for having come to this country. During their 
stay in England they were surrounded with 
moral temptations, and in many cases they went 
back home carrying nothing that wai any good 
from t.his coimtry. Al~o they oft'-n went back 
with fte1ings of bitterness against the British 
people. These were the two great evil~. 

A number of students had discussed with him 
the working: of the present offic;al organisation, 
aud he thonght tbat,asa whole, they undoubtedly 
had a great suspicion of 21, Cromwell Hoad, and 
there w .. re very few of them who would go there 
habitually. He did not think they had the same 
suspicion of the Shakespeare Hut, althongh a 
cert<iin class had tried to "'ork up suspicion or it 
among them. 

Judging from what be bad heard, h('l thought 
that a good deal of the suspicion with which 
tltudents regarded the Indian Students' Depart
ment arose from the fact that tbe officers in 
charge of the department had often told students 
that it was no good their applying for admission 
to a particular University, and those t!tudents had 
then applied indepen(lently of the Deparlment 
and had bE'en admitted. He knew of many cases 
of students who, after having been told by Dr. 
Arnold and Mr. Burrows that it was no use their 
applying f:>r admitlsion to Oxford, had applied in 
person and been successful. That had produced 
the unfortunate impression that the official 
organisation existed for the pnrpose of prev .. nting 
Indian students from gettmg admission to the 
Universities. 

Asked whether he thol1ght it would be possible 
to remeny the defects in the existin~ organisation 
so as to l:'eCUfp. for it the confidence of the 
students, or whetber hE' felt that the Illere fact 
of its btoing official would prevent it ever having 
their complete confidence, the witness sailL that 
he thought an official organisation woul<l always 
be handicapped as there would always be a 
certain number of students who would be 
suspicious of it. He thought. however, that it 
was po~sible that if certain changes were made 
it might command the confidence of the students 
more than it uid at present" It seemeu to him 
very und'esirable for an official organisation to 
dissuade or deter students in any way from 
applying for admIssion to a Univt'rsity" 

As. regards the question of the reception of 
Indian students on their a1'rn"al, Ul .. ir accommo
dation in hostels anu the proviSIOn of lodgings 
and advice as to Engbsh customs, the organisa
tion of vacation parties lind thing>! of that kind, 
he did not think: that an official organisation 
could by itself do v(>ry much. The question was 
whether it could provide f,lCilitiell for private 
individnals to meet students and follow up tbe 
acqul'-intance I.\S a matter of personal friendship" 

He did not think the original idea of the 
Northbrook Society hail ever been properly 
Jealised. He believed that the OJi~inal idea of 
that society and of the National Indim AS>tocia
tion was to provide a place where English and 
Indian studE'nts could mt:et, but as a ruatler of 
fact the English element had always been 
wanting. A few elderly Anglo-Indian officials 
attend'ld ~therings organist'u by the Society and 
the ASSOCiation, but they obviously could not do 
very much with young students. If it had been 
possible to get a nnmbE'r of young Englishmen 
~f gOQdwill to frequent 21, Cromwell Hoad and 
make friends with the Indian students it mi~ht 
.have made a difference, but that had not 
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happened. Part of the problem of the futnre 
was to get people of the right class in England 
to know young Indians who came here fOl" 
education. That could only be done individually 
and privately, but it was possible that an 
unofficial organisation might be started which 
youn~ Englisbmen would frequent. The more 
unofficial it could be made the mOle likely it was 
that it WQuid succeed. 

It was probably r'dther hopeless to try to secure 
a mixed residence for English anJ Indial\ 
students on a large scale, but it was verv desir
able to have a certain number of young English
men, who might; form a bridge between the 
English student body and the Indian tltudent 
body, residing at any hostel which might be 
started for Indians. These young Englishmen 
would put the Indians in touch with other 
students outside who might make friends with 
them and invite them to visit their homes" 'l'he 
trouble was that only a very limited number of 
Englishmen could be found who were willing to 
do that kind of work. The Shakespeare Hut 
had started with the idea of having about 20 
English students in residence, but they had 
never been able to get the numbers they hopet! 
for, and there had not been more than about 
half-a-dozen English students residing at the 
hut at a time. 

In his view the reason why the students bad 
more suspicion about Cromwell Road than they 
had about the Shakespeare Hut was that the one 
was official while the other was not, and also 
that the Local Ad viser had been housed at 
Cromwell Road. 

Asked whether he thought that if Cromwell 
Road were to be made entirely unofficial and 
managed by the National Indian Association 
or the N orthbl"ook Society or flO me association 
wholly nnconnected with Government it would 
be more popular amon~ the students than it now 
was, the witness ~aid that if the house had been 
started unofficially from the very beginning he 
thought probably the .. ffect of it would have 
bE'en very different, hut he doubter!. whether the 
people who were at Cromwell ROdu now would 
ever be able to shake off the burden of their 
association with Government sufficiently. Even 
if there were to be a completely new personnel 
the or~anisation would probably' still be regarded 
as a Government one, so long as it was housed at 
21, Cromwell Road. If, howe~er. the house was 
actually being used by the students and the 
demand on its accommodation at the busy time 
of the yt'ar was greatt'r than it could fulfil, it 
was of value, and the fact that some students 
reg-arded it with suspicion did not affect its 
usefulness to those who liked to take advantage 
of what it had to offer. As regdrds making 
contact between student.; and the English com
munity, he did not think tbe house hatl uone 
vel"y much. Big entertainments of the kind 
which w(>re organised by the Northbrook ::)ociety 
and the National Indian Association did not come 
to very much unless they were attended by 
English people. Such gatherings should be used 
as opportunities for making permanent acquaint
anceships and unless that were done they really 
served no useful purpose. 

If it were possible to utilise the existing 
English student bodies fo~ the purpose of getting 
young \<"nglishmen of the rignt class to take an 
interest in th(> problem, much ,more might be 
done. For example, the Cavendish Club had a. 
number of young Euglishmen from the U ni
'\"ersities assocLtted witll it, and if a certdin 
number of tbem could be persuaded to uk" 
an interest in the question and to frequen~ 
places where Indian students met together, fal" 
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more goo(l would be likely to result than from 
any amount of intercourse between Indian 
stndents anJ. elUerly :English people. 

Asked whethel' he thought there was any truth 
in the suggestion that the Colonial students were 
influencing British unrlergraduates and pre
judicing them against the Indi~s. the witness 
said that he had no evidence that the Colonial 
fltudents influenced their fellows, but he thought 
that they themselves often had considerable 
prejudice against Indians because tbey started 
with a much stronger racial ,feeling than the 
Englitlhm!in, The authorities concerned with 
the Colonial students might be able to give some 
assistance in remo~ing the prejudice if they could 
exert personal influence. All Colonial students, 
however, should not be regarded as possessing 
race prejudice, The New Zealanders, for 
example. bart no racial feelings agairst the 
Maoris, and he imaginecl that a New Zealander 
would not have the same prejudice against 
Indian~ as a South African would have. 

Questioned as to the steps that might be taken 
to get young Englishmen to take the necessary 
interest in Indian students. the witness said that 
he'thought that much might be done if prominent 
persons connected with India would addless the 
English students on the subject. FroIIl the point 
of "jew of approaching young Englishmen an 
organisati')D would not be at, a disadvantage on 
account of its being official, because an Englishman 
would not. have the same suspicion of an official 
organisation that an Indian would have. He 
was, however. doubtful whether much could 
actually be done b"t· any org-anisation. as it was 
mainly a question of the personal influence of 
people to whom the young Englishman would 
litlten. It seemed to him that all the official 
organisatirm could flo would be to su/;{gest to 
Englishmen who had the ne~es~ary standing that 
they should endeavour to intl'r~st the British 
unrJergraduates in the matter. 

Que"tioned as to whether the Indian students 
were not on the whole quite weil behaved, and 
whether the fact that they lived in the midst of 
temptation was really a serious problem. the 
witness stated that he thought the pl'oblem 
undoubtedly existed. His personal friends 
among the Indian stndents might be described as 
well bt-'haved. but from what they had told him 
he thought there was a large number who had 
got into an unhealthy state. Even if they did I 

not actually fall into viciolls courses they could 
get into a very unwholesome state of mind if 
they were living'by themselvetl in lodgings and 
mixing only with the pf'ople who kept those 
lodgings. The only VI ay to get rid of the 
Jifficulty was to give the stud~nts wholesome 
society, as a young man who was cut off from 
wholesome society was almost sure to fall into an 
unwholElsome state of mind. 

Atsked whether he thought the confidence of 
the s!udents in unofficial organisations such a,s 
the Shakespeare Hut WOllid be lessened if they 
received grants from Governmem. the witness 
said that he thought such a course would causll 
some difficuHy. A proposal was now being put 
forward that grants sbould be made to the 
Shakespeare Hnt, not by the India Office, but by 
the Provincia.l Councils in India, and h9 thought 
thertl was some hope that some of the Provincial 
Councils might make grants to the Y.M.C.A. 
Hostel in London. That kind of gram would 
not have the same invidiousness about it as a 
grant made direct by the.I!ldia Office, and would 
!lot arouse the same suspcIOns. 

Asked whether: the complaint of the students 
against the Indian Students' Department was 
mainly that it had been an obstacle in the way of 

their getting admissi~Il: to Brit!sh Universities, 01" 
that it exercised polItICal espIOnage over them, 
tbe witness said that he thought that both com
plaints were equal~y ~trong, and th~t. ~ven if it 
were possible to ehmmate the posslblhty of the 
charae of handicapping student~ in getting 
admission to Universities,the official organisation 
would still be suspected. ' 

If the High Commissioner, as the representativo 
of India in this country, undertook the duties of 
bringing pressure on the Univ~rsities to IldI?it 
as many Indian stud,ents as.po8s1b~e .and securmg 
admission to firms for practiCal traInrng, he would 
in those two ways render a great service to 
Indian students. So long as he did not deal with 
ir,dividl1al admissions, but only negotiated with 
the Universities on bt'half of Indian "tudents in 
general. it WilS quite po::!sible that his activities 
would not ue subject to tht> same suspicion as the 
Indian Students' Dep'lrrment was at prpsent. 
though there would still probably be a number of 
malcontents who woulel desire to make trouble 
and who would try to persuade the students that 
the High Commis:sioner was endeavouring to keep 
the numbers down. 

It would be a very interesting experi ment to 
see how far Government effort rightly directed 
could succeed, He thought that if it once 
persuaded the students that it was giving them 
/lreater facilities for gt'tting employment, and also 
givinl{ them opportunities for ma1dng social 
links, and if the High Commissioner or any 
organisation under him could get young English
men in considerable numbers to make friends 
with Indian students, that would overCO/Lle their 
suspicions in a large number of cases. It all 
depenued on how far a Government organisation 
c0l11d be successful in persuading the student.s 
that it was being of assistance to the,m. 

Asked whether there was any fee!iQg amOH'" 
the students that Government influence was not 
exercis~'d sufficiently in thl'! matter of assisting 
them to obt~in ~~ployment after they had 
~o~pleted their trarnlng, the witness said tbat in 
mdlV1?ual cases of young men who had qualified 
as engmeers and had been unable to get employ
ment a feeling of gl'ievance undoubtedly existed. 

Asked whether there was any sort of discipline 
at tbe Shakespeare Hut the witness replied that 
t~:lt w!ls a matter largely left to the personal 
dlBcretion of the Warden. The effect of any 
hostel depe~ded very much on the personality of 
the people In charge of it, but he thought the 
men who were now work,ing at the ~hakespeare 
~u~ had created by their personal character a 
dlstrnct atmosphere which was very beneficial. 

He. thou&,ht a great deal more might be done 
espeClal~y III the case I)f English students wh~ 
~ere !r~mg out to the Indian Civil Service to rub 
1~ the ~lght pOint of view from the very be"'inning 
o. ~helr c~reers. A year or two ago theOlndian 
CIVIl Serv~c? probationers were inclined to take 
uI Pd~he POSitIOn that as they would Bee so much of 
n lans later on When thev ant to I d" th 

was no p t' I ' n 1a ere . ar lcn ar llecessity for them t 
thlDO' of them I'n th' 0 see any-

" IS countrs H th h' 
possible that this view still prev~iIed~ oug t It 

MEMORANDUM BY SIR WILLIAM A 
PRINCIPAL AND D . SHLEY, V1CE-
OF COMMERCE OFE~:EOF THE FACULTY 
BIRMINGHAM. UNIV~RSITY OF 

1. In order to give a definite ob' 
to their work, it is most d . J:lct and purp'ose 
~tudents should have passedeSlra h e that, In~ian 
In their uwn country as m suc exammatlons 
matriculate and become eliaib~Y f enable them. to 

2. It is most desirable "'tha: or degrees. 
applying for admission to an E Inl~l[ln s~ude~ts 

ng Ish Untverslty 
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should be able to forward (suffi~iently early to 
receive a reply before they leave India) testi
monial~ from p .. rson<l of position, concerning 
their personal character. If these testimouials 
are furllished by Indian University authorities. 
they should not be regarded as ruel ely formal. 

a. While suitable Indian student~ will. of 
course,·be welcome in English Universities, it is 
not desirable, in th .. ir own interests, that they 
should come in such numbers as'to form a 
society apart. and fail to be absorbed into the 
general student life. 

The advisable numbE'l's will vary with the 
particular University and particular Department. 
As the Faculty of Commerce of the University of 
Birmingham is p .. rhaps the be"t known of the 
English Facultit's of Commerce, it may not be 
inappropriate to add that some half-dozen Indiau 
students at one time (that i~, two in each of the 
three Jears) is perhal's as l<irge a nllmber all 
could be rect'ived at present with advanta~e to 
themsel ves. Commercial students assisted by 
the Government of India should, liS a rule, go to 
Hydl'nham College, Bombay, or to the new 
economics departments of other Indian Uni
verl!ities, and only in very exceptional and most 
promising' caset! be sent to England. 

4. It should be borne in mind that the purpose 
of the Birmingham Faculty of Commerce is to 
prepare students ror actual business life, and 
only incideutally and indirectly lor teaching 
positions, the bar, joumalil!m on the civil service. 

MEMORA.~DUM BY SIR W. H. HADO\\', VICE
CHASCEI.I.OR OF THE USIVERSITY OF 
SHEFFIELD. 

The views which, so far as my experience 
goes, I should venture to put forward with 
regard to the admission of Indian'students to the 
English Universities, UJay be sllwmal'ised briefly 
as follows :-

(1) Ideally it is far the best that they 
should, be studentl1 who have I!raduated in 
their Indian Univer"ities, and who come 
over either for the Ph.D. "1' for some special 
piece of research work, 01' to follow some 
special course of study under a particular 
professor. 

(2) In exceptional cases it might be 
advisable for undergraduates to cowe, and 
the question then arises, if they are reading 
for an initial degree in the Univerl!it), what 
concE'ssion a'l to residence lind examination 
could be made by the English University 
which they wish to enter. It is clear that 
the answer to thitl question would depend on 
tbe standards of examination and the con
dition!! of residence in the Ind ian U niversitie<'. 
and for this reason it would be advisable 
that there should be some central office 
representing University education in India 
by which the various standards conltl be 
compared or equated and the requisite infor
mation be wade availahle. I might add that 
such information "ould also be of service in 

the case of graduate students who are coming 
OVer for the Ph.D., as all the British Uni
versities require special qualifications before 
students are admitted to that courde. 

(3) 1t does not seem to me ad visable that 
any l<irge number of Indian stUdents should 
be in residence at the same time at any 
Britillh University. If this happens there is 
a danger that they may form ·themselves 
together into a self-sufficing group a!ld 
so miss the social ad vantages that would 
come from intercourse with British under
graduates. For this reason, I r~.ther doubt 
the ad visability of establishing special hOiltels 
for them. It seems to me on the whole 
better that they should reside either in 
specially selected lodgiugs, one or two 
together, or by admIssion to the ordinary 
hostels of the University. I~ any c~se they 
should be encouraged, as far as possible, to 
take part in the ordinary undergr.1duate 
club life. 

(4) It seems to mt' advisable that at any 
University wher., there is a regular entry of 
Indian Rtudents there should be Fome official 
who could act in a more or less official 
capacity as their adviser and representative. 
The pl<in already carried out of local ad viser
ships at Manche:lter, Gl<lsgow, and Edinburgh 
might with advantage be extended. 

(5) And thi:l should be particularly the 
case if the Adviser could btl a member of 
the Univer"ity staff. I bt!lieve that a g)Od 
deal of informal help is given in this way 
by the ~taff at Leeds Univerl!ity, and the 
evidence of Sir Michael Sadler on this 
.subjt'ct would be of the ~reate8t v<ilue. 

(6) The University of Sheffield it! d~sirou8 
that all its students who are doin!r applied 
science or technological work should have 
the opportunity of alternating the academic 
instruction in the University with practical 
experiencH in the works. Thid would 
eqoally apply to Indian students so far as 
tbe conditions of work were applicable tt} 
them. On this point I would suggest to the 
Committee that the evidence of Professor 
Ripper and Profes,;or De.ch would be of 
use, as both of them hav" had wide and long 
expedence on the matter. 

(7) I think it most advisable that the best 
Indian students should be eocouraged to 
come oVt:r, at any rate, for post-graduate and 
rese<irch work, and especially among the 
best, those who are likely to accommodate 
themselves with English people. Bllt I am 
not. so sure of the adt'isabllity in the ca,e ot 
ordinary studeniP, who have not any special 
qualifications and who have not equal flexi
bility of mind. 

This is, however, a very difficult queiltion, 011 

which it is pl'rhaps easier to dISCUSS views in 
conversation than to formulate any set ct 
opinions on paper. It is a matter redUy of 
relativ., merit and rel<itive advisability and it. 
is not easy to teU where to draw the lin~. 

During the course of their enquiry the Committee received the following written State
ments by persons from whom, for one reason or another, they were unable to take 
oral evidence. 
STATEMEl"T BY THE STUDEXT:; 01" 

ST. ANDRE\\ 's USIVERSITY. 

We the Indiau students of S1. Andrew's 
Univ;rsity, beg to forward to you this memo
randum embodsing concisely our views on the 
lines of enquiry which you have been com
missioned to undertake. with the hope that the 
~ame will receive due consideration. 

It is our delibE'ratl" and emphatic opinion that 
the Indian StudE'nts' Dep.irtm~nt. with ita 
numerous br<inches including the Advisory 
Committee, is and will continne to be-Unless 
you mak" recommendations to abolish it-
a useless and COSIly lux1uy which can serl'e 
no useful purpose and is a fruitful source 
of creating friction and unpleasantnl'~s. In 
the twentieth century, in a country like Great 

Cu2 
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Britain, it is an absurd anachronism which is 
tolerated bv the people here simply because it 
doelS not concern them. We never wanted it: 
we ne"\"er asked for it; it has been thrust upon 
us without our approval and not only continues 
to exist in spite of our rE'peated prot~sts in the 
oast, but, curiously euough, endeavours are now 
Lemg made to extE'nd its mischevtous activiliAs 
still further and to include in it!! jurisdiction 
even our holiday quarters! We proceed to 
illustrate our position in detail. So far as we 
are concerned we find that the existence of this 
Department is sought 'to be justifiad on the 
following assumptions :-

lay That a guardian is nece~sary to look after 
the students. 

(b) That the official advisel' will facilitate 
admission to the institution a student 
wishes to join. 

(c) To give expert advice on all matters per
taining to our courses of stud:, &c. 

(d) To provide facilities for suitable, social and 
intellectual intercourse with the people 
of the United Kingdom. 

'We will show below that all these are ground
less aSimmptions. 

(a) Guardianship. 

The ruajority of the students who comA here 
are of mature age, ahle to think and act for 
themselves. \\ hile going through thE'ir Uni
versity career in IDdia, they have had occasion 
for years togethel' to live away from their homE'S 
and to look after themselves. They understand 
their interebts and reali~e their responsibilities 
far far better than any stranger, particularly an 
official, can ever hope to do so. Their allowances 
are thed before they come here, and knowing 
their means full well thf')" always live within 
them. if a tew min.)r or incapdble students do 
nt'ed the servict's of a guardian let them have 
him by all means at their own expE'nse, but Jet 
not this official be maintained at the COlSt of the 
Indian tdx-payer. We, as a class, .10 not need 
his services, and, frankly, we do not like one to 
pOISe as our advis .. r or guardian as we are no 
longer infants requiring such supervision. As 
things go at present the cost incurred in keeping 
this department going is a waste of so much 
public money and should be severely condemned .. 

(b) Admission into Educational Institutions. 

For 0111' admission we depend on our own 
qualifications and not ~p0I?- the services of an 
official. We want a fa1r field and no favour. 
OUl' own previous training has been our passport, 
and we do not know how the official can help us 
except by first creating difficulties and then 
partially removing them. We have, in the past, 
found no difficulty in our relations with our 
educational institutions. We flatter ourselves 
that we are a bo.ly of well-conducted young men 
observing the discipline of our colleges aud 
oheJ illg their rules. Whether in the paYIJ?-en~ of 
our fees, in the matter of attendance, apphcatlOn 
or character we have uniformly satisfied the 
heads of our colleg'es. If we have any difficulty 
we are sure of gettmg it remove<i by a direct 
appeal to those who are in a position to remove 
it. Where the official can help us, how he can do 
what we cannot, is altogether incomprehensible 
to us. To admit the nectlssity of an (,fficial is to 
cast an indirect reflection upon the heads of our 
collt'ges ahd we 'VI ill ntlver be parties to any such 
ungrateful act. We have perfect confidence in 
our tea(~hers and professors to whom we always 
1001;: in cases of doubt or difficulty. 

(c) Expert Advice as regalods Cow'ses vi Study. ~'co 

In considering matters arising under this head 
we maintain, that for a large majority of the 
students, the' official adviser is a superfluous 
individual and 0. useless encumbrance doing 
nothing and pocketing his salary. He cannot 
enlighten the student any "lnor~ tItan wIiat the 
student can know himself bv referring to the 
prospectuses, calendars, and year books of various 
institutions. Those who come from India after a 
good deal of training, often in their 'respectIvE! 
lines must surely be credited with the common 
sense of being able til choose thE! institution to 
suit their requirements. What applies to edn
cational institutions applies with Ilreater force to 
the question of boarding and lodging whether 
during the terms or the vacations. We have 
al \\ ays sOu.e friends ready, willing and able to 
help the new comers, while the old hands know 
more than any official adviser where to live and 
where to dine. Bt'sides tb.is. most of the Uni
versities keep a list of the recognised lodgings for 
the students which can be obtained very easily 
and without allY cust. Any money spent for 
this purpose by the India Office is n reck Ie,s 
". Hste of puhlic money and cannot be defended 
under any pretext. 

Cd) Social Intercou'l'se. 

It is pretwded that the Local Advisers provide 
a much needE'd met:ting place for lndidn students 
and English people for social intercourse. Now 
we want to point out that if the Government 
Lelieve that they can creatt'l friendships like ",ar
ships to order, they labour under the greate~t 
possible delnsion. 'l'hose who go to the official 
meeting-place ,to meet and befriE'nd Indian 
students are retired Anglo-Indians or Englishmen 
who are paid fur doing so. We cannot think of 
a more futile method for achieving 1>0 laudible an 
object. It is an opE'n secret that th~ best friends 
that the Indian stud"nts make while in this 
country are ladies and gt:ntlemen independent of 
any official influence and whose interest in India 
is disinterested and honest. Such peuple do not 
often come there in any appreciable number and 
it is only in private dubs or a~sociations where 
one learns to know and admire them, becatlse 
they are treated by thE'm on termR of the utmost 
equality and court~BY. Friendships are not like 
manufactured commodities which can be made to 
order evt'n by the Secretary of State for India. 
As for the race and colo:1r bar, we do not think 
it is in the power of an official to eradicate the 
ingrained prejudicE', which for years, has been the 
distingllishing feature of th" Western civilisation 
and as such it! excutlable in individuals. 

We have thus shown that all the excuses which 
are given for justifying the official int .. rference in 
the affairs of the Indian students, are the flimsiest 
po!'sible. They have not even the merits of being 
plausible. Hupposing however, though not 
admitting that such au interference was needed 
we are ready to show that it has completely 
failed to just.ify its p.oopriety. 'fhe official adviser 
has in many cases Leen an actual hindrance 
either for tha want of knowledge or for want of 
will. There are dozens of cases of this kind 
known to us. The victims of official interference 
and officiousness brood in silence over their 
difficulties and disabilities directly produced by 
the offidal adviser-the guardiano Most of them 
are not willing to coml" ont and state what they 
haye suffered by thilS official influence-for fear of 
facing worse in India; but let the Committee not. 
conclude from mere silence of these unfortunate 
people that thE'Y have no grievances. I<'or every 
ten that suffer ther!1 is hardly one who considers-
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it provident or safe to come out in the public and 
1:ltate what he has suffered. 

Conclusion. 
From what we have stated above we are led to 

the irresistible concl .sion that the creation of local 
.a1vi~erd, or the official interference in oor aff.lirs 
in any shape or torm is woree than useless. It is, 
indeed, mischievous to appoint controllers for 
Indian students in particular and to sobject them 
to a treatmpnt not common to the general body of 
student:l. This insult-for it is nothing else-to 
our national self-resprct is, what we feel more 
keenly than anything else. All what we want is 
eqnahty of treatment in every rt'l!pect. As for 
instance we ask the Committfle to use their 
influence to get removed all the restrictions to 
the Indians beiug admitted to the Officers' 
Training Corps, and also to the Naval, Aerial and 
Military College,,_ We want freedom, equahty 

.and no special favour. 
(Signed) 

H. P. SOOD. 
P. L. VERMA. 
V. A. CHOUDARY. 
G. C. VIJH. 
l\f. S. SONDHI. 
H. C. VIJH. 
P. SIVALINGIAH. 
N. C. ~ABIKHI. 

1\1. K. AFlUDl. 
J. SINGH. 
L. R. KHAN. 
G. ~_ CHAWLA. 
A. A. SHAH. 
B. SINGH. 
V. J. PILLAI. 

MEMORANDUM BY MR. M. P. BHARGA\'A, 
Government of India Technical Scholar for 
Paper-Making 

That the exi~til1g organisation for the assistmcp 
·of students in this country has been far from 
popular with those for whom it is meant goes 
without saying-. I believe the main rt'ason for 
this unfortunate fact is that the Students' Depart
ment has not been equal t(l the increasing demands 
of the student community, chiefly a'i regards 
,admission to Universities and colleges and as 
rt'gards facilities for prpct.ical training in technical 
SUbjects. It is true that since the armistice, 
owing to the unprecedented rush to educational 
institutions and to the unsettled industrial condi
tions, there have been con8iderable difficulties in 
the way of the Department in the matter of 

-s(>curing admission for students both to colleges 
and factories. and that therefore it could not 
possibly IDeet all the demands made upon it; but 
when one comes across ca~es where students. 
disap!-,ointed by the Department. managed to get 
.admission through othermeans,or where students 
who never sought the help of the Department 
seldom failed to get admission. one is natul'"dlly 
led to suspect that there is some screw loose in 
the organisation of the Department. Apart from 
the questiou of admission, the Department, so fell' 
as I am aware, bas not been or any material 
.assistance and guidance to students in the better 
and more efficient prosecution of their stodie" or 
in the better utilisation of their time and oppor
tunities. The importance of belp ami guidance 
to students in these matters cannot be too strongly 
emphasised. I believ~ the ahst'uce of these 
facilities h.ls been chiefl.\· responsible for the 
incomplete education and the very unsatisf.lctory 

-career of many a student in this country. The 
time and energy of the Department appt'ar to 
have been hitherto chiefly taken up in official 
routine work relating to arrangements for a,lmis

.sion, disbursement of scholarship allowances, &c., 
with the result that its rel.ltions with stndents 
have been mOl'e of a formal than a friendly nature. 
In the circumstances it is no wonder that the 
Department has not won the confidence and 
popularity it deserved. That the Department 
.has rendered valuable services in the past cannot 

be qutstioned. But it is also true that it is 
capable of much more good if it shakes off 
imppdiments due to excessive red-tapeism and is 
"orked more sympatht'ticallyand more actively 
and intensivt'ly in the interests of students. For 
this I beg to submit: First, that the Local 
Advisers should watch more closely the state of 
affairs relating to admi~sion obtaining at the 
various educational centres and try to push the 
claims of students more vigorously than hitherto 
so as to secore admission tor as large a nr-mber as 
possible. In case it is not found pussible to 
arrange anywhere in this country for the admis
sion of a certain number of f;tudents of technical 
Bubj"cts, arrangements m'ly be made for their 
training in other countries whenever practicable 
and provided the student'! concerned are agree
able to fluch a courae. Secondly, next to making 
IIrrangements for admission, the first charge on 
the time and attention of the Local Advisers 
should be the necessity of guiding an.t 
helping stuoentR in the more efficient prosecu
tion of their studies. Generally !.tudents are 
advised to follow the regular degree or diploma' 
courses. Considering the peculiar industrial 
conditions in which students have gC)t to 
work on return to India. I beg to submit 
that this course is Dot always tbe best one. 
Facilitif's for taking up spt'cial courses exist 
at almost all the technical institutions in 
this country; therefore arrangements should be 
made to give sympathetic help to students in 
arranging for such special courses as may be best 
suited for their capabilities and requirements. 
Further, every effort should be madtl that the 
student may be able to complete his course of 
training in this country in the minimum time 
possible. For this it is necl'ssary to insist that 
students. before thpy come out to this country, 
should avail themselves of all facilities existing 
in India for training, both theoretical and 
practical, in their special subjects. Thirdly, 
arrangements should be made for the provision 
of facilities to enable studf'nts to study thtl 
various movements and activities in the country, 
social, civic, educational, economic and industrial, 
and to have opportunities for suitable social 
intercourse with the people here. This would be 
a very desirable supplement to their academic 
and technical training. and would admirably 
equip them for citizenship and service of their 
country. 

For the proper discharge of the above fonctions 
I believe the Dtlpartment needs to be thoroughly 
reorganised and considerably strengthened. 
Local Arlviserships ba'l"e to be created at centres 
where they do not exist at present and where 
the number of students is sufficiently large to 
warrant the existence of Ad'l"isers_ The scope of 
activit) and powers of action and initi.ltion of 
Local Advisers have t" be considerably widened 
so as to eng,ble them to meet all the r .. qulrements 
of students under their charge. Lastly, care has 
to be taken that in any schemd of reorganisation 
the necessity of taking students into full 
confidence is not overlooked. It is well known 
that Indian students of technical subjActs have 
had very considerable difficulties in obtaining 
practical training, and that the Students' Depart
ment has Dot been of materi.ll assistance to them 
in this matter. The general compl.lint is that 
firms for one reason or another do not admit 
student" to their works. I believe the chief' 
causes for this have been. first, uusettled I 
industria! conditions, amI, secondly, indifference 
aDd perhaps apathy arising out of want of 
sufficient and correct knowledge about Indian 
stuuents and Indian ecnnomic conditions. Happily 
the industrial outlook has brightened up now, an<i 
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the first disability, I hope, will not be operative 
~my longer. With regard to the second, I venture 
to suggest that a vigorous propaganda should be 
undertaken. with a view to put real facts regarding 
Indian conditions before the firms andlcapitalists 
in this country, and to impress on them the 
desirability of affording facilities for practical 
-training to Indian students. The provision of 
these facilities will not only rebound to the 
benefit or Innia, but will go a long way in 
promoting closer and more intimate business anti 
industrial relationship between the two countries, 
which will be conducive in tbe long run to the 
advantage of British trade and industry as well. 
Indian students trainei in factories and work
shops will grow intimate and familiar with 
British machineTY anrl British capital and labour, 
and will, naturally, on their return to India seek 
their co-operation and help in the industrial 
rlevelop)D.ent of their country. On the other 
hand,'if they are denied facilities for practical 
~raining in this country they will be compelled 
to seek them in other countries, and this may 
preJudice the cordial business relations between 
India and this country. In thfl mutual interests 
of both the countr!es, therefore, it is desirable 
that no pains should he spared to provide 
facilities for practical training in this country to 
as large a number of students as possible. To 
achieve this end the most effective aDd practical 
way is to approach firms and business houses 
here through persons or bodies who have 
extensive business intercourse with them and 
who can therefore bring' to bear their moral 
influence on them; for, if analysed, the motive 
at bottom which may induce firms to admit 
students to their works for practical training is 
essentially based on a feeling of moral obligation 
originating from close and intimate business 
relationships. I beg to submit that the bodiE'S 
who can successfully exploit this feeling of 
business obligation in the interE'sts of students 
are (1) India Office Stationery Department, (2) 
India Office Stores Department, (3) Trade Com
missioner for India, and (4) Indian merchants 
and business houses. 

I need not dwell at length on the fact that these 
bodies, having very extensh e business dealings 
in tbis counlry. can materially help, directly or 
indirectly, in securing the neceE-sary facilities for 
'the practical training of students. What is needeu 
is a working scheme for co-ordinating and utilising 
their servic(:s and good offices. I therefore beg 
strongly to urge that the Students' Department 
sho.uld take immediate steps in the mattE'J' and 
thus satisfy a very urgent and crying neAl I of 
technical students. My personal experience 
encourages me to hope that with a better know
ledge of Indian conditions the firms in this 
couutry, if approached through proper channels. 
will not refuse to extend their unstinted help and 
sympathy to Indian students in the cause of the 
indl1strial development of an important part of 
+,he Empire. There are, however, a few industries, 
B.g., wood-pulp manufacture. wood distillation, 
renning amI extraction of oils, manufacture of 
heavy chemicals like caustic soda. bleaching 
powder, sulphuric acid, &c, foJ' the practical 
training in which either suitable facilities do not 
exist in this country or ill, which I understand 
firms are not willing to afford the necessary 
facilitit-s. I need not say that the above are 

.flome of the basic and principal induE'tries on 
which the development of a number of other 
industries depends and ~he development of which 
ehould, therefore, be encouraged in India. For 
practical training in these industries I beg to 
ai!uhmit that the Department should make neces
~ary arrangements in other rarts of the Empire 

or other foreign countries, e.g., Canada, United 
States. France, Norway, anti. Germany. 

III the preceding pages I have inferred and bid 
stress on the great desirability of inducinG' firms 
who tender for Indian Government contr~ctil to, 
admit to th .. ir works for prdctical training a 
number of Indian students. No apprebensions 
need be entertained th:.Lt such an action ou the 
part of Government will prejudice their position 
as buyers in the best and cheapest market. For, 
as I have said above, the admission of sturlents 
to w?rks fol' practIcal training by firms is 
essentIally a matter of moral oblig IUon; Govern
ment .. cannot, in practice, make it 8. necessary
condItIOn for the acceptance oE tenders. It is 
inconceivable, therefore, that arrangemento! for 
practical trdining should affect terms of Govel'D
ment contracts. Where a firm is desirous to be 
ren;tu.ner~te~ for affor~ing facilities .for practical 
trammg It IS open for It to charge premiums. I 
beg leave to quote two concrete cases in support 
of the above statement: The first is that of an 
Indian firm which has recently arranged for the 
practical training of a certain number of students 
in Germany through the courtesy of a German 
firm with whom the former (Indian firm) has 
placed a large order for machinery. So far as 
my knowledge goes the arrangements for practical 
training for students did not in the least affect 
the terms of contract for the order. The second 
case is my own. Through the g'ood offices of the
Controller of Stationery I have had the G'OOo.lllCk 
of receivinl? practical training at Crosley Mills of' 
Messrs. John Dickinson &:; Co., and through the 
courtesy of the latter I am receivinG' further
training at Silverton Mills of M~ssr.s. "'Reed and 
Smith, Ltd.' Roth the firms have secured 
contracts for paper and slationery trom the India
Office, and I am pretty sure have not charged 
higher prices for thtl orders, at any rate for the 
great favour, consideration and help Which they 
have so kindly extended to me. 

I. therefore, take the liberty to Ur"'e a"'ain 
that the StUdents' Department should t~ke e"al'ly 
steps to bring into operation a scheme for utilisirJO'
~he se~vices of Indian Government Department~ 
1D theIr country and of Indian business houses in 
th~ ~atter of providing facilities for practical 
trauung to stlldents of technical subjects in this 
country. 

STA.TElfEN1' BY DR. A. R. MEHTA.. 

The reasons for which the Indian students 
come to England 'for mAdicine are :_ 

(1) To get a registrable British qualification. 
(2) Graduates of the Indian Universities fol"" 

post-graduates work and specialisation 
(3) Undergraduates or graduates Who c~me 

with a view to get an English hall-mark 
for some medical service in India. 

Those who want to get an English qualification 
are of two types ;-

(a) Those who have an Indian qualification 
but not registrable in Ellgland and thus. 
not admitting them to post-graduate 
courses. 

(b) Those who have already a qualification 
re~i~trable in England, but want a 
BrItIsh or Engl\sh qualificatioQ. Such a 
class practically consists either of Govern
~ent servants or those who intend to go
lD. fo~ Gover~ment service, or a small 
mmonty w.ho lUte~d to ta.ke up F.R.C.S. 
or a such hke qu&hfication and have not 
the requisite standing for admiSSion t 
the same examination. 0 

The ~eccssity fo~ Government servanfs alread 
possesslDg an eqUIvalent Indian qualification t~ 
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·get a Britillh qualification sepms to be without 
.any dl"fence at all. It is different for a post
graduate course or a higher degree or diploma. 

An M.B .. B S. of thA Bombay, Punjab, Calcutta, 
Madras or Colombo University is better fitted for 
the work in India than an L.R.C.P. and M.Il.C.S. 
or an M.B., B.S. of any British University; bcth 
are conHidered equivalent and are rpcognised as 
registrable in England. I quite agrE'e' that in 
some instances, perhap@, there is a lower standard 
in midwifl"ry, but that is not a serious drawback 
from the point of view of one 1:"'ho has to work 
in India in those parts; and there is no l'eason 
why the standard cannot be raised anti bett~r 
facilities provided in India for the same. 

But all the samE', the fact is that a British 
qualitied man is preferred to an Indian qnalified. 

This also applies to those who (Dme to take the 
British qoahfication alone. 

As a matter of fact they are at a disadvantage 
because the clinical material in England is quire 
different from that in Inuia. and unless thflY gl) 
through I) course in a tlchool of tropical medicine 
they, I venture to sar, are nl)t properly fitted to 
practise T"'edicine in India. 

Personally. I tind nl) justification at all for an 
Indian comiug to England flimply to get a 
registrable qualification when an equally good if 
not. better education is available in In·lia ; and if 
it is not up to the mark it can be bronght to the 
higher standard without any further expense 
being entailed. 

Ho" ever, thert! are other reason; than that of 
the were name of being an English qualified man 
that people have to come, viz :-

(I) Reasons of limitations in the Indian 
medical collell'es and schools. 

(2) A highE'r standard being requireu for 
admission. 

(3) OthE'r qualifications, e.g .• military services. 
&c .• being essential for admission to certain 
colleges. 

(4) Some who cannot withstaod the eternal 
martial law and military discipline in the 
college days. 

The remedies for all these are so easy that I 
'will not d well upon these at all. 

As regards thfl establishmem of hostel ... , so far 
8S the medical stlldents are concerned, we find a 
ten1ency in them to con~rt'gate together-an 
Indian student,,' hostel furnishes the best 
example. ThIS perhaps IS due to the fact that 
they are the most hard·worked and have time for 
nothing E'lse but study. But I do feel that the 
hostels if on the one hand provide home comforts. 
fail to 'provide the healthy social touch "ith all 
that is best in English life. 

lt is very desirahle to have a hostel at each 
-centre of education, but for a temporary residence 
and acting as a sort of feedin~ place to the 
families who deo;ire tl) receive payIng guests. 

But at any rate Inuian clubs, ellpecially for 
()utdoor sports. lire a necessit~; IndIans are as 
good athletes and sportsmen If not better than 
any English or Colonial comrade. 

MEMORANDUM by DR. JANET E. LANE
CLAYPON M.D .• D.Sc., Dean of the House
hold and' Social Science Department, King's 
Uolll'ge for Women (University of London). 

This College is a young collE'ge, and we h~ve 
not hitherto had a large number of IndIan 
-students. 

During the war. two Parsees joinE'd the three
year course. Of these, one completed three y~al's 
uf study. but diverted in the last y~ar 10 varlO~s 
forms of social work, so that she uld not obtalO 

the Certi ficate or Degree. The other one com
pleted the first year's ·work only. Both these two 
were fairly good workers. 

Since that date we have had 'several Indian 
stu.ients, both post-graduates lind students who 
came for special courses or as undergraduates, 
Up to the prespnt, no one of them has completed 
any conrse. and only one of the Parsee bJies and 
one Indian lady had entered for any of the 
examinations. 

Generally speaking. I think that they come 
over to IItudy English conditions from an all
ronnd point of view, and regard the work a~ this 
College as only one phase. with the result that 
they have devoted a comparatively small portion 
I)f their time to the work here. while a major 
portion has been ~iven to a variety of other 
matters, including visits to different parts of the 
country. 

Whi'le we feel desirous oC giving every 
dssistance we can to Indian ladies who wielh to 
study. I c,\Onot so far regard them as having 
been serious students. They have been pleasant 
and courteous to deal with in every way. but 
they t ike up an undue portion of the staff's time, 
owing to the difficulties. sometime:! with the 
language or in understanding the ccurses, and I 
persr.nally have been asked to make a number of 
special arrangemE'nts for them both in the College 
and outside. 'fhis we not infrequently do for 
our own students, but it is ct'rtainly more satis
factory to undertake additional work for students 
whom one feels "ill complete the course and 
leave the College as trained women, rather than 
for those who are desultory stlldents for short 
peri.)ds only. 

Up to the present. our experience has not bE'en 
such as to make us desirous of encouragin~ large 
numuers of Indian students t? come to tile 
CollE'gE'. 

MEMORANDUM BY DR. KATE PLATT, LATE 
PRINCIPAL OF 'l'HE LADY HARDINGE 
(l\fEDICAL) tOLLEHE AT DELHI. 

Indian Women Students in Britain. 
Durin~ the last dE'cade. education amongst 

women in India has made an advance, slow in 
comparison with that amongst men, but very 
definite. Women are increasingly desirous of 
modern education, based on European principleS, 
ra;\lising that without it they are helpless. They 
are eagerly availing themselves of the limited 
facilities for higher education existing in India, 
and are coming over to Europe in larger numbers 
to fit themselves for the medical. legal, teaching 
and other professions. Indians are heginning to 
tPaliso that the advance of a nation is hindered 
if its women are limited in their Meas and 
powers. Husbands are desiring educated women 
as companions and as mothers for their children. 

Togeth€'r with the wish for education is the 
natural dE'sire, and the intention, that posts of 
rE'spoDsibility shonld he filled by women of their 
own nation, consequently there i~ a url'at demand 
for Imlian women of a sufficiently high standard 
of education to undertake these pusitions, and of 
theRe there is only a very limited supply. 

Owing to my association with medical and 
educ.1tional work amongst women in different 
parts of India for the last 12 years, I have had 
opportunitiE's of observing the feeling of Indians 
in this matter. I have lived and workE'd in 
Bengal, Bombay and in the Punjab. I was a. 
member of the Advisory Committee for the pro
posed Dacca U niversi ty in 1!J 13 (women's side), and 
drew up a scheme for the University education 
of WOlDen in the province. which was adopted as 
a basis ror that suggested by the Committee. 
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During the planning and building of the Lady 
Harding'e (Medical) Oollelle for Woml'n, of which 
I was nntil recently the Principal, I visited 
many of the Jeading girls' schools in India to 
report on the standard of education available for 
prospective students of the Co11l'2'e, which draws 
its students from all parts of India and Burma. 
Since then I have kept myself informed of the 
general cOJldition of girls' education and the 
facilities for acquiring education of a higher 
standard than primary. The experience. of 
planning' and running hostels for the Hindu. 
Mahommedan, Brahmo Somaj. Sikh and Indian 
Christian students connected with the College 
has beeJl most enlightening al?-d useful. 

The girls' schools, Government and voluntary, 
do the best they can with the materiaJ available. 
Many of them have excellent teachers, Indian 
and European. The secondary schools and, 
colle~es for women are for the most part obliged 
to limit their subjects almost entirely to the Arts 
side. owing to their lack of adequate equipment 
for Science teaching. Favourite subjects for the 
Arts degree are Logic, Ancient and Modern 
History. Philosophy: for the teaching of these 
no apparatus is needed, and they can be learned 
by rotl'!. The teaching of Science, MedIcine and 
Domestic E:conomy need a costly equipment, 
with which girls' schools are not provided. The 
consequence is that, with the exception of medi
cine, girls cannot obtain a practical education in 
science of a sufficiently high ,fltandard to enable 
them to become competent teachers, and therefore 
they are obliged to come to Europe. This state 
of affairs. will continue. and schools and colleges 
will be staffed by European women, till a suffi
ciently large number of Indians is available. 

These ffO!ts are being recognised and Indian 
girls are flocking over to Europe to fit theulselves 
for responsible work. It is cflrtain that their 
llumbers will increase in the near future. 

The facilities for women to receive training in 
MedicinEl, Science, Law and other subjects are 
excellent in Britain. The difficulty il'l the pro
VIsion of a suitable social and domestic environ
ment. Of course, in some calles the relati ves of 
the student are able to provide this, either in 
their own homes or with an English family, but 
some studentEI come over quite alone and friend
less. Some of them find it very difficult to make 
friends on account of their shyness. It is of the 
utm'o:lt importance that they ,should be comfort
able and happy, and that thE'Y should be helped 
and encouraged to make the beit u~e of every 
so~ialllnd intellectual advantage available, That 
ev~ry student should returll to India with an 
enlarged vision and higher ioieals is just as 
desirable as that she should obtain the coveted 
degree. 

Good work can so much more easily be done 
when the worker is in a suitable environmp.nt 
and has food which is as far as possiblA accept
a.ble as well as nourishing. Each student who 
returns to J ndia with happy memories of her 
stay in this country is an asset to the Empire. 
Unfortunately, in the past f'ome of them have 
returned dissatisfied and disillusioned, having 
spent much of their time in moving from lodging
house to lodging-house, and even from colll'ge 
to college. 'The differences in climate and in 
social and dOUll'Stic habits make life very difficult 
to the sensitive Indian girl, and it is net to be 
wondered at t.hat many of them suffer from 
desperate home-sickness and loneliness. This 
,necessarily reacts on their health, and conse
<Iuently their work is sometimes not as good as 
it should be. 

There is undoubtedly an objectiQll amongst 
lndians to any institution labelled Government, 

and one can set! that a hostel controIle(l by
Government officials would not be used by 
Indian students. With the limited number of" 
students at present living in London, it is certain 
that even the running expenses of a hostel would 
not be covered by the payments which the 
students could afford. 

The best solution of the difficulty seems to be
in an appElal to some philanthropic Indian or
Indians to provide funds for the purchase of a 
building, in which what might be called an 
Indian Women Students' Club could be housed. 
Such a club on a small scale is now being run 
for and by Parsi students. If a bllilding were
provided. tb.e upkeep could be p.trtially 01'

perhaps in time wholly met by students' fees, 
though the provision of an Endowment Fund 
would be de"ircl.bll'. 

The best way of running such a club or hostel 
is an important matter. To ensure succe~s, the
management should be in the hands of a Council .. 
the members of which should be Indians, and 
ot,hers who know the needs, tastes and prejudices 
of Indian women. The internal affairs should 
be dir~cted by a committee of residentll, aided 
by a paid secretarr of the type of thE' Y W.C,A. 
secretaries in India. On the choice of a suitable 
secretary much would depend. One of her' 
chief qualifications should be a fund of sympathy 
and understanding. She should be a woman of" 
liberal ideas, able to direct the social and 
intellectual life of the community as well as to
manage the domestic machinery. She should 
have lived in India, and have had practical 
knowledge of housekeeping in Illdia. Such 
women are rare, but they do exist. 

A club of this type might with ad vantage be 
also open to British students who propo:;e to do
work in India as doctors, health visitors, 
teachers, &c. Frem such an arl'angement both 
Indians and Europeans woul<.l derive much 
benefit. The British studentii' would form a link 
betwe~n the Indian residents and social life
outSide, and in return they would acquire, from 
their association wit'b. the Indhns, much valuable 
knowledge which would help them in their future
work. 

Provision should be made for two dining rooms. 
An ordinary English diet shOUld be available 
which could be taken by either Indians or
Europl'ans, lind, a modified Indian diet should be 
provided. The latter flhould not be the usual 
vegetarian diet as adopted by Europeans, but one 
acceptcl.bJe to.th~ Indian tastp. In my opinion a 
large proportIon of the Indian women students. 
suffer from a chronic dyspepsia caused by the 
change in food. and I believe this to be the basis. 
of much of their ill-health and dissatisfaction. 
Experience in dealing with the feeding of Indian 
students has shown me that a digestive system 
wb.icb. hail be3n trained to digest such foods as 
rice, chapatis, &c. for the most part ca.n~ot 
quickly adapt itself to digest quantities 'Of meat 
white bread and vegetables cooked in the Encrlish 
manner. '" 

Domestic !l.rrangements which appear natural and 
?omfortable to us do not always strike the Indians. 
lD the s~me way. No doubt their ideas become 
altered lD the course of a long residence in this. 
country, and some few become entirely EnO'lish 
iu ~heir tastes and habits, hut the majorit'; of 
Indla~ students are here for a limited period onl 
and wIll eventually return to live with thel'r y 
f 'I" 1 i' own ann Ies 1ll an n< Ian environment mod·.fi d 
perhaps. but essentially Indian. For t'hl'S r 1 e 
't Id t b eason .. 
1 wou seem 0 ~ an ad vantage for the student 
not to mak\l too radIcal a change iu her f d .• 
custom~. 00 anU._ 
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I would suggest that the Indidn Women's 
Education Committee is an existing org,misation 
which might, if its members thmk lit, most 
suitably take up tbis matter. 'l'he nf'ed of making 
some provision for the housing of wowen students 
will prove urgent iu the n."ar fnture, and It would 
be wise to act without dflay. 

In the provincial educdtion centres, there are 
not l;wge numbert! of Indian worneu, and it is 
nsually possible to makAsatisfactory arr,lD2"ements 
for the f~w there are, either in tile existing hostels 
or in private families. 

STATEME:ST SUBMITTED BY MR L. ZUTSHI, 
,B.Sc. (Hons.), Probationer Mining Enginl!er 
and Geologist, Kashmir Statf', Indi,,; l::itudent, 
ROy.Ll School of Mine~, London. 

I think it might perhaps interest you to know 
m)' views with regarJ to the Indian Stu.tents' 
Dl!partment and 21, Cromwell Road. All tbat 
I am writing to you I have passed through 
myself since the time I left Indi<l, and have 
g<lthered from many of my friends with whom 
I have been talking concerning the matter. I 
think I can do no bettf'r than reldte to you my 
own tal .. and then place before you a set of 
proposals which I haye been thinking of 
suggestin:\, to the people connecled with these 
things. 

I left India early in February thill ) ear, and no 
sooner was I in the ship tban the problem of where 
I should stay ill Londou presented itsl<lf to me. 
The probllem looked more intricate as we were 
getting furtber from India and nearer to England. 
This W<lS not the case with me alone, but with 
about 20 of \1S who were on board the same 
steamer. "Where will you stop in London?" 
was the familiar question with which we would 
begin convers~tion in the morning, alter havin~ 
met a fellow passenger on the deck. Hours we 
would spend, and still not know whel"e t.) stay, 
as we could not think of a suitable place. One of 
our friends who had been there some time 
b."fort', though he was good enough to warn 
us aLout certain things generally, and in 
pai·ticular about the slum-liktl boardi ng-houses, 
never told us about thFl existenccl of a houole 
lik.. 21, Cromwell Road, until we entered the 
Mediterranf'un. He ha.d been to I.ondon a few 
yeara Pt~vious, and said. that 21, Crom well Roa l 
could not accommodate' more than half a dozen 
students at a time. He was not sure-and 
rightly too-whethei' the house could provide 
lodging for as many of us liS wt're on l>oard the 
Rteamer. 

Some of us who had the least pretence of 
knowing certain people in London, cabled, wired, 
and wrote to th .. ir friends to meet them a& the 
&tatiCln or on the docks. 

Others, having once ht'arll d the existence 
of the house, l .. ft the ship at Marl!eill .. s with the 
express desire of beingin London earlier than the 
rest of us who werfl left in the ship, and of thus 
llaving a fair advantage of getting rooms in the 
house. 'Ve who remained in the ship never 
believed for a moment that we should obtain 
rooms in 21, Cromwell Road. 

At length we landed at Tilbury Docks, and 
took the train for Waterloo. Here we thought 
tha~ we must make the first and the last attempt 
to see if th." hOUSd could accommoJate us. 
Consequently WI! teok a taxi, and motored to the 
place, preparing ourselves for a refusal. We 
were almost out of breath when we askeJ the 
hali-porter, and lo! he said we could btl given 
lodgings. Our joy knew no bounds when we 
were told this. and I am sure even a king would 
have envied it. .. No better luck than this," 
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was what a companion of mine whispereJ. to me. 
.. Certainly so," I replied. Truly it was so. 
Where eltje could we be tolerated? We knew 
notbmg of Englillh life and customs. We could 
hardly handle a knife or a fork, a~ mos& ()f U3 
had just begun using it when we embarke.lon 
board the IIhip. 

Thus I stopped at 21, Cromwell Road,learning 
day by d<lY English habits and manners, and 
finding myself becoming more initiattld into the 
English life and ways. I did not move from 
the house immedi"tely after my arrival. ai not 
only did I find the house cheap and (lomfortable, 
but morally the healthiest place in whicn to live. 
I was in the house for about two months. 

Now havin~ described my own t<lle-which 
I think applies in the case of a great majority of 
Indian studt'nts-I would generalise it, and then 
sngl:est certain improvements. 

I - do not tbink there is any pldce in London 
-whether a residential hotel or boarding' house 
-which is so nicely kept as thh house. Besides. 
very few hotels succeed in combining the 
comforts of home with the pleasure which 
one derives by attending ~ocial functionE. I 
think this house has done so, inasmuch as it 
has askeli two of the most prominent Indian 
societies to t<lke up rooms in the house, so that 
the life of an Indian student in England may 
be made happitlr and more pleat'ant. In both 
these socif'tie:! certain g<lmes and amusemf'nts 
are provided, for which one has to spenJ ~ 
great deal if oue joins any other club or 
gymnasium. 

As already stated. most of us know very little 
about English cU3toms and manners. 'l'he new
comer from India always lacks a polish, which 
he readily obtains in this housen where all 
sympathist! \\ilh him, and Vl<ry few hiugh at him. 
In other hotels I am told some Indicin students 
were asked to If'ave because they did not know 
the English con ventlOns. Theso gentlemf'n would 
never have been tretlted thus if they hdd had 
this polish. Even an Englishman, or anyone for 
that matter, would be requested to le<lve an h .. tel 
under such circumstances; indeed, more allow
ance is made for au Indian than for him: but 
grotesque ignorane~ cannot, unfortunately, be 
plt'aded 8i an excuse. 

But in this house, where one meets manyoE one's 
own countrymen, one learns manners and cu .. tows 
and becomes-so to say-qualified to go and live 
with an English falmly. He would not forget t() 
tell the lady of the house to excus" him whl!n 
in a hurry to rise earlier from the tdble. !'erson
aUy speaking, I have found English people very 
sensitive to the omission of ordinary manners 
and formalities. The other day I had been to 
Be:! a l"dy, with whom I stopped some time and 
who remarkell that IIhe could not, while tdling 
about an Indian student, tolerate any m<lO, even 
if he paid her thousands a week, who sat in her 
rooUl with'lut a coat on. But we c:annot help 
living with families, being not only the cheapest, 
but morally speaking the healthiest phces to Jive 
in in London. Thus to a new-comer from India 
a place mee this gives all the" polish" required 
to put him on the prope!" track, and be finds that 
such a place is almost indit1pensable for him, 
unless of course he has Indian friends here. 
which uufortunately very few of m: have. 

'I'll us who have been staying here for some 
time, a placH like 21, CNmwell Koad se."ms like 
a mother, on whom we can fall back with the 
gre«test .:onfidence; when we get vexed With 
people her/! and find it hard ttl pull together, 
we find that at a few minutes' notice we 
can be made at home in this house. Many times 
we say with great joy: "Let us meet new' 
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frIends from India. here, and learn 'what is 
going on there." As Mrs. Besant remarked the 
other day, we are unfortunately starved for 
Indian news in this country. Some of llS come 
to spend our week-ends in this place. To sllch it 
is a place from . which they,!!'et life, energy and 
strength. They go hack to their respective 
"digs" refrt'shed for the n('xt week's work. To 
an Oxford or a Cambridge student a stay at 
Cromwell Road during a part of his summer 
vacation is almost as good as going to India. 

To me it appears that with all this the house 
requires a lot of"impro"ement. I may be per
mitted to say ih wbat way I think the improve
ml"nt of the house could be effected. 

(I) It is sad to see that the students are not 
represented at all in the Managing Committee of 
the bouse. There should be four student 
members if there are 12 members on the Com
mittee. Two of the~e may be nominated and 
two elected by the boarders or residents. 

(2) The house may accommodatt! at least 30 
boarders-the time for which a student may 
be allowed to remain in the bouse at a stretch 
may be made one year. There should be at 
least 30 seats for new-comers. Why should 
some 01 us who find it very hard to get lodgings 
in fairly good families be made to throw them
t>elves on the merc) of landladies, a good number 
()f whom will stop at nothing in their dealings 
v. ith f>t udents? Why should' bome wander from 
place to place from time to time and bave 
nowhere a fb ... E-d home? Because of this we 
miss II any things in London. I remember a. 
friend of mine saying that he could have collected 
II few thousand llJineral specimens and presented 
them later ou to a college in India, as many 
Englishmen do to colleges here, had he not 
t.he dn'ad that he should be moving from house 
to house while ill London, aud would find it 
difficult to carry theE'e things with him. 

(3) Thus it IS quite cl~ar that it is not only 
necessary to hire a hOllse like the prE-sent one, 
but to afford all facilities for work in this 
(;ouutry. I have always found the want of a place 
which one could call his own, alld where one 
eould carryon his exp~riments on II small scale. 
I have vlsit~d the houses of llJally of the English 
boys ill London and found that everyone ·of 
them, ..except the poorest, has a small labotatory 
eonsisting of a hllDdred or so reagents, a washing 
.basm, a fdw fiaskfl, a buwer and blow-pipe 
apparatl1B, all doing their analYbes or tests at their 

-homl's. 
(4) Others I have seen, though quite young, 

pertormmg experiments on WIreless telegravhy 
111 their own homes. Can an Indian student do 
a.ll thiS in an English family or a bOl\rding-house ? 
·if England produces bettel' scientists no wonder! 
They seem to be brought up in these circum
st<LIH:es. It is the duty cf your Committee to see 
that Indian students have the same facilities whICh 
English boys have in their homes ht're. 

(!» The house does not own a single tennis court, 
and it would not at all be a bad idea to have 
a. few of them. The btudents would be, I am 
surt', willing to pay what they gladly do for a 
game in the London County Council tennis 
ground/!. 

(6) The members of the bouse committee 
should come into more intimate lontact WIth the 
students anu try to kllOW them bt'tter, and as 
guardians of the studt-nts trJ to create a sort of 
iuterest among English professors for Indian 
boyf'; by inviting them now and then to the 
bouse. As guardians of the students flere, they 
should see that their wards are doing well in 
€very walk of life. They should encourage 
debates on religion, politics, social customt! and 

manners, and see that the students are ~etting 
the proper training for tru.e citizenship and fol' 
the goverrl'Hent of the country, inasmucb. as 
India is on the way to getting f'elf·government. 

In the end I would say that I am sMry I could 
not writ\:! to you all I had to say, as it would 
take me a very long time to do so, and if you 
think it is necessary that I should come and speak 
before the Comwittee, r r,hould l'e glad of tbe 
opportunity. " 

FURTHER STATEMENT I'lUBMITTED BY , 
MR •. ZUT.-HI. ' 

Please permit me to add the fflllowing para
graphs to tile statement on the working of the 
Indian Students' Department which I submitted 
some time ago. The circumstance that prevents 
the Committ~e on Indian Students from going 
out to India, as it originally proposed to do, makes 
it dt>sirable that I sbould folly explain my 
position with regard to the activities of the Indian 
StudE:'nts' Department. 

1 shall here deal with two specific charge!:! 
which have time and again been levelled against 
the Indian Students' Department. One, and by 
far the m08t important of the two, is that it aims 
at setting up a system of et!pionage over Indian 
etudents coming out to tbis·country. Pt'rsonally 
I ha,"e ~een nothin~ of this spy sy~tem b"ing 
t'mployed either at 21, Cromwell Hoad or any
where else by the Stndent Department. On the 
other h,md, I have been very frank in expressing 
my opinions on many contentious subjectt!, and 1 
have not in any way slIffertd on that account. 
Of ('OUI se, ordinarily p.,ery lInt! of us is a re~son
able person, and should believfI in what reason 
aclmits, amI stand by it to the la~t, without 
allf)~ing ourselv('s to be worried by petty 
annoyances sllch as those brought about by 
E'SpiUIJage. It is thus and thus alq,ne that sons of 
India can propare themselves for the government 
of their country which is soon going to be placed 
in their hands. If there is a system of espiona<Ye 
-and here 1t't m~ reiterate that I do not thi~k 
there is any-why worry about it? We should 
carryon our work and Dot mind it. If we do so 
"e are, morally speaking, cowards, and therefor~ 
sinners and deserve pnnisbm('nt. 

We.were recently told by a wrIter in an Indian 
newspaper that I~dian students in tois country 
are not any more Immune trom being spied upon 
than any other people, and that after the outbreak 
of hostilities the police authorities have illcreased 
theIr vigilance, and that Indians as well as others 
have received greater attention. Now while this 
statement is true in the sense that, lllO'vements of 
all aliens of doubtful conduct coming to tbis 
country are being g~neraIIy w~tched. it is likely 
to ~ead to the unfo~tunate Impression among 
Ind~an parents that theIr sons are being ccnstantIy 
subJected to close police surveillance and that 
thel'eby they are considerably hflmpel'~d in their 
work. .. All undesirable8," English or foreign 
al'e d~U?tlesB being watched by the po1ic~ 
allthontI"lS,. and the Inqian fal1in~ under that 
category WIll have also tu flhare the same fate 
But tbat, in any case, is the WOr k of the police' 
and tl'. snpIJo:.e t.hat the Indian StudentR' Depart~ 
~ent" IS ~nly a h~b of the police is to stretch one's 
ImaglDatlO~ too far. As a matter of fact, I have 
a1 WdYd notIced that the offieials connected w'th 
tLe department have never in the slightest d 1 
h '1" egree 

s 0d\\.n any mfcIm~tlOn to pry into the inner life 
all I'ecrett! 0 nillan ~tl1dents but ha fi d 
thems It··· ' ve con ne . e l"CS 0 asslstlDg 111 gtvin~ help and useful 
adVICe to per<ions who souoht their s t d 
guidance. 0 uppor an 

Tbe second. charge against the Indian 8t d t' 
Departllli nt IS that it is either illcompe~n~n o~ 
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unwilling' to give any material help to the 
students hert'. If this is Sl'l, I wondat' how one, 
except under exceptional circumstances, finds the 
waiting-room of the Indian Students' Department 
full of Indian students. Many a time have I seen 
the list of visitors to the sen:ral members of the 
Department, anel found that each of ,thl!m had 
ahout 20 people to see. Many students have 
often to wait a pretty long time before their turn 
comes lJP to see the Joint Secretary or any of his 
usiatantt>. That the students take all this trouble 
to see the members of the .Department is a clear 
proof of the fact that they get the req~;red help 
from them. Besidps they control the Govern
ment of India scholars, undertakt! the guardianship 
of several others, recommend stndants to factories 
and workshops; and do all they can for the 
student seeking their assistance. I do not want 
to ent .. r mt" detail with regard to their work, 
inasmuch as I am told they are going to publish 
a report of their work very soon, and 1 have no 
doubt that its publication will give the qui~tus 
to the adver~e criticism. 

It is said that the Indian Students' Department 
does not help students to obtain admission into 
the colleges here. It is, however, seldom borne 
in minr] that such admission is granted here 
lIolely on the merits of each individual student. 
It happens in certain cases that a profe~sor on 
personl interview with a student is favourably 
impressed with him and oVf'rrides the College 
regu lations and grants admission to him on his own 
responsibility, even when all the seats have been 
filled and- the time for admission bas passed. It 
is aeldom understllod that this is achieved solely 
by the high qualifications of the student, and 
couM not have been effected thrllugh the Indian 
StmlentR' Department or the Governing Body of 
the college or ,the Univerllity. This el;plaiDs 
why soml' students ha'l'e on personal application 
secured admission wheu they hdd been told by 
the Department that nothing could be done for 
thf'm. 

Last. and not the least in importance, is to 
consider what type of stucient should come over 
to England. Personally, I think it iii a miiltake 
on the part of the pruents to sf'nd their Fons here 
unlf'Ss they have already gradnated at anyone of 
th"l InJian Universitied. The ~haral!ter of a 
graduate of an Indian University is more or less 
forwed &nrl he leaves home much more aware of 
Ms responsibilitit'lI, and is milch Illore likely to 
profit hy his stay in En!!land than a raw boy sent 
out hert! after his matriculation. He will then 
find little difficulty in gettmg admission to any 
University. aDd is likely to be exemvted from a 
good deal of preliminary work on the strength of 
his Indian tlegree. He will "pend h:s time very 
usefully bere, not led away by temptations, and 
keep slraight on to his path hll he reaches his 
goal. 

STATEMEST by PROFESS01l. W. DALBY, M.I.C.E., 
M.1. \LE., Dean of the City and Guilds 
(Engineering) Uollt'ge, London. 

Our knowledgtl of Indian students is not so 
wide as that of the authorities at other colleges 
and Universities, because we have comparatively 
few. The Entrance Examination for admission 
to the Undt'rgraduate Courses at the City and 
Guilds (Engineering) College is probably more 
difficult for Indian studt'nts than the usual type 
of Matriculation Examination. because the 
emphasis is placed fln the mathematical and 
scientific subj'.'cts rather than on the literary 
subjects with which the Indian student Fpecially 
concerns himself. Also Indians must take the 
English paper at our language examination, 
nlthough a concession is made to them in that 
they may offer an Indian language in lieu of a 
modern foreign language. 

The Indian student" in this College wIOre all 
admittl'd to nndt'rgratiuate courses of instruction 
in engineering leading to the Diploma of ASilociate 
of the City and Guilds of London Instilute 
(A.C.G.I.) and the B.Sc. Degree in Engineering of 
the University of London. A few of them have 
taken pos~graduilte courses and have qualified 
thfrein for the Diploma of Membership of the 
Imperial College of Science and Technology 
(D.I.C.). We find that the training of Indian 
students in India does nllt qualify them f;)r a 
pos~graduate course in this College. 

In 1912 I was a member of a Committee 
appointed by the Secretary of State for India to 
inqnire into the system of ::ihte technical scholar
ships e!'tabli~hed by the Government of India in 
1904. Evidence was taken at Glasgow University, 
Leeds University, Victoria University, Man
cbester, Birmingham University, particulars of 
which will be found in the report of the C()m~ 
mittee dated 1913, a report to which I venture to 
refer your Committe"l for much information 
re~arding the technical trdining of Indian 
students. 

The knowledge I gained during this enquir~', 
together with the experience gained from the 
Indian student", we ha\'e had. has led mE:' to form 
the strong opinion that the Universities in India 
should be strengthened so that all undergraduat~ 
instl'Uction should be given in India and only 
students qualified to follow a post-graduate 
cour~e. or desirous of getting practical training 
in the workshops of this count,.y, should COllle to 
England for their post-graduate or te!'hnical 
education. 

It might be helpful to the Indian student if it 
was understood that admission to the City and 
Guilds (Engineering) College can only take place 
through the Entrance Examination, held towarrls 
the end of September each year. No admissions 
are made to the coursps during the session. 
Many Indian students arri~e in Engl,md aboot 
October, when there is no possibility of their 
entering here. 

I think it is preferable to lodge Indian student~ 
separately, rather than in hostels. 

MEMORANDUM by DR. J. D. CORMACK, C.M.G .• 
D.SC., Rt'giu~ Professor of Engineeriug at 
Glasgow University. 

I have delayed replying to your note until 
I could say definitely whether it would be 
possible for me to meet the Committee ill Glasgow: 
J regret to say that it is impossible as I must 
remain in Londou up till about wid~July. 

I have bad many conversations with Mr. Brown 
regarding Indi:lll ~todents in this depal·traent. 
and I can say that his views al·e. to all intents 
and PUt'voset', the same as mine. He has pre
pared Bome stati~tics which may be of interest to 
the Committee. 

I shall be very pleased to answer. in writillg. 
any questions which the Committee may wish to 
put to me, or, if de~ired, I could attend and give 
evidence in Vmdon on the return of the Cow
mittee f.·olll the North aud before mid-JUly. 

In considering the pOllitlOn of Indian studf'nts 
of engineeling at the University of Glasgow a 
few points are worthy of note :-

(1) The Indian student rarely has any practical 
experience before entering the University, whereas 
most otherl'tudents have had practical experience 
and have been brought up in an •• engineering 
at:nosphere." The student without practical 
experience is at a disadvantlge especially in the 
drawing and laboratory cla&st'B. There is not 
qUIte the same disadvantage in the lecture classes 
so far as the passing of examinations i~ concerned, 
but in all class~s practical experience it! a grea~ 
help towards a proper understanding and appr~ 
ciation of the subjects. 
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(2) The course in Glasgow U?iver~ity is on 
the" Sandwich system," the Umverslty classes 
occupying only the e.ix winter ~onths,. t~us 
leaving the student free for practical trallllDg 
durIng the summer. 

(3) Normally almost all the students are 
engaged in practice during th~ su~mtlr, and 
whiltl we ,endeavour to find openmgi for studentil 
Wtl undertake no responsibility for placing them 
ill works. . 

It is difficult to find suitable places for Indian 
stndents. 

(4) It iii at plese,nt possible f?t" a stude~t to 
atlend all the necessary cl<lsses m three wmter 
sel:'sions; but in the near future it is expected 
that the alterations to be made in the course 
Will necessitate four winter sessions. This ,will 
perhdps make a difference in tbe number of 
Indian students who wish to t~ke the CbUrse, btlt 
this need not be the case it they take au var:tage 
of the S,md wich sYE'tem, and if sllitable provision 
ean be made for their practical training. 

28th ~une 1921. (Sd.) J. D. CORMACK. 

MEMORANDUM BY DR. A. H. M. Gr.AY, C.B.E., 
M.D.. F.R.C.P., VICE-DEAN, UNIVIt-RSITY 
COLLEGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL. 

I may in the first p};lCe point out (I) that 
this summary has not been sut'mitted to the 
School Committee of my Medical School and 
therf'fortl is a personal btatement and does not 
'necessarily represent the' iew of my colleagut s ; 
and (2) that University College Hospital is a 
school for final medic.ll "tuciitll:! and that 
students are nut admitted until they have passed 
a rf'cognised examination in Anatomy and 
Physiology. 

(1) Although Indians are eligihle for the 
Indian Medical Service, the qualificatIOn of an 
Indian Universit~ is n'lt accepted for the pur
pose. 'fhi::! sugge,ts th .. t the Indian authorities 
do not consider the curriculum of the Indian 
Universities of a very high staIHlard. This ~iew, I 
find, is also generally held among In<lidn ~tudel1t .. , 
who feel that s(.mething more is required if they 
are to do well in their practice. It woul<l seem 
that the practice of confining the teaching po~ts 
in the Indian medical schools to Indian Medical 
Service otlicers must narrow the fit·ld of selection 
very conf::.iderably. 

(2) I feel sure that if the educational 
standard of the Indian medical Rlhools was 
raised. fewer Indian students would find it 
desirable to obtain an :Ellglish qualification. I 
also feel that if the an'rage lndian student could 
outain what he desires in India, ample facilities 
(lould b .. found in the I!.nglish schools for the more 
/:ienior post-graduate btndents. It is true that 
the post-graduate facilities in England might be 
much improved, but it is hoped that step" will 
be taken on the lines suggested by Lord Athlone's 
Committee. 

(3) At the pre~ent momf'nt I imagine there 
is great difficulty in accommodating in tbe 
English medical schools all the Indian students 
who apply for admi::,sio:1. _-\t Umver"ity College 
HOi'pital we have had to refue:e a lal'ge number 
duriug the la~t year, mainly owing to the Luge 
number of English students, both male and 
female, now undergoing trainJlllJ. Once ho\\ ever 
an Indian student is admitted, he receives 
precisel.~ the same cotlrse of instructIOn as the 
English !Student. 

(4) I think j;hat thi~ diffict~lty in obtaining 
admission to the Engllt.h medical tlchools l11ay 
often cause resentment among thobe !ll'l'l~ ing 
for admission. ThiS cannot fall to have a pre
judicial effect on the relations between the two 
countrief!. 

(5) It would. therefore, seeO?- advisable,. ai 
far as p"ssibl .. , to limit the entry. mto the Engh~h 
medical schools to those who ~vlsh to do s~eC1al 
resear;:h work or are vr~parlllg for a higher 
diploma. It should be unnecessary for the 
Indian student to come to this country solely 
for a qualifying diploma. . 

(Ii) In my opinion the larger entry mto 
English medical schools of In.dian students 
during rt>cent years has been of disadvantage to 
them socially. In my stlldent days we had ?nly 
two or three Indian students and they mixed 
fref'ly with their English felloW' s~udents; now 
that the numbers are larger there IS a tendency 
for them t\) form a group in the school ~nd. so 
thev become cut off from intercommUnlCatlOn 
with their fellowto. 

(7) I feel that the establishment of hostels 
fOI' Indian students may have the same effect. I 
am t Id by Indian students that in such hostels 
political propaganda is rife,. and I ~lso gat~er 
that there is no grf'at difficulty III gettmg 
accommodation for students in familifls and in 
good lodgings. 

(8) It would seem that t~e be~t way. of 
makin~ these f'tndents bf'tter acquamterl WIth 
literary, edu(,ational, chal'itlble, social and 
economic movements in this country woulll be 
by introducing them into family lif~. _ 

(9) 'fo this enol the estlbhshment of local 
advisory bodie!!, which might not oilly arrange 
for the educational requirements of the students, 
but also for their accommodation, should be of 
the greatest value. 

(SIl.) A. H. M. GRAY. 

MEMORANDUM BY MR. F. H. SKRINIll ON THE 
CARE of INDIAN STUDENT", DURIYG THEm 
REbIDESCE IN GREAT BRr/AIN. 

Having for many years taken a warm interest 
in the welfare of young Indians who come to this 
country for technical training, I venture to offer 
the Commission ~ome suggestions on their behalf. 
The necessity of protecting this large and growing 
class was urged by me long ago in the Times; 
and I belitlve, indeed, that the official attempts 
made in that direction originated in that letter. 
The parents of several Indian I:!tudents have 
placed their boys under my charge; and others 
cOl/stantly refer 10 me fOI' advice. I may, there
fore, claim to know sometiling of the difficulties 
met with by the new-comers in London. No one 
conversant of the subject can doubt that the 
arrallgements m,lde by the India Office to protect 
tht m from evil influences have been franght 
with failure. Most of the official guardians were 
unacljuaint.-d with Indian vernaculars and out of 
touch with Indian life. The Institute at 21, 
Crom \\ ell Road bas a very chilling atmosphere 
and i:! shunned by students in the erroneou~ 
belief that it is a centre of espionage. The so
called h"stp,l at Bloomsbury is overcrowded and 
uncomfortable. 

Owing to lack of guillance by men of the 
v.orld, many youths fall into the clutches of 
sharks or II.dventur .. siles; others come under the 
influence of political a~itators; the great majority 
return home with utterly false notions of Euro
pean civilisation; and some become centres of 
disafftl('tion. _ 

Oil 12th October 1920 I addreilsed the J~int 
Secretary to the High Commissioner for India 
(~tndent:!' Branch), ealling his attention to the 
utt~r inadequacy of existing arrangements; 
and (offer-ed some I'uggestions for improving 
the~, which I would recapitulate, with a few 
additIOns :-

(1) The ~ublication in India of a frank state
mellt 'V.lrnmg parents and guardians against 
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sending lads to this country withuut adequate 
funds lind a definite programme. 

(2) The issue of Ii handbook Bummarisinlt 
the conditions of J':uropean liCe, and giving 
.advice on all contingencies which student", mdY 
~xpect to meet. 

(:1) Ditto of a list of authorised Jod~ings, 
with tariffs; and periodical inspection of tbe 
former. 

(4) Ditto of a lillt of British families who 
are willing to give any sort, of hospitality to 
students. 

(5) Ditto of employers who would admit 
students to aprrenticeship, or give them tem
porary work. 

(6) Provision for meeting Indian mail·tr,lins 
in London, apd slf-amers at Lherpl)ol and Gi,IS
gow ; and for piloting new lII'J'iv,t1s to lodgings. 

(7) Special banking arrangemE'nts; th ... re is 
reason to believe that Messrs. Cox & C.,. or 

'Thomas Cook and Son would bd willing to open 
an In.lian Students' Brancb. 

(8) Drastic reform of tbe Indian Institution, 
in order to rE'nder it home-like; provision for 
the daily attenddnce tbere of Anglo-Indian~, who 
would trE'at tbe young people as fr'enut!; lind 
the substitution of permanent hoc.el:! for the 
collect.ion of "shacks" in Bloomsbury. 

Myown experhmce is that the great majority 
of Indian students are amenable to mfluencE', 
grateful for advice. and eager to act upon it I! 
sympltthetic and tactful guidance \\ere given 
them, the influx of Indians at the impressionable 
age would be of incalculable benefit to the 
Empire. 

(Sd.) FRANCIS H. SKRINE, F.R.H.S., 
Indian Civil Sdrvice (Rdil·ed). 

:30th May 1921. 

MEMORANDt::M BY MR. P. J. THOllAS, 
DATED 24TH SEPTEMBER 1\121. 

I understand that a view is gaining strength 
in certain quarters that it is a wastfl of public 
funds to mauage a GovE'rnment hostel for Indian 

·students in London. I write this t.) inform you 
-if to say it is not superfluous-that there is a 
real neeu for a hostel for Indian student:! in 
London, that this Tle~d cOllld not be properly met 
but by Government, and that, thertlivre, the iunds 
Ilpent on it are not wasted. 

!<'ailing Government achon in this line, Indian 
e.tlldents will havo to depend eith,·r on their 

·Qwn individual endeavours or on benevolent 
pl'ivate bodies. To leave iuexperienced youths
especially new arrival~-to shift for tbemselves is 
not merely unfdir but positively harmful ill view 

·of the obvious difficulties of finding decent 
lodging-houses and bal'gaining with the merciless 
landladies and of the undesirable character of 
many of the places to which Indians of modt'rate 
means have to resort. Nor can "e expect Ihe 
nt!cessary eb'Prit de CorP8, to form their own 
organisationF, from students who, coming from 
various provincE'S and repre"enting dlff .. rent 
rdces, languages, und methoJ~ of life, meet here 
for the fir"t time. As for private bodhs that 
would help students, I know of none t'XCel't the 
Y.M.C,A. nut to leave tbis bouy soiely to do the 
whole work would, besid~s overtaxing that body's 

P'WI'r, be tantamount to compelling Hindus and 
Mohammadans to become members of a Christian 
SOCiety. It is possible to suggest that Hindu 
and Muhammadan hostels might be started on 
the same lines as the Y.M.C.A-.; but whetber it 
is feasible is a mattE'r of donbt Even if it were 
practicablf>, most of us Indians would ) egard 
such sectarian activity as entirely retrograde-as 
going counter to the new social anI}., political 
ideals gaining strength in our country< The 
Government knows by experience that the 
doctrine of laissez faire has many limitations 
when applied to India. It is still les..! Bpplicable 
to Indian stndents in this country. State action 
has to come where private elldeavour fails, 
The fluty, therefore, (Ievoh-es upon Government 
to provide hostel arrangements for Indian 
students, 

The argument that .he money spent on the 
Indian ilostel ill a waste of funds is too penrile 
to be taken seriously. Considering the enormous 
importance of affording facihtiel:l of effective 
training to those who are perhaps going to be 
lE'aders of thp next generation in India, the amount 
th~t is at present spent by the Government is 
but toe; small. Th .. elucated yOllD/!, men who go 
back home are a real asset to our land, and the 
money sp~nt on them is a national investmellt of 
the highest vahle. If it is the prmciple of 
eqlli-marginal utility tbat ought to regulate the 
expenditure of G.)vernments-and who can 
question it ?-this item demands a. mUl!h greater 
expenditure to equate it with other items. The 
enthusiast for economy has to look to some other 
corner of the budget for retrenchment. 

That we want a hostel is cel'tain, and we want 
it as E'fficient and serviceable as possible. 'fhe 
present hostel is insnfficlent at the time of the 
new arJivals. Students now come from India 
not in tens but in hundreds, and this will con
tinue to be the case for wme time to comt!. It 
would therefore be ,)esirdble to effect an extension 
of the hostel. If, as is rumoured, the Y.M.C.A. 
will have to flhift from Russell Square to some 
less centrdl place, this dlltJ would become re~l1y 
incurnbent on Government. Thri hostel may also 
he made IDore efficient by providing an Indian 
cuil:line. by amalgamating the two ass'.)ciatlons 
connected with it into a really efficient society to 
meet the needs of students, and by organi~ing 
lectures and study-circles of ~n elevating kind for 
t'nl'ghtening student" on usefu~ social and political 
problems, It would alt!O be desirable to give the 
studer.ts themselves a greatel' hand in the manage
ment of the ho"tel-so that they might nnderl:ltand 
the true state of things and appreciate the diffi
cu Ities -without at thH same time weakening the 
nnity of. the Executive which is essentidl for 
eft'petivl' management. 

There is even a gr~ater need at present for a 
hostel for our Indian sisters who come to this 
country, but as I am sure that it is engaging the 
attention of the Committee, I do not dwell 011 it 
at lenlZtb her... WI) men ought to be really 
ashame,l to stay comfortably in OU1' hostels when 
our sisters have to worry tbemselvf:ls by looking 
for 10,lging houses. It is particularly unfair to 
the" weaker" sex of India. 

(Sd.) P. J. THOMAS. 

.Letter received from the Joint Secretary to the High Commissioner for India subsequent. 
to th~ appearance of Representa.tives of the llldian Shdents' Dep<l.rtment as Witnesses. 

Office of High Commitlsioner fOr India, 
42, Grosvenor Gardens. S.W. 1, 

Sir, 16th November 1921. 
I am directed to forwanl herewith for the information of the Indian Student:;' Committee,. 

the und~r.mentioned enclosures d .. alin~ w'ith various points rdised. by th,e Committee in connection 
with the evidence of nlE'mbers of this Dep.trtment :-

(1) A Memorandum by thn Engineering Auviser, relating to the n~lD.ber of stucients for WhOlll 
facilities in practical training during the last three years have been obtamed. 
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(2) A Statement showing the number of cases in which admission~ were secured at other-
Uni\"ersities on behalf of uneuccessful applicants for Oxford and (or) Cambridge. . 

(3) A Statement dealing with the complaints against the DepartmeLt made by Mr. RahIm, wh()-
has since furnished the names of the students concerned. .. 

(4) A Statement showing the number of students under the guard~anshlp of the Department 
during the last five years. . 

(5) A Statement showing the total number of admissions secured by the Depll.rtment durmg the 
year 1st July 1919 to the 30th June 1920 and the year 1st April 1920 to the 31st March 1921. 

, With regard to Statements (2) and' (5), J am to say that it is regretted that it has been found 
impracticable to ascertain the figures for the earlier years. 

I am, Sir, 
The Secretary, Indian Students' Committee. Your obedient Servant, 

(Sd.) THOMAS QUAYLE. 

ENCLOSURE I. 

Th'.l question was: "How many students secured, during the last three years, facilities for
practical training through the Engineering Adviser'? " 

The question at issue necessitated a thorou!!"h examination of registers and corrEspondence, 
extending over the official years 1918-21, and the Memorandum has accordingly occupied more time 
in compilation than it would otherwise have done. 

The figures a"e as follows :-

Consulted Joined Qualified for 
--- Engineering Technical Practical Practical 

Institution for Traiuing taken. Adviser. Education. Training.~ 

-- ---~--

(1) (2) 
---

(3) --~------ __ (15) ____ 

1918-19. I I 
Graduates (including 1 Arts Graduates) - 1 1 - -
Undergraduates . - - - - 4 4 - -
Students straight from school - - 6 6 - -

------------------
TOTAL - - - - - 11 11 - 2 (of a 

previous 
year). 

------------ ------
1919-20. 

Graduates (including 3 Arts Graduates) - 16 13 7 3 
Undergraduates - - - - 39 36 '3 3-
Students straight from tlchool - - 18 18 - --------------------------

TOTAL - - - - - 73 67 10 G -_. --1920-21. 
Graduates (including 4 Arts Graduates) - 25 21 9 4 
Undergraduates • - - - 40 35 , 5 5 
Students straight from school - - 28 28 - -

------
\ 

TOTAL - - - - - 93 84 14 9 ---------
GRAND TOTAL- - - - 177 162 24 17 , 15 (- 2 for 

I 
I 

I 1918-19). 

13% 

.. Column 4 gives the numbers who wero fit to take practical, but all <lid not take it . 

. l!'or adequate appreciation of these figures, it is important that the following fdCts should b . 
realIsed:- e 

(a) That a personal interview with the student applying for practical trainina is ess f- I . 
order that his capabilities and knowledge may be more accurately gauged than is possible ~n 10. , l~ 
sponuence. y Corre 

(b) That eYery student who applied for practical training as an apprentice or pupil in a k h 
may not necessarily b.e fitted fo~ his traini.n!\', owing to either (1) age (being too old) or (2 w) ~~ ~ ok 
of the necessary prevIOus techmcal enUCation. ' e ac 

. (t') That th,e most importaut workshops require, as a genpral rule, a dearee or di 1 f 
apprentices or pupils of tbe officer class, but no premium. An Indian RE. satisfie~ this ~ 0r::~. or 
but Indian graduates in Arts or Pure Science and Indian undergraduates will require as on Itioni Tule, to complete a full three yeari?,' training in an English University or Technic;l I a ~en~ra 
(though a graduate in Mathematics, Physics, and Mechanics may be able to complete his ~st!tutIon 
d.iploma in two years). eoree or 

(d) For Civil Engineering, principally Railway and Municipal, many were unable t 
pupilage obtained for them, owing to the prevailing high premium charged; there were 80 ~tuad~:i:.· 
of Civil Engine'.lring (45 per cent. of the total). 
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These facts explain why eo few students were really capable of uuderaoing the practical training 
they dO!sired. . '" 

It should also be J'emembereu that conditious dnring these years have been far flOm nOJ'mal. 
"The naturdl pO\lt-war difficulties, in additiun to labour troubles, coal strikes, b.ld trade conditions 
.and the necessity for training ex-service men, have clearly restricted tile accommodation avai1abl~ 
for apprentices, and. in fact, in response to various applications, more thdn 50 firms have, when 
.approached nn behalf of stndents, lltated that they were not in a position, under present conditions to 
<offer the Dacel!sary facilities. ' 

(Signed) 

ENCLOSURE II. 

J. M. CAMPION, 
Engineering Adviser. 

ADMISSIOSS TO OXFORD AYD CAMBRIDGFl. 

'Total number of applications 
admi~sions secured 
Failure,s 

(a) Did not apply for any other University 
(b) Applit'd for alternative aumi.slon 

(i) SecnJ'ed alternathe -
(ii) Did not secure alternative 

(c). Held over or pending 

For session eommencing in 
r------~----~ 

October 1920. October 1921. 

- 13-1 
42-
:12 
69 
23 
22 
It 

96 
39t 
51 
33 
16 
16 

- in addition a.dmissioll "as secured for nine Governmenl; Schola.rs (men and women). 
t This shows an inoreo.se on the figure !!'iven in para. 77 of Mr. Sen's Report, due to the fae t that fnrther offers hale 

• been obtained since that date. : On 1st October. . 
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h had definitely lltated that he saw no prospect
forwarded to Mr. Manning, in view I)f the fact ~h~i ~ pointed out here that, at that time, the 
of any other student being admitteu. . It mlg i:h has since arisen, viz., that, after final 
Department had nl)t experienced the ulffiCU~y t:h dmissions were pos"ible, nevertheless, cases 
information was received to the effect that no Ul' er a admisSIOn Wben this became known, it 
did occur in which tutors and masters aC~l1ally gra~tel m the Se~l"etaries of the Inter-Collegiate 
wa.. felt to be unwise to trust to gener..!l statemen ~ 1'0 . s to the osition at the University, and 
Committee at Cambridge and Orlent"l Delegacy at Oxfo;,d a . cu cas! to the Oxford or Cambrid'Te 
the practice was adopted of sending the papers. reg~r Ing

h ell. ·fi. case As a matter of fact ~f 
Secretarles, with a view to obtaining tht! decisIOn lU ~ac ~Plc~i~h th; University authoritie; in 
course, th? effect of the reply W?S unalte:~d" ~)Ut the onus ~es e'h that he had a right to expect 
each partIcular case. Mr." B s" quahficatlOns ~ere no suc h vel' man lletter ualified 
admission to CambridgA at all in "iew of the congestIon there, and of t e f y ~ h' qr t' 
applicants and there is' no doubt that if the present proctldure had bepn in orce, an thlSt apPh.lCha IOn 

• b . I the same as a w IC was. had been,-forwarded to Cambridge, the reply would ha.ve een preClse y 
communicated by cable. ~ 

(3) The third case is that of Mr. "C." The accusation is that the. student, '!~~ was per"onally 
known to the Local Adviser asked this Adviser to give him a certIficate. certlfymg that -he had 
passed the Cambridge Previol~s, in order to secure his admiolsivn to !l,n Inn. of ~ourt, and that the
Local Adviser stated that the regulations of his Department would not permIt hIm to do ~o. The
refusal, it is statp-d, put Mr ... C" in a vcry awkward position, as the Bar Term was commg to an 
end, and there was no time to write to Cambridge. . " 

This episode occurred in 1!H6, and unfortunatAly the papers relatmg to ~r. ".0 w:er~ destroyed 
on the transfer of the Indian Students' Department to the Offic? ?,f the H~gh .c0mI~JlSslOD:er;. but, 
from enquiries -which have been made, it is clear that Mr. ". C s ~omplamt IS q~~te ~nJus~Ifi~d_ 
The practice (which I have personally confirmed) of the l\fIddle remple authorltles IS to lDSlst 
upon either the productIOn of the actual diplomd. as evidence of having passed the qualifying 
examination, or of a certificate in the prescribed form. This certificate can clearly only be given by 
the Education Authority authorided to state whether a man has, in fact, passed the examination at 
the required .standard, and it is obvious that a certificate relating to an English University 
examination, signed by the Local Adviser, or the Educational Adviser, would have no validity at 
all ; and I was informed by the Middle Temple authorities that it was most unlikely that such a 
certificate was expected, or that such a signature could hava been asked for (in respect of an English 
University Examination). It is, therefore, almost certain that what Mr. "C " was told was, not that 
the .rp'les of the Department did not permit such a Signature, but that such a signature would not 
satisty the Inn of Court concerned. 

It might also be pOinted out that the statement that the Bar Term was coming 10 an end, and 
that there was no time to write to Cambridge was qUIte iuaccurate. The term of that year com
menced on the 20th June and lasted, I am informelL, until approximately the 11th July. Tbe 
certificate actually produced and signed by Dr. Giles (of Cambridge) was dated the 29th June so that 
when Mr." C "wired for it on the 2~th June, it \Vas nearly a fortnil{ht before the end of the term 
and as a University student he was not required to eat more than three dinners. He was therefore' 
in no way seriously inconvenienced by the attitude of the Department. " 

Mr. ,. C's " complaints are, therefore, unjustified since :-

Years. 

. 

(a) It was not .the regulations of the Department ~hich prevented the Adviser from signillg 
,the certIficate, but the fact that such a certIficate would not satisly the authorities or 
the Inns of Court. 

<.b) There w~s ,plenty of time for him to obtain a certificate from the competent Cambridge 
authorities. 

I.,c) There ~as no diffi?Ultyat all in hi~ obtaining this certificate, as is evidenced by the fact 
that It was received by return of post. 

ENCI,OSURE IV. 
STuDEN'rs UNDElt THE GUARDIANSHIP AND SUI'ERVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT 

1916-17. 191'7-1S. 1918-19. 1919--20. J 1920-21. 
---

G d' J Gove1'll- Govern- Guardian. I- -G~ve1'll' l"ua.r lan.. t Guardian. 
Rlent Guardian-: Govern_I G d' I Govern-

ship. Sc~:::"rs. ship. 
t Scholars. 

ship ment shi ment uar. lau· ment 
-I 

. Scholars. p. j Scholars. ShIp. Scholars. 

-! 15 30 12 20 9 35 23 38 38 52 
! (including (including 

I 
5 Newson 8 Sussex 

- - 6 - 4 - 3 
Trust.) II Trust.)~ - 4 - 6 

Cambridge - - 12 - 18 - 18 11 - - 14 
lIanchester - 6 - 5 -- 5 1 5 1 7 
Edinburgh - 10 2 10 1 8 - 7 - 10 -

-GlIl&g'OW - 5 2, 5 3 5 1 5 ----------------- I 5 1 ---------
TO'fAL 30 58 27 51 22 -------. - 62 36 '---v---) '---~ '----v----J 59 54 80 
GRAND 'fOTAL . 88 78 84 

L __ y---.J 
'----v----J 95 134 

IN ADDITION: On Military Service: 191tl-1'7, 3*; 1917-18, 3~; 1918 19,,1", 
In Gl'rmany: 1916-17, 4*t; 191'7-18,4§ 

* Ordinarily uuder London Advisel'. 

.. 
t No communication possible, 
t )10£1'. A. T. G. Davis acct'pted a pel'mi-nent commission in 

bdiun Army. 

§ Communication whh such schol . 
I,bsorbed under London Adv' alS opened, and they are 

I
, N Iser. 
, eWBon Trnst subsequentl bee 

these scholars were treated sim'J YI tamGe the Sussex Trust, and 
1 ar y 0 Overnmen~ scholars. 
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ENCLOSURE V. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ADM[SSION~ OBTAINED THROUGH THE INDIAN STUDENTS' DEPARTMENT. 

(1) 1st July 1919 to 30th June 1920.-244 
(2) I..t Ap)'il1920 to 31st March 1921.-210 

List of Publications sent by the Indian Students' Department to Advisory Committees 
in India. in November 1920. 

ABERYSTWYTH: UniverlJ'ity College of Wales.-Prospectus. Teachers' Training Depa.rtment. SE'condary 
Schools. Faculty of Law. Teachers' Tt'aining Department. Elementary Schools. - Faculty of 
Music. Department of Agriculture. 

BANGOR: Unive'l'sity College (,f North Wales.-Prospectus. Degree Courses. Electrical Engineering. 
A~culture. l!'orestry. 

BELFAST: Queen's Unive1·sity.-l!'acnlties oE Science, Arts, Commerce a.nd Medicine. 
BRISTOL.-Faculty of Engineering, Merchant Venturers' Technical College. Matriculation. Facnltiea of 

Arts, Science, Medicine (Surgel'y and Public Health) and Medicine.(Dental Surgery). 
BIRMIliGHAM.-Faculties of Science, Commerce, Medicine and Arts. 
GLAsoow.-Not publishing Prospe~tuses, except Engineering pamphlets of information. 
EDINBURGH.-]'aculties of Law, Science, Arts, Music, Divinity and Medicine. 
J.EEDs.-General Prospectus. Faculties for Advanced Study and Research Department of Educatiou, 

Arts nnd Science. Notes on Trlliniug Professional Engineers. Civil, l.iechanical and 'Electrical 
Engineering. Department of LeathE'T' Industries. 'l'extile Industries. Coal, Gas and Fuel 
Industries with Metallurgy. Colour Chemi;;try and Dyeing. School of Medicine. Department 
of Agricultw-e. School of Dentistry. Department of Mining. 

LIVERPOOL.-Faculty of Science. Faculty of Medicine. School of Dental Surgery. Faculty of Engineering. 
Faculty of Arts. Faculty of Law. School of Veterinary Science. 

LONDON: University of London.-Faculties of Medical Science, Law, Engineering, Bartlett School of 
Architecture. External: Regulat.ions. Faculties of Science, Economics and Political Science, 
Engineering, Music, Arts, Commerce, Laws and Theology, Teacher's Diploma. Horticulture. 
Medicine. Internal: :h'aculties of Science, Arts, Medicine and Economics. Regulations in 
Pedagogy, Regulations in Commerce, Faculties of Engineering, Mining and Metallurgy, Music, 
Laws, Theology, Regull~tions in :EJ:orticulture and Agriculture. 

LONDON: King'lS College -J!'aculties of Medicine, Science, Engineering and Laws. 
LONDON: Unive'l'sity College.-Bal1;lett School of Architecture.--Departmentof Town Planning. Phonetics 

Faculties of Arts and Science, Engineering, Laws and Medical Science. 
MANCHESTER: University-of -Manche8te1·.-Prospec~us Municipal College of Technology. Faculties of 

Medicine, Theology, fil!<w and Commerce. General information, Facul~ieB of Arts and Science. 
NEWCASTLE·ON-'l'YNI\: Arm,strong College.-FdoCulties of Science, Mining and Metallurgy, Engineering and 

Architecture, Agriculture, Pure Science. 
NEWCASTLE-ON-'fYNE: College I)f Medicine.-Calendar. 
OXFORD: Delegacy jcrr Local Exam,inations.-Nothing received. 
OIlFORD: SeCo/ldary Training Delegacy.-Nothing received. 
ST. ANDREws:--Faculties of Arts, Medicine. St. Mary's College, Theology. United College. Faculty of 

Science. 
SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIEs.-Entrance Board, Ordinance. 
SHEFFIELD.-Faculties of Engineering, Law, Medicine, -Arts and Pure Science. 
WALES (CardifE).-Nothing received. 

-INSTITUTIONS IN LONDON. 

ACCOUNTANCY: IIt.~titltte of Chartered Accountants.-Examinations. Charlered ACC'{)unfants of SC,Qtlar.d.
Rules for Admission and Syllabus of Examinations. Inetitute of Actuaries.--Regulations and 
Syllabus. Society of IncOTp(Yf'ated Arcountants.-Examinations. 

ARCHITECTURE: Architectural Association School of Architel'ful·e.-Prospectus. Royal Institute of British 
AI·chitects.-Regulations, Probationer, Student, Associate. 

BANKING: Institute of Bankers.-Syllabus .of Examinations. 
COMMERCE, &0.: London School of EcmlOmics.-:-Prospectus. 
ENGINEERING: Illstitute of Citil Ellgineers.-Examinations, &c. Institute of Elecf1ic:al Engineers.

Memorandum and Articles of Association. butitute of Mecl.anical Engineers.-Rules for 
Graduateship alld. Associate Membershil', School of Practical Engineering, Crystal Palace.
Prospectus. Faraday Hotl8e.-Faraday House Journal, Illustrated Pamphlet. Mining.-The 
School of Metalliferou!:l Mining, Cornwall. Institllte of County Engineers.-ReguIations and 
Syllabus of Examinations. 

HOSPITALS: Guy';, L~ndon, Loudon Hospital Dental School; Middlesez.-Prospectuses. lloyaZ Dental Sclwol 
of LOndon.-Calendar. St. Ba1·tl,olomew's, Sf. Mary's, University College, West London.--
Prospectuses. 
~1 Yy 
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INNS OF COURT: Middlp Temple, G'ray's Inn, Lincoln's Inn.-Particulars re fees. Inner Ternple.-
Part~culars re fees. Consolidated Regulations. Rules for Examinations. 

LAW SOCIETY.-Examinations. 
LEATHER MANUFACTURE.-Leatperseilers' CO.'8 Technical College., 
MEDICINE: Society of Apothecaries.-Regulations for five years from 1921. Examining Board in Englantl 

by the Royal College of Physicians of London; and the Royal College of Surgeons, London.-Regulations 
re Examinations. Regulation for Diploma in Public Health. General Medical Council of 
'Registration of Medical and Dental Student,s .. Regulations. London 8c~ool of Clinical Medfcine.
Syllabus. London School of Tropical Med~Ctne.-Prospectus. 

SANITARY SCIENCE: Royal Sanitary IrUltitute.-Courses of lectures and demonstratione. Sanitary Science, 
&c. Inspectors of Foods, &c. 

SURVEYING: Surveuors' Institftte.-Rules of examinations. 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES, INSTITUTIONS AND POLYTECHNICS: Imperial ColTRye of Science and Tecl~nology.

Calendar. City and Guilds Technical College, Finsbu1y.-Closing next July. City and Guilds 
Engineering Cullege, Northampton Polytflchnic lnstitute.-Prospectuses. 

VETERINAIIY: Royal Veterinary College. - Calendar. Veterinary College of Ireland (Royal), Glasgow 
Veterinary College.-Prospectuses. 

OTHER lNSTITt'TIONS: Colleye of Precept01·s.-Regulation~. London Day Training College.-Prospectus. 
Royal Society of A~ts.-Syllabus of Examinations. Um'versity Tfttorial College.-Prospectus and 
Pamphlet re vacation c(iurses. Pitman's ,schQoZ.-Pl'ospectus. 

PROVINCES, &c. 

DUBLIN: Dublin King's Tnn, Royal Oollege of SU1·geons. -Nothing .received. 
EDINBURGH: Royal Oollege of Surgeons.-Regulations. Heriot-Watt Oull!·ge.-Prospectus. Edinburgh 

and East of Scotland College of Agriculture.-Nothing received. 
GLASGOW: Royal Techi!~'cal Oollege, West of ~cotland Agricultural Gollege.-Prospectuses. 
NEWPORT, SALOP: Harper Adams Aglicultural., College.-Not.hin~ received. 

Reply from London Indian Association to the letter inviting them to send 
representatives to give evidence before the Committee. 

The London,Indian Association, 
79, Sinclair Road, W. 14, . 

Dear Sir, 25th July 1921. 
I am in receipt of your letter of 8th instant, and while my Committee thank you for the 

court-esy of invitation that you have extended to me, they do not feel that the evidence given before 
the Under Secretal'Y of State's Committee will serve any useful purpose in any direction for vari~us 
reasons. 

In the first place, Lord Lytton's Committee is a body essentially offieial and unrepresentative in 
character. We regl'et to point out that there is not o~e member even on the Committee who can 
be considered, by any stretch of interpretation, as It representative of the Indian students in the United 
Kingdom, for whose" welfare," we are suggested, your Committee is investigating the Indian probltom. 

This lack of popular representation has, quite naturally, created a lack of confidence in your Committee, 
both among the Indian students and resiuents here and the people in India too. Under such conditions 
as these we think we are likelY,to do more harm than any good to our cause if we will choose to associate 
ourselves with your Committee, con!ltituted as it is. . 

The Committee of the London Indian Association are also of the opinion that all special supervision 
over Indian students for being Indian, over and above what the normal machinery of discipline of a 
college or University would provide, is not only superfluous and offensive, but even positively harmful to 
all parties concerned. The London Indian Association therefol·e cannot associate itself with the activities 
of a Committee whose main and ultimate intention is to strengthen and perpetuate the humiliating 
machinery of special control over students wIIO happen to be Indians. 

The Committee of the London Iudian Associatioll i'Mly accept the views expressed by sf-veral 
British educationists against the (ferman me~hod of forcibly inculcating loyalty and respect fOl' 
royalty and imperialistic aims amongst the German &tudents, and they therefore find themselves unable 
to assist your Committee, which in their turn in effect are strengthening the official and quasi-official 
organisations that are created for conti-olling the political opinions and influencing the future political 
ideals of t~e Indian students residing in Great Britain. 

The Secretary, 
Committee on Indian Students, 

42, Grosvenor Gardens, S.w,. 1. 

I am,&c., 
(Sd.) G. S. DARA, 

Hon. Scretat'y, London Indian 
Association. 
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Memorandum regarding the facilities available to Indian Students at the Technical 
College, Bradford. 

Iu accordance with the instructions of Lord Lytton, I visited Bradford from 15th to 17th Oct{lber, 
on my way back to London from Newcastle, for the purpose of meeting Mr. H. Richardson, the Principal 
of the Bradford Technical ColJege, and ascertaining the facilities available at the College for Indian 
students. 

The Principal, who was at one time Local Adviser to Indian Students in Manchester, told me that 
there were no Indian students at the College at present, but that they had had one for the study of 
textiles some years ago who had done very well while there and had, on retnrning to India, placed orders 
with Yorkshire firms. for considerable supplies of machinery. This student is no doubt the same one as is 
mentioned in the Memorandum by Professor A. F. Barker, of the Textile Industries Department of 
Leeds University. Mr. Richardson stated that he would be glad to admit to the College a limited 
number of Indian students provided that they possessed the necessary qualifications to enable them to 
benefit from the courses there, but he explained that at present the laboratory accommodation available 
is insufficient to meet the demands upon it, and that, as a large part of lhe cost of maintaining the 
College is met by local subscl"iptions, objections might btl raised to the admission of any considerable 
number of students from ,overseas if local students were unable to obtain admission in consequence. 
Considerable ext.ensions of .the College buildings are now in progress, and when they are completed the 
laboratory accommodation available will be greatly increased. No difficulties will then arise about the 
admission of Indians, though Mr. Richardson would not welcome too many of them, as he shares the 
view of other educational authorities' that to admit Indians in numbers which cannot be properly 
assimilated is detrimental to the interests of the College and of the students themselves. 

The Departments of the College most likely to attract Indian students are the Textile, Dyeing and 
Engineering Departm.ents. Mr. Richardson kindly took me to see the equipment in each, and I should 
judge that when the exten'sions now in progress are completed the facilities available in these departments 
will be very good indeed. The Textile and Dyeing Departments are naturally chiefly concerned with 
woollen and worsted yarns and cloths, and may not therefore be of so much value to Indian Htudents as 
the 'fextile and Dyeing Departments at Manchester, which deal primarily with cotton goods i but I was 
much impressed with -the quality of the work produced by the Bradford st.udents, and any Indian 
desiring a knowledge of the woollen and worsted branch of textiles would, I think, obtain an excellent 
training at the Bradfol-d College. Certain portions of the machinery in the thL'ee Engineering Depart
men,t,s-there are separate departments for mechanical, civil and electrical engineering-were in process 
{If being dismantled for transfer to new premises, but the equipment in each department appeared to be 
extensive and in good order. , 

As regards facilitieR for practical training in works, the Principal stated thai in normal times it is 
generally possible to find openings in mills and engineering workshops for those students of the College 
who have completed the courses there anrt desire practical experience beyond what is provided in the 
College laboratories. At pl'esent trade is so bad that almost IIll the mills and works are running on 
short time, and it is very difficult to secure practical training even for local students; but when trade 
revives and conditions return to normal, Mr. Richardson considers that it should be possible to obtain 
practical experience for a certain number of Indian stuc1ents. 

As regards the social and athletic facilities, it appears that, for one reason or another, little attention 
has in the past been paid to this side of the College life. Mr. Richardson is, however, very anxious to 
bring about some improvements in this respect, and is doing everything in bis power to develop the 
corporate life of the College. A large playing !ield l1as recently been acquired-it is some distance from 
the College but is easily accessible by tram-and provision is being made lor a refectory and for junior 
and senior common rooms in separate union buildings, adjacent to the College, which have also recently' 
been acquired. 

The fact that the College is not at present able to confer debrrees upon its students may act as a 
deterrent in the CHse of Indians, but that iH a difficulty which will 110 doubt be overcome later on. In the 
meantime, the College is adopting the practice of arranging for its students to present themselves for 
the- degree examinations of the Univel'sity of London at the same time.as they..take the final College 
examinations, and the Principal told me that this arrangement is meeting with much success. 1n view 
of the difficu.lties which Indian students are experiencing at the present time in securing admission tv 
Engineering faculties elsewhere, it would, I think, be worth while for some of them to consider whether 
the Technical College at Bradford would not give them the training, they require. 

(Sd.) R. E. FIELD, Secretary, 
November 1921. Committee on Indian Studen4..s. 

Y Y 2 
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't'raining Corps. 

- Honorary Director of the Procter International 
Research Laboratory, Leeds University. 

- Professor of Technological Chemistry at the College 
of Technology, Manchester. 

- Tutor of Christ's College, Cambridge 
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Preston, ~iajor C. -

Procter, Dr. H. R.

P yman, Prof. F. L. 

Racl~ham, Mr. H, -
RahIm, Mr. M. I. -

. Ramsay, Mr. 'r. B. W. 
- Secretary of the All-England Indian Conference 
- Hon. Secretary, Indian Gymkhana Club -

-11, 12, 14, 10. 
296, 297 

Ramsey, Mr. A. S. 
Ray, Mr. S. C. 
Reddaway, Mr. W. F. 
Ree, Dr. A. 

ReYllolds, Mr. E. R. B. 

Rice, Mr. S. 
Ripper; Dr. W. 
Roberts, Mr. II. A. 

- President of Magdalene College, Cambridge 
- Student of Accountancy 
- Censor of FitzwillIam Hall, Cambridge 
- Chairman of the Chemistry Oommittee of the 

College of Technology, Manchester, and Repre
sentative of the Association of Chemical Manu
facturers. 

- President of the Students' Hepresentative Council 
,at Armstrong College, Newcastle. 

~ Hon. Secretary of the East India Association 
- Profel;sor of Engineering, Sheffield University 
~ ~ecr\ltary. Cambridge University Appointments 

Board. 
Robertson, ){r. C. Gran't -
Robertson, Mr. J. A. 

Principal of Birmingham University -
Electrical Engineer to the Borough of Salford 

Ross, Sir K D. 
Rowe, Mr. H. P. P. 
Runganadhan, Mr. D. 

Sadler, Sir 1\1.. E. -
Sahai, Mr. V. N. -

Samuel, Mr. C. B. -
SapI'u, Mr. P. N. -
Sayer, Capt. :M. B. 

Scott, Mr. C. C. 
Selincourt, Prof. E. De 

Sen, Mr .• r. M. 
Sen, Mr. N. C. 
Senapati, Mr. N. -
Seshachallam, Mr. K. 
Sharma, Mr. B. L. 
Shipley, Sir A. -
Singh, Mr. M. K. 

Singha, Mr. S. S. -

Skrine, 1\[1'. 1<'. H. -
Smith, Mr. A. L. -
Smith, Prof. J. Lorrain 

.smith, Mr. E. Fraser 

~ Director of the School of Oriental Studies, London 
- Under-'freasurer of Lincoln's Inn, London 
~ General Secretary, Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' 

Union and Hostel, London. 
- Vice-Chancellor of Leeds University 

Rp.presentative of Indian students at 21, Cromwell 
Hoad. 

- Stud~nt of Agriculture at Edinburgh -
RepreRentative of the Oxford Indian Majlis 

- Superintendent of the Nautical Training Ship 
vVorcebter. 

- .Treasurer of the Middle '1'emple, London -
Dean ?f the ,Faculty of Arts, Bi.rmingham Uni

verSIty. 
- Representati\'e of Indian students in Leeds 
- Joint Secretary, fndian StuClents' Department 

Indian Uivil Service Nominated Probationer 
- Representative of Indian students in Leeds 
- Representative of Indian students in Bristol 
- Master of C~rist's College, Cambridge _ 
- HepresentatIve of thp. Manchester Indian Asso-

ciation. 
Warden of the Y.M.C.A. Hostel for Indian 

Students. ,Edinburgh. 
- Retired.oIIicer of the lndian Civil Service 
- Master of BaHiol College, Oxford - _ _ 
- Dean. of .the Faculty of Medicine, Edinbtugh 

Unl\·erslty. 
- Secretary of the North-East Coast Institution of 

Engineers and Shipbuilders. 
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SmithelIs, Prof. A. - ProfeRsor of Chelflistry, Leeds University 
Sood, Mr. R. P., and 14 other Indian students of St. Andrew's University 
Spear, Mr. F. W. - - Assistant Secretary of the Institution of Civil 

Spooner, Dr. W. A. 
Stafford, Mr. F. H. 

Engineers. 
- Warden of New College, Oxford -
- Secretary of the Thames Nautical Training 

College. 
- Secretary, Public Works Department, India Office Stantiall, Mr. W. -

Staveley, Miss M. C. 
Stebbing, Prof. E. P. 
Stephens, Prof. J. W. W. -

- Tutor of Women Students, Bristol University 
Professor of Forestry, Edinburgh University 
Head of the School of Tropical Medicine, Liver

pool. 
Stephenson, Prof. J. 
Stockdale, Dr. H. F. 
Stone, Sir J. H. 

Streeter, Canon B. H. 
Stroud, Prof. H. 

Swain, Mr. W. H. -

Tampi, Mr. A. K. -

Tara-Chand, Mr. -
Tarleton, Mr. W. H. 
Thomas, Mr. P. J. 
Told, Mr. B. S. G. 
Trevelyan, Sir E. J. 

Tuke, Miss M. 
Turner, Prof. W. E. 8. 

Turner, Mr. E. J. -

Tut, Lieut. M. Tin 
Tyndall, Prof. A. M. 
Vaidya, Mr. n. C. -
Vaidya, Mr. R. N.-

- Lecturer in Zoology, Edinburgh University 
- .Principal of the Royal Technical College, Glasgow 

Officer-in-charge of Indian Civil Service Nomi
nated Probationers in England. 

- Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford 
- Lately Dean of the Faculty of Science at Armstrong 

College, Newcastle. 
- Assistant Secretary, Military Department, India 

Office. 
- Representative of the Edinburgh Indian Associa-

tion. 
- Representative of the Oxford Indian Majlis 
- Acting Secretary of the Burma Society 
- Student of Balliol College, Oxford 
- Student of Engineering at Sheffield University 
- Member of the Delegacy for Oriental Students, 

Oxford. 
- Principal of Bedford College for Women, London 
- Head of the Department of Glass Technology, 

Sheffield University. 
- Secretary, Commerce and Revenue Department, 

India Office. 
- Representative of Burmese students 
- Dean of the Faculty of Science, Bristol University 

Student of Law in London - - -
- Representative of Indian students of Economics in 

London. . 
Vakil, Mr . .\1. H. - - Reprcsentative of the Manchester Association 
Villiers-Stuart, Mrs. P. - Representing the Indian Women's Education 

Waley, Mr. J. F. -

Walker, Rev. E. M. 
Walker, Pro!' Miles 

Wallace, Prof. n. -
Warren, Sir 1'. II.
Weekes, Mr. C. A. 

Wertheimer, Pl"Of. J. 

West, Mr. F. J. 

Wheeler, ~Ir. A. E. 
Wild, Prof. R. B. -

Williams. Mr. E. A. 

Wilson, Prof. E. -

Wrangham, Mr. W. G. 
Wright, Prof. W. -
Zutshi, Mr. I,. 
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Association. 
- Secretary to the Council of Legal Education, 

London. 
- Tutor of Queen's College, Oxfl)rd -
- Professor of Electrical Engineering at the College 

of Technology, Manchester. 
- Professor of Agriculture, Edinburgh University -
- President of Magdalen College. Oxford 
- Assistant Secretary to the British Electrical and 

Allied Manufacturers' Association. 
- Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, Bristol 

University. 
- Past President of the Manchester Engineering 

Employers' Association, and President of the 
Manchester Association of Engineers. 

- Registrar, Leeds University 
- Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Manchester 

University. 
- Secretary, Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Union and 

Hostel, London. 
- Representative of the Institution of Electrical En-

gineers. 
- Sub-Treasurer of the Inner Temple, London 
- Dean of the London Hospital Medical College 
- Student of the Royal School of Mines, London 
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Aberdeen University, reason for more Indian stu-
dents not going to, Tampi 120 

Accommodation: 
Advice seldom asked for, respecting, Odgers... 169 
on Arrival: 

Advisory Committees should imprese on students 
necessity of arrangements for, Bhore ... 196 

Importance of provision for, Bhore, 196; DelZer, 
315; Morison, 324; Z'IJ,tshi, 345. 

Official provision not the best, MaZZet, 182; 
Bevan, 337. 

Assistance given by Indian Students' Department 
in connection with, Meyer ... ..• .., 192 

Boarding houses: 
Difficulty of obtaining good class of, since the 

war, N. O. Sen ... 237 
Unsatisfactory, DelZer ... ... 314 

in Colleges, preferred by Burmans, Tin Tut, Lock, 
Po .. , ... 243 

no Difficulty, Ahuja .. , 330 
Edinburgh, Ewing, 113; Mackenzie, 114, 115; 

Morrison, 130. 
with Families: 

Advantages and desirability, Bhatia, 88; Ewing, 
113; Hardikar, 119; Ray, 176; Beck, 226; 
N. O. S e"", 237; K 'fUl,$ter, 239; K 'lJ,riyan, 266; 
Foster, 313; A. H. M. Gmy, 348. 

not Advised as a rule, Hadow ... 59 
Difficulty, Ewing, 113; Hardikar, 119; Beck, 226; 

N. O. Sen, 237; Knaster, 239; Runga-n,adhan, 
268. 

Difficulty before the war, but probably easier now, 
Lees-Smith 335 

Difficulty not great, A. H. M. Gray... 348 
Register of families: 

Colleges might keep, Beveridge... ..' 335 
Kept by India.n Students' Department, N. O. 

Sen .. , 237 
at Univel'lSity College, Foster .. , 313 

Preferable, but need for preliminary experience 
as to English customs, Zut&hi ... 345 

Satisfactory cases of, Bhatia, Hamid 88 
Glasgow, Desch 57 
Halls of Residence: 

Inadequacy of accommodation, and difficulty of 
admitting Indians, Foste1' '" 311, 313 

for Indians, necessa,ry, Foster 311, 313 
London: 

Expansion, University as a whole should deal 
with, Foster .. , 311 

for Postgraduate students of all nationalities, 
under consideration, Foster 313 

Mi'Xed, approved if not more than one or two 
Indians to 40 or 50 stUdents, Momo""... 321 

'Hostels: 
of Burma. Society, see that title. 
College hostels at present, London, E. Barker, 

301; DeUer, 314, 315, 316-8. 
for Egyptian students, advocated, Elliot... 173 
for Indians: Macan,26-7; Warren,29; Fzddes 

67. ' 
Adva.ntages of, and advocated, Fiddes, 67; 

lIlackenzie, 115; A. R. Malik, 135; Moss, 
256; Williams, 262-3; Skrine, 349. 

not Advop.ated except in London, Kotibhasker, 
77; Manchester Indian Association, 79-80; J. 
M. Sen, 102, 103; Ti"" Tut, Lock, Po, 242, 244. 

as Clearing-houses and for temporary residence 
approved, Parija, Rahim, Bo.~e, etc., 12, 14, 
18; J. M. Sen, 102; Dutt, 107; Kuriyan, 
265, 266; Mehta, 343. 

21, Cromwell Road, see that title. 
Edinburgh, see that title. 
Government should restrict schemes to glvmg 

financial and other help if asked for, R. N. 
Vaidya, 275. 

Accommodation-continued. 
Hostel&--continued. 

for India.ns-continued. . . 
Lodgings preferred, MOlr, 63; Hardlkar, 119; 

Dalby, 347. 
in London: Parija, Bose, etc., 14. 

Advocated and suggestions, J. lIf. Sen, 102; 
Beck, 227; Ross, 255, 257; R. N. Vaidya, 
274· Deller, 314, 315. 
Need for provision by Government, Thomas, 

349. ed I' 
Possible if 200 students guarante to lve 

there for at least a year, but would not be 
self-supporting, N. O. Sen., 237: 

should be Non-official, KeUcatr, Tokt, Ghosh, 61; 
Edinburgh Indian Association, 118; Barbo'Ur, 
129; A. R. Malik, 135; Ross, 256, 257; 
Beveridge, 335. 

Non-official, less objected to, Kaul ... 
Number in, should be limited to 

... 119 
about 30, 

... 239 Knaster ... 
Objections to, Moriarty, 9-10; Parija, Rahim, 

Bose, 12, 14, 18; E. M.- Walker, 28; Oxford 
MfIJjlis, 32, 33; Dobson, 39; LeonaT:d, 41; 
Wertheimer, 42, 43; Sharma, 44; l!'arayen, 
54; Hadow, 59, 339; Graham, 64; Ftshenden, 
70; M. K. Singh, 76; WheeZe1', 96 (12); Proc
ter, 97 (5); J. M. Sen, 102; Indian Students 
0/ Leeds UniverSity, 104; Seskachalam, 104; 
Duti, 107; Perkin, 109; Hatrdikar, 119; A. R. 
Malik 135' Brown, 148; Henderso~, 149; 
Kap';', Oh";cJcerbutty, 15~-1; Rice, 221; ?Jur
mese Shtdents 245; KW1'lyan, 265; Mon,son, 
321, 325; Mehta, 343; A. H. M .. (}ray, 348. 

Organisation and control, suggestIOns, A. R. 
:Malik ... ... ... ... ... ... 135 

Preferred to lodgings, Daly, 86 j Ewing, 113; 
Beck, 227; Runganadhan, 268. 

Question of, Farnell... .., ... ... 22 
Question of establishment should be deferred for 

consideration at later date owing to students' 
distrust of Government, R. N. Vaidya 273 

Religious control, objection to, A. R. Malik 
135 

for Students in works would be advisable, 
Hadow, 59; West, 71-2,73. 

Study in, Harley ... 138 
Tutor of some kind in, to give advice, etc., 

desirable, DelZer 314, 315, 316 
Unnecessary, Ahuja .. ... 330 
might Work well, W. S. Morrison ... ... 130 
for Younger men approved, lICoir, 63; Huebner, 

69. 
Mixed: 

would be Approved, Morley, 46; Fishenden, 70; 
Miers, 73; Kotibhasker, 76; Mohiyuddin, 104; 
Henderson, 149; N. O. Sen, 237. 

should be Dealt with by Y.M.C.A. unless any 
religiolUl objection, Ourtis... ... 305 

EnglIsh students in, desiTable, but difficulty of 
obtaining, Sakai, Isaac, 252; Bevan, 337. 

might be Possible in time, Deller ... 314 
Y.M.C.A., see thot title. 

Hostel system in India would not be alien to Indian 
genius, Streeter ... ... 36 

proposed Inter-Univemity Doard, should mal{e 
arrangements, Williams ... ... ... 262 

Leeds, Wheeler ... ... ... ... ... 96 
Liverpool, Kelly, 83; Adami, 84, 85; Baly, 86. 
Lodgings: 

Advantages of, 111. K. Singh 76 
Charges, Sahai, Isaac... ... ... 252 
Colour prejudice on part of landladies Baker 34 

35; Morley, 45; O. G. Robertson' 47· Luke' 
53; Milligan, 54. '" 

Difficulty less acute in Newcastle, Reynolds 332 
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Accommodation-continued. 

Lodgings-continued. 
Difficulty of finding euitable, KnaBter, 239; R. N. 

VaidYa, 273; Stroud, 327. 
Difficulty not great, A. H. M. Gray... 348 
Disadvantages of, Fisheooen, 70; Adami, 84, 85; 

Ewing, 113; Hardlkar, 119; N. C. Sen, 237; 
1Ievan, 338; Zutshi, 346; Thomas, 349. 

Hostel preferred, Baly, 86; Ewing, 113; Beck, 
227; Runganadhan, 268. 

Licensed, advocated, Leonard, 40; Staveley, 41. 
Preferred, Kuriyan 265 
Preferred to hostels, lI!oir, 63; Hardikar, 119; 

Dalby, 347. 
PaMonal inspection before student allowed to go 

to, desirable, KnaJlter ... 239 
Register of, proposals, Kuriyall, 267; Beveridge, 

335. 
Special selected, approved, Hadow .,. 
Tied houses advocated, Meyer 

Proposals, Meyer, 190; Skrine, 649. 
Oxford, Bwrrow8, 20; Smith, 27. 

339 
190 

Sheffield, Ripper, 56; DelICh, 57; Hadow, 58-9; 
Gibbons, 60. 

Union and hostel in London, scheme, 

for Women students, IlCheme, Platt 

Accountants: 
Ohartered: 

Williams 
262, 263 

344-5 

ArtIcles, conditions, Colville ... 231-2 
Articleship : 

Period, reduction of, from five to three years: 
Exclusion of Indians fram, and hardshIp, 

Bose, Rahim, etc., 12, 16; Ray, Bose, Sar-
kar, 176, 177. . 

Extension to Indians, question of CounCIl's 
attItude, Colville ... .,. 230, 231 

Three years expressly limIted to England and 
Wales and extension would necessitate 
alteration of Charter by application to 
PrivY Council, Colville ... .. ... 230 

Premiums, Bose, Rahim, etc., 16; Colville, 231. 
in Canada, Colville ... ... .,. .231 
Graduate of Indian University receiving al tlcles 

in Indi-a not qualified to practise as chartered 
accountant in [ndia, Colville .,. ... 231 

Preliminary examination and exemption condi-
tions Colville .,. ... ... .,. ... 230 

Governm~nt scholarships proposed, Ray 176 
Inc()rporated, c()urse, Ray 176 
Indian clerks, question of attitude of employers, 

Ray, 176; Colville, 231. 
Indian students: 

Difficulty of finding vacancies for, in England, 
Maltin .,. ... ... : . .,. ... 234 

N()n-charging of expenses to firm in CMe of, pr()b-
able mi.mnderstandmg, Colv.Ue .,. . 231 

Institute in India, question of setting up, Ray, 176; 
Corvllle, 230-1, 231; Martin, 233. 

Practical experience, diffioulty, Mackenzie 114 
Statement by studen.ts of acc()untancy ... 177 
Training in India, facilities for practical work not 

lIB good as in England on the whole, Martin. 233 

Actuarial Mathematics, Edinburgh DIploma, Ewing 
113 

ADAMI, Dr. J. G., C.B.E., M.D., Vice-Chancell()r 'Of 
Liverpool University... ... .,. . .. 83-5 

ADAl\fSON, Sir HARVEY, President, Burma 
Society 214-5 

Admission to Universities, and Selection: 
thI'ough Advisory Committees: 

All students recommended by, irrespective ()f 
numbers, shOUld be ablo to receive education 
or trainIng in England, Dunkley... ... 216 

Committees should have option of communicatIon 
with central organisation or local advisers, 
Bose, Rahim, etc. ... 17 

Compulsory, not advocated, Bose, Rahim, etc. 
17 

more Discrimination desirable in India, Bwrrow$ 
19, 20 
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Admission to Universities, and Selection
continued. 

through Advisory Committees-continued. 
Only, advocated, Dunkley... ... '" 216 
Restriction on numbers undesirable, Manchester 

Indtan Auociation ... ... ... ... 79 
Sifting of applications by, and making definite 

recommendations re, would be useful, N. C. 
Sen '" 236 

System, Burrows... ... ..• •... 19 
Age, and proposals, Durnford, 6; J. A. Robertson, 

81; Sadler, 91; Wheeler, 93; Annandale, 133; 
A. R. Malik, 135; Stockdale, 143; Tin Tut, 
Lock, Po, 242, 243. 

Applications: 
Date question, Burnaby, 2;, Benians, 3; Shipley, 

3; Burrows, 19, 21; Trevelyan, 26; Smith, 28; 
Warren, 29; Habib, 33; C. G. Roberston, 47; 
Miers, 74; Di~on, 75; Adami, 84. 

Direct, and peMonal: 
Advocated, Burrows, 19; Pariia, Rahim, Bose, 

efe., 12, 14, 17, 18; J. M. Sen, 102, 103; 
Dutt, 107-8. 

Defimte informati()n in India as to number of 
vacancies, and pers()nal application, proposal, 
Tara Chand ... ... .., ... '" 33 

Difficulty, Meek ... ... ... 327 
Discouragement advocated, Farnell ... 22 
after Information that vacancies filled, Redda-

way, 8; Ewing, 112; Meyer, 187; Gaster, 198-
202; Saltai, 252; Zutshi, 347. 

Objections to, Mannmg, 5; Oxford Mailis 31. 
Satisfactory, Edinburgh, Ewing ... . .. ' 112 
possible Unfairness to other applicants, 

Burrows ... .., ... .. 20 
Lond()n Day Training College, difficulties re, 
"Nunn ... ... '" .. , ... . 302 
ISpecial college seldom asked for, Burrous 20 
St~ndardlsed form, suggestion of, Gibson '" 145 

Certl~cat~s presented by students, difficulty of 
estlmatmg value, Anderson, 86; lIIacalister 141' 
(Jibson, 144-5. ' , 

Certificates should be acc()mpanied by personal 
statements from professors as to quality of work 
Gibson ... '" ... '" '" '" 144-5 

Certificates of character: 
Practice should be discontinued, Oxford JJlailis, 

32, 33 
Rec()mmendation, Ashley '" '" '" 338-9 
Required, Crofts, 73; Anderson, 86; Barker, 300. 
not Required, Hamid, 88; Ewing, 112; Lorrain 

Smith, 13l. 
n() Specific rule re provision of, J. M. Sen 102 
no Standard for judging, and some organisation 

needed, GIbbons '" .. , '" '" 60 
generally Supplied by Indian professor and 

demand for counter-signing by official body 
never heard of, J. M. Sen .. , 102 

Certifica tea of loyalty: 
not Asked for, Costain, 49, Anderson 86.
Objected to, and practIce should be d:SContinued, 

OoC/ord 1I1aillJl " ... '" 32,33 
Definite organisation for, desirable, Nunn 302,303 
through Delegacy, dIsadvantages, Spooner '" 24 
DIfficulties, Edinb1Jffyh Indllln il.ssociatio,. '" 118 
Dtfficulties, India Office should give more publicity 

to, in India, Burrows '" '" '" 20 
by Direct communication between English and 

Indian Universities, w()uld greatly improve 
situati()n, Mallet 183 

DiBtribution between Colleges in London, should 
be by consultation between Colleges, Foster 311 

Egyptian Educational Mission system advocated, 
C. G. Robertson '" 46 

Englishmen have fiMt claim, Spooner, 24, 25; 
}'au'cett, 38, 39; Francis, 40. 

Examination and investigation by College authori
ties themselves only satisfactory method, 
Warrell 29, 30 

Ignorance in India of conditi()lJB in England, and 
consequent trouble, Curtis, 305 j Deller, 314. 

Increase pr()posed, Oxf()rd, Burrows '" 20 
- India Offioo recommendation, insistence on, by 

some Universities such as Liverpool, objection to, 
Iidinlmryh Indian Association. ••• 118 
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364 COMMITTEE ON INDIAN STUDENTS. 

Admission to Universities, and Selection-
conti'1llt£ed. 

through Indian Students' Department: 
Advantage as official guarantee of character, 

Morison ... .,. ... 320, ~22 
all Applications should come through, Manntng 

4 
Complaints respecting, Gaster, 198-202; R. N. 

Vaid1la, 275; Bhargava, 341. . 
Hindrance by, oomplaints heard but no mstance 

known, N. O. Sen ... ... ~34 
Hindrance by, statements not agreed With, 

Meyer, 187; BllOre, 195, 196. 
Policy of Department, Bhore... 197 
Procedure, N. O. Sen .. , .,. 234,235 
Reply to students' criticism, Mallet, 181-2, 186; 

Morison, 322. 
Total number ... .., ... 353 
Unnecessary statement not agreed with, Meyer 

, 189, 193 
fuller Information of conditions, etc., in England 

should be available in India, Sadler, 92; J amie
son, 105; Lorrain Smith, 131; Littlejohn, 131; 
Mallet, 184-5. 

Intellectual, moral and social qualifications must be 
considered, O. G. Robertson .. 46 

Limitation due to lack of space, Giles, 1; FarneU, 
21-2; Fawcett, 38; Haslem, 51; Adami, 84; 
Macalister, 141; Paterson, 144. 

through Local Advisers: 
Glasgow, responsibility of: 

Alleged, Kapur, Ohuckerb1bttll ... 151 
Reply to statement, A. Morrison 153, 154 

strongly Objected to, by students, Kapur, 
Ohuckerbutty ... 150, 151-2 

Proposal, Pari1a, Bose, etc., 14; Ox/onl j)lajlzs, 
31-2. 

of as Many Indians as possible, desirable. O. G. 
Robertson 47 

Numbers to be admitted yearly, proposal, Oxford 
Majlzs 31 

Numbers should not be sufficient to prevent ab
sorption, Ashley, 48, 339; Mallet, 184; Gilchrist, 
331; Hadow, 339. 

Objection to, by people contributing to support of 
local University, Morison ... 324 

Official medium objected to, Indian Students, St. 
Andrews ... .. 340 

by Open competition, objection to, Trevelyan 25 
Order of preference proposed, Smith 28 
Organisation to deal with, and ensure entry of 

proper persons only, need for, Giles ... 1, 2 
by Organisation of English and Indian University 

men, suggestion of, Butler ... '" ... 7 
Organisation by official body, Indians would resent, 

Ewing ... 112 
to Oxford and Cambridge, 1920-and 1921, admis

sions at other Universities of unsuccessful candi-
dates, etc. . 351 

PerlWrual interviews preferable, Burnaby 2 
Personal reco/1llIIJendations desired, Durnfom, 5-6; 

Miers, 74; Dixon, 75; Baly, 86; Ooward, Douth
waite, 156. 

Political considerations, suspicion of, Oxford 
llIajlis 31 

Political opinions and loyalty not enquired into, 
Burrows, 21; Baker, 35. 

Pressure on Universities by High Commissioner 
desirable, Bevan 338 

by Principals of Colleges in IIndia : 
not Advocated, Burrows 20 
Approved under certain conditions, Giles 1 

PrinCipals of Indian Colleges, recommendations ('f, 
should carry great weight, Stone .. , ... 23 

Proposal that Universities 'alone should deal with, 
some special representative necessary at each 
University, if carried out, Mallet ... .. 183 

Qualifications, and point at which students should 
apply: 
Accepted by Universities, not always satisfactory, 

Arnold ... . . ... ... 209 
Advanced students only, not advocated, Trevelyan 

B.A. degree for older students, 
possible exceptions, Smith ... 

Best men only, advoc:ated, Moss 

25 
prop06ed, with 

27 
52 

Admission to Universities, and Selection
continued. 

QultlificatlOns, and point at which students should 
apply-continued 

Definite and uniform standard: 
not Advocated, Bose, Rahim, etc., 18; Kapur. 

Chuckerbutty, 150, 151-2. 
Desirable j)l. Walker, 64; Kotibhasker, 77; 

1Ilanch;ster IndIan Association, 79; Indian 
Students at Leeds, 104; Dutt, 107; 
Jlackenzie, 114. 

Degree, desirable, but .certain cases where 
stipulation should be waived, Burrows 21 

Desire for real knowledge, and not for certi-
ficates only, Dixon 75 

Government scholars only, desired, Magdalene, 
Ramsey 6 

Graduates: 
Advocated Gtles, 1, 2; Benians, 3; Shipley, 4; 

Manntn~ 5; Wtld, 7; Parija, Rahim, Bose, 
12; Ohagia, Sapru, 33; De Selincourt, 51, 5~; 
Desch 56; Turner, 57-8; Hadow, 59; Motr, 
62, 63; Pyman, 65; Fiddes, 66; Daniels, 68; 
Baly 85' Jamieson, 105, 106; Dutt, 107, 
108.' Pe;kin 109; Mackenzie, 113-4, 121; 
Sin~ha 127;' Stephenson, 132; Gibson, 144; 
Oathca~t, 146; B. O. Vaidya, 175; Arnold, 
210; Ross, 256; Hallett, 297, 299; E. Barker, 
300-1; Keogh, 307; Foster, 310, 312; Tuke, 
317; Zutshi, 347. 

Advocated otherwise should take whole course 
without' trying to obtain exemptions, 
Macalister '" 142 

'lhould Generally be given preference, but no 
fixed rule advocated, Parija, Bose, etc., 14, 
17, 18. 

London Hospital Medical School, Wright 
221,222 

London School of Economics, Beveridge... 334 
should be Permitted to follow final year's 

course without going through course again, 
.sharma '" '" .,. ..• ..• 44 

coming for Ph.D., special piece of research 
work or special course of study, preferable, 
Hadow '" '" ... 339 

Preferred on the whole, with exception of good 
type of undergraduate, Adami ... 84, 85 

Preferred but students having passed Indian 
Intermediate Examination would be accepted, 
Oohen ... 110 

QuestIOns respectmg, Haldane ... ... 157 
Graduates B.A. or B.Sc. only, desirable when 

educati~n in India sufficiently improved, Mori
lion ... ... . .• 325 

Graduates or undergraduates accepted at Charing 
Cross Hospital Medical School, and no appre
ciable difference, Wright .,. ... ... 222 

if not Graduates, should have reached standard of 
First Degree Examination in India, Miers 73 

non-Graduates. careful selection necessary and 
proposed qualifications, O. G. Robertson 46 

no Hard-and-fast rule advocated, Narayen... 54 
Higher standard necessary, Durn/ord 5 
good Honours Degree or Intermediate with strong 

recommendations from teachers required at 
University College, London, for persons ad
mitted to higher Civil Service courses, Foster 

Indian degrees: 
311,312 

see also tinder Indian Universities. 
Feeling of distrust in England, Burstall 50 
Honours a.dvocated if possible, Spooner ... 24 
Question of, Farnell... .,. ... .•. 22 

Intermediate or First Arts Examination accepted, 
at Newcastle, Morison ... . .• 324-5 

Intermediate and additional Examination in 
knowledge of English, Edinburgh, and certain 
exemptions for Indian degrees, Ewing ... -112 

Intermediate Examination: 
might be Accepted, Burnaby 2 
Advocated, Kotibhasker, 77; Goodman. 99; 

lI!cO~tndlish, 100; J. 111. Sen, 102, 103; 
IHlrljlan, 266; R. N. Vaidya, 273, 275. 

Arts or Science advocated as a general rule, 
and should exempt from Matriculation 
examination, Sadler 91 (12) 
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Admission to Universities, and Selection

continued. 
Qualifications, and POInt at \lhich students should 

apply-continued. 
Intermediate Examination-continued. 

Durham University, Drummond ... '" 332 
should be Minimullj., graduates preferred, 

Deller 314, 315 
should be Minimum, and graduation for higher 

studies, Indian Studellil at Leeds 
U ni-rer8tty 104 

Intermediate or First Arts examination as 
standard of qualification for admission for 
degree and diploma course advocated, 
lIf orison ... 325 

Judgment of, left entirely to University 
authorities, Gaster 199 

Matriculation: 
Advocated, Burmese Students 
Indian: 

245 

Aooeptance possibility, Procter '" ... 97 (2) 
to be no Longer recognised, Durham 

University, Drummond ... 332 
not Sufficient preparation for science cours(> 

at English University, Dixon 74 
Nooessity for, objected to, Kelkar, Toki, 

Ghosh, 60, 61. 
of any Recognised University in India' or Burma 

should be uniform qualification, Burmese 
Students ... 245 

for Medical students, recommendation, A. R. ll. 
{fray ..• 348 

Need for obtaining, not impressed sufficiently on 
applicants in India, Gaster 199 

Older men preferred to students coming for 
degrees, ]i'arnell 22 

Ordinary preferred to research students, Lyon 
23 

Pass degree not sufficient for men to read for 
Honours degree at Oxford, Baker ... 35 

Passing of such examinations as may enable stu
dents to matriculate and become eligible for 
degrees advocated, Ashley 338 

Post-graduate studen,ts only, for Provincial 
UniversIties advocated, with pOSSIble excep
tions, O. G. Robertson 46 

for Post-graduate students, question of, 
Deller ... '" 315-6 

fot: Post-graduate work or practical training in 
workshops a-dvocated only, Dalby... 347 

Post-gra-duates and ordinary students advocated, 
Jl1t1'TOW3 20 

Practical experience in India before coming to 
England desira,ble, Procter 97 (2) 

Prelimin'llry standard, extra disabilities on Il}dian 
students, if imposed India Office might inter
vene, Edinburgh Indian Association 118 

Preliminary training neces&aJ'Y, Ghosh, 61; 
];'ishenden, 70. 

Prelimina.ry year at institution in England, 
proposal, A. Morrison 153 

RecogDltion of Indi1an first year course, position 
re, Costain ." 49 

Repetition of Indian University course at 
Birmingham, question of avoiding, Oo.tain, 
49; B'UI'stall, 50. 

Research students preferred, Dixon 75 
Scholars sent by varIous public bodies, suooess of 

experiment, Bose, RahIm .,. 13, 17 
Schoolboys not advocated, Oohen 110 
Standard examination to be held in India, pos-

sibility of, Giles 1 
Students for definite post-gra-duate courses such 

lIB Ph.D. preferred, Burstall 50 
Students having been to English publIc schools, 

question of, Pa'rija, Rahim, Bose .•• 12 
Tl'aining in English public schools or best Indian 

schools, proposed for younger students, Smith 
27 

Admission to Universities and Selection-
continued.. ' 

Research students only-continued 
Inadvisable, Prasad, Badhwar . 11 
Preference for, lIfanning ... 5 

Reservation of oertalD number of places for 
Burme~e stUdents advocated, Burmese students 
242; Tm Tut, Lock Po 242. ' 

no Restriction should 'be 1~V'ied Bose Rahim etc 
17' Sharma 44 "'" 

mor~ Restrictive policy in India advocated, Smith 
27 

Rhodes Scholar system should be adopted, Streeter 

more careful Selection, need for, Macan., 27; Smitt~ 
28; E. jJ[. Walker, 28' WUOTen. 29 30' 
Streeter, 36; O. G. Roberts~n 47' Sn:ithelfs 98: 
Deller, 315; Morison, 323. " " 

final Selection must be with UniversitIes, Kuriyan 

S 'I 265 
peCl~ r~~mm~ndation might be made by Indian 
UDlversltH¥I m exceptional Cases Kur'lYan 265 

Statement by Colleges in advance' of number of 
students to be taken in next year: 
Advocated, TrevelYan, 25; Curtis, 304-5, 305-6. 
POSSIble, Foster, 310, 311; Morison, 323. 
Pooslble, but number in case of post-graduates 

would vary according to subjects, Dellel'... 314 
System of, lD Indm, desirable, but dIfficult, and 

CO-operatIOn of EnglIsh and IndIan Universities 
and students would be necessary, Arnold 

System and procedure: 
208-9, 209 

Armstrong College, NewcaBtle, Louis 328 
B?dford College for Women, Tuke ... ... 317 
Blrmin~ham, M01ley, 45; O. G. Robertson, 47; 

C:ostal1l, 49; Raslamt, 51; Alnbadi, 53. 
BrIstol, Tyndall, 38; Leonard 40' Wertheimer 

42,43. '" 
CalI!-bridge, Giles, 1; Shipley, Benians, 3; Man-

1I1ng, 4; Durnford, 6; Butler, 7; Olough, 7, 
Reddaway, 8; Partia, Rahim, Bose, 12, 13, 
14; Meyer, 187, 191, Tl1I Tut Lock Po 242 
243, 244; MOI'ison, 322. ' " , 

CharlDg Cross HospItal Medical School, Fenton 
, 222, 223 

CIty and Guilds (Engineering) College, London, 
Dalby... . .. 347 

Edinburgh, Ewing, 112; Lorrain Smith 130 
131; Littlejohn, 131; A. R. MaZik,' 135; 
Bennett, 137. 

Glasgow, Macalister, 141; Gibson, 145; Oath cart, 
145-6; Brow'll, 147, 148, 149; Kapur, Chuckel'
butty, 151; A. Morrison, 153-4, 

King's College, London, E. Barker ... ... 300 
Leeds, Sadler, 91, 92; Wheeler, 93-4; SeshOr 

chalam, 104; Mohiyu.ddin, 104; Jamieson, 105; 
Dutt, 107, 108; Perkin, 109. 

Liverpool, Kelly, 83; Macdonald, 83; Adami, 83' 
Anderson, 86, 87; Bhatia, 87-8. ' 

London Hospital Medical School, Wright 221-2 
Manchester, Fiddes, 66; Crofts, 73; Miers, 74. 
Newca.stle, Morison, 324-5; Gzlchrist, 331. 
Oxford, BU1'Tows, 19, 21; Meyer, 187, 191. 
Scottish Universities, En,trance Board, Bennett 

Sheffield, Rudow, 59; Gibbons, 60. 
University College, London, Foster 
University College Hoapital, Foster ... 

Selection of Students: 

136-7 

311,313 
'" 310 

some Test necessary to send only those likely to do 
well, M. Walker ... ,.. .., ... 64 

Undergraduates : 
not Advocated, Duft, 108; Arnold, 210; 

Williams, 261. 
Exceptional cases only, desirable, Hudow 339 

Unsatisfactory conditions and criticisms of svstem. 
O:.:/ordMa)lis, 31; RIpper, 55; Desch, 56; Fi3hen
den, 70; J. M. Sen, 103; Indian Students at 
Lee(/s University, 104; Dutt, 107; Dunkley, 216; 
]Jeller, 314, 315. 

Women Students, see that title. Undergraduates not advocated, Adami, •.. 85 
Younger men taking degrees preferred to older 

men takmg special courses, Huebner 69, 73 Advice: 
ltesearch students only: 

possible Advantage, Warren 

n 1042 

29 
Facilities, Edinburgh, lIfackenzie 
Local Advisers, seB that title. 

..• 115 
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Advisory Boards or Committees in England, 
schemes, etc., Gibbons, 60; Manchester Indianl. 
Association, 80; J. M. Sen, 103; looian Students 
at Leeds University, 104; Dutt, 107-8; Meyer, 188; 
Kwriyan, 264, 265, 266, 266-7; A. H. M. GrOlJ/, 348. 

Advisory Committee, London, see under London. 

Advisory Committees in India: 
Abolition advocated, Oa;ford Madlis, 32; J. M. Sen, 

103; Dutt, 108; Kwriyan, 266. 
Admission to Universities, etc., through, see that 

hUe. 
Case of Mr. Das, Gaster ... 199 
Central Committee: 

possible Advantages, Arnold ... 208 
Proposal, M air ... 63 
as Publicity depwl"tmen.t desirable, Sadler 92;3 
Setting up, question of, Mallet 182 

Certificates required from students before proceed
ing to England, showing that all possible in
formation had been obtained, suggestion of, M. 
K. Singh ... 76 

Control by Indian Universities suggested, Bose, 
Rahim, etc. 17 

Criticisms of, Bur1lhby, 2;'Ma'lllning, 4; Parija, 
Rahim, Bose, 12, 14, 15; Oxford 1I1a111s, 31, 32, 
33; Sharma, 44; Chawdhury, 53; Toki, 61; Moir, 
62; Fisheooen, 70; Bhatia, 87; Hamtd, 88; J. M. 
Sen, 102, 103; Indian Students at Leeds 
Univers~ty, 104; Devanayagam, 105; Dutt, 107, 
108; A. R. Malik, 136; Coward, 155; Mallet, 182; 
K uriyan, 264, 265, 266; Vaidya, 273-4; Morison, 
320, 322, 323; Ahuja, 330. 

Difference in activitIes of, Arnold ... 208 
all Duties devolved upon Secretary, Stephenson 

132 
Failure, cause must be discovered by visiting IndIa, 

Morison 323-4 
Finance, M01-ison ... 
Functions, N. C. Sen 

. .. 323 

... 236 
certain Handbooks must be purchased by, Gaster, 

202; Arnold, 209. 
Increase iii number advocated, Sadler ... 92 
List of publications sent to, by Indian Students De-

partment, November, 1920 353 
in Mysore, not advocated, Mohiyuddin 104 
Neoessary, on certain lines, Kotibhasker 77 
Objection to system, Edtnburgh Indian Association, 

118; Kapur, Chuekerbutty, 150, 152. 
Organisation, improvement needed and reorganisa

tIOn proposals, Pariia, Bose, etc., 14, 15; Moir, 
62; Dixon, 75; Kotibhasker, 75-6, 77; Mallet, 183; 
186; Meyer, 188, 190-1, 192; Arnold, 208; 
Dunkley, 216. 

Relations with Indian Students Department, 
Mallet, 182, 183-4, 186; Arnold, 208; N. C. Sen, 
235, 236. 

Secretaries : 
Criticism of present system, ArMld ... ... 208 
Importance of, and qualifications required, Parija, 

Bose, etc., 14; Rahim, 15; Stone, 23; Lyon, 24; 
Seshachalam, 104. 

Tributes to, Benians, 2; Scott, 165. 
University authorities would be preferable, Giles, 1; 

J. M. Sen, 102; Mohiyuddin, 104; Devanayagam, 
105. 

University organisation would be preferred to 
Government, and scheme, Kuriyan 264,265-6, 

266 
Unnecessary, Dutt, 108; Ahuja, 330. 
Value to be derived from, if care taken in establish

ing, and work done with knowledge of conditions 
abroad, Sadler •.. 92 

not sufficiently Well-known, Bhore ... 196 
Work might be much more develDped, Mallet 182, 

186 

After Careers: 
Advice given by Indian Students' Department 

respecting, Meyer 191-2 
Chemical work, University training alone, nDt 

sufficient, Ree 82 

After Careers-continued. 
Engineering, Ripper, 55i West, 72; J. A. Robertson, 

80-1 . Nag, 179; Campton, 203, 205-6. 
GuJara~teed position to. go to, on return, as condi-

tion of admission, suggestion, Moir ... 62, 63 
Importanoo Df some chance of, before coming to 

England, Bhore ... 196 
Leather manufacture, Procter ... 97 
Leeds students, Wheeler ... 94-5 
Medical, Jamieson, 106; Barbour, 129; Mackay, 

138; Oharles, 309. 
Met~llurgy, question of prospects, Desch 56 
Sheffield, lIst of, attempt to record, Hadow .'. 59 
Technology students, .illoir ... ... ... 62 
Tendency t.o settle in England, especially in medical 

profession, Cohen ... ...... ... 111 
Value in, of constant dealings with Englishmen 

during training, J. A. Robe1'tson ... 80 

Agricultural Service in India: 
Good type attracted to, especially Government 

scl1olars, Roberts 7 
Recrui,tment, India Office, 280, 283, 284; Turner, 

290, 290-1, 292. 
Relative value of English B.Sc. degree and Indian· 

degree in agriculture, question of, Turner ... 292 

Agricultural Training: 
In AmerIca, Partja, Rahim, 

Maltk 
in Germany, A. R. Malik 
in Great Britain: 

Bose, 11, 13; It. R. 
135 

... 135 

Armstrong College, Ahuja, 330; Gilchrist, 330-l. 
Cambridge, lIlanning, 5; llamsey, 6; Reddaway, 8. 
Edinburgh, Mackenzie, 114; Wallace, 122, 123. 
Facilities and proposals, Samuel, 115; A. R. 

Malik, 135. 
Glasgow, PaJierson 144 
Long Ashton, investigation of diseases in fruit, 

Francis 40 
in India: 

Diffi{)ulties and inadequate facilities, and pro
posals, Shanna, 44; Samuel, 115, 116. 

Facilities, better than England, Bhore 197 
more Government help desirable, Kotibhasker, 

77 
if Ideal, students need not come to England, 

Gi/.christ 331 
Improvement: 

Proposals, Parija, Rahim, 'Bose, etc., 11, 16; 
Sa1auel, 115; Oampion, 204. 

no Steps taken by India. OfIi{)e Te, Turner 290 
Initiative re, Turner ... ... ... ... 290 
Local colleges advocated, and those with special 

object could go abroad, Gilchrist ... ..• 331 
should be POSSIble, Singha ... ... ... 127 
of Probationers advocated, Oxford Majlis, 31; 

Bahl,34. 
Recommendations by Public Services Commission 

etc., and question of action taken on 277 280 
Indian Students: ' , 

Abilities satisfactory, Paterson ... 
Best and most SUItable students 

selected, Gilchrist .. . .. . . .. 
Better practical grounding desirable, 

144 
should be 

. .. 331 
Wallace, 

122 
Degree. c?urse advocated for, Gilchrist ... 331 
less Wlllmg to buckle to hard work as quickly 

as English, Gilchrist ... 331 
Practical experience: ... 

Arrangements for Armstrong College students, 
Gtlchrist ... 330, 331 

~~ Oft livifng on farm~; Gll~j;rist ::: ... 331 
I CU Y 0 obtaining, Wallace, 122; Paterson, 

144 
Essential, Paterson 144 
in ~ndla before comin~· to E~gla~d advocated, 

If allace, 122; Gilchrist 331 
Need ~o~ some?ne to as~ist indian students in 
o~tammg, ~Ilchrist ... ... ... 330-1 

durmg VacatlollB advocated Gilchrist ... 330 
Study in certain foreign cou'ntrl·e ..• f . 1 b h s necessary or 

speCla ranc es of, Samuel ... ... 115, 117 

AHUJA, N. C., student at Armstron C II 330 g () ege ... 
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Air Force, Admission of Indians: 
Advocated, Bose, Rahim, etc., 16; Tara Chand, 

33; J. M. Sen, 103; Kapur, Chuckerbutty, 151; 
Kuriyan, 267; Indian Students at St. Andrews, 

341 
not Allowed, Swain ... 294 
a Matter for the Air Ministry, IndIa Office... 285 

All-England Indian Conference, evidence by M. I. 
Rahim, Secretary ... ... 11-5 

All India Services, recruitment: 
Difficulty of iIndia Office iSuRplying satisfactory 

information, Ferard ... 288 
Proportion in India, final decision re, with Secre

tary of State in Council and Provincial Govern
ments, recommendations made by Government 
of India, Ferard ... 287 

Recommendations of Public Services, Industrial, 
and Calcutta University Commissions, responsi
bility for initiation of action on, FeraJl'd... 288 

Allahabad, Muir Central College, Kapur 151 

AMBADI, G. K., Birmingham: 
Complaint against Department, Gaster ... 201-2 
Evidence ... 52-3 

America, see United States of America 

ANDERSON, ProfeSISor J. W., M.Eng., M.I.C.E, 
M.I.M.E., Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, 
Liverpool ... 86-7 

ANNANDALE, Dr. N., B.A., D.Sc., head of the 
Indian Zoological Survey... ... 133 

Architecture training, believed. to be better in 
England, Jloster ... 312 

Armstrong College, Newcastle: 
Indian students, lIlorison, 320, 321, 322, 321>; 

Meek, 326-7; StrouJ, 327; Lou/s, 328, 329; 
Hawkes, 329; GIlchrist, 330, 331; Reynolds, 331, 

332 
Students' Representative Counoil, 

functions, etc., Reynolds 

Army: 

constitution, 
331,332 

Higher appointments, certain number of Indians 
should be trained for, J. M. Sen... ... 103 

Indians should have equal opportunities with 
British, Kuriyan ... 267 

no Military College in India for training officers 
for permanent commiSISions, India Office... 286 

Military educational estabHshments in England, 
India's share of cost, ·Swain ... ... 294 

Sandhurst: 
Admission of Indians, system, etc., India: Office, 

285, 286; Swain, 293. 
Admission of greater number of Indians yearly 

desired, Bose, Rahim, etc., 16 
India's share of cost, Swain ... ... 294 
Indian Cadets, SwaIn ... 293, 294 

Training should be open to Indians, Sharma, 45; 
Manchester Indian Association, 79; Edinbwrllh. 
Indian Association, 118; Kapur, Chuckerbutty, 
151; Indian Students at St. Andrew'S, 341. 

Woolwich Royal Mlhtary Academy: 
no Indian cadets nominated for 

Swain ... 
Indian share of cost, Swain ... 

admiesion to, 
293 

... 294 

ARNOLD, Sir THOMAS W., C.LE., Litt. D., 
formerly Educational Adviser to Indian Students 
in India and Educational Adviser for Indian 
Students to the Secretary of State for India: 

Evidence 208-10 
Work of, in connection with students, Mallet, 

180, 181; Bhore, 195. 

Arts Courses: 
Birmingham, O. G. Robertson, 47 j De Selincol,rf, 

51. 
Entrance, Scotland qualifications, Bennett... 136 
Leeds, Wheeler. 95 
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ASHLEY, Sir WILLIAM, Ph.D., I\I.A., Vice
Prmcipal and Dean of the Faculty of Commerce of 
the University of Birmingham... . .. 48-9, 338-9 

A'rKINS, Professor H. G., M.A., D.Litt., AsiSistant 
PrinCipal of King's College, London ... 300-301 

Attitude of Indian Students: 
Disloyalty and hostility to England, Oxford, 

Spooner ... 24-5 
no Disloyalty met with, but some anti-British 

feeling heard of, Ramsey 6 
no Hatred of England seen, Trevelyan 26 
Political hostility not heard of, E. M. Walker 28 

Bacteriological Department, India, recruitment, 
E. J. Turner ... ... ... ... ... 292 

BADHWAR, G., representative of the 
Club, Cambridge ... 

BAHL, Dr. K. N., Oxford Indian Majlis 

Bahuguna, M. N., case of, Isaac 

Bailey, V. M.S., case of, Isaac ... 

Crocodile 
11 

30-4 

252 

252 

BAKER, J. B., M.A., Censor of Non-Collegiate 
Students, Oxford ... . .. 34-6 

BALY, Profe43Sor E. C. C., C.B.E., M.Sc., Dean of 
the Faculty of SCIence, Liverpool 85-6 

Bangalore, Tata Research 
Sen '" 

Banking, b'aining: 

Institute, J. M. 
103 

in England, Low, 246, 247; R. N. Vaidya, 273. 
in India, facihties and suggestIOns, Part]a, Rahim, 

Bose, 12; Low, 246-7; R. N. Vaidya, 273, 275. 
Practical: 

Difficulty of obtainin'g, and suggestions, Bose, 
Rahtm, etc., 16; Meyer, 190; Low, 246; R. N. 
Vaidya, 275. 

Necessity for, R. N. Vaidya ... ... 273 

BARBOUR, Dr. FltEELAND, M.D., 
Lecturer in Gynoocology, Edinburgh ... 

LL.D., 
128-9 

BARKER, Professor A. F., M.Sc., Professor of 
Textile Industries, Leeds University... 97 

HARKER, ERNEST, M.A., Principal of King's 
College, London 30()"301 

BAYLAY, General A. C., D.S.O., re,Presenting the 
Engineering and National Employere' Federation 

319 

BECK, MiSIS E. J., Han. Sec. of the National Indian 
Association, Treasurer of the DlstreSISed Indian 
Students' Aid Committee and Hon. Sec. of the 
House Managing Committee, 21 Cromwell Road 

Bedford College for Women: 
Hostels, Deller 
Indian students, Tuke 

;123-9 

316.7, 317 
311-8,318 

BENIANS, E. A., M.A., St. John's Oollege, Cam
bridge, Secretary to Inter-Collegiate Indian 
Students' Committee froDl Jlj.n., 1913, to June, 
1919 '" 2-3 

Bengal Mining College, criticism of curriculum, 
Moss ... 52 

BENNETT, ANDREW, Secretary to the Scottish 
Universities' Entrance Board 136-7 

BEVAN, EDWYN ... 336-8 

BEVERIDGE, Sir W. H., K.C.B., M.A., Principal 
of the London School of Economics ... 333-5 

BHARGAVA, 1\I. P., Government of India Technical 
Scholar for Paper-making, memorandum 341-2 

BHATIA, J. R., iStudent at Liverpool University 87-8 
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BHOLA NAUTH, Mrs., Indian Women's Educ~ 
tion Association 247-8 

BHORE, J. W., C.B.E., General Secretary to the 
High Commissioner for India ... 195-8 

Birmingham University: 
East and West Society, 1l1illigan 54 
Fees, O. G. Robertson 46 
Faculty of Commerce, possible number of Indian 

students, Ashley .. , 339 
Guild of Undergraduates, Milligan .. , 54 
proposed Hostel, Morley, 46; O. G. Robertson, 48. 
Indian lltudents at, Morley, 45-6; O. G. Robertson, 

46-8; Ashley, 48-9; Oostain, 49; Burstall, 50; 
Haslam, 51; De Selincow't, 51; Moss, 52; 
iIlilligan, 54. 

Law faculty, absence of, number of Indian students 
limited by, Morley, 45; O. G. Robertson, 46. 

Local advisers not advocated, Narayen .. , 53 
Mechanical Engineering, possible number of Indian 

students, BwrstalZ 50 

Boarding Houses, see under Accommodation. 

Bombay: 
College of Tropical Medicine, Oharles ... ... 308 
'Sydenham College of Commerce, Beveridge ... 335 

BOSE, S, C., representing the Cambridge Indian 
MajJis 11-18 

Bradford Technical College, facilities available to 
Indian Students " 355 

Bristol: 
County scholarships, Staveley ... 41 
Degree, standmg of, Tyndall... 38 
East and West Society, good work done by, 

Tyndall, 38; Leona:rd, 40, 41; Sharma, 44. 
Halls of reSIdence, Leonard, 41; Staveley, 41. 
Hostels, Tyndall, 38; Dobson, 39; LeonlJlrd, 41. 
IndIan students, Tyndall, 38; Fawcett, 38-9; 

Dobson, 39; Franc'lS, 39-40; Wertheimer, 41-3; 
Sharma, 44-5. 

Library, Dobson 39 
Licensed lodgings, system desirable, Leonard, 40; 

Staveley, 41. 
Local Adviser, question of, see under Local 

Advisers. 

British Electrical Development Association, 
Weekes 253 

British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' 
Association: 
Education CommIttee, work of, and relations with 

Universities, Weekes ... 253, 254 
Egyptian students placed by, Weekes ... 254, 255 
India Ovel'1!eas Committee, Weekes ... 254 
journal, statements re Indian students would be 

taken in, Weekes '" 254 
Members: Weekes '" 253,254 

BrancheB in India, but not workshops, Weekes 

Overseas students in works of, Weekes 
Objects, Weekes 
Research Oo=i.ttee and work of, Weekes 
Scholarships, Weekes 
l'reatment by Government of India, 

255 
'" 255 
'" 253 
253,254 
'" 265 
Weekes 

253, 254 

Brompton Hospital, Indian resident doctors, Fenton 
222-3 

BROWN, R. M., B.Se., Local Adviser to Indian 
Students at Glasgow 147-9 

Burma Club, St. Peter's Square, Hammersmith 
Tarleton, 212; Adamson, 214, 214-5; Tin T'IIt, Lock; 
Po, 242, 243; Burmese 8tudents, 245-6. 

Burma Society: . 
Branch in Rangoon, Tarleton, 212; Adamson, 214, 

Dunkley, 216-7. 
243,244 
... 244 

Hostel, Tw Tut, Lock, Po 
Members, Tin Tut '" ... 
Popularity owing to being private concern, 

Ta1'leton, 212; Tin Tut, 243. 
Work, financial position, etc., Tm'leton, 212-4; 

Adamson, 214-5; Dunkley, 216-7; Tin Tut, Lock, 
Po, 242-3. 

Burmese language, recognition as modern language 
in University curriculum advocated, B'U1'mese 
Students, 245. 

Burmese Students in England, Meyer, 190; 
Ta1'leton, 212-4; Adamson, 214-5; Dunkley, 215, 
217; Tin Tnt, 244; Burmese Students, 245. 

BURNABY, J., M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, 
Secretary to Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' 
Committee ... 2 

BURROWS, S. M., C.I.E., M.A., Secretary to the 
Delegacy for Oriental Studies, Oxford .. , 19-21 

nURSTALL, Prof. F. W., M.Sc., M.A., M.I.C.E., 
M.I.M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 
B~~~~ ~ 

BUTLER, SIR GEOFFREY, K.B.E., M.A., Assistant 
Secretary for Research Students, Cambridge ... 7 

Calcutta: 
Government School of Research, M cOandlish 101 
Medical College, Oharles .. , 308 
School of TropIcal Medicine, Oharles 308 
University: 

Calendar of, in London, N. O. Sen .. , 236 
Commission, Report referred to, Sadler 91 (14), 92 
Faculty of Commerce, question of, Ashley... 48 

Cambridge University: 
AdmisslOn: 

see also under Admission. 
Criticism, Dunkley ... 216 
Difficulties experienced by Burmese, and pro-

posal, Tin Tut, Lock, Po 242, 244 
Effect of anarchist activity among [ndian 

students, Morison ... ... 322 
Board of ReBearch Studies, work of, Butzer ... 7 
Burmese studen;1As and undertaking re admission of 

certain number suggested, Tarleton, 212, 213; 
Adamson, 214; Tin Tuf, Lock, Po, 242, 243,244. 

Christ's College, Indian students, Shipley... 3-4 
Committee of stu<ients, suggestion probably objected 

to, by Univel'1!ity authorities, Meyer... 188-9 
CrocodIle Club, Prasad, Badhwar .. , ... 11 
Indian Oollege, question of, Giles, 1; Beniafls, 3; 

Ourtis, 305. 
Indian students at, Giles, 1-2; Bwrnaby, 2; Benians, 

2-3; Shipley, 3-4; Rackham, 3-4; Manning, 4-5; 
D1J1NIford, 5-6; Ramsey, 6-7; Reddaway, 8; Mori
so!'.!, 321, 322, 352. 

IndIan Unity League, statement by... 12-14 
Inter-CollegIate Indian Students Committee: 

Admission through, position re and opinions 
Benians, 3; Manning, 4; Dur~/ord, 6; Butze;' 
,7; Parija, Rahim, Bose, 12,14; Meyer, 187, 191. 

FlDancial guardianship objected to by students 
!arija, R(~him, Bose ... ... ... 12, 14 

Hlstory and constitution Burnaby 2' BenianJ! 
2-3. "" 

Secretary, Be.nians, 3; Manning, 4. 
WOl!k of, Glles, 1; Bwrnaby 2' Benians 3' 

Manning, 4; Ramsey, 6; Pa;ija' Rahim Bose', 
~ , , 

King's Oollege, [ndian students at Durnford 5-6 
J\'Ca~~lene College, Indian students ~t Ramsey 6 
MJl!JllS: ' 

Protest at exclusicn of representatives of students 
on Comutitteil. Pa:nja, Rahim, Bose, etc. 11, 15 

Statement ... ... ... 15-18 
Women students, Olough '" 7 

CAMPION, .J. M., M.LC.E., Engineering Adviser to 
t~e Indian Students' Department: 

EVIdence and memorandum... 203-7 350-1 
Help . glv~n by, to Government 8cholal~ for 

englDeel'lDg, Gaster ... 202 
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Canadian Students, Edinburgh, decrease with 
'development of medical schools In Canada, Barbour 

128 

Capacity and Intellectual Qualifications of Indian 
Students: 

See also under special subjects. 
BILker, 34, 35; Tyndall, 38; l!'ranciB, 39; Pyman, 65; 

Jj'ishenden, 70; Di.con, 75; IIende1'l0n, 149; A. 
Morrison, 153; Meyer, 193; Bhore, 197; peller, 
316. 

CAREY, Professor F. S., M.A., Northern Universities 
Matriculation Board ... 88-9 

CATHCAHT, Professor E. P., M.D., D.Sc., Dean of 
the Faculty of Medicine, Glasgow UniverSity 145-6 

Central Organisation in India: 
Advocated, and schemes, Benians, 3; Parijtl, Bose, 

Rahim, etc., 18; Spooner, 24; Trevelyan, 25; 
Smith, 27; E. llf. Walker, 28; Tara Chand, 33; 
llipper, 55; Kotibhasker, 76; Adami, 83; Jamie
son, 105; Dutt, 108; Ewing, 112; Stephenson, 
132, 133; Wuhams, 262; Kuriyan, 264, 265-6, 
266; lVu~, 302, 303, 304, Keogh, 306, 307; 
Foster, 310, 311, 313; Deller, 314, 315, 316; 
Meek, 326-7; Beveridge, 334. 

Government body not advocated, H. S. Malik 37 
Government control, objection to, M. K. Singh 76 
Indian Universities must deal with, Morison 324 
Need for, LIttlejohn, 131-2; Hallett, 297, 299; 

Beve1'idge, 334. 
Non-Government authority, 

possible Objections to, Sadler 

suggestion, Curtis 
304-5, 305 

92 
Objections to proposal, Kaul, 119; Tampi, 119; 

Hardika'l', 119. 
Official body might be pre.ferable, Arnold 209 
Opinion "e, Kotibhasker ... 75 
U,niverSlty rather than Government basis advocated, 

Beve'flidge .. , ... 334 
University body, difficulty of working, and would 

not have personal knowledge of students, Morison 
320-1, 323 

Central Organisation in London: 
Control of, proposals, Manchester Indian AS80ciait01t 

80 
EstablIshed by [ndian Universities not advocated, 

and reasons, R. lV. Vaidya ... ... 274 
Need for, Benians, 3; Rahim, 15; Moir, 63; Miers, 

01'O/ts, 73; Kotibhasker, 76. 
Non-officIaI body, suggestion, Ourtis, 304-5, 305; 

Keogh,306. 
Schemes, Bose, Rahim, etc., 17, 18; Sadler, 92; 

J. M. Sen, 102; Morison, 324. 
Se-parate for University problem and 

training, etc., proposed, E. Barker 

CHAGLA, 1\1. C., Oxford Indian Majlis 

industrial 
301 

... 30-3 

Charing Cross Hospital Medical School, Indian 
students, Jj'enton ... 222-3 

CHARLES, Sir R. HAVELOCK, G.C.V.O., Dean of 
the London School of Tropical Medicine 308-10 

Chartered Accountants, Bee under A(!countants. 

CHAWDHURY, P.O., Birmingham ... 52-3 

Chemical Industries: 
After-war conditions, Ree 82 
Bio-<!hemi(!al tuitIOn facilities inadequate in India, 

lVanji 53 
Indian students' qualifications etc., Cohen •.. 110 
Practical experience with firm~, difficulty of obtain

ing, Pyman, 66; Di.con, 75; Iltle, 82; Adami, 85; 
SIlf,itilells, 98. 

Training in England: 
Bristol, Fran.cis ... 40 
good Grounding desirable before (!oming to 

University, Smith ells 98 
Leeds, Smithells, 98; Cohen, 110-111. 
Manchester, Pyman, 65; ])ixon, 75. 

Chemical Industries-continued. 
Training in England-continued. 

P06sibilities of obtaining, and difficulties respect-
ing, Ree ... ... . . '" ... 81-2 

Practical experience in India first desirable, Ree, 
81; Prescott, 249. 

Inadequate Preliminary equipment before coming 
to England, Smith ells ... ... 98 

Prehminary training urged, Huebner ... 69 
Recommendations in regard to selection of future 

students in England, Campton ... 206-7 
Research work, conditIons at Manchester, Dixon 

75 

Chinese Government, establishment of College In 

France, Willtams .. ' 263 

Chinese Students, Bm bour, 129; Weekes, 254; 
Deller, 315. 

CHUCKERBUTTY, S., representing Indian students 
at Glasgow... ... 150-2 

City and Guilds (Engineering) College, London, 
course at, and particulars re Indian students, 

Dalby ... 347 

Civil Engineering Department, India, recruitment, 
Stantzall ... 295 

Civil Services, see Colomal, Home, and Indian. 

Civil Veterinary Service, recruitment, Indw. Office, 
283, 284; Turner, 291. 

CLOUGH, Miss B. A., 
College 

Coal Mining, Bee Mining. 

Principal of Newnham 
7 

COCKIN, F. A., Secretary of the Student Christian 
Movement ... 170-2 

COHEN, Professor J. B., B.Sc., Ph.D., I'rofessor 
of Organic Chemistry, Leeds UniverSity 110-11 

Coimbatore Forest College, RIce ." 220 

College Tutors: 
Admission to Umversltles by application to, see 

Direct and Personal under Applications under 
AdmlSl3lo11 to UmversltIes. 

more AttentIOn receIVed from, by Indian than by 
English students, Burnaby... 2 

Work now done by Local Advisers might be done 
by, Mallet 182 

Collegiate life, 
Trevelyan 

preferable to non-Collegiate, 
25 

Colonial Civil Service, ineligibilIty of Indians to 
Eastern Cadetstups In Ceylon, the Malay Penin
sular or Hong Kong, Moriarty, 9; Indiq;-()lftce, 285; 
Ferard, 289. 

Colonial Students: 
Circumstances different trom those of Indian 

students, Shipley, 4; Paterson, 144; W1'Ungham, 
160; llowe, 162; Scott, 164; W mev, 169. 

no Special organisatIOn for obtaining information 
respecting, Benians 3 

Colour Chemistry and Dyeing, training: 
Bradford 355 
FacIlities in England and abroad, Perkin 109 
Germany, facIlities for foreign students, Perkin 

110 
in India, p06slbility, Perkin ... 109, 110 
Indian students' quahfications etc., Perkin ..• 110 
Leeds, Perkin 109, 110 
Manchester, Perkin 109, 110 
Practical experience, question of, Ree, 81; Perkin, 

116. 

Colour Prejudice, see Racial Prejudice. 

COLVILLE, the Hon. GEORGE, Secretary
a
:! P 

~:~!!ute of ~~ar~~~d A~~unt~~ts of .. ~ng/ 

;/ 
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Commerce, training: ." . 
Accounting, value of Umverslty InstructIon, 

Ashley... ... ... ... ... ... 48 
An.twerp Cours Practique, criticism, Ashley... 48 
Binningham, Ashley 48-9, 339 
Birmmgham v. Harvard, Ashley .. : . 48, 49 
Degree in, Indian UniversitIes should InstItute, as 

at Bombay, R. N. Vaidya . 275 
in England, facilities, Aslu,ey, 48; F1ddes, 66; 

Dantels, 68. 
In India hmited facilities and provision advocated, 

Oxford lIfasjlis, 31; Sharma, 44; J. M. ;5'en,.102, 
103; B. C. VaiWya, 174; Mallet, 184; K'IJIl"1yan, 
266. 

Indian studenUl: 
Qualifications desirable before ooming to Eng-

land, Ashley 49 
Undergraduates should study in India, Ashley, 

Leeds, Wheele?' .. 
48,49 

95 
Manches;ter, Fiddes, 67; Da-niels, 68-9. . 
QualificatIOns desirable, Huebner, 69; FUJltenden, 

70 
Studenrt.s assisted by Government should be sent 

to England only in ,'el'Y exceptional lind pro
mising cases, Ashley 339 

Conduct of Indian students: 
few Civil sui,ts agail1l>t students in Vice-Chancellor's 

Court, Oxford, Trevelyan 25 
no Complaints, Clough, 7; Lyon, 24; Oampion, 207. 
much the Same as other s,tudents, Foster ... 312 
Satisfactory, Gues, 1; Shipley, 3; Smith, 28; 

Graham, 64; Fiddes, 66; Wud, 71; Miers, 73; 
A. Morrison, 154. 

S!litisfactory on the whole, M oir, 62; E,wing, 111; 
Bwrbour, 129; Lorrain Smith, 131; Scott, 165. 

not entirely Satisfactory, Macan - 27 
less Satisfactory than thM; of English ~tudents, 

1Ilacalisfer ... 142 
Unsatisfactory, Ramsey 6 
during Vacations, generally satisfactory, 

Redda.wroy 8 

Conjoint Board of Physicians and Surgeons in 
London: 

Relations with Medical Schools and General 
Medical Council, Hallett 298 

Functions, etc., HaZlett .. , .. , 298 

CONNOLLY, S. F., Deputy Presiden.t of the 
Federation of Curriers, Light Leather Tanners and 
Dressers 259-61 

CORM~CK, Dr. J. D., C.M.G., D.Sc., Regius Pro
fessor of Engineering at Glasgow University, 
memorandum . 347-348 

COSTAIN, J. H., Registrn.r of Birmingham Uni-
versity 49 

Cotton: 
FIrms making machinm-y for, might admit 

students for practical training, Lee 67 
Manufacture in India, remM'ks respecting Develop-

men,t of, Lee ... 67-68 

Council of Legal Education: 
Constitution, and duties, WaZey 169-170 
Dealings with students, -Ooward, 154-6; Wrangham, 

160-1; Scott, 163-4; Odgers, 168-9. 
History, Ooward '" ... 154 

COWARD, Sir LEWIS, R.O., Vice-Chairman of the 
Council of Legal Education, formerly Recorder of 
Foll{estone and Chairman of the Board of Legal 
Studies from 1914 to 1920, now H.M. Railwa.y and 
Canrul Commissioner ... 154-6 

CROFTS, Majoqo J. M., Secretary of the Joint 
Matriculation Board ...... ... 73-4 

21, Cromwell Road: 
Accommoda.tion inadequa.te and sh<Yllld be in

creased, Kapadia, 218; Beck, 223, 224, 227; 
Sahai, Isaac, 251; Morison, 324; Zutshi, 346; 
ThomaJ, 349. 

21 Cromwell Road-continued. 
Administrative officers, functions and proposal, 

Beck ... 226 
236 Advantage of, as social centre, N. O. Sen ... 

AppreCiation by students after leaving, Beck 
226, 227 

Arrangements for students to reside at, more per-
manently needed, KnaJter... ... 238, 238-9 

Assistance in work by senior Indian students desir-
able, N. O. Sen ... ... 237 

Bad reputation, charges of: 
no Foundation for, Me.yer, 193, 193-4; Bhore, 

196; Arnold, 210. 
possible Origin of, Knaster ... 239 

Charges, Beck. 224, 225; Knaster, 238. 
Chilling atmosphere, Skrvne ... .., ... 348 
proposed Combination with social club and purchU6e 

of adjacent house, Beck 226, 227 
Common room and larger dining room needed, 

Knaster ... 238 
Complaints by students, procedure etc., Beck 223 
Doubt as to whether expenditure justified, Ahuja 

330 
EliminatlOn of official element desirable, and pro-

posals, Beck ... ... ... ... ... 224 
EnteT'tainments, little value as regards contact with 

English, Bevan .. , ... 337 
Espionage: 

Suspicions of, and distrust by stUdents, llwmsey, 
6; Beck, 225; Knaster, 238; R. N. Vaidya, 
273; Beva11, 337; Skrine, 348. 

no Proof obtained and foundation for suspicion 
doubted, Sakai, baM ... 251 

possible Reasons for fear, K nast er, 238; Sakai, 
Isaac, 251. 

no Sign of, Zutshi ... 346 
Existence of, fairly well known in India, Saha,i, 

Isaac 251-2 
Existence objected to, Kaul ." 120 
FaClhtles for work needed, Zutshi ... 346 
Food, insufficient attention given to complaint~, 

Sahai, Isaac ... 251 
Government organisation .and policy actuated by 

policy of India Government in opinion of 
students, R. N. Vaidya ... 274 

House Managing Committee: 
Constitution, Beck 
Functions, Beck ... 
Honarary Secretary: 

224-5,226 
... 226 

Post could be abolished and duties carried out 
by Housekeeper, Knaster ... 239 

Relations with students, Bec7e ... ... 223 
Relations with students, recommendation, Zutshi 

346 
Representation of students on, inadequate and 

suggestions, Parija, Rahim, Bose, ]2; Sahai, 
Isaac, 250, 251, 2152; Zutshi, 346; ThomaJ, 

349 

Housekeeper: 
Lady essential, Knaster 238,239 
Position of, Beck 225 
Qualifications of Miss Russell, Knaster ... 238 

Indian cuisine advocated, Thomas ... 349 
Indian students at, representatives, see Sahai, 

V. N., and Isaac, P. V., 250-2. 
Lectures and studY-circles, proposal, Thomas 349 
Management, question of, in future, and proposals, 

Meyer, 190; Beck, 224, 225, 226, 228. 
Management and work of, Bhare 
as Medium for social intercourse uselOO8, 

Isaac 
National Indian Association, see that title. 
Northbrook Society, see that title. 

195-6 
Sahai, 

252 

Official organisation, the drawback and difficulty of 
shaking off even if reorganised, Bevan ." 337 

Organisation and work of, Meyer ... 192, 194 
as place of Permanent residence not advocated, 

Sahai, Isaac ... 251 
Ie&! Personal freedom than at Shakespeare Hut, 

and atmosphere of officialdom, R. N. Vaidya 
273 

Political debates should be allowed, and would 
tend to remove suspicions, Sahai, Isaac 25Z 

Reform advocated, Skrine ... 349 
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21, Cromwell Road-conhnued. 

Removal. of office of Local. Adv16er from, would 
diminish feeling that house an officia.l one, 
N. O. Sen ... •.• 236 

Rules, Beck ... ... 225 
should be Run as hostel under control of High 

Commissioner for reception of fresh a.rrivals and 
temporary accommodation, Sahai, Isaac 260,251 

Serv,ants : 
Behaviour to students, difficulty 

Knaster ... 
Rudeness 'of, Bhore ... 
Satisfactory, Sahal, Isaac 

Service, criticism, Kapadirt 

formerly, 
238 
1.97 
251 

no Sittmg room for Indian women, Beck 
Social. teas, Beck ... 

218 
225 
223 

Staff : 
Best rQOIDS reserved for the WMden, Secretary 

of House Committee and Housekeeper, Sakai, 
Isaac 250,251 

unnecessarily Large, Sahai, Isaac ... 250 
not S,tayed at by Burma.ns, Tin Tut .. , 244 
Strong, almost unanimous, feeling agaiIlBt, by 

students, R. N. Vaidya .,. 274 
Students using, Beck 223 
Tennis courts needed, Zutshi ... 346 
Tribute to, Zutshi ... 345-6 
Unpopularity due to Government connection not to 

management by English, R. N. VaUlya 274 
Useful, but badly managed, Panja, Rahim, Bose 

12 
Value of, Mallet, 184, 186; Bevan, 337. 
Warden: 

as Adviser to Indian students, advocated, Salim, 
Isaac ... 251 

should Assist in finding accommodation as paymg 
guests and during holidays, etc., Sahai, Isaac 

250 
as Assiilta.nt to Joint Secretary: 

Disadvantage, Sahai, Isaac ... .. 251 
Satisfactory, Knaster 239 

Desirable, Kapadia 218 
should be Directly responsible to House Com-

mittee, Sahai, Isaac .,. ... 250 
Functions, Beck, 225-6, 226; Knaster; 238. 
Indian as, advocated, and pl'opoaed qualifica.tions, 

Sahai, Isaac ... 250, 251 
Position, Beck ... ... 226 
Qualifications required, and doubt as to whether 

Indian could fill post, N. O. Sen ... 236-7 
Relations with House Managing Committee and 

need for power to vote, Knaster ... 238 

CURTIS, LIONEL ... 304-6 

Customs Service, India, recruitment, B. O. Vaidya, 
174, 176; India Office, 284, 285. 

DALBY, Professor W., M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Dean 
of the City and Guilds (Engineering) College, 
London, statement ... 347 

DANIELS, Professor G. W., M.A., B.Com., Dean 
of the Faculty of Commerce in Manchester 
University... ... 68-9 

DARA, G. S., Honorary Secretary, London Indian 
Association, letter ... 354 

Das, J. N., case of, and complaints 1'e Advisory 
Committees and Department, Gaster 199 

DE SELINOOURT, Professor E., M.A., D.Litt., 
Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Birmingham ... 51-2 

Degrees: 
of Foreign universities, recognition advocated, 

Samuel 117 
Indian, see under Indian Universities. 
Indian students' keenness for, Ewing, 112; Brown, 

148. 

Dehra Dun Forestry Research Institute, Bahl, 
33,34; J. M. Sen, 102, 103 (2); Wallace, 122, 123; 
Stebbing, 140; Turner, 291, 292. 

DELLER, Dr. E., LL.D., Academic Registrar of the 
UniverSity of London ... ... .., 314-317 

Delhi, College to be built for tropical medicine 
research, Charles... ... ... ... '" 308 

Dentistry, teaching of, in India elementary and 
establIshment of College and Hospital deSIrable 
Charles ... 31r 

Department of Industry, loans to scholars under
taking to start businesses, suggested, Bose, Rahim, 
etc. 17 

DESCH, Dr. C. H., D.Se., Professor of Metallurgy 
Sheffield ... ... ... ... ... ... 56-7 

DEVANAYAGAM, A. C., Leeds UmverBlty 
103-4, 105 

Distressed Indian Students Aid Committee work 
of, Cockin, 172; Beck, 225, 228-9, 229. ' 

DIXON, Professor H. B., C.B.E., M.A., M.Se., Pro
fessor of Chemistry at Manchester Umvemity 74-5 

DOBSON, Professor J. F., M.A., Dean of the Faculty 
of Arts, Bristol ... ... ... ... ... 39 

DOUTHWAJITE, D. W., Under-Treasurer of Gray's 
Inn ... ... ... ...... 154-6, 166-7 

DRUMMOND, Dr. D., C.B.E., M.D., Vice-Chancellor 
of the UniverSity of Durham and Pre.ndent of the 
Durham College of Medlcme ... 332 

DUNKLEY, H. F., I.C.S., formerly Secretary of 
Burma. branch of the Burma Society... 215-7 

Durham University, see Newcastle. 

DURNFORD, Sir WALTER, G.B.E., LL.D., Provost 
of King's College, CambrIdge... ... .., 5-6 

DUTT, P. K., M.Sc., Assistant Lecturer in Organic 
Chemistry, Leeds UniverSity 106-8 

Dyeing Industry: 
see also Colour Chemistry and Dyeing. 
in Indla, prospects, Pe1'km 110 

East India Association, Rice 219-20,220 

East India Railway Comp!lny, 
Roberts 

recruitment, 
7 

East and West Society, Tyndall, 38; Leonard, 40, 
41; Sharma, 44; illilligan, 54; MOI/', 63, Miers, 73. 

Eastern CadetstJips, see Colonial Civil Service. 

Economics: 
Bombay Bachelor of Commerce degree of more prac

tical Importance than London B.Sc. in Economics, 
but preference given to EnglISh in recrUiting for 
educatIOnal posts, R. N. Vaidya ... 274,274-5 

Graduates should take first degree rather than 
higher degree, BeverUlge 334,335 

Indian courses, development on more commercial 
lines desira.ble, Ashley ... 48 

London School of EconomiCS, Beveridge 333-5 
Study of, in India, more attention should be paid 

to, R. N. Vaulya ....... ... ... 275 

Edinburgh University: 
Committee of Friendship towards Oriental Students, 

Bm'bour ... 128 
Hostel needed, but not exclusively for Indians, 

A. R. Malik ... ... ... ... ... 134 
Indian Association, EWing, 112; Tampi, 119; 

Singha, 128; A. R. Malik, 134. 
EVidence on behalf of .:.... 117-20 

IndIan students at, Ewing, 111-3; Mackenzie, 113-5; 
Samuel, 115-6; Edmburgh Indian Association, 
119-20' Mackintosh, 121 ; Wallace, 122; Barbour, 
128-9;'W. S. Morrison, 129-30; Lorrain Smitlt.. 
130-1; Mallet, 183, 352. 

Local. Adviser, see that title. 
South African Union, Mackenzie 
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Edinburgh University-continued. 
Students' Committees for different nationalities, 
Barbou~ ... ... ... ... '" ... 129 

Students' Representative Council, Ewing, f12; 
W. S. Morrison, 129, 130. ? 

Union, W. S. Morrison... ... ..: ... 1~9 
Y.M.C.A. Hostel, Ewing, 112; Mackenzte, 114, 115; 

A. R. Matik, 134. . . 
Criticisms, Kaul, 119; Hardtkar, 119; Tampt, 

119. 
Government grant question, Harley... 137 
Religious discussions and lectures, Si'1lgha, 127; 

Harley, 137, 138. 
'Working of, and results, Singl/,Q" 126-7, 127, 128; 

Barbour, 138-9; Harley, 137-8. 

Education, training in: 
Bedford College for Women, Tuke .. , 317 
Birmingham, O. G. Robertson, 47-8; De Selin-

court, 52. 
Bristol, Dobson, 39; Staveley, 41. 
Cambridge, Olough 7 
Indian Students: 

Aged between 30 and 40 with oollBiderable 
experience in India, not found satisfactory, 
Nunn ... 303 

Capacity of, Nunn 3~2, 302-3, 303 
very little Demand for work In England, 

Roberts 7 
Distribution of 20 or 30 a year among various 

Universities would be possible, Nunn 303, 304 
preliminary Qualifications desirable, Nu'1lJTl 303 
Schemes for sending students in large numbers 

would be a mistake, N'U'TI'I'! ... 303 
Temperamental tendencies militating against 

efficiency of, as teachers, lJumn... 302, 303 
Unsatisfactory results, reasons, Nunll ... 303 
Women, Villiers-Stuart, 247-8; Tuke, 317, 318. 

Leeds, Wheeler ... ... ... ... ... 95 
London Day Training College, Nunn ... 301-3 
Manchester, Fiddes 66 
Oxford, Spooner . 25 
Practical teaching in schools, difficulty of placlllg 

Indian students, Nunn, 301-2, 302, 303; Tuke, 317 
South African system advocated, Tuke ... 318 
Training Colleges in India, standard lower than in 

England, Nun'l'! ... ... 303 

Education ,in Burma, conditions and improvement 
advocated, Ttn Tut, Lock, Po, 241, 242, 243, 244; 
Rllrmese Students, 244-5. 

Education conditions in India: 
see also pwrticular SUbjects. 
Colleges, see Indian Colleges. 
Defec,ts in, and inadequacy of facilities, Shipley, 4; 

Manning, 5; Parija, Rahim, Bose, ete., 11, 13, 
16, 18; Oxford Mailis, 31; Kelk(Jjf', Toki, Ghosh, 
61; Pyman, 65; Manchester Indian ASSOCIation, 
79; Sadler, 91; Smithells, 98; Dutt, 106; Edin
bwrgh Indian Association, 117 j Tampi, 119; 
Stephenson, 132; A. R. Malik, 133-4,134; Kap'UT, 
Ohuckerbutty, 150; B. O. Vaidya, 174, 175; llan
chester Indian Associalion, 179; lIIallet, 182; 
K uriyan, 186. 

Examination system, criticism, Manchester Indian 
Association 79 

undue Importance a~tached to examinations, 
B. O. Vaidya 174 

Improvements advocated and proposed and fewer 
students would go to England, Narayen, 53; 
]lIoir, 62; Manchester Indian Association, 79; 
Baly, 85; J. M. Sen, 103; Dutt, 106; Tampi, 119; 
Stephenson, 133; Annandale, 133; B. O. Vaidya, 
174; Mallet, 182, 186-7; Meyer, 192; Bhore, 198; 
Tin Tut, Lock, Po, 242. 

Interchange of professors between England and 
India, question of, Butler, 7; Haldane, 156, 
156-7. 

National education, ideals, Sadler 90, 91 
National Institutions without official control advo-

cated, Kapu1', Ohuckerbutty ... ... 151 
Professors, criticism of appointments, Rice... 220 
Public school system would be approved, H. S. 

MaM 37 

Education conditions in India-conti'TIIUed. 
Recommendations of Public Services Commission: 

Action on, FerllJl'd 287-8 
Delay in giving effect to, reply to suggestion, 
E. J. Turne1' ... 292 

Report on, would be of great use to English 
Universities, Desch 57 

Secondary schoola: 
Improvement advocated, Sadler 92 

More Thorough general education before coming 
Burstedl 50 

Self-sufficiency should be arrived at, Jamieson 106 
Standard, English University authorities not 

sufficiently informed re, or fuller exemptions 
might be considered, Haslam ... 51 

more thorough general education before coming 
to England desirable, Odes ... ... 1 

a "Transferred subject," India Office 280, 286 
Uniform standard of teaching in England and 

importance of, Haldane 156-7 
Unification and improvement of standards desirable, 

Martin ... 234 
Women's movement, Platt 343-4 

Education in England and abroad: 
Advantage of, in acquiring training in Western 

methods, but full use not made of, in India, 
Oxford Mailis, 31; Sharma, 44. 

Advantageous, on the whole, J. M. Sen ... 103 
Advantages and value of, lJlanmng, 5; Trevelyan, 

25; Sadler, 90-1; Indian Students at Leed-s Unj.. 
'Verslty, 103; A. R. Malik, 134; Kuriya'l'!, 266. 

not Advocated, but if takes place only very best 
should be sent, Macan ... ... ... ... 27 

Beneficial for right type, Moriarty, 9; Streeter, 36. 
Best IndIans should secure places, and scheme for 

selection of, Ourtis 304-5, 305-6 
Best students only, advocated generally speaking 

M01'iarty, 9; Williams, 264; Hadaw, 339. ' 
trom Childhood, results, Annandale... ... 133 
College system not successful, Spooner... ... 24 
Congregation at a few centres, causes of tenden<,y. 

Morison ...... ... ... 321-2,322 
Continuance worth while on the whole, but with 

greater caution, Dutt... ... .., ... 107 
will and should Continue even if facil~ties improved 

in India, Kuriyan ... ... ... ... 267 
Disadvantage, Haldane...... ... 156 
more Equal distribution of students among various 

institutions advocated, Morison ... 321, 325-6 
Examination results, question of information to 

parents and proposal, Singha '" ... 127 
Government assista.nce, proposal re, Indian 

Students at Leeds U nwersity ... ... 103 
Indian students should receive more rather than 

less 'attention than English, Beveridge ... 334 
full Information re conditions should be a.vailable 

in India, and proposals, Wheeler 96 
Merchants and manufacturers in India should be 

required to help select and direct studies of 
students going abroad, Kotibhasker 77 

Objections to system, Spooner, 24, 25; Chagla, 
Sapru, 32-3. 

Organisation, scheme, Williams ... ...262-3 
Periods at which advocated, Dutt... ... 107 
Preferable to students going to foreign countries, 

Spooner... ... ... '" ... '" 24 
Prevention of, would be objected to, B. O. Vaidya, 

174, 176 
Public residential preparatory school in India 

for those intending to proceed to England, 
scheme, A. R. Malik... ... ... ... 135 

Public school training unsatisfactory unless 
accompanied by proper influence of h~me life 
Bose, Rahim, etc., 18; F., 41. ' 

Reasons for students coming for: 
Acquisition of knowledge and experience to be 

used with benefit to India on return EcUn
burgh Students' A8sociation ... :.. 117 

Agricultural training, Sharma, 44; Samuel, 115, 
116 

Architectural training believed to be better in 
England, Foster '" ... 312 

Blo-chemical tuition facilities already in Ind'ia, 
Nanji 53 
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Education in England and abroad-continuecl. 
ROOBOns far students commg for-continu.ed. 

British degree, advantage matrimonially, llice, 
220 

British degree, higher prestige attached to, and 
preference given to, 'in Government service, 
Pariia, Bose, etc., 13, 15, 16; Kelkar, Toki, 
Ghosh, 61; Gtbson, 65; Manchester Indian 
Association, 79; Sadler, 91; Procter, 96; J. lIf. 
Sen, 101, 102; Indian Students at Leeds Uni
versity, 103; Dutt, 106; Mackenzie, 114; Edin
/)urgh Indtan Association, 118; A. R. Maltk, 
134; Brown, 148; Kapur, Chuckerbutty, 150, 
151 ;B. C. Vaidya, 174, 176; Me.yer, 190, 192; 
Bice, 220; Tin Tllt, Lock, Po, 241, 241-2, 243; 
Burmese Students, 245; Kunyan, 264, 265, 
266; R. N. Vaidya, 273,275; Mehta, 342. 

British experience preferred by mining officials 
in India, Poole 98 

Broader outlook etc., Chawd/tury, 52; Ganguly, 
53; Narayen, 53-4; Kotibhasker, 76; Sadler, 
91; J. M. Sen, 101, 102; Indian Students at 
Leeds University, 103 i Dutt, 106; KuTtyan, 
266; B. C. Vaidya, 275. 

Burmese students, to acquire better status when 
sooking employment in Imperial Service, 
occasionally from love of research work, 
Tarleton, 213; Dunkley, 215. 

Commercial and industrial training, Ox/ord 
Mailis, 31; Sharma, 44; J. M. Sen, 102, 103; 
B. C. Vaidya, 174, 175. 

Defective and inadequate system of educallion 
in Burma, Burmese Students .. , 244 

DIplomas only in certain departments of colleges 
in India, Edinburgh Indian Associatton... 118 

Engineering training, Wertheimer, 43; Ambadi, 
Narayen, 53, 52-3; Rice, 220, 221; Foster, 312. 

certain Exemptions in regard to loss of caste not 
applying in IndIa, Procter... 96 

greater Facilities for higher education, R. N. 
Vaidya '" ... 275 

Failures in India often successes in England, 
Manchester Indian Association 79; Kuriyan 
266. 

Free and liberal educa.tion, Sharma 
General benefit, Moriarty 9; Luke 53. 

44 

General training, advantages of, Pariia, Bose, 
etc. 13; R. C. Vaidya 174-5. 

Greater value attached to, in India, Oxford 
Mailis, 31, 32; Sharma, 44. 

Inadequate facilitIes in India and Burma, 
Pariia, Rahim, Bose, etc. 11, 13, 16, 18; Oxford 
Majlis 31; Kelkar, Toki, Ghosh 61; Manchester 
I ndian Association 79; Dutt 106; Edinburg" 
Indian As .• ociation 117; Tampi 119; Stephen
son,132; A. B. Malik, 133-4, 134; Kapur, 
Chuckerbutty 150; B. C. Vaidya 174, 175; 
Mallet, 182; Tin Tut, Lock, Po, 241, 243; Kur~ 
van 266. 

Laclt of correct and proper information, Kelkar, 
Toki, Ghosh 61 

Legal training and calling to the Bar, Bose, 
lI(thim, etc. 15, 16; Oxford Mailis, 31, 32; 
Sharma 44; Sadler 91; J. M. Sen 102; Dult 
106; Edinburgh Indian Association 120; Kapur. 
ChuckerbuJty 150; B. C. Vaidya 175; Meyer 
192; Dunkley 215; Rice 220; Burmese Students 
245; K uriyan 264, 265, 266; Foster 312. 

Librarianship, no teaching in India, Foster 312 
Medical training, Luke, 52; Dutt, 106; Rice, 220; 

Foster, 312; Mehta, 342, 343. 
l\Iining engineering, Chatcdhury, 52; Poole, 97-8. 
Naval, military, or aeronautical training, 

Parija, Bose, etc., .. 13, 16 
Organisation, desire to study science of, Kotib-

hasker '" 76 
Post-graduate work and specialisation, Mehta 

342 
Professional training, Pariia, Bose, etc., 13, 16 
Recruitment of certain services in United King

dom, Moriarty, 9; Bose, 11; Manchester IndwlI 
Associatioll, 79; Sadler, 91; Edinbll1'yh Indian 
Association, 118; Kapur, Chttckerbutty, 150; 
B. C. Vaidya, 174, 176; Kuriyan, 266. 

Education in England and abroad-continued. 
Reasons for students coming for-continued. • 

Research work, Mortarty, 9; Pari}a, llakun, Buse, 
etc., 13, 15; Oxford Maflis, 31; Sharma, 44; 
Kotibhasker, 76; J. M. Sen, 102; Stephensun, 
132; Kapur, Clluckerbutty, 150; Ross 255 
K uriyan, 266. ' , 

Science and technology, A. F. Barker, 97, Puo/", 
98; Indian Studenta at Leeds University, 103; 
Dutt, 106; 

Social and intellectual advantages 0.1:/,)) tl 
Mailis, 31,32; Sharma, 44; J. lll. S:1', 103. 

Study of developments of art and science, 
Kotibhasker ... 76 

better Technical training, l'm'iia, llahim, 
Bose, etc., 13, 16; Sharflta, 44; Kotibhasker, 
76; Manchester Indian Association, 79; Sadler, 
91 (9); Poole, 98; J. M. Sen, 102, 1('3; 
Mackenzie, 114; B. C. Vaidya, 174, 175; 
Dunkley, 215; Kunyan, 266. 

Unfairness of methods of educational 
ments, Kapur, Chuckerbutty 

Unrest in India, Dutt '" ... '" 
Want of facilities in Burma, Burmese 

appolI't-
150, 151 

106 
student .• 

244 
Well-equipped hbraries, museums, factories, etc., 

B. C. Vaidya ... ... 275 
Results: 

Bad, fOI' want of proper proviSIOn for welfare, 
etc., question of remedy, Dunkley, 216; Skrine. 
348-9. 

Bad morally, and feelings of bitterness against 
BrItish in many cases, Bevan 337, 338 

Benefit in many oases, Sadler 91 (11) 
Desire for freedom and autonomy, Sadler 

90 (5), 91 (11) 
Deterioration not a result III regard to good 

students, Stephenson.. 133 
Discontent WIth condItions in India, Annandale 

133 
Moral degeneration, possibihty, Annandale 

133 
Expense justified by, Narallen, 54; Stephenson,. 

132; Tin Tut, Lock, Po, 242; Foster, 312-3. 
Expense not justified by, Dunkley, 216; Williams, 

263. 
Time and money wasted in some cases, 

Mackenzie, 114; Tampi, 120. 
Schools: 

Admission dIfficulty, Knaster 238 
Advantages of, J. A. llobertson 80 
not Advocated, Williams . 261 
Boys should be placed in care of famIly, H. S. 

Malik 37 
poosible Number in, Knaster... 238 
Students from, not best type, Famell, 22 

no Special benefit to be derived, Ganguly 52 
Special courses often better than regular degree 

or diploma courses, Bhargava " 341 
Students coming to school and university should 

return to India at least once during time, 
H. S. Maltk " 37 

Students coming in too large numbers, Smith 27 
Students cominll; for gIven course of study should 

adhere to It, Littlejohn... 131 
StuQynts should first avaIl themselves of all facili

ties in India so as to complete course in England 
in shortest time possible, Bhargava '" ... 341 

Students coming at own expense lesll satisfactory 
than those aSSIsted, and political agitators found 
am?Dg, Foster .. ... 312 

Students should be encouraged to go to countries 
other than England in some cases, Oxford Mail.is 

31 
System aI enabling ca·ndidate to take the weak sub

ject again at next examination without working 
up agam all subjects at Edinburgh approved and 
should be adopted in India, A. R. Mal,k .,. 133 

Educational Service: 
Recruitment, Ox/m'd lllailis, 32; India Office, 

284, 284-5; Ferard, 288. 
283, 

Scale of pay improved, Ferard ... 
not Sufficient scope in, criticism, 

Bose 

287 
Parija, Rahim, 

11 
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Educational Service-continued. 
Traming in IndIa would be satisfactory, Ganguly 

53 

Egyptian Educational Mission, Mo,,:ley, 45; 0 .. G. 
Robertson, 46, 47; Haslam, 51; ilhers, 73; Elhot, 
172-3. 

Egyptian Students in England: . 
BIrmingham, Haslam, 51; De Sehneourt, 51. 
Oharmg Cross HospItal Medical School, Fenton 223 
Criticism, Goodma,n ... ." ... ... 99 
Knowledge of English often insuffiCIent, Deller 315 
l\tanchester, Graham 64 
Practical training in electrical work, through the 

B.E.A.M.A., Weekes 254,255 

Electrical Machinery Manufacture, practical Train-
ing not poosible in India, Wzlson ... ... 258 

ELLIOT, G., Director of the Egyptian Educational 
Mission in England 172-3 

Engineering, training: 
Burma, inadequate facilities, Burmese students 244 
Civil: 

Better facilities in IndIa than in England, Bhore, 
197; Morison, 322. 

Full facIlities for training should be provided in 
India, Oampion 204, 206 

no Indian Government scholarships, Wertheimer 
42,43 

Recruitment of graduates for practical training, 
unfairness of methods, Nag 180 

ElectrIcal: 
Bristol course, grievance re, Sharma 44 
Classes of apprenticeship and ques;tion of appli-

cation to Indlallll, Weekes 253, 254-5, 255 
Complete training in India not considered 

pOSSIble, Weekes .... 254 
Experience in other countries beside England, 

desirable, J. A. Robertson ... 81 
Indian students, opinion of firm re, Weekes 255 
Practical, see that title, 
Training necessary, J. A. Robertson ••. 80-1 

English and Indian traming being brought to same 
level, Rahim 11 

in Great Britain: 
Armstrong College, Hawkes 329 
Birmingham, O. G. Robertson, 47; Oostain, 49; 

Burstall, 50. 
Bradford, 355. 
British, Wertheimer, 42, 43; Sharma, 44. 
Cambridge, Manning, 5; Reddaway, 8. 
City and Guilds College, London, Dalby ... 347 
Course advocated, Hawkes '" 329 
Glasgow, Ma;calister, 141-2; Stocl,dale, 142-3; 

Gibson, 144-5; Brown, 147-8; Henderson, 149; 
Cormack, 347~8. 

Government scholars, help given by Engineering 
Advisor to Department, Gaster ... ... 202 

Ignorance of training conditions among students, 
and bad results consequent on, Oampion, 

205, 206, 207 

King's College, London, Wilson ... ... 257 
King's College, London, Indian students desired 

in, E. Bark'er ... 301 
Leeds, Goodman 99 
Liverpool, Anderson,.... , 86-7 
Manchester, lI-I. Walker, 64; Gibson, 65; Flddes. 

66. 
Municipal, probably necessary for some time 

longer, Oampion .. , 206 
Municipal and sanitary course valuable to 

students M oir .. , .. , .. , ... 63 
Post-gradu'ate course at City, and Guilds Co~le~e, 

London, students not qualIfied for, by traInIng 
in India, Dalby... .., ... ... 347 

Preliminary training in India advantageous, and 
amount necessary, Ripper, 55; Gzbson, 65; 
West 72; Anderson, 86-7. 

Qualifidations necessary for, Oampion 205, 207 
Sheffield, Ripper, 55-6; Gibbons, 60. 
UniverSIty training, 18 should be minimum age, 

Hawkes ... 329 

Engineering, training-continued. 
in India: 

College, need for efficient Institution, Tin Tut, 
Lock, Po ... 242 

Courses, too lengthy, and yet below English 
standard, Gulati 76, 78 

Degrees, high standard of, should be recognised 
in England, Oampion 205 

Excellence of, Campion... ... 206 
Extension of colleges to provide training fol' . 

shipbuilding, aeronautics, marine engineering 
and bridge building, no scheme before Secre
tary of State for, Stantia~l... . .. 295-6 

if Improved applications for First Year Courses 
in England would soon disappear, Foster 312 

Inadequate facilities, Wertheimer, 43; Ambadi, 
Narayen, 52-3, 53; Tampi, 120; Nag, 179; Rice, 
220, 221; 1'oster, 312. 

Lack of proper application of principles to prac-
tical cases, Narayen ... 53 

Provision of manual training in schools would 
remedy handicap of environment, Ripper 56 

Severity of training, and degrees obtained more 
easily in England, Meyer ... ... 190 

Indian students: 
Capacity of, and qualifications on commencing 

course, Ripper, 55, 56; Moir, 63; M. Walker, 
64; Fiddes, 66; J. A. Robertson, 81; Stockdale, 
142-3; Gibson, 144; Brown, 148; Wilson, 258; 
Louis, 328; Hawkes, 329; Cormack, 347. 

Definite decision of branch to be followed, and 
objection in I'n,dia desirable before, West, 71, 
72-3; Prescott, 249; Wilson, 258. 

Grievance among those unable to get employment, 
Bevan ... ... 338 

Preference given to students with previollB work
shop experience, Armstrong College, Morison 

325 
Prospects on return to India, Burstall 50 
Relative importance of various cOUr.!'es for, 

BurstaU 50 
Tendency to memorise instead of attempt-

ing to understand principles, Hawkes 329 
'l'ype advocated, Hadcock 333 

Marine, necessary training, Anderson ... 86-7 
Practical training, see that title. 
Provision of posts, Indian authorities might do 

more to help, l~ipper ... 55 
Special branches required for Indian Public 

Services, Anderson ... 319 
for Various branches, questions respecting, Oampion 

203-7 

Engineering and National Employers' Federation: 
could probably Assist in placing Indian students 

in engineering firms, Baylay ... 319 
Representative, see Baylay, General A. C., D.S.O. 

319 
Engineering Services: 

Electrical engineers, if recruited on lines of civil 
engineers, associate membership examination of 
Institute of Electrical Engineers should be 
accepted as qualifying examination, Wilson 259 

Recommendation of Public Services and Industrial 
Commissions and question of action taken on 

. 278-9 
Recruitment, Kapur, Chuckerbuttll, 151; Stantiall, 

294-5; India Office, 283, 285. 

English Language, knowledge of, by Indian 
Students: 

Edinburgh test, Stephenson, 132; A. R. Malik, 
134-5. 

Extent, Gl~es, 1; Moriarity, 9; Daniels, 68; Miers, 
74; lIIacdonold, 83; 1Ilaokenzie, 114; Stephenson, 
133; Stockdale, Gray, 143; Paterson 144· A. 
ilIorl'ison, 153; ltice, 220; Deller 314' 315;' OIl-
christ, 331. ' , 

Glasgow test, Macalister, 142; Hendersf)1J" 150. 
Importance of, O. G. Robertson, 46 j De Selincourt. 

51. 
Teaching of, clearness of enunciation, importance 

of, Procter, 97 (3). 

English Industrial Revolution, Indians should study, 
Leollard, 40. 
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English Universities: 

Commi.ttee of Vi~-Chanc,.J1orll and PrlDl·ipals might 
consIder questIOn of organIsation for dealing with 
Indian Students, N. BU1'ker, 301. 

Separate lor Indians, suggestion, Rice, 220, 221. 

EWING, Sir J. ALFRED, K.C.B., .1\1 • .'\.., V.lSo., 
LL.D., Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Edin
burgh University 111-13 

Exemptions: 
Demand for, greater among Indian students than 

any others, Macalister... ...... 141 
from Entrance EXaminations, suggestions, Manning, 

6; Oxford Majlis, 32; Sharma, 44. 
from First-y~ar study, question of, OQstain, 49; 

lJurstan, 50; Swmuel, 115-6. 
First year's science course, Armstrong College, con-

ditions, Stroud ... '" ... 327 
from General courses in order to spooialiee of ton 

asked for on insufficient knowledge, Pyman 66 
Glasgow: 

from First year not allowed owing to -lack of 
accommodation and large nUlJlber of applioants, 
Brown, 147; Henderson, 149. -

Jusd;i/ied, Gibson, 145; Brown, 148. 
Impossible in many cases, as students not up to 

standard, Stockdale 143 
from Intermediate, conditions and proposals, 

Oostain, 49; Pyman, 65; Crofts, 73; Be1Je?'zdg6, 
334, 335. 

from Matriculation, Oostain, 49; Oarey, 89; Orofts, 
Miers, 73, 74; Deller, 315. 

from Preliminary, decision by Scottish Universities 
Entrance -Board, Bennett 136 

Jnsufficient, N(UTI]i, 53; Ambadi, 53. 
from Responsions, question of, Lyon, 24, R. :U. 

Walker, 28-9. 
from Three years of Liverpool medical course to 

student having passed first three examinations of 
approved Indian University, Kelly... 82 

Scottish Universities Entrance Board, system, 
Rennett 136 

Facilities for Indian Students in England: 
not Bad, but would be better if more recognition 

and credit given for work already done in India, 
Narayen ... 54 

Birmingham, Arts faculty, no limitation necessary, 
De Selin court 52 

CambrIdge, question of increase, IJenians, 3; 
1I:lannmg, 5. 

Charing Cross Hospital Medical School, question of 
increase, Fenton ... 223 

Commerce, l?aculty of, Manchester, no restrictIOn 
of number anticipated, Damels 69 

l':dinbnrgh, Mackenz1c 114 
Government should see that largest possible number 

of seats are reserved for Indian students. Kuriyan 
• 266 

Inadequooy, J. M. Sen ... 103 
Increase in numbers, greatly desired by students. 

Parijn, Bose, etc. 13 
Increase in numbers undesirable, Nicklin 65, 214 
full Information re, in India, important" of, 

Morison ... 321-2 
King's College, London, extension difficulty, E. 

Barker 301 
I,eeds, Wheeler, 95; Perkin, 109. 
Leeds medical !/Chool, difficulties, Jamieson... 106 
Liverpool, question of increase, Kelly, 83; Adami, 

84. 85. 
Manchester, Moi?', 62; Graham, 64; Fiddes, 66; 

Huebner, 69; Wild, 71; Micrs, 73, 74. 
at Oxford, insufficient, O.rjord Majlis 31 
at Oxford and Cambridge, difficulty of increllsinl!.. 

Shipley, 4; Durnford, 6; Reddaway, 8; !%lial'ty, 
9; OUl·tis, 305. 

Satisfactory in general, with a few exceptions. 
Kotibhaskel' 77 

Sheffield, question of increa;;e, Ripper, 55: Desch, 
56; Leathes, 57; W. E. S. Turner, 58; Hudow, 
58. 

Families, residence with, see under Accommoda
tion. 

Faraday House, conditions at, Oampion ... 204 

FARNELL, Dr. L. n., M.A., D.Litt., Vice-Chan-
cellar of Oxford University ... ... ... 21-2 

F ARUQI, I\L H., Case of, N. 0 &en ... 234-5 

FAWCETT, Profesaor E., ALD., Dean of the Fooulty 
of Medicine, Bristol ... ... ... ... 38-9 

Federation of British Industries: 
Educational propaganda, P1'escott ... 24G-50, 250 
all Industries but Agriculture represented, 1', cscott 

Membership, P1'escoff . 
Replesentdtive, sce Preoc()tt, W. 

250 
... 248 

248-50 

FENTON, Dr. W. J., AI.D., F.R.C.P., Dean of the 
Charing CrOBS Hospital Medical School 222-3 

FERARD, iI. E., C.RE., Secretary in th<l Judicial 
and PublIc Department of .the India. Office 286-9 

FIDDES, E., M.A., Seni()r Pro-Vice-Chancellor of 
Manchester University . 66-7 

Finance Department, India, roclUltment, Vaidya, 
174, 176; Indta Office, 285. 

Financial position of students: 
Allowances: 

Delays i.n receiving, Buggestions for dealiug with, 
Mannzng ... ... ... ... ... 5 

sho~ld . n()/; be too Large, and reasons for, 
Nzckbn... ... ... ... ... ... 65 

Cost of traIning an,d minimum allowance necessary, 
lJurnaby, 2; lJentans, 3; RacMu~m, 3-4, lIIanming, 
4-5; Ramsey, 6; Reddaway 8' Burrows 20' 
Stone, 23; Lyon, 23; Smtth,' 28;' N. lIf. lV~l"er: 
28; Warren, 29...30; Pewrose 30' Bahel' 35' 
Streeter, 36; H. S. lIIallk, , 37; 'Tyndall, 38; 
Dobson, 39, Frwncts, 39; Leonara, 40; 
Werthelmer, 42; Morley, 45, 46; Oostain, 49; 
NarOiJjen, 53; Mtlligan, 54; Leathes, 57; lV. E. S. 
T'lJlT'ner, 58; Hadow, 59; Glbbons, 60; Moir 62 
63; Fiddes, 66-7, Miers, 73; Gulati 76' Adami' 
84; Bhatta, Ham<td, 88; Wheeler, 95~; 8eshacha:.. 
lam, 104; De1J(UTlayagam, 105; Dutt, 108; 
MackenZle, 114; Kaul, 119; Tampi 119' Smgha 
127; W. S. Morrison, 130; lJ1'own: 148; Wrang~ 
ham, 161; B. O. Vaidya, 175: Ray 176· Tuke 
318; J/orison, 321; Reynolds 332.' , , 

Difficulties: 
not Appreciated by paTents, Rackham, 3-4 ; 

Ma,nntng, 5. 
Cases of, formerly, rare now, Odgers 168 
owmg to Exchange and rise in prices Rackham, 

3-4; lIlackenzie, 114. ' 
Except with men c()ming through Delegooy, 

Streeter .. ...... 36, 37 
Methods of dealing with, Oockin, 172; Meyer, 

192; Bhore, 197; Foster, 312. 
N<led f()r guidanoo, Beck ... ... ... 228 

80me Difficulty in getting payment ()f feee after 
first year, Morley... ... ... ... 45 

no great Difficulty re fees known of, Birmingham, 
O. G. Robertson .. ... ... ... 47 

Extravagance in some cases, Streeter 36, 37 
GuardIanahip : 

Advocated, Gaster '" ... 200 
of All Indian students under 20 advocated, but 

need n()/; be ()fficial, Beck. '" 227,228-9 
by Burma Society, Tarleton. 212; Adamson, 214. 
by Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Committee, 

Burnaby, 2; Ramsey, 6. 
Duties of Indian Students' Department' in 

connection with, Ma11.et, 181; Meyer, 191; 
Arnold, 209; N. O. Sen, 236, 352. 

Larger sum as caut\()I1 money ill6tead of, 
question of, BUTTOt'" 20-1 

by Local Advisers: 
when Desired by parents, ()nly, Miers 73 
not Necessary, Univer~ity ()fficial mIght under-

take, A. R. Malik 134 
Objectl()n to, Brou.... ... 147 

more Necessary at Oxf()rd and Cambridge than 
other places, Mallet ... 180-1 

Object of, Burrows 21 
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Financial position of students-continued. 

Guardianship-continued. 

Objected to, by students, Pwriia, Rahim, Bose 
12,14 

by Oxford Delegacy for Oriental Students, 
Burrows 19 

Procedure respecting, Gaster... .., 202 
Reasons for, and against, Mallet ... 180-1, 185 

RepatrIation of students in difficulties, not 
advocated, Meyer 188 

Satisfactory, Giles, 1; Gtbbons, 60; Miers, 73; 
Brown, 147. 

Special banking arrangements, proposal, Skrine 
349 

Students in debt in some cases, 
Mackenzie 

and steps taken, 
114 
108 

Oxford, and 
19 

Sayer 336 

little Trouble at Leeds, Dutt 
Unsatisfactory conditions formerly, 

arrangements, Bttrrows 
Tra,ining Ship Worcester, expenses at, 

FISHENDEN, R. B., M.Sc.Tech., lately Adviser to 
Indian Students in Manchester 70 

Forest Engineering Branch: 
Edinburgh, special lecturer to be appointed, Sleb-

bfug MO 
Indian Probationers sent to America and Canada, 

Stebbing ." 140 

ForestrY in India, present 
ments, Wallace 

Forestry Service: 

pos~tion and require
... 122-6 

Dcgree necessary but Indian students above age 
limit for, by time of taking English University 
degree, Matthew 139 

Recruitment, India Office, 283, 284; E. J. Turner, 
291, 292. 

Forestry Training: 
in America, A. R. Malik 135 
Currie ilcholarship, India Office, 286; E. J. Turner, 

292. 
in Germany, A. R. Malik 135 
in Great Britain: 

Cambridge, Manning ... 5 
Edinburgh, Mackenzie, 114; Stebbin,g, 140. 
at Oxford and Edinburgh, waste of time, Oxford 

Majlis, 32; Bahl, 34. 
in India: . 

Facilities better than in Engla,nd, Bhore " 197 
Full facilities should be provided, Oampion 204 
Improvement in standard: 

would Keep students in India, Parija, Rahim, 
Bose, etc.... ... ... '" 11 16 

no Steps taken by India Office re, E. J. Tu:ner 
290 

Need for efficient institution, Tin T1ttt Lock, Po 

Position, Stebbing ... 
Practical, not possible, Stebbing 
of Probation~s: 

242 
140 
140 

Advocated, Oxford j];/a,lis, 31; Bahl, 34. 
under Consideration, India Office, 280; E. J. 

Turner, 291. 
Recommendations of Public Services Commission 

and question of action taken on 278, 280,291 
Scholarships. 

Award of, grievance 1'8, Tampi 
. Reply to statement re, E. J. Turner 

120 
292 

System for probationers, Bahl, 33-4; E. J. TW'ner, 
291. 

Two and a half yea1'S in India and six months in 
Europe, proposa.!, O.c!m'd Mailis, 32; Bahl, ,34. 

FOSTER, Sir GREGORY, B.A., Ph.D., Provost of 
University College, London 310-314 

FRANCIS, Prof. F., DSc., Pro-Vice..Chnncellor, 
Bristol University... 39--40 

FRASER S?lUTH, E., Secretary of the North-East 
Coast InstitutlOn of Engineers and Shipbuilders 

327-8 

GANGULY, J. N., Birmingham ... 52-3 

GASTER, V. I., Assistant to the Joint Secretary 
Indian Students' Department 198-202 

General Medical Council: 
Qualifications laid down by, King... i77-9 
Hefusal to accept Indian quahfications unless mid 

wifery traimng improved, K~ng, 177-8; E. J. , 
Turner, 292; Hallett, 297; Oharles, 309, 309-10. 

Relations with Conjoint Board, Hallett 298 

Geography Course, Leeds, Wheeler 95 

Geological Survey, India, recruitment for, India 
Office 282, 283 

Geology Education, recommendations of Public 
ServlCes and Industrial and Sadler Commissions' 
and question as to action taken ... 279, 282 

GHOSH, N. N., Sheffield University ... 60-2 

GIBBONS, W. M., O.B.E., M.A., Registrar of 
Sheffield University 60 

GIBSON. Professor G. A., LL.D., M.A., Professor of 
l\<J.athema,tics in Glasgow University, and Examiner 
in Royal Techlllcal College 144-5 

GILCHRIST, Professor D. A., ?If.Se., Professor of 
Agl:icultul'e at Armstrong College 330-1 

GILES, Dr. P., Litt. D., Vice Chancellor of Cam-
bridge University... 1-2 

Glasgow University: 
Analysis of examination records of Indian graduates 

and undergraduates, Brown .. , 148-9 
Indian Association, omission from Ha,ndbook to 

University, R. L. Mackay, 152; A. Morrison, 153. 
Indian students at, Macalister, 141-2; Stockdale, 

142-3; Dr. T. Gray, 143; Patterson, 144; Gibson, 
144-5; Oatncart, 145-6; Brown, 147-9; Henderson, 
149-50; Oormack, 347-8, 352. 

Indian Union, success of, in helping students, 
Kapur, Ohuckerbutty '" 152 

Local Adviser, see that title. 
Students' Representative Council, and Indian 

stUdents, R. L. Mackay 152-3 

Glass Manufacture: 
Insufficient facilities in England, Kelkar, Toki, 

Ghosh 61 
in Other countries, lV. E. S. TU1'fWlr ... 58 
Sheffield, lV. E. S. Turner, 57-8; Kelkar, 60. 
Technology, difficulties of training in Indi'l, 

W. E. S. Turner ... 58 
Unwillingness of late to admit students for 

practical experience, W. E. S. Turner 58 

GOODMAN, Prof. J., M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Dean of 
the Faculty of Engineering, Leeds ... ... 99 

Government, accusations against, of spying, steps 
must be taken to remove fear, R. N. Vaidya... 276 

Government of India scholars: 
Allowa,nce hardly sufficient, lIIanning ... .. 5 
should not be Allowed to compete for Indian Civil 

Service, Parija, Rahim, Bose, etc 11, 13, 16-17 
Bad advice given to 1'8 counse of training to 

follow, Moir ...'... '" ... ... 62-3 
Cours~ extended, when recommended by Advisor, 

lI[o~r ... ... ... ... ... ... 63 
Dealt with by: Judicial and Public Department 

before estabhshment of Indian Students Depart
ment, and need of outside assistance felt, 
Ge1'a!'d '" ... ... 288 

no Definite prospects of employment difficulties 
and proposals respecting, Fishenden' ... 70 

for E?gineering, help given to, by Engineeril.g 
AdVisor to Department, Gaster ... ... 202 

Facili~ies}n foreign countries, provision of, Kelkar, 
Tokt, Ghosh ... ... '" ... ... 61 

F~llure of certain classes of, and reasons for, but 
lDcre.a~e of scholarships welcomed under amended 
conditIOns of award, Pa1'ija, Bose, etc 13, 16-17 
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Government of India scholars-continued. 
Guardianship, N. C. Sen ... 236 
should not be Included in fixed number of admis

sions to each college, Parija, Rahim, Bose 12, 13 
from 1916, statistica .. , 352 

Oxford, But'rows ... 20 
Posts for, responsibility of Government of India, 

Meyer ... 189 
Preference to, for admission and advocated, 

Farnell, 21; Meyer, 187. 
Question of dealing with, if Indian Students' 

Department abolished, Mallet 183 
not altogether Satisfactory, Kotibhalker ... 77 
the most Satisfactory, but standard might be im-

proved, Moriarty 8-9 
Selection, greater caution, advocated, Moil', 63; 

Dlttt, 106; JIallet, 186. 
Selection rather late, with regard to application 

for admission and steps taken, Meyer 187 
at Sheffield, case of, Desoh 56 
Statistics 352 
more Successful than ordinary scholars, Fiddes, 

66 

Government Scholarships: 
should not be Awarded for subjects equally well 

studied 'in India, Meyer 189 
for Burmans, need fo[' increase, Tin Tut, Lock, 

Po '" 242, 243 
Grants, proposals respecting, Parija, Rahim, Bose, 

etc. 12, 13, 16-7 
Increase advocated, Parija, Rahim, Bose, etc., 13, 

17; Oxford Mwjlis, 32; Narayen, 54; Indian 
Students at Leeds University, 103. 

GRAHAM, Mr., Principal of Dalton Hall, Man-
chester 64 

GRAY, Dr. A. H. M., C.B.E., M.D., F.R.C.P., 
Vice-Dean, Univel'llity College Hospital Medical 
School, memorandum ... 348 

GRAY, Dr. T., D.Sc., Royal Technical College, 
Glasgow ... 142-3 

Gray's Inn, see under Inns of Court. 

G'uardianship: 
Desirability of some form of, Mackenzie 
Duties, Knaster ... 
Failure of, and proposals, Skrine 
Financial, see that title. 

... 115 

...237-8 

... 348-9 

Indian cllidets at Sandhurst, Swain 293, 294 
Necessary for undergrlliduate, but not for graduate 

students, Williams 264 
Recommendations respecting, Parija, Bose, etc· 14 
Stuqents under, from 1916, statistics ... 352 
Unnooessary, Indian Studellts, St. Andrew's... 340 

GULA'TI, R. D., Manchester Indian Association 
71>-6, 78-9 

HABIB, 1\r., Oxford Indian Mailis ... 30-3 

HADCOCK, Sir GEORGE, K.B.E., of Sir W. G. Arm· 
strong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd. ... ... 333 

HADOW, Sir W. H., C.B.E., M.A., Vice-Chancellor 
of Sheffield University·... ... ... 58-59, 339 

HALDANE OF OLOAN, Viscount, K.T., O.M. 156-9 

HALLETT, F. G., O.B.E .. Secretary of the Conjoint 
Board of Physicians and Surgeons in London 297-300 

Halls of Residence, see under Accommodation. 

HAMID, Dr. A., Liverpool University... ... 87-8 

HARDIKAR, S. W., M.B., Ch.B., Edmburgh Univer-
sity ............... 117-20 

HARLEY, J. G., 1\~.A., Secretary of the Committee of 
the Y.M.C.A. hostel in Edinburgh... 137-8 
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HABLA}I, Professor W. F., M.B., Ch.B., F.R.C.S., 
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Birmingham 50-1 

HAWKES, Commander C., Professor of Engineering 
at Armstrong College 329-30 

Health of Students, Bl.III'1'ows, 21; Penrose, 30; 
Warren, 30; Baker, 35; Huebner, 69; J. 111. Sen, 
102; Dutt, 108; Ewing, 112; Mackenzie, 114; 
Tampi, 120; Singha, 127; Littlejohn, 132; Philip, 
139; Brown, 148; Kapur, Chuckerbutty, 152; 
Wright, 221; Beck, 225; Charles, 309; Tuke, 318. 

Medical examination before leaving India advo-
cated, Philip ... 139 

HENDERSON, Professor G. G., D.Sc., LL.D., Dean 
of the Faculty of Science, Glasgow... 149-50 

HILL, Dr. ALEX, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S., Secretary 
of the Universities of the Emp[re Bureau 218-9 

Home Civil Service, no Indian known to have 
entered for, Moriarf'l 9 

Hospitals, Indian, should be more up to date and 
medical journals should be started, Rice 220-1 

Hostels, see under Accommodation. 

HOWDEN, Professor R., M.A., D.Sc, Dean of the 
Faculty of Medicine, University of Durham... 332 

HUEBNER, J., M.Sc. Tech., Director of the Depart
ment of Bleaching and Dyeing, Calico Printing, 
Finishing and Paper Manufacture at the College 
of Technology, Manchester 69-70 

HUNTER, Captain R. D., D.S.O., Adjutant of 
Glasgow University O.T.C. 146-7 

Imperial College of Science and Technology: 
Courses at, etc., Keogh ... 306-7 
Indian students, Keogh ... 306-7 

I ncorporated Accountants, see wnder Account
ants. 

India, political independence, 
towards, Sadler 

India Office: 

irresistible trend 
'" 90-1 

Advisory Department, unsatisfactory, Parija, Bose, 
etc. 14 

Correspondence with 276-86 
Espionage by, question of dispelling suspicions of 

students respecting, Mallet ... 182-3 
some Official should be able to give all information 

required, regarding students and Indian Universi
ties, Adami 85 

alleged Payment of Indian students by, to spy 
upon fellow Indian students, Tampi, Kaul 120 

alleged Spying on, and spreading of faJse reports re, 
students, with knowledge of, Edinburgh 
St'U4enta' Association ... 118 

Supervision by, resented by students, ShiPley 4 

Indian Army: 
British Army Artillery and Engineer Officers 

serving with, Swain ... ... 293 
Commissions to Indians after going through 

Sandhurst, no knowledge yet as to whether a 
success or not, Swain ... ... ... ... 293 

Number of Indians obtaining commissions, Swain 
293,294 

Selection of English cadets, system, Swain... 293 

Indian Bar: 
Barristers abolition of, not advocated, Trevelyan 

. • 26 

Advocates in High Court should be placed on same 
level as Colonial barristers a8 regards call to 
the Bsr K uriyan ... ... 267 

all Barristers should be required to POSqess B.A. 
degree, M mi,on '" 326 

Aaa 
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Indian Bar-conti1llUed. 
Graduates from India only, desired, Kuriyan 

265, 266 

Independent: 
Advocated, Parija, Bose, etc., 13; Oxford Majlis, 

32; Haldatne, 158-9, 159; K uriyan, 266. 
Question of, Scott, 165; Mallet, 187. 

Man called to English Bar, B.A. degree should 
be insisted on, as for Vakils, Morison .. 324 

Necessity of English Bar examination, abohtion 
not advocated, Trevelyan 26 

Practising at, of VakiIs, not advocated, Trevelyan 
26 

Vakils: 
and Barnsters, question of, Ooward, 155-6 i Hal

dane, 157-9, 159; Wrangham, 160-1; Rowe, 
162; B. O. Vaidya, 175; Burmese Students, 
245. 

Better advocates on the whole than 
Indian barrister, Rice 

proposed Concessions to, K uriyan 
High opinion of, Ooward 
Same status as barristers: 

average 
... 221 
... 267 

155-6 

Advocated, Bose, Rahim, etc., 16; Oxford 
Mailis, 31, 32; J. M. Sen, 103, Edinburqh 
Indian Association, 118; Ourtis, 305. 

Opposition mainly from Indian members who 
form majority of British Bar in India, Dutt 

106 
Training of, Odgers ... 168·9 

Indian Civil Service: 
Appointments, requirements respecting, Moriarty 

9 
Candidates: 

at Cambridge, account of, Moriarty ... 8,9 
Certmcates of age from Collector, Deputy Com~ 

missioners and Political Resident, Ferard 287 
Training in England, advantage of, Foster 311 

Ceylonese eligible, Ferard ... ... ... 289 
Civil Service Commission in India, under considE'ra-

tion, Ferard ... 287 
English probationers, should be induced to take 

more interest in Indian, Bevan . . . 338 
Examination: 

Difficulties caused by varying standards in India 
and England and proposal, Manning, 5; 
Parija, Rahim, Bose, etc., 11, 13. 

High standard of, not realised by students, 
Roberls ." ... ... ... ... 7 

Government sch.omrs should not be allowed to com
pete for, Pariia, Rahim, Bose, etc. 11, 13 1~17 

Probationers: 
Confining of, to non-collegia,te body, not advo-

cated, Lyon 24 
Course of study, Stone, 23; Lyon, 24. 
Criticism, Moriarty... ... ... . 8 
English University education valuable, Stone 22 
Number and distribution, Stone 22, 23 
Oxford, Burrows . 20 
Preference to, in admission to English Universi-

ties, Farnell, 21; Trevelyan, 25, 26; M 61161', 
187. 

Present scheme only temporary, and outline of 
permanent scheme, Ferard 287 

Progress satisfactory, Stone 23 
Qualifications, Stone . .. .. 22, 23 
Specialised study abroad advocated, Pariia, 

Bose, etc. 13 
Training in England the subject of detailed 

correspondence between the Secretary of State, 
the Civil Service Commissioners and the Gov
ernment of India, India Office .. ... 286 

Training elsewhere than at Oxford would relieve 
congestion, Bo.ker 35 

Training in India, suggestions, Senapati, 10 ; 
Bhore, 196-7. 

Two years' course should be minimum, IJYon 24 
Recruitment: 

Age limits, Indian Office, 283; Ferard, 287. 
Examina.tion in Landon, preparation in India for 

should be possible, Ferard ... 287 
of Indians. system operatIng, India Office, 285; 

Ferard, 287. 

Indian Civil Service-continued. 
Recruitment-continued. 

Number of appointments recruited in India alld 
United Kingdom, 1916-20, India Office, 284 

Open competitive examination in India, probable 
date of commencement, Ferard... '" 287 

Simultaneous examination in India and England 
advocated, Kuriyan ... ... 266 

Undergraduates coming to study for, special form 
sent to applicants by University College, 
Foster 310 

Indian Colleges: 
Efltabliflhment of more, advocated, with well 

qualified teachers with no distinction between 
English or Indian re salary or status, Edin
burgh Indian Association '" 118 

only European teachers asked for, so far, Roberts, 
7. 

Heads should be Oxford or Cambridge men, and so 
able to give reliable and valuable advice, Benians, 
3. 

Indian Conference in London, objects of, Williams 
263. 

Indian Education Bureau 
Williams 

Indian Examinations: 

in London, scheme, 
262, 263, 264 

English Universities should be kept in touch with 
standards, etc., Ripper 55 

Equivalence of standards: 
Difficulty of determining, Oohen 
Recommendations, .! 'TIJderson 
some Standard needed, Orofts, 

78-9; GibS'On, 144; Mallet, 186. 

110 
86 

7S~; Gulati, 

ElTatic nature of results,' A. R. Malik 
Intermediate : 

134 

see also under Qualifications 1,,,,.,,d,'r Admission. 
ExemptioI13 in England for question of 

Mannin(J', 6; Oxford M~'lis 32· Shatrma 44: . '" , Oostatn, ~9; Moir, 62; rofts 73; Miers, 74. 
Standard hIgher than that of northern Universi-

ties matriculation, StUller ... 91 
Matrioulation, see that title. 
SimiI~.~ higher schools certificate in England, 

P08S1blhty of acceptance under certain con
ditioIl3, De Selincourl ... ... '" 52 

Standards of examin.ations, difficulties of obtaining 
information respecting, Kelly... '" 83 

Standards not generally as high as those of 
e<lITesponding examinations in England De 
Selincoutrl, 52; Deller, 315. ' 

Uniform recognition in all Universities of United 
Kingdom advocated, Oxford Majlis '" 32 

Indian Government: 
Insufficient help given by, 

students, Mallet... . .. 
Responsibility, Kotibhasker 

in matter of Indian 
182, 184, 186 

'" 76-7 

In~ian graduates, should take post-graduate course 
In England, not graduate, Morison... '" 321 

Indian Gymkhana Club, particulars re Ramsa'll-
296-7. ' , 

Indian la!'guage, as part of training for those con-
tem~latIng trade with India, suggested, 
Damels 69 

Indian Medical Service: 
Indian qualifications: 

Non-recognition, Dr. A. H. M. (kay... 348 
should be Recognised, Mehta, 342-3; Dr. A. H. 

111. (kay, 348. 
Organisation, enquiries into and reports under 

consideration, Swaim '" ' 
Recruitment: '" 294 

in England, stopping of, not conHidered possible 
so long as any Europeans in India 
Ohwrles 309-10 

Met~ods,. Swain ...... ... 29~ 
NOIn1~~tl(}ns. by Indian CoIIeges with subsequent 

traInmg In India and England scheme 
OhaTles - '308 309 , 
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Indian Medical Service-continued. 

Recruitmen /;-continued. 
Itegulations, alteration under 

Wright 
{'onsideration, 

Simultaneous examination in England 
India: 

222 
and 

Advocated, Ox/m-d Majlia, 31; J. M. Sen, 
103; K urtyan, 266. 

under ConsideratIon, India Office '" 286 
Separation from Civil Medical Service, proposals 

heard, but no up-to-date information re, E. J. 
Turner '" 292 

Indian Students: 
8ee also subject headings. 
bir William Lee Warner's Committee, 1907, 

Ferard, 286; Morison, 319-20. 
l'oll8ible Number in the United Kingdom, Meyer, 

189, Gaster, 202; N. C. Sen, 235; Williams, 263. 
Resentment at restriction or control, EwifW} 112 

Indian Students' Department: 
Abolition: 

Advocated, Kelkar 61 
not Advocated, Manning 5 
not Advocated but change of angle of vision re-

quired, It N. Vaidya 274, 276 
Danger of exclusion of Indian students from 

many Indian Universities, Arnold ... 210 
Question of, Mallet ... ..• ..• . .. 180-6 

Admission to Universities through, aee that title. 
110 Advice gIven to Universities, etc., as to which 

students should be admitted or rejected, N. O. 
Sen ..• 235 

Annual Reports on work: 
Advisable, Meyer 189, 194 
Question of, Arnold ... 209 

A tmosphere of suspicion at start of, owing to non
pUblication of Lee Warner Committee's Report, 
Morison 319-20 

Cases brought forward by Mr. Rahim ... 15 
Facta of ... 351-2 

Complaints against: 
Delay in answering letters, reply to, Rahim, 15; 

Bhore, 197; N. O. Sen, 236, 25l. 
Heard, but not gratitude, Arnold ... 210 
Information supplied, reply to, Gaster ... 200 
Replies to, Meyer, 193-4; Zutshi, 346-7, 351-2. 
Specific cases: 

G. K. Ambadi, Gaster .,. 201-2 
Mr. Das, Gaster ... 199 
M. H. Faruqi, N. C. Sen ... 234-5 
G. D. Kelkar, Kelkar, 61; Gaster, 200-l. 
N. K. Nag, Owmpion ... ... 204, 207 
S. C. Ray, Gaster ." 202 
B. S. Toki, Gaster ... 201 

Connection with Government: 
should be considered an Advantage when Anglo-

Indiam relations improved, Sad/er 92 
Difficulty caused by, MaUet... .... , ,181 
Suspicions caused by, and feehng of pohtIcnl 

espionage, O;x:/ord Mallis 31 
Control, question of, Meyer... .. .. 189 
Coet of organisation, including Local AdVIsors, 

Meyer ... .,. 188,189 
Counterpart of, in India intended by the Warner 

Committee but not taken up by Government of 
India in same spint, Mm-ison ... ... 320 

CreatlOn of synchronisation with hardening of feel
ing agai~st Indian 6tu~ents owing t~ anarc~ist 
activity and murder of Sir Curzon Wyhe, Monson 

322 
Criticisms of, Oro/ts, 73, 74; Adami, 83; Dutt, 108; 

Nag, 179; R. N. Vaidya, 273, 274,275; BhOJrgava, 
341. f C . 

Distrust of no personal experience 0, ampzon 
, 203 

Engineerin<> Advisor work and duties of, Oampion 
to' 203-7 

Espionage: 
no Sign of, Zutshi .... 346 
SuspiclOns of, and distrust by students, Flsh,!'

den, 70; Adams, 83; Dutt, 108; MackenzIe, 
113; Mallet, 180, 181, 182-3; Meyer, 18.1, 188, 
193-4; Bhore, 195, 196; Isaac, Salw" 252; 
Bevan, 338. 
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Indian Students' Department-continued. 
Espionage-continued. 

Reply, Gaster... ... ... ". '" 200 
Established after Committee of Inquiry, Arnold 

Form of application issued by, Brown 
Good work done by, Mallet... . .. 

210 

". 147 
185-6 

Guardianship, see that title. 
Handbooks issued by, Meyer, 192; Gaster, 202; 

Arnold, 208, 209, Beck, 227. 
Help received from, by University College, but no 

information re students' political opinions or 
activities, Foste,' ... ... ... ... 310 

of httle Help and duties would be better per-
formed by Indians, Sesltuclwlam ... '" 104 

Helpful, though leas so, of late, M oir, 63; Miers, 
73. 

History, and duties of, Mallet ... ... 180-6 
HoepitaJity Committee before the war, N. O. Sen 

237 
Hostility of students to, at first, Mallet 180 
Indian Education Bureau in place of, scheme, 

Wtlliams, 262, 263, 264; R. N. Vaidya, 274. 
Information should be in posseasion of Professors 

and Principals of all Indian Colleges and easily 
accessible to students, Morison ... '" 322 

no Letter given to students other than what it pur-
ported to be, N. O. Sen, ..... 235 

List of publications Bent to Advisory Oommittees, 
November, 1920 ".353-4 

Modification needed, and higher officials should be 
Indians, Dutt ... .. '" ... ... 108 

no real Need for, but some central organisation 
in London necessary, Benians.... 3 

Objections to system, Edinburgh Indian Association 
118 

Official organisation would always be handicapped 
but certain changes would lead to more confidence 
in, by stUdents, Bevan,.. ... 337 

Organisation in England considered satisfactory, 
Morison 320 

previouB Organisation, N. O. Sen 234 
Origin of, Ferard ... 289 
Policy, Meyer, 192-3; Bhore, 197. 
Political VIews of students not considered, }[ac

kenzie, 113; Arnold, 209; N. S. Sen, 235-6; 
Ferard, 288, 289; Zutshi, 346. 

Pooition as regards Burmese students, Tarleton 
213 

Refusal to assist students not falling within regula-
tions, question of, Arnold '" 209 

ltegister of famllies willing to take Indian students, 
N. O. Sen. . '" 237 

Relations with Advisory Committees, Mallet, 182, 
183-4, 186; Arnold, 208; N. C. Sen, 235, 236. 

Reorganisation: 
Held over, pending Report of Committee, Meyer 

18g, 192, 194 
in Process, N. O. Sen ... .. ... 234, 236 

Self~ontained and no connection with India Office, 
IndIa Office ... 286 

Started before Sir Curzon Wylie's murder, Arnold 
210 

Steps taken at beginning to establish relations with 
educational institutions, Arnold '" '" 208 

Staff : 
Indian, disadvantages, N. O. Sen 208 
Indians on, N. C. Sen, 236, 237. 
Indians advocated on, Bhore, 198. 
Under-staffing, Arnold ... ... 209 

Supply of calendars of Indian Universities, etc., to, 
A rna/a ... ... ... ... '" ... 210 

Suspicions of, impossibility of dissipation doubted 
while organisation official, Morison ... .. 320 

Transfer of management to Joint Board of Uni
versities in India not advocated, R. N. Vaidya, 

275-6 
Unnecessary and harmful and abolition advocated, 

Indian Students, St. Andrew'. .., 339-41 
Unofficial organisation instead, objections to, 

Mori&on 320,321,323 
UnpopUlarity, {'BUSes, BenianB, 3; Bevan, 337; 

Bhargava, 341. 

AM 2 
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Indian Students' Department-continued. 
Unpopularity, causes, Eenians, 3; Bhargu;va 3~1 
Up-to-date particulars about courses In India 

should be received by, Narayen .. , 53, 54 
Valuable in the past and might be again with cer-

tam changes, Bhal'gava 341 
Valuable work done by, but improvement in 

orgamsation desired, M. K. Singh .. , ... 76 
Value of, Bm'naby, 2; Benians, 2-3; Manning, 4, 5; 

Ramsey, 6; Bu1'l'ows, 19; Wertheimer, 42, 43; 
Ghosh, 61; Scott, 165; Arnold, 210. 

Vlsitmg of students: 
DeSirable but difficulty, Arnold 209 
Increase, question of, lIfeyer, 187, 188, 190; 

Bhore, 195. 
Woman secretary necessary, if number of women 

students increased, ltleyer 189 
Work, duties and objects of, JJleyer, 187-92; Bhore, 

195-8, Gastel', 198-202; Arnold, 208-10; N. O. Sen, 
236. 

Indian Subordinate Medical Department, training 
under, quite unsatisfactory, Kiny 179 

Indian Universities: 
Advisory Board in London, scheme, Kuriyan" 

264, 265, 266, 266-7 
Affiliation of Colleges to, advocated, Samuel 116 
should Approach English for SUItable recognition, 

facilities for students and for supply of intor
mation, etc., Oostam ... .. 49 

Association of, to be estabhshed and benefits to be 
derived, Hfll ... 218-9 

British graduates at, hoped for in future, Sadler 
91 (13) 

Central body, scheme, Kuriyan 264, 265, 266 
Close connection with English, need for, and pro

proposal, Tllm Ohand, 33; Sadler, 91-2, Procter, 
97. 

Commumcation direct with English would be ad
vantageous, Nag, 180; Mal/et, 182. 

Conditions at, Desch . . 57 
more Constant communicatIOn with English [l.dvo-

cated, Dutt .......... 108 
Course at second university would in many oases be 

as good or better than coming to London, Deller 
315, 316 

Defects, lIIalik 134 
Degrees of: 

B.Sc: 
Criticism, Oampion ... ... 206 
ExemptIOn from Manchester Intermediate 

examination, Pyman ... 65 
Distrust of, in England, Burstall... ... 50 
for Engineering, difficulties respectmg, Oampion 

206 
Equivalence of degree for degree Impossibility 

St.ephen,son ... ... ... '... 132, 133 
Eqlllvalence of degrees with Enghsh information 

desira ble, ltl arrtm ... '" .'.. .. 234 
11('ed for Equivalent standards 'and recommenda

ti?ns re ascertaining, Desch, 56; Hadow, 59; 
Glbbons, 60; Pyman, 66; Haldane 157' Bhore 
197 ' , , 

Minor, possibility of acceptance of, as basis for 
post-graduate -work in England, Haldane 157 

Raising of standard would result 111 lesser demand 
for admission to English Umversities, Gibson 

65 
Recognition: 

.\dvocated, rania, Bose, etc. 13; O.cford 
JJlailis, 31; Sharma, 44; J. 'ltl. Sen, 103; 
lndtan Students at Leeds Unwerstty 104' 
~umuel, 115; A. R. Malik, 135, B. O. Vmdya; 
175; Burmese Students, 245. 

Edinburgh, Samuel ,. 115 
Examination of syllabusea in connection with 

desirable, Wilson... ... ••. 258-9 
Investi~ation by Universities' Bureau, qUe6tioll 

of, H1U ... . . ... . ... 219 
H,pquirements, improvement needed, Fostel' 313 
StandardisaLion difficulty, Deller ... 315 
Standing of, at Manchester, Miers ... 74 
Status should be rais<>il to that of English, 

R, N. T"llidya '" ... 275 

Indian Universities-continued .. 
Uniform treatment on basIS such as that at 

Oxford ,advocated, E. Barker ... 301 
Variation in value from English degrees, Foster 

313 
Development furthered, if only graduates admitted 

to English Universities, Baly 85 
Diploma courses advocated, J. JJI. Sen 102 
Examinatfons, see Indian Examinations. 
Exclusiveness of admission for want of spacp: 

A. R. Malik ... 134 
Facilities for advanced study inadequate, SaUier 

91 (10) 
Graduates should be given status of senior students, 

Oxford ltl ailis 32 
Handbooks of information should be published by, 

and Boards should also exiRt to give further 
details for students intending to go ahmad, 
Nag 179,180 

Improvement to preclude necessity for study in 
England advocated, Farnell... 22 

Information Bureaus, suggestion, Kuril,an 264, 265 
Inter-University Board, scheme, Williams 

262, 263-<1 
Limited scope of, as compared with England and 

Scotland, A. R. JJIalik ... ... 134 
Means of acquiring information Te, Adami... 84 
any Organisation in London should be ullder con-

trol of, Rungcvn,adhan ... ... 268 
Post-graduate courses proposal, Dutt ... 106-7 
Selection Committee for teaching posts in, advo-

cated, Oathcart ... 146 
Standard of teaching very varied, but similar to 

English in Intermediate and B.Sc. examination, 
Henderson 149 

Standards: 
in Arts as high if not higher than that of 

English Universities, Galfl,(jul1/ 52, 53 
Central office representing university education 

in India needed, to consider question and give 
information, Hadow ... 339 

Housing of, needed and proposals, Trevel!lan, 26; 
Oxford ltlClljlis, 31, 32; Sharma, 44; PJI1nan, 65; 
Annandale, 133; Rice, 220; Foster, 313. 

Varying and difficulties caused by, Gibson, 145; 
Deller, 314. 

Sufficient information respecting work, not for-
warded to English Universities, Oampion 203 

all Technical branches of study should be included, 
Sharma 44 

University authority for dealing with, advocated, 
E. Barker ... 301 

Indian Women Students, see Women Students. 

Indian Women Studmts' Club, scheme, Platt 
344-5 

Indian Women's Education Association: 
Aims and work of, Villiers-Stuart, 247-8; Ehola 

Nauth, 248. 
Evidence of representativea 247-8 

Indore Military College, Swain, 293, 294; Tin, Tut, 
Lock, Po, 242, 243. 

Industrial Commission: 
Position of, E. J. Turner ... 291 
Recommendations, question of action on, 278-9. 

282; E. J. Turner, 291-2; Stan,tiall, 295. 
Report, too long and concentration desirable, 

Prescott ... ... 250 

Industrial Development in India not 
prejudicial to English trade, r:eSCf,tt 

Industrial Organisation, course would 
tageous to Indians, A ndlerson '" ... 

Industrial Training: 

necessarily 
.. 250 

be advan-
87 

Limited facilities in India, Oxford Majli,. 31: 
Sharma, 44; ? ltl. Sen,. 103; B. O. Vaidya,·174.· 

Need for prevIous acquamtance with industry in 
India, Morison '" ... 323 

Industries, connection with Universities, qlll'stinll 
of, 1T' eekes .. , ... 254 
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Inner Temple, spe Inns of Court. 

Inns of Court: 
Admission to: 

after Application to Advisol'Y Committees only, 
difficulty re, Scott... ... ... '" 164 

Certilicate.s from <,ollectol8 or political officers 
requirement, Coward, 156; Douthwaite, 156; 
166-7 ;Wranoham, 160; Rowe, 162; Scutt. 163, 
164, 164-5; B. C. Vaidlla, 175; MaUd, 184; 
l\Ieyer, 188; (jaster, 200; Arnold, 210; lUre, 
220; lferard, 286-7, 289; Jforison., 322. 

Conditions of, Ooward, Douthwatte, 154-6: 
Wrangham, 160,161; Doui1m'atte, 166-7; 
Odgers, 168; Waley, 169; Meyer, 191, 352. 

no great Difficulty, Kapadm ... '" 218 
Effect of anarchist activity among students, 

Morison '" 322 
London matriculation must be passed by students 

after passing matriculation and intermediate 
examinations ill Burma, Burmese students, 245. 

llurmese students, admission, system of, method 
and certificates, Tarleton '" 212-3, 213 

Indian students, lVrangham, 160-1, 161; Rowe, 
162-3 j Scott, 163-6; Odgers, 168-9; Douthwaite, 
166-7. 

Institute of Chartered Accountants: 
Admission to membership, conditions, and qualifica-

tions, Colville ... ... .•. 231-2 
Charter of, alteration procedure, Colville, '" 230 
Members in India, Colvtlle '" ... ... 232 
Position of Indian students, 001 ville ... 232 
Status and examinations compared with those of 

Incorporated Accountants, Colville, 231 i Martin, 
233. 

I nstitution of Civil Engineers: 
Desirability that students should join, Oampion, 

206 
and Indian students, Spear 
l\Iembership : 

... 211 

Ex'aminations for, and exemptions, Spear 
211, 211-2 

Grades, Spear ... ... '" ... ... ~11 
Possibility of Indian students in India bemg 

admitted to, Spem' ... '" '" ... 211 
Objects and methods of carrying out, Spear 210-1 

Institution of Electrical Engineers: 
Examination of syllabuses of Indian Universities 

desirable, Wilson 258-9 
Examination for Associate membership: 

EXemptions question. Wilson ... 
Holding of, in India would be 

... 258 
possible, Wilson 

258 
Nature of, Wilson 258 

Examination, standard, Wilson ... 258 
Indians in, Wilson 257 
Local centl'e in India, Wilson ... 258 
Membership, advantage to Indians, lVilson... 258 

Institution of Mechanlical Engineers: 
Admission to, more leniency shown to people from 

overseas, including India, than to those in 
England, Mowat ... ... ... ... ... 240 

Exuminations, decentralisation under consideration, 
Mowat .. , ... ... ... 240 

Grades, and conditions for admission, Mowat 
240, 241 

Members, Indian, Mowat ... 240 
Membership qualifications, Mowat ... 240, 241 
Work in w;y of assisting members to get employ-

ment, Mowat ... 240 

ISAAC, P. V., representative of Indian students at 
21, Cromwell Road ... ...... 250-2 

JAMIESON, Prof. J. K., l\I.B., C.M., Professor of 
Anatomy and Dean of the Medical School, Leeds 

105-6 

Japanese Students: 
ElectrICal engllleering, J. A. Robertsun 
Forestry, Stebbing ... ... 
carefully Selected, Deller 
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81 
140 
315 

Joint Matriculation Board: Sadler 91-2 
Indian Students' Department not very helpful to, 

Cro/ts ........ 73-4 
Need .for some body for reference by, in I'egal'd to 

eqUivalence of standard of examinations, Oro/ts 
73-4. ' 

.KAPADIA, Dr. S. A., M.D., Honorary Secretary ot 
the Northbrook Society 217-8 

KAl\ITAKAR, G. A., Edinburgh University 117-20 

KAPUn, P. D., representing Indian students at 
Glasgow 150-2 

KAUL, P. NATH, Edinburgh Univerbity 

KELKAU, G. D.,Sheffield University. 
Oomplaints against Department, Guster 
Evidence 

117-20 

200-1 
... 60-2 

KELLY, R. E., CiS., M.D., F.R.O.S., Dean of the 
Faculty of Medicine, Liverpool . 82-3 

KEOGH, Sir ALFRED, G.O.B., G.C.V.O., LL.D., 
Rectol' of the Imperial College of Science and 
Technology '" 306-7 

KING, NORMAN, Registrar of the General Medical 
Council 177-9 

King's College, London: 
Indian students, E. Bm'lre,', 300, 301, Atkins, 301. 
Vincent Square hostel, Deller 316, 317 

King's College for 'Women, London: 
Household and Social SCience Department, hostels, 

Deller ... '" ... ... .. 316, 317 
Indian students, Lane-Olaypon 343 

KNASTER, R. M. J., Assistant to the Joint Secre
tary, Indian Students' Department, and Warden of 
21, Oromwell Road 237-9 

KOTIBHASKER, M. G., M.Sc.Tech., Manchester 
Indian Association ... 75-8 

KOTVAL, Mrs. K. P., Indian Women's Education 
Association .. 247-8 

KURJYAN, K., representative of 
Students in London 

Indian Law 
264-7 

Laboratory work, standard of practical work in 
India not up to English, Macalister ... '" 141 

Lahore Medical College, Bhaita, 88; Stephenson, 
132-3; Annandal~, 133. 

LANE-CLAYPON, Dr. JANET E., M.D., D.Se., 
Dean of the Household and Social Science DeI-art
ment, Kmg's College for Women, Memorandum, 

343 

Leather Industry in India: 
Position of, Parker .. 261 
Suggestion re establishment, Parker .. 260 

Leather Manufacture: 
Indian Students: 

Capacity, Connolly, 259-60; Parker. 260. 
Connection with leather trade in India an advan-

tage, Parker ... ... 261 
Technology, actual Indian expenence necellSaIY, 

Procter 96, 97 
Practical experience: 

AdmiSSion of Indian students to works as <.on
dition of Indian Government contracts would 
be objected to and would not have desired 
effect, Parker '" 259 

Desirable, McOandlish. '" 100 
Desirabihty of inducing Indian Government 

contractors to admit students, question of and 
doubt, McCandlish. ... ••• 101 

Difficulties in connection with, and proposals, 
Goodman, 100, 101; Be3hachalam, 104; POIT'ker, 
259, 260; Connolly, 259, 260. 
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Leather Manufacture-continued. 
Practical expel'lence-contmued. 

in Indian works on return might be possible, 
McCandlish ... 101 

at Leathersellers' Company's College, Parlrer 
260, 261 

no Objection from point of view of competition, 
Connolly .' . ... .., ., 260 

Tanning firm willing to accept Indian students 
on premium, McCandlish ... 100, 101 

Tanning machinery, instruction obtainable at 
Leathersellers' Company's College, Parker 261 

Trainlllg: 101 
101 

III America, M cCandltsh 
in Germany, McCandlish 
in Great Britain: 

Advantage of, McCandlish 
Facilities, 111 cCandltsh 
Leathersellers' Company's College, 

101 
101 

Parker 
260, 1'61 

Leeds, Proctep, 96-7, 97; McCandlish, 100 1. 
for More advanced tralnll1g necessary, Procter 

96 
some Preliminary training In India would be 

usefnl, McCandlish 101 
Institution in India, question of, Parl.er ... 261 
Scientific and technical, needed, Parker... 260 

Leathersellers' Company's College, P(JJI'ker 
260,261 

LEATHES, Professor J. B., M.A., M.B., B.Ch., 
F.R.C.S., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Shef
field ... 57 

LEE, KENNETH, of Messrs. Tootal, Broadhurst, 
Lee and Co. (Ltd.), Textile Manufacturers ... 67-8 

Leeds University: 
Indian Guild of Science and Technology, SmitheUs, 

98 
Indian students, Sadler, 91; Wheeler, 93; Procter, 

97; A. F. Barker, 97; Poole, 98; SmitheUs, 98; 
Good1nan! 99; McCandlish, 100, 101; J. M. Sen, 
102; Indtan Studc~ts, 104, 105; Jamieson, 105; 
Vutt, 108; Perktn, 109-10; Cohen, 110-11 . 
lIIori8'on, 321. ' 

Local Adviser, sec that title Wheeler 96 
O.T.C., position, Sadler... '...... 92 
Overseas Students Committee, Wheeler 96 j Dutt, 

107; Cohen, 111. ' 

LEES-SMITJ:!, Professor H. B., M.A., London School 
of Econom'lCs ... ... ." ... 333-5 

Legal Training: 
Burma, Burmese Students 
Chamber practice: 

... 244 

Question as to possibihty of obtaining 
Wrangham, 161; Scott, 163-4; Douthwaite' 
167;. Odgers, 168; B. C. Vaidya 175; 
KuTtyan, 265. ' 

Vakils should be given option of undergoing 
practical training in England or India 
Kuriyan ... 267 

in Great Britain: 
Advantages, Trevelyan, 26; Wrangham 160-1' 

Masters 01 the Bench 01 Lincoln's l~n 163: 
Scott, 165. ' , 

. Average time taken by English and Indian 
students, Scott, 164, 165, 166' Douthwuite 
167; Odgers, 168. ' , 

Buddhist Law should be alternative subject 
Burmese students ... 244, 245 

Call to the Bar, .. Soft optioll" of, dnd 
tro~ble ca~~ by, Morison ... 324, 326 

Colomals, priVIleges of, Wrangham 160· II 
.162; Scott, 164; lVuley, 169. ' ,owe, 

Disadvantage, MaUet... . . 185 
Dou~t as to ne.ed for, and provision in India 

might be possible, Coward ... '" 155 156 
Edinburgh, Mackintosh ' 121 
L.eeds, Wheeler ... ...... ... 95 
Object~Oll ~, f~r Indian students, Haldane 158 
some. Exa~.lnatlOn necessary, for non-members of 

UlllversltJes, etc., Scott 163, 164 

Legal Training-contin1Ied. 
In Great Britain-continued. 

Examinations: 
Exemption from, on account of those taken ill 

India, question of, lValey ... ... 169 
ExemptIOn from London examlllations by Law 

examinations at Oxford and Cambridge not 
possible, Trevelyan ... ... ...' 25 

Methods of dealing with students continuaUy 
failing in, Coward, 154; lValey, 169. 

Results of, in certam years, table showing, 
Waley ... ... ... ... '" 170 

Expenseb, estimate of, n'1'angham... ... 161 
Hmdu and Mohammedan Law, instruction In 

lV alcy ... ... ... ... ... ... 17(i 
Practical experience, none for Indian students at 

present, Mackintosh ... '" 121 
Qualifications necessary, Coward, 155; Scott, 164-

5; Douthwaite, 167; Waley, 169. 
Reasons for students (loming for, see unde1' 

Education in England. 
Students failing to pass examinations in India 

coming to England to be called to the Bar and 
failing, trouble caused by, Morison ... 324 

Subjects generally taken, Odgers ... ... 169 
System, Coward, 155-6; Wrangham, 160-1; Ro1l.'c 

162, 163; Scott, 163-6; Odgers 168-9' B c' 
l'aidya, 1'1'5-6; Mallet, 185. ' ,.. 

should be made UnnecEssary for Indian students 
Mallet... ... ... ... ... 183, 185 

Year's reading in Chambers, value of, Trevelyan, 
25,26 

III India: 
Advisibihty of, Coward, 155-6' Haldane 158-9 
Conditions of, Odgers, 168; B.' C. Vaidy~, 175-6. 
Law College, need for, Tin Tut Lock Po 242 
Prel~mina.:-Y' advocated, Maste;s 0/ the Bench' 0/ 

Lmcoln sInn ... ... ..• ... ,.. 163 
sh.ould be made Sa,tisfactory, Mallet 185 186 

Indian Students: ' 
CaI?aclty, Mackintosh, 121; Od(Je1's, 168. 
EVldenc~ on beh.alf of, see Kuriyan, K. 264-7 
ProportIOn readmg for London University Law 

Degree, Foster... 312 
Statistics, Douthwazte '" 167 

Types of, Coward... 155-6 

LEO.NARD, Prof. G. H., 1\1.A., Professor of Modem 
HIstory, BI·lstol._ ... ... 40-1 

Library suitable for particular needs of students, 
would be of value, Ilahim... •.. 15 

Librarianship: 
Cou~se a~ Un~versity College, London, Foster 311 
no 'leaching m India, -Foster... ... ... 312 

Lincoln's Inn, see Inns of Court. 

Literary, Philanthropic, etc., Movements: 
Acqultmtanceslup with: 

FaCIlities for, Narayen ... 54 
N~d '1 for, and question of methods Oxford 

L aJ;:, 32} J.!d. Sen, 103; Indian St~dent8 at 
Ce~ Umverslty~ 104; Dutt, 107; Perkin, 109; 

o ~n, 111 ; Smgha, 127; Tarleton 214 . 
fUr;]'an

M
, 267; Morison, 326; Bhargav~ 341! 

r " '" Gray, 348. ' , 
" ork of In lian Y 1\1 CA' I K . . . . In .london in regard to 
littl~tI?an, 26?; BungUln,adhan, 267, 271. ' 

nterest In, by Indian students, Cohen 111 

LITTLEJOHN, Professor H 
B.Sc. past Dean of th F arvey, M.A., M.n., 
burgh e acuIty of Medicine, Edin-

... ... 131-2 

Liverpool University: 
Illdlau students at II cd 

Ado1ni, 83-5; Bal ' 85 ~. onald, Kelly, 82-3, 83; 
lIalnld, 88; Stepl~ns -89_:anderscm, 86-7; BhatIa, 

Local Adviser, question f' 
AdVisers. 0, see unde1' Local 

Local Advisers: 
Abolition advocated I 111 

Students at St. A~b~~s 340 Sen, 103; Inulan 
Admission to Universities th ,341. 
Advice not followed bU' roug':, .ee that title. 

y mvel'slhes, .Morison 326 
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Local Advisers-continued. 
AdvisabIlity of, question respectlDg, Mallet 180-2 
Appointments, methods of, Bose, Rahim, etc., 17; 

V'Utt, 107; Mallet, 183; Meyer, 188. 
Approved, Dobson, 39; Moir, 63; Mters, 73, 74; 

(hlchrt8t, 330, 331. 
Association of senior students wIth 

Singha '" .,. ... ... ..: 
Birmingham, not advocated, Narayen 
Bristol: 

desirable, 
128 
53 

not Advocated, Wertheimer, 42; SlttLl'ma, 44,44-5. 
would be Approved, Dobs011., 39; FranCIS, 39, 40; 

Leonard, 40, 41. 
should ConBult with reprE'sentatives of students, 

Bose, Rahim, etc.... ...... 18 
Continuation of office advocated, Ftshenden... 70 
Criticism of system, A. B. Malik 135-6 
cl'I·tain Disadvantages of system, Wheeler... 96 
Distrust of office, not of indIVIdual, Fishenden 70 
Distrust, on grounds of connection WIth Govern-

ment, Brown 147 
not Distrusted by students, lIlien 74 
Edinburgh: 

Bee also Mackenzie, Dr. J. E., D.Se., Ph.D. 
113-5 

Appointment of Dr. Mackenzie, question respect-
ing, Gaster 199 

Functions, salaries, etc., Ewin!J, 112; Mackenzie, 
113, 114, 115. 

H06tiIity to, reason for, Mackenzie, 113; Singha, 
127-8; Meyer, 188. 

Need for, Ewing, 112; Mackenzie, 113. 
Serious p06ition formerly, not much improved 

now, Mallet, 183. 
University rather than Government official de-

sirable, Mackenzi.e 113 
Unnecessary, Edinburgh Indian Association 120 

Extension of system advocated, Hadow, 339; Bhar
gava, 341. 

Financial guardIallship by, see 'Under Financial 
position. 

Functions, suggestions re, and re more satisfactory 
carrying out of, Bhargava... ... ,341 

GlasgOW: 
not Desired, Kapllr, Chuckerbutty ... 
Duties of, BI'own 
Indian Union opposed to appointm~nt, 

152 
147-8 

Brown 
148 

no Responsibility for numbers admitted, Brown 
148 

Value of, Macaliste1', 141; Mallet, 183. 
Help received from, Tarleton ... 213 
Hostility to formerly, declining, Mallet .. , 180 
Indian as, proposal not approved, but advice from 

capable student would be of value, Fishenden 7~ 
Leeds, members of University staff advocated, 

Wheeler 96 
Liverpool, appointment would be approved if 

uumbe!' of students increased., Adami 84 
London, advantage of, }'oster . 313 
I.ondon University: 

not Advocated, Foster ... 311-2 
Person to exercise fUllctions of, desirable, 

Bm'kel' ... 300, 301 
Medical DIan would be useful, Littlejohn... 132 
Member of University staff as' 

Advocated Leonard 40, 41; Hadow, 59, 339; 
Kelkar ' Toki, Gh~sh, 61; Moir, 63; Wheeler, 
96; Cohen, 110, 111; Littlejohn, 132. 

Less satisfactory, Fishenden, 70; Gulati, 76. 
Newcastle, not desired, Mo,.ison .... ..: .326 
Objections to system, Edinburgh Indtall A8S~Cta~lOn, 

118; A. It. Malik, 134; Brown, 147; B. N. Valdya, 
275. 

One, for sevell northern Universitu'8: 
not Advocated, Moir... ... .., ... 63 
Approved, if one for ellCh iDlPo~ible,. Dnc1l. 57 
one Local Adviser in each Umverslty, aSl!nsted 

by Committee of Indian students, would be ap
proved, C. G. Robertson... ... 46, 47 

POSSIble as long as number of students not too 
great,' Miers .. , 74 

Proposal, Morley 45 
Rl!lI6ons for, and against, Huelow 59 
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Local Advisers-continued. 
PolItical opimons of students no affair of, Miers 

74 
Principle nat approved, Dutt ... ... 107 
QualificatlODB required, Littlel01m ... ... 133 
RepresentatIve body of senior students, scheme, 

A. R. Malik ... ." ...... 134 
Salaty required, Hadow ... ... 59 
Secretary of Burmese Committee as, advocated 

Till Tut, Lock, Po ... '" ... ... 244-
Senior Indian student liS, proposals, Dutt, 107, 108; 

A. B. Malik, 134. 
Sheffield, appointment advocated, Hudow 59; 

Gibbons, 60; Kelkar, Toki, Ghosh, 61. ' 
Social relations could be greatly helped by, Hudow 

59 
a Spy or police officer in opmion of students, 

Morison ... ... ... 326 
Unnecessary, Edinburgh Indian A88ociatton, 119; 

Kamtakar, 120; A. MOTTison, 153; Indian 
Stu,dents at St. Andrews, 340, 341. 

Value depe!l~ing entirely on individual pel'6<}nality, 
but abohtlon of post not desIred Kotibhasker 
Stngh, Gulati, Vaktl .. '" ' .. , ... 76 

Work and Duties of, Hudow, 59; Fishenden, 70; 
Mallet, 180-2. 

LOCK, SEET YEW, Burmese Student ... 

Lodgings, 8ee 'Under Accommodation. 

London: 
AdVIsory C()mmittee: 

241-4 

Suspended during the war and to be revived, 
N. C. Sen ......... 236 

former Work, but unnecessary after establish-
ment of Indian 'Students Department, 
Mallet ... ... 184 

Bedford College, see that title. 
21, Cromwell Road, see that title. 
Day TraIning College, Indian students, Nunn 301-3 
Indian AssociatlOn letter ... ... ... 354 
King's College, see that title. 
School of Economics, Indian students, Gaster, 200; 

B. N. Vaidya, 273; Beveridge, ~33, 334, 335; 
Lees-SmIth, 335. 

School of Tropical Medicine, Indian students, 
Charles 308, 310 

Special ofIicer for Indian students -and for each 
other nati()nality, need for, Deller... ... 315 

University: 
BeSt advantages offered for Indian students, 

... 255 
a.nd Local Adviser 

Boss 
Delegacy on Oxford lines 

desirable, E. Barker 
Honours degree, difficulty in way 

students taking and proposed 
E. Barker, 300; Tuke, 318. 

300, 301 
of Indian 
alteration, 

Indian students, Deller 315, 352 
Loca.l Advisers, questi()11 of, see under Local 

Advisers. 
Matriculation, exemptlOn, DeUer 

UniverSIty College, see that title. 
... 315 

London Hospital Medical College, Indian students, 
Wright 221-2 

LORRAIN SMITH, Professor J., M.A., Dean of the 
}'aculty of Medicine, Edinburgh 130-1 

LOUIS, Professor H., M.A., D.Sc., Pr()fessor of 
Mining at Armstrong College '" 328-329 

LOW, AUSTIN, C.I.E., J.P., formerly Chairman of 
the Northbrook Society... 246-7 

LUKE, K. G. M., Birmingham 52-3 

LYON, P. C., C.S.I., M.A. Treasurer of Oriel 
College 23-4 

MACALISTER, Sir DONALD, K.C.B., M.A., M.D., 
D.C.L., D.Sc., Vice-Chancellor of Glasg()w 
University 141-2 

MACAN, Dr. R. W., M.A., D.Litt., Master of 
University College, Oxford 26-7 

Ana i 
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l\1cCANDLISH, Professor D., MA3c., 1;'rofe8sor of 
Applied Chemistry (Leather IndustrIes Depart-1 

U · 't 100-ment), Leeds nIverSI y ." 

l\IACDONALD, Professor J. S., M.A., past Dean 2o~ 
the Faculty of Medicine, Liverpool .. , ... 8-

MACKAY, Dr. G., M.D., President of the Royal 
College of Surgeons in Edmburgh ... 138-9 

MACKAY, R. L., Honorary Secretary of the 
Students' Representative Council, Glasgow 152-3 

MACKENZIE, Dr. J. E., D.Sc., Ph.D., Local 
Adviser t9 Indian Students in Edinburgh 113-5 

l\IACKINTOSH Professor J., K.C., B.A., LL.D., 
Dean of the Faculty of Law, Edinburgh ... 121 

Madras: 
Government Agricultural College, Samuel 115, 116 
Law, Medical and Engineering, dissociation from 

University, Rice ... ... .., ... 220 
Maternity HospItal, Oharles ... ... 309 
University, Oampion 206 (7) 

Courses and proposal re agriculture, Samuel 116 

MALIK, A. R., representaive of the Endinburgh 
Islamic Society on the Students' Representative 
Council ... ... ." ... ... 133-6 

MALIK, H. S., Balliol College, I.C.S. probationer 
37 

MALLET, Sir CHARLES E., Secretary for Indian 
Students at the IndIa Office from July, 1912, to 
December, 1916 180-7 

Manchester: 
Dalton Hall, IndIan students at, (}raham 64 
East and West Society, Moir ... 63 
Indian ASSOCIation, memorandum by ... 79-80 
Indian students at, Moir, 62-3; M. Walker, 64; 

Nicklin, 64...5; Gtbson, 65; Pyman, 65-6; lliddes, 
66-7; Daniels, 68-9; Huebner, 69-70; Wild, 71; 
Miers, Orofts, 73-4; Dixon, 74...5, 352. 

Manchester District, openings in Engineering, West 
. 72, 73 

MANNING, B. L., M.A., of Jesus College, Secre
tary to Inter-Collegiate Indian Students' Com
mittee from March, 1919, to Jan., 1921 4...5 

MARTIN, Sir JAMES, M.B.E., Adviser to the 
Council of the Society of Incorporated Accountants 
and Auditors 232-4 

Mathematics: 
Entrance to faculties, Scotland, conditions, 

Be1l1nett ... ... 136 
Preliminary training recommended, Gibson ... 145 
Standard of work done at Indian colleges not up 

to English, Macalister ... ... ... 141 
Weakness of IndIan students in, Gibson 145 

Matriculation: 
~ee also under Qualifications under Admission. 
Ab~lition from schools in North-West Frontier Pro

Vince, unfaIrness of, and recommendations 
respecting, Gulati 79 

Burma, value lower than In England, Burmese 
students ... 245 

Exemptions, see that title. 
Joint Board, see that title. 
Joint Board, India, difficulty, Sadler '" 92 
Qualifications necessary, Orofts ... ... 74 
Standard of examination should be similar in 

England and India, G'ILlati ... ... '" 78 
Standard, no great difficulty now, Foster '" 313 
Usual for Indian students to take examination in 

India exempting from, Oarey ... ... ... 89 

MATTHEW, K. T., Indian forestry student, Edin-
burgh '" 139 

Medical Training: 
After careers, see that title. 
in Great Britain: 

Advantages of, Wright, 222; Bu,1'1nese students, 
244. 

Best students do not come to England and 
suggestion, Charles, 308, 310; Meek, 326-7. 

Birmingham, C. G. Robertso'T6, 46; Has/;J,m, 50-1 
Bristol, Fawcett 38 39 
Cambridge, Redda.way, 8; Haslam, 51. ' 
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School, Fenton 

222-3 
Cost of obtaining medical qualification, Oharles 

310 
Degree, conditions, Bennett ... ... ... 137 
Difficulties caused by varying Indian .standards 

of qualification, Mallet ... 185 
Durham, Reynolds '" '" 332 
Edinburgh, Ewi'Tlf/, 111, 112, 113; Ba;roour, 129' 

Lorrain Smith, 130-1; Littlejohn, 131; Bennett' 
136; G. Mackay, 138-9; Philip, 139. ' 

Entrance, qualifications, Bennett, 136; King 
TI~. ' 

Glasgow, Macalister, 141-2; Cathcart, 145-6. 
Indian studen1:.8: 

Arriving with M.B. and B.S. degrees of In
dian universities of good standard, Hallett 

Capacity, Fiddes, 66; 
l1arbour, 128, 129; 
131; Wright, 222; 
308. 

297 
Wild, 71; Stephens, 89' 
Lorrain Smtfh, 130 1: 
Fenton, 222; Oharles, 

Dlfficulty of obtaining admission and harm 
caused by, Dr. A. H. M. (}ray... ... 348 

Graduates preferred, Jamieson, 105, 106; 
Oathcart, 146; Mallet, 184; E. Barh"" 
300-1; Oha;rles, 308, 309. 

Grievances of, Hardikar... ... ... 120 
Ignorance of conditions and neces~ary qualifi

cations among, Hallett... 297, 298-9, 299 
Post-graduate work preferable, Hallett 

297, 299 
Preliminary qualifications, requirements of 

Conjoint Board and General Medical Coun
cil, Hallett ... ...... 298, 299 

should have Passed first Science examination, 
llIacalister... ... ... ... ... 142 

Qualifications, Kelly, 82; Macdonald, 82-3 . 
Reasons for coming to England, Charles, 308, 

309 ; Mehta, 342-3. 
some Selection method desirable, Hallett, 297, 

299. 
Types, Mehta ... .. . ... .. . ... 342 
Undergraduates, difficulty of finding vacanc<ies, 

Chan'les ... ... ... ... ... 309 
Unsatisfactory experience with, formerly, 

Wright ...... . .. 221 
Women, hardworking, Charles ... 309 

Information from Indian Students' Department 
re p~t-graduates' qualifications for studying, 
unsatIsfactory and delay caused by Adami 83 

Preliminary training: ' 
Know~edge of Latin as requirement, hud on 

IndIans and question of, Charles, 309; Morison, 
325; Drummond, 332; Howden 332 

Language difficulty, an extra ;ear • needed to 
overcome, Wild 71 

Leading provincial sch~ls, H~slam::: 51 
L~, Wheeler, 95; Jamieson, 105-6. 
Liverp~ol, Macdorw,ld, Kelly, 82-3; Baly, 86; 

Hamtd, 88; Stephens, 89-90 
tondon Hospital Medical Sch~l, Wright 221-2 

ondon School of Tropical Medicine Stephens, 
89; Oharles, 308, 309, 310. ' 

Manchester, Wild 
Oxford, Haslam 

71 
51 
71 Ppost-g.raduate c~~~ses, "~dva~t~geo~~, Wild 

ractlCal Experience. 
Difficulty, Mallet '. 184 185 
F:~iti~, Wild, 71; Mac:d~~ald, 83; Stephens, 

]I.!' al·a;bour, 129; Lorrain Smith, 131; 
21:~ ~s i' 142; Cathcart, 146; Kapadia, 

.' . f1II'ker, 300; Drummond, 332. 
H~~~~l ~pointments, Kapadia, 218; Fenton, 

, ummond, 332; Reynolds, 332. 
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Medical Training-continued. 
in Great. Bl"italn-cuntinucd. 

Pract.ical experience-cuntinued. 
no Indians given house appointment.. at 

London Hospital, Wright 222 
Patients, attitude of, Adami, 84; HUf/lid, 88; 

Fenton, 222; Wright, 222. 
Preliminary training: 

in India de&irable, Lorrain J:lmtth 135 
N9CElIO!ary, Leathes ... 57 

Sheffield, Leathes 57 
Statement that only certain number of Indian& 

would be admitted each year, proposal, Hullett, 
297. 

in Great Britain or India, dependent on develop-
lIlent of schools in India, Stephens 90 

in India: 
Advantage of, for work in India, MeMa ... 343 
Colleges and 8c11001s: 

Increase in accommodation advocated, Chulles 
309. 

Need for efficient institution, Tin Tut, Lock, 
Po 24~ 

Professors: 
Appointments, E. J. Turner ... 292 
Confining of appointments to I.M.S. 

Officers, nnrowing of field ot relation 
by, A. H. M. Grwy ... ... 348 

Certain number of posts being given to 
others than members of the I.M.S., 
India Office ,281 

ltecommendations of Public SerVices Com-
mission and question of action taken on, 
278, 280-1. . 

mainly Recruited from 1.1\1..8. and consequent 
lack of specialisation, Barbour 129 

improved Staffing advocated and scheme, 
J amieBon 106 

should be Encouraged, Meek ... 326 
Entranoo examination for all medical qualifica

tions in India, raising of standard advocated, 
Hallett ... 299 

Facilities, and comparIson with England, Luke, 
52; Dutt, 106; Barbour, 129; Rice, 220; 
Charles, 308; Foster, 312; Mehta, 342, 343. 

Fees generally cheaper than in England, Charles 
310 

Improvement advocated and proposals, Parija, 
Rahim, Bose, etc., 11, 16; Barbour, 128, 129, 
CathcO/l't, 146; Mehta, 343; A. H. M. Grall, 
348. 

Midwifery and GynlllCology: 
Establishment of maternity 

gestion, Charlea 
hospitals, sug-

309,310 
297,298 

of, Mac
... 82-3 

of, King 
177-8 

Improvement needed, Hallett 
necessary Qualifica.tions in teachers 

donald ... 
Standard, question of satisfactoriness 

Student failing in some of medical examina
tions in India, preferable that course ~hould 
be finished in India, HaZlett, 298; E. Barker, 
301. 

Students insufficiently prepared before gOing 
abroad owing to constant change of teachers, 

, "6 Cathcart ... ... ... .,. 
of Women, preferable to coming to England, 

Ohm'les .. , ... ... . , ... ... 309 
Indian qualified men, reluctance to take respon-

~ibility or initiative, Fenton ... ... . ... 2~3 
Mechanica.l dentistry, manufacture of artifiCIal 

limbs, etc., facilities in India poor, and methods 
of obtaining, in England, Charles ... ... 309 

Midwifery: 
Importanoo of Charles ... ... ,., 310 
Number of ca~es necessary, Wright, 222; Fenton, 

Qua~~~~tions, concerted action advocated, Hallett 
299 

Women students, Charles 309 

MEEK, Professor A., M.Sc., Dean of the Faculty ;~ 
Science of Armstrong College 326-3 

MEHTA, Dr. A. R .... 342-3 

Metallurgical Training: 
Practical expel ience, no great difficulty in obtalD

ing, Desch, 56. 
Prehminary training desirable, Desch ... 56 
Sheffield, lJesch 56 

MEYER, Sir WILLIAM, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.L, High 
Commisioner for India 187-94 

MIERS, Sir HENRY A., M.A., D.Se" Vlce-Chan-
('ellor of Manchester University ... 73-4 

Middle Temple, Bee Inns of Court. 

Military Organisation, instruction desired Ill, Bose, 
llahun, etc. 18 

Milital'lY Science, Indians able to attend University 
lectures on, Swain ... 294 

Military Training in India: 
no Colleges at present, Swam 2\13 
RecommendatIOns, Haldane, 159; Muncheste1' 

Indian AssociQ.ttOlII, 79. 

MILLIGAN, F. S., Pre.udent of the Guild of Under-
graduates, Blfmlllgham University 54 

Mines Department: 
Itecl'uitment, age limits, India Offhe .. , 283 
Superior appointments, India Office ... 283 

Mining Training: 
in Great Britain: 

not Advocated except as sub&ldiary 
Stockdale 

Birmingham, Costal/[ ... 
Facilities, Poole .,. 
Indian students: 

subject, 
142 
49 
98 

with Broad general educat10n plefel'l'ed to 
those having attempted to speCialise, Louis 

328, 329 
not of PractICal turn of mind, LoutS 328 
Satisfactory 50 
Temperamental difficulties, Louis 329 

l\Ianager's certificate, acceptance of expenence 
in India as qualifying for, urged, Louis 

328-9, 329 
Necessary, Louas 328, 329 
N ewcastIe, Louis ... ... ... 328, 329 
Period required, and suggestion re, Louia ... 329 
Practical experience: 

Arrangements and facilities, Moss, 52; Poole, 
98; Keogh, 307. 

Desirable before College training, Stockdale, 
142; Louis, 328. 

Necessary again after College course, for ob
ta.ining manager's certificate, Louis ... 328 

no Serious difficulty hitherto except when mlDes 
shut, Louia 328 

on Tyneside, might be obtainable, Morison 

Provisional schools, Moss 
III India: 

Advocated before coming to England, 

326 
52 

Burstall 
50 

Courses at Collieries proposed, Moss 52 
by English profeesors, proposed, Moss 52 
Mining methods, crude, Poole ... . .. 97-8 
Recommendations of Public Services and In-

dustrial and Sadler Commissions and question 
as to action taken on 279, 282 

Steps taken by Secretary of State and Govern-
ment of India, India Office ... ... 282 

in India 11. England, Moss 52 

Mint and Assay Department, recruitment, India 
Office ... .,. ... ... ... .,. 285 

Missionary Colleges in India, success of 
from, St,'eeter 

l\lOHIYUDDIN, S., Leeds University ... 

students 
36 

104 

MOlR, JAMES, M.A., M..I.M.E" Acting Principal 
and Senior Tutor of the College of !echnology and 
Local Adviser to Indian Students ID Manchester, 

62-3 
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MOORE, T. C., past President of the North Stafford-
shire Chamber of Commeroe etc. ... .' .307-8 

MORIARTY, G. P., M.A., Director of Studies to 
the Board of Indian Civil Service Studies, Cam
bridge '" 8-10 

MORISON, Sir THEODORE, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., 
C.B.E., Principal of Armstrong College 319--326 

MORLEY, G. H., M.Com., Secretary to Birmingham 
University ... ... ... ... '" '" 45-6 

MORRISON, A., RegIstrar of Glasgow University, 
153-4 

MORRISON, W. S., M.C., M.A., Senior President 
of the Students' Repretlentative CouncIl and of 
the University Union, Edinburgh ... 129--30 

MOSS, K. N., M.Sc., Assistant Professor in Mining, 
Birmingham 52 

MOWAT, Brigadier-General MAGNUS, Secretary of 
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers ... 240-1 

Municipal Administration: 
Special facilities for studying, desirable, Sen 103 
Study of English methods by some Indians would 

be useful, Indla Office '" .,. 286 

NAG, N. K., student of engineering: 
Complaint against Indian Students' Department, 

Oampion '" '" .,. ... ... 204, 207 
Evidence of '" 179-80 

NANJI, Mr., Birmingham .,. 52--3 

NARAYEN, M. B., Birmingham: 
Complaint against Department, in 

formation required by, Gaster 
Evidence of ... 

National Indian Association: 

regard to in-
200 

. .. 52-4 

Amalgamation with Northbrook Society: 
Doubted, Knaster .,. ... ... .,. 239 
Proposed and desired, Bhore, 196; Kapadia, 217, 

218; Beck, 224, 225, 226, 228; N. O. Sen, 236; 
Low 246; Sahai, Isaac, 251; Thomas, 349. 

Guardianship of students by, formerly, Bed: 227 
Handbook of Information, N. O. Sen, 236; Beck, 

227. 
Housing of, at 21, Cromwell Road: 

Reason for, and continuance desirable, Morison, 
323 

probable Reason, Ferard .,. 287 
Removal: 

Advocated, Knaster, 238, 239; Sahai, Tsaac, 
251. 

not Advocated, Beck .,. 226 
Management of 21, Cromwell Road, Beck, 224. 
Membership, numbers and terms, etc., lJeck, 

223-4, 228, 229 
Relations with Northbrook Society, Beck ... 225 
Tribute to work of, Sakai, Isaac, 251; Zutshi, 345. 
Work of, Meyer, 194; Bhore, 197; Beck, 227. 
Work of, in producing social and friendly atmo-

spher(>, Beck 226-7, 227-8 

Natural Philosophy, entrance to faculties in Scot-
land, conditions, Bennett .,. 136 

Naval Architecture, Glasgow School of, lIIacalister 
142 

Naval Organisation, instruction desired in, Bose, 
Rakim, etc. 18 

Naval Tr.aining: 
Thames NautIcal Training College, Sayel' 335 
Woroester course, Sayer, Stafford 335-6 

Navigation School in India, no action known of, 
for opening, Turner .. , •.. ... ... 291 

Navigation Training, Bristol, Wertheimer 42 

Navy: . . . 
Admission of IndIans to trammg for: 

an· Admiralty matter, India Office, 285; Swain, 
293. 

Navy-contmued. 
AdmiSSIOn of Indians to training for-continued. 

Advocated, Bose, Ranim, etc., 16, 18; Ta1a 
Chamd, 33; Skarma, 44, 45; Manchester Indian 
Association, 79; Edmburgh [ndian AssocicLtion, 
118; Kapltr, Ohuckerbutty, 151; Kuriycm, 267; 
Indian Students at St. Andrews, 341. 

IneligIbility, Swain, 294. 
HIgher appointments, certain number of Indians 

should be trained for, J. M. Sen .. , 103 

Newcastle, University of Durham: 
Indian students, Morison, 324-5; Howden, 332. 
Local AdVIser not desired, Morison .. , •.. 326 

NICKLIN, Rev. T., Warden of Hulme HaU, Man~ 
chester ... 53-4 

Non-Resident Universities, preferable, Farnell 22 

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and 
Shipbuilders, mIght be able to assist in placing 
Indian students with firms, Fraser Smith .. , 32-8 

Northbrook Society: 
Amalgamation with National Indian Association: 

Doubted, K'IIaster '" 239 
Proposed and desired, Bhore, 196; Kapadia, 217, 

218; Beck, 224, 225,226,228; N. O. 8en, 236; 
Low, 246; Sahai, Isaac, 251; Tlw'IrI,(U, 349. 

Entertainments, value of, Lou; 
f'mance, Low 
Housing of, at 21, Cromwell Road: 

247 
246, 247 

no Adverse effect, Low 
certaIn Disadvantages, Kapadta 
probable ReasQ1l, Ferard 
Reason for, and continuance detlirable, 

'" 246 
217, 218 
... 287 

MoTtson 
323 

Removal advocated, KnlUlter, 238, 239; Sahal, 
isaac ... 251 

c:Tiginal Idea of promoting social intercourse be
tween English and Indian students not realised, 
Bevan .•. 337 

and Management of 21, Cromwell Road, Beck 224-5 
Members: 

Criticism, Knaater 238, 239 
Expulsion, rules and more stringent carrying ou"1 

of, might have been advisable, Low:.. 246 
Membership, Low 2~ 
Objects, LIJ10 246, 247 
Propaganda in India re, might be aseful, Low 247 
Relations with National Indian Society, Beck 225 
Tribute to facilities provided by, Zutshi '" 345 
Unofficial character of, advantage, Low... 247 
Work of, etc., Meyer, 194; Bnore, 197; Kapadia, 

217-8 

Northumberland County Experimental Station, 
Cockle Park, experiments III feeding values of 
Indian products, Gticll1-ist '" ... ... 331 

NUNN, Professor T. P., M.A., D.So., Vice-Principal 
of the London Day Training College and Professor 
of Education in the University of London 301-4 

NURSOO, D. M., President, Edinburgh IndIan As-
sociation '" '" '" '" ... 117~20 

ODGERS, Dr. WILLIAM BLAKE, M.A., I.L.D., 
K.C., F.R. HIST. S., Recorder of Bri~toJ Bendle,' 
of tbe Middle Temple, Director of Legal Studies at 
the Inns of Court, Professol' of Law at Gresham 
College, I.ondon ... ... 168-9 

Oceanographic studies: 
FacilitIes Itt LIverpool, Bary 86 
in India: 

further Development advocated Stephenson 132 
Question of, Annandale .. : ... ... 133 

Officers' Training Corps: 
AdmISsion of Indians: 

Advocated, Bose, Rahim etc 16' Lyon 24' 
Oxford ¥ajlis, 32; H. 'so M~lik, '37; Sh~rmd, 
45; Toh, 61; Sadler, 92; Goodman 99' J M 
Se1l;, 103; Indu:n Students at ieed;, i04; 
Edmb1trgh [ndwn Association 118' Kaul 
Kamtakar, 119; KuriYan, 267; [~dian Student; 
at St. Andrews, 341. 
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Officers' Training Corps-continued. 

Admission of Indians-continued. 
Dependmg greatly on individual acceptability, 

Peddie ... ...... . .. 147 
Desire of Indian students for, Tura Ohand ;;3 
under Discussion with War Office, IndIa Office 

285 
Exclusion, no reason from social point of view 

E. M. Walker ... ... '" ... 28 
}'orbldden by Army regulation, MOI'ley 46' 

Vesch, 57; Miers, 74; Sadler, 92. " 
Government help for removal of restrictions de-

Sired, Kapur, Ohuckerbutty ... 151 
Inadvisable at present, Hunter, Peddie, 146-7; 

ll. L. Mackay, 153. 
some Indians would join if allowed, J. M. Sen, 

102; Seshachalam, 104 j Mackenzie, 113. 
MIlItary authorities misinformed on question of 

objections to, Parija, Rahim, B08e .. 11-12 
Objections, W. S. Morrison... ... ... 130 
no Objections, Milligan, 54 j Moir, 63; Miers 74' 

Kotibhasker, etc., 76, A.dami, 84. " 
Objections bkely to be raised, greatly exaggerated 

Manning, 5 j Prasad, Badhwar, 11. ' 
probable Objections to, if War Office order with-

drawn, Brown ......... 148 
Objection not likely if eligible and desirable in 

character and position, lleynolds ... 331-2 
certain Opposition from other members antici-

pated, MackenZIe ......... 113 
Petitioned against by British students at Edin-

burgh, W. S. Morrison .... 130 
for Purpose of training as officers for Indian 

Defence Force, War Office letter, Preston 126 
in Scottish Universities, difficulties, Preston, 126; 

Hunter, Peddie, 146-7. 
Unsuitability of Indians, mistaken idea, Pania, 

Rahim, Bose ... ... ... ... 11-12 
Indian University Corps, Swain ... 294 
Oxford, exclUSIOn considered partly political, H. S. 

Malik 37 
Separate Indian platoon and section: 

Proposals, MackenZIe, 113 j P7'eston, 126. 
Proposed by War Office, but objected to by Secre

tary of State, India Office, 285; Swain, 293. 
Three students admitted from Edinburgh but 

training delayed by Local Adjutant, A.. R. Malik 
136 

Organisation for Assistance of Students: 
see also Advisory Committees, Central Organi.;atlOll 

in India, Central Organisation in London, Indiall 
Students' Department, and Local AdVisers. 

Criticism of present, Na,rayen, 54; Dutt, 107. 
Distrust of, by parents, Namyen 54 
Formation of Clubs by Indian students to give !D-

formation and help, advocated in preference to 
offiCIal organisation, Na,aYell '" 54 

Need for, Hardikar .. 120 
without Official help, difficulties, .llallet, 181, 185-6, 

188; Bhore, 197. 
any Organisation connected with India Office would 

be objected to, Tampi ... 120 
Unnecessary, Kaul, 120; Ahuja, 330. 

Oriental Studdes, School of: 
Aims of students at, etc., Ross ... 255, 256-7, 257 
Diploma, recognitIOn by India Office advocated, 

Ross ... ... 256 

Oxford University: 
Admission of Indian Students: 

see also Admission into Universities. 
Colleges would be more willing if type better, 

Wal'ren ... 30 
Criticism of system, VU,lkley .•. ... 216 
Difficulty the chief grievance, H. S. Malik .37 
Effect of anarchist activity among IndIan 

students, M01'ison ... 322 
Increase necessary, Habib 33 

American hostel might become deSirable, Macan, 
27 
23 Asiatic Society, Lyon .. , . . ... 

Halliol College, Indian students, SmIth, 27-8; 
Stueter, 37. 

Oxford University-conhnued. 
Burman students, 7'i,. Tut, Lock, Po ... ... 2-12 
Colomal students, Spoone,' ... ... ... 25 
Committee of students, suggastIOn probably obiected 

to, by UniverSIty authorities, Meyer ... 1811-11 

Delegacy for Oriental Students: 
Abolition not desirable, BUT,ow8 ... ... 20 
Aceeptance of students after information from 

of no vacancy, explanatIOn, Baker ... 35 
Admission through, questIon of Meyer 187 191 
Advisol'y Committee, proposal,' Streeter ... ' 37 
AdVisory Committee of Indians would not be 

equally satisfactory, BUI'ro1hs... 21 
more Confidence in, by stUdents, needed, ::;ft'eeter 

3b 
CritICisms, Habib, 33; Sapru, 33. 
Expansion and increased funds desirable, Smith. 

27 
Functious and constitution, Burrows 19 Farnell 

22. " , 

Reluctance of men to apply through, Baker 35 
Satisfactory, H. S. Malik ... . . ... 37 
Secretary, status, Burrows .... 20 
Separate Delegacy for Indian students not ad-

vocated, Burrou's 20 
Egyptian students, Spoone,' ... 25 
FaClhtles adequate, Oxford Mailts .. 32 
new Hall for [ndlan students, obJectIOn to, BakeT 

35 
separate Hostel: 

Advocated, and advantages to be derived, Macan, 
26-7, Warren, 29. 

ObjectIons to proposal, E. M. Walker, 28; OxloTd 
1I1a]/ts, 32, 33. 

India Office might provide funds for Delegacy to 
engage defimte number of rooms for Indian 
students, Baker ... 35 

Indian College, suggested for consideration, Ourtis 
305 

Indian InstItute, Burrows, 21; Warren 29; Ox/m'd 
Mallis, 33; Ferard, 289. ' 

Indian students, Burrows, 19-21, Farnell, 21-2; 
Lyon, 23-4, Spoonel', 24-5; Tl'evelyan, 25, 26; 
Smith, 27-8, E. JI. Walker, 28; Warren, 29-30 j 
Baker, 34-6; Stl'eetel', 36-7; Morison, 321, 352. 

ilndian students not desIrable from college point of 
view, Macan .. 27 

Lotus Club, Streeter . 36 
Magdalen College, Indian students, Warren 29-30 
MaJlis: MJOn .. 23 

Admission of Enghshmen would be approved, 
H. S. Maltk 37 

Evidence on behalf of .. ... 30-2 
Good work done, Burrows .. 20 
PolItIcal utterances, same complaints might be 

made against other societies, H. S. Maltk 37 
Valuable If tendency to become political does not 

increase, H. S. Malik 37 
New College, IndIan students, Spooner 24-5 
Non-Collegiate body: 

Advocated for Indians, Macan 26 
v. College for Indians, Baker 35,35-6 
Collegiate system pI'eferable, Spooner, 24; Smith., 

27, 28; Mahk, 37. 
Disadvantages, H. S. Mahk ... 37 
Extension desirabLe, Farnell, 22, Spooner, 24; 

Trevelyan, 26; E. M. Walker, 28. 
Indian students, Baker ... 34-6 
Nature of, Farnell 22 
Number of students and numbers of different 

nationalities, Baker ... .. 34 
PossibilIty of increase, Burrows, 20; Farnell, 22. 
Suitable for research students, !.von 24 

P"emisps for IDI'('tings, readlllg room alld lIbrary, 
proposal, O.l/ol~1 AI ajlts 32, 33 

Queen's College: 
Indian students, E. M. Walker, 28; Streeter, 36-7. 
Loan Fund, Stl'eeter .. 37 

SomerVille College, Indian Students, Penrose 30 
Speeches by IndIan students, reporting of, Bnd 

sending to authorities, Bahl ... 33 
UniverSity College, assimilation of Indian students 

difficult, Macan 26 
'Women students, Pellrose 30 
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Paper Making, training: 
Conditions in England and India not very differ

ent, and therefore no waste of time for .l!tudents 
to come to England, Huebner 69-70 

Facilities: 
in Different countries, Huebner 69 
Manchester, Huebner, 69; Kotibhasker, 75. 

Pulp making: 
Inadequate facilities in Engla.nd, Kotibhaske1', 

77, Manchester Indiwn Associatwn, 79. 
Practical experience must be obtained on the 

Continent, Kotibhasker 75 
Students should be able to deal with different con

ditions in India, provided that their ground
work was good, Gulati 76 

PARIJA, P. K., representing the Indian Unity 
League, Oambridge 11-17 

PARKER, Dr. J. GORDON, Principal of the 
Leathersellel's' Oompany's Technical Oollege and 
representative of the Dlllted Tanners' Federation 

259-61 

Passports, applications from Indians for, procedure 
1'e, Ferard ... ... 289 

PATERSON, Professor W. G. R., B.Sc., Principal 
of the West of Scotland Agricultural College, 
Glasgow 144 

PEDDIE, Oaptain J. R., M.RE., late Adjutant of 
Glasgow University O.T.O. 146-7 

PENROSE, Miss E., O.B.E., M.A., Principal of 
Somerville College 30 

PERKIN, Prof. A. G., F.R.S., Professor of Colour 
Chemistry and Dyeing, Leeds University 109-10 

Philanthropic Movements, see Literary, etc., 
Movements. 

PHILIP, Sir R. W. M.D., LL.D., President of the 
Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh 139 

Pilot Service, recruitment, India Office, 284; 
E. J. Turner, 291. 

PLATT, Dr. KATE, late Principal of the Lady 
Hardinge (Medical) College at Delhi 343-345 

PO, C. C., Burmese student 241-4 

Police Service, recruitment, India Office, 283, 284; 
Ferard, 287, 288. 

Police superV:ision over persons of eJljtreme views in 
England coming from India, Fe1'a1'd ... '" 288 

POOLE, Professor GRANVILLE, B.Sc., F.G.S., 
l\f.I.M.E., Mming Department, Leeds Univer~ity 

1)7-8 

Poona Engineering College, Oampion ... 206 (7) 

Post-graduate Work, see Research. 

Pottery Industry in India, possibility of, and 
suggested experrment, Moo1·e... ... 307-8, 308 

Pottery, Training: 
Facilities in England, Moore ... 308 
Practical, for Indian students: 

Difficulty owing to trade secrets, Moore, 307 
Fear of losing trade by information given to 

other countries not warranted, and possible 
advantage, Moore •.• 307 

best Methods for obtaining, Moore ... 307 
Qualifications desirable before leaving India, Moore 

307 

Practical Training: 
Bee also particular subjects. 
Admission to factories, etc., of firms dealmg with 

Indian Government advocated, Burmese Students 
245 

Advantageous, but not strictly necessary, Dani!'ls 
68 

Practical Train,ing-contmued. 
Advantages to employers, Had{}w, 59; Kotibhasker, 

78; Baylay, 319. 
proper Advice re, before coming to England 

nee!led, Morison ,. ... 323 
Applications should be sifted .in India, Prescott 

250 
Apprenticeship and pupil system, Arm&trong Whit

worth & Co., Ha~lcock, 333. 
Armstrong College students, HlIIWkes .. , ... 329 
Assistance given by Engineering Adviser to De-

partment in obtainmg, Ca;mplOn... '" 203-7 
Australians and Brazilians, etc., placing of, by 

Federation of Dritish Industries, P1escott 
248, 249 

in Certain industries, arrangements must be made 
for in other countries, Bhargava ... '" 342 

after College training, preferred personally, 
Fraser Smith " 327 

Competition queS'tion, Prescott, 248, 249; Hod
cock, 333. 

Danger of students turning to foreign countzies 
if unable to obtain, question of, W. E. S. Turner, 
57; Kelkar, 60; Lee, 67 ; Huebner, 69; Adami, 
84; Campion, 204-5; Weekes, 254. 

Difficulty of obtaining, Parrija, Ral£im, Bose, 12· 
Francis, 40; Wertheimer, 42, 43; Morley, 45: 
Ripper, 55, 56; 1Iloir, 63; Gibson, 65; pyman: 
66; Vakil, 76; Adami, 84; Anderson 86-7; Good
man, 99; !'erkirl/, 109; MlUkenzie, 114, 115; 
A. R. Maltk, 134, 136; Macalister, 142; Stock
clale, 142, 143; Brown" 148; Haldane, 157; Nag, 
179; BhoTe, 196; Oampion" 203-7, 351; Spear, 
211; Mowat, 240; Hawkes, 329; BhaTguva, 34:\.; 
Oormack, 348. 

little Difficulty apart from abnormal conditions of 
trade, Keogh, 307; Baylay, 319; F1aser Smith, 

no Difficulty, Ghosh, 61; Lock, 243-4. 
no great Difficulty, Gibb.ons 

327, 355 

60 
Employers' attitude, Lee, 67-8; West, 71-3. 
Entering of works at 16, taking college course as 

part of time and passing out at 21, firms would 
accept Indians on terms of, MOTi.'l)n '" 323 

Facilities, Naraym, 54; Fiddes, 66; Keogh, 307. 

with Firms holding Government Cont-racts: 
Admission of certain number as condition of 

contract: 
Advocated, B(}se, HalIiIm, etc., 16; Oxford 

1Il04lis, 32; Wertheimer, 43; Sharma, 44; 
No.rayen, 54; J. M. Sen, 103; IndilJJ1l 
Students at Leeds University, 104; Dutt, 
107; A. R. Malik, 136; Momon, 326. 

Doubt as to sucoess, Mackeneie '" 115 
Question of, Moore ... 307 
wO'Illd not be satisfactory, Fro.!eT" Smith 327-8 

Steps should be taken to secure, Gibson, 65 ; 
Kohbh(UJker, 78; MlJJ1Ichester Indian A88ocia.
tion, 80; K uriyan, 267 i Bhargwva, 342. 

with Firms trading with India, Government 
influence advocated, Edinburgh Indian Associa
tion, 118; Kapur, Ohuckerbutty, 151. 

l!'irms dealing with India, and Indian firms with 
offices in this country, should be a&ked to give 
admission for, Nag ... ... ..• 179, 180 

in Future will be as easily obtained ill England as 
elsewhere, Baylay ... ... ... ... 319 

Gazette of Institution of Mechanical Engineers to 
be used to assist in obtaining, Mou"at ... 241 

in German colour industry, Haldane... ... 157 
in Germany, question of, Prescott ... 249 
Goverl!ment should assist in obtaining, Bose, 

Rahtr~, 13; etc., 16; Kuriya,?" 266; Morison, 322. 
Help glven by Department 111 secuI'ing, Meyer, 

191; Bhore, 197; Campion, 350-1. 
Important, Stockdale ... ... ... 143 
in India: 

more Advantage should be taken of advantages, 
Spear... ... ..• '" ... ... 211 

Criticism, Kelkar, Toki, Ghosh 60 61 
Facilities, Brown '148 
Improvement desirable, Moir, 62; Meyer, 192. 
before Leaving I 

Advocated, Burstall, 50; Morison, 323. 
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Practical Training-rontinued. 

ill India-continued. 
before Leaving-continued. 

Need foJ', dependent on amount of theoretical 
,.. 258 

po,slbihty of, Mowat 
240, 241 

training, lVilson ... 
Proposal approved and 

Unueeessary, Hue/mer 69 
pOB6ible Methods of obtaining, PI'escott... 249 

with India Railways, facilitiee, Nag, 179; Mowat, 
240. 

Indian students cOllBidered less satisfactory than 
English, Hadcock '.' ... '" ... 333 

Indian students only admitted to firms with Indian 
connection, lJurstall '" 50 

Kmg's College, London, E. Barker." .• 300 
I,eeds, Procto+ 97 
p08sible Methods of alIsisting students to obtain, 

Moir, 63; Huebner, 69; West, 71-3; Koftbhasker, 
78; Robertson, 80-1; Dutt, 107; Stockdale, 142, 
143; Haldane, 157; MaUet, 183, 184; Meyer, 189; 
Owmpion, 207; Prescott, 249, 250; TVeekes, 2534, 
254, 255; Wilson, 257, 258; Keogh, 307; Baylay, 
319; l!'raser Smith, 327; Hadcock, 333; Bevan, 
338; Bhargam, 342. 

Ministry of Labour r .. gulations re wages a 
culty, Ooodnwn 

dlffi-
99 

179 
Bhl1l1'ga'IJa 

342 

l\f on trenl, facilIties, NlIq ... 
to Mutual interests of both countries, 

North-East CoaRt practice, Fraser Smith 
327, 327-8 

Offering of, by members abroad of Institution of 
Civil Engineers, queetion of, Spear '" ... 211 

Payment of students preferred by firms, Bayla" 
319 

Period preferred by firms, Bayla" .. 319 
Prejudice against foreigners and objections by trade 

unions, lJllrstall ... .. 50 
Preliminary aptitude for engineering work must 

be shown, Wilson 257 
Premium difficulty, Robert., 7; Parija, Rahim, lJose 

12, 16 
Premium system might facilitate, Goodman 99 
Progress check on students necessary, Prescott 250 
QualIfications required by firms, Oampion 350 
Reeidence in hostels during, advocated, West 

71-2, 73 
Sandwich system: 

Advoca ted, JI.a.wkes 329 
Glasgow, Cormack 348 
might be Possible, Prescott 250 
Question of, Stockdale, f42, 143; Oampion, 203. 

Steps might be taken by Federation of British 
Industries but might not be successful, Prescott 

248-9, 249, 250 
Submission of applications through body in India, 

proposal, Prescott 250 
SystE'm, Had~ock ." ... 333 
Trade union attitude, De.,ch, 56; Campion, 205; 

Parker, Oonnolly, 259; Baylay, 319; Hawkes, 
329. 

Trade union regulation!!; question of, as cause of 
difficulty, Fra.,er Smith 328 

Two years should be minimum, Prescott 250 
Tyneside firms not likely to modify training for 

Indians, Fraser Smith ". 328 
on Tyneaide, might be obtainable, Morison ". 326 
in Universities, insufficient, West, 72; Baly, 85. 
bE'fore University training desirable, Anderson, 87; 

Stockdale, 142-3; IIau>lces, 329. 
r'\uring Vacations, Question of, Moir, 63; West, 72; 

GlIlati, 76; Campion, 203 . 
• Workml'n not likely to object, Hadcock ", 333 
in Works: 

Desirable, Hawkes, 329; Hadow, 339. 
Impossible, Tampi 120 

PRASAD, J., rE'prooentntive of the CrocodIle Club. 
Cambridge... ". ." ". ... ". 11 

PRESCOTT, W., represE'ntative of Fooerntion of 
Dritish IndustriM ". 248-50 

PRESTON, Major C. Adjutant of Edinburgh Univer-
Bit~ O.T.C .. " :.. ". ... ... ... 126 

PROCTER, ProfEI!Bor H. R., D.Se., F.I.C., Hon. 
Diroctory of Procter InternatIonal RE'search 
Laboratory, Leeds University ". 96-7 

Public Health Service: 
Itecruitment, IndIa Office, 280; E. J. Turner, 291. 
a Tran~ferred service, Indill Offil'e. 280 

Public Health Training: 
Diploma, Haslam ... 51 
Edmburgh, Ewing .. , 113 
in India: 

no Information re steps taken and none taken 
by India Office, E. J. Turne; ... . 291 

Recommendations of Public Services Commission 
and question of action taken on 278 280 

Liverpool, Hamid ... ' 88 
Manchester, Fidtks 66 
Sheffield, Leathes 57 

Public Services in India: 
Candidates, desirable age for coming to England, 

Stephenson ... ... ...". 13'1 
Engineering branches required for Anderson 86-7 
English qualification shOUld not' be considered 

higher than corresponding one in India Edlll
burgh Indian Association " ... ' llB 

Recruitment: 
by Competition, as much as possible advocated, 

11. O. Vaidya ". 174 
in England, present system not approved, 

Oampion .. . 205 
in India, and then study abroad, proposals Bose 

ltahim, etc., 11, 16, 17; Edlnbu1'gh india~ 
Association, 118. 

Preference for English degrees, question of reason 
for, Singha ". .. 127 

Prejudices against Indians, KenU1', Toki, Ohosh 
61 

Reorganisation of certain, list of papers giving 
information on, Feral'd ..." 289 

Reorganisation or improvement of prospects, final 
stage the issue of re.solutions by Government of 
India, Feranvl ... 288 

Ueservation of best posts for men trained in 
England, mistake, Annandale 133 

Public Services: 
Commission, recommendations: 

Action on question of, 277-8, 278-9, 280, 282; 
Ferard, 287-8. 

Delay in giving effect to, reply to suggestion, 
Turner ". . .. , ." 292 

Question as to possibility of giving statement of 
steps taken for giving effect to, E. J. Turner 

290 
Public Works Department: 

After careers of students employed by, succees of, 
A. H. Gibson 65 

Civil engineers' posts, only small proportion of 
students training in England successful in 
obtaining, and reasollB for, Oampion 203, 205-6 

Engineers in, membership of Institution of Civil 
Engineers, Spear ... 212 

Imperial and Provincial services to be amal-
gamated, India Office ... ... 281 

Recruitment: 
Advantage of English degree or diploma, Foster 

312 
Assistant Executive Engineers, numbers of 

Europeans and Indians in England and India 
during past five years, India Office ... 282 

62 Europeans in 1919, explanatiou, Stantiall, 
295, 296 

Nativee, position re, India Office... ... 281 
Particulal'S, Stantiall ... '" 296 
Qualifications for, Mowat ... 241 
Recommendations of Public Services Commission 

and steps taken by Secretary of State on, 
India Office ... 281-2 

Service6 recruited partially in United Kingdom, 
India Offire 284 

Punjab MedicaJ College, Oharles ... 308 
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Pusa, Imperial Agricultural Institute, J. M. Sen, 
103; E. J. Turner, 292. 

PYANT, MAUNG ... 244-6 

PYMAN, Professor F. L., D.So., Professor of 
Technological Chemistry at the College of Techno
logy, Manchester .. , ... 65-6 

RACKHAM, H., M.A., 
Cambridge .. , 

Tutor, Christ's College, 
3-4 

Racial Prejudice: 
no Active expression of, Mackay 152 
Admitted, but overcome in some cases by per-

sonality, Spooner 24 
Amount very small, Reynolds... ... ... 332 
among Colonial students, Singha, 127; Harley, 137; 

Bevan, 338. 
Difficulties, Jj'llJI"nell 22 
no Difficulty experienced, HllJI"dikar 119, 120 
Edinburgh, Ewing, 113; Tampi, 119, 120; Singha, 

127; W. S. Morrison, 129, 130; Harley, 137, 138. 
bV English barristen!, question of, Odgers 168 
1!lradication by official action impossible, Kapur, 

152; Indian Stooents, st. Andrews, 340. 
Experience of, Kaul 119 
Freedom from, Sheffield, Hadow 58 
not Great, Adami 84 
Greater at Universities where numbers of Indian 

student!! large, Morison ... 321, 325-6 
temporary Increase as result of war, question of, 

Hunter, Peddtie ... 147 
Indians should not come in large numbers to any 

one Univel'sity and prejudice woula dissolve in 
time, W. S. Morrison .. , 130 

Influencing of public opinion, a remedy, Farnell, 
22 

among Landladies, Baker, 34, 35; Morley, 45; O. G. 
Robertson, 47; Luke, 53; Milligan, 54. 

at Liverpool, very little, Bhatia, Hamid 88 
among London Hospital students and res.ident 

medical officers, Wright ... 222 
Rhodes Scholars, desire not to associate with In.diana 

not heard of, livon 23 
Rhodes Scholars, influence, Burrows, 20; Farnell, 

22; Macan, 26; E. M. Wa,Zker, 28. 
in Works, against Indians, none experienced, 

Oampion '" 205 

RAHIM, M. I., Secretary of the All-England Indian 
Conference: 

Evidence '" 
Reply to complaints·of ... 

~aiJways in India: 

Company-managed: 

11-18 
351-2 

Engineers, position re employment of Indians, 
Stantiall ... 295 

should be Induced to admit larger numbers of 
Indian students for practical training, 
Anderson, 87; J. M. Sen, 103. 

Recruitment of natives for engineering service, 
condition in contract with East Indian Rail
way Co., India Office ... 282 

Engineering facilities -in India., Oampion 204, 206 
Engineering Service, recruitment, Indtia Office, 

283, 284, 285; Stantiall, 295. 
Locomotives, manufacture in India, under con-

sideration, Stantiall ... 296 
Native engineering staff, high opinion of, MowCht, 

240 
Recruitment, Mowat, 241; Ind~a Office, 282; 

Stantiall, 295. 
Stores, method of purchase, and questIOn of in

ducing training facilities for Indian students 
through, Stantiall .. 296 

Wagon and Locomotive Departments, recruitment, 
and proposal for training Indians in India for, 
believed to be uncler consideration, StantialZ 295 

Wagons, arrangements made for manufacture in 
India, Stantiall ... ... 296 

RAMSAY, T. B. W., M.A., LL.B., Hon. Secretary of 
the Indian Gymkhana Club .. , ... ...296-7 

RAMSEY, A. S., M.A., of Magdalene College, Cam-
~~ 6 

Rangoon: 
National University founded by students, Tin Tut, 

Lock, Po ... 241, 243 
University, boycotting of, Tin Put, Lock, Po 

241, 243 

RAY, S. C., B.A., student of aocountancy, London: 
Complaint' against Department, Gaster 202 
Evidence of ... 176-7 

Re/liding parties, Streeter ... 36 

REDDAWAY, W. F., M.A., Censor of FitzWllliam 
Hall, Cambridge ... 8 

REE, Dr. ALFRED, Chairman of the Chemistry 
Committee of the College of Technology, Man
chester ... 81-2 

Research and Post-graduate Work: 
Advantages of training in England even if access 

to records restricted, Ross 257 

Facilities: 
in England: Narayen, 54 j Foster, 312, 313. 

Bristol, Dobson 
Development desirable but 

financial resources, Foster 
Difficulties, SO/11I!Uel ... 

39 
dependent on 

310,312 
117 

Importance of, Walker, 64; Ross, 255. 
Inadequacy, Bose, Rahim, etc. 17 
Increase advocated, B. O. Vaidya ... 175 
Leeds, Procter, 97; A. F. Barker, 97 j 

McOandlish, 100; Perkin, 109. 
J.\.Ianchester, Moir 63 
Satisfactory, J. M. Sen, 103; Indian Stooents 

at Leeds University, 104; Dutt, 107. 
Satisfactory in general, with a few exceptions, 

Kotibhasker, 77; Manchester Indian A38ocia
tion, 79. 

in India: 
Government encouragement and provision of 

facilities advocated, Edinburgh Indian 
Association ... .., 118 

Improving, StephenSOn .. , 132 
Inadequacy, Moriarty, 9; Parija, Rahim, Bosp, 

etc., 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18; Oxford Majlis, 31; 
Sharma, 44; Kotibhasker, 76; J. M. Sen, 102; 
Samuel, 115, 116-7; Edinburgh Indian Asso. 
ciation, 118; Stephenson, 132; Annandale, 
133; Kapur, Ohuckerbutty, 150; Ross, 255; 
Kuriyan, 266. 

Increase advocated and proposals re, Oxford 
Mailis, 31, 32; Sharma, 44; J. M. Sen, 
103; Samuel, 115, 116-7; Annandale, 133; 
Haldane, 159 j Williams, 261-2; Kuriyar<, 266. 

Lack of coordination .of work, and scheme for, 
Williams ... 262 

School, scope for, Baly 85 
School might be set up In the future when 

enough first-class scholars trained ill England, 
Ross ... 255 

more Funds shsould be devoted for, etc., by Indian 
Office, Kotibhasker ... .,. ... .., 76 

Industrial development of India dependent on, 
Baly 85 

Result of establishment of Ph.D. degree, FoMe,., 
310, 311, 312; Morison, 325. 

REYNOLDS, E. R. B., President of the Students' 
Representative Council at Armstrong College 331-2 

Rhodes Scholars: 
at Oriel College, Lyon .,. ... 23 
Racial prejudice on part of, Burrows, 20; Farnell, 

22; Macan, 26; E. AI. Walker, 28. 

RICE, STANLEY, Hon. Sec. of the East India 
Association 219-21 
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RIPPER, Dr. W., D.ENG., M.LC.E., PI'ofessor of 
EngineerIng, Sheffield .•• 55-6 

ROBERTS, H. A., M.A., Secretary of Cambridge 
University Appointment Board ... .. 7 

SCOTT, C. C., K.C., Treasurer of the Middle 
Temple 163-6 

Selection of Students, lee Admission to Univer
sities and Selection. 

IWBERTSON, C. GRANT, C.V.O., M.A., PriLcipal SEN, J. 1\1., Leeds University 
of Birmingham Upiversity ... ... . .. 46-8 

101-4 

ROBERTSON, J. A., Electrical Engineer to the 
Dorough of Salford ... ... ... ... 80-1 

Roorkee Engineering College, Wertheimer, 42, 43; 
Gulati, 78; Campion, 206 (7); Mowat, 240. 

ROSS, Sir E. D., C.LE., PH.D., Director of the 
School of Oriental Studies 255-7 

ROWE, R. P. P., Under-Treasurer of Lincoln's Inn 
162-3 

Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, Phllip 
139 

Royal College of Physicians, London, admission to, 
conditions, HaJlett ... ... ... 299, 300 

Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, training 
and particulars re Indian students, D. G. Mackay 

138-9 

Royal College of Surgeons, London: 
AdmIssion to, conditions, HaI.£ett ... 299,300 
Fellowship, taking of membership examination first 

advocated, Hallett ... 298 

RUNGANADHAN, D., General Secretary of the 
Y.M.C.A. Indian Students' Union and Hostel 

267-72 

SADLER, Sir Michael E., K.C.S.L, C.B., LL.D., 
Litt.D., Vice-Chancellor of the University of Leeds 

90-3 

SAHAI, V. N., representative of Indian students at 
21, Cromwell Road 250-2 

St. Andrews University: 
Classical reputation not equal to that of Edinburgh 

and Glasgow and reason for more Indian students 
not seeking admission, 7'ampi ... 120 

Indian stUdents, statement 339-41 

tlAMUEL, C. B., Edinburgh University 

Sand hurst, Bee 'Under Army. 

SAPRU, P. N., Oxford Mailu 

... 115-7 

... 30-3 

SAYER, Captain M. D., Supermtendent of the Train-
ing Ship Worceste1' 335-336 

Scholarships, see 'Under Forestry and Government 
Scholarships. 

Science training: 
in Great Britain: 

Imperial College 
Keogh ... 

Leeds, Wheeler 
In India: 

of Science and Technology, 
...306-7 

95 

Laboratory conditions, Annandale 133 
Possibility of obtaining preliminary training, 

Stephenson ... 133 
Provision for, advocated, Indian Students at 

Leeds Un-i'versity ... 103 
Standards of degree not high enough, Pyntan 

65 
Study should be encouraged, Meek ... ... 320 

Indian students: 
not Adequately prepared in fundamentals, 

Pel'kins, 110; Cohen, 110. 
Capacity of, Keogh, 306; Foster, 311. 
Graduates preferred, but Intermediate f'xamina. 

tion also sufficient, Dixon ... 74-5 
Satistactory, Stroud ... 327 
for applied SCience, advantage of some pre-

hmmary practical training, advantage, 
Hadow ... 59 

SEN, N. C., O.B.E., Joint Secretary to the High Com
missioner for India for Indian Students' Work 

193-4, 234-7 

SENAPATI, N., [ndian Civil Service Nominated Pro-
bationer 10 

SESHACHALAM, K., Leeds University ... 103-4 

Shakespeare Hut, Bee Y.M.C.A. Hostel and Club. 

E.HARMA, B. L., Bristol ... 

Sheffield University: 
no Appointments Doard at present, Rtppet, 56; 

Gibbons, 60. 
Foreign students at, Desch.. 57 
Indian students at, Ripper, 55-6; Desch, 56-7; 

Leath6s, 57; W. E. S. T""rner, 57-8; Hadow, 58-9. 
Local Adviser, question of, see under Local AdVISers. 

Shipbuilding, practical experience on 
might be obtainable, Monson ... 

Tyn..,.,jde 
... 326 

SHIPLEY, Sir ARTHUR, G.B.E., Sc.D., Master of 
Christ's College, Cambridge 3-4 

Siamese students: 
Engineering, Goodman . 99 
more Friendly relations with English, in Borne cases 

due to temperaments, Ramsey 6 
P!l'aise of arrangements made for, Graham, 64; 

Nicklin, 65; Morison, 326 (9). 

Sibpur Engineering College, Campion 206 (7) 

SINGH, M. K., B.Sc., Manchester Indian Assooiation 
75-6 

SrNGHA, S. S., Warden of the Y.M.C.A. Indian 
Students' lIoatel in Edinburgh ... 126-8 

SKRINE, FRANOIS H., F.R.H.S., memorandum 
348-9 

SMITH, A. L., M.A., Master of Balliol College, 
Oxford 27-8 

SMITHELLS, Professor A., B.Sc., Professor of 
Chemistry, Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Chairman of the 
Board of the Faculties of Science and Technology, 
Leeds ... 98 

Social, etc., Movements, see Literary, etc., 
Movements. 

Social Intercourse and Relations with English: 
Athletics, Manning, 5; Ramsey, 6; Prasad, 

Badhwar, 11; Burrows, 20; Stone, 22; H. S. 
Malik, 37; Leonard, 40, 41; Wertheimer, 43; 
W. S. Morrison, 130; Littlejohn, 132; Harley, 
137; Tin Put, 244; Reynolds, 332. 

Advantage of hostels from point of view of, Fiddes, 
67; Moss, 256; Williams, 263. 

Advisory Committees should be UBeful in finding 
English families willing to show hospitality, 
Moriarty... 10 

Bedford College, satisfactory, but no real intimacy, 
Tuke ... 318 

Birmingham, RobeTtson, 47; Indian Students, 53; 
Milligan, 54. 

Bradford Technical College ... 355 
Bristol, Tyndall, 38; Dobson, 39; Leono1"d, 40, 41; 

Wertheimer, 42, 43; Sharma, 44. 
Burmans, satisfactory, Tarleton, 213; Tin Tut, 

Lock, Po, 242. 
Cambridge, Burnaby, 2; Manning, 5; Durnford, 6; 

Reddaway, 8; Moriarty, 10; Parija, Bose, etc., 
14. 
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Social Intercourse and Relations with English
contmued. 

Cliques, disadvantage of, Warren, 29, 30; 
II. S. Malik, 37; TyndalZ, 38; Nicklin, 64-5. 

Clubs and recreation rooms would be welcomed, 
Kelkar, Toki, Ghosh, 61-2. 

Complain1:6 heard, Baker 34 
110 Complaints regarding, but perheaps greater 

chances of, might be given, I(otibhasker, Gulati. 
Smgh, VakH, 76. 

at Cromwell Road, see that title. 
Dependence largely on individual, Moriarty, 10; 

Baker, 34. 
Dependent largely on subject being read, 

TreveLyan 25 
Diffidence or aloofness and timidity of Indian 

students, Ramsey, 6; Trevelyan, 26; Smith ells, 98 
DIfficulties, Giles, 1; Milligan, 54. 
through DInners, etc., value of, :J'reveLyan... 25 
Edinburgh, Ewing, 112; Mackenzie, 115; Singha, 

127; Barbour, 128, 129; W. S. MOTri,son, 129-30. 
English attitude suspicious, until Indian had 

" made good," Baly ... 85-6 
English student bodies, utilisation of, desirable, 

and suggestion. Bevan ... 337-8, 338 
Englishmen should be persuaded to take greater 

interest in Indian students, Bevan ... 338 
Glasgow, Henderson, 149-50; R. L. Mackay, 152-3. 
no Hostility on part of English students, Manning 

5 
Imperial College of Science and Technology small 

amount of, Keogh 306-7 
Incompatibility of temperament, Moss ... 52 
Indian Clubs especially for outdoor sports neces-

sary, Mehta ... .., 343 
Indian Gymkhana Club, spirit of comradeship, 
Ramsay... . 297 

Indians absent from various UnIversity societies, 
Brown, 148; R. L. Mackay, 152. 

Introduction of students to English home life desir-
able and steps taken at Leeds, Oohen UO-l 

Introductions to good families desirable, Ewing 112 
King's College, London, Atkins .. , ... ... 301 
I"eeds, A. F. Bm'ker, 97; Procter, 97; Smith ells, 98; 

J. M. Sen, 102; Seshachalam, 104; Oohen, 111. 
during Legal training, slight, Wrangham, 161; 

Rowe, 162; B. O. Vaidya, 175. ~ 
necessary Limitations, Nicklin 
J"iverpooI, Kelly, 83; Adami, 84. 

65 

Local Advisor could do muoh to help, Hadow 59 
Main difficulty political at bottom, Graham ... 64 
Manchester, Moir, 63; Graham, 64; Pyman, 65; 

Fiddes, 67; Miers, 73. 
best Methods, A. R. Malik... ... 
110 New machinery necessary, Foster ... 
Number at one College must not be 

Smith, 27; Morison, 321, 325-6; Dr. 
Gray, 348. 

136 
313 

too large, 
A. H. M. 

Official help will not greatly facilitate but useful 
in certain ways, Bose, Rahim, etc . .. : ... 18 

Official promotion, objection to, and valuele~s 
St1'eetel", 36; Edinburgh Indian Association 118: 
Barbour, 129; Kapur, Ohuckerbutty, 150-1: 152: 
Tarletoni, 214, Indian Student8, St. Andrews' 
~. ' 

Opportunities should be provided, Bhargava ... 341 
not much O,?portunity for, by English students, 

unless speCial effort made, Manning . 5 
Opportunity of seeing something of English civilisa

tion not only the surface and more objectionable 
featUres, advocated, Ewing... ... ... 111 

Oxford, Shipley, 4; Ramsey, 6; Butler, 7; Burrows, 
19-20, 20, 21; Ston,e, 22; LyO'fl" 23; Ohagla, 
Sapru, 32-33; Tara Ohana, 33. 

Oxford and Cambridge, most valuable from social 
point of view, Trevelyan ... '" .. , 26 

Possibilities of, in College sphere, Morisorl. 326 
Post-graduate.s more able to dispense with, Adami 

Preliminary dIfficulty, Barbour ... 
84 

129 
6 no specia,! Rapprochement, Durnford ... 

Recommendations for improvement of, Moriartl/, 
10; Giles, 1, 2. 

Residence with nice English families advocawd, 
]J/oriarty ,.. 10 

Social Intercourse and Relations with English
continued. 

Scottish character of reserve, as great as that of 
.Indians, and consequent difficulty, R. L. lJlac-
kay .. , 153 

Stlgregation dIfficulty, T1'evelyan, 25; Miers, n. 
SegregatIOll amongst students, not noticeable 

Bhatia ... 88 
Sensitiveness of Indians, a difficulty, Streeter 

36 
Separate Clubs not advocated, Dutt ... 107 
Sheffield, Ripper. 56; Desch, 57; Hadow, 58; 

Toki, 61; Ghosh, 61. 
Social Clubs useful if not political, H. S. Malik 

37 
fIot Sufficient obtained with good English families 

B. O. Vaidya... ... ... ... ... 175 
certain Suspicious attitude, Ramsey... 6 
Temperamental differences, H. S. Malik .. , 37 
Union Debating Society the best chance, Macan 

26 
University College, Foster ...... 313 
Unofficial organisation might assist, Bevan... 337 
Unsatisfactory condl'tions, Ohagla, Sapru .. , 32-3 
UnsatIsfactory conditions not agreed with, Tara 

Ohand ... ... ... 33 
Value of, as means of insight into Indilln political 

opinions, M. Walker... ... ... ." 64 
Women, Penrose... ... ... ... ... 30 
Work done by certain organisations to improve 

Fishenden, 70; Cockin, 170-2. ' 

Society of Incorporated Accountants and 
Auditors: 

Committee in India, setting up of, not likeJy at 
present, Martin... ...... 233 

Examinations, conditions, Oolville 231· Martm 
232, 233, 234. '" 

Indian students, position with regard to, ii/arlin 
232, 233-4 

Members in India. Martin ...... 232 
Membership, admission to, conditions and enquiric9 

previous to, lJIartin .. , ... ... 232, 233 
Objects, Martin ... 232 
I'remiums, 1I1airtin ... 232 
Relations with Indian Students Department, 
Mw~ m 

South African students, at Glasgow, Stockdale 143 

SPEA~, ~. F., ~.~.C.E., Assistant Secretary of the 
J 1llStttutlOn of CIVil Engineers ... ... 210-2 

SPci!:~~:R, Dr. W. A., D.D., Warden of New College, 
... '" ... ... 24-5 

S;"AF.F~RD, F. H., Secretary of tlie Thames Nautical 
ralUll1g College ... ... ... ... '" 335-6 

S'fANTIALL, W., Secretary in the Public Works 
Department, India Office ... . .. 294-6 

State Railways, see Railways. 
STA VELEY Mi M C M S d ' ss . " .A. Tutor to Women 

t~ ent~, Lecturer in History ~nd Warden of the 
'UBn!vte!I'SIty Hall of Residence fol' Women Students 
~o ' 41 

S'fEBBING PI' f E P P f b h ' o. . ., ro essor of Forestry, Edin-
urg '" 139-40 

STEPHENS, Professor J. W W B A 1\1 D 

I
D: P .H ., Head of the School ~f Tr~picai ii:edicin~' 
Jiverpool .. , 89-90 

STEPHENSON PI' f J M B D . Z I . '. o. ., ", .Sc., Lecturer lU 
DO ogy In Edinburgh University... . .. 132-3 

STOCKDALE, Dr. H. F., LL.D., of the Royal 
Technical College, Glasgow ... 142-3 

STONE Sir J H C IE .... A ffi . I d' ' '.'" .. , .lU •• , 0 eel' In charge of 
n .Ian n~mmees to Indian Civil Service pro-

bntlOners III Englnud .. , 22-3 
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STREETER, Canon B. H., M.A., Queen's College, 
Oxford '" 36-7 

STROUD, Professor H., M.A., D.Se., past Dean of 
th" I"aculty of Science of Armstrong College 

326-7 
Student Christian Movement: 

Creater confidence in, on part of Indian students, 
lately, Corkin 171 

Hostel, Cockin 171 
'Work done by, to promote social intercourse, 

Streeter, 36, 37; Bhatia, 88; Mack01l, 152, 153; 
Cockin, 170-2. 

Sugar manufacture, training at Glasgow, T. Gray 
143 

Sussex Trust, history of, Meyer '" 191 

SWAIN, W. H., O.B.E., Assistant Secretary in the 
Military Department, India Office ... 293-4 

TAMP!, A. KRISHNAN, Hon. Sec., Edinhurgh 
Indian Association ... ... ... ... 117-20 

TARA CHAND, Oxford Indian Majlis ... . .. 30-3 

TARLETON, W. H., Acting Secretary of the Burma 
Society ... ... ... ... ... . .. 212-4 

Teaching, Bee Education, Training in. 

Technical Training: 
in Great BrItain: 

Cambridge, Manning 5; Reddaway, 8. 
Imperial College of Science and Technology, 

Keogh ... '" ... '" ... . .. 306-7 
Inadequate equipment of universities, Sadler 

91 (10) 
Leeds, Wheeler ... '" ... ... 95 
Preliminary practical training desirable Hadow 

59; 1I1oir, 63; Pyman, 66. ' , 
Students should decide on objective in India 

before coming, Prescott '" '" ... 249 
in India: 

Establishment in all Indian Universities advo-
cated, Dunkle'll '" '" ... 216 

Examinations should be of similar standards as 
English, Gulati ...... 76, 78-9 

Expansion, question of action taken... 279, 282 
Impro~ement advooated and proposals, Bose, 

,RahIm, etc., 16; Gulati, 78-9; J. M. Sen. 103; 
Indian S~udent' at Leeds UniverSIty, 103; 
B .. C. Vatdua, 174;. Mallet, 184; BllOre, 198; 
RIce, 220, 221; Kurtyan, 266. 

Inadequacy of facilities, Parija, Rahim, Bose, 
etc., 13, 16; Sharma, 44; Kotibhasker, 76; 
1I1anchester)ndian Association, 79; Sadler, 91; 
Poole, 98; J. ]1,1. Sen, 102, 103; Mackenzie. 114; 
Edinburgh Indian Association, 117; Kapur, 
Chuckerbutty, 150; B. C. Vaidya, 174-5; 
Dunkley, 215; Kuriyan, 266. 

no Orders passed by Secretary of State on pro
posals of Industrial Commission, I7Ulia Offire, 

Principles to be followed in 
for, Kotibhasker 

282 
starting institutions 

Theoretical training should be taken 
77 

in, O;r.ford 
. Alajlis, 32; Lee, 68. 

Practical Training, see that title. 
Qualifications desirable, Fishenden '" 70 
Research work on Indian raw materials, more 

should be done by students, Huebner 69 
Scholarships, Committee on, 1912, recommendation, 

little or no action believed to have been taken on, 
Morison ... 322 

Textiles, training: 
Bradford .. , 
Leeds, .4.. F. Barker' 
Manchester, Daniels 
Practical experience: 

Difficulty, DevanaYa{1am 
Facilities, A. F. Barker 

3,55 
97 
68 

105 
97 

Telegraph Engineering, recruitment, India Office, 
283, 284, 285 

4871 (H 1042) 

Thames Nautical Training College: 
Foreign students, Sayer ... ... ..• '" 336 
Indian students, hmlted number would be admitted 

and question of after career, Sayer ... 336 
Trainmg of naval cadets at, Sayer ... 336 

Theological Training, Bristol, Dobson 

THO:lIAS, P. J., memorandum 

39 

349 

TIN TUT, 2nd Lieutenant MAUNG, Burmese student, 
241-4 

TOKI, B. S. G., Sheffield University: 
Complaint against Department, Gaster 
EVIdence 

201 
60-2 

Travelling fellowships, proposals, Kotibhasker, 76, 
77; Manchester Indian Association, 79. 

TREVELYAN, Sir E. J., D.C.L., Member of Oxford 
Delegacy for Oriental Students '" ... 25-27 

TUKE, M,ss M., M.A., Principal of Bedford College 
for Women ... 317-8 

TURNER, E. J., O.B.E., Secretary in tbe Commerce 
and Revenue Department, IndIa Office 290-292 

TURNER, Professor W. E. S., O.B.E., D.Sc., Head 
of the Department of Glass Technology, Sheffield 

57-8 
TYNDALL, Professor A. 1\1., D.Sc, Dean of the 

Faculty of Science, Bristol... ... '" 38 

Types of students, Benians, 3; Shipley, 4; Benians, 
5; Durnford, 6; Ramsay, 6; Smith, 27, 28; Baker, 
34, 35; H. S. Malik, 37; Jamieson, 105; Smgha. 
127, 128. 

Undergraduates: 
will Continue to come to England till work of 

Indian Universities',mproved, Foster 311, 313 
Discouragement of, policy likely to be in direction 

of, Foster ... '" 312 
Education in Indian Universities should improve 

to prevent need for, coming to England, Morison, 

Guardianship necessary, Williams 
Traimng of, in India desirable, Foster 

United States of America: 

325, 326 
264 

.. 313 

Practical training, facilities and question of 
students going to, if refused in England, 
lV. E. S. Turner, 57-8; Kelkar, 60; Lee, 67; 
Huebner, 69; Adami, 84. 

Students, temporary organisation during war for 
obtaining information re, Benians ... ... 3 

Unfavourable impression made on studeuts who had 
received training in, Campion 204-5 

Women students, admission to Oxford, system, 
Penrose... ... ... ... ... 30 

Universities of the Empire Bureau: 
Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals of 

Home Universities, HilZ 219, 220 
Delegations abroad, Hill ... 220 
Development of branch in India, suggestion, Foster 

311 
Equivalent standards of degrees, and examinations, 

etc., help from, regarding, suggested, .Badow 
59 

Finance of, Hill... '" 219 
as Medium for giving information and advice to 

students, question of, Wheeler, 96; HilZ, 219. 
Objects and work of, Hill ... .... 218-9 
Organisation on lines of, in India, proposal, Sen 

102 
Year Book and pamphlets, Hill 219 

University College, London: 
Hall of Residence, accommodation inadequate and 

consequent non-admission of Indians, Foster 311 
Hostels, Deller 316 317 
Indians and Singalese students, Foster, 310,'311, 

312, 312-3, 313-4 

Bbb 
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Vacations: 
Bome Arrangement for help desirable, Reddawall 

8 
Arrangements, Baker, 35; Singha, 128. 
Better for students to go to different places each 

year, Runganadhan 268 
Burmans, arrangements, and special hohday 

quarters not desirable, Ttn Tut, Lock, Po 242 
CIvil Service probationers at Oxford, Stone 22 
Conduct during, 'Reddawall 8 
Difficulties, Streeter 36 
main Difficulty in dealing with students, Shipley 

3, 4 
Egyptian students, TyndaU 38 
with.English families desirable, Giles, 2; Streeter, 

36. 
Holiday quarters not needed, J. M. Sen 103 
Inter-Collegiate Students Committee, assistance 

regarding, given by, Benians 3 
Organised, not advocated, Narayen, 53; J. M. Sen, 

102; Dutt, 10; Singha, 128. 
Organised educational tours, proposal, Smith 

27, 28 
Organisation of vacation parties by themselves, 

N arOlJlen '" 53 
in Oxford, no objection to, Baker 36 
PractIcal training during, see that title. 
Return to India for long vacation advocated, 

Chagla . 33 
Seaside places, Morley, 46; Narayen, 53. 
Students guided largely by advice of friends re-

gardlDg, Burnaby 2 
Students prefer to make own arrangements, 

Bamsey, 6; Parija, Rahim, Bose, etc., 12, 18; 
Burrows, 19; Lyon, 23; Gibbons, 60; Indian 
Students at Leeds University, 104; Mohiyuddin, 
104. 

Summer Camps of Student Christian Movement, 
Streeter, 37; Cockin, 171-2. 

Supervision during, desirable, Gilchrist ... 330 
Touch with English families desirable, jJ!ohiyuddin 

104 
'rravelling, Ramsey, 6; Wertheimer, 42, 43. 
Trips, question of, l1fanning, 5; Streeter, 37. 
Use of opportunities during, Haldane 
Worcester students, arrahgements would 

159 
have to 
'" 336 

103 
be' made for, Sayer 

Y.M.C.A. holiday camp, J. M. Sen ... 

V~IDYA, B. C., 13lw student in London 174-6 

V AIDYA, R. N., representative of Indian students 
studying economics in" London '" 272-6 

VAKIL, M. H., Manchester Indian Association 75-6 

Vakils, see under Indian Bar. 

Veterinary Education: 
Recommendations of Public Services Commission, 

and action taken on ... 217-8, 280 
.Scholarships, selection being made i,n India, 

E. J. Turner '" 292 
State scholarships for holders to proceed to United 

Kingdom to gain diploma, India Office '" 280 

'Veterinary Science Course: 
,Glasgow, Paterson ... 144 
lmprovement of education in India, no steps taken 

hy India Office re, E. J. Turner '" 290 

YILLIERS-STUART, Mrs. P., 
Education Associ.ation 

Indian Women's 
'" 247-8 

WALEY, J. F., Secretary to the Council of Legal 
Education 169-70 

WALKElt, the Rev. E. M., M.A., 
Queen's College 

WALKER, Professor MILES 

Senior Tutor of 
28-9 

64 

WALLACE, Prof. R.; M.A., Professor of Agriculture, 
Edinburgh ... : .. 122-6 

WARREN, Sir H., K.C.V.O., M.A., President (jf 
Magdalen College, O~fox:d '" 29-30 

WEEKES, C. A., Assistant' Secretary of the British 
Electrical and Allied Mitnufacturers' Association, 
etc. ... 253-5 

WERTHEIMER, Prof. J., B.A., D.Sa., Dean of the 
Faculty of Engineering, Bristol ... 41-3 

WEST, F. J., Fast-President of the Manchester 
Engmeering Employers' Association and President 
of the Manchester Association of Engineers... 71-3 

WHEELER, A. E., Registrar. of Leeds University 
93·6 

Whole-time officials, Indian suspicion of, Stree~er 
36 

WILD, Professor R. B., M.D., M.So., F.R.C.P. 
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Manchester Uni: 
versity 71 

WILLIAMS, ARI~M, Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. 
Indian Students' Union and Hostel, Keppel Street: 
London '" 261-4 

WILSON, Professor E., M.I.C.N., 1\£.I.E.E., King's 
College London, representative of the I\lstitu
tion of Electrical Engineers ... . .. 257-9 

Women's Medical Service, Turner ... 292 

Women Students: 
AdmlSlon: 

through International Federation of University 
Women, proposal, Penrose ... ... 30 

no Objection to, at Manchester, Miers ... 74 
Adviser needed if number increases, Tuke 317·8, 318 
BIrmingham, faculty of medicine, Haslam... 51 
Bristol, Staveley ... 41 
Cambl'idge, position, Olollgh V 
Capabilities of, Tuke 317 
Care of, by Indian Students' Department, 

]!eyer 191 
Edinburgh, Ewing ... 113 
only Graduates should be encouraged generally 

speaking and should come to take a good English 
degree course, Tuke 317, 318 

Health question, Penrose, 30; Tuke, 318. 
Hostel at Hlghbury, formerly, Beck, 225; 

Kotval, 248. 
Hostel might be necessary with great increase of 

numbe!;,s, but not desired, Tuke ... ... 318 
Hostels, need for, and proposal, B~ck, 225, 228; 

Villiers-Stuarl, 248; Thomas, 349. 
Importance of question, Morison ... ... 322 
Increase antipipated, Beck, 225-228; Morison, 322 j 

Platt, 344. 
Leeds, Wheeler ... ... 93 
Legal profession, none training in, as yet, Wrang

ham, 161; Douthwaite, 167. 
Liverpool, none, but would be admitted on 

application, Macdonald ...... 83 
Lodgings, difficulty of obtaining, .4.rnold ... 210 
London Day Training College, ability not v'ery 

high, Nunn ... ... ... .... ... 302 
Mixed colleges probably not desirable for OWlDg to 

conditions in India, Tuke ... . .. '... 318 
Number, Beck ... 225, 228 
Oxford, Burrows, 20, 21; Penrose, 30. 
careful Selection advocated Tuke ... 318 
not Serious students in' experience of King's 

College for Women, and encouragel1lent of 1D 

large numbers not desired, Lane-Olaypon... 343 
Thirty a year spread over various institutiOns would 

be satisfactory, Tuke... ... . .. ' ... 318 
Three years in. England the ideal period, one year 

of comparatively little value, Tuke ... 318 
Welfare, importance of provision for, and scheme, 

Morison, 322-3; Platt, 344-5. 

Woolwich Royal Military Academy, see under 
Army. 

WORCESTER, NAUTICAL TRAINING SHIP: 
Cour~e, age limits, etc., Sayer, Stafford ... 335-6 
For~lgn students, Sayer... .., ... ..• 336 
Indian stud~nts: 

would be Admitted, and question of after career, 
Sayer ... ... ... ... ... ... 336 

Preliminary training as test of likelihood for 
caring. for seafaring life desirable, Sayer 336 

no SpeCial arrangements as to diet etc would 
be possible, Sayer ' "... 336 
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WRANGHAM, W. G., Sub-Treasurer of the Inner 
Temple •.• 160-1 

WRIGHT, Prof. WILLIAM, D.Sc., F.R.C.S., Dean of 
the London Hospital Medical College ... 221-2 

Y.M.C.A.: 
Good work done by, among Indian students, and 

8ubsidlsing of hostels in London under control of, 
advocated, Il. N. Vaidya ... .., 274,276 

Hostels : 
Continuance advocated, lI~ohiyuddin 
Edinburgh, see that title. 

lO4 

ProvIsion of, only, objection to, . Thomas ... 349 
Social activities,' RunganadhalTl/ 270 
Value of work, Rungana:d:han 272 

Y.MoCoAo Hostel and Club (Shakespeare Hut): 
Accommodation and charges, Runganadhan 269-70 
Advantages over 21, Crqmwell Road, though I'ooms 

unsuitable for study, R. N. Vaidya 273 
British students, J. lYf. Sen, 102; Williams, 263; 

llunganadhan, 268, 270; Bevan, 338. 
244 
268 
171 
268 
348 
338 

Burmese at, Tin Tut 
Catering, Runga1llOdhan ... 
CondItions at, Oocktn 
Cost of living, Ilunganadhan 
Criticism, Skrine ... 
Disciphne, Bevan ... 
Doubt as to whether expenditure justified, A.huja 

330 
Educational advice, llunganadhan ... 268 
Finance, Ilunganadhan, 267, 268, 272; R. N. 

Vaidya, 275. 
Grants by Provisional Councils preferable to grants 

from India Office, Bevan ... 338 
Helping of students back to India, Ilunganadhan 

Holiday wOl'k, Ilunganadhan 
Lectures, Ilunganadhan ... 
Management, Runganadhan 

.l\Iembership, Runganadhan 
!l1iscellaneous work, Runganadhan 

268 
... 268,271-2 
267, 268, 271 
267, 268, 272 

269 
... 271 

Y.M,C.A. Hostel and Club (Shakespeare Hut)
continued. 

Numbers in, William. ... 263 
ObJectlODS to, by a few students only and nature 

of, R. N. llaidya ... 274 
Objects of, accordIng to the Rt. Hon. H. A. L. 

Fisher, RungCllnadhan ... ... 269 
OrganisatIon not political, Ilunganadhan, ... 268 
OrIginatIOn of, and openmg, Ilunganadhan 268-9 
PopularIsation of, not the ideal of the Committee, 

llunganadhan ... 268 
PopularIty partly due to provision Qj IndIan food, 

Runganadhan ... 268 
ReadIng room and hbrary, Ilunganadhan 270.1 
Recreahon, RunganClidhC/i1l 268,270 
RelIgIOUS lectures, Ilunflanadhan ... 268 
no Religious propaganda known of, Il. N. Vaidya 

275 
no Religious text for admission and ChrIstIan pro-

paganda not part of work, Ilunganadhan... 268 
Restaurant, IlunganClidhan, ... 270 
Satisfactory atmosphere, Bevan... ... 338 
Students less suspICious of, than of 21, Cromwell 

Road, though attempt to work up suspiCIOn by 
certain class, Bevan ... 337 

some Students would live permanently In, if pos
sible, IlunglIinadhan, 268; R. N. Vaidya, 274. 

Study Circles and group conferences, Ilunganadhan 
271 

less Useful in helping and adVIsing students than 
Cromwell Road, Knaster ... 239 

Visits to factories, social settlements, etc., Runga-
nadhan 267,271 

Zoological Survey, A.nnandale .. , ... 133 

Zoology course, training in India possibility, 
Stephenson ... ... 133 

ZUTSHI, L., B.Sc. (Hons.), Probationer Mining 
Engineer and Geologist, Kashmir, and Student, 
Roya.l School of Mines, Lond"n statements 345-347 
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